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THE FAKMEE'S MAGAZINE.

JANUARY, 1855,

PLATE I.

POETRAIT OF MR. ROBERT BAKER.

PLATE II.

A SHORT-HORNED BULL,
THE PROPERTY OF WILLIAM SANDEY, ESO., OF HOLME PIERPOINT, AND HENRY SMITH, ESQ.,

OF THE GROVE, CROPWELL BUTLER,

For which the first prize of Forty Sovereigns was awarded at the meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, held at Lincoln, July, 1854.

MR. ROBERT BAKER, OF WRITTLE.

Robert Baker, or as he is more generally dis-

tinguished, Mr. Baker, of Writtle, is essentially an

Essex man. He was born at Terling in that

county, in November 1793, so that he has just

completed his sixty-first year. All his early im-

pressions of life were gathered in the same neigh-

bourhood. His first initiation into the business of

the farm was made in the parish of Boreham, from

which he walked three miles every morning to the

village school at Terling. Subsequently to this,

he was removed to a boarding- schooli at Witham,

where he continued to his seventeenth year,

when he at once entered on that pursuit for which

he was destined to do so much—the study of prac-

tical agriculture. His father at this period had re-

moved to the Maddox Hall-farm, adjoining the

])ark of Mr. Strutt, for many years member for

the borough of Maldon ; the estate having now
descended to his grandson. Lord Rayleigh. It was

here Mr. Baker, to use the words of one of his own
OLD SERIES.]

favourite bards "tried his prentice hon'," and

where we may conclude, he remained somewhere up

to the time of his marriage in 181 7. Tlie worthy

partner of his hopes and cares was a daughter of

Mr. Thomas Lanbrook, of Brent Hall, Boreham,

by whom he has had a family of three children, two

only of which are now living. His eldest son died

at the early age of twenty-four, leaving, however, a

wife and four children, who have all been brought

up under the immediate care of their grandfather.

Mr. Baker, as may be supposed from his general

character, has been no " rolling stone." He enlisted

himself in the ranks of practical farmers in the first

instance at Boreham, where he remained until 1827,

when, adding considerably [to his previous oc-

cupation, he removed to Writtle, where he still

continues ; and long may he continue to prosper.

The memoir of such a man may be written in a

very few words. It has been one long career of

usefulness, great ability, and unceasing energy, em-

A [VOL. XLII.—No. 1.
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ployed from the first in doing everything to ad-

vance that interest with which he has become so

signally identified. No one, at a period, be it re-

membered, when the fact was anything but the

truism it is now, saw so clearly the necessity for

that union between science and practice in the cul-

tivation of the land; while none have laboured

more earnestly to insure their co-operation. For a

long series of years, the results of his study and

experience might be traced through the columns of

our agricultural publications. From the Farmer's

Journal of his early days, we find him gradually

succeeding to the Farmer's Magazine, the Mark
Lane Express, Bell's Weekly Messenger, and

other channels of communication, both local and

general. Few writers have ever been received with

more v.elconie or attention, for hw indeed have

\vritten with more practical authority on that they

touched, or with more honesty of purpose in what

they advocated. He has yet even, at times, from

his eflforts in this direction, had his advice received

by some of those he would instruct, M'ith no
better thanks than its being "only book farming."

As one of the safest of our jjioneers to the im-

proved system.s of husbandry, as one who knew
thoroughly all he taught, he could of course well

afford to withstand such a compliment. It is

amusing though, to mark the diffei-ence between

what his own fellows once said of him, and that

the mere theorist might have later considered him.

The well-profited experience, however, the sound
judgement and intimate acquaintance that enabled

him to urge forward the one, has served as efficiently

to curb the other. There is not, we believe, a

landowner or occupier in the kingdom, but who has

learnt to respect Robert Baker, of Writtle ; and
there is none whose advice or recommendation is

more implicitly talcen. Calumny cannot do much
before this, and though often enough assailed,

rarely have any suffered so little.

Uniting with the occupation of the farm an
extensive business as a land-agent and valuer, it is

extraordinary the time Mr. Baker has still given to

public duties. As an instance of his labours as a
valuer, we may name his different surveys and as-

sessments under the Tithe Commutation Act in

1836, when he went over upwards of two hundred
thousand acres, chiefly in the county of Essex,
without a single appeal against his decisions. Still,

notwithstanding such demands as these, he was
never unmindful or negligent of the farmer's cause.

With this as his chief care, acting on the impulse
of an Enghshman,whois not to be bullied or libelled

into submission, he was the first to enter the field

against the Anti-Corn Law agitation. Anticipating
as little as his opponents what really, through a
chain of unlocked for circumstances, would be the

result, but taking them rather at their own word,

that it was a matter of little importance whether a

quarter of corn was grown in this country or not—
with such an argument as this to meet, Mr. Eaker

originated the Essex Protection Society. From this

came a similar movement throughout the kingdom,

concentrated at length in the National Association.

We have no desire to revive a by-gone battle. It

is one, still, that did no disgrace to the farmers of

the kingdom ; for if the event has proved how mis-

taken they were, it only shows how yet more so

were their opponents. The agriculturist acted on

the defensive, simply because he was threatened.

His great error was taking his opponent at his

word.

In conjunction with the late lamented Wm, Shaw,

and with far better success, Mr. Baker originated

the London Farmers' Club. It was mainly at his

instance, we are assured, that one of its best features

was developed— the monthly discussion meetings,

of which he filled the office of chairman for the first

two years after their introduction. The benefit aris-

ing from these " debates " is now pretty generally

admitted, while none have contributed more

to their value than Mr. Baker himself. His paper

on "the Union between Science and Practice," was

one of the very best the members have ever had

delivered to them ; free from all jirejudice, or any

one-sided view, and only tending to cement that

union its author has so long advocated. Amongst
other subjects, also introduced here by Mr. Baker,

have been " Artificial manures, and their appli-

cation," " Draining, surface and deep," " Storing

root crops," " Geology, as connected with agricul-

ture," "The converting of grass-land into tillage,"

"The most economical mode of thrashing grain

crops," "High farming," "The effect of soil and

climate on cultivation," " The economy of farm-

ing, and the diseases affecting plants and vege-

tables, &c,"

Although not so closely identified with its pro-

ceedings, not in fact so directly as many could

wish, Mr, Baker was one of the earliest members
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, He
is, too, amongst its most distinguished, having

gained one of its chief prizes, appropriately enough

for an essay on the farming of his own county.

It is not, however, in any one certain set that

Robert Baker of Writtle takes a position becoming to

his merits and acquirements ; there are few local

societies or clubs within reach but have had the

benefit of his assistance. As a judge at their

shows, as a lecturer at their meetings, as one who
can show in his own career how much a man may
do to improve, in many points to educate him-

self; as such—a friend, a teacher and an example,

how many have learnt to appreciate him ! It is-,
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though (as lire have often before had occasion to

impress in notices of this kind), to a man's home

and neighbours that you must go for his real cha-

racter. He w]K:)se fame will not stand the test here,

cannot be worth much elsewhere. Let us follow

Mr. Baker to that home and neighbourhood he has

never deserted. Let us ask his good name from

the gentlemen of his county, of the farmers at their

market, of the labourers in his parish—everywhere

alike, we will venture to ensure'it ; from the pupils

he has made men of, to the children he has brought

up, we could not search too closely. Let one fact,

however, be here the best confirmation of all we

might advance :— Hardly ten years since, the

county of Essex, the gentlemen, farmers, tradesmen,

and others, presented him with plate to the value

of four hundred pounds, in testimony of their

esteem for himself, and admiration of his conduct.

Nearly four hundred attended the dinner at which

this presentation took place, while upwards of a

thousand, the subscription being limited, contri-

buted towards it.

We need go no further. Those who know him in

private life, will recognise in the sketch we offer, a

truly hospitable man, a warm friend, and a most

agreeable companion. Well read in all the best

literature of his own language, full of quaint

humour, and abounding in anecdote, his success in

society is proportionately great. And yet for all

this, we would class him no higher than a practical

farmer. We class him as such with, some pride, as

one who has fairly earned the respect he commands.

DRAINAGE WATER.

BY CUTHBERT V,\ JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

During a recent lecture at the Central Farmers'

Club, on land drainage, some brief remarks were

made on the importance of employing in irrigation

the water thus taken from the soil. This valuable

address on drainage, by Mr. B. Denton, was of too

important a nature to be done justice to in the

necessarily short space allotted to him ; and the

same remark applies to the observations which

followed on the use of the water which the skilful

drainer removes in such copious quantities from

cultivated soils. In this paper I propose to

submit for a winter evening's consideration of the

readers of this magazine a few facts relating to

drainage water, its amount, and its value for irri-

gation.

The collection of such water in reservoirs, to be

used in the dry seasons of the year for irrigating

the land, is not a novel practice. In the warmer

climates of the earth, the construction of large

recepticles for such a purpose is an object deemed

worthy of the attention of sovereign princes.

Some of these abound in some parts of Persia and

Hindostan, one of which, for instance, in Southern

India, formed by damming up the end of a valley,

is several miles in length, receiving and storing the

drainage waters of a large extent of country. Even
the Incas of Peru had turned their attention to the

very same subject, ages before the days of Colum-
bus.

But we need not travel out of our own country

for similar instances : the same attention to the col-

lection and skilful use of drainage or land water is

discernible in many districts, as at Lord Hather-

ton's at Teddesley, at Mr. Mechi's at Tiptree, and

on several farms in Scotland. The apparent purity

of the water commonly issuing from the mouths of

a land drain need not deter the farmer from its use,

for the brightest mountain land-springs have been

profitably used in irrigation. Mr. W. Simpson of

Glenlythan, in Aberdeenshire, has detailed his

operations in such an apparently unpromising ele-

vation (Trans. Hic/h. Soc.) He describes the rills

or streams as being supplied from several copious

springs, which rise about half a mile above the

commencement of one of the plots ; and after run-

ning a short distance from the spring, these streams

pass through a bog (now much drained, and in

which other springs also rise), and all unite and

form a considerable burn in one channel. I'revious

to the ground being operated upon for the purposes

of irrigation, the stream ran through the Den in a

winding course. The ground at the top of the

Den consisted of a few mossy hillocl s, and the

otber part of the ground was pretty level, of a dry

nature, and covered with a short kind of grass.

The ground was never cropped with grain, and the

grass was not sufficient to be cut. The cattle were

occasionally turned out upon it, when pasture was

scarce in other parts of he farm. The soil gene-

rally, except the mossy part, is alluvial in some

places, and at others gravelly. The operations for

irrigation began in June, 1843; and from the

detail given by Mr. Simpson, we find that from

about five acres of this land, when formed into a

water mead, were cut of grass in cartloads of six

cwt.

—
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June, 1844...., 12

July 32

August 34

September 30

October 11

In 1845 was cut during

—

June 13

July , 36

August 43

September 42

October 8

If, then, in such a place water meads can be

successfully formed, let us next consider the amount

of water likely to be collected by the drains of an

upland farm ; and then let us inquire whether that

water usually contains any and what fertihzing

matters. Now, as to the amount, we find that amid

the chalk hills of Hertfordshire, from the result of

eight years' careful examination (1836 to 1843),

the mean rain-fall was 26.61 inches, or equal to

2,660 tons per acre ; of this quantity 42.4 per cent,

drained away, and 57.6 per cent, evaporated from

its surface ; or what is a more practical way of

stating the same facts, about 1125 tons per acre

annually drained from the land, and about 1535

tons evaporated from the same space during that

period (Mr. Dickenson, Jour. Royal Ag. Soc.) It

is evident, then, supposing all the water which

thus drains from the land was collected and trans-

ferred to grass or other land at a lower level, that

the farmer would hav« the power of increasing the

profitable moisture of such smaller fields to almost

any extent. (Let us not forget that an inch depth

of rain, which rarely falls in England in twenty-

four hours, is as nearly as possible 100 tons per

acre.) And the farmer must not imagine that the

land-Nv'ater of any of his arable soils is free from

fertihzing matters ; neither must he forget that the

more highly he farms, the more copiously his fields

are manured, the more impure and valuable is the

drainage water escaping from his soils.

Several chemical investigations have proved the

correctness of this very natural conclusion. Of
this kind were the examinations of the present pro-

fessor of agriculture in the university of Edinburgh
carried on in the autumn of 1844, in East Lothian.

He observes (/l^rncaZ^MraZ Gazette, 1847, p. 461),

that the usual quantity of rain had fallen during a

winter fallow, when, on the 29th of April, he col-

lected a specimen of water flowing from a land

drain ; immediately after this sample was taken,

the field was sown with barley, and top-dressed

With guano. A few days afterwards, a second
sample of water was taken from the same drain.

On examining these, it was found Khat 18lb. of the

first specimen contained 15.2 grains of solid

matter, and the same quantity of the second 27.5

grains. These, upon jbeing analyzed, were found

to contain— April 29. May 16.

Organic matter and water .... 3.4 7.8

Silica; 0.9 0.7

Silicate of alumina 0.4 0.2

Chloride of magnesium .....

.

1.12 —
Common salt 1.8 2.61

Carbonate of lime — 2.7

Chloride of calcium 3.0 2.10

Sulphate of alumina ...... .

.

0.85 —
Peroxide of iron 2.1 2.25

Magnesia — 1.69

Phosphate of lime 3 3.1

Phosphate of magnesia — 1.8

Phosphate of alumina — 0.45

13.87 25.41

The turbid portion of the drainage water first

discharged from the soil, after heavy rains, being

examined by Mr. Wilson, was not found to differ

materially in composition from the soil which it

drained ; it held, however, less silica and more

lime, the matter deposited by the turbid water con-

taining per cent.

—

Silica 60.0

Silicate of alumina 17.5

Protoxide of iron , 6.5

Sulphate of lime 9.4

Sulphate of magnesia 0.75

Phosphate of lime 0.6

Alumina 4.0

Water, &c 1.25

In the cases to which I have hitherto referred, it

is to the use of the land water, and the land water

only, that my observations were intended to apply;

but, as a matter of course, greater is the benefit

when that land water can be mixed with richer and

still more fertilizing drainage. We have a notable

instance of such an effect in the Berkshire catch-

meadows of Mr. Pusey, so well described by Mr.

Lee, in his valuable report to the General Board of

Health {Report, p. 81); from this we learn that

Mr. Pusey has within the last few years converted

about 100 acres of land lying eastward of his man-
sion, into irrigated meadows. The land is flat, and

I cannot, says Mr, Lee, better describe the principle

upon which the works are laid out than in his own
words :

—" The catch-meadows were used chiefly,

until lately, in Devonshire. The gutters being

drawn along natural slopes, the water falls from the

upper one to the one immediately below, which

spreads it anew equally over the surface lower

down. Hence the name catch-meadow. This sys-

tem, originating in an almost mountainous country,

has been of late years transferred to land almost

level; quite as level as any on which the ridge

water-meadows were made in Wiltshire."
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In front of Pusey House is a small ornamental

lake of about two acres, the overflow from which

supplies the upper part of the meadows ; and at

Pusey Lodge Farm, and Cherbury Camp, two other

small streams are brought under tribute for the

fields in their vicinity. The whole body of water

is, however, so small, that I should think there is

probably no other instance in which an equal quan-

tity is turned to so profitable an account. Mr.
Pusey says that in summer they are very short of

water, and can only let the fluid penetrate six inches

into the soil, so as to damp it ; at that time the earth

is so dry, that when the water goes in, and sinks

through the worm-holes, the ground sings. In

winter the operation is going on continuously in

one part or other.

The geological formation at Pusey is the coral

rag of the oolitic system, and the meadows in the

vicinity of Cherbury Camp were, only a few years

since, sheep-common, covered with emmet-hills,

brambles, rushes, &c., and worth about 5s. per acre

per annum.

The whole of the work has been done within the

last four years, but at different times. That first

commenced included the greatest amount of earth-

work, and the several contracts contained diminish-

ing quantities of labour, which will account for the

differences in the following prices, with which I was

favoured by Mr. Pusey :

—

20 acres at £4 10s. per acre £90
20 acres at £4 " 80

30 acres at £3 " 90

30 acres at £2 " 60

100 Total

,

£320

The amount is equal to £3 4s. per acre on the

average ; but this did not include the sluices, which

are of oak, and cost about 2s. 6d. each. In the

earlier and middle parts of the work, I found these

to average about ten to the acre ; but in the por-

tion most recently irrigated the sluices are not yet

put down. Clods are used instead ; but they some-

times burst, and always tend to deposit soil in the

gutters, besides occupying much more time in

placing and removing than the management of

sluices would. It is but fair, therefore, to add the

cost of sluices to the capital account, making alto-

gether an average of £4 9s. per acre.

Mr. Pusey, however, is anxious that this outlay

should not be regarded as representing the ordinary

expense of forming catch-meadows for common
agricultural purposes ; as in Devonshire, the

common estimate is about £2 per acre for the

average cost; and a Devonshire gutterer, Mr.

Dobbs informs him, has lately executed many such

works in the Isle of "Wight at a cost in no case, as

he states, exceeding £1 10s. per acre. Draining,

however, which is often required, must be taken as

a separate item of expense. The cost of diverting

streams and putting in sluices would also have to

be added.

Before proceeding to describe the very high rate

of fertility on these meadows, I cught to state that

Mr. Pusey has not only used the natural fertilizing

powers of the water, but has also drawn incidental

advantage from any farm-yard manure or other

refuse within reach of the irrigating stream. The

water is dark during and after rain, from the wash-

ing of the manure of farm-yards, or of organic

refuse from the houses in Pusey, and in other parts

white from the washings of the roads, Mr. Pusey

says, both the dark and the white waters are more

beneficial than the clear stream.

As to the length of time during which the fer-

tilizing streams are on the land, I have already said,

continues Mr. Lee, that Mr. Pusey is very short of

water. In hot weather, when the water is deficient,

it is only laid on six hours at a time, just to run

over the sheep-dung, which it melts and carries

down to the roots. When the supply will not even

admit of so much, the sluices are drawn for ah hour

or two at a time twice or thrice a week, to damp

the soil. At the present time it will remain on the

Italian rye-grass three days. In winter, when

there is no frost, the course of the whole 100 acres

is to be a week dry and a week wet ; but during,

frost it is allowed to remain covered the whole time

—a month if necessary, to protect the vegetation

from cold. The operations on Mr. Pusey's estate

are confined to grass crops entirely. The land had

been under-drained some years previously to the

irrigation in most places where drainage wae re-

quired.

Of the beneficial results, Mr. Pusey says in a

letter to Mr. Chadwick, speaking of the last part

of the work executed :—"The land is very poor,

but has this year given five crops of grass, the four

first very heavy crops. There is also a promise of

a sixth. I will not trouble you with the details,

but moderate as is the outlay, and recently as it has

been made, the land has been more than doubled

for the Income Tax assessment, being raised, even

in these times, a pound an acre ; nor have I any

reason to complain of the rise."

Before the irrigation was commenced, the her-

bage was what Mr. Pusey calls " carnation grass,"

a large, coarse, sour-looking production, disliked

and avoided by cattle. The irrigation has (destroyed

all that, and brought instead a soft, silky, nutricious

grass very similar to that on the Edinburgh mea-

dows.

The whole of the annual produce from any of

this land has not been either measured or weighed

;
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but Mr. Pusey said, while we were examining the

part first irrigated, that two years back the first crop

cut was estimated at U tons to the acre. Sheep

were then turned on repeatedly, and the whole

annual produce was estimated to equal the keep of

36 sheep per acre daring five months.

Some sheep fed upon this land have become

lame. Mr, Pusey says, that opinions are divided

as to whether this lameness is attributable to the

irrigation or not. I believe, however, that none

have rotted. The practice of cutting the second

crop, after feeding the first, before turning in sheep

again, is a precaution taken to prevent that disease

from appearing.

I have already spoken of the former sterile con-

dition of the part brought under irrigation only two

years since. Within that time 28 acres of it have

been sown with Italian rye-grass. My informant

said, that this year there had been five crops of

grass, each as high as the sheep-pens. A sixth

crop is nearly ready for the scythe. He added :

—

" If the old men who died twenty years since v/ere

to come to life again, they would never believe that

this was Cherbury."

Still richer waters are employed for irrigation in

Scotland ; and there, too, they not only avail them-

selves of the drainage waters where their mere gra-

vity renders them available, but they use—yes, and

profitably too— for this purpose the pump and the

steam engine. I refer to such efforts as those of

Edinburgh, of Glasgow, and at Ayr. It is true

that the enormous produce of grass thus obtained,

when reported to the cultivators of drier meads, is

such as naturally to make them incredulous, and

has even in some cases excited their ridicule. But
time, my readers will remember, renders us very

familiar with many a firmly established profitable

truth, which in the days when they were first per-

haps too briefly and suddenly announced were far

from favourably received. The ordinary hard fate,

indeed, of those who propose sudden innovations

in any art or science, always renders the timid and

the very cautious unwilhng to embark in such

patriotic attempts j the task is commonly, therefore,

reserved for the sanguine and more stout-hearted

—

for men of more iron nerves, possessing in general

more zeal, but less patience, who tell the truth it is

true, but not always in the most discreet and con-

ciliatory manner. These, therefore, are wont to

travel on amid showers of ridicule and tempes-

tuous squalls of wit ; or, perchance, with still more

practical onslaughts. For instances of this, let the

modern and enhghtened English farmer recur to

the fate of poor Jethro Tull, the great and ill-

requited introducer of the drill and the horse-hoe

husbandry : remember how bitterly he complains

in his great work of the reception he met with

;

and let him not forget too Michael Menzie, the con-

temporary of Tull, who invented the first thrash-

ing machine, by settmg to work by machinery a set

of flails ; and who was not only opposed, but even

execrated as taking the bread away from the

laborious thrasher. But past generations were not

content to use only earthly arguments to intimidate

the rash innovators, who dared to move on in ad-

vance of the knowledge of their age ; it was even

earnestly contended, when A. and R. Meikle first

introduced the winnowing-machine, that the use of

such fans was a very wicked imitation of the wind,

with which, for cleansing their corn, former genera-

tions of serious-minded Scotch farmers were so

long and so gratefully content.

ON BRITISH AGRICULTURE, WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF
OWN OPERATIONS AT TIPTREE HALL FARM,

By I. J. Mechi.

HIS

[The following paper was read by Mr. Mechi at a
meeting of the Society of Arts, on Wednesday, December
the 6th.]

This is the fourth time I have had the honour to
appear before our Society ; but I offer no apology, be-
cause I believe that there is no question at the present
moment so important to the national welfare, as the
attempt to increase our supply of food by improved
British Agriculture. The stomach brooks uo delay;
and, unless duly supplied, there is an end at once to art',

science, commerce, and manufactures; honour and glory
succumb to short commons. When this country was
purely agricultural, and w? ex^^orted corn, our anxiety

was about clothing and manufactures ; but now that

mighty steam and scientific appliances have enabled our
mechanical millions to envelope the world in cloth and
calico, and now that this vast and increasing population

has outstripped the limited acreage of our little island,

the question of food enough by home-improvement, or
by foreign supplies, has become one of vital import.
There is something of stern admonition in our present

food position. With an abundant harvest, for which we
have just returned grateful thanks, the price of corn is

enormous. An abundant home-harvest is not now
enough for the increased population; and, therefore,

because some of our foreign supplies are cut off by ac-
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cidental circuiuBtances, Consols are depressed; confi-

dence is withdrawn ; circulation contracted ; trade,

commerce, and manufactures are paralyzed, with a pros-

pect of much individual suffering and privation. I

venture to assert, from my own experience, that we

could grow more than all the food that is required by the

British people ; but it must be done by investment and

improvement. The mere drainage of all the land that

requires it would add millions of quarters of corn, and

much additional meat to our present supply. My own

farm may be taken as an instance of greatly and amply

increasing our food supply. I therefore purpose this

evening to lay before you my own agricultural balance-

sheet, which is again highly satisfactory and remune-

rative, showing an advantage to me in rent and

profit of about £750. I shall glance at the pro-

gress of British agriculture, and enter into some

details connected with its internal economy, thinking

that such information may be a useful preparative

for those who, like myself, hitherto engaged

in other pursuits, may be disposed to divert some portion

of their capital to agricultural practice and amendment.

I do not know anything more rational and more desi-

rable than that the surplusage of our town and city

profits should find useful employment on the land. It

is much needed. The agricultural cry is always, " But

where is the money to come from for these great im-

provements ?" and therefore every landlord and tenant

should rejoice at an increase of " apron-striug" farmers

and improvers, seeing that the inflowing of capital and

intelligence diminishes rates and increases profits and

comforts in a thousand various ways. If I were to ask

" why so little town capital finds its way to agricultural

improvement?" I should say, you have hitherto not held

out to it the hand of invitation. Great landed proprietors,

with poor, unimproved and entailed estates, either from

want ofknowing that means for their improvement exist , or

from a false delicacy as to borrowing the money, or from

a disbelief or doubt of the improvements resulting pro-

fitably to themselves and their tenantry, have not gene-

rally availed themselves to any extent of the two or three

existing companies which have the means and legal

powers to efi"ect every necessary amendment, even on

strictly entailed estates. I know a great many small

landholders whose property and tenantry would be

equally benefited by such investments. In a national

point of view, it would be highly desirable that some

hundred millions of our surplus capital should be en-

gaged in producing British food on British soil by

British means and labour*— rather than that the cash-

boxes of our capitalists should be crammed with bonds

and responsibilities from every foreign nation and foreign

undertaking—to the very casting of Russian cannon to

be used against our own troops. I could readily point

out how one hundred millions could beat once prqfilably

employed in agricultural amendment. But ere this can

be done there is an immense amount of prejudice to be

removed, and self-satisfaction to be disturbed. This is

not an age of impossibilities—on the contrary, steam,

f ay compauiea, or by aa improved law of partnership.

gas, railways, electric telegraphs, Britannia tubes, sus-

pension bridges, and chemical discoveries, which were

all once considered visionary, have become realities,

working immense changes, and affecting largely the

comforts and intelligence of our own country and of tho

whole world. I venture, then, to predict that, in a com-

paratively short period, we shall see every farmery

covered in with sufiicient shelter for its stock, lighted

with gas, its fixed steam-engine, economizing the costly

labour of horses, and warming by its waste steam the

various sheds. The food which the farm produces having

done its office in the town will run back to restore the

fertility which it had exhausted—our land will be drained

and irrigated—the residences will be worthy of a more

intelligent tenantry, possessing greater capital, and re-

joicing in pianos and libraries. The waste and loss occa-

sioned by misplaced buildings, bad roads, and queer-

shaped fields, will be corrected by the facile sale or

transfer and interchange caused by an easy legal regis-

tration. It is a great point to provoke people to talk

about such matters, causing first a little wonder, anger,

disbelief, inquiry, and ultimate calculations and convic

tion. Our British agriculture must progress with the

other interests of the country. I often, on a summer's

morning, before the business of London commences,

take a reflective stroll, and ponder on our rapid increase

of wealth and intelligence, as evidenced by our new and

magnificent streets and buildings ;
queer, old, quaint

buildings are swept away, and you see rising in their

room business palaces, involving enormously increased

rentals, and built of stone and iron, as if never to decay.

This is real economy where there is capital, and I na-

turally, on these occasions, wish that I had on either

side of me the prejudiced defenders of our rotten and

inefficient farmeries, exhibiting in their decay the rotten

thatch and dripping eaves—the beau ideal of rustic

landscape. If we have capital in this country—and who

can deny that we have it in superabundance?—let it

avail to give to agriculture a higher and more dignified,

more intelligent, and, consequently, a more profitable

position. The clumsy appliances and prejudiced neglects

of antiquated agricultural customs are 7iot profitable.

The men who now suffer most in agriculture are pre-

cisely those whose ill-farmed, wooded, small, and un-

drained fields, and unimproved buildings, are slowly

but surely absorbing the tenant's capital, binding him

in poverty and discontent. It will be a happy day for

the tenantry of this country when their rents are doubled,

provided that increase represents a proper interest for

necessary improvements. This takes place in our towns

and cities—why not in our agriculture? 1 do attach

much importance to the application of our town sewage

to agricultural fructification. It is going on rapidly in

various quarters; and I have been delighted to find that

my intelligent and calculating friend, Mr. Samuel

Brooks, of Manchester, has placed at the disposal of the

Managing Council of that city the munificent sura of

one thousand pounds to be expended in prizes or means

to obtain the best mode of applying the sewage of that

city to the fructification of the surrounding country.

My own experience in this matter, with two miles of
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pipe on my farm, convinces me that the engineering

diflSculties are perfectly insignificant, and that a nation

which has passed its iron railways through every man's

house and property, nolens volens, for a useful general

purpose, will not be deterred from acting similarly in

the great question of feeding the British people. We
have local commissioners for superintending the drainage

of our fens, and why not for irrigating with our town

sewage ? I will not insult this meeting with details on

so simple a question, for pumping and conveying manure

is no other than diffusing water, every fractional detail

of which is perfectly well understood, and can be at once

readily calculated. One thing is quite certain, that you

must convince landlords and tenants thatmanure liquefied

is Je/^er and more available than so/itZ manure; this it

will take some time to do. And you must also convince

engineers that they do not at all know at present the

greediness of soil for manure ; for if they did, a recent

writer in your Journal would never have made the mis-

take of over-estimating some thirty times the area that

would appropriate the sewage of the metropolis. Our
excrement is literally our food, disagreeable and dis-

gusting in form and smell, but unaltered in elementary

value. Injurious to man, it is vitality to plants ; and

much of the luxuriant vegetables that grace our table

are a mere embodiment of our own excreta. The time

is gone by for false delicacy in these matters—we must
entertain this great privy question. The Chinese would

be starved, did they follow our example ; but that wise

people economise with rigid care that which they alone

depend upon for the reproduction of their food. I am
iaformed they do not, as we do, fatten cattle at a loss,

with purchased food, to produce manure for the growth
of corn. In order to form some idea of the extent to

which our food might be increased by the application of

town sewage, let us consider that 300 sheep on a farm
of 100 acres would keep it in a high state of fertility, and
that, therefore, reckoning 450 men, women, and children

as equivalent to 300 sheep, our population would fertilize

500,000 additional acres. I say nothing of dogs, cats,

parrots, canary birds, and horses—they consume largely,

each horse consuming the food of 8 men ; then you have
enormous supplies of waste blood and oflfal, and athousand
other thing's that should add millions of qrs. to your food.

The mere disintegration of your alkaline granites by the
abrasion and trituration of traflSc—the carbon, or smuts
from your roofs, which is but too perceptible after a
shower, are all sources of fertility. Amongst the coming
improvements in agriculture, is—

Cultivation by Steam.—Oq public grounds, I

expended some money in the construction of Mr.
Romaine's machine. Our trials with it were only par-
tially successful ; we had too much velocity, and too
little steam. The act of raising the soil must evidently be
by a slow steady motion. Enough, however, was shown,
to prove that cultivation by steam will soon be the order
of the day : several parties are engaged upon it, and I

have a strong impression that Mr. Usher's, of Edinburgh

,

will not be one of the least successful. "I find there is

one at work in Germany, of which a drawing lies on the
table, for your inspection. I think Mr. Romaine's has

an advantage, by the attachment of horse-power in the

case of undulating surfaces ; but I need hardly tell you,

that it requires an immensity of time, and no small in-

vestment of capital, to bring new inventions to per-

fection. The Royal Agricultural Society of England

have very properly offered a premium of ^''200, which

will no doubt develop many attempts. When we consider

that the farm horses consume the produce of nearly one-

fourth of the arable land of the country, and when we

calculate for how few hours daily they can be kept at

work, the whole question is one of great importance to

agriculture and to the nation. I hope now that Affri-

cultural Statistics are becoming acceptable, that we

shall have comprehensive details of the number of acres

undrained, and otherwise imperfectly farmed, amount of

steam power employed, number of acres under lease or

annual tenure, customs of valuation to incoming tenants,

extent of irrigation, number and position of cottage

residences, and other details, necessary to form sound

conclusions as to the present condition of British agri-

culture. As there are, no doubt, several in this meeting,

who may hereafter desire to enter upon British agricul-

ture, I think it will be useful to lay bare its internal

economy in a popular and simple form, unincumbered

with tedious details. Farming, although a most agree-

able occupation, is notoriously a slow business, attended

with small profits. Fortunately it is so, otherwise our

towns and cities would be comparatively deserted. Yet,

how desirable it is that the surplus profits of trade,

commerce, and manufactures, should flow into the lap

of poorer Ceres, to develope her powers and increase

her riches! One thing is quite certain—that if high

farming is slow, unimproved farming is ruinous.

Arithmetical Analysis of the Economy of
Farming.—There is nothing more difficult than to

obtain from farmers a statistical detail of the cost and

return of the various branches of their occupation.

Comparatively few keep books—nor do they appear to

have considered it necessary to investigate details. (By-

the-bye, I know a great many tradesmen who have much
to revise in this respect).

Farming Capital.—I may, perhaps, be permitted

to say, generally, that to farm 400 acres of land you
should have at least ^5,000, or ^^12 per acre : but if

you are to carry out subterranean irrigation, and all the

modern improvements, you will want ^£^6,000 to £7,000,

irrespective of landlords' improvements, for building,

drainage, &c. You will then be in a condition to avail

yourself of opportunities to buy, when you see any-

thing cheap, and to sell when things are dear. I

assume that you have judgment and a thorough

knowledge of your business in all its details

;

for, unless by yourself or others acting for

you, the most is made of everything, you must expect to

lose your capital. There always arc, in every market,

men of extraordinary powers, ready to absorb the injudi-

cious or uninformed. Look at my own live stock account

—if [five per cent, mistake were made in buying and

selling it would derange my balance sheet to the extent

of £'250.

Farm Profits,—As a general rule, ten per cent, on
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the capital invested is considered a very good profit in

farming. Tliere are thousands who do not realize half

of it ; here and there a man of extraordinary powers and

great personal economy accumulates a large fortune

—

but it is the exception, not the rule. A return of four

rents per acre is generally considered satisfactory—the

average of the kingdom is, I think, less. In cases of

improved farms it is sometimes five rents, or more. The

necessity for diminishing the fixed expense by an in-

creased produce is illustrated by the statement of a first-

rate North-country farmer, who says, that if he spends

£1 per acre or £600 a-year for artificial manures, he

makes a profit ; if he omits it, he makes a loss. If stock

istoo dear, or you are short of capital, plough in green

and root crops— particularly on heavy land.

Disposal of Capital.—As a general rule, your

capital will be absorbed as follows :—

£ s. d.

Valuation 2 10
Livestock 2 to £6 Oa. Od.

Implemeuts 1

Labour 115 to £2 5a .Od.

Seed 10
Tradesmen's bills 5

Kent 110
Poor rates, tithes, &c. .

.

10
Artificial manure 1

Farm horses 1

Personal expenditure, , .

.

£12

Farmers have generally the advantage of house-rent free,

although too many of our farmeries are entirely unfit

for a tenant of capital and intelligence, who will seldom

enter upon such occupations. Supposing we take a farm

of four hundred acres, on the four-course or mixed

husbandry system, we shall find that one-half the farm

produces nothing in the way of profit, but, on the con-

trary, leaves a considerable charge against, or upon the

remaining half, which is in corn. For instance, the horses

consume one quarter of the farm, the sheep and cattle

consume the other quarter; and you will find, if you

give your live stock much oil-cake or corn, that the

whole of the expenses of one-half the farm have to be

paid by the other half, which is in corn—and whether

that corn is at 40s. or 80s. per quarter makes a very

serious difference to the occupier :

—

Example.—400 acres (minus fences, buildings, roads,

and waste, for which the tenant always pays rent) really

380 acres.

50 acres in clover

30 acres in beans
20 acres in pasture

40 acres in tares, rye grass, &c,
50 acres in roots

100 acres in wheat
90 acres in barley and oats

380

It follows then that your 190 acres of corn have to pay

two rents ; two tithes ; two rates ; two manual labours

;

two seedlings ; two tradesmen's bills ; and merely make a

polite bow to the other half of the farm for the manure

left by the consumption of its crops. Now, it seems

very ungracious that when you have grown a splendid

crop of turnips, at an expense of £7 to j^lO the acre,

the sheep are to consume it, leaving you nothing but

the price of the hay and cake you gave them with it;

but it is a system that cannot be avoided until you find

some cheaper sources of manure. The man who does

not feed oS" his green crops, but attempts to steal extra

crops of corn, soon impoverishes the land and himself

too. All our most successful farmers are large pur-

chasers of cake and artificial manure. But if manure is

so costly to produce, how important is it that not one

drop or atom of it should be wasted, or allowed to run

down the ditches and road-sides with every shower

!

Amongst the evidences of enlightenment and improve-

ment of the present day, is the introduction of covered

homestalls or farm-yards, where the animals and manure

are both sheltered from adverse weather. This is one

of the paying moves in agriculture. But to return to

live stock ; a reference to my balance-sheet will confirm

what I have stated. After paying for purchased food,

shelter, and attendance, the sheep and bullocks left a

mere nothing for the cost of producing some 70 acres

of fine roots and green crops. Owing to my system of

managing live stock, I never have disease; but when I

find Insurance Companies charging 20 per cent, for

insuring animals, it is an evidence of ruinous mismanage-

ment, and would form a charge on my farm of ^200
per annum. In pastoral and dairy and cheese districts,

where a suitable soil and climate combine to produce a

natural fertility, live stock may be reared, or sustained

with advantage on the natural produce ; and I believe ia

parts of Scotland the turnip is produced more cheaply

and nutritiously than elsewliere, owing to the climate ;

but my remarks will apply to a great portion of this

kingdom, especially where the rainfall is under 26

inches, and the climate dry and suitable for cereals—as

on the Eastern and South-eastern coasts. In such dis-

tricts, the retention of poor worthless pastures is a great

mistake, and they should give way to a mixed husbandry.

On the subject of live stock, I once asked a Lincolnshire

farmer, who consumed £500 worth of cake annually,

how he charged it. " Oh !" said he, " I charge half to

the bullocks and half to the manure." As a general

rule, when we are buying sheep for fattening, we pay

one penny per pound more for them than we could

realise for the same weight when fat. This is the

penalty we have to pay to the breeder, who has to pro-

vide the bone and oS"al in the animal. Breeding is not

all profit; for it robs the corn side of the farm, unless

much purchased food and manure is used to restore the

balance. But to return to my 40O.acre farm. Now I

have no doubt this statement will startle many a prac-

tical farmer, and will raise a storm of indignation

amongst stock-feeders and stock-breeders ; but the

naked truth is best told, which is " that live stock are

necessary evils, mere manufacturers of manure, and un-

attended with any direct profit ;" that if you give them

cake and hay while feeding off your turnips and green

crops, the return for these green and root crops will be

" nil," and their cost must be charged to the corn crops

against the manure. I am firm in this opinion, not

only from my own extensive stock feeding, but from an

extended observation, as well as by the undeniable
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proofs recorded by Mr, Lawes in the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal. It is a want of this knowledge or

belief that leads to so much vexation and disappoint-

ment. I remember receiving an inquiry, from a novice

on farming, how much the bullocks should leave for his

roots and hay. I told him if he gave them much cake

he would get nothing for his roots, and about two-thirds

the market value of his hay. He evidently was not

prepared for this, and suspected foul play. He has

since retired from farming in disgust. Another corres-

pondent wrote to state he was about to prepare for the

accommodation and feeding of a large number of pigs,

as a matter of profit. I told him the only profit be

would get would be the manure, which would cost him

a loss of 10 to 20 per cent., including attendance,

casualtie?, &c. Of course, he thanked me, and gave up

all idea of making a fortune by pig feeding. The same

remark applies with increased force to poultry, which

should only be in sufficient number to consume the

waste corn. Now there is nothing loses so little as a

pig, because he makes a quick return, and you get paid

meat price for his skin, v/hich is not the case with other

animals ; his oiTal is also valuable. I find, with a very

extensive practice, that with fine heavy barley at 30s.

per quarter, and pork at 6d. per lb. net, pigs v/ill " clear

their teetli," or pay for their food, leaving attendance,

housing, and casualties as a charge against the manure.

This agrees with the Suffolk saying that a bushel of

barley, 561bs., will make a stone of pork (81bs.) For

fattening pigs nothing beats one-third peameal, two-

thirds barleymeal, and some milk, if you have a dairy.

I am particular in enlarging and insisting on this im-

portant question in agriculture, because there is much
mistaken opinion about it ; and even the editor of the

best Scotch agricultural periodical (The North BritWi
Agriculturist ) will continue to assert that live stock

will pay, irrespective of manure.

Agricultural Vicissitudes.—Three years ago,

when I had the honour of addressing you, wheat was at

38s. per quarter, and agricuitui-e gloomy and despond-

ing. Now wheat is at 78s. per quarter, with an abundant
harvest, and agriculturists happy. Those who will refer

to my predictions at that period will admit that I was a

true prophet. I will not detain this meeting with details

;

but will refer you to " Norfolk Agriculture," by Bacon,

a most valuable book, where you will see many honest

farming balance-sheets, exhibiting all the phases of agri-

cultural prosperity and adversity. You will there see

(page 99 and 100) a difference of £1000 between a
" good year" and a " bad one." It is precisely these

strange agricultural vicissitudes that should teach us
wisdom. They always have occurred, and they always
will occur. A wise agriculturist will, therefore, when
things are palmy, put by a little to meet future difficul-

ties, and not invest his happy balance in enlarged hold-

ings, which may hereafter be a dead weight and loss in

times of difficulty. On a farm of -100 acres of highly

farmed arable land, the discrepancy in price between
the two periods would be enormous. Take the 200
acres in grain, the difference would be something like

£1,500. If I were to advise you, I would say never

take a farm that is not thoroughly drained, more parti-

cularly if of heavy clay : the alternative is one of profit

or ruin. I know so many estates where I see the

tenant's capital wasting away under the evil influence of

undrained clay, that it is quite a painful consideration.

I am prepared to prove that if a tenant will pay his land-

lord 5s. per acre extra, or 5 per cent, on £5 per acre

drainage, the gain will, in various ways, far exceed the

charge. I will illustrate this. A tenant of mine, at the

expiration of his lease, appealed for a reduction of rent.

I declined acceding to it. I said if I reduce your rent

5s. per acre, that will be the whole amount of your

gain ; but if I drain your strong clay four feet deep, at

an expense of £"'5 per acre, it will, particularly in wet

untoward seasons, increase your croji from eight to

twelve bushels per acre, or in money from 20s. to

£4 per acre. I saw by a certain expression of

countenance, that he doubted the benefits of deep

drainage in strong soils; but he said, "Suppose we
try one field." Well, we did try one field, the drains

poured forth their volumes of water after rain, the sur-

face was dry and easy to work, and the crop succeeded

where it had always before failed ; this led to the drainage

of other fields, and then came a covered yard or shed, on

the same terms. The result appears already— a pro-

perty more valuable to the landlord, and more market-

able—more remunerative to the tenant—and certainly

more useful to the country at large. The neighbouring

farmers watched the operation, which I believe was not

without its influence on their proceedings and senti-

ments. The farm was a small one of thirty-two acres ;

I had previously removed a five-acre wood, and sixty

great oak pollards. The covered yard, with feeding places

and conveniences, cost £105, with slated roof. Formerly

it was farmed at a loss—now it will be profitable. There

is something very distressing in seeing men full of hope

taking unimproved farms, and plunging into destruction;

they are " booked" by the knowing ones on their first

entrance, with a " Ah, poor fellow, a very few years on

that nasty soil will settle him." I may be asked why
I attach so much importance to drainage. Why you

might as well ask me why I attach importance to circu-

lation, vital or monetary. Stagnated water, or stagnated

air, are as ruinous to the plants as they would be to our

own vitality. Fix a cork in the drainage hole of your

flower-pot, and you will soon have a practical illustra-

tion of my meaning. The sallow and bilious plant (like

many turnip crops I know of on undrained land) will

show by their expression what is denied to them in

speech. This is not the occasion to enter into a sub-

terranean examination of gravity, capillary attraction,

aeration, or filtration, much less of all those affectionate

or repulsive interchanges, that turn air, water, and

earth, into food for man and beast ; but be assured, cir-

culation is vitality—stagnation death and ruin. It has

often been asked of me, by townsmen, "why so few

farmers become bankrupt ?" and they arc apt to infer

from this that it is a very profitable occupation. The
law does not prevent it, because the mere purchase and
sale of a sheep in a market constitutes him a trader. Let

me explain it : there are certain things of value in every
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farui which you cannot seize, and which will defy the

powers of the most aleit sheriff's officer. He cannot

carry off the hoeings, ploughings, and drillings, vegetat-

ing seeds, juvenile plants, incorporated manures, and a

score of other invisible things that constitute " a valua-

tion," and which seldom amounts to less than two years'

rent, or two pounds per acre—very often much more.

Farming is in England too much of a ready-money

business. You walk into a market, and settle with the

ready cash. But supposing you have a complaisant

banker, there is no concealing the declining state of your

exchequer; you cannot hide stacks in drawers, or make

"dummy" bullocks and sheep ; there is hardly a bump-

kin in the village who cannot take your exact financial

measure. It is invain that you plead that the early disap-

pearance of your stacks is because you want the straw.

No ! the poor declining farmer has no chance of " mak-

ing a pocket," or obtaining a bankrupt's allowance dur-

ing the winding up of his affairs. The whole thing is

simple and winds itself up—the unfortunate comes out

pennyless, glad to take a bailiff's place at fifteen shillings

to twenty shillings per week. I have been painfully re-

minded of the unprofitableness of farming, by the in-

numerable applications I have received for employment,

from men who had fanned largely and deserved a better

fate. I recently asked a valuer, how many farmers

failed, and lost their capital—whether more than fifty

out of one hundred did not do so ? and he admitted that

it was so. I may be asked why is farming so unprofit-

able. I reply because it is unimproved, or because there

is no valuation for improvements.

Agricultural Power.—I lay down as a great

axiom in agriculture, in the mere question of physical

labour or power, independent of skill, that steam is

cheaper than horaC, and horse cheaper than man. A
steam horse costs Is. 6d. per day, and will do as much

work as two real horses. A real horse costs 2s. per day

(including harness, shoeing, &c.), and a farm labourer

nearly the same. But as a good horse weighs l,6001bs.,

and a man only IGOlbs., the power being as from eight

or ten to one in favour of the horse, it follows that

horse-power is considerably the cheaper, probably (in-

cluding the necessity for manual superintendence) as

four to one.

This brings me to the fearful question : What portion

of the acreage of this kingdom do farm-horses consume ?

I answer. Nearly one-fourth of all the arable land in

the kingdom. In ordinary arable culture, where there

is little permanent grass, it requires four farm-horses to

100 acres. Each of these horses will consume, on the

average, from five to six acres, landlord's measure,

which includes hedges, roads, waste, farm-buildings,

&c.):

42 weeks 81 bushels oats

157 trusses hay, or 78^ cwt.

10 summer weeks (no corn) will clear 2^ acres clover.

This will be found to amount to IDs. per week, or

if26 per annum, and will be the produce of about six

acres, at £i 10s., or four rents per acre. I speak, of

course, of average land, rented at 20s. to 22s. 6d. per

acre, ordinary farming. Many farmers give oats all the

year round.

On very poor farming, like some I know of, ten acres

would hardly keep a horse ; whilst on very high farming
(especially on the irrigation system), one or two acres

would suffice. This brings us to consider the imperious

necessity and advantage of forcing from the land its

utmost possible development. If one acre will keep a

horse, there is only one rent, one tithe, one rate, one
seeding, and so on ; but all these are multiplied from
five to ten times by middling and bad farming.

Those who have watched the discrepant productions

of three tons or fifty tons of green food per acre, can at

once apply my observations.

But a great economy may be effected in horse-kepe

by crushing the oats, cutting the green food, and mixing

with it a proper proportion of straw, &c., instead of

turning the horses out to trample down and defile their

food. On the whole, I think we may congratulate our-

selves on a considerable advance. Facility of inter-

course, and ventilation of the question by public meet-

ings, remove, both on the part of landlord and tenant,

many erroneous and antiquated prejudices.

In conclusion, permit me to state, as a result of a

very minute investigation of the facts, that there is

ample scope for a noble future in our British agricul-

ture ; that the same principles apply to that as to all our

other branches of national industry—that self-satisfaction

and immovability are ruin, but that a rapid availment of

science, capital, and amendment is wealth and profit;

even leaving oat of consideration our higher duty as

providers of the food and employment of the British

people.

BALANCE SHEET.

Dr.

To valuation, 8l8t October, 1853—

£ 8. d.

Horses 74

Pigs 255 6

Sheep 448

Cattle and cows 239 10

Implements 390 12

Tdlages, hay, &c 471 18 9

£1,879 6 9

45

75

450

100

50

Rent of chapel laud

Tithes, rates

Labour, including engineer, bailiff, &c

Guano, boues, and superphosphate of Ume.

.

Seed-corn and seeds

Live atock bought 1,619 6

Corn and cake for feeding purposes, horses'

keep.&c 1,02110 9

Coals for engine, tradesmen's bills, &c 160

Interest on irrigation pipes, 7^ per cent 55

£5,454 18

My improved rent, 368. per

acre £240

Profit 517 15

757 13

£6,212 13
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Cr.

By valuation, 31st October, 1854—
£ s. d.

Horses 140

Pigs,&c 131 14

Sheep 555 2

Cattle and cows 189 10

Implements 390 12

Tillages, hay, &c. 542 6 7

-£1,949 4 7

Wheat, 4 qrs. 6 bush, per acre, 70s.— 50a.

.

831 5

Barley, 7 „ „ 358.—16a.. 196

Beans, 5 „ „ —13a.. 100 16

Oats, 13 „ „ 28s.—12a.. 218 8

Produce of cows and poultry 50

Hay sold

Horse-work, labour, hay, manure, &c., for

private establishment 90

Live stock and wool sold 2,576 19 5

200 tons of mangel wurzel, to be sold to

London cowkeepers, 203 200

£6,212 13

LIVE-STOCK ACCOUNT.

Cr. £ 8. d.

To valuation, 1853 1,016 16

Corn, cake, and feeding-stufifs bought 1,021 10 9

Live stock bought (including 2 horses) ... . 1,619 6

£3,657 7 3

Dr. £ 8. d.

By valuation, 1854 1,016 6

Live stock and wool sold 2,576 19 5

Loss, independent of the root and green

crops consumed, ., , 64 11 10

£3,657 7 3

stock is estimated as follows (this includes the keep of

six farm-horses)

:

12 acres of mangel wurzel.

6 acres of Italian ryegrass, well irrigated, and five times cut

or fed (a very heavy crop).

A good second growth of clover, irrigated, about nine acres.

A first growth on eight acres.

20 acres of tares and winter oats.

16 acres of good white turnips and swedes,

The straw of the farm.

5 acres of pasture.

Grinding meal, attendance, interest for shelter, &c., may be

considered as a set-off against the horse-keep.

The quantity of green and root food consumed by the

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Sidney con-

sidered that Mr. Mechi did not do justice to the im-

proving spirit of the farmers of England, whom he

instanced as availing themselves of all really useful im-

provements. Mr. MooRE advocated the application of

the sewage of towns to the purposes of agriculture.

Mr. Oakley insisted on the system of box-feeding,

for the production of the best manure. Mr. Davis

especially recommended the cultivation of Italian rye-

grass. Mr. Caird thought that good farming was still

rather the exception than the rule. Mr. Morton dwelt

upon the economy of labour, and Mr. Mechi's honesty

as a teacher. Colonel Challoner, thinking they were

all very much indebted to Mr. Mechi, proposed a vote

of thanks to him; seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns,

who reverted to the use of sewage manure, which he

thought could be most conveniently applied in a dry and

" fixed" condition. The Chairman, Mr. J. B. Lawes,

in putting the vote of thanks, was of opinion that at the

present time we had not sufficient experimental evidence

to prove the economy of converting the manures of the

farm into the liquid form, and thus distributing them

over the land.

CHRISTMAS PRIZE MEAT.
A dead meat report of the whole of the fat stock ex-

hibited at our Christmas show in Baker-street, as to

how they have turned out when slaughtered, would be

no less profitable than interesting ; but the task is far

beyond our reach, the demand from the provinces being

so great. Happily, however, we have the gold-medal

ox, an animal of extraordinary merits, with the gold-

medal sheep and pigs, and also the first prize Devons,

more than usually fine, the quality of their meat justly

entitling them to the prominent place which they occupy
both in the classification of stock by the Royal Agricul-

tural Society and the Smithfield Club ; together with

the first prize Welsh ox. It was generally admitted, in

the Bazaar, that the lots we have just mentioned have

more than ordinary claims upon us, and therefore we shall

endeavour to notice their respective merits separately.

The Duke of Rutland's gold-medal ox, bought by
Mr. Ford, butcher, Kenton-street, Russell- square, will

long be quoted as one of the Jincst specimens of the

short-horned breed. Viewed from before or behind,

we do not remember ever seeing an animal fill the

the square so well ; and although a little deficiency of

chine, more from irregularity in the development of meat,

and long standing on his feet during the attendance on

two shows, than from frame, and apparent flatness of

the rib immediately behind the shoulder, arising from

the extraordinary thickness of the meat above and

below—especially on the top of the chuck and mid-rib,

as we by-and-by shall see—rendered the dignity of his

contour somewhat less prepossessing when seen under

a side-view, yet the greatness of his depth throughout,

fineness of bone, and thickness of meat on all the more

valuable parts, did far more than compensate for these

shortcomings, enhancing his real merits the more fully

they were examined, indicating him to be what he has

subsequently proved—an invaluable ox.

1 With regard to breeding : from the best accounts

1 we have received, he is a very judicious cross of pure
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shorthorn bloods, exemplifying much of that exuberance

of growth experienced between crosses of different

breeds. This is only what may be attained and expected,

under judicious management, from the great variety of

short -horned herds now in the country, and the conse-

quent great distance which exists between them and a

common parentage ; and the successful result before us

is deserving of the most serious consideration of every

breeder and feeder of this invaluable stock. We are glad

to perceive that a general interest is being taken in his

merits, and hope that at all our annual sales the Duke
of Rutland's gold-medal ox will be duly remembered.

Got by Sir C. Knightley's Admiral Cobden (8808), his

dam by Wynford (7735), a bull of Mr. Wilkinson's, of

Lenton, and farther descended from the herds of the

Marquis of Exeter, and Mr. Champion, of Blyth, Notts.

In fact, tracing him down to Vesper (663), a son of the

celebrated bull Comet, sold at C. Colluig's sale in 1810

for 1,000 guineas, the pedigree of the animal is highly

instructive, showing that good breeding is as favourable

for the butcher as the farmer.

His carcase, again, shows his constitution to have been

of the highest order ; the fineness of the quality of bone,

muscle and fat, proving that the food consumed had been

turned to the best account ; while his docility during the

period of the show, and the comparatively little injury

sustained on the carcase, also prove that his nervous

system stood equally high in the scale of merit. Although

the weather, for instance, was extremely unfavourable

when slaughtered, his fat is, nevertheless, comparatively

firm and finely-coloured—so much so, that few would

believe he had been fed on oil and linseed-cake. On
the contrary, the fat of the carcase looks more as if

he had been fed on corn and grass only, so perfectly is

the oleaginous matter manufactured. The lean, again,

is so finely grained, coloured, and fully developed, that

we could have sold a hind-quarter to a butcher of the

neighbourhood for the prize Scotch beef, and who
blushingly excused himself, on learning his mistake, by

saying he had just been examining a shorthorn ex Baker-

street, so soft, oily, and badly-coloured, that he had no

idea of such differences of quality existing among extra

fat stock. At the same time, it is but justice to remark

that the fat must have suffered considerable dete-

rioration in quality, owing to the great waste

of it which has taken place, as we imme-
diately shall see, since the animal left home. The
kidneys are not very thiol.ly covered ; but although

some of the trade are alludi ag to this as an unfavourable

index, we beg most respectively to remind them that

too much fat upon the kidneys, like too much upon the

liver, may be a symptom of disease, and that a moderate

supply is the best index of good health, constitution, and

Well-mixed carcase, and that when " wasting" takes place

this is always the part which suffers most, especially in

cases of this kind, where it is under good health and

absence of fever.

All that we can say is, that it would be highly unfair

to impute to the animal what belongs to management

experienced between Belvoir Park Farm and Mr. Ford's

slaughter-house, where he has been nearly a month on

his feet during his attendance at the Rutland and Smith-

field Club shows, losing fat all the time.

The thickness of meat on the different parts, the pro-

portions of fat and lean, and weight of the different qua-

lities, are topics requiring more space to do them justice

than we have at our disposal. The loin and chuck-rib

measures each about twelve inches through at the thickest

pare, and the mid-rib from nine to ten ; while the thin

flank is eight. It is this great depth of meat on these

parts, together with the long standing, which made the

ox look a little hollow on the back between the fore-rib

and loin, and flat upon the side, as already stated. It is

seldom that shorthorns are so thick on the chuck-rib and

mid-rib. The round or buttock, again, is from thirteen

to fourteen inches through, girthing about forty.

The quantity of lean meat in this great thickness is

even greater than we expected ; while the fat and lean

are generally well mixed. That there is a considerable

excess of fat, upon the whole, need not be concealed ; but

from the manner in which it is mixed with the lean,

there has been no waste to the butcher, and as for

the cook, it will only amount in the majority of parts

to an important economy of lard.

The weight, again, of the finer parts—as the ramp,

loin, and fore-rib— is great, while the thickness and

quality of the meat on the mid-rib and chuck-rib, with

the extreme smallness of the bone, bring them nearly

on a level with the first quality. The smallness and

fineness of the quality of the bone has been the just ad-

miration of every one. Mr. Ford several times drew

our attention to this, remarking that he never, during

his long experience, saw so large a proportion of meat

to the bone, the weight of the latter being so little.

The thin flank and brisket, weighing about 27^ stones,

and long crop, 26 stones, will make capital broth.

In short, from the loin to the leg, the noble

animal we have thus briefly noticed was truly " a

butcher's ox" in the stall, with all due respect to the

maxims and phraseology of the trade, relative to the

technical meaning of this quotation ; for had he

been slaughtered at home, there would have been an

abundance of loose fat. We were much gratified to see

some large orders, both from Belvoir Castle and Park

Farm. Mr. Ford is one of our princely butchers of 40

years' standing, fully deserving of noble customers of

this rank. Long may they and he have dealings to-

gether. We were equally gratified to be shown a fine

portrait of the ox, which will doubtless often call to re-

membrance one of the finest short-horns ever slaugh-

tered in the British capital. A portrait of the animal

will appear in the Farmer's Magazine, with pedigree.

Having dwelt thus long on the gold-medal ox, our

space, we are afraid, will not permit us to do anything

like justice to the merits of the extraordinary display of

Devon and Scotch beef and improved Hampshire Down,

Scotch, and Welsk mutton which Mr. Jeffery,of Foupert's

Place, Regent -street, exhibits to the elite of this the most

fashionable mart of the metropolis. Mr. Jeffery has this

year carried off the butcher's silver medal, and under

meritorious circumstances unprecedented in the annals of

the Smitbfield Club ; his purchases being entirely com-
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posed of the finest quality of Devons and improred

Hampshire Downs exhibited in Baker-street. Those

who know anything of Regent street ahout the opening

of Parliament must be familiar with the extraordinary

concourse of carriages in the streets, of fashionable

pedestrians on the pavement, and windows display-

ing a profusion of commercial wealth nowhere else

to be met with ; while ia Foupert's-place, we

find, on the present occasion, loyal subjects of every

grade so thickly grouped together, as to suggest the

idea of walking on their heads from one end to the

other, admiring the scores of plump, round, unfleeced

Southdowns, and thick well-furnished hind-quarters of

Devon beef which here hang in full keeping with the

general scene. In this, Mr. Jeffery certainly deserves

great praise for keeping up the commerce of butcher-

meat to that high level which it ought to occupy in this

fashionable neighbourhood. His stock is unequalled as

to magnitude in the capital, and in quality exemplifying

judgment in the selection far above mediocrity ; while

the routine of his shop bears ample evidence to the

highest degree of professional skill, before which carcase

disappear like the dew of a summer's morning.

We have here exhibited the cai-case of the first prize

Devon steer, shown by his Royal Highness Prince

Albert in the Bazaar, hanging entire at one side of his

shop door, and on the opposite side, in the same manner

,

the entire carcase of the first prize heifer, exhibited by

the Earl of Leicester, and at another door the four

quarters of his Lordship's first prize old Devon ox,

forming thus the three first prize animals of the three

first classes of Devons.

Prince Albert's ox turns out exceedingly well, show-

itig a large proportion of lean and no extra fat, while

both are of the best quality, and finely mixed. The

carcase of this little animal illustrates in a very favour-

able manner the invaluable character of its breed, and

the peculiar claims it has upon the farmer, as well as the

butcher. There is, perhaps, no breed which turns its

food to better advantage under the generality of

circumstances than the Improved Devon, and the

carcase before us proves that the food consumed in this

case has been manufactured into the best quality of

meat. No matter, almost, what you give a healthy ox

to eat, he will convert it into fine quality. It is the un-

healthy animal, with deranged stomach, and absorbents

out of order, that makes bad beef, and which could

not make fine quality, so long as the syste-n was in this

state, give him what food you may. Food has much
less to do with the quality of butcher-meat than the

public generally imagine.

The Earl of Leicester's ox is also of the finest quality,

rather too fat for the generality of tastes ; but the

quantity of lean is nevertheless large, and finely grained,

the marbling of the meat on the rib exceeding in rich-

ness almost any we ever saw. It is also of great thick-

ness, while the bone is even smaller and finer in quality

than we anticipated it would turn out. As a whole,

the carcase is very superior meat, the finely mixing of

fat and lean compensating for the excess of the former.

The Earl of Leicester's heifer stands between the Jast-

mentioned two as to fatness. In the fore-quarters she

does not much exceed Prince Albert's ox 5 but the hind-

quarters have more outside fat, for on the fore-rib, loins,

and rump a little could be spared. Upon the whole,

however, the carcase is first-rate quality, with a fair

proportion of finely-grained lean meat to be that of a

heifer.

Besides the above Devons, Mr. Jeffery has (No. 5)

Mr. Futcher's ox, which turns out a fine carcase of ex-

cellent beef ; and also the Earl of Leicester's highly

commended Devon ox.

Of sheep from the bazaar, he exhibits the carcases

of Mr. Whittingstall's pen of Improved Hampshire

Downs (rather too fat), and Mr. Futcher's improved

Hampshire Downs of the same class, but far superior

in quality, the carcases having much more lean in pro-

portion to the fat. The quality of this mutton merits

special notice.

Of Hereford prize-beef, the metropolis cannot boast

this year. Nevertheless, Mr. Maydwell's two fine oxen,

slaughtered by Mr. Bannister, purveyor to her Majesty,

City, fully maintain the high character of the breed for

superior meat. In the same splendid shop—probably

the first in the capital—we also observed some excellent

Down mutton from the Bazaar, demanding special

notice.

The prize Welsh ox (No. 104) of B. E. Bennett,

Esq., of Marston, Trussell Hall, turns out better than

appearances indicated—fully justifying the Club for ap-

propriating prizes to this breed. Had the show been

one of dead-meat, and the cooks and housekeepers of

the metropolis the judges, they would doubtless have

unanimously awarded the gold medal to the *' Princi-

pality :" Mr. Johnson, butcher, Commercial-place,

Bermondsey, the purchaser, has also Mr. Worthington's

Welsh ox (No. 106), which yields very superior

meat—finely grained and not over-fat—and has, upon

the whole, great credit by his Welsh beef.

The Marquis of Exeter's gold-medal, long-woolled

sheep, bought by Mr. Barclay, butcher, 74^, Wells-

street, Oxford-street, maintain their character, the

quality being very fine. The difficulty of getting a suffi-

ciency of lean for the extra quantity of fat peculiar to

this breed is, no doubt, experienced ; but the lean itself

is finely grained, though defective in quantity. Mr.

Barclay has also the second prize pen of the most noble

Marquis, which also corroborates the live-stock report,

the mutton being superior to that of the gold-medal

pen, the quality of the lean being equally fine, but

greater in quantity.

Mr. King, Paddington, exhibits the ten carcases of

the Duke of Richmond's celebrated southdowns, in-

cluding his gold-medal pen, highly-commended light-

weights of same age, first-prize old sheep, and single

pen extra stock, all fine quality, with rather less super-

fluous fat than usual, and more lean meat.

Mr. Haydon, butcher, Tulse-hill, Brixton, has one

of his Grace's Southdowns, a fellow of the above, fully

equal, if not superior, in quality to any of them. In-

deed, from quality of meat, we feel disposed to award

it the gold medal.
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Mr. Williams* gold-medal pigs turn oat about the

finest meat we ever examined, the fat being as clear

and pinky in colour as could be wished, and equally firm.

It measures (the feet,) four inches, and lean from one to

two; the bone being small and fine. Mr. Roth, 22,

Stratton Ground, Westminster, the purchaser, deserves

great credit for the excellent manner in which they

are dressed. He complains a little that he could not

prevent them from " wasHng," but from the fine health

and constitution of the pigs almost no injury to the

quality has been sustained. We may just mention

that objections have been made to their ages, and

that two of the heads have been sent to Professor

Simonds ; but up to the time we sent in our MS. have

not heard results, but as soon as they are known they will

be given.

THE FARMER'S CHRI.STMAS
When the novelist essays to realise our Christ-

mas holiday, he is almost certain to make his

picture the scene of a country home. It is so,

in truth, with nearly all of us. We associate the

hearty hospitality of the season, and genial in-

terchange of kindly acts and sympathies, more
especially with rural life and customs. The
townsman regards, with a passing envy and dis-

appointment, the well-loaded cabs and carriages

he sees hastening to the different stations ; his

fancy follows them easily enough to their journey's

end, and colours as readily the cheery welcome
and enlivening change of scene which is to make
theirs indeed " A Merry Christmas."

Let us follow, too. It is seldom, either, that we
might do so with more confidence or satisfaction.

It is not to every one living " remote from cities"

that Christmas has brought comfort and plenty.

It is not always that we might have found a people

contented with their fortune, or able to share, as

they should at such a time, the bounties v.'ith which
they had been blessed. The country life of Eng-
land, however, will bear a better reading now. It

is long, in fact, since all classes here could have
been more honestly congratulated. Whatever ills

or hardshii)s some of our people have had to en-

dure, the position of the country gentleman,
the pursuit of the agriculturist, or the con^

dition of the labourer has been one of gradual

improvement, and yet prospective encouragement.
Shall we say either that they have not merited this

change to better times ? In congratulating them,
rather may we not do so with real pleasure on their

success ? No one who brings himself to review the

vicissitudes of the last few years, the trials agricul-

ture has had to encounter, the uncertainties it has
lived through, and the ills it has overcome, but
must allow that itghas fairly earned its reward.
Through depression of all kinds has the art con-
tinued systematically to advance ; while never was
there more done for it than during this very age of

trouble and suspense.

If the farmer, then, deseiTed such a recompence,
we trust he may not be found unworthy now that

he has attained it. AVith almost everything he
produces commanding a fair price—his corn, his

cattle, or his wool almost equally profitable—has
he, like many other mortal men, been able least of
all to withstand success ? We know too well his

registered character at such a period. How he
is ever grasping for something better yet; how
little capable he is of appreciating the present

good before him, and how perversely he will

overstay his market. His conduct is easily

construed into a curse to the community. He
forces high prices, by which eventually he cannot

benefit, and holds, like a miser, the riches that, till

distributed, do good to none.

Let us ?ee if we cannot'put him in a more favour-

able light. With a bountiful harvest, certainly, but

little previous store to fall back upon, he can com-
mand prices that many circumstances v\'ould tend to

promise will only be yet better. And has he thus

played the niggard over the plenty committed to

his charge ? Has he just doled out sufficient to

keep bread as high as possible, reserving his

stronghold for some better ojiportunity still ?

—

We are happy to say he has done no such

injustice to either himself or to others. Whatever
may keej) up a price, that many profess not to un-

derstand, the farmer himself has little to answer for

;

He has sent forth liberally and wisely from that he

has gathered. Never, indeed, was the maxim,
that a good man of business is the man who knows
when to sell at a fair profit, more thoroughly ob-

served. Take the yield of this season, and the

average amount in accordance with the produce

annually thrashed out by Christmas, and long is it,

we believe, since the sujiply has been so great.

W^e have the authority of one of the first far-

mers in the kingdom for saying, that in his own
county he never remembered so much corn sent to

market so soon after harvest as he had even some
weeks since.

We can honestly congratulate the farmer here

again. What we are advising, or, better still, re-

cording in England, the press in France is equally

urgent in enforcing. In another part of our paper

of this day will be found an extract from a late

number of the Constitutionnel, which concludes

with this very excellent caution :
—" In the midst of

the critical, circumstances in which the country is

placed, duty and interest alike counsel the producer

not to aggravate by exorbitant pretensions, which

are certain to be disappointed, a situation rendered

already so difficult by the dearness of food. Let

the farmers, therefore, in place of waiting for higher

prices sell their products at the present rate of

quotation, for in doing so they will find it doubly

to their advantage, for just as much as all other

citizens they have need of tranquillity to prosper."

We would counsel our own friend particularly to

continue such a course of conduct as that on which

he has lately acted. It has all the best principles

of business to recommend it, while his observ'ance

of it will go far to remove one more libel on his fair
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fame—that he does not know when he has a good
oflfer. Let him not invite the producers of other

countries to force any such lesson upon him. His

duty to himself, his family, and, we may add, his

country, all go to assure him that he should not be

too great a speculator. We must repeat, even be-

yond this, that as a matter of business, come what

may, he could not have done better than he has.

Let us centre our country Christmas here. Let

us picture the head of the family as one who has

struggled bravely through his difficulties, and ably

done his duty in that state of life in which he has

been placed. Let us picture him with an easy

conscience and prospering household still prepared

to do the best with that talent committed to his

care. Need we name, as we wish him many as

happy a Christmas, those other duties that above all

such a season should impress upon us ? To the

poor round his home, for the brave far from theirs,

let him still have some thought as the head of the

family. Let them
" Claim kiudred here, and have their claim allowed."

THE HARVEST IN FRANCE.

The Constitutionnel contains a long article on the results of

the last harvest in different countries, and on the recent mea-

sure adopted by the Trench Government for the prohibition

of the exportation of corn. After entering into a variety of

details, too long for extract, it says

—

" The result is, that the wants of the different States below

mentioned may be estimated at 10,450,000 hectolitres, These

figures are thus divided :—England, 5,800,000 ; Belgium,

750,000; Holland, 1,200,000 ; Switzerland, 1,000,000 ; Tus-

cany, 700,000 ; and the Sardinian States, 1,000,000 ; in all,

10,450,000. Thus, according to our evaluation, the deficit in

Europe this year must be 10 millions of hectolitres, whereas

last year it was 40 millions. France and England alone im-

ported nearly 29 millions. The share of Italy, Switzerland,

Belgium, and Holland must have been 11 millions, which cer.

certainly is not an exaggerated amount. In comparing the

two years of 1853 and 1854, it is clear that the situation

of Europe is better this year, even without her having at

her disposal the granaries of the Black Sea. The United

States alone would be sufficiently rich to suffice for every want,

if there did not remain the Baltic, Spain, Egypt, and the

Danubian provinces, offering nearly as great an amount of

resources. These considerations fully justify the decree of

November 30. The high prices in the markets around us im-

posed it as a law on the Government to suspend the exporta-

tion of corn ; for without that measure our wheat would have

been sent abroad, and we should have been left without re-

sources to satisfy the demands of consumption. Thanks to

the protecting measures of the Government, France, so cruelly

tried last year, will not this year have to struggle against the

horrors of acarcity. The harvest of corn leaves over and above

the wants a considerable reserve. If it be admitted with us

that this reserve makes up for the deficit left by maize, buck-

wheat, and potatoes, it may be said that prices have reached

their highest point. Already even they are beginning to de-

crease, for since November an average decline of 1 f. 50 c. the

hectolitre may be perceived. It is towards the north and

centre that the fall has beeu the moat marked. In the east,

where Switzerland had made some purchases, the decline does

not exceed 50 c. According to the official statistics, the hec-

tolitre of wheat costs on an average 15 f. 85 c. in production.

But on each side of that price, there is, on the one hand, the

Var, where the hectolitre costs 23 f. 50 c, and on the other

the Moselle, where it costs only 11 f. But in comparing the

average of the cost with that of the sale, which is at presect

26 f. 93 c, it is evident that the prices are sufficient to re-

munerate the agriculturist. In the midst of the critical

circumstances in which the country is placed, duty and interest

alike counsel the producer not to aggravate by exorbitant

pretensions, which are certain to be disappointed, a situation

rendered already so difficult by the dearness of food. Let the

farmers, therefore, in place of waiting for higher prices, sell

their products at the present rate of quotation, for in doing so

they will find it doubly to their advantage, for just as much as

all other citizens they have need of tranquillity to prosper."

THE OVER-FEEDING QUESTION.
Now, it is in regard to the forcing system in the over-

feeding of rams that we believe a change is taking place, in

which the real interests of the purchasers of these animals

suffer. The fact has been very obvious, this year especially,

that at the shows of rams the principal lots exhibited have far

surpassed in fatness the wethers shown. For instance, at

Glasgow, the other day, none of the yearling Leicesters there

could at all compare, either in size or fatness, with the rams

at the Berwick show. There were many gimmers there ex-

hibited as fit for breeding—much fatter also. Is this as it

should be ? Do the breeders of the present day consider that

their ewes and rams should exceed in fatness the stock which

they send to the butcher? In the last century, we find

accounts of wethers carrying so much fat that when cut

straight through there were from 4 to 7 inches on the ribs.

Fashions are now changed, and such sheep, when shearlings,

are those that fetch the highest price for breeding. The

public are prepossessed in their favour, and of course it is the

interest of the breeder, by pampering, with every sort of rich

food, their ram lambs, to bring them to the largest size and

fattest state possible. Many of them weigh, when one year

and four months old, upwards of 20 stones of 14 lbs., live

weight. Although it is quite true that some of these animals

are very unfit for breeding, still the fashion and a natural

desire to purchase the best-looking animal one can obtain,

find them buyers. This, no doubt, is sometimes overdone,

and we have repeatedly seen rams which have taken the first

prize at shows sold immediately thereafter at butcher's price, or

a trifle more—Highland Society's district prize ones included.

It seems to us that the practice of over-feeding animals in-

tended for breeding is erroneous in principle and hurtful in

practice. It is only in a few instances when rams so highly

fed can be kept in the same manner by their purchasers.

They soon fall off in condition, and after being put to the

ewes, become very unserviceable. Besides, the premature

development which all their parts have been subjected to lessens

the period of usefulness, and the number which die early is far

greater than among those not so pampered. For those which

are intended for hilly and exposed grounds, it is decidedly

prejtidicial ; the great load of fat they carry unfits them for

travel, and the transition from the warmth, shelter, and rich

food of the nursery to the bare hill sides, is often too much
for their constitution to stand. There is another fact now in

the feeding of rams that oughtjo be taken into account, viz.,

the greater ease with which slower and backward feeders can

be forced on. Formerly it was a symptom that the animal

was natuvaUy predisposed to lay on fat when it was found to

be in good condition. Now, however, it does not necessarily

follow, and many descriptions of rams are disposed of with all

their points fairly filled out, and their forms fully developed,

from the long-continued use of rich food.

—

North British

Agriculturist.
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THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, 1854.

The object of the Smithfield Club Cattle Show

has come at length to be fairly appreciated, as its

purpose is year by year more fully attained. It is

satisfactory to no longer hear of that ridicule and

derision which were once commonly attached to its

proceedings. It is more than satisfactory to feel

there is proportionately less real cause for any un-

favourable expression of this kind. The abuses or

mistakes of the society and its supporters have

gradually died away, while thenational benefit arising

from its influence becomes but the more and

more apparent. The good stock which were not

long since the exception, ai'e now the rule. The

prize animal that once stood out so superior to all

his fellows, finds few at present in the same class

but are well worthy to compete with him. Many
of those who laughed at the early efforts of such

societies as these will have to thank their promoters

for the ample realization of all they promised.

The people are daily becoming more systematically

supphed with the best food.

This was the striking feature in the show of the

past month. It was generally very good. Fashion

or favour, as is natural enough, selected one or two

varieties of animal as superior to all others, though

without anythinglike direct disapproval of those they

selected from. If the Shorthorns were excellent,

the show of Devons said almost as much for

that beautiful breed of cattle. The Herefords

could not fairly be recorded as having gone

back, if they have not, perhaps, advanced

as certainly as the two other kinds we have just re-

ferred to. The weak point of the exhibition was
with the new classes for Welsh cattle, which so far

did but little to merit the compliment paid them.

The fault here is of course not with the Club. Its

influence may in time tell even on the PrincipaHty,

particularly as the Committee are about to increase

the amount of the prizes, and the number of classes.

With two ver)' competent correspondents, whose
labours during the show were severally directed

to the cattle and implement divisions of the

yard, we shall not here entrench much upon their

departments. It is only fair to say that both
must have got through their duties with far more
comfort and convenience than heretofore. The
bazaar has been most successfully extended and
improved. Above and below, by some happy con-

trivance, the one great want so long sought for

has at length been found—there is more room
for everybody ; and from what we saw and heard.

there is ample room for everybody. The avenues

in the implement gallery—those most difficult of all

passages—have been considerably widened, and

the visitor has now a chance and thought for some-

thing more than merely pushing his way through.

The additional space below has been equally well

applied, and we can only repeat what almost every-

one was ready to admit, that the Smithfield Club

has no longer any cause to be dissatisfied with its

quarters.

Denied of a necessity the opportunity for

trial, one rarely expects to find any great novelty

amongst the implements exhibited. We may so

leave our correspondent to enumerate the strength

of each maker's stand. The display and business

here is strictly in conformity with the original pur-

pose of the building as a bazaar. Descending, we

come more to its temporary character as a show-

yard. The great sight ere was once more " the

Durham ox." As our readers will remember,

we have hinted how likely the gold medal was to

be bespoke by some beast already exhibited at a

local meeting. Singularly enough, too, we were

able to go even beyond this, and name the

very beast it was bespoke with. Of course

our only reason for this was the celebrity the

Rutland Association has long enjoyed for its

show of stock. It never, however, stood so high

as at present. The Duke of Rutland's ox was

almost generally pronounced to be the best beast

ever entered at the Smithfield Show ; he was, in

fact, so perfect in form, and so evenly fed, as

scarcely to look like a fat animal—at any rate, a

very diflferent sort of fat animal to what has been

shown, and even distinguished here. It was a

common cause of regret that he had not been 1: ept

for breeding purposes, as he would, no doubt

have made an excellent cross for some of other

strains, coming as he does from so good a sort on

one side, as that of Sir Charles Knightley.

The Gold Medal cow, also a shorthorn, is even

better bred ; though, strange to say, she was but

little admired, when put in comparison with the

first prize ox. She is the property of Mr. Towneley,

and, we fear, but too probable an example of what

this gentleman's stock is likely to come to.

Now six years old, she was only barely

qualified for a class
,
of cows " that must

have had at least one calf." She has had one calf

which, it is commonly reported, was never reared

—

the extraordinary cause of this non-productiveness
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being that she has been iirepai'ed for breeding

shows ! She has been systematically fattened al-

most from the first, and came into the yard one

of the few over-fed beasts to be seen there. Tlie

readers of the Mark Lane Express knov/ how long

we have denounced this monstrous abuse ; and yet,

so far, how ineft'ectually ! We confess our great

hope now is with the Midland Counties Summer
Show, where we believe an example will be af-

forded us of breeding stock being shown in a con-

dition fit to breed from.

We must leave the reports of many other meetings

in a very busy week to speak more or less for

themselves. At any rate we must take some other

occasion of more deliberately referring to them.

The dinner of the Smithfield Club, on Wednesday,

was very well attended, and really a little more

lively than usual—thanks to the exertions of his

Grace the Duke of Richmond, who laboured with a

very happy effect to keep the business " going."

It transpired, in the course of the evening, that

some of the membeis of the Club had started a

subscription for the purpose of presenting their

honorary Secretary, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, with a

testimonial. No man, we really believe, has more
fairly earned such a mark of approval; at the same
time, it does strike us that his labours as Director

of the Roj'al Agricultural Society's meetings might
be included, and the members of both associations

be invited to join in their tribute to one who has

done so much for them. This is the testimonial

age, and this is of course not the only one now on
foot. The Birmingham or Midland Counties So-

ciety is about to pay a similar compUment to Mr.
Wright, a gentleman who occupies a position very

like to that of Mr. Gibbs, and who has worked as

energetically and successfully for the meetings
under his direction. We can only divide our good
word between them.

On the same evening as the Smithfield dinner,

Mr. Mechi delivered himself of his balance-sheet at

the Society of Arts. We hope hereafter to give

some analysis of his address. As is but too cus-

tomary amongst the many speakers who followed

him, the absence of the really practical farmer was
still remarkable. On the previous evening, how-
ever, Mr. Mechi had come more directly in contact
with some, at the monthly discussion meeting of
the Farmers' Club, when Mr. Bailey Denton read
one of the most valuable papers on drainage that has
ever yet been wi itten. The discussion, indeed, was
altogether a very good and useful one, marred only
by a little personality, which, to say the least of it,

was out of place and taste. The dinner of the same
Society on the Thursday had no such drawback.
It was distinguished rather by some good speeches,

and very ably conducted by Mr. Owen Wallis

Vv-ell characterised by my Lord Berners as one

peculiarly eligible for the presidency of such a

meeting, as "a good farmer, and a good man."

LIST OF THE AWARDS.
JUDGES.

Cattle and Long-woolled Sheeb : James Quartly,

William Bennett, and William Torr.

Cnoss-BRED AND Short-woolled Sheep and Pigs:
Henry Fookes, Philip Pester, and Kicbard Woodman.

DEVONS.
Class 1.—Steers.

1st prize of 25Z., his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Richard Mogridge, of Mol-
land. South Moltou.

2iid prize of 10/., Mr. Walter Farthing, the representative

of the late Samuel Farthing, of Stowey-court, Bridgewater.

Class 2.—Steers or Oxen.

1st prize of 25?., the Earl of Leicester, of Holkham Hall,

Leicestershire.

Silver medal to the breeder, the Earl of Leicester.

2nd prize of \Ql., Mr. Frederick King, of Nursling, near

Southampton.
Class 3—Heifers.

1st prize of 15Z., the Earl of Leicester.

Sdver medal to the breeder, the Earl of Leicester.

2ad prize of 5/„ his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Class'4—Cows.
1st prize of 20Z., Mr. Johu Hudson, of Castle Acre, Swaff-

ham, Norfolk.

Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. John Hudson.
2ad prize of 10/., Mr. Thomas Bond, of Park, North

Petbertou, Bridgwater.

HEREFORDS.
Class 5.— Steers.

1st prize of 25/., Mr. Isaac Niblett, of Conygre House_
Filton, Bristol.

Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. T. L. Meire, of Cound,

Arbor, Shrewsbury.

2ud prize of 10/., his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Cliss 6.—Steers or Oxen.

1st prize of 25/., Mr. William Heath, of Ludham Hall,

Norwich.

Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Thomas Carter, of Dodmore,
near Ludlow.

2nd prize of 10/., Mr. Johhn Ford, Juu., of Rushton, near

Blandford.

Class 7.—Heifers.

1st prize of 15/., Mr. Frederick King, of Nursling, near

Southampton.
Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Thomas Samsou, of Kings-

ton Russell, near Dorchester.

2nd prize of 5/. withheld.

Class 8.—Cows.

1st prize of 20/., Mr. William Heath, of Ludham HaU, near

Norwich
Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Edward Longmore, of

Ludlow.
2nd prize of 10/., Mr. John Stevens, of 69, Holywell-street,

Oxford.

SHORT-HORNS.

Class 9.—Steers.

1st prize of 25/., Mr. James Futcher, juD., of Fovant, near

Salisbury.

The silver medal to the breeder. Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,

M.P., of Wilton, near Salisbury.

2nd prize of 10/., Mr. William Aldwortb, of Frilford, Abing-
don.

Class 10.—Steers or Oxen.

1st prize of 25/., his Grace the Duke of Rutland, of Belvoir

Castle, Grantham.
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The siher medal to the breeder, his Grace the Duke of

Kutlatid.

2nd prize of lOZ., Rev. J. Holmes, of Brooke Hall, Norwich.

Class 11.—Heifers.

1st prize of 15Z., Mr. Joseph Phillips, of Ardington, Wantage.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. William Fussell, of

Laycock, Chippenham.
2nd prize of 5?,, the Earl Spencer, of Althorpe Park, North-

hampton.

Class 12,—Cow3.
l8t prize of 20?., Mr. Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park.

Burnley.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Alexander Bannerman,
of South Cottage, Chorley.
2nd prize of 10/., Mr. J. H. Langston, M.P., of Sarsden

House, Chipping Norton.

SCOTCH OR IRISH BREEDS.
Class 13.—Steers or Oxen.

The prize of lOL, Mr. John Hetiry Guroey, of Castou Hall.

Norwich.
Cla3s 14.—Heifers or Cows.

The prize of 51, Mr. H. Lindsay, of Westdean, Chichester.

WELSH BREEDS.
Class 13.—Steers or Oxen.

The prize of 10?., Mr. B. E. Bennett, of Marston Trnssell

Hall, Market Harboro'.

Class 16.—Heifers or Cows.

The prize of 5? , Mr. Richard Worthington, of Saddington,

Market Harboro'.

OTHER PURE BREEDS.
Class 17.—Steers or Oxen.

The prize of 10?., Mr. R. H. Chapman, of Upton, Nuneaton.

Silver medal to the breeder, Mr. R. H. Chapman.

Class 18.—Heifers or Cows.

The prize of 10?., Messrs. Chas. Neame and Sons, of Selling,

Feversham.

Silver medal to the breeders, Messrs. Chas. Neame and

Sous.

CROSS OR MIXED BREEDS.
Class 19.—Steers.

The prize of 15?., the Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill, Berks.

The silver medal to the breeder, the Earl of Raduor.

Class 20.—Steers or Oxen.

The prize of 15?., Mr. William Hewer, of Sevenhampton.
Highworth, Wilts.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. William Hewer.

Class 21.—Heifers.

The prize of 10?., Mr. John Tucker, of Abbey Print Works,
Stratford, Essex.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. John Tucker.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Class 22.

Ist prize of 20?., the Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Park,

Stamford.

The silver medal to the breeder, the Marquis of Exeter.

2nd jTTize oJ 10?., Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall,

Worksop.
3rd prize of 5?., Mr. Thomas Twitchell, of Willingtou, Bed-

ford.

Class 23.

1st eof 20?, Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall,

Worksop.
The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. G. S. Foljambe.

2nd prize of 10?., the Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Park,

Stamford.

3rd prize of 51., Mr. Richard Newman, of Harrowden, Bed-
ford.

LONG-WOOLLED (NOT BEING LEICESTERS).
Class 24.

The prize of 10?., Mr. William Slatter, of Stratton, Ciren-

cester.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. William Slatter.

CROSS BRED SHEEP.

Class 25.

1st prize of 10?., Mr. Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, near

Oxford.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Samuel Druce.

2nd prize of 5?., Mr. John Overman, of Burnham Sutton,

Bumham Market, Norfolk.

Class 26.

The prize of 10?., Mr. John Overman.
The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. John Overman.

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.

Class 27.

1st prize of 20?., the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood,

Chichester.

The silver medal to the breeder, the Duke of Richmond.

2nd prize of 10?., Lord Walsingham, of Merton Hall, Thet-

ford.

Class 28.

The prize of 10?., Mr. William Rigden, of Hove, near

Brijhtoa.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. William Rigden.

Class 29.

1st prize of 20?., the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood,
Chichester.

The silver medal to the breeder, the Duke of Fdchmond.
2nd prize of 10?., Lord Walsingham, of Mertou Hall, Thet-

ford.

SHORT-WOOLLED (NOT BEING SOUTH DOWNS)
Class 30.

The prize of 10?., Mr. William King, of New Hayward
Farm, Hungerford.

The silver medal to the Breeder, Mr. William King.

PIGS.

Class 31.

1st prize of 10?., Mr. J. V. Williams, of Haygrove Farm,
Bridgewat.er.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. J. V. Williams.

2nd prize of 5?., Mr. Wm. M. Barber, of Langley Broom,
Slough.

Class 32.

1st prize of 10?., Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, Dorset.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. John Coate.

2nd prize of 5?., Mr. Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, Oxford.

Class 33.

1st prize of 10?., Mr. Samuel Druce, Oxford.

The silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Samuel Druce.

2nd prize of 5?., Mr. Stewart Majoribanks, of Buahey Grovr,

Watford.

GOLD MEDALS.
The gold medal to the best steer or ox in any of the classes,

the Duke of Rutland, of Belvoir Castle, Graniham.
The gold medal to the best heifer or cow in any of the classes,

Mr. Charles Townley, of Townley Park, Burnley.

The gold medal to the best pen of long-wooUed sheep iu

any of the classes, the Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Park.

The gold medal frr the best pen of short-woolled sheep in

the 27tn, 28th, or 30th classes, the Duke of Richmoud, of

Goodwood.
The gold medal to the best pen of pigs in any of the classes,

Mr. J. V. Williams, Haygrove Farm, Bridgewater.

EXTRA STOCK.

The silver medal to the best beast ia extra stock. Lord Fe-
versham, Duncombe Park, York.

The silver medal to the best long-woolled sheep in exf ra stocl,

Mr. William Sanday, Holme Pierrepoiiit, Nottingham.
The silver medal to the best short-woolled sheep in extra

stock, Mr. William Rigden, Hove, Bris;hton.

The silver medal to the beat cross-bred sheep in extra stock,

Mr. George Hine, jun., Oakley, Bedford.

The silver medal to the best pig in extra stock, His Royal
Highness Prince Albert.

B 2
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COMMENDATIONS.
HIGHLY COMMENDED.

The Earl of Leicester's Devon steer.

Mr. G. Hiue's, jun., pen of cross-bred sheep.

Mr. W. Rigden's pen of South Downs.
The Duke of Richmond's pea of South Downs.
Mr. S. King's pen of Hampshire Downs.
The Earl of Leicester's South Down wether.

Mr. John Coates's pen of Dorset pigs.

Mr. M. Newman's pen of Essex and Berks pigs.

Rev. J. Holmes' pen of pigs.

COMMENDED.
The Earl of Leicester's Devon cow.

The Marquis of Exeter's shorthorned steer.

Mr. Edward Frost's shorthorned steer.

Mr. J. W. Brown's shorthorned steer.

The Marquis of Exeter's shorthorned steer.

Mr. S. Gooch's shorthorned ox.

Rev. J. Arkwright's shorthorned and Ayrshire cow.

Mr. J. Hitchman's cross-bred wethers.

Mr. J. Hitchman's cross-bred wether.

Mr. H. Lugar's pen of South Down wethers.

Sir R. Throckmorton's, Bart,, pen of South Down wethers.

The Earl of Radnor's pen of South Down wethers.

COMMENDED GENERALLY.
Young pigs.

TO THE EDITOR.
Sir,—Knowing you wish the report of the Smithfield Club

to be correct, and imagining you might have taken it before

Thursday p.m., since which there has been an alteration in the
prize list, viz., a disqualification on account of a misrepresenta-

lioa in age— Class 32, No. 262, disqualified ; leaving No. 266
to take the first prize, and No. 268 the second—I shall feel

obliged by your placing this in your valuable Journal.

Yours respectfully,

M. Newman,
A Member of the Smithfield Club.

Smithfield Club, Baker-street.

CONSECUTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STOCK
EXHIBITED.

We have again the pleasure to otter a report

of the annual gathering of the Smithfild Club.

It is very gratifying at all times to be able

to report satisfactory progress ; and of this we
have abundant evidence on the present occa-

sion. The improvements made in the show-yard,

allowing more space for the exhibition both of

stock and implements, the beautiful order of

arrangement, the cleanliness and neat fittings to

the stalls, the disposition of the various pens, and
the easy approach to every animal, make a

visit more than usually interesting. The whole
arrangement reflects great credit upon the inde-

fatigable Secretary, and his able coadjutors, the
Stewards of the Show. We might further say

that we have seldom seen such an assemblage
of contented faces. The proverbial grumbling
said to be inherent in the British farmer is for

once, at all events, thrown aside : we meet only
with the composed and happy countenance, mani-
festing deep interest in the exceedingly good
and great show before them. It is true that, occa-
sionally, individual specimens of each breed of
animals have surpassed those shown at the presen*

meeting ; but we think, as a whole, it is above the

average, and that each separate breed is fully and

admirably represented. We have watched care-

fully for several years the attempts made to intro-

duce new breeds of cattle and sheep, by crossing

in various ways. This year has certainly produced

some very good specimens of the kind. Amongst

them we would name the Earl of Radnor's steer

(No. 113), Mr. Hewer's ox (No. 116), and Mr.

Tucker's heifer (No. 121), in the cattle classes, and

Mr. Druce's three sheep (No. 172). We mention

the latter, as we have had our eye upon them for

some time, as knowing it was an attempt at a new

character of animal, to be derived from Cotswold

and Down cross. At the Gloucester meeting, we
reported unfavourably : they then denoted large,

coarse heads and ofFal, with no counterbalance in

frame. The specimens shown at this meeting are a

very great improvement, and is the result of judi-

cious in-and-in breeding. It is certain that these

crosses have produced some extraordinary animals;

and it is interesting to ascertain and notice how

they favour the sire or the dam. The Shropshire

breed, specimens of which were exhibited by the

Earl of Aylesford, are very superior animals, and

are, we believe, the result of careful crossing from

Down and Leicester. We are not aware of other

attempts at continuous crossing, but shall be glad

to receive any reports thereof, if attended with

success worthy of notice. The majority of pens

exhibited were simply first crosses, and splendid

specimens too, as shown by Mr. John Overman

and others.

In the cattle classes, we have not much to remark

on this head ; indeed, we do not know of any con-

tinuous cross, with a view to perpetuate the breed

shown at the yard. Those shown were very good

specimens of a single cross. We value true breed-

ing very highly ; but we are never against aiming

at greater perfection, nor do we indulge prejudices

likely to retard such advancement.

CATTLE.
We will give a short consecutive account of the

classes, in order as by the catalogue, remarking

upon such as (in our own judgment) were more

particularly deserving of notice.

DEVONS.
Class I.

—

Devon Steers, not exceeding 3 years old, with-

out restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food

must be certified.

2 His Royal Highness Prince Albert, 2 years and 10 months,
bred by Richard Mogridge, of Holland, near South
Molton, and fed on beau and barleymeal, linseedcake,

mangel wurzel, swedes, and hay.

This is a beautifully proportioned animal, but small

;

fine offal, and quality of flesh exceedingly good ; his

thighs rather defective— 1st prize.

6 Walter Farthing, as representative of the late Samuel
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Farthing, of Stowey Court, near Bridgewater, Somerset,

2 years and 11 months, bred by the late Samuel Farthing,

and fed on hay, grass, roots, bean and barleymeal, and

oilcake.

A very deeply formed animal, but not proportionate

;

chine rather defective ; body too swelled out and low
;

hips not wide ; capital twist.—2nd prize.

8 The Earl of Leicester, of Holkham Hall, Wells, Norfolk, 2

years 10 months and 2 weeks, bred by his lordship, and

fed on turnips, mangel wurzel, hay, linseedcake, and oat,

beau and peameal.

A very superior frame ; well fatted back throughout,

of good quality of flesh ; hips rather narrow, and twist

thin.—Highly commended.

Class II.

—

Devon Steers or Oxen, above 3 years old,

without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of

food must be certified.

19 The Earl of Leicester, of Holkham Hall, Wells, Norfolk, 4

years and 1 week, bred by his lordship, and fed on turnips,

mangel wuxzel, hay, linseedcake, oatmeal, and beau and

peameal.

A beautifully fed animal ; fine chest, chine, and

breast
;
quality exceediugly good ; hind quarters, as a

whole, not very good.—1st prize.

16 Frederick King, of Nursling, near Soathampton, 4 years

and 11 mouths, bred by Benjamin Hobbs, of Canuington,

near Bridgewater, and fed on mangel wurzel, swedes, oat-

meal, oilcake, and hay.

A very deep chest, and well-proportioned frame, with

good hips and thighs ; the quality of flesh not equal to

No. 19.—2nd prize.

Class III.

—

Devon Heifers, not exceeding 4 years old,

without restriction as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of

food to be certified. Free martins or spayed heifers not

qualified.

25 The Earl of Leicester, of Holkham Hall, Wells, Norfolk, 3

years and 9 months, bred by his lordship, and fed on
turnips, mangel wurzel, hay, linseedcake, oat and peameal.

This is a very finely-formed heifer, perhaps her fore-

quarter somewhat too light in proportion to her other

many good qualities.— 1st prize.

22 His Royal Highness Prince Albert, 3 years and 8 months,
bred by the late Samuel Farthing, of Stowey Court,
Bridgewater, and fed on bean and barleymeal, linseed-

cake, mangel wurzel, swedes, and hay.

A beautiful deep well-formed fore-quarter.—2nd prize.

Class IV.

—

Devon Cows, above 4 years old. They must
have had at least one live calf. Without restriction as to

feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food to be certified.

29 John Hudson, of Castle Acre Lodge, near Swaffham,
Norfolk, 5 years, bred by exhibiter, and fed on grass, hay,
Bwedes, linseedcake, and beanmeal—had 2 calves.

This animal is of almost perfect symmetry, and flesh

of most excellent quality ; the only defect is her small

size.— 1st prize.

27 Thos. Bound, of Park, North Petherton, near Bridgewater
Somerset ; 5 years and 2 months, bred by exhibiter, and
fed on hay, grass, roots, barleymeal and flaxseed—had 2
calves.

A beautiful well-formed forequarter, her tail and
across from hip to hip rather high.—2nd prize.

30 William Cary Coles, of Yew Tree Close Farm, Yeovil,
Somerset, 7 years and 1 1 months, bred by exhibiter, from
the stocks of Mrs. Phillis Coles and Mr. Brook, and fed
on crushed oats, swedes, mangel wurzel, cracked old
beans, and roots—had 4 calves.

This is a good heavy cow and well formed.

HEREFORDS.
Class V.—Hereford Steers, not exceeding 3 years old.

without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of

food to be certified.

38 Isaac Niblett, of Conygre House, Filton, near Bristol, 2

years and 11 mouths, bred byT.L. Meire, of Cound,near

Shrewsbury, and fed on hay, swedes, mangel wurzel, oat

and barley meal, and oilcake.

A beautifully formed animal, well proportioned, with

straight level back, and quality of flesh very superior—

1st pri2e.

3 His Royal Highness Prince Albert, 2 years 11 months,
bred by John Burlton, of Luntley Court, near Leomins-
ter, from the stock of Mr. Y'eld, and fed on bean and
barley meal, linseedcake, swedes, and hay.

A very deep framed well-formed animal, capital flank,

and with much lean flesh of good quality.—2nd prize.

Class VI.

—

Hereford Steers or Oxen, above 3 years old,

without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of

food must be certified.

2 William Heath, of Ludham Hall near Norwich, 3 years 11
months and 17 days, bred by Thomas Carter, of Dodmore,
near Ludlow, and fed on grass, hay, turnips, oilcake, oat
and pea meal.

A splendid animal, very deep in frame, and thick in

flesh, of excellent quality ; a very remarkable chine, and

chest of surprising girth, flanks deep and full ; a little

spot in the back is defective ; altogether a first-rate ox,

and nearly equal to any of former years.—1st prize.

49 Jno. Ford, Jan., of Rushton, near Blandford, Dorset, 3

years and 11 months, bred by Peregrine Prince, of Dewsal
Court, near Hereford, from the stock of D. Pearce, of

Stretton, and fed on hay, straw, linseed cake, and roots.

This is a very large and unusually heavy animal, of

very deep frame, but not so symmetrical as No. 42, nor

fed so evenly ; his girth is very great, and of good

height and proportionate.—2nd prize.

Class VII.

—

Hereford Heifers, not exceeding 4 years

old, without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds

of food must be certified. Free-martins and spayed heifers

are not qualified.

31 Frederick King, of Nursling, near Southampton, 3 years

and 10 months, bred by Thomas Samson, of Kingston
Russell, near Dorchester, and fed on mangel wurzel,

swedes, oatmeal, oilcake, and hay.

A well-fed useful cow.— 1st prize.

2nd prize withheld.

Class \^II.

—

Hereford Cows, above 4 years old, without
restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food

must be certified. Free-martins and spayed heifers are not
qualified.

52 William Heath, of Ludham Hall, near Norwich, 7 years

and 11 months, bred by Edward Longmore, of Lud-
low, from the stock of Mr. Yeld, of the Bro»m, and fed

on grass, hay, turnips, oilcake, and oat and peameal—had
3 calves.

A large and good cow, deep in frame, and great

length ; plenty of good lean flesh, but not of best

quality.—1st prize.

54 John Stevens, of 69, Holywell-street, Oxford, 5 years and
10 months, bred by Arthur Robert Blake, of Eynsham,
Oxon, and fed on hay, grass, cake, meal, and swedes

—

had 3 calves.

A fair-made animal, with flesh of good quality.

SHORTHORNS.
Class IX.

—

Shorthorned Steers, not exceeding 3 years
old, without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds
of food must be certified.

60 James Futcher, jun., of Fovant, near Salisbury, 2 years
and 11 months, bred by the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,
M.P., of Wilton, near Salisbury, and fed ou oilcake,

beau and barley meal, cabbage, swedes, and hay.

A very extraordinary animal for his age, of nearly
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perfect symmetry ; deeply formed in chest and rib, fine

huge purse, handsome head and countenance ; the only

really defective poiat is his twist.— 1st prize.

Gl William Aldworth, of FnUotd, near Abingdon, Btrka, 2

years and 11 mouths, bred by E. E. Williams, of East

Challow, near Wantao;e, from the stock of Mr. Bovrley,

of Cirencester, and fed on grasa, hay, swedes, barley and

bean meal and cake.

This is a very good animal
;
perhaps not quite equal

to No. 60, not quite so symmetrical and even in general

frame, but he has a better twist, and nearly as good in

his essential points.—2nd prize.

56 Edward Frost, of West Wrattiug Hall, near Linton, Cam-
bridge, 2 years and 11 months, bred by Jonas Webb, of

Babrahara, and fed on linseedcake, beanmeal, turnips, and

clover.

A deep fore-quarter and capital chine, ribs springing,

hips rather too close
;
quality of meat very good.—Com-

mended.

57 The Marquis of Exeter, cf Burghley Park, near Stamford,

Linroln, 2 years end 8 months, bred by exhioiter, and fed

on linseedcake, beanmeal, and vegetables.

A better frame ; flesh not so good quality.—Com-

mended.

5S John Washboiirn Brown, of Uiicott, near Swhidoii, Wilts,

2 years and 11 months, bred by exhibiter, from the stock

of Richard Slrattou, of Broad Hinton, and fsd ou hay,

cabbage, beanmeal, and oilcake.

This is a good animal ; frame perhaps too long. —
Commended.

We have seldom seen a better class, and it deserves

especial commendation—nearly every animal is a first-

class one.

Class X.—Siioktiiorned Steers or Oxen, above 3

years old, without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or

kinds of foud must be certified.

The Duke of Eutlaiid, of Belvoir Castle, near Granthani,

Lincoln, 4 years and 4 luonths, bred by exhibiter, and

fed on barley, beauincal, linseedcake and oil, vegetables,

and hay.

We scarcely remember seeing a better framed ox than

this. If anything he is not quite noble or grand enough

in his general character. There is somethin<r, too, com-

mon about him, particularly in colour; but a deeper chest

and length of rib is seldom seen. His girth is astonish-

ing. His frame, though not truly cylindrical, is in

reality of better form— a great carcase, on short legs of

fine bone. His depth throughout is extraordinary. His

ribs, though not sufficiently springing, are well set on

chine and back, and nicely thrown out; their length

very great. His meat of very good, if not indeed of

first-rate, quality.— 1st prize.

G7 The Rev. J. Holmes, of Brooke Hall, near Norwich, 3
years and 4 mouths, bred by exhibitor, and fed on grass,

hay, chaff, mangel wurzel, turaipa, oilcake, and meal.

A beautiful fore-quarter ; fine out-shoulder
;

great

girth ; large, full bosom ; ribs good, and well springing;

broad chine and back ; twist and thighs rather light.

—

2nd prize.

73 The Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Park, near Stamford,

Lincoln, 3 years and 8 months, bred by exhibiter, and fed

on linseedcake, beanmeal, and vegetables.

A well-made, symmetrical ox, of large frame ; good
quality.—Commended.

SO Stephen Gooch, of IToningham, near Norwich, 4 years and

6 months, bred by Frederick Fossitt, of Strugg's Hill,

Sutterton, near Spalding, and fed ou grass, turnips,

mangel wurzel, bean and barley meal, and linseedcake.

A good ox ; large, fine frame, and well made up.

—

Commended.

Class XI.—SiioiiTnoRNED Heifers, not exceeding 4
years old, without restriction as to feeding', yet the kind or

kinds of food must be specified. Free-martins or spayed
heifers net q\ialified.

83 Joseph Phillips, of Ardington, near Wantage, Berks, 3
years and 9 months, bred by Wm. Fussell, of Laycock,

near Chippenham, and led on barleyiaeal, cake, swedes,

and hay.

A very fine cylindrical frame, of good proportions

;

chine broad, and ribs widely springing ; hips and teats

somewhat elevated, and loins thin.— 1st prize.

82 The Earl Spencer, of Althorp Park, near Northampton, 3
years and 10 months, bred by exhibitor, from his own
and Sir Charles Knightley's, Bart., stocks, and fed on
grass, hay, turnips, mangel wiirzel, and beanmeal.

A very fine animal, and well proportioned, but not so

deep in general frame as No. 83. OfFal not fine enough.

Class XII.

—

Short-horned Cows, above 4 years old,

that must have had at least one live calf, without restric-

tions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food must be

certified.

89 Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park, near Burnley, 6

years and 8 months, bred by Alexander Baunermau, of

South Cottage, Chorley, Lancaster, from the stock of

Mr. Booth, of Killerby, and fed on grass, turnips, luiy,

oilcakp, and beanmeal—had one calf.

A very surprising cow ; her fore-quarters exceedingly

good, out shoulder very good, chine amazingly broad,

and ribs springing ; very wide ; her whole back of as-

tonishing width and level ; her tail rather high, and teats

deformed with fat ; otherwise very symmetrical io frame,

and evenly fed.— 1st prize.

87 J. II. I-angston, M.P., of Sarsdea Houee, near Chipping

Norton, Oxon, 5 years and 7 months, bred liy exhibiter,

and fed on hay, oilcake, beaiiaisal, and turuiju—bad

one calf.

This is a beautiful cow ; her out shoulder very good,

her frame cylindrical in shape, and her form as good
;

but not equal in general substance to No. 89 ; in ap-

pearance, handsomer ; her thighs and twist rather thin

in proportion.—2nd prize.

88 Mr. Linton's, of Sheriff Hultoa, Yorkshire,

Is a very large beautifuUy-fcrmed cow.

95 Mr. Clarke'3, of New Moor, near Southminster, Essex,

Is a very large high-standing well-formed cow ; the

largest in the yard, and of good quality.

Several others might be enumerated ; but it is almost

invidious to make selections in these classes, other than

made by the judges in discharge of their duty. We
think the classes of short-horns quite bear the palm at

this meeting, and as a whole fully equal, if not surpass,

the average of past years.

SCOTCH OR IRISH.

Class XIII.—Scotch or Irish Steers or Oxen, of any

age, without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds

of food must be certified.

99 John Henry Guruey, of Catton Hall, near Norwich,

Galloway Scot, from 4 to 5 years, breeder unknown, and

fed on swedes, beet, cut hay, pea and barley meal, and

linseedcake.

A heavy framed well-fed Galloway Scot, ou short

legs; his frame is long, but thick.—Prize.

Class XIV.^Scotcii or Ikisu Heifers or Cows, of auy
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ajre, without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds

of food must be certified.

103 Hugh Hamilton Lindsay, of Westdean, near Chichester,

Sussex, Galloway, breeder unknown, about 4 years, and
fed on oilcake, damaged wheat, peas, beans, linseed,

carrots, turnips, clover, vetches, grass, and hay.

A useful heifer ; rather small.

WELSH.
Class XV.

—

Welsh Steers and Oxen (Runts) of any

age, without any restrictions as to feeding ; yet the kind,

or kinds, of food must be certified.

lOi B. E. Benuet, of Manton Trussell Hall, near Market
Harborough. Welsh breeder unknown ; supposed about

4 years, and fed on grass, hay, liuseedcake, aud beau-

meal.

First prize.

Class XVL—Welsh Heifers and Cows of any age,

without restrictions as to feeding ; yet the kind, or kinds,

of food must be certified.

108 Richard Worthiugton, of Soddington, near Market Har-

borough, Leicester, Welsh, 4 years and 3 months, bred by

Owen Williams, of Plas L'anfihengel, Anglesea, aud fed

CD liuseedcake aud bean-meal.

A good Welsh cow. Prize.

OTHER PURE BREEDS.

Class XVH.—Steers or Oxen, of any pure breed (ex-

cept Devons, Herefords, Shorthorns, aud Scotch, Welsh, or

Irish), of auy age, without restrictions as to feeding ; yet

the kind, or kiuds, of food must be certified.

110 R. H. Chapmau, of Upton, near Nuneaton, Warwick,
4 years and 8k months pure longhorn, bred by exhibiter,

and fed on grass, hay, turuips, cake, aud bean-meal.

A long-framed good animal ; large, level, fairly pro-

portioned.—Prize.

Class XVHL—Heifers or Cows, of auy pure breed

(except Devons, Herefords, Shorthorns, and Scotch, Welsh,
or Irish), of auy age, witliout restrictions as to feeding ; yet

the kind, or kiuds, of food must be certified.

112 Charles Neame and Sons, of Selling, near Faversham,
Keut, 3 years and 11 montlis Sussex, bred by the exhi-

biters, aud fed on liuseedcake, clover hay, green clover,

and turuips.

A very good and beautifully-formed cow, of excellent

quality of flesh.

CROSS OR MIXED BREEDS.

Class XIX.

—

Cross or Mixed-bred Steers, not es-

ceediug 3 years, without restrictions as to feeding ; yet the

kind, or kinds, of food must be certified.

113 The Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill House, near Highworth,
2 years and 5 mouths shorthorn end Hereford, bred
by exhibiter, and fed on hay, corn, cake, aud roots.

Prize.

Class XX.

—

Cross or Mixed bred Steers or Oxen
above 3 years old,, without restrictions as to feeding ; yet
tha kinds, or kiuds, of food to be certified.

116 William Hewer, of Seveuhampton, near Highworth, 4
years and 8 mouths shorthorn and Hereford, bred by
txhibiter, and fed on swedei, bean-meal, aud oilcake.

A long, finely-ifrown animal, of great substance, but

not symmetrically proportioned.— Prize.

Class XXL

—

Cross or Mixed-bred Heifers not ex-

ceeding 4 years old, without restriction as to feeding; yet
the kind, or kiuds, of food must be certified.

121 John Tucker, of Abbey Print Works, near Stratford,

Essex, 3 years and 8 months Hereford and shorthorn,

bred by exhibiter, from the stocks of James Williams
and Thomas Bates, and fed ou hay, oilcake, bean and
barley meal, swedes, and carrots.

A very good cow ; large and well formed, with good

quality of flesh.—Prize.

EXTRA STOCK.
Cattle.
129 Rev. Joseph Arkwright, of Mark Hall, near Harlow,

Essex, 8 years and 9 mouths shorthorned and Ayrshire
cow, bred by exhibiter, aud fed ou grass, liuseedcake, hay,

roots, barley and bean meal. Had 5 calves.

A handsome, well-formed animal ; of excellent

quality, and evenly fed.—Commended.

128 Lord Fevershain, of Duacombe Park, near Helmsley,
York, 5 years 4 months shorthorned heifer, bred by
the late Mr. Bates, of Kirklevington, near Yarm, and
fed on hay, turnips, meal, and cake.

This is a beautiful specimen of the late Mr. Bates'

breed, and ought not to pass unnoticed ; we therefore

make honourable mention of her. Her hand first-

rate.

We have extended our report of the cattle

classes, meagre as it is, further than we originally

intended ; but we could not satisfy ourselves with

a less cursory notice of so many valuable animals.

Having devoted considerable space to that most

important department of the club show—the cattle

classes, we must be more brief in other respects.

The sheep classes, as a whole, were well represented'

the Down and half-bred classes particularly so ;

but we should like to have seen a better and more

nutnerous class of long-wools of both kinds, i. e.,

Leicesters, and long-wools not being Leicesters.

Some good animals were shewn, but, we think, not

equal to former years. In the Leicester class we

do not think they equalled those of the palmy days

of Messrs. Pawlett and Painter either in beauty,

substance, or quality of meat. In the long-woolled

class we have seen much better sheep exhibited,

and the number shown was extremely small. The

extra stock class contained several very good

specimens of these breeds, but nothing worthy of

more especial notice. In the cross-breed classes

many very splendid sheep were shown ; proving

satisfactorily the desirabiUty of continuous attempts

to introduce improved breeds. In the Down
classes we think great progress is yet making : our

taste accords most with the production of a great

weight of food of good quality in a given time,

either in growth or feeding. We think the Hamp-

shire Downs shown gave decided advantages on

this point, being very large, and heavy. The pure

Downs also gave evidence of improvement. We
never saw the Duke of Richmond's Downs show

so well ; they retain their symmetry under a broader

frame of greater substance. We will now run

hastily through the classes, referring to the prize

list, as before.

LONG-WOOLLED BREEDS.

Cl\ss XXII.

—

Fat Wether Sheep, of any Long-woolled

breed, 1 year old (under 22 months), without restrictions as

to feeding.

13G The Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Parl^ near Stamford,

a pen of three 21 months Pure Leicester Wethers, bred

by exhibitor.

This is a pen of beautifully-formed sheep, and greatly
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alike : hand rather loose, good wool, broad staple, and

curly, looks good with fine plaits ; rumps short, loin

and back well covered.—1st prize.

139 G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, near Worksop, Notts,

a pen of three 20 months Leicester Wethers, bred by ex-

hibiter, from the stock of Mr. Sanday.

A very good lot, and in several points superior to No.

136 ; full heavy necks, good rumps, fine offal, good

firm hand ; wool very heavy, large staple, and good

;

very compact in frame.—2nd prize.

137 Thomas Twitchell, of Willin^ton, near Bedford, a pen of

three 20 months Leicester Wethers, bred by exhibiter.

These are three pretty animals, with very firm hand
;

chines not broad enough; wool small, staple straight

and thin.—3rd prize.

Class XXIII.

—

Fat Wether Sheep, of any Long-wooUed
breed, 1 year old (under 22 months), without restrictions

as to feedmg. Each Sheep not to exceed 2201b3. live

weight.

143 G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, near Worksop, Notts,

a pen of three 20 months Leicester Wethers, bred by ex-

hibiter, from the stock of Mr. Sanday.

Three very complete small Leicesters, and well-

matched rumps, rather short.— 1st prize.

142 The Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley Park, near Stamford,
a pen of three 21 months Pure Leicester Wethers, bred
by exhibiter.

Three heavier-woolled sheep ; mutton better than No.

136.—2nd prize.

144 Richard Newinan, of Harrowden, near Bedford, a pen of

three 21 months Pure J^eicester Wethers, bred by exhi-

biter, from the stock of Mr. Pawlett.

Well matched ; mutton beautiful, quality firm but

elastic ; wool too straight, thin in staple.

LONG-WOOLLED BREEDS NOT BEING
LEICESTERS.

Class XXW.—Fat Wether Sheep, of any long-woolled
breed (not Leicesters), 1 year old (under 22 months), with-
out restrictions as to feeding.

147 William Slatter, of Stratton, near Chencester, Glouces-
tershire, a pen of three 21 months Cotswold wethers,
bred by exhibiter.

These are three well-formed good sheep, with better

hand than usually found in this class ; wool plentiful

with broad staple.

EXTRA STOCK.—LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
161 WilUam Sanday, of Holme Pierrepont, near Nottingham,

57 months Leicester ewe, bred by exhibiter.

This ewe has a fine expansive chest, with capital neck

and plaits ; but defective loin ; wool too thin in staple.

152 John Clarke, of Long Sutton, near Lincoln, 56 months
improved Lincolnshire ewe, bred by exhibiter.

This is a very good ewe, with beautiful looks ; fat

back, and abundance of good wool.

154 Henry Neville, of Walcot, near Stanford, Northampton,
81 months Lincoln ewe, bred by exhibiter.

A very pretty deeply-framed ewe.

CROSS BREEDS.
Class XXV.

—

Long and Short-woolled Cross-bred
Fat Wether Sheep, 1 year old (under 22 months),
without restrictions as to feeding.

172 Samuel Druce, of Enaham, Oxfordshire, a pen of three
21 months Down and Cotswold 'wethers, bred by ex-
hibiter. •

Three very large and profitable sheep in every

respect; broad frames, deep and good; wool good, fine

down character, and plentiful. These sheep are bred

with a view to establish a new variety in the breeds of

sheep. The produce of a Cotswold ram put to a Down
flock, and these being bred in and in for fifteen years,

have resulted in producing the fine specimens Mr.
Druce has this year shown.—1st prize.

170 John Overman, of Burnham Sutton, near Burnham
Market, Norfolk, a pen of three 20 months Down and
Leicester wethers, bred by exhibiter, from the stock of

H. Aylmer, of West Dereham.

Three exceedingly good half-bred sheep, of good

quality of mutton, and wool of Down character ; backs

very broad, and well covered.—2nd prize.

166 George Hine, jun., of Oakley, near Bedford, a pen of
three 21 months Sussex-down and Leicester wethers,
bred by exhibiter, from the stock of the Duke of
Manchester.

Three very large beautiful sheep ; broad frames, of

good symmetry and looks, with excellent mutton and

wool. Down ram and Leicester ewes.—Commended.

No. 168 is a very large pen of sheep—Hampshire
Down and Leicester ewes.

No. 173 is a pen of large-framed high-standing sheep,

denoting the Down in character. Down ram to Cots-

wold ewes.

Class XXVI.

—

Long and Short-woolled Cross-bred
Fat Wether Sheep, 1 year old (imder 22 months),

without restrictions as to feeding. Each sheep not to

exceed 2201b3. live weight.

175 John Overman, of Burnham Sutton, near Burnham
Market, Norfolk, a pen of three 20 months Down and
Leicester wethers, bred by exhibiter, from the stock of

Mr. H. Aylmer, of West Dereham.

Three very pretty sheep of good form ; rather low

standing ; good in quality of mutton, and plenty of

wool.—Prize.

EXTRA STOCK.
Short-woolled Sheep.
185 George Hine, Jun., of Oakley, near Bedford, 21 months

Sussex Down and Leicester Wether, bred by exhibiter,

from the stock of the Duke of Manchester.

A very compact sheep, very broad, with capital chine.

—Silver medal.

SHORT-WOOLLED BREEDS.

Class XXVIl.

—

Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-

woolled breed, 1 year old, (under 22 months,) without re-

strictions as to feeding.

195 The Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, near Chichester, a

pen of three 20 months South-down Wethers, bred by
exhibiter.

Three very superior sheep, finely formed broad frames,

all but correct in shape and make, beautiful heads and

countenances, offal light, and hand excellent; perhaps

their backs a little too thin in fat ; wool good. We
think this pen a decided improvement upon the symme-

trical frame ever shown by the noble Duke, being more

compact and cylindrical.— 1st prize.

201 Lord Walsingham, of Merton Hall, near Thetford, Nor-

folk, a pen of three 20 months South-down Wethers, bred

by exhibiter.

Three very good animals, but like the No. 195, their

backs not well covered, rather too much set down in car-

case, i. e., rib and hip too far apart, and chines not

quite first-rate for this class ; wool thin.—2nd prize.

Class XXVIII.

—

Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-

woolled breed, 1 year old, (under 82 months,) without restric-
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tious as to feeding. Each Sheep not to exceed 200 lbs. live

weight.

210 William Rigden, of Hove, near BrightoD, a pen of three

20 months and 2 weeks South-down Wethers, bred by

exhibiter.

These are almost perfect specimens of the Southdown

breed, the only fault being their comparatively small

size.

Class XXIX.—Fat Wether Sheep, of any Short-wooUed

breed, 2 years old, (above 22 and under 34 months,) without

restrictions as to feeding.

222 The Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, near Chichester, a

pen of three 32 months Southdown Wethers, bred by

exhibiter.

A pen of very good and large- framed sheep, unusually

good thighs, chine, and plaits, form long and broad, level

backs, but not well covered. These, like the noble

Duke's other pens of sheep, are better formed than he

has heretofore shown.—1st prize.

225 Lord Walsingham, of Merton Hall, near Thetford, Nor-

folk, a pen of'three 32 months Southdown Wethers, bred

by exhibiter.

Three very compact good animals, plaits very good,

chine broad and ribs well thrown out, deep chests but

thin, rumps short, and loins thinly covered.—2nd prize.

SPORT-WOOLLED BREEDS, (not being Southdowns.)

Class XXX.

—

Eat Wether Sheep, of any Short-woolled

breed (not Southdowns,) 1 year old, (under 22 months,)

without restrictions as to feeding.

233 William King, of New Hayward Farm, near Hungerford,

Berks, a pen of three 21 months West Country Down
Wethers, bred by exhibiter.

Three very large high-standing broad and long frames.

— 1st prize. This is a class of extraordinary tall and

long, yet broad-framed sheep, many of them disfigured

by being shorn into shape. We have frequently com-

plained of this mode of trimming sheep. We noticed

some specimens regularly cut into shape ; we think in

one or two cases they almost deceived the judges. It

appears pretty general in all the short-woolled classes.

EXTRA STOCK.

Short-woolled Sheep.

235 William Rigden, of Hove, near Brighton, 44 months
Southdown ewe, bred by exhibiter.

A very beautiful specimen of a pure Down sheep, but

too small for profitable grazing.

The classes of Southdowns were much admired, and

well deserved commendation, but a notice of which, as

in some other classes, for want of space we are obliged

to omit.

PIGS.

Class XXXI.

—

Pigs op any Breed, above 13 and not ex-

ceeding 26 weeks old.

251 J . V. Williams, of Haygrove Farm, near Bridgewater,
Somerset, a pen of three 17 weeks and 2 days Improved
Leicester, bred by exhibiter, and fed on whey, barleymeal,
and potatoes.

Three most extraordinary and beautiful specimens of

pigs, almost exceeding belief, in taking age into account.

Their weight very great in proportion. Colour, black,

with very thin hair.—1st prize and gold medal.

258 William Mills Barber, of Langley Broom, near Slough,
Bucks, a pen of three 24 weeks and 2 days Improved
Middlesex, bred by exhibiter, and fed on middUngs,
boiled potatoes, barley and pea meal, and skim milk.

Very thick, compact forms, and heavy ; colour, white.

—2nd prize.

Class XXXII.

—

Pigs of any Breed, above 26 and not

exceeding 52 weeks old.

262 John Coate, of Hammoon, near Blandford, Dorset, a pen

of three 47 weeks and 6 days Improved Dorset, bred by

exhibiter, and fed on barley meal, pollard mixed witli

whey, roots, and dry beans.

This is a pen of three immense pigs with well-

formed frames, being compact and regular throughout,

with thin hair, backs broad and level, heads fine, ears

small and pricked, snout and face small and short.

These specimens show a rather coarse quality of meat,

but the breed or kind by no means denoted.

266 Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, Oxford, a pen of three 33

weeks and 2 days Improved Oxfordshire, bred by ex-

hibiter, and fed on wash, skim milk, and barleymeal.

Three well-formed, good pigs, of excellent quality
;

colour, black,—No prize.

Class XXXHI.—Pigs of any Breed, above 12 and under

18 months old.

2/5 Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, Oxford, a pen of three 66

weeks Improved Oxfordshire, bred by exhibiter, and fed

on wash, skim milk, and barleymeal.

Three very large, good pigs, similar to Class 32 ;
good

quality of deeply-formed flesh.— 1st prize.

276 Stewart Marjorlbanks, of Bushey Grove, near Watford,

Herts, a pen of three 65 weeks and 2 days Improved

Bushey, bred by exhibiter, and fed oq toppings, skim milk,

offal, aud barleymeal.

Very large and very good ; worthy of the second

prize.

EXTRA STOCK.
Pigs.

256 His Royal Highness Priuce Albert, a pen of three 23

weeks Windsor, bred by exhibiter, from the stocks of

His Royal Highness and Mr. Ambler, and fed on barley-

meal and skim milk.

This is a beautiful specimen of what is commonly

known as the small breed ; he is very large for the

breed ; a very broad, good frame, and excellent quality

of flesh (this pig quite retrieves the character of his

Royal Highness's herd.) We did not think the pens

shown in the classes above of surpassing excellence.

No. 287 in this class is a monster in size, but well

formed.

In concluding our report of these classes, we

must say a word upon the pig classes. The cele-

brated Coleshill breed, though fairly represented,

are not equal to former years, and we miss the class

of fine porkers, of the kind bred by Mr. F. Hobbs

and others of the same school. As a whole, with

the exception of class 31, we do not think the pig

classes so well sustained as usual. The pen shown

by Mr. Williams have attained a most extraordinary

weight in 17 weeks, and perhaps have never been

exceeded; and the immense one shown by Mr.

Majoribanks shows what may be done in attaining

great weight; but for all purposes of domestic

service, our taste lies in the kind introduced on the

Royal Farms—taking the specimen shown in the

Extra Stock class as the representative of the breed.

Agricultural Roots.

We were much pleased by an inspection of the

standing of Messrs. Gibbs, corner of Half-moon-
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street. A drum-head cabbage was pointed out

weighing 31i lbs. ; various roots of mangel-wurtzel,

of Long Red, weighing from 15 to 211 lbs. ; Yellow

Globe do. attaining to 2l2lbs. weight; Red Globe

do. 18 lbs. Tlie variety of Long Red is said to

have jiroduced this season 56 tons per acre, and

grown by Mr. Smith, of Harrow Weald, Middle-

sex. We were greatly interested in seeing several

specimens from the Royal Farms—Yellow Globe

mangel-wurtzel, weighing 21 lbs., from the crop

which won the first prize of the Royal East Berks

Association ; several specimens of Purple-top

Swede, from the same farms, of very large size :

we saw no specimens elsewhere to equal them : the

quality is very superior: they were supplied from

Messrs. Gibbs' establishment.

Mr. Skirving exhibited some very fine specimens

of his variety, and many other common varieties

—

carrots, red and white, very good.

Mr. Sutton had some good specimens of his

Lincoln Red Rounds : we knov/ of no common
variety to equal it.

Mr. Cbivas attended with specimens of his

Orange jelly turnip : it seems almost equal to a

melon in shape, and also in sweetness of taste, but

we think it is not possible to grow any great weight

per acre.

Mr. G. Gibbs' Stand was well supplied with

useful varieties of mangolds and turnips ; his

.stocks are well-known and appreciated, but we saw

nothing worthy of especial notice, on his stand.

Mr. Isaac Wright attended with a new variety of

Orange Tankard Swede; but, from the specimens

he exhibited, we do not augur much improvement.

Mr. Jas. Grove's mangolds were of good quality,

but small : by no means so large as he usually

shows from his excellent stock.

Mr. Skirving's Fluke potato is a very flat-shaped

variety, jluhe shape, or a flat oval ; colour, white

;

and appears to us not large enough to yield greatly

in ordinary culture.

In concluding our report, we beg to express our

great gratification at the result of the meeting

:

seldom have we had such a successful one. We
rejoice to see our Princes and Nobles competing in

friendly rivalry with the humbler classes for the

various prizes, and many of which they have

deservedly carried off". What a contrast to the

feudal ages !—no danger of the prophet's warning,

"Woe to thee when thy princes eat in the morning,"

i. e., luxuriate instead of attending to useful duties

and employments. We trust the effbrts of the

Smithfield Club will long be blessed with great

prosperity, and realize many such interesting

meetings.

THE SHOW OF IMPLEMENTS.
The show of implements and machinery, now that

everything is in its place, is fully as favourable as what

we expected last week. The rather limited amount of

space naturally makes the articles more select than

otherwise they would be, with fewer doubles, but not to

that extent which might be expected. At the same

time improvement has obviously been made in this res-

pect on the present occasion. About 313 stands, 5^ by

A\ feet, have been divided among 88 exhibitors ; some

occupying only one, others upwards of a dozen,

while a few have not made their appearance. We shall

take exhibitors in the order of their stands, and endea-

vour to give a short paragraph to each.

Thomas Gibbs and Co., Ilalfmoon-street, seedsmen

to the Royal Agricultural Society have a better selection

of roots (all from their own seed) than we expected it

was possible to have exhibited this year. Several speci-

mens of swedes and mangel grown by Prince Albert (and

for which his Royal Highness has gained the silver cup

of the Royal South Bucks Agricultural Society, and

prizes from the East Berks Agricultural Association re-

spectively, for two years running), are excellent even for

the best turnip seasons, and those of the Duke of Bed-

ford and Sir John Cathcart are little inferior, while Mr.

Howard has one fully equal. The specimens of kohl rabi

and Belgium carrots, the latter grown by Co!. Challoner,

are also remarkably fine. Seeds are fully up to expecta-

tion as to quality ; and in variety, far beyond enumera-

tion.

Thomas Bigg, of Great Dover-street, exhibits his

"Composition" and "Sheep-dipping Apparatus,"

whose value to every flockmaster is so well known and

appreciated.

Mary Wedlake and Co. show a variety of corn

and cake crushers of different sizes ; also turnip and

chaff cutters, a haymaking machine, a lawn mowing

machine, and domestic flour mills, well adapted for

emigrants, either with French burr stones or steel.

They also exhibit a gorse mill, an article which recom-

mends itself to more than farmers, for in the neighbour-

hood of this great metropolis we could point out hun-

dreds of acres which would return much more profit

under gorse than grass, because the former would be in-

valuable green food during winter to the cows of

private families, who, if they once tasted gorse butter

and cream, would give a long price for such green food.

George Gibbs and Co., Down-street, Piccadilly,

exhibit a large variety of roots and seeds. The

former exemplify the unfavourable nature of the season

for turnips, but the specimens nevertheless are very good.

The samples both of the cultivated and natural grasses

are excellent.

Thomas Lloyd and Son, 15, Old-street Road,

are the exhibitors of domestic steel mills and corn

bruisers, of the best workmanship and material ; and

although many object fo the former without assign-

ing a valid reason, we could contrive to make a family

brown loaf at sixpence with them, instead of eleven-

pence as we are now paying, a difference of^ome import-

ance in domestic economy.
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James and Frederick Howard, Bedford, of their

large assortment, exhibit as samples their firit prize p

and pp ploughs ; also, two different sizes of prize har-

rows. These form but a very small representation of

this firm's stock, but they are very select. Their ploughs

have long been justly celebriited in every province of the

kingdom, and the recent improvements made upon them

have brought them to a very high degree of perfection.

Their success during the past season bears ample evidence

to this.

R. Hovnsbyand Son, Grantham, Lincolnshire, exhibit

a corn-dressing machine, manure and seed drills, chaff-

cutter, cake-breaker, and their portableengine and thrash-

ing machine below stairs. The most sanguine of this cele-

brated firm's supporters must have been more than satisfied

with their successes during the past year j and the small

selection from Spittlegate Iron Works, in the Bazaar,

possesses the highest merit. It would be superfluous to

say that the materials, mechanism, and workmanship

are of the very best quality, and yet we never examine

either without feeling a silent pleasure in acknowledging

both. The agricultural world is much indebted to

Hornsbyand Son.

Wm. Pierce, 73, Mark Lane, London, shows a miscel-

laneous group too large and variegated for indiviilualising.

Among the most conspicuous are a " patent spring

shaft agricultural cart," and a ditto " safety car," on the

merits of which we feel some reluctance to speak, for the

want of experience. It is otherwise, however, with a

series of Comes' prize chaff-engines, coru-ck ushers, iin-

seed-mills, and domestic flour mills.

William Skirving, Liverpool, complains very much of

the season on the west coast for root crops, nevertheless

his swedes maintain their usual respectable appearance

in the vegetable department of the Bazaar. We should

have had no difficulty in recognizing to whom they be-

longed, in comparing them with the others ; their native

characteristics standing prominently out. His mangolds

are also very good for the season.

B. Samuelson, Banbury, exhibits his digging machine
;

a powerful instrument in loosening the soil and turning

up weeds. On this series of stands v.'e find Gardner's

turnip cutters, another excellent article, one whose well-

earned popularity is as fresh as ever in every province

of the kingdom. Also corn-bruisers, bean-mills, chafT-

cutters ; and Anthony's far-famed American churns.

Richard Coleman, Chelmsford, has brought forward

his "Patent drag-harrow, cultivator, or scsirifier," a

most useful and effective implement. He also shows

his expanding harrows, and corn-dressing machine

—

superior articles.

Richard Garratt and Son, Saxmundham, have, as

usual, a fine show of implements and machinery,

consisting principally of drills and thrashing ma-

chines, driven by steam or horse power. The money

prizes and medals which this firm have received would

make a handsome little fortune to a farmer. Below

stairs they exhibit their portable steam-engine, with a

combined thrabhiug and dressing machine ; and upstairs

a horse-power portable thrashing machine. Besides

their prize seed and manure drills for flat or ridged

work, they also exhibit a machine for sowing grass-seeds

by hand, Huckvale's patent prize revolving turnip hoe,

with some superior chaff-cutters, cake-bruisers, a dress-

ing machine, Sec.

William Coulson, Fetter-lane, York, exhibits a very

ingenious and highly-meritorious mortising and boring

machine, capable of mortising all sorts of wooden work

connected with agriculture, as gates, fencing, &c. The

boring part is added (under patent) very lately, and

greatly enhances its value.

James Grove, Chelmsford, exhibits roots of a very

fair quality, considering the season.

Arthur Lyon, Finsbury, London, exhibits mincing,

pulping, and sausage -machines of the highest value in

culinary affairs, and which doubtless ought to find a

place in the farmer's kitchen.

Thomas Edrington, 17, Smithfield-bars, shows an

assortment of sacks, rick-cloths, and articles of this

kind, all of the best quality. There is scarcely any

department of the farm which requires greater cir-

cumspection to manage it properly than this, and which

creates greater loss when otherwise.

Burgess and Key, Newgate-street, exhibit pumps of

different kinds, gutta percha tubing, dairy utensils, drain-

ing tools and digging forks, chatY cutters, cake and corn

bruisers, &c. They also show a model of an improved

reaper, with scre.v gathering apparatus, which screvfs

round the corn into a swathe. The enslaving labour of the

man who works the rake of the American machines is

justly condemned by every one who practically knows
anything about labour, or who has any fraternal feeling in

his bosom for his fellow-creature ; and while this is an

honest acknowledgment of the evil itself, it is also a

laudable endeavour to get rid of it—with what success

in the field we are, as yet, unable to say ; but on the

carpet is very interesting.

Hugh Carson, Warminster, Wilts, exhibiis his root-

pulper, and also a chaff- cuter, both good articles.

William Crosskill, Beverley, Yorkshire, shows his

improved Bell's reaper, about the best of all the reapers

yet in the field j inasmuch as it abridges labour in the

greatest degree, doing away with the slavery of the man
and rake. To lose sight of this important fact is to lose

sij^ht of the very object of machinery. Mr. Crosskill

also exhibits two of his prize carts, one of his far-famed

clod-crushers, and his Archimedian root-washer.

E. 11. Turner, Ipswich, have exchanged two stands

with Mr. Crosskill, giving him 39 and 41, to accommo-
date his reaper, and receiving 109 to 111 in return, en

which he shows on excellent fcur-horse fixed engine,

his prize linseed-bruiser, corn and cake-crusher, and

a chaff-cutter—all superior articles.

John Warren and Sons, Jermyn-street, have a fine

assortment of pumps deserving of special notice.

Ransome and Sims, Ipswich, have an invaluable selec-

tion, both above and below stairs. Their portable

engine and combined thrashing and dressing machine

can scarcely be beat, while their plougiis are superexccl-

lent. What we have said of ploughs may justly be

said of their fixed engines, of which one (a four-horse

power) is shown as a sample. Their stable furniture,
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chaff-cutters, corn and liuseed-miUs, again, are also

prize articles, ranking high in public estimation. They

also show harrows, turnip-cutters (Gardner's), &c.

—

articles of the highest merit.

Barnard and Bishop, Norwich, exhibit pig troughs

and turnip pulpers—high in merit.

Smith and Ashby, Stamford, have samples of their

prize hay-making and chaff-cutting machines, including

a hand and horse-rake, also a cart and cake-breaker—

first-rate articles in their respective classes. The im-

provements in their hand chaff- engines are deserving of

special commendation.

R. and J. Reeves, Bratton, Westbury, exhibit

two liquid-manure drills—the one, a Chandler
;

and the other, on what is believed to be an improved

plan. The merits of this latter, from erroneous entry

at Lincoln, could not be officially recognized, but it is

hoped will be otherwise at Carlisle. The former has

been sold to His Royal Highness Prince Albert, for

Norfolk Farm.

George Chivas, Chester, as usual has an invaluable

selection of his " Orange jelly turnips."

Richmond and Chandler, Salford, exhibit fine samples

of their chaff-cutters and corn-crushers, for hand,

horse, or steam-power, as required.

Wedlake and Dandy, Hornchurch, Essex, have

their usual selection of corn-crushers, bean and cake

mills, turnip and chaff cutters. Very useful articles.

William Dray and Co., Swan-lane, London. A
large variety of chaff and turnip cutters; corn,

cake, and linseed crushers ; steel and French burr-

stone, domestic mills, dressing and weighing machines,

barley hummellers, American churns, &c. They also

show their Lincoln Prize Hussey Reaper, in whose

favour so much has been said. Little money is a power-

ful monitor, and has exercised its full influence among

more than merely practical farmers ; hence the prudent

plan of a special award being appropriated to cheapness.

In this respect Hussey 's machine has not a rival as yet;

and from the high degree of perfection to which W.

Dray and Co. have brought ic, the finding of one will

not be an easy task. We are far, however, from throw-

ing obstacles in the way of the inventive world by

supposing it is impossible to make a cheaper machine

than even this is. This firm also shows a very ingenious

Belgian manure and seed dropper, worthy of the notice of

gardeners and small farmers under spade husbandry,

while for large farms they would be useful for blanks

and headlands.

Signer Carlo Minasi, Brecknock-place, Cam-

den-road, also shows his patent hydro-incubator on

their stands, which possesses the highest degree of

merit. Clucking hens have always been experienced as

an eternal annoyance about every farming establish-

ment, and as it is said that " three dips in the dam will

make a clucking hen lay again," we wish Signor

Minasi every success at our Christmas Meeting, for

both pleasure and profit in the management of poultry

are obviously greatly in his favour.

James Smyth and Son, Peasenhall, Suffolk, exhibit

four seed drills of different sizes, and also a manure

drill. This firm fully maintains its well-earned repu-

tation for the manufacture of these things.

Nye and Co., Wardour-street, Soho, have fine

specimens of their patent mincing machines.

Mr, Medworth, of the agricultural department of

the Bazaar, only retains three stands, on which he

shows steaming apparatus of the first quality, Adam's

patent flour mill, and one or two small things which

the implement makers, whose interest he usually super-

intends, cannot exhibit themselves.

W. C. Cambridge, Bristol, exhibits four specimens

of his roller, two upstairs and two below.

Croggan and Co., 2, Dowgate Hill, London,

show samples of their patent asphalte roofing-felt,

in whose favour so many testimonials have been published.

J. H. Cuff, Smithfield, exhibits his cattle medicines,

well known among farmers and veterinary surgeons.

Fred. Haines, 22, Lime-street, London, shews

Jones and Co.'s patent gutta-percha sheep-boots

and foot-rot power. Ought not all our heavy fat sheep to

be sent to market in these boots ?

Freeman Roe, 70, Strand, exhibits a few fine speci-

mens of hydraulic machinery and apparatus, for which

his establishment is held in high reputation.

Barrett, Exall and Andrews, Reading, have a

very superior selection from their choice stock of

prize machinery, both above and below stairs. In

the former they exhibit their far-famed horse-gear, also a

saw-table and chaff-cutter, specially commended at Lin-

coln ; corn and cake-crushers, barley-hummellers, &c.

;

and in the latter case, a portable engine with a combined

thrashing and dressing-machine, and a fixed engine, in

whose favour too much cannot be said.

Clayton, Shuttleworth and Co., Lincoln, have long oc-

cupied a very enviable position in agricultural mechanics

;

more especially as to portable and fixed engines ; and on

the present occasion fully maintain their ground. Below

stairs they exhibit a portable engine with combined

thrashing and dressing-machine, and upstairs a fixed

engine, a saw-table, chag' and turnip-cutters, and corn

and linseed-crushers. All these things exemplify in the

most satisfactory manner the high degree of perfection

to which this firm has attained in the manufacture of

heavy machinery of every kind, justly meriting that

honourable and marked esteem which it has always re-

ceived of the agricultural world.

Hill and Smith, 53, Watling-street, exhibit a portable

field hay-rack for sheep, iron hurdles, gates, galvanised

and other wire-netting, with several chaff-cutters. All

excellent articles.

Robert Maynard, Whittleford, Cambridge, shews

a good cake-breaker,

W. L. Nicholl and Co., 16, Aldersgate-street, Lon-

don, exhibit corn-measures and weighing-machines,

domestic scales and weights, all of the best quality;

also turnip and chafl-cutters of various sizes.

W. P. Stanley, Peterborough, exhibits two sets of

steaming apparatus, for which he has justly acquired

pre-eminent distinction. The proper cooking of food

for stock is a question second to none in agriculture,
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and this firm has done much to solve it. He also shows

compound steel mills and corn bruisers of high merit.

W. Busby, Bedale, Yorks, shows his far-famed prize

ploughs and carts, as also drill horse hoes. These are

articles of the highest merit and most deserved celebrity.

Richard Read, 35, Regent Circus, London, ex-

hibits buUock-probangs and garden-syringes of various

kinds ; they are both of the best quality and de-

scription, and are indispensable articles to farmers and

gardeners.

J. A. Williams, Baydon, Hungerford, shows his

" Patent self-holding lever-plough and cultivator." It

has long been a cherished desideratum among plough-

men to get a plough to go of itself without holding,

and our Christmas exhibition of this year bids fair

to solve the problem by Mr. Williams' tri furrow

plough, which goes on three wheels, requiring no one to

hold it. Each of the three ploughs has a lever for re-

gulating the depth of the furrows, with the necessary

contrivances for fixing their breadth. We do not much

admire the ploughs, but they are moveable for the

grubbers or cultivators, of which there are four, with an

additional lever; hence a Howard, a Ransome, or a

Busby plough may easily be substituted, which silences

this objection. The machine is adapted for steam or

horse power, and obviously prognosticates a new state

of things ; but experience in the field, of which we have

none, is absolutely necessary before judgment can be

safely awarded as to merit ; at the same time we may
observe that, from experiments made, the patentee is

sanguine as to results ; for ploughing-in seed in soils

liable to " spew out the young plants," it may prove " a

great affair," as he thinks it will.

Robert Hunt, Earl's-Colne, Essex, exhibits his

*' Improved engine for drawing clover," with a dressing-

machine combined ; thus delivering the cloverseed ready

for market. Mr. H. also shows hand-manure and

seed drills, chaff-cutters, and an Essex scythe—all

worthy of notice.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly,, has a valuable farmer's

library. He is, as our readers ire doubtless aware, pre-

eminently the agricultural bookseller of the capital.

Henry Clayton, Atlas Works, London, shows

samples of bricks, tiles, &c., made by his patent

machines, now in operation, as noticed last week.

William Smith, Kettering, exhibits two dressing-

machines and an improved horse-hoe—articles of high

merit.

James Hayes, Elton, Oundle, shows two superior

grinding mills, with Derbyshire Peak stones—much
approved.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington. street. Strand,

brings select works in connexion with agriculture and
horticulture.

James Dobbs, 7, New Orchard-street, Bath, an ex-

cellent spirit level, with stand and staff.

R. H. Nichols, St. John's, Bedford, exhibits his

patent universal horse-hoe, which has several me-
chanical advantages in its favour— as the easy mode of

steerage when the com drills are crooked, and the regu-

lating of the depth of the hoes in going over an unlevel

surface. Groundless objections have been raised as to

its clumsy form ; but we can certify that it is not too

heavy for the cold clay lands of Huntingdon, and others

of a similar character. Whether it could be made
lighter and yet of sufficient strength, and to have weights

attached, like those of drills, so as to meet the wants of

light lands, is a suggestion we throw out to the patentee

,

not in the shape of an indirect objection, but, if possi-

ble, to attain to a greater degree of perfection.

F. Phillips, Hall-farm, Brandon, Suffolk, exhibits

his Lincoln prize patent root pulper. The reduction

of roots to a pulp for the mixing with ground corn and

chaff, is a proposition which has very justly met with

general approbation, and the machines are among the

best pulpers manufactured.

Tuxford and Sons, Boston, exhibit their prize fixed

and portable engines, and a combined thrashing and

dressing machine—articles for the manufacture of which

this firm has long been justly famed. In construction

and manufacture their portable engine developes the

highest degree of mechanical skill and workmanship, in

evidence of which we have only to mention that it has

been selected by the Governments of France and Prussia

for the Museums of Art and Agriculture of those two

empires, and by our own Government in her Majesty's

dockyards. The incasing of the working machinery, or

parts at the end of the boiler, under the immediate eye

of the engineer, is universally admired. Similar charac-

teristics of usefulness and durability recommend their

fixed engines and thrashing machines.

William Williams, Bedford, exhibits his celebrated

pipe machine, which has procured no less for himself

than purchasers, so much satisfaction in many a yard.

Independent of all the new machines which have

from time to time appeared, it still maintains its popu-
larity wherever introduced. He also shows his prize

harrows, drill horse-hoe, hay rake, and chaff-cutters of

different sizes, which have long met with the highest ap-

probation.

James Wood, Stowmarket, exhibits a horse-power

intermediate motion crushing and grinding mill for corn

and linseed, also turnip and chaff-cutters, all of which

are useful articles.

E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, shows one of his

prize patent broad-share and subsoil ploughs, a power-
ful instrument in loosening soils ; also turnip and chaff-

cutters, cake-mills, and pig-troughs, admirably adapted

for their respective purposes.

Wm. Cowley, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, exhibits

his improved tipping-cart, with vulcanized India-rubber

springs, and horse hames, which have both been much
admired.

Benjamin Edgington, 2, Duke-street, Borough,
exhibits excellent samples of his rick-cloth, sacks,

sheep-netting, and articles of this kind well-known
to farmers in every province of England.

McNeil and Co., of Bunhill-row, London, ex-

hibit samples of their patent asphalted felt for the roof-

ing and ceiling of houses ; for putting under slates so as

to exclude frost in winter and heat in summer. For these
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and other similar purposes this felt has now acquired a

lasting fame.

Mathew Gibson, Newcastle-on-Tyne, exhibits his

clod-crusher, and digging machine.

Joshua Warren, Maldon, Essex, shows an assortment

of various kinds of Essex ploughs ; also a turnip-cutter

and cake-bruiser.

John Bennett, 65, Cheapside, exhibits a vast variety

of barometers, thermometers, and instruments of this

kind, all of the best description and quality.

Cottam and Hallen, of Oxford-street, have fine

specimens of stable furniture, including patent enamelled

mangers, water-troughs, &c., &c., well worthy the at-

tention of everyone who kieps a horse. They also

exhibit an excellent saw- table, with many other useful

inventions.

J. Kealy, Oxford-street, has a great variety of his

patent turnip-cutters, which have met with consider-

able approbation.

James Burton, 370, Oxford- street, exhibits his

"patent stable fittings," plain, enamelled, and gal-

vanized; hay-boxes, mangers, and water-troughs. His

improved enamelled fittings, and method of fixing the

halters, are highly meritorious, and ought to find a place

in every well-managed stable. He also shows "patent

ventilating chimney-caps" of merit.

Sutton and Sons, seedsmen,' Reading, exhibit fine

specimens of roots, both swedes, mangold, Lincolnshire

red globe, and drum-head cabbage. Sutton Elvetham

long red mangold and Ashcroft swedes are super-

excellent for the season.

James White, 266, High Holborn, has a fine stock

of flour-mills in active operation ; the best possible

method of showing to visitors and purchasers their merits.

William Ball, Rothwell, exhibits four of bis prize

ploughs—superior articles.

John Eaton, Kettering, exhibits a very ingenious cir-

cular hay-rack for sheep, and a powerful little jack.

Edward Weir, Bath-street, City-road, Loudon, ex-

hibits fire-pumps, hose and hose-reels, draining levels,

and sanitary powder. His pumping apparatus and drain

levels are excellent articles. As for his sanitary powder,

we can only recommend it for a trial, leaving experi-

ence to award its fair sentence of merit.

John Whitmpe, Ray-street, Clerkenwell, has an

assortment of good domestic sted and French Bunstone

mills, oat, barley and bean crushers.

William CuUingford, Edmund-terrace, Islington, ex-

hibits garden and sheep-netting ; also rabbit, bird and

fishing nets. These articles are patronised by the nobility

and gentry ; are also generally approved of by gar-

deners, farmers, gamekeepers, and other practical men.

Henry Goddard, Nottingham, exhibits an excellent

kitchen fire range and steaming apparatus.

George Stacey, Uxbridge, three chafi" cutters and two

barley hummellers. Very useful and effective machinrs.

H. A. Thomson, Lewes, levels and surveying in-

struments of the best description. The telescope and

economic draining levels are probably the best in the

kingdom, and have received from the Royal Agricultural

Society its gold and silver medals during both the last

years.

Isaac Wright, Great Bently-street, Colchester, ex-

hibits agricultural seeds and roots. The former fine

samples ; the latter a little injured by the season.

C. T. Hallifax, 315, Bedford-street, farm account

books. What no intelligent farmer can do without,

although we fear there are some who have nothing of

the kind as yet

!

Barry Brothers, Meriton's Wharf, Dockhead, ex-

hibit samples of " Long's Specific," " Long's Pre-

servative," and " Long's Foot-rot or General Lotion."

Articles well known to every shepherd and farmer.

Edward Dowling, 2, Little Queen-street, Holborn,

weighing machines. Better articles were intended for

this stand we were told.

Hely and Waring, 296, Oxford-street, Managers of

the Cosmopolitan Glass Company, exhibit a variety

of glass dairy utensils, such as milk pans, cream

pots, hand churns, and milk measures ; Lord Camoys'

syphon, churn thermometers, lactometers, &c. Also

horticultural articles, as fern shades, wasp traps, Lord

Keane's bee glass, &c.

Holmes and Son, Norwich, exhibit, on the first

gallery, a manure-distributor, a turnip-seed and ma-

nure-drill, three corn-dressing machines, and a barley-

hummeller ; and below-stairs, their portable engine

and combined thrashing and dressing machine. Tliis

is one of our oldest and most successful firms ; and

this year, its Christmas selection is well made, all the

articles shown being in general request at this period.

Professor Simonds brings his essay on the age of

live stock, an interesting topic for every farmer.

Tree and Co., 22, Charlotte-street, Blackfriars-road,

exhibit Ewart's cattle-gauges, which few intelligent far-

mers now want; also, Bedington's patent horse-halters.

In comparing these observations with our note- book,

we find many details in the latter, of necessity avoided,

for want of space. The brevity of our remarks may
demand indulgence, but no apology. We never have,

on any previous exhibition in the bazaar, had so little

•occasion to find fault, or so much good cause for general

commendation. As a whole, the exhibition may be

taken as an index that the state of British agricul-

ture is highly prosperous, while it proves in the most

satisfactory manner that our implement-makers are

not so far behind the other arts in the manufacture of

machinery as many imagine, and that farmers are fol-

lowing them as fast as the stubborn circumstances of

the soil will permit. In the seed and root department

we have a very satisfactory appearance.

THE GREAT SMITHFIELD CHRISTMAS
CATTLE MARKET, Monday, Dec. 11.

This being the day appointed for holding the Great

Christmas Cattle Show, the usual bustle and excitement

invariably witnessed on this occasion were apparent at

an early hour. The great diflSeulties experienced

during nearly the whole of the present year in rear-
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ing adequate supplies of what may be termed fat

stock for this and other markets, and the unusually

bad condition in which the Beasts have come to

hand during the past six months—indeed, we may

state that fully two-thirds exhibited here since the latter

end of June have been beneath the middle quaUty— led

many parties to conclude that there would be a great

comparative deficiency in the supply for Christmas con-

sumption. Although there were some deficiences, to

which we shall presently allude, the show, taken as a

whole, was a very good one, and kept up its long-esta-

blished character. In bringing the leading breeds under

particular notice, we may observe that the changes in

the mode of exhibition in the show-yard in Baker-street

have been productive of a great amount of benefit, be-

cause they are keeping pure blood amongst our stock,

and thereby enabling us to fall back upon a reserve, in

the event of cross-bred animals becoming deteriorated,

the value of which can be scarcely estimated. To-

day's market strongly illustrated these remarks. In

former years, we have been accustomed to witness a

good supply of beasts from the West of England ; in

other words, the number of Devons has formed a heavy

portion of the arrivals. To-day, that breed reached us

to an extent seldom before witnessed, and of weight and

quality which surprised the most experienced breeders.

This we look upon as one of the results arising from

placing the Devons as the first-class beasts in the show-

yard. To show the strength of this portion of the

supply, we may observe that there could not have been

less than 1,600 pure Devons on sale, many of them

weighing from 180 to 200 stones, and very few under

150 stones of 8 lbs. The prices realized for this parti-

cular breed was nearly on a par with those obtained in

the corresponding week in 1853.

We now come to the Herefords. This portion of the

supply was, if anything, far superior—taking weight,

condition, and quality into consideration— to most

former seasons. Many of the beasts were of enormous

weight ; indeed, numbers of them were superior to any

shown in the second class in the yard last week. The

high prices paid for this particular breed during the

whole of the present year, and the almost total absence

of disease amongst it, have operated as a great incentive

to the breeders, whose gains have greatly exceeded

almost any former season.

But we have yet to enlarge upon another portion of

this great exhibition, viz., the Shorthorns. From nearly

all parts of England, but more particularly from Lin-

colnshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, and Nor-
folk, noble, well-proportioned, and bulky animals reached

us. The value of this portion of the supply it would be

impossible to estimate ; and we congratulate the feeders

in having forwarded so splendid an addition to the ag-

gregate numbers. This breed has certainly lost none of

its excellent points from being placed in the third class

by the Smithfield Club. And here we would remark

that the heavy breeds of beasts have this season failed to

come up to their accustomed weight, from reasons

already explained.

More than the usual number of wonderfully fine

Scots, bred in England and Scotland, were in the mar-

ket. In our opinion they formed one of the most inte-

resting features, notwithstanding their colour. And

when we consider the great value of this breed—indeed,

a more valuable one does not exist—we are led to the

practical conclusion that it has never received fair play

at the hands of the Smithfield Club. If the committee

can point out to us a superior class of beasts, we will at

once admit that we are wrong, but not before.

As regards the various other breeds shown this morn-

ing, we may intimate that they did not exhibit any

points worthy of particular observation ; however, the

show in this respect was a good one.

There was about an average supply of foreij;n stock

in the market, but its general condition was very inferior

;

and it is a remarkable fact that little or no improvement

has taken place in it since the passing of the present tariff

laws, notwithstanding that we have paid the Dutch

graziers high prices for both Beasts and Sheep.

Last week's imports of foreign stock into London
amounted to 5,831 head. In the corresponding

week in 1853 we received 4,795 ; in 1852, 4,869 ; in

1851, 3,628; in 1850, 5,734; in 1849, 3,720; in 1848,

3,155 ; and in 1847, 1,913 head.

IMPORTS INTO LONDON LASTWEEK.

From Whence. Beasts. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.

Rotterdam...., 532 1083 256 —
Ostencl — — 3 —
Uarlingen 322 1462 5 —
Amsterdam 22 401 — —
Ilambro' 102 203 — —
Dordt 47 — 10 —
NieuDiep 43 312 — —
Antwerp — — 3 —

Total 1098 4461 274 —

The Yearly Comparison of WeeklyImports is as under:

Beasts. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.

1853 988 3655 128 24

It is supposed that nearly five thousand of the Beasts

were brought into London by the various railways.

Allowing nearly one hundred miles for each Beast to

travel, it would require nearly six hundred engines to

draw this immense bucolic supply to the metropolis. The

companies generally made the most perfect arrange-

ments to forward the stock, and great credit is due to

them for the promptitude with which they met this

heavy demand upon their locomotive power. The city

authorities exerted themselves to provide space for the

supply, yet a large portion of the Beasts was placed in

some of the adjacent streets. The evil of the want of

adequate accommodation will no longer be felt, as the

trade of this market will be removed next month to

Copenhagen Fields.

The following are the numbers of Beasts exhibited,

and the prices obtained for them, on the Great Days
during the past fifteen years :

—
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Year. Beasts shown.

1839 5,074 3

1840 3,528 4

1841 4,500 3

1842 4,541 3

1843 4,510 2

Prices,

d. s. d

4 to 5

1844 ....

1845 ....

1846 ....

1847 ....

1848 ....

1849 ....

1850 6,341

1851 6,103

1852 6,271

1853 7,037

5,713 4

5,326 3

5,470 4

4,282 3

5,942 3

5,765 3

3

2

2

8

8

4

6

8

8

8

8

6

10

2

10

Although we have described the Beasts as of e.xceUent

quality, it must be understood that the total number in

the market was not equal to the supply exhibited at the

same period in 1853 ; neither was the aggregate show

so prime in quality, arising from numerous low breeds

brought forward. The primest animals may be thus re-

ferred to : Mr. Robert Morgan exhibited some first-

rate stock, the property of his Royal Highness Prince

Albert. The same salesman showed some wonderfully

fine shorthorns, belonging to Mr. Robert Cook, Mr.

W. Thomas, and Mr. W. Goodall, Lincolnshire

graziers ; Mr. Thomas Feltome, Mr. R. Leeds, and Mr.

Alday, residing in Norfolk ; and Scots from Mr. Milne,

Mr. Martin, Mr. Cooper, and other graziers in Scot-

land. Mr. D. Maidwell exhibited 40 extraordinary Scots,

bred by Mr. MacCombie, of Tillyfour, Aberdeenshire.

These Scots were decidedly the best in the market.

Mr. D. Vorley showed some good Scots forwarded by

Mr. Attenborough, of Brabrook, Northamptonshire,

and from Mr. Martin and Mr. Knowles, of Aberdeen-

shire ; also some prime shorthorns from Mr. Wright, of

Tring, Norfolk. Mr. Dixon brought forward some

very fine shorthorns, the property of the Marquis of

Exeter ; shorthorns fed by Mr. William Thomas, of

Holbeach Marsh, Lincolnshire; Herefords bred by Mr.

Marshall, near Banbury ; and shorthorns the property

of Mr. John Little, of Whittlesea. Messrs. Giblett and

Gurrier showed 50 very fine Scots, belonging to Mr. W.
Mile, of Aberdeenshire ; also several lots, the property

of Messrs. Stuart, Sheppard, Martin, Knowles, and

others, together with 80 Spanish Oxen.

As regards the Beef trade, we may observe that,

owing to the favourable state of the weather, and the

large attendance of country butchers, many of whom
purchased extensively, it was decidedly firm, and prices

were on the advance. A few very superior Scots realized

5s. 6d. per 8lbs., and the,general top figure for Beef

was 5s. 4d., at which a good clearance was effected.

Notwithstanding that the supply of Sheep was not to

say very superior, there were some remarkably fine

animals on sale. Messrs. Weal exhibited 70 prime

Downs, fed by llis Royal Highness Prince Albert j 56

Downs, the property of E. F. Whittingstall, Esq.,

of Langlcy Bury, Herts ; and 100 Gloucester Ewes,

belonging to R. Rowland, Esq., of Creslow. Messrs.

Weal had also some prime Sheep from numerous other

graziers. Mr. Eland exhibited 50 superior Lincolns,

belonging to Mr. Hornley, and others. Mr. W.
Gurrier showed 20 heavy Cotswolds, the property of

Mr. W. Hewer, of Xorthleach. These animals realized

from £4 lOs. to ^'6 each. Also 15 Cotswolds for-

warded from Wiltshire, and which averaged £b per

head.

We hadagood demand for all breeds of Sheep, and in

most instances prices advanced 2d. per 8lbs. A few

very superior Downs sold at 5s. 4d., and the general top

figure was 5s. 2d. per 81bs.

The show of Calves was limited ; and the Veal trade

ruled steady, at last Monday's prices. The highest

figure was 5s. 6d. per 81bs.

Pigs were in fair average supplyand moderate request,

at our quotations.

From Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and Northampton-

shire we received 2,000 Short-horns ; from Norfolk and

Suff"olk, 800 Scots, Herefords, &c. ; from other parts of

England, 2,000 of various breeds ; and from Scotland,

600 horned and polled Scots.

GRINDING CLINKERS FOR POTATOES. — The

grinding of clinkers (as of other vitrified matters) is much

facihtated by quenching in water, when red hot. They become

full of cracks, and quite tender ; in many cases as easy to

grind as loaf sugar. This would be easily done on the large

scale by heating them in a limekiln, and turning them out

redhot into a stream of water. On the small scale they may
be fired in heaps, with gas brize, or small coal ; and when

redhot, shovelled into a stream, or pool : sprinkling would

hardly crack them enough ; and the ashes of the brize or

coal will be just as good as the clinkers. I have known po-

tatoes dressed with coal ashes quite sound, while those all

round were diseased.—J. Prideaux, Plymcvtk, Dec. 5.

WHY IS A GARDEN FRUITFUL?—The almost uni-

versal opinion is, because it is more highly manured than fields,

and therefore has a richer soil. Yet this is not always the case.

There are other things to be attended to, in order to render the

soil prolific. One is to pulverize the soil ; though this may

seem a small matter to many of our would-be farmers. But it is

owing to the finely pulverized condition of the beds of a garden

that it possess a highly absorbent power to attract the moisture

of the atmosphere—a source of fertility that many farmers

scarcely seem aware that they possess. If the soil of the field

was as carefully worked, and fresh earth constantly exposed to

the atmosphere, as in the well-attended garden, the land would

increase each year in fertility. Let the rule be, plough deep,

cultivate well, pulverize lumps and sods, return your straw to

the soil, and you may carry off an immense quantity of food,

and have fertile soil still. Plants in their nature are organized

beings. By means of their roots they take up food from the

soil, and often the very food which the soil has taken up, by

its power of absorption, from the atmosphere, and which power

is increased to an almost indefinite extent, by separating the

particles of which it is composed. The acts of ploughing and

harrowing are a part of the process of manuring. The act of

stirring the earth, in times of drought, serves as a watering of

the plants. The moisture thus absorbed is loaded with ferti-

lizing properties. If, then, you would have your fields as fer-

tile as a garden, you must not depend upon manure alone, but

pulverize freely, not upon the surface, but deep below it.
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THE PRIZE SHEETS OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

I liave been a member of the Society from its

commencement, and no one rejoices more than myself

.in the great success that has attended its operations.

All honour to those active and persevering men who

have so arduously worked, and brought it to the

unexampled position it now holds ; amongst whom

one cannot withhold the just meed of praise so

eminently due to the talented and indefatigable

secretary—Mr. Hudson—who has uniformly been

unremitting in his exertions to promote the pro-

sperity of the Society, and to whom it is un-

doubtedly greatly indebted both in the conduct of its

Journals as well as its general business, for the high

and exalted standing it has attained.

Having on several occasions had the pleasure and

honour to officiate as one of "the Judges," I have

been enabled more advantageously to form my own

c pinion upon many points connected with the Show

and its general utUity, and will presume, through

your columns, to give some suggestions relative to

alterations which I think might with manifest ad-

vantage be made in the Prize Sheets for the ensuing

year, and most respectfully commend them to the

attention of the Council and Members.

I shall begin with the Implement and Machinery

list. It has beenurged that only certain implements or

machinerf should be tried at certain meetings ; and

thus taking them successively, each kind of imple-

ment or machine would in due course be put upon

its trial, and be tested in a thorough and more care-

ful manner. I had a good opportunity to observe

the various trials of implements at the late Lin-

coln Meeting ; and although some of them could

not be said to have had all the tests applied of which

they were capable, yet, upon the whole, I think the

varioustrials were conductedwith great care, and with

a tolerably satisfactory result, so far as enabling the

judges to decide upon their various merits. It does

not satisfy the disappointed candidate; but when
experienced men set to work to find out which imple-

ment or machine is best adapted for its intended

uses, takmg into consideration price and simplicity

of arrangement, the task is not of such a difiicult

character as many are led to believe. I trust that

after experiencing such a splendid meetmg at

Lincoln, with such universal approbation, the

Council will decidedly object to this proposed

alteration. I tliink, as a whole, the imple-

ments and machines selected for competition

for the various prizes is judiciously made: some,

indeed, might be left out, and others included

—such, for instance. No. 6 (a drill) in the Lin-

coln Prize Lists, adhering to the same principle

as laid down for ploughs—"the best for general

purposes ;" also Nos. 9 and 10, these being all

drills, whereas one such implement ought to

suffice for all farming purposes of drilling.

Draining ploughs and tools, waggons and carts,

rollers or clod- crushers, rakes, harness, harrows,

hay-making machines, scythes, reaping-hooks, forks,

spades, and shovels, and similar small implements,

I would give distinctions to mark their merit : these

might (with others of small note) be included in the

prize-lists, and for wliich I would give prizes-

money prizes—because I believe this stimulant is

the most potent with inventors of all grades, and

more particularly with those of needy means.

By some it has been further urged that distinctions

other than money prizes would be more acceptable

to the majority of exhibiters. To many of our wealthy

manufacturers, of course, the reception of a few

pounds is of no moment ; but to very many ingenious

artisans of humble means it is a proper encourage-

ment, and I trust it will not be abandoned, if only

for their sakes, and to induce the working mechanic

to exert his powers of invention for the general

good. I altogether approve of other distinctions,

and hope the Council will adopt the series of dis-

tinctions conferred by medals. I know it was much
desired by the judges at the late Lincoln Meeting,

and they would have gladly awarded such medals,

according to the degrees of merit, had such been in

their power ; it would have relieved them also from

considerable difiiculties in cases where the balance

of merit was so nearly equal between different im-

plements ; but to discard money prizes as distinctive

medals is, in my humble opinion, wrong, and would

lead to a relaxation of efi'ort in the lower classes of

mechanics.

I would suggest to the Council the adoption of

medallic distinctions of various orders or grades of

merit, and the modification of some of the

implement and machine prizes. I would award

these medals in succession to the prizes of the

various classes of implements, and in proportion to

their respective merits, as secondary prizes, giving

medals of first, second, and third classes, so as to

mark their respective degrees of merit ; whereas, upon

the present footing, one implement or machine obtains

all the fame or note, and the remaining are thrown

into the shade. I hope both will be adopted by the

Council, and I think it would meet with general
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approval. It may be said, that this would iucur

great expense, which the funds of the Society are not

prepared to meet. To obviate this, I would regulate

the money amount of prizes generally, and give

more of them. Implement-makers who manufacture

valuable implements desire to have them recom-

mended as such, and all that are worthy of such

commendation in a high degree should receive a

meda), denoting the degree of merit it is considered

to have attained ; this will be its passport to the

agricultural public, and add much to its future sale

;

whereas, on the other hand, the want of this medal

would act as condemnatory to an inferior implement

or machine, supposing at all times that the judges

are men of judgment and knowledge deserving to be

trusted in such an important matter. Their object

should be to set before the a^-ricultural world such

implements and machinery as may be worthy their

notice, and to condemn those likely to be useless or

unworthy their notice.

In making a few observations upon the Stock

classes, I shall be as brief as possible, being at all

times desirous merely to put a subject forward for

general consideration rather than discuss it myself.

My main endeavour is to extend the benefits of this

great Society without trenching too much upon its

finances; at the same time I believe that the extension

of its usefulness will progressively enhance il;s funds.

I wish to comprise in its prize sheet a greater number
of classes. I quite approve of making tiie three

favourite breeds of cattle the most prominent : Short-

horns, Herefords, and Devous are the staple or es-

tablished breeds of this kingdom, and as sach should

stand first. I wish to save the Society's funds in

some cases, and extend them in others. Now, in

these classes I cannot see any great good to arise

from the exhibition of bull calves any more than in

the exhibition of ram lambs. It is also a deviation

from the general order of the classes ; moreover, as

this Society is for the encouragement of good

breeding, it might be more advantageous for these

animals to be shown at a more mature age, when
their proportions are fully developed, and they are

old enough to propagate their species : many young-

animals grow out of shape. I would suggest then

that the classes of Bull Calves be omitted, and the

fund thus saved appropriated elsewhere, which I will

endeavour to point out. I also think that thirty

pounds would suffice for the first prize to Bulls ui

these classes, as in the Horse classes. In the

classes of Horses I think we should have a prize

for a roadster mare, and a class for hunting horses,

marcs and foals, geldings and fillies : these are all

very valuable in their places, and their breeding

deserves eveiy encouragement. In the Sheep classes

I would suggest several alterations and additions.

Can any one define a true-bred Leicester sheep, or

certify to its purity of blood? Leicester sheep are of

all sizes, shapes, and features ; and yet they are said

to be " pure Leicesters." I don't dispute or dis-

credit it ; but I should like to know why they are to

have an exclusive class, for I cannot tell where

these pure Leicesters leave oft and the Long-wool

begins, or show the distinction. I think the Leices-

ter class should be thrown open to the competition of

the smaller breed of Long-wools, which being so nearly

assimilated, greatly increased competition would be

the result, and much good would be done. As the

classes now stand, there is no alternative but to com-

pete with large Long-wools or the Cotswold sheep,

which arc altogether different in size, shape, and

character. The smaller breed of Long-wools is a

highly prized and most valuable breed of sheep

—

second to none in a profitable fleece and readily

fatted carcase, and extending over a large extent, of

coimtry. The Council may rest assured that ulti-

mately something will have to be done for this ex-

tensive class of sheep : they must either be allowed

to compete in the Leicester classes, or have a

separate one set apart for them, and which indeed

for the present would be best. I would therefore

suggest that a class be formed of Long-woolled sheep

of a small breed, not being Leicesters. We shall thuS

have Leicesters, small Long-wools, and Long-wools

as before.

In the Short-woolled classes, I would retain the

pure Southdown ; but I would create another class

for other Short-woolled Sheep, in which class every

cross of Short-wools might be allowed to compete.

The local prizes for the ensuing year will, \ presume,

embrace the varieties of Mountain Sheep as a sepa-

rate class.

In the Sheep classes, I would reduce every fixst

prize to 25 sovereigns. The distinction will be suffi-

cient ; it is not the amount of money that is the

great stimulant to first-class breeders ; it is not, as

in the humble mechanic's labours ; the proud pre-

eminence is what is aspired after in this class.

In the Pig classes, it is very difficult to determine

which is of the Large and which is of the Small breed

;

but as the varieties and sub-varieties of these animals

are so great, it would be an endless task to classify

them into suitable classes ; much must, therefore, be

left to the discretion of the stewards and judges.

The Council have done wisely in adhering to the

distinctive classes—Large and Small breeds.

The only alteration I would suggest in the Poultry

classes is to confine every class not to exceed three

prizes, and these to be three, two, and one sovereign

respectively, in the classes where three prizes arc

given, and two and one sovereign where only two

prizes are given.

The summary of my suggestions, then, stands thus

:

To withdraw bull calves altogether, and to reduce
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the rate of premiums given to the first prize animals,

and some others, which I will enumerate :—Throe

first prize bulls (£10 each) £30, three bull calves

(£10 each) £30, six first prize sheep (£5 each) £30,

poultry, &c., £25, total saving £115.

I would create a Hunting class, prizes to amount

to £65 ; Roadster mare and foal £10. To two new

Sheep classes appropriate £150; total £225. The

addition then to the prize list of these classes will

not incur, on this showing, an extra expenditure

beyond £110. I submit these remarks, hopmg they

may call forth renewed efforts to add to the great

usefulness of the Society.

[We should be soriy ourselves to see any of the premiums re-

duced in amount ; but if the list is to be extended, perhaps

such a reduction may be a matter of necessity.

—

Ed, F.M.]

ON THE USE OF TOWN SEWAGE AS MANURE.

It has been proposed to deodorize sewage, and

to convert it into a solid and portable manure, by

means of the salts of zinc and iron. They are ex-

cellent deodorizers, and have been extensively used

for that purpose, but there their functions end. As

deodorizers they act thus : Ammonia and sulphu-

retted hydrogen are the chief gases given out

during the decomposition of animal and vegetable

substances, accompanied by certain peculiar odours

which distinguish the putrefaction ofeach kind ofsub-

stance. Sulphuretted hydrogen is a noxious gas, not

to be inhaled with impunity. In pure ammonia, on

the contrary, there is nothing disagreeable ; but

ammoniacal vapours appear to act as carriers of

those odours ; at all events, the escape of ammonia
is intimately connected with the offensive character

of such effluvia. The acid of the salts of zinc and

iron combine mth the ammonia, while the metal of

the ba;^ decomposes the sulphuretted hydrogen, by
combining with its sulphur to form insoluble and
inodorous sulphurets. The salts, however, of am-
monia, produced by combination with the acid,

though not volatile, are soluble ; and therefore we
gain nothing by the use of salts of iron and zinc,

towards the separation of the ammoniacal com-
pounds which are in solution in sewage water.

The two substances proposed for its conversion
into solid manure, which Professor Way is disposed

to regard with the most favour, are burnt magne-
sian limestone, and the soluble silica which his re-

searches have brought to light in the freestone or

upper-green-sand of a part of Surrey and Hamp-
shire. Of neither, however, though the use of the
latter was suggested by himself, does he speak very
hopefully.

With regard to magnesian limestone, it is pro-
posed to use it in the burnt state, either alone or
mixed with charcoal, as a filter for the sewage,
which shall retain the phosphoric acid and am-
monia, in their insoluble combination with mag-
nesia.

"lamunwilhng," says Professor Way," toexpress
a decided opinion on this process. Originated by
a chemist of abihty, it possesses the advantage of

correct principle, to which none of the other methods

can lay claim. In all those plans which have pre-

viously engaged our attention, there is an absence

of any effective cause for the retention of the soluble

ammoniacal compounds ; but in this process the

deficiency is theoretically, at all events, supphed

:

I say theoretically, because there are circumstances

which, it is to be feared, will seriously interfere

with its success. To mention only one or two

;

phosphate of ammonia and magnesia is not abso-

lutely an insoluble salt ; and it has already been

shown, that for every part of ammonia present in

sewage, we have to encounter the solvent action of

10,000 parts of water, containing all sorts of

other salts. Whether, under these circumstances,

the insolubility of the compound produced will

be sufficient to preserve it from being washed away

is matter of doubt. But, further, this compound
will have to encounter the formidable action of that

universal solvent, carbonic acid, contained in the

sewage. It is true that this may be neutralized by a

free use of the magnesian limestone, but not with-

out the attendant disadvantage of introducing into

the manure large quantities of useless carbonate of

hme, as was before shown in the case of ordinary

lime. But, whatever maybe the difficulties attend-

ing it, this process deserves consideration ; and it

is much to be wished that it may be worked out

successfully."

With regard to the use of soluble silica in the

preparation of a solid manure from sewage, the re-

searches of Professor Way have estabhshed the

existence of certain double silicates of alumina and

of another base, which may either be ammonia,

potash, soda, magnesia, or lime. They are all to a

great degree insoluble in water ; and the lime com-
pound is decomposed by salts of all the other

alkalies and alkaline earths ; so that, by digesting

the double silicate of alumina and lime with

sulphate of ammonia or sulphate of potash, sul-

phate of lime remains in solution, while a sparingly-

soluble silicate of ammonia or potash is formed.

If, therefore, in consequence of the recent discovery

of a new source of soluble silica, a cheap double

c 2
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silicate of lime and alumina can be inanufactured,

it might be possible, by means of it, to remove the

ammonia and potash of sewage water in the solid

state. The same difficulties, however, would attend

the use of these salts as in the case of magnesian

lime ; and, upon the whole. Professor Way con-

siders it very doubtful whether they could be used

in this way with any practical advantage. The
conclusions to which these researches have led may
be summed up thus :

1. By far the largest portion of the fertilizing

matters of sewage exist in the liquid form.

2. The solid portion has not even the agricul-

tural value of ordinary excrement, much less of

night-soil, as is usually assumed.

3. It is so largely diluted with water, that any

attempt to concentrate it must be fruitless.

4. The plans which have been proposed for the

production of solid manure from sewage have no

other value than that of promoting the separation

and filtration of the matter held in suspension,

which, as well as the liquid, they deodorize.

5. Charcoal does not retain the ammoniacal or

alkaline salts ; it merely readers the filtered matter

inodorous, and assists in its desiccation. It adds

nothing to the value of the manure ; but, on the con-

trary, introduces a large quantity of viseless matter.

6. The salts of zinc, alumina, and iron deodorize

and coagulate, but nothing more.

7. The salts of magnesia and the compounds of

silica, which are really adapted to the separation of

the soluble manuring matter in sewage-water in

the solid form, may altogether fail of success, in

consequence of the extreme dilution of the liquid,

and its solvent properties.

To the farmers, then, we would say. When you

are offered dry manures which profess to be pre-

pared from sewage on chemical principles, beware !

you have had ample warning. If you buy them,

and are disappointed, it will be your own fault.

" Cheap manures," they are told on high chemical

authority, " that is, manures of small value, at an

equally small price, are a mistake. Every step we
take is in an opposite direction, namely, in the con-

centration of fertilising qualities ; and if in the

act of producing sewage manure in the solid state

a low per-centage of manuring ingredients is ob-

tained—the great bulk of the manure being useless

to vegetation—the result is a failure, not a success,

however much of the manure may be obtained."

In these inquiries, Professor Way has not entered

on the question whether the entire sewage in the

liquid form is capable of being applied economi-

cally to agricultural purposes. His object has been

rather to guard against what ought not to be done

than to point out what should be attempted— to

check error rather than to propound truth. In

addition to the reasons which he assigns for this

reserve, it must be remembered that his investiga-

tions were undertaken at the instance of the Royal

Agricultural Society, where the employment of

manure by means of the steam-engine and a sys-

tem of pipes laid under ground is not looked upon

with much favour, but is regarded as too great an

innovation on established usages to be worthy the

attention of practical men, and as being the mere

hobby of a few visionary and enthusiastic sanitary

and agricultural reformers. It is easy, however, to

see which way his opinions tend, and that ne con-

siders the chief impediment to the utihsation of

town sewage in this way to consist in the reluc-

tance of farmers and landowners to use it.

PLANTING AND MANAGEMENT OF HEDGES.

The common white-thorn has now been long

established as the best tree for the purpose of be-

ing reared into hedges, to divide lands into fields or

inclosures. It seldom rises to the size of timber

;

but as a lawn tree, with a canopied top, is very

beautiful, in the common white kind and in the

variegated sons. The varieties are several, and are

much valued in the secondary landscapes that ad-

join a mansion.

A very great recommendation of the white thorn

consists in the pertinacious vitality, which de-

fies many common means of destruction; and the

property of adaptation to a great variety of soil and

climate. The blasts of the sea and the severity of

Alpine climates do not annihilate the existence of

the thorn. It grows on all soils, from the most

barren sands to the clays of the most viscous and

obdurate extreme. The growth is sufficiently rapid

to carry along with it the necessary constitution,

and its aged existence serves well the purpose of a

durable standing : the prickles or spinous excres-

cences being most admirably suited for a fence.

The ripened seed of the thorn in the haw with a

stone kernel are gathered in the late autumn, stored

over winter on a dry floor, and sown in the spring

on finely prepared beds of ground, in a nursery, for

the purpose of rearing young trees. The seedling

plants of one year old are transplanted into rows,

where the growth is nurtured by hoeing and dig-

ging the intervals. The following year, the sets

are transplanted into wider rows, in which they

remain till wanted for use.
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It will be well to describe the absurd but com-

mon mode of planting hedges still practised by

many before stating our own views on the

subject.

The almost universal custom raises a mound or

dyke of earth, on which, or in which, the young

sets of thorn are destined to grow. Even on the

tops of hills or mountains, the natural height would

not satisfy many, but a mound of additional height

must be raised ! A large ridge of earth is reared

above the thorn sets, which excludes every moisture,

and the plants are left to struggle with the scorching

drought of the exposure to the rays of the sun, the

weeds being very carefully cleared away, to add"

to the scorching situation by the non-retention of

moisture. The dyke or earthern fence is raised in

the posterior perpendicular height of 5 to G feet,

with a sloping ridge over the young sets, which

grow at some little distance from the ground. This

sloping face of the fence throws off all moisture

from the mound, which soon becomes very dry and

mouldering. The thorns are cleaned of weeds by

means of narrow spades being pushed through be-

tween the sets, by which means the earth is yearly

worn away, and exposes the roots of the plants.

The young trees are cut and mangled into various

forms so soon as they can bear the knife, and all

with the intention of promoting an undergrowth

thickness, or an equality of fence ! The very con-

trary occurs : for protrusions happen wherever an

incision is made, and growth is checked by any

touch of interference. On sandy and gravelly soils,

the face of the dyke or mound moulders away, and

exposes the roots of the thorns. This result

happens from raising the bed of the plants above

the surface of the ground, irreparable evil accruing

thereby.

Our mode of planting hedges does not raise a

mound or dyke of any kind, but in every case lays

the young sets on the surface of the earth. On
grass lands, a single turf is inverted, and a straight

line formed along the intended range of fence ; the

turf is sloped backwards, and on the slope are laid

the thorn sets at four inches distant, in the

strongest plants of the nursery, cut into the proper

length ; the rootlets cut clean away, and placed with

the root-end downwards on the sloped turf. Earth

from the front of the hne of fence is then dug and
placed over the sets, the best in quality next the

plants, and the under soil thrown promiscuously

over the first digging, and the whole superposition

of soil does not exceed a foot of loose heaving to-

gether. The thorn sets in the under-end rest on
the grassy turf, or nearly so ; when the shoots pro-

r ude, the rootlets reach and spread upon the decay-

ing grassy turf, which affords a food of all others

yet known the most nutritious and lasting. The

digging in front of the hne of fence will create a

hollow place, to mark the existence of the hedge,

and in wet grounds to be formed into a ditch, and

filled with stones, and covered with turf after the

hedge has attained a height. There should be no

open ditches in any cultivated grounds, the courses

of water always excepted, and the minor streams

may be covered.

When hedges are planted on ploughed grounds, a

hollow is made and filled with good soil ; a front is

formed and battered by the spade ; a slope is turned

backwards, on which the sets are placed, and

covered as before. In every case the thorns grov.'

on the ground ; and not upon a raised mound of

earth, to be dried and mouldered. On sandy soils

the hedge must be placed in a hollow artificially

made to hold moisture, and to protect from drought.

The soil thrown over the young sets, lies loosely in

order to receive and pass moisture downwards to

the roots, and in a depth just sufficient to prevent

drought penetrating to the young growths. On
this back of earth a fence of railing of sawn bars

is placed, in height and distance from the thorns to

protect them effectually from being damaged by

animals ; and a similar fence is fixed along the front

ofthe new hedge.

The management of growing, and of matured

hedges, is very simple. The weeds are pulled by

hand from the young thorns so as to give room to

grow, for the first two or three years, till the trees

rise, and overcome the weeds, when any interfer-

ence is not required ; no spade or moving of the

earth is allowed, as weeds are useful in retaining

moisture and defending drought. Any very high

shoots or lateral growths may be cut, in order to

preserve uniformity ; but no general cutting is

allowed to deface the natural progression. In this

way the hedge grows to the full height of six to

eight feet, and if a rich soil, pushes to more height

;

the trees can be cut to any permanent height, and

made straight in front by switching the branches.

A moderated uniformity of nature's profusion is

more pleasant to behold than the sameness made by

the shears of a gardener, or any form produced by

the cutting knives. This mode does not cut, splay,

plash, or mangle hedges in any way ; it rears thorns

to the full stature, where the fence remains till na-

ture is exhausted. The rail fences endure till the

hedge is beyond the need of protection ; the thorns

growing on the surface occupy little room, and the

covering in of all ditches wastes no ground unne-

cessarily. The cost is small comparatively, and at-

tains an eflTectuaJ purpose in an easy way.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.

Sir,—In taking a retrospect of the different seasons,

winter is tliat in which all nature desires to repose.

The subjects which now court attention are of the most

inteiesting (as well as important) character to the

farmer. Finding little inducement to spend much

time in the fields at this torpid season of the year, he

•lirects his attention to the more animated work con-

ducted in the steading, where the cattle and horses

are collected ; and, as the progress of live stock to

maturity ought always to be a prominent object in the

farmer's solicitude, it is my intention to say a i'ew

words upon the inadequate judgment of the shep-

herd or cattle-man, as well as the neglect of the far-

mer. The feeding of sheep on turnips in the field in

winter forms fully as interesting an object to tlie far-

mer as the storing of cattle, inasmuch as their beha-

viour, under every circumstance, is attractive.

The first part of our business is the selection

of the store-stock, which the farmer generally pro-

cures at some of the autumnal fairs or neighbourhig

markets ; some farmers preferring one kind or

breed, other farmers another breed ; but I prefer

the half-breds between the Down and Leicester.

Of course, it depends upon whether the selection

is made with judicious and cautious admixture. A
good cross between the Leicester and Down will come

to maturity quicker, or, in other words, it will realize

more weight in a given time ; from twenty to twenty-

two months being the period it will take to produce 10

stone of mutton and from 7 to 91bs. of first-rate wool

(but it depends upon the keep : mind, I do not mean
here that to keep them badly they will do this), under

a cautious and judicious management.

The first consideration with a judicious farmer,

after purchasing his store stock, is to have the shep-

herd or cattle-keeper inspect them from head to foot,

and he will invariably find some cf them lame, or

infected with ticks and lice, which he will readily

observe by their rubbing themselves against every-

thing they come near. The shepherd will easily see

which are most affected : those which arc lowest

in condition are sure to be the worst. He should

lose no time in dressing them, and the farmer

should see they are carefully done, as it is im-
possible for them to thrive while they are incessantly

tormented. The usual drugs resorted to in this case

are tobacco, mercurial ointment, and arsenic ; but 1

think there's nothing more simple and efficacious than
Bigg's sheep dipping composition, which I believe is

had recourse to by most agriculturists, not only for the

destruction of tick and lice, but for its protection

against the attacks of fly, which we all know to be so

very prevalent in wooded districts. Caution should
be used in dipping them, and great care must be
taken that none of the liquid enter the mouth, nose,

and oars; but the shepherd will have directions sent

with the composition.

Having passed over the lice, the shepherd may find

some of them lame, from driving home, which the

composition will tend to heal in the feet, by their

being allowed to stand in the dipping tubs with the

liquor about six inches deep for the space of five

minutes; and little trouble will be witnessed unless it

should turn out to be the foot-rot. The usual symp-
toms are—the feet will be found hot and tender, the

horn softer than usual ; and there will be an enlarge-

ment about the coronet and a slight separation ironi

it, ulcers being formed below, with a discharge of thin

foetid matter.

The ulceration of foot-rot will not long exist with-

out some other annoyance or constitutional disturb-

ance : when at length the powers of nature fail, and the

animal dies from irritation and want. 'Tis true, the

shepherds will say to their masters, " Oh, I can cure

it." But I maintain that there is not one shepherd

in twenty who can cure the foot-rot. They may stop

it for a time. T never saw one go the right way to

work to effect a cure. 1 will therefore state the proper

way to proceed.

First, then, cut tlie horn away, and clean off all

the pus (matter) ; wash the feet well with soap-and-

water, and rinse them with plain water ; after drying

a little, wash again with a solution of chlorirle of

lime, in proportion of half a pound of i^vdered

chloride to two quarts of water. This will remove the

fostor and tendency to mortification. The muriate or

butter of antimony must be resorted to, by means of

a feather applied to every denuded part. There is no

application equal to this, in my opinion, and it readily

combines with fluids, and becomes diluted. Little or

no harm can be derived from it, so far as these foot

cases are concerned. It supersedes every other appli-

cation. Tlio foot should be dressed every day.

Having passed by the two maladies, lice and foot-

rot, we come now to the general keep of the animal.

The store sheep should never be allowed to get

into worse condition than they generally are in when
bought at the fairs or markets, which is too frequently

the case, but kept on such.food as will tend to improve

them. True it is that hundreds of farmers keep

their stock in such condition as to cause disgust to

the passers-by, bringing on disease, to the annoy-

ance of himself and nuisance to his neighbours,

amongst which is that well-known disease—scab,

which is entirely brought on from bad keep. From such

an infectious, troublesome, and destructive malady

a sheep is never even slightly tiffected but it pro-

ceeds to rub itself agaioft everything it meets. As

soon as the disease is discovered, it becomes the duty

of the shepherd to examine every animal in his charge,
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and remove every affected one from his flock, and dress

it with an ointment composed of — corrosive subli-

mate, 1 oz. ; white hellebore, in powder, 1| oz.; whale

or other oil, S quarts; rosin, 4 oz. ; tallow, 2 oz.

The sublimate must be reduced to a, fine powder, and

mixed with a portion of oil, and also the hellebore

powder ; the rosin, tallow, and remains of the oil may

be melted together, the other ingredients then added

and well mixed. Should the compound be too thin,

the oil may be diminished and the tallow increased.

Some little attention being paid to the animals, they

will in a short time recover ; but, as a preventive,

in my opinion, is better than a cure, to ward off

the disease there is the only good and profitable

defence

—

Jieep your flocks in good condition by abun-

dance of good and wholesome food.* Should the

shepherd, after he has examined them, find no scab,

he may then turn them into some pasture.

It is the prevailing practice among some of our

Essex farmers, although not among the judicious ones,

to save their etches (as they term it) to grow feed.

Poorjudgment ! and it is my humble opinion that, if

it does not pay to grow good and wholesome food for

your stock, it does not pay to grow weeds for the sake

of feed, which, according to analytical composition, is

much inferior. Some farmers will tell you that tare

grass is a capital thing • but don't you think that good

sweet grass, with all those compounds which form

imtriment contained in it, is better than the refuse

of that grass after it is spent and gone, and the grass

is dead for want of them ? They may say it keeps the

stock from scouring ; but I say it does them no harm

to scour at that time of the year, and they will thrive

better and faster after it with the addition of the said

jiew grass ; and, supposing they do not, then is not a

little sweet hay better than old useless tare grass ?

In turning back to the policy of letting your etches

grow for feed, it is my plan to plough the land directly

after harvest, to eradicate the weeds, not to encourage

their growth. Some have the poor excuse to say, We
should not have feed enough. Then I wotild tell them.

Grow, or rather sow, some in the spring ready for the

autumn ; if you can't do that, then don't keep stock

to breed disease, to the disgrace and loss of yourselves

ami annoyance of your more scieutitic neighbours. It

cannot but be reasonable to suppose that it is a scien-

tlKc man's pleasure, as well as judgment for his

gain, to grow plenty of good wholesome food for his

stock. If every farmer, upon an average, would grow

from 12 to 20 acres of root crops to every 100 acres of

land he holds, he would invariably find plenty of good

wholesome food for his stock, without letting his land

lie dormant in a manner, to grow feed. When I speak

of 100 acres, I include the pasture land in the 100

acres so reckoned—that is, from 12 to 20 acres of roots

and coleseed, exclusive of grass, unless the grass land

is out of proportion to the arable. Then, by a little

* Could the Government be prevailed upon to boil the damaged
tobacco, insttad of burningr and wasting it, and sell the extract
at a moderate price, the revenue would gain considerably by it,

and a boon would thereby be conferred on store farmers, and
likewise on gardeners.

calculation, a judicious farmer will be able to order his

arrangements.

Having now passed the autumnal season, we shall

find it time—for want of better provender, and as the

period will be fast approaching to get rid of the sum-

mer-grown coleseed from off the land (sheep or lambs

should always begin upon coleseed, as it prepares them
for the turnips, besides being more digestible for young

sheep)—to come to that part of the business of stock

farming called folding sheep. There are various ways

of folding : some turn the sheep on the turnips, and

let them eat them level to the ground ; but, as I

before mentioned that coleseed is best for sheep to

begin upon, as it prepares them for turnips, they in

no wise ought to be turned upon the folds or breaks

when empty, as they would be sure to be taken with

the hoove, commonly called blown. Now comes the

time for the shepherd to practise his skill to perfect a

cure. Some of the older shepherds used to send a dog

amongst the sheep to drive them about, thinking it would

cure them ; but no such thing. I am happy to say

the intellectual powers of the shepherds have been, to

some little degree, awakened to such barbarous means.

Some of them would thrust a knife, or some such in-

strument, into the stomach, to let the wind out, as they

term it ; but even this practice is a dangerous experi-

ment, and should be adopted only in cases of

necessity, unless by some one who is well versed in the

anatomical structure of the animal, which a very few,

or I should not be going too far were I to say none

of the self-taught shepherds are acquainted with. The

most effectual method of curing all diseases is, first to

ascertain the primary cause of such disease, or, in

other words, from what the disease first arose.

Hoove or blown then arises from a gas generated

from the food being sometimes eaten too fast, sometimes

merely from indigestion. Now, that gas is called by

chemists, " hydrogen ;" but mostly a mixture of carbon

and hydrogen, called " carburetted hydrogen." It

becomes, then, a consideration of importance, whether

there be no means of getting rid of this gas already de-

veloped, as well as to prevent the future generation of

gas. I have previously said, that the gas which is

developed is a compound of hydrogen and carbon.

Now, there being a very strong affiaity between

chlorine and hydrogen, and as they rapidly combine when

brought into contact with each other, if a small

quantity of chloride of lime, a drachm dissolved in

a quarter of a pint of water, be introduced into the

stomach of a hoven sheep by means of a horn, or, what

is still better, by means of a bottle for this purpose, the

chlorine will leave the lime and unite with the hydrogen

and muriatic acid, a compound of hydrogen and chlorine

being formed ; after this, the muriatic acid thus formed

will unite with the lime liberated from the chlorine, and

a harmless compound

—

muriate of lime—will be the

result. It frequently happens that when stock of any

kind hare had an attack, they are almost sure to have

a second : to guard against this, the farmer should

have a purgative administered. The best medicine in

this case he will find is, Epsom salts, 2 to 4 oz., with a
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drachm of ginger. The food should likewise be limited for

a few days, and do not hy any means, as is too frequently

the practice with some conceited shepherds, turn them

on the food upon which they were blown, but turn

them on some bare pasture for two or three days, and

gradually give them the food, so that their stomachs may

get used to it again before they are turned on the fold or

break.

We have here seen the causes of hoove or blown, and

we have likewise given a sure and safe remedy, if prac-

tised with any judgment at all. We come now to the

still more profitable means of preventing this malady as

well as the less risk. When the time arrives to put the

lambs on coleseed, be sure to let them have their fill of

grass or some dry food as well—1 or even § lb. of oil-

cake, it being an oily nature, neutralizes any acidity which

may arise in the stomach ; and, indeed, in manyk instances,

J to ^ a pint of linseed oil might cure ; but not so certain

as the remedy before given, although it may neutralize

any acidity, and help to ward off the hoove as well as to

support the animal in a healthj and vigorous growth.

The lambs or sheep should not be turned on the

breaks or folds, even after having their fill of hay and

cake, for more than an hour or two at a time, and then

turned into the yard to chew their cud and rest,

thereby giving them time to digest what they have al-

ready eaten. It may be well here to state that in a very

cheap and comfortable yard by a haulm wall and portable

shed in the field, the sheep will lie warm ; and as it is

well known that sheep do not eat in dark nights, they

will be more comfortable ; and I have myself found that

the sheep do better on a less quantity of food : it helps

to keep them in health, and I have no hesitation in

saying the wool is of much better quality, and in a

greater proportion than if they had been subject to all

weathers. Hurdles may be put round the yard, as it

will form the cribs to put the hay in. In the morning

the troughs should be cleaned out, then give the sheep i lb.

of oil-cake : if you intend to fatten them, 1 lb. will not be

too much, when on turnips. After the sheep have eaten

their oil-cake , they may be turned on the fold, and no

injury, in nine cases out of ten, will happen to them. In

this way, and upon coleseed, the sheep may remain for a

fortnight or three weeks ; by that time the turnips will

be ready. Many farmers put their sheep on turnips

(swedes) too early—namely, before they are ripe. I have

often known sheep die on swede turnips when first put

on, when it could not be seen what ailed them, and I

believe it is nothing else. The turnips should be cut. I

have found one of Gardner's cutters the best for this

operation. It is a matter of impossibility for the young

sheep to eat the turnips without being cut : I am
certain that they will not thrive so quickly, and I consider

that one part out of three of the turnips is lost. There

is this difference in cutting turnips and not cutting them

:

Suppose you put 100 sheep on turnips not cut and 1 lb.

of oil-cake, they will not do so well as 100 sheep put on

turnips cut for them without any cake, neither will they

be fit for the butcher so soon by two mouths. Let any

one try it : they will find my remarl:s upoa this matter

quite true. After the sheep have been on turnips

till the latter part of February, it is my plan to remove

them to some pasture, and there receive turnips till the

latter part of March. I then give them mangel wurzel,

which is just about getting good ; and I find the sheep

at that time of the year do better upon mangel wurzel.

I keep them on the pasture, so that they may enrich it

till tares come in. I then fold them on tares; at

the same time give them oil-cake and mangel till

white clover is a good bite. After they have been

on white clover a week, I have them shorn, as they

thrive much better at that time of the year. In about

three weeks or a month I find they are fit for the

butcher, which will be about nine months from the

time purchased; and I have no hesitation in saying,

that sheep under this treatment will thrive, and

turn themselves in nine months better than others in the

ordinary way will in twelve months. It then becomes

the business of the farmer to select other lots to finish

his white clover ; and by this means he will find that he

will turn three lots to other farmers' two lots.

Who, then, under the present crisis, would not

practise it? There is now no protection ; then let your

judgment, and the profits arising from that judgment,

be your protection. F. C.

Sutton.

DECIMAL DIVISION OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
The question of a decimal coinage advances as

slowly as the most inveterate " slow-coach" could

desire. In this, as in all the great questions of social

progress, the/a?- niente system shelters itself under
the specious garb of prudent and salutary caution.

Truly, we have need of some statesman who will

cut boldly, and sever the whetstone with the razor.

A decimal coinage, however, would have compara-
tively Uttle value, unless accompanied by a decimal

division of weights and measures ; such an arrange-

ment, for instance, as that which would make the

hundred-weight a bom fide lOOlbs. instead of

112lbs., the stone lOlbs. instead of 14lbs., and the

ounce the tenth part of the pound avoirdupois. In

England we have still too much confusion arising

from the employment of local weights and mea-

sures, although it is not so great as it was a

few years ago. This confusion, however, is order

itself, compared with the chaos which prevails in

Ireland, and which constitutes no slight embarrass-

ment to the English farmer who settles in that

country. In the first place, there is the Irish acre,

by which land continues to be too generally let

;

while the public valuations for the county cess and
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the poor-rate are in statute acres. The EngUsh

acre is to the Irish acre as 121 to 196; and the

difference arises from the dift'erence in the respective

linear perches, that by which the statute acre is

measured being 5^ yards, while the Irish linear

perch is 7 yards.

Corn, again, is sold by the stone, the cwt., and

the barrel. The stone and hundred-weight always

consist of 14lbs. and 112lbs. respectively; but the

barrel varies in almost every town, and it varies in

the same districMor the different kinds of grain.

At Roscrea and Nenagh a barrel of oats is 12 st. ;

at Limerick, Cork, and Dublin, it is 14 st. ; at

Newton Liraavady, 18 st. ; at Sligo, 24 st. ; at Kil-

larney, 32 st. ; at Skibbereen and Bandon, 33 st.

A barrel of wheat is everywhere 20 st. ; a barrel of

barley is 16 st., except at Newton Limavady, which

appeal's to delight in anomalous weights and

measures, and where the barrel is 24 st. Potatoes

are purchased in some places by the stone of 14lbs.,

in others by the stone of l61bs. In some places

they are sold by " weight" of 211bs., and in others

by the barrel, which varies through 15, 20, 21, 24,

32, 40, 64, 72, 80, 95, 96 stone of 14lbs. They are

also sold by the cwt. of 1 12lbs. A pound of butter

consists in some towns of 16, in others of 18 oz.

A stone of flax is in some markets l61bs., in

others 14lbs. A hundred weight of flax consists,

in different localities, of 112, 120, and 124lbs.

Pork is purchased through all the north of Ire-

land by the long hundred of 120lbs., in the south

by the short hundred of 112lbs.

The above statements rest on the authority of

the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the

state of fairs and markets in Ireland, who add, that

the weights frequently vary completely in markets

only a few miles from each other, and that the

diversity over the whole country is so great, that a

person seeing a list of the prices of produce in the

principal markets of Ireland would derive but little

information, unless he were personally acquainted

with the particular usage of each locality. They
describe inteUigent persons examined by them, of

all classes and in all parts of the country, as of but

one opinion as to the injury inflicted on its indus-

trial interests by this infinite diversity of weights

and measures, by the difficult and obscure calcu-

lations which they render necessary, the fraud and
deceit which they encourage, and the uncertainty

which they introduce into all agricultural and com-
mercial undertakings.

At present all the poorer classes, in conse-

quence of the complicated nature of the existing

system, are in many cases quite ignorant of

the amount which they are to receive for the

produce which they sell. In the article of pork,

for instance, one of the staples of Irish agricul-

ture, it would be difficult to devise a more con-

using mode of buying a pig—a process which even

well-educated persons are frequently unable to un-

derstand. Pork is purchased by the cwt. of ]20lbs,,

but is weighed by the cwt. of 112lbs., and a ticket

is given for the weight accordingly. The pur-

chaser then converts the short cwts. into long, and

deducts the beamage or tret from the weight, toge-

ther with an allowance in money for porterage, and

calculates the price of the odd pounds less than J
of cwt. at the next lowest even price. The

farmers unable to follow these intricate calcula-

tions, are in general quite ignorant as to whether

they are paid the proper amount or not, and are

obliged either to trust implicitly to the buyer,

or else to employ some shopkeeper or other per-

son to check the ticket for them. In one large pork

market a schoolboy who was a good accountant ob-

tained a living by doing this, in consideration of a

small sum paid him by the farmers on each pig

!

It is not to be wondered at that the commissioners

found the necessity for a general assimilation of

weights and measures very extensively admitted

and pressed upon them during the course of their

inquiry. Two plans were recommended. The first

was the abolition of all local and provincial usages,

and the enforcement of the imperial standard of

cwts. and qrs. in all transactions; the second,

the adoption of a decimal system of weights and

measures. They consider the first a move in the

right direction ; but urge very justly that it would

cause as much temporary inconvenience as the in-

troduction of the sounder and more perfect decimal

system, which affords such obvious facilities for

calculation, and for the detection of frauds. They

consider that a scale proceeding by decimal mul-

tiples of the present pound avoirdupois would

cause the least deviation from established customs.

In this opinion we fully concur ; and should con-

sider such a change, accompanied by a decimal

division of the pound sterling, a great gain to all

classes in England. The anomalies which pervade

our present divisions of money, weights, and mea-

sures would appear to have been purposely devised

for the benefit of the authors and publishers of

books of arithmetic, as well as to exercise the

patience and memories of school-boys, and to pro-

long the period of their education by the time ex-

pended in learning tables, and in reducing them to

practice in compound addition, multipUcation, and

division, to say nothing of practice and the rule-of-

three.

Ireland, according to the commissioners, offers

one facility for the change, which we do not enjoy

in England. It is this : that it would rarely be

necessary for the farmers to purchase new weights

:

the poorer and smaller occupiers, who constitute
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the majority, rarely possess weights and scales of

their own. In many districts the owners of that

useful species of property are in the low ratio of

one to two hundred.

It will he observed that Lord Berners, in his

speech at the Farmer's Club dinner, on Thursday,

especially referred to the necessity of some such

improvements as we have here advised.

LONDON, OR CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.

THE RESULTS ARRIVED AT FROM THE SEVERAL S1fSTEMS OP DRAINAGE l!^ PRACTICE
DURING THE LAST FEW YEARS.

The usual monthly meeting was held on Tuesday even-

ing, Dec. 5, at the Club House, Blackfriars; Mr. Pain,

of Felmersham, in the chair. The subject for discus-

sion, introduced by Mr. J. B. Denton, of Gravely,

Heits, was—" The results arrived at from the several

systems of drainage in practice during the last few years."

There was an unusually large attendance of members.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said

they must all agree with him that the subject put down

on the card was one of the greatest importance to British

agriculture. Among the large and influential body of

farmers whom he saw before him, there were no doubt

many who, like himself, had had some experience with

regard to drainage, both as it affected the land, and as it

concerned Iheir own pockets ; and as several of them

probably wished to have an opportunity of expressing

their views on the subject, he must, in the exercise of

his authority as chairman, limit each speaker to a quarter

of an hour.

Mr. J. B. Denton then proceeded to introduce the

su!]ject in a long and elaborate paper, of which our

spuce will admit only of a summary. He commenced

by observing, that although no subject connected with

agriculture had been more frequently discussed than

that of land-drainage, nothing could more tend to the

general benefit of the country than a clear exposition of

the results of the experience of the last few years. He
had been connected with drainage sufficiently long to be

a witness of the complete overthrow of several opinions

which had prevailed for a time ; and every day's expe-

rience proved to him that there was much yet to be

learnt. Those who practised an art upon which there

was so much controversy as in drainage, frequently

adopted too decisive terms in advancing their own opi-

nions, and in opposing those of others. He felt liimseU

so likely to be guilty of this fault, that he desired to ask

to be excused before he committed the error . Reverting

back to the year 1846, in which the first act authorizing

the advance of public money for the improvement of

land by drainage was passed, they found all recorded

opinions, of any worth—except those of Elkington,

which had reference to spring drainage—to merge into

the views advocated by either Smith of Deanston, the

first acknowledged advocate of systematic drainage, or

by Josiah Parkcs, whose philosophical publications on

the same subject gave a scientific bearing to it quite

irreconcilable with the more mechanical rules laid down
Ijy Smith. The characteristic views of Smith were—

1st. Frequent drains at close intervals of from 10 to 24
feet. 2nd. Shallow depth—not exceeding 30 inches—designed
for the single purpose of freeiug the depth of soil of stagnant
and injurious water. 3rd. 'Parallel drains at regular dis-

tances, carried throughout the whole field, without reference to

the wet and dry appearance of portions of the field,' in order
' to provide frequent opportunities for the water rising from
below and falling on the surface to pass freely and completely
off.' 4th. The minor drains to be directed 'down the steep,'

and the mains to be directed along the bottom of the chief

hollow, with tributary mains for the lesser hollows. (The rea-

son assigned for the minor drains following the line of steepest

descent was, that ' the stratifications generally lies in sheets

at an angle to the surface.') 5th. ' Stones preferred to tiles

and pipes.'

The characteristic views of Parkes were

—

1st. Less frequent drains, at intervals varying from 21 to

50 feet, with preference for wide intervals. 2nd. Deeper drains

at a minimum depth of four feet, designed with the twofold

object of not only freeing the active soil of stagnant and in-

jurious water, but of converting the water falling on the sur-

face into an agent for fertilizing ; no drainage being deemed
efficient that did not remove both the water falling on the

surface and ' keep down the subterranean water at a depth ex-

ceeding the power of capillary attraction to elevate it too near

the surface.' 3rd. Parallel arrangement of drains, as advo-

cated by Smith of Deanston. 4th. The advantage of increased

depth put forth as compensating for any disadvantages at-

tending increased width between the drains. 5th. Pipes of

an inch bore the ' best known conduit ' for the parallel drains.

(See Evidence before LorJs' Committee on Entailed Estates,

1845, Q. 67.) (Jth. The cost of draining uniform clays should

not exceed £3 per acre. (See Evidence before Lords' Com-
mitte, 1845, Q. 151 and 152.)

The practices of the past affording to the Inclosure

Commissioners no satisfactory precedents to guide them,

and it being necessary to lay down some rules to regu-

late the expenditure of public money, they were bound

to select such as appeared to them best calculated to

secure permanent and economical work. Mr. Smith's,

or the shallow system, aiming only at getting rid of the

enemy, was most popular in the country, because the

object was simple, and it more nearly approximated to

past practices. Mr. Parkes's, or the deeper system, on

the contrary, aiming at the conversion of the enemy

into a friend, was only acknowledged in the first instance

by the few whom iiis essay converted into friends. The

commissioners recommended for adoption the main

principle of Mr. Parkes's system—increased depth; and

without pledging themselves to the details, left much
to the good sense of landowners, the judgment of their

inspectors, and the general progress of knowledge on

the subject. In the desire for economy subsequently-

evinced, soils that should have been drained from 18

to 25 feet apart had been drained at from 30 to 45
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feet
J
and yet the average actual cost of parallel drainage

executed in Great Britain, within the last eight years,

was three times the amount which Mr. Parkes, in 1846,

estimated as that which might be taken as a guide to the

future cost of drainage in this country. The money ex-

pendedindrainage works inEngland, Scotland, andV/ales,

under the auspices of the Enclosure Commissioners,

amounted at that moment to J2, 300,000 ; and he was

speaking pretty closely to the truth when he stated that

the average cost per acre was above £b. The points

which he should uresent in treating the subject were

four in number—depth of drains, distance between

drains, arrangement of system, and direction of drains.

As to depth of drains, the character of the evidence be

had collected was so condemnatory of the shallow

System, and, with one exception only, so much in favour

of the deep system, that hs considered the superiority of

the latter incontestably admitted. In fact, he had failed

altogether to gain evidence detracting from the utility of

deep draining, as compared with shallow. Cases with-

out number might be quoted, in which an indiscreet de-

sire to economize had led to the recognition of the

theory that depth would compensate for distance, in

soils to which it would not apply. Mr. George Beau-

mont, jun., of Bridgeford Hill, wrote, " I have had

painful experience that no extra depth will compensate

for too great distance between the parallel drains. I

have seen drainage well executed, on strong land, fail

miserably, because it was drained thirty and thirty-six

feet, when at twenty-four feet apart the drainage would

be effective." Mr. Gow, of Morpeth, said, " I have

had one or two failures in deep draining, where, from a

desire to economize, I have placed the minor drains at

too great a distance apart ; and I find, too, that some

of our earlier performances, at a depth of three feet,

will require to be redrained at a greater depth."

There were abundant instances of deep drains tailing the

place of shallow ones, and effectively draining land not

hitherto drained, although excoriated with shallow drains

;

while it was difficult, if not impossible, to name a single

case where deep drainage, properly executed, and on a

good system of arrangement, had failed. So numerous,

indeed, were the instances throughout Great Britain of

the complete success of deep draining as a principle,

that one could hardly bring one's mind to the expediency

of a compromise of that principle under any circum-

stances whatever. When deep drainage was spoken of

as a principle, it was to be regarded not only as a means
of discharging surplus water, but as a means of rendering

active, and suitable for vegetation, a greater depth and
quantity of soil than was attainable by shallow drainage.

No one could deny the superior capabilities of a greater

depth of active soil compared with a less : no one denied

that water, in percolating the soil, was a benefit, and not

an evil to vegetation. But there appeared to exist con-

siderable doubt whether four-feet drainage was suffi-

ciently deep to prevent evaporation from the surface of

the denser clays, doubt arising from the continuance of

th'tse clays to crack after drainage at moderate intervals.

On this subject the late Sir Robert Peel said, addressing

the writer of the ilnarferli/ Review—" I can conceive

a case in which, if you had a limited sum to expend (say

£4^ per acre), the nature of the ground miglit be such

that the increased looseness might compensate for in-

creased depth. I mean, for instance, that drains

eighteen feet apart and three feet deep might be more

effectual than drains twenty-five feet apart and four feet

deep. It is utterly untrue that I am dissatisfied with

the experiment of deep drainage." They all knew that

there were thousands of acres lying on the lias, Oxford,

Kimmeridge, and London clays, of which the present

rent, in their undrained state, did not exceed 10s. to 16s.

per acre, and which to be drained perfectly, with refer-

ence to climate as well as soil, would require the drains

to be placed from eighteen to twenty-four feet apart.

He could well understand a doubt in the minds of deep-

draining men as to the expediency of going to the full

depth in such soils. The way, however, to understand

the question clearly, was to compare cost ; irrespective

of which, there appeared to be no hesitation in adopting

the greater depth. He would take the case of land on

the Oxford clay, which he assumed would not support

an outlay exceeding £o per acre, which was equal to 7s.

per acre charge for a twenty-two years' term, and com-

pare the cost of draining it by a parallel system of

twenty-seven feet intervals four feet deep, with the cost

of twenty-one feet intervals three feet deep, assuming

the cost of the four feet work to be 6Jd. per rod, the

cost of the three feet 4d. per rod, and the price of pipes

for minor drains 18s. per thousand

—

27 X 4. 21 X 3.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Cutting and fiUiug 2 13 .. 2 1 10
Pipes 110 6 .. 1 19 2
Haulage 4 3 .. 5 5

Pipe-laying and extra for maius, clear-

ing out-falls, iron outlets and ma-
sonry Oil 8 .. 13

Total. '£4 19 5 £4 19 5

A gain of two yards in nine was considerably in favour

of a rapid discharge of the water of drainage ; but in

gaining this advantage they lost the extra foot of active

soil which belonged to the four-feet work. The cost of

draining four feet deep at the narrow intervals, taking

the same scale of prices, would be £6 6s. 8d. ; but this

proposition, though the right one, was £l 6s. 8d. more

than it was assumed was a proper sum to expend, and it

was therefore beyond the present question, which was

limited to the simple comparison of effect to be pro-

duced by a given outlay. There was a conviction

amongst practical men, who fully appreciated the benefit

of deep drains, that they miglit be too deep as well as

too shallow. In their present ignorance of the state of

the earth at various depths from the surface, and of the

influences at work beneath to produce changes of con-

dition, it appeared the height of presumption to say that

drainage could not physically be too deep. Not only

was the force of gravitation powerless on clays beyond a

certain depth, but they found that in the adits of coal

mines the floors rose as well as sank, showing that there

was a pressure from beneath as well as from above, of

which they could not estimate the power. There existed

a strong feeling with many intelligent men that low mea-
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dow laud should be tretilcd differently to upland pasture,

and upland pasture differently to arable land. The de-

scription of meadow land to which he particularly re-

ferred was that which had a free and porous subsoil.

Among those who treated pasture differently from arable

land were the following gentlemen, who had drained

extensively In the north of England : Mr. Thomas An-

derson, of Little Harle Tower ; Mr. Stratton, Spinney-

moor House, Durham; Mr. Gow, Morpeth; Capt.

Coulson, Newborough ; Sir W. Lawson ; and the Hon.

G. F. Russell. His own observations brought him to

the conclusion that it was not possible to lay pasture land

too dry ; for he had invariably remarked—and in the

recent dry summer and autumn particularly—that both

in low-land meadows and upland pastures those lands

which had been most thoroughly drained by deep and

frequent drains were those which had preserved the

freshest and most profitable herbage. There was a me-

thod getting into practice which would meet the require-

ments of those who desired to prolong through the

autumnal months the growth of their meadow grass,

without encouraging a greater vegetation, and with-

out any compromise of the principle of depth ; he

referred to the use of the drains which were

primarily intended for freeing the soil from inju-

rious water during winter, spring, and early summer,

for the secondary purpose of sub -irrigating the soil

during the latter end of summer and autumn, by letting

water pass through the drains from a higher level into

the soil, or, by plugging the outlets, contriving to retain

whatever water would rise up within it, and which would

otherwise be discharged by the drains. He submitted

that upon the first point

—

depth—the practice of the last

few years had confirmed the soundness of the principle

of a minimum depth of four feet, where outfalls would

admit of it. The next point was distance. The indis-

criminate adoption of the theory that the deeper the

drains the wider might be the intervals between them,

had brought more discredit on systematic draining than

the adoption of any other rule for the furtherance of

economy ; and the unsatisfactory results which had

followed had increased the earnestness of the few

who still advocated a shallower minimum depth

than four feet. Lord Wharncliffe, Lord Fortescue,

and other landowners, had adopted the mixed sys-

tem of deep and shallow drains as an amendment

of the excessively wide system ; but this method was

so clearly one of expediency, that it could never

be recognized as a system worthy to supersede an ade-

quately and uniformly deep system, however it might

be justified as an amendment of an unduly wide one.

When they found the same width and depth adopted in

the drainage of clays of different properties, and the

same rule applied to clays of the same formations and

properties, in localities differing in the depth of rain-

fall and in the duration of wet weather, such as the lias

clay of the east coast of Yorkshire, and the same clay

of the south coast of Devon, the coincidences implied

inconsistency, if not worse. They found, from sundry
careful records, that 141 inches might be taken as the

annual average rain-fall of the wettest districts of the

norih-west of England, while 19j might be taken as the

average fall of the south-eastern district. In a table of

analyses which he had prepared with a view to ascertain

the comparative draining qualities of the characteristic

clays of different strata, he had given an analysis of the

stiffest red sandstone clay he had met with, which

showed that, independent of position, it was as for-

bidding a clay as any surface-clay they had in England.

The result of experience showed that a consideration of

the amount of rain- fall was a matter of much moment
in determining the width between drains. It did not

appear practically to govern the size of the pipes to be

used ; for if the ends of the pipes could be made to join

securely, and the fall were good, the smallest-sized

pipes would be sufficiently large. But in proportion to

the rain-fall, all other considerations being equal, should

be the distance of the drains apart, in order that the

condition of the soil might be sufficiently free and active

at all times to absorb and discharge the maximum amount

that could fall on its surface. Regard must be had to the

continuance of humidity in the atmosphere. In the ex-

treme western counties, humidity did not result from the

quantity of rain that fell, but from the amount of

evaporation arising from the sea, which settled upon the

land during the cooler hours of the night in sufficient

quantity to keep it moist. This did not apply in the

same degree to the north and north-west of England

;

and the difference went far to explain how success might

result in the one case, and failure in the other, if the

treatment were similar. He submitted upon the second

point

—

distance betiveen drains—that the results of the

practice of the last few years had confirmed the princi-

ple that depth might govern distance in soils of an uni-

formly open and porous nature ; that in the denser clay

soils the compensating principle was inadmissible, and

that much clay land had been drained imperfectly from

being drained too widely ; and that in lands suffering

from springs, or from a pressure of water, where each

drain should be designed for a special service, there was no

dependence of one drain upon another, and therefore no

rule of distance whatever could apply. He now came to

the arrangement of drains. Mr. Smith advocated paral-

lel drains at regular distances, for the following reasons,

given in his own words :
" The drains should be parallel

with each other, and at regular distances, and should be

carried throughout the whole field, without regard to

the wet and dry appearance of portions of the field ; the

principle of this system being the providing of frequent

opportunities for the water rising from below, or falling

on the surface, to pass freely and completely off."

Mr. Smith called this "the frequent drain system."

For distinction's sake he (Mr. Denton) had ventured to

christen this mechanical practice " the gridiron system."

M r. Parkes adopted the parallel system ( ivith the bars in

the gridiron widened), adding that it was the subter-

ranean water, to which excessive and injurious wetness

was attributable ; and if such water were not removed,

and kept down at a depth exceeding the power of capil-

lary attraction to elevate it too near the surface, no

drainage could be efficient. It was daily becoming more

and more apparent, that to lay out parallel equidistant
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draius, to discharge all waters rising up, or oozing im-

perceptibly through the earth, was almost as costly a

generalism as Mr. Smith's notion of draining a field,

with variety of soil, at regular intervals throughout ; for

in both cases there must either be throwing away of

money in places where drains were not wanted, or the too

scanty and inappropriate treatment of places where they

were wanted. A consideration of the varying inclinations

of surface, of which instances would occur in the same

field, necessitated a departure from uniformity, not in

direction only, but in intervals between drains. If they

were to profit by experience, they would be led to modify

the parallel system of arrangement by a closer attention

to variation in the texture of the soil, and in the

inclination of the surface. He would submit

upon the third point

—

arranyement of drains—that the

result of the practices of the last few years had shown

that, while the principle of parallel equidistant uniformity

was applicable where there existed uniform texture of

soil and uniform inclination of surface, it required modi-

fication directly the soil varied and the surface became

irregular ; and that the desire for uniformity had led to

waste of money and imperfect work. He now came to

the last point, the direction of drains—a matter which

would almost appear decided so far as the minor drains

went, if one might judge by the general adoption of the

line of greatest descent, though frequently modified by

following the furrows when they were straight, or nearly

so, instead of crossing the ridges, in strict conformity

with the parallel equidistant arrangement. As there

were no rules without an exception, so they found Lord
Beiners, at Keythorpe, crossing the fall ; and in the

greywacke districts of the West of England, where the

strict parallel arrangement was inapplicable, they found

that the subordinate drains, from four to eight feet deep,

were frequently laid out at right-angles to the stratifi-

cation, and sometimes inclined diagonally, so as to

intersect the substratum, and it was stated, on

competent authority, with good effect. There was

reason to believe that well-selected drains, led directly

up the fall, would, in both instances, do the work
as efiectively and economically ; but they must hesitate

to express a decided opinion contrary to successful

practice. In grass lands in the midland districts

the furrows were generally preferred by the most suc-

cessful drainers ; while in arable land of like character

the practice with the majority was to disregard them.

In Northumberland and in Scotland the more frequent

plan was to disregard them both in pasture and arable

;

but, then, it must be remembered that the lands of the

north were much more porous than the high-backed
lands of Northamptonshire, Huntingdonshire, Bedford-

shire, and Oxfordshire. Having tested the eflScacy of

furrow-draining compared with straight line equidistant-

draining, in the Oxford clay, he found that in grass land

much less water would rise and stand in the test-

holes dug intermediate between the furrows than between

the drains crossing the ridges ; and during four years'

observation he had been unable to detect any difference

between the two, either in the quantity or quality of the

herbage. In heavy grass lands, if from the position of

the lands in relation to the homestead there was no pro-

bability of their being broken up, made flat, and laid

down again, experience seemed to favour the adoption

of drainage in the furrows. The use of collars was by
no means general ; and except in sandy soils and in

soils subject to sudden alteration of character, they were

not found essential to good drainage. In all the more

porous subsoils in which collars had not been used,

the more successful drainers increased the size of

the pipes, in the minor drains, to a minimum
size of two inches bore. Long main drains were found

objectionable, and opposed to a sufficiently rapid action

of any drainage system. The proper selection of outkts,

and care for their preservation, were perhaps as essen-

tial to good and satisfactory work as anything belonging

to the art of draining. A limit of twenty acres to an

outlet, resulting in an average of perhaps fourteen acres,

would appear by the practice of the best drainers to be

about the proper thing. He would submit that, upon

the fourth point

—

direction of drains—the results of

the practice of the last few years had confirmed the

principle of laying out the minor drains with the fall of

the ground, in the generality of circumstances ; that the

principle of carrying the drains across ridge and furrow

might be departed from, in certain soils, without dis-

paraging effect ; and that, let the direction of the drains

be what it might, a constant and effective discharge

could only be secured and maintained in perpetuity by

carefully designing and by substantially securing the

outlets, with regard to arterial channels. In the

remarks which he had made, he had not referred

particularly to the shallow-drainage system, espe-

cially as he saw present Mr. Bullock Webster,

the champion of that, he had always said, departed

system, and as he had himself so little to say in its

favour. Being desirous, however, of stating every fact

which might support a fair discussion, he would com-
municate the little favourable evidence he had collected,

fie found that Mr. J. E. Denison, of Ossington, drained

strong clays 2 feet 6 inches deep ; Mr. Milward, of Thur-
garton Priory, still adhered to a depth varying from 2

to 3 feet ; and Mr. Stephenson, of Throckley, to 3 feet.

These were undoubtedly high authorities. But they

must not forget that very nearly the last words Smith of

Deanston wrote on the subject of draining were these :

" I do not so much object to greater depths than three

feet as I do to greater distances in all soils" ; and
although this was a sort of negative concurrence in

increased depth, they were bound to believe that the

founder of the shallow system saw reason to modify his

first views. No one would presume to contradict Lord
Wharncliffe in his declaration that his lauds were im-

proved by the method of mixed draining which he had
adopted, simply because it would be impossible to deny
that any drain, even two feet deep, could be put into

land without doing some good ; but the extent of im-

provement his lordship congratulated himself upon, and

which he believed was manifest to every one, was doubt-

lessly to be ascribed in a much greater degree to the

influence of the four-feet drains than to that of the two-

feet drains ; for it was impossible to reconcile vTith any
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laws of iiydraulics or economy the union of the two

depths in one system. The agricultural body were

much indebted to Mr. Fowler, of Bristol, for his per-

severance in exhibiting his draining-plough to the

scrutiny of the public, as from time to time he had im-

proved it. There could be no doubt that as practice

made perfect, and steam-power took the place of horse-

power, the hesitation which prevailed against its use

would give way, and that they would find the draining-

plouirh, or some other superior machine, adopted in all

uniform clay soils with regular inclination of surface,

where the parallel system was strictly applied. In con-

clusion, he must remark that it appeared to him that

the subject was quite worthy of the attention of the

Government, and that as the Legislature had constituted

a branch of the Executive the protectors of the rever-

sionary interests of settled estates, the Government was

the proper authority to institute an inquiry into the

whole practice of draining, with a view to set at rest, as

far as possible, conflicting opinions, and to afford

decisive data upon points of practice where data could

be given; and it was not anticipating too much to

believe that from such an enquiry would spring a

measure for the improvement of arterial drainage as a

fundamental object. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Mr. C. Johnson was quite sure he expressed the

feeling of all present when he said that the farmers of

this country were greatly indebted to Mr. Denton for

the very able manner in which he had introduced the

subject. Nor would his lecture be valued the less by the

agriculturists of England on account of the cautious and

moderate tone which pervaded it, the avoidance of all

dogmatic assertion, and of the laying down of any general

principle. It was impossible, he believed, considering

the variety of soils and the variety of rainfalls which

characterized the country, to state any general principle

which would bold good throughout the length and

breadth of the land. There was one point which Mr.

Denton had omitted to notice, upon which he (Mr.

Johnson) wished to make one or two observations.

The grand object of all the drainers of this country ap-

peared to be the getting rid of the water in the land— the

hurrying it into the nearest ditch or adjoining river with

all possible rapidity. Now he had urged on several oc-

casions, and he would now venture to urge again, a plea

on behalf of that water. He would put it to the meet-

ing, whether the water which was so constantly being

driven towards the sea might not be rendered available

for the purpose of irrigation ? The quantity of water

drained out of the soil in the midland district of Eng-

land, according to the very carefully conducted researches

of Mr. Dickinson, of King's Langley, in Hertfoidshire,

amounted annually to about 26 inches. Of these 26

inches, it appeared about 11 inches were annually filtered

from the soil, while 15 inches evaporated. Eleven inches

represented about 1,100 tons of water per acre, it having

been calculated that an inch of water was equal to about

100 tons per acre; and surely, when 1,100 tons of

water per acre were drained from the land in the midland

districts, it was important to consider whether in many

situations it might not usefully be collected for the

purpose of irrigation. Another important question,

collateral to that which he had stated, was whether, in

proportion as artificial manures were added to the soil,

the water which was drained off did not become richer ?

The surplus water of poor upland districts might, indeed,

contain little that could be useful to vegetation ; but

that which came from richly-cultivated soil, or soil

containing guano and other artificial manures, could not

be regarded in the same light.

The Chairman thought Mr. Johnson's remarks,

however good in themselves, were not strictly applicable

to the question.

Mr. Johnson thought, with submission to the chair-

man, that by showing the farmers that the water which

required to be drained off" contained properties which

might afterwards be applied to the improvenment of

vegetation, be was in so far promoting drainage.

The Chairman.—It is good matter for a chemical

lecture.

Mr. Johnson was convinced that in the adoption

of a good system of drainage lay the foundation of

agricultural improvement. He held in his hand the

result of an analysis made by Professor Wilson, pro-

fessor of agriculture in the University of Edinburgh.

Professor Wilson asked himself this question, whether

in this age, when a variety of artificial fertilisers were

being applied to the soil in all directions, drainage

water, for example, after a good dressing of guano, must

not difi'er in composition from the same water before

such an application of manure. The result of his in-

vestigation was to show a material diff'erence. On
analyzing some water on the 29th of April before it had

received a dressing of guano, he found it to contain only

three grains of organic matter ; on making another

analysis on the 16th day of May, after an application of

guano, he found present seven grains. Under these cir-

cumstances, whether farmers adopted a deep system of

drainage or a shallow one, it was, in his opinion, well

deserving of their consideration whether the water which

was drawn from the soil might not, in some form or

other, be rendered available for the purpose of irriga-

tion.

Mr. R. Baker said there was one element which

entered into the question before them that Mr. Denton

had not touched upon, but which was one of great

importance to the tenant occupier. He meant the

economy of drainage. In his district, and he be-

lieved in most other districts, the whole expense of the

drainage must be met by the farmers themselves, and

frequently this was done under very disadvantageous

circumstances, from the fact that they had no security

on the land, being merely occupying tenants from year

to year. The prevailing mode of letting lands had,

therefore, induced the farmer to adopt the least expen-

sive system for eff'ecting its drainage ; and if the work

was well done, without regard to duration—that was to

say, if it were efficient for the purposes of the occupying

tenant, during the period he held the land, that was all

he would care to accomplish (Hear, hear). He sub-

mitted, then, that some of the old methods of draining

might in such cases be resorted to as beneficially for the
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tiifla being as the most elaborate tile draiaing that could

be adopted. He knew he was venturing upon tender

ground, and that he should startle certain gentlemen

present, when he said, that a drain cut to the depth of

from 20 to 30 inches, filled up with a portion of wood,

and covered with straw, was a good and an effective one.

He might be told by tile drainers that it was impossible

to attain the object desired by such a drain ; but he was

willing to put in competition with any pipe drainage in

the country, portions of the county of Essex which have

been drained after this manner, at a cost of only 40s. an

acre ; and where the land was as effectually drained as it

was possible to be by any of the more expensive pro-

cesses (Hear).

Mr. Mechi.—On hard chalky clay soils.

Mr. Baker.—Hard chalky clay constituted the soil

of half the counties of Essex, Suffolk, and the major

part of Hertfordshire also. But he was not speaking of

hard chalky clay alone ; because the method he had

described was carried out on various descriptions of soil.

He admitted, however, that on soils alternative from

clay to sand, and sand to clay, its adoption was impolitic,

and that there the use of pipes or stone became abso-

lutely necessary. But as the hard chalky clay extended

over so large a portion of our counties, and the process

mentioned had effectually attained the object, wliy go to

more expensive processes, when that would do as well ?

(Hear, hear). Where the draining according to this

system was well executed, it was generally found to last

the duration of a lease of 14 years, and upon the wet

chalky clays 21 years. He remembered the late Mr.

Smith, of Deanstone, once delivering a lecture on the

subject of drainage in that very room. On that occa-

sion, he (Mr. Baker) expressed the same views he had

expressed to-night, and invited Mr. Smith into Essex,

to show him the extent to which the system was carried

out. Mr. Smith accepted the invitation, and he (Mr.

Baker), in company with Mr. Fisher Hobbs, showed

him the lands so drained. Mr. Smith was astounded at

the manner in which the drains operated ; for he found

that, although the wood and straw had wasted away and

disappeared, the drains were perfect. In some of them

he inserted his walking-stick its entire length ; and he

hesitated not to say, that with such a soil there was no

necessity for any pipes whatever. Let gentlemen but

investigate the subject as Mr. Smith had done, and he

was satisfied they would arrive at the same opinion.

Mr. B. Webster said, having taken a very decided

part for the last five years against the general adoption

of a system of deep drainage in this country, he felt

bound to thank Mr. Denton for the very able manner
in which he had treated the subject. In fact he never

heard the subject treated so ably before. He (Mr.

Webster) had always been a strong advocate for draining

spring lands and porous soils deep, at wide intervals,

according to their nature ; but he was convinced by ex-

perience that on retentive clay subsoils not surcharged

with under-water,a depth of three feet, at moderate dis-

tances, was more efficacious than a greater depth. With
the view of bringing the matter to a test, he would sug-

gest that a committee of members of the club should

be selected to accompany himself on a tour of inspec-

tion ; and if his suggestion were adopted, he would pay

every farthing of the expense incurred, provided he did

not prove to the satisfaction of those gentlemen, whom
he thought to be the greatest opponents of his own plan,

that a system of three-feet dramage, at moderate distances,

on the retentive clay soils of this country, would make

the land in the most healthy condition both for agricul-

tural operations and for the stock which was fed upon it.

Nothing would do so much to settle the question as the

appointing a committee to investigate and report to the

club. The Government started by saying that they would

lend no money for drainage which was not four feet

deep. If their opinion had not undergone some altera-

tion, why had they since departed from that principle.

Mr. Denton.—Have they done so ?

Mr. B. Webster was informed on good

authority of instances in which they had. Did time

permit, he could enumerate many cases in which

the system which he advocated had proved most

successful, among which was the case of a gentleman

on his left, Mr. Thomas, who occupied land on the Bed-

ford estate. The question was not, however, between

one mode and another. Every one who was at all ac-

quainted with the matter, knew that springs ought to be

treated as springs, and porous soils as porous soils ; and

as to the case of retentive soils not charged with under-

water, he would be happy to leave it to a committee to

decide from a comparison, whether four feet or three

feet were most desirable.

Mr. Mechi said, having paid a great deal of attention

to the subject of drainage, he felt that a new light had

been thrown upon it that evening, by his friend Mr.

Denton. Before, however, they decided in favour of any

particular depth of drainage, they must, he thought,

consider first, how far water would go down in heavy

clays; and, how far the roots of plants would descend in

such clays. He agreed with Mr. Denton, that there

was a limit to the passage of water in very tenacious

clays. He had found that below five or six feet, clay-

land was flaked off, and no longer had the appearance of

the soil within the range of filtration, that soil being

homogeneous and tenacious, whereas what was below

was slippery, in detached masses, and not affected

by the drain. His own experience proved that a five-

feet drainage was, on strong soils, an available system.

As a tenant farmer, on one farm he proceeded on Mr.

Baker's principle, of going the cheapest way to work.

He drained the land five feet deep, at fifty feet apart,

with 1-inch pipes, in the strongest clay, perhaps,

that any one present ever saw. This cost him about

32s. per acre, and he was prepared to assert that it

paid him amply. He could not say that it was as

perfect as it ought to be ; he believed it would have

been more advantageous to put another drain between,

making the drains twenty-five feet apart. The expense

would have been doubled, but the outlay would still

have been profitable to him. He had drained a good

many acres with a depth of five feet and an interval of

six or seven and twenty feet, and could asure them that

the operation was la that case exce edingly profitable ;
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and, oathe other hand, when he had gone beyond that

distance, and drained fields at intervals of forty, forty-

five, or fifty feet apart, he had found that he was wrong

in so doing. He entirely agreed with Mr. Denton, that

when the roots of plants came in contact with stagnant

water, they turned away from it with disgust, as if they

knew it would be fatal to their existence ; and that in

considering the proper depth of drains, it must be borne

in mind that roots often penetrated to a depth of five

feet. Why, he had himself known parsnip roots to run

down thirteen feet six inches in the soil (laughter). The

meeting might laugh ; but he would refer them for con-

firmation to his friend Mr. Dickson, of Witham, on

whose farm the thing occurred. The case was by

no means singular ; Mr. Hobbs had, he believed, tried

some experiments with wheat in a number of hogs-

heads, and had found the roots going down from three

feet six inches to five feet. Having tried various depths

for draining, his conclusion was that, provided the water

would filter through, the deeper they went the better.

To that he would add, that if drains were put deep in the

soil after a dry summer, it would be a very long while

before any water would run out, as five feet of clay would

hold a great deal of water in suspension. Mr. Baker had

remarked that the chalky soils of his own district were

very easily drained with bushes.

Mr. Baker: I did not say with bushes; but with

wood.

Mr. Mechi continued : Mr. Baker had painted the

sunny side of Essex. There was a large portion of the

county to which his remarks were not applicable.

Mr. Thomas wished to guard himself against

dogmatic assertion on this subject. In the instructive

remarks of Mr. Denton, there was one point from which

that gentleman appeared unwilling to swerve, namely

an undeviating depth of four feet for drains. He (Mr.

Thomas) was convinced that Mr. Denton felt that he

was right in setting forth that principle ; but at the same

time it should be recollected that he did not assert, and

he (Mr. Thomas) was sure he would not assert, that it

was absolutely and perfectly right. His own experience

in draining was much more favourable to the views of

Mr. Bullock Webster. Having drained at various

depths, he had invariably found that where the soil was

of a tenacious consistency, drains three feet deep kept

the land perfectly dry, and left at harvest-time a con-

tinued and unbroken level of corn -crop; so that practised

husbandinen could not tell where springs weie or where

they were not. In a little field of five acres, the drains

were four feet deep and forty feet apart ; but what was

the result ? In that field he had never grown more than

three quarters of corn per acre, and three-fourths of the

land was often under water. He had now had the land

gathered up into its old form, and was about to have

drains made three feet deep. It might be true that

certain roots extended to a depth of eight or nine feet

;

but it was not on that account to be supposed that the

land would repay the cost of drainage of proportionate

depth. Should Mr. Bullock Webster's suggestion with

regard to the appointment of a committee be adopted,

he should be happy to exhibit his own land. This was

a case in which no fixed rule could be laid down. What
was best in particular instances must depend on cir-

cumstances.

Mr. Mechi would like Mr. Thomas to state whether

the four-feet drainage on the Duke of Bedford's estate

had failed ?

Mr. Thomas said that asfarashis ownknowledgewent,

he had never seen any drainage done four feet deep. He
had not stated that the four-feet drainage was a failure.

The Chairman thought he might shorten the dis-

cussion by stating that draining was commenced close

to his own farm at four feet ; and that he believed the

error was in the distance, the drains being put twice as

far apart as they ought to have been. An additional

drain had been made since, and the whole now did

very well.

Mr. Walton said, that many years ago, long before

deep drainage was thought of, he drained 100 acres of land

at Chigwell, at a cost not exceeding £2 per acre ; the

drains being 1 dh feet apart, and across the furrows. He
used bushes, and cuttings of elm trees and willows,

putting small bushes at the bottom, and large ones at

the top. Every acre which was thus drained gave him a

sack of wheat in the first crop. At the end of 20 years,

he saw the drains running hard, and he was there to

prove that they were running now (laughter).

Mr. W. Bennett, viewing the question prac-

tically, was of opinion that the truth lay between

the extremes. The result of his own experience was,

that in an open porous soil, with a good outfall, they

could hardly go too deep ; but this did not apply to

strong tenacious soils. As regarded the question of

expense, he was reminded of an observation of his late

lamented brother's, namely, that he preferred draining

himself to having the work done for him by his landlord ;

because it was better to incur a moderate expense at

once than to have to pay a heavy per-centage for a long

period. As regarded the Bedford estate, everyone knew

that there had been some very good drainage upon it.

Mr. Stokes thought the great subject of discussion

had been rather lost sight of, namely, what was the best

general depth for drainage on all soils ? He had seen a

great deal of draining done in Nottinghamshire and

Leicestershire, and was decidedly of opinion that four-

feet draining was the most eff"ectual that could be adopted,

provided the drains were not placed too far apart. On
strong tenacious soils the distance ought not to be more

than 27 feet. If they had a gravelly subsoil, an interval

of five-and-twenty yards would do very well. With

regard to the materials to be used, Mr. Denton did not

say much, though he recommended the use of pipes.

He (Mr. Stokes) thought that when they were going to

incur an expense of ^5 per acre for permanent improve-

ments, it was most important that they should use only

materials which would prove permanent. For his own

part, he should certainly never lay down pipes without

collars ; for in that case the end of one pipe would sink,

and the drain be stopped up. With collars the drain

would last a great number of years, and there would be

no loss of capital.

Mr. Spooner said no one could doubt that evidence
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might be adduced to show that in some cases deep drain-

ing had answered exceedingly well ; that in other cases

extremely shallow draining had succeeded ; and that in

other instances, again, a medium system had been

adopted with advantage. He could not help thinking

that the contrariety of opinion on the subject was attri-

butable in a great degree to the circumstance, that, when

gentlemen spoke of clay soils, they did not state what

was their precise nature. A clay might contain five-

and-twenty per cent, of sand, or fifty per cent., or

seventy-five ; and it was folly to suppose that the same

system of draining would answer equally well in each of

those cases. The question was, when clays contained

fifty per cent, of sand, and ^5 per acre had to be laid

out iu draining, what system would answer best ? He
had himself examined various drains, and had found

much greater diversity of operation than he could have

imagined.

Mr. Wood quite admitted that four-feet drainage was

superior in itself to drainage of less depth ; but, after

calculating the difference of cost as between three feet

and four feet, he had arrived at the conclusion that the

former answered his purpose best. lie doubted whether

the improiement of the land would be suflacient to meet

the extra expense.

The Chairman said, having been himself for many

years connected with draining, and having done a great

deal on the farm which he occupied, he could not refrain

from giving a faint outline of his experience. With re-

gard to stiff tenacious clays—he meant those clays which

contained no stone, which were not at all calcareous, and

which, if a dish were made of them in the shape of a

bowl, would hold water in the same way that a bowl did

—his experience led him to the conclusion that the best

way of draining such clays was to make the drains three

feet deep, and eighteen feet apart. This conclusion he

arrived at from observations which he had had an oppor-

tunity of making at Collington, near St. Ives. As re-

garded the depth of drain, they must always take into

consideration the nature of the land to be operated upon.

No precise line could be drawn as to three feet, four

feet, or five feet. The only line to guide them was

common sense, and if they adhered to that they could

not go very far wrong.

Mr. Denton, in reply, observed : As regarded

depth, he had not said whether the general depth should

be four feet or five feet ; what he contended was, that

there should be some minimum. He was surprised to

hear Mr. Baker and Mr. Thomas declare that it was of

no use to go deeper than three feet if that depth would

do. He maintained that three feet would not do. He
had himself traced wheat roots nine feet deep ; and, in

the presence of some half-dozen scientific men, he had,

on Lord Carnarvon's estate, in the middle of pasture

ground, taken up two -inch pipes four feet deep, and

found them filled with the roots of perennial grasses.

He could not regard this otherwise than as an indica-

tion of natural habit. Let the soil be improved, and the

roots of all plants would descend deeper ; and the deeper

the soil was, the better would it be for vegetation.

He quite agreed with Mr. Spooner, that in dealing with

clays they must have regard to their constituent proper-

ties.

No formal resolution having been offered, the proceed-

ings terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Denton,

and a similar compliment to Mr. Pain for his conduct

in the chair.

THE ANNUAL DINNER OF THE
CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.

The annual dinner took place on Thursday evening, Dec.

7, at Radley's Hotel, under the presidency of Mr. Owen

Wallis, of Overstone Grange, Northampton, supported

by LordBerners, Mr. R. Baker, Mr. Trethewy, Mr. W.
Bennett, Mr. J. T. Davy, Mr. Mechi, Mr. C. Johnson,

the Rev. C. Day, Mr. Skelton, Mr. E. B. Burton,

Mr. H. Hall (of Neasdon), Mr. Crosskill, Mr. J.

Howard (Bedford), Mr. Shearer, Mr. B. Webster, Mr.

Thomas, Mr. N. G. Barthropp, Mr. Wood (of Wood-

bridge), Mr. J. Williams, Mr. Page, Mr. Wood (of

Cuckfield), Mr. Grainger, Mr. Cressingham, Mr. Den'

ton, Mr. W. Spearing, Mr. J. Bell (Dover), Mr. R.

Cheffins, Mr. W. Cheffins, Mr. J. A. WUliams, &c., &c.,

upwards of eighty sitting down.

The loyal toasts having been received with customary

enthusiasm,

The Chairman proposed "The Army and Navy."

This duty was, he observed, one of great pleasure and

also one of great pain. It was a pleasure to be able to

offer a meed of praise, imperfect though it might be,

to that gallant band who had at the Alma, at Balaklava,

and at Inkermann won for themselves such immortal

fame (loud cheers). If the blue jackets had not

equally distinguished themselves on their native element,

it was because the enemy had not dared to give them

an opportunity, of which he was sure they would have

made good use ; and they had rendered essential service

to the army on the heights of Sebastopol. While

thinking of our brave army and navy, they must not

forget their gallant allies (cheers). Costly as the war

might be, it was to be held cheaply purchased if those

who were our nearest neighbours by geographical posi-

tion should henceforth be our fast friends. If, from

their position in the field, our own troops had hitherto

had the lion's share of the fighting, they had been

nobly seconded by their French comrades. Let them

hope that these gallant fellows would receive timely

succour, so that when they next met the enemy it would

be on more equal terms, and, though the result could

not be more glorious, he trusted it would in that case

be more satisfactory. With these observations, he

called upon them to drink with nine- times-nine to the

army and navy of Great Britain.

Lieut. Davy, in responding, expressed his inability

as a humble subaltern of the militia adequately to re-

present the army and navy. With respect to that branch

of the service to which he belonged, however, he would

observe that its military knowledge was not very exten-

sive because they had not been out long, but let them

have the opportunity and they would no doubt show
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tbenossives Englishmen (cheers). He was ordered to

join his oivn regiment next week, and it was, he believed,

the earnest wish of nearly the whole body to be seat on

active service (renewed cheers).

The Chairman said the next toast on the list was
" Success to the London Farmers' Club." It was to be

regretted that the club did not comprise greater num-
bars, and was not even more influential than it was.

Some thought that by doubling the subscriptions they

v.ould double the number of members ; others thought

tje etfeci would be precisely the reverse. On that sub-

ject he would not offer an opinion ; but, so far as be was

individually concerned, he had always valued the club

fjr the opportunity which it gave farmers of assembling

together, and discussing the details of agricultural ope-

rations in a manner which was likely to lead to the best

results (Hear, hear).

The toast having been drunk with enthusiasm,

Mr. R. Baker rose to respond. He assured them

that no one in this country could entertain a higher

opinion of the usefulness of the club than he did. In

his judgment, the prosperity of the club did not depend

so much on the amount subscribed as on the efforts of

members to introduce new members, and to give the

c'iUb the benefit of the abilities of others in its discus-

sions as well as of their own. That the Farmers' Club

was instituted for an object worthy of the country no one

would deny. It aimed at introducing for discussion

those subjects which had relation, and were most appli-

cable, to farming pursuits. It endeavoured to elucidate

ssientific subjects, showing how they might be combined

with practice, and made applicable to the great object

of enabling the country to produce sufficient food for its

iuhabitarits. There had been much speculation on that

question ; and if speculation were more rife at one time

than at another, it must be in the present emergency.

There was a period when tbey were told that it was not

necessary to cultivate the soil ; but it was now evident

that if the soil had not been cultivated the people would

have been deprived of their daily food. This showtd

how necessary their exertions were to ensure that that

which was essential to the well-being of the nation should

not ffiil. Swift wrote that he who made two ears of

wheat grow where only one grew before, did more service

to his country than the whole race of politicians put

together ; and at a time when the population was in-

creasing at such an astonishing rate, while there was

but a limited nutnber of acres to supply its wants,

it became the cultivators of the soil to make every acre

of land produce all it was capable of yielding, and thus

to place the nation in that position which could only be

obtained through their exertions. He knew that some
gentlemen were too apt to regard this question under

a political aspect. He had on some occasions been

questioned by gentlemen who represented them in the

House of Commons as to how the Bridge-street Porlia-

msnt was progressing. One member of that house

recently said to him, jokingly, " How is it that, after all

your discussions, you come to no very definite proposi-

tion or resolution?" To which he (Mr. Baker) replied,

" I can't tell how it is, except that we are too apt

to imitate our betters in that respect " (laughter). But,

setting joking aside, he must say a most important era

was opening to the agricultural world. Science had

stepped into the field, and promised to do very much for

the advaricement of farming pursuits. They all knew

the advantages of chemistry—a science which was not

at all appreciated by agriculiurists ten years ago. Every

farmer who dealt largely in manure, and especially

those descriptions of manure which were called artificial,

must be aware that he was indebted to chemistry for

protecting him against fraud, and for teaching him what

he ought to buy and how he should proceed, in order

that his money might be most advantageously invested

in the soil. Such were some of the advantages deriva-

ble from chemistry. But there was a still wider field

for its application— a higher pursuit in which it rendered

valuable aid to the agriculturist. The constituent pro-

perties of soils were not at the present moment under-

stood. The relative merits of soils as to formation and

character were not generally known. Very few farmers

were geologists ; while, on the other hand, there were

many geologists who, though not practical farmers, were

enabled, chiefly through the medium of societies like

that whose anniversary they were celebrating, to com-

municate information of the utmost value to the farming

interest and to the country. Only two nights ago the club

had a very able discussion on the principles of draining.

A very clever paper was read, which led to a discussion

as to the best depth and the best mode of arriving

at the attainment of the object. Some gentlemen

argued for one depth, some for anotiier ; but no one took

a geological, view of the question ; no one observed that

the depth which would be best for a stratified soil would

not be adapted to an unstratified soil— that what would

be most beneficial in the one case would he far frooi

desirable in the other. Lord Berners, he believed, had

had experience in this matter which enabled him to speak

with something like authority. Mr. Trimmer bad, if he

recollected rightly, carried out his draining process on

his lordship's estates—an estate on which the soil was so

far stratified, or so far combined with other soils, that

by a judicious distribution and arrangement of the drains,

an object was effected which would not have been secured

by the usual mode of proceeding. These were objects

which were worthy of pursuit ; and by means of discus-

sions like those which took place in the club, information

was diffused which tended most effectually to promote

what crnduced to the benefit of the many (Hear, hear).

He held that while clubs established on the principles of

the London Farmers' Club contributed greatly to tha

promotion of such objects as he had indicated, that club

was especially useful in that respect, owing in a great

degree to its central position, and to its being more

easily accessible than any of the local clubs, to great num-
bers of agriculturists. The subscription of one pound a

year was so small, that no perso.n could be prevented

from joining it by pecuniary considerations. Indeed, if

the subscriptions were doubled or trebled, few should

on that account hesitate to join its ranks. He
held, however, that it was by combination—by num-

bars—that the great object was to be secured (Hear,
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Lear). Tbey were not ail of a scientific cast of

mind ; they were not all capable of combining science

with practice ; they were not all reading men
;

many members of the club were practical, while

others were theorists ; and by bringing the two

classes together, and eliciting discussion on points of

difference, the club was most likely to secure its object:.

'Jhe larger th'j number of men brought together in one

society, the greater was likely to be the amountof benefit.

He felt great pleasure, therefore, in responding to the

toast ; and at the same time he would press upon

farmers the necessity of giving the club their confidence,

and not their confidence only, but also their support.

On the first establishment of mechanics' institutes great

opposition was made to them. In like manner, on the

first instituiion of farmers' clubs, the objection was taken

that farmers could not meet without becoming political,

and that in becoming political they would become mis-

chievous. Such, however, had not proved to be the

c^e. Politics were not treated of in their clubs. Suc-

cessful endeavours were made to avoid them to the

utmost ; and althoug!'. their meetings might sometimes

be liable to division, he hoped they would never be ex-

posed to contempt. He therefore urged farmers to give

them their support, while pursuing to the utmost of

their ability a course which was productive of benefit

to the country at large, and more especially to the agri-

cultural interest (cheers).

Lord Berners said he rose, in obedience to the

orders of the Committee, to propose the next toast

—

and he could assure'them he did so with great pleasure—
" The health of the Chairman" (cheers). They were

all witnesses to the excellent manner in which the

Chairman had performed his duties, and he (Lord

Berners) heard from all who knew him that he was a

good farmer and a good man. He need say no more.

His friend (Mr. Baker) had so completely cut the

ground from under his feet, and there was really very

little for him to add respeciing the club. Long before

this Club was established, he proposed that a farmers'

club should be formed in London. He was extremely

happy to have his name enrolled as a member ; for he
was satisfied that through the medium of such institu-

tions the best feelings were engendered, and the greatest

benefit was secured to the agricultural interest. It had
been remarked by the Chairman that one of the objects

of the club was, that when farmers met together they

might discuss topics of practical interest. He recol-

lected that about this period last year the question of

statistics was being discussed, and he then expressed it

as his own opinion that if the farmers of two or three

parishes were to make returns jointly, no inconvenience

could possibly arise. His friend (Mr. Baker) had
alluded to times gone by. He (Lord Eerners) stated

then what he would now repeat, that he was perfectly

satisfied that had the wealth of the farmers of England,

and the number of people whom they employed, and
who were dependent on them for support, been more
generally known, the farmers would never have been

attacked and vilified in the way they had been. There

was another point to wtich he desired to advert. He

had not had the pleasure and advantage of attending

any of the discussions of the past year, though he had

perceived from the reports of the proceedings that some

of the discussions were extremely interesting and useful.

He did not Know whether or not they had had under

their consideration the question of ru equality of weights

and measures for the same district. He was tolerably

well accustomed to the examination of parliamen-

tary papers, and he found returns made of so

many pounds' weight at Lii^erpool or Hull, and

at the same time a quotation by imperial measure and

the bushel. Again, there was the pernicious system

under which a sale by quantity or measure had to be

made up in weight (Hear, hear). He had protested

dgainst this in his own county. When times were bad,

farmers were obliged to submit to it ; but at present

the advantage was in his favour. His own practice was

to say, " There is the sample; if you don't like it you

need not have it ; I will not make up weight" (Hear,

hear). This year his wheat-crop was so good, that he

did not anticipate any such demand, the weight being

18 stone 81bs. He was not going to trouble them with

statistics. He must beg them, however, as practical

farmers, occasionally to look at the parliamentary re-

turns, with the view of ascertaining the quantity of

wheat imported from year to year, and from month to

month. It appeared to him that at the present moment

it was particularly necessary that farmers should look at

that question. During the last five months, with high

prices, with every inducement to import corn into this

country, there was a deficiency of considerably more

than a million quarters— in the Liverpool reports it was

stated at two millions—as compared with the importa-

tion of previous years. This, with a price ranging from

70s. to 80s., was a very great deficiency indeed, and

from the best inquiries which he had been enabled to

make, he thought there was no reason to suppose that

there would soon be any great supply of wheat from

abroad. This led him to the consideration of the event-

ful times in which they lived. How grateful ought thej

to be to that Almighty Power which had blessed them

with an abundant harvest ! If that had not been the

case, in what condition, he asked, would they be now ?

With a crop as deficient as that of last year, and with

the still greater deficiency in the supply of foreign corn,

how would it have been possible to find the requisite

amount of food for the people ? (Hear, hear.) Thank-

ing them for the kind attention which they had paid to

his remarks, he would sit down by proposing the health

of the Chairman.

The toast having been drunk with great applause,

The Chairman briefly returned thanks.

Lord Berners again rose, and said Mr. Baker had

kindly alluded to his (Lord Berners') system of draining.

The fact was that he had pursued that system for nearly

twenty years, though he hiid carried it out with increased

earnestness during the last seven or eight years. It

happened that he was at the rooms of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society when Mr. Trimmer give his lecture.

He remarked to that gentleman on the occasion that

what had been then advocated in theory he had re-

D 2
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duced to practice ; and he offered to show him the whole

system in operation. The information which he then

offered to Mr. Trimmer he should now be happy to give

to every individual present. If during the spring or

summer months any member of the club would do him

the favour to come down to Keythorpe and spend two or

three days with him, he should be happy to give him an

opportunity of judging whether the system answered or

not (cheers). All that he would say on that point was

that it answered so far as this—that cold, wet clay land

was now a friable loam, and that upon land which

tenants had refused to accept at a pound an acre he

could grow five or six quarters of wheat. He was grow-
ing this year from 26 to 28 tons of mangel-wurzel— he
had grown 40 tons—on this inferior land ; and he could

fold his sheep upon it.

Mr. Thomas, on rising to propose the next toast,

said that club described but comparatively a very little

circle in the world of agriculture, though they did

their best. But there was another society which ramified

throughout every county of England and Wales, and

which held its meetings in all parts of the country—he
referred to the Royal Agricultural Society of England

(cheers). It appeared to him that that society had ren-

dered great service with regard to the improvement of

stock and the management of land. Mr. Thomas then

proceeded with a most eloquent address, illustrating the

high estimation in which agricultural pursuits had been

held in all ages of the world, and observing that it was a

happy moment for agriculture when the late Lord Spencer

conceived the idea of forming a society from which agri-

culturists in all parts of the country derived so much
benefit in the pursuit of their calling.

Mr. Barthropp said, as a member of the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society, he would merely observe

that during the short time that he had had the privilege

of attending the Council meetings, he had seen manifest-

ations of the strongest desire to render the society as

useful as possible to agriculture ; and all that was needed

to render the society still more useful than it had been

was, that there should be an accession of members to

increase the funds at its disposal. He hoped that if

there were any gentlemen sitting round the table who
were not members already, they would speedily become
so (Hear, hear).

Mr. Sidney said, at the request of the committee

—

as a consumer, not as a practical farmer—he rose to

propose a toast having reference to a society to which
the country had long been indebted, and in whose pros-
perity it was especially interested at the present time.

For when they were engaged in a war which they must all

feel was likely to prove a very serious one, the feeding

became quite as important as the fighting (Hear, hear).

He rose to propose " Success to the Smithfield Club,"
and he would couple with it the name of a gentleman
who now occupied the post of senior steward of that

club, and who had distmguished himself as a practical

farmer and as a breeder of Devon cattle. He referred

to Lieut. Davey (cheers). This was a toast which must

always be well received by the Farmers' Club, because

it so happened that that club included the names

of many who had signalized themselves at the Smithfield

Show—Mr. Hudson, Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Jonas Webb, and

others. Still stronger appeared the claims of the Smith-

field Club to their sympathy when they considered the

position which this country held with regard to the

breeding of animals, compared with its position fifty

years ago ; and after having seen the magnificent short-

horn which was exhibited that week by his Grace the

Duke of Rutland, and having regard to the general

improvement which had taken place, it was with very

great pleasure that he now proposed " Success to the

Smithfield Club.

Lieut. Davy, in responding, said he was happy to be

able to state that the Smithfield Club was in a position

in which very few societies were—it had suflScient funds

in hand to pay the next year's expenses (laughter).

Mr. W. Bennett proposed " Success to the Local

Farmers' Clubs of the kingdom." The time was coming,

he believed, and was near at hand, when the agriculture

of their native land would be regarded in a right point

of light. The period was past when anything like deri-

sion could be applied to a pursuit of such vast moment

to mankind ;' and every one now admitted that with the

well-being of agriculture was bound up that of the state.

All history supported this view. As to local farmers'

clubs, they had always been found an excellent means

of promoting improvement in agriculture, and of

diffusing useful information throughout the country.

As to the misunderstandings which often arose be-

tween men of practice and men of science, he was

convinced that in that case, as in many others,

truth lay between the extremes ; and while they should

endeavour to prevent visionary men from leading

the public astray, they must not neglect to examine

what might aid the advancement of agriculture. He
had lived long enough to learn that everything old

was not necessarily bad. Farmers' clubs, when pro-

perly conducted, and when party politics were excluded

from them, were, he was persuaded, of the greatest ser-

vice to agriculture, by enabling farmers to ascertain

all that was going on in the country, and especially in

relation to their own occupations. It was, therefore,

with great pleasure that he proposed the toast which had

beenentrusted to him.

Mr. Spearing, of the Winchester Farmers' Club,

responded, observing that farmers' clubs did much to

supply the educational deficiencies, and to facilitate the

safe advance of agriculture.

The remaining toasts included " The Committee,"

acknowledged by the vice-chairman, Mr. Wood, of Sus-

sex ;
" The health of Lord Berners," proposed by Mr.

Trethewy ; " The Secretary, Mr. Corbet;" and " The
Ladies," given by Mr. Shearer.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

The half-yearly meeting of the members was held on

Saturday, Dec. 9, in Hanover Square ; Mr. Miles,

M.P., in the chair.

The Secretary, Mr. Hudson, read the following

report:

—

REPORT.
The Council have to report, that since the last General

Meeting in May, the Society has lost 45 of its members

by death or otherwise, while 135 new members have

during the same period been elected on its list, which

now contains

—

89 Life Governors,

145 Annual Governors,

778 Life iM embers,

4236 Annual Members, and
19 Honorary Members,

The vacancy in the Council created by the death of

Mr. French Burke has been filled-up by the appoint-

ment of the Earl of Darnley.

In consequence of the losses incurred by the

meeting at Lewes, and by the non-payment of sub-

scriptions due, the Council have found it necessary to

sell out of the funds the sum of £"1,500, thereby reducing

the amount of funded property to ^£9,264. When all

the out-standing claims of the Society, which by inat-

tention have not yet been sent in, are paid, a fair balance

will remain in the hands of the bankers.

The whole of the second part of the Journal for the

current year is now in type, and in the course of

being printed for distribution among the members.

It will contain, among other papers, two lectures

delivered before the Society by Professor Simonds,

on the Age of Animals as indicated by their Teeth

;

and Professor Way's lecture on the Agricultural Action

of Lime. The Council have agreed to the following

schedule for the prize essays to be sent in for compe-

tition to the Secretary by the 1st of March next :

—

Farmiug of Warwickahire £50
Farming of Buckinghamshire 50
Chemical changes in the fermentation of Dung .... 30
Artificial Manures, and principles of their application 20
Artificial Feeding stuffs 20
Causes of Fertility and Barrenness in Soils 40
Retention of Moisture in dry Turnip Land 10
Prevention and cure of Mildew in cereal crops 20
Lameness in Siieep and Lambs 20
Any other^agricultural subject 10

£270

The country meeting at Lincoln has proved in every

respect to have been one of the most successful hitherto

held by the Society. The cordial greeting and hospi-

tality the members received, the liberality of the Mayor
and the co-operation of the local committee, alike con-

tributed to promote most effectively the objects of the

Society on that occasion; while the special prizes offered

by the Mayor to the owners of hunting horses and to

the breeders of improved Lincoln sheep, and those for

long- wool offered by the local committee, increased the

variety of the show. A peculiar international interest

was at the same time given to the proceedings by the

presence of a body of gentlemen deputed specially

to attend the meeting by his Majesty the Emperor of

the French, as a mark of his respect towards the Society

and the agriculturists of the kingdom. The trials of

implements on that occasion were conducted with great

care, and with strict attention to results. In the testing

of power, two important inventions were introduced,

which still further promoted that highly important ob-

ject : namely, 1. Mr. Amos's improved dynamometer for

self-registering, at one and the same time, the power and

velocity required in working the various classes of

machines exhibited ; and, 2. Mr. Balke's employment

of a vibrating pendulum, to supersede certain personal

superintendence required previously in the trial of steam-

engines. The Society have been indebted to Messrs.

Easton and Amos and the Messrs. Ransomes and Sims

respectively for the use of those instruments at the Lin-

coln trials.

The Council have accepted the invitation of the

authorities of Carlisle to hold the Society's country

meeting of 1855 in that city ; and measures have already

been taken for preparing the land for the trial of im-

plements and for the purposes of the show-yard. The

Council have agreed to the following schedule of prizes

to be awarded at that meeting in the classes of cattle,

horses, sheep, and pigs, namely :
—

Short-horned cattle £160
Hereford cattle 160

Devon cattle 160

Scotch cattle 105

Agricultural horses generally 150

Clydesdale horses 50

Leicester sheep 110
Southdown and other short-wooUei sheep .... 110

Long-woolled sheep not Leicesters 110

Mountain sheep 40

Pigs 70

Total £1,225

They have postponed to their first meeting in February

the consideration of the question of prizes for farm

poultry, and their decisions on those for agricultural

implements and machinery.

The Council continue to be favoured by the Earl of

Clarendon with returns furnished by the English Minis-

ters and Consuls, of the existence of guano or nitrates

within their respective jurisdictions. The noble Lord

has likewise intimated that special instructions have been

given by the Admiralty for investigations to be made by

cruisers in tropical seas in cases where a probability of

success is indicated by collateral circumstances. These

various communications will eventually form a body of

valuable evidence for the Society ; and the Council

cannot too strongly express their deep sense of Lord

Clarendon's great interest in promoting the objects

of the Society.

The French Government have transmitted to the

Society, through the Minister of Agriculture aod Com-
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merce ia Paris, a valuable collection of the most im-

jiortant agricultural works recently published in France ;

iatinaating that all requests from the Society for any in-

r'>raiation from France will be complied with. The

Council, in acknowledging this mark of distinguished

consideration on the part of the French Government,

hive availed themselves of the opportunity of transmit-

ting a complete set of the Society's Journal for their

acceptance.

The constant influx of new members from every part

of the kingdom affords presumption of the public useful-

ness of the Society, and of the advantages derived from

;'. national institution, which, uniting in itself so large a

proportion of the agricultural community dispersed

tUroughoat the country, becomes a powerful engine for

carrying into effective action those improvements or

alterations, which, while tending to advance individual

iuterests, promote the general welfare of the nation.

By order of the Council,

James Hudson, Secretary.

HALF-YEARLY ACCOUNT, ending 30th June, 1854.

RECEIPTS.

Balsnce in the hands of the Bankers, 2nd Jan

,

1854 £1,107
Balance in the hands of the Secretary, 2nd Jan.,

1854 14 7
169 16

40
Governo s' Annual Subscriptiona 474
Members' Life-Compositious . . 340
Menabera' Annual Subscriptions 2,208
Receipts on account of Journal 334
iUceipts on account of (Gloucester) Country
Meeting 7 15

]">ividends on Stock
(Jovernor's balance of Life-Composition

8 10

12

£4,69a 9

Thos. Eaymond Barker, Chairman.
C. B. Challoner.
Wm. Fisher Hobbs.
Samuel Jonas.

. payments.

rermanent charges c

Taxes and Rates
Estabhshmei t

Postage and Carriage

Advertisements , . .

.

Payments on account of Journal

Veterinary Grant, lialt' a year

Veterinary Investigations

'Jiiemical Grant, half a year

Chemical Investigations, half a year

i'r:ze3 ,

I'ayments on account of Country Meetings
(luriiig the half-year :

—

On account of Gloucester. . .. £734 14 9
On account of Lincohi 516 3 10

£170 12
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of subscriptions unpaid, and it was hoped that they

would come in ; and as, moreover, stocks were not in

a good position for sellins, the Commiitee hesi-

tited, in the hope that they might be enabled to steer

clear of the difficulty. Towards the autumn they found

further delay impracticable, and a sale to the amoun t

stated then took place. At the November meeting of

the Council he was authorized to address—he would

not say a remonstrance, but a calm statement of the

difficulties of the Society—to those members who had

not paid. Some delay occurred in getting out the cir-

cular, and it was not till the middle of the month tiiat

it was sent forth ; and it was but justice to the gentle-

men to whom it was addressed, and who were, in fact,

only charged with Inadvertence and inattention, to state

that upon receiving the circular they most promptly

responded to the appeal, and the result was

that there had been a daily indux of something like

£bO since that time (Hear, hear). They had balanced

the account for the year 1854. There was, he believed,

no claim against them except one in the form of an

account for unavoidable repairs in the building in which

they were assembled. The amount of this account

would be p;iid as soon as it was certified to be correct,

and there would remain a very creditable balance at the

bankers' in favour of the Society. It could not be too

frequently impressed on the members, that the means of

the Society were its subscriptions. He agreed with Mr.

Baker that it seemed ratber hard th:it the willing horse

should be always at work, while the sluggard remained

behind and threw obstacles in the way of progress. If

all the subscriptions were paid as they became due, the

Society would never be placed in any difficulty. They

were, however, now going on better, and had a more

paying set of metnbers than they had had for some time.

Sir J. V. Shei.ley moved a vote of thanks to the audi-

tors for auditing the accounts. He must take that op-

portunity of remarking that the whole of the tightness

as regarded money was attributable to the fact that, at

the period of the Lewes Meeting-, there happened to be

a general election, and that the receipts of the show-

yard fell off in consequence to such an extent that some
time must necessarily elapse before they could quite re-

cover. He confessed he did not look with great alarm

upon the fact of their having been obliged to sell out a

portion of their property in the funds. The investment

in the funds must have been intended to meet any such

accident as that which he had mentioned. He did not

feel in the least degree despondent with regard to tlie

present state of their affairs, and he believed the reported

deficiency would soon be supplied. Though not a mem-
ber of the finance committee, he had watched very nar-

roTJy the course which had been pursued, and he felt

great pleasure in submitting the motion.

Mr. W. AsHBURY seconded the motion, which was

adojted.

Mr. Dyer, as one of the auditors, returned thanks

for himself and his colleagues.

On the motion of Mr. J. Luce, seconded by Mr.
Moorsop, the auditors were re-elected.

Colonel Challoner said he rose to move a vote of

thanks which was well merited ; and he was sure th-.t

when he mentioned the name the meeting would cor-

dially respond. The name was that of Piofesscr Way
(Hear, hear), to whom the society owed a deep debt of

gratitude for the light which he had thrown upon

chemistry as immediately connected with agric'iltui\

.

They all knew that certain points which were previously

hidden and unknown to any one had been recently matie

public for the benefit of th'; farmer; and if the Society

had beou the medium of publicity, it must be recoUectid

that it was to the exertions of such men as Professor

Way that they were to look for the origin of these ad-

vantages. No person could have heard the Profe-sor's

lectures without appreciating them ; and until the pub-

lication in the next number of the Journal, the pubhc

Cfiuld not possibly conceive the excessive labour wh'ch

had been undertaken for the benefit of agriculture.

There was one particular in which the labours of the.

Professor had been especially useful ; he referred to the

facilities which he had afforded for the detection of adul-

teration in manures (Hear, hear). This was a matter of

greater consequence to the farmer than almost anythirg

else. If a farmer went into the market, and gave £12

a ton for an article which was not intrinsically worth £2,

he was robbed by wholesale ; and it would be difficilt

to conceive anything more detrimental to his interest

than the liability to such frauds. Professor Way had fc:'-

lessly and honestly carried out his researches on thut

subject ; he had pointed out where the shoals lay ; and

if the farmer were shipwrecked hereafter, it would not

be the fault either of the Professor or the Society. He

would not detain them any longer ; he had already said

quite sufficient to show that Professor Way v as well-

titled to their thanks.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Barthrop, and

adopted.

Professor Way said it was exceedingly gratifying

to him to receive this testimony of the interest which

the Society took in his researches and lectures ; and it

could not but tend to enhance their success. Ti.e

meeting was of course aware that, in researches of tuh

kind, discoveries which were at first attended with great

eclat, being the payment, as it were, of the arrears cf

science as applied to agriculture, excited less interest in

subsequent years. The first bursts of discovery w. ro

naturally considered the grandest. If the details were

worked out only by slow and almost imperceptible de-

grees, the progress made was equally important with the

first discovery ; but then it was not so striking, and d'.d

not excite such general interest. They must not expect,

in agricultural chemistry, to make great and rapid dis--

coveries : he, for one, had never supposed that tliey

would do so. The great work of science, in its applica-

tion to agriculture, seemed to be the gradual elimination

of ideas on the general subject. He formed every day

a better conception of the real objects of science as

applied to agriculture, and a more general diffusion of

knowledge on the subject. Colonel Chalioner had in-

troduced the question of the adulteration of manures.

That v/as a question which came home more immediately

to the farmer than almost any other j but he hoped that,
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after a time, they would have succeeded in producing a

feeling among the dealers in manure that no adultera-

tion was possible (Hear, hear) ; that, by keeping the

cat active, they would prevent her from having any mice

to kill. This result was, in fact, being gradually

brought about. The dealers were becoming more

honest, and a better class of men were entering the

trade (Hear, hear). The effect was slow, but he had no

doubt it would soon be realized.

Mr. Barker said there was another professor to

whom he felt that it would be an injustice not to

acknowledge his services. It might, indeed, be said,

p.nJ with truth, that that gentleman had been thanked

before ; but still he did not think a general meeting

should be allowed to pass over without some acknow-

ledgment being made of the valuable services which he

had recently rendered to agriculture. They had had a

most powerful demonstration of the value of his labours

that very week, the Professor having entered upon a

task which appeared never to have entered into any

one's conception before, his object being to afford means

of ascertaining the precise age of all animals by means

of an examination of their teeth. Such an excellent col-

lection of models had hardly ever been submitted to

public inspection before. So successfully was the idea

brought into practical operation, that it had been shewn

that sheep sent in for prizes which were returned as

seventeen weeks old, were almost as many months

(laughter). As long as they could keep their mouths

shut, it was all very well ; but when these were open

there could no longer be any mistake. The plan which

he referred to would soon be in print, and every one

would be enabled to purchase it in the forthcoming

number of the Society's Journal. He felt great pleasure

in proposing a vote of thanks to Professor Simonds.

Colonel Chatterton seconded the motion, which

was put and adopted.

Professor Simonds, in returning thanks, said he

wanted no other stimulus than this kind appreciation of

his services to induce him to persevere in his efforts to

advance the cause of science in connection with agri-

culture.

The Chairman having vacated his seat, in which he

was succeeded by Colonel Challoner,

Sir J. V. Shelley said he rose as a member of the

Council, and as one who had from the first taken

part in the proceedings of the Society, to move a vote

of thanks to their President, Mr. Miles (cheers). He
felt strongly that they had done well in inviting that

gentleman to take the chair of this great Association
;

and he could say personally, from having been connected

with him as a steward of the implement-yard for several

years, that zealous as many others were in conducting

the operations of the Society, he knew no man who had

from the commencement so invariably devoted himself,

at a great sacrifice of time and labour, to the furtherance

of the interest of the agricultural body ; he therefore

felt great satisfaction in proposing a vote of thanks to

Mr. Miles, not only for his conduct in the chair that

day, but for the regularity and ability with which he

had attended to the affairs of the Society.

The motion, after having been seconded by Lord

Feversham, was carried by acclamation.

Mr. Miles said he felt exceedingly obliged for the

manner in which this vote had been submitted to and re-

ceived by the meeting. He must say he should find the

greatest difficulty in fulfilling properly his duties as

president, were it not for the co-operation and assistance

which he met with in the council and the committees.

Associated, however, as he had been with them from the

very infancy of the Society, he felt that they were the

persons who carried on the actual business, and that

beyond sitting in the chair, there was really very little

for the president to do. It had always given him the

greatest possible pleasure to labour for this society. He
thought it commenced in the proper way by not taking

science alone for its guide, but science with practice.

He need scarcely make any allusion to what had

already been done. It must be perceptible to all

who travelled through the country, whether they went

north, south, east, or west, that the improvement which

had taken place in agriculture since the commencement

of the Society was immense (Hear, hear). Whether he

looked at the breeds of cattle, whether he looked at the

cultivation of the soil, whether he looked at the eradica-

tion of noxious weeds, or whether he looked at the use

of artificial manures, he found on all hands marks of

improvement. Every effort had been made by agri-

culturists to avail themselves, as far as possible, of the

advantages which this Society conferred upon them ;

and through their industry and intelligence they

were now enabled to provide, per acre, a con-

siderably greater quantity of corn, and a consider-

ably greater quantity of beef, than they provided

at the commencement of the Society's career (cheers).

It must, therefore, be to him a great source of

satisfaction that the Council had honoured him by

placing him in the situation which he occupied. Had he

known, indeed, beforehand that it was their intention to

do so, he should respectfully have declined the honour ;

but it came upon him unawares, and he was elected be-

fore he had the slightest idea that he should be even

named for the office of president. He could not but be

aware that there were many who had higher claims to

that distinction than himself. Having, however, been

placed in that situation, he should not shirk its duties,

but should endeavour honestly^ faithfully, and with

effect, to promote the <creat object of the Society—

namely, the benefit of the cultivator of the soil, and of

the country in general (cheers).

The meeting then separated.
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ON INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF OUR RID IN G -H RS E S, AND
THE ENCOURAGEMENT BREEDERS SHOULD RECEIVE FROM
OUR AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

It has been our duty frequently within the last

two or three years to impress upon our agricul-

turists, or those whom they take as their leaders, the

good policy of more directly recognizing and en-

couraging the breeds of our hunting and riding-

horses. With the exception of the Yorkshire and

Suffolk Societies, we do not know one in either

England, Scotland, or Ireland that has given any-

thing like that attention it should to the merits of

the well-bred horse. In fact, such associations but

too commonly pass him over with the most studied

indifference. It would almost appear, from their

proceedings, that the breeding of good horses was

not a matter of sufficient importance to command

their countenance ; or, at any rate, not a pursuit

upon which the farmer should be expected to

engage.

The grand object of course of an agricultural

exhibition is mainly obtained by the force of ex-

ample. That, then, which such a body does not

invite to take a place at its meetings, we may justly

enough conclude it indirectly tends to ignore.

The effect, in fact, can scarcely be otherwise.

Cattle, sheep, pigs, even poultry, and perhaps

draught horses—but no further. Since, however,

we first touched on this subject as a matter of policy,

it has become one of necessity. Some would have

it that our roadsters and hunters were sadly

deteriorating ; the more cause then for our looking

to them. Thanks, though, to those too often

maligned works—the Racing Calendar and the

Stud Book—this was quickly seen to be but a false

alarm. We may be short of horses, as little doubt

we are; but never were there such opportunities for

breeding good ones as we at present enjoy.

Hunters, hacks, and chargers are still rising in

price ; the very Government has had to spring a

figure. Nothing, in a word, promises to pay, or

has paid, better of late, than that constant desidera-

tum, " a good sort of horse."

And who, pray, should be the firstto profit by this?

From whom should we look chiefly for the supply

to meet a demand so long growing upon us ? The
answer is self-evident. Who can breed him so

cheaply, or rear him with so little inconvenience, as

the farmer ? It is his business in fact, we might

almost say his pleasure. But it is a business he

has sadly neglected, and one that few have cared

to put him in the right way of proceeding with.

They will tell him that he must have the best blood

for a Shorthorn or a Devon, for a Southdown
sheep, or a Berkshire pig. They put the best sorts

before him, and insist upon the absolute need for

his using them. It will pay him to do so. At the

same time they take no heed of the best blood for

horses, but let him cross under-bred animals with

perhaps worse, and hence the rips on the strength

of which " our breed of horses is deterioratirie."

We introduce with this, at a season but too op-

portune, a letter from our esteemed correspondent,

Mr, Willoughby Wood. We trust that we shall

not be accused of partiality when we pronounce it

to be, in our opinion, one of the most valuable pa-

pers ever written on the subject to which it is de-

voted. Mr. Wood, it will be found, goes at once

to the evil and the remedy. The former is the

sheer neglect with whicli agriculturists have regard-

ed the breeding of riding-horses. As he truly says

—

" Farmers who would not grudge trouble with re-

gard to any other department of their business, are in

this matter unaccountably remiss. They ])ut their

mare to the first horse which walks into their yard,

having no knowledge whatever of him ; while they

are ignorant of the very existence of horses of first-

rate reputation standing a few miles from their own
residence." This is it. And yet our country gen-

tlemen, if they have pre-eminently a taste, it is for

hunting, and the use of a good horse. So they assem-

ble in committee, and start societies, and draw out

prize lists, and invite their tenants to breed good

oxen and sheep ; but not a word about good

horses. We don't want them ; and they wouldn't

pay perhaps. Unfortunately we do want them

;

and they would pay—hardly anything better.

But, then, as a rule they must be good. The
means to ensure this are simple enough. It is but

the same principle on which we obtain all other

good stock—by the use of the best-bred animals.

Now, there is no animal in this country so purely

bred, or none whose influence is so strong on what

he may be crossed with, as the thorough-bred

horse. Mr. Wood's recipe is what has always been

our own : put your hackneys, and half-bred mares

of all descriptions, to none but the thorough-bred

horse. Considering the perfection to which we

have brought him, it is astonishing to see how
often we are urged to bring him down again.

Mr. Wood refers to some of this nonsense—for it

is really nothing more—which it seems was given

sometime since in "a highly popular publication."
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We do not ourselves remember to have seen it, but

it can certainly have been no great loss. To im-

prove our cavalry, the magnificent, powerful, and

high-couraged English race-horse is to be passed

over, and we are to go back to the Arab, and breed

weeds and palfreys. We fancy our contemporary,

"the highly popular pubhcation," whatever it may

happen to be, did not gather its renown on the

strength of such reasoning as this.

The proffered advice from Mr. Spooner to the

Royal Agricultural Society, for crossing half-bred

mares with half-bred horses, v/as so palpable a mis-

take that we took upon ourselves at once to show

its fallacy. ^Ve have no doubt but Mr. Spooner

wrote with the best mtentions ; we gave him every

credit for doing so at the time we noticed his com-

munication. Unfortunately, however, he took the

fact of any one daring to differ in opinion with him

as a mortal offence, and replied in a spirit that

we should be veiy sorry to imitate. We can ven-

ture still to assure him that there are not ten men

in England, who know anything about the breed-

ing of a horse, that would be likely to back his

theory.

We commend Mr. Wood's remarks on this

point to his especial attention. We com-

mend the whole letter to the several committees

and managements of our agricultural societies, great

and small. Honestly it touches on a duty they

have but so far neglected. Above all, we would

commend it to the farmer himself. It will be to

his interest to study more carefully the subject of

it. He has every means ready at hand for following

out the advice here offered. If he so chooses, he may
breed good horses even with the material he now
has, and so, with far less expense than he would,

or has, set about producing good beasts or sheep.

Let him search out a thorough-bred stallion in his

neighbourhood. Let him run his eye over the

list of stallions, as given each succeeding spring

in the Farmers^ Magazine—some hundred and

fifty really well-bred horses. There are many
more, no doubt, never advertised at all; and

we slioidd so surmise there are few homesteads

in England without one handy. What, then, is to

prevent the farmer from rearing a colt or two an-

nually, that it shall be his pride to show and hi^

profit to sell.

We hear the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society had some intention of offering a series of

such prizes as are here referred to, for the ensuing

meeting at Carlisle. They, however, were ulti-

mately induced to confine anything extraordinary

in this way to the classes of Clydesdales. We c >n

only say that we are very sorry to find they cannot

do more.

ON INCREASING OUR SUPPLIES OF CAVALRY HORSES.

Sir,—I address you once more on the .subject of

horses. My object in doing so is, the great importance

to the countiy which an adequate supply of cavalry

horses is beginning to assume. During the two last

years, the demand for every description of useful horses

has exceeded the supply. Agricultural horses never

were known to be so scarce, nor to fetch such prices.

Three year- old fillies hcve in many districts fetched uji-

v.-ards of ^"50, and colts of the same age £60, while

even foals have commonly been sold for £2Q each—

a

piice which, some years since, would liave bought a colt

<if au age fit to work. The prices of liunters have been,

Hnd still aro, enormous : indeed, of those which com-

bined power with good looks, it may be said that the

Value is pretty nearly what the owner chooses to put

upon them.

Such being the case, it cannot excite surprise that it

hns lately been found necessary to raise tlie price given

for cavalry horses, which may be regarded as forming a

o'ass between those used in agriculture and those de-

voted to the chase. Of ordinary troop-horses, indeed,

i; cert lin number would, if not purchased for the army,

have been employed in farming operations, being; the

most active and best breed of that class ; while the

remainder would have found work as low-priced hunters,

as haclca, and carringe-horses. It is thus evident tliat an

extraordinary demand for troop -horses must always, of

itself, tend to diminish the supply and raise the price of

the general stock of horses throughout the country. But

at the present time, coesistently with such a demand,

there is also a greater demand than usual for farm-

horses, while the call for hunters does not appear to

diminish, and that for hacks and carriage-horses is pro-

b«-bly also on the increase. Under these circumstances,

the supply of horses is, for many years to come, likely

to fall short of the general demand for them ; and, as a

natural consequence, their price will be higher than it

has ever been.

It becomes, then, a question of importance alike to

the community and to the agriculturist, How is the

supply of horses fit for cavalry purposes to be increased?

It is an anomaly which ought not to be borne by a na-

tion so celebrated as ourselves for horses, that we are

only able to send our cavalry by hundreds, when our

enemy sends his by thousands into the field. If, there-

fore, we are to increase the force of our cavalry regi-

ments, as not only patriotism but common prudence

calls upon us to do, it follows that the agriculturist will

find highly-remunerative employment for his capital in

the breeding of horses.

To point out the manner in which be must proceed in

order to produce the best animalS) and thus td realiii
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the highest prices of the market, has been the object of

the letters vfhich I have already addressed to you. la

the present communicatioQ I propose to confine my re-

marks to one point—viz., the choice of a sire.

A paper appeared a few months back, in a highly-

popular publication, on the subjoct of cavalry horses, in

wliich the writer assumed that the bulk o£ those at

present used in our army were too large ; that to cross

our ordinary breeds with thorough-bied horses v>ould

only add to the evil, inasmuch as it would add upright

shoulders and washy constitutions to overgrown size

;

and suggested as a remedy the cross with Arabian sires.

The assertions of the writer with regard to thorough-

bred horses I shall at present pass over, with the remark

that they can only have been made by one practically

unacquainted with the noble breed which he libels. But

are our cavalry horses too large for their work ? Cer-

tainly, not those of the ordinary regiments. V/ith regard

to those of the Life Guards, the Blues, and other heavy

regiments, the answer may be doubtful ; but, at any rate,

the weight they have to carry must be lessened before the

horses themselves can be reduced in size and substance.

The work which a troop-horse has to do much resembles

that of a weight-carrying hunter, with the proviso that

it is more severe, and that speed is not so primary an

object. Now, the best size for a hunter is from 15

hands 2 inches to 16 hands, both inclusive. A horse

below the former height seldom fetches more than a

moderate price for this purpose ; and a tolerably long

experience in the hunting-field con/iaces me that this is

not a prejudice, for, although I have possessed many

excellent horses of small size, not one of them was en-

tit'ed to the appellation of a first-rate hunter. That is

to say, whatever might be their speed, however extra-

ordinary might be their powers of fencing, they were

unable to go through a severe day, in which both en-

durance and speed were required in the highest degree,

without exhibiting undue signs of distress. On the con-

trary, I have had several horses above the size which I

prefer—that is, more than 16 hands—which were able

to go through runs of more than ordinary severity, with

ease at the time, and without requiring a longer rest

than usual to recruit them. I conclude, therefore, that

from 15 hands 2 inches to 18 hands is the best size for

cavalry horses, as for hunters.

With regard to the use of Arabs as sires for cavalry

horses, I wish to speak with considerable diffidence, be-

cause my own pLrsonal experience of them is but limited.

As far, however, as it extends, it is decidedly adverse to

their employment, unless in exceptional cases. The few

Arabs I have seen were characterized by the upright

shoulders which the writer to whom I have alluded attri-

buted to our thorough-bred horses. They were, more-

over, low in the forehand (an unpleasant conformation

for the rider), and apt to be too droopinjj at the pastern.

The progeny of Arabian sires, out of English mares, is

usually small and light of bone, though pretty, and

possessed of showy action. Their c'naracler is that of

parli-hacks or of ladies' hordes ; and they would at once

be rejected by any officer purchasing troop-horses, as

unfit to carry eren the lightest of our so-called " light-

cavalry" troopers. Unless, then, for the exceptional

case of an over-sized or enormously powerful mare, it is

useless to expect cavalry remounts from the use of Arab

sires.

A much higher authority has recommended that

recourse should be had to sires like the weight-carrying

hunter, with the view of perpetuating the breed or

horses under consideration. 1 an convinced that such

advice, if largely carried out, would lead to the most

fatal results. Your readers may perhaps recollect that

I have always strongly insisted upon the necessity of

purity of race on the part of the sire, whatever may be

the class of animal which it desired to produce. That

the male ought to be thoroughbred, or of an accredited

pedigree, and of a higher caste if possible than I lie

femulo, is a maxim I believe unanimously upheld alike

by the highest theoretical and practical authorities in

breeding. For my own part, I never knew it departed

from without signal failure. Taking only one or two of

the more obvious considerations connected with

such a course into account, it is obvious tl.'ut

such must be the almost inevitable consequenc,-.

On what ground does any man, who reflects at

all, select a sire ? Why, that he wishes her offspring

to resemble him. But it is well known that the power

possessed by either parent of imprinting their own tyie

upon their offspring depends upon the purity of blocd

and antiquity of race of each. Thus the offspring of a

thorough-bred short-horn bull and a common cow will

frequently resemble very closely the character of the

pure short-horn. In like manner, when a hackney mare

or a Welsh pony is put to a thorough-bred horse, the

offspring shows indications of being much more thaa

half-bred, or in other mares it resembles ils

high-bred sire more closely than its low-bred dam.

Supposing then that a person wishes to have a

horse resembling a three-parts bred weight- carrying

hunter, the most unlikely method which he can take to

gratiiy his desire is to put a mare to a stallion so bred

.

Like effects are produced by like causes, and by no

other. His weight-carrying hunter having been pro-

duced not thus, but quite otherwise, so he may be as-

sured that only as it was produced, and in no other way,

has he any chance of obtaining its like again. A three-

parts bred sire, let his individual excellence be what it

may, is a mongrel and nothing else ; and it is against

every calculation of probability to assume that he will

perpetuate his own good qualities to the exclusion of

the baser elements which exist iu his pedigree.

Or, to view the subject for a moment under anolhrr

aspect. It is quite possible that the great grandsire of

the three-parts bred stallion may have been a cart-horse.

It is notorious that iu numerous cases the offspring par-

takes less of the character of its immediate parents than

of its remoter ancestors. Who then ohall guarantee the

offspring of such a sire from exhibiting one or more of

the undesirable qualities of such a cross, either the heavy

shoulder; or the deficient courage of the cart-horse ?

Let no authority then, however high, tempt the farmevs

of England so far to depart from sound principle as thus

to breed j for they may be assured by so doing they are.
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in a matter sufficiently dark and intricate, throwing

away every guide and landmark which might otherwise

aid them in their course.

The only method of increasing the number of really

valuable horses which can be depended upon, is for

every man who has a good mare, of whatever breed,

(always excepting those only adapted for the dray) to

send them to the best thorough-bred stallion within his

reach. If a mare is worth breeding from at all, she will

in this manner produce a better foal than any other.

Suppose, for instance, that she is a cart-mare, at once

powerful and active, a good bay or brown, quick step-

ping, and with a roomy frame ; it is highly probable that

her offspring by a well-selected thorough-bred horse

will turn out a handsome carriage-horse, or one well-

adapted for artillery service. Suppose, however, that

her owner does not desire to sell her for either purpose,

and only wishes to breed for the purpose of recruiting

his team. Well, in that case he will obtain an animal

which will accomplish, if well kept, at least one-third

more work than an ordinary farm-horse. Were the

teams of my StafTordshire and Derbyshire neighbours

thus bred, they might diminish their number by one-

third without impairing their real strength. The old-

fashioned prejudice that because a horse is fit for a higher

occupation than drawing the plough, therefore he is not

fit for that, is deeply-rooted over a large portion of the

kingdom ; but it must yield at last to the force of truth,

and ocular demonstration of the contrary. Or take

the case of a mare of somewhat inferior grade— such,

for instance, as the farmer drives in his trap, or the

tradesman in his light cart ; what useful and valuable

horses might we not expect from their union with a

thorough-bred horse? It is from animals so bred, that

horses for almost any conceivable purpose are furnished.

According to individual peculiarities exhibited by each,

will one colt make a hunter, another a light or heavy

cavalry-horse, another a hack, or another still a

brougham or cabriolet-horse. In one, power may pre-

dominate ; in another, action ; of some, their figure may

be the chief recommendation; while a fortunate few will

possess all three in due and happy combination. These

are the high-priced hunters or the guardsman's chargers.

Of mares more highly-bred than the two classes I

have alluded to, I shall not here speak, since they are

certain, if used for stud purposes at all, to be put to

thorough-bred horses. I wish to impress upon agricul-

turists, and to induce landowners to impress upon their

tenants, the expediency, under present circumstancs,

almost amounting to a duty, of providing an increased

supply of horses available for the military service of

their country. The course which I recommend is one,

which, so far from causing them extra expense, will, if

properly carried out, bring them in as large a share of

profit as the rearing of any other kind of stock. The

real state of the case is this:—In every district there are

to be found numerous mares with abundant strength, and

with many other good points, but wanting that one

quality (without which the horse ever remains the pariah

of his tribe), viz., the power to move with speed and

ease. Put such mares to a stallion no better bred than

themselves, and you perpetuate the disqualification in

their offspring. Such is the parentage of the hundreds

of low-priced brutes which disfigure our fields, and are

a drug in our fairs. It seems as though some evil-

disposed enchanter had cast his spell upon them, and

condemned them for the term of their existence to the

slavery of the higgler's cart, since for lighter labour

they are utterly unfit. No effort of their own, no

external persuasion, could take them over four miles in

half an hour. A horse which cannot on a pinch do thus

much is worthless indeed. But put the mare which I

have described to a thorough-bred horse, with good

action, and the spell of immobility is removed as regards

the foal. He will pick up his feet freely, and set them

down in front of him ; his muscles will be supple, his

bone flat, and his gait easy : and all this without the

sacrifice of power or substance. Indeed I would caution

the inexperienced breeder who has such a mare, not to

select too large a stallion, for the offspring of such a

union is apt to err rather in oversize and in clumsiness

than in deficient power.

In former letters I have adverted to the strange mistake

so commonly made, of connecting the idea of high breed-

ing with want of substance. It may suffice here to

repeat, that by no other means than by those I am now

recommending, is so much efficient power to be

obtained. If, indeed, you want a " stand-still horse''

for show, there is nothing like a dray horse ; but if you

required one to carry from fourteen to seventeen stone

on his back at a moderate pace, or to draw a heavy car-

riage, or to assist in moving a gun, depend upon it there

is nothing superior to the offspring of a useful, clean-

limbed, working mare by a thorough-bred horse.

It is an important matter to be certain that the stallion

you employ is actually thorough-bred. Many horses

travel up and down the country with long and showy

pedigrees, professing to be thoroughbred, which are not

so. I last summer, in Yorkshire, saw in the same field

two mares, one the daughter of the other. The elder

mare was not only the better shaped of the two, but gave

tokens of being better bred. I inquired of the owner

whether the sire of the younger was a thorough-bred

horse ? He answered that his owner asserted him to be

so ; but that he suspected this was not the case. On
looking at the horse's pedigree I found that he could not

be thorough-bred. Such I believe to be a by-no-means-

uncommon case, even in Yorkshire. But farmers who

would not grudge trouble with regard to any other de-

partment of their business, are in this matter unaccount-

ably remiss. They put their mare to the first horse

which walks into their yard, having no knowledge what-

ever of him ; while they are ignorant of the very exist-

ence of horses of first-rate reputation standing a few

miles from their own residence, perhaps in the very town

whose market they weekly frequent. The only proof of

a horse being thorough-bred, which ought to be relied

on, is the fact of his being in the Stud Book. It is a

great advantage if he is also to be found in the Racing

Calendar. It is by no means necessary for ordinary

purposes that a horse should have been a brilliant

winner ; but a preference ought certainly to be given to
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one who has done something. For my own part 1 would

far rather pay £o for putting a mare to a horse whose

speed and bottom had been proved by frequent victories,

than £2 for the services of one who, never having tried,

might be a worthless brute.

Of the other essentials of a stallion, next to high

pedigree and proved prowess, I would place the forma-

tion of the shoulders, the position and conformation of

the fore-legs, and the shape of the neck and head. On

these, space not permitting me to dilate, I must con-

dense my meaning by saying that no horse ought to be

used for the class of mares I am speaking of, which has

not shoulders well receding, a good fore-hand, a refined

head, and a neck long enough, yet with sufficient sub-

stance : above all, his action must be as good as possible,

as much of the value of his stock will depend upon their

inheriting this quality.

The convictions which I hold on this subject are the

result of no brief experience, and of no cursory obser«

vation. Since, however, I have been the owner of Red

Deer, they have received additional strength from the

opportunities which I have possessed of watching the

progress of his progeny from the mares which have been

sent to him by other persons. I must say that in

numerous instances in which I have prognosticated

failure, I have been agreeably mistaken, and that mares

whose exterior was of the most unpromising kind have

produced excellent foals by him. In point of size and

substance especially, his stock more than bear out what

I have always maintained on this subject. I will quote

one or two instances. A farmer put rwo mares of his

team—the one to Red Deer, the other to a cart-horse.

The difference in size is so striking between the two

foals, that persons at a distance always mistake in

guessing which is the son of the thorough-bred horse.

Another farmer put an insignificant-looking little mare,

about 15 hands high, to Red Deer. The foal promises

to obtain great size, while his action and general appear-

ance seem well suited for making him a hunter. I have

two foals of my own out of thorough-bred mares, one

by Red Deer, enormously lengthy, and of great strength;

the other by a Yorkshire coach-horse (the mare having

belonged to a farmer previous to my purchasing her),

which is small and insignificant, compared with the first.

It is probable that the coach-horse might weigh half as

much again as Red Deer, and therefore to the inexperi-

enced would seem to possess more substance. The sur-

plus, however, being chiefly made up of fat and " offal,"

is not transmitted to another generation. I attach next

to no importance to the size of the sire, provided he

does not come of an under-sized family. Gameboy is a

small, mean horse in appearance, yet is the sire of seve-

ral winners at the Yorkshire agricultural shows. His

blood—that of Tomboy, which I have already eulogised

—is sufficient guarantee for the excellence of his stock.

Red Deer, standing sixteen hands high, is rather above

than under the medium size ; while his blood, being that

of Venison on one side and of The Colonel on the other,

cannot be surpassed either for endurance or for speed,

nor have his achievements on the course often been ex-

ceeded. Such are the sires likely to beget stock suitable

for every purpose for which they may be required.

On another occasion I may, perhaps, enter into de-

tails connected with the mutual relations both of form

and blood between sire and dam calculated to ensure the

most successful results as regards the offspring. At

present, both time and space forbid me to say more than

that, as a general rule, a better foal will be obtained

from a useful but somewhat under-bred mare, by put-

ting her to a good thorough-bred horse, than by resort-

ing to any other cross.

I remain, your obedient servant,

WiLLOUGHBY WoOD,

Holly Sank, Burton-under-Needicood,

Nov. 2.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY SHOW.

When Columbus broke the egg by way of

making for it a steady foundation, everybody

was astonished that they had not thought of

that before. The fact was so self-evident, and the

means so simple, that one only need to try to be

certain to succeed. The way to a new country was,

no doubt, easy enough of accompUshment by any

man who had only sufficient courage and perse-

verance to follow it out. So has it been with the

Birmingham Cattle Show. Famously situated, in

the very centre of an extensive district long re-

nowned fdr its diiferent breeds of stock, where

could any meeting of the kind be more appropri-

ately convened ? Admirably fed by lines of rail

from all parts of the kingdom, where could we look

for a better attendance ? Numbering amongst its

citizens men proverbial for their energy and public

spirit, and supported by county families of deser-

vedly high esteem, what could be wanting to give

at once a character and position to such a Society?

These are the self-evident questions that have

been put, now that they have been answered. Bir-

mingham itself has ably demonstrated what might

be done, by doing it. This has been proved, how-

ever, rather by hatching the egg than by breaking

it. Seldom, indeed, have the jockey's orders to

take the lead and keep it been more thoroughly car-

ried out. Through evil and good report, over all the

absurdities of a mania that could only rise to fall,

has the poultry show of the Midland Counties con-

tinued to flourish. It never, either, prospered so

legitimately, or with so certain a promise of last-

ing, as it has during this week. What cattle

shows have done for our stock, this show has done
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for our poultry. The rara avis in terris is such no

longer. The one good bird or so, which came
only to prove how bad were nearly all the others,

can now expect no such distinguished a position.

In nearly all classes nearly all were good, and the

judges confessed they never had their experience

so hardly tried as they found it at this meeting.

But poultry, we must repeat, is no longer a mania.

It may still certainly be more or less the especial

pursuit of the amateur; shorn, however, of nearly all

that "fancy" character which once made it his busi-

nessalone. Our breedsof chickens were unquestion-

ably never so good, while they were as certainly

never so easily to be obtained. We hear no further

of hundreds and thousands, except as a joke.

Birds are sold for what they are worth, and a lot,

even of prize Cochin China, may be had by the

catalogue figures at a pound a-piece.

Self glorification is but an ungrateful task ; it may

be remembered, though, that some two or three

years since, when this same Cochin China was in

the very height of his ascendancy, we were the

first to dispute his claims. We argued that for

almost any purpose, either appearance, quahty, or

economy, we had fowls long known amongst us

immeasurably his superior. For the farmer par-

ticularly we maintained there was no bird like the

Dorking. Time, too, has fully justified us in this.

For real use, the direct object for which poultry are

supposed to be kept, there is no bird like the

Dorking. This was the chief attraction of last

week's show. If there had been a gold medal for

the best pen of fowls of any kind, to this sort must

it have been awarded. For beauty, or really fine

plumage and shape, there is only one variety

superior to the Dorking cock ; while for the table

there is none, we believe, equal to it. The hand-

somest, or to use a yet more significant term, the

most " thorough-bred" of all, is the Game fowl. A
new and very commendable feature in the Bir-

mingham Show of this year was a series of prizes

for the best cock, singly, of each particular kind.

The Game, as might be expected, were very strong

here. The first prize-bird was decidedly, as far as

form and plumage went, the best of the whole ex-

hibition. It is seldom so perfect a one has been

shown. He was the property of Mr. France, of

Ham Hill, Worcester, but sold at the price marked

in the catalogue—five pounds.

Nearly co-equal with the Dorking and Game came

the Spanish, a breed which for general purposes

many maintain are amongst the very best we have.

They have been considerably improved upoti of late,

and never made a better display than on this oc-

casion. We are here again, studying barn-door

capabilities. The Hamburghs, on the other hand,

though of almost every possible tint and spangle,

were thought to be on the decline. The same may
be yet more decidedly written of the Malays

;

whereas the Cochin Chinas, that once fashionable

colour more particularly known as the " Buffs,"

were much better than of late. There appears, how-

ever, not the slightest chance of their regaining anj'-

thing of their quondam popularity. It was amusing i

indeed, to notice the common neglect with which '

they were treated. Their v/armest supporter, Mr.

Sturgeon, now ranks no higher than " a com-

mendation," though Mr. Punchard still holds his

own as a first prize man.

It would be impossible for us to find room for a

prize sheet, running to such an extent, and divided

into so many sections as that of the poultry depart- i

ment of the Bingley Hall Show. We have endea-

voured, however, to convey some notion as to its

geiieral character, as well as of the state of the

market. The dearest of all now seem to be the

Bramah Footra; possibly because they are the

scarcest. Assuming they will ever come into general

request, there is no fear that they will soon find

their level from forties and fifties to common sense

prices. Unable as we are to do full justice to the

awards, we may yet avail ourselves of the opinion of

the judges, as to be gathered occasionally from a note

in the prize list. They recorded, then, two classes

of the silver-sj)angled Hamburgh as '' meritorious'* -

the coloured Dorkings as " very meritorious, and

deserving the highest commendation." The cinna-

mon and buflT Cochins were, on the same authority,

" nn excellent class ;" the white Cochins " a very

good class." The Dorking cocks shown singly, " c

very excellent class." The Spanish cocks shown

singly were " the whole class commended." The
Game fowl, blacks and brassy-winged, as a class

"generally meritorious;" the white Aylesbury ducks

also "generally meritorious;" andthe turkeys "a very

good class." As for the Aylesbury ducks, we never

remember to have seen anything like so generally

excellent a collection, and we have known them

some time, too, both at home and abroad.

Whatever the visitor's real object may be, he is

supposed on such an occasion to come above all

things to see the poultry. We have so made this

department the leading feature, as it is, perhaps, the

great attraction of the exhibition. We must not

dismiss it without a word to the taste the Com-
mittee have shown in turning some of their money

premiums into silver vases. We think, indeed, the

plan might be still extended with advantage. A
prize of a sovereign or two is, after all, a matter of

no consideration ; whereas a piece of plate, however

small in value—more vases or flower-cups—would

be far more esteemed. The breeding of poultry,

it must be borne in mind, is yet scarcely out of the

hands of the amateur. What more appropriate.
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then, than some such prEemia pahnse for the Bfsve-

rend Mr. Finch, or the Honourable Mrs. Partlett ?

When we find, year after year, how one show is

made to support the other, we come the more to

wonder how the Smithfield and Birmingham meet-

ir.frs should ever have been allowed to clash.

"Without the opportunity of visiting the two, one

cannot fairly ascertain how the different breeds of

stock are just at present supported. By the expe-

rience of the Smithfield Show, for example, we

might have written the Hereford cattle as going

rather out of fashion. Birmingham steps in, op-

portunely enough, to correct this. The best beast

here was a Hereford— he took the gold medal as

the best. The best cow here was a Hereford, and

she took the gold medal as the best. There was

no want of competition, either, to damage such

proof. The gold medal cow at Smithfield— that

mistaken notion of Mr. Towneley's—was at Bir-

mingham. She was here, again, the best of her

sort; but not, the Judges decreed, the best of all

The show of Shorthorn cows and heifers, in fact,

went very much as the week previous—Mr. Towne-

ley and- Mr. Langston again first and second with

their cows, and IMr. Phillips with his heifer. These

cla-ses—the Durham cows and heifers—were alto-

gether very good, and might have been generally

commended. The Shorthorn oxen and steers, on

the other hand, were quite as remarkable the other

way. A rougher lot, taking them all, we never

remember to have seen ; and there was nothing

like a first-class animal amongst them. Mr.

Stratton, it will be observed, took the uppermost

place, with a beast undistinguished at Smithfield,

and by no means in high favour here.

A limited entry of Devons still spoke more satis-

factorily to the general excellence of the sort. We
do not remember a bad animal amongst them. The
show, however, «'as chiefly confined to our best

known exhiI)itors: Prince Albert and Lord Leicester

carrying all before them. The Prince's Devon heifer,

first here, was the second piize at Smithfield; while

of Devon cows there was only one exhibited, but to

that one the judges very properly awarded the

premium. For general merit, we must repeat, the

lead was unmistakeably with the Herefords : when
we come to consider the good cows and heifers in

both the Durham and Devon classes that succumbed

to a Hereford, we may fairly assume that Mr.

Stedman's was a very perfect animal. She exhi-

bited, indeed, both in form and colour, all the best

points of her breed, and had a round,low, and broad

contour, not always the distinguishing marks of the

sort. Mr. Heath's gold medal ox, though appa-

rently not so highly bred, had fattened into a very

serviceable beast; still his superiority over those

against him was not so apparent—a fact that

speaks well for the general strength of the entry.

It is remarkable that the gold medal beast of the

Birmingham Show at this meeting is the twin-calf

of the one v.'hich took the same honour last year

.

In the Hereford steers Prince Albert and Mr.

Niblett with the same two animals changed the

places they occupied in London—the Prince here

being the first and Mr. Niblett the second. It will

be recollected the same thing happened last year

with two Shorthorn cows, and public opinion

declared that the Birmingham was the more correct

award. There is little choice, though, in this

instance : both are very good, and two fresh sels of

judges would be quite as prone again to differ.

Of the other kinds of cattle, the Long-horn has

but a local repute that is not very likely to extend

ia its influence. Far more popular, one would

imagine, must be the Highlanders and Scots, of

which there were some very capital specimens.

Birmingham, in fact, is commonly strong in these

classes—the best quality of meat, we are assured,

that the butcher can procure, and yet a beast ne\er

shown to the extent that might be expected.

The Duke of Beaufort exhibited some promising

crosses of the AYest Highlander with both the

Gloucester and Jersey cow, the former obtaining a

commendation from the judges.

In the show of sheep, considerable advance was

observable—especially in the Southdowns, by far

the sbest ever seen here. Despite the absence of

the Duke of Richmond, Lord Walsingham could

not improve on the two second premiums he took

at Smithfield—a suflficiently significant fact of what

he had against him. The sheep, however, above

all others peculiai' to Birmingham, is the Shrop-

shire Down, one of the most useful varieties

we have, and that is daily growing into repute.

One of the great secrets of the sheep-breeder is this

improving or enlarging on the frame of the pure

Southdown ; and we can only say it has been most

successfully attempted by " the proud Salopians."

It is being more boldly tested with other breeds,

as some very excellent pens of cross-bred sheep

bore witness to. They were all Downs on one

side, crossed with the Leicester, Cotswold, and

Oxfordshire Longwools ; the most successful being

with the Cotswold.

In the pig classes—once a strong point in a

Midland Counliesshow—there was a very observ-

able falhng-off, both in the number and quality of

those exhibited. It has often struck us, indeed,

that of late v/e have scarcely been advancing so

systematically with the pig as with our other breeds

of animals. The best show we have seen for some
time was one of Berkshire pigs, in Ireland. There

were but few of this kind at Birmingham, theshov/

running almost entirely on Prince Albert's, Mr.
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Wiley's, and the Cumberland or Yorkshire white

pig, with a sprinkling of the curious coloured Tam-
worth. The most noticeable matter in this depart-

ment was the very strong certificate signed by the

referees, against the only two pens of pigs shown
by the Duke of Sutherland, as being considerably

above the age at which they were entered. We
shall look with some anxiety for the explanation as

to how his Grace, or those who act for him, have

fallen into this mistake.

The dinner on the opening day being that on

which her Majesty opened Parliament, naturally

kept many away who would otherwise have sup-

ported Lord Leigh. As it was, with scarcely any

attempt at set-speech making, the evening passed

pleasantly enough, under his Lordship's direction

—a most hearty and straightforward chairman, who
came at once to what he had to say, with a very

happy eflfect on those who had to follow him. We
have seldom had to endure less clap-trap from the

after-dinner orator.

It would be unfair to conclude this notice with-

out some expression of the general regret felt for the

absence of Mr. Wright—a gentleman who may be

fairly recorded as the very Columbus of the Society.

In his temporary absence, however, there was no lack

of good management or arrangement. In truth, of

all the many meetings we have to attend, we know
of none superior, and very few equal, in the con-

duct of its business, to the Birmingham Show.

The catalogue, for instance, is avery excellent work
in its way—a prospectus, list of prizes, committee,

&c., the entries for stock and poultry, with an index

giving the name and number of every exhibiter,

and, lastly, the award of prizes, all bound up in one

goodly pamphlet, and all ready for you by the

private view.

AWARD OF PRIZES.

Judges of Cattle.—Mr. Johu Booth, Killerby, Catterick,

Yorkshire ; Mr. Philip Halse, MoUand, near South Mel-

ton, Devon ; Mr. Henry Chambetlin, Desford, near Lei-

cester.

Judges of Sheep and Pigs.—Mr. Valentine Barford,

Foscote, near Towcester; Mr. John Moon, Eggesford,

near Chuimleigh, Devon; Mr. Johu Meire, Newport,

Salop; Mr. Benjamin Swaffield, Pilsbury, near Ash-

bourne.

Referees for the Ages of Pigs.—Professor Simonds,

Royal Veterinary College, London ; Mr. William F. Hol-

liugsworth, Bilston.

Veterinary Inspector and General Referee.—
Mr. R. L. Hunt, New-street, Birmingham.

CATTLE.
HEREFORDS.

Class I.

—

Oxen or Steers.
First prize, £10, also the Gold Medal, and extra priae of

£20, for the best ox or steer in the yard. Mr. William Heath,
Ludham Hall, Norwich. Breeder, Mr. Thomas Carter, Dod-
more, Salop.

S«cond prize, £5, the Earl of Warwick, Warwick Castle.

Breeder, Mr. John Ashwood, Downton-on-the-Rock, Hereford-
shire.

Two beasts shown by John Nayloi, Esq , Leighton Hall,

near Welshpool, Montgomeryshire, were highly commended,
and one by the Duke of Beaufort, Badminton, Gloucestershire,

commended.
Class II.

—

Steers.
First prize, £10, his Royal Highness Prince Albert, Windsor i

Castle. Breeder, Mr. John Burlton, Limtley, Dilwyn, Here-
|

fordshire.

Second prize, £5, Mr. Isaac Niblett, Conygre House, Filton,

Gloucestershire. Breeder, Mr. T. L. Meire, Cound, near
Shrewsbury.

Commended, Lord Hatherton, Teddesley, exhibitor and
breeder.

Class III.—Cows.
First prize, £10, and silver medal as breeder, also the Gold

Medal, and extra prize of £20, for the best cow or heifer in the

yard, Mr. William Stedman, Bedstone Hall, near Ludlow,
exhibitor and breeder.

|

Second prize, £5, Mr. William Cother, Middle Aston, near '

Woodstock, Oxon, exhibitor and breeder. (Has had ten calves

born alive,)

Class IV.

—

Heifers.
First prize, £10, Mr. William Heath. Breeder, Mr. Wm.

Stedman.
Second prize, £5, Mr. M''illiam Hall, Ashton, near Leomin-

ster, exhibitor and breeder.

Highly commended, Mr. Philip Turner, The Leen, Pern-

bridge, near Leominster, exhibitor and breeder.

SHORTHORNS.
Class V.

—

Oxen or Steers.

First prize, £10, and silver medal as breeder, exhibitor and
breeder Mr. Richard Stratton, Broad Hinton, near Swindon.

Second ditto, £5, Mr. John Henry Lees, Bacon's End,
Coleshill. Breeder, the late Mr. Lees, Coleshill,

Highly commended. Lord Leigh, Stoneleigh Abbey, War-
wickshire.

Class VI.

—

Steers.
First prize, £10, and silver medal as breeder, exhibitor and

breeder Mr. Lovell Cowley, Ashby St. Ledger's, Daventry.

Second ditto. £5, exhibitor and breeder Charles Barnett,

Esq., Stratton Park, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Class VII.—Cows.
First prize, £10, Charles Townelej, Esq., Towneley Park,

Burnley, Lancashire. Breeder, Mr. Alexander Bannerman,
South Cottage, Chorley, Lancashire.

Second ditto, £5, exhibitor and breeder James Haughton
Laui^ston, Esq., M.P., Sarsden House, near Chipping Norton,

Oxfordshire.

Highly commended, exhibitor and breeder Mr. William

Moore, Plumptou, Ripon.

Commended, W. T. Cox, Esq., Spondon Hall, near Derby.

Class VIII.—Heifers.
First prize, £10, Mr. Joseph Phillips, Ardington, near

Wantage, Berkshire. Breeder, Mr. James Fussell, Laycoek,

near Chippenham, Wiltshire.

Second ditto, £5, exhibitor and breeder Mr. William

Fletcher, Radmanthwaite, near Mansfield, Nottingham.

Highly commended, Mr. Henry Brown, liintou, Derbyshire,

and Viscount Hill, Hawkstone, Shropshire.

DEVONS.

Class IX.—Oxen or Steers.

First prize, £10, and silver medal as breeder, exhibitor and

breeder the Earl of Leicester, Holkham, Norfolk.

Second ditto, £5, exhibitor and breeder the Earl of Lei-

cester.

Highly commended, exhibitor and breeder the Earl of

Aylesford, Packington, Warwickshire.

Class X.

—

Steers.

First prize, £10, his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Breeder, Mr. George Turner, Barton, near Exeter.

Second ditto, £5, exhibitor and breeder the Earl of Lei-

cester.

Commended, exhibitor and breeder the Earl of Aylesford.
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CL4.SS XI.—Cows.

First prize, £10, the Earl of Leicester. Breeder, Lord
Portman, Bryanstone, ^landford.

Class XIL—Heifers.
First prize, £10, his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Breeder, Mr. Samuel Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgewater,

Somersetshire.

Second ditto, £5, Mr. William Heath. Breeder, William
Howe Windham, Esq., Felbrigrg Hall, Norwich.
Commended, exhibitor and breeder the Earl of Aylesford.

LONGHORNS.
Class XIII.—Cows or Heifers.

Fir.<»t prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. Samuel
Burbery, Wroxhall, near Warwick, exhibitor and breeder.

Second prize, £5, Mr. Samuel Burbery, Wroxhall, near
Warwick. Breeder, Mr. Joseph Holland Burbery, Keailwcrth
Chase, Warwickshire.

FOR OTHER PURE BREEDS AND CROSS-BRED
ANIMALS.

Class XIV.—Fat Oxen or Steers.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. Richard
Hawkes, Hunscote, near Wellesbourae, Warwickshire, exhibi-

tor and breeder (Cross).

Second prize, £5, Mr. Phiueas Fowke Husaey, Wyrley
Grove, Walsall, exhibitor and breeder (Longhoru).
Commended, John Naylor, Esq.

Class XV.

—

Fat Cows.
First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. Richard

Timms, Branston, near Daventry, exhibitor and breeder.
Second prize, £5, Mr. William Bodington, Montagu House,

Kenilworth, exhibitor and breeder (cross between Alderaey and
Durham).

Class XVI.—Fat Heifers.
First prize, £10, Mr. James Stewart, New Market, Aber-

deen. Breeder, Mr. George Stodart, Cutter CuUen, Udny,
Aberdeenshire (cross between an Aberdeenshire cow and a
Shorthorn bull).

Second prize, £5, Mr. James Lawrance, Cawston, Rugby,
exhibitor and breeder (Cross).

Commended, Mr. William James Sadler, Bentham Purton,
Swindon, Wiltshire (Cross), and the Duke of Beaufort, exhibi-
tor and breeder (cross between a West Highland Scotch bull
and a Gloucester cow).

SCOTCH OR WELSH BREEDS.
Class XVTII.—Oxen or Steers.

First prize. £10, Ralph Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-
shire. Breeder, Mr. M'Dougall, Branallach, Lochauside,
Argyleshire (West Highland).

Second prize, £5, the Duke of Beaufort (West Highland
Scotch).

Highly Commended, Ralph Sneyd, Esq., exhibitor (West
Highland), and Mr. William Beath (Galloway Scot).

Class XVIIL—Heifers.
Prize, £5, Mr. Richard Thomas, Ryton, Shiffnall. Breeder,

Viscount Hill (Scotch).

EXTRA CLASSES.
(For Animals not qualified to compete in any of the preceding

Classes).

Class XIX.

—

Oxen or Steers.
[No entry.]

Class XX.—Cows or Heifers.
Silver Medal, Mr. Benjamin Wilson, Brawith, Tbirsk,

exhibitor and breeder (Shorthorn).
Highly Commended, Lord Feversham, Duncombe Park,

Helmsley, Yorkshire.

SHEEP.
Class XXL—LEICESTERS.

For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, not exceeding twenty-
two months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, also Silver
Medal as exhibitor of the best pen of Long-wooUed Sheep in

Classes 21, 22, 23, and 24, George Saville Foljambe, Esq.,

Osberton Hall, near Worksop, Nottinghamshire.

Second prize, £5, the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park,

near Stamford, exhibitor and breeder.

Highly commended, Mr. Lawrence Willmore, The Newarke,
Leicester, exhibitor and breeder.

Class XXIL—LEICESTERS.
For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, exceeding twenty-two

but not exceeding thirty-four months old.

[No entry.]

Class XXHI.—LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP NOT BEING
LEICESTERS.

For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, not exceeding twenty-

two mouths old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. William
Slatter, Stratton, Gloucestershire. (Cotswold.)

Second prize, £5, Mr. William Hewer, Sevenhampton, High-
worth, Wiltshire, exhibitor and breeder. (Cotswold.)

Class XXIV.—LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP NOT BEING
LEICESTERS.

For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, exceeding twenty-two

but not exceeding thirty- four months old.

First; prize, £10, Mr. Thomas Walker, Newbold, near

Rugby, Warwickshire. Breeder : Mr. Thomas Fourshcw,

Withington, Gloucestershire.

Second prize, £5, Mr. Thomas Walker, Newbold, near

Rugby, Warwickshire. Breeder : Mr. Thomas Fourshew,

Withington, Gloucestershire,

Class XXV.—SOUTH AND OTHER DOWN SHEEP.
For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, not exceeding twenty-

two months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. John
Williams, Buckland, Berkshire, exhibitor and breeder. (South
Down.)

Second prize, £5, Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thetford,

Norfolk, exhibitor and breeder. (South Down.)
Highly commended. Viscount Hill, exhibitor and breeder.

Commended, Earl of Leicester, exhibitor and breeder.

Class XXVT.—SOUTH AND OTHER DOWN SHEEP.
For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, exceeding twenty-two

but not exceeding thirty-four months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, also Silver

Medal as exhibitor of the best pen of Short-wooUed Sheep in

Classes 25, 26, 27, and 28, Sir Robert Throckmorton, Bart.,

Buckland, Faringdon, Berkshire. (South Down.)
Second prize, £5, Lord Walsingham, exhibitor and breeder.

(South Down.)
Commended, Lord Walsingham, exhibitor and breeder.

(South Down.)

Class XXVIL—SHROPSHIRE AND OTHER BLACK
OR GREY-FACED SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.

For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, not exceeding twenty-

two months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Thomas
Charlton Whitmore, Esq., Apley, Salop, (Shropshire).

Second prize, £5, Mr. Stephen Matthews, Moutford, Shrews-

bury, exhibitor and breeder.

Class XXVIIL—SHROPSHIRE AND OTHER BLACK
OR GREY-FACED SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.

For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, exceeding twenty-two

but not exceeding thirty-four months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Mr. William

Foster, Kinver Hill Farm, near Stourbridge.

Second prize, £5, Earl of Aylesford, exhibitor and breeder.

Commended, Earl of Aylesford.

Class XXIX.—CROSS-BRED SHEEP.
For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, not exceeding twenty-

two months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, also Silver

Medal as exhibitor of the best pen of Croas-bred Sheep in
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Classes 29 and 30, Mr. Adam Come Keep, WoUastou, North-
amptonshire, (South-down and Cotswold).

Second prize, £5, Mr. William Gillett, Southleigh, Oxford-
.shire, exhibitor and breeder. (Oxfordshire Long-woolled and
South-down).

Highly commended, Mr. Adam Corrie Keep, exhibitor and
breeder. (South-down and Cotswold).

Commended, Lord Walaingham, exhibitor and breeder.

(South-down and Leicester).

Commended, Mr. William Gillett, exhibitor and breeder.
(Oxfordshire Long-woolled and South-down).

Class XXX.—CROSS-BRED SHEEP.
For the best pen of three Fat Wethers, esceediug twenty-two

but not exceeding thirty four months old.

[No entry].

PIGS.
Cla8s XXXL

For the best pen of three Fat Pigs of one litter, not exceeding
tea months old.

First prize £10, and Silver Medal as breeder. His Royal
Highness Prince Albert, exhibitor and breeder.

Second prize, £5. Mr. James Wyley, jun., Longdon,
Riigely, Staffordshire, exhibitor and breeder.

Disqualified on account of age. His Grace the- Duke of
Sutherland, Trentham, Staffordshire, exhibitor and breeder.

The certificate of the referees with regard to this entry :

—

"Birmingham, Dec. 11, 1854.
"We hereby certify that we have this day examined three

pigs, pen No. 181, exhibited at the Birmingham Cattle Show,
and represented to be nine months and three weeks old, and
are of opinion that they exceed the age named by many weeks,

(Signed) " Jas. B. Simonds.
RoBT. L. Hunt.
W. F. HoiiLINGSWORTH."

Class XXXII.

For the best pen of three Fat Pigs of one litter, not exceeding
fifteen months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder. His Royal
Highness Prince Albert.

Second prize, £5. Mr. James Wyley, jun., exhibitor and
breeder.

Disqualified on account of age. His Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, Trentham, Staffordshire, exhibiter and breeder.

The certificate of the referees with regard to this entry :

—

"Birmingham, Dec. 11th, 1854.
" We hereby certify that we have this day examined three

pigs, pen No. 189, exhibited at the Birmingham Cattle Show,

and find that the state of the dentition of one of the pigs in

particular indicates that the animal is much older than set

forth in the owner's certificate.

(Signed) " Jas. B. Simonbs.
RoBT. L. Hunt.
W. F. HOLLINGSWORTH."

Disqualified on account of age. Mr. William James Sadler.

Bentham Purton, Swindon, Wiltshire, exhibitor and breeder.

The certificate of the referees with regard to this entry :

—

"Birmingham, Dec. 11th, 1854.
" We hereby certify that we have this day examined three

pigs, pen No. 190, exhibited at the Birmingham Cattle Show,

and represented to be fifty weeks and four days old, and are of

opiuiou that the general appearance of their mouths and state

of their dentition show them to be above the age named.
(Signed) "Jas. B. Simonds.

RoBT. L. Hunt.
W. F. HOLUNGSWORTH."

Class XXXIU.

For the beat Fat Pig exceeding fifteen months old.

First prixe, £6, and Silver Medal as breeder. James Bald-

win, Esq., King's Norton, Worcestershire.

Second prize, £3. James Baldwin, Esq., exhibitor and
breeder.

Class XXXIV.—PIGS OF A LARGE BREED.
For the best pen of five Pigs of one litter, exceeding three

and not exceeding six months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal a§ Breeder, Mr. William
James Sadler, Berkshire.

Second ditto, £5, Mr. William Hewer, exhibitor and breeder.

Class XXXV.—PIGS OF A SMALL BREED.
For the best pen of five Pigs of one litter, exceeding three and

not exceeding six months old.

First prize, £10, and Silver Medal as breeder, Robert

Harrison Watson, Esq., Bolton Park, near Wigton, Cumber-
land.

Second ditto, £5, Mr. John Alderson, Thornby, Aikton,

Cumberland, exhibitor and breeder.

Highly commended, Mr. S. Brodhurst Hill, Bach Hall,

Chester, exhibitor and breeder.

Commended, Robert Harrison Watson, Esq., exhibitor and
breeder, and Mr. Samuel Wiley (two pens), exhibitor and
breeder.

PRIZES FOR ROOTS.

Swedes.—First prize, Silver Medal, Messrs. Proctor and
Ryland, Elmscote; second ditto, £J Is., Mr. Robinson,
Derby : third ditto, 10s. 6d., Mr- James Wylie, Longdon.
Long Red Mangold Wurzel.—First prize. Silver

Medal, Mr. A. H. Johnson, Gunnersbury.
Yellow Globe Mangold Wurzel.—First prize. Silver

Medal, Messrs. Proctor and Ryland ; second ditto, £1 Is., Mr.
E. Loomes, Whittlesea, Cambridgeshire ; third ditto, 10s. 6d.,

Mr. S. Drucc, Eynsham, Oxon.
Carrots.—First prize, £1 Is., Mr. E. Loomes.
White Globe Stubble Turnips.—First prize, 10s.

6d., Mr. A. H. Johnson.
Orange Jelly Turnips.—First prize 10a.6d., Mr. Rose,

Northbrook, Warwickshire.

Kohl Rabbi.—First prize. Silver Medal, Mr.T. Burbidge,
Mona Cottage, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Ox Cabbage.—First prize, £1 Is., Earl of Aylesford;

second ditto, £1 Is., Mr. Palmer, Yardley.

Cup given by Mr. T. Burbidge, seedsman, of Birmingham,
for the best twelve swedes, grown by any one person from
Baldwin's seed. The Judges highly commended the whole,

but gave the prize to Mr. Baldwin, of Wilnecote, Warwick-
shire.

The general display of Roots was considered by the Judges
to be very good.

THE JUDGES OF POULTRY were the Honourable and

Reverend Stephen Willoughby Lawley, Escrick Rectory, near

York; George James Andrews, Esq., Dorchester ; Mr. John

Baily, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, London ; the Reverand

Robert Pulleine, The Rectory, Kirby Wiske, near Thirsk ; the

Reverend William Wriothesley Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

Penzance; William Symonds, Esq., Rodwell House, Wey-

mouth ; Mr. Thomas Challenor, Burnt Leys, Whitwell, near

Worksop, Notts; and the Judges of Pigeons—Mr. Hale,

Handsworth ; Mr. T. L. Parker, Birmingham.

THE ANNUAL DINNER.
The dinner held at Dee's Hotel, on Tuesday, was attended

by nearly a hundred gentlemen. Lord Leigh, president for

the year, in the chair, supported by the Earl of Dartmouth,

and having for his vice-presidents James Baldwin, Esq., the

ex-Mayor, and William James, Esq. Amongst others present

were Messrs. H. Luckcock, W. Matthews, W. Lucy, B. D.

Webster, H. Workman (Mayor of Evesham), C. M. Caldecott,

H. M. Griffiths, J. B. Hebbert, W. Wilson, M. Webster, C.

Barnett, B. T. B. Gibbs, J. B. Simmonds, Rev. W. K. R.

Bedford, Rev. W. Wingfield, J. Dawes (Smethwick), B.

Bartlett, Leaver (Longnor), Moseley (Sandwell), Poundley,

(Montgomeryshire), Heath (Norfolk), J.K.Baldwin, J. Ludlow^

J. Mathews, Henry Wiggin, J. Lowe, J. Lakin, E. Freer,
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Corbet (Loudou), C. W. Elkiugton, C. T. Nehou, J. Mier,

Baily (London), Barford, John Moon, Philip Halse, Edwin

Jones, W. H. Gem, K. L. Hunt, HoUingsworth (Bilston),

Howard (Bedford), &c., &c.

After the usual loyal toasts, the Army aud Navy, the Lords

and Commons,

Mt.Wm. Mathews gave "The Agricultural and Manu-
facturing Interests." It happened to have been his lot to farm

underground, instead of on the surface ; and however con-

versant he might be as to the value of a strata of coal, or a

measure of ironstone, and however easy for him to dilate upon

the capacity of gateways, or log-work, and pillar-work, yet

when he ascended to the surface, and began to deal with the

things which constituted the raw materials of agriculture, then

he felt that inability to grapple with the subject, which made
him very diffident to discharge the duty. Still if a most pro-

found respect for the agricultural interest, a most emphatic

desire to see it succeed, a very great affection for all its pur-

suits, and a most hearty desire at some future period of his

life to co-operate in those pursuits, constituted any claim on

his part to give the toast, then he founded his claim upon as

sure a foundation as any agriculturist in the room (cheers).

In the early history of modern agriculture there was a delusion

abroad as to the existence of some inevitable antagonism

between commerce and agriculture. Fortunately this had been

sent to that limbo to which all shams ought to go ; and he

thought that at that moment there did not exist a commercial

or manufacturing man who did not hold agriculture in the

highest possible respect, and did not wish every possible suc-

cess to its pursuits (cheers). The time had now arrived when
the narrow superficies of England was so subdivided that

almost every person having any amount of taste and capital

was looking forward to the period when he might participate

in that pursuit which seemed natural to most Englishmen ; and
he, for one, should be sorry to see the time arrive when the

taste for agriculture would be pushed aside by the more ex-

citing but less pleasant pursuits of manufacturing life. At
present they might feel satisfied that there was no nation in

Europe which bestowed so much atteution on agriculture as

England ; equally certain might they be that there was no
nation which could have got up such an exhibition as the one
they had that day witnessed in Bingley Hall.

Mr. John Lowe responded for the manufacturing, and Mr.
C. M. Caldecot on behalf of the agricultural iuteresc.

"The health of the President of the day, and also of the
President elect"—Lord Dartmouth— followed. Then the " Ex-
hibitors," acknowledged by Mr. Heath ; and afterwards "The
Judges," to which Mr. Baily, Mr. Chamberlain, and Mr. Meir
severally replied.

Mr.Chambeelain said: The judges of cat! le were veryglad
to see so great a number of good animals at this excellent
show of stock. The gentleman who proposed " The Agricul-
tural and Manufacturing Interest," has spoken highly in

praise of the agriculturists
; and he stated " that there was no

nation in Europe which bestowed so much attention on agri-

culture aa England." I was not sorry to hear him say so

;

because it has been very much the f»shion, for some time, to
detract from the merit which is due to the English farmers.
And, I believe I may say, without fear of contradiction, and
without piviu? cause of offence to any one, that owing to the
skill, the judgment, the perseverance, the energy, and the
attention of the English farmers and breeders, such herds of
fine cattle—such flocks of beautiful sheep—such troops of

valuable horses, for all purposes—aud such droves of excellent

pigs—cannot be produced by the whole world besides, as those
which are produced by many of the farmers and breeders of

'• this great little island." One of the objects of this, and

similar societies, is to stimulate a spirit of improvement, aud

to extend the breeding and feeding of animals of the best

description, throughout the kingdom; animals which will

supply the markets with the cheapest and best meat. I shall

not notice the opinions of those persona who used to say,

" We should do very well if a bushel of wheat were not grown

iu England." Neither shall I notice the advice which was

given by gentlemen to the farmers at the time when the price

of wheat was very low ; viz., " Lay your land down to pasture,

and do not grow so much wheat." I shall not notice the

ophiions which have been so expressed, or the advice which was

so given. This is not the time and place to do so. But I may

say to my brother farmers, make the land which you occupy

produce as much corn and other food as you possibly can, for

the people of England have now to look to you, for the bread

which they eat. Aud you will, I have no doubt, be anxious to

supply their wants. Though, we know by experience, that

after we have made every effort, and done all we can to pro •

duce good crops, we cannot ensure them. A great deal will

depend upon the seasons. Too great a degree either of he&t

or cold—too much or too little rain—and many other cause.',

over which the farmers can have no control—may very seriously

affect their produce. We also know that after a farm has been

laid down to pasture, it takes some years to bring it into til-

lage, and a regular course of crops. For the compliment ytu

have paid the judges of cattle I beg to thank you ; and will

leave the judges of sheep and pigs to answer for themselves.

Mr. Laicin gave, "The Royal Agricultural Society, the

Smithfield Club, and the other Agricultural Societies in the

United Kingdom."

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, in responding, took toe oppor-

tunity of expressing the pleasure he bad felt on learning that

this exhibition was not to be in future merely the resemblance

of the Smithfield Club, but that it was intended to supply

another want, a want which the Royal Agricultural Society

had largely supplied—he referred to the establishment of m
exhibition for breeding stock, as it was worthy of the energy

which had characterized the origin of the Birmingham Show.

If there was any district which, fromavariety of circumstance,

more than another, required such an Exhibition as that to

which he had referred, it was Birmingham—easy of access, ai d

with elements ensuring its success as completely as similar

elements had combined to secure for its success in another

particular—made it in fact the workshop of the world. Ee
went on to express a hope that the alliance which had been so

cordially cemented between England and France might lead (o

other useful and practical results : and he mentioned that a

deputation from the Emperor of France had recently visited

this country, to obtain information from the Royal Agricul-

tural Society for the purposes of the Paris Exhibiton of next

year ; that he had been deputed to give the in.'ormation re-

quired, which he hoped might be of real service.

The Earl of Dartmouth proposed the health of a jrentk-

mau whom all who knew anythinfj of the Birmingham Cattle

Show would be delighted to honour. No man more coiu-

I'letely appreciated the services of Mr. Wright than he did ;

that gentleman worked all through the year in behalf of the
society ; he rejjretted his absence, the more especially aa that

absence was occasioned by ill health; and he introduced his

name and drank better health to him with the greatest
pleasure. The toast was drunk very warmly.

Mr. Caldecott gave "Ihe ViucChairmen, Mr. Baldwin
and Mr. William James;" both of whom acknowledged the
compliment.

Mr. William James then gave " The Ladies ;" and Lord
Leigh " Fox-hunting aud the Master of the Cambridgeshire,"
to which Mr. Barnett returned thanks ; and the meeting
broke up.

E 2
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HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S WINTER SHOW
AT GLASGOW.

JUDGES,

Op Cattle.—William Forrest, Treesbanks, Lanark ; Robert

Hardie, Harrietfield, Berwickahire ; Thotaaa Nelson, Glas-

gow. Attending member : Robert Murdoch, Cranhill,

Lanarkshire.

Sheep and Pigs.—John Archibald, Duddingston; John

Bell, Glasgow ; James Elliot, Lamberton, Berwickshire.

Attending member: Peter Drew, Carmyle,

The premiums were awarded as follows :
—

Best animal in the yard, prize of the Gold Medal, an ox

(cross with short-horn), bred by James Miln, Rosehill, Ar-

broath, and belonging to Robert John Thomson, Hangingside.

This animal got a prize at the last cattle show in Edinburgh.

It competed this year in an older class.

CATTLE.
SHORT-HORN BREED.

Best ox, calved after 1st January, 1851, 10/., Thomas

Knowles, Aberdeen; 2nd, 5Z., Robert Elliot, Hardgrave,

Lockerbie ; 3rd, certificate of merit, Joseph Watson, Manor

House, Woodhorn, Morpeth.

Best ox, calved after 1st January, 1852, 10^, Robert Elliot,

Hardgrave, Lockerbie ; 2ud, 51., John Brodie, Abbey Mains,

Haddmgton.

POLLED BREEDS.

Beat ox, calved after 1st January, 1851, lOZ., William

M'Combie, Tillyfour ; 2nd, 51., William M'Combie, TiUyfour

;

3rd, certificate of merit, Allan Pollok, Broom.

Best ox, calved after 1st January, 1852, 10/., Alexander

Bowie, Mains of Kelly, Arbroath ; 2nd, 5/., Wm. M'Combie,

Tillyfour ; 3rd, certificate of merit, Alexander Bowie, Mains

of Kelly.

Best heifer, calved after Ist January, 1852, £6, James

Steward, Aberdeen ; second, £3, William M'Combie, Easter

Skeene, Aberdeen.

HIGHLAND BREED.

Best ox, calved after 1st January, 1850, £10, Thomas

Knowles, Aberdeen ; second, £5, James Stewart, Aberdeen
;

third, certificate of merit, George Lumaden,Auquhorties, Keith

Hall.

Best OS, calved after 1st January, 1851, £10, R. D. Camp-

bell, of Jura ; second, £5, R. D. Campbell, of Jura; third

certificate of merit, Allan Pollok, Broom.

Best heifer, calved after 1st January, 1851, £6, John Alex-

ander, Maine of Glammis ; second, £3, James Stewart, Aber-

deen.

ANY OTHER PURE BREED.

Beat ox, of any age, £10, Sir Harry Verney, Windslow,

Bucks ; second, £5, James Stewart, Aberdeen.

Beat heifer of any age, £6, James Stewait, Aberdeen.

CROSSES.

Best ox, calved after 1st January, 1851, £10, R. J. Thom-

son, Linlithgow (gold medal); second, £5, Allan Pollok,

Broom ; third, certificate of merit, William Stirling, M.P., of

Keir.

Beat ox, calved after 1st January, 1852, £10, John Brodie,

Abbey Maine, Haddington ; second, £5, Charles Lyall, Kin-

craig, Brechin ; third, certificate of merit, James and William

Martia, Aberdeen.

Best ox, calved after ist January, 1853, £10. J. 3. Wright,

Hedderwick Hill, Dunbar; second, £5, David Wright, Glada-

muir; third, certificate of merit, Thomas Smith, Dalfibble,

Dumfries.

Best heifer, calved after 1st January, 1851, £6, James

Stewart, Aberdeen ; second, £3, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen ;

third, certificate of merit, James and W. Martin, Aberdeen.

Best heifer, calved after Ist January, 1852, £6, J. and W-
Martin, Aberdeen ; second, £3, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen

;

third, certificate of merit, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen.

Beat heifer, calved after 1st January, 1853, £6, John Brodie.

Abbey Mains ; second and third, certificates of merits, ditto

ditto. The judges highly commended a Highland ox, five

years old, belonging to William Stirling, of Keir, M.P,

SHEEP.
LEICESTER BREED.

Best three wethers under two shear, £5, John Hunter,

Dipple, Fochabers ; second, £3, John Garland, Laurencekirk.

SOUTHDOWN BREED.

Best three wethers under three shear, £6, John Hutchison,

Peterhead ; second, £3, James Stewart, Aberdeen.

CHEVIOT BREED.

Best three wethers under three shear, £6, David Wallace,

Leveu ; second, £3, David Wallace, Leveu ; third, certificate

of merit, Duke of Buccleuch, Drumlanrig Castle.

BLACK-FACED BREED,

Best three wethers under four shear, £6, Andrew Wright,

Corstorphine ; second, £3, Andrew Wright, Corstorphiue

;

third, certificate of merit, Jamea Stewart, Aberdeen.

CROSSES.

Best three wethers under three shear, £6, Thomas Knowles

Aberdeen ; second, £3, Thomas Knowles, Aberdeen ; third

certificate of merit, John Hunter, Fochabers.

Best three wethers under two shear, £6, Lord Kinnaird,

Bossie Priory ; second, £3, Lord Kinnaird ; third, certificate

of merit, ditto.

EXTRA STOCK,

The judges commended two lots of black-faeed wethers

belonging to the Earl of Mansfield, Scone Palace.

PIGS.
Best three pigs, not exceeding eight months old, £5, Geo.

Hope, Fenton Barns ; second, £2, Archd. Campbell of Blytha-

wood; third, certificate of merit. Earl of Mansfield.

Best pig of any age, £5, Lord Kinnaird ; second, £2, James

Jackson, Eastwood, Pollokahaws ; third, certificate of merit,

Mr. Robert Shearer, DaUerf.
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BOY DELL'S ENDLESS RAILWAY,
The carting of turnips and other edibles for sheep on

grass lands during winter, more especially in the parks

and park.farms of our large landed proprietors—getting

out top-dressing upon the same—carting home turnips,

where such have not been removed in autumn—the car-

rying in harvest off young seeds, and out manure in

seed-time, when the land is soft from an excess of mois-

ture, and many similar jobs, have long been experienced

not only as injurious to the land, but a serious tear and

wear upon horse-flesh and expense of manual labour

—

obstacles in the way of successful agriculture which Mr.

Boydell's " Endless Railway" is intended to remove.

They are obstacles, too, which Mr. Boydell himself has

experienced during a period of upwards of twenty years'

connection with agriculture and the management of

landed property ; and we are glad to perceive that he

has at length succeeded, after much labour, time, and

expense, in reducing his proposition of an endless rail-

way on the periphery of a wheel, to successful practice.

During the week of our Christmas Show, daily experi-

ments were made at " Boydell and Glasier's Camden
Works, London," with a cart fitted up with his patent

apparatus, as also a wheel-barrow and another temporary

machine, constructed to illustrate the principle by which

a steam-plough or any similar implement may be pro-

pelled—to the general satisfaction of a numerous attend-

ance of visitors. On that week we ourselves were too

much engaged in the Bazaar to attend, but have Since

gone into the subject, and now propoiie giving a brief

description and account of the whole, which we hope
will not bs unnacceptable to our readers at this season

of the year, when endless railways are so much wanted

in every province.

The accompanying woodcut, from a drawing of the

•—

—

--.^x^^^'.

cart experimented upon, will very much abridge our la-

bours in giving a description of Boydell's patent appa-
ratus for cart and other wheels. It will be seen that

there are six shoes, or longitudinal sleepers, on each of

which is fixed a short iron rail, analogous in principle

to the rails on some railways, where they are laid on
continuous timber bearings throughout, so that each cart

or waggon wheel is actually running on a rail—the same
in principle to the wheels of a railway carriage, and with-

out the objection to which the latter are subject by their

tires being conical to prevent their flanges coming in

contact with the rails. The length of the rails is of

course always proportional to the circumference of the

wheel, and of any shape which parties may desire.

Those experimented upon were cubical ; but we would
prefer the surface on which the wheel acted so rounded
that a stone would not rest upon it with the sides slant-

ing outward? ; so that the tire of the wheel in rolling

forwards would press stones or any other hard mate; ; X

which might fall upon the rail out of its way. In ocher

words, a triangular rail, with the vertical angle rounded

off for the wheel to rotate upon, made of wood and shod

with iron, or wholly of iron in various ways, TL3
sleepers are considerably longer than the rails, projecting

beyond them at each end on the alternate sides, forming

a joint analogous to that of ship-building ; so that,

although the ends of the rails meet at the point of im-

pact immediately under the wheel, yet the back and

exterior projection, or heel, of the front sleeper, extends

behind this point ; while the front and interior pi'ojection

of the back sleeper extends before it, thus forming ,1

sleeper or bearing to the point of impact itself, which

otherwise would be without. Such sleepers may be of

any breadth, such, for instance, as to support a loadi d

cart through newly-ploughed lands if desired ; or say,

from six to fifteen inches, and are attached to the outside
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of the felloes by mechauical contrivanceB not so easily

described.

A strong bar of iron is bent into the form of a very

sharp-pointed or Gothic arch, and bolted to the sleeper

with four strong bolts. At the top of the arch or bar

will be observed a strong pivot analogous to that of the

beam of a large balance. This bar works in a strong

iron box, curved at the top, and having a groove at each

side of the curve in which the pivot works when raising

or lowering the railway from and to the ground. The
curve of the two sides of the arch is cycloidal , always

corresponding to the diameter of the wheel : in other

words, the curve which each side of the bent bar forms,

supposing it a line, is an arch of a cycloid formed by a

point in the circumference of the wheel, in ascending

and descending from and to the ground, and the length

of each arch is such that when the two bottom sleepers

are suspended freely from their respective pivots their

rails will form tangents to the point where the line of

direction of gravity of the wheel intersects the circum-

ference, supposing the wheel elevated on a jack, or the

point of impact, as represented in the drawing. The
box again in which these cycloidal bars work is bolted

to the felloes parallel to the tire of the wheel, and equi-

distant from each other. All these are very nice mathe-

matical questions, which Mr. Boydell has had to observe

in the reduction of his proposition to practice.

Wheels fitted up with endless rails are only adapted

for slow motion, for if the'centrifugal force exceeded that

of gravitation the rails would not fall into their places
;

but, according to the patentee, " a wheel four feet six

inches in diameter is calculated to work at any speed

not exceeding four miles an hour," which is quite suffi-

cient for all agricultural purposes.

The rails " can be attached to any wheel, and taken

off at pleasure ;" and as they greatly do away with jolt-

ing, they will consequently economise the tear and wear

of carts, while the expense of their own repairs will be

trifling.

The experiments performed at the Camden Works

were, first, by drawing a cart loaded with two tons of

iron over a soft surface by weights (1^ cwt.) attached to

a rope over a pulley. This force drew the cart at a slow

but increasing pace ; and when another half-hundred

weight was attached to the rope, the cart went off at the

guUop, so to speak; in both cases analogous to similar

experiments on a railway. Three hundred-weight,

again, pulled the loaded cart through soft clay, in which

the wheels would have sunk to the naves without the

rails.

The second experiment performed was by drawing the

empty cart over excavated pits like ditches, large

heaps of bricks, blocks of timber from six to eighteen

inches high, and in turning, so as to illustrate the man-
ner in which the rails act as bridges and inclined planes

—in going over ditches and elevated obstacles respec-

tively—and also how they work in turning and in roll-

ing along a slanting surface with the one wheel higher

than the other ; and the result, as in the last case, was
highly satisfactory.

The third experiment was by loading a wheelbarrow

with 7 cwt, without rails, when it sunk in the clay to

the axle, and there remained fast. The common wheel

was then taken out, and one with the patent apparatus

put in, when the man went over the soft ground ; thus

proving in the most satisfactory manner the value of the

endless rails to gardeners and others who have much
wheeling in manuring lands, or in removing grass from

lawns in wet weather.

The fourth and last experiment was to illustrate the

manner of attaching the rails to the wheels of a portable

engine, and of communicating motion to the same with

sufficient power to plough land.

For this purpose two wheels with rails attached were

fixed on an axle, in the centre of which was also fixed

a large toothed wheel. This toothed wheel was
driven by a small pinion, on each end of the axle

of which was a crank, so that the wheels and rails were

driven with considerable mechanical advantage. A frame

was also fixed on the laige axle, on the back part of

which a man sat, who propelled the machine forward

over blocks of wood and the soft clay ground with ease,

by turning the small pinion with a crank in each hand.

To test the power more satisfactorily, which he thus ex«

ercised, we attached 1 cwt. to the back of the machine

by a chain, and although awkwardly situated for apply-

ing his strength, he yet drew the weights after him,

ploughing up the|ground several inches deep. Altogether

the results in this case go far to authorise the patentee to

say, as he does, that " attached to locomotive engines,

they (the rails) entirely remove the difficulty of ploughing

by steam," reducing the problem to a matter of time and

money.

Besides the endless railway, patent gates, hurdles,

fencing, green-houses, hand-glasses, and artificial

basalt-stone may also be seen at the Camden Works.

The gates, hurdles, and fencing, with the green-houses

and handglasses under Boydell's patents, are highly meri-

torious and invaluable to the agricultural and horticul-

tural interests, and therefore we earnestly recommend

them to the notice of both. They involve the important

principles of the greatest strength, cheapness, durability,

and portability, while they are highly ornamental and

simple to a proverb— qualifications which speak for

themselves, exemplifying their own importance and

value at first sight, to all who have any experience in

rural affairs. The Government office of Public Works

&c. is guilty in a national sense, if it does not use

Boydell's hurdles, and fencing, in all our public

parks, &c.

Messrs. Boydell and Glasier, we understand, are to ex-

hibit these important improvements in operation every

Monday, at least, during the present sitting of Parlia-

ment ; and we beg most respectfully to recommend

to the representatives of the agricultural interest

in both houses, a visit to the Camden Works, Hawley

Crescent, Camden Town, to judge for themselves. The

first impression of the working of the endless rails may

prove somewhat forbidding ; but first impressions will
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soon be got over, ia turnip-fields, grass-lands, parks, and

pleasure-grounds ; while they will find in Mr. Boydell

(for many years a land agent) every anxiety to consult

no less their interest than his own. Asj to terms, we

may refer to Boydell and Glasier's advertisement, from

which we are glad to perceive that they do not wish to

interfere with the interest of wheel manufacturers, but

the contrary.

ON THE CULTIVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF UNDERWOOD.
BY HENRY WOODS, MERTON, NORFOUC.

The management of underwood is a subject which at the very

outset seems !o present this difficulty, that, inasmuch as any

one's experience must generally be confined to certain districts,

it is possible that his system of management will only meet the

requirement of localities similar to his own. But though this be

So, it is easy, from a system of management whicli has been

found to answer well in any particular district, to obtain in-

struction and hints which may be of great use in other parts of

the country. Thus I think I shall be best carrying out this sub-

ject if I confine my>elf in my observations to the district in

which the woods and plantations of which I have the manage-

ment (comprising many hundred acres) are situated. And surely

those interested in the subject will prefer information, however

limited, drawn from actual experience, and with estimates copied

from actual account?, to an essay containing information not

altogether so gained, and therefore in a measure necessarily spe-

culative, or taken from books, or from the opinions of others.

In giving an account of the plan followed here, I may first ob-

serve, that the underwood grown in the wood or plantation, from

the accounts of which I shall now particularly give my state-

ment, is an ancient wood of 70 acres. I shall, however, of course,

give our system of preparing plantations of a similar kind. The
subject will be divided into the following heads :

—

1. The nature of the soil and mode of preparing it.

2. The averase number of plants per acre,

3. The descrii tion of underwood growing.

4. The best sorts to plant.

5. The cost of fencing and draining.

6. The produce per acre.

1. The nature of the soil of tliis estate varies from a deep

loamy soil with a clay substratum to a light blowing sandy soil

with a gravel substratum. I consider that the average of the soil

of the several plantations is of moderate strength, with a clay and

marl substratum.

2. The modr of prejjaring the land is as follows : - I trench

18 inches deep. If the piece of land is of a large size, one party

of men takes in hand one portion of the land ; a second party

of men begins where the other will finish, and takes an equal por-

tion. The swards and soil thrown out by the second party in the

first trench serve to fill up the last trench made by the first party,

and so on with every fresh piece commenced. By this means

the land is kept level. A trench is dug 20 inches wide, the sward

is placed at the bottom of the trench, and the soil in being dug

out to the depth of 18 inches is thrown on the swards and made
level with the land previously done. The trench is worked from

one side of the piece to the other. As the trenching is generally

done by task work, and the overlooker cannot always be present,

this simple and probably well-known method is adopted, by which

it can easily be discovered if the work is properly done. I have

18 inches marked on a walking-stick, and by going over different

parts of the work and pressing the stick through into the soil, I

soon ascertain if the workmen have dug to the proper depth. For

trenching the above depths my price is now sixpence and seven-

pence per rod, or £i and £i 13s. 4d. per acre ; the workmen
providing their own picks and spades. Should there be any part

of the work where there are many stones or roots, I measure that

part separately, and pay an extra price per rod.

I would observe that subsoil or trench ploughing has been

here tried by the side of trenching, and althougii the plantation

has beea made some years,,the difference is etill remarkable, for

the trees growing on the trenched land are much the largest and

best grown ; indeed, so superior has the system of trenching

proved, that trench ploughing has never since been resorted to.

It has also been particularly observed, that a large proportion

of the larch and oak planted en the ploughed land die.

That great authority, the Duke of Portland, in a note to the

article written on the system of planting and management of

plantations at Welbeck, by J. E. Denison, Esq., M.P., published

in the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. ix. part ii., states

—" My first plantations in Birkland were on old sheepfolds, in

i821. It is probable the dung of the sheep had been scraped up

or carried off, for the trees have grown very ill. In 1825, four-

teen acres near it were followed by the plough, and sown w ith

acorns. Between a part of this ground and a site of the old

sheepfold, and close to the latter, there was a small bit of ground

which could not be worked by the plough. As it was of no use

there, and very full of twitch, it was digged three spades deep,

merely with the view of burying the twitch, and planting with

oaks. In 1847 I happened to see this ground, and I found that

the oaks had far surpassed those planted before them ; and

judging that their great superiority arose from the quantity of

soil in which their roots were able to work without obstruction,

I have adopted the same principle in all the plantations made in

the following winter, &c, &c."

I have had opportunities of seeing the plantations spoken of,

and the difference in the size of the trees on the small piece of

land is still remarkable.

The trenching is generally performed in the months of October

and November, when there are usually many men out of employ.

We plant as soon as possible afterwards. Early the following

spring we set potatoes between the young plants ; and by slightly

earthing them in the early months of summer, the weeds are

destroyed, and the surface being stirred allows the atmosphere to

act beneficially on the roots of the young plants.

It may be objected that by the system of setting potatoes, the

roots of the young plants may be injured.

I have positive proof that this is not the case ; for the roots

have made no progress when the potatoes are set, and even tlia

first year they elongate but little. Besides, the potatoes are not

set near the stems of the plants ; there can therefore be no fear

of the roots being injured the first year. It may also be thought

that the land will be deteriorated by this system ; but such is not

the case even on the poorest soils, for I have had opportunities

of comparing small portions of land that have been planted, but

not set with potatoes; and the result is a decided conviction that

the plan is beneficial to the land.

By reason of the fresh condition of the soil there is generally a

good crop for the quantity of seed, and also considerably less dis-

ease than on highly manured lands. They are taken up with a

fine bright clear skin, and are sold to the merchants in the neigh-

bourhood, who generally send them to salesmen in London. I

know by experience that this is a better plan than if the pro-

ducers were to send direct to the salesmen; for when I so sent,

my return was considerably less than I should have had even at

home.

I particularly recommend procuring seed from the opposite

kind of soil to that of the new plantation ; for having two years

ago procured some of the variety culled York Regents from the

clay lands of Lincolnshire, I found a material advantage in botli

the quantity and quality over the previous year ; and this well

compensated for the extra price of the seed and the carriage. I
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shall grow the same stock three years, and then procure fresh

seed from the same heavy land.

The following is the cost of planting one acre with potatoes,

and the average produce thereof:

—

£ s, d.

12 bushels of seed potatoes . . . .10
Expenses of setting 5

Ditto hoeing and earthing . . . .030
Ditto taking up 8

Ditto carting home lf>

Ditto of pitting, &c. &c 2

Ditto carting to railway, coals being brought back 15

140 bushels of potatoes, sold at Is. 8d.

40 ditto, small, ditto Is. Od.

Deduct expenses as above

Profit

3 3

U 13 4
2

13 13 4
3 3

10 10 4

£
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care is takeu to make them of equal size, so that tlicy pass the

same distance into the holes of the frame. This brings them level

on the top. There are nine stakes, set about 8J inches apart.

Tlie hurdles are made seven feet long.

When the stakes are properly arranged, they commence to

wattle the hurdle, beginning at tlie bottom and finishing at the

top ; binding all well together, lyhich is done somewhat on the

principle of basliet making, though without being worked so close

together. Hurdles are made during mild weather, as the wood

will not work when very cold, being rendered so brittle that it

breaks in the twisting. Many people make a rule of purchasing

hurdles one year before they require tliem for use ; which cer-

tainly is a good plan, as tlie hurdle stakes have had time to be-

come seasoned, and so last longer. For making hurdles I pay

twopence-halfpenny each, and sell them at eight-pence each-

This wood is also used for making ornamental fences for gardens

;

the stakes are set in the ground, and the wood worked in the same

manner as for hurdles. This fencing lasts several years.

EIGHT -FEET SPLINTS

Are also made from straight wood. The piece from which they

are made is about IJ inch thick and eight feet long. This is

riven into two, and they are used for building and repairing walls

here, called " stud, splint, and clay walls." These splints are

sold in bunches of thirty split pieces. I pay the workmen two-

pence per bunch for riving, and sell them at one shilling per

bunch.

SIX-FEET SPLINTS

Are similar to the above, but are made of smaller wood. They

are sold in bunches like the eight-feet splints, and are used for

similar purposes. The workmen receive the same price for riving,

and they are sold at nine-pence per bunch.

BROACHES
Are known as long and short broaches. The long are used for

thatching stacks, and the short for houses, barns, &c. They are

three feet nine inches and two feet three inches long, and are riven

from pieces not fit for hurdle stakes. The average number riven

from one piece is about fifteen ; these are tied up in bunches of

140 long, and 250 short ones ; and are sold at ten-pence half-

penny per bundle, or three shillings and sixpence for four bun-

dles, which are called a thousand. In bad weather these are

riven in huts erected by the workmen. I pay fourteen-pence

per thousand for preparing and riving.

It is worthy of remark, that the thatching of stacks where

broaches are used for securing it, is most expeditiously and eco-

nomically done, and stands well against wind. No tar line is

required. The broaches are covered by every succeeding course

of straw ; rain is therefore less likely to penetrate than if pegs

and tar line were used. A man will neatly thatch a stack of

fifteen yards long in one day and a half, and the cost of the

broaches will be about one shilling and nine-pence.

SWAYS
Are also required for thatching houses and premises, and are

chiefly used with tar line for binding together the eaves and dif-

ferent parts of the roof. The tar line is fastened to the sway,

and, passing round the spar and returning to the sway, is fastened

a second time. These sways are four feet long, and are all the

coarse pieces of the wood which are neither fit for making into

hurdles, nor riving into broaches or splints. They average one

inch in thickness. Sways are sold at sixpence per bunch of

thirty, and the labour is two-pence ber bunch.

STRAW AND HAY BIXS

Are made for and sold to farmers, who pla^e them in their yards

for the purpose of putting in hay, straw, &c., for cattle. They

are made of the same kind of wood as hurdles, and in a similar

way, except that they are round, being 4J feet in diameter, and

three feet high. I pay for making these ten-pence each, and sell

them at two shillings and sixpence each.

POLES

Are ash growing from old stumps of frees. The branches are

trimmed off and the poles sold to coopers for making hoops for

casks. They are generally about twelve feet long, and two inches

thick at the middle of Iho pole. They are sold at t«o-pence

each. The labourers are paid one penny per dozen for throwing

them out and trimming.

PEA-STICK FAGOTS

Are selected out of the branches trimmed off the hazels, and are

fold to gardeners and others at three-pence per bunch. Tliere

are thirty in each bunch, and tlie price of labour is sixpence per

score fagots.

BRUSH FAGOTS

Consist of all the small trimmings of the underwood. Tlie fagots

are about three feet six inches in circumference, and are sold to

bakers and cottagers for oven wood, at three shillings and four-

pence per score. The workmen are paid sixpence per score for

tying.

BUSH FAGOTS

Consist of fhorns growing among the underwood, and, being

thrown aside when felling, are tied into small bundles, and sold

to farmers for making fences, at one shilling and eiaht-pence per

score fagot'. The workmen are paid three-pence per score for tying.

CUTTINGS

Are the refuse ends of stakes, hurdle wood, &c., and are sold to

cottagers for firewood, at two shillings for a one-harse cart load.

The workmen are not paid anything for these.

I may mention in passing, that {if at any time the quantity of

hazel grown should exceed the demand for it as now sold) during

a journey (last year) to the manufacturing districts, I gained

such information as proved to me that we could manufacture it

profitably into bobbins ; and, even at this distance, could by a

moderate outlay for machinery, make an equal, if not a greater

profit, than we make now.

I pay, in addition to the above prices, ten shillings per acre fi<r

felling. There is no expense in carting the produce sold. In

every instance the purchaser carts from the wood.

The following is a copy from my books of one year's accounts

to Michaelmas, 1851, for the seven acres; and I would mention

that since the depression in agricultural produce, I have reduced

my prices generally; and that this year (1851) being the worst

fell in the wood, the profit is below the average,

PAID FOR MAKING £ S. d.

1,203 hurdles, ^d. each . . . 12 10 7^

140 bunches 8 feet splints, 2d.

19 ditto 6 feet ditto, 2d.

30,4 broaches, Is. 2d. per lOOO .

94 bunches sways, 2d.

12 straw bins, lOd.

276 poles, Id. per dozen .

2<;0 peastick fagots, 6d. per score .

6,232 brush ditto, 6d. per ditto .

260 bush ditto, 3d. per ditto

Felling 7 acres at 10s. an acre

Amount paid for labour . 48 3 9

Paid one year's tithe on entire wood of

70 acres 9 12 2

Four poor rates on ditto . . . 4 19

One year's property tax on ditto . .287

1 3
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ui a clear proiit of Xl5 12s. 6^d. iieracic iier annum on the fell

of seven acres ; or £\ Us. 3d. per acre per annum on the whole

plantation of seventy acres.

In addition to the above, there is yearly gathered a considerable

quantity of nuts, there being always forty-nine acres of wood old

enough to produce them; but in consequence of these being

gathered for seed for our nurseries, and no separate account kept

of the cost of gathering, I am unable to show the annual profit.

But the fact of its having, a few years ago, been let to a person

for £1 per annum, who undertook for that small sum to keep out

trespassers and take care of the wood at his own cost, clearly

shows that there must be profit. Further, if we were to sacriice

timber-growing m the same plantation, in order to promote the

better growth of the underwood, the produce would certainly be

larger ; but so far from that being the case, there is from each

division (after the underwood has been felled) a quantity cf

valuable timber taken down. Several of the trees are of large

dimensions, and, consequently, less underwood grows near them.

The following is the produce from timber taken from the same

seven acres as the underwood:—

SOLD £
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together with the highest and lowest weekly
Average in each of the respective Years
ENDING Michaelmas-day.

Highest Price

Week
ending

s. a.

Quarter to Christmas, 1845 .. . .57 9

„ Lady-day, 1846 55 C

„ Midsummer, 1846.. 54 7

„ Micliaelmas, 1846...49 3

Year to Michaelmas, 1846 ....54 1

QuartertoChristmas, 1846 ..,.59 9

„ Lady-day, 1847 ....72 6

„ Midsummer, 1817.. 85 IC

„ Michaelmas, 1847 ..67 1

Year to Michaelmas, 1817 71 3

QuartertoChristmas, 1847 53 6

„ Lady-dav. 1848 ....51 7

„ Midsummer, 1848. .48 11

„ Michaelmas, 1848 ..51 3

Year to Michaelmas, 1848 ....51 S

Quarter to Christmas, 1848 50 4

„ Lady-day, 184U ...45 5

,, Midsummer, 1849 ..44 10

„ Michaelmas, 1849.. 45 9

Year to Michaelmas, 1849 ....46 7

QuartertoChristmas, 1849 ....40 5

„ Lady-day, 1850 ....38 11

„ Midsummer, 1850 ..39
Michaelmas, 1850 ..42 10

Year to M ichaelraas, 1850 .... 40 3

QuartertoChristmas, 1850 40

„ Lady-day, 1851 37 7

„ Midsummer, 1851 . ,39 4

„ Michaelmas, 18.S1 ,.40
Year to Michaelmas, 1851 ....39

QuartertoChristmas, 1851 ....36 7

,, Lady-day, 1852 ....4'J 10

„ Midsummer, 1852 , 40 10

„ Michaelmas, 1852 ..41 2

Year to Michaelmas, 1852 ...,39 10

Quarter to Christmas, 1852 ... .40 6

,, Lady-day, 1853 ....45 7

„ Midsummer, 1853 .44
„ Michaelmas, 1853.. 51 10

Year to Michaelmas, 1853 45 7

Quarter to Christmas, 1853 69 10

„ Lady-day, 1854 79 Q

„ Midsummer, 1854 ..78 4

Michaelmas, 1854 ..63 10

Year to Michaelmas, 1854 72 10

Nov. I, 1845,

60s. Id.

May 29, 1847,

102s. 5d

Lowest Price
Weeli
endiug

Sept. 9, 1848,

66s. lOd.

Not. 18, 1848,

Aug. 10. 1850,

44s. Id.

July 12, 1851,

43s. 6d.

Sept. 4, 1852,

44s. 9d.

Aug. 14, 1846,

45s. Id.

Sept. 18, 1847,

49s. 6d.

June 17, 1848,

46s. lOd.

Sept. 22, 1849,

41s. 9d.

May 4, 1850,

»as. lid.

Sept. 27,1851,

368. 7d.

Oct. 11, 1851,

35s. 6d.

Oct. 1, 1852,

59s. 5d.

Jan. 28, 1854,

83s. 3d.

Oct. 16, 1852,

37s. lOd.

Sept. 16, 1854,

52s. 5d.

REVIEW,
PLANS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF CROSSKILL'S
PATENT PORTABLE RAILWAY, WITH EN-
GINEERS' REPORT. By Josiah Parkes, Esq.

Is a timely and well got up little work. The conviction ia

fost closing upon the agricultural world, home and colonial,

that railroads of some kind or other must be brought to the

assistance of this the present branch of industry, Mr. Cross-

kill has been labouring in the field for some time. The above

talented engineer gives plans, with a description and report of

his labours, including an experiment at Beverley, and we are

but too proud of the opportunity of thanking both, and re-

commending this little work to our readers, to be had of

Mr. Wm. Crosskill, Beverley.

The following are extracts ;

—

" The portability of this railway, and the ease with which it

can be laid down either in curved or straight lines, are espe-

cially worthy of notice, and when made 4 feet 8 inches in

gauge and in 10 feet lengths, a dozen labourers could fix it at

the rate of half a mile a day.

" For Australia, our Indian colonies, and all countries iu

which roads are urgently wanted, and cannot be made on ac-

count of the scarcity of labour, this line cannot be too strongly

recommended, on account of its simplicity and the ease with

which it can be laid down, and its adaptation to an undulating

country has been demonstrated by a trial of half a mile of it

lately made near Beverley."

"The line submitted to my inspection at Beverley was 1000

yards in length ; it was purposely laid down on a very irregular

piece of ground, presenting very sharp curves and steep

inclines, on the sides of two hills, having variable gradients

from 1 to 15, to a short length nearly level. The carriaf;es,

loaded with two tons of iron, caused no disruption of the line

in descending the steepest inclines at a high velocity ; and the

kind of break used enabled the man to stop the waggon in an

extraordinary short space of time and length, upon the steepest

declination."

" Mr. Crosskill has devised a plan of double rail, which will

enable all common wheel carriages, made to proper gauge, to

travel on the rail ; by this means the rail is adapted to more
numerous and important purposes, and even for military pur-

poses, where there are no roads, as all army carriages, parks of

artillery, &c., might be moved upon this line.

" The expense of the Railway will of course depend upon
the size and strength required ; but the approximate prices of

these sizes are given below, as a guide to intending purchasers.''

THE HARVEST HYMN.
God of the rolling year ! to Thee
Our song shall rise, whose bounty pours.

In many a goodly gift, with free

And liberal hand, our autumn stores
;

No firstlings of our flock we slay.

No soaring clouds of incense rise.

But on thy hallowed shrine we lay

Our grateful hearts in sacrifice.

Borne on thy breath, the lap of spring

Was heaped with many a blooming flower

;

And smiling summer joyed to bring

The sunshine and the gentle shower ;

And autumn's rich luxuriance now.
The ripening seed, the bursting shell.

The golden sheaf and laden bough.

The fulness of thy bounty tell.

No meuial throng, in princely dome.
Here wait a titled lord's behest.

But many a fair and peaceful home
Hath won thy peaceful dove a guest

;

No groves or palm our fields adorn,

No myrtle shades or orange bowers.

But rustling meads of golden corn.

And fields of waving grain, are ours.

Safe in thy care, the landscape o'er.

Our flocks and herds securely stray

;

No tyrant master claims our store.

No ruthless robber rends away ;

No fierce volcano's withering shower.

No fell simoom, with poisonous breath.

Nor burning sun, with baleful power.

Awake the fiery plagues of death.

And here shall rise our song to Thee,

Where lengthened vale and pastures lie.

And streams go singing wild and free.

Beneath a blue aud smiling sky ;

Where ne'er was reared a mortal throne.

Where crowned oppressors never trod.

Here at the throne of Heaven alone.

Shall man in reverence bow to God.
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FARMER S' CLUBS.
The leisure season of the farmer, if he may be said to have

such a time, will soon be here ; and we again recur to the sub-

ject of neighbourhood agricultural associations, or farmers'

clubs, because the topic is seasonable, and that we believe it

one of importance to every rural comraunity. Another year,

with its results and itsvaried experiences, isnowbefore the culti-

Tators of farm and garden, and many a fact of practical value

has been learned during that period. Different individuals,

hoTcever, seem to turn over different leaves in the great volume

of Nature, each reading a special lesson of her operations ;

hence, from the comparison of these experiences, much valu-

able knowledge may be added to the general as well as indivi-

dual stock of information. This is the great object of the

farmers' club, the formation of which we have, from time to

time, attempted to advocate; we fear, however, with but

small success.

Now, or at least as soon as the fall elections are past, is the

time to organize these social meetings—well described in the

designation above given, as farmers' clubs. Let the people of

any rural neighbourhood—including, perhaps, the territory of

two or three school districts— interested in the cultivation of

the soil, meet either at the school-house, or the residence of one

of their number, appoint a few officers, and agree upon a few

simple rules for the regulation of their weekly or semi-monthly

sessions, choosing also a subject which shall be discussed at

their next meeting, or upon which some of their members shall

be requested to prepare and read essays, and you have a far-

mers' club started. No difficulty will be found in the selec-

tion of themes, both interesting and profitable, in the cultiva-

tion of different crops, the best breeds and management of

stock, &c., &c. ; for there are numberless questions brought

daily before every farmer, in which he is interested pecuniarily

and should be mentally, and which may be made profitable

subjects of discussion. Here will be brought into use the ex-

perience of the past, and each may impart to the whole what-

ever he has learned, not generally known, or which may tend

to confirm or confute the generally received opinions.

It may be thought best that each member pay a certain

amount as an initiation fee to be applied to the purchase of

aTicultural books and periodicals, for the use of the club, and

in this way, at a small expense to each, a large amount of

reading could be secured to the whole. The many valuable

papers now published would thus be brought before a wider

circle of readers, aud exert a still more powerful influence for

agricultural and horticultural improvement. Many valuable

books could thus be consulted by multitudes who would not

be able otherwise to avail themselves of the privilege.

But the great object of these clubs, as we have said before,

is the cultivation of the social faculties by the union of those

like interests for their mutual advantage and improvement.

There is no class or profession which makes less use of this

principle of association than the farming, and none to which it

can be of so much practical benefit. The knowledge of the

best methods of cultivation, and all agricultural information, is

derived mainly from experience, and new facts are constantly

coming before the eyes of every intelligent and observing

farmer. These facts are of just as great value to his neigh-

bour as himself ; and the neighbour, on the other hand, may

have learned something of equal interest. The interchange of

the results of observation and experiment is what gives agri-

cultural papers their value ; and these societies, though in a

narrower range, all tend to the same end. The results of the

experience of the individual farmers of a neighbourhood may

be made general property to the advantage of the whole, as

the experience of the best farmers of the country is made the

general property of its readers, and a furtherance to the public

interest, by publication in an agricultural journal. So also are

farmers socially united, as they find mutual profit from such

interchange of information and courtesy.

We think it will always be found profitable to have the

subjects of discussion known beforehand, as the members will

come better prepared to give brief statements of their know-

ledge of the matter, though the remarks at the time will very

likely call out facts not particularly thought of previously, but

none the less valuable on that account. And there are few if

any neighbourhoods where there are not several persons well

qualified to prepare essays on subjects of interest, presenting

in a condensed form the results of experimental and scientific

research thereupon. And the existence of a Farmers' Club

will incite to the trial of new experiments on doubtful questions
j

in farming economy, and more careful observation of the

varied operations and phenomena of Nature.

A mora extended public interest may be given by occasional

lectures by competent persons from abroad, by gatherings more

exclusively social ia which the ladies take a larger share ; and

experience will suggest many ways to give lively interest and

large usefulness to the Farmers' Club, making it one of the

most important agencies in improving the minds and farms of

every neighbourhood in which they go into operation. Sach,

indeed, has already been their effect in many instances, and

we hope they will become more numerous and more useful m

until every farmer is awake to the importance, and active in

the dissemination, of the knowledge which tends to progress

and improvement in agriculture.—B.

—

Rural New-Yorker.

VALUE OF CARROTS FOR MILK COWS.—I have

tried feeding carrots to milk cows, and will give you one of my
experiments. I have (April 15th) seven cows in milk—one

calved in Juue, the rest in September and October. I raised

eighty bushels rutabagas and four hundred bushels carrots, and

fed them to ray cows, commencing the first of December. I

gave them about 2-2- bushels per day, at noon, the rutabagas

first, and when they were all fed out, the same quantity of car-

rots. I found, when I had fed the latter.a few days, that my
cows were each giving from two to three pints of milk more

per day, than when fed en rutabagas. I was feeding my cows,

meanwhile, with cut hay, and 2 lbs. oilcake and meal, and 2^

lbs. wheat screenings, ground. The thought struck me that I

should like to know the value of carrots for making milk, so I

selected the cow that calved last for the trial. I weighed the

hay, meal, and carrots, and fed perhaps 27 lbs. of hay, 4^ lbs.

of mixed meal, and 22 lbs. of carrots, and she gave 35 lbs. of

milk per day. I then left off the carrots aud gave the same

amount of meal, and all the hay she would eat, which was S3

lbs. per day. After feeding so for a week, I found she gave 23

lbs. of milk per day. I then gave her the carrots as before,

and in eight or ten days she came up again to 35 lbs. for milk

per day. This shows that carrots are worth to me to feed cows

82 cents per 100 lbs. Hay is worth 20 dollars per ton in the

barn, and at 3 cents per quart, or one cent per pound for milk;

6 lbs, less hay, and 12 lbs. more milk gives 18 cents for 22 lbs.

of carrots. My carrots are all gone now, or I would try one

or two more cows. Next winter I hope to have another op-

portunity for experiment.

—

Abner Haven, Rural New,

Yorker.
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ON MAKING PROVISION FOR THE DECAYED AND INDIGENT FARMER.

I make uo apology for introdacing tliis subject

into your columns at this season of the year.

Christmas is that peculiar time when all hearts are

opened to every generous emotion—when our

charitable sympathies are most awakened—when

all purposes of benevolence are examined and most

acceptably entered into. It is this most appro-

priate season that I have chosen to bring before the

British public, and more particularly the agricultural

part thereof, a scheme of chariti/ of a very extensive

and highly benevolent character, and one which is

yet wanting amongst the many great and patriotic

institutions which ennoble and adorn our country,

and are designed to mitigate the woes and relieve the

necessities incident to our common humanity.

My object, then, is to establish an Imiitutioii for

the relief and permanent support of the tm/ortmiate

decayed and indigentfarmer.

It is much, to be regretted that no institution of

a public character has yet been established for the

above purpose. It is a blot on the page of the

history of our charities, and reflects seriously upon

the landed gentry and farmers of our otherwise pro-

vident and generous country. That noble patron of

British agriculture, the Duke of Richmond, has set

an example worthy of all praise, in appropriating the

spontaneous offerings of a grateful yeomanry to him,

as a testimonial of his untiring zeal in promoting

agricultural progress, to the relief of indigent far-

mers, and in providing homes for the homeless.

Shall such an example be lost ? I trust that at the

present juncture a large and general movement may
take place worthy of the great country in which we
live, and of the extended sphere of usefulness opened

out to us. The aspect of the times greatly favours

such a project : almost every kind of farm produce is

highly remunerative. Gratitude becomes in an emi-

nent degree the duty of the farmer ; be it now exer-

cised. Who docs not call to mind cases of indi-

gence he would be glad to relieve—cases calling

forth the warmest feelings of his heart—cases, it

may be, of parents ruined by reckless children

—

cases of misfortune ; fire, mildew, Wight, drought,

flooding ; or of murrain, rot, pleuro-pneumonia ; or,

again, of pecuniary losses—in fact, any of the in-

numerable ways by which distress and poverty come

upon the unfortunate farmer ? These do, and will,

call forth the kindest sympathies of every generous

heart. I therefore do most urgently commend this

subject to the calm consideration of every benevo-

lent mind, and I trust that this grand desideratum

will be at ouce supplied to the needy and meritori-

ous class for whom I plead, and that the institution

itself may prove an invaluable addition to our coun-

try's plans and objects of benevolence.

My plan is, to organize a society after the order

of one of our public societies, having its president,

vice-presidents, treasurer, secretary, and committee

of management, &c.

That they proceed to raise a fund by such ways

and means as seems to them most advantageous and

effectual.

That the fund so raised shall be appropriated

to the relief of needy and broken-down farmers or

their faxnilies.

That an asylum be provided for the houseless,

that those who may be elected to the benefits of the

institution may have the advantage of a home if

they desire it.

That for the present a suitable residence, with a

small farm, be hired on lease for the above purpose.

That assistance may be given to non-residents

who are elected to be recipients of the benefits of

the institution if they prefer so to receive it.

That the mode of election be vested in the mem-
l)ers, as in similar societies ; and such election take

place periodically.

That for the present no candidate shall be eligible

till he has attained the age of sixty years.

These, with some minor matters, will be the chief

objects to be kept in view.

The first thing to be done is to hold a public

meeting in London for organizing the society ; and

as the session of Parliament is now holding, no time

is more fitted for that purpose than the present.

Various suggestions might be made as to the

mode of raising funds. One that has struck me
forcibly is, that a collection should be annually made

at every Christmas market dinner throughout the

kingdom. As soon as the necessary funds ap-

pear to be forthcoming, it might be desirable to

commence the building of a suitable asylum, which,

I think, should be large enough to contain 300

inmates ; and if a small farm was attached, all the

better, as forming a congenial employment for the

old ex-farmers. In the meantime some eligible

place might be hired, such as an unoccupied gen-

tleman's residence, or otherwise equally convertible

building. At the laying of the foundation stone of

the Idiot Asylnni at Redhill, in June, 1853, nearly

£10,000 was raised ! May not a similar sum be

realized on the like occasion for this society, sup-

ported, as it ought to be, by the aristocracy, gentiy,

and yeomanry of the country ? P. T.

F
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COATES' HERD BOOK.
While on a northern tour, now many years ago, we

remember well our staying at Northallerton during

the Show of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society,

which we found in course of preparatory arrange-

ment ; and, in the hope of seeing as much of the

exhibition as possible, we rose early in the morn-
ing to witness the opening of the Show-yard.

On our arrival there, before 6 o'clock a.m., we
were not a little surprised to meet the late lamented

Earl Spencer, the Presidentof the Society, with whom
we had had the pleasure of dining the day before,

passing with him and other of the leading members
of the Society one of the most agreeable evenings we
ever remember to have enjoyed at a local agricul-

tural show. Thus early in the morning, neverthe-

less, did we witness the deep personal interest Earl

Spencer manifested in maturing the arrangements of

the Show-yard in the best manner possible for the

convenience of the exhibitors, but more particu-

larly for the comfort and accommodation of the

stock intended for exhibition. The morning was
favourable for the purpose, being all that could be
desired for a show day, and his Lordship appeared

to be in the enjoyment of a treat that reminded
us rather of the pleasures of a much younger man,
than of one who had already held the important

office of an English Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The breeding and rearing of stock, however,
particularly the shorthorned breed of cattle, con-

stituted no small share of his Lordship's pleasure

and amusement— so much so, that his most agree-

able recreation from the cares of public life appeared

to centre in the gratification afforded by close per-

sonal inspection of the progress this distinguished

breed of cattle was making under his own care

and management. The profound attention dis-

played by his Lordship may be inferred from the fact

of his keeping a record of the pedigrees himself,

beyond that entrusted to others ; while the deep

interest he felt in securing a proper successor to

the late Mr. Coates will not speedily be forgotten

—

one who would faithfully chronicle in the subse-

quent volumes of the Herd Book the true pedigrees

of short-horned cattle—a breed too widely cele-

brated at home and abroad, and too well-known
in our colonies, to need any eulogium here. The
judgment of his Lordship as a breeder, however,
was not sounder than the record he has left behind
him of the individual who was, in his estimation,

best qualified for the onerous and important duties

that awaited him, or any one else who might have
had committed to his charge the important task of

properly editing the Herd Book. In a letter placed

before us, the other day, in his Lordship's own hand-

writing, we read that to Mr. Henry Straiford, the

present editor and proprietor of that invaluable

record to the shorthorn breeder, did he express

his belief in his fitness for the office, coupled with

the admiration of his character, for the liberality he

had manifested in his arrangements with the prede-

cessors in those labours for the advancement of

well-bred stock, the late Messrs. Coates. i

That an English nobleman, possessing the high

character for integrity which men of all shades of

opinion in politics awarded him, should have left

for posterity such unquestionable testimony as we

have here referred to, is no small matter of com-

mendation for the present editor. And although

the breeders of shorthorns as a body have not sup-

ported the " Herd Book" to the extent that it was

unquestionably their true interest to have done,

still it is, nevertheless, somewhat satisfactory to

learn that many of them have proved they know
how to appreciate and reward the care and toil in-

cidental to the production of so massive and im-

portant a work. We say nothing' of the enormous

outlay which has been entailed in printing the late

volumes that have already appeared, at a cost

approaching three thousand pounds, and on which,

so far as the profit to Mr. Straffisrd is concerned,

we believe we are correct in saying, that he has

never been even fairly remunerated for his outlay,

leaving alone any consideration for the labour and

care of editorship.

Our attention has been drawn to this subject by

an advertisement which appeared in our columns

the other day, announcing for press a new volume

of the " Herd Book," with pedigrees brought down

to December 31st, 1854, which will shortly be pub-

hshed ; and in directing the attention of such of the

breeders of shorthorns as have not yet united to

support the publication of the " Herd Book " at

regular intervals, we tell them that they stand in

their own light—that they are blind to their own

interest—and, further, that such a course is sub-

versive of their own commonwealth.

What, we ask, can prove half so assuring or

profitable to the breeder of shorthorns as the wide-

spread chronicles of his herd ? What secured for

the "mighty dead" the celebrity of their herds;

for the Wiseton stock its high character ; for

Bates' blood its renown ; or for the Tortworth

Herd its reputation ? We leave others to answer

;

but this we do say, fearlessly and conscientiously.
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:at no blow could be inflicted so heavily against

the best interests of the shorthorn breeder as the

decay of this chronicle— the downfall of this

'-Herd Book

r

With the unreserved opinion herein expressed

we conclude our notice of the forthcoming volume

of the Herd Book, believing as we do, with the

knowledge we bring to bear upon the subject, that

it behoves the shorthorn breeders of the country

to secure, by their support, its continuous publica-

tion, as the only standard work of the kind, the

real value of which, in very many instances, we

fear, is but too likely to be appreciated only when

the expenditure in its production may be no longer

borne by Mr. Strafford, who has hitherto conducted

it with so much ability, satisfaction to the country,

and credit to himself, and who is the sole

proprietor.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
Sir,—Will you be so kind as, through the medium of yonr

widely-circulated paper, to obtain me a little information re-

spectiug steam-enginca, viz., would there be any material dif-

fereiice m the consumption of fuel and r.ater were I to sub-

stitute a high-pressure engine with double cylinder instead

of one with single cylinder ?—in fact, which of the two would
be preferable (twenty-horse power) for driving flour mills,

fuel and water being the greatest considerations ?

Perhaps some engineer will give his practical opinion, which
will greatly oblige

Dec. 9(A, 1854. A Young Miller.

Sir,—I should fet-l obliged if any of your numerous
readers would point me out, in your journal, the best method
of planting apple trees oa poor land with a subsoil of very

strong retentive clay. 1 am, sir, yours respectfully,

A Landowner.
[Unproductive lands for aration and pasture sometimes

prove llie contrary under an orchard ; hut the case is rather

an exception than the rule, so tliat caution is necessary before

expenses are incurred. We should have liked to have known
something about geological and meteorological circumstances.

In the absence of information of this kind our f dvice must be

of a very general character. Efficient drainage is absolutely

necessary to success under every circumstance. If the subsoil

is sound, trench twenty inches deep—and now is the time to
get the benefit of the spring frosts ; if otherwise, only loosen
the subsoil, making as much provision as possible for the
washing of poisonous salts into the drains, so as eventually to
purify the soil and preserve the health of your trees when they
acquire age. And in many cases it is found to pay to put a
small load of brickbats, broken tiles, flags, &c., under esch
tree, iu order to prevent the roots from sinking into the poison-
ous subsoil. With regard to manure, apple-trees like a rich
soil, but not of that quality which will force forward luxuriance
of wood ; indeed, active manures of this latter sort must be
care ully avoided. If you have got a deep bank of gravelly
earth rich in vegetable matter, a cart-load to each tree would
likely place your young orchard in a f«ir way of prosperity.
If you intend your orchard to lie in grass, top-dressings of
liquid or solid manure frequently applied is the best plan of
securing a healthy close sward. A top-dressing of lime and
earth will sometimes neutralise injurious salts where trenched
to the surface.

—

Ed. M.L.E.]

Sir,—I should be glad if some of your numerous practical

correspondents would state their opinion|on the disease in
cattle known under the different names of the " Black Shaws,"
" Black Blast," or " Black Quarter." It has been making
great ravages on a farm in my neighbourhood, attacking indis-

criminately calves, year-olds, and stall-feeding cattle, carrying

them off iu from five to twelve hours. Most people seem to

agree as to the impossibility of effecting a cure when the dis-

ease has set in. The only question seems to be, what can be

done in the way of preventiou ? and what course ought to be

taken as regar.is the remainder of the cattle when the disease

has broken out iu a stock? ENauiRER.
[The complaint with which your ' stock are seized is inflam-

matory fever, terminating in seme local part, as the hind-

quarter. The difficulty of cure lies in discovering the first

symptoms of inflaramatiou, and its epidemic character in the

general state of blood. Like all other inflammatory com-

plaints, timely bleeding and physic (Epsom sales) constitute

the remedy. With regard to the concluding question, we

have always found a dose of Epsom salts to " the remainder

of the cattle" an elective prevention, fd'owed by a small

dose of sulphur where the bowels required it, taking care at

the same time not to give more succulent food than the sys-

tem is able to dispose of properly.' When the malady

assurees an epidemic form, its cause is very interesting;

and therefore we should have liked to have heard how the

cattle were fed and managed for some time previous to its

appearance. Information of this kind is necessary to enable

any of our correspondents to discuss the subject practically.

—Ed. M.L.E.]

Sir,—I sowed about 10 acres of rapeseed last August

30, and Sept. 2 and 18 ;
present height from 2 to 10 inches.

May I ask some of the valuable correspondents of the Mark
Lane Express to inform me if I ought to calculate upon any

sheep-keep worth notice in nest April or May ? The plant is

now rather healihy ; new raw land, limed and manured, as also

recently drained. Seek Knowledge.

ON SUPPLYING SALT TO SHEEP.
Sir,—Notwithstanding the positive benefit arising to sheep,

yet, without looking far, I see the sad effects of their not being

constantly supplied with salt.

In my fields, a box containing a few pounds is, on the remo-

val of tlie flock, always carried with them into the field. The
consequence is, that a diseased liver or foot is not to be found.

Lateiy the question of foot-rot was disputed. In order to

prove the effect of depriving the animals of salt, on my sepa-

rating my breeding flock from the lambs, &c., I found

three riggs. These I placed in meadows apart, and went from
home for a few weeks. On my return, I found them feeding

on their knees with the f;>ot-rot.

I send you this statement, should you consider it worth
notice, that you may publish it; but as many statements are

made without name, in order that this may be by any one in

passing verified, I subscribe myself

Your constant reader,

J. Forbes.
IVinkfield-place, Windsor, Forest, Dec. 13.

P.S.—The salt costs about 8s. to 10s. per annum.

ADULTERATED GUANO.~Ths vast quantities of mills

and works erected, where thousands of tons of burnt claj',

half-burnt tiles, and other material?, are mixed and despatched

to Liverpool to be sold and palmed upon farmers, is really aston-

ishing. These mauufaclurcrs have men going Regularly buyiug
old Peruvian-guano bags with their real smell, and they pro-

bably mix one, two, or three hundred-weight of guano to the

ton ; and it is sold, for £11 and £12, as genuine. And so it

is that our Lancashire, and even Cheshire and Yorkshire, far-

mers are gulled and robbed. There are several other manu-
factories and works in bye and secluded districts where parties

are making and passing out what they choose to call artificial

fertilizers, which are nothing more or less than bare-faced and
adulterated robberies. There are parlies who have tried all

sorts and prices of manures, and none can compete with raw
bones or superphosphate of lime in price and quality j these

articles are pure. Indeed the deception in the inamue-tr.Tde

now loudly calls for the protection of, and suppression by, the

authorities. These are facts which canuot be too widely cir-

culated.—A Duped Farmer.

F 2
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

DECEMBER.

The continued high price of grain, especially of

wheat, and the prospect of our importing increased

supplies to meet extra consumption between this

and the middle of next year, have formed the leading

topics of conversation and discussion since we last

wrote. The extent of the last harvest has, too,

been canvassed ; and upon that point a great dif-

ference of opinion has prevailed. No doubt, in

some localities, a very large portion of the new crop

of wheat has been thrashed out and passed into

consumption; but taking the country generally, we

are decidedly of opinion that the extent of the

transactions has been over-estimated so far as their

effect upon price is likely to be concerned. That

we have a very large supply of home-grown wheat

still on hand—and that, too, in the finest possible

condition— does not admit of a doubt. And a

most fortunate circumstance this is for the country,

engaged as we are in a long war, and with the bulk

of foreign importations cut off. But, when we find

that the weekly sales of wheat keep up to a very

high point compared with most former years, and,

further, that the sales must of necessity be large to

keep pace with our wants, it becomes a serious mat-

ter to consider whether or not prices have yet

reached their highest point. Of course, much will

depend upon the period to which the present strug-

gle is continued; but, should it be prolonged during

the whole of 1855, and should our prospects of

imports from the United States not improve in the

meantime, it is impossible to foresee the extent in

the range of prices. No doubt, supplies of foreign

grain will continue to reach us ; and it is possible

that our wants may be met : nevertheless, the

present features of the trade plainly indicate firm-

ness in price, combined with a large consumptive

demand.

Most out-door farm labours have progressed

rapidly, with very few interruptions. And it is

gratifj'ing to be able to observe that a very large

breadth of land has been laid down for wheat— if

anything, in excess of last year; and that the

growers have been stimulated in their exertions by
the present state of our markets. Notwithstanding

the enormous amount of emigration and the wants

of the army, labour has been tolerably plentiful

;

and we have observed a growing feeling in favour

of higher wages and greater comforts amongst the

agricultural classes. The young wheats are look-

ing remarkably well, and the ravages of the slug

have been checked by the fine frosts, which,

however have been less severe than in some former,

seasons.

The produce of the barley crop is turning out

large ; but there is evidently a want of fine malting

samples. This kind of barley is, therefore, likely

to command relatively high prices during the re-

mainder of the season. Oats are a fair average

crop ; but both beans and peas, on being thrashed

out, show a great deficiency.

Although potatoes have advanced in price, the

supplies of that esculent disposed of have been ex-

tensive. Growers, almost generally, admit that the

growth has proved larger and of better quality than

they had anticipated. As we shall, no doubt, be well

supplied with potatoes for a considerable period,

the upward movement in the value of wheat may
be thereby checked; yet it is a question—seeing that

very few foreign potatoes are likely to reach us

—

whether English potatoes will not further improve

in value. The shipments from Ireland have not

been to the same extent as in 1853 ; but those from

Scotland have shown a large excess, and the ar-

rivals per railway into the metropolis have been

considerably in excess of most former years.

The markets for the sale of fat stock have been

tolerably well, but not to say extensively, supplied

for the time of year. A full average business has

been transacted in them, and prices generally have

ruled very high. Hay and straw have changed

hands steadily; but the latter article, arising from

the greatly increased supplies on sale, has given

way in price—the quotations having ranged from

£1 4s. to £1 lis. per load. These prices are lower

than for the last two years. Meadow hay has sold

at £2 15s. to £4 15s; and clover ditto, £3 to £6

per load.

The manure markets have been in a healthy state.

The whole of the imported guano has sold at high

rates. It is to be much regretted that this article

is still sold under a monopoly ; but we fear that the

efforts commenced last year to open the trade have

not been followed up v/ith sufficient energy. If we

are rightly informed as to the quantity of guano

still remaining, and, we may add, accumulating in

the islands of Peru, the government of that country

need be under no apprehension on the subject of

revenue, indeed, the opening of the traffic would

produce a much larger annual return than at

present. So long as the bondholders of Peruvian
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stock are to be suffered to hoodwink the Peruvian

f?overnment, so long shall we experience a difficulty

in obtaining an adequate supply, and so long will,

consequently, prices keep up.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The leading feature in the cattle trade of the past

month has been the holding of the various annual

exhibitions of live stock. From the fact that the

different markets had been very indifferently sup-

plied with both beasts and sheep during nearly the

whole of the year up to the commencement of

December, a great falling off in the supplies for

Christmas consumption was pretty generally anti-

cipated. To an extent such has been the case ; and
the actual result of most of the shows, as well as the

large markets, has not been of that high character

we have witnessed in many former seasons. It

would, therefore, seem necessary that we should
trace out the causes which have led to a decreased

supply, and the consequences which are likely to

result from our present system of feeding. It will

be recollected that the quantity of hay produced
in this country in IS 53 was small, and of very in-

ferior quality, and that the root crops were less

weighty than in the preceding year. This season

hay and straw have been more abundant, but with-

out adding much to the previously-exhausted

stocks. To meet this deficiency, and the scarcity

of grass in the pastures—which in many parts of

England has been very scanty—large quantities of

artificial food have been consumed, notwithstanding

its high value. We find, therefore, that stock has
been prematurely forced for the various markets,
whilst in numerous cases the attempt to increase

the weight of the animals has been a complete
failure; indeed, we never recollect a season in

which so many difficulties have been experienced

in producing fat stock than in the one just con-
cluded. In proof of this observation, we may in-

timate that, although oilcake has been freely used,

we have known beasts purchased in the spring to

have been sold within the last few weeks at very little

over prime cost. Grazing, then, has evidently been
less profitable than many parties imagine, though,
of course, breeders have realized very large pro-
fits : we say large, because the losses by disease

have been comparatively trifling. On the other
hand, however, we must bear in mind that the
latter class have been unsuccessfill in increasing
their breeding stock, which still continues scarce
throughout the country. Consumption, we all

know, has of late years progressed rapidly, and to
meet high prices and realize good returns, stock
has been disposed of at a time when it has been
little more than half fat. Thus, immense numbers

of young and healthy animals have passed into the

hands of the butchers without benefiting the great

mass of the consumers. Looking to the future,

we have all along regarded the system as fraught

with danger, because stock is drawn from the land

at too early a period, and an increased price has

been obtained, which price, in point of fact, has

not benefited any class save the breeders. In a

general way we now see little or nothing of those

old-fashioned oxen, or those prime old Downs
which years since used to form an important feature

in the Smithfield supplies. We see little else but

animals of a second and third class character, both

as to age and weight, and it has now become a

notorious fact that the select breeds are now almost

v/holly possessed by the largest and most eminent

graziers, with whom, therefore, there is now
scarcely any competition. This is a state of things

much to be regretted, and when we consider that

the interests of the small graziers and the great

mass of the consumers are intimately connected,

we further consider that some effort should be made
to check the present system, which, unquestionably,

works most unfavourably. But then it may be

argued that meat would rise enormously in value

in the event of supplies being kept back, even for

a short period. No doubt a rapid advance would

take place ; but we are of opinion that it would be

better to endure a temporary than a permanent evil.

We cannot better illustrate these remarks than by

referring to the returns of stock sold in Smithfield

within the last ten years. In that period we have

received heavy importations from the continent,

and yet the aggregate returns have not increased

;

in other words, consumption has not been fairly

met with home produce.

The following supplies have been exhibited in

Smithfield in the past month :

—

Head.

Beasts 20,298

Cows 120

Sheep 88,880

Calves 1,573

Pigs 2,746

The above number of beasts was chiefly derived

as follows : — Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and
Northamptonshire, 8,000 short-horns ; Norfolk

and Suffolk, 1,200 Scots and short-horns ; other

parts of England, 2,200 of various breeds ; Ireland,

460 oxen and cows; and Scotland, 1,270 horned

and polled Scots.

In glancing at the following comparative table of

stock shown in former years, it will be seen that

the supply of beasts has fallen off to some extent.

COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.

Dec. 1850. Dec. 1851. Dec. 1852. Dec. 1853.

Beasts .. 24,239 .. 20,554 .. 21,018 .. 23,314

Cows .. 316 .. 451 .. 540 .. 484

Sheep .. 99,944 .. 93,462 .. 86,880 .. 88,480

Calves.. 1,864.. 1,201.. 1,898.. 1,143

Pigs.... 2,619.. 2,872., 2,259.. 2,402
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In the cM>urs8 of the month the range in the quo-

tations has been as under ;

—

PKR SLES. to sink the OFFALS.
s. d. s. d,

Beef,from 3 4 to 5 4

Mutton 3 6 to 5 4

Veal 4 to 5 S

Pork 3 2 to 4 8

COMPARISON OF PRICES,

Pec. 1850. Dec. 1851,

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef ..from 2 8 to 4 o... 2 10 to 4 2

Mutton 2 6 4 2 2 10 4 4

Veal 26 36.... 30 44
Pork 2 8 4 2 8 4

Dec. 1852. Dec. 1853.

s. d. s. d s. d. s. d.

Beef ..from 22 40.... 32 4 10

Mutton 2 10 5 3 5 2

Veal 2 8 4 4 .... 3 8 5

Pork 2 8 4 3 4 4 10

Very large quantities of country-killed meat

have been on oiler in Newgate and Leadenhall.

The demand for most kinds, except pork, has

ruled steady. Beef has changed hands at from

3s. 2d. to 4s. Sd.; mutton, 3s. 4d. to 4s. Sd.; Veal,

3s. 6d. to 5s.; pork, 3s. to 4s. 8d. per 8lbs. by the

carcass. Rough fat has sold at 3s. 6d. per 8lbs.

The imports of foreign stock into London have

been on a fair average scale, or as under :—
Head.

Beasts 4,734

Sheep 12,531

Calves 1,067

Pigs 17

18,349

In the corresponding month in 1853, the total

arrivals amounted to 21,918; in 1852, 17,870; in

1S51, 21,594; in 1850, 20,435; and in 1849,

16,368 head.

ITie general quality and condition of the foreign

stock still continue inferior.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
The weather continues mild for the season of the year ; and

if the adage is worth anything, that " A green Christmas makes
a fat chnrch-yard," we cannot expect the season to be a healthy

one. The general aspect of the county is good—grass fields

green, and all autumnal graiu sown promising. The open
state of the weather has brought all farming work in-

to a forward state, and we have concluded one of the most
favourable seed times we ever remember. The breadth of

wheat sown has been far beyond the average. The potato

crop is beiug rapidly consumed ; many farmers were under the

necessity of putting on their sheep early, and have made heavy
inroads on their winter supply of food. As the spring months
advance, keep must be scarce. Fat stock is in good demand,
and prices rule high ; lean stock dull of sale. Our corn mar-
kets maintain their position, and seem more likely to advance
than otherwise. We remain of the opiuioa we held at the

close of the harvest—when prices went down to 50s. per qr., or

thereabouts—that, with the abundant harvest of 1854, we were
in no better position than in 1853. The harvest of '53 was
wohiUy deficient, but we had a wonderful supply of corn in

hand. The harvest of '51 was about an average, with exceed-

ingly reduced stock. So far, we have seen that our conclusions

were correct. Prices of grain must remain high for some time,

judging from natural causes. What the proclamation of peace,

or a thousand other things, may do to alter the value of grain

we cannot tell ; but any change arising from these circum-

stances must produce a value which must ba temporary.

Where a scarcity exists of any article, it must necessarily rule

high. Our labour market continues firm, and good able-bodied

men are scarce. At our various hirings of Martinmas servants,

wages have ruled as high as £20 per annum for good men-

servants, and others in proportion.—Dec, 20.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

January is generally the stormiest month of the

year over the United Kingdom. Frosts and snows,

high winds and heavy rains, very much retard far-

ming operations, but still allowing an onward per-

formance of work. During storms, carry dung

from the cattle-feeding yards to the heaps in the

fields that are intended for next year's green crops.

The heap is sloped at both ends for the carts to

pass over and deposit the loads evenly and regu-

larly over the surface. The consolidation prevents

the fermenting, till provoked by turning over the

heap for use in the spring and early summer. Carry

fuel, deliver grain, convey stones for drains and

buildings, collect manures of every kind, and earths

from the hquid manure pit. Perform all kinds of

cartage work.

During fresh and open weather, plough stubbles

and lays, and push forward these ^operations vigor-

ously, as being the best time for ploughing, the

lands being soaked by the winter rains, and not

dried by the spring winds. Cut hedges and under-

wood, clean water-courses, cut drains, and collect

earths into heaps ; pull and store turnips for a

supply during storms, and cover the heaps with

straw.

During all weathers thrash regularly, to afford

fresh straw for provender and litter for the yards,

which must be supplied often and thinly. It is

essential that all animals lie dry.

During this month the animals of the farm re-

quire a very constant attention in regular feeding

and management. In the yards bullocks must have

a supply of roots daily, from the field in fresh

weather, and from the pit during storms— enough

to eat, but none to waste, with the cribs cleaned out

daily ; fresh straw every day, and frequent littering.

Milch cows are fed with cabbages, turnips, steamed

hay and chaff, with ample littering. Will begin

now to drop calves, which are lodged in adjoining

pens, one animal in a single apartment, of wliich

the litter is frequently changed. Disturbance is

avoided by single confinements.

Sheep in the fields, ewes, hogs, and lambs, re-

quire regular feeding with roots cut or sliced, or

eaten whole on the ground. Early lambs will now
come, and require shelter and convenient feeding

with juicy roots,

Swine require the same attention : store swine,
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raw food, potatoes, and turnips ; bacon hogs, meals

and steamed potatoes ; brood sows, wheys, milks,

meals, and bran. A dry warmth is essential to

swine—ample litter and warm.

Give light grains to poultry, steamed potatoes.

THE FARMER'S IvlAGAZiNE.

Separate houses and troughs below awith meals,

shed roof.

Feed work horses with steamed potatoes or bar-

ley, and feed daily with chaff of straw, clover, and

meadow hay.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

The year now about to close has been one of the

most eventful known by a large portion of the

present generation : after nearly forty years' peace,

Europe has again become involved in war, the end

of which no one can foresee. Tens of thousands

have already been numbered with the dead, and we

appear to be only on the threshold of the great

struggle. Many, very many, who gather round the

family board have this Christmas to deplore the loss

or absence of friend or relative, for not alone has

war and all its horrors come among us, but the

stroke of pestilence, in the shape of that dreaded

disorder, cholera, has carried off its thousands.

The year 1854 has indeed been most disastrous;

and, whilst we humbly bow to the dispensations of

Providence, let us hope that the black cloud may

soon pass away, and that the period of time on

which we are about to enter may prove more pros-

perous than the year now about to be numbered

with the past. Whilst deploring the many and

severe visitations to which the nation has been

subjected, we must not forget the inestimable bless-

ing which has been bestowed on the country by the

abundance of the harvest. Rarely have we been

favoured with more auspicious seasons; and it is

no exaggeration to state that a larger amount of

food has been raised in the United Kingdom than

was perhaps ever before grown. For this the

nation cannot be sufficiently grateful : never was a

large harvest more needed : the exhaustion of old

stocks in all parts of the world, in consequence of

the extreme deficiency of the previous year's crops

and the difficulties thrown in the way of obtaining

supplies from abroad, in consequence of the war

with Russia, would have placed this country in a

most critical position ; indeed, a deficient harvest

might, and probably would under the circumstances,

have led to want fearful to contemplate. The fore-

going remarks may perhaps not be altogether ap-

propriate as a preface to a review of the corn trade,

but at a season like the present, which is usually

characterized by festivity and rejoicing, it is natural

to look back at what we have passed through, and

to contemplate the future. May our friends and

readers have fortitude and resignation to bear up

under the miafortiuics which may have fallen to

their individual share, and may the New Year bring

them peace and happiness.

We must now enter into that portion of our

subject to which our remarks are generally con- I

fined. Following our usual custom, we shall at the

close of the year lay before our readers a short

retrospect of the course of the trade during the

twelve months. The great event at the opening of

1853 was the imminent danger of Great Britain

and France becoming involved in the war then

going on between Russia and Turkey. The pro-

bability of the supplies of corn from the Black Sea

and Azoff' being cut off was regarded as sufficient

cause to calculate on a high range of prices ; and

though we v/ere then receiving very large quantities

of grain from eastern ports, quotations rose 88. to

9s. per qr. at Mark Lane in the month of Januar}%

and in pro])ortion at most of the principal pro-

vincial markets. In February the upward move-

ment received a check : France, who had previously

been purchasing largely in the English markets,

began suddenly to send us supplies. Considerable

re-shipments of American flour were made about

this time from Havre. Belgium also furnished

some quantity of wheat, and the arrivals from dis-

tant ports were meanwhile on a liberal scale : the

effect of this was a decline of 5s. per qr. in prices.

The depression increased in March, and a further

decline of 5s. to 6s. i)er qr. was the result, bringing

prices down to somewhat below the point at which

they stood previous to the rise in January. One

important cause which operated in favour of the

decline, was the generally auspicious nature of the

weather throughout the spring. With a larger

breadth of land under wheat than usual, the young

plant wore a healthy and promising appearance—

a

circumstance which assisted greatly to allay un-

easiness in regard to the future. In the month of

April war against Russia was officially declared

—

the immediate effect of which, aided by decreasing

deliveries of wheat from the growers, was a rise of

8s. i)er qr. ; but the extreme advance was not

maintained to the close. In May we received very

large supplies from ports east of Gibraltar and from

the Baltic, and the crops continuing to progress

favourably, quotations did not vary materially ; on
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the whole, the tendency was, however, upwards,

more particularly towards the close of the month.

During June matters remained quiet: the advanced

period of the season and the prospect of an excel-

lent harvest were not without their influence, and

though the foreign supplies had then begun to fall

off, whilst the home deliveries were very small,

still wheat receded Is. to 2s. per qr. Towards the

close of July we had a period of very hot weather,

by which the crops were forced forward rapidly

;

under these circumstances, very sanguine hopes of

an early and abundant harvest were indulged in,

and something like a panic seized sellers : prices

fell from day to day, and in the space of a month

wheat declined 20s. per qr, at Mark Lane. Early

in August samples of the new crop began to be

exhibited ; and though these were not perhaps all

that might be desired in point of quality, there was

not much to complain of on that score, whilst the

reports in regard to the yield were highly satisfac-

tory : prices then ranged for good new wheat from

60s. to 70s.; some inferior ill-conditioned lots

were sold at 503. to 55s. per qr. Meanwhile old

wheat gave way in value to the extent of about 2s.

per qr. September proved unusually fine, and the

harvest, though commenced later than usual, was

brought to a successful termination. The complete

exhaustion of old stocks, the fact that the war with

Russia would deprive us of further supphes from

the Black Sea, &c., were for a time wholly over-

looked, and nothing but the abundance of our own
crops dwelt upon. The most extraordinary ideas

of the probable future range of prices began to be

indulged in, and the millers refused to buy except

at very low rates. This state of things lasted until

the value of capital new Kent and Essex red wheat,

weighing 63 lbs. per bushel, had been depressed to

49s. and 50s., and fine white was sold at 55s. to

56s. per qr. Almost immediately afterwards a rally

took place, and in the course of a fortnight quota-

tions advanced 8s. per qr. The upward movement
became more decided in October; and similar runs
of wheat to those sold early in September at 50s.

per qr. were before the beginning of November
worth 74s. to 76s. per qr., and other sorts rose in

proportion. In November business was compara-
tively calm, and since then the fluctuations have
not been extreme.

We have now traced the course of the wheat
trade from the beginning to the end of the year.

The changes have been greater than in any pre-

ceding year for some time back, but we are happy
to say that the trade has in general profited by pre-

vious experience, and that we have heard of few
losses of a serious nature, such as in former periods

of excitement have been but too common. To our
agricultural friends the year 1854 must, in a pecu-

niary point of view, have been highly favourable

:

not only have they secured a large produce of good

quality, but all articles have commanded remunera-

tive prices. Our space will not admit of our en-

tering into a minute account of the changes in

quotations of other kinds of corn, but, as a general

rule, we may remark that the value of wheat has,

as usual, influenced that of spring corn, and the

rise and fall in prices of the latter has been regu-

lated a good deal by the changes in the former.

We shall here dismiss that which has passed, and

ofl"er such suggestions as we conceive may assist

our readers in forming an opinion in regard to the

probable future.

The first and most important matter for consi-

deration is the extent of the stocks on hand ; the

next, the prospects as regards future supplies from

abroad. Positive information on these points is

not to be arrived at ; still, by careful investigation,

a tolerably clear case may be made out. With
reference to stocks of old wheat there is little or no

difficulty, the greater part of what remains being held

in London and a few of the principal ports on the

coast : the quantity may, therefore, be pretty nearly

ascertained ; but it is widely different when the

stocks of native-grown wheat are under considera-

tion, as these are spread over the whole kingdom,

and there is no statistical information regarding the

same.

The importations of foreign wheat have, during

the last three or four months, been very much
below the usual average ; and though the granaries

and warehouses were well filled at harvest time,

they are now nearly empty. There is, consequently,

no difficulty in coming to a conclusion, and we do

not hesitate to say that there is less foreign wheat

in the United Kingdom than has been the case at

any previous period for years past. With respect

to what may remain in farmers' hands we can only

judge by inference. We shall start then by repeat-

ing what we have already asserted, viz., that the

last crop was one of unusual abundance, probably

a fourth above the produce of good average sea-

sons ; but, on the other hand, it must be recollected

that, owing to the extreme deficiency of the harvest

of 1853, there was little or no old wheat of home
growth on hand at harvest time. This being the

case, the new produce had to be commenced upon
almost as soon as it was secured ; and so large have

been the deliveries ever since, as to render it ques-

tionable whether growers at this time hold more
wheat than they usually have at the corresponding

period of the year. In addition to a very large con-

sumption, a larger quantity than usual has been

taken for seed, as the prospect of remunerating

prices, and the favourable weather at seed-time,

induced farmers to cultivate wheat more extensively
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than they other \vise might have done. In addition

to this, exports to some extent have been made to

France and Belgium. We think, therefore, that

there is reason to conclude that farmers as a body

hold rather less than is generally the case at the

commencement of the new year. If this should

really prove to be the case, we should require very

large imports between the present time and autumn.

The next point of consideration is, where are these

to come from ? As long as the war with Russia

continues, no supplies of moment can be looked for

from any of the ports east of Gibraltar. There has

lately been some talk of the blockade of the mouths

of the Danube being raised, but there is no positive

information on the subject. Granting, however,

that this were the case, we question whether any

great quantity could be procured from thence ; for

it must be recollected that the country through

which that river runs, and the provinces where the

corn is grown which furnishes the Danube supplies,

have been occupied for more than twelve months

by hostile armies. Corn has been consumed and

destroyed, the cultivation of the land has been in-

terfered with, and the regular course of business

interrupted. We think it may, therefore, be fairly

concluded that until peace shall have been restored,

we cannot safely reckon on any aid from the Black

Sea, Azoff, &c. The same may be said in regard

to the Mediterranean ports. The Italian States do

not appear to have grown sufficient for their own

consumption, and the export of grain from Italy

has for some time past been prohibited. The

French and Belgian governments have also adopted

that step to guard against high prices ; hence we

have only the northern ports of Europe, Spain, and

America to depend on for our future supplies.

That our prices are sufficiently high to induce great

exertions to be made by foreign shippers to send

all they can collect to Great Britain cannot be

questioned ; but the sources from which supplies

can reach us have been so narrowed, as to render

imports on so extensive a scale as we have of late

years been accustomed to receive almost impossible.

The question, then, resolves itself into this : Have

we adequate stocks on hand to carry us to the next

harvest with diminished imports ? On this depends

the future range of prices. We shall not attempt

the answer, but shall leave it to our readers to take

each their individual opinion on the subject. A
termination of hostilities against Russia would of

course work a great change, and the possibihty of

peace should not be lost sight of. Though we

have attempted in the foregoing jiart of this article

to afford an idea of the course of the wheat trade

during the year, we shall not omit our usual notice

of the transactions at Mark Lane during the

month.

The supplies of English wheat into the port of

London have been tolerably good. Besides what

has been received coastwise, the different lines of

railways have brought up fair quantities ; and the

millers having acted with great caution, the sup-

plies have proved quite equal to the demand. The

tendency of prices was, during the first fortnight

in December, decidedly downwards. On Monday,

the 4th inst., a decline of Is, to 2s. per qr. took

place. This reduction was, however, recovered on

that day week ; and since then a gradual improve-

ment to the extent of about 2s. per qr. has been

established, though the demand has not at any time

been active. The London millers are working with

very low stocks, and a week or two of short sup-

plies might place them in a somewhat awkward

position.

Foreign wheat has come to hand sparingly—alto-

gether only about 10,000 qrs. have been received;

it is, however, known that rather a large quantity

is now on passage from the Baltic, which has acted

as a check, and caused buyers to confine their pur-

chases to what they have been compelled to take

to provide for immediate wants. Of that on passage

by far the greater portion consists of new, and but

little addition is likely to be made to our stocks of

old. Meanwhile the damp* weather which we have

experienced during the greater part of the month

has occasioned a greater necessity to employ a

certain proportion of old wheat, and holders of the

latter have consequently remained exceedingly firm.

The difference in the value of old foreign and new

English is at present much greater than in ordi-

nary times. This will be shown by comparing

Kent red wheat of 63lbs. weight, which would not

fetch more than 74s. to 73s., with good Lower

Baltic red, which would bring at least 10s. per qr,

more, whilst fine Rostock is held at 90s. to 92s. per

qr. This great difference in price naturally leads

millers to employ as small a portion of old as

possible. We have, therefore, had quite a retail

trade; but prices are nevertheless 2s, to 3s. per qr.

higher than they were at the close of November.

The paucity of offers has prevented much busi*

ness being done in floating cargoes from the east j

the transactions have been confined to a few cargoes

of Egyptian wheat at from 50s. to 538. per qr,,

cost, freight, and insurance, the prices varying

according to quality.

From the Baltic there have been offers of cargoes

on passage, as well as for delivery in spring ; and

the operations have been rallier extensive. The

rates paid for red wheat have ranged from 70s.,

cost, freight, and insurance, to 75s. For shipments

to be made at first open water somewhat lower rates

have been taken, owing to the uncertainty which

must attach to political affairs whilst any doubt
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exists as to how the Prussian government may act.

The top quotation for town- manufactured flour

has not varied since our last, it having remained

stationary at 73s. per sack; this, however, has not

heen the case with country-made flour. In the

early part of the month the arrivals by the Eastern

Counties, and other lines of railway, were very

liberal, and sellers pressing. Norfolk household

flour was at one time sold as low as 528. to 53s. per

sack ; since then there has been a gradual recovery,

and the present price is 54s. to 55s. per sack. The

arrivals from abroad have been moderate, consist-

ing of a few thousand barrels from America, and a

small quantity from Spain ; the former has main-

tained its previous value with extreme firmness, and

the latter has been saleable at 63s. to 65s. per sack.

The arrivals of English barley have been liberal,

and the export demand, which was rather active in

November, having subsequently subsided, prices

have receded. The highest point attained last

month for fine runs of malting barley was 403. per

qr. ; and the total fall since then has been quite 4s.

per qr. Within the last eight or ten days the

inquiry has again improved, and on the 18th inst.

a rally of about Is. per qr. took place ; still it would

have been difficult to exceed .JGs. per qr. for the

best sorts, and fair parcels were sold at 35s, per qr.

A few purchases of 53lbs. barley have been made

at ports on the east coast at 33s. per qr. free on

board : these are said to have been on foreign

account. Very little foreign barley has come for-

ward ; and the stock in granary consists at present

almost exclusively of Egyptian, which has been

taken in the absence of any other sort for grinding,

at prices nearly the same as those previously current.

The fall in the valne of malting barley has natu-

rally influenced prices of malt, and this article must

be quoted Is. to 23. per qr. lower than at the close

of November, The high price of provisions has,

it is said, caused a decreased consumption of beer

;

and the brewers have certainly bought malt less

freely than usual.

With rather increased receipts of oats coastwise

and per railway, we have had good arrivals of that

grain from Ireland, and a moderate supply from

abroad. The greater part of the Irish oats came to

hand early in the month, and the general belief is

that the quantity now on passage from thence is

trifling ; on the other hand, a fair supply may be

looked for from the northern continental ports, so

soon as the wind shall have become favourable.

On receipt of the Irish supply, the trade be-

came heavy, and factors being in most cases unwilhng

to land, they preferred to submit to a reduction

of Is. to 2s. per qr. to effisct sales from on board.

The reduction was greater on black than on white

oats, and the former were at one time parted with

at 26s. to 27s, per qr. No sooner, however, had

the dealers got the bulk of the arrivals in their

own hands than they raised the price, and quo-

tations are now about the same as they were when

last we addressed our readers, say 27s. 6d. to 28s.

6d. for black Irish ; white up to 32s, Enghsh feed

vary in value from 27s. up to 30s, ; Scotch, from

30s to 33s,, and foreign from 2Ss, up to 32s. per qr.

In case the expected foreign supply should be

kept out by contrary winds, which does not appear

improbable, we might see this grain dearer.

English beans have not sold freelj^, and the

tendency of prices has on the whole been downwards.

Egyptian, in granarj', have been held at 44s., and

a few sales of floating cargoes have been made at

40s. to 42s. per qr., cost, freight, and insurance.

The mildness of the weather has checked the

consumption of peas, and the article has met with

very little attention. The actual alteration in prices

has not been very great, but bu3^ers have certainly

had the turn in their favour.

A good business has been done at Liverpool in

Indian corn ; the purchases have been mostly on

Irish account. The supplies of this article have

been almost wholly from America, and have been

directed almost exclusively to Liverpool.

The principal foreign markets have been in-

fluenced by the fluctuations here, but prices of

wheat have not varied materially at the leading

Baltic ports. The weather having continued open,

shipments have been made up to a later period than

usual. Still the entire quantity shipped has not

been very great, owing, in the first place, to the want

of old stocks, further to the smallness of the sup-

plies, and lastly to the extreme scarcity of vessels.

Last week the Christmas holidays interfered with

business, and the latest dates are therefore the 23rd

inst. : up to that time there had been no frost, and

the few ships remaining at the different ports were

completing their cargoes.

At Danzig, fine high-mixed wheat had sold at

73s. to 74s,, whilst other descriptions had been

parted with at from 63s. up to 70s. per qr., free on

hand, according to quality.

At Stettin, rather large sales had been made at

63s. to 64s. per qr., free on board for good red

wheat. At Rostock, prices were relatively higher.

At the near continental ports, quotations have

kept very nearly on a level with ours ; the difference

being the expenses of transit, hence little

margin has been left for profit ; still moderate pur-

chases have been made from time to time at Ham-
burg, Rotterdam, &c.

After the decree prohibiting the export of com
came into force, the French markets became very

dull; but the latest advices from that country

state that some revival had taken place.
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From the Mediterranean we have nothing fresh

to communicate ; but from Galatz, we llearn that

some large speculative purchases of wheat had
been made at low prices.

The accounts from America are of a similar

character to those previously received. They con-

firm all that has been previously said as to the

smallness of stocks at the ports on the sea-

board, and the inland navigation having closed,

no further supplies of magnitude were expected.

There was, therefore, not much to spare for export

;

and we are told that no shipments of consequence

could be expected to be made for great Great

Britain before the spring. Meanwhile, prices had

been well supported, and were relatively higher than

ours.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shilliiif(8 per Quarter

76 to 80 extra 82 85

75 76
75

37

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white

Ditto, red 71 74

Norfolk, Lincoln. &Yorkgh., red.. 71 73

Barley, malting, new.. 33 34 Chevalier.

Distilling . . 30 32 Grinding.

MALT,E3sex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 70 72

Ditto ditto old 68 70

Kingston,Ware, and town made,new72 74

Ditto ditto old 70 72

Rye — —
Oats, English feed . . 25 28 Potato.

35

extra

44
28

Potato 31

23
28
45 „

47 „

50 ,,

54 ,

Grey

fine

fine

47
49

. 52

. 56
38
68

, 62
53

73
72
75

73
47
30
33
31
29
51

53
56

62
40

73
63
54

Scotch feed, new 28 29, old 30 31 ..

Irish feed, white 26

Ditto, black 26

Beans, Mazagan 43

Ticks 45

Harrow 48
Pigeon 48

Peas, white boilers 47 51. . Maple 41 43

Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. —
Households, Town 63s. 643. Country

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... —
FOREIGN GRAIN. "

Shillings per Quarter

WHEAT,Dantzic,mixed. . 77 to 80 high mixed — 85extra 90

Konigsberg 75 78 „ — 83 „ 85

Rostock, new 79 81 fine 85 „ 90

American, white..., 77 81 red 75 80
Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red77 80 extra.. 85

Silesian , — — white— —
Danish and Holsteiu „ 73 80 „ none

Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga, . 68 73 fine — 75

Barley, grinding 28 30 Distillmg.. 31 32

Oats, Dutch, brew,'and Polands 28b., 303. . . Feed , . 26 28

Danish & Swedish feed 28s. to 29s. Stralsund 29 30

Russian 27 30 French., none

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 42 46

Konigsberg . . 44 48 Egyptian . . 42 44

Peas, feeding 42 45 fine boilers 45 50

Indian Corn, white 44 48 yellow 44 48

Flour, French, per sack (none) — — none — —
American, sour per barrel 40 42 sweet 45 48

IMPERIA
For the

L AVERAGES.
last Six Weeks

Week Ending:
Nov. 11,1854..
Nov. 18, 1854..

Nov. 25, 1854.

.

Dec. 2, 1854..

Dec. 9, 1854.

.

Dec. 16, 1854. .
\

Aggregate average

of last six weeks
Comparative avge.

same time lastyear

Duties

73

72 3

1

s. d.
I

s.

Wheat.
I

Barley. Oats.

8. d.

72 1

72 11

74 7

74 4
73
172 3

35
t
28

34 7:28
35 6 1 29
35 10 29
35 2 28 4
34 6 28 6

Rye. iBeans

s. d.j s. d.

42 5,48 10

35 1 28 8

Peas.

8. d

44
41 2'49 2 48
44 11 50 5

45 350 2

46 249 5

47 448 9

44 649 5

49
49
48

40 11 25 8 43 6,50 9
1 Ol 1 01 1 01 1

49 8

49 1

54 1

1

PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS,

Linseed (p, qr.) sowing—s, to 763, ; crushing 628, to 68s,

Linseed Cakes (per ton) £12 10s. to £13 Os.

Rapeseed (per qr.) new 66s. to 72s,

Ditto Cake (per ton) £6 153. to £7 58,

Cloverseed (per cwt.) (nominal) .... — s. to — ?.

Mustard (per bush.) white 7s. to 8s., brown old lOs.tolSs.

Coriander (per cwt,). . new —s. to —3., old 203. to 243.

Canary (per qr.) 48s. to 568.

Carraway (per cwt.). . . . new—3. to —s., old — s. to —s.

Turnip, white (per buSh.) — s. to —s. Swede — s. to — s.

Trefoil (jer cwt.) new 203. to 24s.

Cow Grass (per cwt.) —s. to —s.

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, Dec. 23.

The Hop market has not been very active for the past

week, although the general currency for all good samples

remains firm at fully recent quotations.

PRICES OF BUTTER,
Butter, per civt. «. s,

Friesland ,...«. 100 to 106
Kiel 104 112
Dorset 110 116
Carlore 100 104

Waterford .... 94 100
Cork,new 9i 100
Limerick 90 98
Sligo 96 102

Frethtper dozA'iSi.Qdi. 163. Od,

CHEESE, HAMS, &c.

Cheese, per cwt. t. s.

Cheshire 66 <o 80
Cheddcr 68 80
Double Qloticestcr 60 70
Single do. .. 5S 66

Sams,Torkl 90 100
Wcstmorela7id . ..90 96
Irish 74 86

Bacon,Wills., dried.. 65 68

„ tjreen.,.. 60 63

CHICORY.
LONDON, Saturday, Dec, 23.

This week's import has been only 82 bags from Harabro'.
Although the demand is in a sluggish state, and we have large

parcels on offer, prices are supported.
Per ton.

Foreign root (in £ t. £ s.

hond)Harlingen\\ 11 10

English root{free)
Ouermey 9 9 10
York 9 9 19

£ t. £
Boasted if ground
English ..14
Foreign.. .... ..ZO

Ouerntey 26

20
36
28

ENGLISH WOOL MARKET.
December 23,

Not the slightest improvement has taken place in the de->

mand for any kind of English Wool. Prices are almost

nominal ; and to effect large sales, lower prices must be sub-

mitted to. The supply on offer is good.

s, d, 8. d,

Bomn tegs 1 — 1 1

Half-breds 10 — 1 0^
Ewei, clothing 11 — 1

Kent Fleeces , 1 1 — 1 1

Combing Skins 1 — 1 1^
FlannelWool Oil — 1 1

Blanket Wool 9 — 1 1
' Leicester Fleeces 1^ — 1 0|

LEEDS (ENGLISH) WOOL MARKET, Dec. 22.—
There has been no change of moment since last week ; rather

more business is still doing, and prices are firm,

LIVERPOOL WOOL MARKET, December 23.

Scotch Wool.—There continues a fair demand for Laid

Highland Wool at late rates ; still only for immediate wants.

White Highland is still enquired for, and stocks not heavy.

The demand has been more active for good Crossed and Che-

viots, at fully late rates, while inferior sorts are quite neglected

s. d. s. d.

Laid Highland Wool, periiWs 9 OtolO
White Highland do.. .....12 13 6

Laid Crossed do. . unleashed ..t. 11 12

Do. do. .washed 12 13 6

LaidCheviot do..unn}ashed .... 13 15

. Do. do. .washed ...... 14 6 17

White Cheviot do ,..do 21 6 24

Printed by Rogerson and Tuxford, 246, Strand, London.
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EEBEUARY, 1855.

PLATE I.

A LONG-WOOLLED RAM,
The property of William Lane, Esq., of Broadfields Farm, Northleach, for which the First Prize

of Thirty Sovereigns was awarded at the Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, held

at Lincoln, July, 1854.

PLATE II.

A'N DOVER; Winner of the Derby, 1854.

Andover, bred by Mr. W. Etwall, in 1851, was got by Bay Middleton, dam (sister to iEgis)

by Defence.

Andover is a good hard bay horse, standing barely fifteen hands two inches high; he has a very

blood- like handsome head, strong neck, beautiful shoulders, and great depth of girth ; if anything,

he is somewhat slack in his loins, but has strong quarters, short gaskins, with very good knees and

hocks—large in the bone and short in the leg. He is altogether a low, lengthy, and very good-

looking horse, with a capital even temper to carry out his other accomplishments. His only " mark"

is the white off-side heel.

THE FOREIGN MATTERS FOUND IN DRAINAGE WATERS.

BY CUTHBERt W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

If I again recur thus early in the pages of this

valuable magazine to the use of drainage water, it

is from a deep sense of its importance ; and, more-

over, since we were last month considering the

question, I have met with one or two facts which

well support the position I then endeavoured to

1 maintain—that the drainage waters of very many
hnds contain matters which ought not to be

allowed to escape from the farm. Do not, in fact.

Nature's suggestions tell us that it is so ? If the

agriculturist notices the efforts which plants make

! to extend their roots around and into drains, he

i will reflect that those sometimes to him annoying

OLD SERIES.]

extensions are not meaningless. It does not need the

explanations of the chemist to assure the intelligent

farmer that the roots are thus extended because

some essential food of the plant is to be found in

those drains, nutriment of which the surrounding

soil does not furnish so ready a supply. If we

suppose that it is only the mere moisture of the

drainage water that the roots are attracted by, even

that conclusion does not much weaken the impor-

tance of employing those drainage waters in irriga-

tion. But when the drainer notices that the roots

do not confine themselvs to drains containing only

the more pure varieties of land water, but that, on

G [VOL. XLII.—No. 2,
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the contrarj', the, richer, the more impure land waters

have their drain pipes the most rapidly encircled,

and if possible filled with roots. After such obser-

vations, I repeat, the landowner must conclude that

it is something besides the mere moisture by which

the roots are so strongly attracted.

Let us, then, refresh our memories by recurring

to a few of the curious examinations which have

been reported as to the nature of these foreign,

these frequently drain-obstructing matters in land

waters.

The importance of the inquiry some little time

since attracted the attention of Lord Carlisle ; for,

in a circular addressed to various persons of well-

known intelligence, he ssked several questions full

of interest on the subject we are now considering.

Amongst other matters on which he solicited infor-

mation, he asked—" Have any important applica-

tions been made of the additional v/ater streams

thus derived, or are any possible applications

apparent?" There were several answers received

to this inquiry (" Appendix to Report of Metro.

Sewers Com. in Surburban and Land Drainage").

" In a few places I have observed, and in some

cases I have admired," observed Mr. James Smith,

of Deanston, " the useful ajiplication of the water

from drains for irrigation, &c. The most extensiv^e

and perfect application of water derived from

thorough drainage which I have had an oppor-

tunity of examining, is upon the estate of Lord

Hatherton, in Staffordshire. His lordship has

there had collected, very cleverly, the drainage

water of the higher lands of his estate ; he has

erected several ponds for storing it, and he has it

carried to his farm-yard, where it drives a powerful

vvater- wheel, which does all the thrashing, milling,

chopping, &c., and drives a saw-mill besides.

From the mill the water is carried in canals of

gentle fall to cover meadow grounds, where it is

used in extensive and profitable irrigation. Drain

water always contains more or less of the farm

manure, and soluble parts of the soil, in suspen-

sion, and the fertilizing properties of the drain

water on this estate are particularly marked by the

very luxuriant growth of grass it produces on the

meadows. This experiment forms a noble example

of an economy in agriculture worthy of imitation,

and is one which can be carried out to a greater or

less extent on all farms having surfaces at diflferent

altitudes. I have been long of opinion that it

would be found profitable to have a large pond at

the lowest point of every farm, to receive and store

the water from the drains, and to have a steam-

engine to pump and convey it in pipes for v/atering

the fields during the dry periods. By this means
the crops would be much refreshed, and whatever

mailer had been taken off the land by tlic drain

water would in great part be returned. This sys-

tem would be more profitable if the steam-engine

and pipes were likewise used to distribute liquid

manure over the fields, as is now done on a farm

of 300 acres in extent near Glasgow."

The farmers will note, too, that by such a plan

the whole rain fall is em])loyed more than once in

the soils, and for the crops which need it most.

And supposing the common objection is urged that

the thus collected waters are too limited in amount

for any useful purpose, then let the landowner con-

sider that, provided none of these waters are

allowed to escape from the farm, these will an-

nually increase in amount, since the more water is

returned to the soil, the greater will be the amount

issuing from its drains.

Mr. Alexander Maccaw, of Ardlocan, in the

course of his reply to the same question of Lord

Carlisle, notices the existence of organic matters in

the drainage of land which had been fertilized with

liquid manure : he said—" I have very recently

noticed in the suburbs of Glasgow, where liquid

manure is extensively used and distributed by a

powerful engine through pipes, that the water from

the drains is highly impregnated with the liquid in

colour, taste and smell, and all the open water-

courses over a considerable district give strong

indications of a great escape of the manure, from

the drains carrying it rapidly away. From a recent

analysis of the water from a deep-seated spring,

arising out of rock, from the lower part of a town

in my neighbourhood, it was found to contain a

quantity of animal matter in a state of solution,

showing that such cannot, by filtration through a

great depth of soil, be extracted from water."

In reply to Lord Carlisle's question, "Are there

any cases known where observations have been

made as to the quality of the water derived from

the land drainage ?" Mr. James Smith said :
" The

water flowing from drains is generally very limpid

and pure, although at times, when much manure

has been recently put upon the laud, it is impreg-

nated to a considerable degree with soluble and

sometimes colouring matter. It is, nevertheless,

usually fit for domestic purposes, and is much
prized v/here there are but few springs, and where

the people, previous to the introduction of thorough

draining, had to bring the water for domestic pur-

poses from a distance by carts at a great exi)ense.

They now form wells to retain a supply of the

drainage water for the dry seasons, by which their

health and comfort have been greatly promoted.

The cattle are also supplied with wholesome water

in the summer, 'i'he temperature of the water

flowing from drains depends in a great measure

upon its origin, as to what proportion comes from

under-springs, and what from rain-water passing
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through the soil. The deep drains, of course, catch

more of the spring water than the shallow ones. The

water yielded by drains that derive their supply

chiefly from the rain which falls upon the surface

of the land, is frequently during the summer
months raised considerably in its temperature,

owing to the heated condition of the atmosphere,

and of the ground on which it has fallen. The

organic matters escaping from the soil by every

drain, soaking away, dissolved in every drop of

water, can hardly be too carefully regarded, and

their examination will probably hereafter afiford an

extensive field of chemical research. The stoppage

of the tile drains of the farmer are instances of

these carryings away of organic matter. A digest

of the matters forming the stoppages of tile drains

is given in Johnson and Shaw's Farmei s' Almanack

for the year 1850, p. 7; amongst other substances

a sort of slimy weed, remarks Mr. Denison (in case

the volume of water is so great as at any time to

fill the tile), will, in some soils, form in the drain,

at the imminent risk of filling up the tiles. Such

a case occurred to Mr. M'Lagan, of Pampherston,

Mid-Calder, in 1848. The stoppage matter was

examined by Professor Johnston, who observes

very truly that this case illustrates what we must

all have frequently had occasion to remark, how
the conjoined knowledge of the observing farmer,

of the chemist, and of the botanist are often

necessary to clear up matters which heedless men
neglect, but which appear, as they really are, of

important economical interest to the prudent prac-

tical man. In this case the drain was S^ feet deep,

the tiles had a bore of 5 by 4 inches, with an

average fall, and a considerable run of water in it

whenever the weather was the least wet. The sub-

stance with which the drains were stopped was of

a dirty grey colour, was slimy and tenacious,

appearing to consist, when pulled asunder, of

minute fibres, too fine to be easily detected by the

eye. This, upon being examined by Dr. R. K.

Greville, was found by him to be an alga {conferva

bombycina), "the filaments being exceedingly fine,

and the whole acts as a cobweb in catching and

retaining minute insects and larvee, and floating

particles of inorganic matter, which was the cause

of the specimen appearing like a soft jelly-like

mud." The origin of this growth in the drain was

afterwards traced to the liquid manure draining

into them from a dung-heap at the head of the

field. Thence the very sensible conclusion to

which Mr. M'Lagan is led. " It is not enough to

say that a dunghill has been placed thousands of

times on the top of a drain, and no harm was ever

seen to result from it ; but who can tell that thou-

sands of drains have not been injured from such a

cause, though no one ever knew or suspected it?"

These vegetable matters I have noticed to abound

sometimes in the inside of the pipes which are

employed for sewage purposes. I observe, for

instance, that in two pipes of about a foot in

diameter each, which are carried at Croydon near

to the surface under some meadows, these are

thickly coated in the inside with these plants ; but

in the same pipes placed under and about house?,

at greater depths from the surface, the same phe-

nomenon is not apparent. It is certain, then, that

drain-obstructing matters are carried oiF from a soil

in the drainage waters, especially if oxide of iron and

earthy matters also abound. Mr. J. Parkes tells

us {Jour. Royal Ag. Soc, vol. vii., p. 261), " I have

found at Drayton Manor, and many other places

where ferruginous matter abounds, that stoppage

from its deposit is much more frequent towards the

higher than nearer the outfall end of a line of drain

;

and for the very obvious reason that the flow of

water there is greatly less both in quantity and

velocity, and consequently of less force than it is

as it approaches the end of its course." A speci-

men of a deposit in a drain pipe from Drayton

being analyzed by Mr. R. Phillips, was found to

contain

—

Silica and alumina 49.2

Peroxide of iron 27.8

Organic matter ...,,, 23.0

Some of the obstructions to which land drains

are subject have been well alluded to in the present

number of the Transactions of the Highland Society

(vol. for 1855, p. 422), at the conclusion of a valu-

able prize essay on drainage, by Mr. George M'Pher-

son, of Huntley, in Aberdeenshire. This paper

may be, I think, usefully read when the farmer is

weighing by his fireside the merits of the systems

so well advocated by my friends Denton and Web-
ster, at the last discussion at the Central Farmers'

Club, For, although my business on this occasion

is only with a small portion of Mr. M'Pherson's

paper, yet in the prize essay the farmer will find the

results of a considerable experience in drainage

over an estate of about 60,000 acres, in the north

of Aberdeenshire—a tract of land in which it is

evident that, from the nature of the climate, great

skill and enterprise are necessary to keep it in a

state of profitable cultivation. Some of the ob-

structions which often impede the drainer's opera-

tions are touched upon by Mr. M'Pherson. One

cause, he says, occurs in mossy land, in which the

drainage has been generally attended with partial

success, even where no difficulties have come in

the way of a suflRcient fall or outfall, or in cutting

the drains thoroughly through the moss into the

softish blue clay on which it usually rests. The

fibrous sponge-Mke texture of this soil seems to

G 2
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hold the water ; and luitii it has been compressed by
being wrought and cropped for some time, it does

not part with it, although there may be plenty of

channels for its escape. The drains on this sort of

ground are very liable to be choked up. It con-

tains a quantity of iron ore, so fatal to drains in

many situations. The water which runs from moss
carries in it the materials of fresh peat, which are

deposited in the tiles. Upon opening several drains

destroyed in mossy soil in this way, the soft pulp

which had filled the tiles was, when dried, found to

be a little peat.

Another cause of obstruction, adds Mr. M'Pher-
son, occurs .when water of fine spring quahty is

brought into drains. This water produces a thread-

'hke growth; which rapidly fills the lile. No trace

of this growth entering the tiles from the outside

at their junctions has' been found. It commences
at these junctions, fastens on the edges of the tiles,

spreads over the inside like network, and runs along
the drain, filling the tile, and catching every par-

ticle of sediment which the water may carry into it.

We see, then, that land water, as might have been

reasonably concluded, does remove from cultivated

soils a portion of their soluble matters, and that

these substances are a loss to the cultivator. In

considering, therefore, the advantage of collecting

and storing such waters for the purpose of water-

ing the land, the addition to the irrigated soil of so

much water is not the only advantage, since that

water is never met with in a state of purity. The
organic and other substances detected in them by

the chemist add, in a certain degree, to their value

;

and when the irrigator has, moreover, the not very

rare advantage of using waters rendered impure by

the drainage of towns, or other causes, he then

is no longer confined to the use of mere waterings

of the soil, for he thus distributes organic manure

over his fields in the best and the most economical

manner ; he su])plies his crops, it is true, with

moisture ; but let us remember that he enriches his

soil by the same operation.

CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION,
Sir,—The two elements of commerce named at

the head of my letter are the balances by which it

is regulated, the primnm mobile of all its transac-

tions. They are the original instigators of commerce
in its simplest as well as most complicated, its

rudest as well as most systematic, form. They con-
stitute the first indications of civilization—the first

requisite in those combinations of mankind of which
human societies are composed. In the nomadic
state, the wants of individuals are self-supplied, and
every one depends on his own unaided efforts to pro-

cure the immediate necessaries of Ufa ; but as soon
as a society is begun to be formed, however rude or
simple in its construction, the question of consump-
tion and production becomes an essential condition
of its existence, and means must be devised to enable
the one to meet the reqairements of the other, and
for regulating the relative proportions between de-

mand and supply. Such is the nature and origin of

commerce in all its stages, from the barter trade of
the South Sea Islander, to the monster operations
of the merchant-kings in Leadeuhall-street, or the
millionaire of the Royal Exchange.
The first consideration in the commerce of all na-

tions must necessarily have reference to the supply
of food

; for unless this is attended to, the most
.|pightful evils ensue. It is to the want of foresight
IM'-ftttention thereto that the frequent famines of
'fornfer -times arc to be attributed. Of late years',

with the exception of those in Ireland, an absolute
famine of bread has not been experienced in any

.* "* "

ft

European country; the nearest approach to it in

England having occurred at the commencement of

the present century, when the price of wheat rose,

at one period, as high as to £ 10 per quarter. But even

then, it amounted only to a scarcity, not to famine
;

and since the peace of 1815, and the renewal of

friendly intercourse with Continental Europe, the

supply of bread-corn has been regular and syste-

matic—certainly to a sufiicient extent to avert either

famine or scarcity, although failing to prevent a

fluctuation in prices.

Circumstances, however, have occurred of late

years which materially interfere with the amount of

production, and so to alter the relative proportions

between demand and supply, as to render scarcity, if

not occasional famine, a possible contingency of the

future. These circumstances will continue to ope-

rate; and it is now evident that, throughout

Western Europe at least, consumption has more

than overtaken production ; and that it will require

considerable management, on the part of commercial

men, so to adjust the balances as to bring these two

elements of commerce mto harmonious proportion

with each other, more especially if war continues.

Tiic causes of this discrepance I shall now endeavour

to point out.

In England there are two causes existing which

have operated, the one to increase the consumption,

and the other to decrease the production, of bread

corn. The first is, the increase of the population,

which, as we have only a certain quantity of land
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available for agriculture, must necessarily increase

the disproportion every year. The turning point at

which cousximption overtook production in England

I have, on a former occasion, stated to have taken

place in 1821, since which period the disproportion

has gradually increased, until a very large importa-

tion is, under any circumstances of the crop, become

an absolute necessity.

The second cause arises from the first, and has

effected a decrease of produce, which, although not

so palpable as the increase of consumption, is, never-

theless, an indisputable fact, so far, at least, as the

breadth of land employed in the growing of bread

corn is concerned. Eor, with the increase of popu-

lation, there has also been a corresponding increase

in the consumption of animal as well as vegetable

food, requiring a larger supply of cattle both for the

butcher and the dairy, and, consequently, a larger

breadth of grazing land and arable land, for the pro-

duction of green crops to rear and feed them. It

is scarcely necessary for me to remind the reader

that meat of every kind has maintained its price even

at the time when wheat was at the lowest ; and the

general opinion is, that a large quantity of land was

then laid down with grass, for the purpose of meet-

ing the increased demand for beef, mutton, &c.,

which kept pace with the demand for bread corn,

but could not so readily be imported from abroad.

It is true that this decrease in the quantity of land

devoted to bread corn has been, in some measure,

met by improvements in agriculture, and the use of

guano, and other condensed manures, by which the

produce of the laud has been materially increased

;

so that, with a smaller breadth under wheat, we have

an almost equal quantity of produce. But this can-

not go on to an indefinite extent ; and, as we have

reason to suppose that the population will continue

to increase on the principle of compound interest

we shall want considerably larger supplies of both

animal and vegetable productions from abroad, to

meet the increasing demand.

We must next turn to the Continent of Europe
;

and, first, with regard to France, where the same

causes are operating as in England—namely, in-

creasing population, with a decreasing breadth of

land devoted to cereal produce. But in France, this

latter cause is further aggravated by the large ab-

sorption of land in the cultivation of the Silesian

beetroot, to supply the manufacturers of sugar. So

seriously, indeed, has this cause operated, that it is

believed the French Government contemplates open-

in"- the ports of that country to foreign East and

West India sugar, which, it is supposed, would at

once put a period to the beet sugar manufacturers.

This, however, 1 have strong doubts of, and that it

would be necessary for the Government to use more

stringent measures for the purpose. Certainly, the

price of East and West India sugar would advance,

so that the beet sugar would have to compete

with them in price rather than quality ; and it

would at once be brought to the test, whether that

article can be produced at a profit without any pro.

tection. At any rate, France must increase her pro-

duction of bread corn under any circumstances, or

suffer, as of late, the recurrence of scarcity; and

Louis Napoleon knows too well the evils arising

from a high price of bread, by causing disaffection

to a government, not to use every means to avert

them.

The same causes are operating in Prussia, Aus-

tria, Belgium, Holland, Bavaria, and most of the

minor German States. With the exception of Bel-

gium and Holland, agriculture is at a low ebb in

most of the Continental States, and by no means

keeps pace with the increasing requirements. But

Belgium and Holland are grazing, more than agri-

cultural, countries, and purchase large quantities of

grain themselves from the Baltic, &c., partly for

home consumption, and partly for re-exportation.

And with regard to the Baltic ports, it is sulficiently

evident that the extraordinary exportation of last

season exhausted the stocks of wheat to such a de-

gree as materially to affect the price the present sea-

son, so that it is a question whether we shall obtain

near the usual quantity of wheat from thence, when

the ports open again in the spring. Certain it is,

that we have had much less from thence since

harvest than usual, although the war has made no

difference in the navigation from the friendly ports

of that sea.

Now, entertaining, as I do, an increasing conviction

in my own mind that the price of corn in future can-

not, on the average, rule low, I am anxious to impress

on the farmers the importance of keeping up a system

of high farming, as the most profitable—I would say,

as certain to prove remunerative lohetJier tee have

war or peace. Whilst our wants must annually be-

come greater, the only quai-ters to which we can look

with certainty for a supply of bread corn in future

are the Black Sea, the Nile, and the American Con-

tinent. From the first we shall certainly obtain none

whilst the war continues; and tlie supplies from

Egypt will, from the same cause, be subject to com-

petition. And, with regard to America, it is now

ascertained beyond a doubt, that, under the stimulus

of high ))rices here, she strained the export of wheat

and flour to such a degree last year as to exliaust

her stock, and leave herself so bare that, having a

deficient crop, the consequence is, the price of wheat

and flour is as high at this time in New York as it

is in Mark Lane, with a prospect of still higher rates

in future.

Whether, therefore, we continue at war, or obtain

a speedy peace, I feel convinced that farming wUl,
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hereafter, be as profitable a business in which to in-

vest a capital as any in this country, and that the

land will pay for whatever in reason is expended

upon it. We have not yet reached the maximum of

production, either in corn, pasture, or green cro])s

;

and as the demand for both is certain to increase

annually, it must be the object of the farmer not to

lay down his tilled land in grass because meat bears

a temporary higher relative price than corn, but to

"make two blades of grass grow" on his present

])astures where only one is now produced, by im-

proved farming ; and, applying the same principle to

his tilled land, make it produce a larger result, in-

stead of brealdng up his pasture land because wheat

is dear in war time.

Let the farmer also study the comparative qua-

lities and value of manures, judging hy their chemical

composition, and, so far as his capital admits, raise the

quality of his land by superior drainage, tillage, and

manuring ; and let him rest assured that he has no

need to fear either a want of demand or a too abun-

dant supplv. Yours truly,

S. C.

London, Yhth January, 185.5.

THE LOSS ON FAT STOCK
There are few nicer distinctions to be made in

the pursuits of agriculture than in the breeding as

against the mere feeding of stock. Of the former

of these it is not too much to say that never did

the subject enjoy so general an attention as it does

at present, and that never was it more susceptible

of being rendered a profitable occupation. From
all sides we have this confirmed. Public sales of

Shorthorns and Devons, that go far to realize all

that y)uft' preliminary which the auctioneer may
have indulged in; continual reports from our sea-

port tovv'ns of pure-bred beasts being shipped off

at prices once only to be associated with the tho-

rough-bred horse. One man is known to be making

a fortune by his flock of sheep ; another grounding

his repute on a breed of pigs ; and a third even

claiming all the honours and profits of successful

enterprise with a brood of chickens. If growing

good crops of corn be just now at a premium,

breeding good sorts of stock is certainly not less

directly encouraged. We have plenty of cus-

tomers still, both at home and abroad, ready and

anxious to give the best prices for the best wares.

Mr. Mechi, who, true to his professed object,

rarely deUvers an address but he creates a dis-

cussion upon some point advanced in it, has been

equally fortunate in this respect on his last appear-

ance in public. The debate, to be sure, which

followed the reading of his paper at the Society of

Arts, had in reality but little to do with the several

topics thus associated by its author. Nearly every

speaker that followed would the rather seem to

have come prepared with some favourite theme of

his own, for the due advertisement of which the

Tiptree Heath experiences served sufficiently well

as the stalking-horse. Few, however, would look

for any very critical analysis of a farmer's balance

sheet in a meeting of the members of a Metropolitan

Society of Arts. At any rate, it has never been so

as yet, and most probably never will. It is on the

circulation of these addresses by means of the agri-

cultural press of the country, when the statements

made, and opinions recorded, meet the eyes of the

farmers themselves, that the discussion may be

considered to actually commence.

It has been so in this instance. Mr. Mechi, in

bis recent address, has ventured to further enlarge

on a point which he had before more occasionally

touched on. " Stock," he had assured us, " was

but the sunny side of agriculture, directly there

was little if any profit in feeding cattle, and they

must be only regarded as the passing means for

something better." We quote from raem.or}', but,

as we believe, with sufficient correctness. At the

meeting the other day, however, there is not the

slightest fear of our misunderstanding him. The

condemnation he had already hinted, is now put

with more decided emphasis and confidence. " I

have no doubt this statement will startle many a

practical farmer, and will raise a storm of indigna-

tion amongst stock-feeders and stock-breeders

;

but the naked truth is best told, which is ' that live

stock are necessary evils, mere manufacturers of

manure, and unattended with any direct profit
;'

that if you give them cake and hay while feeding

oflF your turnips and green crops, the return for

these green and root crops will be ' nil,' and their

cost must be charged to the corn crops against the

manure. I am firm in this opinion, not only from

my own extensive stock-feeding, but from an ex-

tended observation, as well as by the undeniable

proofs recorded by Mr. Lawes in the Royal Ayri-

cullural Society's Journal."

This is the verdict itself. In summing up,ithad been

preceded with a reference to the speaker's own more

immediate experience :
—" It seems very ungracious

that when you have grown a splendid crop of tur-

nips, at an expense of £7 to £10 the acre, the sheep

are to consume it, leaving you nothing but the

price of the hay and cake you gave thera with it

;
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but it is a system that cannot be avoided until you

find some cheaper sources ot manure. Tlie man

who does not feed off his green crops, but attempts

to steal extra crops of corn, soon impoverislies the

land and himself too. All our most successful

farmers are large purchasers of cake and artificial

manure. Amongst the evidences of enlightenment

and improvement of the present day, is the intro-

duction of covered homestalls of farm-yards, where

the animals and manure are both sheltered from

adverse weather. This is one of the paying moves

in agriculture. But to return to live stock; a

reference to my balance-sheet will confirm what I

have stated. After paying for purchase food, shel-

ter, and attendance, the sheep and bullocks left a

mere nothing for the cost of producing some 70

acres of fine roots and green crops. Owing to

my system of managing live stock, I never have

disease; but when I find Insurance Companies

charging 20 per cent, for insuring animals, it is

an evidence of ruinous mismanagement, and would

form a charge on my farm of £200 per annum."

As Mr. Mechi himself had expected, here is the

debateable part of his address. It is on this ques-

tion that he has now again to " prove what he

says." It should be still recollected, as has been

frequently remarked, that after all, with all his

craving for discovery and advancement, Mr. Mechi

rarely makes a demonstration that has not been

made before. It is so, too, even. here. Notwith-

standing the opposition with winch in some quar-

ters his decree is received, few of our readers will

require to be told that this loss upon the feeding of

cattle is an old story. Mr. Mechi himself supports

his own opinion with that of " a Lincolnshire far-

mer who consumed £500 of cake annually, and

being asked how he charged it ? ' Oh,' said he, 'half

to the bullocks, and half to the manure.' " With

regard to sheep, Mr. Mechi continues :
" As a

general rule, when we buy them for fattening, we

pay one penny per pound more for them than we

could realize for the same weight when fat. This

is the penalty we have to pay to the breeder, who
has to provide the bone and offal in the animal."

Of the pig he has a rather more favourable opinion;

" There is nothing loses so little, because he makes

a quick return, and you get paid meat price for

his skin, which is not the case with other animals

;

his offal is also valuable. I find, with a very ex-

tensive practice, that with fine heavy barley at 30s.

per qr., and pork at 6d. per lb. net, pigs will

'clear their teeth,' or pay for their food, leaving

attendance, housing, and casualties as a charge

against the manure." It was only this last week

we were assured by a Berkshire farmer, when
taking his opinion on this very subject, that he

would at any time gladly give a lot of pigs to any-

one who would fatten them on his premises. The

offer, too, is well worth mentioning, the gentle-

man who thus expressed himself having appeared

at some of the meetings of the Royal Agricultural

Society as an exhibitor of prize pigs.

Ys^e may take even further evidence to show that

Mr. Mechi does^not'stand alone here : and it may
be interesting to collate his deductions, with

those of a gentleman out of his own imme-

diate neighbourhood. It would be difficult to find

a better farmer, or a more thoroughly j^ractical one,

than Mr. William Ilutley, of Powers Hall, Witham.

As in our own case, he and Mr. Mechi do not

always agree; but for once, at least, let us endea-

vour to bring them together. What, then, Mr,

Mechi says in the Christmas of 1854, Mr. Hutley

said in the spring of 1848. In Shaw and Corbet's

Digest of the Tenant Right Committee Inquiry

the following extract from Mr. Hutley's evidence

will be found under the chapter headed Temporary

Improvements :

—

Do you keep any beasts ? Yes, I mostly fatten from 90 to

100 beasts.

How do you fatten those beasts ? Upon mangel wurzel,

Swede turnips, and oil-cake.

Do you look for a return for the oil-cake in the increased

value of your beasts, or do you look for it in the manure?

Partly iu the corn and partly ia the bullock.

You do not then expect to be remunerated for the outlay of

the oilcake in the improvement of the beasts only ? No, I

never had a lot of bullocks that paid me in my life for the oil-

cake and vegetables.

AV'hat proportion do you reckon the loss in the oil-cake as

far as the return of meat goes ? Oue-third with the oil-cake

is the loss against the bullock.

What is your opiniou of givicg oil-cake to sheep ? I give a

great deal of cake to sheep : I should say that sheep pay

better for the cake than the bullocks.

Although you do not obtain a return for the oil-cake ex-

pended upon the beasts, do you consider the keeping of beasts

essential to high farming? You cannot do without them.

It is the only way you see of converting the straw into good

dung ? Yea, it ia the only way of converting the straw into

good dung.

The experience of Mr, Samuel Jonas, as taken

from the same work, is also so much to the point

that we must find room for it

:

Do you consider that the beasts which you so fat pay you

ia the increase of their meat ? Far from that ; so much so

that I ouce made an offer that I would give any one £1,000

a- year to fat 500 bullocks on my farm.

You calculate, on the food you give to your beasts you lose

about £2 a-head iu the proceeds of the sale of the animal, and

arc only brought home by the increased value of the manure

that is made by those beasts ? Exactly so.

Is that the case also isith the cake v/hich you give to your

sheep ? Not exactly so.

You have stated that with respect to sheep there is not so

much loss as upon bullocks ? No.

Have you any loss at all in feeding sheep in the manner

you have described? No, I do not think I am a loser.
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Do you think you gaiu ? Yes, I should say so in some

years ; this year I shall, with the high price of mutton.

On the average of years, do you gain or lose in the amount

of capital expended in that way ? On an average of years, I

am a gainer by feeding sheep.

You consider that on the 2,000 sheep which you fat, that

the increased value of the animal when fat does not bring you

home as to the cost of the artificial food you use ? There we

may get some little return, but not on the cattle. In fatting

sheep it is not that loss to tenant farmers ; but in fatting beasts

you are obliged to fat a certain quantity of beasts for the con-

sumption of the straw to make it into manure.

You look for your remuneration in the increased quantity of

corn that you hope to obtain in the succeeding year or years P

Exactly so.

That remuneration would of course depend upon the price

of corn ? No question of it.

If the price of corn fell below a certain amount there would

be no remuneration ? Certainly not.

This, it will be seen, is evidence all one way, that

goes far to corroborate what Mr. Mechi asserts.

As a weak point in modern agriculture, we believe

he has done service by again mooting the question

;

while in calling attention to it here, we only do so

with the desire of seeing it yet more fully discussed.

If stock can be fed with a fair profit, we can only say

our columns are open to the more general develop-

ment of the system.

AGRICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES.

Ko. I.

I am in deed and in truth a practical farmer, and

one of the old school too ; but having experienced

much, and seen more of practical farming in the

modern acceptation and application of the terra, I

cannot but rejoice at the highly satisfactory and rapid

progress made in such practice : I cannot shut my
eyes to the many and vast improvements already

achieved, uor to the wide range still before us ; so

that my hopes and expectations are large and com-

prehensive—almost unbounded. I know of no limit

to agricultural progress; nor do I believe its advance

can now be seriously checked by any vicissitude

to which it may be subjected. The agricultural

world is fully aroused ; the minds of farmers are fully

alive to every onward movement
;

prejudice, that

bar to all improvement, is arrested ; conviction, the

residt of observation and thought, is now predo-

minant ; all parties acknowledge an improved agri-

culture, and very many are looking forward to more

extensive advancement. It is with the view of

aiding this advance that I have chosen, at the com-

mencement of another year of my contributions

to the Mark Lane Express, the subject named above
—"Agricultural Possibilities." I purpose confining

myself to a very few papers upon it, although it

gives me abundant scope ; and my desire is to show

how far the great modern innovations sought to be

introduced into farm practice can be beneficially

carried out ; and also, on the contrary, their futility

and uselessness, and to urge their consequent aban-

donment.

In passing, I wish for one moment to notice

an isolated case of existing prejudice against steam

culture. One of the speakers at the late meet-

ing of the Society of Arts professed to dismiss

the subject in a word : a very summary and very

comuion way indeed—worthy of the days of yore. I

well remember the first thrashing machine worked

by horse-power being introduced into the parish. I

also recollect the introduction of ridge-culture, two-

horse ploughs, and other early improvements of various

kinds— all exciting the most foolish opposition and

ridicule. What a cliange has now taken place, not

only in my parish, but everywhere ! Why, the other

day one of my oldest neighbours, a man of 72 years,

said, "If I had to commence business again, the first

thing I would buy should be a steam-engine." We
a.re all looking forward to the extended appUcation

of steam to agricultural purposes : our labourers are

preparing to plough and cultivate, to reap and mow,
by aid of steam ; and why should they not ? What
insurmountable obstacle stands in the way ? It is a

pleasing feature to find our men ready to adopt such

improvements as they arise, and even longing for

then* introduction—the idea being that it is much
easier, and far more noble, to direct a machine to

fulfil their task, or do their work, rather than to go

through all themselves ; and assuredly such will

eventually be the case in agriculture as in manu-

factures—well-regulated machinery will supply the

place of much hard manual labour, the labourer

himself becoming the engineer and attendant.

1st. Steam Culture.—This is the greatest and

most important innovation upon old-established farm

practice, and the one I propose first to inquire into

and carefully examine, with a view of showing how
far steam apphauces can be made beneficial in pro-

moting agricultural advancement with safety and

economy.

Steam has become the great motive-power of tlie

age, and to deny this power to the agriculturist

is to leave him out of course in the grand march of

improvement on which the world is bent. Its appU-

cation is all but universal in every other department
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of the world's progress. It propels the mighty

castles of war, the merchant's craft, aud the passen-

ger's saloons across the ocean's depths ; it drives

the reel of the spinner and the loom of the weaver

;

it works the press of the printer, the stones of the

miller ; it drives the pile of the engineer, and pumps

clear the coffer-dam ; it raises from the lowest depths

the wealth of the miner, and beats the iron of the

smelter into its required form ; it is made most ser-

viceable in innumerable minor details of general

business ; and its gigantic iron horse is for ever tra-

versing the length and breadth of many lands with

inconceivable speed, bearing along and distributing

the vast resources of a nation's wealth and industry,

with a regularity and facility altogether unknown

and unthought-of since the world began. Yes, this

wonderful appliance of power is fast turning every

other department in the world's business, pleasures,

and duties, into unheard-of channels of profit and

usefulness ; and the greater the power obtained, the

greater and more numerous appear to be the open-

ings or outlets for the industry and energies of the

people. Shall agriculture then, that sound founda-

tion of a nation's wealth, be left behind in this great

movement ? Certainly not. The sons of the soil are

not the men of the past century : no class of men

have attained a higher standing, or are pressing for-

ward in the" highway of knowledge with greater

earnestness and zeal, than the agriculturists of the

present day; and albeit they may continue to act

cautiously and prudently, yet but once show or de-

monstrate to them a really improved implement or

course of management, and it is speedily and very

generally adopted—as witness the introduction of

artificial food for stock, of artificial manuriugs for

soils, aud of various particular implements for culti-

vation, thrashing, or other farm operations.

It is true that this great motive power has been

for a considerable time employed in Avorks of drainage,

and with sui'prising advantage ; large tracks of

country have been recovered from a bed of waters,

to become the most fertile and productive of all lands

;

aud within the past few years it has been much em-

ployed in some of the common operations of the

farm—in thrashing, irrigating, and a few minor

matters, such as chaff-cutting, cake-breaking, &c.

This is all well, but far, far below what may be

anticipated from its general introduction into every

practicable department of farm practice, and to

which event very many farmers are anxiously look-

ing forward.

The agricultui-al mind is open to some grand aud

important step of this kind ; and it is my intention

in my next papers to endeavour to show how or in

what manner such introduction may be carried out,

so as to prove beneficial to every class of farmers.

P. F.

THE PUBLISHED RESULTS OF AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE.

Lest any of our readers should doubt the practi-

cability of codifying the published results of

agricultural experience, or ignore the advantages of

comparing the progressive steps made in each de-

partment— of grouping the various subjects into

classes, and endeavouring to define rules for them,

we must refer to some cases in which this has been

actually done. The works of ditFerent authors, de-

tailing their personal studies and experiments ; the

treatises of agricultural chemists and men of

science ; the compilations and original contribu-

tions comprised in encyclopaedias and journals, are

not what we mean. But take, as a first example,

" The Code of Agriculture," by Sir John Sinclair,

published in 1817. It is, so to speak, the distilled

essence of the materials amassed together by the

Board of Agriculture, which appeared in 47 octavo

volumes on the state of the English counties, in 30

volumes more on those of Scotland, and in 7

quartos on specific subjects. From the very com-

mencement, Sir John had contemplated the com-

position of a code out of the information which

might be collected ; and his fitness for the per-

formance consisted not alone in his having access

to these books, but in his having discussed the

various topics of husbandry with practical men

—

his having surveyed their farms, compared the

various systems of foreign countries, and, above

all, his having been himself a farmer, and that on a

great scale. The book he produced was, conse-

quently, a complete manual for the farmer in every

point; embracing all that was knov/n at that time

of the scientific, economical, and commercial

branches of agriculture, together with projected

means of improvement. It might be worth while,

indeed, to test the value of a work like his,

by comparing his suggestions with the mea-

sures which have been subsequently made

successful in reclaiming and improving land. Next

we may point out the two volumes of " British

Husbandry," published by the Useful Knowledge

Society, in 1834, as examples of the same kind.

Then, further, we have the valuable periodical sum-

maries of agricultural progress which Mr. Pusey

has contributed m our Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal.
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Quitting now this topic, we proceed to the con-

sideration of more special practical matters, adopting

the comprehensive mode of treatment to which we

have alluded.

We will begin, not with drainage, which has

been called the first principal operation, or ma-

nuring, which has been said to be the second, but

with tillage, which must surely be the prime labour

of cultivation. Ever since the curse was pro-

nounced, that the ground should yield " thorns

and thistles," so that only " in the sweat of his

brow" should man eat bread, the toils of husbandry

have been two-fold— one department being to

search for and carefully preserve the unsown spon-

taneous fruitage of the earth for men and cattle

;

the other to increase and improve that produce by

industrial art. But the time has now arrived when
we are hardly satisfied to follow any custom, how-

ever ancient, without enquiring into the reasons

which support it. Philosophers, poets, all the

learned authors who ever speculated upon the

origin of the practice, have given (says Tull) only

this explanation :
" Tillage increases the product of

the earth, because it does." In the present day,

however, we are beginning to apply in agricultural

studies the principle (so universally acknowledged

in other arts), that in order to improve rapidly, we
must cease to trust in mere accidental discoveries,

and fix clearly in what particular directions our

eubrts should be concentrated. English agriculture

cannot afford to v/aste any of its inventive genius in

barren fields of research : let us try to' find, therefore,

what are the most probable means for improving our

operations of tillage. And instead of the common
a priori method, involving the theory of the soil and

vegetable grov.'th, we will just review the stei)s

which have been inade in actual practice.

" When Adam delved," whether he merely

scratched the ground, or dug and turned it over

with a sharpened stick, we cannot tell ; but ac-

cording to Mr. Hoskyns, in his " History of Agri-

culture," the earliest known form of tool was not,

a 5 wa might suppose, a simple spade, but a really

framed and manufactured implement,—an idea as

contrary to our preconceived notions as if in the

animal kingdom the jointed artieulata should have

preceded the less complicated mollusca. The
Egyptian " sarcle" was a sort of mattock, pick, or

hoe with a large blade ; this forming an acute angle

with the shaft or handle, and being connected with

it both at the apex, and by a band or bar holding

the two arms at a certain distance apart,—reminding
one, in fact, of the capital letter A with one leg

shorter than the other. With this the workman

cleaved the ground, using it as we do the pickaxe,

dragging towards him the broken soil ; as he stands

on which, the treading of his feet helps, in a dry

climate, to break the clods. In parts of Spain, Por-

tugal, Madeira, the Brazils, the West Indies, China,

it is still the common implement of culture ; and

is used in Devonshire for paring and grubbing

up furzy land. Now let it be observed that the

plour/h ivas not introduced to perform another style

of woric, but was simply a modification of the

original implement, so that beasts might effect by

their natural mode of draught what had hitherto

been done by manual chopping or "adzing."

The handle of the sarcle was elongated so that

oxen could be yoked to it; and a stilt was added at

the apex, by which the driver could hold the blade

steady.

Egyptian, Greek, and Roman ploughs were all con-

versions of this kind ; and in China, India, and

indeed in all " the East," the same model is uni-

versal. In Peru the plough may perhaps betray

its likeness rather to the spade than to the mattock,

as it has a cross-bar near the share, on which the

ploughman sets his foot to drive it into the ground,

as a workman does in digging. Ploughs without

coulter or mould-board certainly could not cut and

turn a furrow-slice as ours now do, but they ma-
naged to accomplish somewhat more than a mere

marking or scarifying of the surface. The plough

being held always leaning sideways away from the

unploughed land, the share did not cut the bottom

of the furrow horizontally, but obliquely, and cast

out on one side and partially turned over the loos-

ened mould, leaving a clear trench to receive the

next furrow. The furrows were all thrown one

way as in turn-wrest ploughing, by inclining the

share alternately towards either hand. This me-
thod is still in use in Italy and the South of France.

Turning up a deep furrow of strong wet land is a

thing never attempted by implements of such small

power : where there is even a turf to be broken,

they go over it several times before it is all torn to

pieces. On the dry soils of a warm climate, how-
ever, they perform with great ease and expedition,

and with such good effect that we have imitated

their action by our grubbers and cultivators as the

best means of obtaining a complete pulverization.

But instead of employing these upon whole ground,

we are obliged to break and lighten up our stub-

born clays and stiff moist loams before we can pur-

sue the same kind of preparatory tillage (only in

greater perfection) which obtains over the rest of

the world.
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THE RURAL ECONOMY OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND,
BY LEONCE DE LAVERGNE.

Some year and a-half since, a French gentleman,

then on a visit to this country, made the Royal

Agricultural Society's meeting at Gloucester the

subject of two or three amusing letters to a Parisian

journal. They were translated into English almost

immediately on their appearance, as many of our

readers will no doubt remember, we having at the

time called attention to, and quoted from them.

They contained, indeed, much to recommend them

—were honest and original in their tone, faithfully

detailing a foreigner's first impressions, and in-

clining to allow every credit for the spirit and perse-

verance which had consummated such a festival.

Smart, graphic, and sketchy in style, they were

just the kind of reports one might imagine a French

correspondent would indite—too sujjerficial to aim

at anything like importance, and well content with

describing the scene as it was set out, without

essaying to inquire how or why it had bteri

fostered.

Monsieur de Lavergne, however, has now
proved himself to be something more than merely
" our ov/n correspondent." The favour with

which his passing notices of such gatherings as

that at Gloucester were received, induced him to

go more profoundly into the subject, and to show

us how well he has profited by his repeated visits to

this country. He has, in fact, made himself so

thoroughly acquainted with the rural life of this

kingdom as to have become almost naturalised.

You recognize no longer the ingenuous wonder of

the stranger ; much inclined to admire, though still

half-inclined to quiz, what he does not altogether

understand. There is little, on the other hand, but.

he has studied ; while the deeper his researches the

more readily does he appreciate the value of what

has been done, and the more earnestly does he call

upon his own countrymen to follow our example.

"The Rural Economy of England, Scotland, and

Ireland, by Leonce de Lavergne," is a work that

ought to do much for the agriculture of France.

It appears at a very appropriate period, and is just

the kind of instructor that might emanate directly

from the Government. With the many sources for

the continual distribution of information which we
now possess, it is not to be supposed that the

English farmer will gather anything very novel

from M. Lavergne's volume. The ground he goes

over has already been well travelled ; while in ad-

dition to his own personal experience of what he

writes on, our author candidly avows that he has

availed himself fully of the periodical literature

here devoted to the consideration of rural economy.

The result of this judicious combination of ma-
terial is a work, which, if only interesting to the

English, should be, we repeat, of incalculable ser-

vice to the French agriculturist. It is not always

that we are ourselves ready to do anything like

justice to what we may have accomplished. We
have plenty of authorities still amongst us ready

to assure one another that EntjUsh agriculture is a

disgrace to the people - that the English farmer is

a sloth and a dunce, and the English labourer

something worse, from almost every point of his

condition, than any of his class elsewhere. Mon-
sieur Lavergne, after a very careful tour of

the whole of the United Kingdom, is inclined

to let us off rather more easily. He makes

us, indeed, as agriculturists, an example for every

other people in the world—for his own most es])e-

cially. " The fact is," he writes in his second

page, " that English agriculture, taken as a whole,

is at this day the first in the world ; and it is in the

way of realizing further progress." He acknow-

ledges his own countrymen may not be quite

prepared to admit this—" In France, perhaps,

more than anywhere, and that too notwithstand-

ing our proximity, the belief that agriculture

in England had been neglected for the sake

of the manufacturing and mercantile interests

bas, hitherto, been too prevalent." Whatever rnay

have been intended or expected, we are not amongst

those who would have to thank any Government

of late, for its especial care or consideration

towards agriculture. The truth is, agriculture

has not been neglected, because agriculture has

taken care of itself. This does not always

appear to strike our stranger visitor as forcibly

as one might have su])posed : it is nevertheless

the case. Of all pursuits in this country, there is

none which has had its wants so little attended to,

or, as a consequence, has had to do so much for

itself, as the art of agriculture.

M. Lavergne proposes to himself, at starting, the

fulfilment of two great duties—the first to show

the actual condition of British farming; and as the

second, to point out the true causes of that con-

dition. We must say that very admirably has he

accomplished all that he undertook. It is not

always, to be sure, that we can quite agree with

him ; at the same time, it is really extraordinary to^

find how correct he is in the detail of that busin es
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he is bent upon teaching. In the different breeds

of our cattle, in the several modes of cultivation in

practice, his summary of what is going on is

alike to be relied on. He becomes, too, at times,

bold enough to condemn, and often enough anxious

to suggest something towards our yet further

ascendancy.

-As we propose again returning to the work, we

may content ourselves here with one pregnant sen-

tence, already going the round of the papers, as to

" the real superiority of this constitution of agricul-

ture." " It Ues," then, " in Great Britain at least

—

for Ireland requires a separate examination—in these

two important points : first, the almost universal sys-

tem of leases, which makes agriculture a special occu-

pation ; and secondly, the number of monied

men who fearlessly embark in farming." One

reads this over again, before becoming quite

willing to " pass " it as thus intended. That the

employment of capital is the first great secret of

success in agriculture is a truism patent enough.

That this, however, is associated generally in Great

Britain with a universal system of leases, is more

startling, especially when we come to remember

that the case is precisely the reverse. Leases may

be " the almost universal system " in Scotland

—

and the work comes out under the care of

" a Scottish farmer"—but they are as certainly

not so in Great Britain generally. We say

nothing on their real merits, many as they possess

;

but we are bound to come to the fact. The advance

of British agriculture, so far, is attributed to an

almost general system of leases, by a stranger,

whom it will be our duty to show has been grossly

misinformed. We begin, indeed, to doubt whether

M. Lavergne or his translator have not made some

mistake as to the real meaning of the word ; when

fortunately, in only the succeeding page, we are

put right again. " In England they (long

leases) are almost unknown, or, rather, it

happens pretty frequently that they have no lease

at all. Three-fourths of the farms are held upon

what is called tenancy-at-will." This is more like

it. And yet our contemporaries are quoting " the

constitution" of English agriculture as something

which it is not, and instancing one of the most pal-

pable of the few grand errors in an otherwise very

careful production. It is capital, and security for

capital, no doubt, that have made " the constitu-

tion " of English agriculture ; but the lease, so far,

has had very little to do with it. The evidence to this

fact is too general to require any very especial men-
tion. It was only, however, at the very last gather-

ing; of the Smithfield Club that we heard the

President, his Grace the Duke Richmond, speak

to the reluctance still evinced by the tenant farmers

to take leases. Liberty of action, one of M.

Lavergne's grand specifics, is certainly more di-

rectly attainable in a good business-like tenant-

right custom, or agreement.

TITHE COMMUTATION AVERAGES.

Sir,—As your readers may feel anxious to know the

result of the corn averages for the seven years to Christ-

mas last, published in the London Gazette of the 5th

inst., viz. :

—

s. d.

Wheat 6 Of per imp. bush.

Barley 3 7f do.

Oats 2 6 do.

I beg to state for their information that each £100 of

tithe rent-charge will, for the year 1855, amount to £89
15s. 8|d., which is a reduction of £1 3s. 8^d. from last

year's value.

The following statement from my " Annual Tithe

Commutation Tables" will show the worth of i^IOO of

tithe rent-charge for each year since the passing of the

Tithe Commutation Act, viz. :

—

£ s. d.

For the year 1837 98 13 9f
1838 97 7 11

1839 95 7 9

„ 1840 98 15 9^

„ 1841 102 12 5^

„ 1842 105 8 2f

„ 1843 105 12 2i

„ 1844 104 3 5i

„ 1845 103 17 Hi
„ 1846 102 17 8|

„ 1847 99 18 lOi

„ 1848 102 1

„ 1849 100 3 7|

„ 1850 98 16 10

„ 1851 96 11 4f

,, 1852 93 16 lU
,, 1853 91 13 5f

„ 1854 90 19 5

„ 1855.... 89 15 8f

19) 1,878 14 6}

General average for 19 years £98 17 7i

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Charles M. Willich,
Acluary University Life Office.

25, Siiffoik-street, Pall-mall, Jan. 8, 1855.

PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINE FOR AGRICULTURAL
PURPOSES.

—

Tht Chester Co«raH< describes aa eugine which

has been recently mauufactured at the works of Messrs.

Williams and Mowle, of that city. It is of eight horse-power,

very neatly constructed, and fitted on a carriage to be drawn

by a horse. It has been made expressly (says the Courant) for

our gallant neighbour, General Viscount Combermere, who

takes a warm interest in the improvement of agriculture, and

who intends it to be used in the cutting of timber, aud other

farming purposes.
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THE PRACTICE OF AGRICULTURE.
No one will question the necessity of placing the

practice of agriculture upon a footing with other

branches of manufactures, and by so combining

the practical with the scientific departments as to

reduce it to a principle, and, so far as the leading

branches of it are concerned, not to allow questions

upon the subjects of cultivation, drainage, and ma-
nuring to be treated as if we were entering upon a

new science, with an unexplored field before us.

The simple process of tilling the soil has been

long known and practised successfully, and so far

as the means afforded—by the use of the plough

and harrow—probably was as well done a century

ago as at the present moment ; but the improve-

ment in implements has rendered the practical

processes of the work more easily and less ex-

pensively performed—a desideratum in all agricul-

tuial matters, and therefore worthy of our first

consideration.

The continuous exposure of the soil to atmos-

pheric influence is known to be highly beneficial;

and the aflSnity existing between the elements of

the soil, and the gaseous matters existing in common
atmospheric air, denotes the necessity of repeated

exposure and pulverization ; and thence, in the

early periods of agriculture, the extensive practice

of clean fallows, when by continuous ploughing and

harrowing through ten months of the entire year,

sufficient benefit was obtained to enable the land

to produce a crop in the following year. As the

knowledge of esculent root crops was then un-

known for winter consumption by animals, perhaps

no better mode could then be devised for eflecting

the object ; and to such an extent was it prevalent,

that although the system has long become ex-

ploded by the best farmers, still most of the leases

of the eastern and southern counties retain clauses,

making it still imperative, wholly or in part.

The practice of growing upon our arable land a

large proportion of green crops for summer feeding,

and of root and brassica crops for winter feeding,

demands the application of implements that will

with facility eflFect the double process of clearing

the soil from weeds, and effect the degree of pul-

verization necessary to their production ; and

hence the host of scarifiers, broadshares, eradi-

cators, and pulverizers, &c., that now form the prin-

cipal department of our agricultural exhibitors.

The old adage that " scarifiers are bad ploughs

but good harrows" exemplifies the utility of these

implements ; nor can we even now controvert it, for

at this moment we are not acquainted with any

implement that will so readily bring the soil into

immediate cultivation as the plough ; and combined

with the scarifier, roller, and harrow, the whole

process of pulverization may be readily eflFected, and

in a manner more perfect than could be accom-

plished by any one or two of these implements

alone.

It will be necessary therefore to consider in

detail the operation as it proceeds, and to show a

few material points that require attention, some of

which have escaped the notice of less practised

agriculturists.

To begin, therefore, we will state in the outset

that nature never ceases to produce, upon every

description of soil, weeds, or natural grasses, when-
ever the surface is not occupied by crops artificially

produced, or otherwise rendered incapable of pro-

ducing them by continuously stirring the surface.

It therefore becomes obvious that immediately

upon the removal of one description of crop the

preparation for another should be immediately

commenced ; and if the rotation and system of

cropping be perfect, the necessary employment of

the horses and workmen will follow in quick and

regular succession and order.

As soon, therefore, as the harvest operations

have become sufficiently advanced to admit the

plough, the processes of cleaning and preparing the

land should be immediately put into operation.

And as the space to operate upon becomes day by

day more extended, then it behoves the operator to

advance his object by those means by which the

greatest amount of surface may be stirred in the

least time, for the double object of eradicating couch

and root-weeds, as of pulverizing the surface and

stimulating the annual seeds into action. For this

purpose various implements have been invented of

great excellence, such as broadshares, scarifiers,

and cultivators, that with the small number of

horses and men effect four times and even six times

as much in the same time as the ordinary plough

;

these, with the harrowing that follows, entirely

pulverize the surface, and effect the object before

adverted to.

If, however, the land is required for an immediate

crop of turnips, rape, vetches, rye, &c., the plough

becomes absolutely necessary to secure the object

;

this may be immediately followed by the scarifier,

harrow, and roller, as may become necessary, re-

peating the operation until the whole of the root-

weeds are brought to the surface.

By the assistance of the implements before-named
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it will be seen that the advancement in the depart-

ment of autumn-fallowing will have arrived at such

a state of perfection as to supersede the old method

of summer fallowing, and it is possible thus to

plough and thoroughly pulverize every portion of

the arable land of a farm not already in green crops,

clover, and grasses, previously to commencing the

wheat sowing, and in addition to plough the land

before scarified also, so that every portion of the

farm may in suitable seasons be rendered capable

of receiving a crop, or be in a very forward state

for the root crops of the succeeding year.

Upon well-managed farms, where the soil is'friable

and easily pulverized, no portion of it should ever

be unoccujned. May-day should find the farm fully

cropped ; and as the foddering of the rye, vetches,

&c., proceeds, the same processes that took place in

the autumn should be again renewed. Immediately

upon removing any portion of these crops,'the sur-

face should be thoroughly cleaned, and the rubbish

collected and carted to the farmyard , or compost

heaj), and the land ploughed, harrowed thoroughly,

scarified and again harrowed, before the small fibrous

roots of the previous crops become dried, so as to en-

sure the fullest degree of pulverization beingefFected.

Especial attention is requisite in this portion of the

labour ; for it will be found, if the land is

ploughed only, and suffered to remain until the fur-

rows become dried by the sun and air, that twice

the amount of labour afterwards bestowed will

not effect the object so well, by reason of every

fibre of the roots (especially of vetches) becoming

so toughened that the best implements will not then

effect the object ; so that instead of fine mould for

the production of turnip crops, a combination of

minute clods will become the result, which neither

retain moisture nor resist the admission of air suf-

ficiently to accelerate their growth.

It was not our intention to state so fully the mere

processes of agriculture ; but as our aim is to ex-

hibit the great benefit derived by the assistance of

newly-invented implements in the cultivation of

arable land, it struck us that it could not be better

done than by showing how they might be most ad-

vantageously employed.

What were the original processes may be readily

and easily defined. One-fourth or even one moiety

of the arable land of our arable farms did not pro-

duce any crop. The land remained in the same state

throughout the autumn and early winter months as

it had been left by the cereal crops of the preceding

year ; and previously to the plough entering upon

it, it had become a sward of natural grasses and

weeds ; it therefore frequently required a whole

summer's fallow to eradicate that which had been

suffered to accumulate in the preceding autumn.

But the mischief did not end there ; for the accu-

mulation of vegetable matter thus produced had

become a nucleus for wire-worms and insects to

prey upon the crops of the succeeding years. The
absence of root crops upon the farm prevented a

suflScient number of animals being kept to convert

the offal straw into manure ; and the reduction in the

number of horses, also kept, to cultivate the farm,

only increased the deterioration.

It is mainly upon this account that the cultivators

of small farms cannot now subsist by their busi-

ness. Without sufficient force of horses or ade-

quate implements they are unable to adopt the new
system ; and the absence of oxen, cows, and sheep

precludes the manufacture of manure ; and reduced

to the necessity of making all their payments from

the scanty crops of grain produced, they rarely,

notwithstanding their frugal and industrious habits,

long succeed. Painful as this conclusion is, we
deeply deplore their unfortunate position, believing

that they fill a place in civilised society, not only

necessary but beneficial.

On the other hand, however, the growing

necessity of producing the largest amount of

human food from the soil of this kingdom de-

mands the fullest development of the means best

calculated to ensure it ; and therefore we enter

upon the task as a duty, and which we shall resume

in our succeeding numbers.

CAVALRY HORSES.—The difRculty experienced in pro-

curing horses to roouot our cavalry has invoked serious con-

sideration iu various quarters. In the September number of

this publication I referred to it, at the same time proposing an

augmeutatiou of price. That plan has been adopted upon a

slidmg scale. Thirty two pounds is now authorised to be given

for five years old hnrses, and forty pounds for six, seven, and

eight years old. Whether this will be found quite a judicious

arrangement the sequel will prove. It would be more in con-

fortsity with practical experience of the value of working

horses, if the maximum price had been accorded to five, six,

and seven-year-olds, and a reduction made in the price for

eight-year-olds ; but such is the imperative demand for effec-

tive animals, that prices will not, it is expected, be very scru-

pulously adhered to, providing the qualifications are equivalent.

The demand is enhanced by commissioners from the French

Government, who are willing to advance upon our regulation

prices. I have recently given the subject much attention, and,

with the most profoutid respect, will offer a suggestion to en-

courage farmers to breed horses for the especial purpose of

mounting the troops. The proposal is, that premiums be

given by Goverument for the best horses exhibited at the

meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and at

other influential agricultural meetings, on the following

terms :—Fifty pounds for the best horse calculated for the use

of the regiments of I/ife Guards ; thirty pounds for the best

horse calculated for the Artillery and Dragoon regiments ; and

twenty pounds for the best horse calculated for the use of the

light cavalry regiments ; with the proviso that any horse en-

tered for competition should be subject to the claim of Go*
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Terataent at the regulation price of the class for which he is

adapted; and the illegibility of the horse for the class in which

his owner proposes to enter to be determined by the Govern-

ment inspector, giving the owner the option of withdrawing

from competition in the event of his not approving the class

which may he assigned to his horse. This would be a means

of bringing a great number of horses together, and save great

expense of officers of reginicnts and agents attending fairs in

search of them—an expense nearly equivalent to the amount

proposed to be given in premiums.

—

The Sporting Review.

THE LIVE AND DEAD-MEAT COMMERCE
FAT-STOCK SHOWS.

OF OUR CHRISTMAS

The many opinions wbich have been expressed on

tnis subject, some approving and others condemning

present practices, naturally lead the enquiring mind to

entertain the question of progress, so as to reduce to

harmony the opposite arguments involved. Some, for

example, argue that it is absolutely necessary to carry

feeding to the utmost limit the heclth of the animal

admits of, in order to test its constitutional and fatten-

ing characteristics ; and there cannot be a doubt but

the proposition is susceptible of easy proof. Others,

again, admitting the soundness of this proposition, con-

clude that our present practices have gone a long way

beyond its limits, condemning all the fat stock of our

Christmas exhibitions as over-fat, and their dead meat

as unfit for human food ; and there cannot be a doubt

but this conclusion is also true to a certain extent.

How, therefore, can we reconcile such conflicting cir-

cumstances as are here involved ? What improve-

ments in practice are necessary in order to confine

fattening within its proper limits, thus avoiding un-

healthy animals and diseased butcher-meat ?

The improvement in question cannot be successfully

effected without the joint co-operation of the farmer and

butcher, whose interests in this as in all other questions

connected with fat stock are inseparable. In other

words, we must have a Christmas exhibition of dead

meat as well as live stock, before the facts of the case

can be brought home to the conviction of the public, or

even farmers and butchers themselves ; for, on the one

hand, however good the health of the ox may be in the

feeding-box, it maybe injured, and the meat diseased,

before it reaches the shambles ; and, on the other, if he

is unhealthy at home, how can the butcher have good

meat for his customers, after his ox undergoes the trying

influences of a Christmas cattle-show ? Whereas, were

we to adopt the ordinary practice of the trade, of

slaughtering so many at home, and forwarding invoices

to dead-meat salesmen, so as to have the carcases exhi-

bited, either by placing them in the hands of butchers

or otherwise, as the case may be, and of forwarding so

many alive, either directly to the Smithfield Club exhi-

bition, as in the case of the metropolis, or to live-stock

salesmen, for being slaughtered and exhibited by

butchers, then every individual would have an oppor-

tunity of comparing the butcher-meat of extra-fat

stock with that of the ordinary market, so as to be

able to judge for himself in a satisfactory manner, which
is more than he can now do.

A Christmas exhibirion of dead meat, in the mannea

proposed, would not only bring it before the public in a

manner which would allow of its quality being satisfac-

torily determined, but it would also afford farmers and

butchers more reliable means for the improvement of

their respective professions than they now have. The

farmer, for instance, would then have an opportunity of

examining both sides of the article he manufactured, the

actual quantity of it from a given amount of raw mate-

rial, and the influence which different kinds of food have

upon quality, chemistry determining results of this kind

with as much satisfaction as she now does the different

qualities of guano ; while butchers would not only profit

by the information they would thus receive in common
with the farmer, but also by the improved stock sent to

market, and the means which they would acquire for

enabling them to improve their own trade relative to the

feeding, management, and slaughtering of fat stock, so

as to maintain the quality of the meat at its highest

standard of value.

In order to illustrate our subject, let us take a fat ox

for an example. Now, every part of this ox has itg

value, but different parts possess different values. When
the loin, rump, and forerib are worth eight-pence per

pound (quoting the substance of this from Johnson and

Blackie's " Cyclopsedia of Agriculture''), then the but-

tock, thick flank, and middlerib will fetch six-pence;

the itchbone, adzsbone, or edgebone, mouse round, thin

flank, chuck rib, brisket, and leg-of-mutton piece, ^re-

pence ; the clod, sticking- piece, and neck, three-pence;

and the shin and leg, only two-pence; thus forming five

qualities out of the carcass of the ox, each of which is

different in value from the other, and which, for the

sake of perspicuity, may be tabulated thus :

—

r
1-

1st quality at 8d. per lb. < 2.

I. 3.

r
^•

2 rid quality at 6d. per lb. < 5.

L 6.

9
3rd quality at 5d.pcr lb. <| ^g'

I

11-

L12.

4th quality at 3d. per lb. .. 13.

{14
is'.

Loin.

Rump.
Forerib.

Buttock.

Thick flank.

Middlerib.

Itchbone.

Mouse roiuid.

Thin flank.

Chuckrib.

Brisket.

Leg-of-mutton piece.

Clod, sticking piece, and neck,
Shiu.

lieg.

And, besides the above five qualities of different

money values, the fi fteen parts into which the carcase of

the ox is usually divided have each a different value to

the cook, deserving of special notice ; for it is here where

the merits of each are brought to the test, and therefore
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their respective culinary qualities would require to be

separately investigated at every dead-meat exhibition.

Again, the different parts constituting the offal have

each a separate value. Thus, the value of the hide is

different from that of the loose fat ; loose fat from the

heart, liver, and lights ; these latter from the tripe

;

tripe from gut ;
gut from blood ; and blood from the

contents of the stomach and intestines; besides the

head, tongue, and tail, amounting to no fewer than ten

separate qualities and as many values.

The whole ox, it will thus be seen, is subdivided into

about 25 parts, each of which has a different value, in-

trinsically as well as pecuniary ; and were some five or

six oxen of each of our different breeds thus subdivided

and exhibited, the respective parts in competition with

each other, the show would be no less interesting and

instructive to the public generally than the farmer and

butcher, furnishing to each a volume of information

more valuable than all the books which possibly could

be written on the subject. No doubt there would be

exceptions, to whom the proposition of such an exhibi-

tion may appear unworthy of serious consideration :

five Devons of each of the classes exhibited in Baker-

street, for instance ; five Herefords, five short-horns,

&c., with so many sheep and pigs of each class, thus

arranged and distributed over a huge show-room,[would,

no doubt, appear a very different spectacle from the

living animals themselves ; but false impressions of this

kind would soon disappear the moment the real merits

of the scene were comprehended. In evidence of this,

we may just mention that during the last few years we

ourselves have been in the habit of examining very care-

fully the fat stock exhibited in Raker-street, and as many

of their carcases when slaughtered as we possibly could :

and that the oftener we examine the two, the more

deeply are we convinced that the latter (the dead-meat

show) is the practical plan for arriving at useful conclu-

sions. Judging of the quality of beef, mutton, and pork

in Baker-street always reminds us of " buying a pig in

a sack ;" whereas on the butcher's stall the lean, fat,

and bone, as also the weights of the different parts, are

differently seen and handled.

Many of our most intelligent practical men in con-

nection with agriculture and the butcher-trade believe

that the dead-meat trade will ultimately supersede the

live stock ; and this conviction is based not on merely

speculative ratiocination, but experience. Both the

farmer and butcher, for instance, are beginning to find

that, in the British capital, Newgate Market suits them

better than Smithfield ; and a glance at the different

parts of the ox we have just enumerated, and the de-

mands of the family butcher, who can only sell a few of

them, returning in many cases three-fourths of the

fore-quarters he kills to the dead-meat market, will

readily furnish the most superficial observer with a

practical reason. With the exception of the hide and

loose fat, the rest of the offal, with legs and shins, are

worth more to the farmer for manure than what such

butchers are able to give for them. In point of fact,

they would give more for the ox without them than with

them, were it possible thus to effect an agreement.

It is, no doubt, the arbitrary character of this family

demand, and the necessity which butchers experience in

complying with it, together with the small insignificant

price received for so much of the offal, that has given

rise to intermediate jobbing, and the slaughter of so

many of the beasts sold in Smithfield for the dead-meat

market, in order that a more economical distribution of

parts may be effected. The provincial butcher, again,

feels that he can realize more for the finer parts in the

metropolis than he can at home, and less for the fore-

quarters, while railway communication is facilitating

compliance with both these demands ; hence not only

the increase of dead meat to the capital, but the greater

increase of the finer parts ; while the fore-quarters are

sent to our manufacturing districts.

The necessity again of a greater economy of manurial

products on the part of the country, and sanitary reform

on the part of every large town, is daily becoming

more manifest, increasing the value of offal to the farmer,

but reducing its value to the butcher. This is perhaps

the most interesting portion of our subject, and there-

fore we shall resume the consideration of details in a

separate article.

Now, a dead-meat exhibition, with prizes and medals

for the best parts—age, quality, and weight being duly

considered—would stimulate improvement in the carcase

trade, very much enhancing the interest of both farmer

and butcher, analogous to what has taken place at our

shows of live stock and implements. No one can deny

that our breeds of cattle, and quality of implements and

machinery, have been greatly improved by the honour-

able competition which has taken place at our annual

meetings ; and it would be unreasonable to suppose that

the same spirit of emulation would not be experienced

equally efiicacious in connexion with the dead-meat

trade. Nor would its good effects be confined to the

carcase trade only ; for butchers generally would benefit

by it—they falling into the march of progress with a

similar degree of anxiety to advance the science and

practice of their trade as farmers have done throughout

the provinces.

FLOWER-POTS FOR ROOMS.—Fill a pot with coarse

moss of any kind, in the same manner as it would be filled with

earth, and place a cutting or a seed in this moss : it will suc-

ceed admirably, especially with plants destined to ornament a

drawing-room. In such a sit\iation, plants grown in moss will

thrive better than in garden mould, and possess the very great

advantage of not causing dirt by the earth washing out of

them when watered. For transportation, plants rooted in moss

are said to be better adapted, on account of their lightness*

The explanation of the practice seems to be this : that moss

rammed into a pot, and subjected to continual watering, is soon

brought into a state of decomposition, when it becomes a very

pure vegetable mould ; and it is well known that very pure

vegetable mould is the most proper of all materials for the

growth of almost all kinds of plants. The moss would also

not retain more moisture than precisely the quantity best

adapted to the absorbent powers of the root, a condition which

can scarcely be obtained with any certainty by the use of

earth.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY OF ENGLAND AND WALES,
BY JOHN DONALDSON.

(Continued from page 521, vol, xYi.)

KIMMERIDGE CLAY

Occupies the valleys of the Upper Oolites, and

accompanies these rocks in Buckinghamshire, Ox-

fordshire, Berkshire, in Dorsetshire, in Wilt-

shire by Devizes, and in Yorkshire on the north

side of the vale of Pickering. The substratum of

the whole of the Isle of Portland is formed by

Kimmeridge clay, where it is capped by an abrupt

escarpment of the superior oolitic beds. The depth

varies from 100 to 200 feet. It gets the name from

the locality, where the slate clay appears in the

abrupt cliff of a greyish yellow colour, containing

both animal and vegetable impressions. The rock

passes into a slate clay and bituminous shale, which

effervesces slightly, and burns heavily. Alum has

been manufactured from it. The animal remains

are marine, and the bones cetaceous.

The agricultural character is a tenacious clay land,

often covered with oak woods, and has hence been

called " oak-tree clay." The quality is cold and

repulsive, arising from the bituminous nature of

the original rock, which has been decomposed into

an earthy mass. The tenacity is wetter in nature

than the cluncb clay of Oxfordshire and the fens,

but less viscous than the London clay, and stronger

in the body than the Wealden formation. The

draining is done in the way previously recommended

for pure clay soils ; and farm-yard dung is the only

manure that can act on the harsh composition of

the soil. A rotation of cropping as follows would

suit the land now mentioned :

1st year, fallow ; 2nd year, wheat ; 3rd year, hay

;

4th^year, pasture'; 5th year, pasture; 6th year»

oats. Two y^ears in grass will make the course of

five years, which may probably seem more expe-

dient.

The water on these clays is deficient and bad in

quahty.
GAULT

{Gebirgsart, German—a hilly or mountain earth,

denoting, the nature or quality of the rocks),

or Golt, &c., is an argillaceous deposit that

lies between and divides the upper and lower sands,

or the iron and green varieties of that formation.

The colour is pale blue, varying to green, and be-

coming on exposure a brown buffy hue, inclining

to black. It runs through the whole county of

Sussex, from Eastbourne westwards into Hamp-

shire; it is seen near to God stone in Surrey, and
called "black-land;" it appears at Farnham, Alton,

and hence to Beachy-head ; in Hertfordshire and
Cambridgeshire it occupies a large breadth, aad the

towns of Shefford and Biggleswade stand upon it.

The upper part, which is next the green sand, is

harsh and sandy, with green particles; the lower

part is uniform, plastic, and of a light blue colour.

The gault of Sussex is said to be a rich soil, that

of Cambridge of the middling quality, and that of

Godstone is decidedly poor. The deposit of Cam-
bridge is considered a variety of the chalk marl,

which crops out from beneath the boundary of the

chalk. It occupies a considerable extent of surface,

reaching to the boundary of Huntingdonshire and
Bedfordshire ; the thickness is variable, averaging

perhaps from 200 to 220 feet. It is aearly imper-

vious to water, and differs from the true gault clay.

The formation in Sussex may have been more de-

nuded than the Godstone variety, and thus deprived

of the green ferruginous quahty which adheres to

the upper sand. The texture is not very viscous, but

it requires the summer fallowing process of culti-

vation, and the use of farm-yard dung. It requires

very frequent draining, as before described. Near
Lewes, in Sussex, the stratum is 250 feet thick.

The clay at Tetsworth in Oxfordshire is called

" gault," as it is seen to be associated with the sands.

With the debris of the chalk it forms the rich vale

of Aylesbury. It runs by Swindon and Calne, in

Wiltshire, into the county of Somerset. Both

this deposit and that of Cambridgeshire are modi-

fications of the true gault, which is best seen at

Godstone in Surrey, as the iron and green sands

are there exhibited in the most prominent manner

that can be observed in Britain. The so-called

gault of Huntingdonshire is identified with the

Wealden clay.

WEALDEN CLAY

Occupies much space in the counties of Sussex,

Surrey, Kent, and Haats, and some little in Dorset.

It bears the provincial name of " oak-tree clay,"

and is reckoned to be a fresh-water deposit, or an

estuary formation, from an almost entire absence of

decided marine genera of shells or zoophytes. The
formation embraces two groups, the upper or Weald

clay, and the lower or the Hastings sands. It over-

lies the Purbeck beds, which are placed on the Port-

H
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land oolite, contains thin beds of shelly limestone,

or Sussex marble, enclosing fresh-water shells, and

forms a type of tlie great denudation effected by

the removal by watery violence of the once uni-

versally extended chalk range over all the Wealden

formation. The deposit is very markedly posterior

to the previously mentioned marine clays, which

are jilaced in higher localities, and contain the

specific organic remains to show the marine pro-

duction. The deposit shows a quiet and orderly

action, and may have been located by some overflow

of fresh water, after the sea had retired to its pre-

scribed limits, and had ceased to effect any marks

or lasting productions on the face of the globe.

The operations had not been high or elevated, and

the deposit is confined to a comparatively small

extent.

The Wealden or oak-tree clay is so called in the

latter term from* the colour resembling the decayed

wood and leaves of that tree, or from the stunted

and misthriven oak trees forming in many places

the chief and almost only natural production of the

soil. The viscous quality of the plastic and London
clay is almost wholly wanting, but it retains the

general nature of aluraen, imbibing and retaining

much moisture, and hardening by ignition. The
quality is very much milder and less harsh than the

clays of marine origin ; but the power of produc-

tion is rather lessened than increased, and the ma-
nagement is certainly less difficult. The upper soil

and the subsoil differ little in colour or in compo-
sition in many instances, and show a leisurely pro-

cess in the original formation, and also in the loca-

tion of the deposit. It is not very wet as a soil,

and draining is in some cases not very necessary

;

where it is required, the preceding directions will

suffice that have been given for the draining of clay

soils. The nature is dry and arid under cultiva-

tion ; root crops are inadmissible, and farm-yard

dung is the only substance that is able to act as a

manure. Bare summer fallowing is indispensable,

and in general the Wealden clay is a soil of indif-

ferent quality. Wheat and clover are the chief

crops, and the land may be much improved by a

prolonged pasture of the sown natural grasses.

ALLUVIAL CLAYS

Abound in many inland situations of England and
Wales, on the banks of rivers, and in narrow valleys,

in which the deposits have been made by fresh-water

agencies of some sort or description. The com-
position is much more soft and mellow than the

clays of marine derivation ; the productive powers
are generally greater, and the resistance is less

stubborn to the action of mechanical power. The
low situations show the formations to be of a pos-

terior date, and the evenness of the deposition bears

evidence to a more quiet system of action, and a

less turbulent state of the globe. In many cases,

a more recent alluvium has covered the clay, and

forms a loam or a clayey loam ; but instances are

abundant where the clay rises to the surface, and

forms the cultivated soil. The texture is not very

tenacious, nor waxy : the strength of two horses is

able to plough and work the lands, and the com-

mon implements are admitted. The friabihty does

not amount to the growing of root crops, and con-

sequently the summer fallowing of the lands is

practised. This stratum being more permeable to

water than the marine clays, less frequent draining

may be followed, in 6 or 8 yards, according to the

visible nature of the clay. Farm-yard dung only

is useful as a manure, as any artificial matters are

repelled by the aluminous harshness of the soil,

v/hich it still retains. The best quahty will admit

the six years' crop course, or 1st year, fallow; 2nd

year, barley ; 3rd year, hay ; 4th year, oats

;

5th year, beans ; 6th year, v/heat. The inferior

sorts are best used in 4th year, pasture ; 5th year,

pasture ; 6th year, oats. The first course under-

stands a friable capability in the soil to be prepared

for beans from the oat stubble, by a partial work-

ing, and a drilhng of the land.

Alluvial clays are much more pleasant to cul-

tivate, and are more grateful for kind treatment,

than the waxy stubbornness of the London for-

mation, and the tough plastic stratum that overlies

the chalk-hills of the southern part of the county

of Surrey. In the latter cases, the very waxy ad-

herence may have been derived from sea water,

while the alluvial clays have been formed by the

much milder intermixture with fresh water, which is

wanting in the salt nature of the water of the

ocean. The difference is very evident, and clearly

perceptible.

ARID CLAYS

Are poor in the productive quality, and harsh in

the dry aridity. They abound in the country

around Birmingham, and cover much space over

the coal formation in the counties of Northumber-

land and Durham. The colour and appearance are

very various, and the formation is of different

depths, and constitutional ingredients. Root crops

are nowhere admitted in the cultivation, and the

land does not allow any preparation in the spring

for the sowing of beans. Summer fallowing is

essentially necessarj', though the power of two horses

and the common implements are cai)able of working

and pulverizing the soils of that description. The
draining must be frequent—in 5 or 6 yards apart,

in the depth of 2^ feet, and filled to within 16

inches of the surface, which allows the furrow of

the sub-soil plough. Farm-yard dung is the only

manure, and the best rotation of cropping as im-
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der :—1st year, fallow; 2nd year, wheat; 3rd year,

grass; 4th year, pasture; 5th year, oats, beans,

or peas. The pasture in grass forms a vegetable

earth, which tends to the formation of loam, being

exactly the correction that is required by clay

lands, and results from the decay of animals and

vegetables. Farm-yard dung very much assists

this purpose ; and the great value of it arises from

this property, in leaving a residual vegetable earth

for future decomposition in the soil, and thereby

adding to the staple of the land. And it is very

much assisted by the roots and leaves of the

grassy herbage, which grows on the surface of the

ground, during the two or three years that are de-

pastured by sheep.

The foregoing notice of the clay formations of

j'.ngland and Wales may be very appropriately

concluded with a short dissertation on the general

cultivation of soils of that description. The
general nature is very widely different from the

loamy friable clays of Scotland, and chiefly in East

Lothian, which freely allow a stirring of the land

in the spring, and the driUing and dunging for

beans. No clay land in England permits this sys-

tem—the use of beans must be in broadcast, or

drilled by long coulters on a partially pulverized

surface, effected by a heavy harrowing of the land

on the winter tilth of an early ploughing. The
London clays are most economically used in grass,

and the plastic soils in the same way, where the

roost inveterate waxiness prevails. The modified

form of it in Essex, will be best used in the two fol-

lowing rotations:— 1st year, fallow; 2nd year,

wheat; 3rd year, hay; 4th year, oats; 5th year,

beans; 6th year, wheat.— 1st year, fallow; 2nd
year, barley; 3rd year, hay; 4th year, pasture;

5th year, pasture ; 6th year, beans; 7th year, wheat.

The use of barley understands some degree of

loaminess to admit the growth of that cereal crop.

The Lias and Kimmeridge clays, and the Gault

are harsh and untractable, and may be cropped as

follows:— 1 St year, fallow; 2nd year, wheat ; 3rd

year, hay ; 4th year, pasture ; 5th year, oats.

Beans may be added and followed by wheat on the

better lands, as the quality may direct. The alluvial

and arid clays, and the Wealden, are the best

cropped in the same way, in two or three years in

grass, according to the quality of the land.

An opinion has long prevailed in the agricultural

world, that the natural grasses cannot be used on

clay lands, which experience has very fully dis-

proved. Such lands have been always said to rot

sheep, which must arise from the old decaying

herbage, and not from the quality of the land.

Draining, and the renewal of the herbage by fresh

seeds, in a course of five or six years, will remove

any cause of apprehension. The writer of this essay

practised the course of five years very successfully on

the thin wet clays over the coal formation in South

Northumberland, without draining, and no symptom

of rot ever appeared . A good sward of grasses may

be got on any clay lands, from producing a fine tilth

by harrowing the surface of the soil that has been

exposed to the atmospheric action of the winter's

vicissitudes, in the spring, before and after sowing

the grass seeds ; the mixture of seeds being ar-

ranged and selected by the quality of the soil, and

the intended duration of the pasture. The advan-

tages that result from the grassy sward have been

before stated. A very considerable part of the clay

lands in England is lying in ridges of a crooked

serpentine form—of unequal breadths at the ends,

and often terminate in a point in the middle of the

field. The working of the land in consequence

becomes very awkward, and many attempts have

been made to straighten the ridges, and in some

cases successfully, from the ridges not being very

crooked or very high ; but in very many instances,

with great damage, from the contrary circumstances

of height and shape. By reason of long-continued

gathering of the ridges, in the olden mode of cul-

tivation, the subsoil is convex as well as the upper

soil ; and when the newly-made ridges took a cross-

ing or slanting direction over those convexities,

the water lodged in the hollows, and reduced the

land to a state of mortar. Much loss was in many

cases sustained, and the failures had the usual effect

of deterring other attempts where the same ob-

stacles did not exist. It has been recommended to

make a complete alteration at once, by levelling

with the spade, removing the too high subsoil to

the lower places, and then replacing the top soil

But this expense, would, in many cases exceed the

value of the land, and has been little used. Where

the ridges are not very high nor very crooked, the

performance is easily effected by the plough, and

the harrow fiUing up the hollow places; and in ex-

treme cases, a very safe method consists in making

with the plough a narrow ridge of 5 or 6 feet in

width in the old deep furrows, and increasing it in

breadth every following course of fallowing till it

rises and fills the hollows, and levels the high

ridges ; when new ridges may be drawn, as nearly

as possible in the direction of the old ones, and then

the water will obtain a gradual flow. In this way the

ground is made level, which renders easy the new

ridging ofthe land: whereas, in the crooked form, the

unevenness hinders any success in the alterations.

This method may be reckoned slow ; but it is the

safest and most economical yet practised, being

wholly done by the common plough. It was done

with signal success by the writer of this essay, on

the arid poor clays on the coal formation in South

Northumberland

.

H 2
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SAND
Is the earth of rain-water, shining, rigid, rough,

crystalUne, not softening in water, permanently

hard in ignition ; but fusible into glass, with ad-

dition by a great degree of heat. It may be viewed

in two chiefand comprehensive states of existence

—

in lying on the sandstone rock, and by appearing

in vast beds, as alluvial depositions. The former

conditiort has been noticed in describinii the rocks

of their origin, and the latter form belongs to the

geological era of which we now speak.

The first notice of sand among the geological

deposits occurs in the series of sandstones, of which

it constitutes the fourth formation, and constituting

a part of the tertiary deposit, is known by the

name of "Green Sand." It rests upon the

Upper Oolite, and is covered by the chalk, and

has been laid bare in South Britain, where it

chiefly abounds by the denudation of the cretaceous

deposit. It abounds in the green silicate of iron,

and reaches the depth of 600 feet, including Upper

Green Sand, &c., golt, gault, or blue marly clay,

lower green or iron sand, with beds of sandy or

chalky Umestone. The Upper and Lower Green

Sands are divided by the gault, or the argillaceous

member of the Green Sand group, which has been

very much disrupted and carried away by the great

denudation of the chalk, and has exposed the Lower

Green Sand to observation and research. The de-

posit is abundant in Wilts, Dorset, Sussex, Devon,

Oxford, Surrey, and in the Isle of Wight, and en-

circles the whole of the Wealden formation of

Kent and Sussex. It is most generally a highly

ferruginous sand, with spheroidal or merely

irregular concretions of oxide of iron, frequently

enclosing a coarse brown ochre : fullers'-earth and

yellow-ochre are found in it, and also fossil-wood.

The depth in Bedfordshire is stated at 100 feet, and

in Wiltshire at 30.

The sand- stone having been acted upon by

marine water, which tore from its surface the cre-

taceous deposit, has derived from the aqueous sedi-

ment the ferruginous nature, which almost uni-

versally adheres to the sandy stratum. Being

placed immediately below the chalk, which is

generally an earthy and a feebly aggregated mass,

it becomes in many instances so cretaceous as to

be hardly distinguishable from chalk itself. The

Upper Green Sand is often wholly lost in the chalk-

marl above, and in the gault on which it lies as in

Oxfordshire, producing siliceous chalky stones, with

evident marks of the Upper Green Sand series.

In these cases, the soils pass into other names,

being loams and gravels, according as they are

contiguous to the other materials which remove
the character of the sandstone lands, ikit over the

immediate beds of the plateaus which have been

bared by the denudation, and are placed beyond the

means of mixture, the ferruginous lands form a soil

almost worthless, and below the notice of culti-

vation. The irony quality binds it into crusted

cakes during rains, which damages vegetation, and

in the early summer, the heats very often kill the

expected growth of the grains. The choice manure

is bones to raise turnips to be consumed on the

ground by sheep, and the land then sown with

winter rye. This plant covers the ground before

the heats commence, excludes the drought, and

produces a bulk of straw and grain, much beyond

barley, which is often killed at the outset from

being sown on newly stirred ground, and thereby

exposed to the admission of drought. Feeding

crops must be largely used, and four to one of the

seed-bearing, thus : —1st year, turnips eaten on the

ground; 2nd year, spring vetches, consumed on

the ground ; 3rd year, winter vetches, eaten on the

land ; 4th year, barley, with sown clovers. Or— 1st

year, turnips; 2nd, rye; 3rd, vetches; 4th, rape

or cole; 5th, vetches; 6th, barley. Some cases

require constantly feeding crops, as barley is often

a total failure, and oats thrive worse. Rye is the

only cereal plant that produces a tolerable bulk.

These lands abound much around Reigate and God-

stone, in Surrey, and command a very trifling value.

The Sand-hills of England are best seen and

examined in Sussex, where the heights are con-

tinous, and extend from Hastings to Horsham,

traversing the Weald in a central chain of hills, and

sends off several branches, one of which extends to

Tunbridge-Wells. The formation is seen, in Cam-

bridgeshire and Huntingdonshire, rising into low

hills, and forms good garden mould— passes

through Bedfordshire, and enters Buckingham-

shire, near Fenny Stratford. It goes on through

Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Wiltshire, and into Dorset-

shire ; and is very strikingly displayed in the Isle

of Purheck. In the Isle of Wight, it forms the

substratum of all the southern half of the island.

Cliffs of it may be traced almost round the island,

excepting where concealed by the subsiding ruins

of the under-cliflF. The sands sink below the al-

luvium of Lincolnshire.

The sands below the Gault is called the " Iron

Sand," and is the part that has been now described.

The upper part is called the " Green Sand," which

name is often applied to the whole third sandstone

formation, which rests upon the Upper Oolite, and

is covered by the chalk. The higher part of the

formation, or Green Sand, is much more alluvial

in appearance than the lower deposit of the iron

character ; the denuding waters of the sea have re-

tired sooner, and left the heights to the future in-

fluence of exposure, and of succeeding fresh-water

inundations. The lower grounds were longer
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covered with the marine water, and have hence

acquired the iron character. Much ground is

occupied by the sandstone over South Britain ; the

uppermost part is of loose sand, and sihceous : the

cement is calcareous, when in the form of sand-

stone. Beds of clay often form occasional separ-

ations in this formation. Cherts and flints are

found in it, and pass into each other by insensible

gradation, and owing to their hardness they

generally occur on the summits of hills. The

thickness varies from 100 to 300 feet, and hills rise

to the height of nearly 1000 feet, as at Leith Hill,

in Surrey.

The soils on the alluvial tops of the Sandhills,

are very worthless for cultivation; the great depth

of loose sand very quickly absorbs the rains, and

leaves the surface much too dry for vegetation, con-

sequently large tracks lie uncultivated. On lower

positions, the sand is mixed with vegetable earth,

and forms the land of sandy loam, which will be

described under the latter designation. Therefore

no directions for cropping are here given.

Sands are found lying in a vast extent of alluvial

beds, and unconnected with the sand-stone sock,

from which to deduce the origin. These locations

are very large in Norfolk and Suffolk, and have

proceeded from the mechanical action of fresh-

water inundations that have succeeded the progress

of the uppermost stratification. A large mixture is

often seen of marl, flints, and exuviae with the sand,

which have been ascribed to the diluvial period, as

being prior to the commencement of alluvium ; but

this difference matters little, as both eras are pos-

terior to the chalk. The top of these alluvial beds

is most generally a complete barrenness, and

on lower grounds, the sand passes into loams of

that denomination.

The Bagshot sand lies above the London clay,

and therefore must be regarded as wholly distinct

from any stratified formation, and viewed as a ma-

rine or fresh-water deposit. Conybeare places it as

a marine formation, from the circumstance of the

very imperfect remains of various shells, agreeing

with those of the upper marine formation of Paris.

It forms the sand of Hampstead, Highgate, and

Hornsey ; appears near Egham ; extends to near

Guildford, in Surrey ; and from near Kingston, to

about seven miles west of Bagshot, occupies a part

of Windsor Forest. It forms stones for building, as

the Castle of Windsor and Lord Carrington'e

house can testify ; and the Druid stones of Stone-

henge, in Wiltshire, have been raised from the de-

posit, from blocks, but no continuous bed. The

hills rise to 4fi3 feet in height, and are seen at

Hampstead and Highgate, at Chertsey, Cobham,

and Weybridge. The thickness of the bed of

sand has never been determined.

The sand is siliceous, without any cement ; but

occasionally includes or is associated with brick

earth. The nature is very poor and hungry, pro-

ducing only heath and furze : hence the numerous

tracts of unimproved and unimprovable wastes,

which are allowed to remain even in the immediate

neighbourhood of the metropolis.

It may be expected to have treated the green

sand as a stratified rock in the secondary or flat

formation, where it occurs at the top of the as-

cending series towards the alluvial depositions at

the surface of the ground. But the uppermost

part being so very alluvial in the nature and ap-

pearance, induced the placing together of the dif-

ferent sands ; the upper stratification of it is laminar

rather than seamed throughout the formation, as

frequent interruptions occur in irony plates and

shells in various directions, which render it nearly

impossible to find any seams passing through the

mass parallel to the bounding surfaces. A stratum,

being formedby seams that are parallel throughout

the entire mass, according to Professor Playfair,

in many cases, requires several hundred feet of ir-

regularly laminated sand to constitute a definite

formation of that kind. The golt or gault beds

are generally laminated, as other argillaceous de-

posits. The third sandstone formation, therefore,

which contains the green and iron sands, with the

intervening gault, must be considered as a very

considerable step from the very regular stratification

of the flat rocks, rising to the earthy formation of

the surface of the globe, and losing the parallelism

of the seams of deposits by the frequent inter-

ruptions of other substances. The undermost

sandstone, or the new variegated sort, supports the

best soils in the kingdom— even over the coal

measures, which are contained in its matrix ; the

quaUty of its nature is frequently extended in a soil

of very considerable fruitfulness. The upper for-

mation, which we have now described, has been more

exposed by its position to the violence and con-

tinuation of marine agency, which has conferred

the ferruginous quality, and deleterious eff"ect. The

iron sands in Surrey, in the extreme quality, form

soils of no value ; another step finds weak and

very thin scorching loams ; and the third gradation

ends in sandy loams that are still weak in quality.

In these cases, the land gradually loses the irony

quaUty, that retains the weakness of coherence, and

the inability to withstand the eflfects of heat and

drought. The green sand> or the part of the for-

mation that lies above the gault, and immediately

below the chalk, is not more favourable in the cul-

tivable qualities ; the highest parts are worthless,

the descending gradations become loams of various

qualities, according to the quantity and quality of

the diSerent materials that are intermixed with the
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original arenaceous deposit. The diluvial or allu-

vial beds that are not associated with any rocky or

stratified formation, show the very same character

of sandy soils—worthless on the highest parts, and

getting better in quality as the descent reaches the

lower grounds. The ochrey colour and ferruginous

quality is wanting, which shows the agency of fresh

water, both in the formation and deposition. The

general quality of the soil is better than on the

green sands.

The tertiary formation, or the deposit above the

chalk, comprehends sand and sandstone, as one of

its system of divisions. The stone is hard enough

for the purposes of paving, is much mixed with

other bodies, and contains a (ew marine organic re-

mains. The sand is quartzy, calcareous, and shelly,

pure and thin, and is used for making plate-glass.

No part of this formation supports a soil of culti-

vation
J

and consequently does not require any

further notice for the present purpose.

PEAT OR MOSS

Is one of the most recent alluvial deposits, of the

origin of which various opinions are entertained.

Six kinds have been enumerated. Some reckon it

a primitive formation ; others think it a growing

vegetable, which by its decay causes an increase of

the substance, and may ultimately cover the earth j

and the more general opinion ascribes it to the col-

lection and decomposition of ligneous and aquatic

vegetables, brought together by the destruction of

forests by wars, by the axe, and by the tempest,

and accumulated by the decay of those bodies, and

of the plants that were encouraged to grow by their

decomposition. Formations of peat chiefly abound
in moderately cold latitudes—they cover vast tracts

of country in North Britain, but not much extent

in England. Solid peat, cut and dried for fuel,

is of a black or brown colour, extending to depths

of four to twenty feet : in boggy or flow-moss,

which is supplied with too much water, and pre-

vents the consolidation, and also in many varieties

of peaty earths of shallow depths, forming soils of

that name, sometimes cultivated and oftener un-

improved ; sometimes clad with a scanty covering

of heaths and coarse vegetation, and often naked
and uncovered by any growing plant.

The theory of the formation of peat by the de-

composition of the collection in hollow places ot

trees and leaves, and of vegetation, by the action

of air and water, and-of the subsequent growth,
has been generally received as the most plausible

;

but mosses of great extent are found on the tops
of mountains, and on high grounds, and even on
declivities where no water can stand, and where no
collections could be formed. Trees of a large size

have been found in mosses, >nd also shrubs of

various kinds, and the leaves and fruits are not

unfrequently met with in different stages of decay.

The mosses that are cropped as land are not

adapted for fuel ; the composition is too earthly and

friable, and the circumstance of the top of many

mosses being of a different colour, and spongy and

fibrous, favours the oi)inion that the decomposition

of the vegetable covering adds to the bulk of the

moss, as it appears to be in a more recent state of

decay than the bottom parts, which have become a

black pulpy substance, from which all traces of a

fibrous organization have completely disappeared.

Formations of peat are found in vast beds, from 4

to 12 feet deep on level grounds, and on declivities

where no water stagnates, and where trees and

vegetable matters sufldcient to form the moss can

hardly be supposed to have grown, and where no

remains of any kind are ever found. Mosses

generally rest on clays and marls, and very often on

gravels and clayey gravels with white sands ; and

theorists [are driven to the supposition that there

exists a predisposing cause towards the formation

of that substance in the woods on which the moss

commences growing, and in the climate, and in the

subjacent formation, and also in the production of

the plants that are adapted by the decay of their

constituent parts to afford the peaty substance.

But all the reasons yet given, the conjectures,

theories, and suppositions, are inadequate to ac-

count for the great variety in the formation of moss.

A solid moss, black and pulpy from top to bottom,

is often found adjoining a formation of spongy

fibrous materials alike at top, and on the substratum

of clay, and both existing under no apparent dif-

ference of circumstances: the former bare and

uncovered, and incapable of supporting weight

:

the latter matted with a thick growth of vegetables,

and afl'ording pasturage to animals. The varieties

are numerous ; some afford fuel wholly, others are

cultivated, while many of them are unfit for either

purpose, and descend by many gradations to a

shallow stratum of a few inches in depth, and are

called turfy, moorish, and peaty soils. The anti-

septic quality of peat is well known, and preserves

substances from decay. Unlike fens and marshes,

the air is healthy and salubrious, which shows that

the moss is not in a state of putrefaction. Moss
grows and enlarges upwards, after being dug and
carried away : supposed from the plants dissolving

by the maceration and decay of their parts, and
not by any progress analogous to putrefaction ; for

they remain without undergoing the usual chemical

change. The gallic acid or styptic juice imparts a

most obstinate antiseptic quality ; it forms a full

fourth part of the constituents of moss, and the

other parts that might prove beneficial to vegetation

are locked up or rendered useless by that noxious

«
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ingredient. The sterility of moss is ascribed to

the want of the putrid fermentation ; for it is in-

flammable and phosphorescent—qualities wholly re-

moved from bodies that have undergone the pro-

cess of ultimate decay. Moss and vegetable mould

have been reckoned homogeneous substance?, at-

tended by the different circumstances in which they

are placed, and the external agencies to which they

are exposed ; but this fact, when granted, gives no

reason for moss and mould being produced in ad-

joining situatiQns, where little or no difference in

external circumstances would be supposed to exist.

No living animals exist in moss—to form it, as

tringency and dampness are required, and the

water must be antiseptic, which is said or thought

to derive that quality from the subsoil. But we
are equally in the dark whether the astringent and

antiseptic quality be derived from the subsoil, the

climate, or the plants that grow on the place of for-

mation, or from the combined influence of both

these causes. The scientific reasonings of theorists

are generally overturned by facts, and by the ap-

pearances of nature ; and after all the opinions and

conjectures that have been put forth, the more rea-

sonable and natural conclusion v.'ould seem to be,

that moss is an original formation, augmented,

like other formations of a similar character, by

physical agencies still going forward, and that it has

been produced and located by causes, for a solution

of which our wandering imaginations may ever

search in vain.

All mossy soils are weak in texture, and poor and

unproductive. The black pulpy peats, dry on b^ing

exposed, offer great resistance to putrefaction, and

form no mixture or combination with any other

body. The fibrous kinds dissolve into a loose

pulverulent mass, that is destitute of cohesion, and

devoid of any fertilizing property. Such formations

do not suit cultivation to any extent; oats are the

only grain crop that is produced, as the latitude is

generally cold for barlej', and for wheat the soil is

altogether inappropriate. Clovers and grasses, in

some cases, succeed fairly. The draining is best

done by open cuts at 5 to 10 yards or more apart,

as may be directed by the quality of the moss, if

very wet, or moderately dry. In covered drains,

stones or tiles sink in the moss, unless kept up by
flag-stones, or thin boards of oak or beech. Mosses

are little eligible for cultivation, whicli do not ad-

mit covered drainage, and are able to support with-

out sinking the weight of the ploughing horses^

In other cases, the managem.ent is troublesome, and

the return precarious.

Turfy and moorish soils lie near to deep moss,

and are incumbent on the beds of clay and gravely

which support the formations of peat. The depth

is shallow, and the quality very weak. Where wet

very shallow draining is required, and the frequency

must be thickly placed, as has been before explained

in the case of the thin soils on the granite for-

mation of Cornwall. In most instances, the soils

are favourable to the action of artificial manures;

and the turnips so produced, being eaten on the

ground by sheep, makes a good preparation for the

crop of oats, with which the sown grasses thrive

well. Several years of pasturage must follow as

under:— 1st year, turnips; 2nd year, oats; 3rd

year, hay or pasture ; 4th year, pasture; 5lh year,

ditto ; Gth year, ditto ; 7th year, ditto ; 8th year,

oats.

These soils are not frequent, and only in the

North of England, and adjoining moors or mosses.

The latitude is generally high and cold, which, with

the natural quality of the soil, enjoins pasturage

rather than cropping.

(To be continued.)

FARM-BUILDINGS OF EARL OF RADNOR. AT
COLESHILL, BERKS.—These estensive farm-buildings,

which have been completed within the last year, were arranged

by Mr. Moore, Lord Radnor's agent, and erected from the

plans and under the superintendence of Mr. George Lamo, archi-

tect. The site, occupying about three acres on the west side

ofthe mansion and park, having the turupike-road to the north,

was chosen from local consiJeratious, and being on rather a

steep incline, presented at first sight some difficulty ; but this

was entirely got rid of, End turned into a favourable circum-

stance, by forming it into two platforms, one 12 feet above the

other ; the lower of which is the site of the principal buildings

and cattle-yards, and the higher that of the timber and rick-

yards, which are thus on a level with the upper storey of the

barn and a-^joining buildings ; by this arrangement the

necessity of hoisting the sheaves up to the thrashiug-machine

is obviated, and the inclination of the ground is, moreover,

favourable for supplying the cattle troughs witli water from

the upper ground, and for the drainage of the several buildings

and yards into the liquid manure tank. In the upper storey

of the barn, which is 94 feet by 27 feet, is placed the principal

part of the machinery, consisting of a thrashing machine, by

which the grain is thrashed, winnowed, dressed, deposited in

sacks, and weighed ready for market, at one operation, without

any intervention of manual labour. A mill with a pair of

French stones for grinding wheat or other grain, an oat bruising

machine, and a chaff-cutter; these, with a circular saw in

the adjoining shed, and a turuipslicer and litter-cutter, on the

lower floor of the barn, are all driven by a 7-horse power por-

table steam engino, in a building outside the barn wall. The

engine and machinery were made and erected by Messrs.

Clayton and Shuttleworth, of Lincoln. The external walls of

the numerous buildings are of native stone, with Bath stone

quoins, window dressings, and copins. The roofs are partly

covered with stone liles and partly with slates ; and the doors

throughout are made to slide, being suspended by rollers upon

an iron bar, instead of being hung with hinges. Coleshill-

house is interesting as an example of Inigo Jones's work.

Since the Earl of Radnor has resided there, great improve-

ments have been effected in the village : most of the old, dark,

ill-arranged, and unventilated cottages have given place to well-

constructed dwellings, and a school has been provided for the

education of the children.

—

The Builder.
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EDUCATION AND ITS IMP©RTANCE TO THE AGRICULTURIST.

One of the best amongst the many agreeable

writers of his time has devoted a paper to the con-

sideration of the most popular word in his own

language. He was not long in discovering ivhat

this was. What is the matter ? What is for din-

ner? What is to pay? What are you eating,

drinking, singing, saying, and so on ? Not the

least important of these every- day queries is one

which may be put opportunely enough just at pre-

sent. What is to be done now ? asks the ruined

speculator of himself, reviewing all he has done,

and finding how little has come of it. What is to

be done now? repeats the sober citizen, with

far better hear*, as he sees what has already

yielded to his industry and enterprise—to what

greater extent will he be justified in the endeavour to

increase his business and improve his position. With

the balance-sheet of the past year spread out before

him, though perhaps not quite so publicly as some

of our friends delight to give it, the English farmer

may, like many others, put some such question as

this to himself. He asks it no longer in despair or

discontent. He feels that at length some yield has

been returned for all he has attempted. He knows,

too, that his endeavour has been a good one. That

amidst difficulties of all kinds, he has done justice

to his calling; that if he has again found some

profit in it, that he well deserved to do so.

At such a season, in contemplating how he may
yet further advance with safety, his first eare be-

comes essentially a home thought. In asking him-

self what is best to be done now ? he joins in the

same breath with it, what is the best he can do for

his family ? There are many ready and anxious

to tell him how he is to progress ; many a corre-

spondent of our paper eager to incite him onwards.

Let our boast be, as it has been, to build up this

progress on a solid foundation. Let him prepare

himself so as to be able to test all that he is advised.

Let him march forward with no blind confidence,

with no curious awe of a teacher he obeys, chiefly

because he lacks the ability to understand him.

Let them rather go pari passu, and the one illus-

trate what the other but rarely does more than

suggest.

To their credit be it said, many of the best agri-

culturists, even of this age, are more or less self-

educated men. They have made themselves equal

to each succeeding discovery and improvement as

it has been brought before them. They have

taught themselves all the rationale of artificial

manures, for instance. They are becoming, day

by day, better chymists, and so less likely to be

imposed upon. The same may be written of their

experience with the machinist. There is scarcely

an implement now introduced—and verily their

name is legion—but the farmer has made himself

fit to appreciate. Question any of our leading

firms—the Ransomes, Garretts, Howards, Horns-

bys, and others—as to the pertinent inquiries so

continually put to them by the practical agricul-

turists of the kingdom, and the valuable hints as

generally received from the same class of customers.

The farmers are making themselves equal to the

times they live in.

Self-education, however, is after all but excep-

tional. Any man who has achieved it will tell you

it has been the great difficulty of his life; and

where one does succeed, how many fail even to

attempt it ! What, then, is to be done ? and what,

with it, is to be done for the family ? The answer

is but a word. The secret which is to imbue the

youth with confidence, ability, and self-respect to

maintain his position is

—

education. And this, be

it remembered, is no longer a crime. The certain

ruin of the country will no longer be declared to

follow on even the labouring classes " knowing too

much." It is no further to be taken in the light of

a presumption that a tenant, »r the son of a tenant,

has borrowed a notion from Virgil, or a sentence

from Cicero. There was great danger, we used to be

told, in educating a boy above the station in life

he was intended to fill. There is far greater danger

in educating him below it. The days are gone

when our sons were expected to have no higher

aspirations than ploughboys; our daughters no

accomplishments beyond those of a dairy-maid.

Luckless Mr. Colville points the moral to our argu-

ment, while the reception he has received tells

clearly enough that those farmers who do not edu-

cate their families \vi]l soon be but the exception to

their fellows.

It is not our purpose, as it has never been

our custom, to ask or advise too much. The op-

portunities for giving the sons of agriculturists a

good, sound, becoming education are now ample

enough. We must say, emphatically, that those

who do not have as much will simply not have

justice done to them. There was a day, when

national schools and other plans for instructing

the poor were first broached, that the rate-payer,

farmer, or tradesman, as he might be, scratched

his head and grumbled out that his servant's

children would be better educated than his
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i own. This will do no longer. At best^ it can

!
come to nothing more than self-accusation.

1 At a time when progression, enhghtenraent, and

; scientific acquirements are our grand characteris-

ticSj we must not declare ourselves unable to cope

\ with them. Not merely must we be able to advance

with them, but, of almost equal importance, to with-

stand the many impositions attempted in their name.

The mountebank who thundered forth a line of dog-

grel Greek or Latin to the patient who bought his

pills, was trusted chiefly because he was not under-

stood ; and the wondering clodpole implicitly swal-

lowed the bolus, not knowing or caring to know

I

how it was to benefit him. We have gradually

taught him to open his eyes, and let us not go our-

selves worse armed or cared for.

The mainstay—the house, if it be built upon a

rock, must be built here. Without education

—

without rendering the rising generation of agricul-

turists equal to the age they live in, their career can

have no satisfactory result. What their fathers

may have learnt step by step, as the road was gra-

dually widened before them, they will be expected

to start at once well advised upon. Let our word,

then, not be thought out of season. With the

new year opening upon us, with the prospects

of agriculture sufliciently good to warrant all we
have hinted at being fully acted up to, let us

impress upon our friends, in straight-forward

homely English, how great a duty it is to give the

young ones a chance. There has been no man
yet, however poor a start he may have had in other

respects, but who thanked his parents for the

blessings of a good education. Should he profit

by it, your pride and pleasure is to watch his

advance : should he disgrace it, your comfort

is still to feel that, at any rate, you have done your

duty.

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER.

It is not, I think, too late to say a little about

adult education and evening schools.

With the habits and customs at present prevailing

in the rural districts, it seems impossible to dispense

with child labour in the fields. The rapid progress

of emigration has drained the country of able-bodied

men to such an extent, that in all counties farmers

are obhged, more or less, to have recourse to the

labour of women and children.

And the earnings of parents are such as to render

it essential that the children, so soon as they are

able, should help to support themselves.

How long these two reasons for the necessity of

the employment of children shaU continue to operate,

we cannot tell; but while they do operate, and prove

the source of many of the most serious of those social

evils that are lamentably apparent amongst us, it be-

comes our duty, by all the means iu our power, to

contravene their results.

If we will not give—or, with our present notions,

cannot afford to give—wages sufficient to enable our

workpeople to send their children to school, we
should endeavour to help them in another way.

If, on the other hand, we demand the children, at

the hands of the parents, for the cultivation of oiu-

farms (which I know to be often done literally), then

we are bound in justice to supply to them, at some

period, that training of which they have been de-

prived for our benefit.

In either case, you see that the farmer, or the

employer of child labour, is responsible.

And where such a long category of evils that de-

moralize our people, and prove a great annual burden

upon the property of the country, is simply referrible

to the one significant fact that our children are at

work in the fields when they should be at work in

the school, during those years when the mind and

heart are most susceptible to good or bad influences,

the question becomes a serious one, and we may well

weigh this our responsibility.

Think—What does pauperism cost us ? and how
much more does criminality add to this sum ? What
is the annual expense to us of juvenile deliuquency ?

Truly enormous sums ! And consider, moreover,

that Australia and the Cape (and soon all our colonies

will do the like) refuse to be made the great cess-

pools of our human pollution. They tell us, iu curt

phrase, to " mannfacture less." They passionately

cry, " Send us not a scourge !" When to the ques-

tion, " What shall we do with our criminals ?" we
receive the answer, " You must keep them at home !"

it is worth while, I think, to reflect upon the mattei*.

Now, the evils I have referred to are born of and

nourished by ignorance ; and inasmuch as the far-

mers of England, either by their necessity employ

child labour, or refuse to remunerate adult labour

with more than bare subsistence money, they are

answerable for the efi"ects of the ignorance they in-

duce: all who employ child labour are so answerable.

Amongst them there are those who recognise their

charge, and endeavour, as good members of society,

to fulfil their duty.

Although I acknowledge the necessity there at

present appears to be to take children into the

fields at the early age of eight or ten, I cannot but

lament this necessity. We all know what it is to let
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slip the seed time. lu such a case the prospect of

the harvest is not laden with promise to us. There is

a seed time for youth, in wiiicli, if good principles are

not sown, evil ones will spring up. The general fea-

tures of society and their example are ever operating

on the mind of youth—ever imparting principles. If

formative influence is withheld on our part, we can-

not be blind to the fact that the laws of nature are

not held in suspense or abeyance.

We gather the sense of importance attached to

popular education by the ancients from the laws of

Lycurgus, the celebrated Spartan lawgiver. " He
resolved," says Plutarch, " the whole business of

legislation into the bringing up of youth : he looked

upon it as the greatest and most glorious work of a

lawgiver." And, as implying the superior import-

ance attaching to the training of the young, a Gre-

cian poet exclaimed to the senators—" You may

make laws for the people ; I will make ballads for

the children."

In view of the serious responsibility that thus at-

taches to them, in depriving the country children of

their moral and spiritual seed time, the farmers

should earnestly set about devising some compensa-

tion for them.

The best compensation that can be thought of is,

as it appears to me, the one I have mentioned above,

namely, evening sclwols. Here is a fine si)here of

work presented to the young farmers of England.

They can thus improve their own workpeople, reform

their villages, and exert an influence upon our Eng-

land—nay, upon the world—that shall never be for-

gotten : an influence that would spread from home

to village, from village to town, and from town to the

furthermost limits of population, like the circles

formed in tlie placid pond by the plunging stone

!

Time you have for the undertaking ; and if you

only reflect upon its glorious results, you have

inclination also. Please also to take this fact into

consideration—the tendency of the age is to lessen

toil, and diminish the number of hours requisite

to ensure animal support, &o. It is possible that

the rising generation of the poor may have leisure

without detriment to their pecuniary interests. The

blacksmiths of Birmingham can now earn sufiicient

during the latter part of the week to keep them in a

state of intoxication the three first days of the next

week. What a dreadful spectacle would our country

present, were all our industrial classes thus cursed

with what should prove a blessing ! It is impossible,

with such an instance as this before one, not to anti-

cipate the general relaxation from toil with much

fear as well as hope. That this great boon which

God has designed in His mercy to give ns, through

the ingenuity of man, be not lost to us—that this

unprecedented blessing prove not our sure ruin—we
must, looking forward to probable consequences,

prepare the agricultural labourer, the artizan, the

mechanic, for its right use.

You aud I, my good reader, must help in earnest

in this great work of preparation. Some can lend

the room, some can furnish caudles and fuel, some

can teach ; and as for scholars, your benches will be

crowded before your intentions are generally known

—crowded with boys, -mature adults, aud old men

—

all eager competitors in the race from which the

usages, the prejudices, and the something else of

society has hitherto precluded them ! P. il. S.

ON THE USES AND APPLICATION OF LIME TO SOILS,

At this season of the year, it is scarcely possible

to find a more profitable employment of team-labour

than in leading lime for the use of the farm.

Wherever it can be obtained at a moderate price, this

eading ought to take place, as a doubt can hardly

arise respecting its beneficial uses to almost every

variety of soil. It should be carted into convenient

heaps, which may be of considerable size, provided

no rain or moisture falls in sufiicient quantity to

slake the surface, and cause a crust ; but so soon as

the surface of the heap becomes wetted, a fresh one

must be commenced, and so on throughout the

leading. If these heaps arc nicely rounded up, and a

good coating is once formed, either from the surface

slaking or by being covered with soil, they will keep

uninjured for several months, and when taken out

they will generally be found to be "nir slaked," and

the finely powdered lime in its hottest and most

effective state for application to the soil.

Its Uses as applied to the Soil.—It acts very

powerfully in its caustic state in decomposing animal

and vegetable matter in the soil. It does not alto-

gether lose its causticity by coming into contact with

the moist soil, or by being moderately diluted with

water. Professor Way remarks, " We hope to see

the time when this manure will be equally and

eflicaciously distributed over the soil in solution in

water."

It is a Stimulant.—It acts in this way surprisingly

upon the dormant powers of the soil and the inert

manures abiding therein. Liebig says, "Lime, in

combining with the elements of the clay, liquefies it,

and, what is more remarkable, liberates the greater

part of its alkalies," "The cerealia require the j
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alkalies, aud the alkaline silicates, which the action

of the lime renders lit for assirailatiou by the plants.

If, in addition to these, there is any decaying organic

matter present in the soil, supplying carbonic acid, it

may facilitate their development, but it is not

]
essential to their growth. If we furnish the soil

with ammonia, and the phosphates, which are indis-

pensable to the cerealia, with the alkahue silicates,

we have all the conditions necessary to insure an

abundant harvest. The atmosphere is an inex-

haustible store of carbonic acid."

It neutralizes injurious Acids iu Soils.— Soils

subject to flooding or stagnant water are said to be

sour, as containing too much vegetable acid. Lime

qualifies the vegetable aud other soluble substances,

and occasions their conversion by atmospheric action

into nutriment for plants.

Jt is an Alterative.—This is one of its most

powerful properties, even to changing the very nature

and texture of the soil. It operates by causing fer-

mentation in the soil : the minute particles of finely

divided lime insinuate into every crevice of soil,

causing its disiutegration and separation, and the

more rapid decay of vegetable matter, which

eventually makes it mellow and friable. Morton

says, " Lime also acts powerfully on any irony matter

iu the soil; and on gravel sauds, aud clay soils of the

friable diluvial formation, and on the soil of the

plastic clay, the new aud old red sandstone, and the

basaltic formation, the effect produced by the appli-

cation of lime is very great." Lime has power to

decompose the mineral portions in various soils, and

is the great source of benefit by providing the con-

stituents of magnesia, potash, and soda, so important

to vegetation. Lime is the cause of a vastly in-

creased produce : it is not in itself a manure, but its

power and action upon the soil are so great as to

extract " the very soul of vegetation," and is the

surprising medium of converting not only manures

but the ingredients of the soil itself "into living

vegetables."

One other virtue, and not the least, remains to be

named : it is said to destroy worms, slugs, beetles,

&c., &c.

Its Ajiplication : the Quantiti/ jwr Acre.—This

must depend upon the soil, its nature, and fertility.

In all cases, however, it is requisite to apply a suf-

ficient dressing, as most likely to promote the objects

in view, and as named above. Small dressings will

not do ; and it is very possible to apply too much,

and thus to stimulate the soil beyond its natural

powers, and, in such case, to render true the old

adage, that " lime enriches the father, but beggars

the son." The result of much and general experience

appears to have decided that from 80 to 180 bushels

per acre is a fair and eiScacious dressing for light

land, and from 200 to 350 bushels per acre ought to

be the dressing for clay and other strong lands, sub-

ject to the frequency of repetitions, which ought

to be at long intervals.

The Time of Ajiplication.—If the object of the

occupier is to derive the most benefit from the use

of caustic lime, then undoubtedly it ought to be

applied when the soil is freest from moistiu-e, and the

lime itself iu its most caustic condition. Of course,

so soon as slaked lime comes into contact with

moisture it is no longer a powerful caustic, but is

much reduced in its operation, and, if much diluted,

becomes effete aud mild in its character, and has only

the main properties of limestone finely comminuted.

It ougiit then to be applied in the hottest and driest

season of the year, and on soils thoroughly well

fallowed and finely pulverized. It should be put on

the soil as quickly as possible, and be immediately

ploughed in at a shallow depth, as its tendency is to

work its way to the subsoil. It will thus act most

efficaciously on those vegetable and animal sub-

stances with which it comes into contact, and at the

same time acting powerfully in causing what is com-

monly called " fermentation of the soil," so essential

to healthy aud luxuriant vegetation. Thus the roots

and fibres of weeds and other vegetable matter, and

also all animal matter, including the innumerable

eggs and larvae of insects (grubs, wireworms, &c.) is

converted by decomposition, aud through atmospheric

influence, into roost nutritious food for the future

plant. If the object of the occupier, however, is

merely to supply au exhausted soil with lime, then

the time of application is immaterial, nor does it

appear necessary to use caustic lime, or even lime at

all, except that lime is a more finely divided powder,

and capable of intermingling with the soil more

effectively; in other respects, chalking or marling

may be adopted, aud, while saving much in cost, will

do nearly as m'cU. From 12 to 16 cart-loads of 36

bushels is a fair average dressing per acre.

Lime may be very beneficially used on grass land

immediately before breaking up : it acts powerfully

iu decomposing the grass sods and other vegetation;

but it ought never to be used on pasturage, except

in compost ; otherwise, it will destroy much fine

herbage. It is sometimes, however, used to advantage

in its caustic state to destroy a coarse and unpala-

table grass or large tussacs, which it will burn up,

and thus make room for finer herbage.

Lime should not be too frequently applied to soils

:

one good dressing in fourteen years is sufficient. It

should not be applied to calcareous or limestone

soils ;
" it is carrying coals to the coal pit."
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ADVANCE OF AGRICULTURE.
" Farming is a matter of observation," says many

a practical man of business; and it is undoubtedly

true that agriculture, whether viewed as a science

or an art, can inake progress only in proportion

to our intelhgent observance of its details. But,

in the mouths of many industrious people, this

axiom has been too often intended to throw dis-

credit upon the efforts of those more thoughtful

and reflecting students of agricultural truth who

would, if possible, deduce rules for common prac-

tice out of the recorded experience of the field and

farmstead—who believe, in short, in the feasibility

as well as desirableness of codifying (in essays and

treatises) those results of practical farming which

are treasured up in our agricultural literature,

and weekly imprinted in the pages of our jour-

nals. We rejoice, however, that a large class of

tenant-farmers do value these literary efforts of

some among them; displaying eagerness for their

newspaper, not merely because it may bring them

early and accurate intelhgence of markets and

prices, but also because it conveys the latest infor-

mation upon every question of rural economy, and

excites to the discussion of all facts, experiments,

and opinions likely to advantage their profession.

Such approbation is the encouragement which

agricultural writers look for in all their endea-

vours ; and when presenting to public notice any

novel feature of husbandry, any case of unusual

results, or example of rare enterprise, they hope for

co-operation in canvassing plausible wonders,

" proving all things," and " holding fast that

which is good." There is one department of our

labours, however, to which the minds of readers

are certainly less attentive than they might be with

profit—namely, that consisting rather of analysis,

or of the criticism of present practices, and pro-

posals in relation to the accumulated experience of

the past. At times, our articles are written under the

belief that it is not by incessantly gazing in one

direction that most is to be seen ; that it is not by a

man's strictly confining his attention to his own
affairs, without a thought of what others may be

doing, that the greatest insight into those affairs

can be obtained. It is utterly needless to insist

upon the benefits of a watchful observance of what

other classes are doing, in these days of rapid

transit and free intercommunication. We are

all anxious enough to get hold of any new fact

that promises to help-on our business. We value

descriptions of new implements, new processes,

improvements in any way brought to bear upon the

work of cultivation ; county reports ; examples of

peculiar practice; the advice of thoroughly capable

men upon the growth and management of crops,

breeding and feeding of live stock, &c. ; and, in

fact, any treatise, practically dealing with any topic

of the business or science of agriculture, is wel-

comed and appreciated. But we fear that a dif-

ferent reception sometimes awaits that class of

teaching—equally valuable in its place—which,

instead of contributing to our stock of data, or

adding to the always over-burdened agglomeration

of private opinions about those data, endeavours

to dissect and scrutinize the mass of information

continually being collected, and thus, by smelting

the rough ore, bring out, if possible, the shining

fragment of knowledge which may be all that is

really new and precious. Such analytical labour,

demanding for its right performance a comprehen-

siveness of mind and fulness of knowledge unne-

cessary in the mere pleasing description of a model

farm, or the clear statement of facts and figures

relative to any improvement, we hold to be highly

valuable to the agriculturist, and deserving of the

perusal and study of all who prefer the kernel to

the husk, and who choose rather to lay hold of the

essence and principles of a subject ready-developed

for their use, than themselves work out the truths

with great difficulty and imperfection.

Without frequent self-examination and retro-

spection, how could we advance surely and steadily

in any branch of study ? And in agriculture, where

everything like the theory or principle of operations

exists in such a scattered and multiform condition-

one would have supposed that increased import,

ance would attach to this kind of examination and

estimate of its proficiency. We therefore entreat

the earnest attention of our reflective readers to

such contributions and articles in their farming

periodicals as may partake of this character,

whether they recapitulate the various achievements

made from time to time, or simply suggest different

tests by which to ascertain the amount of progress

that has been accomplished.

Farmers never were celebrated for book-keeping;

but unless they take stock, as it were, and strike

balances in their art, how shall they know (any more

than in private business) how its affairs stand,

which department yields most profit or loss, and

which is susceptible of greatest reformation ? We
ought continually to recur, in remembrance, t»

past stages of our career, measuring the last in-

tervals we have passed over, and so prepare our
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next steps and adjust our future direction. But

many of that class of the community who have
" put their hand to the plough" seem to think that

(literally) they ought not to "look back," Never-

theless, trusting to our readers to sanction our

views, we consider that a sufficient number of

thoroughly practical expositions of field operations,

and papers on all seasonal topics, are furnished in

these columns, to warrant our occasionally treating

of the art of cultivation in the manner referred to.

Most farmers, if challenged as to the progress

made by their profession, will recall the now-anti-

quated customs of their own youth or of their

fathers' lifetime. They will tell of the horse-

power thrashing-machine, the drill, and other

implements, as having been complete novelties,

regarded by farmers with disfavour, and by the

labouring people with violence. They will relate

the story of the Woburn and Holkham " sheep-

shearings, " and Mr. Coke's establishment of

the great " Norfolk husbandry"—of heaths and

downs grubbed and brought into tillage by the

expenditure of vast sums in chalking, liming, bone-

manuring—of fens and marshes drained by wind,

steam, and the excavation of immense canal and

river works—of clays made porous with tile drains

—of sandy warrens converted into good earth by

dressings of clay—of fences removed from the rich

land they encumbered—of shelterless wilds made
improvable by planting—and of new and better

systems of farming introduced by such improve-

ments. They will come down to still later ad-

vances — to the general employment of steam-

engines for thrashing and winnowing— to great

changes in the farm-yard in the providing of better

buildings and apparatus for feeding—the supply of

artificial foods and manures on an immense scale

—

the continued successes of skilful breeders in pro-

ducing profitable animals—the unweared industry

of implement manufacturers in perfecting every old

order of tool, and in giving us new ones hke the

clod-crusher, scarifier, and broad-sharer. Some
will even launch out in praise of the water-drill,

the corn horse-hoe, the root-pulper, the steam

draining-engine, and other modern and successful

inventions; while others wUl refer to our journals,

and essays, and lectures, as comprising within them
the germs of a grand development, future yet near

at hand, of our agricultural powers.

Now, a mere general consideration of these things

is interesting, and an expanded history of the changes

as they occurred has still greater attractions ; but,

after all, this is not what we understand by an in-

vestigation and estimation of the position we hold

in relation to our past career, and does not give us

an adequate idea of what we have achieved, or of

what still remains as a task to be overcome. It is

not enough even to take one of the wor^f-farmed

districts, place it beside one of the best, and say,

" So many or so few years ago both these tracts

were alike backward in condition : judge, there,

fore, by the one in statu quo, precisely how much
this other must have surpassed it." Histories are

for volumes, not for newspaper columns ; and il-

lustrations only are not sufficient. Our idea is,

that, as in Humboldt's " Cosmos," no branch of

natural science is treated of singly, but every sub-

ject discussed in relation to all these sciences ; so,

to afford an analysis of our present agricultural pro-

ficiency, each important division of the subject

should be considered in its past and present rela-

tions, and in its bearings upon all other depart-

ments of husbandry. To fulfil at least a portion of

this task, we shall further address ourselves.

FARMERS' INSURANCE, AND THE USE OF THE STEAM-ENGINE.
"What is it that we should receive as the most

satisfactory evidence of agricultural progression ?

What, on our visit to a farm homestead, would be

the most likely, as the most directly to assure us

that the occupier was making the best of his means?

There are few who would divide upon the answer.

That power which has become the essential sign of

the age in which we live, no longer denies its ser-

vices to the farmer. Science and practice, hand in

hand, confirm the many advantages of which its

agency is capable ; and thus the use of steam is

becoming as prominent a feature in the business of

the farm as it is in almost every other business in

the kingdom. The implement-maker's great pride

is centred in this engine. The architect's first care

is to provide for its reception. The lecturer or es-

sayist at once assumes its aid is indispensable, and

that to go on at anything like the pace we should

go, we must here again travel by steam.

Is there anything to prevent our doing so ?

Once upon a time, certainly, such an innovation,

any such economy of labour and time might have

raised a riot in the district to which it was intro-

duced. These days are, however, long since passed

away. Landlord, tenant, and servant have each

alike become more enlightened, so that the use of

such a power as that we now speak of is liable to

but little prejudice or opposition in its application.

Our first duty must be to see that this power is not

abused, and that it is not made answerable for
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offences, which if "proven" would go far to cur-

tail or retard the increasing opinion in its favour.

The first necessity, be it remembered, in the use

of machinery of almost every description, is care

and vigilance. To the want of this must be attri-

buted, more or less, nearly every serious accident

resulting from the employment of this kind of

agency. The law wisely holds the want of any

such forethought to be in itself a crim.e ; though

the punishment but too frequently comes self-

inflicted on those, who by their carelessness have

only courted what they receive. In the application,

then, of steam-power to the purposes of agriculture,

there is no such impediment as this same careless-

ness. In the uses to which it can be brought,

there is scarcely anything to fear but the want of

common care. There is nothing either which will

carry with it so certainly its own terrible reproof as

this lack of habitual caution. The chief sutlerer,

of course, will be the man most directly concerned,

the one who has the most to lose; and it is accord-

ingly to him and his that we would more par-

ticularly confine ourselves.

In a circular emanating from the Directors of

the Farmer's Insurance Office, and addressed

generally to the Members of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, we find great stress made on
" the necessity for greater care in the use of

portable steam engines." " The great amount of

property," so the letter runs on, " lately destroyed

through the recklessness of persons entrusted

with the management of them, must have a

tendency to discourage the use of so important an
instrument in farming operations ; and if greater

care be not observed, it will not be possible for

any office to continue the insurance of farming

property at the present very low rate." We have

here, in this one sentence we quote, both the

crime and the self-punishment already referred to.

It may be very satisfactory for a farmer to know,
as every prudent man should know, that his pro-

perty is insured; but even putting aside the

many accompanying injuries a fire would inflict

on him, his culpability is not merely punishing

others, but equally himself. If this careless-

ness is to continue, if "a great amount of pro-

perty is still to be destroyed through recklessness,"

the greater, of course, the rate at which insurance

must be made. There is a community of interest

in companies of this kind far greater than m'any

at the first glance might be inclined to

imagine. It was never intended, however,

where all united to share any imavoidable

suffering that might happen to one, that the same
sym])athy should be extended towards conduct

which, if much longer persevered in, must destroy

that protecting influence already so sadly abused.

Let us follow this timely warning a httle farther,

and learn what each may do towards removing this

growing evil. " So reckless, indeed, are some of the

persons entrusted with the engines, that they regard

neither the direction nor force of the wind, the im-

mediate proximity of loose straw or other combustible

material, and use wood for generating the steam,

utterly regardless of the streams of sparks which

threaten to ignite all the surrounding property."

We all know the off-hand airs of smartness and

consequence which the travelling enginemen are

apt to assume. Their sins are, however, no longer

on their own heads. Wherever their scene of

action may be, it is the property of another that

is at stake, and it is to his control that these

men are all immediately subject. If, then,

they are suffered to act in defiance to the

rules of all common caution, the farmer has only

himself to blame. If the difficulties of insurance

increase proportionately as the necessity for it in-

creases, the farmer has none to complain of but

his own class. A company that was originated

distinctly to protect him is only doing its duty still

further in warning him against the continuance of

practices too long overlooked or disregarded. The

question, like many others, is no more an individual

than a national one. It becomes all alike, equally

in respect for our own interest as that of others, to

take a share in suppressing an abuse that is in

reality but little short of a disgrace.

Let the use of the steam-engine, then, be no

longer a paradox. Let us not be taught to regard

its aid as that of a Mephistophiles we called in to

serve us, but who only came to destroy ns. The

great principles of modern agriculture are essen-

tially involved in the consideration of this subject.

It is the duty of every good farmer to avail himself

to the utmost of those improvements science and

practice have combined to sanction. It is equally

his duty to insure himself against the hazards to

which his business is proverbially subjected.

Surely the one case should be no contradiction to

the other. As it is, even, the fault is no distinct

charge against the farmer. It is rather, on the other

hand, one working in every way against his welfare, '

that a word or two from him may immediately cor-

rect. The caution, indeed, which we here dissemi-

nate, may be considered as coming directly from

his ov/n body. The Direction of the Farmer's

Insurance Office embraces the names of many de-

servedly distinguished agriculturists. There is

scarcely a county in the kingdom but has its re-

presentative here; and it is, no doubt, acting on

the experience of those who liave had full opportu-

nity of observing the evil, that the management

now speaks. The common good demands that it

does not speak in vain.
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ON THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUNG HORSES

Sir,—The foals having been provided for through the

first winter, towards the middle of May it will be expe-

dient to make arrangements for their summer's keep.

This must to a certain extent be regulated by circum-

stances. Tf the breeder is provided with convenient

paddocks, they are by far the most desirable situations
;

and whether they will produce a suflSciency of herbage

must depend upou their size and the condition of the

land. Those which are bare of keep are by far prefer-

able, as the requirements of the inmates may be always

supplied with hay, lucerne, vetches, or clover ; and an

occasional change of food has already been recommended.

The constitution of each animal should be consulted,

and likewise the purposes for which it may ba calculated.

Some will require a moderate allowance of oats through-

out the summer months. The benefit which young

hor-es will obtain from corn will be more than equiva-

lent to the expense, especially those which are promising

to make hunters of the first class ; but for hacks and

carriage horses it can only be necessary under particular

circumstances. It is of the utmost importance to watch

the progress of these animals ; for it is as necessary to

guard against an over accumulation of fat, as the other

extreme. The month of May or June is the most sea-

sonable period for performing the operation devised to

prevent colts from propagating their species. There is a

phenomenon attendant upon this, regarding the causa of

which I never could obtain any satisfactory explanation
;

nevertheless, general observation confirms the fact that

colts which have been castrated at a season of the year

when their coats are long and rough, are never fine

during the winter, whereas those which have been ope-

rated upon soon after they have shed their coats, almost

invariably look well. This should net be delayed too

late, from causes which it is not necessaiy to enumerate,

and likewise that the patients may recover before the hot

weather sets in.

Many persons are of opinion that it is unnecessary to

administer physic to foals and young horses ; but a few

observations will dispel that notion. After a foal has

been weaned and deprived of its mother's milk, the liver

very frequently assumes an inactive sluggish disposition.

The coat indicates this by its harsh uuhealthy appear-

ance, and the animal gives evidence of being what is

termed hidebound. Very often the legs will fill from an

irregularity of the circulation, consequent upon the state

of the liver. In such cases one or two mild doses of

aloes become indispensable. Diuretics are ol' no use

under these circumstances, their action being on the

kidneys and urinary passages, which are not the seat of

disorder. For foals recently weaned, one drachm of aloes

with an equal portion of ginger and of soap is the proper

quantity ; but if that does not relax the bowels suflS-

ciently, the proportion of aloes may be increased on the

second occasion. A slight dose only is required, be-

cause the aloes being supposed to act primarily on the

liver, it is merely necessary to stimulate that organ to

its healthy action. The only restriction necessary in

the diet is substituting bran mashes for hay during the

twenty-four hours preceding the time of administering

the medicine, and carefully providing the animal from

the effects of rain ; otherwise, if the weather be favour-

able, no danger need be apprehended from the usual

enlargement in the paddock or field during the operation

of the physic, while the exercise will assist the desired

result. Foals which have been fondly treated when with

their dams, and subsequently, will not occasion much

trouble in administering the ball. When they are

weaned a light head collar or halter should be put upon

their heads, and, being accustomed to that, the ball may

readily be given by placing it on the end of a piece of

whalebone or cane. Those foals which have been fed

upon an abundance of grass, are very subject to be

troubled with worms ; and some pastures are very liable

to produce them. Many remedies have been adopted

for their expulsion, but I have never found anything so

effectual as calomel or emetic tartar if properly adminis-

tered : that not always being attended to, has led to the

conclusion that the remedies are not infallible. Neither

calomel nor emetic tartar should ever be given, if the

expulsion of worms be intended, with the medicine ad-

ministenid to work it off; nor should soap, or any other

alkali, form a portion of the ball, as those substances

counteract the effect by decomposing both calomel and

emetic tartar. The plan which I have always found

successful to dislodge worms from horses, at any age,

has been as follows, apportioning the quantity of medi-

cine to the age and constitution of the subject. Keep

the patient without any kind of food six or eight hours,

when the appetites of the insects will become keen. A
small quantity of bran mash is then offered to the ani-

mal, in which is mixed the calomel or emetic tartar : for

a foal the proportion is from twelve to fifteen grains,

and for a yearling from fifteen to twenty. This dose is

repeated after an interval of ten or twelve hours, during

which period no other kind of food must be presented ;

otherwise the worms, seizing upon the nutriment which

it affords, will not be destroyed. Six hours after the

last dose has been given, it must be work'ed off with

linseed oil or aloes. The quantity of the former is from

four to six ounces ; but if aloes be preferred, the dose

will be from one drachm to one drachm and a-half,

which should be dissolved over the fire in a small quan-

tity of oil or lard, and made into a ball with ginger and

treacle. The quantity of calomel or emetic tartar for

horses at a more advanced age may be augmented to the

extent of sixty grains ; but for two and three-year-olds,

from twenty to thirty grains is sufficient, with the pur-

gative remedy in proportion.

When horses are turned out to grass in the spring of

the year, the succulent nature of the food causes them to

purge, often to a great extent ; this is considered by
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many persons a most desirable event—a great miscon-

ception. Tiie herbage is overcharged with sap and

moisture, of a crude, acrimonious nature, to such an ex-

tent that all cannot be taken up by the organs destined

for the secretion of urine, or by the absorbent vessels of

the body ; the superfluous fluid therefore passes off

through the intestines with the indigestible particles of

food, and thus the watery feeces are thrown off". Flatu-

lent colic or gripes is a frequent attendant. The system

is deranged ; but the mischief docs not terminate here.

If the purging continues, a constitutional relaxation of

the bowels is established, very debilitating to the animal,

and often difficult to control. I am so decidedly opposed

to an unrestricted allowance of luxuriant grass to horses

at any age, that nothing could induce me to give it to

them. I may not be able to enlist all my readers as

converts to the practice ; I trust .1 may a great many

of them. After the second year, hay should form a

considerable portion of the daily food, in summer, to

every animal intended for hunting or riding. If a horse

is supported entirely upon the grass which he collects

in a rich pasture field, or upon that which may be cut

and carried to him in his paddock, he must consume a

much greater bulk than of hay in an equivalent time, to

aff'ord nourishment to the system. Grass being very

full of sap and moisture, it is very rapidly digested,

consequently the horse must be continually eating it.

This distends the stomach and the bowels, and the

faculty of digestion is impaired ; for the digestive powers

require rest as well as other organs of the body, if they

are to be preserved in perfect condition. By the custom

of grazing, the muscular system is enfeebled, and fat is

substituted. This may escape the notice of superficial

observers, who do not mark the distinction between the

appearance of a fat and a muscular animal ; who con-

ceive 80 that the bones are covered, and the points are

rounded, all that is requisite has been attained. But

that is a very fallacious impression. Let any person who

is sceptical on this point ride a horse in the summer
which has just been taken out of a grass field, along with

another kept on hay and corn, at the moderate rate of

seven or eight miles in the hour; the grass-fed horse

will sweat profusely, while the other will be perfectly

cool and dry. This proves that the system of the one

eating grass over-abounds with fat and those portions of

the blood which are destined to form that deposit.

Those who advocate grazing will no doubt exclaim,

" Oh ! this is a test of condition, which is not required

in young and growing animals." I beg to state that it

is highly important, if the acme of condition is to be at-

tained by animals of mature age, that the growth and

gradual development of their frames should be composed

of those healthy and vigorous elements upon which the

structure of future condition can be raised. Animal

substances are to a very great extent subservient to the

nature and quality of the food with which the individuals

are nourished. I believe farmers would find it much to

their advantage if they were to consider this subject with

reference to feeding cattle and sheep, so that they might

select those kinds of food which abound with properties

more conducive to the production of flesh than fat.

There is no kind of food which the horse consumes

which has not a tendency to deposit some portion of

fat. It is a substance which must exist to a certain ex-

tent ; but as it is muscular power, not a predisposition

to adipose rotundity, which enhances the value of the

animal, the reasons are obvious what guide should be

taken in the selection of food. I have on a former occa-

sion hinted the propriety of bruising the oats, and will

now state my reasons for doing so. The first I will

mention is economy. Three bushels of oats which have

undergone that process are equivalent to four which

have not, and the animals which consume them derive

greater benefit. Various schemes are adopted to induce

horses to masticate their corn, all of which are ineff'ectual.

Scattering them thinly over the surface of a spacious

manger, mixing a handful of cut hay or straw

with each feed, and such like devices, will not

cajole the animal to the performance of mas-

tication. A horse that is disposed to bolt his

corn, however carefully it may be spread along his

manger, will soon learn to drive it into a heap with his

nose, and collect as much with his lips as he thinks fit

before he begins to masticate. Whatever food enters

the stomach of any animal, and passes away in an un-

digested form, may be considered as so much dross or

extraneous matter, which, not having aff"orded nutriment,

is prejudicial to the creature which consumed it. A
mistaken notion of economy is often the incentive to

turning horses out in the summer, to be entirely depend-

ent upon grass for their support. A few remarks will

surely dispel that error. Twenty-two bushels of oats

—

allowing one bushel per week from the 15 th of May to

the 16th of October—may be estimated as the produce

of half an acre of land, and half a ton of hay that of

another half-acre, although a ton and a-half per acre is

not more than an average crop. It requires at least an

acre of grass land to support a horse during the period

above-named.

Considering the important functions assigned to the legs

and feet, upon which a great portion of the horse's value

depends, it is a matter of some surprise that more atten-

tion is not bestowed on the subject. There are many

breeders who never think of inspecting them till the

animals are about to be broken, or, if they observe any

imperfections, they leave the remedy to its fate. The

legs of young horses may be justly compared to willow

twigs ; you may train them to almost what form you

please. By careful and judicious treatment many defects

may be relieved or corrected, if attacked in the earliest

stage, before the parts have assumed an unyielding

textui'e. Many of the imperfections to which the form

of the leg is susceptible, may be traced to a portion of

the hoof having been broken, worn away, or chipped off.

In the event of such an accident, the opposite side of the

foot grows more luxuriantly, and the weakest portion, or

lower side, having to sustain an increased weight,an un-

even bearing for the foot is established. This will

assuredly cause the leg to grow crooked, and very pro-

bably occasion a turning in or out of the toe. The

irregularity of shape is often seen in one leg, while the

other is well formed. The pastern joints, in many
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I
cases, evince a disposition to grow too upright, or on

the other hand to assume too much obliquity. The

same principle which accidentally causes a limb to take

an unfavourable growth or form may be adopted to

restore it to its proper shape, providing it is attended to

in time. Thus, if the inside of the near forefoot of a

colt or young horse be broken off or worn down, it will

j

cause the animal to tread more heavily on the inside

' than on the out, and the leg will become bent in conse-

' quence. To correct this it is only necessary to reduce

!

the superabundant portion of the foot with a drawing

i knife or carp, so that the limb may have an even bearing.

When the pasterns grow too upright, the heels require

to be lowered ; and the toes of those which are too

;
oblique must be shortened. The texture of the hoof

varies considerably in different animals. In some mea-

sure it is constitutional ; and it is likewise affected by

the state or condition of the land upon which the animal

is reared. Before shoes are applied, if the land be dry,

the hoof is very liable to be broken off at the edges ; and

if neglected they will shell off, and frequently occasion

soreness— sometimes even inflammation. To obviate

this, the part should be' rounded a little with the rasp,

and the foot dressed with ointment composed of tallow,

fat, or lard two parts, tar one part, and treacle half an

equivalent of the latter. These being melted together

and applied warm on the soles and hoofs of horses at

any age, wiU be found to promote the growth and

toughen the parts effectively. If the land be very dry,

it is advisable to throw water on some particular spot,

where the animals may be induced to stand occasionally

in order to keep their feet in a healthy state.

By adopting a regular system, and examining the legs

and feet of every horse, young or old, once a month, at-

tention to these little matters becomes habitual. When

the vast importance of healthy feet is considered, the

trifling item of trouble must necessarily vanish. Inci-

pient lameness is very frequently established at an early

period ; although it may not be detected till the animal

is shod and put to work, when the unfortunate black-

smith, shoes, and all such devices, are summarily con-

demned. Thrushes are not unfrequently a predisposing

cause of lameness ; but they are commonly thought

lightly of, unless they give palpable evidence of incon-

venience. Exposure to wet and filth will often produce

them ; and they are in some measure similar to the foot-

rot in sheep. At the same time they are more control-

able and subservient to appropriate remedies. When
the properties of the frog, the seat of this disorder, are

considered, no surprise can exist that they should be

very frequently the predisposing source of foot-lame-

ness. A thrush may be briefly described as an ichorous,

foetid, and corrosive discharge, proceeding from the

frogs. When this exists for any length of time in the

foot of a young animal, it interrupts the ordinary secre-

tions and development of the sensible frog ; by its dis-

charge it promotes absorption, causing the internal part

to assume an unhealthy degree of hardness or consist-

ency and thereby affects its elasticity. The frog, it

must be observed, is destined to prevent concussion,

which in its healthy state it is admirably adapted for ;

but if it is injured, so that its character and nature is

changed, when the horse is put to work soreness of the

feet ensues, and often inflammation, which gradually

increasing, the animal becomes quite lame, and is there-

fore nearly useless. As attention to the feet of young

horses involves the necessity of handling, and such fami-

liarities as will render them docile and tractable, two

important objects are secured.

I am, sir, your most obedient servant, Cecil.

LEICESTER S H E E P .— R E C E N T AWARDS
Your correspondent, under the signature of " Nostaw" (or

' Wataon" reversed), in an article headed " Scotch Breeders

of Leicesters in a Fix," refers to the contradictory principles

upon which the premiums have been awarded to Leicester

sheep at the meetings of the Koyal English and Highland

Societies at Lincoln and Berwick, and at other local meetings

of the latter society in Scotland, ascribing that result to the

wrong selection of judges, and asserting that, in Scotland,

none but Scotch judges ought to be employed, as knowing
best what suits their country, and adding, " Who ever heard

of the English Society selecting judges from this side of the

Tweed ?" This seems to be rather a short-sighted view of the

matter, leaving the principle upon which the diversity of

adjudication rests untouched, and losing sight of the fact that

the premiums in question are offered, not for sheep which in

the opinion of certain parties " are most suitable to the

country"—which one might apply to Cheviots, another to

blackfaced Highlanders, and so on—but to the particular and

especial breed of Leicesters. The question, " When do we
hear of the English Society selecting judges from this side of

the Tweed ?" has little connexion with the subject, but may
be answered by another—" How many meetings of that

society have been held, at which some of the judges were not

from Scotland ?" The real question, however, is. What are,

and what are not considered to be sheep of the pure Leicester

breed? for if we omit the word "pure," and admit of crosses,

then the distinction of breeds is at an end. The Koyal

English Agricultural Society settles this point by offering one

set of premiums for sheep of the Leicester breed, and another

set for sheep of any other long-woolled breeds, comprising

Lincoln, Cotswold, Gloucester, and all other long-woolled

sheep, except Leicesters. Here, then, the duty of the judges

is plainly marked out. No such distinction, however, exists

in the rules of the Highland Society, which seems to consider

all sheep not of the Mountain or Southdown tribes to be

Leicesters, thus leaving to the judges to settle the controverted

question, of which are Leicesters, and which are not, or, as

" Nostaw" proposes, to bestow the premiums on such as in

their opinion are best suited to their own country or locality.

This, of course, opens a wide field for controversy, lays down

no definite principle of action, and leads to the contradictory

results which occurred at Berwick and other meetings of the

Highland Society. With regard to the awards under this

head at Berwick, they were just what was to be expected.
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cousideriiig that they were offered for Leicester sheep, and

consideriag that two at least of the three judges were such

whose opinious of Lciceaters were formed from their know-

ledge of that breed as handed down from Bakewell by the

CoUings, Thompsons, Burgesses, and Buckleys, and long

maintained iu purity on both sides of the Tweed—at Lady-

kirk, Edington, Bogend, H'ghridge, Milfield Hill, Norham,

Lilburn, and other places. On examining the lots competing

in that class at Berwick, and hearing who were the judges, I

anticipated the decisions they came to in every instance but

one, because I was of opinion that they would consider that

many of the sheep exhibited there, though splendid specimens

of their kind, could not be certified to be pure Lsicesters. I

am aware of the argument that a change of locality and

climate is said to produce such a change in the appearance

and character of animals, though no mixture of other blood

has been introduced, as to effect a great alteration in their sizs

and shape, and iu the quality of their wool. I certainly have

seen a very marked alteration in sheep that were bred in

Northumberland, and had been located for three years in the

deep grazing lands and the humid atmosphere of Ireland.

Whether such a difference is likely to be effected by a change

from Nottingham to the Tweed, I am not prepared to say.

Mr. Douglas and those gentlemen who have introduced into

their flocks sheep from the native country of the Leicesters

will be best able to solve the problem.

Turning, however, from the award of premiums, always in

some measure dependent on the taste and fancy of individuals,

to the important and ultimate object of all breeding—namely,

the greatest amount of profit to be derived from it—I have

never found reason to alter an opinion formed upon the expe-

rience of former years, when I was owner of 1,000 breeding

ewes (though I have none now), that, looking to the quiet

character of that breed, their aptitude to fatten, quality of

flesh, and early maturity, tending to the frequent turning over

of capital, there is no other which leaves so great a profit per

acre on land that is suited to them, although others may

greatly exceed them in the weight of carcase. I do not take

into the comparison the case of stall-fed sheep, where great

individual weights are the object, but of flocks of considerable

size, and with ordinary keeping; and certainly this opinion is

strengthened by the fact that, in the northern markets at

least, sheep of 201b. per quarter sell for more per pound than

those of 30 and upwards. John Grey.

Dilston, December 6, 1854.

THE CHEMISTRY OF M A N U R E S.— L I M E.

Sir,—I beg to forward you copies of two letters on Lime,

which, although it has long been in use, I am afraid is not

thoroughly understood by the farmers generally in all its

bearings to agriculture. I have endeavoured to make them as

plain as possible, and if you should deem them of suflicient

interest, you arc at liberty to make what use you like of them.

Farmers will often read these kind of matters in a newspaper

when they will not sit down to study the subject from chemical

works. Yours, truly,

Nov. 29. Samuel Parr.

TO THE FARMERS OF NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Gentlemen,—The use of lime as an application to the

soil has been long known and recognised for its value. The

most abundant form in which it exists is as carbonate of lime,

or mountain limestone, one hundred pounds of which, when

pure, contains about 441bs. of carbonic acid and 51 lbs. of

lime. Lime, in the process of burning, loses the whole of its

carbonic acid, after which one ton will weigh about 11^ cwt.

I am now speaking of a very pure limestone ; such, for example,

as that of Crich, and it becomes a question what such a lime

can do for the soil, and iu what way is it to benefit vegetation ?

That lime is contained in plants every analysis proves : the

quantity of course varies in the different species. Some plants,

such as lucerne, clover, &c., contain so much lime that Liebig

has given them the designation of " lime plants ;" others con-

tain less, but it is required in some degree by all.

Lucerne, clover, beans, peas, and potatoes may be considered

the principal lime plants usually cultivated in this country.

The potato, however, belongs only to lime plants as regards its

leaves: the tubers (which contain only traces of lime) belong to

the class of potash plants.

What is generally termed " clover sickness" arises in a great

measure from a deficiency of lime iu the soil. A crop of clover

(say about two tons) removes 130 lbs. of lime, independently

of that which is carried off in the bones of the animals subse-

quently fed upon it, which, however, would not be so large a

quantity as by taking a second crop, a practice too frequently

adopted, unless the land be in excellent condition.

Lime, therefore, in some form or other, becomes to a certain

extent a remedy for this malady. Superphosphate of lime

would undoubtedly be the best application ; but slaked lime,

or gypsum (sulphate of lime), would also be found to be of

great benefit. But more of this subject when I treat of

gypsuin.

The first tendency of quick lime is to absorb moisture from

the atmosphere. When thus slaked, a ton of quick lime be-

comes swollen to three times its bulk, and will then weigh 25

cwt. Whether this operation be performed quickly or slowly

we have the same result; and the only possible advantage

gained by slaking (before spreading it over the soil) is that the

fine powder produced can be spread more evenly. The slaked

lime very soon loses its burning properties ; it attracts car-

bonic acid from the air, and reverts to the same condition (car-

bonate of lime) as before, only that it is now in a much finer

state of division—a circumstance of the greatest importance.

As to the quantity of lime that may be applied to a soil, it
I

is difficult to fix a limit, so much depends upon the other con-

stituents of the soil. The only rule I can give you is this

:

the more clayey and undrained the soil, the larger may be the

dressing of lime : on an arable soil there should be not less

than 1 per cent, of lime present ; but there may be much more

than this in the soil, and that With great advantage. It would

require 8 tons of burnt lime per acre to give the proportion of

1 percent, to a soil six inches in depth. But let us suppose

the land to contain a sufficiency of lime, how is it to be main-

tained ? Certainly after a heavy liming no further addition is

required to be made for six or eight years—for at the utmost
|

the crop itself removes only from 1 to 2 bushels per acre in

the course of the year. After this period the productiveness

of the land gradually diminishes, the effect of the lime wears

off, and by degrees the land returns to a state very similar toi

that in which it was before the lime was added to it. This'
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arises from the fact that the lime is gradually removed from

the land, partly by its weight carrying it down beyond the

roots of the plants (when after a time it may be found forming

a uniform stratum), partly by the water passing through the

soil, and partly by the crops themselves.

Experiment leads to the conclusion that altogether about 8

bushels of lime are annually removed from an acre of ground.

To keep the land therefore up to the mark, such a propor-

tionate quantity ought to be applied to the soil at each

rotation.

I cannot too strongly impress upon your minds the fact that

the chemical effects which follow the use of lime are incal-

culably great.

It enables the soil to produce crops superior in quantity and

quality; it increases the effect of the undecomposed manure;

calls into action that which having been previously applied ap-

pears to lie dormant ; and although manure should be plenti-

fully laid upon the land, still this should be done some time

after it licis been limed, inasmuch as quick lime is apt to drive

off all the "-eady-formed ammonia. If this be strictly attended

to, the same degree of productiveness may be maintained, at a

less cost of manure, than where no lime has been applied at all.

Then again, lime alters the natural produce of the land, by

killing some kind of plants and encouraging the growth of

others.

You are no doubt aware that lime destroys plants that are

indigenous to marshes— that it kills heath, moss, b'ent, and

sour grasses ; and not only does lime bring up sweet herbage

with much clover, but all fodder is made more nourishing

when grown upon laud to which lime has been abundantly

applied.

There are many circumstances by which the effects of lime

are modified. The quantity employed must vary according to

the dryuess of the soil, the amount of vegetable matter it con-

tains, and the less or greater stiffness of the soil. The effects are

the greatest when the lime has been well mixed with and kept

near the surface. They have the least influence on poor ara-

ble lands which are worn out by repeated liming and cropping-

ping. Lime, in fact, under these circumstances, does no good

whatever.

Such soils are also wanting in numerous other kinds of

food by which healthy plants are nourished, and they are only

to be restored to a fertile condition by a judicious admixture

of organic and inorganic matter. On land of this kind, and

on all in which vegetable matter is wanting, lime may even do

harm to the immediate crop. It is apt to singe or burn the

com sown upon it—an effect which is probably chemical, but

which may in part be owing to its rendering more open and

friable, soils which by long arable culture have become too

open already.

As to the form in which lime should be applied, much must
depend upon the nature and condition of the soil, the kind of

cropping to which it is to be subjected, and the special purpose

which the lime is intended to effect. To moss, sour grasses,

&c., which it is desirable to exterminate, the lime should be

applied in the live state, and in the same condition also to un-

wholesome subsoils. The more completely the quick lirae is

incorporated with the soil, in fact the more completely the

shaking is done in direct contact with the soil, the better. But
where lime is to be spread over grass without destroying the

herbage, it is the better plan to slake the lime first in the open

air. Thus it is obtained in the state of an exceedingly fine

powder which can be easily spread, and while it is sufficiently

mild to leave the tender grasses unharmed, it contains still a

sufficient quantity of quicklime to produce those chemical

changes in the soil on which its eflicacj depends. To light and

tliu soils, and also to sands and gravels, which are poor in

vegetable matt er, quick lime should never be applied at all.

As there are many cases in which lime ought to be applied

unmixed and in the caustic state, so there are others in which

it is best and most beneficially laid upon the land in a mild

state, and in the form of compost. Thus when lime is only

required in small quantities it can be more easily spread when

mixed with eight times its bulk of soil, and in the form of com-

post the same quantity of lime acts more immediately. While

lying in a state of intermixture, those chemical changes which

lime induces are to s certain extent taking place, and thus the

sensible effect of the lime becomes apparent within a shorter

time after it has been laid upon the land. This is still more

visibly the case when decayed vegetable matter (such as the

scourings of ditches, &c.,) are mixed with the lime. The ex-

perience of every practical farmer has long proved how very

much more euriching such composts are, and how much more

obvious in their effects upon the soil, than the simple applica-

tion of lime alone. The older the compost, the more fertihzing

its action ; and the form of compost is most especially adapted

to the lightest and driest soils, and to such as are poorest in

vegetable matter.

Hitherto, I have only spoken of the effect of a comparatively

pure lime—on a future occasion I will endeavour to show how

these are modified by the presence of other constituents besides

lime contained in limestones.

I remain, your obedient servant, Saml. Park.

P.S.—Since writing my last letter, on guano, I have received

the following interesting statement respecting it from my
friend Captain Fyfe, which I give you verbatim from one of

his directories :

—

"It is stated by Mr. B. E. Wilson, the well-informed

English Consul of Peru, that though it is supposed tbat about

300 tons a-year have been carried for centuries from Cbinca

(prououucfd Chinka), one of the islands in question, to the op-

posite coast, it is estimated that there is still upon this island

the enormous quantity of 17,000,000 tons, and that the supply

on the various islands on the group now alluded to may be

safely estimated at above 40,000,000 tons. But exclusife of

these, there are other islands more to the south, whence guano

is shipped for Arequipa, and which are still far from being ex-

hausted, and vast deposits have been found ou the coast of the

Mainland near Lamar or Cobiju; so that, making every allow-

ance for exaggeration, the supply of guauo cannot for all prac-

tical purposes be regarded otherwise than as inexhaustible.

Thomas W. Fyfe.

Gentlemen,—In my last letter I only considered the na-

ture and properties of a pure kind of limestone, such as that

of Crich.

I will now briefly turn your attention to various other sub-

stances frequently met with in limestones, the most important

of which, for agricultural purposes, are magnesia, phosphoric

acid, and sulphuric acid. Magnesian limestone acts in a way

very similar to mountain limestone. It consists chiefly of a

mixture of carbonate of magnesia with carbonate of lime, and, in

the process of burning, it becomes caustic, losing all or nearly

all its carbonic acid. The only restriction I would give you with

regard to magnesian lime is, that it ought to be used more

sparingly than lime which does not contain any magnesia,

because it absorbs carbonic acid much more slowly, and conse-

quently remains longer in a caustic state. It is more adapted

for arable thin for grassland; in fact, its occasional application

to the former, in the mountain limestone districts (these con-

taining no magnesia) is almost indispensable, because all cereals,

I 2
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wheat, barley, oats, &c., require a certain amount of magnesia

for the perfect development of both their straw and corn.

Magnesiau lime is admirably suited for peaty soils, because, as

I said before, it remains longer in a caustic state, and puts the

vegetable matter they contain into a much better condition to

support the growth of plants, supplying theoi, as it does, with

two essential ingredients, magnesia and lime.

But what can I say about a limestone which in addition to

lime and magnesia is capable of supplying to the land both

phosphates and sulphates? Such a one is of course far pre-

ferable to any other—a limestone like the Cropwell, the lowest

stratum of which, I believe, according to Dr. Bernay's analysis

(the samples for which I obtained for his work on the limestones

of this neighbourhood, yet unpublished) contains as much as 3

percent, of phosphates, and there can be no question that such a

one must be far superior to a limestone which contains no phos-

phoric acid at all.

The pliosphates are obtained from the different fossils which

are found embedded in the limestone, and therefore by using

such a lime as this you furnish to the soil a certain amount of

bones in addition to lime and magnesia, which cannot fail to be

of great advantage.

, Let us now see what is the action of limeupontheconstitueuts

of the soil. As a chemical constituent of the soil it affords

both lime and carbonic acid to the plant; it neutralises the

acids (such as humic acid) which are naturally formed in soils

;

it changes inert vegetable matter into active food, and aids

greatly in the decomposition of minerals in the soil, such as

the compounds of iron, manganese, alumina, potash, soda, am-

monia, and silica. That lime exercises great influence upon

organic matter is evident from the fact that the larger the quan-

tity of organic matter in lime-compost, the more fertilising are

its effects.

Organic matter is often found in the soil in such a state that

its decomposition cannot be effected by the joint action of air

and water without further help. A chemical agent is therefore

required, aud lime is found to be the cheapest and best for the

purpose. Not only does it furnish a supply of carbonic acid by

hastening the absorption of oxygen ; not only does it engender

nitric acid, and, under favourable circumstances, ammonia ; but

it seta free the small but most valuable inorganic ingredients in

the soil, viz., the potash, soda, and silica. These are amongst

its chief effects ; and, for the same reason too, it is evident that

over liminrj exhausts the soil—hence the old proverb " Lime
enriches the fathers and impoverishes the sons." As the organic

matter decays more rapidly under the influence of lime, so the

mineral or inorganic substances which exist in the soil are also

set free in a much larger proportion than if the land had not

been limed at all, and are brought into a condition in which

they can be more abundantly removed from the soil by the

crops.

Whatever amount of action lime may exercise in liberating

potash, soda, phosphoric, sulphuric, and silicic acids from the

mineral fragments with which they are naturally associated, it

will to the same extent make these substances more easily

removeable from the soil. These various compounds then>

organic and inorganic, being decomposed, and their constituents

set free more abundantly, the roots of plants obtain them more
readily and in a form more easily to be assimilated ; thus the
plants themselves grow more rapidly and to a larger size, per-
fecting all their parts more completely ; in other words, larger
crops are grown, and by means of those larger crops more mattf r

of every kind is produced by the soil, and consequently a greater
amount of matter is extracted from it.

But lime does not necessarily exhaust the soil. The addition
of lime at certain intervals is actually necessary to the highest

state of fertility. It is the part of the experienced farmer so

to treat the land in other respects, that the addition of lime

shall not prove exhaustive. The apparent exhaustion produced

by the use of lime has always been observed in places where

either successive doses of lime have been laid on the land

as the sole oppUcation, or where too scanty supplies of other

manure have been given to it. It is a natural consequence

that where lime only is applied to the land, the more abundant

crops produced must bring about a more rapid exhaustion.

It may be asked how is it possible that ammonia can be en-

gendered by the addition of lime, when it is a notorious fact that

lime dissipates ammonia and drives it out from soils ? Both

facts are true. Whenever either quick or slakedlime is mixed

with a soil containing ammonia or its salts, the ammonia is

volatilised (driven away) ; but when lime once becomes mild,

that is, converted into carbonate, it ceases to expel ammonia

from its combinations in the soil ; it does not, however, in this

state cease to act on the vegetable matter of soils, but assists

greatly in the formation of ammonia and also of nitrates. The

presence of mild lime assists especially in the formation of

nitrates from the influence of the nitrogen contained in ammonia.

It is well known that the production of nitre and saltpetre

depends upon certain properties of the lime, whereby nitric acid

is engendered from vegetable matter. In old compost heapa

nitrate of lime is always to be found, and this salt is a most

valuable manure. This explains a common practice among

farmers, for many of you are in favour of applying lime soon

after a dressing of farm-yard manure. Now, however objection-

able this may be, and nothing indeed can be more so than to

mix quick lime with well fermented manure ; with manure,

therefore, which contains the largest amount of ready-formed

ammonia, the case is greatly altered when the lime is mild. It

then actually aids in retaining or keeping in the ammonia by

turning it first into nitric acid, which unites with a portion of

the lime, forming nitrate of lime, aud in this way retaining

whatever is valuable in the ammonia, without in the least

degree impairing its efficacy for promoting vegetation ; for if

nitrates are not valuable, how can we account for the marvellous

effects of nitrate of soda as a top dressing for corn crops ? I

previously stated how much more valuable some limestones

were than others, particularly those which contain phosphates.

The sulphate of lime or gypsum exists only in small quan-

tity in any of the limestones, but on the contrary it is found

to a very large extent in marls. The consideration of this

subject, however, I must postpone for some future occasion.

I remain, your obedient servant, Saml. Parr;

FATTENING TURKEYS WITH CHARCOAL.—
Much has beeu published of late in our agricultural journals

in relation to the alimentary properties of charcoal. It has

been repeatedly asserted that domestic fowls may be fattened

on it without any other food, and that too, in a shorter time

than on the most nutritive grains. I have recently made an

experiment, and must say that the result surprised me, as I

had always been rather sceptical. Four turkeys were confined

in a pen, and fed on meal, boiled potatoes, and oats. Four

others of the same brood were also at the same time confined

in another pen, and fed daily on the same articles, but with

one pint of very finely pulverised charcoal mixed with their
j

mixed meal and potatoes. They had also a plentiful supply of
j

broken charcoal in their peu. The eight were killed on the

same day, and there was a difference of one and a half pounds

each in favour of the fowls which had been supplied with the

charcoal, they being much the fattest and the meat greatly
j

superior iu tenderness and flavour.—Germantown Telegraph.
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KENNINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND CHEMICAL COLLEGE.

LECTURES ON THE GENERAL PHENOMENA OF THE EARTH, HAVING REFERENCE TO THE
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF VEGETABLE LIFE.

BY CHARLES JOHNSON, ESU., PROFESSOR OF BOTANY, GUY'S HOSPITAIj.

Lecture I.

The success of agriculture, as the basis of the prosperity of

a country, is intimately connected with a variety of circum-

stances that are little thought of by the generality of those

who practise the art, and still less by the majority of those

dependent upon the products that it elicits. Now it is not

intended to maintain that the knowledge of all such circum-

stances is essential to the practical farmer in the ordinary pur-

suit of his profession, but it may be readily understood how

the habit of enquiry into the sources and causes of the objects

and conditions by which he is surrounded, and by which the

results of his labours are more or less immediately influenced,

may lead to his ultimate benefit. The want of this habit it

was that, until a very late period, constituted the grand obstacle

to advance, not only in the department before us, but in aloiost

every branch of scientific pursuit. The broad principle, that

in nature every thing is dependent upon every other, was only

acknowledged by a few of those master-spirits that in all ages

and in all conditions of society have been at hand, to act as

pioneers to improvement, and to prevent the downward ten-

dency which their less active brethren of the mass would have

cherished, simply from an absence of thought beyond the

present time, and the content which that absence induced to

remain satisfied with what their fathers had found to be all-

sufficient in their days. That salutary doctrine of the disci-

plinarian school, which, however ditferently expressed as occa-

sion varied, may be traced in all its purity and wholesomeness,

in all its unanswerable power and beauty, in the moral to a

well-known fable, " Young folk think old folk to be fools, but

old folk knoiu young folk to be fools," was paramount in the

days of our grandfathers in its most literal sense, and those

who ventured to diverge from the beaten path to think for

themselves, ran the risk of being laughed at, or pitied as luna-

tics, as they would have done a few years before of being

burned as infidels, sorcerers, or witches.

The period has arrived, when our countryman Roger Bacon

is no longer regarded as an accomplice of the author of all evil,

but as a philosopher in advance of his time, struggling against

the prevailing prejudices by which science was then walled-iu

and jealously guarded, lest in her wanderings she might unshade

the lamp of truth, and, by so doing, light up the darkness of

an age when belief was fable, and its safeguard dreaming

ignorance.

I commence with these remarks, because there is still lin-

gering beneath the surface soil of modern improvement a

portion of the ancient leaven, that now and then is apt to bubble

up and disturb the growing harvest, while the soil in some

parts ia yet too thin and hungry to afford promise of quick

return to the cultivation ; and, as my lectures are likely to

extend to subjects not immediately bearing upon the after-

practice of the profession proposed for you by your friends, it

is requisite to explain beforehand the object intended by this

occupation of a portion of the time allotted to your general

course of study. The more the mind is subjected to wholesome

exercise, the greater become its capabilities, the medium
through which it acts being strengthened by application

;

even as the arm of the smith wields with ease, from habit, the

massive hammer which that of the looker-on, unused to his

labour, could with difficulty raise from the ground. The

limb, it is true, may be overworked, the brain may be over-

tasked, and both may fail, but the general principle remains

uninjured by this admission ; and, although in this establish-

ment you are required to attend to many subjects not included

in the curricula of schools in general, you enjoy more real

leisure and relaxation from the routine of study than is often

admitted. You are anything but overtasked.

The absence of general information, that is, of the know-

ledge of things and circumstances not immediately assoc'ating

with their principal subject of pursuit, has often been a failing

in the character of the leading men of their time in the different

branches of science, and one that, while restraining their pro-

gress, has occasionally led them into errors which their writings

have perpetuated. It is in conveying to you general informa-

tion concerning the varied phenomena of nature that my office

here cousista. Not that it is to be imagined that the whole

circle of natural science can be embraced, with all its details,

even by the most expansive of human minds, but simply that

an acquaiutaace with leading facts and principles in its dif-

ferent departments may serve to render your after-studies in

either more easy of pursuit, and at the same time prevent those

errors and misconceptions that result from ignorance on such

points ; above all, to induce the habit of observation and com-

parison, the leading sources of man's progressive improvement.

lahabiting the surface of a planet presenting so great a

diversity as does that of our earth, and deriving from it all

that is essential to our existence, we are, owing to a familiarity

that gradually increases from our birth, led to regard the one

and to employ the other without a due consideration of the

causes by which they were produced and by which their con-

tinuity is maintained. We admit the existence of a Creating

Power, and we are grateful, perhaps, for the conditions in

which we are placed ; but it requires considerable exercise of

our capabilities of observation to awaken the mind to the con-

templation of that vast machinery by the agency of which those

conditions have been produced. We look around us, and we

see the tree and the herb springing from the ground, the ani-

mal fed, and our own wants supplied ; but these are, all of

them, circumstances so intimately connected with our own

existence, that, although their absence might occasion us to

question the cause of it, their presence leads to no such

enquiry. Indeed, had it not been forced upon us, had it not

been found that such circumstances vary in their results on

different parts of the earth's surface—that the trees and herbs

of one country are sought for in vain in others ; that the natu-

ral food of the animal, even of mankind, is dependent on this

diversified production—the philoso|iher might never even have

dreamed of many of those enquiries that are now so rapidly
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extending over the whole economy of nature, and producing a

series of results, the continuation of which is probably destined

to introduce a vast change in the future of human society.

The population of the earth, hourly increasing, is being dis-

tributed under the new impulses that have been given to

human action by the increase of knowledge, to which those en-

quiries have led. Lands that a century or two past were

unknown to the European, or which from their distance and

position, were regarded as beyond the pale of his speculations

—then solitary or scantily inhabited by an inferior race—are

now overspread by his descendants, and have become scenes of

civilization, and of the untiring efforts of industry and com-

mercial energy.

The progress of change is a marked feature, not in the his-

tory of man alone, but of the world that is his inheritance

—

nay, eveu of the universe, so far, at least, as our confined

acquaintance with a surrounding speck amidst interminable

space extends. The laws that regulate the general movements

of those countless systems of habitable globes represented by

the thousand stars of night, and the disturbances to which

they are liable, are beyond the limits of human penetration

—they are items in the over-ruling Will that directs them, the

existence of which is scarcely yet permitted to be known to

us, much less to become the subject of theory or discussion.

Even the extent of the solar system, and the exact conditions

of the planetary bodies that belooj o it, are problems yet un-

solved ; and when leaving those distant and uncertain realms,

over which thought vainly seeks a resting place, and imagina-

tion languishes, we descend to our own world, how little real

knowledge have we yet acquired of its history and government

!

Here, however, we can dwell more at large, we feel at home and

can look around us ; nay, doubtful of the nature of our dwell-

ing, that is not always as steady as we could wish, we have

taken up the pavement here and there, and examined that which

lies beneath—a very little way it is true, but sufficient to show

that a period of vast duration was occupied in the preparation

of this earth as an abode formal!. Countless series of organized

and living beings, endowed with attributes fitted to the states

of existence they were destined to fulfil, have left their remains

imbedded in its rocks as records of its past condition; while the

rocks themselves bear evidence, in their structure and composi-

tion, of the natural causes under which they were formed or

deposited. The researches of the geologist have established a

series of facts, but the conclusions drawn from their compari-

son are often uncertain, and, in connexion with the possible

condition of the interior of our globe, are too partial to elicit

even that degree of knowledge upon which a plausible theory

might be established.

The study of the surface of the earth is at first sight one of easy

pursuit aud positive elucidation. Geology, although yet itself

in the aggregate rather speculative than certain, has done much
for the advancement of its sister science. Geography is now
physical, no longer the mere matter-of-fact statement of existing

circumstances, but t'lie medium of enquiry into tlie past and

future of the various phenomena by the agency of which they

were produced, and by which thev are liable to be overthrown.

It is in this form that the value of the study is rendered of an

importance that only two or three generations past was un-

known ; it is essentially a novel branch of science, capable of

being made subservient to so many pursuits, that, independent

of the reasons to be adduced in its favour, as a part of general

education necessary to the character of a well-informed person,

it must eventually occupy a high rank among the most useful

branches of knowledge. At present, many of tlie phenomena
that belong to, or are intimately connected with it, are of too

recent observance to have their action reduced to rule or stan-

dard, by which their influence can be calculated upon with

certainty. This is especially the case with those connected

with meteorological causes and effects, upon which depend some

of the more remarkable differences in the climate of countries

occupying the same parallels of latitude.

This science of physical geography has been the subject of

our weekly course of lectures during the past year, aud you

have had a detail of the principal facts connected with its study

on a broad scale ; but that detail has been only a glance at

phenomena as they exist, apart from results. We must there-

fore recapitulate, because our present subject is excursive over

a wide expanse of the region of human thought and enquiry,

and we must bear in mind certain of the generalities belonging

to it, that we may be prepared to expect casualties, and under-

stand the sources whence they arise.

That our world is a globe, moving in space around the sun

within a determinate period which we term a year, and that at

the same time it revolves upon its own axis, an imaginary line

passing through its centre, thus turning successively every part

of its surface towards that luminary, aud producing the alter-

nation of day and night, are facts belonging to the simplest

elements of geographical and astronomical enquiry. But what

is this globe? Of what does it consist? Let us first consider

its bulk : in even numbers it has a circumference of 24,000 miles,

giving on the same plan a diameter of 8,000 miles, or a distance

of 4,000 miles between the surfaceaudthecentre. The irregularity

of the surface, great as it appears fo our eye, as we move over

it, is trifling indeed compared with these figures. The loftiest

mountain has an elevation of less than 5 mUes : the greatest

estimated depth of the ocean is 9 miles. Of these 4,000 miles

we have never yet penetrated one mils below the mean level ;

but the surface has been broken and the mountains uplifted

from a greater depth ; and the geologist claims, from observation

of what has thus been elevated from beneath, acquaintauce with a

probable thickness of 10 miles : of all below this, or 3,990 miles

to the centre, we are ignorant. The lowest material of this mere

crust of 10 miles in thickness is a crystallized rocky substance,

granite, the texture of which, and certain circumstances con-

nected with its disposition, seem to indicate that it was origin-

ally fluid under the action of intense heat, and that it has

more or less gradually cooled into its present form ; a conclu-

sion further warranted by the fact that the rocks which rest

immediately upou this granite, and which are of various com-

position, afford positive evidence of alteration in texture by the

action of that heat to which they must have been subjected by

contact with the melted and slowly cooling mass beneath.

When to these data are added the almost uniform results of

experiments with the thermometer at different depths in mines,

in various parts of the world, showing a gradual increase of

temperature the lower we descend, the notion entertained by

a majority of those who have studied the early history of our

planet, from the evidences afforded by its present condition,

though incapable of positive demonstration, are not incompa-

tible with probability. The earth has cooled from a prior state

of igneous fusion, aud we are dwelling a few miles above an

incandescent mass of mineral substance, that still from time to

time manifests its presence in the action of the earthquake

and volcano, and may be destined at some more or less distant

epoch to again break up that surface which everywhere betrays

the disturbing power to which it has been subjected in past

periods, when the mountains were forced up by explosion from

beneath, and the continents and islands successively raised

above thelevel of the waters. Imagina'ion, however, is a power

of the human mind too liable to run wild and exaggerate in the

contemplation of a subject like^this, aud especially is it dangerous

to scientific pursuit to allow it the frcdom of ovrriile ; nnd we
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;

will therefore leave the picture of a fiery glohe circliHg in space,

surrounded by an atmosphere of mingled gas and vapour, to-

gether with the consequences attendant on the gradual cooling

j
of the fluid mass, and subsequent condensation, to be completed

I

at leisure.

This world of ours, so far as we can observe it, consists of

elementary matter in the three forms of solid, fluid, and gaseous

I

—the two former evident to sight and touch, the latter invisible

I

but tangible ; earth, water, and air, alike matter, and ou ii g
I their peculiarities of condition to the influence of a principle

that we are unable to define, and which is only traceable by the

efi"ect3 it produces upon this matter or substan'^e : name it has

not—individuality it has not: it is the realization of the Pro-

tean fable of antiquity, so many forms does it assume, so many

attributes does it possess. Manifesting itself in all the inex-

plicable phenomena of nature, in all the modifications of sub-

stance, it is itself immaterial ; it is the opposing force to the

inertia of matter, the active element of organization ; it is the

ideal symbol of Omnipresence, the probable link between body

and soul, between the created and the Creator. This wonder-

ful, this incomprehensible agent of Almighty Wisdom is the

grand secret of the universe, the impassable limit to human

advance. It is, accordiug to its action on our organs of per-

ception, beat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical action ; like

the genii of Arabian romance, the stories of thelamp and theriiig,

we can compel its service to our will, but itself—it eludes our

gra»p. It warms and lights, it stimulates our failing frame, it

fulfils our messages without regard to time or dislaiice ; but we

perceive it only as it flies, and the agent that warms, lights,

stimulates, or informs, is gone in the very act by which it be-

comes manifebt.

Such are, in brief, the constituents of our earth ; such

the mysterious agency to which they are subject, and

which, operating for the most part unseen, is un-

appreciated by the mass of society. But the student of

natural science must, in estimating the probable success

or failure of his projects and experiments, bear in mind that

all the phenomena he seeks to elicit, all the results that he is

desirous of attaining, are dependent upon this power, only

capable of recognition in the moment of action, only yielding

to Iran's government under the strictest attention to experience

of its operation. The knowledge that such a principle is ever

around us, nay, within ourselves, should teach us the necessity

of constant observation and comparison of cause aud effect.

Human improvement has only advanced in proportion to the

prevalence of the habit of watching the operations of nature,

and imitating them to the attainment of similar consequences.

But we must not auticipate : our subject is the earth and its

composition. The existing conditious of the proximate ele-

ments of its substance, depending upon the subtle agent in

question, are liable to change in accordance with certain relative

influences that at present we either do not understand or with

which we are but very imperfectly acquainted. Of this much

we are aware, viz., that the change from the solid to the fluid or

gaseous form is, in most instances, apparently the immediate

result of au absorption of heat ; while the coudensation of the

two latter to the solid is accompanied by the separation of heat.

But though change of temperature is always associated with

alterations of condition in matter, the modification of the altered

substance may be very different under different circumstance.'?.

Thus water may become solid without freezing, and the various

! gases may enter at once into the composition of the solid,

without the intermediate fluid transition. It is under the laws

regulating such transmutation that many of the phenomena of

so-called chemical action, and the appropriation and assimila-

tion of the food into organic structure, whether vegetable or

animal, take place.

The simple substances or elements composing the solid,

aqueous, and aeriform materials of the globe are above sixty in

number, and, with the exception cftwelve or fourteen, metalhc;

but several of the latter exist in nature under various combi-

nations, especially with oxygen, constituting earths, alkalies,

and salts. Though the known elements are so numerous, those

of v.hich the masses are chiefly composed are comparatively

fe\v, namely, among non-metallic bodies, oxygen, hydrogen, ni-

trogen, carbon silicon, chlorine, and sulphur—among metallic,

the earths lime, alumina, and magnesia, and the alkaliespoteA

and soda. Water is a compound of oxygen and hydrogen ; tie

atmosphere, of oxygen and nitrogen ; but neither air nor water

is, in its pure3t natural state, free from adoiixture of otht

r

elements, in varied, but always minor proportion, and often £0

minute as to be detected only by the most careful chemical

investigation.

Au examination of the surface of the earth, as depicted on

a terreatrial globe or on a map of the world, presents us with

two remarkable features—in the first place, the large propor-

tion of that surface that is occupied by the ocean ; aud secondly,

the very irregular disposition of the land and water. Nearly

three-fourths of the whole superficial extent is covered by the

ocean, leaving only about one quarter to be occupied by the

continents and islands ; and these, instead of being so situated

ai to divide the waters equally, are chiefly in the noithern

hemisphere. " No disposition of laud," observes a celebrated

geologist, "can well be imagined more irregular, or, as it

were, capricious, than that which now prevails ; for, at present,

the globe may be divided into two equal parts, in such a man-

ner, that one hemisphere shall be almost entirely covered with

water, while the other shall contain less water than land ; and

this is shown by projecting a map on the horizon of London,

that is to say, by supposing the eye of the observer to be placed

above that city, and to see thence one-half of the globe. For

it so happens that from that point, and no other, we should he-

hold the greatest quantity of land ; and if we were then trans-

ferred to the opposite or antipodal point. New Zealand, we

should see the greatest possible quantity of water." If we

regard the forms of the two great continents and of the larger

islands, their outline is as varied as is their relative position.

The western continent, America, divided into two almost se-

parate portions about the middle, stretches from north to south;

while the eastern, containing Europe and Asia, has its greatest

continuous length from west to east, with Africa attached to it

on the south by the narrow isthmus of Suez. Let us observe

next how irregular are the lines of their sea-coasts ; how ap-

parently broken and indented on all sides ; how the islands seem

to have been shattered from the continents, and to record, as

so many disjointed remnants of former lands, the occurrence

of vast and widely-spreading convulsions, that must have shaken

our distuibid planet even to its centre, that have left it with

the aspect of a ruin, and as though its present condition were

the result of chance. Let us even carry our ohscrvatiors a little

farther, aud notice the characters and appearances of the in-

terior of these lauds—how in some parts they are elevated into

lines of mountains ; while in others they extend, to the length

of hundreds, nay, eveu thousands of miles, low aud almost

level ; how the summits of the mouiitains are often shivered

and broken, aud their sides irregularly split ; and how the

lowlands are in some districts liable to be deluged from time

to time, while in others they remain for thousands of years

dry and desolate. These, and many other circumstances,

seem strangely opposed to that condition of things which
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might seem to tlie would-be world-improver more

advantageous to mankind. If, however, we study our

subject more closely, and compare the effects arising

from these irregularities, and, in many instances, apparent

evils, with those which would be tlie consequences of their

absence, we shall readily acknowledge that so far from being

really such, they are sources of benefit under those natural

conditions with which not only man's moral improvement and

mental advance, but even his very existence upon the earth

are closely interwoven.

That the irregularities in question have been really the

results of numberless catastrophes to which the world has been

subjected in past times, no one acquainted with the general

facts of geological science would hesitate for a moment to

affirm ; but that they have constituted no unimportant portion

of that series of modifications by which it was prepared to be-

come the dwelling of an intelligent and improving race, is no

less certain. Partial views of nature are very apt to mislead,

and to render us disposed to question the utility of dispensa-

tions not immediately contributing to our own advantage;

and although it often occurs that circumstances prove adverse

to pursuits and operations upon which we have based our ex-

pectations, and disappointment succeeds hope, it is well to

enquire whether that check to our progress has not been

rather induced by our own mistaken policy than by any broad

defect in the general system of things around us. The farmer,

for instance, who complains of the failure of a crop, does not

bear in mind how necessary the peculiar state of the weather,

which has affected him prejudicially, may have been to the

maintenance of a due balance of the natural laws regulating

the climate of a continent, or of the world at large ; he regards

only the immediate and positive evil to his fortunes, and not

his own deficiency of observation as to the cause: that

weather—that peculiarity 'of season—had doubtless its pros-

pective indications, which he was either unable to read, or too

idle to seek to decipher, and therefore let ancient custom,

often right no doubt but sometimes wrong, maintain its rule

and risk. Verily, if each had his will, every little island would i

be a wonderful scene of conflicting elements and parti-coloured
'

skies. The artist would have his thunder-cloud and his rain-

bow ; the holiday-seeker his bright blue canopy ; the petty

proprietor of one field fair weather for sowing barley ; and his

neighbour a little raia to his turnips. As it is ordained, each

has his turn, and, what is far more important than all, each

has his stimulus to exertion in these apparent defects of the

universal government, that, were matters differently arranged,

would be wanting to prevent the listlessness and apathy, to

which human nature is too prone where its wants are provided

for without thought or care of its own.

SEWAGE OF TOWNS AS MANURE,
On several occasions subsequent to the commence-

ment of the drainage of Croydon, in 1849, I communi-
cated the results of many experiments, made by me, to

ascertain the effects of certain substances employed as

deodorizers of the fsecal matters conveyed through stone-

ware pipes into one common receptacle, termed a
" filter," situated on a plot so low as to furnish a rapid

descent from every part of the town. Now, after

perusing the valuable article upon drainage in the

Mark-lane Express of the 3rd inst., I offer the follow-

ing suggestive remarks. It is admitted that the matters

obtained from the drains are really a special manure

;

but the question here presents itself, How and in what
condition ought it to be used as a fertilizer with the

greatest facility, and at the least possible expense ?

We learn, from the best authorities, that " the Craigen-

tinny meadows, near Edinburgh, irrigated with the

entire sewage as it^ flows, are begun to be cut as green

food for cows in April, and so continued at intervals

until the end of November. As a natural consequence,

the worth of the land has risen in rent from 30s. and £&
per acre to £2(i a year." There is now close to

Croydon a residence on rising ground so high as to

allow a ready descent of all the house and laundry

drainage, unaltered ; by which a large plot of coarse

gi'ass-turf has been made to yield for several years three

cuttings of rich, tall grass as fodder, and at the same time

to fertilize a large kitchen-garden. With facts so con-

clusive on the one hand, and with the very questionable

utility of the solids obtainable by filtration on the other,

we conclude that sewage, in order to become a fer-

tilizer, must be employed simply, and in its totality,

without any attempt to separate and manufacture its

solid constituents.

Here, however, serious difficulties present them-

selves ; and these arise from the immense volume of

water with which the manuring elements are held in

suspension. By one analysis, in London, it was seen

that only 85 grains and a fraction of saline, and the more
solid matters, were obtained from a gallon of the King's

Scholars' Pond sewage ; and, consequently, that to ob-

tain a single ton of manure from it, 5G0 tons of the

sewage would be required, or 5,600 tons in cases where
it was the object to manure to the extent of 10 tons per

acre. At Croydon, or other such towns, it perhaps

might be possible and expedient to convey by ma-
chinery—tubes and steam-power—the whole volume of

its fsecal products, in order to irrigate its poor, extensive

downs and grassy commons ; but what man, or what
sanitary board, could venture an attempt so to dispose of

the millions of tons of liquid matters which flow daily

into the Thames from the drains of the metropolis ?

As sewage can only be used for irrigation, and not by
any means for arable tillage, it is clear that decom-
posable, organic manure—of which fold and farm-yard

manure constitute the best type—must constantly be

resorted to, in order to fertilize land for the bulboas

and cereal crops. The agency of electricity is vital to

plants, and that wonderful element is always developed

by what is termed chemical action. The slow decom-

position of manures in the soil produces an electric

stream ; hence it follows that the raw sap is so propelled

upwards, conveying nutriment to the green parts of the

growing plants ; at the same time the stream becomes

the connecting medium between the ground and the

descending electricity of the atmosphere.

Croydon, Dec. 7. John Towers.
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WINCHESTER FARMERS'

The monthly meeting was held at the Black Swan
Inn, Winchester, on Saturday the 25th of Novem-
ber last, Mr. Robert Pile, President of the Club,

in the chair.

The subject for the evening's discussion was

"The rotation of cropping on arable sheep-stock

farms in Hampshire, in connection with equitable

payment of the out-going tenant for hay and straw

and husbandry operations."

The Chairman said. Gentlemen,—I have

selected this subject for discussion, with the view

of ascertaining your opinions upon it, as practical

agriculturists, and not with any intention of en-

deavouring to enforce any particular rotation, and

which I observed on a former occasion, in my
humble opinion the occupiers of the soil should

be left free to exercise their skill and judgment in

j

its cultivation ; for if there is an ample live stock

I
kept on the land, there is not the least danger of

' an impoverishing system being practised ; still, an

equitable system of quitting requires to be ascer-

tained, both for the out-going and the in-coming

tenant, and which, I trust, you will be enabled this

evening to define and decide upon. First, with

regard to cropping, I will take a farm of 1200 acres

of arable land, supposed to be capable of main-
taining a sheep per acre :

—

200 acres, one-sixth to be so^vn with sainfoin in

four different years, 50 acres each— 1, 2, 3,

and 4 years' grov/th.

250 acres wheat.

250 acres—half winter vetches and rye, &c., and
half swedes—and the half after vetches, &c.,

fed off, to be sown with turnips.

250 acres barley and oats, the half-after swedes

to be sown with red clever, and the other

half hop and ray.

250 acres—half red clover mown for hay, and
the other half hop and ray, fed off at spring,

and sown with lape and forward turnips,

before wheat, and the clover ley ploughed
and pressed for wheat.

1200

According to this rotation, there would be 500 acres

corn, and 700 acres for the support of the live stock,

and not two cereal crops grown in succession ; and
the land with red clover once in eight years, and
all the land with sainfoin in turn, about once in 24
years, supposing each sowing should last four
years. If the occupier of such a farm has usually

during his term adopted this rotation, and at the

time of quitting was expected to leave the land for

the system to be continued by his successor, then

he should be paid according to valuation for the

four different ages of sainfoin roots, and market

price for the last year's hay, and one- third less than

market price for the last year's Lent corn straw,

haulm, and hulls, and full value for all tillages and

husbandry operations, and temporary or other im-

provements, and unexhausted purchased manure,

by which the in-coming tenant would derive a

benefit from, in accordance with the Tenant Right

RuleSj drawn and approved by this club. May 8,

1850. In the last j^ear of the tenant's occupancy,

according to the rotation before described, he should

leave 125 acres, after wheat, fallowed by the pre-

vious Christmas, for which fallowing he should be

paid by the in-coming tenant, who is to enter on it

to prepare for swedes the succeeding Lady Day,

and provided with stables, and straw for litter for

nine horses ; and who is to enter upon the other

125 acres, sown with vetches and rye, &c., after

wheat, as soon as the crops are fed off, to prepare

and sow the land with turnips. The out-going

tenant should be allowed to haul and spread the

last year's farm-yard dung upon the one year's hop
and ray ley, and sow it with rape and turnips, to

be fed off preparatory to wheat, and entered upon
by the in-coming tenant as soon as fed off. For

hauling and spreading such dung he should be

paid for ; and should be allowed the feed upon the

whole of the farm (except that part sown with

swedes and turnips), until the 6th day of October

;

and should fold his usual number of sheep upon
some part of the farm, as he usually had done

during his occupancy, till a week prior to the 0th

day of October, and to give up possession of the

whole of the land on the 11th of October; and
half the farm house, and cottages, and stables, and
yards, and retain possession of the other half, and
the whole of the barns, until the succeeding Old
Midsummer, July 6, when the whole is to be given

up to the landlord or his in-coming tenant, in good
tenantable repair. I consider that the out-going

tenant should cultivate and leave the land in the

same state and condition as he would if he was

going to continue its occupation, and for which, in

justice to himself and family, he is fairly entitled

to be remunerated by the in-coming tenant, and

both parties would derive a much greater benefit

than under the exhausting system usually adopted

in this county. And supposing such a farm of

1200 acres is worth, to rent, the annual sum of
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£1080, with wheat at 60s. per qr., harlej' 32s. per qr.,

and meat at 6c]. per lb., would it not be equitable

towards landlord and tenant to apportion the rent

in accordance with the average price of the king-

dom for wheat and barley, and the average price of

meat in Smithfield market— say one-third wheat,

one-third barley, and one-third meat ? The rent

would be then regulated by the price of 960 bushels

of wheat, 1800 bushels of barley, and 15,400 lb.

of meat. Of course the equity of this system

depends upon obtaining correct averages, and so it

is with regulating the payments of rent charges in

lieu of tithes, in which most agriculturists are

deeply concerned, and they should not rest satisfied

until correct returns are obtained. Although this

suggestion does not concern the present subject, I

merely take this opportunity of mentioning it, in

case any parties should wish to adopt the system;

and will also add that I consider it most important

for every occupier of land to be provided with good

comfortable, healthy cottages, containing three

bed-rooms each, and a garden of 20 poles attached

to each, for the whole number of labourers required

on the farm. The next rotation I will call your

attention to is the six-field system. 200 acres sain-

foin ; 200 acres wheat ; 200 acres, half barley and

half swedes, after wheat ; 200 acres, half barley,

after swedes, sown with red clover, and the other

half vetches, rye, &c., after barley ; 200 acres, half

red clover, to be mown, and half backward turnips,

after vetches, rye, &c., fed ofi ; 200 acres, half two

years' ley, after red clover, and half rape and for-

ward turnips, after backward turnips. According

to this rotation, there would be 400 acres corn, and

800 acres for the support of the live stock, and the

land sown with red clover once in ten years. The

next rotation is the four-field system. Wheat,

turnips and swedes, barley, clover and grass. This

excludes sanfoin, which is a most essential crop on

a sheep stock farm, and particularly in a dry season.

By this rotation there would be 600 acres of corn,

and Goo acres for the support of the live stock, and

the land would be sown with red clover once in

eight years, and hop and ray once in eight years.

Having stated these three different rotations of

cropping, I will now leave it in your hands to decide,

and to name others which you consider would be

more advantages, and will now read the following

resolution for your approval, or amendment, or re-

jection :—Resolved,—That, in the opinion of this

club, if a sufficient number of sheep are kept, the

occupier of the land should not be restricted in

its cultivation, and at the time of quitting the land

should be left in a good state, and in the regular

rotation it had usually been cultivated by the out-

going tenant, and for which he should be paid by

the landlord or in-coming tenant, according to the

Tenant Right Rules approved by this club. May 8,

1850,

The Chairman noticed the liberality of the

Earl of Pembroke towards his tenants, stating that

his lordship allowed them half the costs of artifi-

cial manures.

Mr. J. T. TwYNAM observed that in respect of

artificial manures, a question would arise whether

the compensation to the tenant should be confined

to artificial manure, or whether dung made by ani-

mals on the farm was to be considered as artificial

manure. He knew a case where a person was in

the habit of drilling in his pig manure, and the

valuer objected to allow compensation for this,

observing that it was not the custom in Hampshire

to pay for things of that description, though he

did not object to pay for other manures ; but he

thought that an in-coming tenant had clearly as

much right to pay for this as he had for artificial

manure, and was desirous that an opinion should

be now given whether manure made in that way i

should be paid for the same as artificial manure.
|

In his opinion it ought to be, because it was more

valuable. As regarded tenants, an out-going tenant

was allowed to fallow the ground, and to be paid

for it, as the land was in a much better state to

come on than when entered on in March and May.

In no case had he seen the recommendation of the !

club adopted with regard to the rules relating to

tenant right. It was usual to allow for bones and

guano, and he thought, on every principle of equity,

the allowance for other manure, to the extent re-

commended by the club, ought to be adopted.

Mr. W. Pain said he was sorry to see the mem-
bers so backward in expressing their opinions on

this important subject ; and perhaps it might be

rather out of place in him to rise on the present

occasion to do so, since he bad given up business

as a farmer [No, no !]. It might be in their recol-

lection that he once brought the subject before the

club, and an account of the proceedings would be
,

found in the first annual report. At that meeting

he had given an opinion, as he should do now, that

it is impossible to lay down any system of culti-

vation to which a man can thoroughly confine him-

self ; therefore, although they might now discuss

which was the best system, it appeared to be futile,

because they could not come to certain conclusions.

He had been in the habit of adopting the four-

course system, but found he could not always carry

out his plans, on account of the weather not being

suitable, and was in consequence obliged to sow

with turnips, having afterwards two crops of corn.

The principal thing was to keep a good stock on

the farm, for where there was a good stock of sheep,

it mattered not that one particular course of culti-

vation should be strictly adhered to. Under such
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circumstances he did not think a farm could sus-

tain any injury, and he had once told his landlord

80, who replied that he was of the same opinion,

and had no objection, where a good stock of sheep

was kept, to any particular course of sowing. No
man could set up a particular system of cropping.

All three rotation crops might be very good in some

cases, and perhaps one of them might be adopted

on almost every desciiption of soil. No man could

hurt a farm under such a system. With regard to

the payment of an out-going tenant, he would re-

mark that the subject had been so often discussed

at the club, and the rules so widely circulated, that

it would be unnecessary for him to dwell upon it

further than to say that in this respect he had never

altered his opinion. He earnestly wished that the

members of the club would hold together as they

j

had done, and not now relax their exertion because

wheat was £20 a load, for in his opinion that was

the time to strengthen their union, and to induce

them to cling together the same as other classes of

the community had done.

Mr. "Walton said he rose with great pleasure to

compliment the chairman on the able manner in

which he had brought the subject forward. For

his own part, he must say that he thought that

either of the three systems recommended might be

adopted with success on almost any farm. He,

unlortunately, might say he had stood alone in

making use of observations respecting the main-

spring of agriculture—he meant the duty of the

landlords, not in any intentional disrespect, but for

the purpose of recommending them to encourage

their tenants, and aid them in making improve-

ments; for, as Mr. Drummond had said, " pro-

perty has its duties as well as its privileges," and
he could not see that any harm could arise from
the adoption of his recommendation ; for he was of

opinion that under the present improved state of

agriculture, no restriction whatever should be im-

posed on a tenant further than that he should be

bound not to leave the land in a worse state than

he found it on entering, because a man had no
right to be shackled or ])revented from making the

most of the land he could. He maintained that

everything grown and produced on a farm belonged
to the man who produced it. There was one thing

in which he was opposed to Mr, Pile's proposition,

and that was the out-going tenants were not to

have the sale price for their fodder. Everything
which the land produced belonged to the tenant,

not that he considered the tenant had any right to

make waste ; and though such a covenant might
be put in his lease—many things contrary to good
husbandry were put in—he would not have a single

thing named as to cultivation. It was to the in-

terest of the tenant to keep the greatest quantity

of stock, and to cultivate the land in the best

manner to insure good crops. Turnips were the

mother of corn. He was pleased to hear what had
fallen from the chairman respecting the encourage-

ment given by the Earl of Pembroke to his tenants,

by which he was promoting what God intended,

that they should be enabled to produce the greatest

quantity of food for the sustenance of man. But,

generally speaking, he would say that this country,

though it might be made capable, did not produce

sufficient for the consumption of the people. He
had seen lands in his own and other neighbour-

hoods miserably cultivated ; and generally, wherever

that was the case, it was to be attributed to the want

of proper farm buildings and encouragement on
the part of the landlords, who by withholding good

covenants^ and tenant right were the cause of this

state of things. On the contrary, if a landlord

fulfilled his contract, as an equitable and iiberal

man, he had a right to insist that his tenant should

do his duty, for he would not countenance those

who by so injuring the land abridged its produce,

and thereby inflicted an injury on the country at

large ; but when he looked from Farleigh Hill up

to Petersfield, and saw land in a zig-zag direction

to the extent of thousands of acres in a most

miserable state, which would not produce on an

average more than four sacks of wheat per acre,

and other crops in proportion, he thought the blame

did not rest wholly on the occupiers. Was it not

therefore lamentable to think that they did not

progress ? But he was afraid that the cause was a

six months' tenancy, under which no man could

cultivate the land with success, or excess of game
and rabbits. No prudent man would risk his capital

without having security that he would be compen-

sated for unexhausted manure left in the land when
quitting his farm. It was impossible, under such

circumstances, to expect that the condition of tlie

land would be improved. He had been chastised

by his brother farmers, and by the landlords, when
he had said that it rested with them whether the

people of this country should be fed with the pro-

duce of its own soil, or by the produce of foreign

lands. Referring to two letters recently published

by Messrs. Caird and M'Culloch, Mr. Walton
pointed out the difierence of opinion between these

gentlemen as to the quantity of corn grown in this

country. As to Mr. Caird's opinion upon agricul-

ture, it was so erroneous and contrary to good hus-

bandry that farmers thought but little of it, and
observed that if the waste lands were brought into

cultivation (security being given by the landlords

to the tenants), he had no hesitation in saying that

they might be made so productive that this country

would be enabled to grow sufficient for all. Mr.
Twvnam had stated that he had been thwarted in
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respect to pig manure, and he agreed that the

greatest faciUty should be given by the construction

of proper buildings to make manure. With regard

to his own occupation, he had only got two years'

notice, and under his agreement he was to be paid

for all pig dung in the same manner as artificial

manures ; but if he put it on the land, he was to

receive no remuneration whatever for carting,

although the land would be so much the better.

Covenants generally in leases were, in his opinion,

anything but beneficial either to landlord or tenant.

He had as good a tenant right as anyman in England

had, but he would rather have a lease for twenty-

one years without that tenant-right; but to have

the land properly cultivated both should be con-

nected, though in two years, under a system of bad

cultivation, a tenant might be able to exhaust the

manure he had expended on his farm ; but where

a man had security he would not adopt such a

course ; it Avould take eight or ten years to exhaust

a good cultivated farm. There must be some grand

movement—some alteration in the landlord and

tenants' principle. It would not be at all derogatory

to the character of a gentleman to see that his

farms were properly cultivated. It rested alone with

the landlords of England, who did not give honour-

able security—the security of tenant-right by pay-

ment for unexhausted improvements. It rested

with them alone whether the nation shall be fed by

the produce of our own soil, or by that of foreign

lands.

Mr. W. H. Earle said as they all appeared to

approve of the observations made by the chairman,

and also to concur in the remarks of Mr. Walton,

as connected with the subject brought forward for

the evening's discussion, there appeared to be

nothing left on which to found an argument, except

the system under which land is generally held ; but

as that question had been already brought before

them, it would not be necessary for him now to

comment upon it. He recommended that they

should rally round each other, and at their next

meeting he anticipated that they would meet under

better circumstances than they had done for many

years past, so far as agricultural prospects were

concerned ; and, as regards the club, he thought it

was in as good a position, considering the diflScul-

ties it had to encounter, as could be expected there-

fore they ought not to despair.

The Secretary read the resolution with which

the chairman closed his address, and no amend-

ment having been proposed,

Mr, Richards moved that the resolution which

had just been read be adopted. Mr. T. Earle

seconded the motion, which was unanimously

agreed to.

On the motion of Mr, Walton, seconded by Mr.

Cordery, the thanks of the meeting were unani-

mously voted to the chairman, not only for his able

conduct generally in the chair, but for the ability

which he had displayed that evening in bringing

the important subject forward.

The Chairman said he felt extremely obliged

by the compliment which had been paid to him,

and was much pleased that the subject which he

had brought forward had met their approbation.

He had long thought that there should be some

different system suggested by practical men under

which out-going tenants should be paid for their

improvements. He was of opinion that they ought

to be allowed one-third. He thought that landlords

ouglit not to bind their tenants by unnecessary

covenants, neither did he think it was their desire

generally to do so ; for he knew some who would

be grateful if farmers would give them information

by v/hich they might be able to introduce useful

covenants, and none were necessary, provided the

land was kept in a good state ; therefore tenants

should intimate to their landlords what equivalent

they considered an out-going tenant should receive.

With regard to the allusion made to landlords, it

would be recollected that he had on a former occa-

sion stated that these gentlemen held their estates

under various tenures—some were entailed, others

copyhold, lifehold, or leasehold ; they must, there-

fore, be just to themselves before they could act

liberally towards their tenants. In order to enable

them to do so, he thought that the costs of all im-

provements on entailed estates should be charged

on those estates ; copyhold and lifehold estates

ought to be enfranchised under the supervision of

such men as the Tithe Commissioners, and renewals

ought to be commuted for by a rent-charge in the

same way as tithes are commuted, then the landlords

would be placed in a safe position, and until that

is done they must not blame the proprietors ; for,

taken as a body, he believed that there was not a

more honourable class of men existing than the

landlords of England ; but they were not men of

business. It would, therefore, be conferring a

great obligation if agriculturists would impart to

them such information as would be mutually bene-

ficial.—Adjourned.

THE VINE DISEASE.—A commission established at

Bordeaux to make investigations respecting the malady in

vines, and the means proposed for its cure, has published a

series of resolutions, in which it declares that the various re-

medies that have been recommended have produced no satis-

factory results. It declares also that the malady was less

intense last year than previously, that the vines at present are

in an infinitely better condition than at the same period in

1852 and 1853, that the malady appears to have entered on

its period of decline, and that it would be a great error to pull

up the vines, which form the principal wealth of the Gironde.
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BHIAREUS WITH A HUNDRED HEADS HAS BUT ONE NECK.

Wliile our brave soldiers are fighting for liberty

abroad, let us not overlook an enemy at home—an

enemy which, if not opposed and routed, will com-

plete, as it has begun, the destruction of this country.

Let us sound the alarm, and marshal our forces

against the many-headed foe of National prosperity,

and Human progress. This Briareus is Vice .- the

single neck that supports its hundred heads, is

Ignorance. To destroy its vitality we must sever

this neck. Be it ours to undertake the task.

It may be hinted by some incredulous or in-

different ones, that I am making too much of a scape-

goat of ignorance, and too much of a patent universal

medicine of education : but I think not.

Throughout England there is a vigorous crusade

undertaken against the sensual pleasures which have

time out of memory occupied the leisure of the

lower classes. Beer-shops and gin-palaces, &c., may
be annihilated ; but if the working-man is deprived,

as a substitute, of those recreations which consist of

the intellectual and moral enjoyments that education

and good training supply, he naturally falls again, in

spite of law and reason, into the excitement of

sensual indulgence, because excitement all human
beings must have. Depend upon it, if we want to

make the work-people of this country more tem-

perate, and secure moral, sanitary, and social im-

provements amongst them, education must be at the

bottom of it all.

Notice has already been taken of the increase of

leisure which it is supposed will flow from the sub-

stitution of machinery for the thews and sinews of

man, as well as of our individual duty to fit ourselves

and others for the proper employment of the ap-

proaching boon. A cultivated mind will alone prepare

our country for the continuance and enjoyment of

such an age, should it arrive. A well-educated mind

is its own entertainment. Its pleasures are peculiar,

luherent, they cannot be affected by the accidents of

life. Spiritual in nature, they create a disrelish for

mere animal gratification, and "keep the body

under." They cannot pall upon the taste ; they do

not incur the reproach of conscience ; they de-

pend not on the praise of others : they refine and

polish life ; they soften the character ; they sweeten

the disposition; they make the poor rich and

happy.

Let us endeavour to merit a national ovation, by

setting about the essential work of preparation. A
young gentleman of my acquaintance, when with a

i farmer ur Cambridgeshire, for the purpose of learning

the business of a husbandman, devoted much of his

spare tune to the instruction of the villagers amongst

whom he was located. The kitchen was given up to

him—a spacious room ; and so soon as his intention

of teaching all who might come became known,

applications to attend upon his instructions were

numerous to excess : he could not admit all that re-

quested the favour. The novelty of his endeavour

attracted many, who, so soon as their curiosity was
gratified, retired, to make room for the more earnest.

But when thinned of the indolent and the curious, a

little band of thirty sincere competitors in the race

of knowledge remained, and, during the winter

months of two consecutive years, they made, under

his care, very astonishing advances. I saw the class

at its commencement, and again I saw it just before

he left the neighbourhood, and certainly the change

effected was marvellous. Out of the thirty scholars

when first assembled, fifteen only could read, and

these but indifferently. Under the system pursued

by my young friend, they could, when he left, read

with fluency and relish any ordinary volume. Out of

the fifteen that could not read, and in fact did not

know their letters, six were old men averaging sixty

years of age, and the remainder were nearly all men
of mature years. Four of these individuals, by
steady perseverance, learned, within the period I have

already mentioned, to read with ease, and to under-

stand, anything that was placed before them ; and

the rest, although not so accomplished, could read

so as to amuse themselves, and acquire much in-

formation.

Of the science of numbers, when I first visited the

school, all the men without exception were pro-

foimdly ignorant. When the mystery, that always

invests figures to the uninitiated mind was cleared

up, and the fii-st steps were comprehended, a vigorous

race commenced that was most interesting to watch.

One man reached far into Algebra ; another diverged

into Mathematical Problems ; several pushed their

discoveries amongst the enchantments of Vulgar

Eractions ; and before the class was broken up, the

scholars were one and all clear of Compound Divi-

sion, both Long and Short. The study of History

in connexion with Geography—confined in both in-

stances to our own country—was introduced as a

pleasant recreation now and then, and excited great

uaterest.

And this class and system of teaching was pro-

jected and carried on by a young man sixteen years

of age. He had no one to help him, yet he kept

perfect order in the room. Old men and lads of fif-

teen were under good command. No talking was
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allowed—nothing but steady quiet work. He made

every one feel tliat it was to his own interest to make

the best of the hours allotted to mental improve-

ment. A spirit of rivalry seemed to infect the whole

class, and the lessons that were taken home were

without fail prepared before the next evening of as-

sembly. This infection, indeed, spread amongst the

women of the village, and a deputation of them

waited upon my young friend, to know whether he

would not instruct them on intermediate nights.

This proposal, however, he thought it proper to de-

cline ; and I only mention it to show how anxious

the poor are to secure those advantages of cultiva-

tion from which their position and circumstances

unfortunately so often debar them.

In that village, where this benevolent effort was

made, are now many families engaged every evening,

to my certain knowledge, in quiet and intelligent

pursuits, who would have been, and in some cases

were formerly, far otherwise occupied. Beer-house

companionship is cut, and a thousand other evil

practices leading to penury and ruin—the invariable

attendants upon ignorance and indolence—are mer-

cifully avoided.

We little know how much the character of that

village in Cambridgeshire owes for all time to come

to the exertions—the simple, affectionate exertions^

of a youth of sixteen !

Now for a united home thrust of the vulnerable

neck of this Briarian monster vice ! The example is

worthy of imitation. Let us one and all do our

utmost ; and thus by individual, well-directed, and

well-sustained effort, aspire to raise our country as

far in moral character above the other countries of

Europe ,as she stands above them with respect to

her commercial enterprise. T. R. S.

REAPING MACHINES, (

At the meeting of the Berwickshire Farmers' Club, on the

5th Dec, a highly interesting discussion took place, part of

which, on " reaping machines," appears iu the present impres-

sion. The club, with the view of obtaining more accurate in-

formation than could be brought out during an ordinary dis-

cussion of the subjict, furnished a list of queries to those

members who had purchased reaping machines. The answers

returned are all more or less interesting, and the following

facts appear to be brought out by the individual experience of

these gentlemen.

Mr. Dalgleish being furnished with two machines—one of

M'Cormick'a and one of Bell's, from Croaskill—found that

—

M'Cormick's, in 40 hours, cut 37 acres, 20 acres of which

were strong wheat.

Bell's, in 91 hours, cut 62 acres—oats, barley, and wheat.

Thus M'Cormick's overtook most in the same space of time,

as being 37 to 31 acres iu about 40 hours. This, however,

appears not to be the only advantage, as with the grain cut by

M'Cormick's machine 12 labourers lifted and bound from 10

to 12 acres per day ; while where cut by Bell's machine 12

persona only overtook from seven to eight acres. Mr. Dal-

gleish states that he, along with the whole of his people, are

decidedly in favour of Mr. M'Cormick's reaper, " it not being

liable to go out of repair, while it was so easy work for the

horses."

Mr. TurnbuU found that, with Bell's Crosskill he could cut

and bind a crop at the rate of about 68. per acre.

Mr. Hood found with Bell's Crosskill that he could not give

any account as to the expense per acre from frequent stops

and the necessity of repairing the machine. Mr. Hood does

not, however, despair of Bell's reaper if it were " made of good

stuff, and a little stronger."

Mr. Dove used Bell's original machine, knife cutters, and
cut about 90 acres. The machine overtook only 5 aer«^ per

day. Mr. Dove calculates the expense of cutting at ka. per

acre.

Mr. Home, President of the Association, cut with Ball's

machine, serrated cutters, at the rate of 7 acres per day.'

Calculati'd the expense t" be 7s. per acre.

The opinion of Mr. Wilson, of Edii'gton Mains, from the

opportunities he has had at public exhibitions of thoroughly

studying reaping machines, is entitled to great weight. Pos-

sessing himself of two of Bell's machines, one with knives, the

other with a serrated cutter, he was in a favourable position to

test the question of the respective merits of the two cutting

apparatuses. The machine with the serrated cutter was less

fatiguing to the horses, " less liable to derangement, and was

altogether a superior sort of machine." He had cut with the

two machines 150 acres, each machine cutting about 8 acres

per day. He stated that he was " not prepared to give an

estimate of the cost." Like every one who had tried the

machines, he was much harassed by stoppages and breakages.

Some of these could not be prevented, but others might very

well be obviated by greater care and an improvement in their

construction. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Dove touud great advan-

tage from allowing the crop to lie cut for some days previous

lo binding. This always appeared to us to be one of the

advantages of Bell's reaper.

One remarkable feature of these trials in Berwickshire is

the favourable position of M'Cormick's reaper. A few more

successful experiments like those of Mr. Dalgleish, and atten-

tion will be again turned to this machine. One advantage it

certainly possesses over Bell's—cheapness. In America it can

be constructed for about the small sum of £5 sterling. Be-

sides, it is easily repaired, which is not the case with Bell's

machines, either with the serrated cutters or with the knives.

One drawback—and it appears to be almost inseparable from

Bell's machine—is inferior material and defective workman-

ship. If the question of compensation for furnishing a defec-

tive machine had been tried by some one of the members of

the Berwickshire Club, we believe they would have performed

a greater service to the cause of reaping by machinery than

any one event which has occurred since the exhibition of Bell's

machine at Perth in 1852. With complaints from the Had-

dington Club, reiterated by the Berwickshire Club, of inferior

materials and defective workmanship, without some guarantee

for the future, farmers will be shy in purchasing Bell's Cross-

kill machines. And some such arrangement, we thipk, should
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be entered into before another season. We have been sub-

jected to taunts for our advocacy of machine reaping, the

experience generally of farmers having failea so much short of

our predictions. We certaialj did not calculate upon such

contingencies as have occurred. But we take this opportunity

of again asserting that our opinion is not at all changed—that

the day is not distant when reaping machines will become as

common as thrashing machines—and that both will be found

iiidisircusable adjuncts with the present position of the rural

labour market.—North British Agriculturist.

THE GUANO TRADE.
Many persons can remember the mania that prevailed a few

years ago for the discovery of guano islands, when numbers of

vessels left London, Liverpool, and other ports, under sealed

orders, to proceed to some fancy island, alleged to be rich in

guauo deposits, which were to make the fortunes of the ship-

owners and speculators. We have no desire to revive this silly

speculation, which was stimulated by one or two crafty

schemers, who lined their pockets at the expense of the mer-

chants whom they gulled with their pretended iaformatiou. It

may not be amiss, however, to keep attention alive to the iu-

creasing demand for guano, and to point out the quarters in

which there is any prospect of new discoveries being made.

Reports of deposits of guano on the west coast of America,

in Mexico, and also on the Aves Islands, in the West Indies,

have excited some interest among shipowners ; and as freights

to distant quarters are less remunerative than they were, it is

not improbable that we may receive this year fresh supplies.

The captain of an American schooner, called the Fawn, which

ias been engaged in this new guano trade to the United States,

discloses some facts relating to it. It appears the island where

he obtained his cargo was a very small one, without a name,

in the Carribsan Sea. V\''heu discovered it abounded in guano,

which has since been almost all removed totbe Baltimore market,

and there sold as Peruvian—the discovery and the trade itself

being kept a profound secret. This reminds us of what we

have heard from sailors— that they knew of the existence of

guauo on many of the small uniuhabited and nameless islands

stretching aloug the southern coast of the Mexican Gulf and

the Carribean Sea, especially off Yucatan. Very probably

much of what is sold in the American markets as Peruvian

guano has been obtained from this locality.

The guano trade has become of great aud growing importance

to the agriculturists of Great Britain, and in Scotland, at least,

this valuable manure has proved a full equivalent to the occu-

piers of the soil for the loss of protection. In this \ iew we are

supported by the practical experience of Mr. George Hope,

Fenton Barns, a leading farmer in East Lothian, who, in con-

cluding an article on experiments with guano, which appeared

in the " Transactions of the Highland aud Agricultural Society

of Scotland," says—" Indeed it is to the invaluable aid of

guano that the farmers of the United Kingdom are mainly in-

debted for having been successfully carried through a transition

state of doubt and difficulty, the approach of which few re-

garded without alarm, as it was not unfelt even by those who
had strongly advocated the propriety of the change." The

j

prosperity which the farmers have lately enjoyed in this country

j

as well as on the coutuient—the large consumption of guauo

in the Mauritius, the West Indies, aud the United States, will

all tend to increase the demand for this valuable manure, which

I

has now become a great staple commodity, and gives employ-

I
ment to over 200,000 tons of British shipping annually. The

j
sunless lands of Great Britain, the rice fields of Italy, the vine

I lands of Germany, the exhausted coffee plantations of Brazil,

I and the nrid plains of Peru, all testify to its fertilisir.g j roper-

ties. In 1851, 6,550 tons of guano were supplied to farmers

from Leith ; in 1852, 8,000 tons ; in 1853, 13,500—showing

an increase in the consumption there, as compared with 1851,

of fully 100 per cent. Last year, we believe, nearly 50 per

cent, increase was shown. In the Clyde, in December, there

was a stock of nearly 4,000 tons ready for spring orders. It

thus becomes a matter of first importance to the agricultural

community—nay, we may go further, and say to the com-

munity at large—that sufficient supplies of guano be directed

to our shores, at or uuder the current prices of the last few

years ; aad although there is a general outcry in Liverpool,

and some other quarters, against the monopoly in Peruvian

guauo, we have reason to believe that the farmers of the Lo-

thiaus, and Scotland generally, are satisfied with the mode in

which the business is at present conducted. The dealers buy

cargoes from Messrs. Gibbs, and it is supplied to the farmers

direct from the import ships, whereby they are always safe

against adulteration or inferior quality. Prices, however, are

now fully £2 per ton higher than last year—the price for Peru-

vian ruling at £11 to £12, whilst in January, 1854, it could

ba had at £9 5s. per ton.

The chief sources of supply recently have been, besides the

Peruvian, from Calloe and the Chinchas direct, Bolivia, Cobeg,

Port Desire, Sea Bear Bay, and other ports of Patagonia,

Monte Video, Port Elizabeth, Latham Island, and Chili. The

few small cargoes received from Chili and Patagonia have been

eagerly purchased at high prices as compared with former

years, aud we learn that if supplies could be got of a similar

description, they would yield a handsome return to importers.

It is true they are less rich in ammonia than the Peruvian

guano, but they contain large quantities of the next most im-

portant ingredient, phosphate of lime.

In the twelve years since guano first came into general use,

we have imported about one and a quarter million tons from

various parts. The question arises—how long the Peruvian

supply, with the greatly increased consumption, will continue

to meet the demand ? The subject hasbeen frequently agitated,

and various estimates given of the quantity still available.

From the Chincha Islands, at least 300,000 tons are now

shipped annually to various quarters. Mr. M'Intosh furnished>

through Admiral Moresby, in September, 1853, an estimate

stating the quantity left on the Chincha Islands at under nine

million tons. Mr. Peacock, who was a considerable time on

the coast, stales that, exclusive of the Chincha group, the

Lobos, and other islands on the north-west coast of Peru, con-

tain about five million tons, and believes that there are other

known " guaneros" on the south coast containing some four or

five million tons more. The French Government engineer, M.

Faraquet, who surveyed the Chinchas a year or two ago, calcu-

lated the guano deposits there at twelve and a-half million tons.

The Peruvian Government surveyor, Don Geronimo Fernandez,

iu January, 1852, published an oflJcial report,giving the quantity

of guano available at eighteen million tons on the central or Chin-

cha Islands, eight million tons on the south or Chipana Islands,

and about one million tons on the north or Lobos Islands—

tweuty-seveu million tons iu all. These estimates are aU very
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wide, and necessarily vague. But, taking a rough average,

there may, probably, be some twelve million tons of good guano

still available.

It is only in latitudes where little or no rain falls that the

most valuable ammouiacal guanos are to be met with, and

under the tropics there are two lines of rainless deserts around

the globe. The continual disturbance of sea-fowl in the last

few years has necessarily driven them to other islands and

coasts, where fresh and most valuable deposits of guano will be

found. In a paper recently read before the Society of Arts, by

Mr. A. G. Findlay, are the following remarks :

—

" Guano—by which is meant of good quality—has long been

found in three districts, which it will be seen lie exactly in the

same geographical and physical relation on the west side of the

southern continent of South America, within the tropic, and

near the tropic on the west coast of Africa, Ichaboe, &c., and

Shark's Bay, West Australia—all free from any deterioration

from rain in the first instance, protected therefrom by the

Andes to the eastward, which, by intercepting one-half of the

atmospheric circulation, prevents the rain reaching the west

coast. It may be confidently assumed that guano will not be

found in any other part of the world. I would draw attention

to a district which I believe is as yet almost commercially un-

tried, which might bring great benefit to agriculture and che-

mistry by the importation of native salts existing in enormous

quantities. I refer to the Desert of Acatama, near the Pacific

coast, between Chili and Bolivia. The existence of soda, either

in the form of nitrate, carbonate, sulphate in addition to the

common muriate, on the surface of this vast arid tract is a sin-

gular fact, owing to the absence of rain. The enormous wealth

of the adjacent silver and other mines, developed since 1832, has

eclipsed the value of these otherwise useful products. Nu-

merous other mineral productions abound here, which perhaps

the completion of the Panama railroad may bring more per-

fectly within the range of British enterprise."

There are several places in the Bed Sea and the Gulf of

Persia which are known to be rainless ; and native vessels from

the Red Sea are stated to visit some of the rocky islands on

the east coast of Africa, to obtain the deposit of the numerous

birds, which they use for a sort of cement in buildmg. This

fertiliser costs our farmers upwards of two millions a-year, of

which at least two-thirds go to the Peruvian Government ; but

it is a satisfaction to know that, notwithstanding this enormous

expenditure, the greater the outlay the greater are the advan-

tages to the agriculturist, the ship-owner, and to the public

at large.

—

Shipping Gazette.

CHICAGO THE GREATEST GRAIN PORT IN THE WORLD. \
In the progress of our city, and of the west generally, facts

of the most astounding character not unfrequently come upon

us unawares, and before we are prepared for them. If any one

had asked us two days ago which of the great grain depots of

the world (depots at which grain is collected directly from the

producer) was the largest, we probably would have named half

a dozen before hitting upon the right one. If the same ques-

tion were put to each of your readers this morning, we doubt

if any one of the whole number could answer it cor-

rectly, nor do we believe that any one of the whole number

would credit the correct answer to the query, unless it were

sustained by an array of figures the truth of which could not

be questioned. Our attention was called to this subject yester-

dayiy a gentleman engaged in the grain business in this city, and

withliis assistance we have given it a thorough investigation, the

result of which, greatly to our surprise and gratification, estab-

lishes the supremacy of Chicago as a grain port over all other

ports of the world ! That there may be no ground for

incredulity we proceed to lay before your readers the statistics,

gleaned from authentic sources, which confirm this statement.

In the table which follows we have in all cases reduced flour to

its equivalent in Wheat, estimating five bushels of the latter

to one of the former. The export from the European ports

are an average for a series of years—those of St. Louis for the

year 1853, those for Chicago and Milwaukee, for the current

year, and those for New York are for the past eleven months
of tlie same year. With these explanations we invite atten-

tion to the following table :

—

In. Corn,

bush.

Wheat,
bush.

Odessa 5,600,000
Galatz & Ibraila 2,400,000
Dautzig 3,080,000
St. Petersburg

,

Archangel
Riga
St. Louis 3,082,000
Milwaukee ... 2,723,574
New York 5,802,452
Chicago 2,946,924

Oats, Rye, Total

and Barley, quarters.—
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF WHEAT.

BY AN OLD NORFOLK FAilMER.

Our next task is to consider the commercial pecu-

liarities of this grain, in which respect also it occupies a

very important station, entering largely into the calcu-

lations and statistics of all commercial nations, both

ancient and modern, as contributing, in an extensive

degree, to both their public and private resources.

Whether we view this part of the subject in respect to

its high antiquity, the great and various interests it in-

volves, the vast amount of capital it absorbs, or the

number of persons for whom it furnishes profitable em-

ployment, we may safely affirm that there is no pro-

duction of the earth that contributes so largely by its

commercial influence alone, to the well-being and support

of mankind.

It is impossible, in the space afforded by this medium,

to extend our inquiries on this question to the general

commerce of the world in this grain : this would involve

a series of calculations far beyond the limits allowed in

the columns cf a newspaper. For the sake therefore

of brevity, we shall confine our observations principally

to those facts furnished by the wheat trade of the United

Kingdom, with such allusions only to that of foreign

nations as are necessarily involved therewith. We flatter

ourselves these will bs found amply sufiicient to prove

the importance of this grain in a commercial point of

view, by reason of the characteristics with which it is

invested.

We shall therefore consider the cereal wheat in regard

to its priority in commerce of all other products, its

universal diffusion, the amount of capital it absorbs, the

numerous interests it embraces, and the number of hands

for whom it furnishes employment.

First : So far as the British isles are concerned, the

commerce in wheat takes the precedence in point of

antiquity of every other kind of produce. We have

already shown the probability that, previous to the

conquest of Britain by the Romans, foreign commerce

was scarcely known amongst its inhabitants, and that

soon after that event wheat was cultivated in sufficient

quantities to admit of its being largely exported. Thus,

as soon as the natives came into contact with civilization,

this commerce commenced ; and although no authentic

records were preserved of the quantity of wheat ex-

ported, we have reason to believe it was sufficiently

large to be of considerable importance to the British

cultivators of the soil. What it is in the pre-

sent day we shall have occasion to show as we pro-

ceed.

Secondly : The universal diflfusion of wheat over so

large a portion of each hemisphere is a peculiarity

which entitles it to the first consideration in a commercial

point of view. Other cereals, such as rice or maize,

have only a local importance as a necessary of life ; but

wheat is emphatically "the staff of life" throughout the

vast regions of the earth lying between 60° north and

60'^ south of the equator, with the exception of a belt on

each side of the line and within the tropics, and even

there it is cultivated with success on the high grounds at

certain elevations on the seaboard. Were its cultivation

attended to, with the same sedulous care over these vast

zones, as it is in the British isles, we may safely assert

that, in all human probability, there never could be such

a calamity as a famine of bread in any country where

commerce is free. This is a consideration worthy of the

first place in the minds of statesmen ; for in it is in-

volved the safety and welfare of the most numerous, but

most helpless, class of mankind, and especially of this

country, where bread constitutes so large a portion of the

sustenance of the poor. During the last year we have

felt the social as well as the commercial benefit of this

universal diffusion of wheat, and shall undoubtedly, if the

war continues for any lengthened period, feel it still more

beneficially in future. But our commerce in wheat with

foreign countries has had a remarkable reflex action

upon the home commerce. The competition of the

British farmers with the foreign growers has stimulated

production with the former to such an extent, that an

increase that would have been considered quite apocry-

phal a few years ago, is now commonly obtained ; and

there is reason to believe that we are still far from having

reached the maximum. On the other band, the certainty

of the British granaries being open at all times to the

reception of foreign grain, has rendered this country the

depot and emporium of the commerce in wheat for all

Europe, or rather for the whole world. Under any

circumstances, therefore, except the very improbable

one of an universal failure of the crops, we can never

in future, in all human probability, fail of obtaining an

adequate supply of bread corn. At the same time, it is

clear that the British farmer can grow wheat at as low a

price, or even a lower, taking expenses of transit, &c.,

into account, than that at which it can be imported from

abroad.

The adaptation of wheat for storing is not one of the

least important of its peculiarities in connection with its

general diffusion. If laid in granary in 2. perfectly dry

state, it will keep good for eight, ten, or even twelve

years. Another minor peculiarity, in which it differs

from every other cereal, is, that when stored in granary,

it increases in measure, whilst it loses in weight—at

least, up to a certain period, and according to the con-

dition in which it is stored. The cause of this is, that

the skin acquires a rugosity, which prevents the grain

from closing so intimately in the bushel as when fresh-

thrashed. We have known twenty quarters of wheat,

after lying a few months in granary, exhibit an increase

of nearly a quarter, or five per cent. This increase,

however, will in some degree be determined by the wea-
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ther, being greatest if rc-measured wheu the atmosphere

is damp.

In the Danubian provinces and in Poland the usual

method of storing wheat formerly was by digging a

trench near the banks of a navigable river, into which

the grain was thrown and trodden down quite hard,

raising the heap to a ridge above the ground, in much

the same way as potatoes are stored in this country.

No covering was put over it, but the sides of the slope

were beaten hard and smooth from time to time, and

being exposed to the sun and rain, the upper grain of

course sprouted, and soon formed a matted covering

impervious to the atmospheric moisture, and keeping

the bulk perfectly dry. In this state it remained until

a demand for western Europe presented a market. In

general, however, the grain thus preserved acquired an

earthy taste and smell ; and of late years, more care is

taken both in the preservation and the cleansing of the

wheat in that part of the world.

Capital Employed.—^Tbis is the most important,

and at the same time most difficult question to ascertain

of anything connected with this cereal. It is, indeed,

impossible to give a correct statement of the amount

absorbed in the commerce of tliis article from its pro-

duction by the farmer to its consumption by the baker
;

and the utmost we can do is to trace its passage through

the various stages, and, from the best information we

can obtain, deduce a proximate estimate of the capital

eraployed in each branch. We have therefore to con-

skier the capital of the agriculturist, the merchant, the

ship-owner, the miller, and the baker.

First, Agricultural Capital. Estimating the pre-

sent consumption of wheat at 21,000,000 qrs., and

the importation from abroad at 5^000,000 qrs., it leaves

16,000,000 qrs. as the produce of the country. Divide

this by 3|, as the average quantity grown per acre, and

we have au annual breadth of 4,517,428 acres. In cul-

tivating this grain we cannot reckon the capital employed

at less than ten pounds per acre, namely, six pounds

fixed, and four pounds floating. This may appear a

large allowance, but when it is considered that the wheat

crop is that on which the farmer chiefly depends for his

profit—that frequently a considerable portion of the other

crops are sacrificed to a preparation for it, and that a

more expensive manure is usually applied, our estimate

will not be deemed extravagant. We therefore have

4,517,428 X 10=45,174,280 pounds sterling employed

in the production of 16,000,000 qrs. of wheat ; of which

three-fifths, or .£27,000,000, is reckoned as the fixed,

and two-fifths, or £18,000,000, the floating capital,

being the expense, including rent, attending the cultiva-

tion. This latter allows 22s. 6d. per qr. for the cost of

the crop, leaving for the profit of the farmer whatever

he may obtain over and above that sum.

Secondly.—We have next to calculate the capital of

the merchant employed in the commerce of the 5,000,000
qrs. of imported wheat ; and we estimate this at one-
fourth of its value, or 1,250,000 qrs. at 50s. per qr.,

giving a capital of £3,125,000; or, in other terms, a
three months' average stock in the hands of the mer-
chant.

Thirdly.— Next in order comes the shipowner ; and

here we have not only to consider the tonnage engaged

in the transit of the 5,000,000 qrs. of foreign wheat, but

also that employed in the coasting and inland convey-

ance of that grain. The former or foreign shipping we

estimate as follows: 5,000,000 qrs. of wheat, at 60 lbs.

per bush., will weigh, say in round numbers 1,100,000

tons; and supposing, on the average, that corn vessels

make four voyages per annum, it gives an aggregate of

nearly 280,000 tons employed in the transit of foreign

wheat. Three months may be thought a long period for

each voyage ; but when it is considered that a large pro-

portion of the supply comes from the Black Sea and

America, that time will not be thought too much. Most

of the Black Sea corn-vessels, also, go out in ballast

;

and are, besides, frequently detained for weeks at the

various ports.

With respect to the coasting and inland water-con-

veyance of wheat, we have but few data to direct us;

but from what can be gathered from the arrivals at the

principal markets and outports, we think it may be esti-

mated at 10 percent, of the whole consumption, whether

in wheat or flour; this will be 2,100,000 qrs., or 450,000

tons : and if we further reckon the coasters and inland

traders by canal to make, on the average, two voyages per

month, we shall have 450,000 divided by 24=18,750

tons ; and if we estimate them at an average of £7 per

ton, it will give £131,250 sterling. This we must add to

the foreign marine of 280,000 tons, at £12 per ton, or

£3,360,000; making an aggregate fixed capital of

£3,491,250 employed in the transit of wheat alone. The

floating capital of this section we estimate at £1 per ton,

or £398,750.

Fourthly.—The mealing department next claims our

attention, being, in fact, the most complicated part of

the subject, owing to the objections on the part of those

interested to affording the necessary information, which

has compelled us to depend chiefly on our own know-

ledge and experience, with such hints as we have been

able to deduce incidentally from other sources. We
shall therefore pursue the following plan :

—

1. We estimate the consumption of wheat of the

United Kingdom at 21,000,000 qrs., which allows one

sack of flour of 2801bs. per head.

2. A pair of 4 ft. stones will grind at the rate of three

bushels per hour, which, on the presumption of driving

eighteen hours per day, gives 54 bushels, or 65 qrs. for

the day's work. If we deduct the Sundays, and the time

allowed for dressing the stones, and other casualties, we

reduce the working days to five in each week. We shall

therefore have 260 + 6f=1,755 qrs. as the work of

one pair of stones for the year. We must then divide

21,000,000 by 1,755, and the result will be 11,966 pairs

of 4 ft. stones required for grinding the entire consump-

tion of wheat for the United Kingdom.

3. We estimate the buildings (including dwelling-

house and offices), machinery, going gears, stones,

utensils, sacks, &c,, of a mill at £500 per pair of stones

— that is to say, a water or steam mill, with six pairs of

stones ready for work, with dwelling-house for the

miller, will cost £3,000. If, therefore, we multiply
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11,966 by 500 we obtaio £5,983,000 as the fixed capital

employed.

4, The floating capital consists in stock and book-

debts. The former, in wheat, flour, and offal, we take

at t'.vo months' consumption, or one-sixth of 21,000,000

qrs., which, on an average of 50s. per qr., gives

(21,000, OOO.divided by 6=3, SCO,000 at50s.)£8, 750,000

The book-debts we estimate at an average of two months'

credit. The wheat being now converted into flour, we

therefore divide 28,000,000 sacks by 6=:4,666,C06 sacks,

at 45s., £10,499,998. We thus arrive at the following

summary :

—

Fixed capital £5,983,000

T,, ,. , r Stock 8,750,000
rioatmgdo.

(Book-debts.. 10,499,998

£25,232,993

It is necessary to remark here that we include in this

estimate the flour-factors, whom we consider as the

agents of the millers. And although many of these may

j

take the risk of debts, charging a debendere to the

miller, the latter also, in general, gives them two

months' credit, or draws upon them at that date. We
are aware that the nominal credit given to the baker is

one month ; but we also know too well that the credit

taken by them more generally extends to from two to

four months, and that comparatively few confine them-

selves to one month.

Lastly, we have to estimate the capitnl of the bakers,

which we do as follows :

Dividing the consumption of 28,000,000 sacks of

flour by 52, we obtain the number of 540,000 sacks per

week. If we further divide this by 10, for the average

number of sacks baked by each, we shall have 54,000

bakers. But as, in the country, and amongst farmers

particularly, the housekeepers " bake at home," we

allow a deduction of 14,000 from that number, which

leaves 40,000 bakers for the United Kingdom. The value

ofthc houses, offices, ovens, and utensils in trade we estimate

at ^"300 each, which gives an aggregate of £12,000,000

as the fixed capital employed in the baking trade. The

floating capital, or stock and book-debts, we reckon at

one month's consumption, or 2,333,333 sacks, which,

on the average of 45s. per sack, amounts to ^^5,249,999,

making the capital employed in baking as follows :

Fixed capital £12,000,000
Floating ditto 5,249,999

Total £17,249,999

Our general summary, therefore, is as follows

:

CAPIT.VL EMPLOYKD IN THE WHEAT TRADE.
£ £

Agriculture fixed .... 27,000,000
floating . . 18,000,000

45,000,000

Mercantile 3,125,000

Marine fixed 3,491,250

floating . . 398,750

3,890.000

Milling fixed .... 5,983,000

floating . . 19,249,993

Baking fixed .... 12,000,000

floating . . 5,249,999

25,232,998

17,249,999

Total £94,497,997

Having gone through what relates to the natural

hislory, the production, and the commerce of the cereal

wheat, showing its beneficial and extensive influence on

the various classes of society, from the first committal of

the seed-corn to the ground, to the manufacture of its

produce into the staple article of food, it only remains

for us to show its moral and social characteristics, as

bearing, in its use, both directly and indirectly, on the

progress of civilization, and tending to promote the

elevation of our species in the scale of existence.

The operations and arrangements of Nature, in the

formation, sustentation, and final disposal of the animal

as well as vegetable creation, have been uniform and

continuous from the foundation of the world to the pre-

sent hour. The earth is the acknowledged " mother"

of all living things, and the source from whence they

derive the means of a prolonged existence ; and when

the mission to which they were appointed is fulfilled, it

is to her bosom that in one form or another they are

again consigned.

Nor is man, "the lord of the creation," able to

boast—so far, at least, as his material nature is con-

cerned—a higher origin, a more refined source of sus-

tentation, or a more noble end. Although, through the

wisdom and goodness of his Maker, who " breathed into

him the breath of life," a distinguished status has been

appointed for him in the sphere of the material world,

and a still more exalted destiny in the world of spirits

hereafter, these superior advantages have in no respect,

exempted him from the ordinary laws of organic exist-

ence. Respecting him also, the decree has gone forth

—

' Dust thou art, and unto dust slialt thou return;" and

in accordance with this fiat, he enters upon life in feeble-

ness, like the rest of the animal tribes, rises, flourishes,

and decays ; and when /us mission is accomplished, and

the time appointed to him expired, his mortal remains

resolve themselves again into their original elements,

and mingle with the common mass of inorganic matter,

to reappear, at some future period, in new forms of

grace, beauty, and utility.

It was wisely ordaineJ, that man should subsist on

the fruit of bis own labour; that the bounteous universal

parent, should yield her stores, only to the exercise of

the skill and industry of the being, whose superior powers

and faculties have given him dominion over the whole

material creation ; and that, on the persevering and in-

telligent exercise of those powers, should depend, as a

general rule, the amount or degree of benefit he should

derive from those stores. "The hand of the diligent

maketh rich, but the sluggard lacketh all things." And

thus, by a just retribution, whilst the use of the talents

bestowed upon man, brings its own reward, their neglect

entails poverty and want, misery and distress, in all

their complicated and destructive forms.

It is now a well-established fact, that, in proportion as

civilization is extended, the food with which man is sus-

tained is improved in quality, and increased in quantity

and variety. The investigations of science, and the

enterprises of commerce, during the last hundred years,

have thrown great light upon this subject, by revealing

the condition of the nomadic tribes in different parts of

K 2
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the world. The dreamy sentimentalities of Godwin,

Rousseau, and other pseudo-philosophers of the latter

end of the last century, respecting the " innocence and

happiness of man in the savage state," have been dis-

pelled by these investigations ; and like the form of

Satan at the touch of the spear of Ithuriel, the wander-
ing barbarian starts up before us, in all the deformity of

unrestrained passions and propensities, and all the misery

of unreflecting improvidence. In regions farthest re-

moved, dr wholly shut out, from intercourse with civilized

life, not only is the mode of existence so precarious as

to exclude the possibility of the natural increase of the

species, but the means of sustaining life are of the most
disgusting and repulsive description. Thus, in Aus-
tralia, such are the exigencies of human existence, that

worms, grubs, and other nauseous reptiles, arc the

common food of the natives, who are found to be wholly

destitute of a knowledge of agriculture even in its most
simple form. This, perhaps, is the completest case of

barbarism of which, at present, we have any knowledge.

But, as we ascend from them, through the various gra-

dations of civilization, we shall find the degree of that

condition distinctly marked, and rising in proportion as

the food becomes more choice, more abundant, and
more varied ; and that whilst in the state, of utter bar-

barism, the precariousness of the supplies places the

wandering tribes between the extremes of to-day's abun-
dance or excess, and to-morrow's destitution, those
higher exercises of the mind, which dictate reserve in the

first case, as a provision against the second, are as

dormant as if they had no existence.

Agriculture is the precursor of all the arts of civiliza-

tion, the foundation of commerce, and the basis of na-
tional wealth. Of itself, it implies a property in the

land—whether permanent or temporary is no matter

which at once raises the possessor in the scale of society,

and rescues him from barbarism. Closely connected
with, but more humanising than the pastoral life, it was
practised by the patriarchs from the earliest ages ; and
we may trace its ameliorating effects in the history of

those venerable men. Where, even in the present day,

can we find a greater real refinement of manners, more
enlarged benevolence, or more sterling integrity and in-

dependence, than were displayed by Abraham in the

purchase of the land for a burial ground,* or in his yield-

ing to his younger brother Lot the choice of pasturage

for his cattle ?t What can be more touchingly fine than

the salutation of Boaz to his reapers, or his injunction

to them to " drop the handfuls of ears" for the poor
widow's daughter ?t In numberless instances in the

oldest history extant, we find proofs of the beneficial

influence of the cultivation of the ground upon the cha-

racter of man, in promoting the exercise of benevolence,

and the higher qualities of the mind.

But we need not go beyond our own times for proofs
of this influence. With the advance of agriculture

towards a science, we find, necessarily, an improvement
in the character of those who conduct it. In this res-

* Geneses, ch. xxiii., from 8 to 18 v.

t Ibid, cb. xiii., from 7 to 9 v.

t Ruth, ch. ii., 4, 15, and 16 v.

pect, England has taken the lead of all the world, and

has both cultivated and consumed, the largest amount of

the most expensive products of the earth, particularly

wheat, of any country ; and we find a corresponding

amount of intelligence and civilization as the result.

In Ireland, the potato for many years constituted the

almost entire food of the rural population, some of

whom tasted nothing else, from one end of the year to

the other. The consequence of thus living on the same

food, and frequently under the same roof, as their pigs,

was to lower and brutalise the social standard of cha.

racter, and to destroy that spirit of enterprise, which is

an essential element in individual, as well as national

prosperity.

On the continent of Europe the lower classes subsist

chiefly on the inferior cereals, as maize, rye, barley, oats,

buckwheat, &c. Even in France, the farmers who cul-

tivate the wheat are generally too poor to eat it, except

in its coarsest form, and then mixed with more inferior

grain. This is shown by the consumption of wheat in

that country, which, with a population of 36 millions, is

about 17 million quarters ; whilst in England, with a

population of 27 millions, the consumption of wheat is

at least 21 million quarters. In Russia and Norway,

rye and buckwheat constitute the principal food of the

bulk of the inhabitants, and at times, a still coarser food

is prepared from the bark of certain trees, which, although

to a small extent nutritious, is anything but palatable,

and can only be tolerated in a country where civilization

is at a low ebb. In Germany, wheaten bread is only

eaten by the upper classes, rye and barley constituting

the principal food of the rest. In the countries more

south and east, maize is, in a great measure, substituted

by the lower classes for rye, &c. ; for although wheat is

grown in considerable quantities, it is too great a luxury

for any but the rich, and what they do not consume is

exported to England or France. In Asia, although in

many parts wheat may be, and is, grown to a certain

extent, it does not constitute the food of the masses of

the people." In Persia and Northern India, Arabia,

Nubia, Egypt, and Barbary, although great quantities

of wheat are grown, particularly in the Delta of the

Nile, maize, rice, and millet are the principal food of

the people. In these genial climes and fertile lands, but

little skill or industry is required to produce a crop. In

Egypt, after the subsidence of the Nile waters, the seed-

wheat or barley, &c., is scattered over the mud. If this

has become dry, the seed is lightly ploughed or harrowed

in, which is the extreme of labour bestowed upon it,

until harvest arrives. The produce of wheat is very

great, but its consumption is here also confined to the

wealthy.

In China and Japan, rice is the chief food of all classes.

The land is well-cultivated in these countries, and agri-

culture has been a special object of the attention of the

Chinese Government for many centuries. In some

respects they have been in advance even of our own
agriculturists, as, for instance, in draining the lowlands

by simple hydraulic means, and collecting the water

thus raised into canals for the purpose of irrigating the

uplands. The beneficial influence of this attention and
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respect, paid by the Chinese authorities in all ages to

agriculture, is seen in the high degree oi civilization

to which that people have attained, which, although

widely different from that of Western Europe, from

causes which it would be out of place here to refer to,

raises them far above many of the European States in

social economy. The immense population, however, of

that empire chiefly subsist on rice; whilst the richer

classes, with that grain, indulge also in an endless

variety of luxuries. The restriction of the former to so

inferior a species of food, has the effect of repressing and

degrading the mind, and perpetuating that semi-bar-

barism, which slavery in all countries induces-

In Africa, rice and maize are used by the bulk of the

people indiscriminately, with the exception of Egypt and

Nubia. In South America, maize is almost the only

food of the great body of the natives; and even in North

America, especially in the Southern States, the same

grain is eaten by all classes, as well as wheat. But the

abundance of other kinds of food, and the vast variety

of ways in which maize is prepared in the " States,"

render its use, even if it were more exclusive, less in-

fluential upon the manners of the lower classes.

We have thus, very slightly, taken a survey of the

means of subsistence of the principal countries of the

world ; and if the history of the condition of each, is

considered in connexion with the quality of the food by

which the bulk of its inhabitants are sustained, we

must come to the conclusion, either that the

political and social condition of the people compels

them to have recourse to the most ordinary de-

scription of food, or that the use of that food

tends to lower and enslave the mind ; whilst a

more wholesome and expensive diet would have a cor-

responding beneficial influence.

It is probable that both these causes may operate at

once, and upon each other. But it is nevertheless

certain that the use of the most generous diet has an

elevating effect upon the mind, and that in this respect

the general use of wheaten bread, as the most nutritious

vegetable food, in substitution for a less expensive and

less wholesome food, wherever it has prevailed, has

tended to elevate the character and condition of the

people, and fit them for a better discharge of all the

moral and social duties of life. We shall close our

sketches with an extract from a modern publication on

the subject.

" We propose, as far as can be accomplished within

narrow limits, to trace the progress of our own country,

towards one of the chief objects and indications of civi-

lization—that of obtaining an abundance and a variety

of wholesome and agreeable vegetable food, at the

cheapest rate, and with unfailing regularity for increas-

ing inhabitants. This great object is principally accom-

plished by the natural progress of a people in knowledge

and industry. It is advanced by good commercial laws

;

it is retarded by bad : but if the general laws of a coun-

try have the eff"ect of rendering industry free and pro-

perty secure, it will go forward without the assistance of

governments, and in spite of that assistance, too often

misdirected—an embarrassment instead of a help. As

we trace this advance of civilization, we first find that

famines, once the unfailing scourges of a country, occur

at longer and longer intervals, till at last they disappear

altogether. We next perceive that seasons of scarcity,

producing much severe misery, though not to be com-

pared in their desolating effect to famine, become al;o

fewer and fewer. Lastly, we discover that, though the

great necessary of life, bread, may be dearer in one year

than in another, the fluctuations in price are seldom ex-

treme, and never sudden. If we investigate the causes

of these remarkable circumstances, which always attend

a very advanced state of society, we shall find that they

are not to be ascribed to the vigilance of the soundest

legislation, or to the provident foresight of the wisest

ministers, but to the spirit of commerce, pursuing its

natural course, without interference from the cumbrous

aid of a government, or the opposing prejudices of a

people. When a nation has become accustomed to the

best food, instead of habitually resorting to the lowest,

which it can only do by its steady but certain progress

in industry, and a taste for comforts—when the inter-

course between all parts of a country is certain and

rapid—when large capitals may be safely and profitably

employed in storing corn, in seasons of abundance, to

meet the exigencies of a season of scarcity—when such

vegetable productions of other lands, as will endure to be

naturalized, can be grown in plenty at every man's doer

—and, lastly, when foreign commerce places the natural

productions of every country within our reach, in ex-

change for our own natural productions—then, and not

till then, can a nation be said to be so advanced in civi-

lization, as to have secured, as far as possible, a constant

supply of the best vegetable food that the earth can

furnish, at a price accessible to the great mass of con=

sumers."*

THE NEW SUGAR PLANT.—The scarcity of corn in

France has drawn attention to a new plant, recently i:itrodueed

from China, which promises to supersede to a certain extent

the use of beetroot in the manufacture of sugar and the dis-

tillation of alcohol. The Agricultural Committee of Toulon

has recently addressed a report to the Minister of War, with

respect to the uses of the plant in question. It is called the

sorgho, or holcus saccliaralus, and was introduced into France

in 1851, by M. de Montigny, the French consul in China, who

sent some grains of the seed to the Government. Since then

the culture of the plant has been commenced with success in

Provence, and promises to be of great advantage to Algeria.

The so)-(//io has been called the "sugar-cane of the North of

China," and numerous experiments have recently been tried^

with a view to ascertaining if it possesses the properties neces-

sary for producing a crystallizable syrup, so as to become a

rival to sugarcane and beetroot. According to the report of

the Toulon Agricultural Association, it wculd appear to have

those properties. The fact has been ascertained by a series of

experiments made in the department of the Var. It also

appears to be richerjinthc saccharine principle than any known

plant, excepting the vine. Beetroot contains from 8 to 10 per

cent, of su^ar ; the sorgho produces from 16 to 20 per ceut.,

from which 8 to 10 per cent, of pure alcohol, fit for all indus-

C. Knight's " Food of Man," vol. J., p. 8.
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tiia! and domestic purposes, eaa be produced. The refuse ia

excellent food for cattle, who are very foud of it. The plant

grows with great rapidity, and does not require irrigation.

The sorgho is not a new discovery, as it has been used from

time immemorial by the inhabitants of the North of China, by

whom large quantities of sugar are extracted from it. But

this is the first time it has been introduced on anything like

an extensive scale in Europe.

PERUVIAN BARLEY,
Sir,—A few weeks back we drew attention to the great

praductiveness and good properties of this early, skinless, and

h^avy variety of barley, compared with the common kinds in

cultivation. We grew half an acre of it last season by the

common process of cropping at one bushel of seed per acre,

which planted too thick, and consequently resulted with but

partiil success. We also grew on another smaller portion of

land from single grains at one foot apart square, and not ex-

ceeding three pints of seed per acre, and the result of this waa^

not one plant failed to produce 20 ears, and most of them SO,

averaging not less than 70 perfect grains in each ear, or 1750

fold, equalling, of course, 1750 times as much per acre as was

sown, viz., 5250 pints, or 82 bushels 1 quart. Ia drawing

further attention to the merits of this prolific and heavy bailey,

we beg your indulgence to add, if your time and space admit^

as corroborative of our former statement of it, and for the

furtherance of agricnltural pursuits, the following testimonial

communication, which we have received from one of our

northern correspondents, who states that it is grown pretty

freely in Scotland. To be caudid however, it may be fair just

to observe that notwithstanding the superior value, weight,

and prolificacy in the ear of the Peruvian Bere, the common
bailey, though of less value, surpasses it ia tillering, and a

greater bulk may be obtained, if ample space and time are

allowed for it to grow, it being a larger and coarser grain. A
few years ago we grew on one stub 80 perfect ears of common
barley 2400 folJ, which was received from ns with thankfulness

by the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Maldon, Essex. Hardy and Son, Seed growers, &c.

PERUVIAN OR SKINLESS BERE,
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ABERDEEN JOURNAL.

Sir,—In attempting to improve the cereal products of any
district of country by the introduction of hitherto unknown or

uncultivated varieties of griin, it will be found that numerous
obstacles lie in the way. And unless it can be satisfactorily

shown by a collection Of facts illustrative of the greater nro-

ductivencss of tliese species, and the uses to which they can be

applied, tiie difliculty is increased still more. A few years ago

we had our atterilion re-dirccted to what is now known as

" Peruvian or Skiidess Bere ;" and from observations and ex-

periments since made, we are so convinced of its productiveness

and adaptability to our northern soil and climate, and of its

superiority to the usual kind cultivated for ciLl\tr rai'Iif.^ or

malting purposes, that, with your kindness, we shall lay befuie

your readers the facts we have ascertained regard injf it. With
the view of rendering this necessarily short H!;et(;h ns complete

as possible, it i.-iay be proper, first, to describe its

Specific CiiARACTtiR And History.— Ear two and
a-half to three inches long, six-toned, regular ; number of

grains in each ear varyiiig from si.^ty to seventy-two
; grains,

pointed or angular, and naked ; awns upright, about three and
a-balf inches long, adhering to the under paleas or husk.

Introduced by the Earl of Lonsdale, in 1849, a friend of his

Lordship's who bad gone out and settled in Peru having sent

him over a quantity of it. In 1 850, Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-

smith, obtained the produce, and distributed it over the country

in small quantities. In its botanical characters we find it pre-

cisely identical with the Hordeum ijymno-hexasliclium of Pro-

fessor Low, as described in his " Elements of Practical Agri-

culture," 4th ed., p. 317. It is also exactly similar to a kiud

of Bere obtained from the Cape of Good Hope, about thirty-

five yeara a<;o, and cultivated in this country for several

seasons, v/liich, curiously enough, during the first year of its

cultivation, when the grain was ripe, dropt the awn ; but in

the second year it became quite persistent on the palca; or

husk, and that character it afterwards retained permanently.

It corresponds also to the Siberian Barley deicribed in "Miller"*

Gardeners' Dictionary," introduced in 1768, but neglected

from some unaccountable cause. It must be distiuguished,

however, from a four-rowed naked Bere or Barley, which is in-

ferior in several essential points.

Productiveness.—The produce on the Earl of Lons-

dale's farm was enormous, being at the rate of 10 quarters to

the acre, and the weight of the grain GSlbs. per bushel. It

was grown on very light land, of a black nature, and highly

farmed. Several ajiiculturists in this neighbourhood have

also given us satisfactory evidence on this point. Arthur

Harvey, Esq., of Killygreig, writes us that "on the 17th of

March, 1851, he had an iniperial acre sown down, broadcast,

with 1^ bushels; but a severe snow-storm falling during night,

previous to its being properly harrowed in, it remained com-

paratively unprotected for nearly three weeks, and he believes

little more than the half of the seed sown grew. Notwith-

stauding this, however, the produce turned out to be three

and a half quarters of marketable grain, weighing 581bs. per

bushel." The date of reaping was 10th of September. In

reference to this case, Mr. Harvey farther writes, " that the

bere tillered beautifully, with fine strong straw, standing

nearly as high as Hopctouo oats, which grew beside it, not a

stalk falling. Many plants I counted with 14 full beads, of

72 pickles cich, on a single stool." On a farm in the Buchan

district, thriG imperial acres were sown down last season, with

eight bushels, which procsuced a total return of seventeen and

a half quarters, weighing 601bs. per bushel. Mr. Black,

factor at Eiloii Castle, also tested its superior productiveness,

by having it grown in 1850, on different farms on the Ellon

estates ; a:id last season laid down a Scotch acre with four

bushels, which realiz5d a produce of teu quarters, weighing

fully 59lV)3. per bushel.

Use in Malting.—Before making any experiment with

it ns a malting grain, we considered it advisable to obtain

from the Commissioners of Inland Revenue a declaration re-

specting the duty leviable, in order that maltsters might be

relieved of individual responsibility or risk. Our communication

was at once attended to, and produced the following satis-

factory document :

—

Inland Revenue, Somerset House, Loudon,

December 18, 1852.

Gentlemen,—I am directed to acquaint you that the Board

have very fully considered the question which you have
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brought under their notice, as to the rate of duty at which

malt made from the Peruvian grain—samples of which you

forwarded for their inspection—should be charged ; and that

they are of opinion, founded oa the reports of competent

persons, that the grain in question is a species of here, or

h'lgs, and that malt made from it in Scotland and Ireland will

be chargeable only with the lower rate of duty.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

(Signed) J. Clayton Freeling.

Messrs. Benjamin Reid and Co., Aberdeen.

Since receiving this communication, we have had the malt-

ing properties of the here very satisfactorily tested through

the assistance of Mr. Eddie, brewer, Virginia-street. In con-

ducting this experiment, Mr. Eddie was anxious to prove,

more immediately for his own satisfaction, whether in the use

of Peruvian bare for malting purposes there would follow any

advantage over the common kind. Accordingly, he employed

four bushels of malt of fair average quality, weighing 401b8.

per bushel, made from common here. The extract, obtained

whea examined at a temperature of 60 deg., was 184 gallons

of 211b3. density, according to Allen's saccharometer. Mr.

Eddie then employed, with similar accuracy of manipulation,

an equal bulk of malt made from Peruvian here. This malt

weighed, however, 441bs. per bushel, and the extract obtained,

when examined at a temperature of 60 deg., «'as precisely 184

gillons of 261b3. density. The relative value, therefore, of the

Peruvian here over the comraou for brewing purposes, as calca-

lated from the difference arising out of each extract, is as 21 to

26, or fully IG per cent. But, supposing weight for weight in

place of bulk for bulk of each kind of malt had been employed,

a differeiice of fully G per cent, would have still resulted in

favour of the Peruvian here. Again, if the Peruvian malt had

been used in distillation, its supEriority would have been still

more apparent. As every 100 gallons of wurts of 51b3. den-

sity gives one gallou of proof spirits, the extract obtaiued from

the Peruvian malt, being 184 gallons of 261b3. density, would

give 9 17-32d3 gallons, or at the rate of fully 2^ gallons of

proof spirits for every bushel of malt. As a distiller has a

short process of malting, and would employ a large quantity

at a time, hi would no doubt increase materially the amount

of extract; and hence we vmderstate the value of Peruvian

bere for distilling purposes, rather than overstate it. Mr.

Eddie assures us that the malt is excellent ; and his affirma-

tion is attested by other practical judges, who have expressed

to'us their willingness to purchase this bere from the farmer,

when it is offered in sufficient quantity, aud at a marketable

price. We briug forward one other additional proof out of

many. The original_exporter of the grain, having eitablished

a brewery in Peru, tried its malting properties there, and, find-

ing it good for the purpose, is now no longer under the neces-

sity of importing from England, as he had hitherto done.

Use in Milling.—Several instances are known to us of its

having produced a superior quality of meal, with a more profit-

able return in quantity than the common kind. In 1851, Mr.

Harvey, of Tillgreig, milled half a quarter against half a quar-

ter of other barley, and found the Peruvian to turn out, weight

for weight, more meal. At Ferry hill Mills, a quantity was also

recently milled. In this case, it yielded of excellent meal

92.55 per cent. ; waste, 7.45 per cent. Of pot-barley, 64 per

cent. ; dust, 36 per cent. In Miller's " Gardener's Dictionary"

it is described as yielding 60.G per cent, of flour equal to Lon-

don seconds; SO.3 of a coarser sort; and 9.1 per cent, of bran

superior to wheat. The flour made excellent bread, both by

itself and when mixed with whcaten flour, and was more re-

tentive of moisture than wheaten bread.

General Kemakks,—It will be gathered from some of the

preceding statements that about three bushels of seed are

amply sufficient to sow an imperial acre. We may state, as

the result of experience, that, if sown too quickly, not merely

will the straw be diminished in bulk, but the grain produce

will also sufl'er proportionately iu weight and quantity. In

regard to the mode and time of sowing, the usual methods

adopted iu sowing common bere or barley may be followed

with every confidence. It has been found in most cases to

ripen rather earlier than either of the latter. In harvest-time

it should be well looked to, and not allowed to get too ripe

before being cut down, as the straw, otherwise abundant and

good, might become slightly brittle, and therefore of less

value.

In directing public attention to this grain, we have only

further to remark that, from the uniformly-consistent reports

we have had of its superior productiveness, from the little

trouble it gives in threshing and dressing, from its value if

used for feeding, and from its having been proved by actual

experiment to be well adapted for all purposes to v/hich bere

or barley are usually applied, we have no doubt, if accepted

by the agriculturists of this quarter, it will prove itself a va-

luable cereal auxiliary. Mr. Harvey, of Tillygreig, whose

agricultural experience is extensive, and whose opinion is

therefore valuable, writes to us the other day thus favourably

of it :
" In respect of produce of this, as tried against other

barley, I have, both iu 1851 and 1852, a larger proportion to

the acre of Peruvian than of other barley, in quarters. I have

a weight per bushel extra ; I have equal bulk of straw ; my
grass offers better where it grew ; it has been earlier ; it does

not shake more readily, though, the awns being very brittle,

it is easily divested of them when fully ripe, and which may

cause the careless observei- to think it is apt to shed its seeds.

It is not apt to lodge, and it is less trouble in dressing, when

brought into the mill, requiring no hummelliug."

We beg to thank you for the space you have afforded us in

your paper, and remain, your faithful servants,

Ben. Reid & Co.

Aberdeen, 94, Union-slreef, March 14, 1853.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.—As the present experi-

mental collection of agricultural statistics williu all probability

lead to a much more extensive inquiry on the subject, it may
be interesting to the farming community generally to be in-

formed how the system has been found to work thus far. The

West Riding of Yorkshire is one of the counties selected for

the present trial, and it is satisfactory to state that the inves-

tigation generally is being met in an intelligent spirit by the

tenant farmers, and iu all probability but for the non-conformity

of some leading occupiers, from whom a better example might

have been expected, the number of dissidents which the

enumerators have had to deal with would have been much less

than it is. The staff employed by the statistical committee of

tfie Doncaster board of guardians have just completed their

labours, and we find out of 1,673 schedules delivered to the

farmers within the union, 1,480 have been filled up by occupiers,

183 by the enumerators, and only 10 left blank. The union

q\iestion comprises 53 parishes, within a radius of 10 miles

roimd Doucaster, and a population, according to the last census,

of 33,655 souls. The extent of the union is 98,982 acres, of

which 48,320 acres are under tillage—viz. (in round numbers),

wheat, 17,029 acres; barley, 10,061 ; oats, 2,258; rye, 512;

beans and pea3,|2,742; vetches, 416; turnips, 10,162; mangold

117 ; carrots, 8 ;^potatos3, 1,048 ; flax, 15 ; other crops, such
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as cabbages, &c, 333 ; bare fallow, 3,613. There are 37,917

acres of grass laud, includiag 12,389 acres of clover, lucerne,

and othrr artificial grasses ; and 25,528 acres of permanent

pasture. The number of acres occupied by houses, gardens,

roads, fences, &c., is 1,869 ; and 383 acres of waste attached

to farms. Woods and plantations extend over 6,301 acres ;

commons beloogiug to parishes, 1,159 acres; small holdings

of less than two acres, 617 acres; ar.d there are 2,415 acres

unaccounted for. The numbers of live stock in the union on

the 1st of July, 1854, were as follows :—Horses, 3,806 ; colts,

969; milch cows, 2,879 ; calves, 2,787; other cattle, including

working oxen, 4,065 ; tups, 728 ; ewes, £0,044 ; lambs, 23,290;

other sheep, 10,756 ; swine, 6,735. This return, being the

first of its kind iu the districl to which it refers, has been looked

for with considerable interest by the farmers who have supplied

the information for it ; and they will, of course, now obtain

such a view of the producing capabilities of the district as they

have had no means whatever of conaultiug before. It is obvious

that au important item is still wanting—namely, the acreage

produce of grain, but this is au enquiry too delicate to press at

present. The opinion of the farmers of the district in question is,

uponthewhole, favourable to theproject of agricultural statistics,

and would be much more so if they were fully assured that

their landlords had no means of access to their returns—

a

security which the temporary machinery employed does not

affordj as ex officio guardians are generally lar.dlords.

THE MANAGEMENT OF FARM LABOURERS.

The many discussions which have taken place of late

on this subject ought to give rise to a little healthy

cogitation in more than the columns of the agricultural

press. There is probably nothing more desirable than

this, if the subject is practically treated. The social,

moral, and industrial condition of our labourers has

always been an interesting field of inquiry ; and from

the present imperfect state of the law of settlement, and

the prospects of its revisal at no distant date, such a

discussion may contribute towards a spee.ly and satis-

factory conclusion. In arguing the question hitherto,

we fear parties have too often overlooked the truth of

the old proverb, that "As the old cock crows the young

one learns." In other words, success in the manage-

ment of agricultural labourers, and indeed labourers of

every kind, can only be obtained by following the

example which every good man has endeavoured to

practise from time immemorial. The progress of

applied science, and the consequent sub-division of

society, as well as labour, no doubt, demand corres-

ponding changes in the modus operandi; but such only

involve matters of mere detail ; for the grand essentials

on which success depends remain the same. In either

case, we must still say, as our forefathers said, and the

Romans before them, " Diffmtm patella operculum"—
[Like master, like man]—example being of equal im-

portance with precept and reward.

For the sake of brevity and perspicuity, servants may
be divided into two classes—married and unmarried

;

and our observations will be confined to the social,

moral, and industrial position of each, embracing the

three divisions of the kingdom—England, Ireland, and

Scotland.

In England, our married servants lived almost ex-

clusively in villages exterior of the farm. The distance

they had to travel evening and morning was not great,

the village being immediately adjoining ; it was, how-
ever, such as to prevent them from going home
to partake of a family meal. Indeed, the habit of carry-

ing about their victuals with them had so established

itself, that the evils attending it, although keenly felt,

especially by the more intelligent and better disposed

among them, were considered as the peculiar lot of their

caste, and therefore quietly submitted to by them gene-

rally, without a murmur ; at the same time they were

not insensible to the blessings of breakfasting and dining

at home.

There are, however, in England many exceptions

from the village system, and our employer had one,

a horseman, to whom we gave a house and garden ad-

joining the homestead, indeed, part of our own house

and garden. The effect which this change produced

upon the social habits of the poor man was soon mani-

fest ; his evening hours, which used to be spent in ths

gossip of the village, and too frequently in the ale-house,

being now spent in the cultivation of his garden. Pre-

viously he had neither *' a local habitation nor a name,"

so to speak; but now both, with an anxious desire to

maintain them. Although still a weekly servant, he

knew ftiat so long as he acted with integrity and up-

rightness towards his employer no change would be

made to the worse ; for he saw that the relation which

now subsisted between them was not more in favour of

the one than the other. The change not only affected

the man himself and his family, but also produced a

salutary influence upon his fellow- servants, who now
saw his interest inseparably associated with that of the

farm, and acted towards him accordingly. They now
saw him not merely as elevated above the evils with

which they were surrounded in the village, but invested

with a responsibility which he was bound in duty to

perform, and they to respect. They saw, for instance,

that he could no longer overlook short time or mistakes

of any kind, whether committed by himself or others.

In short, they saw that the exception in question very

much improved the relation between master and man,

and pleaded hard, many of them, to enjoy its blessings.

Horsemen, cattleman, shepherd, and a few others,

although weekly servants, had yet regular employment

throughout the year ; but several had only occasional

employment, as in hoeing and harvest, or draining, and

such like jobs. A few woodmen had also regular em-

ployment, while a few others had not.

Although weekly servants, and now resident upon the

farm, they manifested no disposition to shift about from

place to place, but the contrary, to remain in our em-
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ployment as long as they could. This was, no doubf,

occasioned partly by circumstances of a peculiar cha-

racter, our employer being a nobleman of the highest

rank ; but the farm-servants of the tenantry upon the

estate were not more disposed to change than they.

In Ireland, again, many of our married .-ervants were

small farmers, the tenants of our employer, the same

nobleman whom we served in this country ; and those

who were not, resided in villages, as in England. They

were also weekly servants, a few of whom had regular

employment : but, upon the whole, the relation between

man and master here is of a very fragils character, and

hardly a subject on which we can dwell with either

pleasure or profit. This, however, is easily accounted

for, from physical circumstances : there were, for in-

stance, three times the number of labourers upon the

estate which it required. This enabled large farmers,

or rather farmers who employed labourers, to get over

their work by times, so as to be free of any superin-

tendence afterwards ; consequently, for upwards of half

the season they had no work to give. A few of the

poor people had looms, and could procure a livelihood

from this quarter between hands; but the majority

were seriously impressed with the notion that their land"

lords ought to supply all balances of this kind ; hence

the low wages, half-work, and other consequences

which follow, all affecting less or more the stability of

the relation between master and man, and indeed the

social fabric altogether.

This was in the province of Ulster, prior to 1845.

In the other provinces, part of which we visited in ex-

amininu: some farms for parties in this country who

proposed renting them, the social condition of the

labouring population was of a far more gloomy charac-

ter ; for they had even less employment, with only half

the wages, or sixpence per day, and that miserable pit-

tance generally paid in potatoes ! On one farm, which

we examined about the middle of winter, there were

several men armed with guns, whose duty it was to

watch tlie turnip-fields night and day, to prevent the

poor people stealing the turnips for food ! With such

facts before us, we are by no means surprised at the

exodus which has since taken place, and the conse-

quences it is fast producing for the better.

In Scotland our married men had houses and gardens

upon the farm, and were engaged from year to year

;

and those of the tenants of the different farms and es-

tates adjoining were similarly situated. Like their

southern neighbours, they were not given to change,

generally speaking, some exemplary hands remaining

longer in connexion with farms than their employers,

who held on long leases of 19 years. One's birthplace

always carries with it many endearing associations ; and

rude as some of these cotta^'cs were, as will subsequently

be shown, under the last head of our subject—wages

—

we have seen older people than children shedding tears

when removed from the houses in which they and their

forefathers were born, into new ones of modern con-

struction. At one time there had been a number of

*• cottier tacks" upon the farm ; but these were

abolished long before we saw it. Indeed, this kind of

relation was generally done away with about the begin-

ning of the present century, or when improvements in

agriculture commenced in the north, along with many

small holdings held directly of the landlord.

The exceptions from this rule are on farms imme-

diately adjoining villages or towns where a few hands

from these generally find employment at odd jobs ; or

adjoining waste lands, being reclaimed by small tenants,

who occasionally contract for harvest-work, draining,

and such like ; while in some parts of the highlands and

islands of Scotland, the cottier and village systems may

yet be seen in all their primitive simplicity.

In England and Ireland there was no difference be-

tween the relation of single and married servants—the

day's work done, both being allowed to shift for them-

selves, no regard being paid where or how they lived.

There were, no doubt, many exceptions from this plan

among the farmers of the district, especially in this

country, where numbers of them boarded with their

employers ; but, generally speaking, they lived with

parents or relatives comprised under married servants.

Some of them had regular employment; others, not;

and neither of them were more subject to change than

their parents and married brothers.

In Scotland we had them first boarded in the farm-

kitchen ; but subsequently were obliged to build a bothy

for them. On another farm two of them lived with

their parents, one boarded with another family, and two

had a house between them—a sister of one occupying

one apartment, cooking and washing for them, and

receiving employment on the farm for what spare time

she had, in hoeing, weeding, harvest and harrow work.

They were generally engaged for six months, but some-

times for twelve, and, unlike their married com-

panions, were generally disposed to shift place

and look about them—many of them purposely

to acquire information, at other times to better

their circumstances, and sometimes to get a house,

married, and "settled in life" under a good master.

Whatever they may be now, they were then (fourteen

years ago) a very independent party in a "feeing

market," and not much otherwise on the farm ; and if

they could not make a satisfactory agreement, a differ-

ence of five shillings, or even a peck of oatmeal, or the

paraphernalia of the bothy or wages, would have sent

not a few of them to the railroads, England, Ireland, or

America.

As to education, intelligence, and morality, until very

recently the Scottish peasantry enjoyed many advantages

over those of this and the sister country. The rising

generation of the three divisions of the kingdom are

probably now nearly upon a level as to mere literary

education acquired at school; but it is otherwise with

those grown into manhood, and the instruction which

they are yet capable of giving their children at home

;

while the village system hangs upon the necks of parents

and children like a millstone, not only preventing the

small amount of information which they possess being

given, but even undoing what good in reality they

have already done. Those who have any experience in

our rural villages must be aware of the character which
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a few " black sheep" give them, and the baneful influence

which their example has upon the education and morals

of boys and girls. In Scotland, on the contrary, a

pious, intelligent, and well-disposed servant endeavours

by every means in his power to get " settled in life'

under a pious, intelligent, and well-disposed employer

so that his children are not only under his own eye, but

those of his master and mistress, whose authority and

example are often of greater importance in the bringing

up of his children than his own. There is here, then, a

practical difference of circumstances sufficient to account

for all those characteristics which distinguish one province

from another ; so that to blame the one for being some-

what behind the other without the necessary qualification

is highly unjust.

The plan of giving prizes to the best scholars and

students has long been successfully practised both in

schools and universities, and therefore may be extended

to servants of different ages or classes after they have

left school and entered into service. We had several

Scotch ploughmen who finished their education in the

kitchen or bothy during winter, or in their bed-rooms

during summer ; some of them becoming tolerably

good masters of agricultural science. They were sub-

scribers to circulating libraries, and instead of spending

their leisure hours in idle gossip, spent them in read-

in"- the various periodicals and publications of the

day, thus acquiring a general knowledge of things.

Two of them accumulated considerable capital, mar-

ried farmers' daughters who had a little more, and are

now farming successfully on their own account ; and

other two are bailiffs. Indeed, we have met 7.'ith num-

bers of Scotch bailiffs in this country and Ireland who

had advanced themselves in the same manner, and

English bailiffs in Scotland and Ireland. It is not,

however, in farming where the English labourer ele-

vates himself generally, but in the other arts and in

(To be continued.)

gentlemen's establishments, &c. Here we have met

several of those who had once served us as farm

labourers in this country, pretty comfortable in the

north. We may reasonably conclude, therefore, that

£20 given in prizes in a district would give rise to a

spirit of inquiry among this class, tending greatly to

cultivate a degree of intelligence now very much wanted.

Prizes for morality have never been approved of, be-

cause of the impossibility of any judge but God pro-

nouncing a just sentence. At the same time, good con-

duct is not without its reward, in either division of the

kingdom. In England, Ireland, and Scotland we al-

ways preferred the honest man to the rogue, and even

gave from a sixpence to a shilling per week more to the

former of wages, in order to secure his services, and

from 20s. to 40s. when engaged per annum.

We have always found the selection of pious and

active servants one of the most important points in

successful agriculture ; and when they reside upon the

farm, it is tenfold more so. We found it, for instance,

of greater importance in Scotland where they resided

upon the farm than in England and Ireland, where they

were drafted beyond its confines, and the gates locked

behind them. If we heard of a ploughman getting into

a scrape in the village, we might rebuke him privately

next day, and even dismiss him if he persevered in his

evil habits ; but the lav/ of settlement forbade us to

bring a decent man from the adjoining parish, or the

poor man whoin we had sent about his business to leave

his old haunts and the associates of his crimes, and

settle in a distant parish where he wa? unknov/n, and

had an opportunity of reforming. The law of settle-

ment not only prohibits changes of this kind, though

productive of the highest moral good, but establishes in

the village over v/hich we have no control the very op-

posite of morality, while it compels us at the same time

to support the rogue and his family in the Union !

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE POTATO.

Sir,—Some time in the course of 1833, yon will remember

I ventured to throw out a few suggestions with regard to the

cultivation of the potato crop, and called attention to the great

advantages that would result from the eiajiloymeiit of mineral

manures, and from drying and preparing the seed. I have

lately received a great many letters, from diCfereut parties, who

inform me that they have put the plan to the test of experi-

ment, and are very well satisfied with the results. Herewith

I forward to you a few extracts from the most interesting of

tliC3e communications. I will not offer any coramciits upon

theni, as they mny be said to speak for themselves. As you

will observe, they arc in the main highly sitisfactcry, though

th?y appear to show that in one or two respects my directions

might be modified with advantage.—I remain, gentlemen,

yours, fdithfidly, Tiiounton J. IIerapath.

Mansion House, Old Pari', Bristol.

T.
—"This year, 1854, 1 planted a large field with potatoes,

and manured them according to your directions, with mineral

manure. The sets were well dried, and, v.'lien planted, the soil

was top-dressed with a compost of lime, salt, and soot. The

produce was nearly free from disease, and very fine and well

tasted, and very ditferent in character from that of the last two

or tbree years. Potatoes cultivated iu an adjoining field, and

manured with farm-yard manute, were, to some extent, diseased.

The roots, when cooked, were not to he compared in flavour to

those manured according to your directions."

II.
— '•

I top-dre3sed my land with ashes—several tons to

the acre. The po'atoes before planting were dipped for a short

time in a weak solution of blue vitriol. Tlie salt being expen-

sive, I used only about an oiuice or two to the gallon. * * *

The roots having been allowed to remain for about half-an-hour

or so in this liquor, they were planted in the drills, and covered

over with earth and ashes. They were manured with lime and

salt, mixed togetlier in the proportions you recommend (2

bushels of lime to one of salt), and dung, well rotted. Tiie lime

and salt I used at the rate of twenty bushels to the acre. Tiie

dung about half the usual quantity. * * * The crop was
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|very fine, the haului healthy, and the tubers sound and free from

disease, and of capital flavour. Some potatoes, niamired only

with farm-yard duiisc (the usual quantity), and without ashes,

&c., were affected with the disease, though not so much aa in

furmer years. Tiie tubers were not so much diseased as the

haulm, but turued cut somewhat waxy ou bjiliug."

III.
—"This year I cultivated my potatoes according to yoUf

directions. I exposed the seed for some weeks in a warm

atmosphere, and thus well dried thera before planting. I

manured the land with a mixture of lime, salt, and ashes fsown

broad-cast), using two bushels of lime to one of salt, and incor-

porating neatly iwice the quantity of the ashes of our fire-grates,

in which we burn both coal and wood. The crop was excellent,

both in quality and quantity. A few of the tubers were diseased,

but we had more than an average crop, and the roots were

infinitely superior in flavour to those I had manured with nitro-

genized manure ouly ; that is to say, with the re'use of ray

pig-sties and stables."

IV.—" All along this coast (North Devon) the fanners are

;;i the habit of mixing large quantities of sea-sand and shell-

sand (saturated with salt water) with the soil of their potato

^Als, and the crops turn out excellent. Sometimes we manure

J with farm-yard manure ; but, so far as my own experience

goes, I think you are quite right in stating that highly nitro-

genized manure is not suited to the potato crop. I liave gene-

rally observed that those fields where most dung is used arc

alwjys the most diseased. A field this year manured with

salt and lime bore an excellent crop, as did also a neighbour's

who followed the same plan. * » « The soil was rich,

but was manured last year with shell-sand."

V.—"I manured my potatoes with a mineral compost, pre-

pared with wood ashes, salt, lirae, and coal-ashes, with some

soot. The crop was good, and, I msy almost say, entirely free

from disease. We have not had much disease in this t eigli-

bourhood, but I think my potatoes are intinitely superior in

quility to those manured according to the old mechoJ, I mean

witli common farm-yard manure."

VI.—" I cultivated my potatoes this year according to your

directions, taken from the London Journal. I dried the seed

by exposure for several weeks on the floor of a room in our

manufactory, and planted them in drills in the usual way,

manuring thera with mineral compost, prepared by mixing

together about 1 cwt. of wood-ashes with a quarter of a hundred

weight each of gypsum and bone dust, nearly the same quan-

tity of nitrate of soda, and say another cwt. of salt and lime.

In another trial I used only a mixture of road scr.ipings, well

rotted dung, and litter, followed by a pretty heavy top-dressiug

of lime snd salt. * * * The crop waa very fine ; much
better, I may say, than any I ever had before. The potatoes

were of excellent quality, and not at all diseased."

VII.—"In my experiments the land was manured, about three
—"eks or a month before planting, with fifteen or sixteen (I forget

ich) bushels of salt and lime, with ashes. The potatoes were

very CixrtfuUy dried, and manured with a small quantity of

good yard miuuie, but I employed raisch lets tliani heretofore

used. The crop was a fine one, and not in the slightest degree

diseased."

VIII.—" I adopted your suggestions to a certain extent in

the cultivation of the potito. I kept the seed very dry on a

boarded floor a month or raoie before planting, early in March.

In the drills I put a small quantity of earth ou the seed, then

filled up with lime a-'.d salt, well mixed to,';ether, in your pro-

portions* (two bushels of lime to one of salt) ; the land was

maburcd iu February with earth composed of very rotten dung,

• "I introduced a portion of sifted coal-ashes into the heap
with the lime and salt."

quite decomposed, and road dirt. At n proper age they (the

potato plants) were well earthed up, and the haulm was of a fine

green colour, and shewed no symptoms of decay until the

second week in August. I have not finished digging ; but so

far as I have gone, it is the best crop I ever had, iu quantity

aud quahty ; not more in number decayed than v, e used to

have before the disease originally appeared. If I had applied

your remedy in full, I doubt if I should have doiie better.

My men iuforra me no cue iu the parish (Westbury) has been

so successful."

IX.—" Your opinion with regard to the cultivation of the

potato I believe to be a sound one, and is fully borne out by

facts in this country detailed to me by Mr. Barter, of Ballin-

phelick, who last year had amagnificint crop in a lay field,

ivitJioul any manure, and no blight whatever in it. This ye<ir

the same fitld was manured with farm-yard dung, and the

crop very iuditfereut, and greatly damaged by the blight, ex-

cepting an acre manured «ith sea-sand only. This acre has

no blight whatever. * * * Where iucrganic manures cannot

be had, and the land is too poor to grow a crop without the

stimulant of some manure, I should recommend a moderate

quantity of dung only, and to be ploughed into the ground

early iu winter, and in spring the crop to be planted without

any manure iu the drills.

X.—" This year I planted about five acres iu potatoes. The

soil was dry, and the laud in good condition, and has been in

pasture for several years. I manured v.ith salt and lime, in

the proportion of about one bushel cf the former to two of the

latter, and at th.eratc of perhaps twenty bushels to the acre. In

preparing Uus mineral manure, I dissolved a portion of the salt

in water and slacked tha lime with it, and then mixed up the

powder, and dried it with soot and and coal ashes (wtll screened)

The sets were dried by exposure in a warm place for some time

before planting. I had an excellent crop, and shall in future

always follow your directions. The potatoes were fine and

mealy, and much superior to my neighbours'. * * * I should

inform you that I applied the compost to the land some little

time before I planted the potatoes."

XI.—" Yesterday, ia Queen's-town, Mr. O'Brien, who culti-

vates potatoes extensively, told me that he had two fields this

year, one manured with dung, another with kelp and lime, and

the difference was very great indeed in favour of the latter,

which escaped with llittle blight ; the other field was very

much injured, and of little value."

XII.—" I dipped the roots before planting, iu a weak solution

of the sulphate of copper, of two or three ounces to the gallon

* * * The first part was manured with about forty bushels

of ashes (to the acre), pared from the hedge sides and burnt,

mixed with more than twice the quantity of cinders (sifted).

The second with about half the quantity of the same compost,

and with dung. The third with lime and salt, ten or fifteen

b'jshels, and with ashes. The fourth with lime and salt only.

The fifth with lime and salt, with a certain proportion of dung

Tiie sixth witb cinders and dung. The seventh with your

mineral compost,* r.sV.ea, and yard manure. The last with

dung only. * * * Tiie second, third, and sixth were deci-

dedly the best ; the potatoes were quite healthy, and qiiality

excellent. The first, fourth, and fifth not quite so good ; the

tons were somewhat diseased, but the tubers not much to

speak of. The seventh was bad, but not so bad as in former

yejrs."

* 30 lbs. of wood ashes,

15 „ of calcined bones in fine powder,

10 „ of gypsum.
20 „ of common salt

30 ,, of air-slaked lime, and

7 „ of nitrate of soda, well raised together.
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XIII.—" I was present on Saturday at the digging of a sack

of potatoes (manured according to your directions), the seed

for which was given to me, called ' Flocks.' They were very

fine, and only six had."

XIV.—" Last year two of my friends determined to follow

your advice with regard to the culture of their potatoes, and I

can assure you they are very well satisfied with the results^

Their crops are excellent, indeed they say they never had

better ; the tubers much larger than ordinary, and of excellent

flavour. I should tell you that they dried their seed, by keep-

ing them exposed for some time (for two or three weeks I

believe) on the floor of a warm room, dipped them for a little

wliile in a weak solution of sulphate of copper, and then

planted them directly in the ground, as you advised. They

manured the land first with sea-sand (such as the sailors use

for ballast), and then with a mixture of lime and salt and

wood ashes."

XV.—" According to promise, this year I followed your ad-

vice with respect to my potatoes. I dried the sets as well as I

could, by exposing them for about three weeks or a month in

in a warm dry room, and then planted them in well-drained

laud, which 1 manured with mineral compost of nearly the

same composition as that given in your letter, but containing

a larger proportion of nitrate of soda ;
perhaps three times the

quantity. I put in more nitrate of soda, because the land was

poor and sandy. At the proper age, I earthed the plants up

and watched them carefully. The crop is very fine, and not at

all diseased. It is larger, I think, than I ever had before.

Perhaps it would have been still better if I had used a small pro-

portion of farm-yard menure. What is your opinion ?"

XVI.—" The results of tlie experiments I undertook at your

suggestion, are as follows :—I divided the land into a dozen

different plots of nearly equal size. The first of these, which

I will call No. 1, 1 manured with salt and lime only—two'_bushels

of the latter to one of the former, about twenty bushels to the

acre. No. 2 plot I top-dressed with salt and lime, mixed with

soot. No. 3 I manured with farm-yard manure, first giving it

a top-dressing of salt and lime. No. 4 was prepared with a

compost of 30 wood-ashes, 15 bone dust, 10 gypsum, 20 com-

mon salt, 30 air-slacked lime, and 7 nitrate of soda. No 5

was prepared in the same way, but was also treated with

duQg. In all these, the tubers were first dried by exposing

them on the boards in a warm room for some time before

planting. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 plots were manured in

exactly the same manner, but the tubers were prepared by

first immersing them for a longer or shorter period of time,

in sulphate of copper of various strengths, and then planting

them as befare. In plot No. 1.2, tiie potatoes were treated in

the ordinary mode, that is to say, were manured ^ith farm-

yard manure only. * * * ]\jy results may be thus briefly

stated :—In No. 12 the potatoes were diseased both tuber and

haulm, and did not keep well or turn out well in cooking

Those, on the contrary, that were manured with the mineral

compost, and with the compost and yard-manure, were excellent

(Nos. 2, 3, and 5, I think, were the best) j a few were

diseased, but I never taated better or more mealy potatoes.

In the case of the other plots—I mean those in which the

roots were first steeped—I think the best crop was obtaiued

from the one in which the tubers were steeped for only about

an hour in a solution of about one ounce to the gallon of

water.. In the others, the plants, I thought, were not so

strong and healthy. Whether this was owing to the dry

weather we had several weeks about the time of planting, I

cannot say ; but I think you will find a weak solution of about

this strength will give the best results. Neither do I think it

necessary or advantageous to keep tliem in the copper solution

longer than half an hour, or an hour. In fact, merely dippiug

them into it will, I think, answer quite as well, and save time,

I intend to try this method next year."

LIQUID AND SOLID MANURING.
Sir,—When last addressing you on the subject of

liquid manuring, in Essex and Ayeshire, I had to com-

plain that due attention was not being paid to the facts

of the case, so as to establish the practice upon a solid

foundation ; and what has since transpired fully justify

what I then said ; for it now appears that Mr. Telfer's

success depends not so much upon liquid manure as

solid (25 cwts. of guano), quoting from his invaluable

letter in " The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society

of Ireland." No guano, " 3 tons 10 cwt." grass for

instance ; small dose " 37 tons 6 cwt. 1 qr. 24 lbs. ;"

while "25 cwt." gives " 77 tons grass;" the practice,

you will perceive, resolving itself into that of
Chandler's liquid manure drill—a very different one

from liquid fermentation in an open tank. Of the

efficacy of Chandler's practice in a dry summer like the

last and on a porous soil, few of the readers of the Mark
Lane Express will be disposed to raise a doubt ; but we

are yet far from being sufficiently informed of the details

of Mr. Telfer's practice to be able to say whether he or

Mr. Chandler economises the ammonia the most suc-

cessfully. Then follow the peculiarities of the season
;

the temperature and rain gauge, for instance, with the

degrees of moistness, or hygrometrical state of the soil,

90 as to get at that degree productive of the greatest

vegetation. If Mr. Telfer will put us in possession of

the necessary facts of Ibis kind involved, he would be

conferring a lasting benefit upon agriculture; and, in

the hopes that he will do so, we shall drop Italian rye-

!?rass culture for a time, and notice some of the charac-

teristics of solid and liquid manuring generally. It is

possible, nay probable, that Spooner's principle of ap-

plying solids and liquids separately, as subsequently

noticed, may supersede both of the above plans—fermen-

tation in an open tank, and the mixture of guano, &c.

with water immediately before being applied to the soil,

because it adapts itself to wet seasons and climates as

well as to dry, economising at the same time the am-

monia equally, if not more successfully. Under this

plan, pipes and hydrants on many farms may be dis-

pensed with, there being running streams sufficient to

supply water in abundance for artificial rain, which may '

easily be applied by a portable engine, with pumping ;

apparatus attached and hose, the guano being applied I

with drills or broadcast manure distributors. But of I

this more afterwards in detail*
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The subject of solid and liquid manures has from time

immemorial engaged more than an ordinary share of at-

' tention, and with our increasing millions it must conti-

I

nue to do so. In the manufacture of the former there is

'now a large capital invested, with the prospect of its

being greatly increased, whatever some may say to the

contrary ; while the many successful experiments being

made with the latter, are bidding fair to secure for it an

equal chance of patronage.

Liquid manure drills, again, have given rise to an

intermediate theory, as it were: those manufactured

according to Spooner's patent having the solids and

liquids applied separately but at the same time, each

having a place for itself in the machine, and special

apparatus for its own distribution, the two being thus

mixed together in the soil; while in Chandler's exactly

the same theory is involved, the two being mixed in the

application by the machine.

The enthusiasm with which new theories are so fre-

quently introduced, coupled with the short-lived popu-

larity of so many of them, with not a few failures

altogether, has necessarily given rise to caution on the

part of practical men, and, it may be, in some cases

groundless misapprehensions ; but, weighing both sides

of the question, their conduct is more deserving of praise

than reprehension, generally speaking ; for the facts of

the case, when maturely considered, fully justify the

cautious manner in which solid iLanure theories and

liquid manure theories are now being embraced and re-

duced to practice. It is an easy matter for farmers, for

instance, to throw money into the soil, but not such an

easy matter to take it out again. They require to take

more than a superficial view of things before parting

v.ith hard cash for either new manures or machinery,

although fully aware at the same time that both muiit be

had. At the present moment they are fully aware that

improved machinery, management, and manures are

absolutely necessary to successful husbandry ; but

although satisfied as to this, the practical question re-

mains to be solved, viz :—Are the propositions recom-

mended to their notice the identical ones they should

adopt ?—a question which can only be solved by experi-

ment, and where more than the testimony of one season

is required to afford a satisfactory and trustworthy solu-

tion. Moreover, after they have examined the experi-

ments of others, how few of them are applicable to their

own individual cases—soil, climate, pecuniary and other

circumstances duly considered ! Hence the peculiar

position of a practical man.

Soil, season, climate, and crops, conjunctly and

severally, exercise a very important influence upon our

\
subject. Different soils, for instance, require diiTerent

kinds of manures, whether solid or liquid ; and the same

may be said of crops ; while solid manures are best

adapted for wet seasons and climates, and liquid manures

for dry. If the soil, again, is not only different, but

season and climate also, there must consequently be a

corresponding diversity in crops, manures, and manage-

ment.

Local circumstances, again, may be equally infinential

with diversity of soil and climate. In some cases, for

instance, farmers are so situated as to be under the

necessity almost of growing certain kinds of crops,

whether they are the best adapted for their farms or not,

as in the neighbourhood of large towns, where dairy and

garden produce are in such request as to cover extra

expenses in the management, which otherwise could not

be complied with, while the command ot specific manures

and food for cows and other live stock, extraneous of

the farm, exercises a corresponding effect.

Looking at the vegetable kingdom again, we find that

something like ninety per cent, of the elements of plants

in the early stage of life is water, so that it forms by far

the most important portion of their food. The familiar

and beautiful expression of the sacred poet—" The

heavens drop fatness"—is thus literally true. Accus-

tomed to estimate the nature of things according to the

price we pay for them, we set little value upon spring

and summer showers, because they cost us nothing ;

nevertheless, summer clouds are more valuable to far-

mers than the Lobos Islands, with all their fertilizing

treasure. It would be useless to waste time in arguing

the question, for a month's dry weather is enough to

afford a practical demonstration of it.

There can be no such thing, then, strictly speaking,

as a solid manure theory. A farmer, it is true, may

apply guano, or any other of our artificial manures, and

often does so successfully, if the clouds drop fatness at

the same time, or the soil contains a sufficiency of

moisture for its solution ; but otherwise his labours are

lost, for in dry seasons such manures do harm rather

than good, until showers fall. Hence the value of the

liquid-manure drill, in dry weather, for starting root-

crops j for when once they are fairly into the "rough

leaf," from the action of their leaves and roots, with

the decomposition of the manure, they almost supply

themselves with a sufficiency of moisture, if the atmo-

sphere is not all the drier. The action of the roots and

decomposition of the manure are perhaps more particu-

larly observable in cases where the manure has been

dibbled in, than when sown broadcast or in rows. If,

under such circumstances, it is examined about the time

of hoeing turnips, it will be found to contain a per-

centage of water even greater than the roots interwoven

in a mass through it by this time do, although the soil

around is almost perfectly dry. This is probably more

true in cases where bones are used, than with any other

artificial manures.

On the other hand, the propriety of applying water in

any form or manner in rainy weather may justly be

queried ; for the grand object of art is to supply the im-

perfections and wants of nature, so that where nature

gives an abundance, sometimes to overflowing, for art

to add more, is worse than useless. This will appear

manifest from the injury crops sustain in wet seasons,

so that for art to make every season so is obviously

bad practice. In some provinces, for instance, the

climate is too moist for the successful culture of wheat,

or even barley. Sometimes drought is no doubt expe-

rienced, and frequently more severely than in drier

localities ; but generally the reverse is true. In the

exceptional cases, we have seen barley and turnips sown
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three times on leoacious clays, the soil being fresh

ploughed or loosened every time. If a heavy shower of

rain falls immediately after sowing, succeeded by

drought, such soils bake, and must be loosened between

the wet and dry, to secure a crop; and ploughing is

not unfrequently necessary to effect this, followed by

harrowing, clod-crushing, scarifying, &c., &c., so as to

leave them in a sufficiently porous state to admit of the

free circulation of air. This loosening of the soil is not

merely to break and permeate it for the admission of

air, and extension of the roots in search of food, but

also to get rid of an excess of water in the working, and

to procure a supply from night dews, when a deficiency

is experienced afterwards by the increasing demand of

plants. Now, to add water by artificial means in the

former case, would obviously be superfluous ; and it

would be equally so in the case of porous soils already

charged with an excess of water, for any additional sup-

ply by art would then either percolate through them into

the subsoil, or be removed by drains, carrying along

with it some of the more valuable elements of manure

held in solution, as we shall afterwards prove.

Again, air, light, and heat are as essential to the health

of plants as water and guano or other solid manure, and

excesses and deficiencies of supply are no more in-

jurious in the latter case than the former. Now, in

many elevated districts, especially of the north, there is

generally a deficiency of heat, however well the land may
be drained and cultivated, accompanied with an excess

of rain, which increases the evil by means of evaporation

;

consequently to increase the supply of water by arti-

ficial means would be making the matter still worse. In

such cases, Nature supplies a sufficiency of liquid

manure, generally speaking; indeed, the exceptions are

few in which she does not ; but she gives a deficiency of

heat. Hence the province of art is to make good the

balance here wanting ; and the only means at command
is efficient drainage and culture, so as to reduce evapo-

ration to a miniinum, fermentation of manure in the soil

to produce heat, and shelter so as to screen exposed

fields from blasting winds. On the other hand, every

province exhibits too many examples where improper

culture excludes the necessary supply of fresh air, not

only to the roots, but the plants above ground from

weeds, an excess of flag or thick-sowing; while

porous soils are left too open, and sometimes thinly

seeded, and hence are soon scorched. In these cases the

obvious remedy is better management, with a more

judicious selection of manure to avoid flag, with the con-

cretion and puffing of soils, as much as possible.

Such being the peculiar and somewhat anomalous

position of manures—solid, liquid, and aiirial—how is

the practical man to proceed with new-fangled theories

which of necessity must be adopted in some form or

other, under the varied circumstances in which we find

him ? To adopt one mode of procedure only, would

obviously be false ; but, before attempting to answer the

question by modifications of new-fangled propositions,

let us first take a retrospective glance at the manures

and practices of former times, which so many prefer to

follow
-J

for although they are insufficjient to meet the

peculiar demands of the present age, they jet involve

important principles, fully tested by experience, and,

what is more perhaps, exhibit at the same time their

respective shortcomings. The old maxim, "To find

out the seat of the disease is to effect half the cure,"

comes here into operation, so to speak ; for to supply

the shortcomings of Nature and present praclices

is all that science can achieve in the manuring of the

soil.

Well-made farm-yard manure, then, contains from 75

to 85 per cent, of water, so that a considerable amount

of its salts are in a liquid form, and every successful

turnip- grower knows that no small part of the art lies

in getting it into the ground with this sap, retaining at

the same time the natural moisture of the ground itself.

If the soil is allowed to get dry, it will imbibe the

moisture of the manure, and prevent its farther decern*

position and incorporation with it, and a similar result

will be experienced if it is too wet. It is only the mean

between these two extremes that can attend success, and

the necessary per-centage of water required by the soil

and manure to produce the greatest effect is much less,

we aver, than the doctrines of some liquid-manure

tbeoiists would lead us to suppose. It is one of those

plain matter-of-fact questions with which every practical

man is familiar, though scientific investigation is rather

wanting on the topic,

A medium of heat and air, as well as moisture, is also

necessary to effect the decomposition of farm-yard manure,

and its incorporation successfully with ihe soil— a fact

which proves the soundness of our former remarks. In

this case, the extreme of fire-fanging is as bad as that of
,

frost, if not worse ; and too porous a soil, or improperly

covered manure, exposing it to the influence of the at-

mosphere, as when it is ploughed in too deep, or where

the ground is too wet, poaching and placing it as it were

in an hermetrically-sealed vessel, from which the oxygen

of the atmosphere is exclucd, is always experienced af

equally injurious. Indeed, there is nothing more injurious

to crops than cold weather, especially if accompanied

with rain. In this case the cold not merely arrests

vegetation, but the decomposition of the manure,

and hence the supply of food, so that plants suffer

equally from cold and hunger as it were. Every winter

season furnishes an apt illustration of this, when vegeta-

ble life remains in a passive state, and manure lies un-

changed, turning up out of turnip drills in spring as

fresh almost in rainy seasons as when covered in. In

wet weather the rain not only removes heat by evapora-

tion, washing from the soil soluble manures, but it also

fills up the pores of the soil, thus excluding the admis-

sion of air, and hence the decomposition of the manure,

and incorporation of that portion of it not consumed by

the first crop with the soil, for the wants of subsequent

ones. With these things practical men have long been

familiar, and they are equally aware of the necessity of

the soil being in a proper state of disintegration, or re-

duced to a sufficiently fine mould to secure an abundant

harvest, and absorb the gaseous matter given off in the

process of decomposition, or from the roots of plants, or

from subsequent chemical changes which these may un-
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dergo along wilh the mineral elements of the soil itself,

and the whole manurial residuum which it contains.

Experience, for instance, has taught them that if the

land poaches during the covering of the manure the con-

sequences are unfavourable, and that it does not require

a very heavy shower to make some kinds of soil poach ;

and the finer and more favourable the mould for turnip-

growing, the more easily is this accomplished. Prior to

the age of furrow- draining, subsoil-ploughing, and

rotary-forking, we have had not a very tenacious

clayey loam reduced to the finest mould for turnips

—

part of the field sown, part being manured, in the most

promising state, and the remainder ready for drilling

—

but the whole work, although thus progressing rapidly

and favourably, brought to a premature conclusion by a

single thunder-shower, neither very heavy nor of long

duration. For some time after the storm a horse-hoof

could not enter the field without doing harm. The por-

tion sown was so consolidated as to check alike the

action of the manure as the progress of vegetation, while

the remainder could not be reduced again to a proper

mould, being literally a mass of clods like road-metal

;

so that in the former the manure received too little air

and heat, and in the latter too much of both— each
division suffering for the want of moisture during the

dry weather which succeeded. B.

(To be continued.)

DRAINAGE OF LONDON.
Though London still remains without any organized system

of drainage, and though over a considerable part of its area

the common faciiities of sewerage are almost, if not altogether,

Fj wanting, we think we may nevertheless congratulate our me-

tropolitan readers on the point at which this question, after

years of agitation and debate, has at length arrived. In a few

words, the Commissioners of Severs are no'.v at last upon the

right track, are apparently in earnest, and are so far advanced

in the business that action uiu&t needs soon take the place of

argument. Four or five years a!,'o all the leading principles on.

this subject had yet to be established. It was not so much as

ifossed even that a new organization of metropolitan sewer-

was necessary ; on the contrary, it was argued in official

i
rirters that all we wanted was an extension, and perhaps a

little improvement, of the system actually in use. It was not

acknowledged that the Thames ought to he included in the

area to be purified. Some engineers declared that such a puri-

fication of its waters was impossible ; others roundly asserted

that the attempt would he an entire mistake, for that the river

could never serve any better purposes than those of a sewer,

for which it was einiuently and obviously fitted. Pending all

these discussions of principles there were endless discussions

of detail, the metropolitan public got confused and disgusted

with interminable squabbles over pipes and " sumpa," and,

iu the end, as everybody will remember, one commission after

another was swept away without any substantial results having

been obtained.

The present aspect of affairs, if not absolutely satisfactory,

- ronsiderablv more promising. The principles of the question

settled. All the points for which, on behalf of the public,

jO long contended are now admitted by all parties together.

icre is no longer a question about the propriety of purifying

the Thames ; every scheme recognizes this condition as plainly

indispensable. There is no longer any dispute about the

radical reform of the whole drainage system ; every scheme

proceeds directly on this assumption, and recorameuds itself

exactly in proportion as it professes to introduce some new,

effectual, and comprehensive arrangements. Channels of some

kind or other are to be substituted for the bed of the Thames;

into these main tunnels the sewers of the different districts are

to discharge themselves, while every house, instead of stand-

ing, as many now do, over smothered cesspool", is to have an

outlet for its drainage into the sewers. These are the great

points of the question now accepted. The sewage is not to

accumulate in ceBspools or " sumps," nor to be poured into

the stream of a tidal river, to be washed backwards and for-

wards at our feet ; it is to be carried away through some arti-

ficial channels to some spot where it will at least be innocuous,

and where, as our knowledge of these matters improves, it

may some day be converted into a taarkctable commodity.

Another satisfactory circumstance is, that besides these ad-

vances iu theory, considerable advance has been made in prac-

tice. It is not only acknowledged that all this ought to be

done, but it is confessed that it can be done. A scientific and

comprehensive drainage scheme, which not so very long ago was

pronounced a thing utterly impracticable, is now aiimitted to

be easily within the means of our engineers, and is mt ex-

pected, after all, to cost any very formidable sum. Measure-

ments have been taken, plans devised, and even formal esti-

mates framed and presented. The approaches, as military en-

gineers would say, are all complete, the parallels have been

finished one after another, and the breaching batteries are at

the very walls of the place. We scarcely see how there can

be any further pretext for suspense or delay. Ttie project of

draining the metropolis on a comprehensive and effectual

system is not only known to be practicable, but more than one

set of men are ready at this minute to set about the work-

The Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers have nothing to do

but decide definitively between the proposals before them; and

this, as our recent reports have informed the reader, is what

they are now about.

Without prejudging the several questions which have already

been propounded, and which will shortly come before the public

afresh, we may give our readers some general view of the

points for discussion. There is one question as to the level

at which the main tunnel sewers ought to he carried ; there

is a second as to the scale on which they ought to be con-

structed ; and there is, of course, a third, as to the particular

course which they should lake. The second of these points is

that which appears to have created the principal debate, and on

its solution will depend much not only of the character but the

cost of the scheme adopted. The smaller the main sewer is

the more easily and cheaply it can, of course, be made ; but

the difficulty here is this—that, whereas a comparatively small

drain would perfectly suffice to carry off all the ordinary sew-

age, a much greater power of discharge is required to deal with

the excessive flow produced by heavy rain-falls, and the dimen-

sions of the sewer have consequently to be calculated for these

extraordinary occasions. The designs of Messrs. Bazalgette

and Haywood, the engineers, respectively, of the Metro-
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politau aad the City Commission of Seweis, adopt

what may be termed the broad gauge principle in

these matters ; and their views are confirmed by the

authority of Sir W. Cubitt and Mr. R. Stephenson, who are

decidedly of opinion that smaller dimensions than those ap-

proved in the said designs would end in nothing but disap-

pointment. Altogether, this seems to be the principle most in

favour in official quarters, while the proposals of private and

independent projectors point to simpler and less expensive

plans of operation.

Our readers will easily discern that, although much interest

must naturally attach to these discussions, the points of chief

importance will in any case be secured. We shall obtain an

unpolluted river and a scientific system of sewerage ; but it is

not to be forgotten that even these advantages will lose much
of their value, unless the drainage of particular dwellings is

placed upon a better footing. It is clearly of no use to have

a good tunnel sewer, unless the house-drains of all districts are

made to avail themselves of the outfall. At present we not

only have no satisfactory outfall, but many dwellings have no

communication even with the sewers which actually exist. At
the Court of the Commission, held on Tuesday last, the Chair-

man observed that the number of houses " drained into

sewers"—that is, brought for the first time into connexion

with the sewers of the district—was at the rate of about

20,000 every year, of which cases as many as 7,000 were the

result of compulsion. Very many houses, however, including,

as Sir J. Shelley observed, " some of the best in Grosvenor-

square, have still cesspools under them ; and as long as such a

practice is maintained, it will be of little avail to provide

general facilities for the escape of district sewage. It is of no

use purifying either street or river, if the very dwellings in

which we reside are kept impure. V\'ithout the main drainage

scheme we cannot possibly have good local drainage; but

unless local drainage is also reformed, the advantages of the

new system will be lost. Both warnings and examples are

now before us. Pestilence has but just departed from our

doors, and we cannot tell at what moment it may return.

Amid all the mystery attending its ravages, this alone seems

clear, that in proportion as wretchedness and dirt are super-

seded by cleanliness and comfort the plague is disarmed of its

terrors. We are now blessed with a respite and an opportunity;

let us turn them to such account fcr all classes of people aa

becomes reasonable beinsrs and Christian men.—The Times.

LIQUID MANURE. m
Sir,—The following notes of a lecture, given by Mr. Wil-

liins at the ^London Tavern on Thursday evening', may be

interesting to some of your readers, the subject being—The ap-

plication of liquid manure to the roots of plants.

Mr. Mechi (who presided), in introducing the lecturer, stated

that he had, with two or three other gentlemen, seen some
experiments at Reading, the result of which was most extra-

ordinary. Mr. Wilkins had there taken some very poor land,

near the station, and divided it into a series of double beds>

for various kinds of produce, one bed being treated by Mr.
Wilkins's process, and the other adjacent to it by the ordinary

method ; in every instance the produce of the former largely

exceeded that of the latter, the seed being sown in both beds

at the same time, aad from the same parcel. It was a matter

of calculation whether the produce would give a suflSciently

large return to justify so great an outlay ; but he thought that

if the cost of paving, &c., were even £100 per acre, it was a

question whether the increased crop would not return an ample

interest on the outlay, and a large profit. All the crops on

the beds at Reading treated according to Mr. Wilkins's pro-

cess exhibited extreme freshness and luxuriance, and especially,

in the case of the mangold wurzel and carrots, great freedom

from fangs. The practical application of the sewage of our

towns to the land by means of pumps and pipes, as he distri-

buted liquid manure at Tiplree Hall, was a subject deserving

great attention. Prof. Way had estimated the value of the

sewage of London at two millions sterling ; it would be a very

great result if it could be disposed of even for one million.

The water companies pump up and convey a ton of water

several miles for about a penny ; and if it can pay to bring

the water for London from Hampton, it would, he thought, be

quite as economical to pump out the sewage of London to the

waste lands and heaths in the neighbourhood, and, by making

sterile land productive, largely increase the food of the popu-

lation. By applying manure as a top-dressing, the surface was

to a certain extent caked or hardened ; but in Mr. Wilkins's

system the top soil remained uncaked, and absorbed freely the

rays of the sun.

Mr. Wilkins commenced by stating that by his improved

system of agriculture Russia would be superseded in the

. growth of hemp and flax, and England would be independent

of all nations for the necessaries of life : that two crops, nay,

three crops, and for cattle seven crops, annually might be pro-

duced.

In the year 1853 the lecturer took a piece of waste land at

Wokingham, adjacent to Mr. Walter's property, whiA he laid

out and planted with flax and hemp, according to his own
method, as follows :—The upper soil being removed, a paved

floor of brick was constructed, at about 13 inches from the

surface, round which was placed brick on edge 4^ inches high,

forming a raised rim rour.d the entire plot, the whole being

made perfectly water-tight; semicircular tiles with open joints

were placed longitudinally on this floor, having their convex

side upwards, and communicating at one end with a vertical

pipe, to receive the liquid manure, and at the other with a

plug, by raising which the quantity of sewage-water in the bed

could be reduced or entirely drained off ; there was also

another pipe by which could be observed the height at which

the fluid stood in the bed. The rows of drain-pipes were laid

parallel to each other, their distance apart being regulated by

the width between the rows of seeds about to be sown.

The top soil was then replaced to a level with the surface,

and the flax and hemp sown in rows exactly over the line of

drain-pipes; the liquid manure was applied down the pipe

once or twice a week, allowed to stand a short time in the bed, i

and then drained ofi". The first crop of hemp was sown in the

middle of April, and the second crop, from new seed, three

months after, on the same ground ; both crops were about
i

6 feet long. Specimens of these were produced, as also of the

two crops of flax grown on the same land.

Mr. Wilkins considered that the application of liquid manure

to the root of a plant was the true principle of Nature ; that

the tip of the root was the mouth of the plant, the leaves were

its lungs, and that, in order to render that plant luxuriant, its

food must be supplied to its mouth, and not to its lungs. He
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did this by his method, the liquid being drawn up by capillary

attraction and evaporation, to the roots.

The lecturer then exhibited some specimens of potatoes,

mangel-wurzel, Indian corn, beetroot, Italian rye-grass, and

lucerne, produced on the experimental garden at Reading,

laid out on the principle as before described. The rent paid

by him for this piece of ground (seven acres and a small

i

cottage) was £2 per annum. The plants in each double bed

were sown on the same day from the same seed. These beds

were each 100 feet square, those on the new principle re-

I ceiving about two feeds of liquid manure weekly, and no

manure being applied to the adjacent one. The result of the

experiment was that on the beds cultivated on his systeni the

potatoes were double the weight of those on the unprepared

piece, beiug taken up in eleven weeks. The mangel-wurzel

was produced at the rate of about 69 tons per acre, the average

weight of the roots being 12 pounds each, whereas on the un-

prepared piece it was 4 pounds, and on a piece of ground

prepired with a top dressing of liquid manure, 6 pounds. The

Italiiin rye-grass was cut five times on the prepared bed to one

cut on the other; the fifth of the former being exceedingly

tender and juicy, while the one of the latter was tough and

dry. The lucerne also gave three cuts on the new system to

one on the old. The Indian corn came to a gooi-sized ear on

one piece ; but no corn ripened on the other. The wheat and

Swede crop did not succeed, owing, as Mr. Wilkins supposes,

to bad seed. The white turnips were sown on Sept. 2ad—on

one bed turnips of a large size were produced; on the other,

the seeds never vegetated. After the potatoes were taken up

on the prepared bed, winter broccoli was sown, and in six weeks

was ready for table. This was followed by Savoy cabbages,

fit to cut last month, or three crops produced between May
and December. A cattle-cabbage was grown, weighing 12

pounds; its stump was allowed to remain on the ground, and
1" had now on it 15 young cabbages. In June he had planted

a small potato, picked up at Wokingham, of a kind which

but seldom arrives at a large size ; this was taken up early in

September, in the presence of Mr. Mechi, when the haulm was

found to be five feet long, and the produce of the root 17

potatoes ; having a total weight of 8^ pounds, one potato

alone weighing two pounds.

An ash-leafed kidney, planted in sand, on the top of a

house, in eleven weeks produced 84 potatoes.

The results of feeding cows on the rye-grass produced, was

that one cow gave seven quarts of milk when fed on the grass

from the bed on the new system, but only six quarts when
fed on that from the other. The lecturer had no doubt that

the cream and butter would be largely increased. It was

mentioned that the application of sewer water to the roots of

some geraniums bad caused them to be in perpetual bloom,

and suggestions were thrown out for the application of this

principle to conservatories and sitting-rooms.

Mr. Wilkins estimated that the cost, according to his

present construction, with bricks or tiles, would be about

l£100 per acre ; but he believed, by forming the water-tight

bottom of gas tar and sand, that the expense would be re-

duced to about £50 per acre. Even at the larger cost, on

the very worst laud, he was certain a very large profit would

accrue, and that, by the employment of his principle,

JEngland might become independent of all nations for the

'necessaries of life.

I think that this method is peculiarly applicable to cottage

jgardens, where it will no doubt largely increase the crop ; but

'it appears to me that the difficulties in carrying it out on a

large scale will be very great, though I do uot say they may
not be overcome by talent and energy.

If executed in a series of small beds, the cost of distribution

would be excessive. This is a point upon which Mr. Wilkins

has not entered, and which would be insignificant in an ex-

periment on a small scale. If, on the other hand, the beds

or reservoirs are constructed of large area, the ordinary

drainage of the land will not be so efficiently carried on ; it

would be difficult to keep the reservoir perfectly water-tight

;

and in undulating ground the sewer water would not be re-

tained in the reservoir, but drain off over the lower edge.

I therefore do not think that the construction adopted by
Mr. Wilkins will be likely to succeed, though I am of opinion

that the system may, in time, be brought into profitable use

on a large scale, by some modification of the present draining

tiles and mode of laying them, so as to combine in one

operation the two objects of surface-drainage and underground

application of liquid manure.

I hope before the end of another year we may have this and

other information connected therewith, and thus be enabled

to come to a conclusive decision on this iraportaut subject.

H. P. Stephenson.

London, 37, Ckaring-cross, Jan. 15th, 1855.

GUANO V. PROTECTION.—Mr. Hope, an East Lothian

farmer of some note, is stated to have said, in " the Transac-

tions of the Highland and Agricultural Society," that "it

is to the invaluable aid of guano that the farmers of the United

Kingdom are mainly indebted for having been successfully

carried through a transition state of doubt and difficulty, the

approach of which few regarded without alarm, as it was not

unfelteven by those who had strongly advocated the propriety

of the change." The prosperity which the farmers have lately

enjoyed in this country, as well as on the continent—the large

consumption of guano in the Mauritius, the West Indies,

and the United States, will all tend to increase the demand for

this valuable manure, which has now become a great staple

commodity, and gives employment to over 200,000 tons of

British shipping annually. The sunless lands of Great Britain,

the rice fields of Italy, the wine lauds of Germany, the ex-

hausted coffee plantations of Brazil, and the arid plains of Peru,

all testify to its fertilizing properties. In 1851, 6,550 tons

of guano were supplied to farmers from Leith ; in 1852, 8,000

tons ; in 1853, 13,500—showing an increase in the consump-

tion there, as compared with 1851, of fully 100 per cent. Last

year, we believe, nearly §0 per cent, increase was shown. In

the Clyde, in December, there was a stock of nearly 4,000 tons

ready for spring orders. It thus becomes a matter of great

importaucce to the agricultural community—nay, we may go

further, and say, to the community at large—that sufficient

supplies of guano be directed to our shores, at or under the

current prices of the last four years ; and although there is a

general outcry in Liverpool, and some other quarters, against

the monopoly in Peruvian guano, we have reason to believe

that the farmers of the Lothians, and Scotland generally, are

satisfied with the mode in which the business is at present con-

ducted. The dealers buy cargoes from Messrs. Gibbs, and it

is supplied to the farmers direct from the import ships, whereby

they are always safe against adulteration or inferior quality.

Prices, however, are now fully £2 per ton higher than last year

;

the price for Peruvian being at £11 to £12, whilst in January,

1854, it could be had at £9 58. per ton.
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS,

In goiog through the Patent Office lately with Bennet

Woodcroft, Esq., our attention was more particularly-

arrested by two things

—

First, The importance of this

branch of Government to Agriculture, and, second, the

labours of Her Majesty's Commissioner to effect a

thorough reformation in it as far as the means within his

power will enable him to do so, bringing the chemical

and mechanical ingenuity of all ages and nations to the

assiBtance of the British farmer. The two are kindred

subjects, mutually interesting it will be perceived ; both

of them very comprehensive—too much so for discussion

in one article ; and therefore we shall treat them sepa-

rately in two, in the order just given under the above

title or heading.

The Patent Office may not unaptly be termed the

fountain of chemistry and mechanics, for it is tlirough it

that progress in those sciences is first obtained. No
doubt many successful discoveries have been made, and

reduced to practice without being patented ; but when

we look at the reason why, viz., the expenses of the

Patent Office, and antiquated circumstances experienced

there—the unanimous admission that inventors have an

inherent right in property of this description, and to

remuneration for the same- and that the arguments of

those who advocato no patent laws, and act accordingly,

resolve themselves into the most plebeian of all Demo-
cratic governments, where " those fare best who have

the longest teeth"—the objection can have little weight

with the readers of the Mark Lane Express, More-

over, it rather belongs to the next division of our subject,

the reformation going on at the Patent Office, so that

we shall briefly dispose of it when we come to that head.

Meantime, suffice it to say, that property of this kind

must be under the control of soma department of govern-

ment, and we have no doubt Mr. Woodcroft will prove

the Patent Office the correct one, and that all inventions

may be easily controlled here.

The value of chemical and mechanical inventions

applicable to agriculture may be estimated by the in-

crease of produce, and saving of labour and expense,

which they effect. If, for instance, we estimate the

effe^-t of patent manure hitherto discovered at an increase

of produce of £2 per acre over and above its own cost,

then the result would be an annual profit to the nation

of jg'80,000,000, supposing such manure to be fully

applied to all soils. The expense of manual labour and
horse-power, again, will considerably exceed this sum
annually ; and the very important question of how much
of it can be saved by improved machinery and steam

power is now engaging the serious inquiry of the Patent

Office, as well as the agricultural public. And, besides

this saving on manual and horse labour, improved ma-
chinery and steam are now being brought to bear upon
the drainage and culture of the soil ; so that results

therefrom may greatly exceed in value those of either, or

even both, of the former improvements.

But although we may thus estimate the value of

inventions retrospectively viewed, we cannot calculate,

even by the most distant approximation, what chemical

and mechanical discoveries may prospectively produce;

and this is the most important view of the subject-

that which more particularly belongs to the province of

the Patent Office, and which is but too commonly over-

looked, if not set at nought altogether, by the public.

This latter misfortune of overlooking what may yet

be obtained, of reasoning and acting as if Invention had

already reached her last stage in the march of progress,

is a very serious one, and probably experienced more

injuriously in agriculture than any of the other arts

;

and the opposite extreme, of not embracing the im-

provements of to-day in the expectation of getting

better to-morrow, is equally ruinous to the farmer.

In practice, this latter extreme is but too often a

mere pretext to cover poverty, ignorance of the value of

new things, or an over-attachment to old modes of

using them ; but with the growing intelligence of our

rural districts under a belter system of education, and

rights of capital invested in land and its cultivation,

such will soon disappear, although hitherto the pro-

vinces themselves bear ample evidence to the soundness

of the above, and results consequently experienced.

The proposition, therefore, of the Patent Office, as

involving its duties to agriculture, may be thus briefly

defined : to bring the greatest amount ofchemistry and

mechanics to bear upon the soil and its proauce ; and

the obvious duty of agriculture is to respond to the

labours of the Patent Office—propositions too obvious

to require proof.

Reciprocity of action, however, although thus simple

in theory, is otherwise in practice, from the many

stubborn circumstances of the soil which both patentees

and farmers have to overcome. Let us take the sewage-

matter of towns and steam-plough as examples for

illustration.

In the former case, how many flattering propositions

has the Patent Office enunciated as to the manufacture

of the sewage matter of towns into a portable manure,

easily applied to the soil, and capable of increasing its

produce so as to render the country entirely independent

of foreign corn ! And yet the fact is notorious that not

only has this not been realized, but that the farther in-

ventors have proceeded in their efforts to overcome the

difficulties in the way, the more insurmountable they

appear ! So that many farmers ai'C now beginning t»

despair of ever receiving portable manure of any value

from this source, and to turn their attention to the ap-

plication of sewage in its natural or liquid form to their

hungry lunds.

On the other hand, inventors, who have any practical

knowledge of chemistry, mechanics, and farming, readily

perceive that the difficulties in the way of any successful

and paying liquid sewage system is as great, if not
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greater, than those in the way of its manufacture and

application in a portable form. Hence the prospects

which the Patent Office holds out for new discoveries,

supported by the premiums offered by enterprizing indi-

viduals, such as Mr. Brooks, of Manchester, wlio, in

defiance of the scepticism and prejudices thrown in his

way, laudably points the pioneering genius of the in-

ventor to a source of manurial wealth without its

parallel in the world.

In the latter case, the progress of the steam-plough

is more uniform ; the obstacles in the way being me-
chanical, appearing more easily overcome at every ad-

vance which is made.

There cannot be a doubt, therefore, that the Patent

Office will ultimately triumph over all the difficulties in

the way, in both these cases—in the former as well as

the latter ; and that it would accomplish this sooner if

its laws were farther revised, placing them upon a foot-

ing in accordance with the grand object they have in

view ; in other words, were chemistry and mechanics

cultivated as the other sciences are (?) ; for we know
sceral inventors who are anxious to enter both fields

(sewage- manure and steam-plough), tcere the public,

or its representative the Patent Office, honestly to give

them credit for their inventions (?) vnthout calling

upon them to pay a triple fine for this discharge of
public duty ! ! but who cannot, for conscience' sake,

enter into patent-office speculation, or pay away hard-

earned money without first receiving value for it.

A practical question arises out of what has just been

said, of some value—viz , the point at which farmers

should embrace progressive improvements ; and the

obvious answer is, that whenever they become paying

concerns, they should then do so.

In the reduction of this rule to practice, it is a com-
mon mistake on the part of inventors to set too high a

value upon their productions, both intrinsically and

commercially, thus preventing their general adoption by

over-estimates of this kind, until something more fa-

vourable has appeared in the field, to supersede them :

while another error is to place their inventions in the

hands of companies, in the hopes that by such means

they can force the public to embrace them. The conse-

quences of such a course are almost too manifest to

udmit of recital. The " Manchester Sewage Guano

Company" may be taken as an illustration, where the

expenses of management and manufacture exceeded the

'. alue of the manure ! Now in this case there cannot

be a doubt that too high an estimate was formed of the

value of the manure, and too little attention paid to the

economy of the raw materials, both as to price and qua-

lity (we allude here principally to peat charcoal) ; for if

j
the manure was worth " 25s. per ton," we can have no

hesitation in saying that the Patent Office will yet suc-

ceed in making it at the money with a fair profit. If

" 25s. per ton" (we repeat) is the agricultural value of

I

" sewage guano," the problem which the inventor, or

!
any one who adopts his proposition, has got to solve is

to manufacture it at the money with a profit ; and as

j

they are afterwards able to increase its intrinsic value,

I
so to increase its price.

The fact of many farmers having allowed themselves

to be imposed upon by all sorts of trash, has no doubt

been in some measure the cause of leading not a few

manure manufacturers and patentees to the conclusion

that such were in reality yielding a profit ; audit is even

possible that injurious substances of little money value,

when applied to some soils, may stimulate them for a

time so as to yield an extra crop, and thus give rise to

erroneous conclusions on both sides ; but as farmers and

patentees become more and more acquainted with the

chemistry of manure and soils, and the wants of the

vegetable kingdom, consequences of this kind will be

avoided.

In these observations we must not be understood as

advocating the manufacture of useless manures ; but

while we carefully avoid this whirlpool, let us also with

equal anxiety shun the opposite rock of only using Peru-

vian guano, when one-tenth of the demands of the soil

cannot be supplied from this source, for such is obvi-

ously to raise the price so as to leave no profit, and,

what is worse, starve the soil. The sound practice of

the farmer is to use as much of both as he can with a

profit; and of the manure manufacturer, to call to his

aid all the chemical and mechanical assistance he can

procure, so as to enable him to sell his products at the

lowest possible price, never dreaming, in the present

state of science, that by the adoption of this or that

patentee's proposals, or a combination of them, he has

attained to a fortune-making business in the short period

of a patent, for large profits are incompatible with an

inferior article ; while immense fortunes are sometimes

made on things very low in quality, merely by selling at

a small price and profit where the demand and consump-

tion are great. Now, in the case of the soil, the demand

and consumption cf manure may be said to be un^

limited ; while in the United Kingdom the raw mate-

rials of artificial manures are equally so. Hence the

wide field of promise for invention, industry, and

capital ; for if artificial manures were manufactured at a

sufficiently low price to call into action this unlimited

consumption of the soil, fortunes might be made from

small profits, while the opposite must remain the result

of the present extravagant charges.

What we have just said of manures is equally appli-

cable, in principle, to machinery ; for long before newly-

invented machines are brought to comparative perfec-

tion, it will sometimes pay the farmer to use them. The

reaping machine may be taken to illustrate this. How
many are there, for instance, who have waited, and are

waiting, for a more perfect machine of this kind ! while

others, by the use of either Bell's, M'Cormick's, or

Hussey's, have cleared their cost ten times over. In

this rsspect there is certainly a wide diiference between

the foresight, economy, and profits of farmers not very

easily reconciled, but yet maintaining with fidelity the

truth of the old Roman proverb, " Rusticus expectat

dum defluat amnis, at ille labitur et labetur." Even

where machines have attained to comparative perfection,

as our prize ploughs, portable and fixed engines and

thrashing machines, seed and manure drills, &c., &c.,

how many are there who still use the rude things of the

L 2
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last century ! Such, iu a word, is the mechanical stat*^

of the provinces, generally speaking, that if the statis-

tics of implements, machinery, and modes of using

them were laid before our readers, we question very

much if half the truth would be credited. We are not

denying that progress is being made in agricul-

tural mechanics
; quite the contrary, for many

are keeping pace with the times, embracing every im-

provement as soon as introduced, while, generally

speaking, an anxiety is beginning to be manifested

among the agricultural public to benefit by the assist-

ance of improved machinery of every kind, as has been

done in the other branches of industry ; but confining

ourselves to the past, how many are there who have

never yet once thought that the Patent Office had any-

thing to do with successful farming, but who have

all their lifetime acted on the contrary, neither recipro-

cating with patentees, chemical nor mechanical, as if

their rule was to finish each century with the imple-

ments they began it ! In the manufacturing world,

how differently has it been ! for there, spinning-wheels,

reels, looms, &c., have repeatedly been consigned to the

lumber-room, or sold for what old iron would bring, for

no other reason than to enable their owners to make

fortunes ! How often, on the contrary, have our pro-

1 vinces been turned nearly upside down about corn laws,

malt tax, and tenant right ! while in which of them has

a similar movement been made in favour of a reformation

of the Patent Laws ? and yet is the fact not notorious

that they are equally, if not more, interested in the

.
latter than the former ? for the former, strictly speaking,

are only commercial questions, while the latter embraces

the whole field of successful husbandry, as we have

already shown. But if such has been the apathy of

agriculture for the past to its best interests and only

aid in need (progress in chemistry and mechanics), we

hope it will not be so for the future.

(
PROFITS OF PO

We noticed some time since the manner in which a gentle-

man who occupies a leading position amongst the magistracy

of this county, was bringing to the test by careful management,

and the keepiug of a correct financial account, the profits that

may be made from poultry. His purpose was not the breeding

of prize birds for a show-day, often, perhaps, done at a con-

siderable pecuniary loss, but to illustrate how this too-much

neglected branch of rural economy might be improved and

extended, to the gain of the farmer, if more general attention

were paid to it. We have now the following letter, containing

the balance sheet for the year, with an explanatory statement,

and we publish them, beUeving they will be read with interest

at the fire-side of the farm-house.

Cost offood and rearing, January \st to December Z\st, 1854-

FOWLS OF ALL SIZES, AVERAGE 60.

Food—being barley (in grain) barleymeal, oatmeal, £ s. d.

grits, lettuce leaves, swede turnips, rice and milk,

and liver ; all as occasion required, and without

stint 11 2 6

Paid for care and rearing them 2 9

13 11 6
Balance 5 6 3

18 17 9

Produce for the year, Janmry \st to December 3lst, 1854.

FOWLS OF ALL SIZES, AVERAGE 60.

Dorkiuga' eggs , 593

Cochin ditto 700

Atld.each 1293 5 7 9

Pullets killed 62
Pullets, ready for table 28

AtSs.each 90 13 10

£18 17 9

N.B.—All the pullets weighed 3 lbs., plucked and trussed

for the table.

ULTRY KEEPING.
This account should be attended with some observations, so

that it may be understood. In the first place the cost of food

only may be taken at say £12 for the year ; making the calcu-

ation more easy, viz., £1 per month; not exorbitant for the

Ikeep of 60 birds, and considering the excessive price of barley

4s. 6d. and 5s. per bushel, all the time, and everything in pro-

portion. This, then, gives 4d. as the cost per fowl, great and

small ; thus, the keep of a pullet 5 months, when they are

large enough to kill, would average Is. 8d. per fowl, bird for

bird.

Then if the farmer or cottager bred them himself, the £2 98.

paid others for care and rearing makes the balance £7 ISs. 3d.

The mixture in the breed between Cochin and Dorking, which

for distinction sake I have called " Codors," has improved both

in " flavour" and " form" for the table.

The account of the excellence of the pure Cochin, given in

Eichardsou's "Domestic Fowls," page 69, is perfectly true.

Some people are pleased to say that the flesh is yellow because

the skin and legs incline to that colour ; but, in fact, it is of

purest white ; it might as well be said (poetiee) the veal of

black calf would be black, or of the milk of a black cow.

As to the eggs, there is no month in the year when the

Cochins did not lay ; in November and December last, the

Dorkings laid no eggs, but the ten breeding Cochins, in those

months, laid 76 eggs.

The sole object of the present experiment was to try what

might be done, by cultivating these two sorts as a matter of

useful economy, not to breed monsters ; the medium size in

animals is really the best, as in fruit, as every good gardener

knows. My object was usefulness, and, on the whole, I am

well satisfied.

To conclude, I verily believe that the ordinary breeders of

fowls, even for the market, fail by starving them ; in the above

statement I hesitated at nothing, every article of food was dear,

and I fed them without stint. Hoping this result may be of

use, I shall be obliged by your making it public.—Chelmsford

Chronicle.
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DESTR*UCTION OF WOOD PIGEONS
For several years the farmers of East Lothian have been

much annoyed by the injury caused by wood pigeons—their

depredations being most felt upon the Swedish turnip after it

comes into rough leaf, continuing up tOl the bulbs are stored.

The clover plant in the early stages, during the first winter,

I also suffers seriously, from the head of thejstems being eaten by

the pigeons. They are also greedy consumers of corn, and,

from their strong pinions, they can beat out with great facility

I tke grains of growing wheat, when it is partially lodged, so as

to admit of them picking up the grain thus thrashed out. They

do comparatively very little injury to sown wheats, as, unlike

I
other vermin which annoy the farmer, they do not scratch the

j

soil. The wood pigeon is in his habits very shy ; hence the

difficulty of destroying it. They also increase rapidly, from

producing two to three broods in a season.

I That farmers occasionally suffer great loss from the depre-

dations of wood pigeons cannot be doubted ; but it is obvious

I that the crow, the pheasant, and some other vermin, usually

protected either by landowners or by statute, are equally en-

titled to be brought under the ban of the agricultural public.

It is perhaps not generally known that the wood pigeon is

the only one of the pigeon family which is not protected—the

pigeons kept in dovecots being recognised by statutes. The

crow, although not protected by statute, is protected from

there being a general feeling in their favour, thus preventing

the public from destroying them in their rookeries during the

breeding season. This desire to protect rookeries among

landowners is in many cases due to a superstitious feeling.

A belief exists that the fall of more than one ancient family

has been heralded by the "hoarse croaking" of the dark host,

or by their deserting of the mansion. We know of no county

where farmers suffer more from crows than East Lothian. On
Monday night we had occasion to pass through a portion of

that county ; and towards evening, the flight of crows which

passed over us to one of the rookeries reminded us of Audu-

bon's description of the pigeon- flights in North America. We
calculated that, if each individual crow represented one bushel

of wheat and one cwt. of potatoes, they would consume and

destroy as much of these as the whole genus man residing

within that county.

We cannot conceive, therefore, why the tenantry of East-

Lothian should have singled out for extirpation the only bird

which is not directly protected, by law or otherwise ; and

while approving of their movement, so far as the wood pigeon

is concerned, we would suggest that they should strike at the

root of the whole system, viz., the rookeries and game laws.

That wood pigeons have increased over the whole of the king-

dom to a very great extent is doubtless true ; but this has arisen

mainly from the protection afforded to game by the destruc-

tion of their natural enemies, the eagles, hawks, owls, &c., and

by the terror instilled into the mind ofevery schoolboy as to the

entering of plantations in search of nests. Thus, during the

breeding season wood pigeons are undisturbed, they choosing

low trees and bushes for their nests, also plentifully furnished

in ordinary preserves. The wood pigeon is also, probably, a

migratory bird ; and it is believed by some ornithologists that

when severe storms occur in Norway and Sweden they flock

to our shores, and some recognize that the true Norwegian

wood pigeon is rather smaller in size, with also one or two

slight variations in marking from the British species. If this

can be proved, of which we have little doubt, as we have

noticed the difference ourselves in flights during severe

weather in East Lothian, the Association should extend their

action not only to other counties, but perhaps across the German

Ocean! The Associstion also employs gamekeepers, thus

virtually sanctioning the continuance of the system by which

the wood pigeons and other pests of the farm have been so in-

creased as to become a nuisance, and one beyond the control

of parties directly interested in their destruction.—North

British Agriculturist.

LEICESTER SHEEP.
Having read in your journal of the 29th November last, an

article headed " Scotch Breeders of Leicesters in a Fix," and

noticed a letter in reply from Mr. Grey of Dilston, I beg, with

all respect to Mr. Grey, to state that I entertain different views

of what are considered to be sheep of the pure Leicester breed.

I have for a number of years possessed a small flock of Lei-

cester ewes, and paid some attention to the selection of well-

bred rams, and having attended the Highland Society's Shows
at Berwick, at which I happened not to be a competitor, but in

justice to a few of the exhibitors, I feel inclined to say, in

common with many breeders, that the awards given on that

occasion to I^eicester sheep were not so satisfactory as I could

have wished or expected. I never understood that a Leicester

ram, with short black-and-white ears, gray and dun legs, was an

indication of the pure or original breed, handed down from

Bakewell and the Collings, but, on the contrary, have

considered the following properties characteristic of the

pure breed—A long narrow head, with strong legs, perfectly

white and free of wool, long muzzle, full eyes, long white ears,

and neck of moderate length, 'but robust, wide and deep in

the chest, shoulders full and broad on the top, round in the

ribs, broad across the loin« with level back, long between the

hock and rump, and straight from the top of the shoulders to

the rump, very full in the thighs, with tail falling perpendicular

to the ground, and carcase well clad with wool moderately

open. It therefore appears to me to be a step in the wrong

direction to introduce by purchase or hire rams from their

" native country," such as the prize animals at Berwick ; as, if

these observations are sound, which, permit me to add, are

supported by farmers of long standing and admitted ability^

we shall have in a few years an inferior breed to many of those

stately sheep shown at Berwick, which were allowed to possess

no small share of merit, but, unfortunately, were not considered

to belong to the class of pure Leicesters. With regard to the

premiums at Berwick for sheep, I have yet to learn of any in-

consistency in the course pursued by the committee of the

Highland Society, as I find upon referring to the prize sheet

that Mr. Grey is in error when he asserted that no distinction

of breeds is made by that Society—observing that four pre-

miums, amounting to thirty pounds sterling, were offered for

sheep of the loug-wooUed breed, which, I conceive, comprises

Lincoln, Cotswold, and Gloucester, and thus clearly pointing

out the duty of the judges. Wm. Millbr.

OMhamstQchs Mttim, Jan, 3, 1855,
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CAVALRY HORSES.
BY CECIL.

After forty years of uninterrupted peace, it is not surprising

tbat many of the raufiitions of war should be found in an un-

prepared condition. The delightful enjoyments of tranquillity

hp.ve lulled to rest mnny of those energetic engagements in

^^•hich a nation ought to be at all times employed. The sports

of the fie'd must be recognised as objects of considerable mo-
ment : their good effects are prominently conspicuous ; they

have served to engross the attention, and to keep in bodily

exercise many of our gallant officers who have led their brave

men to seek glory and honour at the cannon's mouth; they

have also had an escelleut effect by encouraging persons to the

speculation of breeding horses, without which the supplies

would have been most wofiilly insufficient.

Although we miy hope to enjoy a cessation of hostilities, yet

the lesson which ^.e have received cannot fail to act as a caution,

and, let the war with Russia terminate when it may, the ne-

cessity for some powerful stimulus to breeding horse?, such as

will be adapted either for the future emergrencies of war or

other purposes of national utility, must still be imperative.
" Si vis pacem, para helium," is a motto which should be en-

rolled on the banners of our government, and should maintain
a prominent place in the hearts of the people.

It has been for several years evident to persons who have
had practical opportunities of miking correct observations,

th»t breeding horses calculated for the general purposes of the

country, and eapecially those which are adapted for military

service, has been, to a very considerable extent, abandoned.

The growing ardour for racing has prompted the breeding of

thoroughbred stock to an unprecedented degree, and it is a

pursuit worlhy the most gracious patronage. The enthusiastic

excitement of the chise, creating a demand for hunters, has

induced the most liberal and enterprising of the agriculturists

to meet that demand to a certain extent, but s'ill inadequate.

The cultivators of the soil are careful men, not wdling to in-

volve themselves in speculations which only present equivocal

means of satisfactory remuneration. With railways traced

over the face of the country in every direction, they naturally

concluded that the employment of horses would be very con-

siderably diminished ; under an apprehension that they would
not be require 1, the me Hum class, such as were iu former

dnys worked in stage coaches, as posters, and which are equally

adapted fo: the cavalry, has been totally neglected. Their

attention has been directed to the productio.u of the other

extreme of the equine tribe, the slow, heavy, lumbering, inac-

tive cart-horse, to which they have been encouraged by the

agricultural societies. The railways, while they enirnsis an

immense proportion of trafSo, by the facilities Vthich they

afford of locomotion, have increased the amount of travelling

to an extraordinary degree, and, therefore, horses are required

in great numbers, to collect and circulate tho passengers. That
the supply of horses should be inadequate to the demand, can
occasion no surprise.

The agricultural societies have been unremitting in their

exertions to promote improvement in the respective breeds of

ciitle, sheep, pigs, aud poultry, also horses adapted for the
use of the farm, but, with very few exceptions, the roadster

clisses—as useful animsls are termed in their categories

—

have been disregarded ; a mistaken policy, no doubt, for

which it is difficult to assign a motive. The regulation price

allowed by government for troop horses has been too low to

induce persons to breed horses specifically for that purpose j

ranging from twenty-five to forty guineas would afford no

profit. It has recently been raised, and from forty to sixty

guineas are now given for animals of equivalent worth. A
vast and important impulse would be afforded if Government

would take it into consideration, and offer premium« to breeders

of horses for animals which are adapted to the service ; and

if liberally distributed at several of the most important of the

agricultural meetings, when they are held during the summer,

in various parts of England, could not fail to be advantageous.

A premium of fifty guineas for the best horse exhibited, cal-

culated for the ranks of the Life Guards ; another of thirty

guineas, for the best horse calculated for the artillery or dra-

goon regiments ; and another of twenty guineas, for the best

horse adapted for the service of the light dragoons, would bo

powerful inducements to farmers to devote their best energies

to the speculation. It would be necessary to include a proviso,

that any horse entered for competition should be subject to

the claim of Government at the regulation price of the class

for which he is adapted ; and the eligibility of the horse for

the class iu which his owner proposes to enter to be deter-

mined by the Government inspector, giving the owner the

optica of withdrawing from competition in the event of his

not approving the class which may be assigned to his horse.

This would not only prove a powerful stimulus to breeders to

produce horses suitable to the niilitary service, but it would

be productive of vast benefit to the couutry, inasmuch as it

would promote the breeding of highly useful horses. It would

also be the means of assembling together a vast number of

horses, and save considerable expense to officers of regiments

and agents in attending fairs for the purpose of collecting the

required numbers—a saving which would, in all probability,

be equivalent to the amount of the premiums. The arrange-

ments for statistical accounts of agricultural produce not

being completed, it is difficult to form a correct estimate of

the number of horses which are bred annually in England. In

the year 1830, the number of horses used for riding and draw-

ing carrittgL's, according to the returcs of assessed taxes

amounted to 166,460. If that number be raised to 200,000,

for the purposes of inchiding horses which might have evaded

the duty, and those for which exemptions were claimed, it

appears to be about the numerical force of the country, ex-

clusive of cart-horses and others under four years old. Cal-

culating that horses are not generally put to work until they

are four years old, and, consequently, that they are not cu-

tered as liable to the duty till that period, and assumiug, ou

the average, that they continue at work ten years, the annual

produce will bs 20,000, to breed which requires about 30,OCO

mares. To increase ranterially the number of horses which

are bred yearly must be a work of time. Of the 200,000 oue-

half the number will be mares ; and if one in twenty were to

be added to the number of brood mares, already devoted to

that purpose, it would only give an ausrmentation of 5000,

which would not produce more than 3 636 foals, and, accord-

ing to reports, more than that number have already been lost

at the Crimea. The statistical returns for Ireland furnish an

account of the gross number of horse.", including those used

for agriculture ; therefore we caanot derive any satisfactory in.

II
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formation respecting the classes now under consideration, bnt

from the increase of the number under one year old, compared

with those between one and two years old, evidence is given

that cur Hiberniaa brethren are devoting their attention to

the important undertaking. Their horses upwards of two

years old amount to 447,543 ; one year old and upwards,

39,097 ; under one year old, 53,145.

I
Breeders of all kinds of stock are unanimous in the opinion

ithat it is necessary to have a distinct class acknowledged to be

thorough-bred, to perpetuate the species, whether it be deter-

mined to preserve the pure strain, or to mis it with other

breeds, and in the latter case it is fonnd to succeed best when

the male is of the highest class. To produce the better kinds

of horses, the sire must be chosen from the racing stable.

The mare may be of a less aristocratic family, providing she

possesses power, activity, and symmetry. It has been a misfor-

tune for many that have entered into the speculation, that

they have selected horses coarsely bred, and coarsely formed.

They too frequently fall into errors in their estimation of those

proportions which indicate power ; they suffer themselves to

be deluded by the appearance of fat as a substitute for mus-

i cular development, and they allow excessive bulk rudely to

take precedence of activity. One of the principal mistakes of

the present age has been the enhanced value set upon horses of

great size. There is a standard of excellence which governs

the size of all animals ; those most essentially which are re-

quired for labour. It is often remarked that " a good big horse

is superior to a good little one." In theory it appears to be a

juat conclusion, but practice inquires "where the good big one

is to be met with?" There is likewise something more than

power requisite to complete a good horse; that is, the will to

give effect to the power. This excellent faculty is derived from

the nervous excitability of the brain and nervous system, which

influences the muscles of locomotion; and when this property

exists extensively, unless it be counterbalanced by some phy-

sical inability, ill health, or want of sufficient nutriment, the

animal will possess equivalent good qualities. This is one of

the essential distinctions between the race- horse and the cart-

horse ; and as it is an inheritance of the former, it affords an

important reason why that class should be selected to cross

with mares of inferior lineage. When attempts are made to

; breed horses between thorough-bred ones and those appertaiu-

i kg to the cart, the result is generally attended with disap-

pointment. There are e.sceptions, no doubt, but they are very

rare, and to continue to bieed from two animals of the latter

kind involves a great risk. It is a well-known fact that horses

do not ueceasarily partake of the nature and qualifications of

their parents, but they may resemble a grandsire or grandam,

or one of still more remote ancestry. It is from the injudicious

selection of sires, and that more frequently than in the choice

cf mares, that many persons, from the ill-success that has

pf ended such practices, have relinquished the pursuit of

breeding. It is not sufficient for the horse and mare to possess

the good qualities which are required in their offspring, but

t cy must come of a family possessing those good qualities.

' in this respect breeders of racing stock have an unequivoci 1

I
advantage over breeders of inferior kinds; the former cjn

i
obtain, from indubitable authority, the perfections and impcr-

;

fections throughout several generations. When the relative

I
proportions of horses and mares are studied, it will be found

'

that the horse is naturally of greater size ; it is, therefore, by

no means desirable to seek for mares of the largest frame

Nature is an excellent monitor on such occasions, and does net

Buffer her ordinations to be transgressed with impunity. An
oversized mare is very uncertain in her produce ; one year she

will give birth to a puny, weak, leggy foal, and the succeed-

ing one will, in all probability, be too bulky, inactive, and

clumsy.

Suggestions have been made, in divers quarters, that, to

improve and perpetuate the breed of riding and cavalry horses,

Arabian and half-bred sires should be introduced, urging that

our thorough-bred horses originated from Arabian or other

Oriental blood. An inquiry into the rise and progress of our

racing stock will confute such an absurdity ; for absurdity it

is, to assume that the powerful, high-couraged English race-

horse is to be displaced by an animal scarcely removed above

his primitive condition. Eespecting half-bred sires, enough

has been already urged against them.

This is, in truth, an age prolific with mechanical genius, a

most important and valuable talent
;

yet, while all sorts of

devices have been proposed to render the mechanical inventions

of war successful, the most effectual means of bringing them

into operation, through the agency of the horse, has been

totally forgotten.—Sunday Times.

REVIEW
DALTON'S METEOROLOGIST.

Published by Joseph Thomson, Market-street, Manchester,

This is a Meteorological or Weather-Table, arranged by

Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, of her Majesty's Patent Office, from

tables formed by the late Dr. Dalton, of Manchester, and other

data extending over twenty years, exhibiting at one view the

mean monthly state of the rain-gauge, the barometer, and

thermometer at that place ; as also the time of sunrise, with

the mean monthly temperature and annual mean height of the

thermometer in the Crimea. The profit derived from the sale

of the print lo be appropriated to the Patriotic Fund.

It forms one of a series of the most interesting, useful, and

ornamental producaous to the agriculturist which we have

seen ; and, from its cheapness (only one shilling), cannot fail

of finding a place beside every barometer. To the farmer the

weather is ever a source cf anxious inquiry, engaging his first

attention every morning, and his last at night. During seed"

time and harvest, how often does he visit his " weather-

glass I" And the beautiful table before us, iudicatiog the

mean montbly'averages, would enable him at a glance to arrive

at satisfactory conclusions. Others are being arranged for the

capital and different metropolitan towns, and, like this, have

only to be seen to be duly appreciated and purchased for the

highly instructive purpose forwhich they are so admirably fitted.

To give our readers a faint idea of this invaluable production

of art, and the freah obligations they lie under to Mr. Wood-

croft in spending his leisure hours for their good, we may men-

tion that a column is appropriated to each month of the year,

commencing with January on the left, and ending with De-

cember on the right ; four other columns, two on each side,

comprising drawings of a thermometer, scale of rain-gauge,

hours of the day, and barometer. On the extreme left, for in-

stance, there is, first, a graduated thermometer, and between

that and the column for January the rain-gauge. On the ex.

trcme right, again, is the barometer, with the scale of the

twenty-four hours of the day between it and December : the

twelve hours a.m. being at the top, and twelve hours p.m. be-

low. The monthly mean averages are indicated by four

bright-coloured vertical lines in each column ; and the annual

mean height of the thermometer and barometer by dotted

cross-lines. A red line, for instance, indicates the monthly

mean height of the thermometer, and a yellow that of the

barometer. Blue lines, again, show the mean quantity of rain
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for each mouth : while a green line showa the meaa monthly

temperature of the Crimea, as the red does that of Manchester-

A semi-oib in each monthly column opposite the hour-index

shows the time of sunrise at the middle of each mouth. And

the different indices are so plain, simple, and conspicuous, that

a child may read them. The following are those for January,

tabularly stated :

—

SUNRISE 8h. 2m. deg.

Red line (thermometer) Manchester 36.

7

Green line (thermometer) Crimea 32.00

inches.

Yellow line (barometer) Manchester 29.80

Blue line (rain-f;auge) 2.257

The border, again, is elegantly and tastefully ornamented

by chromo-lilhography, ia gold, red, and blue, expanding at the

top into shells and scrolls, in which is placed a medallion in

the centre, coutaiDing a portrait of Dr, Dalton, with four female

figures, two on each side of the Manchester philosopher, typl.

cal of the four seasons ; while at the bottom of each monthly

column is a corresponding figure emblematical of the month's

meteorological character, by the operations of the field, in which

they are respectively engaged. A sower, for instance, under

March, represents seed time ; a reaper, under August, harvest

;

a woodman, under January, blowing on his fingers before com*

mencmg the labours of the day, conveys to the miud a very

faithful picture of the present month ; while the other nine

figures are equally expressive: the whole, put together,

communicating an amount of information which we

should not now like to want. Three things demand special

notice: the disinterested manner in which Mr. Woodcroft

commemorates the invaluable labours of Dr. Dalton ; supports

the Patriotic Fund ; and confers upon the public—especially

the agricultural interest—a lasting benefit at the same time.

THE TRADE OF 1854.

The past year has proved that any attempt to measure our

prosperity by the value of the goods we export is a great fal-

lacy ; and it proves that no amount of goods exported can

compensate for the diminution of our domestic exchanges.

Messrs. Littledale and Co., of Liverpool, state in their annual

circular that "The result of the past year's business, so far as

commerce is concerned, is most unsatisfactory, both for

Imports and Exports ; and so generally will this fact be ad-

mitted by those engaged in it, that any lengthened digest

s-eems almost needless."

This is the language of one of the largest commercial firms

in the first commercial town in the kingdom. Of cotton, they

affirm that " every bale has lost money." " Snyar has lost

money from whatever quarter imported." 0( tea, "bad, and

made worse by its unsound conJitiou." The only articles

which form a set-off against this gloomy side of the picture

are rum, tallow, hemp, grain, rice, flour, linseed, and such

articles as are affected by the war and high prices.

It must not, however, be imagined that there are no com-

plaints to be mide agaiust the merchants and manufacturers

themselves. To a certain extent they are the originators of

evils which are certain to recoil upon themselves. It has been

frequently remarked to us by manufacturers, that money capi-

tal is no advantage to a man in business, while he who pos-

sesses none has equal facilities for carrying it on, owing to the

irregularity of the system of credits. But this seems to be

owing to that want of a sound system of credit which has

been practised in the manufacturing districts ; and until this

is terminated by some generally acknowledged plan, those who
practise it will continue to carry on their operations until a

pressure in the money market brings them down ; it is then

that the cautious and the improvident fall together, dragging

down every one connected with them.

The following remarks from the circular of Messrs. Little-

dale and Co., although more particularly applicable to the

cotton trade, may be applied with equal truth to other

branches of our commercial enterprise. In referring to the

unsatisfactory results of trade daring the year just closed,

they add:

" But it may be fairly asked. How can this be with exports

exceeding any previous year on record P Wuo can be found

to go on Beading goods to this enormous extent, if they

are losing money in nearly every market in the world?

and what is the secret of their loss ? It seems to

originate, ia a great degree, in the manufacturers them-

selves becoming the large exporters they now are;

and the ramifications of evil arising from this practice

are most momentous, and well deserving the attention

of the manufacturer himself. In the first place, it deprives

the regular export merchant of his legitimate profit, by bring-

ing into the same market as his missions a larger quantity of

goods than the markets can fairly take, and these latter being

generally sent under advance, are forced off at prices which

entail loss on both parties—then comes the competition for

returns, the large sales force down the rate of exchange, and

produce is bought in preference, at prices which entail a second

loss on importing."

The same authority, having noticed the commercial error

committed, refers to another point of equal importance, but

which seems to be almost wholly neglected by the manufac-

turing and mercantile part of the community :

" The manufacturer's purpose, for the moment, appears to

be answered, as, by shipping off his surplus make, he obtains

a better price for what he sells at home ; but does he not

thereby give an undue support to the price of the raw ma-

terial, which must tell agaiust himself both as a manufacturer

and an exporter ? Then see the money part of the business

:

when discounts are at 2J or 3 per cent., he can draw at 6

months, with a renewal at 4 or 6 mouths, thereby giving

ample time for the goods to be sold at leisure ; but with

mouey at 3 per cent, and upwards, he draws at 3 mouths aud

renews at 3 months, the orders sent out, being, as stated in a

letter received from Calcutta by a late mail, 'to realize on

arrival without reference to price, and to remit in produce

whatever may be its cost.'

"

When will the great manufacturing and mercantile interests

read such lessons as these to their profit ? When will they

learn that dear money reduces their credit from 12 to 6 months?

When will they see that our monetary system tosses them

about like a balance in the hands of an Indian juggler? If

British merchants wish for stability aud security in their trans-

actions, they must carry on their business upon a more rational

system, and learu to discover the causes of such failures as

have characterised the Trade of 1854.—Bankers' Circular.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LINSEED TRADE.
Sir,—The termination of au eventful year again affords U3

the pleasure of furnishing you with our annual retrospect of

prices, &c. They possess unusual iuterest this time, from the

critical state oiu: trade has been placed in during the past

twelve months ; for the war unhappily existing between this

country and Kussia (and having its chief seat in the district

usually supplying ihe largest quantity of linseed), renders it

of paramount importance to gather as much information as

possible, not only of what has been passing here, but the effect

I likewise of the so-long-expected closing of the Black Sea

trade, should it ever occur.

LINSEED, although a larger importation than last year, so

far as this port is concerned, will nevertheless be found mate-

rially shorter in the aggregate (probably one-fourth, and the

deficiency all arising since August) ; the sources of supply

also again much altered since our last statement was published.

Of the 249,450 qrs. imported, the East Indies furnished

117,500 qrs. ; the Black Sea and Mediterranean (the latter

being chiefly transhipments of Black Sea seed), 93,000 qrs.

;

Aleiaadria, 6,000 qrs. ; Archangel, 9,500 qrs. ; and the

Trussing Baltic ports aud sundries, 23,500 qrs. Of this no

less than 70,000 qrs. were re-exported all nAlhin the last four

months. The ports of Riga aud Petersburg, which last season

shipped half a million of quarters, are this year blank, but

from Memel a larger quantity than usual has found its way,

some of it being of the description ordinarily sent through

Riga. At Archangel 53,000 qrs. were shipped—14,500 qrs.

to United Kingdom and 38,500 qrs. to Holland and Belgium,

&c. The total supply from the East Indies exceeded 280,000

qrs. From Alexandria about 23,000 qrs., and from the Azov

aud Black Seas the unprecedented quantity of 700,000 qrs , of

which 575,030 qrs. have already arrived, and beeu divided as

follows :—Hull, 210,000 qrs. ; Londju, 93,000 ; Grimsby,

30,000 ; Southampton, 26,000 : Yarmouth, 22,000 ; Ipswich,

10,000 ; Lowestoft, 7,000 ; Liverpool, 7,000 ; Newcastle,

4,000 ; Lynn, 3,500 ; Leith, 3,000 ; Dover, 2,703 ; Gains-

borough, 2,000 ; Gloucester, 2,000 ; Dublin, 1,500 ; Boston,

800. For various Belgian ports, 100,500 qrs. ; Holland,

40,000 ; and France, 10,000.

The total imports since 1849 have been as under, namely :

—In 1849,626,495 qrs.; 1850, 608,986 qrs. ; 1851,630,471

qrs.; 1852, 796,561 qrs. ; 1853,1,035,336 qrs.; and 1854,

about 750,000 qrs. ; during the crushing season, say from 1st

July to the 30th June following, the result showed thus ;

—

1818-49, 700,000 qrs.; 1849-50, 600,000 qrs.; 1830-51 and
1351-52, 700,000 qrs.; 1852-53, 825,000; and 1853-54,

' 1,030,000. We estimate 1854-55 will be about 700,000 qra.

Our market had scarcely opened last year, when an im-

I

mediate rise of full 10 per cent, occurred ; Black Sea seed,

vhich was quoted 58s. on the 1st January, selling at 6O3. be-

fore the middle of that month ; a slight reaction followed,

through speculative realization of the handsome profits then

obtainable; but although a forced sale was made as low as 57s..

the market continued iu a moat healthy state, and 60s. was soon

again re- established as the current price. Seed was by no

means plentiful during spring months, and when, early in

March, it became certain war would be declared, the price ran

rapidly up to 643., and during the last week of that month to

7O3. The supplies after this period were much more liberal

than had beea previously expected, and particularly from

Odessa, where the prohibition of the export of wheat had

caused a run upon seed to fill up vessels chartered for England,

and thus save any claims for dead freight, &c. A decline of

about 23. per quarter took place in April—parcels for arrival

offering at even 23. less money. By the end of May, the value

had receded to 63s. and about this date some very large con-

tracts (which we notice more particularly in a subsequent

paragraph), were entered iulo by the Greek houses for the

shipment of Azov seed, conditional on the ports remaining

open, and no governmental impediments intervening. Prices

declined steadily after this time, marking 62s. iu June and

July, 61s. down to 583. by end of August, and 563. 6d. and

one forced sale at 533. before the end of September. Large

conditional sales making, all through this period, of Black Sea

seed, at about the rates current on the spot ; the contiuued

uncertainty as to when the blockade would really be made ef-

fective keeping the trade iu a most perplexed and unsatis-

factory position. In October, many causes combined to pro-

duce a great reaction in prices ; the continental crushers, shut

out of their usual Baltic supply, appeared as buyers here. The

demand for oil for export exceeded anything we ever remember,

and the same might also be said of the home trade for cakes ;

by the end of the month, therefore, the price had recovered to

643. on the spot, with eager buyers at 653. to 663. for dis-

tant deliveries. This season our crushers profited by the ex-

perience of several former years, and did not leave the conti-

nental buyers to clear our market of all the cheap seed ; on the

contrary, the purchases for those markets have often been after

a rise here, so that a large proportion of the cheapest seed has

been left for home consumption. In Novemher,the reiterated

assurance of an immediate blockade, and a continued extra-

ordinary demand for seed for export, further improved the value

to 69s., and extensive purchases also were made of floating

cargoes at 703.

Last month, the market was hardly so strong, for large

shipments of the new crop were known to be taking place in

the Black Sea, and crushers having now less anxiety as to

their wants for remainder of this season, wisely abstained

from following up the market at these extreme rates.

There is not much to remark as regards quality. The

Archangel seed arrived very rough, aud out of coudition.

Less care seems to be taken with the Calcutta sorts; for they

come more mixed than formerly. The quantity from Bombay

is greatly on the increase, aud quality satisfactory. Marian-

ople, Berdianskj, and Glubok seed have commanded a great

preference amongst Black Sea descriptions ; but the bulk of

the AzDv seed has been indifferent this year, and much of it

arrived in a very heated state. As regards the late harvests,

we are at present without any reliable information.

In granary, in merchants' hands, there are 13,000 qrs. of

Black Sea, 3,000 qrs. Alexandria, 2,030 qrs. Petersburg,

5,000 qrs. Memel, 4,000 qrs. Archangel, 8,000 qra. East

India and sundries; together 35,000 qrs. Tne quantity

floating ia large, namely, 125,000 qrs. Black Sea, 110,000 qrs.

Calcutta, 10,000 qra. Alexandria and Mediterranean, and

5,000 qrs. Memel; in all 250,000 qra. Nearly the whole,

however, ia sold, and much of it is for transhipment to the

continent.

In May last, notwithstanding the extreme rates at which

contracts were made for Aaov seed, our English ciushers
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took that opportunity to buy freely, being most anxious

about the future, and only too glad to secure some portion of

seed to keep their mills at work in the autumn ; they of course

relied in fullest confidence on the positive statement of the

First Lord of the Admiralty, that a blockade of all Kussian

Ports had been ordered to take place after a certain date.

Tliis official assurance having been given in the most un-

qualified terms, large operations were entered into, eventually

entailing a serious loss to the buyers, and for which our own
Government was entirely to blame. So far as the interests of

the consumers of linseed were concerned, there can be no

doubt they have been benefited by the trade continuing open

;

but the complaint of the manufacturer is, not that no blockade

exists, but that he should have been so deceived through

being inforraed by those in authority, they were not to expect

anything farther from Russia. This naturally induced him to

send his orders to our own possessions in India, wheiice large

supplies have since come forward at a great loss, having to

compete with the continuous import of seed from the Black

Sea. If the Government had stated that the blockade was

contingent on certain events, it would then have been a fair

matter of speculation for the parties interested ; but with

such unhesitating and clear answers to the many communica-

tions addressed, in the first instance, to it, merchants have

great reason to complain of the course pursued by the Govern-

ment. The pecuniary loss was in many instances very heavy

;

but this was less than the disappointment of those who had

operated iu full dependence upon the word of an English

Ministry, and especially, also, when they remembered that

their loss found its way into Russian pockets. The vaunted

stoppage of Russian trade is altogether a myth, in as far as

the South of that empire is concerned ; with the exception of

the articles prohibited by the Emperor himself, it has, in fact,

been even greater than in previous years.

If we could but place unreserved faith (even now) in the

renewed assurances of our own Government, and especially in

the late caution published by the Admiralty to the trading

community relative to a blockade of all the Russian ports

(should hostilities continue on the reopening rf next year's

navigation), we have really only the East Indies to depend

upon for next year's wants. Doubtless high rates will greatly

stimulate the production there (already more than double that

of 1853), and ultimately tend to make us independent of

Bussia altogether for the article of Linseed ; but the increase

there could only be gradual, and for some years will go but a

short way to coinpeiisate the deficiency of the million to a

million and a-half of quarters which that country has hitherto

supplied various European ports with. Even if peace quickly

ensued out of the reported present negotiations, the interrup-

tions to the regular channels of production in the south must

render cur supply for 1855-56 a very precarious one. We
cannot express any opinion as to the future ; everything de-

pends on the course political events take. We fear peace is

far distant, and in no case is the end of the present season

likely to find us with a surplus stock. The continent has still

great wants, and must come to our markets to supply them.

The reduction of the duties in France, too, will net be without

effect, from its tendency to equalize prices there and here, and

today even their prices wovdd leave a fair margin for ship-

ments. We should say the generality of the crushers do not

hold much on hand, certainly nut more than at this period

last year ; and there is every indication of a very large con-

sumption both of oil and cake, with light stocks of both these

articles. Prices are not likely, therefore, permanently to re-

cede during the next few mouths, but their eventual course is

far beyond any human calculation

LINSEED OIL has been a favourite article of speculation

during the past year, owing to the anticipated stoppage of

supplies of seeds. Prices have consequently been subject to

violent fluctuations, and the character of the trade much

altered by the unusual elements introduced into it. Our quo-

tation for oil on the 1st January last year was £31, but within

two or three days it improved to £33 10s., and the following

week to £34, at which it remained steady all the remainder of

the month . In February it was quiet, and the price occa sionally

lOs. to 20s. per ton in buyers' favour. Early in March, sellers

again had the advantage, and the home trade bought freely up

to £35 per ton. At the close of this mouth, after the declara-

tion of war, a most extraordinary speculation set in, and every

parcel of oil offered was eagerly taken, the price appearing a

secondary condition ; and he felt himself a lucky man who

could say, " I have secured so many tons." The general belief

then was, we should have no more Russian seed imported

;

and it will not appear surprising, therefore, that within a space

of four or five days we had to raise our quotations £8 per ton,

namely, to £43 on the spot, and as high as £47 and £48 paid

for future monthly deliveries. A natural reaction followet?,

and the price went rapidly down to £40, an occasional sale

making at lOs. to 20s. less. During April about 40s. was the

quotation, and the encouraging accounts received at this time

from the United States, replying to our advices of the rise here

the previous month, imparted great steadiness to the market-

It soon became evident, however, that the purchases had been

made solely on speculative account ; and as the deliveries npon

forward contracts became due, it v/as further found that the

speculatOiS were of a widely different class to Ihosa who bought

at end of 1853, when many hundreds of tons were actually

received, paid for, and taken off the market to hold for higher

rates. Month by month, now, v.-e had to quote dechning

rates, and so much still left iu weak, speculative hands, and no

signs whatever of help by a cessation of the supply of seed,

that there was little prospect of auy amendment. In May the

price fell £3 per ton, and in June it was sold at a further re-

duction, namely, at £35. This brought consumers to market,

and during July it was ready of sale at 063. August again

witnessed much depression (for seed came uninterruptedly to

market, iu absence of the blockade, upon the belief of which

the speculation was originally founded), so that little was doing*

although it was quoted at 34s. only. The closing of a large

speculative account in September forced prices down to 32s,

lOd., when suddenly there appeared such an export demand

for the contiuent as never occurred on any previous occa-

sion. Holders had, however, by this time got so " cut

of heart " that they met the demand most freely,

even after the decline, and it was not until a clearance of several

thousand tons had been effected that the market effectually

rallied. Early in October, we had advanced to 343. again ;

and the home trade being bare 'of stock,||and the American

houses appearing as buyers, we quickly ran up to 373., and

sotne (e'v^ forward purchases made as high as 39s. The

great cake trade at this period again rendered the supply

somewhat in excess of the demand ; and 363. was accepted in

November, with a spurt at the end of the month to 38s.,

caused by the great advance then occurring in seed. Last

mouth it was ag.iin 37s. to 33s. lOd. ; but, as is not uncom-

mon at the end of the year, a disposition to go into stock,

coupled with the reduction of the duty iu France, thereby

opening a new outlet for it, has gradually improved the value

to 393., and large purchases made for future monthly deliveries

at 40s, The quantity of od manufactured has been unusually

great, in consequence of the seed crushed this year being

almost exclusively of the finer sorts. The export (three-fourths
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of which, by-the-bye, has been within the last six months) la

less than last year by about 1,500 tons, and will be found, we

expect, only about 16,000 tons, against 17,500 in 1853, 13,000

j

in 1852, and 13,500 tons in 1851. At the present high figures

for seed, the manufacture must be very unremuneralive to the

crusher ; and we are convinced, from the character nf purchases

I
of late, that scarcely any stocks remain on hand. We can but

feel sanguine as to this artinle ; the uncertainty as to fu'nre

supplies of seed alone should render it worthy of notice. But

when, in addition to this, we take into consideration the high

I

rates ruling at all the usual places of export, and the relatively

!
higher value of all oils, grease, and talbw, both there and here,

i; must go mora largely into consumption than the make is

likely to furnish.

LINSEED CAKES have been in unceasing and large de-

raiiid all through the year. Their useful properties are now
60 patent to the farming interests, it is unnecessary for ns to

make any comments upon them beyond calling attention to

!
the effect whic'.i may he produced upon prices should onr sup-

ply of Russian seed be stopped next season. They have ceased

V 0^' to be a luxury, and have become a necessary for cattle

;

I

and we really dare not venture on any opinion as to the

i prices which might rule in the event contemplated above. Sup-

plies of foreign cake have been much larger during the past

year than the previous one, and consisted chiefly of American,

to which a decided preference has been given, in consequence

of its good quality, and the haudiness for conveyance of its

packages. The supply was light up to June, when, however,

we had rather a heavy import. This was quickly taken up by

the dealers, wiio, anticipating a large future demand, bought

very lartrely to hold over, and at the full rates then current.

We continued with a good steady trade until the end of Sep-

tember ; and since that time, owing to the great scarcity of feed-

ing stuffs,we have had an enormous demand (fortunately wellsup-

plied by imports), and prices have gradually advanced fully

80s. per ton within the last three mouths. £10 lOa. was the

current London price in January last, and as the spring ad

vancod they improved to £11 and £11 5s. During the

summer £10 lOs. was again the value, with a firm market,

until after harvest, when a demand set in, which the make
was wholly inadequate to meet, and prices rapidly improved

to £12 10s, We always have to report a dull trade about

Christmas-time ; but all our information leads ns to believe we
shall have an unusual spring demand, and probable further

improvement in value. To day's price is £12 to £12 lOs.

RAPE AND OTHER OIL SEEDS —The import of Rape
Seed shows a deSciency into London, but it is more than
mads up by the excess at the northern ports, where consider-

able supplies of Dani-:h and Gern.-.an seed have been received.

Into the whole kingdom, therefore, it will show a surpbis as

compared with 1853. Upon the price of SSs., at which we
commenced the year for Calcutta seed, a s'isjht improvement
afterwards took place ; but it was not long maintained, and
the value, until the autumn, hardly varied from about 563. per

quarter. In October, signs of amendment appeared ; and in

November, oaing to the rise in Od, it went rapidly up to C3s.

and 688. Since then, a slight reaction has occurred, and to-

day's value is about 65s. for fine seed. The re-export is

17,000 qrs., or only tsvo-thirds that of 1853, and one-half of

1852. Other Oil Seeds are scarce, and quotations almost

nominal. Seearae, 63s. Teel, 61s. Niger, 50s. Gingelly,

623. Poppy, 61s.

RAPE OIL grows in importance. It is found to be, even

at its high value, the most economical light which can be

used; and whilst tallow aad othei; burning oH% maintain their

present prices, there is no doubt the consumption will go on

increasing. The price opened firm at £48 to £49 ; but fair

supplies dropping in when the frost broke up, in February,

caused a decline to £46, and by beginning of March to £43.

It then again improved to £46 in April, but lost the rise in

May, and in June touched its lowest point—namely, £42 lOs.

July saw it quoted £44 to £43 ; and in August it began to

mend again, and s^ld at £45 lOs. Early in September, it

receded to £4i ; but at the end of the month a large oversold

account, which sellers were most anxious to close, ran it

quickly up to £47 ; and after that, an immense consumptive

demand improved it rapidly until it reached £57 (and in

some instances more) at end of November. There is but

little expectation of any material decline, whilst other articles

used for burning purposes continue at their prices. The

present value to-day is £54 to £55.

RAPE C.\KES go on steadily increasing in con-

sumption, and bear generally a higher value than for-

merly. They are extensively used for feediug purposes,

and judiciously mixed are stated to exerciee a very beneficial

effect. The price, which was £6 lOa. per ton in January last,

was maintained until the summer, and occasionally an addi-

tional 5s. per ton paid. It afterwards receded to £5 10s. in

September, but the demand has since continued so steadily to

increase that £7 was currently paid in November ; and al-

though this extreme rate is not now obtainable, the market

has a healthy appearance, and with the usual spring demand

and light stocks there is no probability of prices giving way.

FISH OILS call for no remark beyond a register of the

prices ruling since our last circular was published. Sperm oil

was at £91 in January and FebrnaTy ; it advanced to £110 in

March, and remained firm until June, after which it gradually

receded to £103 in July. It has gone on improving since,

and 13 now worth £122. Pale seal scarcely varied from £43

to £41 until last month, when it advanced to £49, and is firm

thereat to-day. Soutliern has been iu very short supply ; it

was nominally £47 from January to May. On arrivals taking

place during the summer, however, actual business was done

as low as £33 lOs., but it has increased in value since August,

and is scarce now at £47. Cod oil we had to quote £.37 in

January, £40 in May, and it scarcely varied afterwards until

November, when £43 was the nearest price. It is again scar e,

and held for a further advance. Stocks of all descriptions are

iu the smallest possible compass, ai.d prices show no sign of

retrograding.

SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE have undergone their cus-

tomary fluctuations, prices opening at 54s., advancing to 57a.,

and then receding to 41s. (which was ii May). They have

reaiaibed remarkably stealy since, markirig once as low as

oOs , and on no occasion more than 44s. To-day they are flat

at 403.

TALLOW and politics went hand in hand last year,

and bnjers'and sellers' hopes and fears fluctuated with the

price of Consols. Scarcely two 'Aceks following have we had

to quote the same price ; there has always been a rise or fall

of 203. to 603. per ton,

A very large quantity of tallov/ was given off on contract on

1st 01 January last, which had the effect of keeping the market

Alt until it was placed, when a jump of L5 per ton immediately

occurred, namely, from £59 lOs. to £04 lOs. ; some reaction

followed, and £82 was nearest value in February. March

onened firmly; and when war broke out it improved a further

£5 per ton, and £71 10s. was at that time paid once for autumn

delivery. It soon became evident, however, the thing had been

overdone ; and cciisuraptiou falling off, and a deeided "bear"
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speculation setting in, a rapid decline occurred, and £60 was

accepted in May. After that it gradually recovered from the

depression, and again touched £65 early in July, and £67 lOs.

in August. In September, owing to the slack demand, and

daily advices of purchases at St Petersburg for transmission

«!« Prussia, the price declined to £62 lOs.; but in October,

some expectation of an interference with that trade again ad-

vanced it to £57 lOs. About £66 was November's price, but

it was not maintained, and again touched £62 lOs. middle of

Jast month. Last week it rallied to £64, at which all out-
(

standing December contracts were settled ; and lo-day there

are rather buyers at this figure.

The high price appears materially to have interfered with

consumption, for the deliveries since June have fallen off nearly

25 per cent. ; and, the production beiug stimulated through

the same cause, we are not likely to have those high rates so

confidently predicted a few months ago. Future prices depend

on the duration of the present war, and an opinion, therefore,

of no value. Edwards & Eastty.

London, Jan. 1.

LINSEED, OILS, AND TALLOW.
Sir,—The natural tendency of political events for some months

past has been to keep markets generally in an excited state. Few
descriptions of mercliandize, however, have been more influenced

by them than those with which we are connected. The extent

of business transacted, and the fluctuations in value, have been

unpnralleled, and, as might be expected, inducing speculation

on a large scale. Prices, in some instances, advanced 50 per

cent , so that, upon the whole, the year closed satisfactorily, and

with profit to most parties. At the same time, it must be borne

in mind, tliat the rates now rulin? are somewhat dangerous, and

more than ordinary caution will be requisite for some time to

come, as any decided steps on the part of our Government to en-

force more rigidly the blockade of the Russian ports on the one

hani), or the slightest indication of peace on the other, would

occasion greater changes than any we have now to call attention to.

LINSEED.— Notwithstanding the quantities debarred from

shipment in the northern ports of Russia are estimated at 250,000

quaiters, the supplies received into London last year exceeded

those of the previous one by 15,736 quarters, being 254,400

against 238,664 in 1853. At Liverpool, also, an excess is shown,

the import there being 72,071 against 54,500 in 1853. At Hull,

however, where they depend more upon Russian ports, there is

a great deficiency, the import being 314,641 against 462,981, or

148,340 short. Prices last year ranged wide, 55s. up to 70s. for

Black Sea being the extremes. To-day, the value on the spot is

68s. to 70s. ; Bombay, 70s, ; Calcutta, CSs. to 6Ss. 6d., down to

533. to 54s. for Archangel. For arrival, 6d. to Is. per quarter

beyond these rates is demanded. We begin with a stock of

39,000 quarlers against 15,550 in 1854; 8,500 in 1853; 12,500

in 1352; and 30,000 in 1851. The following are particulars of

Imports and Exports :

—
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than 9627 tuns against 7000 in 18S3, 41G3 in 1852, and 2550 in

1851. The enhanced value of Tallow helped the market. The

price of Cochin, which was £46 10s. in January, was £52 in

August, but cannot nnw be quoted over £49 lOs. to £50, Out of

7799 tuns delivered from our warehouses, 5025 were for export.

The following are particulars of Imports :

—

The Stock on tlie Ist

January
Imported during ..

Delivered do.
Prices, Ceylon ..••

„ Cochin....

1853.

Tuns.

3203

£48 10s. to £49
£49 10s. to £50

1854.
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Has aif,© affords cncourn'-'ement to hope tluit when a reaction

faiily takes place, it will be botli more rapid and enduring. We
are happy to notice that the last few weeks have witnessed some

irafjroveraent, and it is generally supposed that we have passed

tha turning point; but we must look for more favourable ac-

counts from the United States before we can expect the trade to

resume iis wonted activity, as it is to that important market we
have chiefly to lock for aa outlet for these goods.

In ihe Woollen, Flannel, and Hosiery districts the trade, al-

though not biisk, has been tolerably satisfactory: the Carpet

Trade less so. For Blankets and other descriptions of heavy

goods there has been a brisk demand, and the trade has been

both ariimated and profitable, the supply of the raw material

having been very abundant, as well as low in price. The Go-
vernment Contracts have given a great Impetus to this branch

of business, and for some months vhe chief difficulty has been to

eupply them within the time required. The home trade is at

all (inics influenced by the high price of provisions ; and It will,

therefore, readily be supposed that, with so many causes acting

against it, the demand has been much impeded, lut to a less

extent than, under the circumstances, might have been expected.

The Imports of Wool show a considerable falling otf, amount-

ing to upwards of 1-.! per cent. This we have bten quite pre-

pared to expect, and are only surprised they have not been much
greater, considering the continued losses in foreign during the

last two years, with scarcely any exception, which have offered

no inducements to import, and it is in these the chief deflcieney

exists. On the other hand, the great increase in the Export of

Foreign and Colonial presents a marked, although, considering

that prices have ruled bo much higher in other markets, not a

surprising feature, being aboutlSO per cent, greater than in the

previous yrar; wliile of British, about 100 per cent, more has

been exported, leaving a very diminished supply available for

home use.

AU3IRALIA.—The successful cultivation of the gi'owth of

Wool has suflTered a severe check during the last few years, and

much uncertainty exists as to the future, which for some time, at

least, srems likely to continue. The gold discoveries have quite

unsettled Iho ordinary course of business, and caused it to change

hands very considerably. Shipments have been made, in many
cases, in utter ignorance of the consuming capabilities of those

markets, which have, in consequence, ben glutted, and the

goods have been sold at ruinous sacrifices. Tha investment of

these returns has increased the competition for the purchase of

Wool, and caused prices to be forced up, not warranted by ac-

counts from this s-ide, and the result has been very heavy losses

on the whole importation of the season. The general condition

of the flocks has been less unfavourable than, under the circum-

stances, might hive been reasonably expected; but there has

been great scarcity of healthy-grown W^ool adapted for combing

purposes, which, however, from the great stagnation in the home
demand for such qualities, has been less felt, and they have been

chiefly sought after by the Continental buyers. When an im-

provement takes place in the Bradford trade, and it is to be

hoped this period is not far distant, the want of such Wools will

cause much inconvenience, as hardly any other kinds can sup-

ply their place. Unsatisfactory as have been the prices of Aus-

tralian Wools, they have received very material support from

Foreign competition. Tiie attendance rf Continental buyers is

now regular, and on the increase; and, having once accustomed

themselves to the consumption of those Wools, we believe that,

like our home trade, they will not be able to do without them,

which will tend to insure future competition. This circumstance

is well worth notice, when wo state that these purchasers, at

some of the public salts, have taken off one-fifth of the quantity,

in some cases reacliing 10,000 bales. At the public sales in Feb-

ruary and March, the quantity was unusually large for that

period, a good deal of Imported Wool having been kept hack

from Iho previous sales, increased by a good deal of second-hand

Wools, which opei-ated against prices. At the subsequent sales,

there was no material change until the July and August series,

when a reaction took place. Prices have since been gradually

improving, and there is a prospect that the advance will be fully

supported, as this season's imports show but a very ti-ifling in-

crease, and the next spring public sales will be proportionately

small. Considering ti-.a generally defective condition of Aus-
tralian Wools throughout tlie season, the decline has not been to

great as would at first seem to be the case, and, consequently,

less unfavourable to the grower; still it has been the means of

establishing a low range of prices for all similar qualitiea.

Homeward freights have ruled moderate, but outwards they have

been subject to great fluctuation. The shipping Interest has sus-

tained a serious reaction, and, notwithstanding the number of

vessels taken up by Government for transports, and the unpre-

cedentedly large losses to the mercantile marine of the world

during the past twelve months, computed at not less than 4,000

vessels, the general rates of freight have considerably declined.

CAPE OF GOOB HOPE.—This Colony is capable of produc-

ing very superior Wools, and such are fully esteemed ; they at

all times meet with ready sale, at full maiket value, but, unfor-

tunately, they form but a very insignificant portion of the Im-

ports, which consist of most irregular and uncurrent qu ilitiei.

These throughout the year have been difficult of sale, even at a

great reduction in price.

GERMAN continues to engage less attention, and, notwith-

stantiing the reduction in prices established at the principal fairs,

they liHve still ruled too high to induce Imports in comparison

with Colonial Wools; the great Inilk has contequenlly been re-

tained for home consumption, but there has also been a fair de-

mand for the Netherlands and France.

SPANISH AND PORTUGAL — The better kinds in fair con-

dition liave been generally in some request, but without offering

any margin of profit to import, and the receipts have been

limited in consequence. Long Oporto Fleece has been of slug-

gish sale, and transactions have only taken place at interval*;

but the stocks having been in few hands, have commanded full

prices. For both Fleece and other kinds there is at present a

fair inquiry, but the trade do not seem willing to pay the prices

they are held at.

UNITED STATES.—The operations in Wool have been very

unimportant, the stale of their trade having been as un<!ettl*d

ant depressed as our own, suffering even from a .re^t tightness

in the Money Market, ani Wools of domestic growth have fallen

considerably in value, but have lately been gr.nJually recoverinf.

At intervals some trifling shipments have been made from this

side, and we have received from thence several thousand ballots

of Peruvisn, besides some other parcels of Foreign and Colonial

Wools, which have been sent here in the hope of a better

market.

BUENOS AYRES AND THE RIVER PLATE.—In our last

annual report we alluded to the competition then existing on

the other side, and expressed an opinion that considerably re-

duced receipts might be expected in the present year, which has

been borne out by a falling off, as compared with the previous

year, of nearly 50 per cent., or 4,317 bales. There has been a

great proportion of uncurrent qualities, which have been very

diflicult of sale, and in most cases entirely neglected. The pre-

sent stock is almost entirely of this kind, for which, although

holders are quite prepared to meet the market, no buyers can be

found. For the better and superior qualities, either washed or

in the grease, there has generally been a satisfactory demand,

and particularly fcr the best-managed flocks, which have been

gaining favour a^iong our home consumers. These have realized

prices equal lo Colonial and other Wools of similar qualities and

conditions. They are at present much sought after, and we

think the new arrivals will reach a good market. The supply of

Cordova has been limited : it has maintained its price better

than most other low Wools, and is at present in good demand,

owing to the scarcity of Oporto, Egyptian, Turkey, and other

Wools of similar staple.

PERUVIAN AND ALPACA.—We cotnmenced the year with

a considerable stock of Alpaca (the nominal value being then

2s. GJ. per lb.), which was greatly increased by subsequent ar-

rivals, and the demand for many months continuing quite inac-

tive, it receded to Is. 61. per lb., which caused much competi-

tion, and the price rapidly rose to 2s. per lb., at which the

market was cleared, and also a large quantity was sold to arrive.

It has since advanced to Ss. 8d. per lb., but there have been few

buyers at this figure, even for the most approved quality and

assortment. The Import has been much less than in former
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;. earoj there Is no stock on llic spot, and some sales liave been

made to arrive. The supply of Shccps' TVool has fallen oft' con-

siderably in consequence of the unsatisfactory stale of our

market, and the civil war on the other side has caused a great

= u-i)t'nsion of trade.—The latest accounts report that both Alpaca

ri ud Sheets' Wool had been seized by the revolutionary forcOg

for the purpose of making barricades.

E S.ST INDIA.—We have a still further increase (o notice, the

rocLi;its at this port having exceeded 28,000 bales, being ncirly

two-thirds of the entire Import, whitli, in the face of such con-

tiimed losses for noiv a considerable period, is enough to occa-

sion some surprise. These Wools are cliiefly the growth of dis-

tricrs far remote from the shipping port, and engagements are

e ttred into at the beginning of the season. It is railicr ques-

tiuna'jle whether the large receii ts during tiie last two years

'
'• not be attributed to a former accumulation of tttcks, and

iiigli prices ruling here some time back must, at any rate,

siimuhited fhipments to the fullest extent, but the present

value ran, we think, ofi'er little or no encouragement, after

cling heavy freight, transport, and oilier charges, whic'i

IS to be borne out by the diminished quantity now on the

; and allhoUi;h the total imports show an increase of nearly

I bales on the twelve months, the shipments from Bombay for

san 8 period, made up to the 81st of October, are only 900

L.,..i in excess of last year's, which is more than counterbalanced

by 1737 biflcs lost at sea, and the supply has been further re-

la cd by SCO bales destroyed at the late fire here. This season's

>Iii|)ments have comprised an unusually large proportion of ill-

-ed and l>adly-conditionod Wools, in the latter respect show-

- an inferiority of fully five to ten per cent. As tliis trade

jpromises to become of great importance, second only to Ihit

from Australia, it is absolutely necessary thit shippers should get

up the Wool Willi the greatest possible care, to establish a cha-

racti r for marks, or brands, which, as they tre at present sent

home, are in many, or even the most, cases, not at all to bo

itiied upon, often so completely unm^irketuble that it is diiHcult

' > LStiraate their value. It is, therefore, not surprising that such

3 aro at times sold at a considerable sacrifice, and in great

loportion to current qualities, occasioning great dljappoint-

t to tliippers. With the views we have for some years past

rtaiiied of this tra'le, we think we are warranted in speaking

.e»vliat strongly. When the Import was not one-third of the

.nt extent, we slated our opinion that we could readily find

I iriet for any quantity, find that we had more to fear from

inadequate supply than from any excess. We still adhere to

opinion, notwithstanding the large iKcrease that lias of late

II place, and, being peculiarly adapted to the requirements of

trade, current qualities at all times can be readily disposed

t their full market value.

!1IXA has engaged little attention, the import having been

, limited.

ivUSSI A.-Imports have fallen off, being less by 12,000 bales

lau in the previous year. It was to be expected that the war

,7 uld cause a complete cessation of the trade, and Wool, being

\ bulky and comparatively low-priced article, could not afford

leavy charge for transport which other goods, reaching us

lAigh neutral ports, have been subjected to. Tha receipts have

ionsisted chiefly of Wools purchased long ago, which were de-

ained owing to the want of shipping, and in order to avoid the

loormously high freights which prevailed at the lime. The de-

nond for common WooU there has l.tpt up price? quite beyond

heir value in this country. We have never known Russian

(Vools so generally neglected as during the pist t velve months,

>articularly autumn wools, owing to the larg^ imports and low

iriee of East India; and we have, conseqiientlv, as large a stock

1 in ordinary period.-i. Fine and other qualities of brook-washed

«d scoured Wools have not been in much detnand, and there is

'&tj little on hand.

MEDiTERRAXEAN Wools show a very considerable falling

t, 12,850 bales ag.iinst 24,P25 bales, which we quite expected,

M we stated in our last annual report, from the result of the

war. Tie growih of Wool in the Turkish provinces, which i» of

ponsiderable importance, must have been greatly impeded, and

inuch less than usual has be'U sent to Trieste, which is the great

f'ntrepot where they are generally assorted and prepared for

oilier markets. At all tlio Jledit' rranean ports prices have ruled

very considerably higher than with us; and for some months
past supplies have been fully absorbed by the demand for army-
clothing for Austria, and they have also been the chief purchasers

at Odessa, even incurring the heavy expense of land and railway

earriase from that quarter.

EGYPTIAN.—The Import has been to a limited extent, and
prices havo suffered from the decline in English Fleece and
Skin Wools. They are not so carefully got up as (hey used to

be, bat well-classed parcels have generally met with current

sale at full value, and there is at present a gocd demand for

such kinds.

TURKEY GOATS' WOOL or MOHAIR for many months par-

ticipated in the inactive demand for Alpaca, and receded in value

in the same proportion. We have generally found low prices

for this article accompanied by greatly diminished receipts, and
snch has proved the case during the past year; but, since pros-

pects have much improved, we may look forward to increased

supplies, and there must be a large quantity remaining on the

other siJe to send forward, which present prices will induce ihem
to ship. A considerable portion of this trade, from the faclties

of steam communication with this port, has bern attracted

hither, and importers have found that tl'.ere is no diUiculty In

disposing of it here on the best terras; but the trade being chiefly

in the hands of Greek Houses, whose chief establishments are in

London, they show every preference for thnt market, even to

their own prejudice at times, by having the Wool sent up there

for sale.

MOGADORE AND BiRBASY.—Good and clean parcels have
alone been in favour; all other kinds much neglected, parlicu-

larly Bengasi, Tripoli, and oiher similar Wools usually received

from Malta, which, being full of sand, a- d generally in very

damp condiiion, are next to unsaleable. The supply of these has

been very large during the last eighteen monlhs, and tl;e preten-

sions of shippers have in many cases been above what the highest

prices prevailing in this country at any period for many years

past would have warranted. A large accumulation of stock was

the consequence; but of late, ttmpted by the very low prices

which holders were prepared to accept, a considerable clearance

has bren made, although at most ruinous losses. Mogadore and

Mazagan, when carefully gotup, and in good condition, generally

meet with ready sale, and for these prices have ruled satisfac-

torily ; but inferior parcels have been much neglected, and, al-

though prices have sufl'.^rcd a considerable decline, it has not

been greater in proportion than in other Wools.

ICELAND has generally been in fair demand, at prices fully

equal to other descriptions, but, being held at higher rates ihan

our market co;ild afford, sales have proceeded langui ily. Some
tran- actions have taken place during the past month, and the

last prices paid were 8jd. per lb. for average parcels of white

washed Fleece, and 7d. per lb. for unwashed. Several cargoes,

amounting to 700bag3, altiiough appearing in our imports, were

at once ordered round to Copenhagen, the owners not bein^ able

to dispose of them here at prices satisfactory to them.

DOMESTIC WOOLS.— In E:«GLISH, the ruling feature through-

out the year has been great inactivity, there bein^ neither incli-

nation nor encouragement for buyers to purchase freely, and

growers have shown great unwillingness to accept current prices,

which have certainly been very low, and to this cause may be

ascribed tha decline in all kinds of Foreign. The result of this

necessary caution induces U5 to think that the stocks held by

consumers and dealers are extremely light, and—in iliJ present

position of the market for Foreign, with a limileJ supply on hand,

very few arrivals on the way, and as long as the disparity exists

between prices in this country and in the markets abroad, our

stocks are rather likely to diminish tium increase—we think,

therefore, there is every ro.iso.i to expect that all lower qualities

of English Wools will advance in price. laisH Wools have met

with a free competition, owing lo an extensive French demand,

.anil the quantity taken for that quarter is greatly in excess of

previous years; comparatively little remains in the hands of

growers, who are not disposed lo part with it unless they can ob-

tain their own prices. Scotch.—For the greater part of the

year the market was indifferently supplied, and sales were conse-

quently limited ; but of late they have come forward more freely,
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and an active business has been done, the chief demand having

been to supply orders for military clothing, and as long as this

continues they will meet with ready sale at full value.

SHEEPSKINS have not generally beea in much demand.

The best qualities, comparatively free of burr, have engaged most

attention, and for these prices have been better suppnrted than

for inferior parcels. Hughes & Eonald, Wool Brokers.

Liverpool, January 1, 1855.

THE WOOL TRADE OF 1854.

Sir,—We have but little satisfaction in reviewing the course of

business during the past year—an eventful one both in the mer-

cantile and political world. It opened with an improved feeling

in the trade, and a fair demand for most descriptions of Wool

;

but the continued uncertainty of the Eastern question, and an

uneasy feeling in the Money Market, checked anything like ac-

tivity in the trade, and prices generally exhibited a downward

tendency till tha month of May, at which time, from a combina-

tion of untoward circumstances, the increasing tightness in the

Money Market, ani consequent advance in the rate of discount

by the Bank of England to 5J per cent., there was an extreme

depression in commei-cial affairs generally. The new clip of

English Wools opened at a reduction of 25 to 30 per cent, on the

ruling rates of the previous season ; and at the public sales of

foreign and colonial Wools, which took place in London at that

time, a further reduction of 2d. to 3d. per lb. was submitted to

on Australian, and a proportionate depreciation in low foreign

Wools. In the months of July and August, however, more con-

fidence began to be manifest—we continued to enjoy a long in-

terval of splendid harvest weather, money became more plentiful,

and the low prices of Wool ruling in this country naturally at-

tracted the attention of our Continental and transatlantic neigh-

bours ; an active Export demand sprang up, which improved the

tone of our market, and, as the prospect of a favourable and

abundant harvest became more apparent, the high rates ruling

for ciirn up to this period received a considerable check, while

the prices of Wools gradually improved, and a portion of the

reduction experienced in the earlier part of the year was partially

recovered. This continued, with but slight variation, until Sep

tember and October, when the upwai'd tendency in the corn

market, and renewed apprehensions of a scarcity of supplies,

began to cause considerable uneasiness. A check was again given

to the trade, and prices generally experienced a slight decline.

This was more particularly felt on English and all Wools suitable

for combing purposes. Several considerable failures were an-

nounced in this branch of the business, and prices of these de-

scriptions gave way materially. The year closes, however, with

small stocks of all descriptions, and the great falling ofi" in the

amount left for home consumption at the present period will

probably prevent any further material reduction in prices, and

tend to create more confidence in prospects for the new year.

Tiie decrease of Im; orts, as compared with the previous year

(made up to .5th Nov.^, amount to 11,157,092 lbs. ; and when we

add to this tlie extraordinary increase of Exports for the same

time, amounting to 10,550,756 lbs., we naturally expect that so

large an amount (say, in round numbers, 109,000 bales) cannot

be subtracted from the market without having a beneficial effect

on tlie prices of stocks remaining on hand for home consumption.

AUSTRALIAN AND CAPE. -The Imports of these Wools

again show a slight increase as compared witli the importations

of last year. The condition, washing, and assortment of a great

bulk of the Wool has been far from satisfactory ; and at the vari-

ous series of sales during the year, the proportion of unwaslied,

and what is termed ill-conditioned flocks, has been very large.

Wools of this kind have, consequently, suffered a greater relative

depreciation. On the other hand, for such flocks as were well

managed, and in good condition, there has been a very good de-

mand, and an active competition both for the home trade and

for export, and prices of these descriptions have fully recovered

from the depreciation submitted to at the May sales. These

Bales, the first series of the new clip, commenced in London on

the lllh of May, when 41,437 bales were brought forward. The
extreme depression manifest in oommsrcial matters generally at

that time, as noticed in our leading paragraph, caused a reduc-

tion of fully 2d. to 8d. per lb. on prices current at the com-
mencement of the year. At the July and August sales, however,

as well as at the last series in Oetober and November, a decided

reaction was manifest, and the reduction above quoted was
nearly, and in some cases entirely, recovered, leaving the quota-

tions at the close of the year, with some slight exceptions, very

much on a par with the prices current at the close of last year.

The entire quantity disposed of at the close of the year was

197,432 bales against 183,637 bales in 1853. The next series of

public sales will commence about the middle of February, when
the lata arrivals, and about 19,000 bales held over from last sales,

amounting together to about 40,000 bales, will be brought for-

ward; and we have every reason to hope that present current

rates will be firmly supported, as, notwithstanding the decreased

consumption in the worsted disti-icts, the clotliing branches of

the trade both here and on the Continent continue in a very

active state, and will doubtless tend to check any further depres-

sion on the price of these Wools.

SPANISH AND PORTUGAL.—The supplies of Wool from

these quarters during the past year have been very limited, being

less than one-half of the previous year's imports. Good elf an

flocks of Spanish have been in pretty good demand ; but the

relatively lower prices of Australian seem to interfere year by

year with the consumption of these Wools, and the quotations

show but little encouragement to importers from that quarter.

In Spanish Frontier we regret to observe a great falling off in the

washing and getting up of the past season ; the consequence has

been that they have been neglected, and quite out of favour dur-

ing the past twelve months; and the reduced quotations will, we
trust, be sufficient evidence to shippers of the great necessity of

paying more attention to this important point. The same re-

mark is also applicable, although in a less degree, to the Lisbon

or common Alentijo Wools, which, however, have been in pretty

good demand. Stocks of both descriptions are quite exhausted,

and we trust that this year's shipments will show the desired im-

provement in condition which will doubtless again bring them

into the accustomed favour with our manufacturers. Oporto and

Castelbranco have participated in the general depression ; they

have, however, commanded a fair share of attention, and are of

current sale at the reduced quotations. Stocks of these sorts are

also very light.

EAST INDIA.—We have again to notice a remarkable in-

crease in imports from this quarter, being 43,753 bales agiinst

36,524 bales in 1853. These Wools have commanded throughout

the year a steady and extended competition both for home con-

sumption and for export, with less variation in prices than could

have been expected—a convincing proof of the enhanced value

and importance of this branch of the trade. The active demand

for blankets and other low woollen goods, consequent upon the

war, will doubtless tend to keep prices of these descriptions pretty

firm, notwithstanding the large quantities which are now regu-

larly brought forward for public competition.

PERUVIAN AND ALPACA. —For sheep's wool there has

been a good demand, particularly for the finer sorts, both

washed and unwashed. They have chiefly been bought up as

they arrived, holders meeting the market at the current rates.

The high rates ruling for Alpaca at the date of our last annual

report caused a complete check to the demand for this article,

and for the first few months it was quite neglected. Prices

gradually receded until the middle of the year, when some large

sales, say 4 to 5000 bales were made at about 18d. per lb., which

again brought the artirle into notice, and, from that period,

prices gradually recovered. Large transactions have been en-

tered into, both on the spot and to arrive. The last sales reported
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were at 2s. 2d. to 2s. 3d. per lb.; and stocks, which are now un-

usually light, are held firmly at our quotations.

MEDITERRANEAN.—The arrivals from these ports show a

great falling off from the previous year's imports. The increased

demand for the Continental markets, and the low rates ruline

here for these descriptions, have precluded the possibility of ship-

ments to this country to any advantage during the greater part

of the present year. The low prices at which our own home-

grown Wools were put on the market has caused Turkey,

Smyrna, Syrian, Egyiitian, and other low Wools from this market,

to be very much neglected, and prices have been proportionately

depressed- Stocks, however, of all sorts are very light, and not

unduly pressed on the market, and we have no doubt will, there-

fore, participate in any improvement which our market may ex-

hibit in the course of the present year. Mohair has recovered

the depression wh'ch it had experienced some months back, and
: large sales have lately been made at the improved quotations.

, There has been a general falling off in the imports of these

Wools ; and, from late accounts, we shall have a short supply

I

this season. •

RUSSIAN.—It was generally expected that the war would put

a stop to the importations fram this quarter, and that this might,

1
consequently, have a favourable effect on the stocks held here.

The return of importations for this year shows that, although

much below the quantity imported last year, which was in ex-

cess, about an average quantity has found its way to this market.

There has been very little demand for Donskoi fleece, and prices

are almost nominal. The present stock is now pretty generally

held for 9d. Some lots have, however, been forced off consider-

ably under this price, 8d. to 8^d., and some inferior parcels still

lower. Of fine wools, Merino, Odessa, and Zegai tliere is very

little on the market. These sorts are in better demand, and sale-

able at our quotations.

BUENOS AYRE3 AND ENTRE BIOS also exhibit great re-

duction in the Imports to this country for the past twelve months.

During the earlier part of the year these Wools were much ne-

glected, but of late they have attracted more attention, and large

sales have been made both for export and home trade at fair

prices, leaving the market but very moderately supplied, and

prices are now pretty well supported. Cordova has been in fair

request, and pretty saleable throughout^ the year, without any

great variation in price.

ICELAND.—The Imports have been small, only 2,393 bales

against 7,571 bales in the previous year. Tlie demand through-

out has been very limited, and holders generally not feeling dis-

posed to meet the market at the decline, but few sales have been

made, and one or two cargoes have been re-shipped in the ex-

pectation of realising better prices than our market would afford.

BRITISH AND IRISH.—The new clip commenced ia May
and June, at an average reduction of 25 to 30 per cent, on prices

current the previous season. The very favourable prospects for

tlie harvest, and a better feeling in the Money Market, caused a

more active demand in July and August, and prices advanced

generally Jd. to Id. per lb. This was not, however, maintained

for any time. The anticipated effect that the abundant harvest

would have in lowering the prif-e of food was found to be de«

lusory ; a general mistrust was evinced in the trade, which was

further enhanced by the announcement of some considerable

failures in the manufacturing districts ; purchases were confined

to the immediate requ'rements of the trade, and prices again re-

ceded to ithe lowest point at clip-day. There has, however,

within the last fortnight been symptoms of improvement ; stocks

in the manufacturers' hands are getting exhausted, and the dealers

begin to find it will be difficult to replace their stocks in the

country at the prices they have been lately selling out at. There

has consequently been a slight reaction, and prices of fine and

bright-haired Wools may now be quoted Jd. per lb. higher than

they were a fortnight ago.

W. Greamb & Co., Wool Brokers.

Liverpool, January 1, 1855.

THE NEW FRENCH TARIFF
FOR REGULATING THE DUTIES ON COLONIAL AND FOREIGN PRODUCE.

Until it shall be otherwise decreed, the duty upon the im-

portation of the following articles are fixed provisionally as

follows, tiz. :—Animal Grease of all sorts—In French vessels,

from India, 2 f. ; from elsewhere, 5 f. In foreign vessels, 8 f.

per 100 kilogramtnes. Fish Grease of foreign take — In

French vessels, from places beyond Cape Horn and the Cape

of Good Hope, 10 f. ; from other places out of Europe, 15 f.;

from entrepot, 20 f. In foreign vessels, 30 f. per 100 kilo-

grammes. Fixed Pure Oil, viz. :—Olive—In French vessels,

from the country of production, 10 f. ; from elsewhere, 13 f.

In foreign vessels, 15 f. per 100 kilogrammes. Seed—in French

vessels, 10 f. In foreign vessels, 15 f. per 100 kilogrammes.

Palm, Cocoa, &c.—In French vessels, from French colonies

and settlements in India, 1 f. 50 c. ; from the west coast of

Africa, 1 f. 50 c. ; from other places out of Europe, 5 f. ; from

entrepot, 8 f. In foreign vessels, 10 f. per 100 kilogrammes.

Oil Seeds: — Seasamum — In French vessels, from French

settlements in India, 40 c. ; from other parts of India, 2 f.

;

from French American colonies, 80 c. ; from the West Coast

of Africa, 3 f. ; from countries on the White Sea, the Baltic,

the Black Sea, or the Mediterranean beyond Capes Razat and

Matapan, 4 f. ; from elsewhere, 5 f. In foreign vessels, 7 f.

By land, from neighbouring countries, 5 f. ; from elsewhere,

7 f. per 100 kilogrammes. Colza—in French vessels, from

French settlements in India, 20 c. ; from other parts of India,

1 f. ; from French American colonies, 40 c. ; from the West

Coast of Africa, 1 f . 52 c ; from countries on the White Sea, the

Baltic, the Black Sea, or the Mediterranean beyond Capea

Razat and Matapan, 2 f. ; from elsewhere, 3 f. In foreign

vessels, 5 f. By land, from neighbouring countries, 3 f. ; from

elsewhere, 5 f, per 100 kilogrammes. Linseed and others—In

French vessels, from French settlements in India, 10 c. ; from

other parts of India, 75 c. ; from French American colonies,

20 c. ; from the West Coast of Africa, 1 f. ; from countries on

the White Sea, the Baltic, the Black Sea, or the Mediterranean

beyond Capes Razat and Matapan, 1 f. 50 c. ; from elsewhere,

2 f. 50 c. In foreign vessels, 4 f. 50 c. By land, from neigh-

bouring countries, 2 f. 50 c. ; from elsewhere, 4 f. 40 c. per 100

kilogrammes. Candles—Tallow, 10 f. Stearic Acid—in tho

lump, 25 f. ; manufactured, 35 f.

Until it shall be otherwise decreed, the duties payable on

the importation of the undermentioned articles are fixed pro-

visionally as follows :—Sugar of quality uot exceeding that of

the present standard. No. 1—In French vessels, from French

colonies beyond the Cape of Good Hope and America, the pre^

sent duties ; from China, Cochin China, the Philippines, and

Siam, 48f. ; from other countries of India, 50 f. ; from other

places out of Europe, 53 f. ; from entrepot, 63 f.; in foreign

vessels, 68f. per 100 kil. Sugar of quality exceeding that of the

present standard. No. 1, the same duties as above, and further

3 f. per 100 kil. Raisins, dry—In French vessels, 25 c. ; in

foreign vessels, 2 f. per 100 kil.

Molasses imported for the purpose of being converted into

alcohol to be subject to the following duties:—Molasses, in

French vessels, from French colonies, free ; from countries out

of Europe, 3 f. ; from entrepot, 8 f, ; in foreign vessels, 13 f,

K
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per 100 lil. The distillation of molasses imported under the

above conditions can be carried ou only in the establishments

under the permanent superintendence of the Customs or of the

Excise ; whilst carried ou, all other operations are foibidden.

The minimum return in alcohol of the molasses is fixed at 33

litres for every 100 kil. A sealed sample, taken according to

the forms prescribed in cases of transit, shall accompany the

molasses, and serve to identify it on its arrival at the distil-

lery. The carriage of molasses shall take place only in con-

veyances sealed and secured by the Customs,

(Signed) Napoleon.

TOWN DRAINAGE, AND MANURING THE
LAND.

Sir,—Un fait accompli on the above momentous question,

must necessarily divest it of much of its perplexity. By your

able resume, du papier donne par Mods, le Professeur Way, in

the Mark Lane Express of the 23rd October last, it appears

that the solid matter from the human excrements that passes

into the sevcers of towns is mixed with 1,400 times Its weight

of water—an estimate that does not differ very much from that

given by me of 1 of matter to 1,300 of water ; so that it may
now be reasonably concluded that the coup-de-grace has been

given to the idea of the use of steam for town drainage, and

application of the sewage to the irrigation of the land.

I am quite prepared to allow all that is advanced on the

value of the soluble salts, and the extent to whicli these prevail

in sewage ; but in the present crude state of our information

we may prejudge the case by stating that these are the matters

" important to vegetation," to the exclusion of all others, even

allowing that they all escape. I need scarcely remark that it

is only a few years since the value of guauo was first appre.

ciated, and that within a very recent period Mr. Pusey has

demonstrated that its influence is mainly referrible to a simple

element, and this element, nitrogen, in tlie most nitrogenous

vegetable productious, does not prevail to the extent of three

per cent. With such a fact as this ou record, it will readily be

allowed that there may be other elements that also possess a

stimulating influence ; and so far as my researches have gone,

I have every reason to believe that, under a proper putrefactive

process, sulphur is one of them, and prevails to a large extent

iu sewage, and must, therefore, form an element of the vege-

table kingdom. This substance, I need scarcely observe, enters

largely into the constitution of all the soft parts of the animal

frame, more especially the brain, and therefore plays an im-

portant part in the animal as well as the vegetable econoaiy.

Like carbon it is insoluble, but in its combination with hydrogen

forms a soluble gas of great specific gravity, and possessing a

great affinity for solid matter, which abounds in sewage, more

especially in that of towns where there is a large traffic.

The solid matter of the sewage of London valuable to agri-

culture may therefore be eatimated, at the least, at one half-

pound per iudividual per day, and will produce about 200,000

tons annually ; aud estimated at only £5 per ton, will yield

something like £1,000,000, whilst the expense of collection

must be comparatively small. But supposing that it did no

more than repay the outlay, the benefit which the townsman

will derive from the increase of produce, and consequent re-

duction of price in food, to say nothing of health, must prove

very great ; and I maybe permitted to remark that there must
be a great difference in the value of manure obtained by preci-

pitation, and by deposition and filtration, since in the one the

i«ae forms the staple, whilst in the other the sewage will con-

stitute the main bulk. Sulphur and carbon are both laid up

ia store in the coal-bed formation !

Franklin Coxworthy,
Author of " Electrical Condition."

Pallet, Dieppe, Nov. 29, 1854.

N.B. In England, by a wasteful and unnecessarily laborious

putrefactive process, we waste about half the fertilizing quali-

ties of the manure in farm yards : here the highest part of the

yard is selected for its collection, and by the side a gutter is

formed to carry off all the liquid. On my representing to the

farmers the loss that took place, I received for reply—"Que
voulea-vous, Mons.? C'est I'habitudedu pays. II y a sans doute

une grande perte; mais nous avocs beaucoup de fumier.''

And so they actually wash out their farm yards !—The wheat

looks very healthy.—F. C.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.

Sir,—I would consider myself particularly obliged if any of

yOTir numeroiis horticultural readers would inform me of the

most effectual means to destroy the grub, or small insect of

that species which infests the soil in my garden, so as to pre-

vent the maturing of such crops as savoy,"cabbages, broccoli,

curled greens, &c., aud which I regularly plant in due season,

hoping to have a winter's supply of these useful vegetables,

but for years past I have not had any of these products worth
mentioning ; for, although appearing to thrive pretty well for

five or sis weeks after planting, they regularly die and pine

away, with scarcely a head of life left ? On drawing the de-

cayed plants from the ground, I find the roots beset with a

kind of fungus-like appeararjce, growing to the size of a large

marble or walnut ; on crushing these club-roots (as provin-

cially called) we detect a number of the grubs, &c , as before

mentioned, which of course are the cause of the evil complained
of. As a means of their destruction, we have heavily limed

the soil with fallen, not slacked lime, and dug it into the

ground thoroughly ; we have also incorporated a liberal sup-

ply of salt into the soil : still these supposed deleterious in-

gredients have little or no eff'ect upon this pestiferous nuisance.

The soil is in good heart, aud tolerably fresh as to age for

garden purposes. As I am thus circumstanced, the garden is

nearly a useless appendage to my house, in reference to the

products stated. I may say, iu addition, that soot hss also

been tried, but to no effect.

I shall really feel thankful if any of your practical gardeners

can suggest, through the medium of your ably-conducted

journal, an effectual remedy for so vexatious an evil.

Yours,

A Liverpolian.

Sir,—Could you, or any of your numerous readers, inform

a Gloucestershire farmer, through the medium of your paper,

of an eflicrtcious cure for the hoose or husk in calves ? If so,

they would confer a boon upon A Subscriber.
[We cannot prescribe for calves unless we see them : the

practical course is to apply to your veterinary surgeon. All

we can safely do is merely to give an idea of what is generally

done. Bleed (gently) to check infl.immation of the mucous
membrane ; then give a dose of Epsom salts, with a little

ginger, to clean the same of irritating matter; warm mashes,

drinks according to age, may follow, with a warm aud well-

ventilated house. Such treatment will generally succeed if

the disease is taken in time ; otherwise, a cure may be diffi-

cult. We have often succeeded with a dose of Epsom salt3,

followed by warm skimmed milk, without bleeding. Where
hoose arises from the dam's milk eitlier being too strong or

of bad quality, of course such must be changed; and some-

times too much rich milk will cause looseness, or improper

treatment aud food at weaning, deranging the bowels, aud

producing inflammation and hoose.

—

Ed. M.L.E]

Sir,—Will any of your readers who have had experience

inform me which they have found the simplest aud best ma-

chine for root-grinding ? I see several advertised—" Biukc
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Band Barter's," "Kealey's," and "Phillips's," all "patent;"
but having no knowle.lge of their merits, am quite at a loss

wliich to try.

I am, sir, respectfully yours,

, CheltenJiam, Jan. 12. A small Farmer."

Sir,— Could you, or some of your numerous readers, inform

a constaut reader, through the Mark Lane Express, when
bcmes were first used for manure in England ?

Yours truly,

Stockport, Dec. lith. A Subscriber.

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUERIES,

FIRST BONE MANURING.
In "Donaldsoa ou Manures," p. 101, Mr. Dodson is stated

(apparently, but not expressly, from the Doncaster report) to

have observed, in 1770, th« great increase of wheat on a patch

near Sheffield, where a heap of boacs hid lain, and to have

followed up the hint boldly, both for himself and his neigh-

bours. And in " Johnson's Fertilizers," p. 126, first edition,

Coloiiel St. Leger is quoted, from the Doncaster A;jricultural

Society's Report, as having used bones for manuring, at

Warmsworth, in 1775. But I find ao evidence of their having

been in general estimation, for a good many years after that.

The first account I can find of thera, on grass land, is iu

the Lincolnshire Gra:ier, published in 1808 ; and if memory
serves me right, their great publicity was attained by experi-

mental (or casu.il) application to the Cheshire cheese-pastures ;

;he date I cannot recollect. In the report on Cheshire farm-

ing, iu the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal for 1844,

it appears that the Cheshire landlords will pay for this appli-

cation of bones, the tenant eni^aging not to break up the

pasture for a given number of years.

The history of bone-manuring will probably be found iu

the "Transactions" of the Society of Arts, from about 1800,

or in the Doncaster Agricultural Society's Report, of which
the date is unknown to

Plymouth, Jan. 3. J. Pribeaux.

Sir,—Yonr correspondent, "A Subscriber, Stockport, Dec-

14," a-iks a very sweeping and extensive question—when bones

were first used for manure in England. Having been exten-

sively connected with their manufacture, and also with the

mechanism and machinery, I give him the information I pos-

sess. In 1796-7 Lord Carlisle, of Castle Howard, used bones

(upon his private farm in hand) for manure, and the manufac-

ture was by horse-power and stampers. In 1804 toothed rol-

lers, very nearly as now used, by water-power, were substituted

for the stampers : the machinery was put up aud fixed by my
late father, Jonathan Booth, millwright and engineer, of Mal-
tou and Hull. In 1806-7 a horse mill and rollers were put

down in Hull for a Mr. Clark, merchant, and at Stockwith-

upon-Trent, near Gainsborough, a roller mill by steam-power,

by the Messrs. Darley ; and Mr. Clark and Messrs. Darley

were the very first who offered and sold bones to farmers as

manure, aud an article of commerce in this quarter of Eng-
land. Sir Tatton Sykes, in 1810, used bones upon his farm
at Packthorp, near Driffield, which were reduced or manu''ac-

tured by axes, mallets, and hammers ; and a very few years

after, they were regularly gleaned after the plough, and sub-

mitted to the portable toothed roller mill (just invented), and
properly ground. The Messrs. Darley at Stockwith, and at a

steam mill which they had now put down in Hull, became by
far the most extensive bonscrushers in the north of England.
In 182.3 I erected a water mill at Malton, and at the close of

that year brought the first cargo of rough bones up the river

Derwent. Shortly after this, under very iuauspicious circum-

stances, I also put down a steam mill ; and so rapid was the

increase of the trade, that in a very short period it rose from a

single cargo (38 to 44 tons) to nearly 2,000 tons annually to

the two mills,

I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,

Boro' Bridge, Jan. 5, 1855. James Booth, C.E.

Sir,—In answer to the query of " Seek Knowledge," in the

January number of the Farmer's Magazine, I beg to say that

the amount of keep which may be anticipated from the land

sown with rapes is little or nothing ; moreover, if there be any,

it will be dangerous food for sheep at the lime mentioned.

Perhaps I may be permitted to suggest that a much better

plan w-ould be to let the rapes stand for seed. I myself nu the

19th of August, 1854, sowed 9 acres with white clover ai-d grass

seeds for pasture, mixed with which was a quirter of a peck of

rapeseed per acre, intended priccipally for a cover to the young

seeds during winter. Ou account of the dry weather Vm sefct's

did not vegetate till the late rains. I theieff le nou' ii^tcnd to

let the rapes stand for seed, and anticipate havir.g a very good

pasture when they are cut iu July, as I have acted in a similar

manner before, and always found it answer.

I a-c, yours &c , E, S. P.

Sir,— I am glad to give my few years' experience to ^ne

treatment of ^ black-quarter in young cattle to yonr "En-

quirer " of this week's paper. Iu the year 1846 or 1847, 1 lost

fourteen calves, from 6 to 12 months old. I ha 1 several cow

d.ctors, who physicked and ble.l, seatoned the dew-lap.

changed them to various pastures, but to no avail until I had

them nerved. I have co.,tinucd to do ao, end not lost one

that was nerved since 18]7. in the black-quarter.

1 am, sir, yours respectfully.

Tugs. Stephenson.
Broadgale, near Beverley, Yorkshire,

Dec. 27th, 1854.

LIVEKrOLIA>\

Sir,—Let your correspondent, who signs as above in your

last paper, try the ammoniacal liquor from gas works ; one

part of liciuor to four of earth, or bog mould, &c., to destroy

grubs. It is also a good manure, J. R.

Limerick, Jan. 6th, 1855.

COCOA-NUr OIL.—This is becoming a very important

article of commercs. The importation into London last year

was no less than 9,627 tons, against 7,000 in 1S53, 4,165 in

1852, and 2,550 in 1351. The enhanced v.ilue of tallow helped

the market. The price of Cochin, which was i6l. 10s. in Jan-

uary, was 52?. iu August, but cannot now be quoted over 49/.

lOs. to 501. Out of 7,799 tons delivered from our warehouses,

5,025 were for export, Ths following are particulars of imports :

The stock on the Ist January, 1855, was 3,203 tons; 1854,

1,375 tons ; 1853, 1,510 tons ; 1852, 1,853 tons ; 1851, 3,651

tons; imported during 1854, 9,627 tons ; 1853, 7,000 tons ;

1852, 4,165 tons; 1851, 2,550 tons. Delivered during 1854,

7,799 tons ; 1853, 7,135 tons ; 1852, 4,508 tons ; 1851, 4,343

tons. The prices of Ceylon, on the 1 st of January, 1855, were

48/. 10s, to49L; 1854, 45/. 10s.; 1853, 3SZ.; 1852, 33/.;

1851,29/. Of Cochin, 1855, 49/. lOs. to 50/.; 1834, 46/.

10s.; 1853,40/.; 1852, 35/. 10s. ; 1851,32/. Present rates,

coupled with those at which palra oil, tallow, and all descrip-

tions of greases are now ruling, will tend much to develop the

resources of our colonial and Indian possessions, where the

production of substitutes for such articles can be increased to

an indefinite extent.

DURATION OF VEGETABLE LIFE.—Lord Lindsay

states, that in the course of his wanderings amid the pyramids

of Egypt, he stumbled on a mummy, proved by its hierogly-

phics to be at least 2,000 years of age. In examining the

mummy after it was unwrapped, he found in one of its closed

bauds a tuberous or bulbous root. He was interested in the

question how long vegetable life could last, and he tiierefore

took that tuberous roat from the mummy's baud, planted it in

a sunny soil, allowed the rains and dews of heaven to descend

upon it, and in the course of a few weeks, to his astonishment

and joy, t'de root burst forth and bloomed into a bsiutrous

dahlia,

n 2
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CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.
The ploughing of leys and stubbles will go on

during the whole of this month, and often very

busily, from being impeded by frosts and snows

the previous months. Continue the carting of

dung to the fields, earths for composts, and stones

I

for drains. Thrash regularly the fresh straw for

i cattle, and push forward such operations, that they

;may not impede the sowing season now approach-

ling. Begin feeding with oil-cake the fattening

cattle, and bruised or broken in troughs in the

yards and in the fields for sheep. It much hastens

fattening, and greatly improves the quality of the

dung : oats are very well used with it, and a por-

tion of salt. Ewes will now drop Iamb very fast

;

attend to shelter, and the supply of food. In fine

weather, pull, dress, and lay in pits, and remove

from all lands, turnips of all kinds for the live

stock, that the land may be ready for sowing.

Continue the feeding of animals, as directed last

month.

Plant during fresh weather on suitable grounds

j

all kinds of forest trees, especially oak, ash, elm, and
' larch ; the second year cut over all sprouting trees

close by the ground, to secure a more vigorous

growth ; and when two or three years grown, cut

I

away all other shoots, leaving the best and most

I
vigorous for a tree. Plant osiers in beds or rows

1 made on low damp grounds, that cannot advan-

tageously be made arable from inundations or simi-

lar causes. Lay the beds as dry as possible, and

done a year before planting. Cut underwood, and

fell timber the whole of this month, and plant new
hedges ; plash and repair old ones.

Prepare artificial manures of all kinds possible
;

flood meadows, and if the weather be fine, begin to

lay dung on grass lands, rough and straw, and

then bush-harrow, and roll, and pick off stones and

rubbish in the following dry weather. Begin also

to repair gates and fences, to put grass lands into

order by spreading tufts of dung and mole-hills,

and by removing any obstructions.

Dig hop grounds, open the hills, and apply

strong manures ; rotten farm-yard dung, composts

of lime and salt, rags, and oleaginous substances

answer well. Dress the roots, and cut off the shoots

for sets.

Continue under-draining and subsoil ploughing,

and the thrashing of grains ; sell and deliver it.

In early localities, and on dry warm lands, the

sowing of crops will begin during this month.

Sow early peas on newly-stirred soils, broadcast or

by drilhng. Sow beans by dibbling, or in ridges,

or by drilling on the flat surface. Sow barley on

last year's turnip lands with one furrow, and spring

vetches mixed with barley, or oats, or beans, for

horses'and sheep fed. Sow cabbage seeds on warm
well-prepared grounds, for plants to go to the field

in May or June.

Collect manures, and burn into ashes all sub-

stances that can be reduced in that way.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

JANUARY.
During nearly the whole of the month very

severe weather has been experienced in nearly all

parts of the United Kingdom. It has, however,

proved seasonably fine, and the heavy falls of snow
have been highly beneficial to the winter wheats.

From all quarters our accounts respecting the

present position of agricultural affairs are very

favourable. All out-door labours are well in their

place, the wheats have suffered but little from the

ravages of the slug, and the breadth of land under

wheat culture is even in excess of the corresponding

period last year. Stock is thriving well, with a

good supply of food, and prices continue remune-

rative, notwithstanding that the markets have had
a downward tendency.

The corn trade has been less active than in the

preceding month, and numerous somewhat heavy

fluctuations have taken place in the value of wheat.

The most casual observer must admit, that since

the close of the last harvest, a great drain has been

made upon the new crop of wheat. Its yield was,

unquestionably, a large one; but it is a serious

question to consider whether it will continue to

bear a drain equal to the present during the next

three or four months without materially reducing

the aggregate supply, and thus have considerable

influence upon the quotations. The stocks of

foreign grain now on hand are unusually small,

and the prospect of future arrivals of magnitude is

a very poor one. Possibly, we shall receive small

supplies from the westward, including extensive

imports of Indian corn from the United States

;
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but we are of opinion, seein.o- tlmt the war with

Russia is likely to continue for man_v months, that

future imports will be barely equal to our necessi-

ties. As re|};ar(ls barley, that article has come

steadily to hand, and about an averap;e business

has been transacted in it, with several fluctuations

in prices. There lias lieen an unusually heavy

demand for all kinds of malt, arising, no doubt,

froin the increase in tlie dutv, and the quotations

have cominued to give \vt\y. The imports of foreign

oats have been extremely large ; hence, the oat

trade !ias continued depressed on lower terms.

In other kindsof grain, very little has been doing.

The value of oilcakes and oil seeds has under-

gone very little change. In some instances the

quotations of the latter have ruled rather easier.

This is owing to the imports of linseed from India

having been large. On the subject of future ar-

rivals of that article, opinions are much divided ;

but we are decidedly of opinion that those for the

present year will l;e on a most extensive scale. In

several parts of India, immense additional breadths

of land have been sown with linseed, in consequence

of the high prices ruling in this country ; and it is

possible that we shall not have to conii)!ain of any

great deficiency in supply as the season progresses.

There is very little chance of our receiving any

imports from the Black Sea or the Baltic ; never-

theless, vv'e have no fear that any great deficiency in

the arrivals will result from our present struggle

with Russia.

In some forward districts the shearing of sheep

has been commenced, and the weight of wool is

represented as heavy. The numerous failures in

the manufacturing districts, the unfavourable ad-

vices from our colonies, and the heavy stocks of

woollen goods on hand, have operated seriously

against the wool trade. Pricee have therefore given
way, with little or no speculation going forward.
This is to be regretted, as a large portion of last

year's clip is still unsold, and we are likely to have
heavy additional supjilics forced for sale—unless,

uideed, commercial matters should assume a more
favourable aspect.

Very few imports of guano have taken place, and
the value of that article has ruled high. So long

as the present monopoly for the sale of the article

is permitted, so loiig shall we have to report high

prices, to the great jirejudice of the farmers of this

country. At present there is scarcely any guano
to be met with in the country, and many of the

cargoes now on passage have been sold for re-

shipment to the continent.

If it be true that Pern possesses from 5,000,000 to

6,000,000 tons of this valuable manure—as we are

Assured is positively the case—it reflects very little

credit upon the Government of that country that

means are not at once adopted to increase the sale

of guano. The trade ought, in fact, to be thrown

open to the whole world, and not be made sub-

servient to the interests of the Peruvian Govern-

ment and the bondholders in this country.

Very moderate supplies of both hay and straw

have been on sale. Prices of the former have been

v.-ell supported ; but those of the latter have given

way. The large quantities of grain thrashed out

have yielded great abundance of straw, which has

been highly beneficial to stock in general.

In Ireland and Scotland the corn trade has been

in a healthy state, and prices have had an upward

tendency. It is stated that the crops generally

have turned out very abundant; consequently, we

may look forward to rather heavy shipments to the

south as the season progresses.

Notwithstanding the great stress which was laid

upon the extent of the disease amongst potatoes

tovvards the end of last September, it is now proved

beyond the possibility of doubt that the growth of

sound potatoes last year was a most abundant one.

From Ireland and the continent, no supplies of pota-

toes worthy of notice have reached England ; conse-

quently, we have been almost wholly dependent

upon home supplies. They have continued most

abundant, and in good condition ; whilst large

transactions have taken jilace in theia, at mode-

rately high prices. The stocky still on hand are

extensive.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Although there has been much less activity in

the cattle trade than in several previous months, the

amonntof business doing in most kinds of stock, both

in London and the provinces, has been seasonably

extensive. In the value of beasts and sheep, how-

ever, a slight decline has taken place. The cause

of the depression is a most important one, and

requires particular notice. Our readers will re-

collect that during the greater jiortion of last j'ear,

the supplies shown in Smithfield, and in most of

the country markets, were in wretchedly low con-

dition ; consequently, that anything aj)proaching

good and heavy weights realized very high rates.

This deficiency in the supplies was, no doubt, the

result of the small quantities of good food in the

northern districts, and the sliortness of pasture

herbage in the early part of the season. Matters,

however, appear to have assumed quite another

aspect, so far as good supplies are concerned. The

last turnip crop in Norfolk having turned out well,
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both as to quality and quantity, and the consump-

tion of cake in that county having been unusually

large, the metropoHs is now deriving the benefit of

the great and successful exertions of the Norfolk

graziers. Since the comtnencement of the "season,"

Smithfield has been rather extensively supplied

with beasts from the Eastern counties, and scarcely

! any of them have been beneath the middle quality.

The increase in the weight has led to a decline in

ithe quotations, and a great depression in the tallow

I

market. Compared with the last six months of

1
1854, the increased quantity of fat in the hands of

I

the butchers has been fully one-third, and we need

j

scarcely intimate that the condition of the stock

j

has been very superior to that shown for many
I months past. The same observations may be

I applied to sheep ; yet the same scarcity of Downs
is still very apparent. On some market-days, out of

from 20,000 to 25,000 sheep on sale, net 100

of them have proved fully ripe. Of course,

they have reahzed very high rates, and much
difficulty has been experienced by the first-rate

butchers in ol.taining those descriptions of sheep

so essentially necessary for their business. The

limited nature of the imports of foreign calves has

been productive of an active demand for veal, the

top price of which has advanced to 6s. per Slbs.

Owing to the immense supplies of pork received

up to Newgate and Leadenhall from the west of

England and elsewhere, the pork trade has been in

a depressed state, and the quotations in Smithfield

have fallen fully 6d. per Slbs.

Our advices from most parts of the country are

to the effect that food is now tolerably abundant

;

and that, compared with some corresponding

periods, the supplies of stock in the stalls are larger

than for some time past. These features, esyiecially

as increased numbers of both beasts and sheep are

expected to arrive from Holland in the course of

the present year, will, no doubt, keep prices in

check ; whilst the healthy state of the stock may
induce some breeders to purchase more extensively

for fattening purjioses. The late high prices for

beasts appear to have led to some speculation in

Spanish stock, of which several arrivals have been

reported direct into London in the course of the

month. They have, we understand, paid the im-

porters; hence, further imports may be looked

forward to. The prime cost of the animals was, on

an average, £G each ; add about £5 for freight and
other expenses, and we find from the prices realized

that there had been a profit on each head of about

£2. This is somewhat tempting; but the frequent

losses at sea, which are never covered by insurance,

make it a matter of great risk to the importers.

The total imports of foreign stock into London
were as under :

—

Head.

Beasts 3,251

Sheep 5,213

Calves 625

Pigs 13

Total 9,102

Same time in 1854 7,919
— 1S53 12,847

— 1852 10,567

— 1851 9,018

— 1850 3,220

— 1849 4,495

— 1848 5,485

The following return shows the total supplies of

stock exhibited in Smithfield :— Head.

Beasts 19,717

Cows 500

Sheep 120,470

Calves 962

Pigs ' 2,625

COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES,

1851. 1852. 1853. 1854.

Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan.

Beasts .. 18,310 .. 17,325 .. 20,717 .. 19,687

Cows .. 361 .. 442 .. 480 .. 510

Sheep .. 92,590 ..102,976 .. 96,800 .. 95,080

Calves .. 1,178 .. 1,336 .. 2,148 .. S87

Pigs .... 2,998 .. 2,515 .. 2,360 .. 2,279

The highest and lowest prices paid were

—

PER 8LBS. TO SINK THE OFFALS.

S. d. S. d.

Beef,from \ 3 2 to 5

Mutton 3 4 to 5

Veal 4 2 to 6

Pork 3 to 4 4

COMPARISON OF PRICES.

Jan. 1851. Jan. 1852.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef . . from 2 6 to 3 S , . . . 2 4 to 3 10

Mutton .... 34 44.... 28 44
Veal 3 3 10 .... 3 4

Pork 2 10 4 2 8 3 10

Jan. 1853. Jan. 1854.

s. d. s. d s. d. s. d.

Beef ..from 2 6 4 2 .... 3 4 10

Mutton .... 26 5 0.... 32 54
Veal 3 4 8 .... 3 4 5 G

Pork 2 10 3 10 3 4 4 10

The bullock supphes have been derived as

follows— Head.

Norfolk and Suffolk 7,560

Northern districts 600

Other parts of England 2,800

Scotland 1,920

There have been large supplies of all kinds ofmeat,

except veal, on offer in Newgate and Leadenhall.

The arrivals by railway have been very little short

of 100,000 carca'sses ;
yet the demand has been

tolerably firm, and prices have been weirsupported.

Beef has sold at from 3s. 2d. to 4s. 4d.; mutton,

3s. 2d. to 48. 4d.; Veal, 4s. 2d. to 5s. 4d.; and

pork, 3s. to 4s. 6d. per Slbs. by the carcass.
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M I D - K E N T.

The extreme mildness of the season, up to the 16th inst.,

made us rather wish for wintry weather of some sort, as there

seemed a danger of the buds of fruit-trees swelling, so as to be

injured by hard weather when it did come, which every one

seemed to think was sure to follow. However, we have had

winter in earnest since then, and with it the usual complaints

common at such seasons ; but, as my purpose is more to

chronicle the past than speculate on the future, I may say that

the long period of fine weather we were favoured with, even in

the " short, dark days," enabled us to forward work very much,

as the light lands were all sufficiently dry to be dug, or other-

wise worked ; and those of our hop gardens which were suf-

ficiently clear of weeds were firm enough one or two mornings

in autumn, by the frosts we had then, to allow their being

carted on a few hours in the mornings, and those who took

advantage of that, to get on their manure, have had plenty of

opportimity since to have them dug; for it must be remembered

that a hop garden will only allow carting over it in frosty

weather; and when any quantity of groundsel, or other weeds,

do exist, they prevent a little frost from acting on such ground;

otherwise, these weeds in autumn are not supposed to be

detrimeutal, as they are all dug in, and it is rare indeed that

any but annual weeds are seen iu a hop garden. However, I

may say that a considerable breadth of such gardens has been

dug, aud the same may be said of some orchards in tillage,

although the work of pruning trees aud the like renders them
generally later than the hop gardens. I may also add, that

the fine open weather has favoured work of other kinds as

well, while many of the jobs purposely left for bad days have

been delayed much beyond their proper time, as, for instance,

the roads are in worse order than usual, and all contemplated

alterations, in the way of grubbing up old trees or hedges, or

making new ones, have been put off with a view to push on

the work more commonly done in February. However, win-

ter has set in with us at last, and at the time I write (the 26th)

seems so steady as probably to last some time, and we
may yet have enough of it ere it leaves us. The fine au-

tumn was of infinite service in tlie low lauds, in the way of

enabling our farmers to get in their seed corn in much better

condition than usual ; and, since then, I have not heard any-

thing against its appearance, and certainly the present snow
will not do it any harm ; but one of our greatest drawbacks is

the unhealthy condition of our sheep, which have done badly

this autumn and winter, and many have died. Somehow the

mildness of the weather has kept the grass in continuous

growth, and the young blades bemg more acceptable to the

sheep than hay and other dry food, they have been purged to

an extent that accounts for their poverty. Those on turuips

have done better ; but the breeding flocks, being mostly on
meadow lands, and not much hand fed, they have suffered se-

verely. Some complaints have also reached us that bullocks

have done badly ; but as these are all tied up and stall-fed, we
cannot vouch for the accuracy of that, farther than by saying

that some descriptions of oil-cake seem not to contain half the

quantity of feeding matter it formerly did. Other things re-

main about the same. Of the products peculiarly the growth
of this district, " hops and fruits," but very few of either re-

main now iu the bauds of the growers. The season for the

latter being fast spending, and the market prices being toler-

ably good, most growers cleared out before Christmas. A
little advance in the price of hops about that time also induced

most of the growers to sell out then ; and, as is well known,
the quantity was not more than one-third of an average crop,

the number of pockets on hand was small, and probably, at the

present time, there are fewer hops in Kent than in any other

county, those in the hands of merchants and warehousemen
excepted. Corn is also anything but plentiful, almost every

bushel being sold in this district, except what is wanted for

home use, in the way of feeding, &c. The steam-engine has

materially assisted to hasten the disappearance of our corn

stacks, substituting those of straw in their places ; b\it it is

pleasing to see these powerful ageuts favourites with our
workpeople rather than otherwise, for barn work has ceased to

be popular with them, and they listen to its booming sound
without envy or ill-will. The wet autumn of 1852, which
gave a sort of impulse to draining, which that of 1853 in a
great measure confirmed, has, however, not been so fully car-

ried out this season ; as it is not so manifestly evident to be
wanting ; some have deferred that important duty till smother

year. This assuredly is wrong, for the ground, though not

saturated to excess, as on these two occasions, is yet liable to

be so again without these drains, while the work of putting

them in is best performed in a dry season. We have, therefore,

put in about one hundred thousand drain pipes in grass land

the present winter, and though every branch drain may not

constantly run, yet the free egress they will give to heav^

rains, and other benefits that will accrue from them, will fully

compensate for the expense we have been at in the affair,—

Jan. 26.

WEST GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
The great difficulty aud inconvenience frequently experi-

enced in getting on to the land, to perform the necessary

operations, in consequence of heavy falls of rain, have happily

this year been obviated by the unusual dryness which has pre-

vailed ; and, up to the end of the first fortnight in January,

we were almost led to the expectation that the rigours and

emblems of winter were confined to more northern latitudes.

Fine, bracing frosts commenced on the 13th ; on the 17th

there was a slight indication of snow, and the frost continued,

but not with great intensity. On the night of the 20th the

snow descended more abundantly ; it continued falling during

a portion of the succeeding day, and at intervals subsequently;

but, as it was not accompanied with wind, it has not

drifted. Thus, no inconvenience is experienced from that

cause. The young wheats, before they were hidden from in-

spection, looked promising and healthy, and the weather has,

since that time, been quite favourable : the frost will check

precocious luxuriance, while the snow screens it from intense

inclemency ; in fact, the arable lands are but slightly pene-

trated with frost, so kindly does the snow afford protection.

The swedes and turnips, where they remain on the. land, are

arrested from premature vegetation by the same cause, and

hitherto, as that vacillating condition of the elements, alter-

nately freezing aud thawing, has not been experienced, they

have a fair prospect of remaining sound. Should these fa-

vourable conditions last, keep will not be scarce, as the root

crops wUl compensate for the short cut of hay last summer.

The teams are actively employed in carting out manure, al-

though the land, in many situations, has been in such a

favourable state, that it was not delayed for the arrival of the

frost. There are not any complaints of disease among

stock of any kind ; there has not been any inclement weather

to affect them. The dairy cows will soon be ready to give

forth their produce, and they require attention, much more

than is usually bestowed upon them in this district. It is

painful to beheld the majority of them, managed, or lather

mismanaged, as they are. With the snow on the ground, they

may be seen gathering the hay thrown in little heaps, or per-

chance in cribs; but iu either case they trample on and destroy

as much as they eat. This arises from parsimonious notions

of economising labour, and idleness ; but, if the farmer would

bear this in mind, he would surely adopt a better system :—If

thirty cows each destroy half a hundred-weight of hay per

week, by trampling it under foot, aud it costs SOs. per ton to

grow the hay, the amount he loses weekly is £1 17s. 6d. One-

third of that sum would be more than sufficient to defray the

charge of a man for requisite attendance upon them in the

homestead. There are many farmers who have sheds, yet they

do not use them, who seem to prefer sending their hay to the

cattle, rather than bring their cattle to the hay. The appear-

ance of the animals, be they old or young, where properly

housed and attended to, compared with those which are ne-

glected, affords incontrovertible evidence of the advantages

which are derived from care; and when the spring is backward,

it tells with double effect on dairy cows. The various false

reports which have been circulated on the all-engrossing sub-

ject, the affairs in the East, have had powerful effects on the

graiu markets, often occasioning a stagnation in trade. Is it

correct ? what is to be the ultimate result ? how will the

markets be ruled ? are questions on the lips of every fanner

when he enters the market town. But no one ran solve the

mysteries. The impression prevails, thit the price of wheat

will not vary materially for some months, and after that, they

will be governed by the prospects of the ensuing harvest,

unless some very unforeseen event transpires. The thrashing

machines are in regular operation, to an extent sufficient to

supply the general requirement of straw ; and, in some iu-

stauces, they may be more busily employed to meet present
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demands for cash ; but, as a few loads of wheat realize a fair

sum, the farmer of moderate resources is not compelled to

draw extensively on the exchequer of his rick-yard. It is ex-

tremely gratifying to conclude with a good account of the

potatoes in store. There is not a single complaint heard of
an unhealthy tuber ; the disease seems to have departed from
this district, as it were by magic, and we hope never again to
make its appearance.—Jan. 26.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

The month of January opened with great ex-

pectations in the corn trade, from a general

anticipation that an improvement would imme-

diately take place after we had got into a new year :

such, however, did not prove to be the case ; for

the holidays interfered with business a good deal,

private and public stock-taking occupied many
parties, and the non-arrival of the long looked-for

Baltic fleet also had some influence, keeping buyers

aloof; the first week, therefore, passed away without

any great extent of business being transacted, or

any material variation in the value of either English

or foreign wheat. The deliveries from the farmers

had however fallen oflf, there being only 90,641

qrs. returned, at an average of 7-ls. 3d., against

111,968 qrs. at 73s. 9d., returned the last week in

December. Trade was thrown into complete sus-

pense on the 8th of the month by the telegraphic

reports from Vienna, that tlie Emperor of All the

Russias had consented to negotiate for peace on

the " Four Points" agreed to by the Western

Powers, and this had such an eflfect on the minds

of the buyers that all business was nearly stopped

in Mark-lane; and after a few parcels of the finest

Essex Wheat had been selected out of the runs up

for that day's market, at a reduction of fully 2s.

per qr., scarcely any other sales could be eff"ected,

and the remainder of the supply was left over for

future markets; so that the second was not only

no better than the first week of the month, but

actually much worse, and a market on which less

business has been transacted is not often witnessed.

The reports from Mark-lane had a paralyzing eftect

on all the consuming and agricultural markets of

the United Kingdom, and a greater decline was

submitted to than in town, with, however, a dis-

inclination on the part of the farmers to sell their

stocks at the great difference in value required by

the buyers, and knowing their position so well,

many influential agriculturists refused to follow the

downward state of the markets whilst uncertainty

still remained as to the question of " Peace or

War ;" it appeared more like a panic, however,

amongst some alarmists ; but they could not

frighten the stout-hearted, and throughout the

country the transactions were not greater in pro-

portion than in town.

In this position of the trade, the third Monday's

market of the month arrived, and the supply of

English wheat was somewhat large, consisting of a

considerable quantity left over from the previous

week's arrivals, and the fresh land-carriage samples

of the day. The market opened with a somewhat

better feeling for business, inasmuch as the millers

seemed disposed to make purchases when the

factors had consented to a liberal abatement to

meet the views of the buyers ; and after having

accepted a reduction of 4s. to 5s. per qr., some

quantity was placed ; but some sellers still held a

portion of their supply, and the market closed more

like an immediate reaction than any further dechne

in prospect. Up to this period, the imports of

foreign had been very trifling, the vessels from the

North of Europe being still kept out.

The importers of foreign wheat had not given

way so much, from the reduced stocks of fine quali-

ties ; but still no description could be sold without

a reduction of 4s. to 5s. per qr. being submitted to

within the period of this dulness.

The important decline quoted from the metro-

polis appeared to have had a contrary effect, in all

the agricultural districts, to what was expected, and

the fiat seems to have gone forth through the

length and breadth of the land, " Stop the sup-

phes !" and so the farmers did, and shortened their

deliveries immediately, being the more determined

on this from the cessation of negotiations at Vienna,

and they were at once resolved not to fall into a

" ruse" emanating from St. Petersburgh, osten-

sibly to save Sebastopol.

The Tuesday's markets were generally firmer

;

those of Wednesday in many instances Is. to 2s.

per qr. dearer; on Thursday a similar advance; on

Friday (at Mark-lane) the improvement was 2s. per

qr. ; and nearly every market held on Saturday was

quoted higher, the advance ranging from 2s. to 4s.

per qr., according to supply being very limited or

fair, none being largely supplied : and the third

week thus closed, giving confidence for the future,

and encouraging those who had not parted with

their stocks to hold with much firmness and follow

the course of the markets when they improve—the

ditTerence of selling in a brisk and a dull market

being well known to every experienced man.

I
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The supply of English wheat at Mai'k-lane on the

fourth Monday of the month was much less than

the previous ones, and was short, with very little

offering from Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire by

the merchants who deliver by the railways. Pre-

disposed to purchase by the closing firmness of the

past week, the town millers bought freely, and had

to pay 4s. per qr. over the currency of the previous

week, and occasionally for choice samples of white

a still greater advance, and nearly recovering all

that had been lost by the " Peace-and-plenty" cry,

little being left over unsold.

The v/ind having blown from the north-east for

nearly a week, several vessels had arrived from the

Baltic with foreign wheat, and although the imports

were not large, they had increased to a moderate

extent, and nearly a similar improvement in the

value of good samples was established ; but the

extent of business transacted was not large, from

the very high rates generally demanded by the im-

porters. Much of the foreign is of last year's

growth ; and that from the Lower Baltic ports is

generally of very poor quality, coming forward in

soft condition, and not being such as our millers

reniKi- for admixture with English, it sells all

the more slowly, whilst the most suitable sorts are

much reduced in granary, and these are held at

extreme rates.

During the week the country markets were a

good deal excited by the greatly improved tone of

the advices from the metropolis, commencing with

Liverpool. Trade there wsls more firm than brisk ;

but all the fine qualities of wheat were 3d. to 4d.

per 70lbs. dearer. The imports were unimportant,

being only 1,372 qrs. of wheat from European

ports and 6,9l6 sacks flour, against 11,737

qrs. of wheat, 26,625 qrs. of Indian corn,

and 6,125 sacks and 54,379 brls. of flour

in the corresponding week of last year. The
stocks at that port were much reduced. On
the 1st inst. there were only 27,781 qrs. of wheat,

against 149,751 qrs. at the same date last year;

and of flour the stocks were only 35,225 sacks and

18,859 brls., against 11,377 sacks and 355,973

brls. last year. Every port in the United King-

dom would come to the same point, were the com-
parison made, and the consumption is now very

large. The imports at Hull were 3,252 qrs. of

wheat, 484 qrs. of barley, 3,949 qrs. of oats, 1,939

qrs. of beans, 818 qrs. of peas, and 637 qrs. of

tares, with 5,474 qrs. of linseed. Trade was toler-

ably brisk, both English and foreign wheat being
about 4s. per qr. higher ; and all the agricultural

markets were from 2s. to 5s. per qr. dearer up to

the middle of the week, with short deliveries gene-

rally. Those later in the week were not so brisk,

as it was pretty well known that the Baltic fleet was

steadily arriving on the east coast; and up to

Friday the imports amounted to about 60,000 qrs.

at ports from London to Grangemouth, inclusive,

and probably this may be about half the quantity

which has been shipped from the Baltic ports and

those of the north of Europe. More vessels may

yet get in, as the wind is again round to the north-

east.

The severity of the weather on the continent will

stop further shipments. By advices from Hambro',

dated the 23rd instant, it was stated that the river

Elbe was full of ice, and all the Baltic ports com-

pletely closed by the frost, and that the Sound and

Belt were likely to be frozen over, and busi-

ness must, in consequence, remain dormant until

open water. Prices at Danzig were enhanced on

receipt of intelligence from Mark-lane of the state

of Monday's market ; aud moderate quality of

wheat, GO to 6 libs., was held at 70s. to 7 Is. perqr.

free on board in spring. At Rostock prices Vv'ere

up to 65s. per qr. for 62lbs. red wheat, and no

more vessels would leave that port. There is a fear

that the Prussian Government may prohibit the ex-

portation ofgrain, from a prospect of all being wanted

at home, and probably out of gbatitude to

England for taking so much grain from them for

so many years past, now that they fancy we shall

want it.

It may not be uninteresting to give here the im-

portations of three leading articles of the trade for

the past five years, which will show the immense
quantity consumed in Great Britain. They were,

for the twelve months ending

—

Wheat. Maizb. Flour.
qrs. qrs. cwts.

Oct. 10, 1850 3,513,590 1,4C3,649 2,855,698
Oct. 10, 1851 4,333,127 1,564,150 6,048.355
Oct. 10, 1852 2,455,542 1,392,741 4,113,794
Oct. 10, 1853 4,847,364 1,881,710 4,494,104
Oct. 10, 1854 4/542,022 1,682,633 4,696,387

Amounting to, 19,^91,645 7,984,883 22,208,338
Aud rediicng the Flour

to Wheat 6,345,239

Total imports .. 25,836,884

Or 5,167,377 \
^°""^"y "f Wheat

J and 1' lour.

In the present position of the country and of all

parts of the globe, it seems difficult to anticipate

from whence we shall get a like importation for

the present year. If we turn to the imports of the

past four months, they show a great falling off, and

stand thus

:

Wheat, Flour.
Month 1854-55. 1853-54. 1854-55, 1853,
ending Qrs. Clrs, Cwt. Cwt,

Oct. 5.... 91,247 468,888 90,187 463,545
Nov. 5 75.517 425,866 29,066 302,355
Dec. 5 114,892 411,128 39,264 294,212
Jan, 5.... 114,687 341,398 97,268 249,085

396,343 1,647,280
Decrease on four

mouths, 1854-55. . 1,250,937 qrs.

255,785 1,309,197

1,053,412 cwt.
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As to a supply from the Black Sea, there is not

the least prospect of our gettinof any for a long

time to come ; and a strict blockade will commence

this 1st February in all the ports, and in those of

the Sea of Azoff.

If we turn our attention to the United States,

we believe there will be no great quantity to spare

from thence ; and, at present, prices are too high

there to induce any merchants to give orders for

shipments to be made as soon as the winter is past.

The exports of breadstufFs from America from the

1st September, 1854, were :

Brls.
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prevents the vessels coming up the channel from

Ireland, and from thence we have latterly had a

very limited supply; but several cargoes are coming

forward with the first shift of wind and favourable

breeze.

English beans have been delivered to a good ex-

tent throughout the month. Previous to the

wintry weather setting in, prices receded about 2s.

per qr., but have braced up a little since, and the

sale has rather improved. Towards the close a few

cargoes of foreign have arrived at the principal

ports, and Egyptians have gone down to 40s. per

qr. ; other sorts of foreign are easier to pur-

chase, from the increased quantity on the East

Coast : the stocks, however, were reduced very low,

and the recent imports will go steadily into con-

sumption, and probably no material change will

occur for the next month or two ; and now the

seed demand will soon be on, when fine qualities

of English will be more wanted.

The article of peas gave way during the very

mild weather several shillings per qr., and all sorts

were depressed more than any other; but the de-

liveries soon fell off in consequence, and since

winter set in with some degree of rigour the trade

has revived, and prices are now creeping up again

for good boilers and fine qualities of blue adapted

for Scotland. Hog Peas have not improved so

much, but most descriptions will be more wanted

on the farms for feeding purposes, and the deliveries

will probably fall off still further. There have been

tolerably good imports of foreign during the

easterly winds.

It may not be uninteresting to take some notice

of the different descriptions of wheat produced

last harvest, and which have been the most appre-

ciated by the millers. In Essex white has predo-

minated, and Rough Chaflf has been a general

favourite, being taken in preference to Chidhara

;

whilst the latter has been grown much more ex-

tensively in the neighbourhood of Uxbridge, where

the millers seem to like it best, on account of its

heavy weight per imperial bushel. A somewhat
larger quantity of Talavera has the past season

been produced, and this sort universally com-
mands the highest price of the market : some mil-

lers are determined to have it, be its value what it

may. There has been a peculiarity in the sample;

whether from the season, or some other cause, is

not ascertained ; but, however white when planted,

it has in many instances degenerated in colour,

having more the appearance of red, whilst possess-

ing every property of white when ground. Of the

red descriptions generally produced in Essex,

Spalding has made its appearance in Mark Lane
oftenest; now and then the old red Burwell, than

which no sample of greater strength can be sold,

and there are a few millers who select it with great

care. In the Roothings of Essex, Rivets have for a

great many years been extensively produced, and

the past harvest produced there a much greater

breadth than usual; the supply of this description

has seldom ever been larger. Usually this sort

has been taken mainly for cone flour, but so much
has been grown that a considerable quantity has

been shipped away to Yorkshire, and also to Corn-

wall, making a sweet wholesome sack of flour, par-

tially mixed with heavier sorts. In other counties,

for the first time. Rivets have been planted ; and

these also found their way to Mark Lane. Prices

opened at about 46s. per qr., and although they

did not run up so fast as the finer qualities, they

touched 68s. per qr. ia the month of October; but

the best are now only worth about 64s. per qr.

The most favourite red which has appeared is the

Nursery, and this was grown the most extensively

in Berkshire, and some quantity in Sussex and

Hampshire. At first the millers did not take to it

well, and the prices at which it was sold at the

opening of trade after harvest were only about the

same as the commoner sorts, ranging from 46s. to

50s. per qr. ; but when more tried it was much
sought after, and at one time had run up to 84s.

per qr., some millers giving for it as much as for

fine white samples. We believe it has been planted

very extensively, and will be well known by our

town millers another season. Its weight has ranged

from 63 to 65ilbs. per imperial bushel; thin skin

and small berry, and universally liked now for its

farinaceous properties.

In the fen farms of Cambridgeshire, Taunton

Dean has been a good deal sown ; and this sort

produced pretty well, and has commanded a good

price in the London market. A spring red wheat,

resembling the old Burwell stock, has succeeded

well on those farms.

With respect to the appearance of the plant, up

to the 15th instant it was universally well spoken

of—a strong healthy growth, not so luxuriant as

might have been expected from the continued mild

weather up to that j)eriod ; but this may be ac-

counted for by now and then having a frosty night,

which gave it a seasonable check : since then the

weather has been very wintry, keen north-easterly

winds blowing for some time, with numerous falls

of snow, and on the 22nd instant the ground was

well covered ; this coating will no doubt prove of

the greatest service, as well to the plant as to the

ground.

The breadth planted is generally considered to

be extensive, the favourable state of the weather at

seed time enabling the farmers to put in somewhat

more than usual, the prices giving them the greatest

encouragement to sow this grain ; and as far as the
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present prospects go, there is every reason to expect

a good result. During the 24th, 25th, and 26th,

i in the day time, the snow had melted a good deal,

' and a thaw seemed threatened ; but on each night

the frost returned, and in the last it was very sharp,

the wind having again veered from the west and

north-west to the north-east; and where the plant

was exposed by the melting of the snow, it might

receive some injury; but this will much depend on

the future state of the weather.

It may not be amiss to guard our friends against

a spurious trefoil that was imported last year from

France, and sold extensively to the farmers : we
shall not be surprised to hear of its turning out

very unfavourably. The French call it " Minette

I Sauvage," or wild trefoil, and part with it freely

when they can find buyers. Hitherto none has

this season appeared in London, and we may not

I

get much trefoil over, as it is dear and scarce in

France. Our own is good, and will be sold well

this year, from the exhausted stocks of old. New
: English red cloverseed has come slowly forward

;

fine qualities are worth 64s. to 66s. per cwt. ; cow
• grass, 72s. to 74s.; white cloverseed, 65s. to 75s.

for good. Foreign tares are abundant, and of

excellent quality, from Brunswick, Denmark, and

Prussia; small range from 52s. to 56s., and large

Brunswick from 64s. to 68s. per qr.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Quarter.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white .... 72 to 74 extra 75 76

Ditto, red 65 68 „ 69 70
Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorksh., red 66 68 ,,69 70

Barley, maltin?, new. . 33 34 .... Chevalier.. 35 36
Diatilliug. . T. 31 32 Grinding . . 30 31

MALT,Es8ex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 65 66 extra 70
Ditto ditto old 66 68 „ 70
Kingston,Ware, and town made,new70 71 „ 72
Ditto ditto old 68 70 „ 71

Rye — — 44 46
Oats, English feed. . 26 27 Potato.. 29 30

Scotch feed, new 29 30, oldS32 33 . . Potato 33 34
Irish feed, white 26 27 fine 29
Ditto, black 25 26 fine 27

Beans, Mazagan 40 41 „ 42 43
Ticks 43 44 „ 45 46
Harrow 45 46 „ 47 48
Pigeon 48 50 „ 52 56

Peas, white boilers 48 50. . Maple 43 44 Grey 38 40
Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — ,.68 73

Households, Town 62s. 633. Country — „ 54 56
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... — — „ 52 54

Konigsberg 76 78
Rostock, new 76 78 fine

American, white .... 78 83 red

Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red

Silesiao „
Danish and Holstein „
Rhine and Belgium „
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Kiga.

.

Barley, grinding 29 30 Distilling. . 31

Oats, Dutch, brew,andPolands 28s., 29s. .. Feed .. 26

75
73
66

66 68

- 81 „
.. 82 „

72
76 extra 77
74 white 75
70 „ none
— old — —

fine 70 72
32
27

82
84
74
78
78

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 41 42
Konigsberg . . 44 46 Egyptian . . 40 41

Peas, feeding 46 47 fine boilers 48 49
Indian Corn, white 44 45 yellow 44 45
Flour, French, per sack (none) 60 62 Spanish 63 64

American, sour, per barrel 40 41 sweet 42 46
«

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.
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HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, Jan. 29.

Our market has continued about the same during the

past week, both as to demand and prices. The supply

of fine hops is but small ; but there appears to be a pre-

ference for foreign hops, caused, nq doubt, by the lower

prices at which they may be purchased.

PRICES OF BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS, &c.
Butter, per civt. s. s.

Friesland ...... 1 1 4 Co II

6

Kiel 104 112
Dorset 110 116
Cnrlow] 100 104

Waterford .... 94 100
Cork, new 92 100
L'merick 90 98
Sligo 96 102

Fresh, per doz. Ms.Od. 16s. Od.

Cheese, per cwt. s. s-

Cheshire 66 Zo 80
Cheddar 68
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PLATE I.

PORTRAIT OF FIELD-MARSHAL LORD RAGLAN.

Fitzroy James Henry Somerset, Baron Raglan, of Raglan, in the county of Monmouth, in the

peerage of the United Kingdom ; G.C.B., P.C., Master- General of the Ordnance, a Lieutenant-

General in the army, Colonel of the 53rd regiment of foot, and a Commissioner of the Royal Military

College and Royal Military Asylum; was born on the 30th September, 1788 ; was married on the 6th

August, 1814, to Lady Emily Harriet Wellesley-Pole, second daughter of Wilham, third Earl of

Mornington.

His Lordship is the eighth and youngest son of Henry, fifth Duke of Beaufort, and great uncle to

the present duke.

After many years' important services as Aide-de-Camp to the Duke of Wellington in the field, and

subsequently as Military Secretary to two successive Commanders-in-Chief, Lord Fitzroy Somerset

was raised to the peerage on being appointed Master-General of the Ordnance; and afterwards, on the

breaking out of the war between the Western Powers and Russia, he was created a Field-Marshal, and

appointed Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in the Crimea, where his Lordship is now still

employed.

The title of Baron Raglan was conferred in 1852; with the motto, that of the Beaufort family,

" Mutare vel timere sperno."

PLATE II.

A SHORT^HORNED HEIFER,
BRED BY AND THE PROPERTY OF MR. JAMES DOUGLAS, OF ATHELSTANEFORD FARM, DREM,

EAST LOTHIAN,

For which the First Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns was awarded at the Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, which was held at Lincoln, in July, 1854.

" Rose of Summer," red, calved May 1st, 1852, got by Velvet Jacket (10998), dam (Rose of

Autumn) by Sir Henry (10824), g. d. (Pelerine), by Buckingham (3239), gr. g. d. (Mantilina) by

Marcus (2262), —(Maiden) by Matchem (2281), — (Lady) by Alderman (1622), — (Lady Mowbray) by

Pilot (496), — (Sylph) by Remus (550), — (Matilda) by Sir Charles (592), — (Alpine) by Mr. R.

Son of Colling's Favourite (252), — (Young Strawberry) by Son of Favourite (252),— Strawberry.

OLD SERIES.] N [VOL, XLII.—No. 3.
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THE EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURE.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

The severe winter through which we have hardly

yet passed, naturally enough suggests to us the in-

quiry as to the general effect of low temperature

upon vegetation. In the present season, the tem-

perature during the night has been more than

usually low : a self-registering thermometer, at the

north side of ray house, at Croydon, placed six

inches from the wall, indicated very commonly in

the last fortnight of January, a temperature of less

than 22 of Fahrenheit; on the nights of the 26th

and 27th it was as low as 15 or 16 degrees, and on

those of the I7th and 18th 11 degress. This tem-

perature was still further diminished in February :

on the nights of the 9th and 14th it was at 12 de-

grees, on the 21st to 10, on those of the 13th and

15th it descended to 8, on that of the l7th to 6,

on the nights of the 10th and 18th it was down to

4 degrees.

The great fall of snow with which this low tem-

perature was accompanied, may lead us to examine

the chemical observations which have been made

as to the composition of snow, and the effect of

frost upon plants. The depth of snow often leads

to very false conclusions as to the weight of water

of which it is formed. Its bulk, in fact, is ten or

twelve times greater than the water which it con-

tains. The purity of snow is also generally too

highly estimated. In snow, however carefully col-

lected and dissolved, minutely divided mechanically

diffused matters will almost always be found ; and,

as in the case of rain-water, the first portions of a

fall are the most impure. The same remark applies

to the ammonia which is found in it. Liebig and

other chemists have published the results of their

labours in this interesting inquiry. The great

German chemist tells us {Organic Chem., p. 76),

that ammonia may always be detected in snow-

water. Crystals of sal ammoniac (muriate of am-

monia) were obtained by evaporating in a vessel

with muriatic acid several pounds of snow, which

were gathered from the surface of the ground in

March, when the snow had a depth of 10 inches.

Ammonia was set free from these crystals by the

addition of hydrate of lime. The inferior layers of

snow, which rested upon the ground, contained

a quantity decidedly greater than those which

formed the surface. It is worthy of observation,

adds the professor, that the ammonia contained in

rain and snow-water possessed an offensive smell

of perspiration and animal excrements—a fact

which leaves no doubt as to its origin. If, then,

the chemical matters contained in snow-water

hardly differ from those of the same weight of

rain-water, we cannot attribute to these any of the

beneficial effects to vegetation which, by the writers

of the olden time, were assigned to snow. "We

must be content to seek in other effects of snow,

or rather, perhaps, in the low temperature at which

it occurs, for an explanation of the good results

to the farmer commonly assigned to our hard

winters. That it protects to a great extent, with

its brilliant covering, the farmer's crops from cold

drying winds, and from sudden transitions in the

temperature of the air, is pretty certain ; and when

it melts, its water m-iy be obnoxious to certain

insects in the soil, from the absence of oxygen gas

from it. Fish are said to suffer from being placed in

streams of melted snow.

It is probably, however, after all, the low tempe-

rature which gives eventually vigour to the plants

partially exposed to its influence— I say partially

exposed, because, as my readers are well aware, the

frost rarely penetrates in England more than a few

inches into the soil. On no occasion during the

past winter have I noticed the temperature of the

earth, at a depth of 18 inches, to be near the

freezing point—it has been usually about 35 to 33

degrees. However hard, therefore, the leaves of

some plants may be frozen, there is little reason to

apprehend that their roots are in a similar condi-

tion.

That continued exposure to a low temperature

is beneficial to the general vigour of ordinary plants

is a conclusion which the husbandman has long

since adopted, and the philosopher, not always very

successfully, examined. The Surrey gardeners

have a saying that when there are deep snows in

February, that then there is fruit in the gardens in

the following summer. Now the occurrence of

these snows of February indicate that the winter

is more than commonly lengthened, the low tem-

perature of the season protracted. This effect of

the long exposure of the plants of our gardens to

a considerable degree of cold, engaged the atten-

tion of the first president of the London Horticul-

tural Society, the industrious and ever knowledge-

seeking T. A. Knight ; and although most of his

experiments were carried on in his gardens and

green-houses, yet the class of experiments which

he usually instituted will still be full of interest to
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the numerous agricultural readers of this magazine,

who are not likely to readily adopt the conclusion

of some of our cockney friends, that from an expe-

riment on a small scale it is not possible to obtain

useful results. Knight noted {Select ionfrom papers,

p.p. 90-1 74) what we do not always remember,

that the degree of heat required to put in motion

(as in the spring) the sap of a plant is not definite,

but depends on that to which the plant had been

previously accustomed. Thus, a vine Avhich has

grown all the summer in the heat of a stove, will

not be made to vegetate in winter by the heat of

that stove ; but if another plant of the same variety,

which has grown in the open air, be at any time

introduced, after it has dropped its leaves in the

autumn, it will instantly vegetate. This effect he

explained by supposing that the latter plant

possessed a degree of irritability which has been

exhausted in the former by the heat of the stove,

but which it will acquire in the winter by being

drawn out and exposed for a short time to the

autumnal frost. On the same principle we may
explain why seedling plants always thrive better

in the spring than in the autumn, though the

weather may be apparently less favourable. In the

spring the stimulus of heat and light is gradually

becoming greater than that to which the plant has

been accustomed : in the autumn it is becoming

gradually less. It appears, then, as Knight on a

subsequent occasion observed, that the powers of

vegetable life in plants habituated to a low tempe-

rature are more easily brought into action than in

those of hot climates ; or, in other words, that the

plants of cold climates are more esciteable ; and

as every quality in plants becomes hereditary when
the causes which first gave existence to those qua-

lities continue to operate, it follows that these seed-

ling offspring have a constant tendency to adapt

their habits to any climate in which they are placed.

But the influence of climate on the habits of plants

will depend less on the aggregate quantity of heat

in each climate than on the distribution of it in the

different seasons of the year. The aggregate tem-

perature of England, and of those parts of the

Russian empire that are under the same parallel of

latitude, probably do not differ very considerably

;

but in Russia the summers are excesdinglyhot, and
the winters intensely cold ; and, moreover, the

changes of temperature between the different

seasons are sudden and violent. In the spring,

great degrees of heat suddenly operate on plants

which have been long exposed to intense cold, and
in which excitability has accumulated during a long

period of almost total inaction, and the progress of

vegetation is in consequence extremely rapid. In

the climate of England, however, the spring very

commonly advances with slow and irregular steps.

and only very moderate and gradually increasing

degrees of heat act on plants, in which the powers

of life have scarcely in any period of the preceding

winter been totally inactive. We have several

easily remembered instances of these things in the

plants around us. The crab is a native of both

countries, and has adapted alike its habits to both.

The Siberian variety, introduced into the climate of

England, retains its habits, expands its leaves, and

blossoms on the first approach of spring. It vege-

tates strongly, in fact, in the same temperature in

which the native crab scarcely shows signs of life.

But the influence of a low temperature upon a

farm is not confined to the crops— its benefits ex-

tend to the soil, in one or two modes of which we
are acquainted, and probably in others of which we

are as yet ignorant. The ordinary and correct con-

clusion is that frost pulverizes the soil and destroys

the insects which are its tenants. As I have on

another occasion observed, the farmer of the heavy

adhesiveclay soils, which are reduced to a sufiiicient

degree of fineness only by the most laborious exer-

tions, is the man to whose soils the frost affords

the most valuable assistance. The water contained

in these clays, during its conversion into ice in a

low temperature of the atmosphere, expands with

a force which nothing can resist. As, therefore,

the ice pervades every particleof soil, its expansion,

as a natural consequence, reduces very completely

the clay into a very finely divided state. The far-

mers of such soils, therefore, are much befriended

by a hard winter, like that with which we are now
visited, since the frost readily accomplishes that

pulverization of the soil which the plough and the

clod-crusher can only very imperfectly and la-

boriously imitate. The action of frost on many
varieties of such soils, it may be here remarked, is

most materially aided by the land being deeply

ploughed, and laid up in higher ridges than are

commonly thought necessary. By this plan, the

frost penetrates deeper into the earth, and thus not

only is the soil more thoroughly and deeply pulver-

ized, but the destruction of grubs and other insect

vermin is rendered much more extensive and effec-

tual. Many of these, it is well known to the ento-

mologist, retire into the soil as winter approaches,

and remain torpid during the intense cold of the

season, in places beyond the ordinary depth to

which the frost extends. It is, therefore, very de-

sirable that the usual effect of a very low tempe-

rature should be facilitated as much as possible.

There is no soil, perhaps, upon which the frost

operates more rapidly and completely than upon

those composed of chalk. Chalk, when nearly

saturated, I find by my own experiments, contains

about 23 per cent, of water; and we can hence

readily see how it is that when such a large propor-

N 2
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tiou of water is converted into ice, it thus by its

expansion so rapidly and effectually pulverizes the

chalk, spread over the land. It is to this levelling

eflfect of the frost that we may, perhaps, attribute

the peculiarly rounded smooth surface commonly
possessed by the downs of the chalk formations.

'I'hese facts explain, too, why it is that the farmers

who have the most successfully practised the excel-

lent system of chalking, murlinr/, or clay'my light

lands, have remarked that this operation never suc-

ceeds so well as when the earth is spread over the

land, and allowed to remain on the surface exposed

to a Avinter's frost. The essential condition, in fact,

to the successful permanent addition to the soil of

such dressings is, that the adhesive earths should

be so finely divided as to be intimately combined

with the lighter and more sandy and gravelly soil.

If this object is not effected—if the marl or clay is

not thus allowed to remain exposed to the action of

the frost, and is ploughed in lumps, but little good

is derived from their employment. The farmer

then tells you that it does no good to the land, it

does not work, that it remains uncombined with

the staple of the soil, and that it sinks down into

the land. These, therefore, are instances of the

success of earthy dressings being entirely prevented

by the mere neglect of a due attention to the 7node

and period of the year at which this most valuable

operation is best performed ; and it is to this source

that many erroneous statements, and much injury

to the more general adoption of one of the most

certain modes of permanently improving light lands

are owing. The owner of such soils will do well

to consider with attention these important facts.

The expense of marling or claying, if these earths

are conveniently situated, is much less than is

commonly believed.

The correctness of the view of the time'of clay-

ing and marling which we have taken is also sup-

ported by the observations of Mr. Charles Burness,

of Woburn. He tells us {Jour. Roij. Agr. Soc, vol.

iii., p. 233)—"My system has been to put the clay on

the clover leys as early as the crop is off, and then

to get it broken in pieces as much as possible before

it is ploughed in for wheat. I also lay it on the

turnip fallows early in the winter, so that it may

have the chance of the winter and spring frosts, to

get well pulverized before it is ploughed down.

This I prefer to claying on clover leys. In January,

1841, I clayed some land, which was going to be a

turnip fallow the following summer, and in the

month of April, when I began to harrow and plough

the land, the clay broke down, and slacked hke

lime, and worked in with the soil. I did not see

much difference that summer in the turnip crop, as

the other part of the field was sown at a different

time, and I was not able to tell the difference ; but

this year (1842) the barley looks much stronger

and stiffer in the straw, and stands much more

upright than on the land which was not clayed.

The quantity per acre is generally 50 loads ; if

more than this is applied, I should recommend it

to be done at twice, as, in my opinion, more at

once would do harm. The clay may be dug from

the pit at any time when most convenient to the

farmer, and if turned over once or twice will mix

much better with the soil, but will be attended with

more expense. My plan has been generally to dig

and cart the clay on the field at once." The good

effect of thus exposing marl during the winter on

the surface of the land has, in fact, long been re-

marked. Arthur Young, in speaking of the marl-

ing of the land at Houghton, the seat of Lord

Orford, remarked {Annals of Agr., vol. xii., p. 51),

" In marling or claying he has found that the longer

it is kept on the surface of a layer, the better ; the

method he prefers is to spread it on a ley of one

or two years old (the latter best), and to leave it for

a year."

From observations and reflections such as these,

then, we may safely rest assured that even under a

snow-covered field are quietly going on extensive

and valuable operations, alike beneficial to the crop

and to the soil by which it is sustained; and if any

train of thought is more refreshing and beneficial

to us than another, it is assuredly that which leads

us to trace, even among the driving snow and con-

gealing water, the finger of Him who in all seasons

blesses our labours, and sustains our hopes of better

and brighter harvests.

THE ROYAL VETERINARY COLLEGE, IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Do the members of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England properly understand their own
privileges ? Are they fully acquainted with what

the payment of that one pound a year entitles, or

makes them free to ? We are very much inclined

to think that a great number of them are not.

They duly receive their copies of the Journal, at-

tend occasionally the great coimtry meetings, and

rarely look or ask for more. In resting satisfied

with this only, they may perhaps be considered as

hardly doing justice to themselves. More than

this, they arc not doing justice to the Society. An
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institution of this kind requires tlie general co-

operation of those enrolled in it, to render it that

efficient organ it should become. In the extent of

its practice, and the variety of assistance sought

from it, must we look, as we might to that of the

individual, for its true position and appreciation.

At what is known as a " Weekly Council" of the

Society, held on Wednesday last, a very interesting

report was received from the Governors of the

Royal Veterinary College. We give in our paper

of this day, under the Proceedings of the Society,

BO much of this as it has been thought fit to

publish. It might perhaps have been desirable to

have it entire. Still sufficient is afforded us to show
how well the members of the Veterinary College

have exerted themselves, as how ably they

have proved the value of their co-operation with

an Agricultural Society. Have the members of

the latter done as much ? We are afraid not. We
must repeat, indeed, in extenuation of this, our

belief that thousands of them do not know the

attention their wants and inquiries would receive

from the Veterinary College. Have they disease

spreading amongst their herds and flocks, any

serious case threatening the loss of a valuable

animal, or any particular one, the features of which

should be generally known—where can they apply

with so much confidence or satisfaction as to head-

quarters ? But then the expense—little or nothing.

To members of the Royal Agricultural Society there

is comparatively no charge for treatment. The
transit of a beast in these railway days is a trifle

that no sensible man, consulting his own interest,

should or would dwell upon. The keep on its arrival

—but here the report must speak for itself: "With
reference to the admission of cattle, sheep, and

l)igs into the College Infirmary, when the subjects

of disease, the Governors would be much gratified

to find that the members of the Society availed

I themselves of their privileges to a far greater ex-

tent than at present. They cannot but think that

I

the small number of animals sent from the country

i arises from the supposition that the charge for their

I

treatment is more than the proprietor feels justified

in incurring. This impression, the Governors be-

lieve, will be at once removed when they state that

the sum fixed upon for the keep, medical treatment,

[
operations of every kind, and all other necessary

{things, is but Is. 6d. a day for a bullock, and that

' sheep and pigs are charged for at a proportionate

,sum, which is fixed by the principal according to

I
circumstances."

We have little doubt that if not a total forgetful-

jness as to the privilege, there has been very gene-

rally a wrong impression, which we gladly off'er all

our aid to remove. There is no inducement the

Royal Agricultural Society can hold out that, if

only availed of, can tend more directly to benefit

the farmer and breeder, than this communion of

interest with the Royal Veterinary College.

The report is altogether a very practical and use-

ful one. Addressed, as it should be, especially to

the agriculturist, it touches on every point of im-

portance that has lately, or may early promise to

affect him. Pleuro-pneumonia, and its proposed

preventives or remedies, amongst which inocula-

tion, despite what we are told it has done on the

continent, still finds little favour. The new disease

amongst lambs, so alarmingly fatal last sea-

son, comes next for consideration; though we
gather as yet nothing very decisive or satisfac-

tory on its cause and cure. Another strange

contagion referred to in the report is not

merely a farmer's, but something even more than

a national question. It would seem the curses or

misfortunes of the Crimea are without limit ; or

must we here again attribute our ills more to bad

management than anything else ? It would be dif-

ficult to say how much bad treatment, bad housing,

bad feeding, and bad usage had to do with the

original spread of pleuro-pneumonia. It is only

too probable that the disease lately spoken to, as

having made its appearance amongst animals in-

tended for the Forces, may trace back to much the

same cause. It would have been interesting, if not

more decidedly useful, to have seen the table of

questions addressed by Professor Simonds to

gentlemen of his profession now with the

troops. They are announced as " annexed to

the report,", while the Governors of the

College rely on the importance of the in-

formation which]' the replies to them may tend to

elicit. The matter, it seems, may more immediately

concern us here at home, so that we cannot be too

soon or too well prepared. We were unfortunately

unable to be present on Wednesday, when no doubt

these questions were read over, so that we can give

no expression as to what they chiefly referred. It

certainly does strike us, however, that they should

not have been omitted from those features in the

report it was arranged at once to promulgate.

The other topics in this address come more

within the business of the Royal Agricultural

Society. One here adverted to demonstrates the

very happy eflEiscts arising from the union

between the two institutions. As Veterinary

Inspector to the Agricultural Society of Eng-

land, Professor Simonds has had opportunities

which certainly no veterinary surgeon ever enjoyed

before. The highest compliment we can pay him

is to say, as we believe we very justly may, that he

has made the most of these opportunities. He has

directed his researches into a channel where, above

all, further research was needed ; and has been
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thus enabled to meet and correct an abuse that

otherwise it is impossible to say how systematically

might have extended. When the so-called Running

Rein finished first for the Derby, it was very perti-

nently asked—" How many four-year-olds had

won the Derby before then ?" We wonder how
many animals over-age have been entered at

our agricultural meetings ? " There are too

many reasons to believe," says the Report, " that

the reprehensible practice of sending animals of an

improper age has prevailed to a great extent."

With the pig this has been especially the case, and

even very lately too. In the pig, however, Mr.

Simonds is particularly strong, and his recent

discoveries at Lincoln, Birmingham, and else-

where will, we have no doubt, act as the "well-

timed check" anticipated.

" The Age of the Ox, Sheep, and Pig " is a

work that will always be an authority. Notwith-

standing its re-appearance in the new number of

the Society's Journal, we hope there may be no

reason to regret the publication so sensibly deter-

mined on at the conclusion of those lectures of

which it consists. We have had it now for some
time awaiting a favourable opportunity for that

notice and recommendation which we can here

most cordially give it. But httle impeded by that

common fault—a display of too much technical

language or professional lore—the style of the book
comes well home to those to whom it was originally

addressed. The industry of its author has been
great indeed, while the result is proportionately

gratifying. We have only, in fact, .one complaint

to make. Speaking, as he now well may, on his

own experience, it does strike us that Professor

Simonds might have alluded with a better grace

to those writers who have preceded him. To-
wards the late Mr. Youatt, especially, we should

have wished to have seen the expression of

a little more kindly feeling. Though without

some of the opportunities of the Professor, Mr.

Youatt's works on domestic animals will always be

valued and appreciated. This lamented gentleman

was the pioneer where others only have followed ;

and we must say, we are pleased to correct an im-

pression that might otherwise tend to do so much
injustice to the memory of a good, an upright, and

highly-talented man. His works on the horse, the

ox, the sheep, and the pig, speak for themselves

;

and we can only repeat our regret that a brother

member of his profession has shown so little

inclination to acknowledge the worth of them

and their author. The very differences here

made out between him and his successor may be

not so great, or the one so very wrong, after all.

The common charge against Mr. Youatt is that he

does not perfect the dentition of animals so early

as it really takes place ; in other words, that Pro-

fessor Simonds arrives at this earlier. Now, 'the

Professor's data are chiefly derived from the exhibi-

tions of the Royal Agricultural Society, while

the grand object of those meetings has been

to bring stock to early maturity. We need not

say how amply they have succeeded. Surely,

then, this early development may account, in

some degree at least, for early dentition. The

Professor himself indirectly admits as much. The

teeth of an animal, moreover, are by no means

the foundation of a rule without an exception.

On the contrary, " variations do exist," as

the close observation of Mr. Simonds has

discovered. Uniting with this close observation

those additional advantages for its employment, he

has furnished us v/ith a very excellent and much-

required work. He could, so, have the better af-

forded to have made every allowance for those

whose opj)ortunities had not been equal to his own.

—Mark Lane Express.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, oa Wednesday, the 7tb of

February : present, Mr. Miles (of Leigh Court), M.P.,

President, in the Chair, Earlof Yarborough, Lord Ber-

ners, Lord Southampton, Hon. A. Leslie Melville, Sir

John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M. P., Mr. Raymond Bar-

ker, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Cavendish, Col.

Challoner, Mr. Druce, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Braudreth
Glbbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Hudson
(Castleacre), INIr. Lawes, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Marshall,

M.P., Mr. Milward, Mr. Sillifant, Professor Simonds,
Mr. Simpson, Mr. Thompson (Kirby Hall), and Pro-
fessor Way.

The following new Members have been elected :

—

Aldeimau. Rev. F. C, Kiutbiuy, Plungerfoni, Berks.

Arista, General Don Mariano, late President of Mexico

Bancks, James, Prebeiulal House, Thame, Oxon.

Barstow, Charles Duffin, Garrow Hill, York

Barton, John, Chorlton, Nantflich, Cheshire

Bassctt, Kichard, Bonvilstoiie, Cardiff, Glamorganshire

Brahy, James, Majbanks, Rudgwick, Horsham

Bradbury, Thomas Swanwick, Winsford, Cheshire

Beddoe, Heury Cbilde, Priory Lodge, Hereford

Beddoe, George, Lickhill, Stourport, Worcestershire

Bell, Daniel, Hollings, Whitehaven, Cumberland

Brace, George, Russell-square, Lontlon

Broughton, Edward Delves, Westaston, Crewe, Cheshire

I
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Broomflsld, Thomas, Louder, Scotland

Browne, R. P., Great Halliiigbury, Bishop's Stortford

Budd, Thomas William, Norfolk Crescent, HyJe Park, London

Campion, Rowland, Old-Town, Shanballymore, Co. Cork

Camps, Dr. William, Park-street, Groayeuor-square, London

Cawley, Thomas, Nautwicb, Cheshire

Chandler, W. B., Bloomville Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk

Chandos, Marquis of, M.P., Wotton, Buckinghamsliire

Child, Thomas, Shinfold, Horsham, Susses

Cook, Edward, sen., Helton Hall, Dedham, Essex

Cooke, Henry, High-street, Hereford

Cutts, John, Little Bardfield Hall, Braintree, Essex

Deaiie, Rev, Henry, Gillingham, Dorsetshire

De la Trehounois, R, T., Falmouth, Cornwall

Devas, William, Woodside, near Windsor

Ducaue, Charles, Braxted Lodge, Witham, Essex

Francis, Frederick, New Place, Upminster, Essex

Garner, Thomas, Waspertou House, Warwick

George, Josiah, juu., Romsey, Hampshire

Girdwood, James, Chirk, Denbighshire

Gower, Erasmus, Clyndarwn, Narberth, Pembrokeshire

Gresty, Charles, Warmingham, Middlewich, Cheshire

Hale, Charles Cholmeley, King's-Walden, Hertfordshire

Halse, John C, Pulworthy, Molland, Southmolton

Hill, Richard, Goldiug Hall, Acton-Burn ell, Salop

Hull, F. Robert, Staley Hdl, Staleybridge, Cheshire

Jefferson, Robert, Preston-Hows, Whitehaven

King, George, Saffron Walden, Essex

Legg, Thomas, Burton-Bradstock, Bridport, Somerset

Linton, William, Sheriff-Hutton, York

Lucas, George, Filby, Great YarmouLh, Norfolk

Lynce, Charles, R.N,, Newport, Monmouthshire

Michell, John, Forcett Park, Darlington

Morley, John, Cotgrave, Nottingham

^lortow, Hugh, Caraboola House, Co. Longford

rJunu, Capt. William Augustus, Throwley Ho., Feversham

Parr, Samuel, Nottingham

lleynell, Richard Winter, Killynon, MuUingar, Ireland

lUcardo, Mortimer, Kiddington Park, Oxfordshire

Kising, Robert, Horsey, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk

wland. Col. George T., Mayfield, Sussex

berts, James, Overbury, Tewkesbury, Gloucesterohirc

Rose, Philip, 3, Park-street, Westminster

Saunders, Henry, Ramsey, Huntingdonshire

Seviu, Charles, 11, CuUum-street, City, London
Sharps, Richard, Highworth, Wiltshire

Simpson, Alexander, Tcawig, Bauly, Inverness

Simpson, E. Thornuill, Wakefield, Yorkshire

Smith, Peter, Field House, Bisby, Gloucester

Thompson, Matthew, Kirkby-Stephen, Westmoreland

T.chaue, William S., Stockadon VUla, Plymouth

AVaddington, Alexander, Usk, Monmouthshire

Vi'aters, Robert, Sarnau, Carmarthen

Walking, W. Bradley, Cardiff, Glamorganshire

Watson, Robert Harrison, Bolton Park, Wigton, Cumb.
Whidley, James W., Yaldham, Wrotham, Kent

Wbittaker, Samuel, Worsley, Manchester

Williams, John, Tynycelyn, Chirk, Denbighshire

Willingham, John, Eccles, Attleborough, Norfolk

Wilkinson, John, Farme, Middlesbro'-on-Tees

Wood, John, Stanwick Park, Darlington

Wratislaw, Charles Edward, M.A., Rugby, V/arwickshire.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the

Finance Committee, reported the current cash-balance

in the hands of the bankers, at the end of the previous

month, as ^£3,818, He informed the Council that this

balance included a subscription of £1,400 from the

authorities of Carlisle, towards the expenses of the ensu-

ing country meeting of the Society to be held in that

citj. He laid on the table, for the information of the

members, the various quarterly statements of account

connected with the different financial departments of the

Society.

Implements and Machinery.—Col. Challoner,

chairman of the Implement Committee, submitted to the

Council the report of that committee, which had refer-

ence principally to the following points :

—

1. The recommendation of implement and machinery prizes

for the Carlisle Meeting, similar to those offered at Lincoln,

with the following alterations :

—

(1.) That the deep ploughing should be required at a depth

of 9 instead of 10 inches.

(2.) That the prize for the best liquid-manure or water-i

drill should be raised from £5 to £10.

(3.) That the prize for the best reaper should be raised

from £20 to £30 ; and that an additional prize of

£iO should be offered for the second best reaper.

(4) That the horse-power for the fixed steam-engines

should be reduced from ten to eight-horse power.

(3.) That instead of the former prize of £5 for the best

corn-dressing machine, a prize of the same amount

should be offered for the best machine to " dress corn

for market after it has been screened or riddled."

2. The recommendation of the following new conditions

affecting the construction and trial of implements :

—

(1.) That in adjudicating on the award of the prize of £200

at the Carlisle Meeting for the " steam cultivator that

shall in the most efficient manner turn the soil, and be

an economical substitute for the plough or the spade,"

the attention of the Judges be particularly called to

the terms in which this prize is offered.

(2.) That in adjudicating on the award of the prizes for

reapers, the attention of the Judges be particularly

called to the best mode of delivery.

(3.) That in portable steam-engines worked on the expan-

sive principle, the condition under which the steam is

cut off shall not restrict the makers, as last year, to

" a lap on the common slide," but simply to the em-

ployment of "no complicated means" for effecting

that object.

(4.) That the greatest attention be paid by the Mechanical

Judges to the plans and specifications of the boiler

and fittings proposed to be supplied by the winners of

the fixed steam-engine prizes to their respective cus.

tomera.

(5.) That, in the case of the thrashing-machines, the

greatest attention by paid by the Judges to the

state of the Barley after it has been thrashed (as to

injury more or less, or otherwise, of the grain, after

such operation).

3. The recommendation of the following special objects :

—

(1.) That, in future reports of the exhibition and trial of

implements and machinery at the Country Meetings,

published annually in the Journal, it be suggested to

the Journal committee, that the drawings and speci-

fications should be given of the boilers proposed for

the two prize fixed steam-engines ; in order that the

purchaser of either of those engines may be enabled to
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ascertain that the implement-maker supplies to him a

proper boUer, similar to the cue exhibited in his

original drawings, and which the judges had included

in their award, as an essential ccndition affecting the

completeness and general value of the engine.

(2.) The recommendation that the Council should place at

the disposal of the Implement Committee the sum of

£115 for the purchase (at prime cost) of the Dyna-

mometer for thrashing-machines, invented by Mr.

Amos, and employed by him with so much success at

the Lincoln Meeting ; and a sum not exceeding £20

for rendering the present three friction-breaks of the

Society, for testing steam-engines, self-acting and

independent of special calculation—the adoption of

these new arrangements not only superseding the

employment and expense of a breaks-man, but effect-

ing a saving of one day's time in the trials.

The Council confirmed and adopted this report.

Carlisle Meeting,—Mr. Milward, Chairman of

the General Carlisle Committee, held that day, submitted

to the Council the report of that Committee, which had

reference principally to the following points :

—

1. The election of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, as Vice-Chairman of

the Committee.

2. The settlement of the date for the Carlisle Meeting, as

the week commencing Monday, the 23d of July.

3. The suggestion that a pavilion should be constructed at

Carlisle for the purpose of accommodating 800 guests

at dinner, at four o'clock on the Thursday of the week

of meeting.

4. The request to Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, that, as Honorary

Director of the Show, he would prepare as usual the

preliminary plans for the respective show-yards at

Carlisle.

5. The request to the Stewards of Implements that they

would purchase the requisite amount of Barley and

Wheat in the straw, for the purposes of the trial of

agricultural machinery.

C. The adoption of the same schedule for Prizes and con-

ditions of show for Farm Poultry, at Carlisle, as at

Lincoln last year.

7. The acceptance, with thanks, of the following Special

Prizes, to be competed for at the Carlisle Meeting

under the general regulations of the Society.

(1.) From the Carlisle Local Committee: T51, for Cheviot

Sheep, and 801. for horses.

(2.) From George Head Head, Esq. : lOOl. for Galloway

Cattle.

(3.) From Robert Ferguson, Esq., Mayor of Carlisle

:

two pieces of plate, one of the value of 40Z., for the

best thorough-bred stallion, and another of the value

of 30Z. for the best coaching stallion.

The Council confirmed and adopted this report.

Steward of Cattle-yard.—On the motion of

Mr. vSimpson, seconded by Mr. Barnett, Sir Stafford

Northcote, Bart., was appointed one of the Stewards of

the Cattle-yard at the Country Meetings of the Society.

Foreman of Field.—On the motion of Mr. Thomp-
son, seconded by Mr. Hoskyns, power was given to the

Implement Stewards, at the Country Meetings, to elect

a Foreman of the Field, at such a rate of payment for

his services as the Council may decide.

Important communications from the Earl of Claren-

don, on the discovery of supplies of guano, were referred

to the consideration of the President.—The annual

report of the Royal Veterinary College was referred,

with various other papers, to the weekly meetings of

the Council, at which all members of the Society have

the privilege of being present.

The Council adjourned to Wednesday, the 14th Feb.,

at 12 o'clock.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's

house in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 14th of

February : present—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, in the Chair
;

Mr. B, Almack, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Caird, Dr.

Calvert, Mr. Deere, Mr. Devas, Mr. Dyer, Mr. Gades-

den, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt,

Mr, Majendie, Mr. Manning, Mr. T. Scott, and Profes-

sor Simonds.

Veterinary College.—The Annual Report made

by the Governors of the Royal Veterinary College to

the Council was read. The following portions are

selected on account of their general interest :

—

1. Pleuro-pneumonia.—Although the cattle throughout

the country suffered in this as in previous years from the

epizootic affection pleuro-pneumonia, still the losses have been

by no means so great as on former occasions. The nature of

this disease, when it becomes fully established in the system,

is such that it will ever render ineffective the best curative

measures which science can devise; but, notwithstanding this,

there are many reasons for believing that preventive means

may be had recourse to with decided benefit. From investi-

gations made by their Professor, during the past year, the Go-

vernors have no reason to alter the opinion expressed in a for-

mer report, that the inoculation of cattle will prove neither a

safe nor an effectual preventive of pleuro-pneumonia. This

system of inoculation is not based upon any known principle

of medical science which regulates the artificial production of

a disease to give immunity to an animal against a natural

attack of the same malady. The Governors are induced to

make these remarks from observing that attempts are again

being made to introduce the system of inoculation, under the

plea that it has proved highly advantageous in numerous in-

stances on the Continent, and therefore it continues to be

practised in France, Belgium, and Germany. With regard to

the true principles of preventing the extension of pleuro-

pneumonia, it cannot be doubted that these will be found in

removing the diseased animals from the healthy, in altering

the system of management and feeding which was in use when

the malady first appeared, and in exhibiting to the animals

which had been exposed to the contagion mild aperient,

diuretic and diaphoretic medicine, in succession, to rouse the

emunctories of the body, and following up these remedies by

tonic and stimulating agents to invigorate the vital forces.

This plan has been adopted in numerous instances with the

best results, many animals being thereby saved which other-

wise would have been sacrificed to the disease.

2. Disease in Lambs.—On the subject of epizootics the

Governors have to remark that in the spring of last year a

malignant form of aphtha appeared in several districts among

the lambs, and destroyed very many of these animals. From

this affection having been observed in a comparatively mild

form the year before, in a few isolated cases only, and from its

great prevalency as well as malignancy in 1854, it is to be

feared that it may take on the character of an epizootic, and

thus add another to the list of those diseases which have been
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so destructive of late to our cattle and sheep. Numerous

letters have been received from the members of the Society,

detailing the progress of this disease, and the great losses

which they had sustained thereby. Professor Simonds has

also personally investigated the causes which appear to favour

the production of the malady ; but much still remains to be

done, as in consequence of the disease having shown itself

under the most opposite circumstances of breed, age, vicissi-

tudes of weather, locality, plan of management, i&c., the evi-

dence obtained is most conflicting. The Governors have, how-

ever, every reason to believe that the mystery which envelopes

the secondary causes of this affection will vanish before a rigid

and scientific research. lu the meantime they have much

pleasure in stating that the reccmmendations of their Professor

with regard to the treatment of the animals, and which were

necessarily varied in many cases from the differences in the

predisposing causes, have been attended with a satisfactory

result.

3. Poisonous Oilcake.—Attention has recently been

called to the injury done to the feeders of cattle by the manu-

facture of an impure oilcake, by which the lives of their cattle

were often placed in jeopardy. This important matter, it will

be remembered, was brought before the Council in consequence

of some cows having been poisoned in the county of York

from being fed with cake made from Mustard-seed, and sold as

a cheap feeding material, as well as an energetic manure when

applied to the land. The publicity given to the subject

excited the most lively interest, and there is every reason to

believe that the pernicious practice has received a well-timed

check.

4. Dentition of Ox, Sheep, and Pigs.—The Governors

would nest call attention to the labours of t&eir Professor, as

^'eterinary Inspector to the Society, in investigating the pro-

gress of dentition in the ox, sheep, and pig, with a view to a

Correct understanding of the ages of these animals as shown

hy their teeth. The facts arrived at from a careful examiua-

ti.mof the animals exhibited at the Windsor, Lewes, and

jucester meetings, were brought before the Society in two

tures delivered by the Professor in May last. So highly

re these lectures appreciated, that the Council at its first

meeting in June unanimously resolvec', on the motion of Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, " that on account of the immediate practical

i jportance of the two lectures recently delivered before the

ciety by Professor Simonds on the age of animals as shown

..y their teeth, these lectures be at once prepared for publica-

tion in the second part of the Journal for this year ; but as

that number will not be due till the 1st of January next, that

I'tofessor Simonds be allowed to print off from the type and

odcuts as many copies as he may require, for the purpose of

publishing the lectures in the form of a pamphlet, at a cheap

rate, in time for purchase by the public at the Lincoln meet-

in'^." In accordance with this resolution, the matter was pre-

1 pared for the press, and was in the hands of the members by

the time appointed. The Governors have the pleasure of

adding that, although the sale of the work has as yet been

limited, owing to the fact of the matter it contains being

iSout to appear in the forthcoming number of the Journal,

1 still it has been spoken of in high terms of commendation by

'those who have made themselves acquainted with its details,

i'lie facts arrived at with regard to the age of the pig, in par-

j
ticular, have already been of essential service, not only to the

1 Royal Agricultural Society at its meeting at Lincoln, where

many animals were detected as being much above the certified

a!<e, but also at the recent shows of the Smithfield Cattle Club

and the Birmingham Cattle Society. The reprehensible prac-

tice of sending animals of improper age, and which there ate

too many reasons to believe has prevailed to a great extent

with a view to carry oif the prize's, has thus received a salutary

check.

5. College Privileges and Promotion of Vete-

rinary Science.—The consultations by letter on the dis-

eases of cattle and sheep have been fully as numerous as in

former years, and the recommendations for the treatment of

the several cases have been duly appreciated by the members

seeking advice. With reference to the admission of cattle,

sheep, and pigs into the College Infirmary when the subjects

of disease, the Governors would be much gratified to find that

the members of the Society availed themselves of their privi-

leges to a far greater extent than at present. They cannot

but think that the small number of animals sent from the

country arises from the supposition that the charge for their

treatment is more than the proprietor feels justified in incur-

ring. This impression the Governors believe will be at once

removed when they state that the sum fixed upon for the keep,

medical treatment, operations of every kind, and all other

necessary things, is but Is. 6d. a day for a bullock, and that

sheep and pigs are charged for at a proportionate sum, which

is fixed by the principal according to circumstances. The

average number, however, of diseased cattle has been admitted

into the infirmary during the year ; but the Governors not

finding among them any remarkable cases calling for especial

description, have thought it unnecessary to add to the length

of this report by a detail of particulars. They would, how-

ever, remark that these cases have afforded their Professor the

opportunity of giving clinical instructions to the Class, and of

demonstrating several of the operations necessary to the suc-

cess of the practice of Cattle Medicine. During the session

the Lectures have been regularly delivered as heretofore, and

the attendance of the pupils has been most satisfactory. The

class has also been more numerous than in former years ; and

the progress of the pupils in their studies, as shown by the

examinations to which they have been subjected from time to

time, has been such as to merit the approbation of the profes-

sors in general.

The Council having received at their last December

meetiuLf a communication from the French Government,

reque.sting the aid of the Society in investigating the

nature of a disease which had made its appearance in

Turkey among the cattle intended for the Crimea, the

Council at once instructed Prof. Simonds, as the

Veterinary-Inspector of the Society, to place himself m
immediate communication with M. Herbet, the Consul-

General of France in London, and to furnish him with

every information he possessed that might aid the

French Government in their inquiry. The Report of

the Governors of the Veterinary College contains the

following reference to that circumstance :

—

G. Contagious Typhus.—As a preliminary step, and

with the sanction of the Consul-General, Prof. Simonds has

prepared a list of questions to be forwarded to the several

veteri:iary surgeons now with their regiments in the Crimea.

These questions are annexed t« this report, and the Governors

trust that the Society will agree with them in the opinion

that on answers being obtained, such an amount of informa-

tion will be possessed on this subject as cannot fail, when

acted upon, to be of essential service in effecting the desired

object. It is likewise to be remembered that the history of

these epizootic aflfections shows that when once they have

taken root in any of the countries of Europe, they have spread

with greater or lesser rapidity over the whole Continent'
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destroying the cattle by thousands in their course. It ia this

circumstance, added to the fact of the existence of the disease

in Turkey, which has created so much solicitude ou the part

of the French Government, and the Governors cannot but feel

equally anxious in the matter, seeing that if the cattle in

France or Germany sliould become affected, our own would

ere long fall victims to the direful pest, from the free impor-

tations of animals which now exist.

The report is concluded with the follov/ing

—

7. General Observation.—The Governors thus hope

that, without their calliug attention to every circumstance

which has transpired since their last report, they Lave said

sufficient to show to the Society that they have endeavoured

to promote the advancement of veterinary science in its appli-

cation to those animals which constitute so essential a portion

of the wealth of the agriculturists. These efforts, they be-

lieve, only require to be continued to accomplish all which the

most sanguine minds could wish to arise from the firm union

which now exists between the Royal Agricultural Society of

England and the Eoyal Veterinary College.

' On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the Council

accepted this report with their best acknowledgments to

the Royal Veterinary College, and their high sense of

the value of Prof. Simonds' zealous exertions to carry

out the objects of the Society in the application of vete-

rinary science to the diseases of domesticated animals.

—

The Chairman considered Prof. Simonds's work on the

Dentition of Animals a valuable hand-book, which

ought to be in the possession of every farmer.—Prof.

SioQonds, in acknowledging the vote of thanks to the

college, and the compliment paid to himself, expressed

his regret that the members of the Society did not avail

themselves to a greater extent of the privilege they pos-

sessed of sending diseased animals to the college. Such

supply of living and dead animals would lead to investi-

gations of the highest importance connected with the

nature of the diseases afTecting the live stock of the

farmer, and perfect the pupils about to be sent out into

different parts of the country in that branch of their in-

struction.

Miscellaneous Communications. — Mr. Mac
Owen on the Lung Disorder among Cattle.—Mr. Bed-

does on the Nature of Fibres stopping Drain Pipes.

—

Mr. Graburn on the Value of Cock's-foot Grass.—Mr.
Johnson, of New York, on President Jefferson's Com-
munication to the Board of Agriculture on Mould-board.

— Messrs. DaweandCo.,on Specimens of Wheat.—Mr.
Trench on Employment of Guano and Super-phosphate.

—Mr. Miallemiss on the low State of Agricultural

Practice in South Australia, and the Formation of an

Agricultural Society at Geelong.—M. Van Langenhove

on Quincunx System of Cultivation.—Mr. Burcham on

Circular System of Cultivation.—Mr. Cogan's Supply

of Specimens of the original German Milk-pans from

Mecklenburg.—Mr. Chandos Wren Hoskyns presented

copies of his works, " Talpa, or Chronicles of a Clay

Farm," and a " Short Inquiry into the History of Agri-

culture," for which the Council ordered their best

thanks.—Mr. Caird expressed his opinion of the import-

ance of the investigations in the course of progress by
the Foreign Office in reference to the discovery of sup-

plies of Guano and the nitrates. He remarked, that the

bar-harbour of Tampico, as alluded to by the British Con-

sul (in his despatch published in the Society's lastJournal)

as unfit for the export of nitrates, was not more so than

that of Riga, Revel, and Archangel, which are also bar-

harbours to an equal extent.

The Council adjourned to Feb. 21.

A Weekly Council was held on the 2Ist of Feb-

ruary—present, Mr. Miles, M.P. ; LordBerners, Mr.

Raymond Barker, Mr. Caird, Dr. Calvert, Colonel

Challoncr, Mr. James Chapman, Mr. Deere, Mr. Devas,

Mr. Girdwood, Rev. T. C. James, Mr. Pocock, Mr.

Scott, Prof. Simonds, and Prof. Way.
Oil for Machixery.—Mr, Brotherton, of Wands-

worth, called the attention of the Council to the economy

and value of Rape oil, as a substitute for olive oil, for

the purpose of lubricating the moveable parts of ma-
chinery ; and to the consequent importance of the cul-

tivation of Rape in this count'"y as an agricultural crop.

—-Prof. Way suspected that the sulphur contained in

the seeds of that plant might have an injurious effect on

the metallic surfaces under friction to v/hich the oil was

applied.—Dr. Calvert had understood Ihat some of the

animal oils had been employed with success for the pur-

pose stated by Mr. Brotherton.— Colonel Challoner

referred to the freezing process practised by the Geneva

watchmakers, by which the solid and impure matters of

vegetable oil were separated from the pure oil, which

resisted the effect of cold even at very low temperatures,

and which was accordingly highly valued by them for the

delicate purposes of their watch machinery.—Prof. Way
referred to the separation of paraffino in the distillation

of coal tar, and to the separation of solid stearine from

vegetable oils and the thin oily matter left behind in a

liquid state. The great object was to obtain a pure oil

least subject to oxidation by friction.—Mr. Girdwood

thought that the difference in price between Rape-oil

and sperm-oil was so great that any successful substitu-

tion of the former for the latter was well worth attention.

Planting of Grain.—Messrs, Hardy and Son, of

Maldon, transmitted a tabulated statement of their ex-

perience in the sowing of Wheat and other grain, with

the following conclusion deduced by themselves :

—

" We are fully persuaded, from repeated experiments, that the

greatest possible amount of grain can only be attaiued from

the standard of 1 foot apart square, from plant to plant

;

and that the surest and best plan to effect that object is by

sowing it early, and transplanting it in autumn."

Nitrates.—The Board of Agriculture at Berlin

applied, through the Prussian Consul-General in

London, for detailed information on the locality, occur-

rence, preparation, freight, price in comparison with

other manures, probability of reduction in price, and

other facts connected with the commercial value and

agricultural use of the Nitrates of Soda and Potash

;

requesting the favour of the Council's transmitting to

the Board those volumes of the Journal of the Society

containing information on the subject.—The Council

ordered the Journals to be presented to the Board as

requested, and an intimation to be given of the sources

of commercial information referring to the nitrates

;
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bat the President regretted that, uutil the present iaves-

tigations so kindly undertaken for the Society by the

Earl of'Clarendon were completed, the detailed informa-

tion required by the Prussian Board of Agriculture

could not be supplied in a complete state.

The President gave notice that, at the next meeting,

Mr. Jonathan Gray's model of a great improvement In

the construction of shedding (on the span-tension and

tent principle) , both for implements and cattle, would

be exhibited to the members.—Mr. Scott, of 5, Charing

Cross, transmitted information on Fowler's Steam-

diaiuing Plough, wilh a statement that the severe

winter-weather had not been found in the slightest de-

gree to interrupt the operation of that plough.—The
Bavarian Agricultural Society transmitted an account of

their latest proceedings,—Mr. Cox, of 03, New Bond-

street, presented a copy of his " Landlords' and Tenants'

Guide."

Adjourned to Wednesday, Feb. 28th, at 12 o'clock.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF SCOTLAND,
GROSS PRODUCE PER COUNTY.

1. Aberdeen
2, ArgjU ,

3.Avr
4. Banff
5. Berwick ,

6. Bute
7. Caithness^

8. Clackmannan
9. Dumbarton ,

10. Dumfries .......,.,

11. Edinburgh
12. Elgin
13. Fife

14. Forfar
1.5. Baddington
16. Inverness
17. Kincardine
18. Kinross
19. Kirkcudbright ....,

20. Lanark
21. Linlitligow

22. Nairn
•2S. Orkney and Zetland

24. Peebles ,

23. Penh
26. Renfrew . . . .

,

27. Ross and Cromarty
28. Koxburgh.. . ....

,

29. Selkirk
31. Stirling

31. Sutherland
82. Wigton

Wheat.

Bushels,
91,035
7,315

313.250
29,040

202,602
23,776
4,614

59,189
48,44)
75,I-!8

26^,128
203 671
697,252
880,658
510,200
47,573
72,137
13,895
49 270

209,:t24

80,775
51,356

1,531

465,218
1V7.144
220, ! 79
193.291

1,614

107,655
10,183

159,17J

4,848,499

Barley.

Bushels.
303,149

f0,795
25,880
160,267

629,916
11,052
9,.549

62,.568

47,503
93,420

454,110
3.i4,378

1,075,603
9 8,010
565,03i
9.3,100

3J2,8(iO

94,879
60,008
80,! 58

180,.';23

108,70S

75,339
715,:i80

14,436
264,112
509,494
34,521

234,784
61,936
70,665

7,639,601

Oats.

Bushels.

6,170,633
8:6,395

2,553,671
l,.5y9,235

l,315..'i75

159,856
718,215

147,800
830,084

1,633,895

t 63,376
695,266

1,656,467
2,0(11 ,583

75i),922

437,584
1,244,304
i84,i-81

1,003,887
1,9:36,027

470,256
211,129

325,448
3,163,572
581,762
620,035

1,121,049
137,385

726,932
08,6S7

1,082,103

33,854,319

Bere or
Big?.

Bushels.
204,925
6.5,144

8,038

30,482
1,273
7,f'86

98,02 I

485
610

l,.'i82

16,408
540

7,611

23,068
24,7.52

304
9 6

8,t37
168

1,111

9-27

15,585

1,797

4,60!
120

1,520
1,965

6,951

£37,250

Bean.s.

Bushels.
11,016

1,5,117

98,924
4,552

47,187
4,543

38,434
17,2-! 6

16,230
48,4',8

1,856
1 1

1
,9.52

21,0)7
104,099

2,572
1P,4H7

3,724
14,149

108,336
5m,707

809

.'8

107,965
42,795
8,2-3

3J,002
454

124,994

28,695

1,083,921

Turnips.

Tons.
l,205,-56

84 907
2-21,314

250,496
40.5,(167

24,608

113,416

26,.d04

37,.^02

249,333
215,702
149,279
40),t45
4' 7,304
223,5B9
84,984

225,228

67,717
21 !,6!30

160,564
73,336
42,509

84,8e6
891,575
40,286

lfi!',145

879,048
46,0<)6

73,3-32

32,052
212,536

0,372,189

Potatoes.

Tons.
8J,645
10,501
27.675

7,702
0,935
2,264
8,310
806

9,0i0

21,711

26,212
9,084

08,087
51,9H8
33,821

6,519
12,169

3,216
8,372

84,872
5,5>J

3,573

3,792
63,950
23,378
7,281

7,953
952

10,2t5
1 540

12,202

523,333

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT SHOWING HOW FAR CROP 1854 HAS BEEN ESTIMATED AS IN EXCESS
OR DEFICIENCY OF THE AVERAGE OF THE FIVE PRECEDING YEARS.

1.—COUXTY OF ABERDEEN.
Distrct No. 1.— In twenty parishes tlie cereals are from two to

twelve bushels in excess. The excess is greatest in oats, which

jn some instances are twelve, fourteen, and even seventeen

bushels above the average of the last five years. The root crop

is in some cases rather deficient. No report from Kinnellor,

Dyce, Newliills, Midmar, or Skene.

2.—Cereals six bushels in czcc»s. Turnips a tliird deficient

;

and potatoes scarcely lialf a c.-op.

3.—Cereals from one-twillth to one-fifth in excess, except in

Aberdour, Pitsligo, and Tyrie, where an average. Turnips

gienerally an average.

4.— No report.

6.—Wheat rather in excegf. Barley five, oats and bere about

eight bushels in excess, and turnips an average. Potatoes de-

ficient.

2.—COUXTY OF ARGYLL.
District No. 1. -Cereals rather in excess. Root crops about an

average.

2.—Barley three, oats four, and beans six bushels in excess.

Xurnips an average, and potatoes fully one Ion deficient.

3.— 0.ats in excess in all the parishes, and in some to the extent

of upwards of ten bushels. Barley and bere slightly in excffs,

except in Lismore, Ardclialtan, and Muchairn, where deficic.t.

Beans about an average. TunJps from three to six tons in ex-

cess, except in Appin, Kilchrennan, and Ardchattan, wliere du-

fieient. Potatoes gener.illy deficient.

4, 5, 6, and 7.—Xo report.

8.— Oats an average, bero nearly one and Ihree-fourlhs bushels,

and turnips and potatoes one and a-lialf tons deficient.

3.—COUNTY OF AYR.
District Xo. 1.—On a comparison with crops 1852 and ISS.I,

wheat an average ; barley seven and bere four bushels deficient

;

oats about five and beans two bushels in e.'wcess ; turnips ratUcr

deficient, and potatoes somewhat in excess.

2.—Wheat from three to eight bushels in excess. Oats an

average in Auchinleck, and in the otiier parishes from three ty

fourteea bushels in excess. Turnips an average in five parishes.

I
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in excess in three, and sliglitly deficient in two. Potatoes rather

deficient.

3 and 4.—No report.

5.—The cereals rather in excess. The root crops somewhat de-

ficient ; and potatoes very much diseased.

4.—COUNTY OF BANFF.

District No. 1.—Wheat generally an average, and in four

parishes from two to eight bushels in excess. Barley an average

in Rathven, Bellie, Boyndie ; elsewhere from three to eight

bushels in excess. Here a full average. Oats from one to nine

bushels in excess, except in Bellie, where two bushels deficient.

Beans considerably in excess, except in Cullen, where deficient

nearly ten bushels. Turnips an average in three parishes; from

three to five tons in excess in Ordiquhill and Fordyce; and in

the other parishes from one to four tons deficient. Potatoes an

average in two parislies, but throughout^ the rest of the district

from one to two tons deficient.

2.—Wheat about four bushels in excess. Barley in four

parishes an average ; in six from one to eight bushels in excess;

in Inveravon deficient upwards of four bushels. Oats from about

three to eleven bushels in excess. Turnips rather in excess. Po-

tatoes an average in Rothiemay, but deficient in the other

parishes.
5.—COUNTY OF BERWICK.

District No. 1.—Wheat and barley about two bushels and po-

tatoes one ton in excess. Other crops an average.

2.— Cereals rathor in excess; beans slightly deficient.

6.—COUNTY OF BUTE.
District No. 1.—Wheat and oats about five, and barley one,

bushels in excess. Turnips somewhat in excess, and potatoes

rather deficient.

2.—Wheat, barley, oats, here, and beans from five to six bushels,

and turnips three tons in excess. Potatoes one and a half tons

deficient.

7.-C0UNTY OF CAITHNESS.
District No. 1.— Cereals from three to four bushels and turnips

about two tons in excess. Potatoes one ton deficient.

2.— Cereals from fire to six bushels and turnips two tons in ex-

ccsB. Potatoes one ton deficient.

8.—COUNTY OF CLACKMANNAN.
Wheat about five, barley one, oats four, beans fully three

bushels, and turnips slightly in excess. Potatoes one ton de-

ficient.

9.—COUNTY OF DUMBARTON.
Cereals one-sixth in excess. Turnips a full average. Potatoes

generally one-half deficient.

10.—COUNTY OF DUMFRIES.
District No. 1.—Wheat considerably deficient. Oats above and

barley about an average. Turnips and potatoes very deficient,

the latter scarcely half a crop.

2.—Wheat two and barley one bushel deficient. Oats three

bushels in excess. Beans an average. Turnips two and a-h:ilf

and potatoes half ton deficient.

3.—Wheat four bushels deficient. Barley an average. Oats

five bushels in excess.

4.—Wlieat and beans five bushels deficient. Oats and barley

an average. Turnips five and potatoes two and a-half to;.s de-

ficient.

5.—Wheat and barley in excess. Oats from three to nine

bushels in excess, except in Halfmorton, where two bushels de-

(icient. Turnips two tons in Langholm and five tons in Ewes in

excess ; elsewhere from one and a-half to three tons deficient.

Potatoes an average in Eskdalemuir; elsewhere hair ton deficient.

11.—COUNTY OF EDINBURGH.
District No. 1.—Wheat about four, barley above one bushel,

and oats slightly in excess. Beans an average. Turnips and po-

tatoes about one ton deficient.

2.—Wheat from one to six bushels in excess, except in Colin-

ton, an average, ani in Duddiiigston two and a-hiilf bushels de-
ficient. Barley five and a-half bushels in Olencorse, thne in

Newton, and one and a-half in St. Culhbert's in excess; else-

where an avcr.ige. O.us from about two (o fix buslielj in excsii
except in Colington an average. Beans generally three but in

Lasswade six bushels in cxc-ss. Turnips in five parishes from

one to two and a-half tons in excess, in Duddingston an average,

in Colinton one and a-half, and in Newton three tons deficient,

Potatoes in six parishes from one to three tons in excess, in two

an average, and in one half ton deficient.

3.— In Borthwiek, Carrington, Fala, Heriot, Penicuick, and

Temple the crops generally in excess. In Crichton, Newbattle,

and Stow about an average. In Cockpen and Cranston rather

deficient.

12.—COUNTY OF ELGIN.
Wheat from two to four and a-half bushels in excess in eight

parishes, an average in seven, slightly deficient in one, and four

bushels deficient in another. Barley from two to eight bushels

in excess in seventeen parishes, an average in two, and slightly

deficient in one. Oats from two to eight bushels in excess in

fifteen parishes, and in one to the extent of eighteen bushels; in

the other an average. Turnips in five parishes from two to three

tons in excess, an average in seven, somewhat deficient in six,

five tons deficient in one, and seven tons in another. Potatoes

deficient in several to the extent of three or four tons.

13.—COUNTY OF FIFE.

District No. 1.—Wheat and barley ten per cent, in excess.

Oats and beans a ful' average. Turnips and potatoes deficient.

2.—Cereals from three to seven bushels in exces?. Beans ra-

ther above an average. Turnips an average. Potatoes about one

ton in excess.

S.—Wheat nearly two, barley, oats, and beans four bushels in

excess. Turnips rather above and potatoes rather below an

average.

4.—Wheat and barley four and oats three bushels in excess.

Beans, potatoes, and turnips above an average.

14.—COUNTY OF FORFAR.
District No. 1.—No report.

2.—Wheat from two to six and a-half bushels in excess in sixteen

parishes, an average in Craig, Logle-Pert, Lunan, Maryton, Mon-
trose, Stracathro, and 'J'annadice, and two bushels deficient in Edzell.

Barley in excess fromthree to ten bushels in twenty-four parishes, 11

and about two deficient in Edzell, Fearn, and Stracathro. Oafs

from two to fourteen bushels in excess, except in Stracathro,

where two bushels deficient. Beans from two to five bushels in ex-

cess in'seven parishes, and from two to seven deficient in six. Potatoes

rather in excess in Craig and Kirkden, an average in Dun, Bre-

chin, Carmyllie, Dunnichen, Fearn, Guthrie, Btontrose. and Rcs-

cobie, and somewhat deficient in the other parishes. Turnips one

and a-half tons in excess in Oathlaw, an average in Dun, Bre-

chin, Caraldstone, Carmyllie, Dunnichen, Farnell, Guthrie, Leth-

not, and Stracathro, and from half a ton to three tons deficient

in the remaining pari:hes.

15—COUNTY OF HADDINGTON.
District No. 1.— Crops generally about five per cent, in excess.

2. -Crops generally about eight per cent, in excess.

3.—Wheat and bere three, barley four, and oats five bushels in

axcess. Beans an average. Potatoes rather deficient. Turnips

one and a-half tons in excess.

4. — Wheat and oats ten per cent, in excess. Other crops an

average.

5.—Crops generally an average.

6.—Crops generally an average.

16. -COUNTY OF INVERNESS.
District No. 1.—Wheat two and oats four bushels in excess.

Barley an average.

2.—No report.

8.—Wheat four, barley and bere two, oafs six bushels, and tur-

nips two tons in excess, and potatoes two tons deficient.

4 —No report.

5.—No report.

6.—Barley, bere, and oats about one-fifth and turnips one-

fourth deficient. Potatoes a failure, upwards of four tons de-

ficient.

17.—COUNTY OF KINCARDINE.
Whs.at an average. Barley and oats five bushels in excess.

Beans four bushels and turnips four tons deficient. P>..tatoes an

average.
18.- COUNTY OF KINROSS.

Wheat, barley, oats, and beans somewhat in exce.'^s. Turnips

nearly two tons and pota'ocs fifteen cwt. in excess.

I
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19.-STEWARTRY OF KIEKCUDBRIGHT.
District No. I.—No report.

2.—Oals about five bushels in excess. Potatoes nearly two-

thirds deficient. All (he other crops an average.

3.—Wheat about two bushels deficient. Barley nearly six and

oats about four bushels in excess. Beans an average. Turnips

nearly two tons in excess, and potatoes about two tons deficient.

4.—Barley seven and oats five bushels in excess. Turnips

slightly and potatoes nearly one ton in excess.

SO—COUNTY OF LANARK.
District No 1.—In Barony, Govan, Hamilton, and Old Monk-

land parishes, wheat from three to six bushels, barley about eight,

and oats fr.im six to nine bushels in excess. Beans somewhat
above average. Turnips and potatoes rather deficient. In Cam-
busnethan the crops generally a full average.

2.- Cereals generally four bushels in exces. Turnips rather

above an average. Potato es nearly two tons deficient.

21.- COUNTY OF LINLITHGO.
No report.

22.—COUNTY OF NAIRN.
Wheat an average. Oats and barley rather in excess. No re-

port as to potatoes and turnip?.

23.—COUNTY OF ORKNEY AND ZETLAND.
No report.

24.—COUNTY OF PEEBLES.
No report.

25.- COUNTY OF PERTH.
District No. 1.—No report.

2.—Cereals generally from five to ten per cent, in excess. Tur-

nips a fair average. Potatoes considerably deficient.

3.—Wheat from two to four and a-half, barley from three to

six, oats from three to eight, and beans from one to three bushels

in excess, except in St. Martins, wheie beans six bushels de-

ficient. Potatoes and turnips considerably above an average.

4.—Barley, oats, and b ans considerably in excess. Wlieat in

excess in the higher parts of tlie district, but deficient in the

lower. Potatoes an average. Turnips superior where not too

early sown.

5.—No report.

6.—Wheat in excess. Barley an average, except in Aberfoyle,

wV.ere five buihels deficient. Oats from three to five bushels in

excess. Beans rather above an average. Turnips about an aver-

ii'.e. Potatoes an average, except in Balquhidder, where fully

t.vo tons deficient.

7.—No report.

8.—Wheat, barley, and oats about seven, beans about four

bushels, and turnips and potatoes about two tons in excess.

9.— Cereals an average, except autumn wheat, which is de-

ficient.

26.-COUNTY OF RENFREW.
District No. 1

.—Crops generally a full average.

2.—Wheat from three to six bushels in excess. Barley, oats,

beans, and turnips an average. Potatoes about one ton deficient,

and from twenty to forty per cent, diseased.

3.—No report.

4.—The cereals generally ten per cent, in excess. Turnips an

average, and potatoes two-thirds deficient.

27.- COUNTY OF ROSS AND CROMARTY.
Dliitrict No. 1.—Wheat, here, and turnips an average. Barley

and beans four bushels in excess. Oats two bushels and potatoes

at least five tons deficient.

2.—Crops generally above an average,

3 and 4.—No rejiort.

5.—The potato crop was a failure.

6.—Barley and oats nearly four bushels, potatoes six, and tur-

nips about eight tons deficient ; the worst crop of turnips ever

I known in the island (Lewis).

28.—COUNTY OF ROXBURGH.
District No. 1.—Wheat three and a half, barley seven, oats

four, beans five bushels in excess. Potatoes and turnips two

tons deficient.

2.—Wheat and oats two and a half, barley five, peas and

beans about four bushels in excess. Potatoes an average. Tur-

i

nips three tons deficient.

3.—No report.

4.—In tl;e parish of Hobkirk cereals from nine to twelve

bushels in excess. Potatoes an aversge; and turnips four tons

deficient. No report from the other parishes cf the district.

5,— Cereals generally in excess.

6.— Cereals generally six bushels in excess; the root crops

about an average.

7.—Cereals generally four bushds in excess.

29.-COUNTY OF SELKIRK.
Oats sis and barley four bushels in excess.

30.—COUNTY OP STIRLING.
No report.

31.—COUNTY OF SUTHERLAND.
District No. l.—Bere and oats from two to eight bushels in

excess. Turnips an average in Durness, one ton in Farr, and three

in Reay in excess, and four tons deficient in Tongue. Potatoes

twenty per cent, in excess in Farr, an average in Reay, and
twenty percent, deficient in Durness and Tongue.
2.—The crops from the continued wet weather in early harvest

were seriously injured.

32—COUNTY OF WIGTOWN.
District No. 1.—Whrat in excess, one-third in Kirkcowan, and

one-seventh in Penninghame ; elsewhere about one-sixth defi-

cient. Barley in Kirkcowan one-third, and in Penninghame,
Glasserton, and Whithorn about one-sixth in excess; elsewhere

an average. Oats generally about one-eighth in excess, and about
one-third in Kirkcowan. Beans rather above an average in Kirk-
cowan and Penninghame, and deficient throughout the rest of

the district. Turnips rather below an average, except in Pen-
ninghame and Wigtown, where one-eighth in excess.

SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS,

The agricultural statistics of Scotland for 1854
are now published. Despite their somewhat dry
exterior, they will yield to the farmer, to the statist,

and to the political economist much valuable in-

formation, in our brief notice, we can only advert

to a few of the more prominent and striking facts

with which they are replete, leaving to local autho-
rities the duty of expatiating upon the capabilities

of particular counties, and to magazines the serious

examination of the subject in its social and eco-

nomical bearings.

From the report and tables before us, we learn

that, there are about .50,000 farmers in Scotland,

and ll,36y,224 acres occupied agriculturally.

Tenants paying less than £10 in Lowland and £20
in Highland counties are not included in this

calculation ; but the particulars of their holdings

will be embodied in a supplementary report now
in preparation. The total area of Scotland, in-

cluding islands, lakes, and rivers, is 30,238 square

miles, or 19,352,320 acres. Mr. M'CuUoch says

that only one-third of this is cultivable ; but this

is a very low estimate, for estimating the small

holders as occupying about one-hundredth of the

area of the others, it appears that about two-thirds

of our country has been brought under the domain
of agriculture. Of the rest, 413,391 acres are re-

turned as woods ; but this does not include many
of our largest forests. Many thousand acres, rough
and bare, lie along our mountain slopes, dip into

our romantic glens, or are buried beneath our
many lakes and streams. Houses and roads in-

clude much ground, 830,730 are returned as
" waste." No statement is given of improveable

land; but there cannot be a doubt that thousanols

of acres now covered by heather and morass, and

i
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barely stocked with game, will yet wave with

golden grain, or afford profitable food for cattle

and sheep.

We throw into a tabular form the proportion of

the different kinds of crops in Scotland, England,
and Ireland. In all the three countries the grain

crops occupy about twice the extent of green crops

and fallow. The grass crops do not, however,
afford subject for comparison, as the English and
Irish statements include only "meadows," while

the Scotch figures comprise between seven and
eight milhon acres of permanent pasture and sheep

ranges. In Scotland the meadows and grass under
rotation amount to one million and a half acres,

and are therefore more extensive than in England
r.nd Ireland.

SCOTLAND. ENGLAND. IRELAND.
Acres. Acres. Acres'.

Grain crops 1,374,515 6,500,000 2,742,154

Wheat 168,216 3,000,000 411,423
Green crops 581,507 2,500,000 1,417,533

Bare fallow ... . 26,128 800,000 —
Grass crops 9,248,433 1,300,000 1,257,717

A most striking difference is exhibited between
the actual produce of the grain crops in Scotland,

as compared with the most accredited estimates.

Mr. M'Cnlloch's calculation, approved of by many
practical authorities, overstates the produce of

wheat and barley by one-half, and that of oats by
one-tliird. This surely shows most unequivocally

the clamant necessity for a regular system of agri-

cultural statistics.

From her colder and later climate, Scotland is

less adapted for the growth of wheat than the

southern parts of the island. England is estimated

to grow thirteen million quarters, while Scotland

has little more than one-twentieth of that quantity.

The yield per acre— 28f bushels— is, however,
rather above that of England, as estimated by La-
vergne. The two northern counties, Caithness and
Sutherland, stand highest in average produce per

acre, being 36 and 34 bushels respectively; but the

acreage of wheat in these counties is small, that

crop being grown there only on pet lands coaxed
with a liberal supply of manure. Edinburgh, Had-
dington, Lanark, and Renfrew, yield aljout 32
bushels per acre ; Berwick, Dumbarton, Fife,

Forfar, and Ross, about 29; Aberdeen, Ayr, Inver-

ness, Roxburgh, about 28 bushels; Perth and
Kirkcudbright, 26 bushels— the lowest average of

all. This year's crop, although not turning out so

well as was at one time anticipated, is generally

considered a full average. Fife, as will be observed,
grows the most wheat of any county in Scotland,

Peebles the least. As agricultural improvements
advance, this crop will be more largely grown. A
century ago the sowing of wheat was considered
rather a hazardous operation in Scotland ; and in

1727 a small field of eight acres, within a mile of

Edinburgh, was such an " extraordinary pheno-
menon," as to attract general attention. Upwards
of seven thousand bushels of wheat are annually
grown in Morayshire, and some of the best samples
in the London markets come from that county.
Yet 50 years ago *' the farm produce consisted of

here or bigg on dunged land, rye, black oats,

brooked oats, and a few patches of white oats.

The quantity raised was but seldom equal to the

consumption." F'acts like these afford ample evi-

dence of the industry and energy of Scottish

farmers. They demonstrate that the art which
they practise is vigorous and flourishing, and per-

fectly free from that " degeneracy" with which it

has been recently so unjustly charged. Including

the progressive increase since the date of the last

census, the population of Scotland is now rather

above three millions; and distributing our total

produce of wheat equally amongst this number,
affords to each an annual allowance of 96 lbs. To
this must be added the wheat grown by small

holders, which, however, would not amount to

much, and from it must be deducted about one-

seventh returned to the soil as seed. We believe

that, as regards Scotland, the export and import of

wheat, as well as of other grains, pretty nearly

balance each other.

Barley is most productive in Haddington, afford-

ing to the active and enterprising farmer of that

rich county 46f bushels per acre. In Mid-Lothian
the average is 40h, diminishing throughout the

other counties until it falls to 31^ in Perthshire,

and 30} in Kinross. The smaller returns result

from the great preponderance in these two counties

of poor and high-lying land, which here, as else-

where, reduces the county average of every crop.

In the total produce of barley, Fife contributes

nearly one-seventh of the whole, or twice as much
as Edinburgh, Roxburgh, or Haddington, one-

tenth more than Forfar, and three-tenths more than

Perth. A considerable portion of this grain is

used as human food, some goes to feed the lower

animals ; but, in spite of teetotalers and police re-

gulations, most passes into the hands of the brewer

and distiller. About five million quarters of barley

are made into malt every year in Great Britain,

and upwards of one million quarters are distilled in

raw state.

Aberdeen is the largest producer of oats, growing
upwards of six million bushels. Ayr grows two

and a half million bushels. Perth, Forfar, and
Lanark, about two million each, and Dumfries,
Fife, and Banff about one-fifth less. Sutherland

stands lowest. The yield per acre varies from
about 32 bushels in Inverness and Nairn, 48

;i
in

Haddington. In Berwick it is 4 It, and in Ayr-shire,

where wheat and barley— denizens of a drier cli-

mate—are below average, oats yield 40^ bushels

per acre. The oat crop this year is probably the

best the country has ever seen, and reference to

appendix No. 1 shows in many districts an excess

of eight and ten, and in a few cases of nearly

twenty bushels. The greater proportion of the

oat crop, even in Scotland, is consumed by the

lower animals. The title of " Land of Cakes" is

scarcely so appropriate as it once was; for wheaten
bread is now largely consumed by all classes, par-

ticularly in the towns.

Scotland raises rather more beans than Ireland,

but only about one-seventh as much as England.
Between four and five thousand acres of the carse

lands of Stirling are under this crop. The clay
[

lands of Edinburgh, Fife, Lanark, and Perth con-

tribute about 15,000 acres in nearly equal propor-

tions. Excluding Peebles, where the yield sinks
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to the minimum of 17 bushels per acre, the average

produce in the other counties oscillates between 26

and 34f bushels, the latter figure being reached in

Banff and Kincardine. The average for all Scot-

land is 28^ bushels per acre.

Six and a half million tons of turnips, including

the probable quantity grown by cottars and small

tenants, are annually raised in Scotland, and yet

only one hundred years have elapsed since this

bulb, which has revolutionised the whole system of

agriculture, was introduced into Scotland. In 1 747
Dr. John Rutherford first sowed turnips in Rox-
burghshire, and six years later Mr. Dawson set the

example on a larger scale. Lord Kames brought
turnips to Berwickshire about the middle of the

century. John Lee first drilled turnips near Dun-
bar in 1784, and four j'ears later first folded sheep

upon the crop. Those sheep had been previously

grazed upon Arthur Seat. Swedes only came mto
use in Haddington about fifty years ago. John
Macdougal, a small farmer at Linton, first raised

turnips in Peeblesshire, in 1786, and was likewise

the first in that county who grew potatoes in the

open fields. In 1811 there were 20,000 acres of

turnips in Aberdeenshire. Now the breadth is

nearly quadiupled. Many farmers will be struck

with the smallness of the averages for turnips :

—

Berwick only 15 tons 7 cwts. ; Fife, 14.10; Had-
dington, 14.8; Dumfries, 12.12. 13 ut it must be
recollected that these estimates were, in many in-

stances, sent in shortly after harvest, and before

the crop had reached its full bulk. Had the earlier

returns been made five or six weeks later, they

would, we doubt not, in most instances, have ex-

hibited an increase of several tons per acre.

Potatoes occupy about one-third of the area of

turnips. In many parts of the country they are

seriously deficient, often much diseased, and some
parts of Aberdeen and Renfrew, as well as in Ross
and Cromarty, scarcely half a crop. Fife, Perth,

and Forfar, are the largest growers of this root.

In spite of the disease, it is regarded a profitable

crop, and in most counties the breadth exceeds that

planted prior to the failure of 1846. In Selkirk

the yield per acre is 5 tons 10 cwts.; in Berwick
and Hr.ddington, 5, 5 ; in Edinburgh, 4, 15; and
Fife, 4, 14.

Mangold is only of very recent introduction, but
from its high nutritive value it promises to extend
itself wherever the climate is sufficiently genial.

It is especially grown in the dairy counties, and in

the neighbourhood of large towns. It is a valuable

substitute for turnips ; and as it does not, even
when used raw, communicate any disagreeable

flavour to the milk, it is much prized for the feed-

i
ing of cows. Fully one-third of that grown in

Scotland is raised in Ayrshire, where upwards of

700 acres are devoted to this root. The i)roduce

varies from 12 to 16 tons per acre. Seventy-seven
acres are grown in Mid-Lothian. The return in

one district is 20 tons, but in another scarcely half

of that.

Ayrshire contributes 322 acres of carrots, full

one-fourth of the produce of all Scotland, and
Haddington 103 acres. The produce varies from
7 to 14 tons; but in some districts of other

counties, where the climate is less favourable, or

the cultivation less understood, the yield does not
reach 4 tons per acre.

Cabbage, like mangold and carrots, is now be-

coming fully recognised as an article of farm pro-

duce. It occupies about the same extent as carrots.

About one-third of the whole is grown in Ayrshire,
and one-fourth in Lanarkshire. The produce is

estimated at from 13 to 17 tons per acre. In some
counties it is higher, as in Berwick 32 tons ; in

others lower, as in Ross 4 tons.

Turnip seed is returned as occupying 1,429
acres; is chiefly cultivated in Aberdeen, Edinburgh,
Haddington, and Perth ; and yields from 5 to 26
bushels per acre.

The published tables do not set foi1,h the ave-

rage produce per acre for the whole of Scotland;

but as that is a point of considerable interest, es-

pecially as regards the following more important
crops, we make the necessary calculations, and sub-
join the result :— Bushels. Pecks.

Wheat, . . .

.

2S 3
Barley, . , . . 36 3

Oats, .. .. 36 1

Bere or Bigg, . . . . 29 2

Beans, , . . . 28 2

Tons. Cwts.

Turnips, .. .. 14 13

Potatoes, .

.

.

.

3 13

We beheve that the Scottish system of collecting

the statistics is jireferable to that followed either in

England or Ireland. It is entirely voluntary and
worked by the farmers themselves. It is not as in

England the invidious task of the ])Oor-law guar-

dians, or as in Ireland the imposed duty of pohce-

men or constabularly. Under our system, the far-

mer himself makes his own return of acreage and
stock, and sends it directly to Mr. Iilaxwell. The
information thus given in confidence cannot pos-

sibly be discovered by landlord, by poor-law oflicer,

or by government oflficial ; and the published state-

m.ents connot possibly afford the slightest clue to

individual returns. In proof of the confidence

with which the farmers regard the measiu'e, we re-

quire only to mention the gratifying fact that of the

50,000 schedules issued all have been returned, witlr

the exception of one-eighth per cent. In their ready

support of the undertaking, the farmers of Scot-

land have exhibited a favourable contrast to their

English brethren, who, in considerable numbers,

resisted the inquiry of last season. Well have they

merited the high testimony borne to their "intelli-

gence and public spirit" by the Secretary for the

Board of Trade.

We are sure that Mr. Maxwell's hopes of the

success of the inquiry expressed in the concluding

sentence of his report cannot fail to be fully realised.

Beginning with the preliminary inquiry of last year,

the history of the measure points unequivocally to

its future success and utility. The Highland and
Agricultural Society, ever foremost in tlie prose-

cution of any scheme which promises to benefit the
'* first of the arts," gave it the full weight of its

powerful mfluence; while Mr. Hall Maxwell, the

secretary of the society, has applied himself with

the utmost ability, zeal, and perseverance to the

efficient working out of the scheme. He held

meetings in most of the county towns of Scotland,
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explained to the farmers the machinery and advan-

tages of the measure, secured the active co-operation

of upwards of 1,100 agriculturists as enume-
rators of districts and members of committees,

procured lists of all the tenant farmers of Scot-

land, and despatched to them upwards of 50,000

schedules. The postage paid for these, and for

the correspondence incident to the inquiry, have

cost £525. The schedules were returned directly

to Mr. Maxwell, their contents transferred to

the books, and duly arranged and tabulated.

After harvest, the enumerators and their com-
mittee-men met, and drew up reports of the

average produce per acre of the several crops.

These were forwarded to Mr. Maxwell, and afforded

the means of discovering the produce. In the

working of the inquiry Mr. Maxwell has been ably

assisted by Mr. Duncan and Mr. Finlay Dun.
Now that an effective machinery is duly organ-

ised, the conduct of the inquiry will in time coming
be simplified and facilitated. The schedules will

be issued earlier in the season, and the results pub-
lished in October or November. Many useful ob-

servations, besides those at present included, will

doubtless be embodied in future inquiries. The
different kinds and quantities of manure applied,

with the results obtained ; the varieties of each crop

adapted to particular localities ; the influence of ex-

posure, climate, drainage, &c., on the quantity and
quality of our crops ; the prevalence of diseases

affecting crops and animals ; the different breeds

of sheep and cattle in different situations ;

the relative value of feeding stuffs—these, and
countless other important practical investigations,

might thus be taken up seriatim, and conducted in

connection with the inquiry. We should thus

materially enhance the utility of our statistics, and
gradually collect a mass of facts of inestimable

value for indicating our agricultural capabilities, for

comparing our produce from year to year, for

noting our shortcomings, and marking our pro-

gress.— Caledonian Mercury.

NATURE'S LAW OP MANURING.
Sir,—la Mr. Mechi's balance-sheet, he says (as published

in the Mark Lane Express of Dec. 25th) that he has made his

land of the value of 363. per acre to let, a very small sum con-

sidering the outlay upon Tiptree Hall. In his series of letters

on agricultural improvement, as published by Messrs. Long-
mans, the farm, he says.

Cost £3,250
Expenditure on the farm 6,200

Since, laying down the liquid manure
tubes at £6 per acre, 130 acres .... 780

£10,230

The rental produced at SGs. per acre would be £234, a trifle

over 2j per ccut. for hia outlay—not a very great inducement

for landlords to tread in his footsteps as he advises. I very

much question if this would cover the outlay of capital, as his

work was published in 1845, and I make no doubt that he has

in buildings and many other things far exceeded the outlay of

£10,230 upon 130 acres of land, and if all the capital expended
on Tiptree Hall could be got at, I very much doubt if he gets

2 per cent, for his outlay
; yet he holds out this as an example

for the owners of land to follow! If landlords cannot make more
than 2^ per cent, for their outlay of capital, I think they would
be mad to follow such an example,

With regard to converting all the manure of the farm into

liquid, I very much doubt but that it would produce disease in

the plants. It is not Nature's manner of manuring : Nature

always manures in a solid manner. Woods and prairies in a

state of nature, which are and continue to grow richer, are

manured by the decay of the fallen leaves and dead herliage

;

that process continues for generations, producing the most
luxuriant growth year after year without deterioration of the

soil, and when brought under the plough it is found the most

productive land. If you depart from Nature's laws, the punish-

ment of such infraction is sure to follow ; and, as regards the

manuring of the soil, if all is applied in the liquid form, the con-

sequence would be disease; such liquid manure being applicable

only to grass, &c., and for any length of time would not suit

the cereah. Where Nature manures at all in the liquid form

is in deltas of large rivers, the growth being rank grass or

jungle. In the overflowings of the Nile, the manure brought

down, or rather new earth matter, is not applied after the corn

is planted. That Nature's method is the slow and constant

decay of vegetable and animal matter may be seen from the

enormous crops of wheat and other corn that is produced upon
poor clay land when first broken up for pasture. I have grown
7 and 8 quarters of wheat for several years after such breaking

up, with no other manure than that of the rotting sward, the true

food of plants. Look at the system followed of growing flowers

and vegetables to the greatest perfection at the present time.

It is not by liquid manure, but by planting them in mould formed

from decayed vegetables, and which is Nature's method, whom
we must follow for certain results, as well in the growth of

plants as in mechanics. I have, as an experiment, grown wheat

for a succession of years on the same land, the manure being

its own chopped straw returned to the land as it was taken otf,

with a very slight addition of guano and lime to make up for

the removal of the corn. The result has been good, and proves

that wheat or any other crop may oe grown for ever on the

same laud, provided you return to the soil the straw that comes
off it. It is Nature's law of manuring and whoever heard of the

forests of America or her prairies becoming exhausted ? She
annually manures the land by the decay of a part of its own
plants, as the leaves, &c. The use of liquid manure for grass

land has been known for generations, and I know of meadows
that have had all the waste liquid manure of the farm properly

conveyed over them, besides the use of the juice cart, which

was constantly in use on the said farm 70 or 80 years ago. That

Mr. Mechi baa done some good, all must admit, by bringing

such things again before the public; but blindly following out

his practice under all circumstances would lead to the most dis-

astrous results. Mr. Mechi seems to forget that a few degrees

of more or less heat, or a few more inches of rain, or more or

less sun, affect the crops more than all of man's operation. For

proof of this, witness the season of last year, the propitious

weather producing the most abundant crops on all kinds of

land. Farmers are perfectly agreed upon the use of drainage

aud economic use of their manure, and I am glad to find they

are not willing to be led away by every whimsicality carried to

extremes by visionaries. You can only assist Nature in the

growth of vegetables ; there is the Ufe of the plant, that does

the greatest part in its growth, which people are apt to over-

look. Chemistry can aid and assist, but it can only be by
watching Nature's laws and assisting them. The analysis of

vegetable products reduces them to a very few elements, as

oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, &c. ; but no person has been able to

form the vegetable or grain by combining the resolved elements,

plainly showing the vis vila of plants, which man is apt to

forget. In my experience of farming, which has not been Httle,

the grand aim is to follow Nature's method ; and one of them

is to fill the earth as much as possible with vegetable fibre, such

as roots of clover, chopped straw, animal remains, and all things
'

affording a constant decay of vegetable or animal matter to

afford food for plants, and there is no fear of abundant crops,
i

Nature only supplies vegetable manure, but we can add of

course animal manure with effect to it ; nevertheless, the prin-

cipal food for plants must be supplied by their own decay.

These few obsers'ations, if worthy of a place in youif paper,

and if any benefit by directing the mind of farmers to the pro-

per growth of plants, would oblige an old subscriber and

retired farmer. I am, Mr. Editor,

Acton, Feb. ]2.

Yours, obediently, J. SwAN.
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THE TENURE OF LAND — BY LEASE OR AGREEMENT.

Nearly every one amongst us will be found ready

armed with his own pet panacea, upon the ob-

servance of which our safety and success must be

sure to depend. It has indeed always been so.

From the Puritan who enjoined his men to put

their trust in Providence, but to keep their powder
dry, down to the honest cobbler who ingenuously

confessed there was nothing like leather, every

adviser orders something more or less identified

with his own bias or experience. The orator of

old traced all the strength of his art to the graces

of action; the Irish gentleman found the great

secret of earthly happiness in never mixing his

liquors nor sitting with his back to the fire.

According to Mr. Barnum, all prosperity depends

upon advertising yourself or your wares ; or, by

Mr. Brotherton, on being in bed by twelve o'clock.

Mr. Hume's recipe is to take care of the pence;

and Mr. Cobden's, to take care of yourself. Every-

body, we see, will be rich, happy, and honoured

after his own especial fashion.

There is no man more blessed in such a multitude

of counsellors than the agriculturist. Upon what

may his safety and success chiefly depend ? Could

we suggest a more operi question, or one so sus-

ceptible of such an infinite variety of answer ?

The farmer's success, then, says one gentleman,

consists in a word—progression. Another, in his

response, explains this progress to be, believing

everything he hears, and at once acting on it.

Capital is the grand point of all farming, says a

third : with security of capital, you would add,

joins in a fourth. There is no farming without a

lease, decides a friend from the north ; or without

li(iuid manure, chimes in another from the city.

Or without drainage— or without artificial manures

—or without shorthorns — or without educating

the labourer—and so on. The very foundation of

improved agriculture is centred more particularly

in some one of these, according to the reasoning

of the counsel we are consulting. Now it is capi-

tal ; then progression, tenant-right, leases, drain-

age, education—every one ready provided with " a

special retainer."

Of all these important items none occupies a more
anomalous position than one which many good
men have been taught to consider amongst the

most important and indispensable. Still at the

bame time it is one upon which there is unques-

tionably the greatest difference of opinion. It is a

point, too, that has just now come in for some fur-

ther discussion, his Grace the Duke of Richmond

having re-opened the subject at the late Smithfield

Club dinner. The case may be put in a very few

words. Speaking as he generally does directly as a

practical man, his Grace says, " I have some very

good tenants, and I want them to have leases."

To which the tenants straightway reply, " we have

a very good landlord, and we don't want to have

leases." And then we have a cheer for the Duke,

and a look of astonishment for the tenantry. Why
don't tliey take leases ? why does not every farmer

insist upon a lease ? and so forth.

If you question a Scotchman on this matter, he

will tell you dehberately, and, we believe, con-

scientiously, there can be no good farming without

a lease. No man can be justified in attempting it;

arid he will often go beyond this, and assure you

there is no good farming to be found without a

lease being associated with the system. In his own
country we will reverse the saw, and admit he is a

true prophet ; while out of it, so far as this question

be concerned, he is none at all. The great part of

England is farmed without leases ; the best farming

in England is achieved without leases. The most

improving estates at this day are conducted without

any particular regard for such a tenure on either

side. When, then, the Duke of Richmond, who
as a landed proprietor in Scotland is no doubt

inclined to many of its customs, offers leases here,

and finds his offer neglected, he may perhaps be

surprised : but it is the surprise rather of the Laird

than of the Duke. The conduct of the Goodwood
tenantry is by no means an exception in England.

There are many large estates where owners have

repeatedly proposed the same thing, and have been

met with the like refusal.

There are those, we are aware, who cannot pro-

fess to understand this ; and yet, after all, the fact

may not be a matter of so much surprise. We
have certain eras when a man's binding himself

down to a long lease would be impoUtic, and, as a

business arrangement, most probably impracticable.

Take, for example, either what are called very good

or very bad times, when agricultural produce is

very high or very low. In the former case a pru-

dent man argues with himself that these prices

may not continue, while the temporary effect of

them is pretty certain to be observable in the terms

he would have to sign and seal for. A long lease,

then, commencing at " war prices," may not read

as the best of speculations for him v/ho takes it.

In bad times it is simply a greater speculation still.

Human nature, however, rarely prompts any of us to
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identify ourselves more closely than is necessary

with "a bad business," and landlord and tenant so

often enough agree to wait and wear on till things

improve.
" But how are you to get on without a lease ?"

ask those who have nailed their colours to it.

" How can you expect to have employment of capi-

tal without security of tenure ?" The answer is a

very simple one—each of us has his own favourite

recipe. The Duke of Richmond, at the Smith-

field Club, yiolnting to Scotland, says, " take a

lease." Mr. Pusey, at the Royal Agricultural

Society, looking to Lincolnshire, says, "^take a

tenant-right." Security of capital, and security of

tenure, as we have often had occasion to impress,

come to much the same thing. With a custom or

agreement allowing a man to claim his own at the

end of a term, tenants farm as well, and, what is

more, continue as long or longer in their occupancy,

than those who have all the holdfast of a lease.

The agriculturists, in simple truth, should have

their choice. We are no great advocates for forcing

any system upon them. Let the landowner, who

really wishes to see them doing their best, allow

them this opportunity. Let him say, " However

well you and I individually may understand each

other, this should be a matter of business. I wish

it to be so in justice to yourself. AVill you have a

L'ase, or a shorter agreement, with compensation

clauses ?" A practical farmer, and a Sussex man,

whoxan scarcely speak too highly of the Duke's

address at the Smithfield Club, still comes very

much to this same conclusion. Mr. Cousens, at a

meeting of the West Sussex Farmers' Club, in

proposing his Grace's health, thus refers to it :

—

" It was a good trait in his character to come for-

ward and offer to shield them from coercion, and

protect them from any influence which might be

brought to bear on them by his successor. He
(Mr. Cousens) was sure that what his Grace said on

the occasion to which he had alluded was sincere

and intended ; there was no mistake about it ; and

he (Mr. Cousens) was only surprised that his Grace

should have such an improvident set of tenantry

about him, who would not say ' We will farm our

land to the advantage of our families.' He was

surprised that such a state of things should exist in

West Sussex ; he was surprised that, without any

agreement whatever, tenants should subject them-

selves to a change in the dukedom, or a change of

temper, or anything else."

So far so good. If they have nothing to show for

what they are expending, we are afraid, with Mr.

Cousens, that his Grace's are but " an improvident

set of tenantry." Mark, however, the manner in

which the West Sussex farmer proceeds :
— *' If a

law were passed that would give the tenant com-

pensation for improvements it would be a very dif-

ferent thing ; but the tenant-farmer was a serf—the

pill was not easily swallowed, but it was the real

truth ; and therefore he thought it noble of the

Duke of Richmond to come forward and oflfer to

emancipate men who did not care to do it for them-

selves. He (Mr. Cousens) wished to see them in

the position of free and independent agriculturists

of Great Britain, and he wished to see them in such

a position as would enable them to obtain compen-

sation for any expenses they may be put to."

We say "ditto" to Mr. Cousens. This is the in-

dependent position we have always contended for.

But if the law in its delay will not give it, why

should not the landlord ? More than this, he is

giving it. Call it what you will, and after all there

is no term so expressive as that which declares the

tenant's right to his own, the principle is day by

day developing itself. Private agreement is every-

where bearing testimony to the soundness of that

the Legislature so strangely quibbled with. Go

into any district where great improvement is dis-

cernible—ask any agent who is doing his duty by

his employer—take one example from a hundred, and

the wilds of Exmoor like the fens of Lincolnshire

are giving ample evidence to the action of tenant-

right upon the cultivation of the soil. If custom

or law will not sanction it, agreement, we repeat,

will. It is this we counsel the tenant to ask for.

Without this, or the lease, he comes too clearly

within the circle of Mr. Cousens' " improvident

set." At present we might hesitate ere we advised

him to venture on the latter alternative. With the

former, however, he can never be wrong ; he can

never, in fact, be in a proper position without its

influence to direct him. As far as the permanent

improvement of the land is concerned, even a lease

is a nullity without a tenant-right clause to see

it out with. If a landlord really means well, he

will be as ready to give a tenant-right agreement

as a lease : while he will find few of his tenantry

but who will avail themselves of either the one or

the other.

A MAGNIFICENT FARM AND FARMER.—A Ver-

mont paper says :
—" Among the conspicuous men in the Ver-

mont Legislature is Mr. B. G. Brighani, of Fairfield. He owns

and cultivates 1,300 acres of land. Among his barnyard items

are two hundred and twenty cows, twenty horses, and five

yoke of oxen. In his dairy he makes butter only. The average

yield of butter from the milk of each cow is one hundred and

fifty pounds. Two huge ' dasher' churns are set in motion by

two ' horse powers,' and the butter is ' worked ' by the old-

1

fashioned ' paddle.' His stock of cattle consumes about five
j

hundred tons of hay annually. 20.000 lbs. of pork, 500. bush.,

of wheat, from 400 to 500 bush, of corn, 1,000 bush, of oat8,[

and from 1,000 to 2,000 bush, of potatoes, are among bis

yearly products. ' The Man of Uz,' in his best estate, could

not do better than this. Mr. Brigham himself is got iip wilhi

a breadth of beam, and in a style of magnificence proportion-

ate to the extent of his possessions and agricultural products

—he standing 6 feet 4 in his boots, and weighing by one o(

Fairbank's patent balances, 300 Iba. precisely."
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CUMBERED GROUND AND THE FORCE OF EXAMPLE.
A young man lately took a farm uear the towu

of , iQ the county of . Upon asso-

ciating with the neighbouring farmers, he was re-

peatedly hearing very loud complaints about the

labourers. " They are a worthless set of rogues,"

said one; "pilfering villains," said another ;" "lazy

rascals," cried a third ;
" the worst set of fellows in

existence," exclaimed a fourth. The vice of drunk-

enness was not particularized against any few, be-

I

cause, from general report, it seemed common to all.

I

So sure as a man possessed a swallow, he possessed

!
it, as it appeared, for beastial purposes ; and to say

that he had a throat seemed tantamount to saying

he was a sot.

My friend found, indeed, that there was much

truth in the assertions made to him with respect to

the vicious and disorderly habits of the men. The

people he employed during his first year's residence

in the locality fully bore out the character that had

been given them. He could repose no manner of

confidence in them—they showed daily, by word and

I deed, that each man looked keenly after his own in-

terest, and cared not one jot for his master's.

As sure as Monday morning came, some three

or four of the hands were off, "randying," "plea-

suring," "spreeing," and would return with a

-liecpish or hang-dog look, only when the week's

Mages had gone to give a little extra comfort to the

'tlican's family arrangements. The business of

L lO liarvcst might stop for them ; the over-ripe

V, heat might shell on the ground, or lie exposed in

slacks to the incidents of the weather—what mattered

11, if the hands were "dry ?" The poor horses, too,
^'

'd to suffer the consequences of this constitutional

dhiess for taps. Never, scarcely, did a waggon

^0 out with corn but they had to wait hours, pulled

iup beside first one, and then another, of those in-

[numerable " houses of call" that always mark a road

upon which there is mucli of such tratfic. No mat-

ter what the weather might be, there they stood.

Impatient from long abstinence, they would some-

Itimes start home by themselves, frequently occa.

'sioning or sustaining injury by the way ; or, if by
jchauce their driver returned with them, he was
jgenerally found at the bottom of the waggon, just

jSO conscious of time, place, and circumstance as to

pe able to assure all beholders in the gravest mau-
!ner, with a cordial "Give us your hand, my hearty,"

|that " he was all right, and the horses all right, and
every body all wrong, saving himself."

It must have been, as my friend said, infinitely

trying to the patience. The irregularity, the loss of

time, the constant recuiTeuce of broken bones,

and the damage that resulted to property in many
ways, were provoking. Having a humane heart, he

seemed to feel more for the poor men, and the misery

their evil, improvident habits brought upon them-

selves and families, than for the way in which they

proved prejudicial to himself. The clothing in which

they appeared, sufficiently indicated the low degree

of their domestic comfort. Decency was scarcely

preserved. It seemed as though a common custom

amongst the Irish prevailed here ; for the trousers

were cut apparently to mend the coat, and the coat

to repair the trousers !

Accustomed to reflection, my friend cogitated

upon this state of things. Every effect has its cause,

thought he ; so he looked around him. He knew
well the nature of influence, the higher upon the

lower, in all grades of life. He remembered that

common-sense proverb, " As are the masters, so are

the men," and with this moral direction he com-

menced his scrutiny. Nor was he long in elucidat-

ing the proverb.

Chatting with a neighbour one day, he learned

that Mr. , a considerable farmer, having become

impressed with the danger that attended his noc-

turnal and early morning excursion from the " Wan-
derer's Retreat" to his own home, in a muddled

state, had devised a means of shortening the dis-

tance, and lessening the hazard. He had actually

procured a licence to sell beer upon his own premises.

The worldly-wisdom of this scheme was apparent in

a short time. Instead of being occasionally drunk,

he was now never sober. He paid the men their

wages in beer, and they did no work. Many sat and

got fuddled with him, ran up a long score, and finally

moved off. His hay and harvest fields were scenes

to behold ! Thus he, too, adopted tlie sage custom

of cutting the coat to patch the trousers !

Some characteristics of the individual who related

these facts—a man occupying some hundreds of acreSj

and an extensive employer of labour—my friend

,

learned subsequently. Eierce and extortionate, in-

temperately rash and unjust to his people, he some-

times provoked them so that passions were roused,

coats thrown off, and battles fought—battles not al-

ways to the strong. He attended no place of Worship,

and cared not for tiie observance of the Sabbath.

Another case came before him. One Sunday, on

passing a low beer shop, he observed a neighbour of

his, playing skittles with a group of wild intoxicated

men. This man employed many hands, and, as my
friend heard, made common cause with them in

2
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desecrating the Sabbath. Out <di Jiftecii of his im-

mediate ueighbours, tliere were uot/r^ decent, re-

spectable characters. The question received its

solutiju at once.

The bulk of these men had no moral perception.

They hated aud punished severely, when they could,

the vices they cherished in themselves. They re-

garded them, too, merely as they proved injurious to

themselves. The consequence of a man's deprava-

tion to the man himself, to his offspring, to the

neighbourhood, they seem never to have thought of.

The very spirit in which they complained of the in-

temperate habits of the labourers reminds one of the

indignant exclamation of a publican's wife, who, on

relating the fact of one of her husband's excesses to

a friend, virtuously cried, "The tarnation old fool,

for to go and get drunk on rum punch !" His crime

iu her eyes was his extravagance

—

rum punch ! The

fault of intoxication was venial

!

I don't quote these cases as a specimen of the

•wretchedly low moral tone of British farmers. God

forbid ! 1 only wish to show the power of influence—
a power that exists and is felt in the cities as well

as in the villages. But village influence is greater

than that exercised in town or cities, whether for

good or evil

—

-^^i,, far greater. The individual stands

out to scrutiny where men are few—his incomings

and outeroiuo-s are known—his words and works are

publicly canvassed. The influence as exerted by mas-

ters iu the manufacturing and rural districts admits

of no comparison. The relation is not nearly so in-

timate iu the former as in the latter case. A\ould

we have the working men of England as we wish

them to be, we must be their practical monitors, as

silent or as energetic as we please. An example of

vice given by a class of men upon whom the poor

aud the too commonly uneducated are dependent for

daily bread, affords a very wide margin to 1 he vicious;

while a good example diffuses a magic sunshine and

happiness as far as it can penetrate. One such may

exalt or deprave a neighbourhood !

My friend knew this well enough ; aud we shall

see in the sequel what sort of light he tried to hold

up, in that dark aud dismal night into which he was

cast,

F. R. S.

THE MANAGEMENT OF FARM LABOURERS.

(Concludedfrom page 146.^

Our observations hitherto have been principally con-

fined to the past and present circumstances of the

labouier ; but the progress of science having at length

reached his threshold with so many demands, suitable

provision should consequently be made to meet his pro-

spective wants, equally in behalf of the theory and prac-

tice of his profe^sion, so to speak, as his moral and

social status in society ; let us, therefore, in accordance

with such, take a prospective view of his management.

The greater amount of science now being brought to

bear upon the soil and its products requires better edu-

cated labourers to carry it into practice. We have only

to compare English agriculture with that of the conti-

nent of Europe and Asia to appreciate this ; for the

former has now the assistance of steam-engines, sowing,

manuring, reaping, thrashing, and a vast variety of other

machines; while the latter has almost e.\clusively, as yet,

to rely on the " brute force " of its labourers. And
there are yet, unfortunately, too many of this latter

J^iample among ourselves. Now differences so great as

these obviously call for diflerences of mechanical know-

ledge.

Under brute force labourers do not experience the

wants of those in situations where improved machinery

and management exist, and, from their isolated and

even secluded position, in many cases, have no notion of

educating their families in mechanical science, much less

of studying elementary works themselves during their

leisure hours. Hence the consequences when their em-

ployers purchase a steam-engine and thrashing machine

for the first time, or any other new implement

to which they are strangers ; for they not only en-

danger their safety—making bad work at the same

time—but adopt a thousand erroneous notions more

difficult to manage than anything else. We have

often, for instance, had more difficulty in teaching

the rustic mind what a machine should not do, thao

what it should, and how it should not be worked, than

how it should ; and the more mechanically gifted it is

naturally, the more prone it is sometimes to run into

extremes of this kind, although more easily informed

afterwards. In short, such labourers have always a

costly apprenticeship to serve, at the expense of their

employers, whenever any progress is made in chemistry

and mechanics, learning the first principles of those

sciences at the instrumentality, so to speak, of a thousand

blunders.

But bow many small farmers are there, who just know

as little about chemical and mechanical science as their

servants, and who therefore have more need to be taught

themselves than to teach others! Indeed, how can it be

otherwise, in the absence of improved machinery and

artificial manures on a farm.' No doubt, in not a few'

cases the absence of such may be traced to the smallness!

of farms and the want of capital; but objections of thisi

kind are daily becoming less tenable, for successful
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farmiug without the most improved machinery is fast

becoming impossible.

This growing dependence of agriculture on these two

sciences will be productive of two things, affecting

equally both man and master; for, first, both must be

better educated, and, second, those who are masters of

those sciences will enjoy many advantages over those

who are not, so that intellectual merit will receive its

reward—different talents flowing separately in their re-

spective channels, as it were, in connexion with agricul-

ture, as the other arts where the subdivision of labour is

carried almost to an indefinite extent.

So far as the rising generation is concerned, it will be

an easy matter to reach their wants by the introduction

of a proper course of instruction in every rural village,

or other school, as has already been done, in many cases
;

but as this involves an increase of expense, the difficulty

lies in getting it to harmonise with the pecuniary cir-

cumstances, improvident habits, and even ignorance

of parents unable to appreciate the value of such a

course.

Now, the obvious policy to pursue in a case of this

kind is to remove difficulties out of the way as much as

possible, and to adopt every legitimate means calculated

to promote scientific education among our labouring

population.

That something may and ought to be done here is

manifestly true, and therefore exceptions in principle

cannot be raised. Parties may differ as to the means
;

! but, if agreed to the soundness of the proposition,

I experience ought to remove difficulties in the way of

carrying it out. Any charitably-disposed person, there-

,
fore, may successfully commence operations of well-

1 doing by removing the difficulties involved, and stimu-

lating youthful minds to emulate each other in the

progress of science ; and this may be done by several

plans already sanctioned by experience—such, for

example, as prizes and bursaries, obtained by com-

petition ; free education, also by merit ; and charity

-

Echoi'ls. At all our Universities, for instance, there

are numerous bursaries, or endowments, which enable

many to attend their classes who otherwise could not

;

j

and why s ould not something of the kind exist for the

t
benefit of a chemical and mechanical coarse of educa-

Ition to the families of small farmers and agricultural

I

labourers ? Were there only but a few in every school,

it would secure a class of men qualified to take the

charge of improved machinery as fast as introduced.

And, besides being qualified for this, thtir example

would be invaluable to others ; cutting up by the roots

the many prejudices still existing, in the lower ranks of

life, to machinery and all sorts of new-fangled things

• directly or indirectly affecting them.

In the endowment of agricultural colleges and country

schools, with bursaries for the above purpose, the

greatest respect should be had to merit. Farm-

labourers, ahhoagh poor, are yet, for the most part,

I remarkably proud and independent in spirit ; while

I small farmers are still more so ; and therefore anything

obtained by the merit of their boys would, consequently,

be much more highly prized than if by solicitation or

charity. And this noble spirit, so worthy of culture,

will become more and more elevated with the growth of

intelligence, giving to society a more dignified tone.

Seminaries for girls may also have bursaries for

cookery, and other branches of domestic economy,

now much neglected in the cottage of the small farmer

and agricultural labourer. There is, perhaps, no other

department that holds out such a promising field to tte

philanthropist as this, and where a greater amount of

good could be done ; for improvidence, with all its

miseries, is too often traceable to ignorance in culinary

and like domestic affairs.

The diversity of talent among farm labourers is as

great as it is among farmers themselves, one having a

turn for mechanics, another for chemistry, a third for

zoology, a fourth for botany, &c. A farmer, for ex-

ample, sent his son to be a lawyer, but the talent of the

young man lay in a different direction ; accordingly,

at his father's death, he left the bar to be a farmer.

His father's farm was on a hill-side, sloping to a

small valley, in which a large river flowed, in one of

our mountain districts ; but farming, like the bar, did

not prove itself to be the real sphere where his talent

could best be seen. However, he soon had t??o water-

wheels driving one thrashing-machine, to the surprise

of his neighbours. The river already mentioned, made

a large bend of a simicircle, contiguous to Lis farm ; and

one lucky day he discovered, that by opening a cut

across this bend, a waterfall of a hundieJ horse power

or so, with a regular supply of water summer and win-

ter, could easily be had close to a canal. This was too

flattering a concern to be lost sight of, and accordingly

he lost no time in securing the lease of the ground, and

erecting flour-mills, bone-mills, &c., and is now fast

making his fortune as a miller. A second, after having

failed as corn farmer, is making his fortune as a shepherd

and store farmer, where a third would lose money for

the want of his zoological talent. The chemical talent

of a fourth is converting our barren heaths into fruitful

turnip fields by means of guano, and marshy drowned

soils by means of drainage ; while a fifth is celebrated for

the fine quality of his corn, pulse, and root crops. And

as it is with farmers, so is it with their labourers ; for they

also have—one, a mechanical talent ever scheming to

mitigate his toil by ingenious contrivances ; a second,

a talent for the management of live stock ; a third never

more successful then when in a dunghill, or manuring

or top dressing, and draining land ; while a fourth class

exhibit their talent in the seeding, hoeing, harvesting,

and dressing of corn, puUe, and root crops.

Where scientific classes have been properly established

in schools, different talents will soon manifest themselves,

so that they can be turned into their respective channels

at once, without loss to either master or man , nay, on the

contrary, very much to the profit of both.

The farmer or labourer, therefore, who does not give

his sons a scientific education, hides their talents in

a napkin as it were ; hence the consequences, which

daily experience brings to notice at present in the

absence of such tuition—men of the highest mechanical

talents naturally being confined in a ditch at twelve
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shillings per week, who might easily make twice

and thrice the money, and be a better bargain to their

employers, in superintending machinery. Many of

them, after serving an apprenticeship to agriculture, re-

linquish it, betaking themselves to occupations more

conducive to their natural inclinations ; while those

who remain are more difficult to initiate into the various

manipulations of the art ^than they would be were they

to receive a proper education.

Along with a scientific education, more encourage-

ment to excel ia the working of machines might

be given in the shape of prizes and medals than

is now dono. At present, almost the only emula-

tion which takes place is at " ploughing matches,"

Very lately, it is true, prizes have been given for drain-

ing, in a few solitary cases ; but the practice, gene-

rally speaking, is an exception. Sowing, reaping, and

thrashing machines are equally deserving of encourage-

ment of this kind as the plough, and, were it given,

would no doubt prove equally efficacious. The horse-

man, cattle-man, and shepherd, again, who have the

charge of our prize horses, oxen, and sheep, have just

as much right to prizes and medals as their employers,

and often more. So have those who manage with equal

success our piggeries, poultry-yards, and dairies.

Domestic economy, again, including the management

of the cottage and garden, with a pig and poultry, where

kept, is equally susceptible of being rewarded by prizes

and medals as the labours of the field. Even the rear-

ing and nursing of children, so far as physical science is

concerned, is as capable of being rewarded as the rear-

ing and nursing of cattle, and equally deserving of it, if

not more so ; successful management in the one case

having nothing to do with morality, any more than the

other.

Of social duties between man and master, and

masters and servants among themselves, there is also

a large class which belongs to physical science, and

therefore falls under the influence or control of

physical lavrs. Nothing can be more absurd than

to deny to merit her just rewards in all such cases.

A ploughman, for example, lies under a moral

obligation to his employer not only to make good work,

but also to exercise a general care for his interest ; now

it is not for the morality involved in this transaction

that he is rewarded, but for the quality of the work itself

and the profits arising from it; and, for a similar rea-

son, it is not for the moral daty the cottager's wife lies

under, to nurse her children successfully, that she should

be rewarded, but for " the chemistry of common life
"

she displays in the doing of it. In this case the farmer,

ploughman, and his wife, may all three be notoriously

immoral characters, and yet discharge the various

physical duties they owe to one another with the greatest

circumspection. Farmers, again, may reciprocate

among themselves, in accordance with the familiar old

maxim, that "one good deed or favour deserves
^^

another in return," and so may servants ; and to place I

temporal actions of this kind beyond the reach of tem-

poral rewards, is to sacrifice both the moral and physical

welfare of society involved.

At all our schools, again, prizes are given for " general

good conduct," which obviously involves morality; and

if this is prudent and practical in classes at scliool, why

should it be otherwise during the apprenticeship of the

farm labourer, or even after he is master of his pro-

fession? In short, however difficult it may be to esti-

mate the value of morality apart from physics, so as to

bestow upon it its just reward, and however necessary,

therefore, it may be to confine rewards to the latter, it

will yet be found, in practice, that few sensible success-

ful farmers overlook the value of either in the manage-

ment of their servants, and therefore that the necessary

means should be used for the cultivation of both.

THE ORIGIN AND GRADUAL IMPROVEMENT IN THE PLOUGH.

While in countries of warm climate, where the

soil is quickly dried after a wet season, the plough

has preserved its slender primitive form, under

our atmosphere of clouds and showers it has

{rrown into a massive and complicated implement.

The coulter, mould-board, and supporting wheels,

*' known," though scarcely common, in ancient

Greece, became necessary in Saxon and Norman
England. Our ancient ])loughs, having a wet,

tough soil to break up, were obliged to cut a re-

gular furrow slice, leaving a furrow with a hori-

zontal bottom ; and the task of turning over this

tough piece exercised the rude ingenuity of the

early " plough-wrights." In the fifteenth century

there were many varieties of make, to suit lands of

different quality. Thus, in Somersetshire the body

of the plough was very long, with a broad and thin

sole, to prevent its sinking in very stiff ground ; in

Hertfordshire and Norfolk, on the contrary, was a

short plough, having in front a gallows with two

wheels, and a draught-chain. At a later period,

almost every county had its own fashion of share

and mould turners; the peaty fen country had

its broad, sharp share and " skeith," or revolving

coulter ; whilst the Kentish clay yielded to the force

of a ponderous " turn-wrest."

On very light land it is not so much mechanical

tillage as abundant manuring that is the principal

agent in producing crops; so that our observations

will mainly bear upon the culture of loams and

clays. Where the plough can turn up only a thin

staple of loose, weak sand or peat, or flinty loam,

the pulverization of the soil becomes almost a se-

condary point to the preservation and even increase

of its tenacity : hence the great value of the presser

and roller upon such land, the prevalence of broad-
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cast sowing, and the endeavour to perform as

much as possible of the tillage without the plough,

which always lightens and turns over, whether the

ground needs it or not.

It appears that the plough, after having been

transformed from a scratching into a furrow-turn-

ing implement, and after having received all kinds

of additions in the shape of " shield-boards,"

"wrests," and other diversities of framing, to suit

its working in friable, sticky, or hard earth, has at

last come nearer to the regular and gradual foi-m

of a screw. In fact, it has been entirely changed

from its original design, and the share and mould-

board may l)e described as constituting the blade

of a screw for cutting and partially turaing over a

square-cornered slice of the ground it is drawn

through. On light soils, the plough breaks the

ground, and to some extent pulverizes it; thus

causing the horse-implement to approach in some

degree towards the manual spade, which, for eco-

nomy's sake, it has displaced. But it only prepares

a tenacious soil for pulverization, merely turning it

up with great labour, much of which is wasted in

overcoming the great friction always attached to a

screw-motion. If a stratum of considerable thick-

ness is to be reduced into a reasonable state of

fineness, in order to fertilize and clean it (as in fal-

lowing), a second ploughing is necessary, crossing

the first furro.vs, which were turned "in a whole

piece." By this they are not thoroughly divided,

Imt are driven up into great slags, lying in all pos-

tures ; and to effectually reduce this—ragged and

indurated as a Giant's Causeway—requires an im-

told amount of dragging, harrowing, rolling, and

clod-crushing, each task watchfully performed at

the critical moment allowed bv rain and sunshine.

Could horses have worked an implement capable

of cutting up and inverting like the spade, with

how much less labour and time would this reduc-

tion have been effected ! But no such tool has

been forthcoming. As we might expect, the plough,

being the fundamental implement, and the very

best that could be dLQwi^tdt for certain purposes, has

been applied to almost every other tillage operation

beside that of breaking and turning over whole

ground. Did our bean stubble, and other foul

ground, require paring in the autumn ? it was

turned over with a shallow furrow. Did our fallow

need stirring in sprin.; ? it was turned over by

cross ploughing. Had the same ground to be

loosened after the grinding and couch- cleaning of

its surface ? it was again turned over by the

plough; and so on, many times. The plough was

used for every operation it could possibly perform,

whether suited to its capabilities or not—even horse-

hoeing was first performed by the plough. But so

far from being well adapted to all these different

processes, it was long ago found to be amazingly

imperfect and unsatisfactory on some lands, even

for its own peculiar office of cutting and turning

over. Thus, Jethro Tull, perceiving the ill conse-

quences arising from an undue size and solidity of

the first furrows on strong land, constructed a

"four-coultered" plough, v.hich cut the slice into

four stripes, and these in turning fell into numerous

broken pieces. This v/onderfuUy facilitated his

work of rapid and fine pulverization. After him, Mr.

Duckett, a Surrey farmer, observing the injurious

action of the plough-sole upon the subsoil, con-

trived a deep trenching plough, and another with

two shares, fixed one above the other ; and by the

occasional use of these deeply-rooting implements,

obtained a better subdivision, as well as changing

and mixing his soil. Mr. Greg, a Hertfordshire

farmer, next began to abolish dead fallows ; and,

proceeding upon the principle that fertihty was

to be derived from pulverizing the soil, clearing it

of water, and keeping it clean, resolved to culti-

vate his strong clay land by practising the then

new " row culture," his rule being to plough only

once for a crop, instead of four or five times,

as before ; to plough only in winter ; and to use

the horse-hoe. By this means, and by employing

a scarifier, in place of the plough, for spring and

summer tillage, he successfully replaced the old

course of bare fallow, white corn, pulse or clover,

by a six-course shift of turnips, barley, clover,

wheat, beans and peas, wheat. General Beatson,

again, thirty years a^o, overcame the supposed

necessity of repeated ploughings, on a very

tenacious clay farm in Kent. Instead of beginning

a fallow by burying under immense clods the seeds

of weeds that had fallen on the surface, and being

obhged to reduce the enormous masses of hard

earth by the common process, he determined to

break and crumble the surface without turning it

over, to burn the weeds, and to stir the ground to

any requisite depth by the tines of a scarifier which

he invented for the purpose. His peculiar method

of culture, which he successfully pursued for se-

veral years, is detailed in his " New System of Cul-

tivation," published in 1820; but one of the prin-

cipal points was his broadsharing and scarifying

the stubble of every corn, tare, bean and pea crop,

and raking and burning the roots and rubbish so

collected. The plough, so far from being his chief

implement, was found useful only in quite second-

ary operations.

The introduction and uses of grubbers and culti-

vators, designed to supersede the plough in some

cases, and to improve its work in others, is so im-

portant a topic, as to demand further consideration,

particularly as this class of implements is not even

yet sufficiently appreciated in many districts.
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THE PROCESSES REQUISITE FOR RENOVATING THE SOIL.

In accordance with our previous intimation, we

now 2:)roceecl to review the processes requisite for

renovating the soil ; and in so doing we shall first

consider the proposition in relation to the three

modes of application now most advocated for that

purpose—viz., the general and ordinary mode, long

practised, of manufacturing manure in open sheds

and yards, hy feeding out the produce, and by

treading down the surplus straw of the farm with

cattle ; by feeding oxen in close boxes, and suffer-

ing the manure to accumulate beneath them ; or

by keeping them upon latticed floors, and com-

bining their excrements with a large quantity of

water, to be applied in a liquid state by means of

pipes and hose upon the surface of the land. As

much discussion has arisen upon this subject, it

will be needless to advert to it further than by

general observations, by way of elucidation.

A moment's reflection will convince any dis-

passionate investigator that neither of the three

processes can have any decided advantage over the

others, so far as the deposits of the animals them-

selves are involved. The question mainly to be

considered is, whether the admission of moisture

during the process of making the manure is ad-

vantageous or not. This point has not been

hitherto solved by any of the writers upon the sub-

ject. Mr. Mechi asserts that the liquid system of

application is best ; but he has never shown clearly

how and why it is so ; for it is well known, both from

his own statements and those of others who have

investigated his system, that, in addition to the de-

posits of the animals themselves, large additions of

animal substances are from time to time made, and

that guano is also added in large quantities for the

same purpose : therefore, it will be seen at once

that an experiment, if it can be so called, amounts

to little, so far as the economy of the application is

concerned. Of its efficacy, to a certain extent, no

doubt has ever existed.

In the experiments reported by Lord Kinnaird,

in the Royal Agricultural Journal, vol. xiv., part

2, page 338, we have the same difficulty to sur-

mount, as regards the value of manure made under

a covered homestall or in an open yard. It is very

true that he shows that the manure made under

the covered homestall exhibited a decided advan-

tage over that made in 0|)en yards, to the crops to

which equal quantities of each had been applied.

This would be a consequence certain to follow, if

the strength of the manure was the desideratum ;

but the question to be solved is, whether the ma-

nures made from a given number of bullocks of the

same size, fed in the same manner, and applied to

the same portion of land, would produce a similar

result. We have an opinion that they would not,

but that the manure made in open yards, being

the lai-gest in quantity, would therefore, if all ap-

plied to the same space, manure the land more

beneficially than by either of the other processes.

This is presuming, however, that the buildings of

the open yards had been well contrived, with proper

water-spouts to carry off the superfluous water,

and that the deposits of the animals had been en-

tirely secured by the fodder applied.

Mr. Mechi argues that manure cannot be taken

up by plants until it is reduced as regards its solu-

bihty, so as to enable them to make it subservient

to their sustenance, by the assistance of their roots.

This is very true ; but it does not prove that raw,

liquefied manure, after all, is better in its crude

state than solid manure, partially decomposed at

the time of application, and gradually becoming

decomposed as the season advances, and the plants

are also progressing in growth. So far as experi-

ments have been made upon a small scale, we are

decidedly of opinion that the hquid application

made to the surface is neither so economical nor so

beneficial as when applied in a solid and partiallj'-

decomposed state; and we have been the more con-

vinced of that fact upon observing the effect of

liquid manure, when applied too liberally or of too-

great strength, as it is then found to have a ten-

dency directly contrary, and ultimately to destroy

the plants to which it is applied, especially if the

weather proves hot and dry at the time of the ap-

plication. Some plants, however, are such gross

feeders, that it becomes exceedingly beneficial to

them, and contributes to their development and

growth in the most efficacious manner. Plants of

the brassica tribe, mangold wurzel, potatoes,

grasses (especially Italian ryegrass), quickly absorb

it into their system ; but the cereals and legumes

do not so well succeed by its application, especially

if applied during the summer months. And as

regards the economy of application, although in

some instances it may be conveyed to its destina-

tion by its own gravity, still the large application

of water necessary in its combination must tend to

make it extremely bulky, and unfit for general

application.

As regards ordinary farmyard manure, and that

made in covered homestalls, the former is far more

bulky than the latter, and consequently more ex-
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pensive of application ; but, on the other hand,

should it be inconvenient to make the application

direct to the land, when the latter is removed from

the horaestall, it runs so quickly into fermentation,

that much of its manuring property is sacrificed,

unless very great precaution is taken to prevent it

by combming it with laige quantities of earth, and

thus securing the ammonia as it becomes de-

veloped.

With ordinary farm-yard manure, two methods

are adopted to reduce it to a proper state for appli-

cation, the one by carting it out mto large heaps an d

turning it over, by which an active and powerful

fermentation is obtained ; but by the same process

that it is reduced to a soluble state, a large pro-

portion of its most valuable constituents is evapo-

rated and lost; and as this decomposition is to a

certain extent absolutely necessary to the produc-

tion of turnip crops, it may be carried out with

much greateradvantage if the dunghills when turned

over are covered with loam or tender clay, com-

bined with vegetable mould : these substances will

arrest and fix the ammonia in its endeavour to dis-

engage itself; and if a coating of gypsum is also

ajjplied, it will fully repay the cost.

For bean and pea crops, and even for oats,

a direct application of it is best ; and even as a

top dressing to clover and grasses intended to be

fed down during the summer months, it is most

economical to bestow it where most required in the

first instance. Some difficulty, however, arises, in

(distributing that whichhas been made under covered

homestalls evenly, as by the treading of the animals

it becomes consolidated to such an extent as to

render it difficult to be spread equally, unless con-

siderable extra labour is bestowed.

What we have remarked as applicable to manure
of the latter description, applies to manure pro-

duced by each separate animal, under what is de-

nominated the box system : the manure becomes

I

still more highly concentrated than by any other

mode, and consequently is more limited in quantity.

Every system has its advocates, and unfortunately

prejudice so warps the understanding, that it be-

I
comes more and more difficult to obtain a true

'result, whenever the subject is mooted by opposite

ipartizans; common sense, however, comes to our

laid, and by its assistance we may be able to decide

'whether a highly-concentrated manure is more

I

valuable than one otherwise composed. In the lat-

ter case, the extra labour bestowed upon its appli-

cation, however, becomes a set-ofF, to a certain

extent, against it. The quantity of fodder necessary

to keep open yards well supplied is another con-

sideration. Upon farms strictlyarable, the economy
of fodder is immaterial, as the covenants of most

leases, as well as custom, establish the right of

the landlord to the straw, and the tenant in such

cases is prohibited from converting it by sale or

otherwise, and therefore is reduced to the necessity of

treading it down with cattle ; and it is not long since

that farmers congratulated themselves, upon rain

falling in large quantity, that it increased the

muck heap; but we begin to hope that such ignorance

is fast disappearing.

There is a system prevalent in most counties of

applying large quantities of manure by way of a

top dressing to young clovers and grasses, and not

only to them, but with the most beneficial results to

the succeeding wheat crop—although it may ap-

pear at first sight a most wasteful application

;

practice, however, establishes it as a point of good

husbandr}', not only as regards the clover crop,

but the succeeding wheat crop also. It is con-

sidered one of the most certain preventives of

mildew ; whereas a direct application of new unfer-

mented dung would as certainly induce it.

We shall now advert to the principles of manu-

ring, as carried out by the application of inorganic

and mineral substances, v/hich act by supplying

some deficiency in the soil, or, by combining with

other substances, produce a chemical action, which

during its development renders the soil more pro-

ductive and more easily cultivated. Of these sub-

stances, the one first and most generally applied was

marl, either distinct, or, as is generally now the

mode, in combination with alumina or clay. It is

not our purpose to enter into a description of this

substance, as a reference to any text-book upon

soils or minerals will afford a ready description.

It is necessary, however, to remark that throughout

the edge of the chalk districts it is found more or

less in combination with the chalk clay, known to

geologists as plastic clay ; consequently in very

large poi'tions of the kingdom southward, and also

extending from west to east, it is found more or

less to abound. Throughout the counties of Kent,

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and
Hertfordshire, its application was general at a very

early period, throughout the whole of the sixteenth

century; large woods have, however, succeeded

arable fields, and huge oaks have long succumbed
to the stroke of the woodman, in which marl, or as

provincially denominated, clay pits, have been made.

The first application of it had a surprising eflPect

upon arable land, rendering it highly productive of

grain, especially wheat and barley crops, for many
successive years ; until from repeated cropping,

without the necessary application of manure to sup-

ply the land with that which these crops had been

yearly exhausting, much of the land reverted to its

original state of poverty, and was again converted

to woodland; and during the period succeeding the

American war, the price of wheat had fallen to such

an extent as to induce the landowners to let the land

run to grass, or to become clothed with underwood
and timber.
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THE CONDUCT OF THE PERUVIAN GUANO TRADE.

Sympathy with the distressed or ill-used has

ever been one of the distinn;uishing characteristics

of the English nation. It is acting on this that our

people are now suffering so severely, and needing

themselves so much sympathy from their country-

men. Did we not know how strongly this feeling

is imbued in us all, we might hesitate ere at such a

time we ventured to distract the public attention

from those calls of humanity which now more im-

mediately interest and incite us. The exigencies

of war, however, must cause such scenes and hard-

ships as those v/e daily hear of to be more or less

inevitable; whereas the horrors we are about to

denounce trace back to no stronger necessity than

the wanton cruelty of over-grasping cupidity.

Since the first discovery of its uses, the Peruvian

guano trade has never been in a satisfactory state.

Conducted only with the narrowest view to self-

aggrandisement, confined in every possible way so

as never to come within the limits of open com-

merce, the almost inexhaustible stores at command
have never yet been fairly called on. It is only

natural that such should be the case. When we

witness the extraordinary pains taken by the Peru-

vian Government to confine their business to a close

market, no wonder that the supply will not equal

the demand. Such a line of policy, however, must

eventually extend even beyond this. For a time it

may be all very well for Peru and its agents

to say. We choose to send in so much, and

mean to have such a price for it ; but it never

seems to have struck them that the continuance of

such a system may very possibly result in their

being able to send comparatively little or none.

The great guano deposits are still kept strictly in

the hands of the Peruvian Government. They

alone work them, and on such a plan that can only

lead us to hope, and even expect, that within a very

short period they will be ivithout the means to work

them at all.

" The horrors of the guano trade" have now for

some time been gradually revealed to us. They
have at length been so distinctly spoken to as to

render it a duty at once to denounce them. We
say boldly that it will be a disgrace to the character

of this country if such outrages are suffered to

continue—if not to be indirectly encouraged. We
shall assume that the evidence we are about to call

can be relied on. We do so not merely from the

air of truth and honest indignation with which
it is given, but from the m.ultiplicity of corrobo-

rative testimony which might be brought to confirm

it. We have here a respectable house as the

authorized agents for Peruvian guano ; we have

our own ambassador in that country ; to either of

these, as to our own Government, would we

seriously address ourselves. Can the atrocities we

refer to be contradicted ? If so, let the Messrs.

Gibbs at once look to it. If not, they can never

be justified, and the matter becomes one something

beyond a mere consideration of profit and loss—of

what either Peru may make by the sale, or England

by the purchase of guano.

In the Mornint/ Chronicle, of just a week since,

appeared a letter, detailing the experience of a

gentleman who was surgeon of a ship " which lay

off the Chincha Islands during a period of three

months." In this time his mind was gradually

prepared for the horrors he was ultimately allowed

to witness. Let his own statement, as given to the

friend who writes for him, show what these are :

—

"The Peruvian Government have decoyed from

the coasts of China some hundreds of Chinamen

(about 600, I believe) with bribes of 40 dollars

a-piece per annum ; for this sum they are appren-

ticed to the Government for a period of five years.

The misery which awaits them may be compre-

hended when I state, on the assuranceof my friend,

that not one Chinarnen has ever been known to

return from these islands, and that it is notorious

that they seldom survive three years after their

arrival. When they arrive they are stripped stark

naked, their shaven heads and bare feet

being allowed no protection. They are placed in

gangs, who work under the eye of a taskmaster,

armed with a stick about an inch in diameter, re-

sembling an unsplit bamboo. They are compelled,

each man, young and old, strong and weak, daily

to work five tons of the guano, and wheel it

towards the shoots. Their labour is spurred on by

the blows of the taskmaster, inflicted with his main

strength; and should any of the unhappy creatures

come short in their work at the close of the day, a

more systematic flogging with strips of raw cow-

hide ensues, each stroke of which raises the blood,

while the guards of the island surround the culprit,

playing on drums to drown his screams. This would

seem to be an exaggerated statement; but my friend

assures me that he has continually been on the

island, has seen the violent blows of the taskmaster,

and heard the drums beating while the more savage

punishments were occurring. He has seen their

bodies wealed with blows, and their limbs burned

into holes by the corrosiv? soil,"
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This is the means by which a Government, in the

exercise of its wisdom and justice, contrives to

i

keep a trade quite to itself. We have already said

i it can hardly be expected to last. Let us proceed a

little further in support of this opinion, and dee

I

in what such a system is already resulting :

—

'*' Now, one of the chief duties of the guard is to

prevent suicide ; the poor wretches are not allowed

now to approach the shoots, because so many have

I
hurled themselves over with their cargoes (the

i shoots are about 100 feet high); they are never

I allowed to approach water, lest they should drown
' themselves, but a quantity is served out to them
daily; yet, notwithstanding all these precautions,

j

suicide is constantly occurring. He has seen, on

I landing, three suicides hanging in a row, and has

' seen the bodies of those lying on the beach who
have flung themselves from the cliffs. He says

that a settled despair is on their downcast coun-

tenances—that their frames gradually become like

v.-alking skeletons, however healthy they may have

been on landing."

There is only one hope left, and that one fails

us. The evil, after all, may be but an abuse of

' delegated power, and the Government as yet un-

aware of what is going on under its name and flag

It is thus that the correspondent of the Chronicle

destroys so charitable a supposition :

—

" The Peruvian Government must know pretty

well what an outrage to civilization and Chris-

tianity is here occurring, as they allow no boat to

be moored near the island, no one to approach it

without special permission ; and when any one is

on the island, he is not allowed to speak to one of

these tormented slaves. My friend could only gain

orcess to the island by stating his business with

the governor, and always had to give this account

of himself to the sentinel at the head of the shoot.

Can any dream of horror, any tale of fiction, equal

this scene of 600 naked men thus bound to a burn-

ing soil—thus lashed to work—thus struggling

only for death ? Negro slavery is nothing in com-

parison ; there family affection and a home, how-

ever insecure, may alleviate their bitter lot. But
this picture seems to realise a state of torment

which we could hardly have conceived it possible

for man to enact against his fellow-man."

We might quote the whole letter, but the facts

are already strong enough to speak home to the

hearts of us all. Whatever benefit we may derive

from the use of guano, we have little thanks due

to those who supply us. The whole conduct

of their business has been mean and selfish,

without one liberal act or intent in acknowledg-

ment of the revenue they receive from this country.

It has now reached to something beyond this, and

perhaps, after all, but naturally enough. A mean,

selfish, grasping spirit rarely hesitates by what

means it achieves its ends. It has been precisely

so here. Had the guano trade been thrown open,

with a royalty charged on every freight taken, we
should have heard of no such scenes as these.

Come what may, it is the duty of us all, whatever

our sympathy may cost, that we should no longer

pass them in silence or unnoticed. The gentleman

who volunteers what we have quoted is willing to

substantiate his statements. Surely he must be

called upon to do so; for modern history furnishes

us with no such outrage upon humanity, as the

systematic atrocities which continue to be per-

petrated under the sanction of the Peruvian

Government.

ON DISCOVERIES OF SCIENCE.

In the progress of most sciences, the discoveries

by which they are advanced are not always the re-

wards of those who have been their oldest students.

This is naturally enough the cause of some vexa-

tion to those who have long toiled in one even

course, and have not perhaps gathered either

laurels or riches. Our readers will remember
many instances of these irregular successes in life.

They will think of Blake, the great admiral, who
was a soldier, taken from his regiment to command
fleets, and who taught his sailors to conquer where
no admiral before him had dared to lead. Then,
too, amongst soldiers, Cromwell was bred a brewer;

Olive a clerk in the service of the East India Com-
pany. And who first enabled the most skilful to

conquer in battle—who banished mere brute force

from the field—who produced gunpowder but a

cloistered monk ? Did a sailor invent the mariner's

compass ? Did not a Scotch student, Clark of Eldin,

first instruct Rodney how to win battles by teach-

ing him to break the line ? But let us not encircle

all the sciences in our glance—let us descend to-

wards agriculture, the most valuable of them all

—

let us trace some of her footsteps, mark a few

only of her triumphs. Ask her historians who
were her sons who will in England go down to all

time amongst the benefactors of their race ?—who
was Jethro TuU ? of what profession was Menzies,

the inventor of the thrashing machine ? Were they

not both barristers ? Did not Lord Townsend in^
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troduce field turnips into Norfolk ? and was not a

learned physician the first advocate of the growth

of mangel wurzel ? These reflections, as to what

such men have accomplished, might siii'ely prompt

us to listen with interest to the suggestions of all

men of ability, although they may have perchance

been educated to a profession very different from

our own. Such energetic persons, indeed, start

with some advantage in almost every fresh pursuit

to which they direct their attention. Their pro-

gress is little retarded by any preconceived notions

—they have no faith in the oracular wisdom of

ordinary dogmas—they believe all things capable

of improvement—they make the attempt in conse-

quence of that conviction, and to try is in many
cases, we all know, the half-way house to success.

It was ardent efforts like these which have given the

farmer many a powerful agent. It was some dar-

ing sailor—some long-sighted merchant, who, in

our time, first brought him the guano of Peru ; it

was the chemist, labouring in his laboratory, who
gave him, with many other valuable manures,

superphosphate of lime.

Such reflections as these should, we repeat,

prompt us to hold forth the helping hand to every

man who is advocating the improvement of agri-

culture, without, on all occasions, stopping to ask

in what school he was educated, or even the size of

his farm. We confess that we are the more anxious

to gather information from all sides, since we feel

that, so long as the population of our country con-

tinues to increase at its present rate, so long will

fresh efforts be expected and called forth, and larger

harvests reaped by the tillers of its soil. Does not

the experience of ages tell us that the population

of this country, and a consequent enlarged produc-

tion of food, have long gone on increasing ? It is

very instructive to follow this great onward wave,

if only during the last century. Taking, then, the

population as being equal to the consumption of

the same number of quarters of wheat, or what is

the same thing, allowing one quarter of wheat per

annum as the food of each person, we find that

in the year 1740, when Jethro Tull was labouring

to introduce his drill and horse-hoe husbandry, the

annual produce of wheat in England and Wales
may be estimated to have been about 6,OG4,OuO

quarters. Another tliirty years brings us, in 1770,

to the days of Arthur Young, and to the dawn of

modern agricultural improvements ; then we find

the annual produce of the kingdom increased to

7,428,000 quarters. Another generation witnessed,

before 1801, the general introduction of the Nor-
folk husbandry, and a greatly-improved system of

farming. In that year, according to the first regu-

lar English census, we may regard the annual pro-

duce of wheat as having increased to 8,331,434

quarters. Now came rapidly forward one triumph

of English farming after another, and nearly as

fast as the population increased, so enlarged the

farmer's produce of wheat. We find this produce

amounted, in the year 1831, to 13,897,187 quarters,

so that, large as was the increase of the population,

it was hardly greater than the unwearied efforts of

the English agriculturist. Science had now daw ned

upon the fai-ras of merry England—Coke had suc-

cessfully laboured in elevating the profession— he

had converted large sandy heaths into wheat fields.

Davy had aroused that taste for science which will

long continue, we feel well assured, to add more

and more grain to the farmer's stackyard. The

last census, after an interval of only twenty years,

tells us that the increase of food is still going on,

and that in 1851 the yearly consumption of ling-

land and Wales may be considered equal to

17,905,831 quarters. It is an erroneous conclu-

sion that the correctness of this view of the in-

creasing productiveness of our soil is materially

disturbed by the amount of our imports of foreign

corn. It was certainly not the case in the first

forty years of the present century, for we find that

the average imports into England of wheat and

wheaten flour, reckoned in quarters, was, upon an

average in the ten years between

—

1801 and 1810 equal to only 600,946 quarters per annum.

1811 t) 1820 „ 458,578

1S21 „ 1830 „ 534,992

1831 „ 1840 „ 907,638

It is true that the average import from 1841 to

1853 has been about 4,066,339 quarters; but, even

supposing that this was all consumed in England,

and that four millions of her inhabitants are sup-

ported on foreign corn—even admitting, for the

sake of argument, this improbable fact—yet, even

then, we may ask who finds corn for the other

fourteen miUions but the same farmers whose pre-

decessors, in 1801 (with wheat averaging 115s. a

quarter), could not find food for 8,331,434 inhabit-

ants ? What useful conclusion, then, may we per-

haps all derive from tracmg the mere outline of this

great onward movement—this advancing stream

of population, and this side by side increase of the

means of its subsistence ? Does it not, amongst

many other useful conclusions, warn us to beware

how we undervalue the suggestions of the uniniti-

ated—the discoveries of men in the ranks of other

professions ? Should we not, on the contrary,

however we may sometimes be startled by the zeal

of a proselyte, or the somewhat terse ridicule of

the enthusiast, rather more wisely reflect that

under such an (to us) uninviting exterior may be

perchance contained important truths—novel in-

formation, alike valuable to England and to her

great farmers ?
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TITHE COMMUTATION SEPTENNIAL AVERAGES.
Sir,—Ou the 8th instant I communicated to \ou

the result of the septennial averages to Christmas, 1854,

as deduced from the return published in the London
Gazette of the 5th instant—

Ofd. per imperial bushelWheat Gs

Barley 3s. 7fd.

Oats 2s. 6d. ,,

And that each iflOO of the tithe rent-charge for the year

1855 would amount to £89 15s. 8$d.

Several communications have been addressed to me
expressing surprise that the value of the rent-charge

should have gradually decreased since the year 1849,

while the price of wheat has gradually increased during

the same period. In order to show that this may be ex-

plained, I must draw attention to the mode in which the

question of tithes was settled in 1836.

It was enacted by the 57th clause of the Tithe Com-
mutation Act (6 and 7 Wm. IV., c. 71) that the amount

of the rent-charge, as awarded or agreed upon, should

be divided into three portions, and that every tithe rent-

charge should be deemed to be of the value of such num.

btr of imperial bushels and decimal parts of an imperial

bushel of wheat, barley, and oats, as the same would

have purchased at the average prices for seven years end-

ing Thursday before Cbristmas-dHy, 1835, in case one-

third part of each rent-charge had been invested in the

purchase of wheat, one-thiid part thereof in the purchase

of barley, and the remaining one-third part in the pur-

chase of oats.

In conformity with the above, we find that £100 ex-

pended iu wheat, barley, and oats, would have purchased

the following quantities, at the average prices for seven

years to Christmas, 1835, as fixed in the London Gazette

of 9th December, 1836 :—
Imp. bushels.

Oue-third, or £33 6s. 8d. in wheat, at 7s. O^d.

per imperial bushel, is equivalent to .... 94.955489

Oue-third, or £33 6s. 8d. in barley, at

3s. lljd. per imperial bushel, is equiva-

lent to 168,421052

One-third, or £33 6s. 8d. in oats, at 2s. 9d.

per imperial bushel, is equivalent to .... 242.424242

It is therefore clear that the rent-charge was not a

fixed money payment of £100, but only such a sum as

the above quantities of wheat, barley, and oats are equi-

valent to, according to the average prices for seven years

to each preceding Christmas.

The septennial averages as published in the London
Gazette may be shown to be correct by the following

statement of the annual averages :

—

Wheat Barley Oats

per imp. qr. per imp. qr. per imp. qr.

1848
1849
1850
1851

1852
1853
1854

50
44
40
38
40
53

72

d. 8.
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BOOTS
There is, perhaps, no other article gives the farmer

so much occasion to grumble as his boots ; and what is

true of him is equally so of persons exposed, as he is, to

all sorts of weather and circumstances—such as the

ploughman, shepherd, soldier, policeman, &c., &c. The

reduction which has taken place in the price of leather,

owing to cheaper and more expeditious modes of tan-

ning, may have lowered prices, but we question very

much if the annual family bill has been anything less on

that account; while corns and bunions have been vexa-

tiously on the increase. Frost, snow, and sleet during

winter, with the scorching suns of summer after walking

among corn and grass fields in dewy mornings, are cir-

cumstances requiring the best of leather, workmanship,

and construction, which very few farmers receive; while

shepherds and soldiers are even many degrees worse.

Hence the consequences experienced—making country-

people proverbial for their awkward plodding gait, and

committing more havoc among soldiers when called into

active service than the guns and bayonets of the enemy
;

indeed, the moment we practically approach the facts of

the case, that moment the conduct of St. Crispin be-

comes subject to serious animadversion.

We have been led to offer a few observations on this

subject in consequence of the dependence of health at

this season on comfortable feet, of the general calamity

of bad shoes and leather, and of some experience in the

patent elastic boots of Mr. Dowie, of the Strand,

whose successful labours to improve the construction of

boots and shoes, so as to meet the wants of the human

foot, are deserving of favourable notice. This improve-

ment consists of an elastic "waist" or sole under the

instep, between the heel and tread, which accommodates

the movements of walking or other kinds of pedestrian

exercise ; and from its elasticity permitting of the

elongation of the sole, in conjunction with the elongation

and bending of the foot, as will subsequently be more

fully shown, the reduction in the tear and wear consider-

ably exceeds the increase of expense. In other words,

we are both more comfortable and cheaper with the elastic

boots than the old non-elastic ones.

Our subject involves, first, the wants of the foot

;

second, the erroneous construction of boots and shoes at

present, and their total unfitness for the purposes for

which they are made ; and, third, the adaptation of the

elastic waist or boot.

There is not a medical writer, to whatever department

he may have more particularly directed his pen, who has

not traced to the injuries of the foot from bad boots and

shoes miny of the most afflicting maladies to which the

human body is subject. This arises from the sympathetic

action between the feet and the lungs, nerves, eyes, and

other vital parts. On this proposition, therefore, we

need not enlarge, for progress in the science and practice

of boot-making is as absolutely necessary as in any

other art ; so that those who do not join in the march of

improvement must abide by the consequences.

A cursory glance at the anatomical structure of the

foot will best shew its general wants ; and the following

diagram, to those of our readers not familiar with its

physiology, will illustrate this more successfully than

any amount of writing:

—

BONES OF THE FOOT.

7

y^^^^^--:~--^^^~ J^

The foot consists, it will be perceived, of tbree classes

of bones : viz., those of the tarsus, metatarsus, and

toes. The former, seven in number, are—the os-calcis

(or heel-bone), astragalus (that on which the tibia or

shin-bone is seen resting), the navicular-bone, cuboid-

bone, and three cuneiform-bones forming the instep ;
the

middle class between the instep and toes includes the five

metatarsal bones forming the tread, or broad part of the

foot, marked on the diagram ; and the toes consist of

fourteen small bones, making twenty-six in the foot.

All these bones are articulated and braced together,

the articulations of the toes being longitudinal,

but those of the tarsus and metatarsus both lon-

gitudinal and lateral. The tarsal and metatarsal

bones together form a compound arch, being curved

both longitudinally and laterally also, and possess

great elasticity ; so that the foot is considerably elon-

gated under the weight of the body when resting on one,

but still more so in throwing this weight forward from

the one foot to the other over the tread, or rather toes,

in walking, while this elasticity adds the sine (a, b) of

the angle which the bent foot makes with the ground to

the radius of the leg, as seen in the following diagram

:

a fact of the highest importance in the anatomical me-

chanism of the bones of the foot.

All tlie articulations of the bones we have just men-

tioned are covered with cartilaginous membranes, and

lubricated with synovia (an unctuous fluid or joint-oil),

from numerous glands ; and those of the tarsus and

metatarsus are so braced together by ligaments and
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muscles as to give tbetn the mechanical characteristic of

one solid elastic bone of great strength. Among these

again are situated the blood-vessels, lymphatics, and

nerves— the whole forming, vrhen covered with skin, an

apparatus of the highest order, exemplifying the work-

manship of an unerring Artist.

The quality of bones, cartilage, muscles, &c., &c., of

the foot, again, is very different at different stages of

growth. In childhood and youth, for instance, they are

soft and more easily injured from any extraneous pres-

sure, as badly constructed shoes ; while in old age,

although harder, the articulations are less pliant, while

the fluids at the two extremes of life are also different.

And, lastly, the healthy and uniform growth of the

different members of the foot can only be attained and

preserved perfect by exercise ; and the development and

strength of the muscles of the leg are also dependent

upon the free and unrestrained action of those of the

foot. Exercise not only thus unfolds the whole muscular

system, but keeps up the circulation of the fluids and

animal heat to the lowest extremity, renewing daily the

continual waste upon the living organism. In this

respect healthy bone is as dependent upon exercise as

i healthy muscle or blood, all being subject to daily

waste.

Such is, very briefly, the anatomical structure of the

1 human foot
J
and it will at once be perceived that its

I

wants in the various positions in which it is placed in

I

the active duties of life are imperatively demanded

I

to secure its welfare and the general health of the body.

,
It may justly be said to be man's foundation ; so that,

I

if faulty, the whole superstructure is in danger ; as is

the case under our present system of boot-making ; in-

volving our second proposition, viz. :

—

Boots, as at present constructed, sacrifice the func-

{

tions of the foot ; and, hence, the health and vitality of

I the whole system. The following two diagrams will

I

illustrate this : the first showing an erroneously-con-

structed boot, and the second the distorted foot it pro-

duces ;

—

High-heeled and rigid-soled boot.

1st. The boot in question is high-heeled with a rigid

sole under the whole of the tarsal bones. Under the arti-

culations of the toe and metatarsal bones it bends a

little, sometimes remaining in a bent form ; but under

the instep and heel it is constructed with a thicker and

arched sole, as if purposely to sacrifice the natural

elasticity of this the principal part of the foot-

that which displays its finest and most important

mechanism. In this St. Crispin is obviously at

variance with his Maker, sacrificing to ignorant and

capricious fashion the natural functions of the

human foot—the sole interests of humanity entrusted

to his care! the consequences of which are, that those

who wear such boots walk either with a jolting, rotating

gait from heel to tread, like a wheel without its felloes,

or else after the fashion of a peacock. For example,

our labouring population, who wear rigid soles almost

from heel to toe, are, from the circumstances of their

case, necessitated to adopt the jolting, rotary, femoral

action ; hence the ironed soles which they wear ; while

those who drag a lighter harrow, and wear high heels

with rigid waists and bent or flexible toes, adopt the tiptoe,

rigid heel, knee-action theory, going down-hill, as it

were, although walking up an inclination less than that

represented by the dotted lines from the toe to the heel,

because such make a greater angle with the ground,

thus convertiyig thefoot into a toedge.

But the second figure, which we now give, of a dis-

torted foot, proves that the above awkward modes of

walking do not involve the worst view of the picture

;

for although the outside of the boot may have a passable

appearance to the superficial observer, it is otherwise in

too many instances within.

This diagram represents a foot which has been injured

in youth. It is a fair likeness of many, giving an

exact outline of the interior of the boot, the point of the

great toe being brought from its natural position to that

which the middle toe should occupy. An enlargement of

the articulation of the great toe with the metatarsus has

taken place, partly in consequence of this pressure on

the point, and partly by the effect of the high heel and

rigid sole giving to the foot the mechanical action of a

wedge, driven forward into the toe of the boot by the

weight of the body at every step. Those who have
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corny toes will be familiar with a very convincing proof

of this, from what they feel in going flown a steep in-

clination or hill : and unfortunately these enlargements

continue to grow so long as the foot is thus wedged,

becoming more and more tender as persons advance in

years.

Viewing both these diagrams in connection with the

first and second, showing the bones and bending of

the foot, our readers will perceive that rigid soles,

high heels, and bad leather are not at all adapted

for the rising generation ; and that, if the foot is

injured at this period, it is no easy matter after-

wards to obtain a comfortable boot, according to the

present construction : hence the suffering and shifts

which daily experience brings to notice. No doubt all

feet are not distorted in the manner represented ; but

there are many modes of distortion besides this, which

our limits will not permit us to individualize. But,

generally speaking, if we set the labouring population of

our rural districts, or even all who wear rigid soles, both

rural and urban, to go up or down a very steep hill, the

majority will be found unable to do so straight forwards,

from the manner their feet and ankles are thus impri-

soned in rigid leather ; but by a sideway gait, or with

the sides of their feet foremost instead of the toes, they

will be found to struggle up or hop down in the most

awkward motion imaginable ; and were they to put off

their laced boots or bluchers, and on their Sunday or

light shoes, or attempt to go up or down barefooted, the

result would be that they would sprain the ligaments and

muscles of the instep and ankles, owing to their decayed

and weakened state from inaction. (As a farmer's son,

we speak from experience when wearing rigid- soled

lacing boots in holding father's plough, during our ap-

prenticeship.) How different is it with the youth of

our Highland and Irish populations, whose feet and

ankles almost attain to maturity before being injured by

boots or shoes ! We have often had occasion to admire

the graceful and dignified walk of our bare-footed, half-

clad Celtic peasantry, and tenfold more so the muscular

action of their feet and legs in ascending or descending

their native hills. Strangers to the cruel barbarities of

St. Crispin and the caprice of empty fashion, their feet

exhibit few of those distortions represented above, their

case exemplifying the works of nature, but the other

those of fallen humanity.

The above up-hill and down-hill experiment with

rigid soles is deserving of the serious attention of a large

class of our readers connected with and interested in the

comfort and success of our brave troops now in the

Crimea. With rigid boot-soles and injured feet, for

instance, how can the common soldier keep the ranks

in charging up hill or down hill ? In ascending a steep

hill, as at Alma, how far does he fall behind those who

wore no shoes in youth ? And if out of the ranks or

behind, what are the consequences to himself and those

who have the command ?

Our next figure represents an elastic boot, the subject of

our paper, already noticed. It has at the side a '

' gore" or

" gusset" of elastic material, immediately above the waist,

which is also elastic. This material is a compound,

so manufactured as to bestow on the fabric the elasticity

of caoutchouc, while it possesses the tenacity and durabi-

lity of the best leather. The clastic actidnof the" waist"

is such, giving, in the generality of cases, the articulations

and ligaments of the tarsus free play, as to render the gore

above it almost unnecessary—so much so, that few go to

its expense. We ourselves do not at present use it; but

at the same time with a long high instep, and much

walking, we are not certain but it is worth its cost ; as

yet, however, we cannot speak from experience—the best

guide.

The benefit of the elastic " waist" is experienced at

the first trial. If the foot has been confined in high-

heeled rigid-soled boots, the muscles of the instep and

ankles m;iy be so injured and weakened as to be easily

exhausted, and even s])rained when first called into action,

if severe. This is what ploughmen, and all who wear thick

shoes, experience when they walk any distance in thui

ones. But exhausted and even decayed and injured

muscles will soon acquire the natural tone and strength

under cautious exercise. We draw special attention to

this, for two reasons: first, because an injured foot

requires means and time to cure it; and, second, to re-

fute ignorant criticism and prejudice condemnatory of

elastic boots from inattention to this very circumstance.

In point of fact, the objection we have thus briefly
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answered is one of the strongest recommendations in

favour of the elastic " waist" which can be sriven : in

evidence of which, we may mention that it is now being

extensively used by the most talented medical men in
j

the capital, for the cure of lameness. The boots we are

now wearing are strong clump or double-soled winter
\

ones, such as are now worn by many of our nobility /f?'

shooting boots, and are easier to walk in than the thin

shoes of summer. The easy manner with which this

action adapts itself to the free motion of the instep, thus

adding its length to the radius of the leg in walking, as

seen in the second diagram, recommends them to the

sportsman, farmer, and shepherd. Rigid soles, on the

contrary, reduce this radius of the leg and instep some

two or three inches in walking—a very serious mechanical

loss, which, to ploughmen and millers, in carrying sacks

up-stairs, is equivalent to increasing the height of the

steps. And what is equally deserving of notice, while

they thus reduce speed, they at the same time sacrifice

muscular power, deranging in both cases the beautiful

mechanism of the human foot. From losses of this

kind our elastic boots have almost entirely relieved us.

A neater and closer fit of the elastic boot may be had

than of any other, owing to the elasticity of the waist per-

mitting of an elongation of the sole of the shoe equiva-

lent, or nearly so, to that of the foot. This is an im-

portant desideratum to those who have tender feet—

a

class which includes aged persons generally, for they

must always have their shoes so loose as to admit of

shuffling ; whereas the elastic material will allow of

their being made less, while even of the same size they

will not have an equal disposition to shuffle. For a

similar reason the shoes of youth can be made suffi-

ciently large to permit of the growth of the foot without

giving rise to corns, bunions, and distortions, while

they will save more than mothers a vast amount of labour

with the darning needle.

These patent elastic boots have been " sealed"

for the army, and we should neither be doing justice to

our subject nor cur readers at present, did we not draw

special attention to their adaptation for the formal

evolutions of military practice in the ranks, even in

times of peace ; while, on the present occasion, among
the hills of the Crimea, what are the benefits which our

brave soldiers would have received had theybeen well sup-

plied with them ? We here place before our readers the

outline of a picture, which we rather leave to them to

fill in the losses sustained o.i the one side, and benefits

to be gained on the other, than attempt to do so our-

selves. So much is now being said of the clothing and

calamities of our army, that we rather drop the curtain

on the past altogether, in the hopes of doing better for

the future. An idle man may wear anything; but

soldiers in active service require the best of materials,

construction, and workmanship in their clothing from

head to foot, and such will be found the cheapest for

the country in the end, and therefore the united

object of all should be to get this rule carried into

execution.

Such is the brief account which we proposed of the

wants of the human foot, the unfitness of hi.h heels and

rigid-soled boots for this purpose, and adaptation of

the elastic waist. During the last century the celebrated

Dr. Camper wrote an essay oa "the best form of a

shoe," involving elasticity in the sole by some means or

other, but left the task of inventing the material with

which to construct it to the Patentee. The invention has

now been tested by ample and successful experience,

sufficient to warrant its general recommendation. It

will be seen from an advertisement in another column

that elastic bluchers are now being largely manufactured

for Her Majesty's militia ; and we hope more than the

militia will benefit by this important improvement of

boots and shoes, seeing it recommends itself so favour-

ably to all our readers at this season of the year, when
thick soles must be worn.

THE LIVE AND DEAD-MEAT COMMERCE OF OUR CHRISTMAS
FAT-STOCK SHOWS.

(Concluded.)

As the grand object of our Christmas exhibitions is

to grow the greatest quantity of the best quality of

butcher-meat from a given quantity of food, so the ob-

I

ject of a dead-meat show would be to turn that quantity

I and quality to the best advantage ; in other words, to

procure the farmer the highest price for it, leaving the

butcher, at the same time, a gainer.

A proposition so promising as this obviously demands
illustration, both on the part of the farmer and the

j

butcher. Let us, therefore, take an example of each :

jviz., a farmer having ten fat bullocks to sell, and a

butcher wanting as many to purchase, in weight and
quality such as to come within comparison, and be sub-

ject to similar circumstances in marketing as our Christ-

mas fat stock.

In this case, if the prize ox had been weighed before

leaving home, and weighed again before being

slaughtered, both times fasting, then the difference of

weight would indicate the waste on the animal system,

including both the carcase and offal, during marketing
;

and if a second ox of the same weight were slaughtered

at home, and the four quarters and the offal weighed, it

would give a close approximation to waste upon the

two respectively of the first ox. By a series of exam-

ples of this kind, carefully performed, practical data

would be acquired sufficient to enable the farmer and

butcher, in our example, to determine between live and

dead-meat sales, so as to divide the profits subsequently

noticed.

The waste being different at diflferent seasons of the
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year, both of the ox and carcase, the experiments at

Christmas would consequently only be satisfactory for

that season, so that they would also have to be continued

throughout the year, to furnish results for the differeut

seasons.

But, although this is true as to food, temperature, and

drought during summerand winter, and state of blood dur-

ing spring and autumn, the circumstances of each season

being thus different from those of the other, yet quar-

terly experiments would soon become general were

those of Christmas but once successfuiiy instituted.

Were a farmer, for example, to find out that he lost

some 20s. to SOs. by loss of weight on his ox during the

exhibition in the Bazaar, Baker-street, and upwards of

this when sent to Smithfield, and only 5s. on the car-

case when sent to Newgate, while one-fourth of the live

weight is retained at home at Christmas for manure, he

would naturally feel anxious to know the difference

during spring, summer, and autumn, in oider to regu-

late his sales at those periods. Even the manure itself

would be a profit to hiai of inestimable value.

The farmer, however, would gain more than the

manure and difference of weight ; for he would also get

a better price for the different parts of the carcase, be-

cause he would then be able to forward the fore-

quarters to the manufacturing districts, where there is

generally a better demand for them than in the capital;

or dispose of them to the village butchers of the neigh-

bourhood with the edible portion of the offal.

The loss sustained on this score at present is incre-

dible—so much so, that nothing short of experiment

would reach conviction ; and this is just what we pro-

pose, by dead meat shows and the sale of Christmas fat

stock by weight.

All sales in accordance with such a proposition would
have to be effected by weight, as we have just stated.

If a salesman, for instance, sold an ox, it would have to

be at so much per stone, not " sinking offal." And it

would be much better for illustration that the four-

quarters were sold separately instead of the carcase at

one price ; and still more so, if the five different qualities

into which it is divided were priced in this manner, and
also the different items of the offal, as it would show
what was really worth the carriage of sending to the
capital or any similar distance, and what was not.

At first sight, sales of this kind would, no doubt, be
subject to serious objection on the part of butchers ; but
this arises from the force of habit—the long, uninter-

rupted practice of selling by lump, as handed down from
times prior to the use of weigh! s and measures. Now,
nothing can be more absurd or antiquated than this same
practice of selling live butcher-meat by lump, or, in

other words, by guessing the weight. What would be
thought of other trades, were they to sell their goods in

this manner ? Why, then, should farmers be an excep-
tion in this respect, opposed to the progress of commer-
cial science, reducing sales and purchases to spe-

culation ?

But the best refutation of this objection is, the profit

which the improved practice would yield ; for at pre-
sent the farmer gives away about half the weight of his

oxen for nothing, or the weight of five out of the ten;

while for the other half the butcher is unable to give

him its full value, because the quality of part does not

suit his customers. In. this position the farmer only

receives value for little more than the third of the

weight of the article he manufactures, paying railway

carriage for the whole (No wonder, although Mr. Mechi

complains H ivill not pay !) ; while the butcher is cum-

bered with two-thirds of the weight he purchases, as

useless to him, and subjected to other losses, as we by-

and-by shall see ; whereas, were separate qualities dis-

posed of separately, they would fetch their respective

values, that which is useless to the butcher being of

infinite value to the farmer.

And in addition to all this, a great economy of labour,

generally speaking, besides improvement in its quality,

will be effected. No doubt, on the part of the farmer,

it will not be very much ; but to the butcher and all

intermediate parties the advantages will be great.

Between the feeding-box and the shambLs, for instance,

there is a vast amount of rude labour expended in the

management of the fat ox, which woald be avoided;

and the more artificial the position he is in, as regards

breeding and fattening, the greater will it be. Of late

years it has, consequently, been very much on the in-

crease from the improvement which has taken place in

the quality of fat stock ; and bat for the accommodation

of railroads, would have swallowed all the profits. In

many cases, if not the majority, an active slaughterman

could slaughter a couple of bullocks before the farmer's

man or drover would drive them to the railway ; so that

the change of practice in this case would only substitute

the one kind of labour for the other, as the railway

engineer has superseded the drover in bringing fat stock

to the capital—a very great improvement in the sub-

division of labour ; as one slaughterman could easily

slaughter for a large district of country, ranking in

society far above the drover or farmer's cattleman.

The butcher, more especially those who have a family

trade, would have many inducements to comply with a

dead- meat Christmas show and sales by weight, as the

practice wouid have a tendency to increase the weight !

of the finer qualities of meat, elevate the professional

character of his trade, reduce his expenses and capital

necessary to carry on business successfully, and to secure

a more uniform profit, doing away with speculation at

the same time in purchasing.

Family butchers in the capital, for example, cannot

dispose of inferior qualities (being often obliged to send

the entire fore- quarters to the dead-meat market, to be

sold at a loss), so that the heaviest ox is not always the

best bargain to them. And they not only want a large

weight of loin, rump, fore-rib, buttock, thick-flank, and

middle-rib, but also these several parts well mixed, free

from patchiness, and of the finest quality; otherwise a

large amount of waste goes to the tallow-tub, fetching

less than half price. Now, however good judges they

may be in Smithfield, the increase of sales in Newgate

of the above parts proves that their experience is in

favour of our proposition ; and consequently that, as a

dead-meat show would enable farmers to improve the
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quality and weight of those parts, they would not only

have a better supply, but experience less loss from the

tallow, tub.

In the second place, the family butcher would only

have to purchase those parts which his customers re-

quired ; and hence would be relieved of all the dirty work

in attending a live-stock market, driving home, feeding,

slaughtering, and disijosing of the offal, while the sani-

tary state of his shop and house would at the

same time be greatly improved. These are important

advantages, whatever view may be taken of them

;

whether in a sanitary sense, a professional", or moral.

In the former, for instance, it would greatly tend to im-

prove the health of both the butcher and his family, as

also his men, to say nothing of the neighbourhood,

which suffers both from his slaughter-house and congre-

gation of rats, which its sewage never fails to collect

about his premises. This latter is a horrible nuisance,

for whenever the sewage of the slaughter-house reaches

the main sewer, rats soon smell it, and thread their way

up to its source to catch the washings in their most

recent or fresh state, where they burrow and nestle

;

filling the neighbourhood with pestilential malaria from

decomposing animal matter which they collect under the

foundation of almost every house. In a professional

or moral sense again his sfaius in society would be

greatly elevated, from being relieved cf the above dirty

work, and its many low associations. A glance at the

routine of Smithfield and the slaughter-house, with the

maltreatment to which fat stock are subject, renders

further proof on either of these topics unnecessary.

The investment of capital in the slaughter-house,

again, with the expenses of slaughtering, attending

Smithfield, feeding and managing of stock, where the

price of food and labour is high, greatly circumscribes

the butcher's profit. His annual expenditui-e, including

the interest of capital thus invested, not unfrequently

exceeds his income, if it does not do so in the vast ma-
jority of cases : consequently, were he relieved of this

ispenditure, he could give the farmer a higher pi ice,

and yet retain a large balance in favour of himself. In

other words, were the farmer, who has the ten fat bul-

locks, to enter into arrangeraents for supplying him
with dead meat as he required it, instead of live, he

could afford to divide the profits with him, and be a

gainer. Now what is to hinder the farmer and butcher

to enter into such an arrangement, through the iastru-

mentality of a dead-meat salesman to receive and remit

the money from the latter to the former, carcases going

directly from the railway terminus to the butcher's

shop, thus saving the tolls, charges, and inoculation

from the pestilential atmosphere of Newgate and

I«adenhall. and delivering them also at the same time

in the best possible condition ? Now the answer

to this is, that the only obstacle which can

stand in the way of such a practice is the

force of antiquated habits on men who neither compre-

hend the inslrumentality of the railway and electric

telegraph to themselves, nor the commercial advantages

which others are enjoying by their use. A very large

saving, therefore, could have been effected by a more
judicious subdivision of labour and management of fat

stock immediately prior to slaughtering, amouming to

upwards of half a million la the capital alone, which

butchers and farmers could divide between them ; and

there can be no doubt that Christmas shows of dead

meat, and the selling of our Christmas fat stock by

weight, would greatly facilitate its realization.

The next and last advantage to the butcher which the

contemplated improvements would efftct, is a more re=

gular profit, or interest of capital invested in the trade.

From the perishable nature of butcher-meat, there is

no other branch of commerce more necessitated to fre-

quent renewals of stock, and to invest capital so often as

he is, and who is, therefore, more dependent upon a

small but regular profit. His customers' accounts may

be collected monthly, quarterly, or yearly, but a week is

too long between purchases : for 52 times, at least, he must

invest his capital in Smithfield yearly ; hence the specula-

tion, as to Vicight and quality, transactions being as it were

" buying a pig in a sack," and risk on live stock be-

tween the market and slaughtering. In the dead-meat

market there is no such speculation or risk, for there

the butcher only buys to supply immediate wants; and,

as the principal ones attend it daily, they would be at

no additional expense in marketing, while less capital

would be required to carry on a ready-money trade,

consequently leaving; greater profits.

It will thus be seen that but for the offal guano to

the hungry lands of the farmer, and waste upon his fat

stock during market-day, the butcher would reap the

largest half of the advantages at issue, at present partly

lost, and partly acquired by live-stock salesmen and

jobbers. That all intermediate jobbing between the

two should be excluded as much as possible, with due

attention to the economy of labour and capital, no one

will deny. We have mentioned a slaughterman and

Siilesman, who may represent, the former the butcher,

and the latter the farmer. Or the country butcher may

purchase and slaughter in the slaughter-house of the

farmer, either on commission or his own account,

sending the different parts to different markets, ac-

cording to demand. Apart from such encouragement

as that which we propose, the carcase trade is fast

superseding the live stock ; and the fact need not be

wondered at, considering the amount of the profits.

NEW GUANO DEPOSIT. —Several shipping houses iu

tliis city have for s^me time been engaged in procuring guano

from Isle Aves, a small island situated in lat. 15, long. GOJ,

about 400 miles from the coast of Venezuela, 200 miles south of

St. Thomas, and 150 miles west of Guadaloupe. This island con-

tains a large quantity of guano, and several cargoes of it have

been recently brought to this port. A few weeks since, while

tlie crews of our Vfssels were engaged in securing their cargoes,

they were driven away by an armed ship belonging to the go-

vernment of Venezuela, and the island talten possession of by a

body of soldiers. Now, the question is, to whom does this island

belong! There is an island called Ares just off the coast of

Venezuela, which undoubtedly belongs to that government; but the

Isle Aves we refer to was formerly under the Danish flag, and

has been claimed by the French. At all events, it is preity cer-

I lin that Venezuela has no just claim lo it. Here is a chance

f>.r Mr. Jlarcy; and as there probably is more guano on this little

island than on the whole group of Gallipagos, it is certainly wor;h

his attention. It would bo well enough to settle the ownership, so that

our shipmasters may know who to deal with.—New York Herald,

r 2
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TOWN SEWAGE AND ITS APPLICATION.
There is no man stands abuse with so mucli

equanimity as the English farmer. There is no

one either enjoys more of it. AVe begin indeed to

fear that he is getting case-hardened, and that he

does'nt mind it, because he is used to it. Like the

philosopher in livery, he merely says—" Swear

away, sir, if you think it will do you any good,
i

for I am sure it will do me no harm." If it is

not, perhaps, come to swearing, we have certainly

no lack of hard words to drive us on onwards.

Why does'nt the farmer do this ? or, why will he

do that? or, why does he continue to neg-

lect the golden opportunities offered him ?

Why will he suffer to run to waste all that

which might be turned to so much account ?
j

Look at the liquid streams of wealth, for

instance, which are so abundantly at his service.

Here, as it is, they turn to nothing but nuisance

and disease, when so much good might be extracted

from them. He will know better in time, however,

take m.ore interest in a question which so imme-

diately concerns him, seek what he now shuns

—

and so forth.

This has now been for some time one of the grand-

est, and as it would seem one of the safest of charges

against him. Great are the virtues of liquid ma-

nure—well admitted, in fact, are its effects, saving

only when we are called on to believe it as having

done that which it never has done. Siill there are but

few who in a common-sense way will question of what

advantage the application of manure in this form

may be made susceptible. You grant that, says

our censor in triumph, and then look at the sewage

of towns ! There it is, all running to worse than

waste. Why don't you buy it up and apply it,

every drop of it ? But you don't know your own

business—you don't take an interest in what you

ought to—you don't unite with the towns—you

are not a commercial man—and so on.

In answer to all this, let us say at least that, for-

tunately for him, the farmer does understand his

own business ; and, moreover, that he does take an

interest in what concerns him. That he takes an

interest in this very question was tolerably well

proved at the discussion at the London Farmers'

club, on Monday night. It is long since there has

been a better attendance. Members came from all

parts to hear Mr. Mechi tell them just what they

wanted to hear—" How far can town sewage be

profitably applied to the purposes of agriculture ?"

Here the matter came directly to a practical bearinpf.

It may be all well enough to descant, as we had

been doing for years, on the value of that liquid

refuse which has been so long annoying and

puzzling our townsmen. It may be easy enough

to ask. Why don't you take it ? But then

what is the use of preaching up sour

grapes ? Show us a practical way of getting at

them ; in other words, how all this may be made

available to advantage, or, as Mr. Mechi himself

well puts it, how can town sewage be ])rofitably

applied ?

The question, we are afraid, is so far anything

but solved. A great deal that all were disposed

more or less to admit, was but ground travelled

over again on Monday night. Mr. Mechi was still

eloquent on what liquid manure could do. Mr.

Chadwick yet more diffuse, and proportionately less

effective, on sewage simply as a nuisance. Mr.

Cuthbert Johnson, who spoke not only as one of

the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers, but as

one who had practically applied sewage, testified, at

the instance of Mr. Chadwick, to his own successes.

Mr. Nesbit proved this sewage could only be used

in a liquified form ; Mr. Moore told, further, of the

wonders it had accomplished ; while Mr. Wood,

as a practical man, brought the meeting back to

the grand consideration—" How was the thing to

be done?"

In simple fact, the speakers generally ran away

from the great difficulty—the discussion of the

subject as it was put on the card. Let us see. :

however, how far they did attempt to answer it.

What is, or has to be done to bring town sewage

within the use of the agriculturist ? Mr. Mechi
'

turns to the now common servant-of-all-work, and

at once puts the matter in the hands of a com-

pany :

—

!

" The question will arise. Who ia to undertake this? Now
in railroad undertakings, we find landed proprietors and other

interested parties joining with town capitalists, and alTordiBg

them every inducement and opportunity to open up a country

with general benefit. Let the same be done with sewage. :

Depend upon it without this co-operation no town capitahsts

will be EC miscalculating as to place their capital at the mercy
j

of local prejudice or neglect. It therefore remains with I

agriculture itself to determine whether this interesting
|

question shall receive its proper solution. But sup-

posing that the new company has laid down its main line

of pipes for country distribution, where will you find the i

£3 per acre for the net-work of iron pipes, &c., re-
[

quisite on every farm ? It appears to me that where the >

capital is required it may be readily obtained from the Lands

Improvement Company or Land Drainage Company, and that

the annual charge which would liquidate principal and interest

in a few years would leave a large margin of advantage for
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both landlord and tenant. With regard to the mode of con-

veyance, it appears to me that our railway lines mij;ht be

availed of to lay down lines of pipes ; but, of course, all such

questions would be easily arranged by competent engineering

authorities. Perhaps it will be as well to state that fifteen

yards of three-iuch iron pipe per acre will be all that is re-

quired, or about 5i cwt. of iron per acre. This is the quantity

, on my farm. I apprehend no one will doubt the ecouoaiy of

transmission of fluids by tubes, seeing that by road carriage

' the charge of cartiug near the metropolis would be at least 8J.

per ton per mile."

Mr. Johnson gratifies us by announcing that

London will wait no longer, but is at last really

thinking of doing something on its own responsi-

bility :

—

' Only last week the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers.

of which he (Mr. Johnson) was a member, resolved to make a

commencement by constructmg a sewer which should take the

whole of the sewage of the inhabitants of the metropolis south

of the Thames. That sewer was to commence iu Lambeth, to

proceed through Southwark, at a depth of thirty or forty feet,

i
and after traversing Rotherhithe, Deptford, Greenwich, and

Woolwich, it was finally to empty itself as law down the river

as Plumstead Marshes. On arriving here it would be

pumped out of this great trunk sewer, which, at its exit,

would be twelve feet in diameter, by means of an engine,

into a receiver, which would be large enough to contain the

sewage of the inhabitants of London south of the Thames for

I twenty-four hours, and at the first ebb of the tide it would be

j

poured into the river, so that it could not return to annoy the

I
citizens. The Commissioners of the Metropolitan Sewers were

at present obliged to dispose of the sewage in that manner
;

but they hoped it would not long find its way into the river.

It must be got rid of iu some way ; but they were convinced

I

that no long period would have elapsed, after this arrangement

I
had been carried out, before some means would be found of

I pumping that great mass of liquid manure to an elevated posi-

tiou, and leaving it to be distributed by its own gravity over

the thirsty gravels of the county of Kent."

Mr. Chadwick thinks

—

" The difficulty which stood in the way was chiefly the

question between landlord and tenant as to who should pay

the coat. What he apprehended would be done was this

—

I

that at the outfall they would have an engine, and run the

pipes along the highways and byeways. The hose or distri-

butory apparatus could be worked for 800 or 1,000 yards, and

manure right and left. To run the pipes along highways and

byeways, however, legislative way-leave would be required

;

but when that was obtained, all the farmer who wanted a dose

of manure for his land would have to do would be to give his

order to the town. It would be a mere matter of bargain

between the town and the farmer ; but what he had always

said to the towns was that at first they should give it to the

farmer for nothing."

Let US briefly sum all this up. According to

Mr. Mechi, " it remains with agriculture itself to

determine whether this interesting question shall

receive its proper solution." On the authority of

Mr. Johnson we learn, " the sewage must be got

rid of in some way ;" and by Mr. Chadwick, " that

the chief difficulty is a question between landlord

and tenant." Now the solution of this quesiion

may remain with the agriculturist, but it certainly

does not begin with him. The sewage must be

got rid of somehow or other—the towns must get

rid of it; and it remains to be seen whether they

will place it within the reach of the farmer. The

chief difficulty, as we take it, is not between landlord

and tenant, but one that remains still with the

towns alone to determine.

Professor "Way, who was very deservedly cora-

phmented as "not only an excellent chemist, but as

being thoroughly practical," has embodied in the So-

ciety's Journal the substance of his lectures delivered

last spring on this subject. The paper, it will be ob-

served, was frequently referred to at this meeting of

the Farmers' Club, and we earnestly advise such of

our readers as may not yet have seen it, at once to

do so. They will gather from it much as to the real

value of town sewage — not very highly estimated

—

and they will be pleased to find in how thoroughly

a practical spirit the Professor enters on the diffi-

culty of its application. How often has the farmer

been libelled about not using this town sewage

!

How little really has he had, or has he still to do

with it ! Let a few plain words from Professor

Way teU with whom the proper solution of the

question yet remains :

—

" It has always appeared to me that this question of sewage-

water is regarded in a wrong light. A. most exaggerated

opinion of the prospects of manufacturing manure from it is

entertained by local B^-ards of Health and town corporations.

Not content with making arrangements by which the removal

of the refuse and the cleansing of their watercourses is to be

obtained, they in many cases stipulate for a rental for the

right of taking the sewage matter. I do not doubt that if the

liquid sewage could he properly distributed over the extent of

surface which it is capable of fertilizing, a revenue would be

forthcoming towards the reduction of the town-rates. But, in

the absence of arrangements for liquid distribution, and unless

we should discover some process far better than any we possess

for the solidification of the sewage, I am convinced that the

results must be all the other way : that is to say, the towns

must be content to pay towards the operation, instead of

looking to it as a source of income."

There was a little too much of the old story on

Monday. The farmer is quite willing to avail him-

self of town sewage when it can "be supplied at a

cost sufficiently moderate to warrant its use !"

The initiative is still with the towns and companies.
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LONDON, OR CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.

TO WHAT EXTENT CAN TOWN SEWAGE BE PROFITABLY APPLIED TO THE PURPOSES OF
AGRICULTURE?

The firs^t monthly meeting of the members for the

present year took place on Monday evening, Feb. 5, at

the Club House, Blackfriars, and was most numerously

attended. The subject for discussion, which was intro-

duced by Mr. J. J. Mechi, was stated in the following

terms :
—" To what extent can Town Sewage be profita-

bly applied to the purposes of Agriculture ?" Among

those present were Mr. E. Chadwick, who has filled

so important a part in relation to the sewage ques-

tion, more especially in the metropolis; Mr. Baker,

of "Writtle; Mr. Grainger; Mr. Cuthbert Johnson;

Mr. Mechi; Mr. T. E. Paulett; Mr. S. Skelton ; Mr.

N. G. Barthropp ; Mr. Tyler, Essex ; Mr. Bullock

Webster; Mr. .T. Wood, Sussex ; Mr. Howard, Beds;

Rev. C. Day; Mr. H. Hall ; Mr. C. Hall; Mr. E.

Purser; Mr. J. Smith, Rye; Mr. H. Cheffins ; Mr. J.

CNesbit ; Mr. T. Owen ; Mr. Cressingham ; Mr. Oak-

ley ; Mr. Wood, Croydon ; Mr. Bidwell, Ely ; Mr.

Poole; Mr. J. Bradshaw, Kent.

The chair was taken by Mr. B. P. Shearer, of

Swanmore House, Hants, who, in opening the proceed-

ings, took occasion to thank the members for the honour

which they had done him in electing him as Chairman

for the year. The chief favour which he had to ask of

them was, he said, that they would support the Club,

believing as he did that it was one of the most important

associations in the kingdom. There was nothing now

more important than the study of agriculture, and the

Club had done much to develop it. He would conclude

by at once introducing Mr. Mechi to their notice.

Mr. Mechi said : One hundred years hence, which

is not long in the history of a country, our successors

will scarcely believe that a nation wanting annually

many millions of quarters of grain to fill up its own in-

adequate production of food, should waste the only

means by which such deficiency might be made good

—

I mean the productions of the land when they have

fulfilled their office of nutrition to man and beast.

Every one now at all conversant with the theory of

modern agricultural chemistry must know that our

agricultural produce loses little by such a process, and

that the bulk of its elements are returned to us in the

shape of cxcretse, if we take the trouble to collect them.

I am aware that the practicability of doing so has been

questioned ; but I purpose this evening to show that

there is no difficulty in the matter, except what exists in

the brain of man. The same power tiiat brings your

water into London will take it out again ; for, according

to Prof. Way and other chemists, 2,500,000 inhabitants

will only add 3,627 tons daily in solids and fluids to the

quantity of water. If agriculturists studied attentively

Professor Way's able paper on Town Sewage (see Royal

Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. xv., part 1, page

135), it would teach them a great and profitable lesson.

They would learn that of all the manure made by human

beings (and I have no doubt by animals) 12 parts out of

13 in weight escape as urine, only I-13th part being

solid ! Well may farmers love the sheep-fold, and well

may they deplore yard feeding, where the rains from the

untroughed roofs may, in too many instances, thus take

away nearly all their manure. Mr. Way, with his

usual care and exactness, has found that, taking the

average of men, women, and children, each individual of

the population will in the course of twenty-four hours

contribute to the sewage of a town one-quarter of a

pound of solid and three pounds of liquid excrement.

A knowledge of these facts shows us how trivial is the

question of solid manure, for at a quarter of a pound

each daily the total solid manure of 2,500,000 people

in this metropolis will only weigh 279 tons. Ac-

cording to Mr. Way, the excrement of each person

is diluted with or distributed through twenty gallons

or 1,400 times its own weight of water. It must

appear singular to a disinterested observer that whilst

farmers seek eagerly after every new manure, and are

subject to much imposition in such purchases, they

appear to be apathetic on the question of town sewage.

I think much of this neglect must arise from the fact of

its being in a fluid state, for to the distance of 100 miles

from London the solid manure of the metropolis is pur-

chased by agriculturists at an expense of from 4s. 6d. to

6s. per ton, one-half of this cost being, of course, for

freightage, and then another 30 to 50 per cent, must be

added for cartage to the fields, with a further charge for

turning over, spreading, ploughing in, &c. Omitting

the sanitary consideration, there can be no class so deeply

interested in the question of town sewage as the British

farmer. Those sewers carry away to our rivers all the

products which he has at so much care and cost pro-

duced for the food of the people. To repair the ex-

haustion caused by these supplies, he rushes to Peru for

bird's dung, at an expense of some millions, whilst the

very grave-yards of foreign nations are taxed to supply

bones for his turnips. The rapid increase of water-

closets and new sewers, with a mere abundant water

supply, are daily lessening the supply of human excretiB

in a solid form, diminishing, in fact, pro tanio, the

ordinary channel of supply, so that shortly we may ex-

pect that only the stable manure and ashes of London

will be available for agricultural purposes, whilst the

weekly supply of 6,000 or 7,000 bullocks, 40,000 sheep,

and all the other vast solid and fluid consumables of the

metropolis, from tea to turtle, will be floating down the

sewers unheeded and unsolicited. This cruel neglect can

only arise from a disbelief of the value of such manure,

or from a doubt of the possibility of applying it eco-
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noinically. I purpose therefore this evening to go into

statistical details with a view to ventilate the question,

and to prove how easily such an operation may be suc-

cessfully carried out with individual and general benefits.

Water alone is manure : who can doubt this ? Look to

the costly water meadows in various parts of the king-

dom, and what farmer who has a water meadow does not

appreciate its great value to him, as producing early, late,

and most abundant vegetation ? My own experience with

two miles of pipes on my farm of 170 acres has

proved that fluid applications of manure are far the most

profitable, and that their influence is quite as important

and advantageous to cereal as to other crops. In proof

of this I have thrashed some fields of wheat, producing

6 quarters per imperial acre; oats, 13 quarters; and

barley, 8 quarter?, which latter is 1 quarter more than I

estimated in my balance sheet. Now such productions

as these on a naturally wretched soil prove more than

volumes of argument, and I have no hesitation in saying

that had my neighbours to pay £2 per acre annually in

interest for improvements over and above their present

rent to obtain similar results, they would be considerable

gainers. If it answer my purpose to lay down pipes,

erect an engine, make tanks, erect pumps, and so on,

for the mere purpose of applying the manure made on

my farm in a fluid state with a large supply of water

from my spring, surely it must equally and more

certainly pay a farmer to receive back his corn, bullocks,

sheep, and other productions, after they are done with, at

a very much smaller cost ; for their very essence will re-

turn to him accompanied by all the good things that me-

tropolitan luxury can command from every foreign part-

If we go into a statistical inquiry of the weekly supply

of London in tea, coff'ee, and sugar ; wine, spirits, and

beer ; fish, flesh, and fowl (foreign and British) ; the

tons of soap, and the thousand-and-one refuses of our

manufacturers, gas-works, &c., one becomes amazed at

the fructifying power involved in such a consideration.

The alkaline and granited solutions of our London pave-

ment by trituration and abrasion, the smuts from our

smoke, have all a considerable value. The mere wear-

and-tear of shoe-leather has its value, as it grinds down
the pavement into hollows. I apprehend that the daily

cost of feeding each individual in this metropolis, taking

the average of rich and poor, and young and old, would

not be less than tenpence per day, or thirty-seven and

a-half millions sterling per annum. Now in parts of

Lincolnshire it is the custom to value the manure at half

the cost of the oilciike consumed. On this principle,

which appears to be a sound one, the agricultural value

of the manure from this thirty-seven and a-half millions

of food ouglit to be something very considerable, to say

nothing of the food consumed by the aniiitals of the me-
tropolis. The rubbing, washing, and agitating which

the solid excrement receives, in passing through miles of

tortuous sewers, cause it to be dissolved, and pass away

in a fluid state, which we may any day prove by an ex-

amination of the sewers' mouths at low water. I think

farmers cannot be aware that all the solid and liquid ma-
nure of men and animals is liquefiable by solution or sus-

pension, and can be applied in a shower, sinking deeply

into the subsoil of drained land. Perhaps I may be here

permitted to explain why I consider this mode of appli-

cation far superior to the solid form. If you make a

transverse cut or opening in the soil, you will find that

the British agricultural piecrust is only five to eight

inches thick. The slips and railway cuttings plainly re-

veal this humiliating fact. Below this thin crust we see

a primitive soil, bearing most unmistakeable evidence of

antiquity and unalterability. The dark shades of the

cultivated and manured surface have not been communi-

cated to the pale subsoil ; and we have evident proof

that solid manure ploughed in, in the ordinary way,

exercises little influence on the sabsoil. Nor can this

be wondered at, when the plough sole has been polishing

and solidifying the floor at the same depth for the last

few centuries. Now, when I apply liquefied manure

(which means all the solid and liquid excrements of the

farm animals, mixed with water), it soaks deeply into the

subsoil to the depth of the drains, which I have seen, on

the very strongest clays, discharging the liquefied manure

at a depth of four and five feet. Here, then, is the secret

of my great crops on a miserable soil. The manure vita-

lises, warms, and chemically changes the miserable sub-

soil ; the roots of the growing crops know this, and send

down their fibres or mouths to appropriate and elaborate

the subterranean treasures now for the first time placed

at their disposal in an available condition. I could

show you twenty loads of rich oilcake buUock-pndding

or manure ; I would mix it with water, apply it in a

shower, and you should search the surface in vain for

any proof of its whereabout. It has gone down to

do its work. I will not drag you through all the

details of the modus operandi of this method of manur-

ing ; you may see it all any day you choose on my farm,

or on any of those of others who are practising the same

process. What I want you to believe, is that town

sewage is liquid guano, applicable to every soil and

every crop, and worthy of your utmost attention. It is

true that undrained land, requiring drainage, such as

heavy clays and spring soil, must undergo that operation

before they can derive the benefit of such an applica-

tion ; but there are extensive tracts of chalk, sands, and

hot gravels, almost praying to be fertilised by the sewage

of our to.wns. Although I apply my liquefied manure

on the surface, I am q-iite convinced that during the

summer season, and amongst the growing crops, it would

be far more advantageous to apply it subterraneously, as

effected by Mr. Wilkins last year at Wokingham, and

this year at Reading. By this means the openness and

tillage of the surface are undisturbed ; the rays of heat

and light are employed in warming the earth, and in

evaporating from the leaves the subterranean supply of

fluids which the plants absorb by their roots, and which

arise to them by capillarity. Ti;e question is a large

one, involving considerations of cost ; but most certainly

production is vastly increased and stimulated by the new

method. One important reason for the superiority of lique-

fied over solid manures, is, that water is the great arrester

and convtyance of ammonia, that invisible and truant

spirit which is ever escaping unseen from reeking dung-

heaps. It is this ammonia which dissolves the silica of
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the soil, and mates tlie kernel of our wheat, and the

lean of our flesh ; and it is for this ammonia that we so

aflfectionately prize unwashed Peruvian guano, or bird's-

dung. When you have learned to apply fluid manure

to the soil, you will find your crops yield as much as

they do after the sheepfold ; and you will get corn as

well as straw, that is if you do not sow too much seed.

You must give up all hopes of obtaining town sewage in

a solid form, for Professor Way's able paper (which

every agriculturist should read) in the Royal Agricultu-

ral Society's Journal, and other evidences, are conclusive

on that point. I understand upon good authority that

the Commissioners of Sewers have decided that a main

tunnel on the south side of the Thames shall receive the

sewage of 1,200,000 people, convey it to Plumstead

marshes, whence it will be pumped into a reservoir, and

at high tide pass away with the flood water of the

Thames—that is, if British agriculture is insane enough to

permit such a cruel waste. The question will arise.

Who is to undertakethis ? Now, in railroad undertakings,

we find landed proprietors and other interested parties

joining with town capitalists, and affording them every in-

ducement andopportunity toopen up a country with gene-

ral benefit. Letthesamebedone withsewage. Depend upon

it without this co-operation no town capitalists wil be so

miscalculating as to place their capital at the mercy of

local prejudice or negUct. It therefore remains with

agriculture itself to determine whether this interesting

question shall receive its proper solution. But sup-

posing that the new comjiany has laid down its main line

of pipes for country distribution, where will you find the

£3 per acre for the net-work of iron-pipes, &c., re-

quisite on every farm. It appears to me that where the

capital is required it may be readily obtained from the

Lands Improvement Company or Land Drainage

Company, and that the annual charge which would

liquidate principal and interest in a few years would leave

a large margin of advantage for both landloid and

tenant. To those who desire to see the mode of apply-

ing town sewage may be quoted the instance of G. H.

Walker, Esq., who takes the town of Rugby, &c.
;

— Worsley, Esq., of Rusholme Park, near Manchester,

who uses the sewage of a neighbouring district. In

both these cases, steam-power is applied, although I

think Mr. Walker's pipes of 3-inch diameter are hardly

large enough for the diameter of his pumps. Of course

if the London sewage is used, I apprehend it would be

pumped to elevated district reservoirs, whence it would

flow from main pipes connected with smaller ones on the

various farms, so that they would be always charged

with a sufficient pressure to cause a jet; this would

render unnecessary any steam engine or tank on the farm.

A register of quantity like a gas meter would enable

the company to make their periodical charge. I anne.x

the following statistical account with which I have been

favoured by Edwin Chadwick, Esq., C.B., our greatest

authority in such matters :

—

"The gross daily quantity of water pumped into the metro-

polis was, in the year 1850, 44 million gallons. It may have

beeu increased somewhat since that time, but I should expect

that it would etill be within 50 millioa gallons per diem. I

proved at that time that about three-fifths of the quantity

pumped in was wasted on account of the intermittent methods

of distribution. The actual quantity consumed for domestic

purposes, or that you could estimate for sewage as containing

house refuse, or house manure in suspension or solution at

times when there is no rain applicable as manure, would not

be more than 20 million gallons per diem. I say house manure

because rain and storm waters bring as surface washings dung

from the streets, and scot and birds' dung from the roof of

houses. You may judge of the daily quantity visibly by the

fact, that 45 million f;allons would be delivered in 24 hours by

a brook 9 feet wide and 3 feet deep, running at the rate of 3

feet per second, or a little more than two miles per hour ; and

three sewers of three feet diameter, and of a proper fall, will

sutKce for the removal (for distribution) of the same volume

of refuse or soil water. The total weight of this annual supply

of water is nearly 72 millions of tons. The daily cost of

raisins^ the whole supply by engiiie-power 100 feet high (for

riisiribiitiou) would be about £25, or £9,000 per annum.

Supposing the supply were equally distributed i. e., the 44

millions, it would be about 50 pails-full for each house, and

would weigh about 13 cwt."

Those who doubt the cheapness at which water can be

raised may be assured by visiting the Croydon Water-

works, where 650,000 gallons are forced to a mile dis-

tant, and elevated 150 feet, at a cost of 13^ cwt. of

dust coal per diem of 24 hours. With regard to the

mode of conveyance, it appears t) me that our railway-

lines might be availed of to lay down lines of pipes ; but,

of course, all such questions would be easily arranged

by competent engineering .luthorities. Perhaps it will

be as well to state that 15 yards of three-inch iron pipe

per acre will be all that is required, or about Sj cwt. of

iron per acre. This is the quantity on my farm. I

have 170 acres piped. Amongst numerous papers that

I have written on this subject, I beg to refer to one

under the head " Sewage," in " Blackie's Cyclopsedia

of Agriculture.'' The value of London sewage has been

variously estimated ; but Professor Way, in his usual

careful way, has calculated it by its ammonia at two

millions sterling per annum. He has made no valuation

of the water alone. I apprehend that 50 millions of

gallons daily, or 224,000 tons, would have, even when

unmixed with manure, a considerable irrigating value.

In order to ascertain whether this application of sewage

will pay the farmer a profit, and leave a suflScient in-

terest for the capital invested by a company, let us cal-

culate 72 million tons of sewage at one penny per ton,

would be ;£'300,000. Now, take the pumping or raising

this quantity at the exaggerated sum of £50,000 an-

nually, there would remain .£250,000 as interest on

capital invested, which, at six per cent., would be also

the exaggerated sum of £^4,000,000 sterling. I have

assumed the sum of one penny per ton as representing

that which would leave the farmer and landlord a very

large profit on their pipe investment. I can confirm

this by my own practical experience. But it must be

obvious to any one who reasons that, as 100 tons of

water per acre represent a rain-fall of 24 hours, this

alone, without the saturation of manure, must be worth

one penny per ton, or 8s. 4d. per acre, and indeed, in

dry weather, for grass crops, very much more. As to
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the quantity required per acre, Mr. Telfer, of Camming
Park, Ayr, tells me that he applies 500 tons of water

per Scotch acre, at five dressings, to his Italian rye-

grass, with 5 cwt. of guano at each dressing, making a

total annual application of 25 cwt. of guano

per Scotch acre (one-fourth larger than the English

acre). This is in a naturally moist climate ; therefore,

we may estimate the water-absorbing power of the

barren sandy wastes in the neighbourhood of the metro-

polis far more considerable. That those wastes would

be rendered highly productive after the application of

town sewage cannot be doubted. The experiments of

Mr. Wilkins, who grew two crops of hemp and flax in

one season at Wokingham, last year, settle the question.

Now, if you apply 500 tons per acre you will only re-

quire 152,000 acres to absorb your 76 millions of tons.

As 640 acres are a square mile, you would at that rate

require 237 square miles, or a square area whose dia-

meter would be about 15 miles. I have a strong con-

viction that a very much larger quantity of sewage, say

1,000 tons per acre, at least may be profitably applied

to our sandy, gravelly, and chalky wastes. This would

afford a great economy in distance and expense. On
the Edinburgh meadows as much as 6,000 tons per

Scotch acre are applied ; but that appears to me hardly

a necessary quantity. Still, if such large quantities

could be applied to so limited an area, it is clear that

instead of one penny per ton the cost need not much
exceed one farthing. Six thousand tons at one farthin;.''

per ton would be ^6 5s. per acre. This would pay

;

for the average letting of the Edinburgh meadows to

the cow-keepers was, I am informed, last year £21 per

acre— a pretty good evidence of the beneficial effects of

town sewage on waste lands that were a few years since

worthless and barren. I apprehend no one will doubt

the economy of transmission of fluids by tubes, seeing

that by road carriage the charge of carting near the

metropolis would be at least 8d. per ton per mile. There

is no fear of our being overwhelmed with cheap hay or

superabundant milk by this process ; for our metro-

politan wants become annually mnre and more gigantic
;

but I do know, from extended and minute observation,

that the infants and juveniles of this metropolis would

present a very different muscular and general develop-

ment if this scheme were carried out, for now the

wretched wrecks of noble short-horned cows, observable

on every green patch around the metropolis, speak

volumes of the thin sky-blue which is vainly expected

by fond parents to form the bone and flesh of their dear

children. Their pallid faces and feeble limbs present

infallible evidenL'e of defeclire nutrition. In conclusion,

I do hope that this club of practical agriculturists will,

by their resolution this eveninp:, stamp their opinion of

the necessity for this great national economy.

Mr. C. W. Johnson was anxious to say a few words

on this important aiid opportune subject. He used the

word "opportune" advisedly, certain bills being about to

come before the legislature in connection with this sub-

ject, which materially affected the interests of the farmers

of England. The great difficulty hitherto had been

that even when farmers were fully convinced of the value

of sewage, they had not been able to avail themselves of

it. Enormous masses of liquid manure had been con-

stantly pouring into the rivers, or wasting in cesspools

all over the kingdom, because it was out of the reach of

the English farmer. It should be borne in mind, too,

that the sewage of a town generally increased in value

in proportion to the distance to which it was removed

(Hear, hear). In the immediate neighbourhood of

London attempts had been made to pump the sewage

up. But what was the result ? Why, that it had been

conveyed to districts where the farmer could obtain the

richest stable manure, and concentrated manure of all

descriptions, for the mere cost of carting it away (Hear,

hear). Under such circumstances it was not surprising

that the thing had proved a failure. A new light,

however, had now dawned on the British public,

chiefly, he must say, through the great and almost

gigantic efforts of his friend Mr. Chadwick. That gen-

tleman had made it understood that sewage, instead of

being poured into an adjoining river, should be conveyed

to a distance; and the result was that the metropolis

was now about to set a noble example in that respect.

Only last week the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers,

of which he (Mr. Johnson) was a member, resolved to

make a commencement by constructing a sewer which

should take the whole of the sewage of t'le inhabitants

of the metropolis south of theThariies. That sewer was

to commence in Lambeth, to proceed through South-

wark, at a depth of thirty or forty feet, and after tra-

versing Rotherhithe, Deptford, Greenwich, and Wool-

wich, it was finally to empty itself as low down the river

as Plumstead Marshes. On arriving here it would be

pumped out of this great trUiik sewer, which, at its exit,

would be twelve feet in diameter, by means of an engine,

into a receiver, which would be lartce enough to contain

the sewage of the inhabitants of London south of the

Thames for twenty- four hours, and at the first ebb of

the tide it would be poured into the river, so that it

could not return to annoy the citizens. The Commis-

sioners of the Metropolitan Sewers were at present obliged

to dispose of the sewage in that manner ; but they hoped

it would not long find its way into the river. It must

be got rid of in some way ; but they were convinced

that no long period would have elapsed, after this ar-

rangement had been carried out, before some means

would be found of pumping that great mass of liquid

manure to an elevated position, and leaving it to be dis-

tributed by its own gravity over the thirsty gravels of the

county of Kent. A similar arrangement was to be made

for the north of London, with its population of about

two millions. In that case the sewage was to be

pumped into a receiver at Barking Creek ; and thus

on both sides of the river huge volumes of liquid

manure would be available for the purposes of agricul-

ture. Considering of what this sewage consisted, it was

impossible to suppose that it would be allowed perma-

nently to find its way into the river. The amount of

sewage conveyed by the sewer on the south side of Lon-

don would be equal to at least 9,000,000 imperial gallons

per hour. What did each of these gallons of sewage

contain that the farmer could render available ? Pro-
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fessor Way, who, besides being an excellent chemist,

was thoroughly practical, and always looked to the

pounds, shillings, and pence, stated, ia the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society, vol. xv., page 153, that

in an imperial gallon of London sewage, amongst other

substances not so useful to the farmer, he found the fol-

lovring :—Organic matter and salts of ammonia, 30182

grains ;
phosphoric acid, 10-44 grains ; lime, 24-53

grains; potash, from the detritus of the London streets,

4Sm3 grains—total of all substances, 492*26 grains.

With regard to the washings of the London streets re-

ferred to by Mr. Mechi, he was once inclined to think,

in common with many others, that they could not be of

much value ; but it appeared from the examinations of

Prof. Way—examinations made for the use of the General

Board of Health—that even these contained substances

most valuable for the purposes of the farmer (Hear,

hear) . The Professor's examinations bad two divisions,

one having reference to streets which were macadamised,

the other to streets paved with granite ; and, what they

would not perhaps be prepared to expect, the latter

were found to contain the m.ost valuable substances. In

a gallon of street-water from a granite-paved street of

great traffic. Professor Way found 82 75 grains of

potash ; in the same quantity of water from a similarly

paved street of little traffic he found 8-75 grains of

potash. In a gallon of water from a macadamised

street of great traffic the quantity of potash was 18-77

grains ; in the same quantity of water from a similar

street of small traffic 5-27 grains. Improved arrange-

ments with regard to sewage were not confined to Lon-

don, but were being extended to the other towns of the

kingdom ; and the people were beginning to feel that

to sleep over cesspools, or to allow their contents to flow

into the adjoining wells—the water in which had

perhaps been drunk several times before—was not very

rational, and could not be otherwise than prejudicial to

the public health. He was convinced that the sewage

of the large towns of this country would soon be gene-

rally managed on more scientific principles than it had

been, and when the sewa'je was collected into reservoirs,

unless he had over-rated (he skill, intelligence, and

enterprise of the farmers of England, they would not be

slow to avail themselves of the boon thus offered to

agriculture.

Mr. CriADWiCK would be glad if Mr. Johnson would

state the result of the application of the sewage of his

own house to some land adjacent.

Mr. Johnson said his experiments had now been

going on for four years. He had been desirous of ascer-

taining the effect of the application of the sewage of a

house, containing five inhabitants— which, it would be

remembered, was the average population of all the

houses in England—to a given area of land. In order

to arrive at a correct conclusion, he had the soil

analyzed before the experiments commenced, and he

had had it analyzed since. The result which was quite

satisfactory, would shortly be published in detail : it

was shortly this, that while the cultivators of grass land

on the opposite side of the hedge had been very well

contented with a cutting and a half in the year, he had

got five separate cuttings. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Castletine, a member of the Croydon Board

of Health, observed, in reference to the obstructions to

such experiments, that three actions had been com-

menced by mills at Croydon against the Croydon

Sewage Company.

Mr. Wood (Sussex) said that, if the sewage could

be carried at the rate spoken of by Mr. Mechi, it must

certainly answer the purpose of capitalists to provide the

drains and pipes, and do the pumping ; and if it could

by these means be conveyed to their doors, he was satis-

fied the farmers would not be so blind to their own in-

terests as to decline to buy it. To provide the machinery

was a matter that did not rest with the farmer : it was

rather the work of capitalists in the towns ; and if tbe

club arrived at a conclusion which would give something

like a correct idea of the expense at which the thing

might be done, and show that it would be pi-ofitable to

the farmer to incur that expense, the discussion of the

question would have proved practical and beneficial

;

and he had no doubt that, in the course of a few years,

such arrangements would be made as to absorb for

agricultural purposes the whole of the liquid manure of

the large towns (Hear).

Mr. B. Webster said that at Malvern, which stood

upon a hill, and was well supplied with water, the sewage

was collected for the purpose of irrigation, and its use

was undoubtedly attended with great pecuniary results,

doubling, and in some cases even trebling the value of

the lands to which it was applied. Mr. Littledale,

in the neighbourhood of Liverpool, had been carrying

out this system of irrigation, and as far as mere profit

was concerned nothing could answer better ; but very

great objection was taken by the inhabitants residing ia

the vicinity on account of the dreadful smtll which re-

sulted from the practice in the summer, and which con-

stituted a serious nuisance. (Hear, hear). He believed

that if the sewage of London could be taken to such poor

sandy soils as Pagshot Heath, which now produced no-

thing, they might soon be converted into the finest

market-gardens in the world; but its application to clay

soils was not very likely to be attended with much benefit

(Hear, hear).

Mr. Edwin Chadwick said, some years had elapsed
!

since last he had the honour of addressing the club upon
I

this subject, and at that time few or no experiments had
\

been made. He had little to communicate tliat was new,
'

and he should not have ventured to address the club to-

night, did he not think it necessary to answer the objec-

tion to the use of liquid manure put forward by the last

speaker, namely, that it was the occasion of a nuisance

(Hear). To the method of distribution to which that

gentleman had referred, and which had been the method

in use for fifty years at Edinburgh and other places,

there were certainly strong objections on that ground.

It did indeed create a sewer-lake, the evaporation from

which was undoubtedly very objectionable. But this

was the case not only with sewer water ; for if they

examined the operations of water-meadows, they would
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find thftt they were, io truth, but extended marshes, where

the rot was prevalent in sheep, and the typhus in men.

This was observed more especially in Italy ; hence it

was a part of the Italian law that water-meadows should

not be formed within six miles of a city (Hear, hear).

He Lad not only this objection in a sanitary point of

view, but on investigating the subject he had also agri-

cultural objections to the practice. At the water-

meadows of Edinburgh they had used in the course of

years not less than sixty inches of sewerage. The great

point he had got friends to establish was this, that by

another method of distribution, i. e,, by the jet, and

given out in such proportions as the plant required at

different times, a much less amount of liquid manure

would attain the object much more effectually (Hear,

hear) ; and he ventured to say that it had been proved,

iu respect to the Edinburgh water-meadows, that, on

account of the great value of the land—namely, ;£'20 an

acre—the rent of the space occupied in carriers would

pay for putting down iron pipes and distributing the

manure by that method (Hear). To the water-meadow

system of distribution he objected, therefore, on the im-

portant agricultural ground—the ground of cost. There

were some places, as in Devonshire for instance, with

good undulating surfaces, where these meadows could be

made at a cheap rate ; but in other cases they could not

be made at less than from £10 to ^£^16 an acre. Now,
by every method yet tried of pipe distribution by steam

power, the cost of laying down pipes would be from £-i

to £5, which might be commuted into about Gs. a-year

rental for the pipes; and the cost of the application, in-

cluding the interest of capital, and all put together,

would, he thought, be about 10s. or 12s. per acre per

annum ; whilst the cost of forming and keeping meadows
lone would be seldom less than from £1 16s. to £^2 per

;re per annum. With respect to the question of nui-

sance, Mr. Webster had spoken of Mr. Littledale's dis-

tribution of manure in that point of view. How Mr,
Littiedale distributed he (Mr. Chadwick) could not tell.

It might be that the tank in which it was received, or

some carrier, was the nuisance.

Mr. Webster : No; they are all through pipes as

you propose.

Mr. Chadwick admitted there was a nuisance at

the moment of distribution. At Manchester he had had

distributed three loads of old night-soil in about

seven of water, and in a state most offensive ; but within

twenty minutes after the distribution, any person going

over the land would have been unable to detect that such

an operation had been performed (^Hear). In the neigh-

bourhood of the parks, where they had been top-dressed

with road-scrapings, children were known to have been

rick for weeks afterwards, and he had himself seen

cases in which serious mischief had followed the

process of top-dressing the parks with road-scrapings

and dung. The way to suppress that nuisance was first

to put the whole of the manure into water, and then

apply it by the method of jet distribution. And if the

application was made at eight o'clock in the morning,

by nine the park would be free from the nuisance (Hear,

I

Jjear). Mr, Mcchi's tank was ^ lopality that be gliould

not like to visit with his stomach in a susceptible state

(a laugh) ; and he had often told Mr. Mechi that he ap-

plied his manure in too great a degree of strength, and
that he would greatly improve his culture if he were to

dilute it more, and apply it more frequently (Hear);

nevertheless, if they went there, and witnessed the dis-

tribution, they would find that in ten minutes the

nuisance ceased to exist. Instead, therefore, of the ex-

tension of this practice being the extension of

a nuisance, he was confident it was one which,

if adopted in the parks of the metropolis, would
put a stop to a nuisance, and greatly relieve

the persons residing in the neighbourhood. Ex-
perience on that head was very eoinplete and satisfac-

tory ; and he deduced it from the case of Rugby, where

the system had just begun to be introduced under the

following circumstances :— It happened that the outfall

of the sewer there came immediately before the mansion
of Mr. Walker ; and that gentleman, apprehending

serious results, was induced to read what had been pub-
lishad upon the subject of sewerage, and to visit the farm

of Mr. Mechi, and other places, for the purpose of see-

ing how this mode of distribution affected the nuisance.

Mr. Walker was so perfectly satisfied on that head, and
also as to the productive power of the manure, that he

at once made an offer to the town of Rugby for the

whole of its sewage. He (Mr. Chadwick) had recently

seen Mr. Walker, and inquired of him particularly with

respect to the nuisance ; and the answer he received was
that it was entirely at an end (Hear). Another in-

stance in which the system had been carried out was
under precisely similar circumstances, at Mr. Wors-
ley's, Rnsholme Park, Manchester, Mr. Worsley
occupied some land near an outfall that dis-

charged itself into a brook forming the ornamental

water before his mansion. He had in his occupation

about seventy acres of park land, and for the purpose

of avoiding a nuisance in applying the manure to the

land, ho wss advised to distribute it in the liquefied

form. Mr, Mechi and he (Mr. Chadwick) were present

at the distribution, and they could both bear testimony

to the fact that there was an end of the nuisance. Let

it be remembered, too, that this putting an end to the

nuisance was putting an end to the waste (Hear, hear).

When manure was spread in a solid form, what was the

operation which took place .' It first became disinte-

grated by decomposition ; and in that process, as every

chemibt knew, the most valuable portion of the manure
escaped, and all they got was some portion of the residue

washed into the soil by occasional rains. By the other

method, they put it in solution at once, and thus avoided

all the loss which was caused by decomposition. Any
farmer might satisfy himself upon this point, without

committing his whole farm to it. Let him take a load

of stable-dung, put it in solution in water, nnd apply it

with a water-pipe on a limited portion of land ; he would

then easily see the result. He would be able either to

fertilize an area five-fold that which he could do with a

single load spread in a solid form, or fertilize the same
area to a five-fold degree (Hear), A friend of his, in

America,^ who did this for horticultural purposes, asto-
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nished the whole of the exhibitors at the shows by the

magnitude and weight of his produce. They saw him

drawing from a hogshead something that they regarded

as a great elixir, and the people were nearly ready to

tear him to pieces in order to get his secret out of liim.

The secret was this : taking off the top of the hogs-

head he put into it a load of stable-dung, and ordered his

gardener to pour fresh water upon it until the smell was

entirely gone. Here, then, was the whole of his secret.

With these simple appliances he had achieved such mag-

nificent results (Hear, hear). Doubts had, however,

been expressed upon the subject. One authority said it

would do for green crops, but he doubted if it would

answer for cereals. It had been a maxim with him (Mr.

Chadwick), for some years past, that the fact of a thing

being done was cogent evidence of its possibility (Hear,

hear). Let the gentleman, then, who entertained these

doubts look at the results—the crops of every kind

—

which had been produced (Hear, hear). In Scotland,

where the thing had been carefully done, they had suc-

ceeded in raising from a Scotch acre, which was about

an acre and a quarter English, as much as ninety tons of

cabbages (applause). Mr. Mechi would corroborate

him when he said that, as a general rule, with the cereals

—with the wheats—they had found no instance where

one-fourth more per acre had not been produced by this

method of applying manure than by the highest culture

in top-dressing, or other means. He thought he was
correct in stating that.

Mr. Mechi : Quite so.

Mr. Chadwick. — With respect to other crops,

he had seen the views put forward by Mr. W. Hoskins

upon the subject, to the effect that it was best to apply

the manures in a pulverised form. But, as powder, there

was not one particle of it that could feed the plant (Hear,

hear). A powerful microscope was necessary to discover

the mouths of the plant—the spongia. Nothing, there-

fore, that could be seen by the naked eye could enter the

plant. Mr. Pusey,also, had expressed doubts respecting

the use of liquid manure. But in his last paper in the

Transactions of the Royal Agricultural Society, he had

given a very interesting account of the difference in

effect between the water drill and the other drill. To
his surprise, Mr. Pusey found that he had double the

crops he had ever had before. With these examples,

and those of some 30 of 40 farms that were now at work
with it, and of numerous towns that were going to work

with it, he (Mr. Ctiadwick) thought the club was in a

better position to pronounce an opinion than when they

last had the question before them (Hear, hear). The dif-

ficulty which stood in the way was chiefly the question

between landlord and tenant as to who should pay the

cost. As he had already observed, he objected to water-

meadows on sanitary grounds, and also on agricultural

grounds as wasteful both of capital and manure. What
he apprehended would be done was this—that at the out-

fall they would have an engine, and run the pipes along

the highways and byeways. The hose or distributory

apparatus could be worked for 800 or 1,000 yards, and
manure right and left. To run the pipes along highways

and byeways, however, legislative way-leave would be

required ; but when that was obtained, all the farmer

who wanted a dose of manure for his land would have

to do would be to give his order to the town. It would

be a mere matter of bargain between the town and the

farmer ; but what he had always said to the towns was

that at first they should give it to the farmer for nothing.

He believed that more was to be realized by this method

of distribution than by the water meadow, though they

all knew what great advantages had accrued from that

system. There was a great deal of scattered experience

which had not yet been brought to bear upon the

question. In laying down new sewage for a town, out

would come a farmer, for example, and exclaim " Hallo !

you musn't divert that sewer," and upon inquiry it

would turn out that for years that farmer had been

quietly using the contents of the sewer to an extent

which was only to be measured by the claim he set up

for ccmpensation; and he could assure the club that there

had been claims to compensation by marchionesses and

others, on account of such diversions of sewers, to an

enormous amount (Hear, hear). He was perfictly

satisfied that when the farmers got these sewers in their

neighbourhood, they would be convinced that the mode

of application he recommended was by far the most

efficacious of any that had yet been adopted. With

respect to their own manures, he should say that,

generally, throughout the country (except with such

advanced farmers as collected it in tanks) there was still

a total waste of liquid manure (Hear, hear). Certainly

the pipes ought to be laid down at the expense of the

landlords ; but the best mode of doing it was through

the instrumentality of some of the companies. He did

not refer to any company in particular ; for the prin-

ciple upon which they all acted was, he believed, a sound

and good one (Hear, hear).

Mr. Moore said that in the year 1826 he read a re-

port upon the water-c-ieadows of Edinburgh, which

contained statements of results so startling in their

nature, that he went down there for the purpose of per-

sonally inspecting them himself, and found that some

of the meadows were, in fact, letting for as much as

^20, and some of them even £50 an acre. As a prac-

tical farmer, he could scarcely imagine how it was pos-

sible that land could be made to realize so large a rental,

but inquiries on the spot compelled him to admit the

accuracy of the statements contained in the report.

These meadows were cut no less than six times a year

with as heavy a swathe as a man could cut with a scythe,

which was then brought in to feed the milch cows in

Edinburgh. Since then he had seen most of the irriga-

tion in the kingdom, and perhaps one of the most asto-

nishing in its results was that at Mansfield. There the

neighbouring meadows were irrigated by a stream which

ran through the town, and which was not half the

strength of the liquid manure of Edinburgh. These

meadows, after having been let at 4s. 6'1. an acre, and

farmed at a great expense, were levelled by the Duke of

Portland ; and when he (Mr. Moore) inspected them,

they were actually making a return of ^""1 1 an acre.

That, he conceived, was a greater proof of the advantage

of irrigating with highly diluted manure than the ex*
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ample of Edinburgh itself. He observed that it was

stated by Mr. Chadwick, in 1846, that the meadows at

Edinburgh were injurious to the public health ; but he

(Mr. Moore) learned that the water contained so much
solid matter in mechanical suspension, that before it

was put in the meadows, large tanks received it for the

purpose of allowing that matter to precipitate ; and

these tanks, or cesspools, were certainly a nuisance :

for, as their contents became decomposed, they threw

out gases which were decidedly detrimental to health.

The precipitate in the tanks had been offered to the

farmers in the neighbourhood, but they refused to take

it even for the expense of carting away ; and he sup-

posed it remained there still. It was not the solid

matter contained in the liquid, in a state of mechanical

suspension, that was most valuable for the nourishment of

the plant, but that which was in a state of chemicalsolution.

He granted that solid manure put on the surface of the

land was not entirely lost, because the first shower of

rain that fell washed the soluble matter into the soil ; but

it was only when rain did fall, that any benefit was de-

rived from that description of manuring. One of the

most interesting peculiarities in the application of liquid

manure was this, that they would feed the crop as they

fed the animal. In fact, they supplied the crop with

meat and drink, and at a distance of twenty miles from

London they could, as Mr. Mechi remarked, obtain it

at a less expense than they incurred in carting soluble

matter and spreading it on the land. He knew this to be

a fact—it was capable of proof. It had been objected

that this system was not adapted to clay lands. He ad-

mitted the force of that objection, so fi<r as undrained

land was concerned ; but where clay land was drained

and subsoiled, no application of manure would prove so

productive as that of liquid manure.

Mr. Sidney thought the discussion could have been

kept more closely to the subject as it stood on the card ;

and, for his part, he would like to see some experiments

carried on, on a scale proportionatewith the importance

of the question, for he was tired of hearing the results

that had been obtained from the sixth of an acre or

from a wine-glass.

Mr. Nesbit said he had ascertained by experiment that

the average deposit per annum of manure by the human
species was 11 cwt. of urine, and Hcwt. of solid excre-

ment ; and, whatever might be the value of these when

diluted with water, he found their previous value to be

from 12s. to 15s. per person per annum. That was

about as much as could be safely predicated. He had

seen many attempts made to obtain liquid excretse in a

more convenient form ; but in every case the amount of

water mixed with them prevented them from being re-

duced to a solid form ; and he had come to the conclu-

sion that it was impossible in any way to separate the

solid and ammoniacal substances from liquid sewage, so

as to make them available in a solid state. There was

no known process by which they could separate its

manuring principles from sewage water. They could

obtain the solid matter with ease ; but when they knew
that there were phosphates of potash and soda, and

ammonia and nitrates, which they did noc and could not

separate by the ordinary means, they must perceive that

those ordinary means of separation would not apply.

Whether or not new modes of separation would be dis-

covered was, of course, an open question; but up to that

time there had been no experiments proving that the

tiling was practicable. He had therefore arrived at the

conclusion, that the distribution of this valuable manure
—and the manure of London was, he would observe,

worth from £1,500,000 to £2,000,000 per annum-
could be accomplished in no other mode than by pump-
ing it out and using it for irrigation at a distance. The
smell which arose was, certainly, a little difficulty in the

way. He had experienced an unpleasant smell from its

use ; but the odour generally arose from the circum-

stance of its having been kept too long. If means were

devised by which the manure could be pumped out and

distributed within eight- and-forty hours, this difficulty

would disappear ; and it would depend on the extent of

country to be irrigated by this means whether the thing

could be done or not.

Mr. Chadwick said that, when they smelt anything

in the streets from a sewer, they might rely upon it that

it was a sewer of deposit, and that the manure had been

there five or six days ; and in the new method of using

pipes, everything issued from the outfall in a form in

which it was never seen previously. The delivery was
at the rate of four or five miles an hour in some towns,

and in none was it less than a mile and a-half. By the

new method, all manures would be delivered out before,

under ordinary circumstances, it would have time to

commence decomposition, about four days elapsing be-

fore it began to enter into that state.

Mr. Nesbit said, with regard to the use of sewage

water upon cereals, if they gave a dressing or two of

sewage water to a wheat crop, and afterwards had a

long-continued wet season, the probability was that the

whole crop would be laid. He did not see how this was

to be got over, except by the exercise of intellie;ence.

If they had a dry summer, everything that they did in

this way would be attended with the greatest advantage
;

bat if they had a very wet season after using sewage

water, the crop would be thrown down. To this diffi-

culty they would always be exposed by using dissolved

manure of any kind whatever. In London, and other

places similarly situated, mechanical means must be

adopted, in order that the sewage might be carried

where it was wanted.

Mr. Acton thought, as the Club had invited professional

men connected with the science of agriculture to become

members, it would have been better to have allotted

one general question for discussion ; still, by whatever

means the quantity and quality of agricultural produce

could be increased— whether by solid manure, manufac-

factured manure in open sheds or in boxes, or in a

liquid state by means of pipes, hose, and engine, for

dispersing it over the surface of the land, as recom-

mended by Mr. Mechi—he should be glad of it ; and

ha would draw Mr. Nesbit's attention to the fact that

the r.ewly-sown grass in Kennington Park, formerly

Kennington Common, which had been filled up with

town-sewage and drainage and sweepings, had turned
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yellow ; and he bhould like to have his opiaion on this

subject. However, the country vi^ould thank the Club

for having brought this important subject before the

public when prices were so high, and likely to continue

so, and when there would be a difficulty in getting our

usual supplies from Russia and Prussia, and perhaps

from other exporting countries.

The Chaikman observed that he did not think the

nuisance arisin>^ from the use of liquid manure could be

greater than that which was occasioned by spreading

farm-yard dung on the land. Nothing could be more

disagreeable for a time than the latter, but the smell of

sewerage water went off with the greatest rapidity.

People were now- a-day getting very fastidious respect-

ing this question. For instance, he (Mr. Shearer) made a

dung-heap, and was threatened by the magistrates. He
put out the manure, and a lady fainted. He set fire to

the couch, and, the smoke happening to turn the wrong

way, all his neighbours declared they were driven out of

their houses. The fact was, that the nuisance was a

purely imaginative one, if the system of application were

carried out according to the dictates of common sense.

One difficulty which presented itself to his mind was,

the low situation of most of our towns, which in general

were built on the banks of streams ; and as it was im-

possible to raise them, their sewage coiild be conveyed

to the surrounding hills only by means of powerful

steam-engines. Whatever might be the method adopted

for raising this water, he was convinced that it would

pay a company well to undertake the operatioa. It

was to great companies, then, that they must look to

carry it out ; and once accomplished, he was satisfied

that farmers and agriculturists would be ready to take

whatever quantity could be supplied them at a moderate

price.

Mr. Mechi, having remarked that his own experi-

ence proved that town sewage was useful and profitable

on clay (where drained) as well as on sandy and light

soils, moved the following resolution :

—

" That this club consiaers that the application of sewage

manure might be rendered of ^reat advantage to agriculture,

if it could be supplied at a cost sufficiently moderate to war-

rant its use."

Mr.Oakley seconded the motion , which was agreed to.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Mechi for his paper, and to

Mr. Shearer, the chairman, terminated the proceedings.

GROWTH OF WHEAT.
Sir,—Observing in your Notices to Correspondents you

have (in the last number of the Economist) replied to

W. H. B.'s inquiry with commendable caution, in assuming

the wheat grown in Great Britain at only 17,000,000 instead

of 20,000,000 quarters, as some estimates would make it ; and,

presuming the inquiry of W. H. B. is the echo of that which is

now propounded with no little anxiety throughout the land,

notwithstanding my high estimate of your authority in all

matters of figures, I think he may be misled upon this much-

controverted subject for the following reasons :—The produce

of 20,000,000 quarters would involve the necessity, even at

the high estimate of 32 bushels per acre as the average crop of

the last season, that there should have been an area of

5,000,000 acres under wheat; and 17,000,000 quarters, your

own opinion of the yield, at the same rate per acre, must have

been raised from 4,250,000 acres.

No-v let us see whether it is probable so large an area of

wheat-land could have been under crop. That of Ireland for

the year has been ascertained, aud may be taken in round

figures at 400,000 acres ; that of Scotland we shall shortly

know ; but I will, for the present purpose, assume it to have

been 250,000 acres— (in both these cases / have added about

10 percent, to the average areas which have, I tJiinJc, prevailed

throughout the previous five or six years)—we then have left

for England and Wales to provide, under wheat, in order to

reach your estimate, no leas than 3,650,000 acres; total,

4,300,000 acres.

This acreage for England and Wales amounts to nearly

one-third of the entire tillage laud—a proportion much in

excess of that which will be found in the most highly-favoured

wheat-growing districts. I must, therefore, take leave to

differ materially from your figures of 17,000,000 qrs., br.ing

inclined to think the following will be a much nearer approach

to accuracy—viz.

:

Acres. Qa.

2,800,000. . Average area for five or six years

previous to and ending with the

harvest of 1853, jieldiug an aver-

age aunual produce of 10,500,000

280,000. . Increase of 10 per cent, on the area

of wheat in 1854, yielding a pro-

duce of 1,120,000

Excess of produce above the average

iu 1854 on 2,800,000 acres of. . .

.

700,000

3,080,000 12,320,000

Whatever may, therefore, be the quantity of wheat annually

required for the consumption of the coxmtry, which I estimate

below the usual calculations made for it, the deficiency to be

made good this year by foreign breadstuffs, compared with

those which have constituted the average imports brought

into home consumption in the previous five or six years,

would be about 2,000,000 qrs. fewer than those averages ; but

from the facts that the stocks of old corn in the farmers'

hands, and of foreign corn in the merchants', were all but ex-

hausted at the commencement of the last harvest, and were

precariously low, as wtll as from the extraordinary period at

which, from the favourable season, the home-grower's produce

of last year was unusually broken iu upon— such a season as

we can hardly expect to have repeated this year—it is evident

that additional imports will be necessary, to place ourselves in

such a position as will free us from the great risk of scarcity

to which we were exposed last August and September, and

from which we were so providentially delivered by one of the

driest harvests ever experienced in England.

I am, sir, yours very obediently,

Jno. M, Buckland.
Gloucester, Jan. 26, 1855.

TWELVE GOOD QUALITIES IN A FARM.

Good farm and well-stored, good housing and dry.

Good corn and good dairy, good m<jrket and nigh :

Good shepherd, good tillman, good Jack and good Gill,

Make husband and huswife their coffers to fill.
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READING FARMERS' CLUB
the aunual diuaer of this Club took place on Saturday, the

27th Jan., at the George Hotel, Richard Beayon, Esq., Chair-

man.

After the usual loyal toasts, the Chairman said, in pro-

posing "Success to the Reading Farmers' Club," there could

be no doubt that clubs of this description nere calculate J to

be of very material benefit in an agricultural neighbourhood,

and that they may be made, if properly conducted aud at-

tepdid t >, the msaus of dissemiuatiug a vast amount of in-

formation among those engaged in cultivating the soil. As-

sociated with this club WiS a reading-room, well stored with a

goodly array of booki by eaiinent agricultural authors, as well

as the most popular '.rorks of the daj. But then he might

be told that farmers were essentially men of practice, aud not

of books. No>v, if he was to understand by that, that the

firmer was so bigotted to his own opinioijs, that he would not

admit the value of anybody's but his own—if it be stated that

he would not follow any practice but what he had proved him-

self—he (the Chairman) would deny the argument, and thought

the simple fact was contradicted by the extraordinary number

of lectures to be seen in agricultural publications during the

last tea or fifteen years. If there was a vast increase in the

supply, then there must have been a corresponding demand ;

if there was that demand, it must have arisen from an increased

wish on the part of agriculturists to become readers of books,

aud from a willingness to instruct themselves. Then he might

be told that the farmer had not time for reading ; that he was

out at work all day, and when he got home he was willing

rather to get to bed than to sit up and read a book. But was

that so ? Did they not find mechaiiics' institutions rising up

—did they not hear of reading libraries for the poor (he was

acquainted with more than one which were not only self-

supporting, but actually laying by money for the increase of

their libraries)—and were they to be told that the mechanic

and labourer were more willing to learn than the farmer—that

the servant had a better opinion of the value of instruction

than the master? (Hear.) He was quite sure that this club

m-ght be made the means of distributing a vast amount of

information on agricultural matters. It might be a matter of

question whether the discussions would not make the club

degenerate into a debating society on political subjects ; but

if the club was conducted properly, and maintained a proper

position, it must conduce very much to the benefit of the

neighbourhood. He therefore proposed that they drink " Suc-

cess to the Reading Farmers' Club." (Applause.)

Mr. W. W. Champion said, it was an established axiom

m agriculture, that the foundation of good farming consisted

in growing good roots ; therefore, if the Reading Farmers'

Club had done no other good except that of having been the

means of producing that fine display of roots in the Cattle

Show yard last November, it would be a great thing. (Hear.)

He begged to propose the health of the " Successful Competi-

tors," with which he wished to couple the name of Mr. W. J.

Hewett.

Mr. W. J. Hewett briefly replied, saying, that he sowed

I

60 acres of turnips, swedes, and mangel wurzel, and that all

I

the land, with the exception of 10 acres, was manured. Strange,

I

however, to say that the 10 acres of turnips which were not

manured received the prize. This he did not attribute to any

merit of his own, but to a variety of causes.

The toast was also acknowledged by Mr. Martin H. Sut-

ton, on behalf of R. James Webb, Esq., to whom very dis-

tinguished prizes had been awarded, and who regretted his

inability to attend this meeting. Mr. Sutton stated that he

was also deputed to present to the Club, from Mr. R. James

Webb, an elegant silver cup, value 10 guineas, for competition

nest soaaou. (This cup was placed ou the table, and much

admired.)

Mr. PiGOTT, M.P., proposed the health of the " Subscribers

to the special fund for root crops," and coupled with it the

name of Mr. G. Shackel.

Mr. G. Shackel replied to the toast; and

Mr. Martin H. Sutton next acknowledged the compli*

meut, and expressed the great interest he had taken in turnip

and other root crops, with a view to the introduction of im-

proved varieties. Being in the habit of attending the exhibi-

tions of the Royal Agricultural Society and the Smithfield

Club, in addition to other opportunities of observing the root

crops iu various parts of the kingdom, he could say advisedly,

that he b lieved the cultivation practised by the members of

the Reading Farmers' Club was at least equal to any he had

witnessed elsewhere.

The health of the " Honorary Secretaries" w-^iS proposed,

and received with applause.

Mr. Young returned thanks.

Mr. Martin Sutton, in acknowledging the toast, took the

opportunity of mentioning that this society, in a town like

Reading, situated in the midst of a large agricultural district,

merited the support of the tradesnieu of Reading— it being

well known that most of them derived their trade from the

owners and occupiers of land, and their labourers. Hitherto

the society had been able to present a balance sheet with the

balance on the right side, though small ; but the increased

advantages the club would afford when they entered upon the

new club room over the entrance to the Corn Exchange, might

also be accompanied with increased expenses, and the annual

subscription of 53. for membership might not be found suffi-

cient, unless there v,'ere a considerable accession of new mem-

bers. For this reason he took the liberty also of urging the

vice-presidents to recommend the club to the support of their

friends. This was not a politic^, but eminently a practical

society, and he had the opportunity of knowing that from the

reports of their proceedings published in the local papers, im-

proved modes of cultivation and management had been adopted

in other localities.

Competitors' Statement op Cultivation of Root
Crops competing for Premiums.

Class 1.—For the best general Crop of Roots on farms of not

less than 100 acres of arable, and not less than 20 acres in

roots. Six coinpeiitors.

Mr. Isaac Deacon, Englefield, certifies that the extent of his

general root crop is 77 acres, sub-divided thus : cabbage and

mangold wurzel, 20 acres; swedes, 84 acres; turnips, 17 acres ;

and rape, 6 acres.

Richard Benyon, Esq., Bradfield, certifies extent of farm 350

acres; extent of general root crop, 71 acres, of which 38 acres

were sown after tares, once ploughed.

The Rev. Thomas Stevens, Bradfield, certifies the extent of

farm to be 160 acres of arable, and 100 acres of pasture ; extent
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of general root crop, 65 acres, sub -divided thus: 16 acres swedes,

8 acres mangold, 41 acres turnips, and about 12 acres stubble

turnips.

K. J. Webb, Esq., Calcot-place, certifies the extent of farms to

be 500 acres; extent of general root crop, 87 acies, sub-divided

thus: 45 acres of sweJcs, three acres mangold, three acres car-

rots, 22 acres turnips, and 14 acres siubble turnips. Awarded

the premium of £T.

Class 2.—For the best piece of Swedish Turnips, not less than

five acres. Six competitors.

Mr, Isaac Deacon certifies the preceding crops were— 1852

grass; 1S53, wheat. The land once ploughed, once dragged,

twice harrowed, once ridged, and once rolled in February and

March. Ten cart loads per acre of farm yard duns, applied in

IJarch ; one pint Liverpool swedes per acre, drilled with one-

coulter drill iu rows two feet apart, from May 3ilth to June 7th :

and the crop was twice horse-lioed in June and July, and twice

hand-heed fron July 8th to 24th.

Richard Benyon, Esq., certifies his preceding crops were—

1852, mangold wurtzel ; 1853, wheat. The land was ploughed

twice, ten inches deep, and ridge ploughed in October; once

harrowed before ridging. Dime applied in October, 14 yards per

acre, and 2^ owt. of superphosphate at time of sowmg ; 4 lbs. of

Liverpool swede seed sown on ridges May 2flth ; horse-lmed three

times, and hand-hoed twice. Premium of £2 for the second best

five acres.

Mr. AV. J. Hewett certifies the preceding crops were—1852,

wheat; 1853, oats. Land fallowed in December, cross ploughed

in April, and again in May, and ploughed for seed the first week

in June, and 12 one-horse cart loads of farm yard manure ap-

plied ; one quart of Liverpool swedes per acre drillel 4tii June,

once horse and twice hand-hoed, first lime the third week in

June, anil the last the third week in July; and he states the

land was m a very foul stale after the previous crop.

Mr. T. W. Hicks certifies his preceding ciops were—1852,

clover; 1853, wheat. Land four times ploughed, dragged, har-

rowed, ridged, &c. Eight cart loads of yard manure applied

directly before drilling one quart of Liverpool swede seed per

acre, on the ridge, the second week in June ; twice horse and

three time^ hand-hoed.

Mr. John Simmons certifies his preceding crop, 1853, to be

wheat. Land ploughed four times; 25 bushels of wood ashes

drilleil with one quart of Liverpool swede seed per acre. May
20th; twice hand-h(ied.

The Rev. Thos. Stevens certifies the preceiing crops were

—

1852, swtdes; 1853, wheat. Land ploughed once in November,
once in May, and again, for seed, in June; three times dragged

and ha' rowed, and once rolled. Applied 22 one horse cart loads

of yard m^mure, 35 bushels of manured ashes, and I cwt. of

superphosphate drilled with seed, and I cwt. of Power's guano
sown broadcast, per acre; four pounds of Liverpool swede seed

drillei on the flat, 26 nches ai art from row to row, on June 6th,

lOth, and 12th, 1854; once horse and twice hand hoed in June
and July.

R. J. Webb, Esq., certifies his preceding crops were— 1852,

clover; 1853, wheat. Land three times ploughed. Twenty-six

cart loads of manure per acre, applied early in June ; two pounds

of Skirving's improved Liverpool swedes sown per acre; two

horse and two hand-hoeings given. Premium of £i for the best

five acre-.

Mr. R. C. M. Young certifies that his preceding crops were

—

1852, red clover; 1853, wheat. Soil, a wet tender loam on heavy

clay, cnlliva'ed in five bout lands. Wheat stubble ploughed in

Jimuary ; two bouts of lands turned back, and ploughed across,

dragg'd, harrowed, and scarified, clod crushed and couched in

March; stirred across second time in April, and the same culti-

vation repeated; rough landed, manured second time, and seed

furrow given in May. Applied 18 two-horse loads of farm-yard
dune ot ordinary quality, half on wheat stubble before fallowing,

and half before ihe .<.(ed furrow in May. Three pounds of Snt-
ton^' " Ashcroft swede," drilled with Suflblk drill, May 17th, in

rows two feet apart, on five bout lands. Hand-hoed in June,
singled in July, horse-hoed in Juno and July, and handhoed
after harvest—in the month of September, chiefly.

Class 3.—For the best piece of Mangel \rurzcl, not less than

two acres. Eight competitors.

Mr. Isaac Deacon certifies that his preceding crops were—1852,

grass ; 1853, wheat. Cullivtition the same as above given for

swedes. Ten loads of farm-yard dune applied from April llth
;

oranse and red globe mangel seed dibbled 2| lbs. per acre, 14

inches by -24 apart, at a cost of Is. 6d. per acre, the last week in

April; two hand and two horse-hoeings in May, June, and July.

Richard Benyon, Esq., certifies his preceding crops were— 1852,

clovfr; 1853, wheat. Land ploughed once in autumn, deep

;

once in spring harrowed and ridged. Fifteen yards of box

manure, one cwt. gumo, four cwt. of salt, twelve bushels of

soot, applied at time of sowing ; four lbs. of yelliw globle seed

dibbled 7 inches apart, every other one pulled up 21st and 22nd

April; three horse and three hand-hoeings. He states the crops

would have been better with more dung. Awarded the first .

premium of £i.

Mr. W. J. Hewett certifies the previous crops were—1852,

wheat ; 1853, oats. Land ploughed three times, first in December,

and last on May 1st; 12 one-horse cart loads of manure per

acre. Three pounds of mixed yellow and red globe mangel,

drilled the second week in May, an 1 two horse and two hand-

hoeings given.

Mr. T. H'. Hicks certifies Ills preceding crops were— 1852,

clover; 1853, wheat. Cultivation and manure the same as given

above for swedes. Two pounds of yellow globe seed, dibbled the

first week in May; twice horse and three times hand-hoed.

Mr. Robert Lovegrove certifies his preceding crops, 1853, to

have been peas; land ploughed once after stubble turnips in the

month of March; 12 loads of cart dung per acre during the

same month ; 8 lbs. of seed per acre, drilled in the Suffolk drill,

the first week in May; liand-hoed three times iu May, June, and

July.

J. Bligh Monck, Esq., cerlifies the preceding crops were—1851,

beans; and 1853, wheat; land ploughed once in autumn, and

three limes in spring, and cleaned from couch. Twenty tons per

acre of farm-yard dung, spread between the ridges, and covered

by plough, drilled with a sinale row drill and roller attached

;

two horse and two hand-hoeings given.

R. J. Webb, Esq., certifies that his preceding crops were in

18.52, clover; 1853, wheat; Inid received three ploughinss; 26

cart loads of manure per acre late in April; 4 lbs. of yellow

glotie mangel, hand dibbled late in April ; two horse and two

hand-hoeings— fir»t hoeing tlie third week in May, and in the

middle of June.

Mr. R. C. M. Young certifies that his preceding crops were, in

1852, red clover; 1853, wheat; ploughings and other cultivation;

quantity and quality of manure precisdy the same as described

above for swedes, except t^iat the manure and the seed furrow

were partly given in April. Six and a half i ounds of Icmon-

shiiped yellow mangel seed, of own growth, drilled in rows two

feet apart, with Suffolk drill, on the third day of May. Hand-

hoed in June, singled in July, and hand-hoed again between

plants in July and August, belore harvest; horse-hoed twice, in

June and July. The raanul wurzel and Swedish turnips on this

farm, being grown in the same field, side by side, on similar soil,

and under precisely the same cultivation, afF rds a fair compa-

rative trial of the respective value of the two crops, in the un-

usually dry season of 1854. Awarded the premium of £i as the

second best in this class.

Class 4.—For the best piece of Turnips (not Swedish), not less

than five acres. Three competitors.

Richard Benyon, Esq., certifies that his preceding crops were, i

in 1852, mangel wurzel; 1853, wheat. The same management in

every respect as described above for Swedish turnips.
|

Mr. W. J. Hewett certifies that the preceding crops were, in

1852, wheat; 1853, oats. Land received four ploughing^; the

first in December, and the last in June ; manure applied, being

ashes and malt dust; seed, one quart of green globe, drilled the

24th July ; one horse and one hand-hoeing in August. Awarded

the premium of £S.

The Rev. Thomas Stevens' certificate for this class has been

mislaid since the judges' award.—Reading Mercury.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY OF ENGLAND AND WALES,

BY JOHN DONjVLDSON.

(Concluded from page 111.

J

GRAVEL

Is reckoned a diluvial deposit, and is formed of

very small pebble stones, which vary in size from
that of a small pea to that of cockles, and larger.

They are often intermixed with sand, clay, loam,

flint, pebbles, iron-ochre, and other mineral bodies.

It is an essential character of gravel, that it shall

contain rounded stones extraneous to the place

where they are fonnd; otherwise the decomposition

of loosened rocks and strata near the surface will

be confounded with it, as has often happened in

the description of countries. The earthy matters

found in gravel vary in all degrees from clay to

sand, and according to the prevailing quantity of

these matters, the gravel gets its distinctive name.
Thus, sea-shore gravel, where the action of the

waves hinders any mixture being retained, the

term of " clean gravel " is applied ; where there is

a considerable portion of clay, we use the name
" clayey gravel ;" where sand is found, it is called

" sandy gravel ;" where loam exists, the name of
" loamy gravel " is used, and so on. Some writers

add the term " alluvial " to the above terms of

sand, loam, and clay ; using it in the strict and

proper sense, as denoting matters worn, moved,
dispersed, mixed, and deposited in water, in dis-

tinction from the regular or undisturbed matters of

the terrestrial strata, which, though they show
evident marks of having been deposited in a fluid,

the perfect homogenity of the Jamina of the strata,

and their vast extension without rude or accidental

mixtures, show that the laws which govern the two

kinds of terrestrial deposit were not less distinct

and marked than are the processes of the precipita-

tion of matters before mechanically mixed and sus-

pended in a fluid, and the crystallization of sub-

stances from menstrua supersaturated therewith.

During the deposition of the strata, all was tranquil

and quiet, except the movements of animated

beings, which occupied successively the vast sub-

aqueous plains of strata : during the formation and

deposition of the gravels of every description, all

was violence and confusion, and apparently so con-

tinued for a long period of time.

It is an important problem in {^'eology to settle

the point whether gravel is anywhere found " under

regular and undisturbed strata." Many writers

have asserted this to be the case ; but Mr. William

Smith and others, after a very long and most
laborious investigation, have come to the conclu-

sion that no such case can be pointed out in Eng-
land. It is very true that indurated masses occur

with some few rounded stony fragments in mixture,

which are of difficult discrimination from the form
of stratification ; but these doubtful masses have

been continued in character " downward " to such

gravel beds, and nowhere are any regular strata

ever found upon these doubtful masses, where due

caution is used in making and extending the obser-

vations. Siliceous or grit-stone beds and rocks

have been mistakenly classed with gravels, being

composed of distinct grains of silex, or crystaUized

quartz in various sizes, and mixed and indurated

together. But an attentive examination of their

beds and accompanying strata, and of the newly

cut or broken faces, and a comparison of them
with the heterogeneous mixtures and irregular

stratification of the real gravel rocks, as they appear

in beds of immense thickness in many midland

tracts of England, will easily distinguish the

coarsest of the gritstone strata from the super-

ficial mixtures above-mentioned, and from alluvial

or water-worn mixtures of any kind. A uniform

and constant law has regulated the formation of

silex, and of coarse as well as fine gritstone, and
sufficiently prevents their being confounded with

the waterworn gravels. Accumulations of gravel

are to be distinguished into native and foreign,

according as the pebbles and earth, and extraneous

bodies among them, can be referred to known and

adjacent strata, or consists of stones and earths not

elsewhere found, but in very distant countries.

Except on the sea shore, where the gravel is formed

by the waves acting on the fallen cliff's in fragments,

the gravel of no spot corresponds with the strata

on which it is lodged ; and where it does very rarely

occur, it will be found that the strata extend to the

east or south-east of the place where the gravel is

lodged ; and this is explainable upon the principle

that the general moving of native alluvia has

happened from the south-east to the north-west

quarter. The coarse and irregular gritstone strata

occur beneath the carboniferous deposits, or the

coal measures, but do not seem to indicate, as Mr.

Kirwan thought, the near ajjproach to the funda-

mental rock of granite. It is of very great im-

Q
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portanceto discriminate accurately the alluvia found

in different parts of every country, and to trace

their connection with the regular and continued

masses on which they rest, and from whence they

have jeca torn.

Gravel is reckoned diluvial deposit of the erratic

block group, and therefore older than the alluvial

formation. The title " diluvial " implies some very

curious and important characteristics. Thick de-

posits of clay, sand, and pebbles are found on the

very summit of hills as abundantly as in the val-

leys. Fragments of rocks, wholly different from

those in the vicinity, lie in valleys, on hills, and

even on islands, as in Staffa. These fragments are

found solitary, or buried in clay, sand, and gravel

in enormous abundance, and unlike to any rocks

within one hundred miles of them. The largest

blocks or boulders lie at the top of the deposition,

resting on the sand and smaller gravel ; successive

depositions can rarely be traced, the mass being

very indiscriminate ; large and small bodies, light

and heavy, being laid together, without any order

or arrangement. Amidst such confused masses,

bones of land quadrupeds, mostly or entirely of

e.^tinct species, and even of e.xtinct genera, occur

in abundance.

In order to account for these characteristic phe-

nomena, it has been found necessary to suppose

great changes of physical geography, or physical

processes not seen in daily operation—such as ex-

tensive displacement, and change of level of land

and sea; unexampled floods of water; surprising

alterations of climate, or movements of glaciers in

situations where they could not now exist. And
one general and overwhelming inundation has been

mentioned as being able to overcome the lesser in-

equalities of the surface level, but modified in its

course by the larger ranges of mountains and
valleys.

Many of the geological structures of diluvial

deposits are attributed to the effects of glaciers,

vi^bich are supposed to have covered the globe

during a period of intense cold, and to have re-

treated to higher latitudes from some change of

temperature, and thus appears to account for the

great mammifers that are found in the Polar ice,

and in the so-called diluvial formations. Erratic

blocks, boulders, and gravels, have been attributed

to the operations of glaciers in valleys, and subse-
quently of water ; and it has been supposed that

the former began, and that the latter finished the

formation, as the parent rock of boulders, pebbles,
and gravels is generally found at the head of each
valley, and consequently could not have been
washed in by currents, as the distribution of the
materials diverges from the great central chains of
the country that follow the courses of the valleys.

It is supposed that the polished and striated sur-

face of rocks and blocks proceeds from the effect

of glaciers, and from the contact of moving masses

of ice, and that the formation of gravels and of

mud deposits, and of stratified fossihferous accu-

mulations, have derived the materials from masses

of ice, and have been re-arranged by water pro-

duced by the melting of the glaciers.

The boulders and polished blocks found in clays

and in stratified gravels may be supposed to have

been produced by similar causes, as is constantly

shown in the detritus found in the bottoms of

Alpine valleys. The terraces or table lands forming

equal altitudes on opposite declivities are supposed

to be accumulations of blocks and pebbles on the

flanks and terminations of the glaciers which occu-

pied and formed the valleys, and were successively

deposited by the melting of the ice. Though

differently deposited, and presenting a double talus

of ridge, one to the glacier, and another to the wall

of rock flanking the valley, the common origin is

evident with the accumulation of pebbles and of

blocks pohshed and rounded under great masses

of ice, and afterwards re-arranged by water. The

marked differences of the arrangement of the

materials in the deposits, is supposed to arise from

the different action to which they have been ex-

posed ; large and small fragments falUng on the

glaciers, were deposited promiscuously, while in

valleys the finer part is generally on the top, from

having undergone the action of ice and water.

Uniform polish of rocks in situ is produced by

ice, and the striated form by the intervention of

substances which produce striee agreeing with

the direction of the moving mass, while the effects

of water are sinuous erosions on the softer mate-

rials of rocks. The finer materials being found at

the greatest distance from mountains, is thought to

support the theory, of the glaciers retreating from

the valleys, as the blocks and detritus are larger as

we approach elevated regions, and also that the tri-

turating action of sheets of ice has formed the vast

groups of unstratified gravels and pebbles. But a

great difficulty occurs in forming the connexion

between stratified fossihferous deposits and the

glacier detritus, and in accounting for the remains

of arctic animals being found in the clays super-

imposed on the till, and therefore posterior to the

glacier epoch. This theory of glaciers accounts

for the disappearance of the organic beings of the

diluvial period, and also for the disappearance of

the great mammifers enclosed in the polar ice; it

is associated with the elevation of alpine countries,

and the dispersion of erratic blocks, and it is also

intimately mixed up with the subject of a general

diminution of terrestrial heat. But much attentive

observation, and a profound acquaintance with
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facts, >yill be required to establish any such theory

of geological certainty.

The glacial theory leads to the conclusion that

the globe had been covered with ice at some period

of intense cold ; that a change of temperature dis-

rupted the congregated mass into fragmentary por-

tions, which retreated from the higher to the lower

grounds, and finally reached the ocean ; that the

progress tore open and scooped the valleys and

broke the rocks into fragments, which in the lower

parts were puddled into clay, and on the higher

places were rolled into gravel, by the triturating

action of sheets of ice ; and that the materials were

re-arranged by the huge volume of water that pro-

ceeded fiom the melting of the glaciers. The frag-

ments falling upon, and being carried along by, the

flanks of the glaciers, were thrown down in huge

masses, which accounts for the groups of gravel

that are found in detached beds, and wholly uncon-

nected with any similar materials. These gravels

are to be distinguished from the deposits in the

valleys, which are most evidently due to fluviatile

and fresh-water agency or operations. Erratic

boulders are fragments of the rocks which fell

singly from the high ground on the retreating gla-

cier, were carried along with the mass, till by the

gradual melting of the ice, they reached the bottom

of the glacier, and were deposited on the top of the

fine deposit underneath, which had been prepared

by the moving pressure of the glacier. The volume
of melted water afterwards smoothed the surface,

and rolled the boulders to the present situations,

hut still on the top of the lower deposit.

Gravels are mostly cemented in a bed of hardened

clay or concreted sand, and are generally covered

by an alluvial stratum of loam, of which the depth

varies according to the situation and the supply of

materials of that nature. These soils fall under the

'description of "loams." "When the gravel bed

rises into the light of day, a stony soil is formed,

j

which is very loose in the texture, and incoherent

iin the mass. When the stratum is thin, and hes

I

upon wet clay, a very poor soil is formed ; and also

I

when the mixture of clay constitutes the land of

[clayey gravel. A mixture of sand forms a soil of

j

-sandy gravel, which is generally poor and unpro-

iductive, as is also the loamy gravel on a wet clay

bottom. These lands most imperatively require

draining, and that very frequently done, at the dis-

:
tance of four to eight yards, according as the beds

I of underlying sand are seen to traverse the beds of

clay, and to contain or draw away the water. It is

necessary that the drains are cut below the second

bed of sand, which will draw down the water from

the uppermost stratum, and prevent its rising to the

top. These gravels are very stubborn to be

ploughed, and are most suited to grow wheat

:

the quality is generally poor. Being dried by
draining, the alternate cropping should be adopted :

— 1st year, fallow, dunged; 2nd year, wheat j 3rd

year, hay ; 4th year, pasture ; 5th year, pasture

;

6th year, oats. This notice understands the clayey

gravels that ore unfitted for green crops. A mix-

ture of gravel with wet clays and sands forms a

very worthless soil, that costs very much labour,

and produces very scanty returns. When the beds

of sand are parallel, the draining is easy ; when they

are irregular and contorted, the difficulty occurs of

intercepting every oozing channel which conveys

the water. The depth of the drains must be beyond

the average, and are best filled with broken stones,

which present a range of interstitial cavities, for the

beds of sand that are cut by the drain. This ad-

vantage adheres to broken stones beyond the

single tile placed in the bottom with loose materials

over it.

A marine formation is found in Norfolk and

Suffolk, called " crag," which is composed of sand

and gravel, enclosing shells, including also friable

masses of ferruginous sand, somewhat cemented

together, and also enclosing shells. It is seen at

Walton Naze, near Colchester, in Essex, in the

depth of thirty feet of the upper part of the cliff,

and overlying the under part of fifteen feet of the

London clay. The composition exhibits tints which

bespeak a very considerable impregnation of iron,

and the organic remains much agree with those in

the upper marine formation of Paris. The stratum

extends forty miles in the counties of Norfolk and

and Suffolk, aud the country is level and flat, not

exceeding fifty or sixty feet above the level of the

sea. The land that rests on the immediate crag is

very rich and fertile, and forms one of the most

highly cultivated districts in England. The forma-

tion is very porous, and water is got by reaching

to the London clay underneath. The land being a

loam, will be treated under that head. This bed

has not been much noticed, but it affords very

striking pecvdiarities belonging to the organic re-

mains it encloses. Conybeare associates it with the

Bagshot sand and London clay, as it overlies the

latter, which is covered by the former, and the dis-

tinction seems somewhat arbitrary between the ma-

rine and fresh-water agency. And the distinction

is rendered more minute by dividing the appear-

ances into the upper and lower of each formation,

which only increases the imperceptibility. The
simplification is effected by considering the crag

and London clay to be marine, and the Bagshot

sand to be a fresh-water formation, as it is much
higher placed, and rests upon the clay, which sup-

ports the crag, and the latter for its marine charac-

ter must depend on the organic exuviae in its com-

position.

Q 2
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This formation is of the upper marine group,

and in that order should have had a precedence

of description ; but being composed of sand and

gravel, it was delayed till these two substances were

noticed.

ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS.

The true character of alluvium is seen in the

fens of Lincolnshire, Romney Marsh, and Pevensey

Level, which are supposed to have been formed, or

the formation completed, since the time of the

Romans. The component parts differ according to

the varied materials which occurred to the agents of

formation, the power of its action, the subsequent

influences to which the deposition has been sub-

jected. The fens constitute a vegetable alluvium,

arising from the decomposition of the forests which

has evidently at some former time covered the

locality, and which afforded the herbage, leaves,

and stems to form the alluvial stratum. The levels

of Romney and Pevensey are earthy strata reduced

and mingled by the action of water, and covered

by the common humified layer of the sub-aerial

deposit.

The character of the fens is very different from

peat or moss, which is antiseptic and phosphores-

cent, whereas the former is decomposing and insa-

lubrious. The appearance is mossy, but the nature

is soon discerned to be very different. The wettest

fens are black in colour; but the greater part may
be termed a grey earth, which is cultivable with

much advantage. The substratum is " silt," or a

finely comminuted mixture of sand and clay, which

is very pervious to water, both upwards and down-
wards. The Lincolnshire fens are seen to overlie

the chalk and the oolites, and at their junction the

older formations dip under the alluvium. There is

no intermediate bed of diluvial rehquise.

The drainage of fens and all extensive flat grounds

must be begun in making canals, or large open

cuts, for the purpose of conveying to the sea the

accumulated waters of the drained lands, which

are intersected by smaller open cuts, directed in the

proper places, and at stated distances, in order to

receive the contents of the smaller drains, which

are covered by the cultivated stratum of soil. The
whole body of waters being directed to the lowest

point or points behind the general dyke or barrier,

which is raised on a broad foundation and a sloping

elevation, for the purpose of debarnng the encroach-

ment of the sea, its estuaries and rivers, any num-
ber of steam-engine pumps constantly at work will

raise the water, and throw it over the barrier, and
thus relieve the country of the hurtful mass of the

liquid element. Any lands, however flat, may be

drained in this manner, and whatever may be the

quantity of water.

The best quality of (he fens is kept in very pro-

fitable pasturage, which has been freed of the super-

fluous water, and rendered sound for any kind of

animals. The inferior kinds which rise towards

the high grounds, are more earthy in the composi-

tion, and become cultivated soils. Paring and burn-

ing has been much practised, and often repeated at

not very distant periods of time. Cole is more

suitable than turnips, and oats produce more abun-

dantly than wheat. Summer fallowing is unneces-

sary, and green crops are substituted. Farm-yard

dung is the most suitable manure, except the ferti-

lizing produced by the consuming by sheep of the

green crops on the land. The light earthy soils that

are found on the high grounds where the alluvium

thins over the calcareous strata, are very favour-

able to the action of artificial manures ; and when

a crop of turnips is got, the grain and clover crops

do most certainly follow. The general fallow crop

being turnips or cole consumed on the grounds, or

partly so, and potatoes being grown in some quan-

tity, the cropping will be — 1st year, green cropsj

2nd year, wheat; 3rd year, clover; 4th year, oats;

5th year, beans, peas, or vetches ; 6th year, bar-

ley ; 7th year, winter vetches ; 8th year, oats.

A course of six to eight years is the most suit-

able and varied in the above crops. The upper soils

on the higher grounds are turnip loams, and are

cropped under that head.

The marsh of Romney and the level of Pevensey

are alluvial flats that have been formed by the joint

efforts of marine and fresh water, and which have

been located by an orderly operation of the agents

of deposition. Similar flat grounds are found

around the coast of the south of England, and in

valleys by the sides of rivers, which have arisen from

the same causes, and which show very similar qua-

lities of composition. The alluvial quality is very

generally favourable to the growth and permanence

of grasses, and the formations are mostly used for

that purpose. Next the sea, they are overflowed by

the high tides, and are thought to derive a benefit

from the salt oozings that are deposited on the sur-

face, and which are conveyed to the grazing animals.

On the sides of rivers, the herbage is often very

large and rich, and suitable either for hay or pas-

ture, and often used for both purposes in regular

alternation. The fertility of alluvium arises from

the very minute decomposition of the ingredients,

the number, and varied nature of the materials that

are mixed together. Hence, the action of manure

is favoured with an abundance of elements on which

to exert its efforts ; and if repelled in some points,

there are others which may be accessible to the in-

fluence of its power. Loam is an alluvial of a

certain kind, and the value of it as a cultivated soil

arises from the same composition in the texture and

consistence. Much benefit to cultivation might be
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adopted by a scrupulous attention to this very pro- I the distinction arises of " gravelly, stony, and sili-

minent evidence of fertility. Natural action in very

many cases requires a variety to enable the com-

i

mencement of its power, and an abundance to con-

tinue its efforts ; mutual attraction may be weak, or

not at all exist, and may be encouraged, stopped,

or diverted by mechanical agency. Alluvial forma-

tions show the great value of matters being mixed
together in quantity, and in the most minute con-

sistence; and though the chemical combination of

the mixture may be beyond our power, yet we may
by following the processes of nature in the opera-

tions of art, make a very useful approximation by
means of the mechanical application in the most

improved form.

LOAM
Signifies a fat, unctuous, tenacious earth. Under the

name of " loam," there is comprehended a class of

compound or mixed earths, composed of dissimilar

particles, hard, stiff, dense, harsh, and rough to the

touch, not easily ductile, while most readily diffusi-

ble in water, and usually composed of sand and a

tough viscid clay. Loams are very concisely

divided into two kinds—the friable and crumbling

sorts, composed of sand and a less viscid clay ; and

the tough and viscid texture, that are composed of

sand and more adhesive clay. The colours have

also been used to distinguish loams— the black and

white, which are not acted upon by acids ; yellow

loams, some of which are acted upon by acids ; the

alkaline brown loams, that are acted upon by acids

;

and the green loams, that suffer no disturbance.

According to Woodward, loam consists of clay

mixed with fine sand, or of clay with a super-

abundance of sand; and Mr. Bergman found a

good loam to contain 87 per cent, of reddish-grey

sand, as fine as meal, and 13 per cent, of argil.

Supposing clay to contain, as it most frequently

does, 70 per cent, of fine sand, we shall find, as

Mr. Kirwan observes, that loam of the best kind

contains an excess of sand amounting to 17 per

cent. ; if the excess of sand be greater, it will form

a soil of " sandy loam ;" if smaller, a " clayey

loam." When anything calcareous is found in the

loam, it inclines to the nature of "marl," or a

Imarlaceous loam, which may he either sandy or

I clayey, according as the proportion above indicated

J

is exceeded on either side. But loams most fre-

! quently contain a portion of the calx of iron, which
is more or less oxygenated—a circumstance which

< produces a considerable variety in the colour, and

, very probably also in the vegetative powers of the
I loamy earth, if its proportion be considerable, viz.,

i 4 to 5 per cent. : they often contain also some pro-

portion of the vitriolic acid. The sandy part of

the loam has much effect in giving the colour.

When gravels and pebbles are mixed with loams,

cious, and limestone loams," according as the sub-

stances predominate.

Loams are generally understood to consist of

clay, silicious sand, and the carbonate of lime.

The quantity of iron, magnesia, and various salts

is so inconsiderable as never to alter materially the

texture of the loam. Decayed vegetable and ani-

mal matters in the form of " humus " are often

found in loams in very considerable quantities, and
the soil is fertile in proportion. Loams vary in qua-

lity, according as they are composed : those com-
posed of loose sand with little hunius, and with an

impregnation of iron, are very unproductive; and
those which contain too much clay, and lie upon an

impervious subsoil, are very difficult to cultivate.

Between these two extremes there are soils that

form the very best that are found on the face of the

earth. Loam seems to be naturally formed for the

purpose of fertility. The pure earths are in them-
selves almost entirely barren; sands receive and
discharge moisture much too quickly ; clays retain

it too long in its own substance, refuses it when
wanted, and starves the roots of plants in a cold

impervious mass; chalk has the same mechanical

qualit}^ and contains very little organic or soluble

matter. Sand and clay alone would not make a

rich soil ; but a portion of calcareous matter and of

humus being added, the mass is rendered open and

porous, and the clay and sand pi evented from
forming a mortar, which hardens too readily, and

prevents the influence of the air from reaching the

roots. The invaluable quality of loams is the tex-

ture allowing the due circulation of air and mois-

ture. All fertile soils contain some portion of cal-

careous earth. Moist climates require a greater

portion of sand to make a fertile loam, which will

be less necessary in proportion as humus abounds.

The climate of England requires one-half of the

soil to be sand, one-third of clay, and the rest to

be chalk, to form a good loam, and rather light

than heavy. Loams require less tillage than stiffer

soils, and will bear more stirring to clean them than

sands. The produce is always certain and abun-

dant. Every kind of manure can exert the proper

action in loams, as they find a variety of substances

on which to apply their influence. All kinds of

crops that are known thrive well on loams, and ani-

mals may be safely depastured upon them during

the whole year. The best subsoil for loams is a

comp'ct gravel, which receives the moisture down-

wards, so as not to starve the upper soil, and retains

a sufficiency to be given out in drought, as the

upper soil may require it for use. A dry porous

clay is often seen to support a good loam.

The composition of a fruitful loam suggests some

very important considerations in the science of agri-
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culture. Every article of commerce possesses some

property by which the quality is judged, and accord-

ing to the quantity of which the relative marketable

value is ascertained. And by increasing or dimi-

nishing the criterion of quality, the value is raised

or depressed. Nature affords the inherent mark of

value ; and when it is wanting, it is the object of

cultivation to create it artificially. The constituent

parts of a good loam being correctly ascertained by

chemical analysis, and the deficiencies of inferior

soils being also learned from the same source, it

only remains to supply the wants in the latter, ss

they appear in comparison with the former. If clay

be in excess, chalk and sand may be added, and a

portion of clay may be burnt in order to destroy the

attraction for water, and thus act the part of sand in

helping to form the loam. Limestone, gravel, and

sand are also very useful for this purpose, as they

equally correct a too great porosity, or a too large

degree of tenacity. If there be too much sand in

any loam, clay and chalk will be the remedy. And
though the utmost art of man is able to effect

only a mechanical mixture in place of the che-

mical combination of the substances that are sought

to be amalgamated, yet the repeated stirrings which

the land undergoes in the process of time, and the

opportunities that are thus afforded for the effecting

of reciprocal unions, may tend to lead to the more
perfect blending of the mixed ingredients, and the

assimilation of the elemental matters. It might be

an interesting and highly useful inquiry to ascer-

tain the effect of the contact of various kinds of

earth moistened with water in exciting galvanic ac-

tion, which, no doubt, greatly influences the che-

mical aflfinities of the elements from which the

plants derive their increase. This subject has
scarcely ever been noticed; but no part of vegetable

physiology deserves more attention.

HUMUS,

In the literal meaning, understands a moist earth,

or more modernly" mould." It is classed in min-
eralogy as a genus of the order of calcareous earths.

Generic characters— consisting of carbonate of lime,

with a small proportion of silex ; hydrogen, carbonic

acid gas, and oxide of iron, formed by the decayed

remains of animal and vegetable substances ; light,

friable; imbibing but not retaining water ; meagre,

rough, humiJ, of a dull colour, effervescing with

nitric acid, becoming cinereous in a smaller heat,

in a stronger running into a frothy kind of glass.

"Animal mould" is impalpable, greedily im-
bibing water, hardly effervescing with nitric acid in

its rude state, but sensibly so when burnt ; white
or cinereous, very light and fertile.

" Vegetable mould" is brown in a very subtile

dust, so very fine as, when mixed with water, to

pass through coarse clotli or filtering paper. It

affords the best and richest garden moulds, and is

often black when moistened, and cinereous when

dry. Decayed vegetable matter affords a most

excellent soil.

Animal and vegetable moulds being mixed by

their elements living and decaying on the surface of

the earth, form the " humus " of modern scientific

agriculture, a natural manure produced by the slow

decay of animal and vegetable matters. " Humus"
is a dark, unctuous, friable substance, nearly uni-

form in its appearance : it is a compound of oxy-

gen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, which, with

the exception of nitrogen, are the elements of all

animal and vegetable substances. It is the result

of slow decomposition of organic matters in the

earth, and cannot be compounded " chemically."

It is the product and the source of living matter.

The greater the number of living creatures, the

more humus is formed ; and the more humus, the

greater is the supply of nourishment to life. Every

organic being adds to the quantity of humus, which

increases as men, animals, and plants increase upon

the earth. It is diminished by the process of vege-

tation, and wasted by being carried away by water

;

or it is carried into the air by the agency of oxygen,

which converts it into gaseous matters.

Humus, in the common state, is not soluble in

water, and it is antiseptic. It is indecomposable in

itself, and in other substances in contact with it.

It remains in the earth long unimpaired : but so

soon as it is brought to the surface by the process

of cultivation, an action immediately begins. The '

carbon of the humus unites with the oxygen of the

atmosphere, and forms carbonic acid, which the

plants absorb ; the hydrogen, by the same affinity,

forms water, and this moisture being formed gra-

dually, becomes a most valuable source of life to

plants during dry seasons, when rains and dews

are deficient. Soluble extract is the residue, which

is taken up by the roots of plants. By the repeated

action of cultivation, a further progress of recipro-

cal unions is produced, which afford a regular

supply of food to the plants ; and from this fact

we learn the great value of frequently stirring the

ground in the culture of green crops.

Humus renders clays porous, and consolidates

loose sands, and suffers very much from stagnant

water ; the substance is rendered acid and astrin-

gent, as in peat; the vegetable matters become
" sour," and produce rushes, and other unpalatable

and useless plants. In such cases the land must

be dried by draining, and the acid neutralized by

large applications of lime. In light soils very little

humus is found ; the air penetrates too freely, and

speedily decomposes it, and the extract is carried

downwards by the waters that pass through the
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Boil. Such soils want being consolidated by clays

and moulds, to make them retain moisture. Humus
acts most fruitfully with calcareous soils, provided

they are deep and well pulverized.

Good lands contain at an average about 4 or 5

per cent, of humus, and 2 per cent, will render a

soil tolerably productive. Humus being the pro-

duction of animal and vegetable matters combined,

it is yielded in abundance by farm-yard dung,

which consists of the straws of the cereal crops

joined with the solid and urinary feeces of the ani-

mals. And it is to this quality that the dung of

the farm-yard is indebted for its superiority to any

other manure yet known—that after the more active

animal substances have exerted their action, and

have disappeared, there remains in the soil a resi-

dual mass for future decomposition, and which

continues to afford for years the pabulum of

organic life.

Loams being formed, by nature, of the mixtures

of the primitive ingredients that have been now
mentioned, partake very largely of the capricious

diversity that is everywhere to be observed in the

productions of unknown agency ; the position is

very varied, and the quality seems to be regulated

by no definite rule that observation has yet been

able to trace. The tops of moderately high grounds

very often contain a greater depth of loam than the

:idjoining valleys, and the quality is also much more

valuable. The most stubborn clays are often found

on low grounds, and are comparatively unproduc-

tive, while the adjoining heights are crowned by a

loam of more than medium fertility. The quality

of the substratum has a very evident effect in con-

ferring a value upon loams. If it be rocky, the

loam is usually too dry and incoherent; if clayey,

the loam will be wet and ungenial; if sandy, it will

I

be too open and j)orous ; and if gravelly, it will be

liable to be scorched. The most fruitful loams are

I
found incumbent on a bottom of clayey sand or

compact gravel, joined and mingled together in such

a manner as it receives the moisture downwards,

and does not starve the upper soil, and at the same

time keeps the m.oisture in store to be given out as

the upper soil may require it. A gravel cemented

j

by clay, and made porous by sand, is of all others

!
the best adapted for the purpose now mentioned.

A yellow and compact unotuous clay of a dry na-

ture often supports a loam of the first-rate quality.

Humus appears to be most certainly distributed

by the quality of the soil, land, or ground on

which the animals and vegetables best like to live.

All organic beings have the instinctive faculty of

choosing and rejecting; and accordingly the greater

abundance of humus is always found on strata

which experience has found to be most favourable

to organic life, and the original deposits that are

constitutioually inimical to'thdlivmg organs of the

creation are left devoid of any u.seful quantity of that

essential element of feistility, and require to be sup-

plied with it by artificial means. Humus is there-

fore produced by one natural productive quality

that favours the generation of living organism, and

it affords in return the elements of life to subse-

quent I'eproductions. The earthy vegetable matter,

being the residuum of the decomposition of organ-

ized bodies, is a principal material in soils ; it con-

stitutes the layer in which plants grow, and differs

greatly according to the quantity and quality of the

matter itself, the state of reduction it has attained,

and from the manner in which it happens to be in-

corporated with the constituents of the soil. It has

much influence on soils, in altering, modifying, and

mixing the original substances of their composi-

tion. The depth of it determines the fertility of

lands.

LOAMY SOILS.

These lands comprehend the most valuable parts

of the cultivated earth, and are very widely diffused

in many differences and modifications. But the

large variety may be conveniently reduced to three

heads—clayey loams, sandy loams, and gravelly

loams, comprehending also chalky soilg of that

grade.

The first class, or clayey loams, is the best soil

in Britain, as it grows the most valuable root-plant?,

and the cereal crop of the most value. It lies not

upon the clays that have been before described, but

upon a vast bed of alluvial earth, sometimes

approaching to clay, which has been superimposed

upon the original deposits by the agency of some

operating power both of preparation and of loca-

tion. The best quality is recumbent on the new

red sandstone, and on the huge beds of alluvial

clay and diluvial beds, which are found in the level

districts of England. Where the soil approaches

the sandstone rock, the substratum is called the

red marl, and has evidently been derived from the

rock itself ; and the cultivable stratum has pro-

ceeded from the under-bed by the process before

detailed, and by the effects of exposure to the

air in the movings of the soil by the imple-

ments of culture. The constitutional quality is

favourable to the congregation of organic life, and

has gathered from the exuviae the essence of its

fertility. In other places, the rocks are deeply

covered by thick beds of an extraneous deposit,

very frequently an unctuous clay that is retentive of

moisture, but does not require draining. The lands

on these two subsoils form the best quality in

Britain, producing the most valuable crops in a

large abundance. The best system of cropping

is :—1st year, green crops, turnips, beet, and pota-

toes ; 2nd year, wheat or barley; 3rd year, hay;
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4t,h year, pasture; 5th year, oats (or 4th year, oats

;

5th year, beans) ; 6th year, wheat.

This latter form includes every plant of cultiva-

tion, and understands the use of barley after the

green crops, that wheat may not occur twice in the

rotation. These lands permit the action of every

kind of manure, owing to the varied composition of

the soil.

SANDY LOAMS

Recline on dry beds of alluvium, of dry clay, con-

creted earth, and deposits of a heterogeneous

variety. The quality is everywhere dry, and very

favourable to the action of artificial manures, from

the warmness and fineness of the composition.

They form the true turnip soils, and produce that

plant in the quickest readiness and largest abun-

dance. Barley and clover are also choice crops on

these lands, which allow the eating on the ground

by sheep of the turnips, and also the sound pas-

turage in grasses. Every animal and plant thrives

upon them, and every manure exerts the full power.

The best rotations of cropping are:— 1st year, tur-

nips; 2nd year, barley; 3rd year, hay; 4th year,

pasture ; 5th year, oats ; or 5th year, pasture ; Gth

year, oats. The soils are often formed of alluviums

on the banks of rivers, which are inert by reason

of the want of calcareous matter, which must be

supplied in the shape of lime. The very intimate

mixture of the materials constitutes the value of

loams, the subjacent formation, and the exuvial

matters which it has been able to attract.

GRAVELLY LOAMS

Are situated principally on the tops of gentle

eminences, and on the slopes of declivities. The

beds of gravel on the banks of rivers are of alluvial

origin, and fall under a different denomination.

Loamy gravels are not the richest soils, but are

very friendly to the growth of turnips and barley

;

the pebbles retain a coolness for the roots of the

turnips, and the grit of the gravel produces a thin-

skinned barley, much valued for malting. Butthe

produce of any crop is not bulky. Being dry, they

admit the sheep to consume the turnips on the

ground, and the land is thus very much benefited.

The rotations of cropping are as last mentioned.

Chalky loams are similarly treated. Subjoined

is the list of grasses to be sown in the fore-mentioned

rotations :—Ray grass, I bushel per acre ; cock's-

foot, 4 bushel ; meadow-fescue, 4lbs. ; crested

dog's-tail, 4lbs. ; meadow cat's-tail, 4lbs. ; meadow
poa, 4lbs. ; red clover, 8lbs.; white clover, 4lbs.

CONCLUSION.

Though the grand problem of geology may never

admit a fixed and determinate solution, yet there is

not a more sublime speculation in physics than to

attempt the resolution of problems which nature

suggests on such a magnificent scale as is presented

to our wondering eyes by the globe which we in-

habit. A wish or an attempt of this sort can never

be condemned. A very large portion of mankind

content themselves with a smile bordering on con-

tempt when they casually listen to such specula-

tions, and a superficial observer is generally struck

with the character of extravagance which appears

so prominent in the hypotheses that are assumed.

But no hypothesis is to be reckoned extravagant

for the subject that is confined within the limits of

possibility. The disposition of the strata of the

earth is itself extravagant, if we be allowed to apply

this epithet to any one of Nature's works. The

general character points to causes so very different

from any that we see in actual operation, that no

hypothesis is to be rejected for its strangeness, and

hypotheses of this sort are wholly xmavoidable by j

all who attempt to ex])lain the phenomena that

appear before them. The unexplained phenomena

of magnetism, particularly the fluctuating variations

of the needle, and the supposition of the inter-

changes of materials among the different planets,

countenanced in some measure by the well-authen-

ticated instances of stones falling from the atmos-

phere, will perhaps, at some future period, lead to

a modification, or probably to a total change of our

geological theories, or to the formation of others.

Much real progress might be made if the writers

of such works would confine themselves to pro-

ceeding step by step, drawing only immediate and

necessary consequences from accurate observations,

and leaving to future ages the care of advancing

further in proportion to the knowledge thus ac-

quired ; and many general facts would be better

ascertained by this safe and impartial method than

by continual attempts of these authors to square

them to their fanciful systems. From the im-

patience to give general theories before solid

foundations have been laid for them, the most airy

hypotheses are successively obtruded on the public,

each destroying the former, and itself enlarging but

very little, if at all, the boundaries of real science.

But some advantages always attend such wild

attempts; the objections made against the preceding

systems are useful, and in the course of reasoning

some observations are made, and some conjectures

thrown out, which deserve to be remembered and

kept in store after the illusory vision which it was

made to prop has vanished and sunk into oblivion.

A very great part of human knowledge is specu-

lative or guess work, and it is by no means an

unpleasant employment for a vacant hour to exer-

cise the judgment in determining which author we

think has the farthest stretched the power of specu-

lation, or which of the many would-be solvers of

the grand problem of geology has guessed the most
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plausibly. And if no permanent improvement or

substantial information can be derived from the

ideas which they entertain, some benefit may
possibly be gathered from the language which they

employ.

Extensive observation and long-continued ex-

perience have shown that by the combined influence

of air and water, and of vegetable action, rocks are

decomposed, and that the hardest masses are not

proof against this change, which will go on with

greater or less rapidity, according to the construc-

tion of the rocks, and the power of the operating

agents of disintegration. In hot climates, which

produce a luxuriance of vegetation, its progress

will be rapid; in cold latitudes, it will be much
slower ; but slow or rapid, all substances are liable

to decomposition, and even the purest crystal is

deprived by exposure of its fine polish and brilliant

lustre, and the beginning of a new coat commences.

Soft and porcelain granite has been mentioned,

which contains quartz, felspar, and mica. The
quartz is almost pure siliceous earth in a crystallized

form; felspar and mica are compound substances,

and contain silica, alumina, oxyde of iron, and

magnesia. By exposure, the lime and potassa

are acted upon by water or carbonic acid, the oxyde

of iron tends to combine with more oxygen, and

the mica and felspar are decomposed, the latter

more rapidly. The felspar forms a fine clay; the

mica, more partially reduced, blends with it as sand

;

and the harder quartz will appear as gravel, or

sands of different degrees of fineness. The seeds

of lichens, and of plants floating in the air, fix

themselves upon the first appearance of earth, and

by their death and decomposition, afford a quantity

of organized matter, which mixes with the earthy

materials of the rock. More perfect plants succeed

and perish, and add a succession of increasing

materials ; the rock continues to decompose, and

by slow and gradual processes a soil is formed,

in which plants and the largest trees are pro-

duced.

This is the generally received opinion of the

formation of soils from the detrition of rocks by
the force of external agencies, and that the dis-

integrated materials have been carried by floods to

the ocean, and there accumulating, are formed into

horizontal layers. But the decay of rocks them-
selves must be very gradual. In some dry countries,

inscriptions are perfect, and the angular shapes and

edges are but little blunted after the lapse of 20
centuries. The formations that are taking place in

the present quiescent state of the globe are made
by the sea, fresh-v/ater rivers, and by lacustrine

deposits from substances collected and rolled along

by the course of waters over the earth. These

depositions go on in many places visibly, though

slowly; but we know httle of the processes by
which the vast alluvial deposits have been made in

all the different arrangements, mixtures, and com-
binations, to the depth of several hundred feet, and
extending over vast tracks, of various and dis-

cordant qualities ; or of the means employed by
nature in the processes of alluvial deposition from
the detritus accumulated at the foot of mountains,
from the decomposition of rocks, and of the subse-

quent removal and consolidation, or even of the

operation by which animal and vegetable exuvise

are converted into soil. As before observed, rocks

and soils differ widely in the quality, and other

agents must have been employed than the decom-
position from exterior influences.

The petrifactions and organic remains found in

the various substances that compose the earth, as

far as it can be examined, seem sufficient to place

one fact beyond dispute—that the globe has under-

gone many extensive changes; and it is not a little

curious that they are confined to particular forma-

tions, and are not found in contiguous strata ; and
that the remains of trees and vegetables are found
only in some few similar situations.

In the tranquil forge of Nature's wonderful and
stupendous works, the most sublime harmony and
profound silence prevail ; and were it not for the

admonitions that obtrude on our senses, from the

lapse of time, the results would scarcely be per-

ceptible. In that workshop we do not hear the

blast of the furnace, or the reverberation of the

stroke : the torture of analysis, the war of the

elements, of acids with the alkahes, are nowhere
discovered ; nor the use of tests and precipitates,

agents or reagents, in producing the work of com-
bination and resolution. One grand principle is

everywhere at work, pervades every atom of par-

ticle, and, in conjunction with the vivifying effects

of light and heat, brings into existence and matures
the germs of animal and vegetable life. A modern
theory supposes all effects to arise from the motion
and reciprocal action of existing substances, and
consequently cannot be produced by natural pro-

cesses, unless the elements already exist. But of

the mode of preparation of the various substances

for that purpose, and of the state that is necessary

to engender life and support it, we are wholly

ignorant.

In the absence of any kind of certain data to

guide the search of enquiry, curiosity will lead to

many suppositions, conjecture will be busy, theory

will succeed theorj', often serving no better purpose
than to refute the foregoing—a matter of little

difficulty on many points of speculative knowledge.
After all the extensive investigation and laborious

research that have been employed on the subject,

it is very probable that the formation of rocks, and
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the other formations that are supposed to have been

subsequently derived from them, tlie process,

manner, and operation by which all the formations

have attained the present form, quality, and posi-

tion, may remain for ever a subject of uncertain

speculation ; as no analogous formation is now

taking place, except in one class of rocks—the

volcanic.

The time that would be required to bring many

of the substances that have been mentioned to

their present state varies in different theories from

1 to 200 years, and the depositions from 12 inches

in 100 years to 15 inches in 1 year. Such wide

discrepancies and contradictory opinions render

any approximation hopeless ; and we may very

reasonably conclude that our weak and unassisted

reason may never be able to penetrate the veil of

obscurity which Nature has drawn over many of

liiT works, and that our labours and researches

may never lead to any satisfactory conclusion on

the great v/orks of creation, many of which would

appear to be forbidden to man, and destined to

elude his curiosity. But such intimate knowledge

is not required for the useful purposes of man

:

external observation and experience afford an abun-

dant source of employment for the time and energies

of the human race; and though these abstract

speculations have not afforded, either from physical

or scientific theory, any assistance to the operations

suggested by observation and external impressions,

yet perseverance may probably lead to a valuable

discover}^ as has already happened in similar

pursuits. Such subjects, even if they never pro-

duce any result applicable to public utilit)', are

nevertheless in themselves highly worthy the

attention and study of rational beings; they en-

large the circle of knowledge, ennoble our senti-

ments, refine and exalt our ideas, and direct us with

the most profound rei'erence and devout admiration

to the Great Source of Being, who from nothing

called into existence the great mass of objects that

so far exceed our comprehension, and who, from

all the seeming irregularity and confusion we

behold, hath disposed in the most beautiful order

and harmony the whole system of creation, teeming

with abundance, bestowing life, and affording

health and comfort and the means of existence to

all the numerous varieties of animated and organ-

ized life, and forming a source of supplying to the

inorganic creation the materials for producing the

different substances, which, wrought by art and

fashioned by ingenuity, contribute so much to the

comfort and happiness of man in the numerous and

varied departments of civilized life. J. D.

ON THE STRUCTURAL FORMATION
SHEEP.

OF THE LEI CESTER

The Leicester sheep occupies the first place

among the native breeds. Not that the Leicester

is in ordinary circumstances so profitable, when
kept simply for the purpose of jn'oducing mutton

and wool, as some of the other breeds, or rather

crosses with other breeds ; but their value as sheep

rests mainly upon their peculiar adaptation for

crossing—imparting to the cross-bred animal much
of their size, early maturity, and quickness of fat-

tening, with ampleness of fleece—the fleece of the

cross-bred possessing length of staple, and varying,

according to the character of the fleece of the dam,

from medium fineness to almost first quality. The

superiority of the Leicester sheep consists mainly

in imparting in a high degree to the animals so

bred those qualities which characterise the Lei-

cester, and which no other breed possesses in the

same perfection. A well-bred Leicester, therefore,

should unite, as it does, all the qualities which are

desirable in the sheep.

It is well known that we owe the Leicester sheep

to the late Mr. Bakewell of Dishley, in Leicester-

shire, the breed being generally known on the con-

tinent as the Dishley. As Mr. Bakewell studiously

concealed the methods he adopted to produce the

Leicester, it is useless to discuss what can now
never be definitely ascertained. There can be no

doubt, however, that the Leicester was the result of

very considerable research into the jiroper charac-

teristic traits of the different breeds of sheep, and

into the formation of animals generally, with tbe

exercise of constant application, governed by a

sound judgment in selection, developed with care

in general management. By these means the cha-

racter of the Leicester was stamped, and it is in

the exercise of the two latter— selection and man-

agement—that the characteristic features of the

Leicester are to be perpetuated. Not that a breeder

can, like Bakewell, select from different breeds, and

and so produce a pure Leicester sheep, or can

even, by constantly selecting animals from the dif-

ferent herds of Leicesters now in existence, produce

and perpetuate a breed of very high character. The

forming of a breed with established characteristic

features is what very few men are capable of

effecting. There are few Bakewells and CoUings

;

and even if there were, the difficulties of creating a

breed, not to say an improved one, with fixity of
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type, ovei- those now in existence, are much greater

than they were at the period these eminently suc-

cessful breeders lived. Any attempts, which have

come under our knowledge or observation, in the

improvement of Leicester sheep by crossing dif-

ferent breeds of Leicesters, have ultimately resulted

in disappointment. Superior animals were obtained

generally in the first produce, but there was

a sensible deterioration in the second and third

generations. The most celebrated flocks are bred

pure, and are kept pure, from animals obtained

directly from Bakewell's flock. There are, how-

ever, many flocks of Leicesters not so descended,

Ijeing generally the produce of tups obtained from

Bakewell and other breeders of Leicesters since his

time, to cross their original flocks. Some of these

have doubtless a dash of the Cotswold or Lincoln,

however far back or recently introduced, most pro-

bably with the view of giving a greater degree of

stoutness of frame with size to the flock. There

are few breeders, however, who can patiently discuss

this point. Each believes his own flock to be the

Simon Pure. It is dangerous ground— the purity

of Leicesters as descended from Bakewell's flock.

A:3 we are without a Flock-book kept like the Stud

and Herd books, it is, indeed, hopeless to trace

purity of blood to Bakewell's time. The character

of the breeder is therefore the best guarantee, so

far as he knows, as to purity ; but as many breeders

introduce occasionally fresh blood into their flocks,

the belief cannot amount to a certainty. But there

are certain features characteristic of the pure, that

i«, the Dishley Leicester, which can guide one con-

versant with Leicesters.

The following description of the points of

£^reatest importance in judging of a Leicester sheep

' .ay therefore prove of value to some of our

readers. It may be remarked that all the desirable

properties are never united in equal perfection in

any one animal. In a proper selection, therefore,

:ill that can be done is to choose where there is an

approximation nearest to what is desired, and with

those points the most developed, which are of

])rimary importance.

The first is purity in descent. Without this,

defects not visible to the eye will be perceptible in

the produce, from these defects being hereditary.

But in the show-yard, purity of descent must be

judged of mainly by the characteristic features of

the Leicester. The formation of the head and

colour of the face and legs are good evidence of

purity of blood. The sheep should be of a fair

medium size. Dirninutiveness is, however, more

objectionable than extra size, particularly in the

female. The head should be long, muzzle fine and

tapering, lips pliant, opening of nostrils long and

delicately formed ; in the male, considerable breadth

between the eyes and ears, and in both male and
female, the eye should be large, lustrous, and ex-

pressive. The jaw open, and in the male, clean

and well defined. The ears should be rather long,

placed wide apart, showing breadth and fulness of

the development of the muscles of the neck. In

some flocks, the ears are slightly pendulous ; in

others, they are more erect; the former indicates

largeness of frame; the latter, compactness of

frame. The colour of the skin around the eyes

and muzzle should not be too white. Some of the

purest flocks have the face thinly covered with fine

short downy hair, of a dull light slaty colour, or a

dun red. This tinging of blue or dun is also ap-

parent in the legs. The slaty colour of the face

gives to some an impression of the animals being

too fine, a vague impression of delicacy of consti-

tution being associated with this marking. How
this colour was acquired cannot now be ascertained.

It doubtless had its origin from some cross em-
ployed by Mr. Bakewell when forming the Leices-

ter breed. The colour of the skin of the body
should be a light pink colour, showing an abundant
supply of light bufF-coloured yolk. To this we will

afterwards revert. The skin should be loose, with

a tendency to folds in the neck, dewlap, and flank;

smooth tight skins are evidence of delicacy in con-

stitution, of light fleeces, with a want of wool-

covering, particularly on the belly.

Symmetrical structure is of the very greatest im-

portance. The body should be long, the neck of

medium length, and, in the male particularly, well

raised with full developed muscles. This is a

certain indication of the whole muscular system

being properly developed, a highly important con-

dition in the Leicester, although not unfrequently

comparatively absent. The back should be level,

broad, equal, and, when viewed from above, the

sheep should have somewhat of an oval form from

the neck to the setting on of the tail, the barrel

swelling, out, showing that the rd)s are properly

laised from the spine. The shoulders should not

bulge out, this being an indication of coarseness,

and an absence of stamina in the constitution.

Behind the shoulders, should be full, and when
felt by the hand should feel firm. A defect here,

like that of the want of muscle in the neck, not un-

frequently attends the Leicester, and both are gene-

rally found in the same animal. The point across

the loins is one of great moment ; but if the

muscles of the neck are well developed, they will

almost invariably be equally developed here. The
hind-quarters should be long, and of medium
breadth; and should be rounded rather than square,

the square being a characteristic of the Cotswold :

the breadth should be greater in the female than in

the male. There should be no patchiness at the
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sides of the tail or elsewhere, however fat the

animal ; the whole covering of flesh and fat being

equally laid on. The touch should be soft, yet

firm, yielding when pressed, but quickly regaining

its fulness with the removal of the pressure. This

elasticity of touch is a certain indication of health

with condition. The tail should be broad at the

setting-on, and well covered with wool; at the top

of the tail, and along tne back, an indentation

should be sensible to the feel. The extent and

deepness of this indentation depend mainly upon

condition as regards fatness. The chest should be

full, deep, and wide, coming well forward between

the fore legs. When the sheep is turned, this ful-

ness of the brisket should be prominent, and well

covered with flesh and fat, it being a safe indica-

tion of constitution. The fore legs should be placed

wide apart, straight, with a very slight inward bend

at the knee joints. The legs should be of medium

thickness, and rather small than otherwise, with

well-developed joints. The belly should be light,

somewhat tucked up at the flank, especially if the

sheep is young. The muscles of the thighs can

scarcely be too much developed, whether on the

inside or outside. The pomt, commonly called the

twist, should be prominent ; the hock joints

large ; the legs lathy, nearly straight, having a

slight bend inward, and backward at the hock

joint ; the feet should always be large, the cloven

parting in the hoof being distinct when pressed.

The value of the sheep is dependent in no small

degree upon the powers of locomotion, although

this is often neglected by judges in show-yards.

The animal should step firm, be gay and lively

when in motion. In the male the carriage should

be majestic ; in the female, more docile, but not

lethargic. Such animals will not only prove more
healthy, and be the propagators of healthy stock

;

but will subsist and even fatten upon more stunted

fare, than animals possessing less natural vigour

could subsist upon and continue in a state of

health.

An important element of value in the keeping of

sheep, the fleece, does not generally take the posi-

tion to vvhich it is entitled. It has been argued

that the difference in value between an indiflferent

fleece and a fine fleece of the Leicester breed does

not exceed one shilling, or, at most, two; while the

difference in value of the carcase frequently exceeds

ten shillings. This is, no doubt, so far correct

;

but it is not the proper way of estimating the value

of a fine fleece. The wool is a natural protection

against cold, dampness, and external accidents. A
sheep well furnished with a woolly covering for the

belly and legs, is in a different position as regards

the maintaining of health than one deficient of

wool, particularly on the belly. Sheep destitute of

this covering for the belly, flanks, and legs are not

so well adapted for ordinary treatment as sheep

possessing such a protection. The face, particu-

larly the forehead, should be partially covered with

wool, especially during the winter. Those sheep

possessing such will have generally more vmifor-

mity as to quality with closeness, length, and com-

pactness of fleece. A close, thickset fleece, of

length of staple and fineness, with uniformity of

quality over the whole body, is, indeed, a certain

sign of purity of blood, and as such should never

be hghtly estimated in judging a sheep. The length

of staple and compactness of wool are partly influ-

enced by the manner of feeding, and the shelter

and the nature of the climate, especially as regards

humidity. A damp climate tends to produce a

compactness of the fleece, with a tendency to

coarseness on the flanks and thighs. Leicesters,

therefore, which are protected from the effects of

damp climate by shelter, however provided, are in

a better position for exhibiting a fine fleece. Food

no less exercises an influence. It is found in

Germany, where the sheep are all housed during

winter, and the Merinoes during nights and damp
days in summer, that sheep, fed on hay as fodder,

produce less weight of wool than those fed upon a

mixture of hay and straw. The quantity of roots

allowed is also known to influence the weight of

the fleece. Sheep intended for exhibition have

occasionally the fleece prepared previously. At the

period of clipping, the wool is not shorn so close

along the shoulders and sides as on other parts of

the body. Ihis preparation imparts to the eye a

greater breadth of figure to the animal. Sometimes

the shears are used to dress the ends of the fleece,

previous to exhibition. It is difficult to make rules

to meet the arts occasionally practised by exhi-

bitors in the diflferent departments of an agricul-

tural exhibition.

It may be so far necessary to enter into the

question of openness or compactness of fleece, from

the prominence which it has recently assumed

among competitors at exhibitions. There is great

diversity of opinion among breeders of Leicesters

as to open and close fleeces. This, as we have

already stated, is partly influenced by the treatment

the sheep is subjected to. This, continued through

a succession of years, fixes in part the character of

the fleece as to openness. The character of the soil

upon which the sheep are kept also influences the

size, figure, and general contour of the sheep, and

with this also the character of the fleece.

We have previously alluded to the skin. Now,

as the secretion of the wool dej)ends in no small

degree upon the character of the skin and the fatty

tissue under it, it thus acquires more importance.

A Merino, not possessing a loose skin, and not dis-
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playing the folds, would be at once rejected, on the

ground that the weight of wool and quality thereof

would be inferior. The same law is in operation in

all sheep. If the sheep has not been recently

washed, the fleece when opened up should present

the skin of a pale rose hue, and there should be

present that oily yolk ascending from the skin

through the whole length of the staple, assuming

towards the extremities a darker yellow. Sometimes

the skin and wool present gummy yellow scales,

something like ear-wax, adhering to the wool. This

appearance is objectionable, as showing a diseased

state of the oily secretion, which will be exhibited

in the wool having irregularities in the staple with

dead ends. The strength, elasticity, softness, and

lustre of the wool can be judged of by minute in-

spection. As a rule, the greater the number of

spirals in a given space, the finer the fibre of the

wool ; and apart from the increase in value of the

fleece, fineness is the best evidence of the bodily

health of the sheep, and also of strong constitution.

It is held to be a physiological truism, that with

high feeding and a tendency to increase the fatty

secretion in any breed of sheep, the fibreof the wool

becomes larger, and consequently coarser. This

fact, from the general over-feeding of Leicesters,

is only an additional argument for the necessity of

attaching more importance to fineness with

uniformity in the fleece of the Leicester, if it is to

continue to be the propagator of so large a propor-

tion of our home wool-producers.

RECAPITULATION.

1

.

Purity of blood in both male and female pro-

genitors.

2. Muscles of the neck fully developed, particu-

larly in the male.

3. Eye large, clear, in the male prominent.

4. Head of medium length, broad between the

ears, muzzle fine, jaw open.

5. Chest deep and circular, with brisket full.

6. Barrel well arched ; loins broad and full ; body

long.

7. Touch of medium firmness, possessing elasti-

city.

8. Skin loose, throat clean.

9. Wool fine, equal in the spiral curl, uniform

in quality throughout the fleece ; staple of full me-
dium length.

10. Belly, flanks, and thighs well clothed with

wool.

11. Shoulders well laid, the fleshy covering fill-

ing up the sides of the neck, where the shoulders

join.

12. Quarters long, level, and rounded.

13. Thighs full, the cleavage of the thighs being

near the hock joints.

14. The whole surface of the bony structure of

the body evenly covered with muscle and fat.

15. Hock and knee joints large. The leg bones

fine.

16. Legs somewhat short, firmly set, with hoofs

well defined.

17. General appearance gay, and in the male

majestic. In both, the step firm.

18. Belly light, showing little oflal.

A communication from Mr. Grey, of Dilston,

appears in the present number, and which came to

hand after the above was written. The black spots

to which Mr. Grey alludes are regarded by some

breeders as good evidence of purity of blood,

although sheep without such spots are generally

preferred. It is a somewhat curious fact, which we
have never seen noted, that many prize sheep have

had this black marking. Our readers may also

remember that we alluded to it in our notice of the

Imperial flock of Merinos kept at Rambouillet.

—

North British Agriculturist.

LEICESTER SHEEP.

Mr. Miller, of Oldhamstocks, has described, in a

late number of your journal, what he considers to

be characteristics of a pure Leicester sheep, enume-
rating the particulars in shape which are desirable

in that and every other breed, though more gene-

rally and more fully developed in the Leicester

than in any manner. Every one knows, and it

is capable of demonstration on mathematical princi-

ples, that a straight and well filled-up line from the

neck to the tail, deep perpendicular breast and

thighs, with a broad back and round ribs, will give

a greater solid contents than a shape of less regular

outline and of less equal proportions ; while the

beef or mutton is also more evenly mixed, and

better than that of animals with points of peculiar

prominence, or what breeders call patchy. In all

that part of the description, every judge of the

animal will agree. But Mr. Miller has made two

remarks, to the correctness of which I am inclined

to demur, and that from old experience. He states,

as essential to a pure Leicester sheep, "a long narrow

head, with strong legs perfectly white and free from

wool; and that he never understood that gray or

dun legs were an indication of a pure and origiml

breed, handed down from the Bakewells and

CoUings."

Now the Leicester head is wide at the ears, and

tapering to the nose. The legs are not thick and

strong, but rather small, indicating httle ofFal, nor

are they covered with a purely white skin. The
head and legs which Mr. Miller described, covered

with a wiry white hair, are characteristic of the
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Cheviot, but not of the Leicester sheep. Then as

to the dun legs which he repudiates, ray experience

of Leicester sheep extends to more than 50 years

;

and it is about 50 years since I hired a ram, at the

highest price I ever gave for one, and, as I thinlc,

the best I ever had in both shape and quality,

whose legs were dun or approaching to red, and

who possessed the recommendation of being de-

scended from a celebrated ram of Mr. Bakewell's,

called " Redlegs"—a strong proof that such legs

belonged to the earliest improved Leicesters in the

hands of that distinguished breeder, as did also the

black spots on the ears, which characteristics, as I

shall venture to call thera, are occasionally found

to this day in the stocks which are considered to

be the purest of Leicesters in the counties of Notts,

Leicester, and Lincoln.

I have no liking for controversy, and deprecate

anything like ill-humour and personality where the

object is to elicit truth. I respect Mr. Miller for

having stated plainly and temperately what are his

opinions, and for having appended his name to

that statement, instead of covering it under an

anonymous signature, which is also the invariable

practice of your obedient servant,

Dilston, Jan. 27, 1855. John Grey.

CALVES. — ON THE PREVENTION OF DISEASE

There appears at present to be, in many districts

of the kingdom, an unusual mortality among

calves, this mortality arising most commonly from

the diseases known as black-leg and pleuro-

pneumonia. As these diseases are usually trace-

able to errors in feeding and in general manage-

ment, we take the liberty of making a few remarks

in reference to the treatment of calves.

Pleuro-pneumonia, although it is a disease less

under control, and its appearance among cattle

usually owing to infection, still is not unfrequently

superinduced by general mismanagement, particu-

larly by exposure to an impure atmosphere—to

cold, wet, and sudden changes of temperature

;

these causes being aggravated by errors in feed-

ing, generally from a state of semi- starvation to

forcing.

Among ordinary breeders of cattle there is a

prejudice against furnishing to calves a liberal sup-

ply of rich, succulent food, from an idea that calves

will grow as well, or even better, when kept on

hard fare, and consequently in low condition, and

exposed to hardships, than when kept in high con-

dition from the period of their birth ; and also that,

when put up to feed, they will lay on flesh faster,

and make more improvement for the food con-

sumed. Indeed, the idea extends even farther

than this—to the belief that high condition is pro-

ductive of disease. How these ideas arose, and by

what process of reasoning they continue to keep

such firm hold of the minds of farmers, it is

somewhat difficult to account for. They doubtless

influence more or less the practice of most breeders

of cattle, and tend to deteriorate the animals so

reared. The privations undergone injure their

constitutions, which tends to produce diseases, fre-

quently resulting in death. When diseases are not

superinduced, the animals are physically injured

from these causes, which stint their growth, impair

the valuable property of laying on flesh rapidly and

of equal quality, and render them less adapted for

procreating healthy and vigorous animals.

The first and essential conditions necessary for

producing healthy calves are— a liberal allov/ance

of warm milk, shelter, and cleanliness. This is "

supposing that the calves are the progeny of

healthy stock ; the influence of the condition of the

health in which both parents were at the period of

contact, and particularly that of the dam during

the period of gestation, being much more powerful

than is at all commonly supposed. It is seldom

that these conditions— a proper allowance of warm

milk, with shelter and cleanliness— are all fulfilled.

The number of calves reared frequently exceeds

the available supply of milk ; and other substances

are resorted to, before the digestive organs of the

animals are adapted for such food. From mis-

taken economy, skim-milk, whey, &c., are in many

instances partially substituted ; and too rapid

changes in food and shelter are made. The calves,

when weaned, are generally turned out from a

warm house to an open field. The exercise and

lower temperature make an increased demand upon

the system, while the supply of milk and the other

substances which were substituted for milk are

withheld. The animal is thus physically weakened

;

and with cold, wet nights, are often laid the seeds

of incipient disease. When the land is undrained,

the temperature of the soil is necessarily lower than

of drained lands, and the herbage generally less

nutritive. Consequently, the shock to the consti-

tution is greater ; and it is on such lands that

black-leg is almost an invariable yearly visitant,

unless great care is taken in management.

Perhaps most of our readers may recollect the

cold and wetness which characterised the months

of June and July, with the drought which followed

during harvest : if so, they will see the connection
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subsisting between the hardships then undergone

by calves exposed in open fields, and the more

general appearance of black-leg this winter. The

cold and wetness of June and July, the stunted

pastures during autumn, and the diminished sup-

ply of milk, &c., from the increased number of

calves reared— these, singly or combined, must

have seriously injured the constitution of ail young

animals exposed to them, either ultimately re-

sulting in disease, or militating against after-pro-

gress.

That black-leg does not appear for some time

after the conditions which superinduce it, is one of

the causes of the belief that it is owing to high

feeding.

The change from a low diet to one which fur-

nishes more of the elements of nutrition, doubtless,

disturbs the state of equilibrium to which the

animal has been reduced. Thus the febrile ten-

dency is increased ; and in any part of the system

in which the circulation becomes languid, the dis-

ease termed black-leg, or quarter-ill, or black-spall

is manifested. The usual seat of the disease is one

of the quarters ; it occasionally appears, however,

over the loins or in the brisket. The disease is

generally first observed by the animal becoming

suddenly stiff and lame, accompanied by depres-

sion. The eye is more or less expressive of pain.

As the disease progresses, if the part affected is

pressed by the hand, the skin gives off a crackling

noise. After a few hours, the animal generally

dies. Relief is sometimes afforded by blood-letting

and physic ; but the inflammation is usually so

intense that no remedial treatment has time to

:
operate before nature succumbs to tha disease. If

the animal is examined after death, that part

affected will show a bright or deep red colour, the

deepness of the colouring showing the extent to

which the disease has progressed, and destroyed

the parts. This red colouring arises from the

effusion of the red corpuscles of the blood, which

effusion commences by the walls of one or more of the

small blood-vessels giving way, and a pouring of

the blood into the cellular system. This blood not

being returned again to the blood-vessels, active

inflammation is setup, and the parts are speedily de-

stroyed. If the effusion of blood were confined to

a small spot, and not in contact with any of the

large blood-vessels or nerves, absorption or slough-

ing would relieve the animal ; but the effusion is

usually so extensive that the whole quarter attacked

is more or less affected. A similar result follows

when the seat of disease is in the loins or brisket,

the whole part being affected. The last animal

which came under our observation, which had died

of this disease, had the whole brisket red and
discoloured. A seton having been inserted in the

dewlap some days previously, influenced probably

the cause of the development of the disease in the

brisket. As setons were inserted in the calves to

prevent further losses, several of them having pre-

viously died of black-leg, this result should induce

caution in applying such a remedy. We repeat

what we stated in a recent number—that oil-cake

is the best preventive, and setons and bleeding,

in our opinion, very questionable treatment, whe-

ther for prevention or cure.

It will be apparent that this effusion of blood is

caused mainly by the \val]s of the cells of the blood

vessels giving way, from the increased quantity

and quality of blood produced by the improved

feeding. The commonly observed connection,

therefore, between high-feeding and black-leg is

obvious ; but had not the first predisposing causes

—insufficient nutriment, absence of warm shelter,

&c.^been operating by weakening the vital ener-

gies, even with the increased quantity and quality

of the blood and the excitement of the system con-

sequent on this increased supply of flesh and bone-

producing elements, the disease would not have

been produced. The great advantage, therefore, of

attention to warm shelter and to diet is self-evident

for the prevention of this and similar diseases. It

is generally known to breeders of shorthorns that

it is only by unremitting care from the first day of

the calves' existence, up till the period of exhibi-

tion, that first-prize animals can be produced, and

that a course of regular feeding, with attention to

shelter, is essential for the maturing of healthy

animals, and in high perfection.

Those animals which once receive so severe a

check as to remove by absorption the soft cellular

covering beneath the skin, and the fatty deposits

which interline most of the muscles, can never be

again brought out in full bloom. The same has

reference to preparing cattle for the shambles.

This fatty cellular tissue once partially absorbed,

no after-feedmg will produce a plump animal.

But, returning to feeding with shelter as a pre-

vention of disease, were shorthorned breeders as

unfortunate as the breeders of ordinary half-bred

cattle usually are, the number of those who follow

the breeding of shorthorns as a source of profit

would be greatly curtailed. The comparative im-

munity of shorthorns from black-leg is principally

owing to the care generally taken of them, espe-

cially during the first year of their existence, and

not, as has been supposed by some, to the greater

amount of physical energy. Their capacity of

early maturity and size has been essentially pro-

duced, increased, and propagated by good keeping

from birth, and the absence of hard fare ; and this

through a line of ancestry. Reverses always tell

on the animal kingdom ; and when these are con-
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tinued through a course of generations, they stunt

the form, and delay the period of maturity.

Calves cannot be made highly profitable without

plenty of nutritive food, somewhat varied, with dry

and warm lodging. It is always difficult to raise

an animal, particularly a growing one, out of a low

condition ; and this is always done at an increased

expenditure of food. As a rule, therefore, no more

calves should be reared than can be well milked,

and for which there is sufficient shelter.

The after-feeding should be somewhat varied

during and after weaning. Clover, tares, with a

small allowance of linseed-cake, or a jelly composed

of meal tinely ground with linseed or linseed-cake,

should be given. A well-sheltered paddock, with

liberty of a shed to retire to during the night, in

which they may be shut up till the dew is off

the grass, should be provided ; the calves receiv-

ing the cut food in hecks arranged around the

inclosure ; or, in the absence of such in the

fields, they may be removed to the steading, or

kept wholly in the curtains. We have seen excel-

lent shorthorns and half-bred cattle so reared, never

being depastured, but always soiled. The winter

keep should be composed partially of straw, with a

moderate allowance of white or yellow turnip. If

swedes are given, they should be grated down, and

partially mixed with other food. The quantity of

cake need not exceed 2lbs. daily, rape and linseed-

cakes in equal proportions.

Cake is, of all feeding stuffs, the best adapted

for the constitution of calves, and in the southern

counties of Scotland is regarded as a certain specific

against black-leg. This appears to be owing partly

to the elements of nutrition it contains ; but the

beneficial effect upon the digestive organs appears

no less to be a cause.

The change from green to winter food should be

gradual ; as also in spring, from winter to green

food. The most common mistake is to allow calves

to remain too late in autumn in pasture fields.

Starved with cold and insufficient food, the ani-

mals are removed to courts, and kindness is ex-

pected to remedy neglect. Black-leg appears ; one

or two suddenly drop off; bleeding, medicine, and
starvation are expected to save the survivors ; and
these specifics are rigorously followed out, with

only very partial success, while generous treatment

from birth would have prevented all this annoyance
and loss.

We have not alluded to black-leg when appear-

ing in animals six-quarters and upwards. The
same causes are generally in operation ; and in

feeding districts black-leg is seldom met with, ex-

cept the stock are from Ireland. Black-leg in Irish

cattle is a very frequent complaint. The hardships

to which the cattle are exposed from the general

absence of housing, and such a moist climate, is an

almost certain preparation for the development of

the disease when they are removed to this country *

and, consequently, to high feeding. We observe,

from the Irish Farmers' Gazette, that great losses

are being at present sustained in Ireland from this

disease. Doubtless, the same causes which tended

to its development in this country have also ope-

rated there.

Space does not allow of any allusion to pleuro-

pneumonia in calves. This disease is confined

principally to cattle above the age of one year,

although it occasionally does appear among calves

generally as an accompaniment of black-leg ; and

no doubt traceable to the same causes.

This season, so far as we have been able to esti-

mate, the proportion of calves reared last summer

will be diminished by something like 15 to 20 per

cent, by black-leg. In some instances we learn

that the half of the entire number reared are

already dead, in another instance or two about one-

third : while in most farms where cake has been

allowed the calves from the period they were housed

for winter, we have not heard of a single instance of

this disease. Individually, and nationally, it there-

fore becomes important that breeders should study

more thoroughly the principles which regulate

animal life ; an attention to which will secure au

almost entire immunity from those diseases, such

as black-leg, produced by ignorance and neglect.

—North British Agriculturist.

GUANO.— The guano trade has become of great and

growing importance to the agriculturists of Great Britain, and

in Scotland, at leas', this valuable manure has proved a full

equivalent to the occupiers of the soil for the loss of protection.

In this view we are supported by the practical experience of Mr.

Hope, Fenton Barnes, a leading farmer in East Lothian, who, in

concluding an article on experiments with guano, wliicit appeared

in the " Transactions of the Higli and and Agricultural Society

of Scotland," says—" Indeed it is to the invaluable aid of guano

that the farmers of the United Kingdom are mainly indebted for

havinil been successfully carried through a transition state of

doubt and difficulty, the approach of which few reganled without

alarm, as it was not unfelt even by those who hid strongly ad-

vocated the propriety of thi- change." The prosperiiy whicli the

farmers have lately enjoyed in tills country as we 1 as on the

continent—the large consumption of guano in the Mauritius, the

West Indies, and the United States, will all tend to increase the

demand for this valuable manure, which has now become a great

staple commodity, and gives employment to over 2'iO,OmO tons of

British shipping annually. The sunless lands of Great Brilaiiii

the rice fields of Italy, the vine lands of Germany, t' e exhausted

coffi'e plantations of Brazil, and the arid plains of Peru, all testify

to its fertilising properties. In 1851, 6550 tons of guatio were

supplied to farmers from Leith ; in 1852, 8000 tons; in 1853,

13,500 — showing an increase in the consumption there, as com*

pared with 185', of fully 100 percent. Last ytar, we believe

ncnrly .50 per cent inrrca-e was shown. In the Clyde, in Decem-

ber, there was a stock of nearly 4000 tons ready for Spring

orders. It thus becomes a matter of first importance to the

agricultural community at large, that sufficient supplies of guano
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be directed to our shores, at or under the current prices of the

last few years ; and although there is a general outcry in Liver-

pool, and some other quarters, against the monopoly in Peruvian

guano, we have reason to believe that the farmers of the Lothians,

and Scotland generally, are satisfied witli the moJe in whir-h the

business is at present conducted. The chief sources of supply

recently have been, besides the Peruvian, from Callao and the

Chinchas direct, Bolivia, Cobeg, Port Desire, Sea Bear Bay, and

other ports of Patagonia, Monte Video, Port Eiiza'ietli, L-^tliam

Island, and Chili. The few small cargoes received from Chili

and Patagonia have been eagerly purchased at high prices as

compared with former yesrs, and we learn that if supplies could

be got of a similar description, they would yield a handsome re-

turn to importers. It is true they are less rich in aranionia than

the Peruvian guano, but they contain large quantities of the next

most important ingredient, phosphate of lime.—Shipping Gazette.

KENNINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND CHEMICAL COLLEGE.

LECTURES ON THE GENERAL PHENOMENA OF THE tiARTH, HAVING REFERENCE TO THE
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF ORGANIC LIFE.

By Charles Johnson, Esa., Professor of Botany, Guy's Hospital.

LECTURE II.

In our first lecture we have only looked upon our earth as a

globular mass of matter in a state of rest, indicating in the

disposition of the various parts of its surface the action of

causes productive of change, and the probability that such

change has been going forward from a period of incalculable

distance, and is still progressing. Before commencing the de-

monstration of some of the important results accruing to

ourselves from this continued, though in many instances appa-

rently slow, modification of the things around us, it will be

necessary to glance at certain facts that, though well known
and generally understood from those points of view whence we
are most accustomed to regard them, are apt to be overlooked

in the less evident but no less certain and undeviating pheno-

mena by which they are accompanied. Such are, among many
others, the motions to which our planet is subjected, and more

especially that upon its axis, the source of day and night.

This movement occupying twenty-four hours, and the circum-

ference of the globe being computed to be twenty-four thou-

sand miles, a person standing on the equator is carried round

by it at the rate of a thousand miles per hour—a velocity,

I

however, that of course becomes less and less as we approach

!
the axis of revolution. Thus the motion on or near the

smaller circles of the tropics is only seven hundred and fifty

miles, and about the polar circles only two hundred and fifty

miles per hour, while at the poles themselves it is ideally

wanting altogether. From this diurnal movement, as it is

called, has originated a remarkable modification of the earth's

figure. The scattering of drops of water from a revolving mop
or carriage wheel, and the casting of a stone from a sling, are

lustances of what is termed centrifar/alforce— a mere modifica-

tion of that mechanical law in accordance with which every

moving body manifests a tendency to fly from the source of

motion. The action of this force, upon a fluid or flexible

sphere moving on its axis, tends to expand those parts that are

farthest from the centre of motion, in a greater degree than

'those nearer to it, and, of course, the mass being held to-

I gether by the natural attraction of its particles, to depress

j

those in its immediate vicinity; and this expansion and de-

Ipressioii will be in proportion to the velocity of the motion

compared with the density of the mass upon which it acts.

Were the former to be increased while the latter remained the

same, it might reduce the sphere to a plane, or, under a greater

I disproportion, scatter its atoms into space indefinitely. Ob-

servation has proved that our earth has been thus acted upon

I

—that it is not a perfect sphere, but an oblate spheroid—that

lis, depressed at the poles and proportionately bulged at the

I equator : the inequality is comparatively small, the difference

between its polar and equatorial diameter being only about

twenty-six miles, or rather less than l-305th part of the entire

8,000 miles ; but it is worthy of notice here, as bearing farther

evidence to the original soft, yielding, or perhaps melted con-

dition alluded to in our previous lecture. The operation of the

centrifugal force is manifested to a far greater extent on other

planets of our solar system than it is on our own. Jupiter is

nearly 1,300 and Saturn 993 times larger than the Earth, and

their diurnal rotation is completed within a much shorter

period, the day being only about ten hours instead of twenty-

four. The relative density of these planets being as that of

water and cork, this more rapid motion, acting on lighter sub-

stance, has depressed them so much at the poles, that the

difference is very evident through a telescope, amounting in

Jupiter to l-12th, and in Saturn to 1-lltb of their respective

diameters. The depression, in all instances, depending upon

invariable mechanical principles, has attained its maximum, and

no longer increases as regards the general masses of the planets;

but the natural law under which it took place still operates

upon our atmosphere and ocean, and thus becomes an essential

object of our notice.

The great extent of the ocean, compared with that of the

land, and the irregularity of its distribution in the two hemi-

spheres, as well as in minor details, are circumstances inti-

mately associated with the existence of organic being under all

its forms, whether of vegetables or animals : the proximate

element thus widely spread out, so as to occupy three-fourths

of the whole superficies of the globe, constitutes an indispen-

sable portion of their substance, and is the grand medium
through which all the important functions of vitality are main-

tained, without which they must cease. The supply of water

to the organic frame is not limited to that conveyed to the

stomach of the animal or to the root of the plant ; the whole

surface of the living body is an absorbing one, and ready at

all times to drink in from the surrounding atmosphere that

atomic moisture which is always more or less distributed

throughout its substance. Were the ocean, the grand reservoir

of this important medium, to present a motionless surface, like

that of a small lake or pool, its unequal distribution would

still be productive of considerable influence upon the land, not

only in the immediate vicinity of its shores, but even in the

interior of the large continents to indefinite distance, in con-

sequence of continued evaporation, and the difference in the

radiation of the sun's heat between the fluid and the solid

surface; but, subjected as it is to various causes of disturbance,

acting in different directions, and not only superficially, but

agitating the whole mass of its waters to unknown depths, ita

R
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effects upon all organic nature are so manifold as to be scarcely

appreciable in their full extent under our present imperfect

acquaintance with physical phenomena. We know enough,

however, to be convinced of their vast importance—to be, in-

deed, aware how much the varied aspect of different countries

lying under the same parallels of latitude is dr.e to their rela-

tive position with respect to the vast and irregular basin of the

great deep, their greater or less distance from its shores, or

their elevation above its waters.

The insular character of the two great continents is in some

degree negatived by the near approximation of their northern

extremities, especially whera the extreme eastern limit of Asia

is separated from the western part of North America by

Bebring's Straits, a channel of only fifty miles in breadth

;

and, although more widely distant on the opposite side, they

may still be regarded as inclosing an almost circular area of

considerable extent, about the North Pole, from the main body

of water, the Frozen or Arctic Ocean. The extension of the

continents toward the south divides the remaining and vaster

portion, through the greater part of its length, into two very

unequal sections, the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans; com-

mi'.igliug on the one side through the islaud-studded channel

of the Indian, and on the other mutually losing their respective

titles in the Antarctic Ocean. Independent of these grand

divisions of the main basin, whose limits are more or less arbi-

trsry or conventional, and whose borders are variously, but

indefinitely, subdivided into seas and gulfs and bays, named,

for convenience' sake, after the countries or districts to which

they are adjacent, there are several smaller basins, that, in con-

sequence of their being almost completely enclosed by the

lind, are styled inland seas. The most considerable of these

is the Mediterranean, with a length of 2,000 miles from Gib-

raltar to the coast of Syria, and covering an irregular surface

of 734,000 square miles, without including the Black Sea, the

extent of which is 180,000 square miles. The Baltic Sea, the

most remarkable feature of the north of Europe, is of compa-

ratively small extent, its surface being 20,000 square miles less

than that of the Black Sea. The Red Sea, or Arabian Gulf, is

nearly equal to the Black Sea. Although these smaller masses

of watCT are as mere specks compared with the vast extent of

the ocean in its aggregate amount, their position, intersecting

a large portion of the great eastern continent, has a very con-

siderable influence upon the climate and natural productions of

the surronndmg countries, and it extends the oceanic agency

to limits that materially affect the whole; a circumstance that

will hereafter require more especial notice.

Before we enter into a detail of the more immediate influ-

ences of this vast and ever-moving body of water, it will be

necessary to advert to some of those peculiar conditions by

which it is distinguished from the purer forms of that fluid

which fulfils so many valuable offices in our own economy.

The solvent property of water in regard to many substances is

well known and generally understood, but the contrary is the

case in regard to others ; hence the ordinary and familiar divi-

sion of solid bodies into soluble and insoluble ; a division,

however, of very arbitrary character, as the limits of solubility

are so uncertain that, irrespective of quantity varying from

high to infinitesimal proportions, while the point of saturation

is in certain instances rapidly attained, the process in others

is slow and indefinitely prolonged.

The ocean water, resting in contact with, perhaps, every

existing mineral substance more or less distributed in the vast

and irregular basin that contains it, has thus become a highly

compound fluid, mechanically and chemically combined with

elements proximate and ultimate, to a degree unequalled in

any other ; and it may be regarded as the probable recipient

of every soluble material that the earth contains. It is not

necessary here to enumerate all of the substances which in

varied proportion have been obtained from it by analysis ; the

principal are :

—

Sulphate of magnesia
Do. lime

Carbonate of lime

Traces of bro-

mides, iodides,

and fluorides.

Chloride of sodium
Do. magnesium
Do. potassium

The proverbial saltness differs, as do likewise the proportions

of these and other compounds, in different parts, and especially

in inland seas, where the waters are but slowly commingled

with those of the entire mass, and at the same time other cir-

cumstances combine in producing a variation. The average

quantity of salts contained in the water of the main ocean is

about .035 ; that is, of every l.OOOlbs. of sea-water SSlbs. con-

sist of these soluble salts, of which the chloiide of sodium is

the principal, being .027. In the Mediterranean, which

receives few rivers compared with its great extent, and which

lying under a warm latitude loses a great amount of water

daily by evaporation, the salt is considerably above the average,

being .042 ; while in the Baltic, into which numerous rivers

flow, the salt is only .012, rendering that sea so comparatively

fresh as to freeze readily on the setting in of the winter in the

cold region it occupies. The saltness of the sea-water is of

great value in several points of view, more especially in con-

tributing to preserve its healthy condition, and in preventing

it from freezing, unless under the influence of the extreme cold

of the polar regions. Being constantly in motion, the water

of the main ocean is always of a higher temperature than the

atmosphere above it during the prevalence of frost, partly on

account of its slow conducting power as regards the passage

of heat, partly in consequence of the continued mingling of

the warmer with the colder ; and some very wonderful provi-

sions have beeu ordained in order to render freezing a slow

process, and at the same time confine the effect to the surface.

Thus, fresh water is converted into ice at a degree of cold

numbered on our thermometers o2, and called the freezing

point; but sea-water must be cooled to 28 degrees before it

freezes ; and then, as the ice rontsins no salt, the water below

it becomes Salter and Salter as the ice thickens, and conse-

quently requires a still greater degree of cold to produce its

consolidation. Again, it is a general property of matter to

become expanded by heat, and to contract and acquire greater

density on being cooled ; and water is subject to the same

natural law, until it is cooled to about the temperature of 40,

or 8 degrees above the freezing point : then it begins to expand

or take up more space, as it becomes further cooled into ice,

which is thus rendered so much lighter than water as to float

upon the surface. Had it been otherwise, had the ice in

forming acquired greater density, occasioning it to sink to the

bottom instead of floating, the sea in the colder regions must

have become a mass of ice throughout its whole depth, perhaps

slightly thawed upon the surface during the summer day, but

freezing again at sunset, and thus have rendered a large pro-

portion of our present continents iiainhabitable.

Of the bottom of the ocean we know very little positively,

except that it is %'ery irregular ; in some parts shallow ; in

others, so deep that it has not been reached by a line of five

miles and a-half in length. Its greatest depth has been esti-

mated at nine miles and a-half ; but the calculations are open

to question, and at present rest upon very equivocal evidence.

The shallow parts may be considered as representing the

mountains and high lands of the earth, and where the tops of

the submarine mountain reach above the surface of the water,

they form islands.

These circumstances, that at the first glance may appear

altogether irrelevant to the subject before us, are all more or
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less couuected with terrestrial production ; as tliey itfliience

most materially the climatic couditions of different countries,

upon which the character of that production is either altoge-

ther dependent, or hy which it is liable to be modified ; and

though the gradations of effect are often so delicately marked

as to be traced with diffi:ulty, it is no less necessary that they

should be borue in mind as among the probable agencies by

which many of our calculations are at times rendered futile.

Inleed, so closely interwoTen are all of the phenomena around

us, that, without duly considering these possible liabilities, we

cannot expect to avoid the repetition of failure or to improve

by experience. The different density of sea-water on any par-

ticular line of coast, arising as it does from the greater or

smaller quantity of soluble matter it contains, reacts upon the

atmosphere, through the medium cf conduction and radiation

of the solar light and heat ; and the depth or shallowness of

its bed is no less concerned in the production of many of those

contingencies that we often find difficult to reconcile with our

preconceived notions of parallel cause and effect ; and as, under

the hand of the artist, the substitution of the slightest shade

of colour may mar or improve his picture, so may the shifting

of a sand- bank in the German ocean, or the rise of a coral reef

above the waves of the broad Pacific, contribute to change the

entire character of the surrounding region, and produce effects

only to be appreciated by a close investigation of results, de-

pendent, after all, upon the most ordinary operation of the

laws of matter.

In every age, inquiring man, unable to comprehend in their

full extent the details of Nature's government, has sought the

existence of a principle superior to matter ; and noticing how

much of the grand mechanism of the universe, even of that

portion immediately around him, is worked by powers that

CAe the keenest of mortal senses to discover them, how much

I those phenomena upon which he most prides himself on

! iving the best explained and understood is really the result

invisible and impalpable agency, the success that has re-

rded his diligence in research, in bringing to light and to

3 test of experiment a medinm so subtle as electricity or

guetism, is no more than might have been expected ; though

..ated by the discovery of a few isolated facts respecting it

terrestrial magnetism has so much occupied attention of late

years, as to lead or tend to lead the mind astray from those

material influences associated with its manifestations, and

^mong these the phenomena of the ocean are the most et-

taaded in their action.

•The continuous and reiterated movements observable in this

vast bedy of water are chiefly referrible to the well-known

periodical rise and fall of the tides, the action of the winds,

and the various streams or currents that, independent of both

hin like rivers in different directions over the surface, and at

the -same time itiflueuce the general mass to indefinite depths:

all of these disturbing causes are more or less dependent upon

^fae earth's motion on its axis. The tides are explained as the

result of the ^oint attraction of the sun and moon, more

;ecially of the latter, raising the water in the form of an im-

iiicnse hill or wave on that side of the surface exposed to its

influence, which wave, were there no land, would move unin-

terruptedly round the globe, as by its diurnal rotation the

dijfcreut parts of the surface passed in succession beneath our

aUendarnt flanet. The extension of the two great continents,

tbe-numeious islands and shallows of the central Pacific ocean,

ftui other, cijcumstaHces unnecessary to be detailed^ contribute

lo prevent fhi^ tidal movement from proceeding with its full

*fra!t 6ii' those parts of the earth where the attractive force is

Ja3st p6^Te*fttl—namely', on the equatorial or middle portion.

F-oiillus^Jafifttf sake, tBe>ticle 'then raay be considered to com-

mence iu that uniuter;upted portion of water around the south

pole, as, for instance, iu the Pacific, to the south-east of

Australia : the wave there raised, moves in a north-westerly

direction, flowing first into the Indian ocean ; thence, resisted

by the continent of Africa, it passes round the Cape of Good

Hope, aud, foUovyiug the same direction, flows up the Atlantic,

reaching the mouth of the Thames about two days after it has

left the shores of Van Diemen's Land. The wide and deep

opening of the Atlantic, unincumbered with islands, admits a

free passage of the tidol wave towards the equator, aud as

wave succeeds wave, the moving influence is extended north-

ward even to the verge of the Arctic seas in our part of the

globe ; but it is otherwise in the broader basin of the Pacific,

in many parts of which the tides are scarcely capable of being

traced, in consequence of the obstacles presented to

their progress by the irregularity of its bottom,

which being greatly elevated over the whole central

part, where it is stndded with innumerable islands,

forms an almost positive barrier to their influx ; this will be

readily understood, if we recollect that what has been spoken

of as the tidal wave is not a mere surface movement, but one

that influences the mass of water to its lowest depths, and

hence liable to be checked by every rise that occurs in the

foundation over which it moves.

The effect produced on the chmate of Western Europe by

this successional motion of the water from the south, across

the equatorial part of the Atlantic, is doubtless considerable,

on account of its tendency to commingle the warmer with the

colder fluid ; but a more important modification is maintained

by an action that in its source is immediately opposed to that

of the tides, though eventually resulting in a movement in a

corresponding direction : this is the remarkable current called

by our navigators the Gulf-stream, a phenomenon dependent

upon the operation of the centrifugal force generated by the

diurnal rotation, the same mechanical agent under which our

globe has become flattened towards the poles. The water of

the Arctic Ocean is by this force caused to flow towards the

equator ; and as there is only one broad channel through which

it can pass, the two great continents almost completely invest-

ing it iu every other direction, it becomes converted into a

powerful current, flowing southward into the northern part of

the Atlantic, between Greenland and Norway, denominated

the Arctic current. Being thus carried successively from a

part of the globe iu comparatively slow motion to one moving

more and more rapidly in a larger circle, the water does not

acquire immediately the increased rate of motion to which it

is thus subjected during its course southward, and is, as it

were, left behind ; so that by the time it reaches the equator,

where it is opposed by a corresponding flow from

the Antarctic seas, it assumes the form of a current,

rushing from the shores of Africa towards the conti-

nent of South America, in a direction nearly parallel with

the equator ; then turning northward, it pursues a course

through the Caribbean Sea, aud, rounding the Gulf of Mexico,

passes through the Straits of Florida and along the shores of

the United States until it meets the great polar current about

the island of Newfoundland. Here the confluence of the two

seems to have occasioned the vast accumulation of solid matter

forming thebftnk so celebrated for the cod-fishery, a natural result

of the comparative stillness of the opposing streams where

their forces neutralize each other. Resisted, but still serving

as a barrier against the too rapid flow of the Arctic waters

southward, it is turned to the east and south-east, and at

length, overcome by them, returns with them towards the

equator ; not unfrequently, in its passage, casting the animal

and vegetable produetioHS of the West Indies upoa the Azores

R 2
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and the western shores of Africa. It has been estimated that

the course of this current from the Straits of Florida to the

Azores is upwards of 3,000 miles, a distance which its waters

traverse in about seventy-seven days.

The Mexican, or Central American Sea, has been compared

to a vast cauldron, from which the water, heated by long ex-

posure to a tropical sun, is carried by the Gulf-stream to form

a wide expanse of warm surface in the centre of the North

Atlantic, more than equalling the Mediterranean Sea in extent.

The temperature of the water is at the least from 8 to 10 de-

grees above that of the ocean itself in those latitudes, and

might therefore be supposed to contribute greatly to the

mildness of climate by which Western Europe is so strikingly

distinguished from other lauds lying under the same parallels.

But although the northward flow of the current is overpowered,

and prevented from attaining a higher latitude than Newfound-
land, the greater weight of the cold water opposing it occa-

sions the warm to flow over, and thus to be borne upon the sit-

face to a far greater distance ; reaching even the coast of Nor-

way, and leaving upon it the floating sugar-cane, the bottle-

gourd, and the cactus, wafted perhaps from that of Cuba, or

even of the more distant Trinidad; and at the same time

maintaining that remarkable exemption from excess of cold in

those parts, that leaves the island-straits, inlets, and fiords of

Scandinavia open to navigation throughout the winter, even

within the arctic circle.

Independent of the local effects already mentione result-

ing from these grand movements, the continued mingling of

the water from different parts of the oceau renders its tempe-

rature much more equable than that of the atmosphere. In

cold climates, especially, it is warmer than the air in winter ;

and hence the climate of the sea-coast is generally milder in

these latitudes than it is inland, and islands are more temperate

than continents—a fact evinced by comparison of our own

winters with those of the neighbouring lands of Europe.

I have dwelt thus long upon the general phenomena of the

ocean, on account of the great and important oflSce assigned to

it in the economy of the earth as a habitation for man and the

series of organic beings that minister more or less essentially

to his existence. Its vast extent, the composition of its waters,

their varied movements and disturbances, are all so intimately

connected with the subject before us, and so strikingly in

unison vfith the circumstances dependent upon them, that we

cannot regard it otherwise than a principal agent in the govern-

ment of the Creator.

AGRICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES
No. II.

STEAM CULTURE AS APPLIED TO ORDI-
NARY FARM IMPLEMENTS.

" The willing Giant stands idly panting and smoking."
C. W. H.

I am aware that I have undertaken a somewhat
Utopian task in endeavouring to show the advan-

tage of applying steam to our present appliances for

purposes of culture ; nor do I indulge any great

hope of making much of it. My great aim, how-
ever, is to show its practicability to a great extent

as applied to implements already in common use at

this time, and at a future day to carry the subject

to new appliances which have yet to be invented,

and to that partial revolution in agricultural prac-

tice which must ultimately follow.

That the effective power of the steam engine is

capable of being applied to purposes of culture I

need not stay to prove ; whether its best mode of

application is as a fixture or a locomotive admits of

question. My own opinion is decidedly in favour

of a locomotive ; but to be used in almost all cases

of field culture as a fixture, and performing its work
with wire-rope or chain, by means of moveable an-

chorages. Tlie performance of work by a locomotive

used as such would involve several almost insur-

mountable difiiculties; the great weight of the

engine would unduly press and soHdify the land at

all times, and in wet seasons it could not work at all.

The direction and general management requu-ed iu

; {progress, in turning and the like, would prove

most serious obstacles, dragging after it, as it must

do, the various implements which from time to time

may be attached to it ; but place it at a corner, or

at the end of a field or plot to be cultivated, supplied

with its endless chain or wire-rope and anchorages,

and all is of easy adjustment and ready application.

Mr. Fowler, of Bristol, demonstrated this mode of

draught most satisfactorily at the Lincoln meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England. He
there exhibited, in work, a most powerful and effec-

tive machine for putting into the soil draining pipes

at any required depth not exceeding six feet. The

machine was drawn by one of Clayton and Shuttle-

worth's six-horse-power engines, and the pipes were

then laid with the greatest order and regularity, at a

depth of four-and-a-half feet, and at the rate of forty-

two yards in six minutes. The engine (a portable

one) was fixed near the side of an elevated part of a

large sloping field, the machine in the valley. At-

tached to the machine was a strong copper wire-rope

of great length for the draught forward, and a smaller

one to draw it backward, when out of work, to the

bottom of the field, there to recommence its regular

work forward. We were there told by the exhibitor

that the multiplication of power by ci-ane-gear on the

engine was so great, that in the valley below he was

working, or could work, with a draft of 180-horse

power; and, subsequently, that he could work a cul-

tivator, or other implement requiring the power of

thii-ty-six horses, at a speed of 100 feet per minute,

by the same appliances : these implements to be re-

gulated by anchorages, as named above. The
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auclioragcs consist of two large aud powerful wheels

lying close to the ground, around which the wire-

rope is drawn—ia fact, they are common puUies

fastened to the ground. These are placed at each

end of the field or work in progress, and altered to

meet the next breadth continually as the work pro-

ceeds ; so that if the breadth completed is six feet

each bout, the anchorages are adjusted to six-feet

breadths, and so on successfully by mathematical

rule throughout the field, according to the breadth

required. Here, then, we have a satisfactory mode

of draught, and that line of draught well regulated by

powerful anchorages ; these anchorages workiug by

a strong pulley capable of sustaining any reasonable

strain that can be broirght to bear upon them.

Let us see, then, how this power can be advanta-

geously applied to the ordinary farm implements of

the present time. I shall assume that every farmer,

occupying to the extent of 200 to 300 acres, is pos-

sessed of a steam engine of six-horse power. With

this he thrashes his corn, cuts his chalT, breaks his

cake, grinds his pulse or corn, &c. This he does

now aud then, and all further operations by aid of

steam are ended. This I think is wrong -. the engine

is costly, and ought not to be idle. I believe it to be

within the scope of an " agricultui'al possibility" to

make it available for nearly all purposes of di-aught : it

certainly can be applied to works of drainage, either

on surface or in subsoil work. What insurmount-

able obstacle is there to prevent its application to

the draught of ploughs, harrows, scarifiers, field-rollers,

drills, and reaping machines ? or, again, of waggons

or carts ? All these may be so adjusted, by various

contrivances of no very ingenious or expensive cha-

racter, as to work with regularity and facility. The

plough would perhaps require wheels, or it may be a

gallows ; harrows of all kinds merely require drag-

ging ; scarifiers of every class can easily be regulated

by a front wheel extra ; rollers, drills, carts, w"ag-

gons, by a front wheel and steerage : as to whipple-

trees, their adjustment, and other minor matters,

these would soon be rectified, and put in proper order

for such work.

The advocates for steam culture, or of the various

appliances of steam, always appear to me to expect

too much. It is only a substitution of mechanical

power for horse or animal power—nothing more.

The question is, as to which ultimately will prove

cheapest and best. Horses consume much food, and

tire in their work : the engine consumes much coal

certainly, but does not tire ; consequently, in the

day's work it will effect more than can be done with

horses, but the cost in wear and tear perhaps may
be considered about equal. That some horses must

be kept on a farm is quite certain, but their employ-

ment should for the most part be in carriage-work

;

leading corn to market, and the like, and the many

minor operations of the farm. The bulk of the work

—the hard work—should be done by aid of steam
;

and this it is possible to do, even with our present

stock of very imperfect implements for such kind of

culture. To prove this, we will take, for instance, a

field to be sown with wheat. We place our engine

in a favourable place, corresponding with the form

aud extent of the field to be sown, aud the length of

chain or rope we have to give out. Our anchorages

are fixed at each end of our work : three or four

ploughs are provided of like form and inclination of

mould turner, supplied with requisite wheels to

regulate depth and give steadiness in work : these

are attached by a clasp to the wire rope extending

from the engine to the anchorages, and thence by

suitable whippletrees. A ploughman holds each

plough, and has a line in his hand reaching to the

clasp. In case of obstruction to any plough, the

workman pulls his line, the clasp relaxes, and the

ploughs are stationary, and the engine is stopped by

its " governor" shutting off the steam. When the

obstruction is removed, the rope is brought back,

the clasp again grasps it, and the ploughiug proceeds.

The same coui'se is to be pursued with the harrow

and drill ; and attached to the axle of the drill may

be the seed harrows, to complete the whole process

of wheat-sowing at one operation. I give this one in-

stance, and leave my readers to exercise their imagi-

nation as to all the other various operations to be

performed : this one instance will, I think, show the

possibility of the rest. I hope in my next to show

that although it is possible—it may be barely pos-

sible—to adopt cultivation by steam with our present

appliances, yet with an improved practice and proper

implements it will become the great feature in mo-

dern agriculture, and meet with universal approval.

No. III.

STEAM CULTURE.
IMPLEMENTS TO BE ADOPTED.

I have no hesitation in asserting that the gigantic

power of steam is destined to revolutionize the

practice of agriculture quite as much as it has done

any of the various departments of business or other

operations to which it has been applied. We know

that steam culture cannot be carried out with the

greatest advantage by our present class of imple-

ments, any more than spinning could be advanta-

geously done by applying steam to the distaff or

spinning-wheel. No : new machinery had to be

invented, better adapted to its powers ; and so, in

agriculture, new orders of implements and new

modes of culture must be introduced as more appli-

cable to the genius of steam, if I may so state it.

All cultivation or farm practice is now based upon
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tlie performance of the plough, aud much iugenuity

has been expended in bringing that implement to its

present almost perfect state; but, superlatively

good as it is for the purposes to which it is used,

yet it must be borne in mind that it only performs

one operation—inverting the soil—and that not

fully. It does not cultivate, it does not pulverize
;

it must be followed by the harrow, the scarifier, the

roller, to effect this. We want cultivation, pulveri-

zation, comminution, the subdivision and breaking

down of the soil ; the plough is only the forerunner

of more suitable implements for this purpose, and

causes a great amount and expenditure of animal

labour Avhich it is possible to save, or, at all events,

greatly to economise. The spade is often taken as

the model of a good implement for turning up or in-

verting the soil. It undoubtedly is very good in its

place, worked by a skilful hand; but then what

various chopping, and beating, aud crushing manage-

ment is required to bring it into a sufficiently com-

minuted state to receive the seed! We want an

implement of a powerful character to combine and

effectually execute these various operations at one

aud the same time ; I mean a machine to break up,

subdivide, and comminute the soil for any given

purpose by one operation. I say for any given pur-

pose : by this I mean that its powers of adaptation

shall be such that, by various alterations in the ma-

chinery, or the substitution of parts, it shall be made
capable of cultivating the soil for any required purpose.

Is it for wheat ? Tlien its appliances must be ar-

ranged for leaving the soil in a somewhat chequery

or not closely pulverized state. Is it for turnips ?

Then its arrangement must be for finely pulverizing.

Or is it for open fallows or trench-work ? Then it

must be arranged for turning up the soil aud leaving

it in large pieces, according to the nature of the soil

or the requirements of the farmer. Is this an

agricultural possibility ? I doubt not but our clever

mechanists will soon satisfactorily solve that problem.

The efforts of our inventive mechanists have been

too much devoted to bringing out "steam ploughs"

;

but they prove, and will prove, very imperfect im-

plements. See a steam-engine at work in a factory !

Is it confined to 'one departmeirt of manufacture

only ? By no means— it works the whole. And so

in field farming, if we adopt steam culture, it must

be with the view of doing the whole work of digging

or ploughing, of harrowing .and scarifying, or, in

other words, of breaking up, comminuting, and pul-

verizing the soil at one operfition. Not that this is

at all times required; as, in: fallowing, the soil can-

not l)e kept too open, for tlie purposes of aeration

;

but we require the capacity in an implement to do

all this, We have seen forking machines, digging

machines, revolving ploughs, and the like. These

are inventions in the right direction, steam being

more easily adapted to the working of cylindrical

machines than to those of common traction

;

and machines thus armed for work can be made
to work deeper and more effectively. They will dig

or fork deeper than a common plough can work with

the same application of power ; and the rate of speed

is not all-important. The combination or accumula?

tion of power (as shown by Mr. Towler, as already

named) is of far greater moment, and may be turned

to good account upon an implement of such poweri

I have fall confidence in our mechanists ; I be-:

lieve we shall soon see the very implement we re-

quire. The Uoyal Agricultural Society of England

has offered a premium of £200 for such invention. I

hope to see it in work at the Carlisle Meeting, Should;

however, such a consummation be delayed, wo
might, I think, profitably go on with the implementa

we have ; assured as I am that, sooner or later}

this new order of tilings will prevail, and. tho

plouffh, so long tho foundation of British industry;

will to a great degree be superseded' by more power*

ful and more effective mechanical appliances for tha

proper cultivation of every kind of soil.-

It may with great propriety be asked—But wha4

courses of culture or cropping are we to pursue undej

this new regimen ? It will certainly involve much and

important discussion, and great alterations must uni

questionably take place. This part of the subject 1

will endeavour to take up in my future papers. 2

shall attempt to show how theee new appliances caa

be brought into general practice on every faa'm ; I

shall attempt to show that, with these improvements;

open courses of culture and cropping must /be. con?

ceded to the tenant, aud what alterations in crop:

ping or management may be right aud beneficial";

Ultimately it may lead to a great revolution in

tenantcies, which may lead me to try and show thg

new duties of landlord, agent, and tenant.

These are, I am well aware, strange innovation^

for a practical farmer to introduce, if not to intrude

upon the agricultural public. But we live in no

ordinary times
;
progress—rapid, enlightened pro»

gross—is the universal aim in every depai-tment of

business. We therefore must not, as farmers, lag

behind, nor must we fall in with every supposed ou^

ward movement ; but it is imperatively our duty to

keep our attention up, and watch auxiously thodawii

of any real light that may enlighten our path, OT

tend to advance our position in the wonderful crra

in which it is our great privilege to YlvL '- ^t ,-.'. .<.-A

:.-... iVaWM
,

"! r no |-3.' vJ

.1- u-l '.liiodt In

'
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ON THE BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE OF COMMON SALT UPON
THE ANIMAL- SYSTEM..

Dear Sir,—In your paper for this week I find a

lettar from Mr. Forbes, of Windsor Forest, on the

advantages of supplying sheep with salt, as a preserva-

tive from the foot- rot; but as your respected corre-

spondent has not pointed out the rationale of the

practice, and the manner in which it produces its bene-

ficial effect, I will endeavour, with your kind permission,

to supply the deficiency in his letter ; and for the benefit

of such of your readers as have not paid attention to the

subject, point out the sovereign virtues of common salt

' 11' muriate of soda), and the absolute necessity of its

e, by all animals, for the preservation of health.

The outward application of salt to dead animal flesh

for antiseptic purposes is too well known to require a

single remark ; but that the same qualities which render

so necessary in the preservation of dead meat has an

equally beneficial effect upon the living animal, is not

80 generally understood. It is nevertheless a fact, that

common salt prevents that tendency to putrescence of

the nutritious portion of food in the stomach, which,

when they are conveyed into the blood, produce fever,

boils, sores, and a variety of other dangerous or trouble-

some disorders. Medical men, however, are well

acquainted with the fact that the prevalence of these

evils amongst the poor is, in a great measure, ascribable

their not using salt with their food ; and that the

offensive smell so frequently perceptible in the dwellings

and near the persons of many of the poor arises from

the same cause, much more than from their want of

anliness. It is, in fact, impossible for a person or a

mily to sustain health long together without the free

use of this simjjle and cheap condiment.

Salt acts upon the juices of the stomach as a corrective

of that tendency to acidity which is the basis of pu-

trescence, and, in a proper quantity, renders the blood

Uthy and active. It promotes insensible perspiration,

y preserving the pores of the skin from being clogged

up by those unctuous matters, which without it would

passed from the stomach into the system in an
iipure state. Any person who habitually eats his food,

vliether animal or ve;:^etable, without salt, will soon

id himself subject to diseases which (although he may
ward them off by medicine) will not fail to leturn upon
him from time to time, as long as he neglects it; nay,

his very l/reaih will betray that neglect. But they who
constantly use salt, although not absolutely exempt
from disease, has at least ten chances to one in favour

of the preservation of their health.

The same principle is as applicable to the inferior

animals as to man ; for, in this respect, their constitu-

tions are precisely similar. No stronger proof, in fact,

of the worth of this assertion can be adduced than the

eagerness with which all kinds of animals seek for it.

Horses, horned cattle, sheep, and pigs will almost pull

their keepers to pieces, if they find they have salt about

them, in order to get at it ; and all fare the better for

it, from the same cause. The freedom of Mr. Forbes'

flock from the foot. rot was undoubtedly produced by

the antiseptic qualities of the salt, which by correcting

the juices of the body, and purifying the blood, pre-

vented that tendency to putrescence which in the three

riffs settled in the feet ; the dampness of t-he meadotv

being the exciting cause, which the salt would have

neutralized.

I have reason to believe, too, that the use of salt would

prove efficacious in preventing that fatal disease to which

very fat sheep are liable when at turnips towards t'ae

spring, and which is equivalent to apoplexy in the

human frame. I have sometimes seen three or four fat

wethers in a flock of two or three hundred " drop" in

a day. From perfect health, and whilst quietly feeding,

they suddenly fell, and were dead before I could get up

to them. This same disease arises from the grossncts

of the fluids, and especially the blood, produced by the

same tendency to putrescence which clogs the current

and prevents the free flow of the juices so essential to

health.

I would therefore recommend all your agricultural

readers to supply with salt, not only their sheep, but

every animal on their farms, and they will certainly find

their account in it. The expense now is not worth a

thought, when compared with the benefit they would

derive from it. The best and cheapest mode of its ap-

plication is by using the rock salt, a lump of which

being put in the manger for horses, and trough for other

animals (protected from the rain), and they will soon

find it out. Their natural instinct tells them that it is

beneficial to their health, and they will look for it as

anxiously as for their food.

Perhaps it is one of the most remarkable illustrations

of the principle I have been endeavouring to elucidate,

that the vast accumulation of the fossil bones of those

extinct animals—the mammoth, &c.— discovered in

America, are found at a place called, in the quaint

phraseology of that country, " Big bonelick." It is, in

fact, a salt spring, the subsoil of which is a clayey quag-

mire. And the probability, according to all human

appearance, is, that these huge animals when resorting

thither to partake of the salt, quarrelled about it, and

in their struggles sunk and perished in the mud. I

should add, that the discovery was made by observing

the deer and other animals resorting thither to lick up

the salt.

Yours truly,

Ax Old Norfolk Farmer.
London, 28th Dec, 1854.

P.S.— If your correspondent " Enquirer" would

supply his cattle freely with salt, he would find it

beneficial in preventing, in a great measure, the "Slack

quarter," or, as it iscf>Hpd in Norfolk, " Binch water,"
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THE PLOUGH: ITS USE AND VARIETIES.

Many persons who fully value the grubber or

cultivator as an implement for following and com-

pleting the work of the plough, may not be aware

that it does but perform upon our up-turned

furrow-shces the same kind of operation which the

ploughs in most parts of the world are able to do

of themselves. The Eastern ploughs need no after-

harrowing, rolling, and scuffling ; but plough and

pulverize at one and the same time. In China

—

famed for its first-class husbandry and minute

culture—and in India, the ploughs are implements

of small power ; a man can easily carry one on his

shoulder: and about Canton, on the clay soils

(which are tenacious, and are always ploughed wet),

only a single buffalo is needed to work one. " In

India," says Beatson, " I have seen a man return-

ing from his day-labour, seated on a small bullock,

gaily trotting home with his two ploughs, one in

each hand, resting upon his thighs." It is not by

a single operation that these light tools perform the

wonders which have attracted the notice of travel-

lers; this would be utterly impossible, both for their

strength and that of their miserable team : the whole

secret consists in petty operations, incessantly con-

tinued. Sometimes, after six or eight ploughings,

the plough will not have penetrated more than

three inches deep, and has turned over no part of

the soil. Rude as may be the implement, yet it,

in time, scratches a sufficient staple into a fine state

of division. It is to accomplish a similar mincing

and crumbling, that our English cultivators have

been formed; only for the sake of greater expedition

our more skilful mechanicians have combined a

number of separate tools in one frame, each tine or

tooth thus representing one of the oriental ploughs.

So pre-eminently useful were these implements

found, that, as we have seen in a former

article, they displaced the plough in many ope-

rations, and some farmers even endeavoured to

employ them wholly instead of it. In 1776, Lord

Kames advocated the system of sowing " spring"

corn upon a winter furrow, by simply harrowing

the surface which had been exposed to the action

of frost and air, and become so finely mellowed

that " it would be a pity to bury it by a second

ploughing before sowing." The plan was success-

fully followed ; but, when the grubber became
established in the Lothians and other counties, it

soon developed a general improvement. And in

most of our English strong-land districts we find

that the introduction of the scarifier or scuffler led

farmers to consider how absurd it was to bury,

by spring ploughing, the friable porous surface

(obtained during the winter), upon which, if rain

falls, no plastering ensues. Not only for spring

cultivation, or for opening and moving fallows in

summer, but also for autumn tillage the farmer has

discovered the advantage of animplementthatbreaks

and crumbles without turning over ; and though

the advocates for a less frequent use of the plough

may be challenged as relying too much upon a

novel system, still it has been demonstrated as a

great improvement over and over again for many

long years without having being extended in prac-

tice as it deserves. Arthur Young and Sir John

Sinclair were thoroughly convinced, from multi-

plied examples in their day, that if one ploughing

to the full depth was given once in twelve, eighteen,

or twenty-four months, shallow tillage afterwards,

by broad-sharing, scuffling, horse-hoeing, &c., was

in many cases preferable to repeated deep-working,

and especially for wheat, which loves a firm bottom.

The Isle of Thanet shim and the Kentish

broadshare, followed by harrows, were found to

prepare bean stubble for wheat in an excellent

manner. But, notwithstanding the balance of

favourable evidence collected twenty or thirty years

ago, the system still needs to be urged upon the

English farmers' attention. One reason for this

backwardness undoubtedly lies in the great clean,'

liness requisite in thepreceding crop. The agricul-

turists of Flanders excel us in this point, and have

taught us great lessons in tillage, as well as in the

management of manures. Before we began to feel

the value of grubbing, instead of continually

ploughing, our neighbours made constant use of

the binot. This implement—drawn by two horses,

and going five or six inches in depth—does not

turn over the land like a plough, burying the sur-

face with its weeds, but elevates it into small ridges;

by means of which the couch and other root-weeds

are not only cut, but are exposed to the frost in

winter, and to the drought of spring ; and when the

land becomes dry (which it quickly does when thus

raised), these weeds are collected by the harrow, by

a " trident," a rake, or by the hand, and are either

burnt or mixed in a compost with hot lime. One

turn with the binot is considered as eflFective

as two ordinary ploughings ; and with the same

strength of team, it accomplishes more work in a day

than a plough. Perhaps the chief advantage of all

is that, by its frequent employment in breaking up

and cleansing ground, the heaviest land is rendered

in a great degree tender and friable, losing thai-
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hardness which all clay soils are apt to acquire after

having been long cropped, without an occasional

minute pulverization.

At last, when all these successful examples at

home and abroad failed to arouse general imitation,

the perfection and cheapness of the instruments

which have been constructed to take the place of the

plough are universally extending this kind of

tillage amongst us. Paring-ploughs and scarifiers,

cheap and uncommonly efficient, are being manu-
factured by numerous makers, and purchased by

farmers throughout the length and breadth of the

kingdom : which, we believe, have given an un-

paralleled impetus to the system of tillage and

cleaning without unnecessary inversion. As an in-

stancewe may mention that an Essex farmer this last

year has obtained seven quarters of wheat per acre,

although the seed was put in without once plough-

ing. Manure for the preceding bean crop was

deeply buried ; the beans while growing were kept

perfectly free from weeds, and the land after harvest

was prepared by simple broadsharing and pulveriza-

tion. Of course this cannot be done upon foul

land ; but with all the recent improvements in field

implements, it will be a slovenly piece of parsimony

not to keep our infesting couch and annual weeds
within close bounds. If done judiciously as to

crop and season, no expense is wasted in destrojang

them; and when weeding becomes a more important

point of our husbandry than it now is, the amount
of labour will not increase in so rapid a proportion

as our watchfulness and care ; for we have the ex-

ample of clean farmers assuring us that being always

carefully done, there is always the less to do.

THE DIFFERENCE IN FEEDING GOOD OR BAD STOCK
Mr. Mechi, upon reading his last paper before

the members of the Society of Arts, stated " that

live stock are necessary evils, mere manufacturers

of manure, and unattended with direct profit; and,

in continuation, remarked, " that if you gave them

cake and hay with the turnips and green crops,

the return for such will be nil, and their cost must
be charged to the corn crops against the manure."

In this opinion, Mr. Mechi states he is confirmed

by Mr. Lawes, and others; and if we accept his

statement as true, then it becomes the agriculturist

to ascertain whether it would not be more econo-

mical to dispose of his produce, whenever it was
practicable to do so, and to purchase portable and

highly concentrated manures, rather than embark
his capital in such a hazardous and unprofitable

speculation as stall feeding-cattle.

Under such a system as Mr. Mechi, and

many others, carry out their management of cattle,

it may be so ; and frequently, from the circum-

stance of the lean animal being purchased at too

high a rate, and reduced too greatly in condition

to be put at once upon forcing food—upon these

two points the chief element of success depends

;

and it is otherwise highly important, that an ani-

mal for stall feeding should be well bred, of good
touch, and frame. These are first considerations,

and every grazier will understand what we mean ;

but how few have discrimination or opportunity

sufficient to cary them out into practice !

The proportion of well-bred animals that reach

the southern and eastern portions of the kingdom
is small in comparison with those of inferior qua-

lity; and these are generally sold in large numbers,

beyotid the requirement of middle- class occupiers,

and, consequently, are difficult to obtain ; whilst

animals miscalled Herefords, Short-horns, and

Galloway Scots, abound ; in addition to the

Welsh and Irish cattle, from which the best ani-

mals have been selected on their way, by dealers

of every denomination.

Let us then imagine a farmer, having his twenty

acres of root crops, going once a year to a fair to

purchase his quota of ten or twelve oxen, as he

states, to tie up. He has no selection whatever,

beyond those that have been culled over at every

preceding fair or market they may have passed

through. Resting upon his own judgment, which

in most cases is inadequate to the task, he secures

his object, and, without reference to the qualifica-

tions we before alluded to, except in number, but

with little attention to every other qualification,

frequently purchases without any regard to touch,

or other essential requisites in point of form, breed-

ing, and fattening propensity.

After having obtained the animals, his next step

is to make them fat as quickly as possible. These

animals probably having been driven until their

hoofs are cut through, and otherwise beaten down

by fatigue and hard usage, are immediately stalled,

or turned into an open yard, without shed room,

and one of two modern processes of fattening pur-

sued—the one by giving them an unlimited quan-

tity of roots daily ; the other, by giving in addition

an unlimited quantity of oil-cake, meal, or stimu-

lating food ad libitum.

By the first mode, the animals slowly improve,

but they generally advance in health, and if young,

which will more probably be the case, still con-

tinue to grow fast ; and if put to food in November,
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will, in the following March, have possibly arrived

at a proper stage to be made fat under a judicious

system of management; but it is then generally

found that the turnips are exhausted, and the

mangel wurzel well nigh finished. Cake and meal

are thought expensive, so at once they are sent ofF

to market at the time when it is probably glutted

v/ith half-fattened animals; and the draft of the

salesman, by the next post, announces that " there

is little profit in winter-feeding oxen."

In the other case, the owner looks to the manure

heap for his profit ; and, as he knows that oil-cake

and bean-meal add greatly to its quality, he begins

at once to feed liberally with those expensive

articles, and is equally liberal with his turnips or

mangel wurzel; he tells his neighbours that his

bullocks eat daily four bushels of those valuable

roots, and three oil-cakes per diem in addition.

His bullocks, however, do not shew an adequate

result; their skins still- stick closely to their ribs;

their coats stare ; "the bullocks do not go on well,

can't tell why;" but the shortest way is the best,

and in the end the cheapest; they have, however,

made a good heap of manure, and ofi:'they shall go-

next week. What is the result ? Winter feeding

does not pay, and Mr. Mechi is so far right.

Can it pay ? did it ever pay under such circum-

stances, and v/ith such management, and with pro-

bably two commissions to salesmen, of from 10 to

15 per cent, in four months, in addition ?

This is the general mode of arable feeding, as it

is carried out. Let us examine the result when

conducted as it should be—taking reason as our

guide, and common sense as our instructor.

In the first place, "breeding v/ili always beat

feeding." A well-bred bullock, fine in his touch,

with plenty of hair of the right quality, and having

his frame and points good, in a thriving and healthy

condition when put into the stall, is a very diflferent

description of animal from those before described,

to begin with. Well, now, as to the mode of treat-

ment. Suppose we have both swede turnips and

mangold, we begin upon the former by pulling or

slicing them thinly, and mixing them with cut

chaiF, made from good, sweet oat straw and hay, in

the proportion of three pounds of the former lo

one of the latter, altogether about 30 lbs., mixing

one bushel of swedes of 56 lbs. with 15 lbs. of the

best chaff, moistened with water in which linseed

meal has been steeped forty-eight hours, at the

rate of 2 lbs. each bullock per diem, with 3 lbs. of

bean or barley meal, the quantity of which may be

increased as we proceed.

We will now state pro and con. the advantage

and disadvantage of this mode of feeding.

In the first place, roots should be considered

merely as an adjunct in feeding ; they contain too

large an amount of water, and too little of fatten-

ing substances, to enable them to be judiciously

employed alone, and are quite as expensive. We
say expensive, knowing that they may frequently

be sold at a price that would replace other fatten-

ing substances of highly nitrogenous quality ; or

by a judicious combination, double the number of

cattle might be fattened by the assistance of the same

quantity of roots. Mangel wurzel contains about

80 per cent, of water, and, therefore, no more

should be given than is requisite, to insure the

cattle from scouring, which it universally induces

if fed by itself, in large quantities, and with swede

turnips also a moderate-sized ox will consume

200 lbs. daily, if allowed to feed them separately

ad libitum, and will then refuse cut chaff, unless

it consists principally of sweet hay, whilst it is

admitted by experienced men that oat straw, in

combination of from two-thirds to three-fourths, is

better than hay alone. At the present moment the

relative prices of cattle food are as follow :-•

10 lbs. hay, at 70s. per ton.

4| lbs. beans, 42s., or barley meal, 32s.

3 lbs. oil cake, ^13.

2\ lbs. linseed meal, 64s.

4 J lbs. oats, 28s.

70 lbs. mangel wurzel, 10s. per ton.

70 lbs. swedes, 10s.

24 lbs. cut straw chaff, 16s. per load.

All these quantities are equivalent in price, but the

feeding value of them is very diflferent in amount :

any five of them is equal to 20d., the day's keep of

one bullock of 50 imperial stones.

Here, then, we have the full cost of feeding a

bullock at Is. 8d. per diem, or lis. Sd. per week. In

twelve or fourteen weeks, under this management,

we venture to assert that he may be rendered fit

for market ; and we have no hesitation in asserting

also, that three-fourths of this sum will be profit,

and leaving one-fourth for manure.

In addition, we ask, can an animal progress fa-

vourably, if confined upon a latticed floor, when

every motion produces unequal pressure upon his

hoofs ? and when he further changes his position,

he does so only to remove the pain he endures

from one part of his frame to another.

We feel assured that the cause of cattle not pay-

ing for winter grazing arises mainly from their

being, in the first instance, ill-bred, and reduced

too low in condition previously to their being stalled

and fed daily upon stimulating food, which is, also,

injudiciously applied and irregularly bestowed.
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"TWENTY SCOTS FROZEN TO DEATH," v. CATTLE MARKETS.
-The fact of "twenty-one horned and polled Scots being

frozen to death, on passage from Aberdeen," as stated

in the Smithfield Cattle Market report of Feb. 12,

is probably the best intercession we can make for

the " poor sheep" of "An Agriculturist," a cor-

respondent in the same number of the Mark Lane Ex-
press. If we GOTild only reach the ears of farmers who clip

tiieir-sheep in weather like the present with such, few of

them we hope -would continue to pursue a practice so devoid

tf humanity aa itis of profit; but the difficulty lies in this,

for those who are guilty of such mismanagment seldom, we

fear, read agricultural journals, or pay much attention to

tlia cultivation of intellect by any other means.

The above disaster renders the marketing of fat stock

in weather like the past week a very important question,

and the more we get into the practice of house-feeding

improved breeds of cattle, the more interesting will it

become ; for house' fed stock of this quality may justly be

ijparad to hothouse plants, so that the turning of them

out, and compelling them to stand iS /tours (!) exposed

in frosty weather, is almost certain to prove fatal, as iu

the above case, even although not on board a steamboat

in heavy snowstorms.

The cruel fate of the unfortunate Aberdeenshire fat

cattle is soon told. On Wednesday the 7th current,

some 50 horned and polled Scots were put on board an

Aberdeen steamer for the ensuing Monday market, in

Smithfield. Of these, only 29 reached the metropolis

in life ; the ship-herd having found it necessary to

slaughter, or rather bleed 2 1 , about 20 shorthorned cros-

ses, and one polled, so as to turn them to some account.

A portion of the cattle had travelled for a considerable

distance, prior to shipment, and were therefore, no

doubt, in a fatigued state, while others were in g od

travelling condition. The vessel arrived in the river on

Friday, after having experienced one of the roughest

passages on record. The first night was piercing cold,

which continued throughout the whole of Thursday,

accompanied by sleet and high wind, the sea at times

rolling over the deck, vfhere the unfortunate cattle

stood. Thursday night and Friday were nothing better

;

isequently the position of the suffering animals

iiom cold, an empty stomach, sea sickness, and tossing

against the steamer, bending and breaking iron

Ijgrs and fastenings stronger than their own bones,

may be easily imagined, and accordingly by Friday

morning the herd had to commence the operation of

bleeding, as already noticed. On Wednesday night and

Thursday he laboured incessantly to keep his charge

upon their legs with success so long as their sinking

strength rendered such practicable ; but byThursday night

such began to fail, when victim after victim fell before

the tempest to rise no more. In this prostrate position

the stiffening influence of the cold soon called upon his

knife to terminate the sufferings of the poor brutes, so as

to prevent their being frozen to death. Thus perished

twenty-one head of fine fat cattle, obviously involving,

with our network of railways, no small amount of mis-

management, generally speaking, and sacrifice of pro-

perty, to say nothing of the cruelty experienced by the

animals ; while the whole affair, from first to last, fur-

nishes a lesson instructive to every province of the

kingdom. We understand the 21 carcases have realized

from 2s. 6d. to Ss. per stone ; but while this reduces the

loss, it gives rise to questions not the least discreditable

in the transaction— questions which call for sanitary

investigation at the instance of the metropolis.

The position of animal life under circumstances of

this kind, whether conveyed by steam-boat or railway,

merits further consideration, in order to illustrate the

differences between cases which may terminate fatally,

as the 21 above noticed, and those where health is less

or but little injured, as the 29. And for this purpose

we shall give examples of both oxen and sheep under

different management, modes of conveyance, and degrees

of temperature.

In the case of the ox which has been house-fed from

calving up to the time it is sent to market, being during

the whole of this period forced forward according to the

most improved system of feeding, summer and winter,

the animal knows nothing of fi'osty weather any more

than the inhabitants of Central Africa, consequently it

is not prepared for the hardships experienced in con-

nexion with Smithfield during wintei' storms; indeed,

of the two it is the least able, from the artificial and

pampered state of its body.

This pampered state of health, just mentioned, re-

quires no ordinary skill and circumspection to preserve

it in the feeding-box itself—as every experienced feeder

is well avt'are ; and if the greatest care is thus necessai y
to preserve uniformity of treatment and health within

doors, what must be the consequences when the animiil

is turned out to hardships such as fat stock now expe-

rience iu attending Smithfield ?

It is m.uch more easy to imagine the sufferings of the

poor ox, when thus treated, than to describe them. The

first effect of the open atmosphere upon his system is a

state of levity analogous to intoxication : hence, how be

leaps and gambols, under a degree of excitement which

soon throws him into a state of perspiration, thus ex-

hausting both his nervous and muscular systems, ar.d

putting his whole body into a state of greater suscepti-

bility to cold, when placed in the railway truck or

steamboat, than it otherwise would have been. If

allowed to lie down in this state, as was stated in the

case on the deck of the steamboat, from sea-sickness

and the rolling of the vessel, the result may soon be

death ; for the circulation of the blood would be almo.^t

immediately stopped by the severity of the frost which

has lately been experienced during night. Indeed, few

such oxen would survive the passage between Aberdeen

and the metropolis.
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In the railway truck, the health of the ox, from

standing on his feet, closely wedged between others, and

from the absence of sea- sickness and the motion of the

vessel, is some degrees better. It is still, however, a

matter of degree j for we cannot suppose, under any

condition, his heated body not to suffer ; and when

allowed to lie down in an open yard, after arriving at

the Metropolis, exposed to the full influence of the wea-

ther, there is even danger, as on board the steamboat.

When the ox is frozen to death, the farmer's loss is

easily estimated ; but when only partially injured, or

suffering from catarrhal affections, &c., it is otherwise ;

for then losses are often attributed to bad markets or

bad management, the diflioulty of getting him to

acknowledge misconduct in the feeding and driving

being just as great as that of butchers and salesmen, or

railway and steamboat companies, after the ox has

passed into their hands. That a loss, however, of no

ordinary magnitude is sustained , neither of them can deny.

The practical question, it will thus be seen, is to obviate

the losses sustained by improving the mode of convey-

ance and management during marketing to a state com-

patible with the progress which has been made in the

breeding and fattening of cattle ; but before offering any

observations on such, let us first glance at one or two

more examples somewhat different in character, under

the maxim that " to find out the seat of the disease is to

effect half the cure."

If the ox has been put upon the railway or steamboat

not heated previously by driving, the injury received will

be less ; though it still may be great, and even fatal

when the constitution is delicate, as is frequently the

case from extra feeding.

In making this remark as to delicacy of health, we

are not to be understood to infer that improving the

breed of cattle is done at the expense of constitution,

for nothing could be more anomalous and further from

truth than this. On the contrary, as we improve the

breed we must, of necessity, also improve the constitu-

tion, or no progress has been made. In point of fact

we have always had fewer constitutional maladies among

our improved breeds than among those not improved
;

and we have no doubt that the statistics of facts gene-

rally would do far more than bear out this conclusion.

But while we have improved the constitution, we have

also placed it in a more artificial state—one less able

to endure the inclemency of our winters ; while we are

at the same time loading it with double the weight of

fat at an earlier age, when bones, muscles, and every

other part of the body is less able to bear such an

increase of hardships : hence the consequences which

follow.

When the ox, again, has not been house-fed, but

brought up exposed to all the vicissitudes of our

climate, summer and winter, as in grass-fields and

straw-yards, his body will consequently be in a state

better qualified to endure the above hardships, even

although equally fat, than his house-fid rival ; for, in

the first place, he will have a thicker coat upon his back

—a gift which Nature has given him to meet the

exigencies of his exposed situation, although at a sacri-

fice of food ; and secondly, the functions of his body

for keeping up animal heat will be accustomed to the

laying up of an extra store of fuel in warm weather and

burning it in cold ; and hence, if not overpowered, may
be able to triumph over the hardships of snow-storms

and frost in marketing, merely by the daily consumption

of a few extra Smithfield stones of his fat I

The profit-and-loss view of the question in this case

becomes a blank ! the waste of fat being beyond the

sight of either buyer or seller ; for the former, accus-

tomed to slaughter, under such circumstances, concludes

the ox will just weigh so much, and then strikes a

bargain accordingly; while the latter, however much

the price may fall below his expectation, rests satisfied

that he himself would not have realized so much as his

salesman ; and here his interest in the matter rests

without further inquiry !

The position of the sheep during marketing is even

worse than that of the ox, owing to the slowness of its

pace, its excitable character, the large proportion of fat

which it carries, a heavier coat of wool, a greater ten-

dency to get into a state of perspiration, and hence to

catch cold, with its consequences. Such indeed is its

position in the over -crowded state of Smithfield, that it

were difficult to say whether the clipped or non-clipped

sustained the greatest loss when good and bad weather

are put together. In stormy weather, like the present,

there cannot be a doubt, for instance, but the clipped

sheep sustains the greatest loss ; while in wet, close, and

warm weather, as it generally is in Smithfield in the

absence of frost, it is equally plain, on the contrary,

that the wooUed sheep loses most in the market : so

that the solution of the question lies between a com-

parison of good and bad weather. In the new market,

sheep, it is true, will be spread over a much larger area

of ground, in a more open, elevated, and healthy part

of the metropolis ; so that they will have purer air to

breathe, and hence be freer from excitement and perspi-

ration ; and if they are put into the market-lairs direct

from the railway, and then from the former into the

market-pens for sale on the morning of the market, the

amount of perspiration, excitement, and loss of fat will

be further decreased ; while the animals will be in a

more fit state to endure the exposure in the market,

and during the removal to its lairs, or those of butchers,

for slaughtering ; but with all these improvements, more,

we fear, must yet be made before the Markets' Improve-

ment Committee can frame bye-laws to obviate the

losses sustained ; for something more practical, we aver,

is required than this

—

something involving more of

chemistry and mechanics than law.

Such is a very superficial glance at the position of fat

stock during marketing in the inclement season now and

lately experienced ; and from what has been said, it will

readily be perceived that considerable progress must be

made in science before the losses at issue can be obviated.

Farmers, for example, must think of cattle-vans for

conveying their improved breeds of fat stock to railway

stations and steamboat quays ; railway companies, of

conveying the ox, as they do the horse, in single boxes;

and steamboat companies, of a cabin berth, in which the
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fat ox, instead of being frozen to death, can rest at ease

;

while Market Improvement Committees will have to

provide fat stock bazaars with feeding-boxes, in which

he can be tied up daily during the hours of sale, and

loosened and allowed to lie down and ruminate at ease

when sold, until required for the shambles. Ditto may
be said of sheep, substituting pens for boxes, not more

than three sheep in a pen. These are improvements

which modern agriculture has not only sanctioned as

sound in theory, but acknowledged as absolutely neces-

sary to the successful management of our improved

breeds of cattle ; and when old-fashioned farmers, rail-

way and steamboat companies, and Metropolitan Market
Improvement Committees have got this length in the

march of progress, their more pioneering friends a-head

will tell them Experience' own tale, that the mismanage-

ment, losses, and cruelty to animals complained of, can

only be obviated in the dead-meat market, when cattle

bazaars can be converted into livery stables for dairy

cows; thus providing the greatest of all luxuries

—

plenty of good milk—for the rapidly increasing millions

of the capital.

THE BREEDING OF STOCK ON ARABLE FARMS,
Sir,—Someweeks ago laddressedalettertoyouonthesubject

of Dairies v. Pianos, endeavouring to take the part of farmers'

wives and daughters. I do not regret having done so, but I

really fear that at some of our large " dairy farms" the fathers

and sons are playiog the piano, the wives and daughters look-

ing after the dairy, and, alas ! the bulls and cows after them-

selves.

I am, Mr. Editor, an arable farmer, occupying about 300

acres of land, not 20 of which are meadow or pasture. I

farm on the four-course system, consequently grow nearly 70

acres of swedes, turnips, and mangold. I have 120 to 130

breeding ewes. Their produce (about 180 lambs) are fed off

as yearlings, with the exception of a few ram lambs and the

ewe lambs necessary to repleuish the flock. Now, this flock

does not nearly consume my root crop, and I have a large

quantity of straw to convert into manure. This I have done

by stall-fed short-horned cows and outlying Hereford bullocks,

receiving, in addition to cut swedes and mangold, about 21bs,

oilcake, lib. rapecake, and 21bs. barleymeal each per day, with

cut straw, &c. ; and, with ordinary management and honest

cattle, have not made them so " losing a game" as Mr, Mechi's
" necessary evils."

But, Mr. Editor, there is a serious evil increasing in our

ueighbourhood. We cannot breed and rear a sufficiency of

stock on purely arable farms for the consumption of our roots

and straw, and are dependent on a supply of draft cattle from

our neighbouring dairy counties. I have reason to believe that

for our purpose nothing pays better than a short-horn cow,

after a certain period of usefulness to the dairy. I now speak

truly and feelingly. Quite one-half of the cows " tied up" in

this district, which were bought as " barrens," are now just

irhiteivashed, or not half fat, and are being turned out of the

stalls with calves in them. My cows came chiefly from the

Ashhourn October fair, and out of twenty-two bought for

barrens I have one calved—<uio picked calf— /our selected

early from the house, having four good quarters, as calving

cows—/of(r last week necessarily disposed of to the butcher,

being heavy in calf and faulty in udder (one of them only two

teats sound)—and two in the stalls I can touch calves in.

Thus I have perhaps nine barren cows out of twenty-two, and

I am well off in comparison with some of my neighbours, one

having seven in-calf out of eight purchased as barrens ; an-

other, four out of five. I need not tell you, Mr. Editor, this

practice of seUing in-calf cows for barrens is a serious thing for

farmers placed in similar circumstances with myself, Whea
purchased, the calves are not " touchable ;" and for a con-

siderable period I was unwilling to disbelieve the word of a

respectable man, who assures the purchaser the cows are really

what he professes to sell, " barren." It may be answered, " If

you do get your cows in-calf at a barren's price, you are a

lucky man, as they are worth more to calve." But I say. Not
so. Cows, after long travelling, do not well to be turned out

in a cold November, to ascertain by their actions what state

they are in. Besides, we have no grass to turn them into, and
are necessarily compelled to tie them up immediately, and
commence a course of feeding much too expensive for a cow
four or five months from calving. Then look at the result of

selecting calvers from these mis-named barrens. Like a flock

of ewes, so is a stock of cows : some must be drafted annually;

and, of course, a man naturally draws the worst for disposal.

My cow with the calf was so viciously inclined, previous to

calviug, towards comrades and pigs, that we put knobs on her

horns, aud kept her with two others in a loose yard, where she

ruled absolutely ; she was venly " the cow with the crumpled

horn ;" and though she did not " toss the dog that worried the

cat," she kicked her new-born calf, milk-pail, and attendant,

and is even now wild and untractable. Two, I stated, have

picked calves in the house : this retarded their progress at

least a month, and they most likely were disposed of for play-

ing a similar trick before. Then the bad quarters, the slippers

of calves, all addicted to vice, would make good fat cows were

they barren ; but with calves, or in-calf, they are likely to re-

main on your hands, as a kicker with three teats is considered

anything but a profitable investment.

I am sorry if I have been trespassing on your space ; but

we must look to our weekly paper for help on agricultural

topics, as parties are often ready to reply to a friend in difti-

culty. We want some short-horned cows

—

barren, not cows

sent from home because worthless as breeders, and yet with

calves in them, to entail a similar loss on the unfortunate pur-

chaser the sellers themselves probably experienced the previous

year.

Shiffnal, Salop. H. S.
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THE SEWAGE OF THE METROPOLIS, AS AVAILABLE IN AGRICULTURE.

However true the calculation that the produce of

our country has been largely increased, and that,

too, mainly by the better manuring of the soil, yet

equally certain is the conclusion that much yet re-

mains is this way to be accomplished. The hai'-

vests reaped by the skill and enterprise of " the

proud island's" farmers are indeed great. They
have not confined their attention to the improve-

ment of the richer soils : they have carried the

plough on to the hill-tops ; they have raised cereal

crops on the very verge, as it were, of cultivable

limits. This they liave achieved on inferior soils,

in northern districts, and at elevations where na-

ture, from the lowness of the mean temperature,

seems to almost forbid the ripening of such crops.

But amid all these successful efforts, these quiet

yet noble conquests over nature's obstacles, the

English farmer has wisely regarded them as mere

stepping-stones to still better modes of cultivation.

He has not been content to enrich his soils with

even artificial manures in one form. From the use

of dry, friable fertilizers, he has enquired, and ra-

tionally too, if this was the best mode of applying

the manure ? and whether the same amount of

dressing applied in solution, or diffused in water,

might not produce still greater effects.

The trials with the water-drill have certainly

seemed to prove that such good results are accom-

plished. The crops of roots produced by the use of

the water-drills of Chandler, Spooner, and others

have, indeed, almost invariably, we believe, ex-

ceeded the crops grown in the parallel trials

with the ordinary manure-drill. There is every

reason to believe, also, that much more attention

v/ill be paid to the use of the pump in applying

weak liquid manures than heretofore; that land-

springs, river-waters, the sewage of towns, will all

be laid under contribution by the farmer's steam-

engines : and even within the last few days, one or

two considerable movements have taken place,

tending in this direction, well worthy of our

readers' observation. As was intimated last week,

it is now finally determined that the entire sewage of

all that portion of London which is south of the

Thames should be gathered together into one large

tunnel sewer, and no longer be allowed to poison the

water of the Thames. The Court of Metropolitan

Sewers then unanimously resolved that a main

sewer of the requisite dimensions should be forth-

with constructed, commencing at Lambeth, and

terminating in the Kent marshes, below Woolwich.

This deeply-placed sewer will collect from its tribu-

tary drains the sewerage of at least half-a-million

of inhabitants, and convey the whole of these

matters into or below Plumstead marshes, where

it will be constantly raised by powerful steam

engines into a reservoir, from whence, at the

first ehb of the tide, it will be let into the Thames.

That is, it will be allowed to be thus wasted,

through large sluice-gates, if there shall be no

means discovered of profitably extracting its en-

riching ingredients, or what is much more unlikely,

if the skilful Kentish farmers allow it thus to escape

them.

But when the stream of riches is brought to

their doors, as it were—when these hitherto num-
berless little foul streams are gathered together into

one great, one never yet equalled flood of liquid

manure, and carried into Kent—are we not war-

ranted in the conclusion that the same engines

which (until another and a better direction is foand)

are to pump this huge mass into the Thames (about

15,000,000 gallons per day) will soon be employed

in raising it to a much higher elevation ?—into,

most likely, covered channels, from whence it

will ])e well distributed over the poor thirsty up-

lands of "the garden of England" ? This, too, is

only one, and the smaller instalment of the sewage

of London which is to be speedily poured into the

country ; a still larger mass of sewerage—a rivet

of liquid manure of four times the size of that to
.

which we have alluded—is to be soon formed

under the northern shore of the river ; and this

will, in a similar manner, convey to or below

Barking Creek, on the Essex shore, the entire

drainage of more than 2,000,000 of inhabitants.

But these are not the only enriching streams to

which the farmers of England will soon have

access. The citizens of other ill-drained towns ar^

fast waking up ; they, too, now see the madness

of sleeping over or amid cesspools, or of

allowing their sewerage to mingle with the

waters of their wells or rivers. In. cons6'

equence of this " sleep of death" being broken

in upon, new arrangements are now. making

in many Enghsh populous places to carry their

sewerage far away from their houses. And let us

conjure the managers of these noble sanitary iitf-

provements not to be fearful of the extra expense' of

extending these main or final-delivering sewer's 'to

the utmost possible extent ; let them be cheered

on, when they are regarding the proposed outlay,

by the undisputed truths that the farther the

point of delivery is removed from the town the
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better it is for the health of its inhabitants, and the

more valuable to the farmer is the liquid manure

which they discharge.

The value of some of the sewage of London may
be estimated by the results of the analysis of Pro-

fessor Way of a gallon of this fluid, obtained from

Barrett's-court sewer. In this he found

—

Grains.

Organic matter and salts of am-
monia 301.82

Sand and detritus of the granite

from the London streets 20.69

Soluble silica 12.51

Phosphoric acid 10.44

Sulphuric acid . , . .

.

14.73

Carbonic acid 15.59

Lime 24 . 53

Magnesia 2.8/

Peroxide of iron and alumina .... 6.20

Potash , 48.13

Soda 1.51

Common salt 33,24

492.26

Let our readers consider the importance of these

facts, and let them watch carefully the progress of

the bills now before Parliament for the promotion

by good town-drainage of the public health. Few,

if any, facilities have been hitherto afforded by the

Legislature for the distribution of foul irrigation

waters ; and yet the enacting of the mere power to

carry drains, under proper restrictions, beneath

public roads and through lands, would afford, in

many instances, great and valuable facilities to the

landowner.

PROGRESS VERSUS PRESUMPTION AND
PROCRASTINATION.

Sir,—If every man 'were thoroughly to examine
STCry theory brought before his notice, and be sure that

fully understands the subject, before he veu-

ares to condemn it, we should not have so much childish

lonsense and ill-natured opposition manifested towards

ilmost every person who ventures to develope anything

bontrary to all old habits or prejudices, however much
the practical application may be to the general good.

I have been led to write these remarks in consequence

5f y(,ur correspondent " S. S." having, in his letter in

your valuable journal of the 29th ult., in respect to

Mr. Wilkins's mode of applying liquid manure to the

roots of plants, so confidently described the modus
operandi and the £ s. d. results of such proceedings,

which, to use his own expression, " betrays either a

ivant of proper consideration, or wanton ignorance of

the subject he proposes to teach."

In the first place, Mr. Wilkins's system does not re-

quire the surface of the land to be made as nearly level

as possible, to allow the liquid manure to percolate, as

" S. S." endeavours to make your readers believe.

The surface may be undulating or otherwise. It is the

impervious tray bottom which requires to be laid nearly

level, without reference to the surface of the land.

In the next place, it is altogether a mistake to sup-

pose that the open (inverted) half-tiles require to be

laid " o>i that floor, at everp distance widch may le

required, to be exactly under the roots of the plants he

intends to cultivate." This gross mistake, I think, can

only have arisen from the supposition that the roots of

the plants were to receive their nourishment from the

liquid manure ninning in the drains; whereas the ma-

nure runs on the bottom, and the half-drain-tile is

merely to keep a clear channel, by preventing the sub-

soil from stopping it up, while freely percolating over

the entire liquid-proof bottom, to the height of the

sides, and (by capillary attraction) to the soil above, so

that these tiles may be placed about eighteen inches

apart, and the plants or seeds deposited in any position,

without reference to the tiles below ; so that, once laid

down ia a proper manner, no shifting is required, as the

arrangement will last as long as the materials will hold

the liquid, and the land be always ready for the same

kind of crops in succession, or by rotation, as may be

found by experience most advantageous.

Your correspondent, I regret to say, betrays very

great selfishness, which for the sake of progress in

agriculture is too prevalent among farmers. He advises

Mr. Wilkins to purchase some desirable place to carry

out his principle—" that he lay the whole doivn ac-

cording to that principle, and record faithfully his

expenditure in so doing, and year by year prove that

tcith his very large crops he is enjoying very large

profits. Then, I for one, &;c, shall be only too

happy to folloiu his footsteps." Noble suggestion !

generous soul ! Instead of hailing Mr. Wilkins as a

friend, a benefactor to humanity, by showing how land,
LABOUR, and capital may be unitedly employed in

making our country independent of foreign-grown food

and other valuable materials, and encouraging him to go

on with his project by giving him a helping hand, ob-

stacles are placed in the way, by misrepresentations of the

system and its cost, only offering to follow his footsteps

after he has probably spent his life and means to con-

vince such as S.S., who are watching for, and ready to

grasp at the " large profits," without incurring any risk

or expense in making the experiment from which these

profits are to be realised.

Having had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Wilkins' ex-

periment at Reading, I was informed that the brick

bottom was only adopted there to save the season, and

that the expense incurred for brick may be avoided by
adopting concrete with cement, and various other com-
binati<!ns equally suitable for the purpose.

In conclusion, I beg to forward you a statement,

showing the difference between Wilkins' mode of growing

flax, and that of the Royal Society for the growth of

flax in Ireland :

—
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A CONTRAST.

Extracts from directions by

Royal Society for the Pro-

motion of the Growth of

Flax in Ireland afterTwelve

Years' Eipericnce f].S52J,

and receiving £1000 a-year

from Government.

Mr. Wilkins' Experience in

1853 and 1854 of applica-

tion of Liquid Manure by

his patent process.

Soil.

" By attentiou and careful

cultivation, good flax may be

grown OH various soils; but

some are much better adapted

for it than others.

" The best is a sound, dry,

deep loam, with a clay sub-

soil."

Dra

IRISH FLAX SOCIETY.
" It is very desirable that

the land should be properly

drained and subsoiled ; as

where it is saturated with

either underground or sur-

face water, good flax cannot

be expected,"

Soil does not feed plants.

They derive nourishment from

liquefied matters, derived from

manures applied to their

mouths or roots.

Any soil will, therefore,

sufiice to be the medium for

conveying by capillary attrac-

tion properly prepared liquid

manure to the roots of plauts,

and especially to flax and hemp.

inage.

MR. -WILKINS.
Drainage is immaterial. All

the expense to be bestowed

on the soil should be for the

proper and durable prepara-

tion of the floor of tiles in

cement or clay, on which is to

rest the manure channels, and

the earth in which the plants

are to grow.

The earth is charged once

a-week, or oftener, with largely

diluted liquid manure, and that

is attracted to the surface by

the earth and roots ; any sur-

plus moisture is allowed to

escape by natural absorption

into the soil. Water aloue on

this principle used in summer.

Rotation,

IRISH FLAX SOCIETY.
".... different soils re-

qwite a difl'erence tf rotation.

In the best soils of Flanders

flax is grown in the third year

of a seven-course rotation, or

the fifth year of a ten-course

rotation.
" It is not to be considered

generally advisable to grow
flax more frequently than once

in tea years ; not because it

exhausts the land more than

any other crops, but because

good flax cannot be had at

short intervals on the same

soil.

MR. WILKINS.
Very little rotation is re-

quired.

As long as the supply of

nourishment is continued, and
warmth is to be found on the

surface,crop may succeed crop

Two crops of magnificent

hemp, each 6 feet long, were
obtained from the same spot

of earth in 1854, each in about
eleven weeks.

Fine specimens of flax,

nearly 3 feet long, have also

been obtained.

These were exhibited at the

meeting.

Ploughing.

IRISH FLAX SOCIETY.
" After wheat, one plough-

ing may be sufficient on light

friable loam, but two are

better; and on stiff soils three

arc advisable—one immedi-
ately after harvest, across the

ridges, and two in spring, so

as to he reaJy for sowing in

the first or second week of

April."

6th February, 1855,

MR. WILKINS.
The effect of applying liq\iid

manure below the roots of

plants, and at a proper depth

in the soil, is, that the soil is

always in a friable state, as

there is only enough moisture

to keep it porous, and the

sun's heat is never prevented

from penetrating by a harden-

ing of the surface.

It is questionable whether
any ploughing will be required

on lands so treated—only a

little forking.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

A. C .

EXPERIMENTS ON TURNIP CROP.
In addition to their efforts for the improvement of stock of

all varieties, the Angus Agricultural Association last year

appropriated £30 of its funds for reports on experiments with

extraneous manures applied to turnip crops last year, holding

Peruvian guano at the rate of 3^ cwt. per imperial acre, and

applying the other manures at au equal money value for the

trials. The following is the table showing the results of expe-

riments with eighteen different special manures or combina-

tions, by five members of the Association, viz. :—Messrs. Wil-

liam Fullerton, Mains of Ardestie ; William Smith, jun.. West
Drum ; Alexander Pattullo, Strathmartine Castle ; Peter

Pattullo, Eassie; and William Ruxton, Farnell :

—

Qualities of

Guano and Arti-

ficial Manures.
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THE EFFECTS OF FROST UPON THE OPERATIONS OF THE FARM.

"Cease, rude Boreas !
" may well be the cry of

our rural population during the late-prolonged in-

clemency of cold and snow. In tillage operations

there is "nothing stirring but stagnation;" for the

frozen ground resists alike the ploughman's share

and the drainer's spade. But now is the time to

test the farmer's commissariat—to save his live

stock from any approach to a Crimean starve.

Sheep, M'hich have been thinly distributed over the

grass-lands at the beginning of winter, have for

some time had their pasture nipped by the freezing

winds, and now scrape from beneath a covering of

crisp snow a herbage more like woody fibre than
nutritious grass. Lambs, too, drop upon the com-
f(5riless scene, finding, instead of verdant meads, a

Green-land indeed. Shelters of straw or stubble
must be maintained both in the grass-fields and in

the turnip-fold : in the latter, it would be best to

have erected small, low sheds, with straw and
hurdles, before the snow-blast arrived ; and where
a court or yard is available, a portion of the flock

should be shut up, and supplied with sliced

Dots, and plenty of fresh, dry straw to lie on.

ywedish turnips are frozen till their flesh is hard
and yellow; and even if cast up into heaps, and
earthed up (as they should be), their condition is

little better; for these heaps are frozen through,
and often to be opened only with the pick,

'i'herefore, a due supply of cut hay, oat-sheaves,

&c., must be given, both to the sheep in fold and
on the grass-lands. The chaif-cutter must be kept
^ igorously at work ; and the roads, hardened like

laihvays, aftbrd extra facility for the continual cart-

ing of straw and dry fodder. And if the farmer
means to preserve a healthyflock through this trying

season, he must not be very sparing with corn and
cake in his sheep-troughs, especially with breeding
ewes. Horned cattle are not left, as in the old-fash-

ioned times, to pick their own winter subsistence in

grass-fields, where hay-ricks had been stored for

them in the summer; but are shut up in comfortable
quarters, whether they are intended to fatten or

not—they are no longer kept (as some ancient

farmers might say), in a "natural," but an "arti-
ficial" state ; and so must be constantly watched
and supplied with their allowance of hay, straw,

roots, chaflf, cake, corn, or whatever food is to be
1 their portion. And what with preparing linseed,

&c., for fattening beasts, and cooking food for hogs,
the steaming apparatus should now be in full

action. All the extra care required for the live

stock of the farm, horses included, at this junc-

ture, helps to employ hands that would be otherwise

in an enforced pining idleness. But there are even
extra minute matters to be attended to now—as for

instance, not only to pump water for the yard and
hovel stock, but to break the ice that they may be
able to drink it : even ducks and geese, which
usually find water for themselves, must have holes

daily broken for them in their ponds, or the farmer's

wife may really be able to reckon her ducklings and

goslings before they are hatched, the expectant

produce being nil.

It is gratifying to know that, in a protracted sea-

son of bitter weather, diflScult as it may be to avoid

paying off labourers, to seek a temporary sustenance

in the shooting of wild-fowl, or mere amusement
in the exercise of skating, we have greater means
for employing them than our forefathers possessed.

Besides all our labour in stock-feeding, we are

more neat and tasteful as well as economical in our

management of fences and timber. If the earth is as

stone against the entrance of a tool, boughs are not

proof against the axe and bill ; and in "lopping,"
" taking out," " felling," in " siding-up," " plash-

ing," "buck-heading," numbers of hands have been

at work upon trees and hedges. But thrashing has

been one of the principal hard-weather operations.

The farmers in some counties still refuse to give up

the old practice of knocking out their corn by the

flail; it keeps their meninwork through the winter.

But in addition to the superior work made by
thrashing-machines, and the consequent saving in

corn, the greater expedition of the process, and

consequent independence of the farmer as to

choosing his market, we cannot think that the

amount of labour now working them falls short of

that which would have been in work by the flail

system. For during the short time when scarcely

any other labour but thrashing is possible, we now
thrash out with many hands—men, women, and

children—and in other portions of the winter, we
are busy with many operations and improvements ;

for which, with the flail constantly flying, we should

have no hands to spare. Of course, this remark

will not apply in equal force to the use of the steam

thrashing and dressing machines, which need very

few labourers to look after them, and leave little

after barn-work in winnowing.

What can we do with our teams ? Well, it is a

great satisfaction that we have hard roads for

carting stubble, straw, roots, &c. ; for delivering

corn at the port or railway; for fetching coal,

carting wood, &c. ; so that the horses have not

been plunging and straining in holes of mud and

mire, as is too commonly the case in wet winters.

Therefore, besides flogging our giddy quadrupeds

round the " horse-works" of a thrashing-machine,

as is yet the continued and unnatural practice, in

spite of all the multipUcation of portable steam-

engines, we may level earth banks, fill up holes,

alter the direction of crooked drains, and carry out

further quantities of chalk, marl, and clay upon

our land. Suppose we turn to a " Calendar of

1

Operations" for admonition what to do : it tells us
" Beans are to be sown early this month" ! Are

the seasons so out of course then ? If such me-

teorological tricks continue, the calendar-makers

will be obliged to write two sets of opposite

directions— such as the diplomatists have— accord-

ing to " the way the wind blows." As it is, we

can only spin out January into February as well as
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we are able, hoping soon for mild weather enough
to do February and March both in one.
We may sometimes doubt whether our shivering

wheat plants, frozen blade and root,, will have
enough vigour left to push up with speed at the
thaw ; but still it is a consolation to feel that the
same extreme cold which makes wild ])irds and shy
vermin audacious, is destroying for us innumerable
grubs and minute pests, and that we have no need
to fear " the gardener's worst enemy"—a preco-
cious spring. And if we are debarred from plough-
ing and tillage, it is a pleasure to strike one's foot
through the upheaved winter furrow-slices of our
fallows, now powdery from the pulverizing tooth of
frost, which has fertilized in a way that all our
horses and implements could never have equalled
in ground wet from an open winter.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

The sowing of spring grain proceeds rapidly

during this month. Sow oats, vetches, peas, beans,
and flax, and barley in the favourable end of the
month. Prepare lands for early fallow crops ; sow
lucerne, 12lbs. to 20lbs. to an acre, on deep and
warm soils, well dunged and cleaned ; and sainfoin

I2 cwt. to an acre, and dress with gypsum. If the
season be favourable, sow carrots and parsnips on
warm loams, prepared the previous autumn, in good
condition and subsoiled, and drill on the flat sur-

face 18 inches apart. Steep the seeds in leys of
urine, or in a solution of nitrate of potash, six to

one ; dry and encrust with quicklime to sow with
the drill. Top-dress with artificial manures young
wheats, barleys, and clovers ; soot and salt, malt
coombs, rape- dust, nitrate of soda, and gypsum,
about 1 to li cwt. per acre. Lay composts on
grass lands, and spread immediately; pick off
stones, and bush-harrow and roll. Sow cabbage
seeds for summer plants.

Hops may now be planted on dry deep loams,
trenched and well prepared, the hills six feet dis-
tant each way; use rotten dung, and put four sets
one in each corner, got from nursery beds, or from
dressings ; cover up lightly.

Spread mole-hills and set traps. Watered mea-
dows will now be ready for the first feeding by
sheep ; heavy stock would damage the land in a
damp state.

Planting of trees and of young hedges may be
done this month, but not later ; dry weather often
defeats them ; cutting of underwood must also be
finished.

In wet weather thrash grain for fresh straw for
the cattle yards ; cart manure to the heaps in the
fields, increase composts, and prepare artificial

dressings. All turnips must be removed from the
fields early in this month.

Stir fallows for green crops, and for summer
working ; finish laying composts on grass lands,
and shut up for hay or pasture.
During this month ewes will begin to drop

lamb ; a sheltered paddock will receive the earliest
in season, and on large farms a range of sheds will
be required to confine and shelter the ewes and
lambs till grown strong to go to the pastures

that are sheltered and dry or watered. These
accommodations are essential at this critical season,

and an ample supply of juicy food in the fields and
paddocks for the ewes. Litter the sheds often, and
keep them well dry.

Stall-fed bullocks will now be ready for sale

;

begin to disjiose of the first ready, and increase the

food to the others, as the long days require a

greater supply. Sell off bacon hogs for curing,

and keep the after-farrows for store pigs. Set all

kinds of poultry on eggs for hatching; exchange
eggs with any good or better breed ; feed well, and
attend to cleanliness and warmth.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Could j'ou or any of your numerous correspondents
inform me whether there be any law existing which prevents a

man turning his bull to pasture ; or, in point of fact, what is

the remedy, provided ycu find your neighbour's bull with your
cows ? I have a small herd of very choice short-horns, got
together at a very great expense ; and as I think strongly on
crossing them with the purest blood, it is a source of great

anxiety the keeping them without contamination. I have also

a neighbour whom no persuasion or remuneration will induce

to keep his bull tied up ; and I was positively obliged to

have a person with my cows all last summer to prevent his

intrusion. A neighbour of mine, a large grazier, to whom it is

of the greatest consequence, has suffered repeatedly from the

same cause. If there be no law there ought to be one to pre-

vent such wrong-headedness. Your reply would greatly

oblige A Breeder of the Eight Sort.
JVesto)i super-Mare, Feh. 14.

N.B. IVay use your influence in remedying this'evil.

SWEDES versus BEANS.
Sir,—Please to tell me which crop pays best on a heavy

land farm, swedes 20 tons per acre, or beans 40 bushels per

acrej,? Some oi my neighbours tell me that the beans ground
into flour will form more meat than the swedes. If so, are we
not wrong in growing roots ; and ought we not to keep to the

good old-fashioned farming ?

Your obedient servant.

Dubious.

Sir,—The farmers who belong to Iho news-room here will

be obliged by your informing them, through the medium of

your paper, if a fair or average crop of potatoes can be grown
with 3 civt. of guano per acre, without any other manure. The
land is dry, but not in very high condition.

Yours truly,

Glatnorr/anshire, Feb. 13. G. D.

Sir,—Having the charge of a large Southdown ewe flock,

amounting to a thousand, which I keep in two lots of iive

hundred each, and which I am unfortunate enough to have

a good many sliping (casting) their lambs, I should be glad if,

through your journal, I could tr.-ice it to any cause which I

may be able to remedy for the future. I shall, therefore, in

describing their treatment, designate them as lot 1 and lot 2.

Both lots, from the time the rams were put, to the 14th Sept.,

were grazed during the day in as fine a sound park as any in

England, and went to fold upon Italian grass at night until

November ; after which they were folded at night upon a few

turnips and hay until the middle of December, when their run-

out at days was of short duration. Up to Christmas they

were in the same field, and all went well.

The field beiiig fed off, I sent lot 2 to a good distance away

to green-top turnips, and lot 1 to green-tops and swedes the

field adjoining where both lots had been together, both lots

getting the same hay. About the first week in January, lot 1

began casting their lambs, and continue to do so, while I have

only had one in lot 2.

Some have lambs not half gone, while others are within a
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fortnight of their time. The rwea do not show the usual

sign of abortion, except as to appetite and coat.

Is there any herb or shrub which, if mischievously thrown
to a flock, they would eat, and thereby cause abortion to a large

extent ?

Should any of your readers be able to throw any light upon
the subject, I shall feel obliged,

And remain, your obedient servant,

Oxon, Feb. 7. A. B. C.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you or any of your numerous
readers can give me information on the cultivation of chicory,

and its preparation for the market, and especially on the fol-

lowing points :—1. Quantity of seed per acre. 2. Time and

manner of sowing. 3. After-cultivation. 4. Whether the

root acquires a sufficient size in the first year to fit it for mar
ket. 5. No. of tons per acre of an average crop. 6. Quality

of soil preferred. 7. Whether there is any advantage or the

contrary in allowing the roots to stand more than oue year

year before gathering. 8. Time and methods of preparation

for the market. Truly yours,

A Young Farmer & Subscriber.

Dear Sir,—Yours being a real farmers' paper, I shall be

much obliged if you will decide the fcllowing question, which
you will perceive materially affects your readers.—Mr. A has

a flock of sheep ; and Mr. B, a neighbour of his, has a dog,

who is seen to go to the said flock and worry several of the

sheep. The owner of the dog, on receiving notice of the

damage, destroys the said dog. Is he liable to pay A for the

damage or loss of the sheep ? An answer in your next will

oblige. E. T.

Boston, Feb. 5th, 1855.

Sir,—Will any of your numerous correspondents inform

me what is about the value of good linseed straw in its raw
state ; and where I could find a market ?

I am, Sir, yours truly,

An Old Subscriber.

Sir,—I am about dividing by means of posts and rails

some large grass fields, for the more convenient grazing of

sheep and cattle. The posts will be mortised, and the rails

3^ inches wide and about 2 iuchcs thick, roughly sawn out,

and the whole made of larch, which I am now felling. 1

should feel much obliged if either of your many correspondents

would inform me of a good, cheap, and easy mode of pickling

or treating such posts and rails, to prevent as far as possible

decay or rot by exposure to a damp climate, and for preserving

to the ends of the posts that will be put into the ground.
I am, sir, your most obedient servant, H, L.

Dear Sir,—You will oblige me by answering the two fol-

lowing questions :—What is the greatest weight of a pig

:ver fed ? and when was the war in Spain ended in which Sir

De Lacy Evans was connected ?

I am, dear sir, yours truly,

Kingston, Jan 26. An Old Subscriber.

Sir,—Will any of your correspondents be so good as to
nform " A Young Farmer" what is the best mixture to use
"th guano, and whether common coarse or bay salt would not
much better and more fertilizing than ashes or sand or

lay?
Jan. 22.

A Canadian subscriber says :
—"Could any of your numerous

. (orrespouJents inform us as to the cheapest and most suitable

ubUance applicable as a silicious manure to wheat and pota-

oes, in absence of your correspondent's clinkers ?"

lNswers to agricultural queries.
lUANO AND SALT.—CLINKERS FOR POTATOES.
The admixture of salt with guano, weight for weight, I have

bug recommended for strengthening the rapid juicy vegetation,
|nd checkuig the tendency to rot where it exists. For thi

.

jhe refuse pilchard salt (full of oil and aaimal matter) is the

best ; and any aninial-foul re!'i;?e salt, as th-U fro.;; foreign

liides, &c., is so much better ilian new or cioan salt. Bi;t tbe

mixture should still be reduced, by an additioiiel q'lantity of

dry earth or ashes, if for drilling in 'fith the seed. For
clinkers, ashes are the most direct substitute, being in fact the

same thing, only not melted, and therefore the more soluble of

the two. I have seen a potato plot dressed with coal ashes

free from disease, while those all round were infected ; some
in the worst degree. J. Prideaux.

Sir,—In answer to your correspondent " H. L ," I beg to

inform him that I have put up very successfully long len^jths

of post and rail, for the purpose of dividing pastures for grazing

stock, consisting of larch posts, split in two, and mortised as

he describes, with larch rails, also split; and I have used a

mixture, Stockholm and gas tar, in equal quantities, put ou

hot, having a portable copper to boil it in. I would further

recommend him to char, that is, burn the ends of the posts

before nutting them in the ground, which prevents decay
^

Digging a small trench ou each side the fence, about 15 inches'

wide and 15 to 18 inches deep, prevents stock breakiug the

rails. Your very obedient servant.

Feb. 7t7i, 1855. A Suffolk Man.

Clover-sick Land.—Sir,—Unable to answer your cor-

respondent's inquiry in the case of gravelly loam ; on a liprht

loam, of middling quality, upon slate, I found the following

mixture, top-dressed in spring, bring up a rich dense mat of

deep green clover, when that of the other fields on the estate

was thin and pale:—(The receipt I sent to your columns on a

former occasion, but it may not have met your correspondent's

eye.)—For five acres: Nitrate of soda, 3 cwt. ; gypsum,
5 cwt. ; wood ashes, 1 ton. This was near the sea. Inland,

it would probably be improved by the addition of 3 cwt. of

salt. And, where wood ashes cannot be obtained, 4 cwt. of

salt, and 8 cwt. of slaked lime (well mixed, damp, and heaped

together for two or three weeks previously), may be substi-

tuted, but not with equal effect.

Jan.23. J. Prideaux.

The greatest weight of a Lancashire pig that I am aware of

on record was in February, 1852, when Mr. Peter Wright,

farmer, of Maudsley, slaughtered a fat pig, of his own breeding

and feeding, of the improved prick-eared breed, of the following

dimension :—Length 8 ft. 8 in., girth 7 ft. 10 in., height 3 ft.

7 in., and weighed 52 scores 8 lbs. The head weighed

64 lbs. M.Saul.
Garstang, Feb. 8th, 1855.

"ACCEPTED, WITH THANKS,

The following prizes, from Robert Ferguson, Esq , Mayor of

Carlisle—two pieces of plate, one of the value of £40 for the

best thorough-bred stallion ; and another of the value of £30

for the best coaching stallion."

—

Fehruary Monthly Council

Meeting of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England.

Ye farmers who'd a hunter breed.

To ride him or to sell,

Rjmcmber, as your greatest need.

That " blood is sure to tell."

But Council cannot aid you here—
To get the beat of crosses.

At Carlisle, as in Lincolnshire,

We've Mayors to " thank" for horses !

H. C.

OXFORD FARMERS' CLUB.—The usual monthly meet-

ing of this club took place on Wednesday last, at the Maiden-

head Hotel. There was an unusually large attendance. The
sum of 5^ was voted, to he offered as a prize for the best essay

on " The great practical benefits which result to the public in

general, and to the agriculturists in particular, from Farmers'

Clubs and other Agricultural Associations." The essays must
be sent in to the secretary ten days prior to the April meeting.

S 2
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METEOROLOGICAL DIARY.

Barometer.

1855.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

FEBRUARY.
Owing to the extreme severity of the weather,

most farm labours in all parts of the United King-

dom have been in a state of abeyance during the

month just concluded; and the heavy falls of snow
have rendered it necessary to prepare additional in-

door accommodation for fattening stock. Although

both ploughing and sowing have been wholly sus-

pended, and although it has been found impossible

even to cart out manure in any quantity, it is satis-

factory to know that all agricultural labours are

sufficiently forward, from the fineness of last

autumn, and that farmers generally are well satis-

fied, not only with their present position, but like-

wise with future prospects. The high prices ob-

tained for grain, more especially for wheat, during

the last twelve months—the limited chances of any

material decline in them for a considerable period

—and the steady demand for home produce—have

naturally induced the agricultural body to keep

their attention well directed to an increased pro-

duction in future. The same exertions which we
noticed last season have been directed to obtain

the same result this ; and we have no hesitation in

saying that even a larger breadth of land is now
under heavy wheat culture than at the correspond-

ing period in 1854. Then, it will be recollected,

the extent was larger than had ever been recollected,

and the result of the harvest, both as regards quan-

tity and quality, and the actual profits since realized

(steadier perhaps than during the ten previous

years) have fully justified the growers in their ex-

ertions to produce a good and, we hope) profitable

crop this season. Present appearances indicate

that these exertions will prove successful ; but the

amount of pecuniary profit must depend upon the

course which the present war with Russia is likely

to take, and the extent of the importations from

that country and other parts of the globe. A de-

claration of war on the part of Austria, and the

.destruction of Sebastopol, will possibly induce the

,Czar to open his eyes to his present position, and

itreat fairly with his opponents ; but even a notifi-

ication of peace, though it would immediately re-

jduce the value of wheat in this country, would not

;bring us supplies from Russia for several months
;

and, as America has little or nothing to spare for

shipment in the shape of wheat or flour, it is

scarcely possible that we shall have an increasing

stock of foreign food in this country for a con-

siderable period. There has, judging from the

weekly returns of sales, been a continuous, and we
may add active, demand for home-grown wheats

since the close of last harvest, and there must con-

sequently have been large inroads made upon the

aggregate produce ; nevertheless we are inclined to

the opinion that the supply still on hand is much
larger than many parties imagine — that is to

say, if the growth was of that fine and extra-

ordinary character which we have been led to

expect. And here a point of considerable im«

portance, in this age of statistical inquiry, presents

itself. For many years we have been favoured with

imaginary statistics of the yield of the various

kinds of produce in this country, and some of

those statistics have given the annual average of

wheat at 30,000,000 quarters. Evidently, this is a

ridiculous absurdity. There never were 15.000,000

quarters grown in England ; and if there were,

what becomes of even that quantity ? Let us take

as our guide, to some extent, the inspectors' returns.

On the average of weeks, they do not show 100,000

quarters as the sales each week ; and if we add

another 100,000 quarters as the barn-door or pri-

vate transactions, it will be found that we are un-

able to trace more than 5,400,000 quarters as the

actual quantities changing hands in each year.

Within the month, the agricultural statistics, under

the auspices of Government, have been presented to

the public as regards Scotland, and from them we
find a vast ditFerence between the estimated growth

of wheat and the actual quantity grown. Prior to

these statistics being issued, we were informed that

the yield of wheat in Scotland was 1,225.000

quarters; but the official returns give the quantity

at only 606,063 quarters. The estimates of other

crops have proved equally fallacious, and we have

no doubt but that similar returns for England

would show similar results.

As regards the state of the corn trade, we may

observe that it has proved extremely dull from

various causes. In the first place, it may be inti-

mated that, from the vast numbers of persons

thrown out of employment by the severe weather,

the consumption of bread has been materially

lessened ; and in the second, that the frozen state

of the lands has prevented the transmission of

grain to market, especially to a distance ; whilst

numerousmills workedby water-power have ceased

working. The consequence has been that millers

have been compelled to cease buying, and that con-
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sumption has been almost wholly met by stocks of

flour on hand. There has, however, been no

material change in the quotations, yet they certainly

have had a downward tendency. The demand for

all spring corn has continued heavy, and the quo-

tations have ruled in favour of buyers. The stocks

of foreign food at this time in the United Kingdom

are smaller than for many years past.

From several of our stock- districts, complaints

of the scarcity of winter food has reached us ; and

we are informed that the quahty of the turnip and

carrot-crops has not proved very fine ; yet it is

satisfactory to note that a great improvement has

taken place in the general weight and condition of

the beasts and sheep shown in Smithfield and in the

other large consuming markets in the kingdom.

Their numbers have not increased upon us ; but any

deficiency in this respect has been amply made good

by the comparatively large amount of food which

the animals have yielded on being slaughtered,

and the increase in the quantity of rough fat has,

in a measure, made us nearly independent of any

supply of foreign tallow. This increase has led to

a serious decline in the value of both articles

—

rough fat having fallen to 3s. per Slbs., and Rus-

sia candle from £7 to 55s. per cwt.

The continuous decline in the value of English

wool is a matter of serious import. At the present

time, fine wools may be purchased as low as Is.

per lb., and even at that price great difficulty is ex-

perienced in finding purchasers. The colonial wool

sales now in progress have been fairly attended,

yet the quotations have given way id. per lb. At

this depression we are not surprised, seeing that a

great decline has taken place in our export trade in

woollens, and that supplies of wool from Australia

and the Cape have been as large under the diffi-

culties of obtaining adequate supphes of labour in

the colonies as they were prior to the gold-finding

mania setting in. The fact that we shall shortly

have large additional supplies of home-grown wool

on sale leads us to the conclusion that any revival

in the trade by which prices may be enhanced is

out of the question. Had it not been that several

rather large parcels have of late been taken off for

shipment to Belgium, no doubt can be entertained

but that prices would be much lower than they are

now.

There has been only a moderate demand for both

hay and straw; yet prices, from the limited quan-

tities offering, have had an upward tendency. The

supplies on hand are still very extensive ; but the

quality of the meadow hay is by no means prime.

The consumjjtion of potatoes has been well met
by the supplies, though they have not increased.

From the most reliable sources, we find that

heavy stocks are still on hand in good condition.

It is now proved beyond a doubt that the growth of

1854 was an unusually large one; and this must be

apparent, when we state that not more than about

100 tons of foreign potatoes have arrived in the

metropolis since the close of last September. The

quotations have varied from 70s. to 120s. per ton.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Since we last wrote there have been no impor-

tant changes in the value of either beasts or sheep

in Smithfield or elsewhere. The supphes, though

moderate in number, have proved in excellent con-

dition, and have yielded a much larger amount of

food than in many previous months. This is a

most important feature in the trade at this moment,

because it must have the effect of keeping prices

steady, and of preventing that wholesale drain of

half-fat animals from the pastures which has not

unfrequently led to great and unnecessary fluctua-

tions in price. In the event of future supplies

being equal to those shown during the month just

concluded, there will be less occasion to import

largely from the continent, and we shall be placed

in possession of nearly an adequate supply of rough

fat to meet the demands of the tallow-melters, and

thereby render ourselves independent of Russia for a

supply of tallow. Prices have continued very remu-

nerative, even taking into consideration the en-

hanced rates paid for lean stock in the spring of

1854 ; but evidently there has been a great falhng off

in the consumption, arising from the immense num-

ber of labourers thrown out of employment from the

severe weather, and the great decline in our export

trade. Short time has been the order of the day

in the large manufacturing towns, and until matters

improve in this respect comparative inactivity in

the meat trade must be expected.

The closing of the shipping ports in Holland

has led to a great falling off in the importations of

live stock. Only two ports are now open, viz.,

Ostend and Harlingen, and a very limited supply

is expected during the present month. Our con-

sumption will, therefore, be almost wholly met by

home stock. The following supplies have come to

hand since our last :

—

Head.

Beasts 1,508

Sheep 683

Calves 648

Total 2,839

Corresponding month in 1854 10,6S3

— 1853 12,433

— 1852 9,123^ 1851 ...... 11,828

— 1850 3,880
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About 550 of the beasts reported above were re-

ceived from Spain. Whilst on the subject of the

transmission of stock by sea, we may notice the

numerous losses which have lately taken place.

As tho,?e losses have been wholly caused by the

want of proper protection for the animals, it surely

becomes necessary that some means should be de-

vised to prevent a recurrence of the evil. Of the

648 calves above noticed, more than 100 have died

on passage, or shortly after being landed, from ex-

posure. Vessels, to carry stock, ought to be pro-

perly fitted up for the trade ; in other words, some
kind of shelter from the inclemency of the weather

ought to be afforded them. We have seen calves

arrive from Ostend literally covered with a coating

of ice several inches in thickness, and in a con-

ciition which rendered it necessary either to kill

them at a great loss, or throw them overboard.

The Scotch cattle conveyed by sea have fared no
better ; but we advise all shippers not to forward

their stock in vessels which do not afford proper

accommodation. This determination, if generally

carried out, would speedily ariest the evil of which
we now complain.

The total supplies of stock exhibited in Smith-
field have been as under :

—

Head.
Beasts 17,436
Cows 385
Sheep 91,180
Calves

Pigs
586

2,705
COMPARISON OF

Beasts

< 'ows

leep

vJalves

Pigs .

1851.

Feb.

17,393
324

91,568

1,381

2,340

1852.

Feb.

18,797
433

95,306

1,503

2,439

1854.

Feb.

20,091

520
92,441

1,028

2,279
The home bullock supplies have been thus

derived .— Head.
Norfolk, Suffolk, &c 8,800
Other parts of England .... 1,550
Scotland 1,0T2

PER 8LBS. to sink the OFFALS.

SUPPLIES.
1853.

Feb.

.. 19,308

470
. . 86,910
. . 2,098

2,420
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

During the month of February the trade in grain

has been materially interfered with by the severity

of the weather, and there has been, on the whole,

greater dulness than generally looked for—traceable,

we fear, to the great want of employment in all the

manufacturing districts, as well as to a falling off

in general trade at the large towns of the United

Kingdom. In the metropolis a complete check to

building has taken place, and every branch con-

nected therewith has suffered, reducing the con-

sumption of all articles ; and, from the non-arrival

of the usual number of vessels, an immense num-
ber of labourers at the various docks have been

thrown out of employment — able-bodied men,
willing to work if it could be obtained.

The farmers have had an opportunity of thrash-

ing more freely, and the deliveries increased the

first week of the month considerably, being 91,223

qrs. wheat at 70s. lid., against 64,203 qrs. at 69s.

9d. the last week in January, showing a difference of

27,020 qrs., the price giving some little encourage-

ment, having advanced Is. 2d. per qr. on the

average.

In our last review we stated that negociations

were about to be commenced at Vienna between

the Western Powers and the Emperor of Russia,

but which have hitherto made little progress; and
although Lord John Russell has been appointed

special Plenipotentiary from England, there is

much misgiving in this country that nothing to-

wards peace will be done by discussions, and that

every exertion must be continued to bring war to

an end by hard fighting; and on the part of Russia

this is very evident, as the Czar has issued a mani-
festo, in which he calls the entire population under
arms, from which an additional force of 300,000
men will be despatched to the Crimea. The
Western Powers, therefore, have their work
of war now set out ; and if nothing be accom-
plished as to the downfall of Sebastopol soon, it

seems doubtful whether anything can be done
against so overwhelming a force appointed to

march to the Crimea. In this position of matters,

how can we look for supplies of grain from the

Black Sea ? And although the blockade of the

Danube is now reported as likely to be raised,

neutral vessels must be employed to load at Ibraila

and Galatz, and these will have to pass the Russian
forts on the banks of that river in Bessarabia ; and
it will be seen whether grain is so soon parted with

by that Power. Besides, the Suhna mouth is

generally supposed to have many impediments, and

not a sufficient depth of water for good-sized ves-

sels getting out.

At the first Monday's market of the month the

supply of English wheat at Mark Lane was short,

and the millers took it off steadily at fully the

rates of the previous week. The London average

registered 74s. 6d. per qr. on 3,558 qrs., although

considerably more than this quantity was sold ; the

merchants selling for delivery by the various rail-

ways seldom make any return—'these are mainly

the sales effected by the Essex and Kentish factors.

The imports of foreign wheat were very liberal,

and it may be of interest to name from whence

they came. There were 10,012 qrs. from Rostock,

principally of last year's crop, and this growth is

nothing near of so fine quality as previous years.

4,1 71 qrs. from Danzig, and amongst this some

very superior red, as small a berry as the old Bur-

well; it has a transparent skin, much esteemed by

our town millers, and this was sold at 86s. per qr.,

weighing about 63lbs. per bushel : whilst some fine

old high-mixed commanded 88s. to 90s. per qr.

From Hamburg there were 820 qrs., consisting of

useful quaUties of red ; from Stralsund, 3,330 qrs.

of good millers' descriptions ; from Stockholm,

300 qrs. (this is a favourite quality, and commanded

a good price) ; from New York, 1,250 qrs.; and

from bond, 1,015 qrs. : making a total of 22,383

qrs. against 13,906 qrs. the corresponding week of

last year.

There was again a short supply of English wheat

on the second Monday of the month at Mark Lane

;

and the rigours of winter having been experienced,

and drift ice accumulating in the Thames, the

millers bought very sparingly, and took off only a

few parcels of white, at about previous rates; other

sorts were not pressingly offered, but sales could

only have been effected by submitting to a reduc-

tion of Is. to 2s. per qr. This, however, the fac-

tors refused to comply with, the more so as there

appeared every prospect of the navigation being

closed, and purchases could not be worked in that

case. The London average registered 76s. on

4,015 qrs. The imports of foreign had greatly

fallen off, and consisted of 1,530 qrs. from Danzig,

1,370 qrs. from Greifswald, 444 qrs. from Har-

lingen, 993 qrs. from Stettin, and 1,260 qrs. from

Stralsund ; making a total of 5,597 qrs. The
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transactions in all descriptions were unimportant,

and prices much the same as the previous week ;

and as nearly the whole of the Baltic fleet, and the

vessels from the north of Europe, may be considered

to have arrived, no additional imports of any mo-
ment can be expected until spring shipments can

be made, and that does not promise to be early this

year; and it must be borne in mind that, as the

weather remained mild up to a late period, a greater

quantity was shipped of last crop than is generally

expected.

At the third Monday's market in Mark-lane

business on the river was entirely suspended, the

navigation being completely stopped by the great

accumulation of ice, and but for the spring titles

floating it up and down, it would have extended

from shore to shore. Vessels were moored

alongside the wharves, and until the weather

changed, the demand for grain was confined to

that which could be delivered from granary, or by

the various railways. Fine wheat, coming by the

latter conveyance, met a tolerably good sale to our

town millers ; choice rough chaff commanded 78s,

to 80s. per qr, ; fine heavy-mixed samples, 74s, to

75s., and even 76s. per qr. ; whilst 63lbs. red

realized 70s. per qr, ; and the demand was mostly

confined to these fine descriptions. The London

average registered 7 Is, 9d. on 2,099 qrs. The

imports of foreign were quite trifling, there being

only 443 qrs. from Harlingen, and 480 qrs. from

Konigsberg, and prices were without the least

variation : the arrivals of foreign the corresponding

week of last year were 1 7,533 qrs.

The quantity of English wheat brought forward

at Mark-lane the fourth Monday was moderate,

and the town millers purchased a fair quantity to

be delivered by the railways, and from the Essex

barges and Kentish hoys, which was ready for

being worked now that the river is becoming freer

of ice by the nice thaw since Friday. The im-

]^OTts were very limited of foreign, and not much
was passing therein. The heavy fall of snow on

Friday, the 23rd inst., softened the air, the wind

veered round to the north-west, and on Saturday a

steady thaw set in, with the wind at south south-

west. The London average registered 73s. 7d.,

on 2,684 qrs.

The deliveries of the month have been much the

same as those of the previous month; but the

prices have on the whole been lower, and markets

generally of a duller character, scarcely one really

brisk day having been experienced, notwithstanding

a general opinion prevailed that improvement would

take place, and the severity of the weather continued

to give hopes from week to week ; but every de-

scription of buyer has appeared determined to keep

his stocks down—merchant, miller, dealer, and

baker, all alike were determined to buy only for

immediate use, and the stocks held are mostly in

the hands of the farmers, little in those of the trade.

The quantity of wheat returned the first week was

93,879 qrs., at 70s. lid.; the second, 91,223 qrs.,

at 7ls. id.; the third, 85,873 qrs., at 70s. 3d. ; the

fourth not pubhshed in time for this periodical.

The corresponding weeks of last year were 77,098

qrs., at 82s. 8d., the first week; 64,131 qrs., at

82s. 4d., the second; 59,170 qrs., at 80s. id., the

third ; and 55,662 qrs., at 78s. 5d. per qr. Then

the stocks of foreign were large at most ports, and

we were not at war ; now the stocks are extremely

light, and we are at war. Such is the uncertainly

of the corn trade, that when there are data for high

prices, they do not come, and when there is no

ostensible cause, we get them. Certainly, this

year, statistics and trade do not work kindly together

at all : opinion, however, often rules the day; but,

apparently, this is a year of exceptions to that rule.

There have been few changes in the article of

barley throughout the month. The deliveries have

been fairly kept up, and the markets have exhi-

bited much dulness ; the best Chevalier qualities

still bringing 34s. to 35s. per qr. from our ale

brewers, who appear determined to keep up their

quality of the manufactured article, in spite of the

great falling off in the consumption. Intermediate

qualities have not supported prices so well, and

those adapted for the distillers have been reduced

Is. to 28. per qr., enabling them to put down the

price of gin 2d. per gallon; giving, indeed, a slight

reduction, compared with that of the raw article.

Grinding samples have given way about as much
;

and although this article is lower than any other,

yet it is the most difficult to sell, and no one has

spirit to hold any stock of it beyond what is re-

quired for immediate use. The importations of

foreign have been of the most trivial character,

there being few cargoes amongst the northern fleet,

and now no prospect of any more coming forward

until spring shipments can be made. Our farmers

will have an opportunity of supplying the entire

demand for some time to come, and are no doubt

using much themselves, during the present severity

of the weather, for their own cattle.

The quantity returned on the 3rd inst, was

94,250 qrs., at 32s. 2d,; that for the week ending

the 10th, 91j370 qrs,, at 32s, 6d.; and there weie

sold for the week ending the I7th, 79,759 qrs,, at

31s, 9d,; the last week in January was only 83,223

qrs,, at 32s, 2d. A portion continues to be used

for horses throughout the metropolis, with a favour-

able result. It is rather surprising that monied

men do not take this article as a good investment;

the Dutch distillers will want it as soon as the

frost has disappeared from Holland.
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The first week of the month the supplies of oats

were hberal, amounting to 38,480 qrs. of all de-

scriptions, whereof 10,636 qrs. were from Ireland,

and 21,983 qrs. from foreign ports, very few coast-

wise, and the remainder by the Eastern Counties

and Great Northern Railways. Prices were toler-

ably well maintained ; but there was no great life

in the demand for any description; and the next

week there was a great falling off in the supplies

—

269 qrs. by coasting vessels, 213 qrs. from Scot-

land, 50 qrs. from Ireland, and 135 qrs. foreign,

making only 667 qrs. by water; whilst 2,921 qrs.

came by the Eastern Counties, and 2,031 qrs. by

the Great Northern Railway. With these small

arrivals, however, no advance could be established,

and only a moderate amount of business was trans-

acted. The week following there were 3,673 qrs.

from Scotland, and 3,085 qrs. from Ireland, besides

44 qrs. coastwise, 250 qrs. foreign, 2,687 qrs. by
Eastern Counties, and 2,361 qrs. by the Great

Northern ; but as the river was so full of ice, sales

could not be effected from on board ship. The
demand was limited to small quantities for imme-
diate use from granary, and for which no improve-

ment in value could be established : it has been

thus with this, as with every other article, through-

out the month— one continued dulness; and every

description of buyer appeared determined to pur-

chase no more than was wanted for immediate

consumption. The stocks in the hands of the

factors are however much reduced, and those with

the dealers are not large; but a considerable quan-

tity is expected from Ireland with the first favour-

able wind, and as that has come on the 24th inst.,

we shall now not be long without them : no doubt
they will be here by the time the river is clear

of ice.

The deliveries of beans have been larger this

month than last, and notwithstanding the severity

of the weather prices have slightly given way, and
the sales have been on the whole eflfected with

languor. The imports of Egyptian have been to a

moderate extent, and these have been rather more
reduced in value than English, being only worth
37s. to 38s. per qr., with a slow dragging sale. The
demand for seed samples has been mach procras-

tinated by the wintry state of the weather, and
planting this season seems likely to be very late,

j'he melting of the snow went on freely the 24th
instant, the sun having attained a good degree of

])o\ver ; and without rain, with the temperature pre-

valent after that date, it will not be long melting
away, when spring tillage will be commenced in

earnest, and the land no doubt well pulverised by
the frost.

The article more diflScult to understand than any
other has been that of peas ; for usuall)', in sharp

frosty weather, not only has the demand been

greatly increased, but an improvement in the price

has been established. This winter a slow dragging

trade has continued throughout the month, and

prices have steadily declined, with even very mode-

rate deliveries from the farmers, and limited imports

of foreign : the stocks are, however, very low, and

a large quantity has gone into consumption without

being brought to market— for every purpose of

feeding they liave been used. Fine qualities of

blue are scarce, and when a few samples appear

they are taken for Scotland, the seedsmen wanting

no more at present, having secured their various

stocks early iu the season. There is no prospect

of any import of foreign for some time to come, and

the demand for planting may throw a little life into

the trade when once it has commenced.

The imports of foreign corn produce, published

in the London Gazette of the 20th instant by the

Board of Trade, show a total of 540,800 qrs. grain,

and 130,620 cwts. flour, for the month ended the

5th inst. ; against 449,274 qrs. grain, and 836,443

cwts. flour, in the corresponding month of last year.

Of these, the three chief articles entered for home
consumption, in the United Kingdom, amounted in

the month ending:

5th Nov.
1853
1854
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the eastern ports, and the more favourable advices

from Europe, a portion of the previous decline was

Recovered, especi.illy for the better state brands.

The New York market closed with firmness. In

wheat there was no change to advise ; the stocks

on hand were very small, and as those in the inte-

rior were equally light, no activity in the demand

can be looked for yet awhile, and little change in

the value of fine samples can be expected. There

has been an active demand for Indian corn for the

eastern market, and prices have advanced. The

stock of mixed western was very small, and being

of the old crop was held for more money than

white or yellow. The exports of breadstufl^s from

America from the 1 st September,

Flour. Wheat. Maize.

1854.... 98,859 brls. 203,478 bush. 3,370,082 bnsh.

1853 .... 1,126,348 4,570,617 1,644,397

Of cornmeal the export was 2,776 brls. this year

against 21,402 brls. last year.

The exports of breadstulf's for the week ending

the 6th February were :—To Liverpool 13,095 brls.

flour, 11,751 bush, wheat, 201,579 bush. Indian

corn ; to London, 1,992 brls. flour; to Bristol, 353

brls. flour; to Glasgow, 504 brls. flour; and 7,213

bush. Indian corn. The Indian corn ultimately

finds its way to Ireland.

It will be of some interest to give here the quan-

tities of foreign grain entered for consumption

during the years 1853 and 1854, which stand thus:

1853. 1855.
Wheat qrs. 4,931.310 3,468,746
Barley 828,670 560,818
Oats 1,035.072 1,029,305
Rye 76,700 5,920
Peas 101,774 111.054
Beaii3 350,401 388,111
Indian corn 1,552,934 1,358,380
Buckwlieat 7,102 287
Bere or Bigg

Total grain

964 607

Flour
Barleymeal

Oatmeal
Ryemeal
Peameal
Indian cornmeal.

Buckwheat meal.

, ewta.

8,904,927
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Prices of the smaller descriptions are lower than

they were last month; but large j Brunswick are

quite as dear as they were then, 64s. to 68s,, and
very large and handsome 72s. per qr. A few par-

cels of Scotch Falkirk have come forward, and

these met a steady sale at about the rates of Bruns-

wick. Small French have been imported in limited

quantities, and these sell steadily; some of them
have been taken for winter, and will have been

tested whether they were genuine, and would stand

one of our old-fashioned winters like this—we hope
now past and gone.

Now, we trust, the markets will show more acti-

vity than they have done since the year commenced,
and that every description of buyer will come for-

ward to replenish his stocks, which he has allowed

to go down so very low, unnecessarily we think.

But there may have been more causes than have

appeared on the surface. It is, however, a recorded

fact that, after severe winters, a briskness has come
over the trade ; and we trust our agriculturists will

succeed to their heart's desire this year, at least.

Some notice must here be taken of the agricul-

tural statistics of Scotland, which have emanated
from the Highland and Agricultural Society, and

have been presented for the first time to the Board
of Trade. In this effort to bring a mass of facts

together, the society has been aided by about 1,100

tenant farmers, acting as enumerators of the various

districts, and as members of committees of different

parishes ; and from the great interest evinced, the

society has every reason to believe that the returns

are remarkable for accuracy. The tables appended
to the report are four in number. The first contains

the acreage of the diflferent crops, and the amount
of stock in each county ; the second table contains

the gross produce of the principal grain and root

crops in thirty-two counties ; the third, the average

acreable produce of such crops in each of these

counties ; and the fourth, the average acreable

produce of all crops estimated by districts or sub-

divisions of counties.

Some deficiencies are observable in the first re-

port. The average return does not, for several

reasons, represent the superficial area of Scotland,

as neither Highland crofters nor the occupiers of

smaller holdings in the lowlands were invited to

send returns. Crops which are cut growing for

forage, as well as carrot, cabbage, or mangel-
wui-zel, are not returned ; but the crops so excluded

are grown but to a limited extent, and their omis-
sion has secured greater accuracy than it would
have been otherwise possible to obtain.

Of the acres in tillage in Scotland there are

shown to be devoted to the cultivation of wheat
168,216; barley, 207,50/-; oats, 932,994; rye,

3,809 ; here or bigg, 18,118 ; beans, 37,702; peas,
|

6,169:1^; vetches, 13,442 J ; turnips, 433,915| ; pota-

toes, 143,032^; mangel wurzel, 1,946|; carrots,

1,218; cabbage, 1,395 1; flax, 6,670^; turnip seed,

],4295 ; bare fallow, 26,128|. Of the acres in grass

there were, in the rotation of the farm, 1,427,7902;

permanent pasture, l,207,10li; irrigated meadows,

69,256^; sheep walks, 6,530,S42|; houses, roads,

fences, &c., occupied 130,5381; woods, 413,391

;

and waste, 830,703i.

The amount of stock was as follows, viz.

—

horses, 156,535 ; milk cows, 262,365; other cattle,

438,334 ; calves, 205,172 ; ewes, gimmers, and ewe

hogs, 3,360,289; tups, wethers, and wether hogs,

1,426,946; swine, 163,683.

Table No. 2 shows that the total yield of wheat

was 4,848,499; barley, 7,639,601 ; oats, 33,854,319

;

here or bigg, 537,250; beans, 1,080,921 bushels:

turnips, 6,372,189; potatoes, 523,383 tons. The
small growth of wheat will sufficiently account for

Scotland receiving the greatest proportion of the

late large imports of this article from the Baltic

and north of Europe.

From these returns it would appear that all the

controversies and conjectures of past years have

proceeded upon enormous mistakes as to the

amount of agricultural produce in Scotland, and

it will most probably soon turn out in England too.

It is a matter of universal admission that the pro-

duce of last year was considerably above an aver-

age, both as to acreage and yield; and yet what will

our readers, and, not least, our agricultural readers,

think of the fact that last year's produce was, on

the whole, not much more than, and in wheat

somewhat less than, a half of what has hitherto

been reckoned the average annual agricultural pro-

duce of the kingdom ?

The most authoritative estimate hitherto in use

has been the one made by Mr. M'Culloch some

twelve years ago, from a great variety of data, and

which received the corrections of some eminent

practical authorities. Since then the produce has

undoubtedly made a large increase; and often

during that interval have we seen the estimate

largely added to by the most purely practical

statists. In order to present a glimpse of the

lamentable extent to which we have all along been

arguing in the dark, we here place in juxta position

the quantities, stated in quarters, of each cereal

annually produced in Scotland, according to the

estimate and according to the ascertained facts of

the large harvest of 1854 :
—

Estimated. Ascertained.

Wheat 1,225,000 qrs. 606,063 qrs.

Barley 1,800,000 „ 954,950 „
Oats 6,500,000 „ 4,231,789 „
Beans and peas 150,000 „ 135,115 „

9,675,000 5,927,917
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It will not be inappropriate, whilst on the subject

of statistics to touch upon those of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, and under the summary of

schedules for unions, and they are comprised in

Mr. Mainwaring's district, and include Doncaster,

53 parishes; Goole, 13 ; Hemsworth, 24; Knares-

borough, 21 ; Great Ouseburn, 32; Ripon, 28;

Sedburgh, 3; Selby, l6; Thorne, 6 ; Worksop,

12; York, 37; Berwick-in-Elmet, 42 ; Great Pres-

ton, 42 ; and parishes not in union, 82 : some
highly interesting particulars are presented.

The total number of acres occupied amounts to

615,010: under wheat cultivation, 78,549; barley,

45,650; oats, 29,326 ; rye, 1,4S8; beans and peas,

12,895; vetches, 2,194 ; turnips, 40,492; mangel

wurzel, 528; carrots, 127; potatoes, 14,233; flax,

],105; other crops, 2,692; bare fallow, 24,041

;

total under tillage, 253,335. The number of acres

under grass, viz., clover, &c., 48,046; permanent

pasture, 148,665; irrigated meadows, 26,000;

sheep walks and downs, 7,156; total under grass,

229,869. The number of acres in houses, roads,

&c., 14,526; wastes, 14,611; woods and planta-

tions, 26,442 ; acres in commons, 40,471 ; in

holdings less than two acres, 5,140; not accounted

for, 30,633; total in houses and waste, 131,805.

With regard to stock, there are 21,229 horses;

colts, 6,342; milch cows, 20,386 ; calves, 17,995

;

other cattle, including working oxen, 26,705 ; tups,

4,052 ; ewes, 93,388; lambs, 100,109; other sheep,

65,431 ; swine, 36,626. The number of schedules

filled up by occupiers, 9,480 ; by enumerators,

1,512; the number of schedules not returned,

265 ; total number of schedules in each union,

11,256.

Although some difficulties had to be overcome

in obtaining these valuable returns, the want of

which, in forming a correct estimate of the acreable

produce of the district, has long been a matter of

loud complaint amongst influential parties, a

mass of information, unknown at any former period,

has thus been secured, which, if rightly appreciated

and properly used, is calculated to be attended with

beneficial results ; and once the statistics of the

entire United Kingdom could be accomplished, we
think the benefits would be so great and the in-

formation so complete, that the prejudice on the

part of some would be entirely banished, and that

they would be thankful to have such an abundance

of information laid before them, and many an ap-

parently ungrounded panic would be removed, and

perhaps prevented altogether. We trust by this

time next year we shall be enabled to lay before our

readers a much fuller account than at present; if

for England and Ireland as perfect as has been ac-

complished for Scotland, all the better. We hope

he subject will be persevered in throughout the

t

length and breadth of the land, and that our agri-

cultural friends will lend their aid willingly on all

occasions, until a full and complete account has

been published and circulated for the benefit of all

parties, and that those farmers who occupy only a

limited extent of land will feel an interest in the

question, and support the system all they can, and

derive benefit themselves from it.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
ShiUing^s per Quarter.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white .... 72 to 74 extra 75 73
Ditto, red 65

Norlolk, ijincoln.and Yorksh., red 66

Barley, inaltius, new. .31 32 ... . Ch(

Distilhug. .
.". 30 31 Grinding..

Malt, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 65
Ditto ditto old 66
Kingston,Ware, and town made,new70
Ditto ditto old 68

Rye —
Oats, English feed. .26 27 Potato.

.

Scotch feed, new 29 30, old 32 33 .

.

Irish feed, white 2b
Ditto, black 25

Beans, Mazagan 37
Ticks 37
Harrow 38
Pigeon 40

Peas, white boilers 38 44. . Maple 38 40

Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. —
Households, Town 6O3. 61s. Country
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... —

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shilling's per Quarter

Wheat, Dantzic.mixed. . 80 to 82 high mixed — 84extra 89
" " 84

86
74
78
78
75

68
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COMPARATIVE PRICES AND QUANTITIES
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APRIL, 1855,

PLATE I.

A SHORT^HORNED STEER,

THE PROPERTY OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.

The subject of our plate obtained the first prize of 25 sovs., and the silver medal, as the best animal in

class 10, at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show, held in December last.

The special correspondent of the Mark Lane Express, in his review of the animals exhibited at this

show, thus speaks of this famous beast :
—" We scarcely remember seeing a better framed ox than

this. If anything, he is not quite noble or grand enough in his general character. There is something,

too, common about him, particularly in colour; but a deeper chest and length of rib is seldom seen.

His girth is astonishing. His frame, though not truly cylindrical, is in reality of better form—a great

carcase, on short legs of fine bone. His depth throughout is extraordinary. His ribs, though not

sufficiently springing, are well set on chine and back, and nicely thrown out ; their length very great.

His meat of very good, if not indeed of first-rate, quality."

PLATE II.

LOUTHERBOURG; A Thorough Bred Stallion,

THE PROPERTY OF J. E. DENISON, ESO., OF OSSINGTON, NEWARK,

To which the special prize of 40 sovs. for the best hunting stalUon was awarded, at the meeting of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Lincoln, in 1854.

Loutherbourg, bred by Mr. Holbrook in 1834, is by Mameluke, dam by Smolensko, out of Miss

Chance, by Trinidad—Gipsy, by Guildford.

Mameluke, bred by Lord Jersey in 1824, was by Partizan, out of Miss Sophia, by Stamford.

Loutherbourg's dam, bred in 1828, is also the dam of Hamlet, Black Stockings, Black Satin, Sir

Peter Laurie, &c.

Loutherbourg is a dark-brown horse, standing fifteen hands three inches high. He has great bone

and substance— is perfectly sound in all respects, wind and limb—his condition very good—and his

action remarkably fine : a point in which his stock almost generally take after him.

Loutherbourg covered for some years in the neighbourhood of Vienna, but has travelled chiefly since

his return to this country in Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire. He is advertised this season in the

neighbourhood of Horncastle. His stock are said to be very promising, powerful, and good-looking.

OLD SERIES.] T [VOL. XLII.—No. 4.
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THE ACTION OF LIME AS A MANURE.

BY CUTHBEBT W. JOHNSON, ESU., F.B.S.

The action of lime as a manure has long,

although I may add not very successfully, engaged

the attention of the agriculturist and the chemist.

They have both laboured to explain the action on

different soils of this extensively employed fertilizer.

They have remarked its beneficial operation when

first used to certain lands— the generally inferior,

and even prejudicial effect, of its repeated applica-

tions. It is not very long since Professor Johnston

was employed in this important investigation, and

still more recently Professor Way has in other

paths been labouring for a similar object.

The ordinary explanation of the very limited good

effects of repeated dressings of lime, which supposes

that it it arises from the lime having thus gradually

accumulated in the soil until more is np longer

needed for the service of the farmer's crops, was

shown some time since by Professor Johnston to

be untenable. But as this conclusion is still so

common, and stands at the very threshold as it

vyiere of ouv inquiries, it \vi!l be well to refresh our

memories with the result of his experiments.

"Whe^ alluding to the common pre^ctice of adding

a large proportion of carbonate of lime to the soil

by ploughing the thin soils vesting on the chalk

into the sut)stratum, the Professor remarks (Quar.

Jour. A(jri. 1848, p. 407) :
—"When from five to

seven inches of pure chalk are brought up, and

mixed with an upper soil of only six inches deep,

it is obvious that the quantity of carbonate of lime

in the mixed soil must be very great. And since

these soils so deepened become, under skilful man-
agement, more productive than before, it is obvious

therefore that the presence of a very large propor-

tion of carbonate of lime will not alone prevent any

soil from yielding good crops."

Through the kindness of Mr. Hewitt Davis, in

sending me a portion of the surface soil of such

a field near Croydon, I have found it to contain 41

per cent, of carbonate of lime, in the form of

crumbled chalk. The natural soil of the plains of

Athens in Greece, which produces excellent crops

of wheat, but is liable when the dry season arrives

to be covered over with a crust of stdine matter

which i)r6vents its growing grass, was also analyzed

by Professor Johnston, and found \<y contain very

nearly as much lime as the chalk soil cultivated by
Mr. Davis. " We conclude, therefore," adds the

Professor, " that as much as two-fifths of the whole

soil may consist of carbonate of lime, without its

being by this cause rendered unproductive. The

soil from Athens contained, per cent.

—

Organic matter . . . . . . .

.

5'75

Salts soluble in water (common salt and
sulphate of soda) . . . . .

.

0'20

Gypsum .. .. .. .. 0"18

Oxides of iron .. .. .. .. 2'91

Alumina . . . . . . .

.

2'35

Carbonate of lime (finely divided lime-

stone) 38-08

Carbonate of magnesia . . .

.

0*73

Phosphate of lime .. .. .. 0"03

Siliceous matter . . . . .

.

50'33"

On the other hand, the proportion of carbonate

of lime which some soils contain is remarkable for its

smallness. Thus the rich marsh lands of Holstein

and East Friesland were found by Sprengel to

contain only the following amount per cent.

—

The soil of the marsh lands of Holstein,

only ,
. '

,

,

,

,

.

.

. , 0"2

The salt marshes of East Friesland . , 0'6

But, as professor Johnston very correctly adds,

" mapy causes may contribute to furnish such soils

with a constant supply of carbonate of lime, suf-

ficient for all the demands of the crops they pro-

duce. Tbe lloodings to which these lands are

subject, or the supplies of water that are constantly

brought into them from beneath, no doubt con-

tribute in a considerable degree to the permanent

richness of the soil they bear. When, therefore,

the farmer attributes the evils of over-liming to the

presence of any particular proportion of lime in the

soil, he adopts a very natural,but a very erroneous,

conclusion."

That this is not the real cause niight be seen by

a little calculation. If the farmer only subtracted

from the amount of lime applied to a soil the pro-

portion removed from it—first, by the crops;

secondly, dissolved in the drainage waters; and

lastly, the very considerable proportion abounding

naturally in the most valuable cultivated soils-

it would be seen that the amount of lime applied

to a soil in a long course of years could hardly

operate injuriously by causing an undue proportion

in the soil of this ever essentially present earth.

But the correctness pf the conclusion does not rest

upon mere calculation. Professor Johnston (Q«flr.

Jom\A(jn. 1848, j). 530) has shown by analysis that

certain "gver-limed" soils do not owe their de-

creased fertility to the largeness of their proportion

of lime. He describes these supposed effects in
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some portions of Scotland, on thin, moorish soils,

or on reclaimed peat, as apparent in rendering tlie

land hollow to the tread, so much so that the foot

sometimes sinks inLo it j the soil is open, light, and

porous. Turnips and bailey grew well upon it

;

oats and qlover refuse to yield profitable returns.

It is, in fact, too light and open for these last named
crops, which require a certain degree of tenacity in

the soil in which their roots are to fi.x themselves.

"This condition of the soil," adds Professor John-

ston, "is usually ascribed to too large additions of

Ijme being made ; and the expression oxer-limed

applied to land in this state seems to imply that too

large a proportion of hme is still actually contained

in it. "With the view of ascertaining how far this is

really the case, I procured from IjallindaHoch, in

Bantrshire, several specimens of soil in this light,

porous, over-limed condition, in which they were

incapable of growing oats and clover. The fol-

lowing were the results of the analysis of 100 parts

of three of the specimens

—

No. 1. No. 2. No, 3.

Organic matter .

»

10'29 9'54 5-65

Soluble salts .. 0-45 0-15 O'SO

Oxides of iron .

.

2-49 3'68 O'SO

Alumina .. .. 171 2-54 Til
Carbonate of hme, J -40 069 I'iO

Oxide of manganese — 0'72 —
Insoluble matter,

chiefly sand .. 8r77 8279 91'20"

We see, then, that the largest proportion of car-

bonate of lime existing in these three specimens

amounted to only 1'40 per cent., and in the lowest

only 0.69. Now compare that with the analysis of

good soils, like that of the plain of Athens, or those

resting on our chalk formation, and note in what

a much larger proportion the lime is often found in

them.

The result of Professor Way's researches " On
the Influence of Lime on the Absorptive Properties

of Soils " is given in the last number of the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-

land (vol. XV. }i. 491). He evidently laboured

under the impression, at the commencement of his

experiments, that lime assisted in the absorpticm

from the atmosphere of the ammonia contained in

cultivated soils—a jiosition which his repeated ex-

periments do not seem to support. This he admits

with his usual candour ; but, as he truly enough

remarks, when alluding to his not-yet-concluded

series of valuable experiments, " certain inferences

may, however, safely and with advantage be drawn

froni the results already obtained. The first of

these is one v.'hich is not entirely new, namely, that

soils and subsoils, long below the reach of ordinary

farm operations, always contain a very sensible

quantity of ammonia. In the following table of

the results of some experiments, the lowest per-

centage which it exhibits would constitute a very

considerable quantity of ammonia, when calculated

on an acre of soil ; v/hilat in the case of sample No.

15 the quantity of ammonia present is very many

times more than would be added in a very heavy

dressing of guano or other ammoniacal manure. In

the following table. No. 15 was the top soil of

London clay ; No, 16, the same soil from U to 2

feet from the surface ; No. 17, the same soil from

3a feet from the surface :

—

Ammonia in 1,000

grams — natural

soil

Ammonia in 1,000

grains—soil after

liminsj

No. 15.

0-293

0-1692

No. 16.

0-1S15

0-1027

No. 17.

O-0S5

0-0404

" The second result" (adds the Professor) " which

is exhibited by these experiments, is, that the action

of lime in the presence of water is to set free from

the soil as nearly as possible one-h.alf of the am-

monia. This result is so nearly the same in all the

cases, that we are justified in believing it to be due

to some special cause, and probably it arises from

the existence of some compound silicates contain-

ing ammonia, of which lime, under the circum-

stances, can replace one-half—forming, for instance,

a double silicate of alumina, with half lime and half

ammonia. But a further suggestion is conveyed by

the result of these experiments. Lim.e is capable

of liberating one-half of the ammonia contained in

a soil. Is it not possible that, for profitable agri-

cultural use, the ammonia of the soil is too tightly

locked up in it ? Can we suppose that the very

powers of the soil to unite with and preserve the

elements of manure are, however excellent a pro-

vision of nature, yet in some degree opposed to the

growth of the abnormal crops which it is the busi-

ness of the farmer to cultivate ? In the case of

ammonia locked up in the soil, lime may be the

remedy at the command of the farmer—his means

of rendering immediately available stores of wealth

which can otherwise only slowly be brought into

use. In this view, lime would well deserve the

somewhat vague name that has been given to it,

nam.el)', that of a ' stimulant ;' for its application

would in some sort be an application of ammonia ;

whilst its excessive ap])lication, by driving off" am-

monia, would lead to all the disastrous effects which

are so justly attributed to it. I do not wish to

push this assumption too far ; but, if there be any

truth in it, it points out the importance of employ-

ing lime in small quantities at short intervals,

rather than in large doses once in many years."

To all such valuable researches as these, the in-

T 2
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quiring farmer will heartily bid God's speed. The
difficult struggle in which the cultivator is engaged

in rendering the soil capable of producing crops

such as Nature did not clothe it with, renders

necessary many artificial appliances to make the

soil equal to the task required of it. Of the many
dressings of an earthy nature long successfully

used in England, lime has long held a prominent

place. It is more than probable that its use would
still materially extend, if its action were better

understood ; for on many soils it produces the

most powerful effects. But the uncertain way in

which it operates, the injurious excess in which it

has been frequently employed, has often induced its

true value to be doubted, and even its use restricted

in the farm leases of certain districts. It is by thus

striving to clear away the difficulties which encircle

all our eflforts to aid Nature in her operations that

we may hope to obtain such true and valuable

knowledge as will protect the farmer not only from

the injurious mistakes which he sometimes com-

mits, from not understanding the chemical opera-

tion of the manures he employs, but from the ill

eflfects of many a restraining covenant in his lease.

THE SOILS BEST ADAPTED FOR LEGUMINOUS CROPS,

At this late period of sowing leguminous crops,

it may be too late to prolong advice upon the

soils best adapted for themj the best sorts of

beans and peas for different purposes, &c, ; but

while the management of these crops is an up-

permost subject with the farmers of a large

proportion of every county, we deem it advisable

to examine into the various systems of culture

of which they form a part. At the same time,

we would remember that an agricultural jour-

nal has not alone to discuss novel propositions

or confine its endeavours to the extension of new
and successful methods, but must make ample
allowance for that class of humble farm&rs who do
not possess the means of carrying out many im-

proved modes of management which they fully ap-

preciate and approve. "While we urge great altera-

tions, therefore, upon the attention of men of

capital and superior intelligence, it is equally our

duty to recommend old-fashioned husbandmen to

adopt improvements long ago understood and ap-

plied by leading agriculturists.

Now beans have always been one of the two or

three corn crops in a bare fallow rotation on
land too strong for producing roots ; and when any

one has suggested that some better use might be

made of this crop than letting it merely help (like

the white corn) to foul and exhaust the soil, he has

too commonly found the majority of farmers to

whom he appealed as proof as their sun-baked clay

against any new impression. No class of men
would be so unreasonable as to refuse an advanta-

geous proposal without a substantial warrant for so

doing ; and, accordingly, the less enlightened order

of farmers have contended that a frequent recur-

rence of bare fallow—to avoid which must be the

object of a diflFerent employment of the bean crop—
is indispensable to the cleaning of heavy clay land;
and this being the case, it is cheaper to get all the

corn they can in the common way, and then clean

thoroughly in one season, than to expend capital

and labour in a longer course of cropping, in-

cluding green crops, which are neither as profit-

able as corn, nor half as cleansing as dead fallow.

It is quite true that a better system of bean-

growing is advocated as one means among others

of shunning the costly process of dead-fallowing.

The question, therefore, comes to this issue :

are bare fallows really indispensable upon a well-

drained and subsoil-broken clay, in spite of the

most ameliorating course of crops and tillage that

can be economically pursued ? If any scientific

agriculturist thinks not, he may obtain plenty of

affirmative answers from intelligent occupiers upon

the Oxford clay and blue lias. Nevertheless, we
agitators and abettors of all agricultural progress

continue to insist that what has been successfully

and profitably accomplished for a long succession

of years in one locality, can answer just as well in

another, having an identical character of soil, cli-

mate, and other accessory conditions. Let us,

then, state briefly some of the systems of cropping

which have banished dead fallows and made good

use of the bean crop, without referring to any

complicated twin growth of beans and turnips, or

other mixtures, requiring the cleanest and highest

farming; or to the processes of burning clay, ap-

plying lime, or dressing with specific manures.

One system is based upon the principle of select-

ing such crops as have a tendency to render heavy

land friable by the mechanical action of their roots,

while at the same time ameliorating it in other

ways—as vetches, winter beans, and clover. In

1842, Mr. Stace described, in a prize essay, the

following rotation, which he followed in Sussex :

—

First year : Winter-tares, turnips, and rape. The

tares are sown the previous year on a winter-

bean stubble, which is ploughed, worked, and

manured for the purpose, care being taken to

use rough unfermented dung ; as the less this

is decomposed the lighter and drier will be the

land ill spring, after the tares are fed off. That the
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tares may come up in successional crops, they are

sown at four different times, from the beginning of

September to the end of October ; a proportion of

rye being mixed with the tares on one plot, and

wheat with them on another, the later sowings

being of tares alone. This is fed oflf with sheep

in spring, the folds being shifted twice a day, and

the forage cut and put in moveable cribs. As fast

as the land is cleared of tares, weather permitting,

it is prepared for turnips; and Mr. Stace has found

that heavy land becomes earlier dry and friable after

bearing a crop of tares than after a winter fallow.

An early sort of turnips for feeding otF with sheep

is sown at the end of May : all the ground that can

be prepared before the middle of June is sown with

swedes, to be carried off the land ; a later sort is

sown by the end of June ; and rape is then put in

upon the remainder of the land. Second year:

Wheat. Third year : Clover on one-half, sown on

the wheat, and reserved for mowing. The other

half of the land is sown with trefoil and rye- grass,

which produces good food in the wheat stubble

after harvest and early in the spring ; it is then

ploughed up, and when dry enough sown with

spring tares in successive plots till the beginning

of May. In feeding these tares off with sheep the

land is manured for the following wheat crop ; and

the clover-ley may be manured by folding on it at

night those sheep which are eating off the turnips

and rape, as the land on which the latter grow has

already been sufficiently enriched. Fourth year :

AVheat. Fifth year : Winter beans. These are

drilled in October on the ploughed wheat-stubble
;

and the rows are wide apart in order that the horse-

hoe may keep the land as clean as possible.

In this rotation there is provision made for

extirpating couch, early spring tillage for corn

crops (such as oats and spring beans) is avoided,

and abundance of green food is supplied for the

manufacture of good manure.

But on really stiflF clays, where no root-crops

can he grown at all, how can we abolish the bare

fallow by the help of beans ? Mr. Vallentine, in

his admirable practical prize essay " On the Culti-

vation of Beans and Peas," in the last number of

the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, demon-
strates the utihty of the following course ; 1st,

beans, dunged ; 2nd, barley ; 3rd, seeds ; 4th,

wheat. This may be extended into a fifth or sixth

course by alternating oats for barley, and having

two years' seeds. Winter beans are only to be

sown when the land is clean, as the early autumn
ploughing assists the spread of couch. To make
beans a cleaning crop, plough early in winter, ap-

plying the manure, if possible, at the same time

;

for nothing is more certain, both in principle and

experience, than that the fermenting dung phy-

sically improves the soil during this winter burial,

so that scarcely any labour beside heavy harrow'

ing, or it may be a scarifying, is needed to precede

the drill in spring. The beans must be in wide

rows, and repeatedly and deeply horse-hoed. A
bare fallow may be the only available method for

cleaning foul land ; but this bean-management is

well adapted to l<eep it in a clean state, when com-

bined with autumn tillage in other parts of the

course. The main points are, early winter plough-

ing, and spring and summer surface-tillage ; and

as an incidental advantage, Mr. Vallentine men-

tions his own observation that the beans are less

liable to disease after winter than after spring-

manuring.

To exemplify a system which seems a compro-

mise between a naked fallow and a fallow green-

crop, and is, perhaps, more likely to meet with

favour on very strong clays, we add the following

six-course rotation of a very skilful manager with

whom we are acquainted :—1st : Fallow, which,

after being well wrought and cleaned, is manured

with twelve bushels of bones per acre, to insure a

good crop of white mustard sown in July—a small

portion being reserved for tares. In autumn the

mustard is ploughed down, to enrich the clay for

the main crop.—2nd. Wheat : The stubble being

dunged in November, is ploughed for (3rd) Beans,

which early in spring are drilled on the friable

winter furrow. The beans are not horse-hoed, but

thoroughly well hand-weeded. The bean-stubble

is twice ploughed before winter, by which (being in

a dry state) the growth of root-weeds is checked ;

and in spring the land is merely stirred with a

large harrow in preparing for (4th) Barley, the

pulverized condition of the upper soil being just

suited both to the barley seed and the small seeds

of (the 5th crop) Clover, sown at the same time.

Well-rotted manure is laid on the young seeds after

the barley crop has been removed, to encourage a

heavy crop for feeding off with sheep, which re-

ceive also a supply of peas or beans daily. A
small portion of the seeds is mown for hay. About

the middle of September, the land thus enriched is

ploughed ; and, after lying exposed to the action of

the weather for about a month, is harrowed and

drilled with (6th) Wheat.

This rotation and management are well worth

the study of our readers : and let them particularly

note the avoidance of spring ploughing for both the

spring corn crops ; the winter exposure of the land

three times during thecourse, and twoyears together;

the winter burying of manure for spring beans ;

the early forcing of the seeds by an autumn dressing

of dung ; and the enriching of the fallow with wheat-

food in the shape of green vegetable manure, forced

by a heavy application of bones,
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AGRICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES

No. IV.

STEAM CULTURE: MANAGEMENT UNDER
A NEW SYSTEM.

How are these appliances to be brought into

general use? We need not repeat, except to save

time in reference, that having obtained a cultivator

such as I have suggested, to be worked by the

steam-engine, our first act of business shall be in

the spring, in sowing a field with barley, allowing

ourselves a very limited number of cart-horses.

PutTiNG In Corn Crops.--^We take our engine

and cultivator to the field, and place the engine in a

convenient position, affix the two anchorages at each

end of our work, and attach our cultivator to tlie

wire-rope. The steam is up, and the work pro-

ceeds. We break up and pulverize the soil to the

depth of five or six inches, and leave it in chequered

sizes. The anchorages are of course moved at

every end by an attendant in readiness, so as to

take the next draft, and this by rule, so as not to

Vary the breadth, and to prevent intermission in

the work. Wlien a sufficient breadth of work or

land is attained, we loose from the cultivator, and

in lieu thereof attach our drill to the ro])e, and

harrows to the axle of the drill, or other simple

contrivance : the sowing and harrowing in the seed

thus proceed together. The same course will

suffice for all other crops requiring the like simple

process, as those of oats, beans, and peas, as also

wheat in the autum.n, &c.

Eallovfing.—In fallowing, the course to be

pursued must vary according lo circumstances, and

the requirements of the different soils. To describe

one course, which, for want of space, and to avoid

being tedious, must suffice. The land, of course,

must be subsoil-drained : there can be no good

farming without it. In the autumn or winter, it

should be broken up in the most open and in the

roughest manner for which our machine is adapted
;

so that the j)ieces of soil al'e large and cheqnery,

and laid well apart to give room for atmospheric

influences or aeration, and to tnake it approach as

near as possible to trench-work or dig-ging. In

the early Fpring, if the weather is dry and suitable, it

should again be broken up, still leaving it rough and
open. Aftet" this, it will be desirable to use some
of our most approved scarifiers— Bentairs,Biddle*s,

Coleman's, &c.—or the ordinary drags, as in all

eases the steady draught of such implements will

le^ye the rubbish more evenly on the sltrface, for

gathering ofT by manual labour. These imple-

ments, as also the common harrow and rubbish-

rake, may readily be worked by the satne appa-

ratus. In this way fallowing may advantageously

proceed with every prospect of benefit to the soil.

When all is sufficiently worked, and a fine tilth

obtained, and ridging for turnips is required, three

or four moulding or double-tom ploughs may be

attached to the engine-rope, as before named, and

the work thus set out fot tnafttiring. This nlanu^

ring had better be accomplished by horses and

carts ; although it is possible to do even this work

by the engine and anchorages, if the manure is

laid in convenient arid suitable he&p^ where re-

quired, i. e., on the headlands or otherwise. 'Ihese

things would soon become matters of arrangement

— (howevef, if the new ligutis are to prevail^ this

manUritig is all to be effected by hydrants in a

liquid form). When a sufficient .'space is manured,

the closing up the ridges may go on in succession,

opening a few bolits, and (hen closing others as tb.ey

are manured, to be followed by the drilling. On
fiat work it may he desirable to manure in the

winter^ or prior to the second operation with the

cultivator. It will thus become well incorporated

with the soil ; and before the summer's sun has

power to dry it, to its serious injury.

Harvesting.- It would be a matter of easy

adjustment to attach and work one or moi'e feaping

machines with theerigitie, wire-rope, and anchorage,

citiier to cut grass or corn; and, providing the

stacks are made ift the field, the crop may be

readily carried by aid of the engine, &c. The rows

of stooks may be laid on carriages with facilit)', the

carriage being stopped at each slook by relaxing

the clasp as in ploughing, and already described, or

the loading may proceed as the carriages slowly

pass along; Horses may be useful In drawing the

carriage from the anchorage to the stack and back.

But this latter operation, that of harvesting corn

by aid of steam, seems superfluous, as the horses

necessarily required for such purposes should

suffice; I on]y wish to show that this, too, is an
" agricultural possibility."

Drainage. —In works of drainage the steam

engine may be very effectually employed. It will

not be requisite for every farmer to keep a

draining-plough like Mr. Fowler's, on his farm
;

but it will be very desirable to have such a

otie in every district, to be let out for general ser-

vice. No manual labour can do work more effi-

ciently than is done by this itnpletnent, nor more
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evenlj', and in such exact lines, the pipes being

made to correspond with the size of the bore or

foot. They fit admirably, and are left firm attd

fast, as the plough proceeds.

Thus, what with the thrashing and other yard

work, the cultivating and other field work, the

steam-engine may be pretty nearly employed during

the whole year.

Those farmers who have smaller occupations

may find it to their advantage to join company in

the ownership and use of one; or, as in the

common thrashing machines, many may he kept

for purposes of letting out to hire, v.-hich will bring

this mode of culture within the means of every

farmer in Great Britain.

No. V.

STEAM CULTURE.
The Management and Preparation of

THE Land for Steam Culture.—There can-

not remain a doubt but that, with a new order

of culture, a new course of management must
be pursued. We are quite prepared to give up
some of our long-cherished and highly-approved

processes, both in executing and finishing off our

work. We yield to none in our experience of the

pleasure we derive in viewing fields neatly laid out,

with furrows straight and regular, or ridges equal

and even, or lands nicely rounded and smoothly

manured ; and we know that good must result

from such attentive management; but v/e do not

think this beautifully neat management is wholly

indispensable to a successful crop. It may be the

work of years before such regularity and unifor-

mity in field work can be attained by the new ap-

pliances for steam culture, but we have no doubt

that ultimately it will be attained, to the satisfac-

tion of every intelligent and unprejudiced culti-

vator.

It is very probable that for the present our fields

wdl have to be cultivated in sections, or in squares,

or in oblong patches, according to our length of

wire-rope, the form of the field, or from other

minor causes. We say it is probable ; but steam

cultivation is not by any means to be discarded on

that account : we only wish to guard our readers

against rash or unreasonable opposition, because

perfection is not at once to be arrived at. How-
ever, we think that in our last paper v,-o clearly

showed, that even such field work could be exe-

cuted, and with mathematical accuracy and pre-

cision, and also with great facility.

We will now endeavour to shew that, in some

respects, our course of management must be more

adapted and conformed to this new m.ode of cidti-

vation,

Root Weeds must be extirpated.—The

great obstacle to a rotatory mode of culture, or in

breaking up the soil, is the existence or prevalence

of root Weeds. The roots of twitch, and other

knot-rooted weeds, when broken or cut, form ad-

ditional sets, and thus multiply plants indefinitely,

and most injuriously. We have very little experi-

ence in rotatory cultivation; but, from the few ex-

periments we have seen, it is our imiiression that

rotatory machines break up more sets, and inter-

mingle them more with the soil moved, than is

done in plough culture ; we think, therefore, that

far greater attention must be paid to the eradicat-

ing these pests than has hitherto been given to it

:

these root weeds tnust be looked upon as the great

barrier to steam cultivation, and should be dealt

with accordingly. Forking, hand picking, and

other unwearied attention in detail, and the many

ways of destroying these pests, which every farmer

will liest understand, foresee, and practise, may
keep down the bane.

In urging this matter more particularly, we by

no means detract from the power of steam appli-

ances to eradicate twitch and root weeds ; we be-

lieve it to be a more efficacious method than by

horse power, under any Circumstances ; but vv'e do

not think its best and legitimate application is to

be for such uses. We think that its greatest benefit

will arise from efifecting deep cultivation, by tear-

ing up, breaking up the soil, at great and irregular

depths, by causing more thorough pulverization,

thus bringing more particles of soil into active use.

By these means adding vastly to the power of pro-

duction, and extending the growth of crops;

widening the usual routine or rotation of cropping,

by permitting the introduction and growth of

new species of crops on various soils hitherto

not grown upon them. It will also give a con-

tinuity to the productive power of the soil, in-

dependently of the fallowing processes, by giving

greater facilities in variable weather for cultivation

than could be obtained by the use of the horse;

Ijy the extent of work it could effect in a given

time ; and by its capability to perform that expedi-

tiously at the precise time. These advantages, and

many others, would be derived from steam culture.

We might stay to point out how these benefits ac-

crue; but, as our space is limited, we only lay be-

fore our readers, suchipptlines as we deem but

barely sufficient to'cause and enable them to think

out the subject for themselves.

Open Courses of Culture necessary.—

We are satisfied in our conviction that the cus-

tomary cour-Fcs of ctiltur?, such as the " four-course

shift," "the five-course shift," or any other "shift,"

must give way to the all-powerful operations of

efTectiye implements worked by steam power. We
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look for a vastly extended and unfettered order of

agriculture J we anticipate a vast and complete

series of garden-like culture carried out upon every

variety of soil, aided, as it will be, by manuring of

every available character, the preparations for which

are evidently going on favourably ; we look for a

higher order of cultivators, for a class of men of

such intelligence, character, and enterprise, that no

landlord or agent would desire to circumscribe or

control in their efforts. We know that good culti-

vation and abundance go hand in hand, and must

go on to an indefinite extent. There is no bound

or limit to good cultivation, but in restricted crop-

ping. We strongly advocate the most liberal order

of culture on the part of the tenant, and the aboli-

tion of all limitations as to cropping on the part of

the landlord : the only restriction required is,

that the cultivation and management shall be good,

and everything done in a husbandlike manner.
^

Good cultivation must enhance the value as well

as the productive powers of the soil ; we know of

no bounds to either. There can be no exhaustion

of the soil under good cultivation, be the crops

what they may. Good cultivation combines deep

and thorough pulverization, cleanliness in manage-

ment, ample replenishment of the soil, and a due

regard to alternations in cropping ; this done, this

accomplished, both landlord and tenant are alike

content ; but if the tenant fails to do his part, then

nothing can be fairer than a landlord's restrictions.

THE SEWAGE OF LONDON.
The recent discussions at the Society of Arts on

the Sewage of the Metropolis have turned out to

be something very like this sewage itself. A pe-

culiarly small amount of valuable matter may be

discovered in an immense out-pouring of what is

good for little or nothing. At least such can be

the only fair analysis of the first of these two

meetings. It is not too much to say that the result

of this sitting did not tend to advance the question

one iota. Like Lord Hoppergollop's stairs

—

" Three storeys high, long, dull, and old.

As great Lords' stories often are,"

were the stories of the savans, commissioners, and

others, who almost entirely occupied the evening.

FromMr.Lawes,who commenced, to Mr. Ward, who
concluded—both with terribly long stories to tell

—

the only really practical information we arrived at was

that which everybody knew well enough already.

Mr. Lawes read a most elaborate paper, duly pro-

vided with tables and statistics, to show us of what

sewage consisted, and what fertilizing properties

were to be derived from it. This was the grand

point of his address, most laboriously carried out

we are quite wiUing to allow, but coming to almost

precisely the same conclusions Professor Way did

some time since. Everybody, in fact, was ready

with a justly merited compliment to Professor Way.
He had told them what might be expected from

town sewage. If any confirmation was required,

Mr. Lawes certainly gave it, but beyond this we
gathered little. The Professor, however, had gone
further, and assured us that the only method in which

sewage could be profitably applied to the purposes

of agriculture must be in a liquid state. Again,

Mr. Lawes said " ditto to Mr. Burke." These
were the grand results of that meeting—"long,

dull, and old "—on the first Wednesday in March.

As for the rest of the speakers, we would not

weary our readers by attempting to follow them.

The chairman of the occasion. Colonel Challoner,

paid them the rather questionable compliment of

" their all agreeing to differ." Mr. Chadwick, to be

sure, was almost called upon to repeat himself, in

justice to what he had really before said on the

subject, but he added little that was novel : while

Mr.Ward—that most sanguine of commissioners

—

came armed with plans and projects, which, if we

never heard of before, it is not very likely we shall

ever hear of again.

Is this the way to discuss the question of town

sewage at this time ? After confessing that we are

bored and sickened with old stories that we have

heard over and over again, in every possible shape

and form, have we nothing better to do than hear

them still ? After generally admitting that we
have at least satisfactorily ascertained one or two

important points to regulate our further proceedings,

have we nothing better to do than to go over the

ground and get up to them again ? It would seem

not ; and yet everybody knows we have. Let us

assume for the moment that as a sanitary question

the matter has been considered. Let us say that

its value as a manure has been arrived at, and so

let us proceed at once to the still greater difficulty,

its application. Let us learn to what extent it may
be beneficially employed ; and by whai means and

to what distance it can be conveyed with sufficient

economy to warrant its use. Call it as we will, an

agricultural or an engineering one, this is ihe ques-

tion ; and for this the first meeting of the Society

of Arts did little or nothing.

What was advanced on this occasion savoured

far more of extravagant enthusiasm than sound

practical reasoning. Mr. Lawes, for instance.
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sugj^ests that ten thousand ions of sewage might

he annually applied to a single acre of land.

Professor Way naturally characterises this as

being much too high, while Mr, Bailey Denton

and other speakers even more directly objected

to so monstrous a proposition. At the very lowest

computation at which it is said, but yet far from

proved, that sewage could be conveyed, this

would amount to something over a hundred pounds

per acre ! It was the adjourned meeting that

brought all these things to the test, and that argued

the question as it now should be considered. It

was then the difficulties to the engineer and

the agriculturist were honestly encountered, and

it was then we found how great these diffi-

culties really were. Never, perhaps, were the

component parts of an assembly exhibited in

two more different lights. It is the general

characteristic of true merit to exhibit some little

diffidence ; and had it not been for this adjourn-

ment the most valuable portion of the discussion

would have been entirely lost. Has not the society

some good rule to curb the officious volunteering

of people who can only talk—without authority,

experience, or discretion to recommend what they

talk about ? Surely, in many cases, ten minutes

law would be quite enough, and then somebody

else should be " laid on."

Passing over, however, the researches of Mr.

Lawes, the deductions of Mr. Chadwick, or the

practice of Mr. Mechi, all we would wish it to be

understood well qualified to take their share in

such a discussion, we come on to Monday

last. We must let some of the evidence

here speak for itself, and would so recom-

mend the speeches of Mr. Scott, Mr. Heywood,

Mr. Paine and Mr. Bailey Denton to the

earnest attention of our readers. We have

found it impossible to give these entire; but we

have still been able to avail ourselves of much
valuable matter. As bearing upon the agricultural

part of the subject, the address of Mr. Scott is re-

markable for the amount of information, sound

reasoning, and strong testimony he brings to his

aid. Never were the difficulties we have been

urged to hurry over so clearly set before

us ; and never, alas ! did they appear less

easy to surmount. The remarks of Mr. Heywood,

taking the question from another point, are

equally worthy of serious attention. We can

spare room but for little of what he said. As an

engineer, however, he followed out the subject in

all its ramifications with much logical power, and

evidently great personal experience. The tendency

of what he said was only the more to ignore what

had been advanced the week previous, and to leave

the matter, so far as it may become an agricultural

agent, still surrounded with impediments that look

almost insurmountable. And yet how farmers

have been abused, for these last few years, for

letting the wealth of our towns run to waste, being

blind to their own interests, and so on ! But, as

even Mr. Caird was kmd enough to say, at

this very meeting, we must " not blame the

stolidity of the farmers, as had been done

by a speaker in the previous night's discussion,

for any part of the failure of this system

hitherto. It was quite a mistake to suppose that

as individuals the farmers were averse to the intro-

duction of improvements, or unable to comprehend

their value, or to appreciate their own interests."

Of course it is. Well said, Mr. Caird ! What a

deal of fog we are clearing away to be sure !

It could hardly be expected that a debate upon

the use of liquid manure could pass at such a time

as this without a word or two on Italian rye-

grass. It duly came in for this word or so,

and that, despite the resolution taken on credit

at the Farmers' Club, rather a hard one. There

seems to be a growing anxiety for what we
asked for on the partial detail volunteered of the

Ayrshire system—a balance-sheet, already a house-

hold word at the Society of Arts. There would

seem to be decidedly two sides to the picture.

Even Mr. Telfer's practice is not all profit ; while

many more than doubt if it is associated with

any profits at all. In an extract we borrow from

the last number of the North British Agriculturist,

it will be seen that the best farmers in Scotland

have, after a trial, given up the growth of Italian

rye-grass, and though this journal—a home au-

thority, be it remembered—does to some extent

recommend its use, it decidedly objects to the re-

solution of the London Club, and to the holding

up of these two or three Ayrshire amateurs as ex-

amples to the practical agriculturist.

How often have we been told to look to Scot-

land ! Shall we be allowed to do so now, and learn

what the best farmers in Scotland and the North

British agriculturists are saying and thinking about

these matters ? Before taking anything more upon

credit, it may be quite as well for us to do so.

At an adjourned meeting of the Society of Arts, this

subject, introduced on a previous occasion by Mr. J.

B. Lawes, came on for a further hearing. We give,

from a most voluminous report, so much as can be

really considered interesting or valuable to the agricul-

turist.

Mr. T. Scott said, a pretty general unanimity of opinion

was becoming prevalent in favour of appropriating the wJwle

sewarje of London to irrigation. When we saw the enormous

coat of engineering works and material for precipitation, and

the inferior article principally produced, namely, 60 per cent
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of carbonate of lime, or chalk, this feeling was intelligibly

accounted for. No one, however, had as yet ventured even to

shadow forth a plan on which this theory was to be carried out

in practice, and it, therefore, appeared premature to launch so

much recrimination as had been done against those, the busi-

ness of whose lives was remunerative farming, for not accepting

that which had neter yet been put within their rea?h. A3 a

practical agriculturist, farming land mainly for profit, he dif-

fered with Mr. Lawes and with n similar sentiment contained

in a letter he held in his hand from Mr. Telfer, of Ayr, as to

the propriety of forcing crops up to a point at which they

became injured ; but he w as quite willing to use manure up

to the highest point at which it was profitable. He at the

same time was ready to admit, and had good data for believing,

that ten times the present expenditure of manure could be

profitably employed, if it could be obtained in any shape at

the standard price of pure super-pbosphate of lime, or guano.

As one who, along with Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, used the

first handful of guauo brought to this country, and afterwards

purchased it at £26 per ton, he thought he might venture to

say this much from his own conviction of the value of

genuine manure. Mr. Mechi said that sewage manure

could be profitably applied to cereal crops ; we had no

precedent, however, for such a doubtful practice, e.'icept on

a very limited area of light soils in this country, or in tte

rice swamps of Italy, India, and America ; in fact, the great

desideratum in connexion with cereal crops here was

how to stiffen and support the straw, not how to turn it iuto

a weak aquatic reed. Just ask any farmer—he would not

even stipulate for " an intelligent farmer," but one possessed

of only the ordinary instinct of his kind—if he would like to

have the fall of rain over his wheat-fields throughout the year

doubled or quadrupled, and you would have a sound solution

of the problem aa to applying liquid manure to wheat crops

generally. Few of us would like to miss Mr. Methi's presence

from these meetiTigs, and from Tiptree Farm at his annual

gatherings ; but if he persisted in the practice of applying

liquid manure to grain crops, his legitimate field of operations

was not Essex, with its 130 rainy days in the year, but Italy,

with its 38 (See Captain Baird Smith, on Italian Irrigation),

or even the arid sands of Sah.ara. In these countries it w as a

question of irrigation and a crop, or no irrigation and no crop.

This, however, was seldom the case with us in this cov)r;try,

and it therefore appeared to him superQuous to adduce the

case of Italy, and other coilntHes, with their comparatively

rainless climates and arid soil.^, and wliere no parallel circum-

stances existed. The nature and appropriation of the soil,

too, was so entirely dissimilar, that he thou'.clit he should do

best to confine his remarks to what existed, or was proposed

to be carried out at home in connection with sew,igeirrii;aticn.

The lowest estimate of the quantity of land required for the

London sewage was tnade by Mr. Lawes, and amounted to

20 000 acres. He, at the same time, confirmed the all-but-

universal opinion that grass, either natural or artificial, was

the only crop to which liquid manure could be profifahly ap-

plied. Now, although London was surrounded by grats lands,

he could not see that this 20,000 acres could practically be

obtained out of a less area than 40,000 acres, or upwards of

60 square miles of land, being a larger area than that on

which London stacd.s (and here, within parenthesis, Isu

would say that the Italian irrigation was nearly al^'ays

applied to land under alternate husbandry). The first ques-

tion that occurred was, how this immense tract of land for

irrigation was to be obtained ; were the owners and occupiers

voluntarily to combine to take the sewage, or were they to be

compelled under an act of parliament? He confessed this

staggered him. Again, if the sewage at the rate of 10,000

tons per acre, as proposed by Mr. Lawes, v as thus concen-

trated ou a single district, would not the nuisance created be

greater than that now existing in the Thames ? Surely, if we

were to pay for its removal, we were not to have an equiva-

lent elsewhere. Why, residential property for miles around

would be depreciated in let- able and fee-simple value, and its

owners would indite the nuisance, as would all passers by,

whether by road cr rail—and who would answer for the con-

sequences? Who would justify the scheme to the general

public, who have no interest in getting cheap, bad milk near

town, when they could by rail get better from a distance ? It

would be seen, by a letter he should presently read, that two

eminent men. Dr. Sutherland and Pro.^essor Simpson, of lildiu-

burgh, had reported against the foetid irrigation of one of the

new^est water-meadows near that city, and that medical men

had condemned the milk. If, on the contrary, it was attempted

to apportion out the sewage of London in driblets over a wider

expanse of country, Mr. Lawes had shown that it would not

pay, and the chairman had confirmed his calculations. When
Mr. Cbadwick said that it cculd be delivered at a distance of

10 or 15 tililes from Losdon, and I50 feet above the level of

the discharging sewers, at 22d. per ton, he surely never meant

that it was to be spread over the land—which was the prin-

cipal item of cost—at that rate ; if so, many individual occu-

piers of light l^nd could apply the sewage with advantage,

but not even then at the rate of 10,000 tons an acre, aa

suggested by Mr. Lawe?, which, at 2|d. per ton, would cost

£101 33. 4d. an acre. It could be used more sparingly,

however, and no doubt with a profit to many crops. He
had been in the habit, for five or six years, of sowing itpwards

of ICO acres of turnips annually with Chandler's liquid manuie

drill, using about three tons of water, or 672 gallons per acre,

with signal success ; but he never could get it distributed at

less than about 63. per acre, nor did he expect to do so, though

this was nearly ten times Mr. Chadwick'a price. Mr. Lawo
valued the ingredients in the sewage of London at £774,52.'^,

and Mr. F, O. Ward calculated the water with which they

were carried cfl", at ninety millions of tons. Now, if all this

sewage was to be applied annually to 20,000 acres of land, ve

should have 100 inches deep over 60 square miles. Imagiie

such a putrid sea within sight of the largest and most con-

densed mass of human beings in Europe, and then say if sm h

a thing was likely to be tolerated. Edinburgh, with its 6C0

acre9, was bad enough in sultry weather, as he had personally

experienced ; but what was it to this I Then take the case if

Edinburgh as to the effect ou the animals fed ou sewage gras"-.

Mr. Steveuson, the author of the admirable prize e9?ay on tl e

Farming of the Lothians, lately published in the Journaloflle

Royril Agricultural Society, wrote him :
—" Since pleuro-

pneumonia became so prevalent, the loss from this disease in

the Edinburgh driries exceeds all belief. During the first sear

or two, the veterinary surgeon was called in ; but as curcS

were seldom effected, the butcher has taken his place. The

loss has been so great that mafty cowkcepers have been

ruined. It is rather suspicions, and against the system of

feeding with irrigated grass, lliul iiTr. Telfer, at Cunning-

park, Jias been loting an immense number of coivs, and

the ventilation of his cow-hou;es cannot be surpassed, and

cleanliness is Hirst scrupulously observed. It is quite

understood here," (Edinburj>h), " tiiat the experiment nt

Myremill has beta anything but profitable; and Mr.

Iluxtable has, we believe, partly relinquished the practice

(Authority : Lavergnc, the French agriculturist)." Then as to

the special ca?e of Mr. Telfer, a gentlemsu wrote :
—" So great

a nuisance is Cunning-park, that we have felt the most
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offensive smells deal? 'AUoway Kirk,* distant a mile and-a-

half. We advised Mrs. Begg, Barns' sister, to indite him for

a nuisance. This she declined doing ; but we believe that

other parties have been threatening a process of this kind."

Another correspondent in Edinburgh, on whom he could rely,

said :
—" The meadows being very near the town (Edinburgh),

and being irrigated so frequently as to produce three or four

crops of very rank grass in the course of the season, were con-

sidered a very great nuisance by the inhabitants in this neigh-

bourhood ; and it was considered a great benefit to the city,

generally, when the improvements connected with the Queen's

Drive, &c., led to the practice of so irrigating those nearest

town being done a^ay with. In hot weather, ai;d in certain

winds, the smell from these fields was intolerable ; and the

grass had tlie thick, rank appearance of the grass of a crowded

church-yard. The smell, and their insalubrity, affected the

rents of the houses exposed to their influence. As to the

effects of grass produced by them on the milk or meat of cattle

fed with it, I can only say that the general impression on the

part of the public was very much against such milk and meat."

Another competent witness, and one who had assiduously

laboured for the best interests of agriculture, Mr. William

Wallace Fyfe, stated, in a letter to him :—" The Edinburgh

cow-feeders compete for this foul produce of the irrigated

meadows j but any one who has seen the interior of an Edin-

burgh cow-fseriet's establishment (and I visited most of

them during the prevalence of pleuro-pneumonia some years

back), would not be astonished at his adopting anything

artificial iu his economy, which is all eminently abnormal."
" It so happans that the parts of the meadows best adapted

for this kind of irrigation are those least li.<»ble to exception.

Much of it has been reclaimed from the sea, and has not a

human heinr/ living on it, or near it. A still larger expanse

has, perhaps, as many as two houses within its pale, and very

few near it—and this is the only sort of solitude where it

s'T-eras tolerable to introduce the foul-water irrigation. The
Government, I m.'iy add, for the protection of Ilolyrood Palace,

onC3 questioned this right of foul-watev irrigation (unsuccess-

fully) as injurious to hsalth. The owners answered in behalf

of 3,.300 Cows in Edinburgh, and 600 in Leith, mainly de-

pendent on the meadows for subsistence, that the irrigation

was absolutely necessary for the supply of milk and butter to

the city." "A poor woman near where I lived had sent round

herfourteenth stihscriplion list, before 1 left Edinburgh, for

{he death of her fourteenth cow, and her supporters preferred

setting her up in a greengrocer's stall to sanctioning a. fifteenth

death. What her mortality was on a small, that of many of

those artificial feeders enjoyed at that time on a large scale."

One more witness, and he had done : this was the agent for

Scotland for the Agriculturist Insurance Company, which lost

so much by insuring Edinburgh cows in 1S15 and 1846, that

they declined to insure this stock for several years ; and, being

himself an auditor of that company, he (Mr. Scott) had ex-

amined the books, and found the loss, out of 563 cows then

insured, greater than in any other locality. Mr. M'Min
wrote :

—" I am decidedly of opinion that the grass raised on

Watered mesdows around Edinburgh is hurtful to the cows fed

ttpon it. Their constitution is so weakened that they

cannot resist the effects of disease when attacked, and the

result is, that the proportion of loss in Edinburgh cannot

be less than 20 per cent. Tnis loss cannot arise from the

confinement in the town bj-res alone, but also from the

food on which they are fed. The grass does not give

flesh, but large quantities of thin bluish milk. When
disease seizes the animals during the season in which

they feed on grass from these meadows, a day's illness

reduces them to all hut a sheleton. From this, I would say

it has a tendency to destroy the constitution of the cattle,

unless mixed with food of a more substantial kind. I am as

satisfied also that the milk cannot have the same good effects

on those who use it, as milk from a country dairy. Shortly

after I came to Edinburgh in 1849, and after I had carefully

examined the state of the cows here, their housing, and man-

ner of feeding, I would not use the milk in my family, but got

a dairy opened, and had the milk brought by rail from the

country. That dairy has succeeded very well ; and I under-

stand that a good many of the inineipal medical gentlemen in

toion now 7ise the milk there in preference to the other dairies.

This fact strengthtns my opinion that town milk is not so

good for use as country milk, where cows are fed on the com-

mon farm produce. I am not, hov/evcr, aware whether it

generates disease in those who use it, but I cannot see how

milk drawn from unhealthy and unsound animals can be bene-

ficially and safe!}' used. In the summer season and in sultry

weather the atmosphere around the meadows is far from pure.

At every cutting of the grass the canals with which the mea-

dows are intersected are opened or shut, as occasion serves,

upon the cut portions. The sediment manures the root; and

the damp land, v.htn the canals are shut, being acted upon by

the sun and air, renders the place unhealthy. The Town
Council has frequently dismissed the matter, but nothing has

been done to remedy the evil as yet, although no doubt there

will. The effluvia arising from the meadows was the cause of

discussion and ground of complaint. Had I bad time, I would

have called upon the late Lord Provost, who took a great in-

terest in this matter, and I doubt not he would have enabled

me to lay before you such information as v/ould have been of

u;e. In the Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural

Soc-efy for last year, we found Mr. John Barlow, W.S. Edin-

burgh, stating, "Go into Edinburgh byres, and you imme-

diately hear cattle cough, and the dairyman says, 'it

is quite natural.' When cattle first come in from the country

they do not cough, but it comes on quite soon enough after-

wards." These were the opinions of men in the east of Scot-

land, Now, he had one letter from a large rent-paying

occupier in the Duke of Argyll's estate in the west, and with

which he was familiar, having resided as his Grace's agent

upon it, and he stated that irrigation and honse-^eeding were

supposed to destroy the procreative powers of cattle, and

added, " The irrigation works in Ayrshire are looked upon by

practical farmers and good Judges with great suspicion, i.e.

Messrs. Kennedy's and Telfer's. Mr. Ilalston's is upon the

gravitation principle, and is most admired, and considered the

most profitable. Indeed, the others are considered to be the

reverse, even though Mr. Telfer sells his milk at 6d. per

Scotch pint ; but no one ciu say, without seeing the honest

balance-sheet." In justice, however, to Mr. Telfer, whose

extensive and exact knowledge of the sciences of chemistry

and physiology, and love of their pursuit, had, he had little

doubt, been the main instigations to him to undertake his

wonderful operations to illustrate " agricultural possibilities
"

at Cunning Park, and with the purest motives to instruct and

not mislead—in justice to him, he (Mr. Scott) should read

part of a leHcr to himself, dated the 14th instant. That

gentleman said
—" I have hurriedly read Mr. Lanes' paper,

delivered at the Society of Arts, and agree with him iu what

he says about the advantage of manuring up to the point at

which the plant is injured in its growth. It is better to put a

large quantity of manure on a small area, than a limited sup-

ply on a more ex! ended surface, or, if yoil choose, better to

waste manure than land. I have been acting on this view in

the growth of Italian rye-grass, and with tno«t satisficfory
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results. I believe I could put the whole liquid of my forty-eight

cows on one acre of Italian rye-grass, not only without doing

injury to the plant, but with a decidedly more profitable return

than if applied to a larger area." It must not, however, from

this be supposed that Mr. Telfer would be able to feed his forty-

eight cows off the acre so manured, for he saw by a report of

the Board of Health, that he had always been under the

necessity of purchasing not only foreign cake, but home-

grown corn and hay, to sustain his cattle under his present

system. But even if this irrigating system were found to be

desirable and remunerative, the cost of carrying it out, gene-

rally, would absorb more than all the surplus capital of the

kingdom. Take the case of the Duke of Portland, and who
could imitate it by sinking £39,000 on 300 acres? But this

proof was entirely wanting up to the present time, and we
had as yet no pecuniary inducement, and certainly no sanatory

one, to adopt the system, and after banishing the ague by

draiuage, to bring it back by pestilential irrigation ! How to

render town sewage available to agriculture remained one of

the most urgent, but he feared unsolved, economical problems

of the day, and the offer of £1000 for its solution, by Mr. S.

Brooks, of Manchester, remained unclaimed.

Mr. Haywood (Engineer to the City Commissioners of

Sewers) said it was the provision of the distributing apparatus,

and the cost of distributing, which was the principal item of

charge in irrigating land. In most of the pamphlets of the

Board of Health, which were not remarkable for giving esti-

mates at a very high figure, the cost of this distributing appa-

ratus was from £1 lOs, to £3 per acre, and the interest upon

this had to be taken into account, and, above all, the current

working expenses, if the pipeage would not distribute by

itself, but require manual labour, and above all a large supply

of hose. Tlie cost of this hose would be found to be a large

element in the cost of the distribution, and this fact appeared

to him to have been kept much in the back-ground in the

argument ; the wear and tear of this hose was exceedingly

great, and the charges for this indispensable article, in distri-

bution, would go far to prevent the general application of the

sewage water of the metropolis. In the Board of Health

estimates canvas hose was generally taken, because the first

cost was less than that of other hose ; but that which was

cheapest at first was not always the best. He had used, he

believed, every species of hose that had yet been submitted to

the public, and he had no hesitation in saying that canvas hose

was the worst kind there was. He had found it wear out

much more quickly than any other. This was his experience in

the use of hose in paved streets, not in agricultural operations.

It was attempted to be shown that the sewage water was not

80 good as it might and would be, by stating that the sewers

of London held back the valuable matter until it soaked away,

or was evaporated; the phrase was, the drains and sewers

" formed one system of extended cesspools." This was a

favourite phrase with some people—a former ofiicer of a Com-
mission of Sewers first used it, and it had been constantly re-

peated ever since, no pamphlet of the Board of Health ever

appearing without reiterating it in some shape or another—and

most of the evidence which had been given on sanitary subjects,

he could not help saying, had been given by those who knew
practically very little upon the subjects of which they spoke,

and that statement of Mr. Chadwick's, as to the whole of the

metropolitan sewers being a cesspool, was incorrect. He did

not mean to deny that some sewers were bad enough to deserve

that term, nor that some drains were not, or that there was not

room for improvement in the sewerage ; but it was incorrect as

applied to the metropolitan sewers as a whole, and they were not

in such a condition as to allow all the sewage either tobe collected

in them, or to ooze out through them, so as to leave what ran oflf

of little value. This was proved by the fact that the quantity of

water discharged from the sewers daily was about the same as

the water daily consumed by the population. Instead of it

being the tendency generally of water to escape to the sur-

rounding earth, those who traversed sewers knew that the

water from all sides found its way through into the sewers.

Again, if there was deposit anywhere, it was of the more solid

portions, and that was known to be of the least value, the best

of the sewage being the supernatant water ; so that the sewage

water of the metropolis at present might perhaps be considered

to be as rich as it was ever likely to be. The cost of applica-

tion was the real question. It was a very different thing, as

regarded cost, to apply the sewage of a small town, with the

country fit for its reception almost within the town, and to ap-

ply the sewage of the metropolis, most of which was produced

at points miles distant from any lands fitted for its application

;

and not only that, but at such a level as would enhance the

cost of its delivery at the point of its usage considerably. He
feared greatly he should never—certainly not for a great many
years to come—see more than a very small quantity of the

metropolitan sewage so applied, and that, if the river was to be

freed from its pollution, we must look to some other and more

immediate means than the application of the sewage to the

purposes of agriculture.

Mr. Paine, as an agriculturist, felt satisfied that even grass

lands might be over-manured by too large doses of sewage, so

as not to allow it time to form those chemical combinations

with the soil which Professor Way had spoken of, and which

he had good reason to believe always took place in the land

before the manure could be healthily assimilated by the plant,

the manure being as it were digested by the soil, and thus fitted

for vegetable use ; and if so, it was highly probable that exces-

sive manuring would produce a growth of crude vegetation of

a poisonous rather thau a nutritive character. He fully believed

that the metropolitan sewage might be beneficially used as a

manure to every crop, provided due regard were paid to the

time and mode of distribution, and provided always that the

land were, either naturally or artificially, drained, so as to en-

sure a porous subsoil. Upon grass land, and on Italian rye-

grass, there was no difference of opinion—you had only to put

on plenty of it. Mr. Mechi, too, had shown in his practice

how much good liquid manure had done to his roct crops,

though, it appeared, he had not yet reached the acme of per-

fection, since we had seen that Mr. Wilkins, on the poor sands

of Wokingham, as much transcended Mr. Mechi as that gen-

tleman had ordinary cultivators. He would say nothing of the

profitableness of this underground scheme of irrigation, and

merely mentioned it now, as what might become the germ

of important consequences in the mode of applying hquid

manure. For his own part he would fearlessly place the

sewage upon the soil destined for root crops at any con-

venient time, before as well as after the plants came up.

He would now detail a few facts which had recently occurred

on his own farm, which would tend to prove the soundness of

Mr. Way's opinions relative to the possibility of successfully

using liquid manure for corn crops, if placed upon the land at

the proper time. 1. Afield on a gravelly soil, resting upon

chalk, was manured in September, 1853, with about 8,000

gallons of liquid per acre, from the farm-yard tank. It was

sown in the beginning of November, with Payne's " Defiance

Wheat," the same sort that the Rev. S. Smith, of Lois Weedon,

sowed in his experimental crop last year. It was a rather coarse

variety. The rick, being the produce of this field, was thrashed

out in the autumn, the crop was 64^ bushels per acre, and was

sold for £18 per load of 40 bushels. The crop of straw was
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fully 3 tons per acre. 2. Part of another large field of a similar

geological character had been in Italian rye grass for three

years previous to the springofl853,andduriDgthi3 period ithad

occasionally been liberally dressed with strong tank manure. It

was sown late in the spring of 1853 with wheat, aud the whole

field was much blighted. Last year, 1854, the field was sown

with oats, aud the part which had previously been manured

with the liquid grew the strongest crop of oats he ever saw.

The crop of the whole field was a good one ; indeed, the average

gprowth of oats ou his farm was upwards of 13 quarters, but this

portion of about three acres greatly surpassed any other.

The straw stood fully six feet high. 3. Another instance was

on hops, in a field adjoining another farm-yard, in which there

were spots where the chalk subsoil was faulty near the surface,

and which were naturally less fertile than the rest of the field.

Upon these spots in the winter time, when of course there was

no growth in the plant, the liquid from the manure tank was

pumped. This happened during two successive winters, aud

the result was the bringing of these poorer spots of land to the

average fertility of the whole garden. He, Mr. Paine, regarded

these "facts from the fields" as highly confirmatory of his

friend Professor Way's researches in the laboratory, aud he

could confidently recommend them to the attention of his

brother farmers, and he hoped they might tend to lead others

to make similar experiments, as it was manifest that the safe

application of liquid manure to the cereal crops had a most im-

portant bearing on the sewage question.

Mr. Bailey Denton would allude particularly to the pro-

cess of irrigation advocated by Mr. Telfer, Mr. Mechi, Mr.

Kennedy, and others, and he must confess he was far from satie-

fied that that process could ever be a profitable one. In order

to charge the cost of applying liquid manure on the inheritance

of land benefited by it, it must be shown to be profitable,

upon that doctrine which ought to govern the affairs of all men

engaged in agriculture, viz., that they ought to have a larger

annual profit than a bare interest upon the outlay. With this

principle before him he had tried to prosecute that inquiry,

and he had come to a most unsatisfactory conclusion upon it.

Mr. Haywood had most properly said that when it was de-

livered at 2d. per ton up to a certain point, it did not mean

that it was delivered upon the farm at that price; it did not

mean that it was supplied to the hydrants upon the farm, in-

cluding the cost of the iron pipes and hose, and the cost of

other means of mechanical appliance. No such thing ! As
he understood it, it was the delivery to a point adjacent

to the farm or estate, or to a certain highway or

byeway, and the landowner must apply it from

thence. What more might be done was a question yet

to be solved. No one could for an instant doubt that

sewage manure was valuable ; but to be profitable it must be

applied, and he had not yet seen nor had he yet heard of

any means by which it could be profitably applied. Mr. Lawes,

to whom they were very much indebted for his valuable paper,

had said that it might be applied to 20,000 acres at the rate

of 10,000 tons per acre. Did anyone know what that meant?

Twenty-four inches fall per annum was the average rain-fall of

the neighbourhood of London ; but this meant, if he could

read arignt, 100 inches per annum, or four times the rain-fall

!

Could anything be more futile ? He had visited Mr. Telfer's

farm, and that of Mr. Mechi, and he had witnessed the appli-

cation of liquid manure on the " Marcite" system at Edin-

burgh, and by various processes ; but it seemed to him, that in

the consideration of the subject all soils and all subsoils were

viewed alike ! A more fallacious proposition never was made. If

he went to Mr. Telfer's farm, he found the soil to be sandy, and

that, owing to this circumstance, it took in, and rapidly in-

filtered or discharged the water that it took in, thereby leaving,

he presumed, in its passage through the soil, the fertilizing

matter of that liquid for the benefit of vegetation. But what

was the maximum amount that Mr. Telfer applied in a year ?

—and in this instance they had before them the case of the

farmer who had succeeded best, and who had fed his forty

cows to his forty acres, and who, in his desire to economise

every ounce of straw and liquidise every ounce of manure,

housed his cows on cocoa-nut matting—why, they knew very

well they were dealing with five inches of liquid, and that they

were not dealing with a hundred ! At each application of

liquid manure he applied one-inch surface flooding. Now,

what meant 100 inches' application ? What did it mean if

applied to the London clay, in contradistinction to the

sandy soils ? If five inches was suflScient in the case

of a soil where there was a quick discharge, how

could they think of applying 100 inches per acre to a clay

soil absorbent and retentive, and which of course must be, in

a question of this sort, a most material element, for we must

not forget that when the sewers were issuing their full quan-

tities, in consequence of the rainfall being mixed, as

proposee', with the sewage, the land itself was in a wet state,

and least able to receive a liquid, particularly if it were of the

character of the clay soil round London. He knew enough of

farming to be able to say that upon clay lands, even well-

drained clay soils, they must apply the liquid manure in a very

concentrated form to make it valuable at all. In undrained

clay lands liquid manure was altogether valueless. He had

gone through a series of careful experiments, putting on liquid

manure, and increasing the quantity of fertilizing matter till

he got to the maximum, and decreasing the water till he got to

the minimum, and then he saw an effect ; but when he com-

pared theseseveral applications to equal dressings of farm-

yard manure applied to pasture land, he found that the straw

of farm-yard manure gave encouragement to the growth of

the grass, as arose in the operation called " Gurneyism." He
lound a greater growth under the influence of farm-yard ma-

nnre than was the case with the application of liquid manure,

unless of an obnoxious strength. He repeated, there was in the

straw of farm-yard manure a warmth which encouraged the

vegetation beneath it, whereas the occasional use of liquid ma-

nure chilled the land by the evaporation which followed.

Passing, then, from grass land, he came to arable land. He
was, himself, at present most undecided upon the question

whether it was possible profitably to apply liquid manure to

arable land. He did not mean to say it would not ultimately

be proved to be profitable ; he hoped it would be; but at pre-

sent they were not in the position to apply it profitably. He
confessed that his opinion on this subject had been somewhat

shaken by the testimony of Mr. Paine—a most valuable testi-

mony certainly with regard to cereal crops,and it had somewhat

taken him by surprise. From all that he had learned upon the

subject he had formed an opinion that it was not valuable for

cereal crops, and with due deference to the statement of Mr.

Paine, he still thought it would be found so in the long run.

With regard to root crops, he had some evidence that it was

not profitable even as applied to them. He went to Mr.

Telfer's farm last year, in consequence of what was stated by

Mr. Caird at Mr. Mechi's gathering, aud Mr. Telfer showed

him a field of root crop, part of which had been irrigated and

part not. He asked Mr. Telfer to point out which was which,

but he was unable himself to do so, and he had to call his

bailiff in order to distinguish between the two methods of

treatment. Those were facts which a man like himself, pro-

secuting the application of science to practice, must ascertain

with precision.
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ENGLISH FARMERS AND FRENCH CRITICS

It is remarkable how apt we are to underrate

exertions which come under our own immediate

and continual observation. That no man is a

prophet in his own country may be susceptible of

a more general application than many of us might

at first be inclined to admit. We grow necessarily

accustomed to the efforts of industry and per-

severance hourly developing themselves before us,

and as we use ourselves to them, the less perhaps

are we able to appreciate what they accomplish.

Our admiration is reserved for the grand effects of

some novelty or surprise, which a strange hand

shall have perfected, or another country have pro-

duced. Fortunatel}'-, however, this argument has

two sides to it. What custom may have brought

us to think but little of, a less familiar eye will

regard in a very different light. The indomitable

spirit to which we have hardly given a word of

encouragement finds a much more grateful acknow-

ledgment at the hands of our visitor. The suc-

cessful enterprise which we ourselves have been

brought almost to question, can point now to a

well-deserved compHment, though given in another

tongue. That we have chiefly had to fear has been

the attentions of what Sheridan calls " some d—

d

good-natured friend or another," who has been too

happy to piake us the target for his ridicule and

abuse.

This, we need scarcely say, has been peculiarly

the case with the agriculturist. It became high

fashion to malign him. There was hardly any-

thing, indeed, that could be considered too bad for

him. Whenever a gentleman wished to be con-

sidered smart and severe, he had nothing to do but

to rake together all the Billingsgate he could, and

throw it broadcast over the agricultural interest.

Let our readers only turn back for a moment, and

recollect what has been written and spoken in this

wise within even the last two or three years.

People who do not take the trouble to think for

themselves must have been panic-struck. If there

was a disgrace to this country, it was agriculture.

If there was a sloth who had not advanced a step

for these hundred years, it was the farmer. If

there was neglect anywhere visible, it was in the

cultivation of the land of this kingdom. Com-
plainta were met with insult, exertions repaid with

libel, and every effort made to render the tiller of

the soil the laughing-stock of his fellow-men.

We feel we are not saying too much here, We
could turn to twenty such cases it has been our

duty to answer and expose. And not a hard duty

either ; for injustice, ignorance, and prejudice were

the chief weapons we had to contend with. In

doing this we have had to show again and again,

not how little, but how much, the English farmer

has advanced, and how bravely he has fought his

way through difficulties which none other of his

countrymen had to encounter. He has done this,

we must repeat, not only without sympathy, but in

the face of an opposition as unjustly employed as

it was strangely persisted in. There are very evi-

dent signs of this at length giving way. The most

flippant of observers are at last beginning to

allow some little credit to the intelligence and entei'-

prise of the practical farmer. We miss, too, those

dire onslaughts which it became habitual, like

stormy weather at certain seasons, periodically to

expect. There are not, however, any great thanks

due here. The initiative must be taken from the

stranger visitor who has so becomingly proclaimed,

for the benefit of his own people, those improve-

ments and that superiority we ourselves have been

at so much pains to deny or to depreciate.

In our recommendation, some two months since,

of M. Lavergne's work on our rural economy, we
had to record, with much satisfaction, his conviction

that English agriculture is now the first in the

world, and that it is in the way of realizing still

further progress. His testimony has brought up,

again, that of another of his countrymen, while

the two have been very happily united with some

equally excellent matter from one of our own. In

the new number of the Highland Society's Journal

there is a short paper on " the social position of the

British farmer," in which the experience of these

two French gentlemen is specially cited. In intro-

ducing them, the Highland Journal speaks so

warmly, so justl)', and so much in accordance with

our own feelings, that we must allow our readers to

share with us the pleasure of a perusal;

—

" It was very much the fashion with a certain

party in this country, a short time ago, to hold up

to ridicule the farmers, as examples of ignorance

and prejudice. The most vulgar epithets, expressive

of these two conditions of mind, were applied to

men who, in point of fortune, and in freedom from

these very two defects, were infinitely superior to

their accusers. The rapid progress of commerce

and manufactures — to which many towns and

cities owe their existence—by being concentrated

in particular places, has produced a mnch greater

effect on the popular mind, than the slower, but

no lesa important progress made by agriculture.

1
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difFiised over the whole kingdom. That skill and

energy is not to be sneered at which now produces

food for considerably more than 20,000,000 of in-

b^bitantSj from the same extent of land which was
found capableof yielding produce onlyfor 10,000,000
a few years ago. It must be gratifying to the

British farmer to know that, whatever he may be

thought of by his own countrymen, all intelligent

foreigners, on visiting this countr}', are more im-

pressed with the magnitude, the skill, the diligence,

^nd perseverance displayed in the agriculture of

the kingdom, than in any of the other branches of

industry."

How true this all is ! and how really grateful

the unprejudiced approval of those who might, if

anything, be supposed to view our progress with

some little envy and disappointment ! We have

already quoted from M. Lavergne on this point;

let us turn nov/ to his fellow-labourer, M. de la

Trehcnnais, the English correspondent of the

Journal d'Agriculture Pratique. He finds a con-

genial text-woi'd in Mr. Colville's less happy treat-

ment of the theme at Ashby-de-la-Zouch :

—

" Between the social positions of the British and

French farmers," he says," there is the difference of

a piano. But it is not the piano alone ; to put up

the instrument, there must be a drawing-room,,

which in England supposes a carpet, mahogany
furniture, blinds to the windows, mirrors, &c.

Can any one conceive the large red hands of our

rustic women touching the ivory stops of the piano ?

To do this supposes white hands and delicate

fingers, the whiteness and softness of which are

maintained by the wearing of kid gloves. Can any

one conceive our countrywomen pressing, with

their large wooden shoes covered with mud, the

pedals of an Erard or a Pleyel ? The possession of

one of these supposes delicate feet in fine shoes,

which are never soiled with mud—yea, more, a

carriage and horses, garments of silk. Paisley

shawls, bonnets adorned with flowers, a gold watch

and chain—in short, neither more nor less than a

duchess. AVell, the wives of the English farmers

have all that I have mentioned. How ? by what

means ? you ask. Open the excellent work of M.
Lavergne, and he will tell you better than I can.

It is, in a few v.'ords, because their husbands have

well-drained fields, byres filled with cattle, stables

with horses, and hundreds of sheep grazing ori

their hills, and fields of turnips instead of bare

fallows,"

And then he goes on from his own experience ;

—

" I know of farmers who keep their equipages,

hunters, &c., and that in a country, too, which fifty

years ago was but a desert, an infected marsh, the

abode of fevers and rheumatisms—where the plants,

the earth, the water, the air, were all tainted, and

where now we hear in the farm-houses, prettier far

than the chateaus of our beautiful France, situated

in the most fertile and salubrious country, the

sonorous noise of the piano, touched by the white

hands of the farmers' wives. I say noise; for

music is rare in England, though pianos are

abundant."

Many thanks, Monsieur Correspondent of the

Journal d^Agriculture Pratique, despite that cruel

little epilogue of " music being rare, though pianos

are abundant." How like the critique of a French-

man, and yet how thoroughly honest it shows him

to be ! Many thanks, we repeat, to him ; for we

doubt not such hearty generous approval as this

will do something for many of our correspondents

here at home. Teach them to see beauties even in

an English homestead, to honour rather than

traduce even the exertions of an English farmer,

and to do justice to a class of their countrymen

they have i-arely been willing to do justice to as yet.

ON INCREASING THE PRODUCE OF OUR SOILS,

It would, we think, be a useful labour, if our

readers would favour us with such well- authenti-

cated reports of extraordinary crops as have come
within their own knowledge. Such returns from

practical farmers might, amongst other things in

this age of agricultural progress, assure us of the

passibiliti/ of still further increasing the produce of

our soils ; but, at the same time, to be cumplete

for practical purposes, such reports should inform

us if any unusual expense was incurred in the pre-

paration of the soil—any jieculiarity in the other

circumstances in which the land was placed. This

part of the inquiry is too often neglected. We are

sometimes told of crops of wheat yielding far above

even the large general produce of 1834 ; of turnips,

swedes, and mangel, of more than double the ordi-

nary produce ; of cuttings of grass equal to 70 or

80 tons per acre ! But then, we are not so often

clearly informed of the amount of outlay bestowed

upon their production. The reports of mere

amateur farmers indeed far too often neglect these

things, as if they were small facts beneath the

notice of their authors. This omission is commonly

the most hurtful to the tenant-farmer, since it

frequently leads his landlord to entertain most

erroneous views of the value of the land capable of
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producing such large crops. He is hence led very

naturally to suspect either that his tenantry are

with little trouble reaping golden harvests, or that

they might do so, by the bestowal of more skill, or

capital upon the soil. It is therefore not very sur-

prising that the tenant-farmer, who is so often

publicly informed of the great occasional doings of

enthusiastic young cultivators, should receive such

accounts with little patience and less consideration

than perhaps their merits really deserve. Then,

again, if we reflect upon the language so often be-

stowed upon the practical farmer when our amateur

friends are recounting their brilliant exploits, we

need hardly feel surprised that the intelligent agri-

culturist is sometimes annoyed at, and more often

inclined to ridicule, the details and novel facts

with which he is so frequently furnished. He is

too often, in consequence, led to despise the whole

series of such experiments, when he might perhaps

have studied with advantage the results obtained,

however useless in practice may have been the

means employed. That is—(for let us not be mis-

understood) — we contend, a very important

advance in our knowledge, to be well assured

of the possibility of growing such crops as those

to which we refer ; it is laying a foundation on

which practical men can rest their conclusions, and

towards which they can direct their more value-

ble inquiries— researches which have now for a

long series of years tended to the increasing pros-

perity of agriculture. It was in such a spirit that

in December, 1854, Professor Anderson delivered

himself. In his lecture, after sketching some of the

methods by which the future prosperity of agri-

culture is to be promoted, he contended that the

agricultural statistics of last year, partial as they

were, pointed out one grand fact; for they tell

us of the possibility of greatly increasing the pro-

duce of the land by simply bringing it up to that

obtained by the first farmers; and as the means of

doing so are well known, there can be no difficulty

in effecting a very material increase ; and though

it could not be done at once, the improvement of

the land being a slow process, it might by steady

perseverance be effected in the course of a few

years.

AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS AND THEIR CONTRADICTIONS.

Sir,—Among my acquaintance there are some dozen gen-

tlemen who have been at considerable expense, both of time

and money, to mate themselves thoroughly acquainted with

agriculture, and to find the best system practised in the king-

dom. Several are about to farm extensively, the others to take

the management of considerable estates, belonging tothemselves

or others, aud are not a little puzzled as to what system they

should go upon, when listening to the contradictory statements

of our agricultural teachers, and it is not singular when we

come to consider the said statements.

First, we have a band of agriculturists who tell us that if we

wish to manufacture the most valuable kind of manure and effect

a saving or gam of 20 per cent, upon our present system, we must

build covered homesteads, so as to have the manure produced

by the live stock completely protected from the deteriorating

influences of the rain, &c. And common sense seems to sup-

port this teaching, and by it the necessity for tanks is almost

or quite done away with. But here our other instructors at

once join issue, the " manure tank" being their sine qua non.

Here Mr. Mcchi, the good-humoured, persevering, but some-

what will-o'-the-wisp guide in farming, and his friends, Mr.

Wilkins and others, tell us we are all wrong; that solid manure

is a mistake : instead of protecting the manure we ought to

deluge it with water, and that liquid manure, with its tanks,

pipes, aud steam-engine, is to be the saving of British agriculture.

And one gentleman tells us, as a proof, that if we wash a cask

of stable manure until all smell and goodness are washed out of

it, and use the water for manuring, we shall have much
larger results than if we had used the manure in its original

state upon the same piece of land. In dry seasons, oi for crops

that affect moisture, such would undoubtedly be the case. But

Mr. Wilkins's system is the climax of the " liquid manure "

school. At a single sweep, he rids us agriculturists of a hundred-

and-one expenses in the shape of draining, ploughing, &c. ; but

substitutes, it is true, rather a heavy one for his manure basins.

By his system, as the readers of the Mark Lane Express well

know, the English farmer is to find a fair substitute for the gold

diggings of Australia, in gigantic basins of rich stirabout, com-

posed of soil and liquid manure, and in which the soil will he kept

in a constantly open aud efficient state for cropping by the

action of the liquid, thereby saving the expense of

working the land. This, by-the-bye, would put a stop to

the suggestions of an able writer in your columns for a

new and complete tUling-machine to be worked by steam,

which suggestions have been read by many with interest. The

Wilkins liquid system would also put an effectual stop to Mr.

Fowler and his ingenious draining plough ; but if a possibility,

then we may convert our barren, valueless heaths and commons

into rich and fertileplains with the wasted sewage of our towns.

Such are the opposing schemes of our agricultural teachers. It

is a pity that in these days of " commissions," we could not

appoint one of these skilful and impartial men to report as to

which of these teachers the agricultural interest is to follow.

Hoping that in the meantime some energetic and unbiassed

men may experiment and give us their results in fair, tindoc-

tored lalance-sheels,

I beg to remain, Sir, yours respectfully,

Feb. Z8th, 1855. G. B. B.
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SEWAGE MANURE
BY J. D.

On no subject that is now discussed in the agri-

cultural world does there happen such a wide

departure from the original strictness of the ques-

tion, and so much irrelevancy of quotation and

remark, as on the point of sewage manure. There

are constantly forced on the attention of practice

the constituent parts of the article of sewage, and

the chemical value, the great results that have

attended the application under favourable circum-

stances, which are never mentioned, but on which

the whole question hinges. The value of the article

is undoubted, and has never been questioned ; no

constant repetition is necessary on that point, nor

any doubt of all irrigation being very beneficial

under the necessary circumstances. There may
not be any waste of words to prove a settled fact.

This point being established, the most important

sequence presented is the probable and possible

application under the widely different circumstances

that are found to exist. To drain the metropolis

of London is no very Herculean task ; far greater

deeds have been done, and will be performed ; and

also the conveyance and collection of the sewage

at the eastern lower end of the position. The
great difficulty then occurs of raising the liquid

from the low position to higher situations, where it

can be used for irrigation. A comparatively

narrow slip of marsh meadows on the river side

may be ridged and irrigated with the sewage, which

will act well on clay lands, and on any lands, though

most largely on warm soils and dry alluviums.

The extension of this use over higher grounds is

the question to be solved.

The Edinburgh meadows are constantly quoted

as a case in point, the great value, and the example

that is afforded. The truth is, that not the smallest

comparison exists ; and that the two cases of

London and Edinburgh are as widely apart as are

the antipodes of our globe. Edinburgh stands on
high ground ; the sewers discharge the contents on

the upper edge of declivities, and there has to be

done only the small performance of distributing by
channels the fluid mass over the surface of the

ground. Here is presented a most favourable

opportunity of use—an article flowing to the point

of benefit, and wanting only the direction of

guidance. And the surface is so very favourable

that the formation into ridges is not required, which

is often the heavy expense of irrigation.

London is placed in a low situation, and the

position of the sewage is on the lowest parts, as

liquids naturally seek the lowest points of congre-

gation. The sewage flows into the bed of the river,

and is there lost. To get the use of it, as at Edin-

burgh, there must be found some lower grounds
which to irrigate, and these being wanting, the pro-

ject occurs bf raising it foruseonthe high grounds
that surround the valley of the metropolis. The
sewage may be carried to the east of London, and
irrigate some few low meadows in that locality;

but beyond this partial application an opinion may
be hazarded that the vast sewage manure of

London may remain a lost article as it has been,

owing to the vast difficulties that surround the

application. I may be wrong, but such has ever

been my honest conviction.

In all successful undertakings there must be in

presence a combination of favourable circum-

stances, which being used with energy and discre-

tion, ensure a beneficial result. If one, or probably
more, of the favourable adjuncts be wanting, it

may be supplied artificially, and will add to the

cost; but if several adverse circumstances are seen

to exist, a8*'with the London sewage, the whole un-
dertaking must be condemned. Irrigation of any
kind understands an ample supply of water at all

seasons coming from higher grounds ; the raising

of it from a low to a high position is never thought
of beyond the stoppage of a main stream to the

height of its banks, in order to change the direction

of the current. The favourable circumstances are

seen to exist before any attempt is made : if the

majority is adverse, the consideration does not
occur with any reasonable person.

Some few situations may present, as at Edin-
burgh, a favourable opportunity of using sewage
manure, when the neglect must be held as very

highly reprehensible ; other situations will present

a number of obstacles to prevent any application.

It is very true that in such cases as the sewage of

London it is not the cost or the difficulties of the

undertaking that form the chief consideration, but
the ultimate result, or the object of attainment

—

not the magnitude of the means that are required,

but the compensation that can be safely calculated

to accrue in a permanent utility. Six cuttings of

grass in the year, and a value of £20 per acre, are

the subjects that have been attained in the highest

realizations ; but even this high value may be too

dearly bought, as every object has its legitimate

price, beyond which it is not recommended.
It may be suggested to collect the sewage of

u
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London in cess-pools of convenient places, where

it can be put into close casks, sent by railway into

the country to be used as manure for turnips by

Chandler's liquid-manure drill. This use of

sewage, and of all finely reduced excreraentitious

matters in the proper dilution, is already very suc-

cessfully performed by Mr. J. Kemp, of Thurlby

Grange, near Alford, Lincolnshire, who very care-

fully collects all the sewage of his farm for that

purpose, along with the excrements of the necessary

fineness to pass the buckets and tubes of the

machine. Mr. Kemp acts as an agent for Chand-
ler's liquid-manure drill, and being an extensive

farmer, has the power of recommending its use

much beyond a mere machinist. But here again

occurs the vast difference between using the

collected sewage of a farm, and the transported

article from London and similar large towns ; an

expense may intervene that will over-balance any

value of crops that may be raised by the manure.

On this calculation the whole matter depends.

The grassy produce of irrigation is very flaccid

and unconcentrated, from the profusion of moisture

that is administered; the crops of grass from
sewage are very coarse, as seen in the Edinburgh
meadows, and fit only for the voracious maw of

milch cows, which will receive and digest almost

any green substance. It can be used only for soil-

ing milch cows and young cattle in yards ; but

that use is very great in value.

Clodpoles and thick-pated farmers may be gross

in conception, slow and deficient in energy, dull of

intellect, and hard to be convinced, and all that

science calls him ; but it is very evident that his

business must be treated with very different fare

than the idealogies of fire-side calculators, whose

tongue finds no obstacle in making a speech, and.

whose pen glides smoothly along the paper. In

the present time theory expects far too much, and

it will be answered that practice does far too little

;

the former is only in danger of erroneous reasoning,

the latter bemg in daily contact with matter, en-

counters obstacles which he can neither foresee nor

remove, and which perpetually encumber and

retard his progress ; he can only grope his way
with caution. The theorist wings his flight in mid-

air : the farmer must follow as circumstances allow,

and according to his individual case. But let there

be placed before him such an application of sewage

as occurs at Edinburgh, and which is perpetually

held out as an example, when the farmer will not

be slow in adopting the use, and realizing the value,

as other practitioners in any profitable business.

One theorist taunts the farmer with hie ignorance of

chemistry, which is his hobby ; another twits him

that he does not know the value of sewage ; a third

sneers at his not knowing the inestimable value of

scientific discourses ; while all of them, if placed

as these farmers are, would proceed as they do,

thinking coolly, and acting cautiously ; guided by

circumstances, and making adoptions by cautious

resolves. Theory must lead, and practice follow

;

the van of an army must often halt till the main

body brings its succour, and the rear is in sight.

CROYDON FARMERS' CLUB.
On Saturday evening, the 27th of January last,

the monthly meeting of the above club was held,

J. Cressingham, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. Streeter addressed the meeting as follows :—" Mr. President and gentlemen, our worthy secre-

tary having intimated to me that it would be my
turn to introduce a subject for this evening's dis-

cussion, I rather unadvisedly fixed upon one, which

I find a most complex and difficult matter to deal

with ; for it is a knot which science has not yet

untied, and all that we know for certain about it is

simply the result of our observation as to the effect

;

therefore, should I advance nothing but what is

already known to you, or dip a little into chemistry

or physiology, I must claim your patience and
indulgence, as well as your assistance in the dis-

cussion which may follow on the question, namely,

What is the cause that some pastures will readily

fatten stockjitfor the butcher, whilst others, ivith an \

abundance of grass, ivill only keep stock merely in

a growing or thriving state ? That such is a fact

all farmers are, and have been, aware of for ages

past ; but why in pastures or meadows where there

might be an abundance of feed, and in which are

growing numerous varieties of grasses, which are

now known to contain ample quantities of the

nitrogenous, carbonaceous, and phosphatic com-

pounds suflficient for nutrition, the amount of

which elements, in all plants and their seeds, che-

mistry teaches us the test by which we are to judge

of their respective economical values to form fat

and muscle in the living animal ? Although this

may be, and no doubt is, quite true in theory, and

agreeably to which, the animal ought not only to

do well, but should become fit for the butcher-

that it does not do so is one of the objects of our

inquiry now. I have never yet heard any satisfac-

tory explanation of it, nor do I imagine that our
j

discussion will throw much light ujjon it; still

some good may arise, if it only sets us thinking
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about it, and perhaps some others better qualided,

and with more leisure for investigation; for it is an

important subject, ami merits an investigation by

scientific men, bearing as it does a relation to the

most economical way by which stock may be reared

or fattened (as the case may be) upon our green

crops,

" I will now state what I consider may be a pro-

bable explanation why the one does fatten so readily,

and why the other does not, and also give reasons

and authorities for such opinions. First, the fatten-

ing qualities of what are termed rich grazing lands

may probably be owing to all the several elements

of nutrition being present in such quantities in

relation to each other, and in states of combina-

tion, that are well adapted for being assimilated and

deposited as fat and muscle, thereby requiring no

unnecessary expenditure of the vital power or prin-

ciple to produce such effect. Now, from the

numerous varieties of grasses found growing in

such rich grazing pastures, we may not unreason-

ably entertain a supposition of this kind, namely,

that the mean amount of all the several different

elements of nutrition contained in a given weight

of herbage ate by the cattle when grazing, are not

far from a proper proportion with each other, to

the actual requirements of the animal, and conse-

quently requiring a less expenditure of the vital

power to convert into, and deposit them, in those

numerous combinations and forms required by the

different organs and parts of the body. Dr. R. D.

Thomson, in his ' Experimental Researches on the

Food of Animals,' says
—

' Besides the necessity

for the presence of the same materials in the food

which exist in the blood, it is requisite that each

should bear a certain relation to the whole.' Now
it is reasonable to think that it is so, and also that

where one or more elements in the food are in

excess, that there must be an expenditure of vital

power to get rid of such excess. That mysterious

power, whatever it maybe, I believe most physiolo-

gists consider is derived from, that is, manifested

liy the disintegration or breaking up of certain

minute portions of the already formed animal, and
not from the food itself before it has become a part

m: the animal. Professor James W. F. Johnstone,

ill his 'Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry,' says

that ' It has been ascertained by physiologists that

all the parts of the body undergo a slow and sen-

sible process of renewal. The hair and nails we can

see to be constantly renewed: they grow or are

thrust outwards ; but the muscles, and even the

bones, are by little and little renewed inwardly, and

rejected in the excretions, the place of that which

is removed being supplied by new portions of

matter derived from the food, and that this renewal

goes on so rapidly, that in the space of time, from

three to five years, the whole body of the animal is

renewed.' I may observe that we know by expe-

rience when a rich pasture is broken up it takes

many years when again laid down to pasture before

it at all approaches to its former fattening powers,

and also before it again produces all those numerous

grasses (if ever it does again) which grew upon it

before it was broken up. There may be another

cause which aids in the fattening qualities of such

pastures, and that is the presence of some plant or

plants containing one or more of those class of

compounds, which have the property of changing

one compound into another, thereby saving an ex-

penditure of the vital power in digestion. As an

example and illustration of my meaning, I will

mention that compound which causes all the starch

in malt to be converted into sugar in our mash-

tubs while brewing ; chemists have named it

* Diastase.' It is formed by nature as soon as ever

a bud or seed begins to germinate, and not before

;

and also in such roots or tubers as couch or twitch

grass, the potato and the hyacinth ; it causes the

starch with which it is in contact to dissolve in cold

water, in which it previously was incapable of being

dissolved. And further, it then changes the dis-

solved starch into sugar, in which state it is better

adapted for the nourishment of the infant germ.

So great is its influence and power, that Professor

Johnstone says one part of ' Diastase' will change

and convert at least 2000 parts of starch into sugar.

Long before science had detected the agent by

which this was effected, man had availed himself

of it in brewing, and the distiller also uses a small

portion of malt with the barley or other corn he

may use, the ' diastase' of which converts the whole

of the starch in the barley into sweet wort—that

is, into sugar. On the continent potato-starch is

converted into syrup or sugar by boiling it in water,

to which a small quantity of sulphuric acid has

been added. None of the acid, chemists tell us,

is lost, or combines with the starch to form the

sugar, it merely induces and hastens the change—
the higher the temperature the quicker the change.

" I will now go on with the other part of my
subject, namely, v/hy is it that the majority, I may

say, of meadows which produce an ample crop of

herbage to satisfy the appetite of animals grazing

thereon, will not fatten them fit for the butcher

without the aid of some artificial food ? Here,

again, as in the former case, we can only conjec-

ture. We are certain that all the elements requisite

to form the animal are present in the herbage and

tiay grown thereon, from the fact that animals bred

on, and fed upon, the produce of such pastures or

meadows come to full maturity in health and

strength ; still it does not follow that the several

quantities of these elements are in such a relation

u 2
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to each other, and in such combinations of forms,

as not to require considerably more expenditure of

the vital powers to convert them into the various

compounds to be assimilated and appropriated by

the different organs and parts of the body, than

would be required in the former case upon the good

grazing land ; added to which, another and, I think,

perhaps the principal disturbing cause may pro-

bably be owing to the presence of some plant or

plants among the herbage which exercise an unfa-

vourable action upon the fat-producing powers, and

which, from the soil being peculiarly adapted for

their flourishing growth, may be produced in bulk,

as compared with the aggregate herbage grown,

sufficient to bring about the marked difference

noticed. We know that many plants contain some
compound or principle (minute though it may be

in quantity) which exercises a marked or specific

action on some particular organ of the body, either

stimulating or retarding its proper function or

duty ; and when in excess nature exerts herself to

get rid of the cause, which occasions an expendi-

ture of vital power, or the organ so influenced adapts

itself to the increased or lesser duties imposed upon
it by the specific influence of any such principle

which may be constantly taken into the stomach.

To make myself and meaning here more clearly

comprehended, I will suppose a case :—We know
that some plants excite the kidneys to increased

action. Supposing, therefore, that in any pasture

(however abundant it might be in quantity) there

were growing some plant or plants, which exercise

an exciting influence upon the kidneys, provided

that influence was not energetic enough in the first

instance to produce disease of those organs, the

secretion from them would be much, as well as per-

manently, increased under the daily stimulant taken

with food. Now, as that secretion is wholly derived

from the blood, we can readily form an idea that

there must be a much larger quantity of blood

required to furnish the increased quantity of urine

secreted with all its salts, and other organic com-
pounds, whether immediately derived from the

food, or from the disintegration and breaking up of

the already formed parts of the body as before

alluded to. Such being the case, it would be
natural to conclude that the animal would not

become what we call fat under the increased con-

sumption of the blood in that direction. This may
seem to be putting an extreme case ; but we should

reflect that there is no organ or part of the body

—

varying, of course, in the different species of ani-

mals—on which there is not some vegetable pro-

duction that exercises a certain specific influence,

more or less, according to the constitution, the

breed, and susceptibility of the individual animal.

The same effects are also true as regards the inor-

ganic elements of nature, and it is upon those facts,

the result of observation, that the art of medicine

is founded. I say again, if we consider this, there

may be some reason for supposing that the accu-

mulation of any superfluous quantity of fat and

muscle, to the extent that we consider an animal

to be fatted, must be retarded by the presence of

any such plant or plants, in an undue proportion

to the requirements of nutrition, whichever of the

organs might be influenced in their action or proper

functions.

" The next consideration is, what can be

done to improve those pastures ? All agree

that where drainage is required it benefits their

feeding qualities in most instances; draining is

more often required in pasture land and meadows

than is generally supposed. It increases the num-

ber of the finer sort of grasses, as well as increases

the bulk of those already growing ; it also gets rid

of, or greatly weakens, those plants which delight

and flourish in most soils, which, though they may
not be called wet ones, still generally retain water

to a considerable extent in the subsoil, and amongst

those plants which flourish in moist soils, are

many not favourable to animals. These pastures

will also be greatly improved by high manuring,

more especially where draining was required and

has been done ; for supposing all the injurious

plants to remain which are natural to the soil, their

bulk and produce, as compared with the more

nutritious grasses, will be greatly lessened by the

soil being made more rich and congenial for the

growth of the finer sorts, which will by their

greater numbers and more vigorous growth check

and weaken the others ; consequently there would

be in a given weight of herbage a much larger

proportion of the really nutritious grasses to the

injurious ones than when the pasture was in its

natural state, therefore v/ith a less disturbance of

the natural functions of the organs of the animals

grazing upon it. Much benefit, I think, w^ould

arise if botanists, and those who make plants their

study, were to direct their attention specially to the

qualities and properties of those plants and grasses

which grow in our meadows and pastures. Far-

mers have not time for such details ; nor, indeed, is

it necessary that we should enter into them. All

we can do (I mean practical tenant farmers) is to

observe for ourselves, and bring our reasoning

faculties to bear upon the experiments and facts

which are and may have been brought to light by
the chemist, the botanist, the physiologist, the

entomologist—in short, there is no science which

does not, in one way or another, bear some relation

to agriculture ; and after we have seen the won-
derful and mighty results, as shown in the electric

telegraph, magnetism, &c., by the investigation of
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the cause of the seemingly trifling circumstance of

the movement of the hind-leg of a dead frog

when accidentally touched with a piece of metal

near to an electrifying machine, we must not be

too hasty in setting down any fact which scientific

men have discovered, or anything that falls under

our own observation, as too trivial to be turned to

any good account. Our endeavour should be to

think and reflect whether any, or what relation a

new discovery, or fact already known, bears upon
any department of farming. The improvement
which has taken place in our breeds of cattle, sheep,

and pigs, and which, I have no doubt, has quite

doubled our supplies of animal food in 50 years,

has not been brought about by scientific men, but

by men of close observation and deep reflection,

which qualities are generally the parents of sound

judgment. It has been accomplished by practical

farmers in ev^ery sense of the word, who by obser-

vation of a few of the laws of organic life, as mani-

fested in animals living under diflferent conditions

as to food and climate, and availing themselves of

those laws, have gradually brought about this vast

improvement in our breeds of stock ; but we have

yet much to learn in fattening stock in the most

economical way—in the proper proportions of the

diflferent kinds of food we give them, taken in

connection with the varying conditions of the

animal and its organs, which in time become
adapted to the nature and qualities of the food it

had previously been accustomed to, and there are

many other matters respecting the food of which 1

am not competent to speak about. But I suppose

your patience must be exhausted, and I will now
conclude with thanks for attention." Mr. Streeter

was loudly cheered on resuming his seat.

Mr. Fuller said the fact was obvious that some
land would produce grass that would rapidly fatten

stock, while other lands would not ; but the cause

was not so obvious.

Mr. Churcher said the main cause of the dif-

ference was, he thought, in the staple of the land

which caused some land to grow coarse grass, and

other land grass of a finer and more nutritious

nature, and perhaps in the bad staple land they

could never obtain grass of so highly nutritive a

character as on another ; but he thought draining

pasture land was very beneficial in producing

better grass for fattening stock.

Mr. M. Walkbr thought the difference arose,

entirely from the soil. In the neighbourhood

where he had been brought up, where there was a

rich alluvial soil, a friend of his had told him that

he could fatten a bullock to an acre, and the land

was rented at £3 5s. per acre; and he knew of

other land that was not worth so much by 50s. per

acre, going for nearly the same price. He had seen

land let at 10s. per acre that would grow as much
wheat as the rich land he had mentioned ; but the

latter at 10s. would do nothing in growing grass

to fatten stock ; so there must be something in the

soil to make this great diff'erence, and he thought

it was a subject well deserving the attention of

chemists to investigate it, so as to ascertain what

the reason was. He had found alluvial soils the

best generally for pastures for stock. They found

that on the hills they could not make good pastures

for fatting bullocks (Hear) ; but perhaps by the pro-

gress of science and inquiry they might arrive at

the reason. It was of no use to grow a coarse

kind of grass for stock. He thought it a subject

that required a great deal of attention. When in

Yorkshire, he had found that directly they got on

the hills they could not get good grass, aUhough

they could grow good corn.

Mr. Wilson said, he thought it the most im-

portant subject that had been brought before the

club since he had been a member. He had been

in communication with some gentlemen in the Isle

of Sheppyupon the subject, and had reflected upon
the matter, but could arrive at no satisfactory con-

clusion ; and on the farm which he occupied, he

must say, the only thing in which he was beaten was

the pasture land. His own observations were con-

firmatory of what Mr. Walker had said.

Mr. Farley said they were very greatly indebted

to Mr. Streeter for the very able and, he might

say, learned way in which he had treated the sub-

ject (Hear) ; for it was evident he had paid very

great attention. There was one part Mr. Streeter

had alluded to, viz., as to the draining. His farm

was a gravelly soil, and where there was gravel

there were generally springs, and it was more par-

ticularly necessary to drain where there were springs

for pasture than any other land, for the cattle could

scarcely eat the grass where springs were, or, at

least, they would not fatten upon it. He could

show them pasture where there were springs, p.:.d

where a long sedgy coarse grass grew ; but v/hen

drained, that kind of grass disappeared, and a

better herbage grew, upon which stock would

fatten ; and he had some land that, although there

was an abundance of grass grown, the cattle would

scarcely touch it—it was long tory grass. He had

found that the deep draining, unless they had the

proper fall, was not desirable (Hear)—two or two-

and-a-half feet was better than draining deeper

(Hear.)

Mr. Stenning said he quite agreed with the

importance of the subject, and thought it was

owing to the peculiar properties of some grass as

aS'ected by the soil on which it grew that caused

the fattening properties to stock. He had a large

quantity of grass land, and he obtained a fine pas-
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ture, upon which he could keep a large quantity of
j

stock, but he could not obtain that fatting quality

he desired. If, however, he sent them afterwards '

to Edenbridge, they would get fat upon the pastures

in that neighbourhood : there must, he thought, be

something in the soil. With regard to the benefitB

of draining, he did not quite agree that it caused

so much benefit by imparting additional fattening

qualities to the grass ; but the chief benefit was that

they could turn their stock out longer on the land.

THE STATE OF ABERDEENSHIRE THIRTY YEARS AGO, AND
AT THE PRESENT TIME.

Thirty years ago, there were no cattle fed in

Aberdeenshire, with the exception of a few to meet

the local demand, which was very limited. There

were few of our farms enclosed; the corn was
thrashed with the flail ; few turnips were reared

;

the value of bones was scarcely known as a ma-
nure ; the cattle were sold when four, five, and six

years old ; in winter, the young stock were put to

the hill or the pastures during the day, and had a

very small allowance of straw, with few or no

turnips morning and evening, and no litter. They
increased in years, but not in weight. The general

object of the farmer, at that time, was to keep

great numbers upon little food : it was a stigma to

have an empty stall. In summer, the grass was

overstocked ; the cattle were herded, and folded at

night. Messrs. Williamson and Reid, butchers,

Aberdeen, were almost the only customers for fat

cattle. The former of these gentlemen made a

liandsome fortune. It is but justice to state that

there were a few intelligent agriculturists who de-

viated from the general mode of keeping stock.

The Williamsons, the Leslies, the Harveys, Allar-

dyce of Crobardy, Walker of Wester Fintray, &c.,

occupied large farms, and kept their cattle well

during the winter. Part of them they fed for

Messrs. Williamson and Rcid; the others they

made fit for the great Barnet Fair in spring, as

Messrs. Williamson and Reid had the fat trade

almost exclusively in their hands. The William-

sons, including George, St. John's Wells ; James,

Bethelnie ; Robert, Armendo ; and William,

George's son, Easter Creekie, had the command of

the spring trade. These gentlemen sent large

droves to Barnet Fair; they sent them on foot 500

miles. The journey was accomplished in five

weeks. We had no steam to carry them in those

Jays. The Williamsons were the great men for the

spring trade. The larger part of the cattle, how-
ever, were sold in the months of July, August,
September, October, and November, to our local

dealers, of whom we have a numerous supply, who
drove them to the great Falkirk markets, and to

England, to be fattened by the East Lothian
farmers and the English graziers. Our farmers

had a choice of customers to buy their stock at this

season. The Williamsons had plenty of opposi-

tion; but their greatest opponent was Charles

M'Combie, of Tillyfour. He opposed the whole

firm single-handed, and often bought and sold

more cattle than they did. He sold, atone October

Falkirk market, fifteen hundred cattle, more than a

thousand of which were grazed by himself. It

required a large capital to carry on such a busi-

ness, and the parties occupied a very high position

in the country; but such men as the Williamsons

and M'Combie have nearly all passed away. The

Messrs. Fawns are the only exception ; they still

carry on a very extensive trade in drove cattle.

They will still have five or six hundred to one

market. They deserve well of their country, and

have proved themselves able and highly honourable

men. It could not be supposed that cattle could

pay much, when their treatment and the length of

time they were kept are considered ; but rents were

low, the expenses small, and the mode of living was

economical. The prices of corn and cattle got

very high during the French war. Money was

made by the farmer : we got more extravagant

in our habits ; the rent of farms rose, and the ex-

penses of keeping them were increased. A dread-

ful reaction took place after the peace : the half of

our corn-growing farmers were ruined. It might

be well for the farmers at present to consider if it

be not possible that there may be again a reaction,

and to pause before they promise the rents some

are doing at present. However agreeable it may
be to the landlords to have high rents promised

them, they will find that in many cases they will

not be paid. Let us now turn to the present state

of this county. By the introduction of steam, a

market has been opened up for the sale of fat cattle.

Bones and guano are extensively used in raising

turnips, the breadth of which has been increased

tenfold. The Swedish turnip has been introduced

;

our county is nearly all enclosed ; our land is

drained; our moors are cultivated; our farm-

steadings are improved ; our roads are good ; rail-

ways intersect the county; London is brought

within two days' sail or rail of Aberdeen ; the six-
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shift has been introduced ; our land is clean ; ma-
chinery thrashes our corn ; our climate is iraproved

;

our people are happy. Our breeds of cattle have

been improved j shorthorns have been introduced.

It might bring the writer into trouble to say that

our breeds have been improved by their introduc-

tion. If he did so, the rearers of polled cattle

would attack him. If he should favour the polled

breeds, the breeders of shorthorns would be up in

arms against him. The breeders of both are very

jealous of their honours, and very combative. Our
breeds have been improved. A completely new
era has been introduced into our systems. Our
most intelligent farmers saw at once the advantage

they had gained, and immediately altered their

tactics. Some were tardy in following : almost all

have now conformed themselves to the new state of

matters. The starving system has disappeared.

The question now is. How many cattle can be pro-

perly kept ? (not. How many can be brought

through ahve ?) and what is the earliest period at

which they can be sold ? The cattle here are now
all sold fat, when rising three years old, and part

when rising two. The calves get plenty of milk,

and are carefully treated when weaned : in winter,

they receive as many turnips and as much straw as

they can eat. Some give an allowance of oilcake.

Our cattle are all early housed ; those intended to

be made fat are all tied up by the 1st of October

;

in many cases, the best lots by the middle or end

of August. They are fed either upon early turnips

or tares during the two finishing months, many
lots receiving 4lb. of oilcake, or 2lb. of cake and

2lb. of corn a day, which pays the feeder well. Our
friend Mr. Mechi is in error, when he says that

cake will not pay. He is not deeply versed in the

feeding of cattle. If Mr. -Mechi would consult the

Aberdeen feeder, he would convince him that oil-

cake, if used judiciously for two months, will return

a very handsome profit. He will tell him that he

does not let hie cattle lie upon hard, wet boards,

but gives them a bed as soft as his horses' ; that

their times of feeding are kept by the family clock

;

that they get their hours of rest ; that his (Mr.

I Mechi's) cattle can have no inducement to go to

rest ; that they will only lie down when they can

stand no longer; that iinder such treatment an

Aberdeen feeder would expect no improvement

upon his cattle whatsoever. He would tell him

that stock does pay, and often pays well ; that the

farmers who have made money here have made it

by stock, and not by corn.

There is a great difference l;etween the value of

a beast fat, and a beast prime fat. The majority of

cattle cannot be made prime fat without an allow-

ance, to finish them, of cake or corn : some of the

finest quality may, by long keeping ; but they are

the exceptions. By bad management, aU keeping

may be lost; but where feeding is properly under-

stood, there will be no waste. To the honour of

that veteran and highly respectable agriculturist,

James Anderson, Pitcarrj^ Kincardineshire, I may
state that he was the first who shipped cattle' by

steam from Aberdeen to London; and the late

lamented Mr. Hay, Shethin, was the first who sent

cattle by rail direct to London. Instead of our

farmers selling their cattle to be fattened by the

Kennies, the Brodies, the Walkers, the Bogues,

&c., the great East Lothian feeders and the Eng-

lish glaziers, we now feed them for oui'selves, and

can make them prime fat.

In our most remote glens, one small farmer of

forty acres sells his cattle fat, buys his guano, and

raises the best of turnips. We have overdone the

thing. Our difficulty now is to procure the cattle.

We must winter more, and feed fewer. We must

keep our stocks more mixed. The feeder cannot

get the stock to buy he would like; he must buy

the best he can obtain ; and as rail advances further

north, it will be worse with him yearly.

Aberdeen, 1st Feb., 1855.

—North British Agriculturist,

PLANTING,

"Plantations," says Lord Bacon, "are amongst

ancient, primitive, and heroical works. When the

world was young, it begat more children ; but now
it is old, it begets fewer; for I may justly account

new plantations to be the children of former king-

doms," Again : whoever plants to a considerable

extent, becomes a benefactor to his posterity and to

the public ; and, therefore, while his work remains

the man will not be forgotten. The park at Castle

Howard, in Yorkshire, furnishes a striking verifi-

cation of this remark. On one side of a lofty and

noble pillar, erected to the memory of the Duke of

Marlborough's victories, is the following inscrip-

tion :--" Charles, third Earl of Carlisle, of the

family of the Howards, erected a castle where the

old Castle of Hinderskelf stood, and called it Castle

Howard. He likewise made the plantations in this

park, and all the outworks, monuments, and other

plantations belonging to the said seat. He began

these works in the year 1702, set up this inscription

A. D. 1731 :—

" If to perfection these plantations rise

—

If they agreeably my heirs surprise.

This faithful pillar will their age declare.

As long as Time these characters shall spare.

There, then, with kind remembrance read his nime.

Who for posterity performed the same."
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KYLOE CATTLE.
The Highlands and Islands of Scotland have a very

mixed breed of cattle, known under the name of

" Kyloe," apparently descended of one common parent-

age—the diversity of breed being the result of food,

climate, and management.

When the Romans first conquered Britain, the Celtic

portion of the inhabitants were possessed of large herds

of cattle, on the produce of which they lived, with what

wild animals they could procure in addition from hunting.

Some time prior to the landing of Caesar, the Belgse—

a

Teutonic race—who occupied the southern provinces,

having driven the aborigines with their flocks and herds

into the interior, bad introduced the culture of the soil

;

but the latter preferred and chiefly led a pastoral,

hunting, and warlike life.

From this dependence of the Celtic clans on

their herds and the chase, it is easy to trace the

migrations of the Kyloe to the North from the continent

of Europe, and from the plains of the Euphrates and

Tigris to the West.

Before arriving at the Highlands, the original breed

must have undergone considerable change from the influ-

ence of soil, climate, and circumstance. This is manifest

from the wideness of the two extremes—Mesopotamia

and Caledonia. But without going to the East, the

change from the fertile meadows of England to the

wintry privations of the North must have been productive

of no ordinary results.

No doubt the change under the pastoral system of

warlike times was less than it now is under the improve-

ments of the arts ; but granting the full force of this, it is

nevertheless manifest that such must have taken place

;

and this very fact gives rise to several important ques-

tions, no less in the improvement of the Kyloe breed

than that of Shorthorns, Devons, and Hercfords. For

example

:

Are not Shorthorns, Devons, and Herefords de-

scendants of the Kyloe, or ancient ox of the Celtic

tribes ? The answer, that the Shorthorns were im-

ported from the continent of Europe, is unsatisfactory;

for so were the Kyloes themselves. The diff'erence of

breed may be accounted for by the influence of art, on
the one hand, on the Shorthorns before importation,

and the influence of warlike times and privations of a

highland winter, on the other. If there is either value

or honour in purity of blood, we must therefore, if such

is true, trace it to the Celtic breed.

The Kyloe is a degenerate race, owing to the great

hardships it has endured ; and, therefore, although both

are descended of one original stock, the latter is conse-

quently the purest blood.

Favourable as the above conclusion is towards Short-
horns, and parallel to what is generally entertained of
this highly-honoured breed, it will yet be found a very
difficult task to substantiate it by fact ; for all accounts
of their original, as imported, admit the breed to be

coarse in quality, though of great weight ; whereas our

best Highlanders possess great merit both as to sym-

metry and quality of meat ; while their weights under

equal management are on a par with Devons, and gene-

rally preferred by butchers to heavier. The only point

where they fall behind the Shorthorn, Devon, and

Hereford, is early maturity; and this, we aver, may

be obtained by the use of proper means in their case, as

it has been in the others.

Justice, we are afraid therefore, has not been done to

the Kyloe in this respect : no doubt, in very many cases

early maturity would not be easily reconciled with

management in our Highland glens, from the difficulty

of getting a sufficiency of winter keep under the natural

system there practised ; but the natural system will not

do with early maturity in the South, any more than in

the North. Neither Bakewell, Ceilings, nor any other

improvers of breeds, for instance, were able to eff'ect

such on the natural system, art in every case having to

triumph over innumerable difficulties ; while in the

highlands of Scotland little or nothing has been per-

manently done towards the early maturity of the Kyloe

by artificial means.

This evidently arises partly from the success which

has attended the introduction of improved sheep hus-

bandry, and partly from the greater obstacles which Na-

ture has thrown in the way, both as to the early maturity

of the Kyloe, and the improvement of the soil so as to

procure a sufficiency of food during winter.

Of the successful husbandry of sheep in the North we

cannot say a word at present beyond the simple fact that

it is no doubt destined to form a very formidable rival

to that of black cattle, especially slow feeders, in many

districts. At the same time, there are districts too

moist for sheep-farming with profit, but which are other-

wise for the ox ; while Art may even render dry soils

and climates better adapted for the latter than the former,

as will subsequently be shown.

From being so long the associates of that portion of

the Celtic family which had fled before the face of civi-

lization, so to speak, from the cradle of the human race

to the confines ot Western Europe, rather than submit to

the conqueror's yoke, the Kyloe breed had doubtless been

stamped with physical characteristics peculiar to the many

trying exigencies in which it was thus placed, i-endering

it more difficult to improve than the herds of their Teu-

tonic neighbours, more disposed to the peaceful pursuits

of agriculture. From being, for example, continually

surrounded with wild animals, both before and after

their first arrival in Britain, and the wildest of all ani-

mals, predatory and hostile neighbouring clans, and from

bulls fighting with one another and scrambling among

hills, they would be brought up continually on the alert

from the time they were calves, and under circumstances

which would be productive of a quick eye and ear, a

piomineut or elevated head, great strength of neck and
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fore-quarters, and development of bone and muscle for

active habits generally. And this is just what we find

exemplified in the breed ; for all these characteristics are

possessed in a very high degree.

! To arrive at one common centre of perfection, or

mean, as to symmetry and quality of meat, between ex-

tremes so wide asunder, must doubtless be by a somewhat

opposite course; and yet the winning-post, or grand

I object in view, in each case is nearly similar. What,

for example, did Mr. Collingsseein " Hubback" when a

calf, to induce him to lay the foundation of an improved

breed ? An aptitude to arrive at early maturity was

doubtless the leading characteristic : for at that period

this was a point which the breed had not yet attained ;

it being then not only bulky and coarse, carrying a

large weight of all the inferior parts, but a great con-

sumer of food, and as long in arriving at maturity as the

Kyloe. To obtain early maturity, and a more favour-

able development of parts, Mr. Collings doubtless

sacrificed weight ; and the known defects of the

progeny of " Hubback" exhibits, is evidence suflScient to

prove that he himself was not so perfect in all points as

his fortunate purchaser might probably have wished :

still he was a departure from the leading characteristics

of a degenerate parent-stock, and an approach to an in-

termediate type between the two extremes in question

as to the above qualities.

The practical question, therefore, is to bring up the

Kyloe to meet his rival in this march of improvement,

and if possible reach the winning-post first. That the

latter has hitherto made the greatest progress is plain
;

but that he is nearest to perfection, or that state capable

of manufacturing the greatest quantity of beef of the

best quality from a given quantity of produce, is a pro-

position not so easily proved ; for as yet the best breeds

of the former return the best quality of butcher-meat,

and not the least profit to the farmer for their keep.

This conclusion as to profit, however, it must not be

forgotten, is only true of the Highlander, which has

already passed the first stage of improvement, being in

a similar position to what the Shorthorns were when
Collings found " Hubback," for the vast majority will

not pay the grass of high-rented lands.

Before proceeding to select our Highland Hubback to

make a fortune, we must bear in mind that public

opinion of late years has undergone some very important

modifications in favour of our problem ; for at all our

f-xhibitions of breeding and fat stock the smallest

animals are carrying off the prizes, while the smallest of

the three improved breeds—the Devon—takes the lead

as the first class. In other words, more attention is

being paid to the quality of butcher-meat, and economy
of food consumed in its manufacture, than was the case

in Collings's day. This inclination of the public mind
is certainly encouraging, sufficiently so to raise a hope

that the Kyloe may yet occupy as prominent a place in

the North as the Devon does in the South, if the two do

not stand beside each other as the best breeds to the

grazier, as they already doubtless are to the family

butcher.

To obtain early maturity, no doubt a sacrifice of

weight must be made in the case of the Kyloe, as has

been done in that of the Short-horn, Devon, or Hereford.

Our readers, however, are not to infer from this that we
propose breeding from the dwarfiestof Highland cattle—

quite the contrary ; for the stock to be selected from
must first be improved and brought to its greatest size,

as was the case with the above breeds, and then the

choice be made of an animal shewing an aptitude or dis-

position to early maturity ; and from our experience in

breeding and selecting calves to attain this characteristic,

with quality of meat and symmetry at the same time, we
aver that such an animal will be under the average size

of its breed. There may be exceptions to this rule, as

there are to all others ; but we have rarely or ever seen

symmetry and quality accompany approximations to

such, while they are invariably great consumers of food.

In this selection, the master work lies in securing an
animal which will convey to its progeny, as hereditary

qualities, its own peculiar physical characteristics—those

for which it has been chosen from the herd as the

foundation of an improved breed. That imperfect

specimens may be drawn is no more than reasonable to

expect ; and therefore breeders have no right to despair

of success, although such may be realized ; but so long

as no rational or well-founded reason can be given, that

the Kyloe is not subject to those laws of nature which

have improved the Devon, Shorthorn, and Hereford,

there is obviously good grounds to hope for ultimate

success; indeed, Nature, in plain language, is more in

favour of the Kyloe than the Shorthorn ; for it would

be unreasonable to attribute to the flat- sided, large-

shouldered animals of the latter breed, when first

imported, with coarse necks and heads, and all the

inferior parts disproportionately bulky, purer blood

or pedigree than the former. In short, the im-

provement of the Shorthorn, Hereford, and Devon
is the work of English farmers, and therefore

we may be allowed to express a hope that their northern

neighbours, not less celebrated in agriculture, will turn

their talents to equal advantage in the improvement of

the Kyloe.

When so much is being said of draining, guano-water,

and ryegrass, it is an easy matter, at least at the fireside,

to get over the difficulty of winter keep for improved

breeds of Highland cattle, our last proposition. If

twenty tons of hay, for instance, can be had in Ayrshire,

from one ton of guano, with a sufficiency of moisture

to bring it to the roots of plants in a soluble form, or

even half that quantity, it is difficult to say what the

more fertile and promising on the Moray, Beauley, Cro-

marty, and Doroch Friths may produce ; while through-

out the whole of the North, there are large areas of land

well adapted for this species of husbandry.

In other cases, root crops in abundance may be grown

under proper drainage, manuring, and management, and

in many cases are already being so ; while in all cases

where this is impracticable, large crops of furze or whins

may be grown, and cut in winter, for house feeding.

Good household accommodation, again, requires less

food ; and nowhere is this more necessary than in the

North. Unfortunntely, at present, Highland cattle are
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supposed to stand any weather (?), and where reared in

stormy situations, actually do not thrive so well in a

warm comfortable feeding box, such as would suit a Short-

horn, as in an open yard ; but those who conclude that

this arises from the nature of the animal, are miserably

mistaken, for the difference between the two will be

found in the thick coat, with which Nature has clothed

the former. The Kyloe, for example, is just as fond of

a dry comfortable box as the shorthorn, only as he has got

a thicker coat, he requires some degrees less temperature

in his house on that account, and the latitude of the

North will generally do more than balance differences of

this kind ; while the more he is improved and made sub-

ject to art, the more dependent will he become on good

household accommodation, because of his finer coat.

In the economy of food and management, the grand

object is to bring summer and winter feeding to a state

of equality; i. e., to grow a sufficiency of winter keep

for the summer stock, so as to prevent the losing of flesh

and even growth during the former period. At present

what the kyloe gains during summer he nearly loses

during the ensuing winter ; so that both summer and

winter keep is nearly lost, and also the expense of ma-
nagement.

The profit which would be derived from the im-

provement of the Kyloe as proposed, will thus be seen

to be incalculable ; sufficient, we hope, to awaken a

spirit of enterprise among the breeders of this invalu-

able race of cattle, acknowledged by all parties to yield

the best butcher-meat slaughtered. Among the bleak

hills and islands of the North, the skill and capital of the

farmer have doubtless difficulties in the way of success

which those of the South do not experience, but none

which an increase of science and capital cannot remove.

ON THE BREEDING OF HORSES,
By Cecil.

There are few subjects upon which Englishmen differ more

essentially thau those which relate to horses ; and their di-

versities of opinion are not confined to any special objects,

or to any of the various purposes for which the animals are

employed. Strange predilections arise ui favour of candidates

for fashionable and attractive races, many of wliieh are con-

structed on the most tottering foundation—'an allusion which

may often be applied either to the fancy or the favourite. In

the choice of a hunter the most extraordinary properties are

not unfrequently regarded as perfection. One gentleman

sportsman, from an unconquerable predilection for substance,

overlooking the conformations which are essential to power,

is known to select a huge beast as slow as his progenitor,

the cait horse, whereon he perches himself, with the happy

delusion that he will be carried in triumph through the deep

mire, and, to his unutterable dismay, he finds himself on the

first fitting opportunity, most inextricably stuck fast in the

mud. But our persuasion would have no more effect on our

friend thau his upon his horse ; neither is it possible to convince

him that he has made a bad purchase, or that the animal is totally

deficient of the characteristics of a huuter : it is the creature

of his choice, and he will not suffer his judgment to bo im-

peached. Another person delights in speed, and, failing into

that extrense, bestrides a weedy, mad-brained, pulling wretch

from the racing stables. So it is with the roadster. A cor-

pulent specimen of humanity rejoices iu a bone- setting cob,

that shakes his liver, and promotes digestion ; while his spare

and light companion reposes the raoht felicitous confidence in

Borae weak infirm creature, without the slightest pretensions

to action, inculcating the idea that the rider conteaiplates

suicide on the most fashionable, interesting, and sympathising

principles. From these premises we may gather many hints

suggestive of elucidation. Preconceived opinions are often

difficult of eradication, however circumstances may change
to alter their positions. For many yesra it lias been a pre-

vailing opinion, that training and running hojses at the juvenile

age of two years abbreviated the period of their coutiuuanoeon
the turf; and also that it tended to the deterioration or de-
generacy of their progeny. Listening to such arguments, the
opinion becomes extremely confirmed, till comparisons and ob-

servatioiis change the decision. Treated as horses were in

their infancy in bygone days, there can be no doubt that train-

ing colts at two years old was calculated to injure them ma-

terially; but when breeders discovered that great profits and

advantages were to be gained by this precocious system, they

adopted measures calculated to ren<3er their young stock better

able to sustain the ordeal. This is readily explained. By sus-

taining the foals with food abounding with those elements

which supply the sysUm with bone, sinews of a firm texture,

and muscle of the best quality, the two-year-old of the present

day is an essentially different animal from what a juvenile of a

similar age was at the commencement of this century. Our

grandfathers told us that no food but grass was suitable in the

summer for an animal cf teiider age : thus their systems were

debditated, and very few were capable of besring the exertion

of training. It is only within comparatively a few years that

the practice has been abandoned of suppljiug hunts rs with

green and succulent herbage through their months of respite

in the summer ; and when the plan was first introduced, though

only partially, how vigorously it was opposed ! It was de-

nounced as a cruelty, an error in judgment, and all the evils

with which the horse could well be aiinojed were, with raav*

vellous perversion, represented as his greatest eujoynaents. A
four-year-old colt, reared ta they wtre in olden times, fed ex-

clusively on green herbnge, when it could be procured, was, in

his nature, and iu the component parts of his frame, scarcely,

if at all, more matured thau the two-yesr-old of the present

day. The agriculturist has discovered this principle, and

adopted it, in the management of his feeding stork, although

he has not as yet extended it to the horses which he breeds

with the attention it claims. Referring back to the foals of

the year 1825, a year notorious for the production of superior

horses, the stud book supplies us with the pedigrees of about

six hundred, of which ouly one hundred and forty made their

appearnnce as two-yenr-olds. In 1852 about one thousand

foals were produced, four hundred of which came out at two

years old ; the proportion is manifestly in favour of the last

generation, an indication that the stamina of the thorough-bred

horse has improved simultaneously with the mode of treatment.

When opinions are expressed that our breed of horses is de-
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ficient in stoutness, stamiua, power, and speed, they excite

inquiry. With such samples as Virago, Rataplau, Teddingtcu,

The Flying Dutchman, Surplice ; and, going back somewhat

farther, to Veuison, Harkaway, Sir Hercules, whose progeny is

unexccptiouable, with a host of other horses of unquestionable

excellence, it is rather difficult to conjecture at what period

the English race-horse manifested a superiority over them.

Every age has had its hero, and iu every age there has been a

lot of worthless, weedy, disreputable wretches. That there is

a great number of the latter foaled annually cannot be denied

—there are so many bred ; but there is no evidence that the

best horses of the present day arc not quite as good, or better,

than they were iu bygone years, or that, by comparison, the

numerical force of the rubbish predomiuates. The eucouragc-

meat to breed race-horses has iccreased at a most extraordinary

rate—at railway speed; and the results of last year's sales of

yearlings must prove a still greater ii.ducemeut to speculation-

Three juveniles, each producing 1,000 guineas and upwards, is

without precedent, and reminds us cf 1,010 guineas having

been given in 1837 by the Marquis of Exeter for the late Sir

T-Iark Wood's colt by Rowton or Cetus, out of Camariue. The

average prices of the yearlings offered for public sale in 1854

amounted to upwards cf 137 guineas each. While the uum"

ber bred annually for racing purposes is on the increase, the

most extraordinary prices have been giveu for those which

were promising. Surely this does not indicate degeneracy.

Much has been urged iu condemnation of the rules aud cus-

toms of racing ; but the time has not arrived when human or-

d nances shall be immaculate. Doubtless there are many items

which will bear amendment ; but, perhsps, in amending some

of them, openings might be made for fresh objections.

Handicaps are faulty engagements, despite many endeavours

to improve them, but they seem to be on the list of incurables.

The scale of weights is a subject which might readily be

amended, and, if done, it would have the good effect of exclud-

ing the worthless weeds which are too frequently kept in train-

ing, but which serve no other purpose than to increase the

number of starters at nearly every race meeting in the king-

dom. The abolition of heats was a great boon to owners of

horses, aud frequenters of races ; but, unfortunately, very short

races have frequently been substituted to fill up the vacancies.

Persons who are interested ia the management of provincial

meetings are necessarily anxious to render the stakes attractive

;

thus short distances and light weights are proposed, but at

some of the most important meetings the olden practices are

not materially altered. Take the Doncaster Cup, for example,

the weights for which are actually higher than they were forty

years ago ; the distance has been reduced from four miles to

two and a-half, but the latter affords a journey quite far enough

to test the lasting properties of the horse, if the pace be good

throughout. It is not with such distances that there is any

cause to cavil ; it ii when all-aged hcrses are encouraged to

run for races less than a mile that the evil predominates. The

Cups at Ascot still preserve their dignity, both as to weights

and distance, and if we look to the returns of the running on

the royal course fivc-and-thirty years ago, there was only one

race the distance for which was four miles.

The material from which harscs of the useful kinds can be

produced is still iu existence ; the principal object is to select

suitable crosses, and it is a fortunate circumstaure for breeders

of these kinds that the most valuable sires for the procreation

of racing stock are not necessarily the most eligible to become

the sires of huuters and roadsters. The proportion of sires

devoted to the aristocratic harems of the turf is limited to

about 170 ; but there must be more than double that number

whose services are confined to mares of lees gracious lineage

How many of them are worthy of patronage, it would be dif-

ficult to determine. Those which possess the hereditary im-

perfections of bad fore legs or a musical reputation, of which,

iu both classes, there is a numerous family, cannot be rejected

with too much determination. The time of year is approaching

for those who possess useful mares to decide whether the pre-

sent demand for horses v\ ill not induce them to try their luck.

Prospects were certainly never more propitious, whether we
regard the requirements for private employment at home, for

tl:e foreigu markets, or for the use of the cavalry. In a former

communication, the number of horses, for which assesed taxes

were paid in the year 1850, was enumerated, with a view to

form some estimate how many could be mustered. From fur-

ther investigation I find, exclusive of horses used solely for the

purposes of agriculture, the number for which exemptions were

claimed amounted to 189,437, aud these partially exempt from

duty to 75,245, thus increasing the total to 431,142, which I

confidently believe is still but a portion. Statistical evidence

on this and all other subjects connected with the production of

the laud is much wanted ; but to be complete aud satisfactory

the classes of horses should be distinguished.

Although it is unnecessary, for the purpose of breeding

hunters or roadsters, in which category we may also include

chargers aud cavalry horses, to make choice of such highly-

proved sires as Birdcatcher, Bay Middleton, Melbourne, Sur-

plice, Pyrrhus the First, West Australian, cr The Flying

Dutchman, the value of what may be denominated hunting

blood cannot be too strongly inculcated. It is a fact worthy of

recognition that several horses which have proved themselves

worthless as sires in the stud-book have been invaluable for

producing a progeny distinguished in the hunting field. Mat-

ter Henry aud Spectre had many of the best thorough-bred

mares of their day ; but they never produced a race-horse,

Mameluke, half brother to Master Henry, was equally unfor-

tunate iu his progeny ; yet Master Henry and Spectre were

the sires of many spleridid hunters and riding horses. The

Orville and the Blacklcck blood has proved itself excellent iu

both departments ; and if a horse possesses sufficient power,

with suiiable action, a good constitution, freedom from here-

ditary blemishes, who, on his probation, does not beget racing

stock of high pretensions, it is more than probable he will

prcvt his value as the progenitor ol' hunters.—Sunday Times.

HOW TO ECONOMISE COALS.—Get some fire clay in

the moist stale, and spread it over the lower bars of the grate

on which thd coal re^ts. The clay will form, a solid mass as

hard as stone, aud when thorougly heated will throw a grcst

h'at into the room ; if there is a tolerably good draught in the

fire-pb.ce, it wiil not be very much interfered with, aud a mass

of clsy may be introduced sufficiently large to fill up half the

grate : if kept away from the front bars, so as to allow

c< a'.a to fall down in front, the clay cauuot be seen when the

fire is lighted. For this reason it is a contrivance far superior

to "cheeks," fa.se bjttoms, &c., which are unsigl.tly aud

dii:iinl9h the heat of the fire. The clay contrivance, on the

contrary, reduces the consumption of coals to about one-half,

without sny less of heat. 'Combustion goes ou more slowly

from the draught being checked, and one half of the fire is a

heated mass which cannot burn away. This will be found a

good mode of dealing with large old-fashioued grates in-

geniously constructed for the purpose of sending the maximum

amouat of heat np the chimney and minimum amount of heat

into the room.—Home Journal,
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EXTRAORDINARY CONVICTION UNDER THE GAME LAWS.

In cementing that union between landlord and

tenant upon which their mutual prosperity is so

mainly dependent, either should be prepared to

give way a little. There must be some better guide

than the mere letter of the law to engender that

good feeling which should exist between them. As

it is, few, after all, considering their relative posi-

tions, have more sympathies in common. While

^in many other classes men only speak and meet on

matters of business, the very amusements of these

bring them more and more together. If the coun-

try gentleman, in his birthright, is more or less a

sportsman, the farmer holding under him is often

enough something of a sportsman too. We speak

advisedly when we say there is no rural gathering

which tends more directly to a good understanding

between landlord and tenant than a meet of the

hounds, or a day with a coursing party.

It strikes us there can be no great sin in en-

couraging a little recreation of this kind. We
believe, indeed, on the other hand, that it must

be to the advantage of either to give way a little

here. Suppose "the Field" have spoilt a bit of

quick, smashed a row of hurdles, or over-excited a

few wethers, there is no great harm done after all

;

and there may be far'more good than one might at

first be inclined to acknowledge. It is the privilege

to indulge himself in these manly pursuits which

so endears the English gentleman to his estate and

his home. It is in the practice of these that he

comes the better to appreciate those around him
;

and that he, in turn, will give way the more heartily

and cheerfully to the wants and tastes of others.

And yet in the face of this nothing has done

more to breed differences between the two classes

than one certain variety of field sports. The public-

house orator, or political tract distributor, flies to

nothing so readily to produce dissension and ill-

will as to the game-laws. He unites tenant and

labourer in one cause as the martyrs to so palpable

an injustice. At least he once did so. Common
sense, however, and gradual enlightenment, are

affording him less and less opportunities in this

wise. We have reason to hope and believe that

the harsh, selfish, and oppressive system of

game preserving is going more and more

out of fashion. The "slaughtering thou-

sands of head in a day is not sport, but

trade—a trade carried on at the expense of the

agriculturist, with the produce openly transferred

to dealers and fishmongers. We repeat, that it is

going out of fashion. One now reads such as-

tounding paragraphs—so many hundred hares,

and so many brace of pheasants, to two or three

guns—with disgust and derision ; for we know too

well how, and at whose expense, this is accom-

plished. Sensible landlords, however, are day by

day giving it up. Over-preserving is rapidly on

the wane. Even the tenant at last has some
privileges with the game on his land ; while the

owner has still every opportunity for fair sport.

Would thatwe could class all here ! Unfortunately

there are still left amongst us too many specimens

of that grasping, tyrannical, and bitter spirit which

would at any time rather lose a friend than a

pheasant. A monomania, for it is nothing less, which

drives the gentleman to acts his better nature must

ever be ashamed of. In support of this he becomes

the meanest of spies, the foulest of bribers, and the

worst of oppressors. Before this he bows him

down in blind idolatry, ready to sacrifice his own
self-esteem, the good opinion of his neighbours

—

everything, in a word, to preserve—his game

!

Need we ask our readers if it has been so ? We
think we are justified in assuming that we do not

speak too strongly on what has past. We would

not say that it is so still, but rather let a plain story

speak for itself:

—

" A case which excited an immense degree of interest in the

lower division of Gloucestershire was heard at the Petty Ses-

sions, at Berkeley, in that county, on Tuesday last, the sitting

magistrates being the Rev. J. Seaton Kerr and Major Weight.

Mr. James Cox, a highly-respectable farmer, of Berkeley, was

summoned by John Powell, gamekeeper to Earl Pitzhardinge,

for shooting a pheasant on his own land (he being a certified

person), between sunset of the 4th and sunrise of the 5th of

December. The defendant was formerly a tenant of Earl

Fitzhardinge, but now rents a farm under the Rev. Sir E.

Colt. The chief witness called to prove the case was a la-

bourer named Nash, who deposed that on the 4th of De-

cember, he being then in the service of Mr. Savage, he was sent

by one of the young ladies to Mr. Cox, to ask hira to come

and shoot a pheasant which had gone to roost in a tree in

the nedgerow between a piece of ground called Scotchells,

in the defendant's occupation, and another piece called Great

Gastons, in the occupation of one Mr. Parslow, who had let

the game on his farm to Earl Pitzhardmge at £10 a-year.

The defendant did not arrive at the .spot until about 9 o'clock

at night, when, standing on his own land, he shot the bird,

which fell on Mr. Parslow's land, and was thrown over the

hedge to hira by Nash. Wlien cross-examined Nash stated

that the keepers of my Lord had been at him repeatedly about

the transaction, and he had been taken into his Lordship's

service, as under-keeper, a fortnight after the occurrence, at

14s. a-week wages, his wages at Mr. Savage's having been

10s., with an intimation that it would shortly be reduced to

9s. He admitted that he had stated to a certain person that

unless he made this statement he should lose his situation.
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He produced a branch of the tree from which the bird was

shot, and an under-keeper, named Parker, deposed that,

dropping a line from this branch as it grew on the tree, it

fell three or four feet beyond the ditch on the Great Gastons

piece. Mr. Parslow, the tenant of Great Gastons, deposed

that he let the game to Earl Fitahardinge, as already stated,

and that on one occasion Mr. Cos asked him if in case he shot

a bird, and it fell on his (Parslow's) land, he (Parslow) would

allow him to pick it up. Witness then told him that he might

do so. This admission was received with acclamation by the

crowd of farmers which choked up the justice-room. For the

defendant it was contended that the act of the 9th George

rV., under which this information was laid, was intended to

apply alone to night poachers, and not to certified persons,

who were not restricted as to the time when they should sport.

The magistrates, however, convicted the defendant, on the

ground that the portion of the tree where the bird was shot

overshadowed the land of Parslow, and that his right extended

to all from the ground to the sky. They, therefore, sentenced

the defendant to a month's imprisonment, and to find sureties

afterwards."

Mark by what means we essay to maintain the

high character of a sportsman and a gentleman

!

See the one witness systematically enticed from his

honest service, to distinguish himself no doubt in

turn as an under-keeper. Trace him, too, when
once in harness, the threat held over him that

if he does not prove this case he will " lose his

situation," to become most probably utterly desti-

tute. Few take kindly again to an informer. Picture

" My Lord's" own servant swearing to the bend of

a branch on a tree, and thence to " the three or

four feet" between ground and sky that " My
Lord" has a right over ! Let us endeavour

to associate in our mind's eye all this, and

then let us try our imagination a little further,

to find the judges it could convince. They
are already at hand. The one witness " my
Lord's " keepers have been prompting and en-

treating for this month or two— the one witness,

openly honoured with a place to swear to something,

and as openly threatened if he did not do so

!

Would any court of justice in England have dared

to rely on evidence thus obtained ? Would any

prudent man have dared to go into court with it ?

But a sportsman " knows bis country." There
are two brave justices ready to see "my Lord"
righted—all honour to them ! How nobly disin-

terested, and with what untutored honesty, does

the labourer Nash come before them !

With what praiseworthy accuracy does the

keeper Parker swear to a foot or two of

space "between earth and sky" as " My Lord's"

own right ! To be sure Mr. James Cox, " a highly

respectable farmer," shot the bird from his own
land, and had permission to pick it u]) from that

of his brother farmer. But what is this compared

to the outrage on " My Lord's right between earth

and sky" ? Nothing—less than nothing. These

people may have their own land, and their neigh-

bours' courtesy, but they must be taught to distin-

guish better between what is and what is not their

own. Between earth and sky is " My Lord's." My
lord's own servant proves it. The case is clear

and satisfactory ; and a highly respectable farmer

is " sentenced to a month's imprisonment, and to

find sureties afterwards" !

Can this be true ? Could any one for a moment
conceive that high respect for the law by which

Mr. Cox has been hunted down ? If it be true,

and there be any spirit left in that " crowd of far-

mers which choked up the justice room," let them
look to it. Let them remember the decision of

these Berkeley justices. Let them ever bear in

mind what " My Lord " has claimed and proved

—

"his right between earth and sky." Let him have

his pound of flesh, and let him have no more. " My
Lord" is a sportsman in more ways than one.

He has to ask courtesy and consideration, if he

cannot show it. As a master of foxhounds he is

on other men's land—" between earth and sky"

—

on the land of " highly respectable farmers," almost

every day in the season. Let him be judged out

of his own mouth. Let him be met with his own
reading of the law. Let him hunt as he shoots,

strictly on his own right—between an earth

and a sky of his own. We should be the last to

cramp so noble and national a sport as fox hunting.

We should be the last to urge the farmers of this

kingdom to give it anything but their hearty good

will. But we should be equally the last to uphold

in any way any man who interprets the practice of

field sport as it appears to have been here.

THE OPPRESSIVE INFLUENCE OF THE MALT-TAX.

The effect of direct taxation has never become
more apparent than at the present moment. The
malt-tax has now become so oppressive that it

exceeds in amount the value of the barley upon
which it is imposed, and has influenced price

to such an extent, until that article has become

cheaper by many shillings per quarter than its

proportionate value in relation to wheat and other

grain indicates ; and the result must inevitably

be highly injurious to the grower.

We have always maintained that this tax upon
barley was not only oppressive, but unjust to the
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farmer; and, now tiuit he has been brought into

competition with the foreign producer, to place an

additional amount of duty upon it, when already

more highly taxed than any other native ])roduction,

renders the exaction tyi'annical and cruel, inas-

much as it proves to both farmer and labourer that

their interests are not fairly considered, but that

every opportunity is taken to heap injustice upon

injustice without the slightest reluctance or re-

pugnance whatever. " Hit him again ; he has no

friends," is the feeling that appears to exist, not-

withstanding all the calumny that has been already

heaped upon him.

Whenever a tax, as in this case, is imposed upon
anarticleor material of manufacture in its first stage,

that tax, from its payment, becomes added to the

cost of the article in its next stage, and is thus

further increased in a trading pointof view, exactly

as interest and return upon capital are concerned,

and so on through every successive stage, until it

reaches the consumer ; and if from the first cost of

the malt a profit of 40 or 50 per cent, is derived,

that increase takes place equally upon the duty as

upon every other portion of capital invested.

Assuming, by way of explanation, that with barley,

less the duty, at the present price, that malt could

be made at 40s. per quarter, and that each quarter

would produce 120 gallons of beer, the cost would

be fourpence per gallon upon the quantity of malt

used ; add 50 per cent, profit, and it brings it up

to sixpence per gallon. But as the duty is equal

to the value of the barley in point of amount, that

which is sixpence in the one ease becomes a

shilling in the other, thus doubling the value of one

of the indispensable necessaries of life to the work-

ing population, as well as inflicting an irrepara-

ble injury upon the cultivator of the soil.

Upon the act of Mr. Gladstone, by his imposi-

tion of an additional duty, we are not disposed to

remark ; it is part and parcel of the same line pur-

sued by himself and contemporaries towards the

British farmer. But we may be allowed to ask in

what the justice consists of imposing so large an

amount of tax upon an indispensable necessary of

the people, unless it was to convince the working

classes that their patience under the heaviest inflic-

tion of tax known in this or any other country was
to become the prelude to a still greater infliction

—

by allowing it to out-do even the tax upon tobacco

and tea, although foreign productions still equally

indispensable to them, and, conjointly with the

malt tax, paying nearly one-half of the yearly ex-

penditure of the government of this kingdom ?

Such is the force of habit and custom, that the

most enormous impositions once fully established

go on with the people for long periods of time

without reflection or disposition to escape them.

So long as twopence-halfpenny produced a pint of

beer or porter, no one thought of the large amount
of duty it embodied ; but as soon as an attempt

was made to impose an additional halfpenny per

pint, every one expressed his indignation, and re-

sisted it. But if before payment even of twopence-

halfpenny every one had been compelled to divide

that sum, and to pay one moiety as tax and the

other as for the article, he would soon desist using

beer to any considerable extent, or at once set him-

self about getting rid of the burthen ; for, dear as

provisions undoubtedly are, place a loaf of bread at

eightpence, a pound of meat at sevenpence, and a

quart of beer at fivepence, and estimate their rela-

tive values, and the effect of the duty will at once

be seen in its undue proportion.

The relation that barley bears to wheat, in point

of value, is as two is to three ; but at the present

momeftt it rates in about the proportion as one is

to three. But with the duty added it assumes its

true relative position.

Whatever may be said of taxation, and however

difficult it may be to inflict taxes, it has always

been held by the greatest politicians as unwise to

tax the staple productions of a country ; and, on

the other hand, it would be still more unwise to

tax those articles that enter into the cost of produc-

tion of all others, whether for our sustenance or

clothing. And, therefore, we hold it would equally

be as just to tax flour and meat as it is to tax malt,

the next prime article of consumption of the

labouring classes.

A volume might be written showing the neces-

sity of its removal, both as regards the consumer

and producer, as it will doubtless turn out hereafter

that the great increase of duty imposed at the pre-

sent moment will not reahze so large an amount of

revenue as heretofore. Upon this point we are

convinced, from the information that reaches us

through every quarter ; and we therefore maintain

that in proportion as the duty becomes diminished

the consumption will be increased, and thus a

channel would be opened for the large quantity of

malting barley produced in this kingdom, and for

which, in many districts, a market can scarcely now
be found. But, setting aside all class interest, we

base the necessity of the repeal of the largest

amount of this tax upon the plea, that by doubling

the cost-price of beer an injurious monopoly has

been created, by which, in addition to the tax itself,

the price of a wholesome beverage has been

almost doubled to the working population of this .

kingdom.
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METROPOLITAN DAIRY FARMING.
A sufficient supply of good milk for the rapidly-

increasing millions of the capital is annually becoming

more difficult to be obtained; while the present cha-

racter of cow-liovels, and management, generally speak-

ing, is incompatible with the health of the neighbourhood

and that degree of sanitary reform which public convic-

tion now considers essential to public health ; conse-

quently a reformation of dairy farming in the metropolis

is involved.

In discussing such a work it will be necessary, owing

to the rapid march of improvement at the present

moment, to look a little beyond existing circumstances,

or even what they may appear to some to require, both

as to the management of cows, including feeding and

household accommodation, with what machinery such

may require.

Cows, to enjoy good health and give the best milk,

require a purer atmosphere to breathe than what can be

had within the central districts of the capital or in the

majority of its cow-houses, and therefore the question

arises should cow-houses be situated in the suburbs, and

the milk taken to the centre in light spring-carts, as

required ? Or, should they be placed at a greater dis-

tance on farms where the sewage matter could be

applied (supposing means discovered to render this

system practicable), and Italian rye-grass and other

rapidly-growing plants well adapted for cow-feeding

grown, and the milk sent in daily to town by railway ?

Or, should large cow-establishments be erected in

healthy localities along our suburban railways, so that

the Italian rye-grass and ether products of sewage

manure could be supplied to them by railway vans got

up for the purpose ? Or would a combination of these

several plans be better than any of them individually ?

Or, lastly, would the removal of the sewage with the

consequent purification of the river, the removal of

dilapidated buildings with the widening of streets, and

the erection of better houses for both man and beast,

with an abundant supply of pure water, render the centre

of the capital as healthy and economical as the suburbs

for dairy farming ?

In answering these questions, attention must be paid

to the economy of labour, capital and manure, with the

sanitary state of the metropolis. When put together,

they form a work of reformation so connected, that the

circumstances of the one affect those of the other, ren-

dering it probable that a combination will ultimately be

the result. At the same time, the success of any one of

them will very much depend upon local circumstances,

and the amount of skill and capital which dairymen are

capable of bringing to bear upon it. In this respect

they are not exceptions from the common rule.

In order to take a more practical view of the subject,

let us glance at the facts of the case. Let us suppose, for

example, that the metropolis is circumscribed within a

radius of five miles, which is probably not very far from

her present area, being about seventy-eight square

miles ! And, as the health of the suburbs demands

that the sewage matter be carried some considerable

[

distance, beyond this five-mile radius, let it be dis-

charged beyond a radius of ten, which would give a

ring of about 235 square miles for market gardens and

detached residences. And if we farther suppose that an

increase of radius to the extent of other five miles is re-

quired for working up the sewage, then it would give

another ring of about 392 square miles under Italian

rye-grass, &c., &c. We should thus have three radii of

five, ten, and fifteen miles from St. Paul's, giving a

diameter of thirty miles, ten of which would be bouses,

streets, &c., ten market gardens, and the remaining ten

under sewage for dairy, hay, and other farming purposes.

The three divisions may be tabulated thus :

—

Square Miles. Acres,

Metropolis 78 .... 49,920

Market gardens, &c. . . 235 150,400

Dairy farms, &c 392 .... 250,880

The first of these areas would stretch from Dulvvich

on the south to Highgate on the north, and from Black-

wall on the east to Shepherd's Bush on tlie west, and

will very soon be all under bricks and mortar. The

second, from Croydon on the south to Enfield on the

north, and from Erith marshes on the east to Brentford

on the west, the greater portion of which is laid out for

building purposes, and no small part of it already occu-

pied ; and the third, from Epsom on the Surrey side to

Tunford on the opposite, and from Dartford to Watford

in the transverse direction : within which we aver that

landlords are generally looking prospectively to " bricks

and mortar" for future returns, in preference to sewage

manure, even were the latter given them for nothing.

We may just remark, in passing, that these divisions

are quoted because given on a " map of the environs of

London" before us. As the capital increases, the differ-

ent radii can be extended ; or if the middle ring appro-

priated to market gardens is too small, another mile of

radius can be had from the third, leaving it still large

enough to consume all the sewage ; or any other radius

may be assumed, as circumstances require. The circular

rings, at the best, are but imaginary : the facts at issue

being the length of pipes required to apply the sewage

matter of the capital to the hungry soil of the surround-

ing country.

The largest length of main sewage-pipe, it will thus

be seen, need not exceed a radius of fifteen miles ; and

as a large amount of the sewage could be made to flow

towards the circumference of the capital, it might, con-

sequently, be thrown across the ring for market gardens

with a length of little more than five miles; so that

engineering obstacles in the way of application disap-

pear as we approach them, however insurmountable they

may seem in magnitude when seen from a distance.

If with a liberal dose of sewage twenty tons of Italian
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ryegrass hay could be grown, or its equivalent in grass,

or any other vegetable product, it is manifest that

such an increase of crop would do far more than pay re-

deeming interest of the capital invested in pipes, hy-

drants, &c., within the short period of twenty-one

years ; so that the financial department of the project,

according to this view, would be a lucrative one.

Such, then, being the facts of the case, as stated in the

last two paragraphs, the question to which we are natu-

rally led is—Why have our engineers and capitalists

done nothing in so promising a concern ? for, even

at half the above crop, it is manifest that the thing

would pay.

There are other obstacles, however, to be got over, be-

sides mere length of pipe and increase of produce, for

the question of profits arising from building leases pre-

sents a barrier of still greater magnitude ; while the

capital would be surrounded with a pestilential zone

five miles in breadth, whose atmosphere would rise still

higher, afi'ecting the sanitary condition of the adjacent

properties on each side, and, consequently, the

value of building lands. In passing through this

sewage region per railway or other mode of

locomotion to and from the metropolis, it would,

no doubt, be a pleasant thing to see twenty tons

of ryegrass mown monthly from an acre of land during

the summer months -land only yielding half that weight

during the whole season at present ; but it might not be

such an agreeable affair to live contiguous to such a re-

gion, where no such benefits were derived. The
atmosphere of a single farm under the liquid

manure system furnishes no satisfactory evidence of

that of such a large area of land as the sewage of

the capital would cover. It is a well-known fact that

the Edinburgh meadows are a horrible nuisance, and

would be much worse were they situated in the warmer

climate of the English capital ; and although we have

no apprehension that the application of the sewage as

proposed would be so pestilential as they are, yet it may
be such as to affect successful dairy husbandry on the

spot. In other words, the atmosphere of such a region

might be injurious to the health of cows, and hence the

secretion of good milk, so that crops would have to be

sent to town dairies.

Of these objections, that of building-leases, with the

uncertainty of tenure which it gives rise to, will pro-

bably be found the greatest barrier to the application of

sewage with the erection of permanent homesteads for

dairy cows, as proposed. The cheap conveyance to and

from town daily by railway season tickets is giving rise

to an anxiety in the minds of all classes to have a

country-house within some fifteen miles of the capital

;

and when we observe the fact that the reduction of doctors'

bills and rent does more than cover the expense of

tickets, we need not wonder at the rapidity with which

country villas are everywhere rising up, adapted for in-

comes of every grade, while landlords are manifesting

equal anxiety to respond to this demand by laying out

their estates for building purposes ; consequently, who
among them can be expected to go to the expense of

pipes, hydrants, and erecting houses for cows on lands

which in a few years may be let on building-leases, or so

studded with villas as to prevent the application of

sewage to grass lands between them ?

Both these obstacles to progress, however, may be

surmounted ; for a pestilential atmosphere may be got

rid of by underground irrigation, and the other by

longer pipes ; for as lands adapted for building purposes

have a limit, they may also be outreached by such

means ; so that the remedy in each case only amounts to

a little more engineering, and a little more cash, re-

opening to consideration our account of profit and loss.

But as the distance from the capital, again, or length of

main pipe increases, the value of the sewage as manure

decreases, while the expenses of application increase

;

consequently we cannot proceed very far until we arrive

at the limit of profit. "Where that point is—whether at

the distance of 15, 20, 30, or 40 miles— is a question

which experiment alone can decide.

There is, therefore, not only a limit to profit; but

within that limit it is inversely as the distance. In other

words, there is a point at which the returns of produce

just cover the working expense, leaving no profit or

interest on capital ; and within this, the less the distance

from the capital the greater the profit, while the greater

the distance the less the profit. For example, if Mr.

Mechi's profits, with his tank on his farm, are nil,

they would be more so if his sewage was applied at the

distance of twenty miles, supposing that the limit of

building lands. If they were such as to cover the

expense of conveyance that distance and no more, there

would be no profits, of course, beyond it ; but if the limit

was at a distance of fifty miles, then profit would

increase the nearer to Tiptree Hall the sewage is applied.

The amount of produce, again, and returns from it,

will very much depend upon the quality of the soil,

houses, and dairy management ; for if the latter are

good the former may be large, but if bad the reverse.

Beyond the radius of twenty miles from the capital

the quality of the soil is very varied ; but without enter-

ing into details of this kind beyond our limits, there is

a large area well adapted for dairy husbandry under the

liquid-manure and Italian rye-grass system sufiicient to

consume the whole sewage of the metropolis, and which

would return a large increase of crop at the first ap-

plication if the quality of sewage is good, without in

many cases any previous expenditure in draining and

preparing the soil for such a change of culture, beyond

laying the hydrants. In the case of underground irriga-

tion a large investment would of course be necessary

to prepare the land for sewage.

Cow-houses in the suburbs and metropolitan pro-

vinces, are like those of the capital, subject to improve-

ment, generally speaking; and were 100,000 acres placed

under Italian rye-grass and liquid manure for dairy

husbandry, a large investment would be required in the

necessary buildings, as the whole crop would then be

consumed indoors, A milk-cow requires a large, well-

aired feeding-box, in which she can move about, so as

to preserve health and the secretion of good milk, or lie

down and ruminate at ease, undisturbed by her com-

panions—what few cows in the metropolis at present

enjoy.

However anomalous it may appear, yet such is the
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fact, that the bad accommodatioa for cows in the capital

arises from dairymen having "done well!" An
industrious man, for example, starts with two

cows, which he locates in some old cart- shed

in an out-of-the-way corner. At first they are

healthy, giving good milk, which enables him, by in-

dustry and perseverance, to establish a "milk-walk.''

In course of time a third, fourth, and even tenth cow

are wedged into the same narrow space, while the in-

crease of brewers' grains and other edibles, with the in-

crease of dung also, renders the atmosphere almost in-

tolerable. During the summer months he can go twice

daily to the grass fields of the suburbs, and milk his

cows there, returning to his milk-walk in time to supply

his customers at the usual hours. But habit has so

chained him to his old domicile, that he cannot entertain

the idea of a suburban residence for himself and family,

where they would enjoy a pure atmosphere and plenty

of room, much less can he count the cost of such for

his cows.

Amidst so much brick-and-mortar speculation, it has

often occurred to us that large buildings might be erected

in different parts contiguous to railroads, &c,, where

food could be delivered and manure removed, capable of

containing a hundred feeding boxes or so for cows, and

of being let to dairymen at so much per box ; and

where improved machinery and apparatus could be

brought to bear upon the cooking of food, and the

abridgment of labour generally. More than dairymen

starting could get their cows kept at livery in establish-

ments of this kind cheaper and better than they do at

present, while the quality of food, &c., would secure

good health for their cows, and milk for their customers

—what neither now enjoy.

In accordance with the above view of things, it is

manifest that a more economical subdivision of labour in

connection with the dairy management of the capital is

practicable, and that, with proper circumspection, this

may be effected without injuriously interfering with the

private interest of individual dairymen and their families,

by separating the manufacturing department of the dairy

(the housing, feeding, and management of the cows)

from the commercial (the retailing of the milk—the

manufactured article—among the consumers), removing

the former to some healthy and convenient place in the

suburbs, or sewage-manure and rye-grass husbandry

district, should experiment approve of such, and giving

it to one member of the family, and bequeathing the

milk-walk to another, who would receive the milk from

his brother at wholesale price. Indeed, instead of such

a change being against family interests, it would be in

their favour, by effecting a more satisfactory subdivision

of the inheritance, while it would improve the health of

cows, quality of their milk, and sanitary slate of the

metropolis ; reducing at the same time the expense of

housing and management, thus increasing family incomes.

Our last question, the improvement of the health of

cows at the centre of the capital, from the sanitary im-

provements now in contemplation, may be brought as

an objection to the above change ; but experience is

already furnishing a practical refutation to this : for

dairymen at the centre, from the greater expense, can-

not manufacture milk so cheap or good in quality as

farmers in the country, who supply retail customers ;

hence milk-walks are fast falling into the hands of the

latter, and have been doing so since the opening of the

numerous railways, and country supply of milk through

their instrumentality.

Such are a few desultory observations on a topic now
engaging the liveliest attention of the public mind.

What we have said of the metropolis is true of almost

every other large town, the quality of the soil and

climate excepted. Were the sewage matter successfully

applied to the cultivation of grass for dairy or hay-

farming, a strong competition, it will have been seen,

would arise along the different railway lines , between

dairy farmers and private villas, for land ; and as the

latter would doubtless triumph, the former would con-

sequently be thrown backwards into the open country,

between the different lines diverging from the capital,

so that the main-sewage pipe would require to be in the

centre, between the two, rather than along the line of

railway, as has often been proposed—at least after getting

within the sewage manure district. Of the probable

success of dairy husbandry, under the liquid manure

system, experience alone can decide, and it certainly says

little for the agricultural enterprise of the capital that

an experimental farm has not been tried. Of the dairy

department of it, there cannot be a doubt of success,

and that it might be the means of effecting a very im-

portant improvement in the dairy farming of the ca-

pital, relieving its overcrowded districts of one of the

greatest nuisances, and supplying them with good milk—

a luxury which they do not at present enjoy. Into the

details of the sewage-manure and Italian ryegrass hus-

bandry we have not gone, but to this subject hope to

return, as promised on a previous occasion.

INTRODUCTION OF PLANTS INTO ENGLAND.—
Piue-applea were first grown by Rose, gardener to Charles II.

Sir Walter Raleigh introduced the potato. Sir Anthony Ash-

ley, the ancestor of Lord Shaftesbury, first planted cabbages in

this country, and a cabbage appears at his feet on bis monu-

ment. Figs were planted in Henry VIII.'s reign, at Lambeth

by Cardinal Pole, and it is said that the identical trees are yet

remaining. Spleman, who erected the first paper-mill at

Dartford, brought over the two first lime trees, which he

planted at Dartford, and which are still growing there. Thomas

Cromwell enriched the garden of England with three different

kinds of plums. It was Evelyn, whose patriotism was not ex-

ceeded by his learning, who largely propagated the noble oak

in this country ; so much so, that the trees which he planted

have supplied the navy of Great Britain with its chief propor-

tion of the timber. Cherries were first planted in Kent, by

the Knight Templars, who brought them from the East ; and

the first mulberry trees were also planted in Kent by the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. Aubery says that Sir

Richard Weston first brought clover-grass out of Brabant.

The introduction of turnips, and also of sainfoin, is attributed

to him, and his memory is still revered by every inhabitant of

Surrey acquainted with his deeds.
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CULTURE OF BEANS,
As most heavy-land farmers are at this time, or

will shortly be engaged in putting in their beans, it

may be well to consider what are the best methods
of culture for this crop. Thirty or forty years ago,

it was usual to sow beans broadcast over the land,

and plough them in : or plough first, and then har-

row in the seed ; or, when it was intended to plough

between the rows for summer cleaning, the land

was first drawn into drills or ridges as for turnips,

and the beans then sown broadcast either before

the ridges were split, or after they were finished.

Now, however, either drilling or dibbling is the uni-

versal practice; and we should say that, in the

principal bean-growing districts, the latter method

of planting is most common of the two. The man-
ner of performing the operation depends upon
whether the ground has been fresh-ploughed, or has

been reduced by harrowing after a winter's exposure.

In Essex—renowned for its excellent bean crops—it

is common for men to use a single dibble, and them-

selves deposit the seed (two in each hole, in the

newly-upturned furrow) ; three men following and

finishing in one day the work of one plough.

Dibbling may be said to cost generally about

five shillings per acre. In Gloucestershire they

have a way of hoeing-in beans. The workman,
furnished with a bag containing the seed, tied

round his waist, makes a shallow trench across

the land, and drops the seed ; he then makes
another trench a foot off, drawing the earth into

the first, and so covering the seed. This costs 6

to 7 shillings per acre.

There are very different ways also of drilling

beans. One is, to draw the land in "ridges" or

"drills," about 27 inches wide, with a double

mould-board plough, deposit farm-yard manure in

them, drill the seed on the top of the manure, and
then cover by splitting the ridges ; these are har-

rowed down before the plants come up. In some
parts of Scotland, the bean-barrow is extensively

employed, and in order to deposit the seed along

every third furrow, is attached by a rope to the

hindmost of three ploughs. Manure is carried by
men or women from a series of small heaps pre-

viously carted in proper rows, and laid in the

furrow above the seed ; this being considered a

neater and more economical plan than to lead out

and spread manure upon the surface of the ground
before ploughing. Instead of the bean-sower,
drawn by a rope, and guided by a man behind it,

a newer contrivance is the small bean-drill, at-

tached to the plough-beam in front of the mould-

board; and when this is used, the dung is placed

in the furrow before the seed, instead of afterwards.

In East Lothian the land is ridged as for turnips,

and sown by a drill which takes three rows at once.

In many parts of England no peculiar method of

drilling is practised; beans being put in with a

common corn-drill, having its levers set to any

required distance ; the land, of course, being

properly pulverized on the surface, after ploughing

in manure, or whatever course of preparation has

been adopted. The quantity of seed generally

varies from 2 to 3 bushels ; and of Mazagans or

other large varieties, even 4 bushels.

When beans are sown upon ridges, like turnips,

of course it is always intended to practise summer
horse-hoeing, and so obtain the benefit of a partial

fallow or cleansing green crop, while reaping a

more valuable produce of corn. But the same ad-

vantageous culture may be followed when beans

are sown on the flat by a common drill, the dis-

tances between the rows being so arranged as to

have, say, 2-feet intervals for horse-hoeing between

double rows 6 inches apart. Since the days of

Jethro Tull, so great have been the advantages

found to result from horse-hoeing during the

growth of crops, that it is surprising to find a

practice indispensable to the obtaining of a full crop

of roots or potatoes so extensively neglected with

regard to grain crops. We know that horse-hoed

beans do not always yield a greater produce than

those sown in narrower rows and merely hand-

hoed ; but talcing into consideration the whole cir-

cumstances in which the crops are grown, we main-

tain that the advantage is greatly in favour of the

wide-drilled and horse-hoed. When the rotation

brings in beans quickly after a fallow, and fallows

in pretty quick succession, the beans being taken

as one among the corn crops which help to render

necessary a cleansing fallow, it may certainly be

advisable to drill in equidistant rows not far apart;

though even then, such is the love of the bean-

plant for room to breathe and flower in strength

and health, that any overcrowding will be sure to

punish the farmer for his mismanagement, and any

undue thickness in seeding ought to be counter-

acted by a careful thinning with the hoe. But the

merit of the horse-hoeing system is that the crop is

made to clean instead of foul the land, and that,

while it cannot be altogether substituted for a fallow

crop—which allows a sufficient time in spring for

eradicating couch—still, if only a moderate stock

of perennial root-weeds is present, they may be
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kept fi'om spreading in the soil, the land is both

partially cleansed and fertilized, and additional

paying crops may prolong the course before the

necessity again returns for the expensive labour of

fallowing. We submit then, to some of our

readers, how far they can substitute beans for

green crops on the least foul portion of their land

now lying ploughed for spring fallow ; how far

they dare venture in getting a good corn crop

during these times of high prices, now that the new
broadsharing and stubble-cleaning implements

aflford such ready facilities for the autumn prepa-

ration of the bean-land for wheat.

As has been shown in our articles on tillage,

modern improvements are proceeding more and

more upon the principle of doing as little as pos-

sible by mechanical labour, which Nature her-

self will effect for us ; and we are beginning to

learn that Nature can perform our work in many
cases better than we can ourselves. Thus, in pre-

paring land for beans, it is becoming more usual

to plough before the winter-frosts set in, instead

of very little before the time for sowing ; and then

to avoid spring-ploughing, and again burying the

very surface which the weather has pulverized and

impregnated ready for our use. The heavy-land

farmers of Suffolk have discovered the advantage

of thus sowing on a stale winter-furrow : they

simply scarify in spring, just to let in the shares of

the drill. In Nottinghamshire, the best growers

on the clays prepare the ridges in November ; and

in spring, when the land is dry enough, they open

a small furrow in the frosted mould of the hollow

between each ridge, a drill-barrow following and

depositing the seed. The I'idges are then reduced

by harrowing. By this winter exposure and spring

surface-working the land is left remarkably light,

and in fine order for hoeing throughout the

summer. We would, therefore, urge bean-sowers

who may be just arranging their teams for plough-

ing and working their winter-ploughed land for

this crop to reflect whether they cannot judiciously

spare all this puddling with many horses, which

will only render the ground harder when dry

weather comes ; and rather scarify or harrow suffi-

cient mould to cover the seed, leaving subsequent

cultivation to reduce the soil and kill weeds at the

same time.

ONIONS seem to be a preventive and remedy for various

I diseases to which domestic poultry is liable. Having frequently

tested their excellencies, we can speak understaudingly. For
I gapes and inflammation of the throat, eyes, and head, onions

I are almost a specific. We would recommend feeding fowls, snd

especially the young chicks, as many as they will eat as oftcji

as twice or three times a week. They should be finely chopped,

and a little corn meal added.

GROSS RECEIPTS OF CUSTOMS' DUTIES ON
SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, &c.

The Government Returns of the Gross amount of Customs'
Duties received upon some of the principal articles of Foreign
ami Colojiial Agricultural Produce and Merchandize, in the

year ended 5th January, 1855, compared with the receipts in

the two preceding years.

Articles.

Butter

Cheese, ,

Cccoa
Coffee:—From British Posses

„ other parts ,. ..

Total of Coffee

Corn :—Wheat
Barley

Oats
Kve
Peas .

Beans
India Corn or Maize
Buckwheat
Bere or Bigg
Wheatmeal or Flour
Barley Meal
Oat Meal
Rj e Meal
Indian Corn Meal
Buckwheat Meal

Cotton manufactures, wholly or

in part made up
Eggs
Fruits, viz. :—Currants ....

Figs

Lemons and Oranges ....

Raisins

Haras
Metals, viz. :

Copper Ore and Regulus
Copper, unwrought, and part

wrought
J-ead, pia: and sheet ....

Tin, in blocks, ingots, bars,

or slabs

Opium
Poultry, alive or dead

Rice

„ in the husk
Seeds, Clover

Spirits, viz. :—Rum
Brandy
Geneva

Sugar, unrefined

Sugar, refined, and Candy, of or

from British Possessions

Ditto, ditto. Foreign

Ditto Molasses

Tallow

Tea
Timber and Wood, sawn orsplit:

Of British Possessions .

.

Foreign
Staves

Timber or Wood, not sawu or

split :—Of British Posses

Foreign

Tobacco :—Stemmed
Unstemraed
Manufactured, and Snuff .

.

Wine
Woollen Manufactures wholly

or in part made up

1853.

£ 143574
70408
15376

346622
91454

438076
153712
31338
49775

501

5356
18767
74010

404

72932
4

10
2

14

1

1149
39507

285933
26478
86058

18053.5

1133

2177

588
1642

9631
328?
1793

16000
1464

25160
1103893
1443422

19737
3639953

3465
267407
160694
78432

5985484

60266
274529

79

30512
143891

2959083
1507450
94209

1872912

5950

1854.

£ 131755
59663
17741

351892
111774

1855.

£ 119703
48890
19015

386509
81884

463666
247569
41435
51755
3835
5091'

17526
77647
356
48

87123
]

15

292
1

1789
28896
146707
26972
53411

14007S
436

917

17f

517

3525
3455
356

17725
725

35855
125325!'

140293.-

2099."

3913729

468393
173440
28041
51467

295
5554
19408
67920

14
30

68997
1

9
53

1049
1

2172
18004

134853
30660
27423
119017

3072

15873
806
15

1276608
139fi970

19325
4533110

5870

7320
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THE HOP AND ITS SUBSTITUTES.
From " The Chemistry of Common Life," by James F. W. Johnston, M.A.

The hop— which may now be called the Eng-

lish narcotic—was introduced into this country at a

comparatively recent period. It may have been

employed in Germany in the times of the Roman
writers, but was probably unknown to them. Its

use, as an addition to malt liquor, appears to be of

German origin. Hop gardens, by the name of

Humolarise, are spoken of in documents of the

early part of the ninth century, and frequently in

those of the thirteenth century. Into the breweries

of the Netherlands the hop seems to have been

introduced about the beginning of the fourteenth

century. From the Low Countries, or, as some

say, from Artois, which borders upon them, it was

brought to England in the reign of Henry VIII.,

some time after his expedition against Tournay,

and about the year 1524. In the twenty-second

year of his reign (1530), that monarch, in an order

respecting the servants of his household, forbad

sulphur (1) and hops to be used by the brewers.

(1) This probably refers to the practice, which still

prevails, of whitening or bleaching hops with fumes of

sulphur, and which may not then have been so skilfully

conducted as it is now.

Three quarters of a century later (1603), the intro-

duction of spoilt and adulterated hops was for-

bidden by James I. under severe penalties. This

appears to show that, though considerable attention

is known to have been already given to the culti-

vation of the hop in England, a large part of the

hops supplied to the home market was still brought

from abroad.

1.

—

consumption of the hop.

At present the hops consumed in the United

Kingdom are almost entirely of home growth, and

the consumption is very great. For the last four

years the quantities retained for home consumption,

and the amount of duty * paid into the revenue,

amounted to

—

Years. Consumption. Duty.
1850 84,267,158 lb.. . . ^£232,576
1851 26,138,906 129,580
1852 50,146,639 .... 244,866
1853 30,949,590 152,677

Average.. 38,375,5731b £189,425

This average is supposed to represent as large a

quantity of hops as is grown in all the world be-

sides. How different a taste does this large con-

sumption argue now from what must have pre-

vailed in the beginning of the seventeenth century,

when the city of London petitioned Parliament

against two nuisances— against Newcastle coals in

regard of their stench, and against hops in regard

they would spoil the taste of drink, and endanger

the people !
* The produce of Belgium, which,

for its population of 4i millions, is one of the

largest hopgrowers in Europe, amounted in 1853

to 7,653,206 lbs.

In Germany, Rhenish Bavaria, and the Grand-

duchy of Baden grow much hops, and of excellent

quality ; but the amount of yearly produce I have

no means of ascertaining. Holland grows little,

and supplies itself in part by importations from the

United States of North America.

In Russia, a variety of the hop grows wild in the

Taurida, the Ural, and the Altai ; but the principal

supply is said to be imported from abroad.

The reason why the quantities relained for home
consumption vary so much in the years above

given, is that the crop is a very variable one, and

that the crop of plenteous years is reserved to meet

the demand of the less fruitful. An average con-

sumption of about forty millions of pounds is very

large ; but the importance of this plant among the

narcotics in which we indulge appears more clearly,

when we compare the average consumption of it

with that of tobacco. These are as follows :

—

Hops, average consumption .. 38,375,5731b.

Tobacco in 1853 29.737,561

* The duty is 18s. 8d, the cwt,, and five per cent,
additional.

8,638,0121b.

The yearly consumption of the hop exceeds, by

two-sevenths of the whole, the home consumption

of tobacco. It is the narcotic substance, there-

fore, of which England not only grows more, and

consumes more, than all the world besides, but of

which Englishmen consume more than they do of

any substance of the same class.

And who, that has visited the hop-grounds of

Kent and Surrey in the flowering season, will ever

forget the beauty and grace of this charming plant?

Climbing the tall poles, and circling them with its

clasping tendrils, it hides the formality and stiflf-

ness of the tree that supports it among the exube-

rant profusion of its clustering flowers. Waving
and drooping in easy motion with every tiny breath

that stirs them, and hanging in curved wreaths

from pole to pole, the hop-bines dance and glitter

* See Walter Blith's "English Improver Im-
proved," 3rd edition, 1653.
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beneath the bright English sun—the picture of a

true English vineyard, which neither the Rhine

nor the Rhone can equal, and only Italy, where her

vines climb the freest, can surpass.

2.— CULTIVATION OF THE HOP.

The hop "joyeth in a fat and fruitful ground,"

as old Gerald wrote in 1596; "it prospereth the

better by manuring." And few spots surpass,

either in natural fertility or in artificial richness,

the hop lands of Surrey, which lie along the out-

crop of what are called the green-sand measures in

the neighbourhood of Farnham. Naturally rich

to an e.\traordinary degree in the mineral food of

plants, the soils in this locality have been famed

for upwards of two centuries for the growth of

hops ; and, with a view to this culture alone, at the

present day, the best portions sell as high as £500

an acre. And the highest Scotch farmer—the most

liberal of manure—will find himself outdone by

the hopgrowers of Kent and Surrey. An average

expenditure of ten pounds sterling an acre for

manure over a hundred acres of hops, farmed by

a single individual, makes this branch of farming

the most liberal, the most remarkable, and the

most expensive of any in England.

This mode of managing the hop, and the peculiar

value and rarity of hop land, were known very

early. They form parts of its history which were

probably imported with the plant itself. Tusser,

who lived in Henry VIII. 's time, and in the reigns

of his three children, in his Points of Husbandry,

thus speaks of the hop

—

" Choose soil for the hop of the rottenest mould,

Well-doonged and wrought as a garden-plot should

:

Not far from the water (but not overfloune),

This lesson, well noted, is meet to be knowne.

The sun in the south, or else southlie and west,

Is joy to the hop as welcommed ghest

;

But wind in the north, or else northerly east,

To hop is as ill as fray in a feast.

Meet plot for a hop-yard once found, as is told,

Make thereof account as of jewel of gold ;

Now dig it, and leave it the sun for to burne,

And afterwards fense it, to serve for that turne.

The hop for his profit I thus do exalt

:

It stengtheneth drink, and favoureth malt

;

And being well brewed, long kep it will last.

And drawing abide, if ye draw not too fast."*

3.—USES OF THE HOP.

The hops of commerce consist of the female

flowers and seeds of the Humulus lupulus, or com-

mon hop plant. Their principal consumption is

in the manufacture of beer, and they possess three

* " Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry."
Londou edition of 1812, p. 167.

properties which particularly fit them for this use.

First, they impart to malt liquors a pleasant, bitter,

aromatic flavour, and tonic properties. Second,

they give them a peculiar headiness, often con-

founded with alcoholic strength, and thus save to

the brewer a certain proportion of his malt. The
soporific quality of beer, also, is ascribed in part

to the narcotic quality of the hop. Third, by their

chemical influence they clarify malt liquors, and

check their tendency to become sour. They arrest

the fermentation at the alcoholic stage ; and it ap-

pears, from the history of the art of brewing, that

beer which could be kept for a length of time has

only been manufactured in England since the hop

has been introduced. "The ale," says Parkinson

(1640), " which our forefathers wei'e accustomed

only to drink, being a kind of thicker drink than

beere, is now almost quite left oflP to be made, the

use of hoppes to be put therein altering the quality

thereof, to be much more healthful or rather phy-

sicall, to preserve the body from the repletion of

grosse humours which the ale engendereth."

4.—VARIETIES OF THE HOP.

Of the cultivated hop there are many varieties
;

but in our principal English hop districts, Kent,

Surrey, and Sussex, only about five varieties are

extensively grown. These are

—

First.—The goldings, grown chiefly in middle

and east Kent. They delight in a rocky calcareous

soil, or a rich friable loam. They thrive only in

the most naturally fertile kinds of soil.

Second.—The white-bines are the favourites of

Farnham and Canterbury. They require the same

description of soil as the goldings, are very similar

in their appearance and growth, and have nearly

the same value in the market. The flower of the

white bines is considered to possess the most deli-

cate flavour, while that of the goldings is thought

by some brewers to have more strength.

These two varieties are most esteemed for th t

brewing pale bitter ale. They both require vjry

long poles, and, on the average of years, produce

smaller crops than the coarser kind of hop.

Third.—The Jones's stand next in favour with

the brewer. They will grow on inferior land ; and

as they require very short poles, and are pretty

good croppers, they are in general favour with

growers in Kent.

Fourth.—The grape has many sub-varieties, and

requires longer poles than the Jones's. This variety

delights in stiff, heavy soils, after thorough drain-

age, and produces very heavy crops. Hence its

prevalence in the Weald. It is commonly used for

the ordinary sorts of beer.

Filth.—The colegate is a smaller variety of hop

than the grape, but produces enormous crops in
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Sussex and the Weald of Kent. It is often sur-

reptitiously passed off in the market as goldings

;

but it is greatly disliked by the brewers, on ac-

count of the rankness of its flavour. It is looked

on by many as the worst hop that is grown.

From the kind of soil on which they grow, these

two varieties are also known by the name of clay

hops. Those which are raised in the Weald of

Kent and Sussex, should, I suppose, be called

south clay hops, as those which grow on stiff clays

of Nottinghamshire are known in the market as

the north clays.

From this brief description of the more common
varieties of this plant, it will be understood that a

great diversity of flavour and quality must prevail

among the hops, not only of different districts, but

even of the same county. Thus the county of

Kent produces hops of various degrees of excel-

lence, the best samples combining in an eminent

degree the qualities of flavour and strength. Tlie

soils of this county rest chiefly on the chalk, but

partly, also, on its south-west border, on the green-

sand formation. Its northern part is covered by

the tertiary beds of the London basin ; and ic is

around Rochester and Canterbury, where the clays

of these tertiaries and the porous chalks meet, that

the best Kent hops are grown. Inferior samples

grow on the clays of the Kentish Weald.

In Surrey, again, the hops of the neighbourhood

of Farnham have from time immemorial borne the

highest price of the British hop market. They
grow on the marly soils rich in phosphate of lime,

which are formed from the rocks of the green-sand

formation; and so much does their excellence de-

pend upon the natural quality of the soil, that the

value of the crop changes sometimes on the mere
crossing of a hedge. The change of quality in the

soil in this locality is often sharp and sudden, and
hence the equally sudden change in the quality of

the crops it produces.

The clay hops of Kent and Sussex are coarse

and rank, but those of the small district of Retford,

in Nottinghamshire, called the north clays, are pre-

eminent in rankness. They give a coarse flavour

to beer, which is almost nauseous to those who are

unaccustomed to it. The stiff" clays of the county

of Nottingham, on which these hops grow, lie in

the valley of the Trent, and are formed chiefly

from the debris of the new red sandstone, through
which the Trent flows, with admixtures from the

coal measures, magnesian limestone, and lias clay

brought down by the feeders of the Trent. Pro-
bably a more thorough drainage of this district

would improve the quality of its hops.

To those who are accustomed to the mild flavour

of the Kent hops, that of the north clays is almost
nauseous, But the Kent hops, again, are dis-

relished by those who have been accustomed to

the still milder flavour of the Worcester hops.

These excel in this respect the best Kent goldings,

and are usually very taking to the eye. In prac-

tice, they are found to ripen beer sooner than any

other variety of hop. They grow on the red soils

of the vale of Severn, and, in the opinion of beer

drinkers, possess a grateful mildness not to be

found in any other hops. Hence, in Lancashire,

Cheshire, and some other counties, where the taste

for the Worcester hops exists, even fine Kent hops

would be rejected as unsaleable. A nice Lancashire

beer drinker calls beer hopped v.'ith Kent hops

porter ale. They do not answer, however, for the

best descriptions of malt liquor, such as the pale

ale, because they do not impart so fully the keep-

ing quality.

The red soils of Worcestershire are formed from

the debris of the new red sandstone, sifted and

sorted by the waters of the Severn. The traveller

passes through part of this hop region on his way

from Worcester to Malvern. The red soils of

Hereford, on which hops also are largely grown,

are derived from the old red sandstone, and in

mildness of quality the hops they yield are, I be-

lieve, similar to those of Worcester. Rich, open,

and friable, these red soils so far resemble those of

Kent and Surrey, from which the Canterbury and

Farnham hops are gathered. The variety of hop

grown in this region differs, however, from those

of Kent and Surrey, It is supposed to be a de-

scendent of the Flemish red bine.*

Thus the soil or locality in which they are grown,

and the variety raised, have ranch influence upon

the flavour which the hops will impart to beer.

But besides these, the time of picking, the mode
of drying and curing, the care bestowed on the

bagging, the place in which they are afterwards

kept, and the length of time they have been ga-

thered, all aflfect ihe finer qualities of the hop

flower. And if to these we add the numerous

minute variations which occur in the process of

brewing, from time to time, even in the same

* The proportions in which these several kinds of
hops are grown and used in England, may be judged of
by the amount of duty paid by those of each locality in

1852 and 1853.

1852. 1853.
Rochester £97,174 ..£61,085

,

Canterbury 52,746 .. 33,628

Kent 149,920
Sussex 63,654
Worcester 12,625
Farnham 16,311
North Clays 942
Essex 1,200
Sundries 210

94,713
38,668

11,283

6,909
225
807

69

£244,862 £152,674
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establishment, it will no longer appear surprising

that a very great variety of flavours should be given

to beer by the use of hops alone.

5.—ACTIVE INGREDIENTS OF THE HOP.

In 60 far as such diversities of flavour depend

upon the quahty of the hop itself—and not upon the

quality of the water employed, which much affects

the flavour of the beer—they are probably due, as

in the case of tobacco, to the different proportions

in which the active chemical ingredients of the

flower exist in the several samples. These active

ingredients, in so far as is yet known, are three in

number—a volatile oil, a slightly aromatic resin,

and a bitter principle.

a. The vGlatile oil.
—"When hop flowers are dis-

tilled v/ith water, they yield as much as 8 per cent,

of their weight of a volatile oil. This oil has a

I
brownish-yellow colour, a strong smell of hops,

and a slightly bitter taste. In this oil of hops it

was supposed that a portion of the narcotic influ-

ence of the flower resided'. Recent experiments

render this opinion doubtful. The raw oil is a

mixture of two volatile oils, and sometimes exhibits

narcotic properties. When rectified, these pro-

perties disappear. It seems probable, therefore,

that in the case both of tobacco and of the hop, a

minute but variable proportion of volatile narcotic

substance distils over along with the oil, and that

to this other substance the oil owes the narcotic

qualities it sometimes exhibits. The nature of this

volatile narcotic body has not been examined.

The hop has long been celebrated for its sleep

-

giving qualities. To the weary and wakeful the

hop pillow has often given refreshing rest, when
every other sleep-producer has failed. It is to

the escape of the volatile narcotic ingredient above

mentioned, in minute quantity from the flowers,

that this soporific effect of the hop is most probably

to be ascribed.

Upon the same volatile ingredient depends the

odour which is perceived in storerooms where hops

are kept, and much of the aroma they impart to

beer. It is owing to the escape of this ingredient,

even from the most closely-pressed hops, that they

deteriorate in quality so much by keeping, as

usually to fall one-third in value when upwards of

one year old. By boiling in the wort, also, a por-

tion of the same delicate aromatic principle is

driven oflf and lost to the beer.

b. The aromatic resin.
—"When dry hop-flowers

are beat, rubbed, and sifted, a fine yellow dust

separates from them, which is equal in weight to

about a sixth part of that of the hops. The fine

powder is sometimes distinguished by the name of

lupulin. Hop buyers talk of it as the " condition"

of the hop. Under the microscope the powder is

seen to consist of minute, somewhat transparent,

grains or glands of a rounded form, a golden-

yellow colour, and a cellular texture. By drying,

they lose their round form, and when put into

water they give out an immense number of minute

globules. The function of these organised lupu-

linic glands, as a part of the plant, is involved in

much obscurity. They possess a strong, agreeable

odour, and a bitter taste. AVhen taken internally

they are aromatic and tonic. They soothe, also,

and tranquillise, allay pain, reduce the pulse, and

in a slight degree provoke sleep. Alcohol extracts

from them, and dissolves out more than half their

weight of a reddish-yellow, transparent resin, which

is slightly aromatic, but vdien pure is not at all

bitter. This is the aromatic resin of the hop flower,

of which it forms one-twelfth part, or eight per

cent, by weight. What share this resin has in

producing the effects whi.h follow from swallowing

the entire grains, is not satisfactcrily known.

c. The bitter principle.—Besides the r'esin, the

little grains contain two per cent, of a volatile oil,

two per cent, of tannin, and ten per cent, of a pe-

culiar bitter principle. This last is the best-known

constituent of the hop, and gives bitterness to our

beers. In the other parts of the flov/er, also, there

exists a bitter ingredient, upon which few accurate

experiments have been made. The bitter matter

of the grains is said not to be narcotic, but what

is its true action on the system is not known. The

tannin helps to clarify the beer.

But though the specific action of each of the

chemical principles contained in the hop flower

has not been very well ascertained, the united ac-

tion of ail of them together is well known. The

tinctures and extracts of hops, which we use in

medicine, and introduce into our beers, contain

them all; so that all the virtues of the hop, in

whichever of the ingredients it resides, are present

in them in a greater or less degree. Hence, well-

hopped beer is aromatic, tonic, soothing, tranquil-

lising, and in a slight degree narcotic, sedative, and

provocative of sleep. The hop also aids in clari-

fying malt liquors, arrests the fermentation before

all the sugar is converted into alcohol, and thus

enables them to keep without turning sour.

Ale was the name given to unhopped malt liquor

before the use of hops was introduced. This is

alluded to in the passage already quoted from

Parkinson, and in the two old lines

—

" Hops, reformation, bays and beer

Came into England all in one year."

The words of Gerald, also, show the original

meaning of the two words. " The manifold nrtues

in hops do manifestly argue the wholesomeness of

beer above ale ; for the hops rather make it phy-

sicall drinke, to keep the body in health, than an
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ordinary drink for the quenching of our thirst."

When hops were added, it was called beer by way
of distinction; I suppose, because we imported the

custom from the Low Countries, where the word
beer was still in use.* Ground ivy {Nepeta

glechoma), called also alehoof and tunhoof, was

generally employed for preserving ale before the

use of hops was known.

To the general reader it may appear remarkable

— perhaps he may even think it a reproach to

science—that the chemistry of a vegetable produc-

tion in such extensive use as the hop should still

be so imperfect, our knowledge of its nature and
composition, and of the special physiological effects

of its several constituents, so unsatisfactory. But
the well-read chemist, who knows how wide the

field of chemical research has become, how rapidly

our knowledge of it as a whole is progressing, and
who endeavours in his daily studies to keep up
with that progress—he will feel no surprise. He
must wish, indeed, to see all such obscurities and
difficulties cleared away ; but he will feel more in-

clined to thank and praise the many ardent and
devoted men who in every country are now labour-

ing in this department, and to encourage them in

what they are doing, than to blame or reproach

them for being obliged to leave a part of the ex-

tensive field for the present uncultivated.

The hop, as we have seen, is to be placed among
the most largely-used narcotics, especially in Eng-
land. It differs, however, from tobacco and the

other favourite narcotics to be hereafter mentioned,

in being rarely employed alone except medicinally.

It is added to infusions like that of malt, to impart

flavour, taste, and narcotic virtues. Used in this

way it is unquestionably one of the sources of that

pleasing excitement, gentle narcotic intoxication,

and healthy tonic action which well-hopped beer is

known to produce upon those whose constitutions

* This word is found both in the new and old dia-
lects of the high and low Germans, Dutch, and Flemish,
in the form of bier. In France it is liere, and in Italy
birra. In these latter countries it has superseded the
old word cervoise, still used in Languedoc ; cervogla,
still heard in Italy—both of which, like the Spanish
cerveza, are from the Latin cerevisia, a word used by
Pliny for a drink made from malt.

In Anglo-Saxon, it was beor; in new and old Norsk,
bior ; in Gaelic, beoir ,• in Breton, ber or bier ; and
the Britons are said by Tacitus to have made a sort of
wine from barley, which they called baer.
But this word for the drink disappeared from Eng-

land, and ale took its place, till it was brought in again
to denote hopped ale, a sense which it did not originally
bear. It disappeared also from the Welsh, whose name
for beer is cwriv. But though it has penetrated into
France and Italy, ol is still the only word in use in
Scandinavia. This Scandinavian name, which prevailed
among us after the Romans left, points, like so many
other relics, to the race which has chiefly predominated
in the island since.

enable them to drink it. Other common vegetable

productions will give the bitter flavour to the malt

liquors. Horehound, wormwood, gentian, quassia,

camomile, fern leaves of different species, broom
tops, ground ivy, common gale, the bark of the

box tree, dandelion, chicory, orange-peel, picric

acid, chirayta, the poisonous strychna,* and many
other substances, have been employed or recom-

mended in England, to replace or supplant the use

of the hop. But none of these are known to ap-

proach it in imparting those peculiar properties

which have given the English bitter beer of the

present day its high reputation.

It is interesting to observe how men carry with

them their early tastes to whatever new climate or

region they go. The love of beer and hops has

been planted by Englishmen in America. It has

accompanied them to their new empires in Australia,

New Zealand, and the Cape. In the hot East their

home taste remains unquenched, and the pale ale

of England follows them to the remotest Inde.

Who can tell to what extent the use of the hop

may become naturalised, through their means, in

these far-off regions ? Inoculated into its milder

influence, may not the devotees of opium, and in-

toxicating hemp, be induced hereafter to abandon

their hereditary drugs, and to substitute the foreign

hop in their place ? From such a change in one

article of general consumption how great a change

in the character and habits of the people might we

not anticipate ?

III.—COCCULUS INDICUS

Can scarcely be classed among the narcotics in

which we voluntarily indulge, and yet it is one

which our humbler beer-drinkers involuntarily

consume to a very considerable extent. It is a fruit

or berry of the Anamirta cocculus, a beautiful

climbing plant, which is a native of the Malabar

coast and of the Archipelago. It is sometimes

called the Levant nut, on the Bacca orientalis. It

has some resemblance to the bay berry, and in

1850 was imported into this country to the extent

of 2359 bags, of one hundredweight each. It is

chiefly used for adulterating cheap beer, and it is

really wonderful in how many ways this singular

substance is fitted to aid the dishonest brewer in

saving both malt and hops. I mention three of its

properties which offer temptation too strong to be

resisted by many unscrupulous people.

* Strychnia is an intensely bitter substance con-
tained in nux vomica ; chirayta, an intensely bitter

plant from India ; and picric acid, an almost equally
bitter substance produced by the action of nitric acid

upon indigo. The latter two have only recently been
tried for giving bitterness to beer. The first is too

poisonous (or any but very reckless people ever to re-

commend. It is so bitter that its taste can be detected

when dissolved in 600,000 times its weight in water.
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If the bruised seeds are digested in water, they

yield an extract which, when added to beer, pro-

duces ihe following effects :
—

First.— It imparts to it an intensely bitter taste,

and can thus be substituted cheaply for about one-

third of the usual quantity of hops without mate-

rially affecting the flavour of the beer.

Second.— It gives a fulness and richness in the

mouth, and a darkness of colour, to weak and in-

ferior liquors. In these respects, a pound of Coc-

culus indicus is said to be equivalent to a sack (four

bushels) of malt. Or, to a thin brewing of beer, a

pound of this drug will give an apparent substance

equal to what would be produced by an additional

sack of malt.

Third.—It produces upon those who drink it

some of the symptoms of alcoholic intoxication,

and thus adds to the apparent strength and inebri-

ating quality of the liquor. Like hops, it also pre-

vents second fermentation in bottled beer, and

enables it to keep in warm climates.

This array of tempting qualities causes it to be

used largely by some brewers, chiefly of the dis-

reputable class, who seek to gratify, at a cheap

rate,* certain wishes and desires of their cus-

tomers. The use of it is forbidden, by the Act of

Parliament, under a penalty of £200 to the brewer,

and of £500 to the druggist who sells it to a

brewer. But an extract is prepared and sold, and

there is reason to believe that it is extensively used
— {Pereira). Some writers on brewing give plain

directions for using the drug; and the quantity

recommended by Morrice to the honest brewer (!)

is three pounds of Cocculus indicus to every ten

quarters of malt. By the dishonest, as much as

one pound is sometimes added to the barrel of 54

gallons, with Calamus aromaticus and orris root to

flavour it. If one pound really save four bushels

of malt, the 2359 cwt. imported in 1850, if all

employed for this purpose, must have saved to the

adulterators who used it the enormous quantity of

1,056,000 bushels

!

It is chiefly the humbler classes upon whom this

fraud is practised. The middle classes in England
prefer the thin wine-like ales and bitter beers.

The skilled labourer prefers what is rich, full, and
substantial in the mouth ; and the poor peasant,

after his day's toil, hkes to find at the bottom of

his single pot what will sensibly affect his head.

It is thus chiefly among the working men that the

beavy-drugged beer of the adulterator is relished

and consumed ; and it is probable that something

of the peculiarly beastly forms of intoxication

sometimes seen among these classes is to be as-

cribed to the influence of Cocculus indicus.

* It is sold at 19s. to 21s. a cwt., or 2^d. a pound.

The effects which this substance produces are

said, by those who have drunk beer drugged with

it, to be more upon "the voluntary muscles than

upon the intellectual powers,"* If so, a man
under its influence may be surprised by finding

his body helpless, while his mind is comparatively

clear, and still capable of reasoning and jucJging

with tolerable correctness. Others say, however,

that its effect is chiefly on the brain, so that its

mode of action probably varies in some degree

with the constitution of the person who takes it.

In large doses it is poisonous to all animals, and
a well-known use of it is for the stupefying of

fish.f Although, therefore, its special effects

upon the human constitution have not been accu-

rately ascertained by scientific physiologists, the

frequent use of Cocculus indicus, even in small

doses, can scarcely fail sooner or later to injure the

health.

This poisonous quality is derived chiefly from a

white crystalhne intensely bitter substance called

picrotoxin, which exists in the inner portion of the

berry. The way in which this poisonous ingre-

dient acts upon the system is still involved in con-

siderable obscurity ; but there cannot be a doubt
as to the moral criminality of introducing sub-

stances of so dangerous a kind into the common
drink of the least protected part of the people.

IV.—OTHER SUBSTITUTES FOR THE HOP.

Other narcotic substances more or less powerful

are in different countries substituted occasionally

for the hop. And, like Cocculus indicus, the most
injurious of these substitutes are generally intro-

duced into the Mquor without the knowledge of the

drinker. Thus

—

1,

—

In South America the bitter stalks of the

Schinus molle are mixed with the chica, which is

prepared by stewing the sweet pods of the Prosopis

algaroba.X What is the action of this bitter

substance on the drinker of the chica is not stated,

2.—In India, when the raw cane sugar (jag-

gery) is fermented with a view to the distillation of
rum, chips of the dried bark of the Acacia fer-
ruginea or A. leucophlea are added to the liquor.

It is supposed to act like hops in moderating the

* Pereira, "Materia Medica," 3rd edition, page
2155.

t In India, the bruised leaves of Phyllanthus
conami, and the capsules of the Xanthophyllutn baalile

(Lindley), and on the Himalayas the seeds of the Chaub-
moogra, and the fruit of the evergreen Took, or Hydro-
carpus, are used for intoxicating fish— (Hooker). The
bruised root of the Randia diimetorum has a similar
effect—(Roxburgh), I am not aware that any of these
are ever administered to man. The Indians of South
America use bruised Angostura bark to intoxicate fishes
— (Hancock) ; and the Peruvians make the same use of
Cinchona bark—(Saunders),

X See " The Liquors we Ferment," p, 304,
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fermentation, and probably gives a flavour and

other peculiar qualities to the rum distilled from

it, but it is not known to be added with a view of

any narcotic effects. The rum itself is described by

Buchanan as being execrable.*

3.

—

In China, a kind of beer, called tar-asun,

is made from barley or wheat. In brewing this

beer, a prepared hop is added to the wort, which

both causes fermentation and performs, at the

same time, the duties of the hop. Of what this

preparation consists my authority does not say.f

4.

—

In Africa.—In preparing their hydromel,

or mead, the Abyssinians add to the solution of

honey a portion of a bark called heeto. The leaves

and fruit of the tree from which this bark is taken

are narcotic and poisonous. It is probable, there-

fore, that the bark, which is described as bitter, a

stringent, and tonic, may also possess a portion of

the same narcotic virtue, and impart it to the

mead.

The leaves of a tree called kesaJio are likewise

used in Abyssinia for mixing vv^ith mead [j;, but

it is not stated if they possess narcotic properties.

Other travellers speak of a root called taddo as

being in common use among Ethiopian tribes, as

an addition to the mixture of malted barley and

honey of which their favourite drink is made. But

nothing is known of the chemical history of these

and other substances.

5. — In Nokthern Europe. — The Ledum
palustre (the marsh ledum, or wild rosemary), a

heath plant, common in the north of Europe, was

formerly used in Sweden and North Germany for

giving bitterness and apparent strength to malt

liquors. Its leaves when infused in the wort ren-

der the beer unusually heady, so as to produce

headaches, nausea, and even delirium, when drunk

to excess. In Germany the use of it for this pur-

pose is now forbidden by law. Like Cocculus in-

dicus among ourselves, however, it is said § to

be still used extensively by fraudulent brewers in

the northern part of that country, to give a dan-

gerous intoxicating power to their beer. Wlien,

and how, shall the poor and ignorant find shelter

from knowing fraud ?

The Ledum latifolium possesses similar narcotic

properties, and, where it occurs in sufficient abun-

dance, is used instead of, or along with, the

palustre.

In North America, both these plants are known
by the name of Labrador tea, and are used as

* " Journey Throuyih the Mysore," vol. i., p. 39.

t Morewood " On Inebriating Liquors," p. 120.

X Harris's " Highlands of Ethiopia."

§ Beckwith's "History of Inventions" (Doha's
edition), vol. ii., p. 385,

substitutes for Chinese tea. Both are very as-

tringent ; and, in addition to the tannic acid to

which this property is due, probably contain also a

narcotic principle not yet examined. To this nar-

cotic principle both the quaUties which fit these

plants to be used in cold climates as a substitute

for tea, and those which enable it to impart intoxi-

cating properties to beer, are to be ascribed. Ac-

cording to Dr. Richardson, the narrow-leaved L.

palustre is better suited of the two for the making

of tea*. Both plants would probably well re-

pay a detailed chemical examination.

The leaves of yarrow or millefoil {Achillea milli-

foUa) have the property of producing intoxication.

These are also used in the north of Sweden by the

Dalscarlians to give lieadiness to their beer.

6.

—

In England c\d,vy {Salvia 5cZar(?a) is said

to give an intoxicating quality to beer. Saffron

also, the diied stigma,? of the Crocus sativtis, has a

similar effect. It exercises a specific influence on

the brain and nerves, and when taken in large

doses, causes immoderate mirth and involuntary

laughter. Its exhilarating qualities are so remark-

able that it has been supposed to be the nepenthes

of Homer ; and to denote a merry temper it be-

came a proverb, " Dorraivit in sacco croci"— (he

has slept in a saffron bag). It has the singular

propertj'-, also, of counteracting the intoxication

produced by alcoholic liquors, as hops to some

extent do. This was known to Plinj', who says

that it allays the fumes of v/ine and prevents

drunkenness. " It was therefore taken in drink by

great wine-bibbers, to enable them to drink largely

without intoxication f." Its effects, however,

are very uncertain, and it is now little used in

medicine, and still less, I believe, for adulterating

beer.

PRACTICE r. CHEMISTRY.

Agricultural chemists insist upon the propriety

of preserving the ammoniacal salts contained in

farm-yard manure, by protecting it with a layer of

earth, ashes, and mud scrapings, from the drying

wind and hot sunshine; but what satisfactory

reasons can they give for following startling facts ?

Manure has been carried from the yard to the

fields, that has been drilled up for beans in the

miildlc of winter, and laid in small heaps, or spread

along the drills, and lay there for months exposed

to every change of weather, washed by the winter's

* See " The Beverages we Infuse," p. 194.

t For much more on saffron, see Phillips' " flistory

of Cultivated Vegetables," vol. ii., p. 180.

«
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rain and snow, bleached by the frost, and dried by

the strong winds ; yet excellent crops have been

produced in this way, and under a high altitude of

climate ; and the crops have been superior on the

best soils, and under the best climate. This is no

dare-devil assertion, but a constant success of

many years ; and however it may clash with the

doctrines of chemistry, it m ay be added that facts

are stubborn things

.

Practice constantly shows that exposure does not

in any way injure rotted farm-yard dung that is

applied for turnips in June, which is the hottest time

of the year.

East Lothian, 1855.

THE CULTIVATION OF ITALIAN RYE-GRASS

The cultivation of Italian rye-grass is just one of

those points which farmers generally would v.'ish

to be batter informed upon. They have already

heard so much about it, and yet so little to be de-

pended on, that they cannot but welcome any more

definite and satisfactory information upon the sub-

ject. The London Club, then, has done well in

taking up the matter. An open discussion would

promise to clear away many of those mysteries we

have lately associated with the production of this

plant, as to assure the practical man ho .v far it was

really worthy of his attention.

It must not be assumed that the growth of

Italian rye-grass has been so far unknown
to the English farmer. It will be seen that in

a not very full meeting on Monday ni^ht

there were some half-a-dozen members ready

to speak to their experience of it on this

side of the Border. The simple fact is, that its

value must be taken from two different points of

view. Italian rye-grass, treated such as other

grasses are, produces very good crops : so said

Mr. Baker, Mr. Bradshaw, Mr. Shearer, and Mr.

"Williams, who had all tried it. We cannot, how-

ever, stop here. Not content with regarding it as

very good, we must receive it as something very

wonderful. By extra care and outlay, we may
arrive at very extraordinary results. This is the

point. The agriculturist, for the future, must not

be satisfied with one or two crops in a season.

He must go in for something far beyond this, and

here he naturally hesitates to enquire with what

certainty it will be to his interest to do so.

It will be observed that the gentleman who un-

dertook to introduce the subject confined himself

almost entirely to the realization of these grand

results. It will be found, too, that he had been at

great pains in personally inspecting those farms

where Italian rye-grass had been rendered so pro-

lific, and that he leturned from the North armed

with a mass of statistical information on the system.

It is not always that an elaboration of figures can

be taken as the best plan for pointing an argument.

In a vivk voce discussion especially they are

difficult to follow, and but seldom provocative

of much advantage in debate. We are very

willing to allow, however, that facts and figures

have been much wanted here, and that much could

not have been accomplished without them. Pre-

vious to undertaking on himself this extra expense,

the prudent man will naturally ask what it will

cost; or, in other words, that he will look to means

before he ventures to arrive at results. The im-

proved method of cultivating Italian rye grass is

essentially an expensive one ; on this the whole

success of the thing depends. It is not, then, too

much to ask for some idea as to what may be this

increased outlay.

And here we confess it strikes us is the weak

place in the address. The great results achieved

in the North with this plant have been accom-

pHshcd, we are told, mainly, by continual irriga-

tion, and that this irrigation is applied by under-

ground pipes and tanks. The first question

naturally is, v/hat will these cost ? What capital

will it require to lay out a system of machinery in

this way? The question is still to be asked. The

speaker here declines to enter into it, but he sug-

gests that each man should go north, and there put

the inquiry in person. We can scarcely think this

is the best inducement for him to do so. Surely a

tolerably good notion might have been afforded us

as to what underground piping will cost, even ad-

mitting, as we readily may, that "one man's expe-

rience is not necessarily another's." This diffi-

culty, even if we do go in person, will be still in our

wa)', and we can at most only gather from another's

experience some idea as to what we ourselves shall

be required to provide. There, we are assured, are

gentlemen keeping the most accurate accounts, who

may inform us with every facility as to not only

what they gather, but what they expend. This

same want is observable throughout the opening

paper. Italian rye-grass in Ayrshire is cited to us

as evidence as to what irrigation can effect. But

this is not done by simple irrigation alone. Turn

to Mr. Telfer as the champion of the system. On
his farm of fifty acres we learn : " The sand on
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some of its extent has been heavily clayed, and has

yielded heavy crops of wheat, but a great deal of it

that I saw was as light a sand as was ever cultivated

—a pure sand soil which the severe frosts of this

winter have failed to make cohere. The manure

applied to these acres consists of (1) an endless sup-

ply of water; (2) the whole liquid and solid excre-

ment of 48 cattle in the byre, which are highly fed

on food grown and purchased; (3) 10 cwt. per acre of

artificial manure over the whole of the extent in

Italian ryegrass, GJ cwt. of guano per acre over

the cabbage and mangold wurzel, and about 21

cwt. per acre over the whole of the wheat. All

these are after the rate of imperial measure. There

are only 21 Scotch acres — that is, rather more than

25 imperial acres—under the irrigation system
;

the other part of the farm is managed in the ordi-

nary way." This is anything but clear. How
many are " these acres," that with an endless

supply of water have so much more substantial

matter ? Are they the twenty-one only imder

irrigation, or in addition to them some more of the

land that has not been clayed ?

Then, again, in giving just what is wanted—"An
History of an acre of Mr. Telfer's Italian Rye-

grass"—how much more satisfactory it would have

been to have let us know, not only what this acre

produces, but what is the cost in doing so! Keep-

ing such accurate accounts, how easy it might have

been to draw up a debtor and creditor column

—

what we must charge per annum for these repeated

dressings of guano and ammonia, what is to be put

down as the share per acre of this manure from

the cattle, the expense of apphcation, and any other

items that may be incident to the business. The
history of an acre without these, particularly where

figures so greatly abound, is but half a history

after all.

We would not for a moment wish to prevent our

readers giving this subject that attention it deserves.

What, however, we do desire is, that they may be

enabled to enter on the consideration of it with

every detail before them. Results can only be

properly estimated by the cost at which they are

obtained ; and we know the fate of the sanguine

speculator who cited only his profits, while he never

looked to his losses. We are the more induced to

dwell upon this point from the rather extraordinary

resolution agreed to by the members present at the

meeting on Monday. By all means recommend
the practice of our Ayrshire friends to the farmers

here. It may be to their advantage where practi-

cable to adopt it ; but surely we have anything yet

but the proof before us of this being " an easy and

cheap mode" of culture !

On the other hand, we think we are justified in

assuming, from all we have heard, that the process

is attended with some diflficulties at starting ; while

the means for carrying it on are certainly not based

upon cheapness as an essential, More than this, in

the rotation of crops we must not look to the

rye-grass alone. Despite the declaration of there

being now " no such thing as an exhausting

crop," it is very plain that, to achieve what has

been done in Ayrshire, the land will not only need

well-paying while this crop is on it, but something

considerable afterwards.

There is little doubt that with the grand proviso

—a succession of good seed—Italian rye-grass will

be found, under most circumstances, to well war-

rant its increased use. There is equally little ques-

tion that, to obtain extraordinary produce, we must
employ extraordinary means. It is the amount of

these we yet want more clearly put before us. The
weakness of the opening paper, we repeat, was, in

not giving these sufficient consideration. On the

contrary, we can congratulate its author as no longer

attempting to defend absurdities, which must at

once have died away had it not been for the strange-

ness with which they were persisted in. " Mr.

Telfer's hay crop," we were requested to rank now
as a forbidden word. We should wish to have

seen it such long since. " Mr. Telfer makes little

or no hay," said the Mark Lane Express months
since, and everybody says so now.

LONDON, OR CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.
The ordinary monthly meeting took place on Monday, March

5, at the Cluh-house, Blackfriars ; Mr. Shearer in the chair.

Subject—introduced by Mr. J. C. Morton, of Upper Welling-

ton-street, London—"The Cultivation of Italian Rye-Grass."

After a few introductory remarks from the Chairman,

Mr. John C. Morton said, it may be right to state at

the outset of this paper, that my object in naming its subject

for discussion, and in gathering all the information which I

could upon it by correspondence with the principal growers of

the plant, and by personal inspection of the farms in Ayrshire,

and elsewhere, where it is grown, has not been to prove anything

whatever with regard to persons. Of course, this remark will be

understood by those who have read the angry discussions that

ensued upon the late Tiptree gathering. I shall avoid all per-

sonality, whether in the way of praise or censure. No refer-

ence to past statements on the subject shall be made—state-

ments which have been disputed, defended, and condemned,

with a good deal of unnecessary temper—no attempt to deter-

mine where the credit is due, if there be any doubt as to the

originality of this, that, or the other, in connection with the
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cultivation of Italian rye-grass. In what degree Mr. Dicken-

son or Mr. Rodwell, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Telfer,

Mr. Mechi, and Mr. Kahton are copyists or originators I have

not tried to ascertain. There is an aspect presented by the

subject more important surely than the personal : I hope every

one will agree with me in that ; and, instead of trying to de-

fend or to condemn what has been already said about Italian

rye-grass, especially about the extraordinary crops of it at

Myremill and Cunning Park, I have tried to forget it all; and,

considering the cultivation of this plant simply as a subject of

great agricultural importance on its own account, I have lately

done my best to inform myself of the actual experience of its

growers, in order that I might be able, through the London

Farmers' Club, to call the attention of agriculturists generally

to what so many of them now already perfectly know—the

extraordinary merits of the Italian ryegrass as a forage plant.

This may be proved, in the first place, by the rapidly-increas-

ing sale it is receiving. It has been known to British agri-

culture for nearly a quarter of a century. In 1831, Messrs.

Lawson first imported it ; 160 bushels were that year shipped

from Hamburgh, and sold at two guineas a bushel. The im-

ports increased year by year; in 1810 they were 5000 bushels;

in 1853 they were 40,000 bushels—by this one firm alone.

Mr. Lawson writes to me as follows :

—

" The first importation took place 24 years ago, viz. :

—

In
1831
1832
1836

Bushels. Selling price.

160 42s. Od. per bushel.
320 35 „

1,000 15
1840 5,000 10 6
1841 6,0i'0 10 „
1850 25,000 .... 7 6 „
1851 2i,500 7 6 „
1852 30.000 6 „
1853 40,000 5 6 „
18.i4 3i;,900 6 a „

"The large increase in 1853 is attributable to a slight deviaiion

in the usual channels of sale, or wholesale transactions having
assumed an importance in that particular year, owing to trade

arrangements, which it is not necessary to particularise. Our
present year's importations are not yet completed, but we think

they will not exceed 35,000 bushels. There is no doubt that the

consumption of Italian rje-grass is progressively increasing— for

independently of our own sales, oiher parties in the trade have
also become importers— to what extent we cannot exactly say, but

we have every reason to believe that our own imports repre.-ent

three-fourths of the foreign seed consumed in this kingdom. Of
home-grown seed we have no means of judging, but our long

experience in the trade warranis us in saying that the foreign

seed is to be preferred even at a higher price. No complaints

have been urged against it, which is more than can t^e said of

the E"glish seed. The factitious value of this seed is owing to

its being better cleaned than the foreign. There is not the

slightest difference in the plant. The arrangements now made
hy us with the growers in Italy ensure its being perfectly cleaned.

There can be no qnestion but that the fact of foreign seed being

ill cleaned induced cultivation in this country, and many
growers have bestoned pains in preparing it for the market
under their own names. Farmers should, however, be cautious

in estimating the quality of the seed by the luxuriantly-grown
samples from which the seed is said to be, and undoubtedly is,

produced. This luxuriant growth having been superinduced by
liquid manure, a disappointment results if the crop, with ordinary
manuring, d' es not equal its parent. But we need not enlarge

on this. As to the comparative breadth of Italian and common
rye-grass, no one can speak ; for not a twentieth part passes

through the hands of the seedsman. Our own transactions in

the laiter have been to the extent of 95,000 to 100,000 bushels,

ranging over the past five years. But this must not be taken as

bearing the exact proportion to the Italian, so far as consumption
goes."

But wholesale dealings are not so satisfactory a proof as

those which represent sales to actual cultivators of the soil

;

and, on this point, Messrs. Drummond, of Stirling, tell me

that their retail sales alone, in Stirling, during the last six

years, have been 120, 136, 190, 220, 280, and 350 quarters

respectively—an obvious testimony to the increasing reputa-

tion of a crop. In like manner, Messrs. Gibbs, the seedsmen

to the Agricultural Society of England, tell me " the quantity

of Italian rye- grass sent out by us increases every year, and

the demand is at least double what it was seven or eight years

since. The quantity, however, actually sown is no doubt

much more than double, as it can now be obtained from nearly

all the local seedsmen." Mr. Sutton, of Reading, tells me
that their firm sold last year 1096 bushels retail, against 1161

bushels of other sorts of rye-grass ; this is, of course, inde-

pendent of all wholesale dealings, and of sales of both in mix-

tures for permanent grass. But perhaps the most curious

evidence of the gradually but rapidly increasing estimation in

which the plant is held is given by Mr. Rendle, of Plymouth,

who has been kind enough to examine his books during the

past fifteen years for me, and his retail sales alone of the seed

during that time have been year by year as follows—in 1840

only 25 bushels, and this followed in successive years by 30

bushels, 30, 50, 50, 60, 70, 90, 100, 180, 240, 400, 500, 600»

and 700 bushels per annum. In fact, as Mr. Rend'e says, the

use of the seed is not now confined to a few of the more enter-

prising cultivators ; it is general, and everybody sows it.

Well, then, seeing that the plant has already fully established

its claims to cultivation, it is an easy task for me to advocate

them. I wish, however, more especially to call attention to

that method of cultivation which has been adopted on the

liquid-manure farms in Ayrshire and elsewhere, and to the

extraordinary results which have attended it. But before

doing this, I must answer the questions of those who wish to

commence its cultivation and its management in the ordinary-

manner. Italian rye-grass prefers the adhesive class of soils

—

loams and clays. The quantity of seed recommended for

growth by itself, is 3 to 4 bushels per acre. Mr. Dickenson

recommends 4 bushels ; Mr. Sutton of Reading, and Mr.

Drummond of Stirliug, recommend 2^ only ; their seed is,

however, probably above the average quality. I fancy the

Ayrshire practice may be the safest, which is to sow 3| to 4

bushels per Scotch acre, corresponding to fully 3 bushels per

imperial acre. This, I find, is Mr. Mechi's quantity. When
sown with a mixture for permanent grass, 8 lbs. or 10 lbs. per

acre is an ample share. When sown with clover, 1 bushel per

acre, with 12 lbs. of mixed clover seeds, is suiRcient. In that

case, it should be sown as late as possible along with the grain

crop. If it could be hoed in early in May, it would be best

.

If sown as early as usual, it would, by its rapid growth, ma-

terially interfere with the harvesting of the crop. But for a

full crop, it is best sown by itself, i. e., without a grain crop

;

and then, as soon after harvest as possible is the proper seed

time. Mr. Drummond recommends 2 or 3 lbs. of Alsike

clover to be sown along with 2\ bushels of Italian rye-grass,

as early in autumn as possible. At the first cutting, early in

summer, this Alsike clover was eighteen inches high, and the

whole was a very heavy crop. Mr. Sutton recommends to sow

Italian rye-grass by itself—making an exception, however, in

favour of Trifolium incarnatum, if it be sown in August—

a

very large crop of both is obtained, and the Trifolium is made

surer and more abundant for its nursing by the earlier rye

grass. A great deal of the success of the crop depends upon

the choice of seed. It may not be of a good sort, for there

are varieties ; it may be imperfectly ripened ; it may be im-

perfectly winnowed ; aud it may be adulterated. Its weight

varies from 15 lbs. per bushel up to as much as 28 lbs., which

is the extraordinary weight named by Mr. Drummond. It is

much adulterated with hair grass and common stable seeds

;

and its varying weight indicates how much mere husk is often

mixed with it even if it be a genuine sample. Mr. Rodwell,

of Alderton Hall, Suffolk, some years ago pointed out the

necessity of selecting the right sort, showing that they differed

very materially ; and Mr. Sutton writes to me as follows :

—
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" Much of the misapprehension and diversity of opinion respect-

ing jroducliveness of Italian rye-grass has, we believe, arisen

from the assumption that there is but one kind of Italian rye-

grass, or that all varieties possess the same properties, or nearly

so; whereas, we have repeatedly proved that there are probably

as many varieties of Italian- as of English or Scotch rye-grasses,

and that the productive ar.d nutritive properties of some greatly

exceed others. This we found to be the case with a kind we
procured from Mr. Dickenson, then at May Fair, a few years

since, as alro another very productive variety, which, for distinc-

tion, we have liept under the name of ' Sutton's,' and the oilier,

' Dickenson's.' So great is the difference in the produce of

these and that of o^her varieties of Italian rye-grass which we
Lave sown, that we are not surirised at the great weight per acre

grown by Mr. Dickenson with a copious supply of liquid manure.
To the above remarks I may add, that some years ago a
rallier distinct variety was brought bef re the Council of the

lioyal Agrii ultural Society of England by Mr. Rodwell, which
was of a darker green than other kinds, and having a brown tint

to the ears of bloom or seed ; it was a good variety, but, not con-
sidering it superior in quality to those above alluded to, we I'id

not preserve the slock. Fresh- imported seed always produces a

large bulk of grass the first year, but is generally foul with
seeds."

On this subject, too, Mr. Drumtnond writes—

•

" Seed from Lombardy we find, upon the whole, the best, as

from it we are always luire of it growing an early and luxuriant

crop. Much of the British-saved seed is in its character and
habit so like common rye grass, that it is not one whit earlier.

A great deal of it is sown on ordinary land, instead of common
rye-grass, along with the barley crop, the seed of which, pro-

vided it has been the direct produce of Lombardy seed, may do

;

but if this be again sown in the same way, it will be greatly

deeenerated, and in a year or two valuele-s as Italian rye-qrass.

When we dn make use of home-saved feed, we musr have it from
the direct produce of Lombardy, and saved the same year in

which it is sown; i. e., sown alone in April, diid harvested the

game season. We have proved dozens of times the inferiority of

the general run of home-grown seed. Lombardy feed looks bad,

and is slovenly ' cured,' and it does not vegetate equal to our
own home growth, so that it requires to be sown rather thicker."

So much for the kind and quantity of seed and time of sowing.

On the last point I may repeat, that it may be sown very late

among corn ; but it is best sown by itself, either as early as

possible after harvest, when a first cutting is to be had very

early next spring—and it has been even known to yield a

cutting in November, and certainly a good bite for sheep—or

in March, April, or May, of the following year, when (if sown

in March) there will be a cutiing towards the end of June.

The plan is to clean the land and roll it hard, and sow three

bushels broadcast, and bush-harrow it iu and leave it. The

plant, if properly manured, and that the liquid way is the pro-

per one I cannot doubt, will keep down every other thing.

As to the produce under ordinary management, it will yield three

good cuttings in the year if watered with the water-cart as in-

dustriously as possible, and if the laud be iu good heart to

begin with. But if watered copiously—as it can be only by a

system of pipes and tanks and force-pump—you may have four

up to eight cuttings, according to the state of growth at which

you wish to take it. It will stand being cut later than

ordinary rye-f;rass, for it does not become so woody at as

nearly ripe, and it will do to cut very young also, and Mr,

Dickenson tells me that he has cut it even ten times in one

season. I do not refer at greater length to his experience,

because he is soon to publish a pamphlet on the subject. If

allowed to seed, Italian rye-grass yields a fair crop. I once

sold 90 sacks, i e., 360 bushels, weighing 17 lbs. a bushel, oif

19 acres, and this was not a good crop ; it was a second

cutting that year. The seed is difficult to save, from its

liability to shed. The swathe was tied up in small sheaves at

once, and stooked as wheat is, and carried at ouce to the board

upon a large sheet in the field, where a couple of men could

thrash it out almost as fast as a horse and cart could fetch it;

two or three blows upon each sheaf sufficed to knock the seed

ont. That then is all that need be said about the ordinary ex-

perience of this crop. Mr. Mcclii, who, as we all know,

adopts the liquid manure system, states hia management and

experience of it as follows :—
" We sow 3 bushels of Italian rye-grass per imperial acre

—

broadcast with the seed-barrow on the wheat crop— before the
last horse-boeing, which works it in. As soon as the wheat is

harvest' d, the grass is iriigated at tfee rate of lOfiOo gallons per
acre, which fives us abundant autumnal feed. Bet re Christmas
it is again irrigated once cr twice, and about tl:e -.iOih April to

the lOili May it afi'ords an abundant mow. Last year on 6 acres

of poor, stony, rocky soil we kept 100 fattening sheep from the

201 h April to the end of August, the sheep never having been
removed from the land. They were folded, and had rape- cake.
This was the second year of the grass which had been several

times mowed in !853. The land was ploughed in November,
sowed with while pea.s, which will be picked for the London
market, and followed by turnips. I should say that the hose
and jet followed the sheepfold. I prefer taking broad-leaf plants

after rye-gra-s rather than cereals. As a general rule, our rye-

grass gives US abundant food in the spring, whilst our neigh-
bours are sadly deficient. It al^o gives much late auiumniil feed.

When we mow, 10,0 gallons are applied afier each cutiing;

without this rrc have no crop in the summer. M ire weight can
be obtained by mowing than by folding ; the latter interferes

with the rapid growth of the plant."

I now come to the description of such of the farms in Ayrshire

where Italian rye-grass is cultivated as I have seen. You are

all aware that at several places in that county the system of

irrigation by underground pipes for the distribution of liqtdd

manure has been applied especially to the cultivation of Italian

rye-grass. And such very extraordinary statements have been

made about the results, both in the field and in the cattle

stalls, of this mode of management, that I was sure, when this

subject was named for discussion before the London Farmers'

Club, that a great deal of its interest would hinge upon the

truth or inaccuracy of the statements referred to. I went to

see these farms, therefore, the week before last, in order to

make personal inquiry into the subject, and so be able to speak

this evening with the confidence of an eye-witness. There are

five farms ia Ayrshire where pumps and pipes are in operation

for the distribution of liquid manure:—Myremill, about 8

miles east of Ayr, on the Maybole road, the property oi Mr.

Kennedy, a banker in Ayr, and occupied by Mr. Kennedy, his

tenant; Cunning Park, a farm of 50 imperial acres, on the sea

shore, one or two miles south of Ayr, occupied by Mr. Telfer;

Enterkine, three or four miles S.W. from Ayr, occupied by

Mr. Bell ; Lagg, occupied by Mr. Ralston, a high-lying farm,

nearly all arable however, some four miles from Ayr, on the

south road which runs by Cunning Park ; and a farm in the

occupation of the Marquis of Ailsa, some four or five miles

farther south. I saw Myremill, Cunning Park, and Lagg.

Enterkine, I was told, was stiff clay land : those parts of Lagg
'

and Myremill which I saw are what would probably be called

a somewhat brashy loam, and Cunning Park is a light sand,

Mr. Kennedy, the tenant of Myremill, has for many years had

experience of the value of manure applied in the liquid form by

water-cart both on common rye-grass and Italian ; acd it was

out of a conversation with his landlord iu which his own ex-

perience, along with Smith of Deanston's plau for distributing

the liquid sewage of towns, was discussed, that the plan of

underground piping for distributing the farm liquid was deter-

mined on. This was seven or eight years ago. Myremill is a

farm of 800 imperial acres, and of these 320 are furnished with

underground piping, extending, some of it, to the distance of

near a mile from four tanks on the farmery, which together

hold 300,000 gallons. The farmery is placed on the summit

of one of the knolls or undulations of the land, and its tanks

are thus above most of the land of the farm ; but when the

pump is in operation its force, whenever more than sufficient

for the work of distribution whether on the fields below it or

above it, opens the way to a higher tank at a distance, in

which, therefore, any surplus liquid is accumulated for uee by

gravitation at any future time. The supply for these tanks
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is as follows :—water ad libitum, pumped into them

from a neighbouring stream—the liquid of some 150 cattle

kept pretty constantly throughout the year in byres—the

drainiogs of the open yards and sties—and the whole

manure of 450 sheep kept in a bouse on boards, the spaces

beneath beiug flooded out occasionally, just as they are at

Tiptree, as most of us have seen. Besides this stock of

manure, Mr. Kennedy purchases at 6d. a gallon the concen-

trated gas-water of the neighbouring gas-works of Ayr and

Maybole, and of this he procures 800 to 1,000 gallons in the year.

All the liquid made during at least nine months of the year

and all this gas-water is put ou 84 imperial acres of Italian

rye-grass. The liquid made during about three months of

winter is poured on the fields intended for mangel wurzel and

other green crops. Those, then, are the means employed at

Myrcaiill. Now for a word on Mr. Telfer's farm. As ycu

approach Ayr by railway from the north, the sea upon your

right is hidden by a waste of sandy hillocks but imperfectly

bound together by the wiry roots of the scanty grass with

which in patches here and there they are covered. This is, in

fact, a district of blown sea- sand, in which rabbits burrow. On
your right, again, the same sand has been levelled, and is cul-

tivated, and, by dmt of manuring, is made to grow turnips

and other food for sheep, which there, as everywhere, at length

impart fertility, Tdrough this sand the water of Ayr finds its

passage to the sea, and on its banks the town is built. South

of the town the same kiud of soil occurs, in a narrower liue

however, along the shore, and it is soon altogether stepped by

the high lands, on the summit of which, close by the sea, lies

the farm of Lagg—Mr. Ralston's occupation. Before you

reach these high-lying lands, and before you leave the saudy

tract, you come, as you travel southwards, upon Mr. Telfer's

farm ot Cunning Park. It is an old enclosure from the blown

sand of the shore—50 acres iu a rectangle lying between the

south road and the aea— formerly, no doubt, a saudy waste, but

at what date I do not know; and while the difference wldch

to the farmer it exhibits from the wilderness it was is at least

as great as that exhibited by the richest specimens of fertility

I know, that difference is iu this case wholly due to art, and

not to Nature. The sand on some of its extent has been

heavily clayed, and has yielded heavy crops of wheat, but a

great deal of it that I saw was as light a sand as was ever

cultivated— a pure sand soil, which the severe frosts of this

winter have failed to make cohere. The manure applied to

these acres consists of (I) an endless supply of water
; (2) the

whole liquid and solid excrement of 48 cattle iu the byre,

which are highly fed on food grown and purchased; (3)10

cwt. per acre of artificial manure "over the whole of the extent

in Italian rye-grass, 61 cwt. of guano per acre over the cabbage

and mangel wurzel, and about 2^ cwts. per acre over the whole

of the wheat. All these are after the rate of imperial measure.

There are only 21 Scotch acres, that is, rather more than 25

imperial acres, under the irrigation system ; the other part of

the farm is managed in the ordinary way. I pass now to Lagg,

some three miles further south, and probably between two and

three hundred feet above the level of the sea. The farmery

hiere is high above the land under irrigation— so high that the

liquid from the cattle runs down some 40 or 50 feet, I should

think, to the tanks, where it accuraidates for use by gravita-

tion on the fields still lower down. These fields, extending

over 60 imperial acres, are on a slope, the upper part probably

70 or 80 feet above the lower, but all sufficiently below the

tanks to give pressure enough for distribution of their con-

tents through flexible pipes from the fixed hydrants. The

soil here is much the same as at Myremill—a good, but some-

what brashy loam, worth, I dare say, 353. an acre. The

manure used upon the land under iriigation is the liquid from

60 large cattle and 20 horses, with nearly 2 cwt. of artificial

manure per acre washed into the land after each cutting of

Italian rye-grass. The extent under Italian rye-grass at Lagg
each year is 12 acres, and this receives all the liquid except

duriug two or three months of winter, when the land for root

crops gets a dressing. The extent sown each year at Myre-

mill is 42 acres, and at Cunning Park 4 l-5th acres. This, let

me say, is sown in March or April, or late in autumn

;

kept on through the following year, and until the end

of summer iu the year after that. So that going in the

summer time you would see at Myremill 42 acres of old

grass and 42 acres of new grass, and at Cunning Park

4 l-5th acres of old grass and 4 l-5th acres of new grass,

i.e., 70 Scotch acres on the one farm, and 7 Scotch acres oti

the other. As to the mode of sowing, I will give Mr. Ken-

nedy's practice. He ploughs up an oat stubble in autumn,

puts the grubber and the harrow through it, and gets it clean ;

then he rolls as hard as he can, sows 4 bushels of seed broad-

cast—that is, 70 or SOlbs. per Scotch acre—and brushes it in.

That is the whole affair. It comes up, gets a flooding with

the liquid (about 6,000 gallons) as soon as well above

ground ; is cut, if sown early enough, the first time late

in April, and yields three or four cuttings, and after each

cutting gets soaked with the liquid manure. It yields

again three cuttings, or perhaps four next year, and is

then ploughed up and goes into the regular rotation of the

farm. The five years' course prevails there— I, wheat; 2,

turnips ; 3, oats ; 4, seeds, mown ; and 5, seeds depastured
;

and the Italian rye grass occupies perfectly and without dis-

turbance the place of the two years' seeds over forty-two

acres of the land ; and that generally is the plan followed on

the other farms. Mr. Telfer has, indeed, occasionally for

several years grown Italian rye-grass after Italian rye-grass,

aud found it answer perfectly, but I understood him to say

that he too grows it as a general rule iu succession with other

crops. And now as to the produce obtained from Italian rye-

grass under this cultivation. I will commence with Mr. Tel-

fer's case ; and let nie here say that I have never been on a

farm where such a detailed record of every operation and its

result is kept as is kept at Cuuning Park. The result of this

is, that the order and cleanliness apparent everywhere are

most remarkable. I would rather finish the biscuit I had

dropped iu Mr. Telfer's cow-house than if I had to pick it off

the floor of many a cottage I have visited. A record is kept

of the daily food consumed, aud of the daily produce of the

four lots of cows in which the whole are arranged—forty-seven

cows of the Ayrshire breed and one bull occupying the house.

They receive, while on Italian rye-grass fully, four feeds daUy,

amounting to from 2 tons to 50 cwt. of the grass among the

forty-eight. The grass is allowed to stand till on the point of

putting forth its seed stem ; it is then more substantial food,

containing less water and more starch and sugary matter.

When younger, it contains, along with more water, more of

the substances corresponding to the gluten of flour, aud which

chemists tell us resemble the fleshy part of animal matter.

Those who wish to make flesh by their consumption of Italian

rye-grass may therefore be right in cutting frequently and

having it younger. Tliat is Mr. Dickenson's plan. Mr. Telfer

makes butter, and is right in cutting it less frequently—often

only three, sometimes four, or at most five times in the year.

He has a drier food in cousequencc. His object is to have a

food for his cows containing 20 to 25 per cent, of solid matter,

and he mixes chalT aud hay aud meal with his mangel-wurzel

during winter in order to obtain this result. His opinion of

the relative merits of the younger and the older grass is

i
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founded on analyses by Dr. Anderson, of Glasgow, from which

it appeared that the Italian rye-grass seventeen days old,

seventeen or eighteen inches high, and weighing about nine or

ten tons per acre, contained 86 per cent, of water ; and when

five weeks old, or three to three and a-half feet high, and

weighing twenty tons an acre, only 74 percent. : in the former

case 3 per cent, of the protein compounds corresponding to

fleshy matter in the animal, in the latter only 2j, while the

starch and sugar present in the former were only 5|, and in

the latter 10^ per cent. It is no part of my present business

to state the winter feeding of this cow-house, or to do more

than relate what share this eight and two-fifth acres of Italian

rye- grass have in the maintenance of the live stock. I may

say, therefore, that the Italian rye-grass is, as a general rule,

the whole maintenance of the stock so far as green food goes

during the months of May, June, July, August—that it is

most of their maintenance in September—and that it is half

their maintenance in April and October. This was the case

last year, when eight and two-fifth acres of Italian rye-grass,

half of it sown in the spring of last year (for the seed was not

got in in the autumn of 1853, as usual) yielded 270 tons of

green food, besides a crop of hay off the old grass, which was

left for hay in the autumn, the younger crop being then in full

bearing, and sufficient for the feeding of the cattle. Now, it

is very little to say that forty-eight cattle are maintained

—

that 30,660 gallons of milk (for that is the average year's pro-

duce from the forty-seven cows)—that 30,660 gallons of milk

were made upon fifty acres of land, half of it under this irri-

gation system—that a quantity of milk, worth, at 2d. a quart,

upwards of £1,000, or, at ls.4d. per gallon, £2,044, was made

upon so little laud—because the question remains where their

food came from ; and there is many a London dairyman with

no land at all that maintains a larger herd and makes a larger

quantity of milk. I will therefore just add the cropping of

the laud last year. Of the twenty-five acres under irrigation

there were eight and two-fifth acres in Italian rye-grass,

yielding 270 tons of green food besides a crop of hay ; there

were three and three-fifth acres in cabbage yielding 150

tons of cabbaj;e, £10 worth of which were sold ; there were

seven one-fifth acres of mangel-wurzel, yielding 250 tons, 80

tons of which were sold at from 23s. to 303. per ton, according

to the season ; and there were nearly sis acres of wheat,

which yielded the extraordinary measured produce of 405

bushels. And it is an extraordinary thing to say that the

twenty.five acres under irrigation wholly kept those forty-

eight cattle—that is to say, that the grain, and mangel, and

cabbage sold will pay the hay and linseed, bean, and manure

accounts. That they will not do so another year is probable,

seeing that the greater part of the wheat sold at lOs. per

bushel. Mr. Telfer writes me—" The food obtained for my
cattle from the other 19 Scotch acres— that is, nearly 25 im-

perial—not under irrigation, is charged against them at the

price it can be purchased in the market (sixty feeds, i. e., 30

tons of grass, and a quantity of hay, with oats and oat-straw);

I expect my sales of mangel, cabbage, and wheat to cover

this as well as all other purchased food." And in another

letter I have received from him he says—"My calculation at

present is that the grain, mangel, and cabbage sold off this farm

will pay for the hay and linseed, &c., and manure accounts."

Let me give the history of an acre of Mr. Telfer's ryegrass. It is

sown in autumn, as I said of Mr. Kennedy's, about 4 bushels

per acre, and brushed in and watered, and left till spring.

Sometimes it is very late ; and when I was at Cunning Park

the week before last, it was barely up, and had been cut down
by the frost, and might have to be sown again. In that case

it would be, as it was last jear, a spring sowing ; in that case

its first flooding would be followed by a first cutting in perhaps

June, when 10 or 12 tons per acre might be expected from it.

Immediately after cutting, between 3 and 4 cwt. per acre of

mixed Peruvian guano and sulphate of ammonia are sown upon

it, and 1 inch or 100 tons per acre of water are poured upon

it through the pipes, containing such a share of the liquid excre-

ment of these 48 cattle as belongs to the period since the last

pumping took place. Mr. Telfer attaches immense importance

to this immediate manuring and flooding with water; and he

lets the water on direct from the pipes to the land : he does

not send it flying in a shower though 40 or 50 yards of, it may

be, dry air, which would run off with half its excellence, but he

sends it directly to the roots of the plant. The flooding follows

the cutting immediately, the Italian rye-grass uses the aramo-

niacal manure especially during the early stage of its growth,

and by applying the liquid at once it gets the start of ail weeds,

lu five weeks the land will be covered 3 feet high with a thick

luxuriant growth, weighing dry, i. e., without dew or rain upon

it, at least 16 to 20 tons per acre. This is cut and followed by

another manuring in a similar manner, and a third cut of 16 to

18 tons may be expected pretty early in September, and a fur-

ther manuring will give you 10 or 12 tons per acre towards

the end of October. In spring another dressing of the water

gives a cutting towards the end of April, and a second and

third cutting will be had, together weighing 45 to 50 tons per

imperial acre, by the end of August. The land is then allowed

to grow the crop unassisted, and a crop of hay or seed may be

had in the early part of October, after which it is broken up.

During the two years that acre will have yielded between 80

and 100 tons of green food per acre, in seven cuttings, by the

use of a ton of guano, sulphate of ammonia, and nitrate of soda

washed in with 700 tons of dilute liquid. I am not stating

this produce as an actual history, but as what I believe to he a

moderate estimate, founded on the information I have obtained,

of what any one of us may get under favourable circumstances

if we adopt Mr. Telfer's system. Mr. Telfer states the produce,

as actual history for one year, of his 7 Scotch acres—that is of

3J Scotch for the two years of their existence—at 270 tons of

green food besides the hay

—

i. e., less than 80 tons per Scotch

acre for the two years. But it is right to give the following

facts in connection with these 270 tons from 7 Scotch acres. 3-^

Scotch acres were sown in the spring of 1853, and 3^ Scotch

acres were sown in the spring of 1854. The former yielded

3

cuttings in the former year and 2f in the latter year, and it

was then allowed to seed ; and the 3| acres which had been

sown in the latter year yielded 3 cuttings : so that, taking the

latter year alone, 5^ cuttings were obtained. The old grass

yielded 2f cuttings ; that is to say, during the third cutting in

the beginning of July the scythe was stopped, and the liquid

manure following it was also stopped—the mowers being sent

in to the yomiger grass sown that spring, as it would otherwise

have gone to seed. It will be seen, then, that owing to the

seeding in both cases being in the spring, and especially owing

to the manure being stopped so early in the season, only 5f
cuttings in all were obtained in the year from the two plots of

one-year-old and "two-year-old grass. In calculating what,

under more favourable circumstances, might have been, I thiuk

that tJiat J of a cutting only has to be deducted, as it alone of

the older grass can be called contemporaneous in its growth

with the first cutting of the new, and thus 5 full cuttings might

have been obtained from that 3| acres of the two-year-old grass

iu one year. It is, however, of little importance, and there is

little need to speculate on what might have been. The actual

history of that produce, crippled as it was, is extraordinary

enough. My version of what might have been is, nevertheless,

corroborated by the following actual history of facts, which Mr.
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Kennedy gave me as the proluce of 16 Scotch acres of Italian

rye-^ass last year, as follows :—On April 20 a cutting com-

menced, and on each day a perch was measured and its produce

—cut if possible dry—was weighed dry ; and the weight per

acre calculated by a perch weight ascertained each day was 16

tons ; the secondcutting, ascertainedia like manner, was 25 tons;

the third was 17^ tons ; the fourth, in September, was 16 tons

;

and after that a foot high of grass was eaten down by sheep,

which, if it had been cut, would have been 8 or 10 tons per acre.

This was 74 tons per Scotch acre in one year. That was the first

year of a crop sown iu September of the previous season.

There must be added to it the two or three cuttings

of the nest season before we get the quantity that one acre

will have jielded in the two years, corresponding to the two

years' produce which I have estimated at 80 to 100 tons per

imperial acre. Mr. Telfer's farm is, as I have intimated, a dairy

farm. He finds it his interest to grow food at this high pres-

sure rate, although he is 400 miles from the market for his

butter. His butter comes up to Jermyn- street, and I believe

it (etches as high a price as any in the market ; and I believe

that, notwithstanding the expense of carriage and the high

pressure under which it is made, it reaches Jermyn-stieet with

as little on its head per lb. to answer for, with as large a

balance, I mean, per lb. of profit to the maker of it, as any that

is sold. We surely all agree with Mr. Telfer that the power

through this Italian rye-grass of producing a large quantity

of vegetable matter where milk brings so high a price as it

does in the neighbourhood of large towns, becomes a far more

im^jortaut consideration to persons situated near London, than

it does to the tenant of an Ayrshire farm. And I quite ex-

pect, as the result of this day's meeting, to find that Mr. Tel-

fer's practice is being copied in the neighbourhood of London.

I have yet to say a few words of Mr. Kennedy's farm, where

Italian rye-grass goes to the manufacture of meat. It is, as I

have said, 7C0 Scotch acres, or 900 imperial acres in extent

:

180 acres are iu wheat, 180 acres in turnips, swedes, and

mangel wurzel, 180 acres iu oats, 180 acres in one-year-old

seeds, 180 acres iu two-year-old seeds. Of these 180 acres

kept two years ia grass, 42 are Italian rye-grass ; 420 of the

900 acres are under the system of irrigation by underground

pipes for the distribution of the contents of the tanks. The

green food of this farm, along with certain portions of rape-

cake and beaomeal, and along with steamed straw, keeps a

herd of 253 large cattle fatting to 7 cwt. and upwards (a very

even lot of cattle, under capital arrangements as to feeding and

accommodation, I saw there the other day), 450 sheep (im-

proved cheviots), fatting to 16 or 18 lbs. a quarter, and sel-

ling for 423. to 47s. a-piece; and from 150 to 200 pigs and 25

large Clydesdale cart-horses. These are besides the sheep in

the fields. Three such lots of sheep are passed through the

hands in the year : the cattle may be kept longer—more nearly

five months than four on an average ; but that stock, excluding

the sheep in the fields, is the average quantity constantly on

hand, and 42 acres of young Italian rye-grass and 42 acres of

two-year-old Italian rye -grass keep them during about five

months of summer. The cattle getjabout 63. or 73. worth of

rape-cake and bean-meal per month a-piece. The sheep get

half a pound of the mixed food a day, or not much more than

Sd. or lOd. worth a piece per month ; and besides that from

April till October they get only Italian rye-grass. The sheep

eat from 12 to 18 lbs. of this green food a day, and the cattle

from 100 lbs. to a cwt. a-piece. It is the universal testimony

there that the Italian rye-grass never palls upon them. They

get tired of clover, but not of this grass. The sheep are on

open boards in pens, 12 feet by 6, holding 10 : there are two

rows in the width of a long L-shaped building, with a central pas-

sage. They looked healthy, comfortable, and prosperous. The

labour of attendance on 450 sheep so kept is only I63. a week, the

wages of a man and woman who supply the food. The labour of

providing the Italian rye-grass for all the stock (cutting and carry-

ing it from the field) is done by four horses constantly em-

ployed in carting, and two men constantly mowing during the

season, besides women raking. Mr. Kennedy states that lie

will undertake to keep 70 to 80 sheep per Scotch acre for five

months of summer on Italian rye-grass cultivated m this man-

ner. This is 60 sheep per imperial acre. They fatten to

18lbs. a quarter. Their consumption may be 16lbs. a day on

the average, besides the ^Ib. of rapecake and beanmeal. 9601b3.

of green food daily for five months is 64j tons of green food

per imperial acre; and that, I do not in the least doubt, is not

only a possibility as an individual fact, but it is a possibility

as an average experience. Besides the flock of sheep—viz.,

450 in the house—some seven sheep per acre are kept upon the

clover during summer, and 3,000 sheep iu all are sold off the

farm to the butcher it> the year. How great an auxiliary the

Italian rye-grass is to the general interests of the farm, appears

in the quantity of manure which the great stock kept on it during

summer enables to be made. Mr. Kennedy had 7,000 cubic

yards of manure, in made and measured heaps, upon his farm

last spring. His plan is, as I have said, to apply gas-water

with the liquid manure. At every dressing, and there are often

two after each cutting, he puts 20 gallons of the concentrated

water per acre into the tank from which the liquid ma-

nure is to be taken ; and this, with 5,000 or 6,000 gallons per

acre, is the usual dressing. That the liquid is of immense im-

portance is proved by an experience of Mr. Ralston, at Lagg,

where two dry top-dressings of guano were followed by but two

cuttings in the year ; while with the liquid, some 5,000 or

6,000 gallons per acre, repeated twice or thrice after each cut-

ting, four cuttings were obtained ; and, as Mr. Ralston put it,

the grass grew 12- feet iu length during the season. Now, I

do not wish to hold up the practice of these Ayrshire farmers

as a foil or contrast to that prevailing anywhere else. There

is many an illustration of the enterprise and energy of our

common Saxon blood to be found, not only on individual farms,

but over whole districts, and even counties, both in England

and in Scotland. These instances of successful cultivation of

Italian ryegrass are to be taken as independent histories ; not

for the purpose of putting any other practice in the shade—not

for the purpose of comparison or contrast at all, but simply

for consideration on their own merits. I have not given the

cost of laying down the pipes, and pumps, and tanks—that

varies with the cost of iron, and with fifty other things ; and

one man's experience is not necessarily another's in another

place and at another time ; and it is not likely that any person

determining to enter on this plan will do so without personal

inquiry into this aspect of the subject. All I have tried to do

is to show that an enormous stock per acre is kept upon

Italian rye-grass cultivated in this manner—so large a stock,

that I think I have given good reasons why any tenant farmer,

with an interest in his land secured to him long enough to

render an outlay of the kind required prudent, should go north

and inquire into these facts for himself. I believe they may

be paralleled in the neighbourhood of London with even

greater profit than is reaped by Mr. Telfer in the neighbour-

hood of Ayr. The original character of the land seems to be

of little importance. Mr. Bell, of Enterkine, has pipes under

40 acres of what is there called stiff clay land ; and I was told

that he believes he cut 100 tons of ryegrass per Scotch acre

last year. Mr. Telfer, on the other hand, grows his great pro-

duce on the lightest sand. The great advantage of the plant is

this, as Mr. Telfer puts it : that you get a rapid certain growth

Y
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when placed in favourable circutnstauces as to liquid manure ;

that tliere is a much longer time during which it is palatable

f;r stock (for it is longer of getting t'.ry and woody than any

other rye-grass) ; ar^d that any soil with auimonia-and-water-

retaiiiing powers can bo made to produce as large returns as

the richest and most easily managed soils. If any one shall

consider it worth his while to isiquire further into the practice

prevalent at Myremill, Lagg, and Cunning-park, it may be an

encouragoraent to him to say that I found Mr. Kennedy, Mr,

Ealston, and Mr. Telfer as cordially frank, and ready to meet

my many questions, as I could possibly have wished—as

" ready to do good and to communicate" as any men I ever

met. It may be right to add a word or two on the hay made

from this plant. It is, of course, under its ordinary manage-

ment, as proper for conversion into hay as any other rye-grass

—more proper if excellence for this purpose depends upon

abundant produce of palatable food. But under the irriga-

tion system, where the second cutting follows so quickly on

the first—where such very heavy, almo^ unmanageable, pro-

duce is obtained, andj above all, where the success of the

management depends upon the land being flooded with liquid

immediately upon its baing cut, it is not advisable to make

hay. Hay is made from it, then, only in such cases as that

described by Mr. Telfer, when a cutting of the old grass re-

mains unfinished, while the first cutting of the new is ready

—

or whenever the growth accidentally or by mismanagement

overtakes the consumption. Then that which cannot be con-

sumed at once is cut and made into hay—and very good hay

it makes. You will perhaps expect that when speaking about

hay, I should make some reference to Mr. Telfer's hay crop,

about which he spoke to Mr. Caird and me at Mr. Mechi's'—

aud to the consequent statement which produced so much ex-

citement then and subsequently. I am not, however, going to

do anything of the kin 1. I submit that if any oue shall insist

upon investigating that, and ascertaining here and now what

the esA^t nature of the statement was, aud who is responsible

for it, he will, for the sike of mere idle curiosity, be doing his

best to destroy the usefulness of the discussion which may fol-

low this paper ; for the angry feelmg which has thus been

raised, aud probably would be so again, is not the best in which

to arrive at truth ; and I hope that the London Farmers'

Club will, by their resolution this evening, affirm the im-

portance of the Italian rye-grass as a forage plant, espe-

cially for use in the green state for feeding cattle. I hope too

that they will recommend its cultivators to inquire, with a

view to imitation, into the method of management adopted on

the Ayrshire farms to v.'hich I have referred. One further

remark in conclusion :—It is but a century since men lived on

salted meat alone during the winter months; the summer

season was the only time when stock was fed or could be fat-

tened; the introduction of the turnip husbandry lias changed

all that, so that on many an arable farm m.cre food is now pro-

vided during the winter months than there is for them during

the summer, especially during the early part of it. The growth

of rye has been recommended as the remedy for this ; and

winter vetches, cabbage, rape, and early turnips are the crops

which have been used to supplement the deficiency of the sum-

mer produce. I believe there is no plan so efficient for this

purpose as the growth of a few acres of Italian rye-grass, under

irrigation, near the steading. Eight or ten acres of it, under

the liquid manure system, will yield an enormous produce of it,

and the manure that can be made by its consumption will be a

welcome addition to the powers of the farmer iu the autumn
cultivation of his stubbles for the green prop of the following

year.

Mr. llOBBiiT bAKKR had como to thia discussion with few

other obaervatioEs to make'than such as might be suggested by

the ablepaperwhich they had just heard read. The subject matter

under consideration was, perhaps, one of the most important

that could engross the attention of the farmers. He confessed,

however, that when it presented itielf to the public notice, it

came in a character so questionable or fabulous that it was not

regarded with the attention that was certainly its due. Settiug

aside all prejudice, he felt that on this occasion he should be

but fulfilling his duty as a member of the Central Farmers'

Club by coolly and dispassionately touching upou some of the

points in coanection with the astonishing plaut to which Mr.

Morton had referred. That it was an astonishing plaut, and

that there were many varieties of it in existence, no one could

doubt, after listening to that gentleman's paper (Eear, hear).

Indeed, he was not avi'are until now that the varieties were so

numerous as Mr. Morton had stated, and as Mr. Lawson and

others had before asserted ; although he had himself obierved

that the plant exhibited many strikiagly distinctive characteris-

tics. Its first introduction to his (Mr. Baker's) notice was, ho

believed, about the year IS-iO. It had then begun to attain

some ceiebrity. A bushel was procured for him by a friend ;

bur, arriving too late to sow with the spring crop, which was

the customary mode of sowing grass in Essex, it w^s reserved

for the autumn. Owing to some oversight, however, it was

neglected until all his turnips had been put into the grrAind

and come up. But he was determined even then to make the

most of it, and accordingly sowed the busViel of seed upon half

an acre of laud, where the turnips had come into plant, har-

rowing up thi turnips in order to ensure the grass. The sowiug

took place in the first week in August, and on the 12th ofMay
following a rod of it weighed I121b3., and on the 20th of the

same mouth arod of it produced not leas than IGSlbs (hear, hear).

This result, be it observed, was achioved without the applica-

tion of any extraordinary means, except that which had been

applied for the production of turnips—something at the rate of

15 to 16 loads of farmyard dung per acre, the soil being allu-

vial ; aud such was its astonishing growth that, before il had

arrived at maturity to produce seed, he cut a portion

of it which reached over his head, and descended to

his shoulders, aud be afterwards exhibited it at

Chelmsiord market, where it was regarded by the far-

mers as a most wonderful plant (Hear, hear). Since

then he hai never been abla to obtain so large a growth, ani

it struck him that perhaps it had degenerated, but never until

to-night that there were difierent varieties. Possibly the seed

he first used was procured from ^ district where it was better

grown; perhaps, also, it was of a superior sort to that he had

sown since (Hear). Ho had always found a difficulty, iu growing

Italian rye-gTass, to ensure a good plant. Whether from

the nature of the soil or climate in Essex, there was far more

difficulty iu ohtainmg a plant oithat grass than any other de-

scription of grass. So far as getting a pure stock of it was con-

cerned, there was no other grass with which he was acquainted

from which so pure a stock could be obtained as Italian rye-

grass. If it were sown iu the ordinary way that other grasses

were sown, and a cutting was taken off it in summer, for fodder-

ing or otherwise, none but Italian rye-grass would form a stock

for second cutting. With this knowledge, which he had gathered

from experience, he had invariably mown his Italian rye-grass

twiceforseed in the same summer. The second cutting hehadap-

plied to the production of seed for the ensuing summer ; and thus

he had succeeded in procuring a truer stock than by any mode of

purchase. That it degenerated he had no doubt ; but then it

was the nature of all plants that had been long grown on the

same soil to degeucrate ; consequently, it might be well to re-

vert occasionally to the oiigiual stock in the country frora which
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it VFas iraportecl (Hear, hear). In the caae of the Tartarian oat,

for instance, they might have remarlied tliat upon its fast in-

troduction it grew entirely on one side, but if it were grown

continuously on the same land it assumed the character of the

Siberian oat, growing nearly round the whole stem. If, then,

the oat degenerated, as well as other plants, so also ni'j,ht tlie

Italian rye-grass to even a greater extent ; it was iroportaut,

therefore, that this cluh should take the opportunity of inves-

tigatiug that point, obtaiuiog seed from Mr. I.a^s >n and other

geutlemen who professed to have the varieties which grew such

estraordinarj- crops, and so cop.vince themselves that they had

been cultivating the wrong description of seed. The proper

time to sow lialian rye-grass was early in the autumn ; indeed

that was the best time for all grasses, for he had found by ex-

perience that the laying down of lajid with grass was better

effected in the autumnal than the spring months (Hear). If

they sowed Italian rye-grass with an early gnjn crop—Lctitcn

com as it was termed in his neighbourhood— in a

moist snminer, it would grow so fast a? to interfere not

only with the harvesting, but Vrn production of tlie crop too
;

but if they wished to obtain rye-grass far an early cutting,

he would say that, pursuing the same plan as for

turnips, about TJidsuuiiaer was the proper time for laying

the foundation of a beneficial crop in the following summer.

Tv'ith regard to the application of liquid manure, be had never

yet had the opportunity of testing its elfects, except on a small

ECile in gardens and so forth. He had no douLt thit It-iliau

rye-grass was one of the grossest feeders of any plants—once a

plant of it was grown on a farm, they never lost it. (Hear ) It

was sure to make its appearance somewhere. And if a single

plant of it were pulled np, they would find as much fibre at

its root as v.'ould fill a peck measure. This was proof suffi-

cient of the extent to which it threw out its roots, and thist it

was a very gross feeder. Of coarse, with such a lar^e number

ofspougea, it was enabled to appropriate an astonishing quan-

tity of manure. For himself he was inclmed to the opinion

that this description of grass was admirably adapted for dairy

purposes and for growing of stock of every kind; but he doubted

if rye-grass, forced in an extraordinary manner by nieai.s of

liquid manure, would be best for the fattening of cattle, and

making hay of first-rate quality, however successful the farmer

might be, as regarded the weather in securing it. For the

more succulent a plant happened to be, the more water did it

contain. Thus it is with mangold wurtzel, which contains

from 80 to 85 per cent, of water; so also with the turnip :

vhite turnips especially held a very large quantity of

moisture, more indeed than swedes ; and swedes less than man-

gold wurtzel. If this water were extracted, it left behiad a

tery small amount of nutritious matter in proportion to the

bulk obtained. lie inferred, therefore, that just as they increased

the succulence of Itulian rye-grass, and supplied it with a large

amount of moisture, so would they diminish the nutritious

quality of the plant per cent, on the whole. The question cer-

tainly came before them with such force that one could hardly

comprehend how it was possible for a single acre of land to

produce from 60 to 63 tons oi any de-cription of produce

whatever, except, perhaps, cabbages or mangold wurtzel, which

might be forced to almost any extent. They all knew that

' mangold wurtzel, which on ordinary soils grew 15 or 16 tons

an acre, a-id cabbages which produced five or teu tons more,

I might by the application of manure be made to produce

from 60 to 70 tons per acre. In fact, instances had come

under his notice of even a larger amount of production

than that. (Hear, hear.) Assuming that a piece of red—

the broad- leaved—clover would produce from four to five tons

per acre of hay in two cuttings, and that it would take

four tons of Italian rye-grass to make one ton of hr.y, he

p-esumcd that it would take three tons of clover ou'v to prcduce

one ton of hay; and if five tons of hay could be produced from

an acre of broad-leavedclover.and he knew that hadbceu effected

without the applicstiou of cstraneniis nsanure fifteen tons per

acre had been produced in a green state in two cuttings, then,

if by possibility the two cuttings could be converted into

four, and the four were equal to the two in point of

weight, they would be actually approaching the quantity

said to be grown by Italian rye-grass. He confessed that

he was not more exempt from prejudice than other parsons;

and having been long acrjustomed to see the ordinary grasses

producing from five to six and seven tons an acre at the

utmost, the annouv.cemer.t carae with startling effect cu his

mind when he was first told that from fifty to sixty tons

might be grown on the same quantity of land. It was

something, in short, that then seemed scarcely to be credited

or comprehended. (Hcar.j

Mr. Sidney wis' ed to give the club the advantage of some

notes which he had taken from an cxtrenely valuable work en

this subject, v.hich was not referred to by Mr. Morton, and

which corroborated what that gentleman had said. It was well

known that the cultivation of Italian rye-grass, though a novelty

in this country, 1 ad been carii d on iu It^ly for a vast number

of years. Irrigation ca scientific principles could be traced iu

ihi.t, country for four centuries ; and for nearly forty years

there had been a regular distribution of the sewage of Milan

over the adjacent country. Nut long since, the East India

Company sent Lieut. Baird Smith, an officer of engineers, to

Italy, to investigate the system of irrigation pursued ; and that

gentleman made a report, which contained a vast q'.ianti"y of

useful information. It appeared that in the neighhourkood of

Milanabout 15,000 acres cf land were laid out in a scientific

manner for irrigation with the sewage of the town. In the

best meadows, that was to say the meadows which we;e irriga-

ted wit!\ the best manure, the crops were cut four limes a year

—viz., iu November, January, March, and April ; and threu

times for hay—viz., Juoe, July, a;id August; while dairy cattle

were fed on the land in September. The result was a produc-

tion of 50 tons per acre under ordinary circumstances ; and

when the land was manured with the best Milan sewage, from

67 to 75 tons, besides the pasturage. The soil consisted

chiefiy of deep gravel, overlaid by sand. The sewage was dis-

tributed by being passed over the grass fields during the winter

months iu the form of a thin film of water, whith was con-

stantly running ; iu the summer months liquid manure was

only applied in the manner mentioned by Mr. Morton

—

namely, immediately after cutting -it being considered highly

injurious to apply it during hot weather. He would only add,

as regarded the comparative amount of production, that in the

same country only from 24 to 25 tons were obtained by irriga-

tion merely.

Mr. jMechi had said so much about sewage and irrigation

of late, that but little was left for him to say on that occasion.

The difference between an abundant supply of liquid manure

and the non-application of such manure was that between

having three crops and having no crop at all after the first

cuttiuo-. He trusted that that discussion would promote the

application of the sewage of the metropolis to the fertihzatiou

of the districts around it. Many years could not elapse before

that would be witnessed on an extensive scale. If farmers

wanted to increase their profits, they should lay down pipes,

and secure an abundant supply oE summer food. There were

certain periods of the year in which they oblain»d neither green

food nor its result—manure ; and the conseq^icBCC was that

the farm was not in auch a state of preparrflio'h for cereals
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as it would be uuder an adequate application of liquid

manure.

Mr. Moore said, as lie v/as au old grower of Italian rye-grass,

perhspa his testimony on the subject might be considered of

some value. When Mr. Kennedy first contemplated laying

out his farm to be dressed with liquid ojanure, he recommended

him to cultivate Italian rye-grass, and in support of that recom-

mendation referred to the experience of Mr. Dickenson, of

Willesden. Mr. Kennedy at first objected that, the climate

of Ayrsliire being damp, it could not be expected that the

result would be the same there as in the warm climate of

the neighbourhood of London ; but that objection was over-

ruled, and the experiment was most satisfactory. What made
the case the more remarkable was, that the farm was most

inconveniently situated for the application of liquid manure.

Having himself cultivated Italian rye-grass for some years as a

biennial, his expeiience bore out Mr. Baker's declaration that

the best period for sowing was the autumn. It ought to be

sown early enough to acquire sufficient strength to resist frost

(Hear, hear). In this respect, there were advantages in that

neighbourhood which did not exist in Scotland. The harvest

was here generally about a month earlier than in the north ;

.spring vegetation was also earlier; and if Italian rye-grass pro-

duced such a bulky produce in Ayrshire, where the summer
was shorter and the spring later than in this part of the

country, he had no hesitation in saying that, under similar

management, au equal application of liquid manure would
result in an excess of 50 per cent, over the production of Mr.
Telfer or Mr. Kennedy. That view was, he believed, sustained

by the actual production of Mr. Dickenson, of Willesden. He
would further observe, that any oue who attempted to cultivate

Italian ryegrass without irrigation would bo disappointed. Ti;e

crop was more adapted for inigation than almost any other

that could be mentioned. There were different varieties of Italian

rye-grass, attended, of course, with different results ; but, on
the whole, no grass with which he was acquainted reproduced

itself so rapidly with the application of liquid manure. Another
great advantage connected with it, was, that it would not purge
or scour cattle. They all knew that clover required to be
managed with great care, on account of the influence which it

had on the health of cattle.

Mr. Baker observed that, as fodder, clover did not scour.

Mr. Moore admitted that, after it had acquired hardness,

it would not scour ; but he had not found Italian rye-grass

producing that eflfect under any circumstances.

Mr. Moore would only add, that he confidently antici-

pated the speedy arrival of the time when that which was
now polluting the water of the Thames would be applied

to the fertilization of the land in the vicinity of London.
He was quite satisfied that Italian rye-grass was well adapted
to enter into a rotation in agriculture. Most farmers, he
believed, had discovered that clover could not be repeated on
the same soil without a number of years having intervened.

Italian rye-grass, viewed as a substitute for clover, would come
in equally well for soiling and for feeding stock in summer.

Mr. Bradshaw had been for several years a cultivator of

Italian rye-grass, and, though he had never obtained such
results as Mr. Morton adduced, he had carried on the cul-

tivation with considerable advantage to himself, his mode of

proceeding being one which auy other farmer might adopt.
He sowed for pasture four gallons of Italian rye-grass seed,
with Slbs. of white clover, and Gibs, of trefoil ; for cuttings 2
gallons of the grass-seed, with 141bs. of red clover. His
crops had been very great ; indeed, he had no hesitation in
saying that in the last spring the crops saved his ewes and
lambs. His farm was iu Surrey, and he had substituted

Italian rye-grass for rye, which was grown iu that county.

Italian rye grass came in as food for the ewes and lambs

equally early with rye. He had never seen it grown in

this country with the aid of irrigation; but when grown

simply either with white or red clover, it produced a very

good crop. As success very greatly depended on the quality

of the seed, he was exceediagly careful whencs he obtained

it, generally resorting for it to Mr. Parkinson, of Ley Fields,

who had deservedly a great reputation for his seed. He had

seeu Italian rye-grass in Nottinghamshire ankle-deep in

February ; and he himself had some of that depth in March

last year.

Mr. Williams said that many years ago, unfortunately for

himself, he obtained a very bad description of seed ; and

the result was such that he became prejudiced against the

cultivation of Italian rye-grass, and never cultivated it again

until last autumn. A better kind of seed had recently

been introduced into Wiltshire. It had there become the

practice to sow it ; and his prejudice against it having been

removed by observation and experience, he was that year

growing 80 acres of Italian rye-grass himself.

The Chairman wished to make two or three observa-

tions before this discussion was concluded. He had, in re-

ference to this interesting subject, been placed in a somewhat

similar position to that of the last speaker. A few years ago

he got some Italian rye-grass seed from a neighbouring

seedsman, and the result was that he was quite disgusted

with the whole affair. By chance, a year or two afterwards

he obtained a better description of seed ; and he was happy

to state that he was now exceedingly satisfied with the

result—a result which was obtained without irrigation. He
had seen quite enough of Italian rye- grass to convince him

that, even without the advantage of irrigation, it was a very

superior and an extremely useful plant : with irrigation its

value was, no doubt, greatly euhanced. It was satisfactory

to him to find that on a subject so important in relation

to agriculture the general tendency of the discussion was to

corroborate the views put forth by Mr. Morton ; and that,

though there was some difference as to quantity, there was

none as to the advantage of cultivating Italian rye-grass.

Mr. Denton would be glad if Mr. Morton would state

whether he thought Italian rye-grass was or was not exhaust-

ing to the laud. In his opinion it was so ; but he confessed

that his experience with regard to its cultivation was small.

It appeared to him, too, that when 75 per cent, of a crop was

water or waste, it was very questionable whether its cidtivation

could be really economical.

Mr. J. C. Nesbit thought Mr. Denton's first objection

might be disposed of in one or two words. Under the old

system of agriculture, it being impossible that auy farm could

produce sufficient manure for its own wants, there no doubt

was such a thing as an exhausting crop ; at present, seeing

that any quantity of manure could be imported from extra-

neous sources, there was no such thing as au exhausting crop

;

the term had no longer any application. With respect to the

amount of water iu Italian rye-grass, it had been proved by

analysis that there was quite as much nutrition in a crop of

that kind as in any of the root crops.

Mr. Mecui observed that there was 75 per cent, of water

in a rump steak.

Mr. Morton said, in reply to Mr. Denton's question

whether he considered Italian rye-grass exhausting, he had

simply to say that no doubt a crop of double the size of another

would take more out of the laud ; but, notwithstaudiug that,

it would, he apprehended, be always preferred. (Hear, hear.)

Auy immediate exhausting effect produced on the laud was
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compensated for by the circumstance that all that was fed off

the land returned to the farm. In reference to the farm gene-

rally, whatever might be said of a particular portion of it, in-

creased produce could not be a disadvantage. Aa to the ex-

traordinary succulence of Italian rye-grass, that was a mere

question of the age of the plant. Three tons of full grown

grass was all that was requisite to make a ton of hay. It

would be a mistake to suppose that these crops were produced

in Italy solely by irrigation, large quantities of artificial manure

being applied in Lombardy.

On the motion of Mr. Mecm, seconded by Mr. Trethewy,

it was resolved

—

" That it is the opinion of this Club, that on most farms a

portion of land sown with Italian rye-grass, especially if irri-

gated in the manner of the Ayrshire farms, to which their atten-

tion has been directed, would in many ways be very advan-

tageous to the farmers, from tlie great amount of the produce,

and the easy and cheap mode of obtaining it."

The meeting terminated with the usual votes of thanks to the

Chairman, and the introducer of the subject.

NATURE'S LAW OE MANURING,
Sir,—Permit me to address your readers once more, because

I am certain that if all the manure of the farm was converted

into liquid, and used in that state instead of the solid, it

would lead to the impoverishment of the land ; and in a few

years the earth would not produce the same quantity of corn

as at the present time. If all the manure of the farm was con-

verted into liquid, and equally spread over it, such liquid

would be absorbed by the earth. It would not become solid,

and even if it should, it would only be in the shape of salts,

which would again become soluble when rain came, and espe-

cially in wet seasons or when rain fell in excess, or in a con-

tinuation of such (and of late years we have had seasons of

dry and wet weather, or courses) would re-dissolve the greater

1 art of any consolidated matter of the liquid manure, carry it

into the drains and ditches, and by them into the rivers. Such

being the case, and I cannot conceive that it woidd not, it

would waste the manure of the land, inasmuch as our sewage

from towns is wasted by being poured into rivers. Mr. Mechi

talks (as I have read in your valuable journal) of supplying

the land with such quantities of liquid manure until it runs

away coloured from the drain pipes. Is there no waste of

manure in this operation ? Is it not wasting manure as the

sewage of towns is wasted ? If it is not, I do not know what

waste means. Also, it would be impossible for all farmers to

purchase cattle and corn to the same extent as Mr. Mechi.

Ill his balance-sheet he puts down, live stock bought, £1,619 ;

corn cake for feeding purposes, £1,021 lOs. 91. If every man
farming 170 acres of land, as he does, were to purchase cattle

and corn at the same rate, where would the cattle and corn

come from ; and what would be the enhanced value of such, if

every farm of 170 acres required such ? The thing is prepos-

terous ; and this for ths sake of manufacturing liquid manure,

without any profit on the feeding, as he admits. Neither could

' nil pipe the whole of Great Britain with iron tubes, for the

frying of liquid manure. What wouM be the enhanced

value of iron, labour, &c. ? Where would you find the money ?

It is all very well on a small scale as at Tiptree Hal!, but not

applicable to the extent advocated. And very soon the farmers

could only apply, if all were to carry it out, the liquid manure

made from the produce grown on their own farm; and

if distributed as advocated, it could receive it only iu

homoeopathic doses, and you would then see the eva-

nescent effects of liquid manure. Look at the gravels

sand, and chalk land, in farming phrase, how soon they

eat up solid manure. How much sooner would liquid

manure be re-disaolved and percolate to the substratum when

rain to any extent fell, and the land become impoverished, if

the farmer had no other resource than that supplied by his own

farm! and if all adopted such a method, it must soon come to

that. Where I give praise to Mr. Mechi is, his trying to

secure the use of town sewage—trying to prevent its waste ; a

mine of wealth, sail 25 years ago to be worth los. per indivi-

dual, and that of Loudon of the value of £2,000,000 a-year.

AH praise to Mr. Mechi for alopting the use of iron pipes for

town sewage as on his farm, that being the right method, and

the public should be grateful for his experiment of such, but

in the end would not be grateful for advising the whole of

farm manure being converted into liquid, As I showed in my

previous letter, nature manures by the slower and permanent

decay of its own materials, husbanding its resources, so that

there is no waste ; and we cannot break that law without in-

jury to the land. Last season was no test of the liquid ma-

nure system, because I could point out farms in Gloucestershire

and Surrey where 8 qrs. of whaat were grown per acre under

good farming, without the use of liquid manure, and 15 qrs.

of oats, and on land the rental of which was about 253. per

acre ; and as an experienced farmer remarked, who farmed 500

acres, " Here," said he, " is a piece of land drained with tiles

4 ft. deep, and manured ; there beside it is a piece not

drained nor manured, yet through the effect of the season the

neglected portion had the best crop."

There are three things necessary for vegetation—heat, air,

and moisture ; deprive it of either of those, and vegetation

ceases. How much then will always depend on nature, because

we can have the control of those three requisites only

to a limited extent : follow nature as your guide, and you will

never do wrong. I could detail some admirable results of

growing the same crop for yean iu successwu by returning its

own straw to the land it came off, with a slight addition of

other manure to make up for the deficiency of the corn sold,

far surpassing the Blois Weedon experiment in yield, and

which some day I may publish. It is only nature's operation

which never errs. I am no disparager of improving the system

of agriculture by drainage and the use of town sewage, return-

ing all to the land that came off ; but I do disparage the con-

verting all the farm manure into liquid, to be eventually

wasted and carried off by rain, as town sewage is at this

moment. It is breaking the great law by which nature re-

plenishes the earth, and would be attended with the most

baneful results, without you had the command of liquid ma-

nure ad libitum; an^ then land is often in a state when it has

alreidy hid too much moisture : besides on the plastic clays

it would make the land impervious to air. A few years ago I

visited a farm in Surrey, highly manured with guano; the

greater part of the straw was sold off for the London market,

yet this farm was for a few years kept in a high state of culti-

vation, and yielded abundant crops. My observation was,

"You will soon exhaust all the organic substance of the soil

;

you then will see what your crops will be, and what food there

is left for plants." As I said, so it was ; the guano not being
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sufficient fer the food of p'ants, the crops becarae smaller, and

the pcriou was obliged ajain to have recourse to solid raauurej

ia other words adopting cature's method of manuring; and he

la fully convinced, from trial, that the soil should be filled as

much aa possible by organic maUer. What constitutes cur

best soils ? Those fullest of organic matter. How would you

iraitite them? By filling them as much as lay in my power

by fibrous matter, such as the roots of plants, straw, and any

other organic matter. Mr. Mechi says, "Observe ia the

CTitting of railways how thin the surface staple of the land is

!

Only six inches or so ! Bu^," says he, " the system of liquid

manure would increase the depth." I deny it, without applying

for years in a much thicker state than he applies it, so that it

could leave a sedimenf. Liquid manure might stain the soil

deeper, and it woul J soon be washed out again by the rain ; hot

as for making suil deeper in staple, it is not very probable.

Those few inches of soil which he speaks of, is the decayed

matter in part of fors'.er vegetation, which it beho\e3usto

imilat", but which cannot be done by converling the manure

of the farm into liquid. It has tal;ea many years to form such

staple by the gradual decay of former vegetable matter; and is a

very tlow process, but would be slower by the liquid method.

I know that on many farms the liquid manure is wasted ; by

all means prevent such. It is only man that wastes, nature

never ! But she would do so, if she converted her solid manure

into liquid. It is the universality of such as recommended by

Mr. Mechi which I condemn. I do not think Mr. Mechi

allows sufficient capital for piping the land with iron tubes. I

have used the waste liquid manure for years when in farming,

never suffering any to go to waste, or be lost. I used iron pipes

to carry it to a tauk, and found that the pipes very socn be-

came corroded and eaten in holes, from the chemical action of

the liquid, whereas some carrying pure water where not the

least affected. Neither could Mr. Wilkins's system of

carrying liquid manure, as practised near Reading, and applied

under the soil, be carried out on a large scale ; the expense

would counterbalance any proceeds from the sale of the pro-

duce; the leakage and liability to get out of order would he

Very great; besides the expense of removing the land to form

the bed or pan would be too great ever to be used on a large

scale. Many such experiments no doubt are valuable, and all

praise should he given to those who experiment ; but I am

convinced that to depart so much from nature's lavs for

the growth of vegetables on an extended scale, would lead to

disappoititment and baneful results.

I am, Mr. Editor,

Yours, obediently, J. Swan.
Aclon, Feb. ?J1Ui, 1855.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS.
In a former article on this subject we glanced at the

importance to agriculture of that branch of Government

entrusted with the control of letters patent ; and iu the

present liave to review, as there promised, ttse worV of

re''ormation iu it now in progress, so far as the chemical

and mcclianicul ingenuity of the past and present is

being brought to the assistance of the farmer. In the

former, our observations were necessarily naore confined

to the interest of the patentee than that of the public,

his labours in surmounting the many obstacles in the

way of suceSssful agriculture taking precedence, like the

labours of seedtime to the reaping of abundant crops in

harvest. In other words, every patent in agricultural

chemistry and mechanics which passes the Great Seal

Office, being a step made in advance in one or other or

both of these sciences, is calculated to overcome the

stubborn circumstances of the soil, conferring important

advantages upon the landed interest, which advantages

we now propose discussing.

The work of reformation in this department of her

Majesty's Government will soon publish its own impor-

tance. In proof of this we have only to mention that

to the farmer, the powerful arm of the law appears com-
posedly determined not to stop until the huge Patent-

Office incubus of antiquated times is fairly removed, and
the science of agricultural chemistry and mechanics set

free to enlighten and enrich the provinces. So great is

the difference between the working of the past and pre-
sent patent laws as almost to be beyond comp;)rison

;

for the former placed both of those sciences under
a bushel, while the latter is already disseminating

their light so as to enlighten the agricultural body.
In other words, under the old statute, " speclfica-

tions," "disclaimers," and "memoranda of alterations,''

were enrolled or deposited in various Government offices

;

such as the Rolls' Ciiapcl, Petty Bag, Enrolment Office,

Court of Chancery, or in the custody of the Master of

the Rolls, as Keeper of the Public Records, &c., &c.,

where they were safely placed beyond the reach of

almost all, save patent agents; and even they themselves,

unless where a record of their own was kept, may often "as

well have sought a needle in a haystack" as the specifi-

cation of many a patent. Strange as it may appear, yet

such is fact, that although the patenteewas taken bound to

make known his proposition for the benefit of the public,

and to reduce it to practice, yet the science of every

project was kept separate from its own practice !
—

the public receiving the latter, but the law tJie former,

hiding it in a napkin, like the unprofitable servant.

On the contrary, specifications under the present statute

are printed and published ; so that the progress now
being made in the science and practice of agricultural

chemistry and mechanics will be duly laid before the

agricullural public through the instrumentality of her

Majesty's Patent Office, with the joint co-operation of

the agricultural press. The Mark Lane Express, for

instance, will now have weekly to review the different

s|iecifications connected with those sciences, when

printed, so as to enable its readers to procure copies of

them from the Patent Office, and keep pace itself with

the progress of those sciences.

A reformation so propitious as this is deserving of a

more detailed notice ; and in order to do so, observing

brevity at the same time, we shall first glance at the

Patent Office machinery for publishing specifications

;

second, the invaluable information which these convey
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to the public, more especially the agricultural interest

;

and lasfhj, the propriety of the press and patentees, with

their agents, co-operating with the Patent Office in

bringing specifications before the public.

1. The reading room which was opened last Monday
ia connexion with the Patent Office, will afford the cor-

respondents of the metropolitan press the privilege of

examining the whole of its records free of charge, and

extracting therefrom the progress of chemical and me-
chanical science for their respective columns—and not

only correspondents of the press, but Ihe public generally.

The thirtieth section of tlie statute (15&16 Vict., c. 83)

authorises "the Commissioners to present copies of all

such publicr.tions to such public libraries and museums
as they may think fit;" so that in all our principal

towns a copy should be presented to some library or

museum in it, for the benefit of the local press and the

provinces. Until such are instituted, local papers may
quote from the columns of the metropolitan press ; but

the sooner they have access directly to the publications

of the Patent Office so much the better ; and we have no

doubt, from the lively interest our commercial and

manufacturing towns take in the progress of science,

that much time will not be lost in securing such an in-

valuable public benefit.

The publications of the Patent Office comprise much
more than the printed specifications, disclaimers,

memoranda of alterations, and indices since 1852 till the

date of the above statute ; for there are standard works

of reference besides these, such as " The Chronological

Index of Patents," granted under the act of James I.,

from March, 1617, including all those which were com-

iTienced before the 1st October, 1852, two large volumes
;

"A Subject-matter Index of Patents" for the same

period, two large volumes ;
" An Alphabetical Index of

Patentees" for the same period also, one large volume
;

*• A Reference Index of Patents," pointing out the office

in which each enrolled specification may be consulted,

the books in which such specifications, law proceedings,

&c., have been noticed, also such of the specifications of

patents granted under the Act of 21 James I. as have

been published by the authority of the commissioners

—

one very large volume. Then we have a volume on reap-

ing machines, English and foreign, from the earliest

period on record up to 185.3 ; and a series of specifica-

tions and drawings of fire-arms, projectiles, &c., &c.,

from 15th of May 1718 to 31st December 1853—nine

large volumes. These—with the chronological , alpha-

betical, and subject-matter indices, specifications, draw-

ings, &c., since 1852, and works to which reference is

made—form a pretty compact library to the reading-

room of the Patent Office, and would form a most im-

portant acquisition to all our public libraries and museums

in our large provincial towns.

IIow far the Commissioners of Patents have dis-

charged the duty of their high office in terms of the

above section of the statute, in reference to other towns

in the kuigdom, we are not prepared to say. It is only

Very recently that the early indices just individualized

were published. In getting them up they involve an

amount of labour unprecedented even by Cruden's

Concordance of the Holy Scriptures or Dr. Johnson's

Eictionary of the English Language, and will remain a

testimony to the indefatigable industry and perseverance

of Bennet Woodcroft, Esq., so long as England has a

Patent Office to contain them ; but, whatever they have

done, one thing is manifest, viz., that it is the duty no

less than the interest of every public librarian in the

kingdom, including our flourishing colonies, to look

after so invaluable an acquisition to their stock of scien-

tific literature as here devolves upon them, in procuring

the works of the Patent Office, publishing the progress

of chemical and mechanical science (and not only their

present progress, but their past also, what hss lain for

centuries under the bushel of Patent Office mismanage-

ment) ; and we hope no one thus situated will neglect to

do so, sacrificing a trust so sacred.

2. The benefits which the Agricultural Interest will

receive from being able to obtain printed copies of

specifications, disclaimers and memoranda of altera-

tions of chemical and mechanical patents, in connection

with their profession, are both of a direct and indirect

nature. Directly, for instance, specifications of patent

manures, preparations for steeping or pickling seeds,

washing sheep, curing foot-rot, or any other malady,

will inform farmers of what they are composed, so that

they can judge of their efficacy before they purchase,

and what they should cost ; and indirectly they would

thus save themselves from a vast amount of imposition

and quackery, to which they were subject under the old

system, when specifications were lost in the mazy laby-

rinths of Chancery-lane and Lincoln's-inn. In mecha-

nical specifications, again, they will be able to distin-

guish the difference between one patent machine and

another, and which is likely to suit them the best, pur-

chasing the most improved, and avoiding the incalcu-

lable loss sustained by working with antiquated things.

Or sometimes, it may be, when they see what patentees

claim in their specifications, they will only recognise

what has been in practice from time immemorial in

some secluded district or isolated case, and be able to

act accordingly.

In further illustration of this proposition, wc shall

quote two examples lately investigated by us—the first a

chemical patent, and the other a mechanical one. And

we may just remark that in doing so, we make the

selection just because the specifications of both are

lying before us at present.

The chemical patent is one of some promise ; but the

plan the patentee proposes working it is the reverse,

while his charges are exorbitant, and will be the ruin of

a valuable discovery in science, at least to himself. The

chemical agent he patents is a natural product which we

have been in the habit of buying and using for the last

thirty years, but not for the express purpose to which the

patentee applies it, consequently he cannot prevent us

buying it as usual, which we can do at present at ^12

per ton, being £2 per ton more than when we last

bought ; moreover, an inferior sort, good enough for

the purposes to which the patentee applies it, can

be had at scmething like half the money ; hui we

cannot use it according to his proposition wit fiout a
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licence. But instead of the patentee granting a licence

to use this chemical agent, he is grasping at the mono-
poly of its commerce contrary to law, charging farmers

^£"280 per ton ! Of this sum, about ,£112 per ton goes

to the trade as their share of this money-making specn-

lation, leaving ,£158 per ton as his own profit.

Let ns now introduce our readers to her Majesty's

Patent- office, where under the old patent laws there

would have been no alternative, we presume, but to pay

this i?280 per ton to the patentee and the trade for this

wonder-working and unknown chemical, but where

under the present patent laws we procured the patentee's

specification for twopence-haJfpenny, which disclosed

the secret (an article of which we have a stock on hand

at the above price) and let us then ask how we are to

proceed—use our own at £10, or the patentee's at

^280 ? The £112 is no doubt an eflfectual bait to a

large portion of the trade for the future ! Still we can yet

procure an unlimited supply at ^"'12, with the informa-

tion that an increase of consumption will rather reduce

than increase the price.

The question is a practical one, and we shall en-

deavour to give it a practical answer. We are ready to

give the patentee a penny per acre over what we farm as

a licence for 14 years to use his patent— this being the

legitimate mode of procedure; and if every farmer gives

him as much, his fortune will soon be made. But before

we will countenance such a gross commercial imposition

upon the public, which justly boasts of its commercial

integrity, or before we give £280 for an inferior article

over whose commerce no patent can extend, we shall try

two or three chemical shifts with our £^10 stock of

superior quality on hand. Had the patentee charged

only £2Q for the best quality, we could not have done

so, as the expense would have exceeded a hundred per

cent, of the prime cost of the article; but ,£'270 make
a broad margin to work upon, and neither the patentee

nor patent-laws can blame us for making the best use

of it possible.

The mechanical patent which we give is an improve-

ment, or rather an auxiliary part to machines already in

use, possessing no ordinary merit. At first the patentee

aimed at the monopoly of the manufacture of the part

;

but here he miscalculated the force of circumstances

—

" turning a deaf ear" to anything told him to the con-

trary. But he now sees the soundness of our remarks,

tbat he who manufactures the machine must also manu-
facture the part, and is preparing to place the mechani-

cal working of his patent into the hands of our great

implement makers accordingly. lu this case a large

drawing, 20 inches by 28, accompanies the specification,

both costing only ninepence, and would enable any far-

mer or implement maker not only to judge of its merits,

but arrive at the above conclusion as to the claims of

the patent, and the best plan of carrying it out for the

mutual interest of farmers, implement makers, and
patentee.

On this head, therefore, we conclude that no farmer,

after this, ought to purchase any patented article what-
ever under the present statute, until he has first pur-

chased the patentees' specification of it. In other words,

the latter is the science of the former, and therefore the

two ought always to go together. As the knowledge of

agricultural chemistry and mechanics becomes more

general among them, we have no doubt but this rule

will be universally followed ; and that it should be so

already is manifest, from the examples we have given,

more especially the chemical one. Mechanical proposi-

tions carry their own evidence of merit upon their sur-

face, while experiments are easily and satisfactorily

made ; but it is otherwise in chemistry, from the com-

plicated nature and diversity of circumstances involved,

imperceptible" to the eye.

3. Our third proposition involves the question of far-

mers getting specifications of patents. That they would

give twopence-halfpenny to know, before purchasing,

what this or that patent manure or other article was

made of, which is probably the average price of the

specifications of chemical patents, is, we think, no

more than reasonable to suppose ; and as the average

price of mechanical specifications will be under a

shilling, many of them would give this small sum

also to procure the only authorised version of the

science of their new implement. Consequently,

through what channel are they to get these invaluable

cheap publications of the Patent Office .' It is usual

for booksellers to advertise, charging a long price to

cover expenses and profit ; but the Patent Office only

sells to accommodate the public, few of whom in-

terested in the progress of agricultural chemistry and

mechanics see the London Gazette or Patent Office

Journal, in which its publications appear. Kow are

they to ascertain the progress which those two sciences

are making .'

Several plans might be adopted to secure this ; two

or three of which we shall briefly describe. First,

it is obviously the duty and interest of the

agricultural press to keep pace with the progress

of the above sciences, and therefore to review weekly

tlie different specifications of new patents as they are

printed and published ; and in doing so, the number,

date, title, and price could be stated so as to enable

readers to remit the amount in postage-stamps to the

Patent-office, which promises to forward the specifica-

tions to order without c'elay. Second, patentees or their

agents could state the above in their advertisements ; or

third, purchasers could demand of the vendors of patent

articles a copy of the patentee's specifications before

purchasing. Any of these plans would answer ; and if

farmers were to make a practice of not purchasing until

they were in possession of specifications, vendors would

generally adopt the second—not only in their advertise-

ments in the columns of the agricultural press, lut also

in their handbills and catalogues, and ive may just give

a timely hint that the sooner they adopt the practice,

the sooner they will consult their oivn interest. Their

doing so, however, would not relieve the agricultural

press from the obligation of one notice of every specifi-

cation or step made in the progress of chemical and

mechanical science ; but one such notice, however

valuable to vendors, may not be sufficient to arrest the

attention of some farmers.
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III discharging this duty the agricultural press would

obviously be serving the interest of both the Patent-

office and patentee, and therefore would be entitled to

a gratuitous copy of specifications ; and we hope the

30th section of the statute is broad enough to cover this

demand or rather debt of the Patent-office itself.

Such is the important work of reformation now in

progress in Her Majesty's Patent-office. We could

Jiave said much more in its favour ; but we hope what

has been elicited involves something more lasting than

mere laudation. There is no other branch of industry

so dependent upon chemical and mechanical science as

agriculture, and therefore none more interested in its

progress. Landlords are equally interested here with

their tenants ; and both must perceive, from what we
have said, that the publications of the Patent-office are

deserving of a timely perusal.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A Weekly Council was held on Wednesday, the

28th of February. Present : Mr. Miles, M.P., Presi-

dent, in the chair ; .Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart.,

M.P. ; INIr. Raymond Barker ; Mr. Hodgson Barrow,

M.P. ; Mr. Bethell ; Dr. Calvert; Mr. Corbet ; Mr.
Edward David; Mr. Dent, M.P. ; Mr. H. Devas

;

Rev. L. Vernon Harcourtj Mr. Majendie ; Mr. Paine;

Mr. Pocock; Mr. Scott; Mr. Slaney; and Professor

Way.
Shedding.—Mr. Jonathiin Gray's model of an eco-

nomical mode of constructing shedding for agricultural

and other purposes was submitted to the Council ; and,

in the absence of the inventor (through illness), was

explained to the members by the President. The frame-

work consisted of rows of upright posts, formed of

barked larch poles, let into holes in the ground made by

an auger, and held securely in their upright position by

longitudinal and transverse metallic wires, ropes, or

rods passing over their tops, and carried, like the chains

of a suspension-bridge, on each side into the ground,

where they were firmly moored and kept at their full

stretch. The canvas sheets, by which the frame-work

was covered, were secured in their position on each side

of the shedding by elastic holders, which accommodated

themselves to the varying strain and dimensions of the

canvas, keeping it constantly at even tension. Though

intended in the first instance only for agricultural pur-

poses, especially as a convenient awning for the exhibition

of live stock and implements at agricultural societies,

the principle of arrangement proposed by Mr. Gray

would be equally applicable to the construction of tents,

field hospitals, or other portable and temporary cover-

ings for out-door purposes. The President also ex-

plained to the members the ingenious minor contrivances

adopted by the inventor, in the details of his plan, for

rendering his arrangements complete.—The thanks of

the Council were ordered to Mr. Gray, for the trouble

i he had taken in submitting his invention to the notice

of the Council.

Australian Wheat.—The South Australian Local

Committee for the Great Exhibition of 1851 transmitted

to the Council a portion of their sample bottles of

Adelaide grain received back from the Royal Commis-

sioners at the close of the Exhibition. Sir Matthew

White Ridley, Bart., informed the Council, in a letter

addressed to them in August last, that although the

Australian seed-Wheat had not succeeded well with

some of the members who had tried it, he was himself

partial to it as a Wheat after Turnips in his district in

Northumberland. He had previously had good crops

of it and a good sample; and had that year (1854) again

a superb crop of it, from the produce of the small

quantity he had received at a Council Meeting six or

seven years ago. He had of course changed the land on

which he had grown this particular Wheat.

Stoppage of Drains.—Mr. Frere, of Roydon Hall,

Diss, Norfolk, having frequently had his improvements

checked by the stoppage of drains on his property, occa-

sioned by fibres from the roots of trees, had recently

met with a plan which appeared to him as likely to

prove a radical cure of the evil in question. It was

contained in Mr. Brown's second edition of his work

entitled " The Forester," in pages 132—4. Mr. Frere

had adopted the plan proposed, to a small extent, as

an experiment, the result of which he would in due

course report to the Council. In the mcTntime, he

thought that some other members of the Society might

possibly be induced to join him in the trial during the

ensuing spring. He suggested that Mr. Brown would,

perhaps, on application to him, kindly supply the result

of his own experience of the phxn he had proposed,

during the four years that had elapsed since the second

edition of his work had appeared. Mr. Brown's shut-

drain among trees is 48 inches deep, 12 wide at the top,

and 9 at the bottom. In filling the drain, he recom-

mends rough gravel to be put in for the first 8 inches

from the bottom, on which bed of gravel a sole of slates

is to be laid for the drain tiles to rest upon, leaving

between each sole a vacancy, or chamber, 1 inch deep.

The tiles being laid, are to be surrounded with a puddle

of good clay 3 inches thick on each side, and over the

top. This covering of clay, he conceives, will prevent

the fibres descending into the tiles, while the current of

water filtering through the gravel will induce them to

remain below them, the chamber between the soles

being intended to receive any superabundant water the

bed of gravel might on any extraordinary flow be un-

able to contain. Mr. Brown considers that such a drain

would keep good for 50 years.— Sir John Johnstone

feared that such drains would be double the expense of

those constructed in the ordinary way.—Mr. Paine

had been in the habit of using double tiles for the pur-

pose proposed, and these were found fully to answer

the purpose.
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Cock's-foot Grass.—Communications on the value

of the Dactijlis glomerata were received from Miss

Banister, of Steyning, Mr. Graburn, and Mr, Scott.

Miss Banister's paper referred to her own experience in

the cultivation of that Grass, and to the various speci-

mens she had forwarded from time to time to the Coun-

cil; Mr. Graburn's, to his comparison of the Cock's-

foot with the Italian Rye-grass, for forcing purposes,

and to a regular series of experiments on the productive

powers of various Grasses by means of irrigation, in

which he was about to engage, and of which he would

furnish to the Council the detailed result ; Mr. Scott's,

to information on the value of the Dactylis glomerata,

given by Mr. Fulton in his prize essay in the Highland

Society's Transactions for October, 1853, and to Mr.

Lawson's work on Grasses.—Dr. Calvert remarked that

the Cock's-foot Grass took the lead of the other Grasses

after mowing until the frost set in, when it was destroyed.

He preferred the Tall Fescue (Festuca elatior), which

ctme in earlier and continued later, being at the same

time ravenously preferred to all other Grasses by the

cattle and horses. He was sorry that the Fescue in

question had not been one of the Grasses examined by

Prof. Way in his valuable paper in the Journal, A
full account of its merits would be found in Sinclair's

well known work.—Prof. Way's specimens had been

supplied to him by Mr. Bravender, of Gloucestershire,

who considered the Cock's-foot as one of those Grasses

that indicated good land ; and it had been found by

Prof. Way's analysis to stand at the head of the list of

the grasses supposed to be nutritious, chemically speak-

ing, Professor Way not having ascertained practically

how far its flesh-forming constituents were free or con-

trolled by other circumstances in the actual feeding of

animals.—Sir John Johnstone thought the Cock's-foot

very good as a bite for the second year. Much of its

value depended on its cultivation, the grass being coarse

under those circumstances in wliich its management was

neglected.— Dr. Calvert had devoted a lengthened period

to the selection and cultivation of the different grasses,

and he hoped in a few weeks to be able to draw up for

the Society a report of his results.

AxALYsis OF Manures. — Mr. Bethell having

called the attention of the Council to the necessity of

the Society's publishing a table showing the proportion

of nitrogen and ammonia, and of the phosphates and

alkalies in the different substances, whether natural or

artificial, used as manures, the President, Professor

Way, Mr. Slaney, Sir John Johnstone, Mr. Paiiie, the

Pvcv. L. Vernon Harcourt, Jind ]\Ir. Raymond Barker,

addressed the Council on the importance of the data

which such a table would furnish to the farmers of the

country, in their estimation of the market value of a

manure, and of its adaptation to their particular soils
;

and the Council referred the recommendation to the

Chemical Committee of the Society.—The Council

having referred a paper by Mr, Templcton, on Turnip

Feeding, to the Journal Committee, they adjourned to

their monthly meeting on the 7th of March.

A Monthly Council was held on the 7th of

Mar;h : present, Mr. Miles, M.P., President (in the

Chair), Lord Berners, Sir John V. Shelley, Bt., M.P.,

Sir Charles Lemon, St., M. P., Sir John V. B. John-

stone, Bt., M.P., Sir Archibald K. Macdonald, Bt.,

Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Hodgson

Barrow, M.P., Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Cavendish, Colonel

Challoner, Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Hamond,

Ur. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Jonas, Mr.

Kinder, Mr. Lawes, Mr. Paine, Professor Simonds,

Mr. Simpson, Mr. Thompson, Professor Way, Mr.

Jonas Webb, and Mr. Woodward.

Edward Warner, Esq., M.P., of Higham Hall, near

Woodford, Essex, was elected a Governor of the

Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

AJney, Johii, Rowton, Wellington, Salop

AUuut, Henry, College Green, Dublin

Aylmer, Hugh, West Dereham, Norfolk

Bethell, Slingsby, Hackwcod Park, Basingstoke

Bowstead, William, Hackthorpe Hall, Penrith, Cumberland

Cowcu, Robert, Carlisle

Ellis, John, Artingtoa, Guildford, Surrey

Farthing, Walter, Stowey Court, Bridgewater, Somerset

Gisburne, Thomas Matthew, Walton Hall, Burton-on-Trent

Goodhart, Charles Emanuel, Langky, Beckenhara, Kent

Goold, R. W., 20, Cockspur-street, Weafminster

Griy, Jonathan, Upper Finchley Road, St. John's Wood
Hartley, Milham, High House, Sandwith, Wiiitehaven

HeathfielJ, William Earaes, 20, King-street, St. James's

Jefferson, Henrj', Rotherayk?, Whitehaven

Nottidge, Josias, Bocking Hall, Braintree, Essex

Paike, Charles Joseph, Henbury, Wimborne, Dorset

Sowdon, Arthur Robert, Woolthorpe, Hereford

Speakman, Thomas, DoJdiugton Park, Nantwich, Cheshire

Trtlbot de Malahide, Lord, Mahdiide Castle, DaLliu

Templeton, Andrew, Claudeboyae, Belfast

Thompson, William, Dyke House, Hartlepool, Durham

Thompson, Anthony, Cross, Whitehaven

Tallant, Francis, Bushey Grove Farm, Watford. Herts

Uiufreville, S. C, Ingress Abbey, Greenhithe, Kent

Wren, John Hansell, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham

Walter, John, Upchurch, Sittingbourue, Kent

Walker, John, 25, Lonsdale Square, Islington

Wiumill, S. P., ShoplanJ, Rocbford, Essex.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly report ou

the accounts, from which it appeared that the current

cash balance in the hands of the Bankers was .£^3,241.

He also laid before the Council the report of the House

Committee.

Journal.— Sir John Johnstone presented the re-

port of the Journal Committee, detailing the advanced

progress made in the preparation of the ensuing July

number, their recommendation of remuneration for sur-

veys and researches connected with some of the papers,

and their suggestion that the names of Sir Stafford

Northcote and Mr. Dyke Acland should be added to

the list of the committee.

Agricultural Chemistry.— Sir John Johnstone

also laid before the Council the report of the Chemical

Committee, which embraced the following subjects :

—
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1. The rapid increase in the number of analyses made, at

a reduced charge, in the laboratory of Professor Way,

the consnlting cbetnist to the Society, for its members,

the number in the last year being more than double that

in the preceding one ; Professor Way remarking on this

point, that the result vrsis gratifying, both as an indica-

tion of the extending application of artificial manures,

and as furuiahing unmistakable evidence of the increased

confidence of the agricultural public in the decisions of

chemical analysis.

2. Prof. Way's statement that the high price and increased

demand for guano, during the last year, had led to more

than the usual amount of adulteration : also, that the

use of superphosphate of lime was becoming year by

year more general, and a greater amount of skill and

Capital devoted to its manufacture.

3. The progress made by Prof. Way in the examination of

tiiose conditions of soils, on which thtir peculiar man-

agement r.;;d adaptation for particular manures may

eventually be found to depend.

4. Incidental investigations made by the consulting chemist

:

1. Of samples of supposed specimens of Nitrate of Soda,

an i of Salts from the Nitre-beds of ^Mexico, along with

instructions for recognizing the alkaline Nitrates made

for the Foreign Office ; 2. Specimens of genuine Guano,

a'-id simple rules for testing the value of deposits, pre-

pared at the request of the Admiralty, for the use cf

Naval Officers in their research for Guano ; 3. Examina-

tion of Stothert's Manure, made at the request of Vis-

count Palinerston, for his information as Secretary of

State for the Home Department ; 4. Analysis of Poison-

ous 0;!-cake, made at the request of the Council of the

Society.

5. The direction of the committee to Prof. Wa}', that he

would, as the consulting chemist of the Society, investi-

gate the n.ilure and eiiects of the atmosphere upon soils,

with a view to the pablicatiou oi' a paper on that suliject

in the Journal, if approved by the Journal Committee

;

and that on Wednesday, the 13:h of April n-^xt, i\t 1
>

o'clock, he would be prepared to deliver a lecture before

the members in the Council-room of the Society, " On

the recent researches on the composition of the at-

mosphere in relation to vegetation." Other lectures for

the season will be announced, when their subjects and

the arrangements for their delivery shall have been de-

cided upon by the Committte.

6. The removal of Prof. Way's Laboratjry from Holies-

street, to 13 Welbeck- street, where greater facdities will

be obtained for carrying out his operations as consulting

chemist of the Society.

7. The Committee's consideration of Mr. Bethell's sugges-

tion, referred to them by the Weekly Council, htld en

the 28th of February ; and their request to Prof. Way
that he would draw up, for publication in the Journal, a

tabulated statement of the analyses of tlie diflcrcnt

manures, both natural and artificial, having regard to the

normal and average composition, and value of the ingre-

dients, taking as a staudard the analysis of guano, pub-

lished in the Society's Journal, vol. x,, p. 224.

GuANO-Suppi>v.—The President reported the con-

titlued reception, throaghLord WoJehouse, of communi-

cations from the Fureiiin-onice, on the extensive

researches undertaken by direction of the Earl of

Clarendon for deposits of guano and the nitrates.

Judges' Awards.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, the following resolution, of which Mr. Milward

had given notice, was carried; namely—"That a Re-

serve-number be given by the Judges in each class of

Live Stock."

Ages of Picf?.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

the following resolution, of which Mr. Brandreth Gibb?,

had given notice, was carried (and a committee ap-

pointed accordingly), namely :—" That a special com-

mittee be appointed, to recommend some conditions in

order to ensure the ages of pigs exhibited at the Society's

Shows being correctly leturned in the entries."

Essays and Repop.ts received in competition for

the Prizes of the Society in that department for the

current year, were referred to the Journal Committee

for adjudication.

His Excellency the Baron de Cetto presented a collec-

tion of works on the part of the Royal Bavarian Agri-

cultural Society at Munich. The New York State

Agricultural Society transmitted the last volume of Iheir

transactions. The Count de Gourcy presented his

agricultural " Promenades," " Itineiaire," and " Voy-

age," in England, Central France, and other continental

districts. M. B. Vicuna Mackenna sent his agricultural

account of Chili. The Association for promoting Im-

provement in the Dwellings and Domestic Ccudition of

Agricultural Labourers in Scotland presented copies of

their first Annual Report. Prof. Simonds, on the

part cf himself and Prof. Morton, as joint editors cf

the new series of the " Veterinarian," laid copies of that

work before the Council. Mr. Cuthbert Johnson trans-

mitted a copy of his paper on the Application of Sewage

to Agricultural Purposes.—The Council ordered their

usual acknowledgments for these and other presents

made to the Society.

Adjourned to Wednesday, March 1-i.

A Weekly Council was held on the 14th of March :

present, Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., in the Chair,

Lord Camoys, Sir Montague Cholmeley, Bart., Mr. B.

Almack, Mr. Bethel!, Mr. Caird, Dr. Calvert, Mr.

Corbet, Mr. Devas, Mr. Grissell, Rev. L. V. Harcourt,

Rev. C. T. James, Mr. Dyce Nicol, Mr. Pocock, Mr.

Scott, Professor Simonds, and Professor Vfay.

Communications and Presents.—Mr. George

Sainsbury complained of the annoyance to which the

breeders of choice and valuable stock vrere subjected by

the " trespass of neighbours' bulls" when turned out

into adjoining pastures. Mr. Towers stated his opinion

on the application of steam-power to the cultivation of

land, adopting the views of Mr. Wren Hoskyns on the

subject. Captain Kellermann's paper on the medicinal

properties of the leaves of the Black Currant was re-

ceived through the Foreign Office from Lord Cowley in

Paris. Mr. John Howe suggested the destruction of

rats by means of fumigation, on the principle adopted by

Mr. Browne in his well-known apparatus for fumi-

gating fruit and other trees. Mr. Bethell exhibited

specimens, in a moist as well as dry state, of roots re-
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duced to a pulp by machinery. The East India Com-
pany transmitted a further supply of Pine seeds, from

the Himalayan and other districts of India. The Royal

Hanoverian Agricultural Society presented a copy of

their Transactions, for which the Council ordered the

Journal of the Society to be forwarded in return. Prof.

Wilson transmitted a collection of Illustrated Imple-

ment-Catalogues, from America.

The Council having ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments for these communications and presents, adjourned

over Wednesday, the 21st inst., to their weekly meeting

on the 28th of March.

CUMBERED GROUND.

FIRST STROKES TOWARDS THE
" CLEARING."

" My heart sank within me as I approached the

spot that was to be my future residence. I beheld

a vast cedar swamp ! The soil looked rich and

black; but the water stood in pools, and the trunks

and branches of the cedars were leaning in all di-

rections and at all angles, with their thick foliage

and branches intermingled in wild confusion. The
roots spread along the uneven surface of the ground

so thickly that they seemed to form a vast net-

work over the greater part of its surface. The
task of clearing such a labyrinth seemed utterly

hopeless."

So writes an emigrant of his first impression of

the Canadian backwoods.

Pretty much the same language might my friend,

Mr. S , have employed as he contemplated

the scene before him, where the rich elements of

the human character lay so hopelessly beneath a

tangled rank overgrowth, denuded both of light

and air by that monster growth of vicious habits,

whose gnarled roots ramified it in all directions,

rendering the prospect of a clearing a mockery,

the idea of cultivation well-nigh insanity.

In a district having been thus impregnated with

the seeds of evil, and saturated with vice, for along

series of years, it seemed hopeless to think of

effecting by a single will, however good, the desired

change. And I cannot wonder that Mr. S stood

for awhileinblankamazement,without essaying once

to try his strength against the obstacles that cum-
bered his ground.

But Uke Bonaparte, he had scouted the word
impossible from his dictionary, and like another great

man—Lord Mansfield, I think—he looked upon
obstacles as " things to be overcome."

He was greatly perplexed as to the manner in

which he should set about his work of reformation,

and as he revolved plan after plan within liis mind, he
determined that the best way was to commence his

work imperceptibly, unostentatiously ; avoiding any
course that might startle and arouse prejudice

against his operations from the first. It was de-

cided to set before his workpeople a calm, consistent

example ; an example that he hoped might silently

condemn their habits of dissipation, and by a sensi-

ble contrast induce them to love goodness for its

own sake, and might more than any other plan gain

their respect, if not their affections, to himself.

Care for this respect and affection is, I know,

commonly despised and disowned ; but whether

they own it or not, all men care to be well thought

of. A man will frequently exhibit charity, because

the incense of a published gratitude is a plea-

surable odour to his pride. This, however, is a

bad motive, and leads in time to bad results, and

is altogether alien to that " good will unto men"
which leads the philanthropist to forget himself in

his desire to lift humanity from her degradation.

To conciliate them then, to make his way by acts

of kindness to their hearts, there to root himself and

grow up in their confidence, my friend, with all the

ardour of a piiilanthropist, addressed himself. He
spoke gently with the men about their failings ; he

showed themhowtheir dissipatedcourses toldagainst

their own comfort ; he evinced an interest in their

families; he gave kindly counsel to young men, with

a caieful reference to the characters and circum-

stances of each. Nor, whilst he appeared to his

labourers in the relation of Friend, did he for an

instant lose the character of Master.

A few of the irreclaimables fled from a discipline

that, by its very silence, was always convicting them;

but over those who remained Mr. S obtained

a marked influence and command, such as his blus-

tering, swearing, or less conscientious neighbours

sought for in vain. Supposing, to a gentleman

who had abundant opportunities of observing what

occurred upon his farm, that he got less work done

perhaps than those farmers who assumed more of

the tabk-master than he did, he received the follow-

ing rejoinder :
" Indeed, Mr. S , but you are

quite wrong. T'is my belief that you get more work

done than any man in the district. A glance over

the hedge will generally tell me whether my neigh-

bours Mr. or Mr. are from home or not;

but I never see any difl^erence in your regular men;

I never look but I see them at work." In fact, Mr.

S. knew what work was—his men could rarely

deceive him about either piece-work, or day-work ;

but this intimate acquaintance with business is not.
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my own experience teaches me to know, so com-

mon as it should be. Some masters, always suspi-

cious, and expecting to be " done," approach their

men with a growl, and leave them with a threat

;

others, from want of knowledge, award their praise

or blame unjustly. But my friend exercised extreme

care in the matter ; his men observed that he was

conscientious in the distribution of his approbation

and his censure, so that the one and the other had

their full weight with them.

After pursuing this system, which I own I have

only imperfectly sketched out, for two years, and

proved the policy of working thus silently and gra-

dually upon the men and families around him, he

thought the time had arrived when, having subdued

all antagonism to rectitude and improvement, he

might further develope his plans.

When the second harvest was all gathered in, my
friend gave his people a half-hohday. Dinner was

provided instead of supper. The men were invited

to it, and their families came to tea ; after which a

little amusement with a magic lantern was intro-

duced, and between times Mr. S. gave the following

address— I say following address ; but I can only

give the substance of it, as it was related to me.

It was divided into several parts. Mr. S. exhibited

first the relation in which the labourer stood to the

employer. He spoke here of the nature of a bargain

—of how it implied certain conditions and imposed

certain responsibilities, in which the time and in-

terests of the employer were to be rigidly respected.

My friend described, secondly, the relation in which

the men stood to themselves, their families, and

their country. Under this head he enforced indus-

try, sobriety, providence, the claims of religion; and

the laws of kindness and mutual forbearance, as

the nectar of domestic life. He expatiated upon
the power of example to a rising family, and disco-

vered the claims of that family to the careful nou-

rishment, supervision, rehgious and secular train-

ing of the parents, &c.

He exhibited, thirdlj', the relation in which the

employer stood to the employed. He showed the laws

that do regulate, and those which should regulate

the remuneration of manual toil. He spoke of the

pleasure he felt in recognising everyone who, with

a manly and honest courage, was strugghng through

wantand privation to maintain and bring up a family,

as a fellow-worker with himself in the great field of

the world, to whom, by the dispensation of Provi-

dence, he could now and again lend, when needed,

a helping hand. He spoke of the duties attaching

to property. He showed that, owing to the dis-

proportion existing between the land and the popu-

lation in this country, it was seldom possible that

the remuneration of work should bear a just rela-

tion to its intrinsic value ; and that society owed to

the poor a debt, which, as it could not repay in full,

it is bound to acknowledge with kindly sympathy,

and the proffer of various assistance, in heu. After

giving a lucid explanation of the relations subsist-

ing between capital and labour, he concluded thus

—a conclusion which, as he related it to me, im-

pressed itself forcibly upon my mind, and for this

reason I can give it nearly verbatim.

" As I have stated, I feel under a kind of obliga-

tion to you. I am unable to reverse suddenly, and

at once, or of myself, those laws of society that

press with unjust weight upon you. To effect this

change, your own improvement and the progress of

opinion are necessary. But I can at least tender

you the consolation and assistance of a practical

sympathy. Be it mine to see to the comfort of your

dwellings ; to introduce you to a better system of

religious instruction ; to see to the reconstruction

of the village school, on a foundation more befitting

the character of our times, so that your children

may be trained in such a way as to prove a blessing

and a stay to you.

"I wish to encourage you to sobriety, by teaching

you its pleasantness, and to prompt you to pro-

vidence by making you prove to yourselves that

'money saved is money earned.' And seeing that

there are amongst us men grown who cannot read,

and lads who, for want of stimulus, have lost what

they knew, I have determined to open an adult class,

certain evenings a week, through the winter quar-

ter, for the instruction of such. And, because

with all work and no play. Jack is in danger of be-

coming a dull boy, I propose the formation of a

cricket club, to play certain evenings of every week
during the summer quarter.

" I simply state these my intentions now, because

we are all together, and that you may take them
home to think about them. We are upon this world

for our mutual enjoyment and improvement. I feel

with you, and I trust that my designs will not fail

in giving you a measure of that happiness which

we all covet as a birthright."

MAKING WAY.

So soon as the autumn had set in, my friend

Mr. S began to make preparations for the

adult class that was to be carried on in the winter

evenings. His own kitchen was large enough for

the purpose, or, with a few alterations, an old out-

house adjoining it might have been made available.

But he thought it desirable to centralize the sphere

of its operations as much as possible. The village

of K was only about two miles distant, and

some of his labourers resided there ; and, as his de-

sire was to extend the benefit of his philanthropic

eflfort as far as he could, he overlooked the incon-
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venience of distance to liimsslf, and cast about at

once for a suitable place of assembly. To his great

satisfaction, he soon discovered a room, fitted up

with desks and forms. It was used by a woman
who kept a dame-school during the day, and was

at his service every evening of the week. This

fortunate " find" was eagerly secured.

The first meeting was called by placards posted

about in the neighbourhood. It must have been

curious to have witnessed that small beginning.

Truly a small beginning ! There were but ten

men to meet Mr. S , and eight of these were

his own labourers.

Now those generalizing philanthropists and jioli-

litical economists, who can never be induced to

help on poor struggling humanity but at the head

of some mighty organization which is to revolution-

ize and reform society in some sudden and

impossible manner, would not have been seen

in such a slow and unpromising movement. But

my friend had long accustomed himself to contem-

plate a great national effect, not as the result of any

corporate movement, or any universal legislative

enactment, but as the result of a slow accumulative

process, helped forward mainly by the growth and

expansion of (Christian philanthropy in our land,

and at length comjjleted into a whole by the simple

apposition of parts done separately and inde-

pendently.

Very well. My friend had faith ; and this be-

ginning, this body of ten men—numerically dis-

couraging or not—was the basis of future opera-

tions. So the objects of the class were explained

in simple and precise language. The pursuit of

knowledge was likened to a search for water. It

is hard and deep digging for water ; but when the

spring is once reached, the water rises up to meet

the digger, and to reward his toil. And these pre-

liminary difficulties were in no v\'ay concealed ; on

the other hand, they v/ere brought prominently for-

ward. Mr. S. particularly desired of any who
might be of weak and irresolute purpose to with-

draw at once; because unless stimulated by the

most earnest desire for improvement, they could not

benefit themselves, and must necessarily retard

others. He showed them that his jiart in the work

was small in comparison to their own. He c.iuld only,

as it were, place the tools in their hands, and teach

them their use ; for the rest, each man must depend

upon his own unaided and determined energy. The

four hours a week spent in that room would stand

them in little stead ; it must be the quiet, jierse-

.
vering application at home, on the intervening even-

ings, that would advance them. Nothing that is

worth the having is acquired with ease.

Directed by a desire to conserve the virtues of

independence, and with a view to supply an addi-

tional interest in the auuit school, Mr. S deter-

mined so to arrange matters as to give to the men
the impression that they were the principal pro-

moters of their own improvement. To this end he

threw at ones the whole m.anngeraent of the school

into their hands. Upon proposing that a com-

mittee of management should be elected, Mr. S

explained that as the work of tliis committee would

be to decide upon the admission and exclusion of

applicants for membership, the progress of the

whole class depending very much upon the unity of

its parts, it should be formed of such men as were

best acquainted with the poj)ulation, so that none

might be brought in except such as were thoroughly

in earnest.

This committee, consisting of five of the men
then present, was accordingly elected ; and they,

assuming their official character at once, with a

serio-comic air of new-fledged authority curious to

see, as I learned from Mr. S
,
proceeded to ballot

upon their remaining companions, who, being well-

known, were elected and admitted to membership

that evening.

I may here say that this plan was found to work

admirably. Members were proposed one week ;

and as upon investigation their motives for joining

the class were found to be good or bad, so was the

result when the ballot was taken upon the names

the following week.

With the same design, to make the men the

architects of their own institution, Mr. S subse-

quently submitted to their consideration and ap-

proval one of a series of rules, and in its changed

or unchanged state, took the sense of the members
upon it. Modified and accepted, they stood as

follows :

—

RULES
FOR THE WORKING MEN's SCHOOL.

1st. That this room will be open every Monday and

Thursday evening from 7 till 9 o'clock.

2nd. That any member five minutes behind the time

will pay a forfeit of one penny; any member absent the

whole evening will be required to pay a fine of two-

pence, except in case of illneds ; and any member ab-

sent two successive evenings, without being able to

produce two witnesses from the class to certify big

inability to attend, will have his name struck off the list.

3rd. That all money so paid in forfeits shall go to

defray the expenses of lighting and warming this room.

4th. That every member shall come provided with a

Bible, a large slate, and a pencil.

5th. That order must be strictly kept ; to ensure

which, talking cannot be allowed amongst the members

during the hours of business.

6th. That the greatest attention must be paid to all

the instruction given in this room, and that the lessons

given to bo prepared at home shall, wilhout fail, be

ready upon the next evening of assembly.
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?th. That no one beneatli the age of fifteen can be

i admitted.

Mr. S. humorously observed, at the conclusion of

this part of the bushiess, that "having enacted

their own laws, they in honour must be the last

persons expected to break ihera !" And as the

rules were read over to every fresh raember, and

his assent to them obtained, tljey were all bound

by the same responsibility to respect them,

I give the rules just as they are, simply because

I think they may be useful to those who may be

inclined to follow my friend's example without

knowing exactly how to go about it. A question

may be raised, perhaps, respecting the second re-

gulation, as being too severe j but Mr. S. told me
that it was to it he was mainly indebted for his

tpeedy success. Nothing, in a case of this kind,

can be done with an irregular attendance or with-

out punctuality.

During the first session, and throughout all

those fluctuations that always accompany such a

work as this, my friend—save on one occasion-

was always found ip his place at the time of meet-

ing; encouraging all by his cheerful temper and

genuine good wiU. His patience with the dull was

beyond all praise.

Upon consulting the register that was kept, it

appeared that from ten the numbers rose to fifty,

s^qd then diminished to forty-two ; that seven of

these forty-two scholars were present, and in time,

every one of the thirty-two evenings; that fourteen

were absent four evenings ; eleven, nine ; six,

twelve; and four, thirteen evenings.

The practical working of the school I must show

upon a future occasion.

DROPPING THE SEED,

The swamp is gradually disappearing before the

beneficent skill of civilization. Courage ! perse-

verance ! The work of felling, grubbing, burning,

and draining completed, and the rich golden fruit

of well-directed toil shall be seen waving in triumph

over the howling waste. Hurrah ! light breaks in

to disturb the heavy masses of shade, and the bud

of promise peeps forth timidly here and there, to

assure the heart, and nerve the arm of the patient

toiler.

Many are they who have received from their

relatives or friends in the bush such a bit of cheer-

ful intelligence. It was with some such prelude

that my friend, Mr. S sent me the narrative

of his labours in the village of K ; a narrative

that I will now continue.

Good readers, try and picture the spacious old

school-room, lit up by the candles, distributed at

intervals, upon the two rows of desks that reach

from end to end, together with the cheery blase

from a large fire. How snug and v.arm it all looks

—a fact evidently appreciated by the sturdy in-

telligent faces that are animated thereby. The
same thought seems to strike ail those busy fellovv^s

plying hand and brain ; but enter the room a little

before seven o'clock, with Mr. S., and observe the

bustling importance of the "Committee men" as

they place the lights, coax the fire, arrange the

seats, and prepare the large black board for its

passive duties. The clock strikes, and to the

minute the muster-roll is called, and the attend-

ance registered ; forfeits are then taken, and new

members proposed or elected. Such preliminaries

being speedily despatched, and those slate exercises

looked over and corrected, that have employed the

intervening evenings at home, the immediate busi-

ness of the night begins.

The school now divides into two classes— the

1st reading class, consisting usually of three-

fourths of the whole number; and the 2nd, there-

fore, of the remaining fourth. "While the l&t class

is reading, the second is writing upon slates, having

a large copy upon the black board before men-

tioned; and Mr. S. finds time now and then, while

listening to the reading, to move from one to

another with advice, help, and encouragement.

Although, much against his better judgment,

my friend, during the first winter, was ol;iiged to

use the Holy Scriptures as a reading book : he

commenced the Old Testament History, and made
considerable and very gratifying progress in it.

Before parting for the night, the extent of the next

evening's lesson v^'as pointed out, and each member

was expected to have read over several times at

home the chapter or chapters alluded to. The use

of this rule is obvious, from the number of ques-

tions as to the meaning of words, &c,, which fre-

quently meet Mr. S.— a laudable curiosity he takes

care to cultivate. As the reading is going on, he

explains every word that may appear to require it,

and he furnishes a running comment Ujion the

entire lesson. This may seem to be a slov/ pro-

cess ; l)ut it is a sure one. A man wants to read,

not with fluency, but with intelligence. My friend

told me that he knew one man who could read any

ordinary paragraph with as great facility as him-

self, and yet could not give a rational ansu-er upon

any one part of it. The wisdom of his slow, but

successful, process was evident enough, when he

came to interrogate the man on what they had

read, at the close of the exercise : thiij he always

did. At first there was a good deal of shyness and

pride; but when this was overcome, the scene was

quite an animating one, and the desire to be first

with an answer made the men pore over and master
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the subject at home, with an assiduity they otlier-

wise would not have employed.

Then comes the turn for class 2 to read, class

1 writing in the meantime. Just fancy a motley

group—old men, some bent nearly double by age ;

others hale, but silver-headed ; middle-aged men,

and youths of fifteen: ten or twelve of them. Not

one knows a letter, AVhat would you do, good

reader ?

My friend hit upon a scheme of teaching them

to read that succeeded admirably, but which in its

execution required of him an extraordinary amount

of patience. He very properly observed to me,

when speaking upon this difficulty, " But I could not

draw back, I had always been an advocate for re-

form, and here at once was my sincerity challenged.

A sphere of work opened out before me, in which

I could achieve more real good for the world than

by any amount of platform declamation, than by

any puppet-play of men, or any overweening atten-

tion to the Punch-and-Judyism of Statesmanshij),

Penetrate the dark masses of this people with the

divine light of a vivifying truth—create with labo-

rious endeavour a thinking and a reading public,

and the superiority of our representative institutions

shall then be upheld to the gaze of an admirant

world. Very well, here was my duty, I could not

perform the functions of schoolmaster to all Eng-

land; but in this my allotted sphere I could work,

and did work ; hoping not only that the fire of my
zeal might kindle the zeal of others around me,

but hoping that I was not the only man in the

country animated by a like purpose. Patient self-

sacrifice—what is it, in comparison with the splen-

dour of those results it may produce ? Pursued to

their final issues, are they not redemption from

those curses of ignorance and vice, amid whose

threatening billows the straining vessel of our State

pitches and tosses, making difficult way, and some-

times no way, but rather retrograding ?" "Yes," re-

joined I ;
" but before we can sit down, and be satis-

fied with doing thoroughly and well what lies

within the compass of our strength, there must be

a conquest over the pride of our nature—a calling

in of the fancy ; we must resign the glory of de-

vising a magnificent whole, and count it enough to

have rendered, in our narrow sphere and in our

little day, the contribution of a part to the good of

human society." " Great moral or economical

changes," says Dr. Chalmers, " are not the achieve-

iTient of a single arm, but of many." To the uni-

versalists in science we stand not indebted for her

present progress and elevation, but to the separate

labours of many, in distinct fields. The glare of

publicity may not follow the sohtary worker, but the

worth and efficacy of his labours will gain him

many imitators.

Well, but to revert to this second class, Mr, S.

printed a number of good-sized alphabets upon

cardboard, and cut the letters out in squares. A
certain number of them were tumbled out before

each man, and to him fell the task of assorting all

of a kind. This familiarized the eye with the dis-

tinctive characters of the letters. When this step

was gained, Mr. S. printed a scripture text upon

the black board, requiring each of them to arrange

bis letters in the same order on the desk before

him ; and, while this tedious process was going

forward, he had time to attend to the writing of the

first class. The letters being properly placed, he

spelt the first word, and alternately each member

of the class did the same. He then pronounced it,

and was again followed by the men. When one

word was conquered, another was in the same way

acquired, until the whole verse was thus analyzed.

The verse then passed round the class, each man
pronouncing one word in succession, backwards

and forwards, again and again, until they ceased to

hesitate. Mr. S. then pronounced the whole pas-

sage, dwelling with distinct utterance upon every

syllable, and the men in turn did likewise.

The verse chosen usually contained in it some

maxim or moral sentiment, likely by its simplicity

to attach itself to the minds and hearts of the read-

ers. My friend mostly contrived to illustrate and

enforce it under the guise of a few questions and

remarks ; and he expected them so to master it at

home, as, on the next occasion to be able to read it

with ease, and show that they understood it.

This process is tedious, but its results are pleas-

ing in the extreme. The gratitude of the bhnd man
recovered to sight is not more lively than that of

some of these poor fellows to whom is thus given

the use of their faculties

.

I have now recorded the work of about an hour

and ten minutes. I must speak of the latter engage-

ments of the evening on another occasion,

F. R. S.

BURNET (PoTERTUM SA.NGUIS0RBA of bntauy)

is a native of Britain, growing on dry upland pastures

and in calcareous soils. It was first introduced to the

notice of tlie agriculturist by Mr. Rocque,of Waltham-

c^reen, in 1760. Since that time the numerous trials

that have been made of it, as a plant for pasture and

for hay, have not proved it equal to lucerne, clover, or

sainfoin, except on soils where these plants do not

succeed. The chief property that gives value to burnet

is its handy nature, keeping green all winter, and also

its early growth, Tf left uncut in autumn, it will afford

green food from October till April, On soils agreeable

to its growth a portion of ground set apart for the

growth of burnet would therefore be attended with

considerable profit: 04 drachms afford of nutritive

matter ICO grains.

I
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KENNINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND CHEMICAL COLLEGE.

LECTURES ON THE GENERAL PHENOMENA OF THE EARTH, HAVING REFERENCE TO THE
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF ORGANIC LIFE.

BY CHARLES JOIINSOM, ESQ., PROFESSOR OF BOTANY, GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Lecture III.

The movements of the ocean, described, in the concluding

portion of our last lecture, as productive of a local effect of

considerable importance to the inhabitants of western Europe,

have, on a broad scale, fulfilled no trifling part in modifying

the aspect of our rolling planet, and contributing to those

conditions upon which the existence of organic being is

dependent : in this view they must be regarded as having been

coeval with the earliest deposit of that wide-spread mass of

water upon its surface, and their continuity as uninterrupted,

during the myriads of myriads of orbital revolutions by which

the age of the earth prior to man's creation can alone be num-

bered, Beneath the light covering of soil in which terrestrial

plants and trees vegetate, the level and undulating lands pre-

sent a more or less loose material, in the form of gravel, sand,

clay, &c., which, evidently resulting from the breaking up and

distribution of previous masses by the force and flow of water,

is termed alluvium. The term, from the Latin alluo, to wash,

is in a geological acceptation usually confined in its significa-

tion, and refers to substances of comparatively recent accumu-

lation, in opposition to those of greater relative antiquity: but

an examination of the terrestrial crust to considerable depths

shews us that the solid foundations over which this alluciitm

rests, were once in a similar loose state, and that they origi-

nated under the operation of the same laws, by which at pre-

sent sand and shingle are heaped upon our sea-shores, rocks

abraded by the dash of waves and torrents, and mud and silt

deposited by inland floods—the sea, in some cases, having been

the cause, and having left proofs of its action ; while in others,

the flow of fresh water is no less certainly indicated. Rocks

of slate, sandstone, limestone, &c., thousands of feet in thick-

ness—frequently containing the fossilized remains of animals

and vegetables, of species long extinct, that inhabited the

earth in periods so distant, that the mind, in reviewing these

evidences of their transit, becomes bewildered in its efforts to

trace the records of a past eternity—remain to shew us by

their texture and composition, that the law of friction, the

destroying and levelling process of the firm and vast in ever-

changing nature, prevailed with equal force throughout the

whole career of time elapsed, as it does at present ; and that

the momentum of the agitated fluid overcame then, as now, the

atomic force of the most compact of solids. All of the strati-

fied rocks are but consolidated sand and mud and pebble ; and,

whatever now may be their elevation, their material has been

i accumulated by subsidence in water, and its distribution more
or less modified by its flow. The rocks reduced to fragment

and to powder, their varied elements mingling with each other

and with the wrecks of organic structure, have again become
firm and fixed, again to undergo reiterated change, under the

influence of the same agents by which their wear and over-

throw was at first effected, and water is here all powerful.

The ocean, always agitated—the rivers, with ceaseless currents

hastening to pour their allotted tribute into its bosom, are

mighty indeed in their operation, but the rain, the snow lightly

falling, nay, even the gentlest dew, is not without its action on

the hardest surface that receives it. The disintegration of the

rock and the distribution of its particles are the earliest pro-

cesses in the formation of soil, or in rendering the earth fitted

to maintain organic life by the elaboration of the necessary

elements contained in it, that are thus successively mingled

and presented to the absorbent vessels of the plant in that

state of minute division best suited for assimilation.

The abrading action of the sea, and the part that it has

fulfilled in changing otherwise the character of the earth's

habitable surface, are facts sufficiently illustrated by observa-

tion of present phenomena. The limits of existing lauds are

no more permanent than were those of the earlier geological

eras; the water wears down and occupies tJiere—here it throws

up and retires. The question of alternate inundation and re-

cession is one of time only, and though the duration of one

human life may be too confined to witness both, the one may

occur within its moiety : the garden in which the boy gathered

flowers and sported with his playmates is now covered by the

rolling waves, while the man is but a few years advancing

beyond middle age. Let us take a hasty review of the condi-

tions under which the ocean now operates to the production

of such changes. No one who has witnessed the dashing of

its angry billows, or even the gentle ripple with which in

calmest mood it beats against the shore, could separate the

idea of incessant wear resulting from incessant agitation ; the

effect of the latter, however, much depends upon the character

of the coast and the declivity of the basin, more especially of

that portion of the latter intervening between high and low

water-mark, or perhaps extending some distance below the

ebb. Regarding the subject upon a small scale, there might

appear at fiist sight to be little regularity in its operation, but,

generally speaking, it will be found consistent under all circum-

stances and in all situations. There will be observed a tendency

to fill up bays and indentations, and to abridge projecting points

and promontories. The elevation of a coast has but little to

do with the change, except that the sea is longer in producing

it upon a high than upon a low one : but it will be almost

uniformly found, that where the shore is level or gently shelv-

ing, and the tides have much play—that is, where they retreat

at low water very far from the land—there chiefly it is that the

formation of the new boundary takes place with the greatest

rapidity. The action of the tide, whether rising or falling, ia

nearly equal upon such a coast ; it has a constant tendency

rather to throw up than to carry down solid matter ; and the

waves, which advance more rapidly over a level or gently

inclined plane than upon a steep shore, drive the sand, pebbles,

sea-weeds, and other substances before them, and eventually

deposit the accumulated masses immediately above the high
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water mark. As the drift becomes elevated by successive ad-

ditions, it will, of course, follow thf^t the sea, owiug to its

waters not rising above a certain mean height, has no power of

throwing up more upon it ; a second accumulation of similar

materials must therefore take place at the foot of those first

deposited, and thus in the sequel dry land is formed by degrees

upon that which was originally the bottom of the sea. These

lowlands, long after their formation, are liable to inundation

by spring tides and during storms ; but as each successive

overflow probably deposits more solid matter upon them, and

the sea is, owing to the same cause in which they originated,

gradually removed farther off, they are at length placed beyond

its reach, and become, in course of time varying according to

circumstances, the fit abodes of animal and vegetable beings.

Vast tracts of such land may be seen in all the stages of progress,

between its recent escape from the sea and the highest grades

of cultivation, on various parts of our own coasts, exhibiting by

the character of the vegetation that covers it, the gradual tran-

sitions through which it has passed. Here, a mile or less in-

land, we see the waving corn, the clover and the sainfoin ; a

little nearer, the meadow and the pasture, where the dark but

bright verdure of the grass betrays the marshy character of

the soil beneath. As we advance this verdure gradually loses

its brightness, and the slender wiry grasses that vegetate on

poor and sandy ground, begin to predominate over the more

grateful and nutritious herbage of the older meadow. These,

in turn, become mingled with, and at length yield place to

others, whose white or glaucous hue shows that they belong to

saline situations, and are destined by Nature to flourish under

an atmosphere laden with briny drops whenever the winds sweep

inward from the neighbouriug ocean. The newly-formed sand-

bank succeeds, at the foot of which shells and tangled sea-weed

still accumulate, and prepare fresh conquests from their mother

waters.

Where the shore is steep or precipitous, and the tide ebbs but

a short distance, the drift is in smaller quantity, and probably

in many cases does not collect at all, being swept down again

at every turn of the tide ; added to which, the waves, by mere

constantly beating against the rocky emiuencies that form the

boundary of such a coast, undermine these with greater or less

rapidity, according to the nature of the materials composisg

them, and thus encroach upon the land. In this way it is that

hills and mountains, washed by the sea, are by degrees converted

into steep or perpendicular cliffs ; the progress of destruction

continuing, modified however by local circumstances, until the

accumulation of the ruins below rendering the shore shallower

and leas abrubt, enables the waters, as in the former case, to raise

upon it a succession of drifts, serving as bulwarks against their

owu farther encroachments. And then the clifts are left, to be

found perhaps ages afterwards in the heart of a populous coun-

try, ar.d give rise to a thousand varyiug opinions as to how

they came there. Thus, for example, have been formed those

precipices of indurated sand that contribute to the picturesque

beauty of the scenery about Tunbridge Wells and East Grin-

stead, where cliffs of considerable elevation extend in the midst

of a cultivated district, situated several miles inland. They

are remnants of that marine action by which the valley of the

Wea'd was laid bare. The sea, in which the surrounding chalk

rock was deposited, once extended over this older fresh-water

or estuaric formation ; and afterwards, during the successive

elevations of the valley, beating with violence agamst the bases

of the sand ridges, reduced them to their present perpendicular

condition. The actual cause of the recession of the waters to

the distant limits they now occupy, is a geological phenomenon

upon which we need not here speculate, but that it was assisted-

by the " barring out" operation resulting from the wear in

question cannot be doubted. Indeed, evidence of a similar ac-

tion now in process, is visible in another part of the same dis.

trict, viz., the East Cliff, at Hastings, the wear of which and

consequent accumulation of debris at its base, have removed

the water many yards from the line to which they formerly

extended.

Before quitting this part of our subject, it will be well to

notice as point of considerable importance as connected with it

and which, although bearing closely upon others to be here-

after discussed, will be more conveniently introduced at present,

and with less iuterruption, perhaps, to continuity, than else-

wliere. This action of the sea in wearing down the solid rocks

by long continued friction, and afterwards throwing up the finer

particles to which it has reduced them, in the form of sand

banks, while it extends the more level countries in many parts

to its own exclusion, is occasionally productive of considerable

local mischief. The sand tiius heaped upon the coast is liable,

when dried, to be carried by the winds into the interior of the

country ; and where it happens that its increase is too rapid to

aJmit of its becoming fixed, by the growth of vegetation,

one of the most dreadful evils that can befal a cultivated

land is preparing, and often with a rapidity that mocks

tlie utmost efforts of human genius and industry

to overcome. Many lamentable instances of the

effects of the saud-floods, as they have been justly

called, might be adduced from various parts of our own island

;

but the most remarkable example of them is found on the

Great Desert of Northern Africa. The notions formerly enter-

tained by Europeans of this vast tract of barren country,

equalling, if not exceeding, the Mediterranean Sea la extent,

were erroneous in many respects, and its peculiarities appear

from the accounts of recent travellers to have been somewhat

exaggerated ; but although not the unbroken expanse of loose

shifting sands previous descriptions had made it, large portions

of the sterile surface, occupying journeys of many days and

even weeks to traverse, are so covered, and the light material

accumulates in wave-like ridges and hillocks, liable to be whirled

from place to place by the force of the prevailing winds. The

Sahara extends from the shores of the /Atlantic eastward to the

valley of the river Nile, nearly 3,000 miles, an almost uniuter-

rupted level, without at least being intersected by any ranges

of hills sufficient to detract from that general character. The

shores are bounded by chains of sand-hills or dunes, and cliffs

of sand varying in elevation ; and the sea breezes, which in hot

climates blow strongly during the night, in consequence of the

rarefaction of the atmosphere over the land during the day,

and especially over land thus circumstanced, drift this sand

continually into the interior, a circumstance that is nowhere

more strikingly illustrated than in the present condition of the

once mighty kingdom of Egypt. By the influx of the sand,

considerable tracts of land, originally cultivated, have be( u

converted into portions of the contiguous desert, and t!..'

gigantic ruins of the ancient cities, with their temples and

palaces either entombed altogether, or filled to the roof with

the insidious but ever-accumulating drift, which has reduced

a country, formerly regarded as the granary of the civilized

world, to a narrow strip of land on each side cf the Nile, whose

confined valley has hitherto only been preserved from its ove^
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whelming effects by the annual overflowing of ihe river,

assisted by the high lauds aud hills which bound its channel on

either side.

Where the winds are less constaut and violent in one par-

ticular direction than the westerly breezes of Northern Africa,

nature contrives to fix these sand?, by covering them with cer-

tain vegetable productions adapted to flourish in such situations

only, by whose successive growth and decay a stratum of

kinder soil is gradually formed, that renders them in course of

time susceptible of cultivation. Several grasses aud cypera-

ceous plants seem to be peculiarly adapted to such purpose,

from their tendency to throw out roots from every joiut of

their procumbent stems, and at the same time to multiply by

long runners or suckers that extend beiow the surface, and

which, crossing each other as they increa'ic and branch, form a

kind of network that hinds the loose sand together, so as to

resist the action of the wind. The most efficacious species in

this respect is the Anmdo urenaria, or Sand Reed of Linnceus,

AmmopMla arundinacea of modern botanists, which from grow-

ing only on the loose sand thrown up by the sea, has received

its English name of Sea Mat-weed. Its great value as a sand-

binder may be seen upon almost all of the low sandy coasts of

Great Britain, where thousands of acres would, in the lapse cf

a very few years, be doomed to hopeless sterility were it re-

moved. The Dutch long ago profited by their acquaintance

with the utility of this grass ; and indeed much of the territory

of Belgium, Holland and JutlanJ, towards the coast, is pro-

tected by its natural growth or artificial planting, the latter

process being occasionally resorted toon a comparatively large

scale, to encourage the formation of dunes, to resist inundation

or render its liability less imminent. An act of the legislature

was passed in the reign of our queen Ehzabeth, and another

in that of George the Second, prohibiting, under penalty, its

extirpation in this country, where at various periods much laud

has been lost or rendered useless by the iuflus of sand ; to form

any idea of which, approximating to truth, in regard to the

ravages produced by it upon cultivation, one must visit from

time to time districts liable to such inroads, and notice, during

the prevalence of high winds, the manner in which it is carried

with a resistless force over the interior. Near Downham, in

Suffolk, the sand drift travelled five miles within a century,

covering more than a thousand acres of land v/ithiu that period

;

but its inroads are often far more rapid. A district of more

than ten miles square, near Fores, in Scotland, which on ac-

couct of its fertility was formerly termed the graaary of

Moray, was completely inuudated by the sand -floods in the

course of a few years, so that not a veatige was to be seen of

the manor-house, offices, aud orchards of the barony of Coubine»

to which it belonged ; the advance of the flood was so rapid,

that it is said an apple tree was buried by it during a single

winter, so that only the very summit of it appeared above the

surface. This calamity was occasioned by some persona, era-

ployed to cut down certain trees in the vicinity, thoughtlessly

tearing up the mat-grass that had previously bound tte sand-

UUs. 'Ihe town of Hull, in Yorkshire, would, probably, long

BCe have been washed away by the sea, were it not protected

hy Spurn Point, a sandy ridge extending from the north side

flf the mouth of the Uumber, so as to break the force of the

tidal waves before they reach the town. This ridge, curving

kiwards towards the estuary, has itself been formed from the

accumulation of materials, washed from the low friable clitTa of

Holderness by the southward flow of the tide, which, were they

not checked in their progress by the outward flow of the river

current, would soon form a bar across the mouth of the inlet.

Under the peculiar conditions attaching to this part of our

coast. Spurn Point, a mere bank of sand and pebbles, owes its

security (exposed to the violence of the storms of the German

Ocean) to the binding power of the mat-grass. The toughness

of the stems of this grass has given them a value in many parts

of the country, especially in the north, where they are often

manufactured by the peasantry into mats aud a kind of rope ;

but their appropriation to such purposes should be watched

with a jealous eye, as their extermination is liable to bs at-

tended with so much danger to the neighbouring lands, over

v/hich the sand, once unbound, spreads with a pace that cannot

be checked by any means but those which nature herself has

pointed out.

To return to the subject from which we have been here

slightly digressing—the action of the sea upon the land.

Changes similar to those mentioned have occurred, aud are

still taking place, in all parts of the world, wherever the an-

tagonistic elements, water and land, come in contact : generally

slow fh progress, aud operating in most instances within limits

too confined to attract more than fleeting and partial notice,

unless by comparison with past events of the same kind, rarely

recorded in history, because of their apparently tiivial con-

nexion with general economy, and the merely local interest

they excited when recent. If we would trace the eflfects of

such revolutions, on the broad scale in which they seem to have

acted in certain situations, our computation of periods required

to produce them is carried back far beyond the most remote

of human historic epochs. Let us instance the lapse of time

since the distribution of sand commenced upon the African

desert. Who shall preteiid to enquire, far less to decide the

question? Since the days of the earlier Pharaoha, when

Egypt was a powerful state, and its capital Thebes a wonder

of the world, the Sahara has occupied its western border ; and

although we have few data before us, concerning the condition

of the mighty space it occupied beyond at that period, we have

no reason to believe its whole extent greatly altered during

the 3,500 years since passed. The mind of mv.\ is excited by

sudden and violent changes, when they affect him either im-

mediately or through any of the numerous bonds connecting

him with society at large, but it dwells not upon the slow and

the distant. The eruption of Vesuvius that overwhelmed the

cities and vineyards of southern Italy, in the time of the Elder

Pliny, would have made little impression upon the modern

European, had not Pompeii and Herculaneum been disen-

tombed, and the domestic economy of their unfortunate in-

habitants of 1800 years past been opened to his gaze. The

earthquake that destroyed the city of Lisbon in 1755 is still a

theme of discourse and dread ; it made Europe tremble to its

utmost confines, and shook the foundations of the whole north

Atlantic ; but the citizen of London who takes his evening

stroll upon the chain pier at Brighton, dreams not that less

than two hundred years ago, the original town, instead of oc-

cupying the site of the present, stood where the waves now

roll beneath hinr. Local records establish the fact of occa-

sional inundation there, destructive of life and property ; but

the necessary transit of the growing town from the sea-beach

to the former corn fields and pasture has been gradual and un-

marked ; aud such is the case with many of the most important

dispensations by which the surface of the earth has been mo-

dified to its pie^eut condition,

z 2
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No circumstance cau be more obvious than the necessity of

such a distribution of inorganic matter as now exists upon a

globe destined for the reception and maintenance of organic

and living bodies. Astronomers, unable to trace the existence

of an atmosphere about the moon, and led from that supposed

fact to doubt the presence of water upon its surface likewise,

are disposed, and with reason, to regard it as uninhabited ; in-

deed, as a globe whose irregular mountainous and cavernous

exterior consists of solid, crystalline, or vitrified matter. There

are plains and slopes upon it, which some have conceived to

resemble alluvial districts upon the earth, uncovered with ve-

getation ; but the manner in which the light is reflected from

these is scarcely consistent with such a character, and favours

rather the opinion that these spaces are more accordant with

the condition of fields of lava or some analogous volcanic rock,

than with that of any pulverized or pebbly substance distri-

buted like our sand and gravel ; while the mountains rather

appear in the state of masses raised like bubbles and shattered

by explosion, than as having been subjected to slow and long-

continued action by attrition ; indeed, there is no evidence,

under the present power of our telescopes, vast as they.are, of

the moon's face being under the influences of causes of change

correspondent to those affecting that of her primary. Were
an atmosphere and water now to be supplied to our attendant

orb, and the latter element to fill at once the deep dark voids

once supposed to be seas, without the breaking up of the solid

surface, few of the conditions necessary to the production of

organic being could be effected. Wiiat a countless series of

revolutions must be fulfilled, before the wearing action of a

lunar ocean, with its wind, waves, tides, and currents, could

produce a series of stratified rocks, proportionally like those,

over which the loose deposits favourable to the growth of

earthly vegetation have accumulated—yet through such a

period our earth has passed ! Let us admit the possibility of

this, and presuming, without much violation of the doctrine of

probability, that its surface was at first similar to that of its

satellite ; and that with the first condensation of watery vapour

upon the cooling crystalluie solid commenced those movements

of the ocean in which alluvial deposits originated—then let us

bear in mind the existing necessity for the successive increase

and modification of these latter, in order to the production of

those diversified phenomena that an undisturbed and unchang-

ing rocky surface could never have yielded, and we shall be led

to estimate at no small value the illimitable agency which this

vast body of water has fulfilled, and it is probably still destined

to fulfil in the economy of the earth ; an agency, however, far

from being thus confined. The ocean does not occupy a pro-

portion of such extent as three-fourths of the surface without

being intimately connected with the other powers at work there,

aad contributing to the same end.

THE CHEMISTRY OF MANURES,
GYPSUM AND SA.LT.

TO THE FARMERS OF NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Gentlemen,—None of the sulphates of the various earths

and metals occur so abundantly in the natural state as the sul-

phate of lime, or gypsum.

You are no doubt all aware that there are several quarries in

our own immediate neighbourhood from which large quantities

are annually procured, and in Derbyshire it is still more

abundant. Some of the beds in Derbyshire are exceedingly

pure ; and very large quantities in the unburut state, ground

to a fine powder, are sent to London, not only for the purpose

of adulterating articles of food and luxury, such as flour, sugar,

lozenges, &c.,but also for mixing with Peruvian guano— a trick

which, I am sorry to say, has been known to be practised to an

enormous extent.

The chemical composition of gypsum is lime 28 parts, sul-

phuric acid 40 parts, and water 18 parts. It is a compound,

therefore, capable of supplying both lime, sulphur, and sulphuric

acid to plants.

When gypsum is burnt it loses all its water, and is con-

verted into plaster of Paris, the uses of which are too well

known to require explanation.

Burnt gypsum dissolves with greater difticulty than unburnt,

but both require a large amount of water for their solution, A
gallon of water will only take up about 3 drachms of unburnt

gypsum, so that, valuable as it may be as a manure, large

quantities at a time can never be needed. A dressing of 3 cwt
per acre, whether applied to clover, which on certain descrip-

tions of land it so greatly benefits, or to other green crops re-

quiring sulphur, will be found to be ample.

The addition of gypsum to the dung heap is very valuable

for improving the quality of the manure and assisting a little

in the fixing of ammonia ; I say a little because it only acts in

the presence of a great deal of moisture, which, in the case be-

fore us, is rather an evil than an advantage. As a fixer of

ammonia in the tank its effects are more observable, because

there is more liquid for its solution. In this state, therefore,

it produces the greatest benefit ; but the refuse salt cakes of

the nitric and muriatic acid manufacturer are far more valuable

for this purpose.

The benefits which arise from the use of common salt are due

to the chlorine and sodium which it contains. All fertile soils

and all edible plants contain it ; but its solubility favours its

easy removal from the soil, hence the need of its being applied

more frequently than gypsum.

When mixed with farm-yard manure as I have previously

directed, it improves the quality, causes a more complete de-

composition of the manure, and furnishes the best mode of

supplying it to the soil. Salt and lime mixed together in some

cases are not to be despised. These mutually decompose each

other, forming a muriate of lime and carbonate of soda. The

carbonic acid, as fast as it is absorbed from the atmosphere by

the lime, goes over to the soda contained in the common salt,

at the same time the muriatic acid with which the soda is as-

sociated transfers itself to the hme, forming a muriate of lime

;

thus you will perceive that the soda and lime exchange their

acids.

Such a compost as this is most destructive to insect life, but

it is requisite that the lime and salt should remain together

several months before the cliange becomes complete.
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Salt act3 in a similar way with gj'psum, for when these two

are in contact for any length of time they are converted into

sulphate of soda and muriate of lime.

The sulphate of soda is much more soluble thau the sulphate

of lime, hence the advantage of applying salt and gypsum

to the soil after they have been mixed together several months,

thereby enabling the plant to take up the sulphur more readily

and in greater abundance. A portion of the soda here liberated

would be returned again to the soil, and have a tendency to

combine with or decompose the silicates contained therein,

rendering them more soluble and iu a fit state to be taken up

by plants. It is probably owing to this property which it pos-

sesses that the straw of wheat is rendered so bright and stiff

after a dressing of salt.

I will now draw your attention for a short time to what is

usually termed the " clover sickness."

It having been disputed by several of the most influential

farmers in the neighbourhood that lime exercises any beneficial

influence upon the clover plant, and one gentleman even going

so far as to assert that Professor Liebig committed an error in

classifying it among the family of lime plants at all ; let us en-

deavour to make out what are the constituents requisite for the

production of a good crop of clover, which, perhaps, may be

a guide as to the kind of management which ought to be em-

ployed iu this particular instance. By argument and investiga-

tion we can only arrive at the truth ; and when we are in pos-

session of a knowledge of the ingredients removed from the soil

by the clover crop, we must naturally infer that the absence or

deficiency of one or more of the substances which enter into its

composition will be a hindrance to its full and perfect de-

velopment.

According to the analysis of the late Mr. Haywood, of

Sheffield (whose melancholy death you will recollect having

been recorded only a few months ago), 2 tons of clover remove

from the soil

—

Nitrogen 132 lbs.

Phosphoric acid 20 „
Alkalies (potash and soda) 61 „
Earths (principally lime) 146 „
Silica 10 „
Sulphur - 6 „

Before I proceed any further I should wish you to understand

that nitrogen, the first-mentioned component part of clover,

may be represented in the soil by organic matter—such as

vegetable fibre, farm-yard manure, or in fact by any other sub-

stance capable of producing ammonia, all of which must con-

tain nitrogen, which, as I have explained in a former letter, is

converted by the properties of lime, first into nitric acid and

subsequently into nitrate of lime. I need scarcely say that the

treatment of the land must vary according to its nature; thus

a good marly or loamy soil will generally contain a sufficiency

of the alkalies, a sandy or gravelly soil quite enough of silica

in a soluble state after it has been well hmed, or a soil full of

vegetable matter will for the most part be found to contain the

requisite quantity of nitrogen ; but as we cannot arrive at any

accurate conclusions with regard to the treatment of the differ-

ent kinds of soil without first having them analyzed, I can only

give you a general prescription, which will answer in every case,

because it will supply all tJte ingredients which are required.

For the clover crop then I would recommend a dressing of 4

cwt. of superphosphate of lime, 1 cwt. of common salt, 1 civt.

of gypsum, and \ cwt. of potash, or 1 cwt. of wood ashes. The

superphosphate, whea properly prepared, will furnish all the

organic matter and phosphoric acid ; the salt will aid greatly

in supplying the alkalies, provided the land contains plenty of

lime, which, as you have seeu, will convert the salt into car-

bonate of soda, in which case the potash or wood ashes may
partly be dispensed with ; and the gypsum will afford the ne-

cessary quantity of sulphur and lime. But, iu addition to all

these, the mechanical state of the soil has also something to do

with the healthy and luxuriant growth of this valuable crop.

Who has not observed that clover arrives at the highest degree

of perfection where the ground has been well trodden and ren-

dered comparatively solid by the feet of animals ? And there-

fore, where the soil is light and of a porous texture, a good

rolling with a heavy roll or Crosskill will be found to be of

great benefit.

These are the necessary conditions, according to my idea, for

the production of a good crop of clover, which, if strictly ad •

hered to, will in the generality of cases be attended with suc-

cess, and we then shall not hear so many complaints about the

" clover sickness" as hitherto ; for it must ever be borne in mind

that when a plant is furnished with all the necessary articles of

food, the land being at the same time in a proper condition, it

is then, and then only, that you may reasonably expect a first-

rate crop.

I have now treated upon the principal manures in general

use, with the exception, perhaps, of the sewerage of large towns,

which, in the absence of the means of application, it would here

be useless to dwell upon. With regard to this subject, how-

ever, I will just remark that thousands, nay I might almost say

millions of pounds' worth of manure is auuually carried away

by the rivers of this country, and entirely lost, so far as we are

concerned ; but I trust the period may not be far distant when

these wasted manures will also be made subservient to the in^

creased production of the soU.

Saml. Parr,

MALT COOMBS consist of the radicles of seed

protruded by vegetation, caused by steeping barley ia

water for malting, aud which are rubbed off during

the process of kiln-drying and cleaning. They must

contain saccharine matter, and are used for feeding-

cows and pigs, and for spreading on the floors of

pigeon and poultry houses, and also as a manure. The

dust of low-dried malt is not so stimulant as that of

high-dried; but more lasting from that circumstance

and the quality of the barley. It is used dry and un-

fermented as a top-dressing on wheat, at the rate ot

forty bushels on an acre, and may be drilled with the

seed of barley and turnips at the same rate ; and is

often scattered on the last harrowing of barley tilth,

and then rolled. It sells at 5s. or 6s. per quarter, and

as much have been used as ten quarters per acre for

wheat, eight for barley, and four for grasses. The

effects are quick ; and it may be mixed with lime and

salt, earths, and stable-dung, and kept moist and

covered from rain, and twice or thrice turned over.

Such light manures as require no preparation by de-

composition, and are not too gross or caustic to be

applied by themselves, may be most economically used

unmixed, and without the expense that will attend

Mvery step in the application.
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THE PROST AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
BY CECIL.

" How is it you are not hunting to-day ?" exclaimed an ele-

gant young lady, whom I happened to meet on the parade at

Cheltenham, on a fine frosty morning, and who was seasonably

protected with furs sufficient to supply a company of light in-

fantry on duty in the Crimea.

" We cannot hunt in such weather as this," was my reply.

" Oh !" rejoined the young lady, " my brother is gone."

" Indeed !" was my response, as it instantly occurred to me

that the young gentleman must have had some other game in

view than a fox, and therefore, unwilling to spoil his sport, I

immediately turned the conversation to subjects upon which

the fair portion of the creation are supposed to be better ac-

quainted.

On the following morning I happened to meet this enthusi-

astic votary of Diana, and, with much gravity of countenance,

inquired what sport he had had with the hounds ? Puzzled and

confused, a crimson current flushed over his cheeks—even the

male sex can blush at times ; he had no idea that his hunting

exploit had been related to me, and suspected that I might

have guessed at the true cause of his morning's ride. In this he

was not altogether mistaken. With much earnestness, he

begged me to inform him why I asked hire, such a question. To

relieve his suspense, I related what had passed. Pledging

me to confidence, and urging me not to involve him in any

dilemma with his family, he frankly told me he had met a young

lady at a ball, who resided at some distance in Worcestershire,

and, wishing to make a call, in order to account for his absence,

had told his mother and sisters he was going to meet the

hounds. They being totally unacquainted with all matters

connected with venatic pursuits, the excuse was received by

them. Having satisfied him that I had not enlightened his sis-

ter, and assuring him that I would not render any information

that would compromise him with his family, his mind was at

ease on those points. With a serious aspect, he told me he

feared his ride had occasioned some injury to his hunter; that

he was very ill, and requested me to go and see him. Com-

plying with his wishes, I found the animal in a small two-stall

stable, such as are usually met with attached to villa residences in

tie vicinity of Cheltenham. Tliere was another horse in the ad-

joining stEll.an 1 every cre\ice be'ngstopped with almost hermetical

precision, the heat and closeness of the atmosphere afforded a

striking contrast to the coldness without. In the manger was

a feed of corn untouched, and hay in a similar state in the rack.

The animal was labouring under the effects of fever and sore

throat ; his legs were as cold as the icicles on the exterior of the

building, his ears chilly and wet ; on his shoulders, under the

rug, clammy perspiration was perceptible ; the feet were evi-

dently in a painful state, and there was reason to apprehend

that inflammation of the lungs might ensue. While I was

examining the horse, my young friend informed me he had

ridden him fast—a piece of information which he need not to

have given ; it was inferred, and the poor animal confirmed all

preconceptions on that point. The distance was nearly five-

and twenty miles. He added, that he had given strict injunc-

tions to the servant to put his horse in a warm stable, throw

a cloth over him, and trusted to his being taken care of. " It

is very certain," continued he, " that none of my requests had

been complied with. When he was brought to the door for

me to return, his coat was quite wet ; he had not even been

wiped over, neither do I think his bridle had been taken off.

The poor beast was shivering with cold, but I did not appre-

hend any bad consequences, supposing that by riding him home

at a brisk pace, the circulation of the blood would be restored,

and all would be right. Before he reached home he was much

tired—moresothanleverknewhim tobe, after a run with hounds-

My servant informed me this morning that he would not feed,

and appeared unable to drink his water. What do you think

of him, and how must he be treated ?"

" la the first place," I said, " you must admit more air into

your stable—a difficult matter in such a confined place, without

subjecting the inmates to a draught. The most dangerous

symptom at present is the sore throat ; and you will indeed be

fortunate if he does not become a roarer. Have some mixed

mustard applied to the throat without delay—it is an excellent

remedy in such cases ; you may repeat it frequently, and unless

used in too great quantity, will not disturb the hair ; foment

his feet in warm wattr, and poultice them ; have his legs well

haud-rubbed and bandaged ; have his ears dried ; keep up the

circulation in the extremities, and compensate for a cooler at-

mosphere in the stable, by an extra rug, if necessary ; give

him bran mashes, linseed gruel, and no hay ; a gentle laxative,

combined with nitre ; and if he does not improve, send for a

veterinary surgeon."

As these instructions were being put into effect, I interro-

gated my young friend concerning the stable in which his horse

had been placed. He replied that he did not then see it, but

on other occasions when he had been there, there was a large

building appropriated to visitors' horses and that in all proba-

bility it was uuoccupied and very cold.

" Now," said I, " let me give you a little sketch of what has

occurred, as it will be a lesson for the future. You were, in

your own imagination, transported on the wings of love, for-

getting that your horse was composed of less aerial substance
;

the road was extremely hard, and the concussion produced

soreness in the feet ; this was probably increased, in conse-

quence of your horse standing on the cold paving of the stable,

in all probability without any straw; a sudden check ensued

throughout the system. The poor animal was not fed, and in

cold weather horses are less able to sustain hunger than when

it is warm. You rode back at a quick pace, and the circulation

was again subjected to an extreme ; when he reached his home

your horse was doomed to the ill consequence of a close stable.

These excessive transitions cannot be borne with impunity.

There is not a greater error (ban that of keeping horses in hot

stables in frosty weather. The extreme is so great when they

are taken out, that various maladies are engendered, more es-

pecially affections of the respiratory orgars, which so frequently

result in roaring."

This case, in a modified degree, bears analogy to the sad

fate of our cavalry horses in the Crimea. Many causes of the

mortality amongst them may be traced to grievous mismanage-

ment, and that from the very hour cf their being enrolled in
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the service. The style of horse selected is unsuitable, to begin

with. They are mostly tall, leggy, lengthy animals, sixteen

hands high or more ; instead of thickset, sbortlegged active

naga, from fifteeen hands to fifteen two inches, muscular and

strong. The plan persisted in by agriculturists generally, of

rearing young horses is erroneous ; and until some measures be

adopted to induce them to change the system of filling them

to repletion with grass in the summer, which generates fat,

and consigning them to a state of demi-starvation in the straw

yard during the winter, the stigma will continue to be attached

to the stock, of want of constitution. Every foxhunter knows

the importance of condition in a hunter. If he buys one from

a farmer who has bred him up after the fashion I have just

described, twelve months must elapse before the animal can be

got in a fit condition to follow hounds ; if not, what is the con-

sequence ? During the early part of the season the poor crea-

ture is uuable to bear the fatigue ; he probably tires in the

field; if not, he shows unmistakeable symptoms of debility on

his return to the stable. This debility is not constitutional,

but the effect of injudicious treatment, and may be overcome by

good care and time. Towards the latter end of the season,

i' well managed he improves; and, if his owner be an expe-

rienced sportsman, the enervating properties of succulent green

herbage are withheld. It is the abundance of gross fat-producing

grass, which so many of our English horses are condemned to

eat, which destroys their condition, and superficial observers

s:andalise them as deficient in stamina.

But to return to the cavalry horses. The mode adopted of

transporting them to the scene of action was faulty, and the

authorities were cautioned, at the commencement, by a gentle-

man who had had great experience in such matters, that, if

they were shipped for so long a voyage on the old-fashioned

plan of keeping them on their legs, the consequences would be

seriously injurious ; and his predictions were correct. But

all the proceedings connected with this rselancholy war have

been conducted by men whose experience is confined to office

duties, in preference to those who have had practical opportu-

nities of obtaining information. Thus have thousands of

human lives been sacrificed, horses innumerable, and money

incalculable. Badly managed on their voyage, the horses

landed in a deplorable state ; they were, of course, required

for immediate service, and put to hard work before they could

possibly recover. "Without suitable shelter, and, what was still

more distressing, without adequate supplies of food, they were

called upon to perform the laborious duty of dragging heavy

guns, ammunition wagons, and other implements of warfare

through mud and mire. Vi^heu the severe weather commenced

they were exposed to additional evils, like the hunter of my
friend at Cheltenham, but to a much greater extent. Their

exertions would cause them to perspire profusely, in which

state'they were necessarily exposed to the inclemency of the

nocturnal atmosphere. This would speedily produce catarrhal

affections ; but there was no time to rest them, and put them

under medical treatment. To work they must go again on the

following day, and any person conversant with horses must

know that the poor creatures could not last long under such

trying circumstances. Many which did not perish in the

night would inevitably die on duty. Why have the French

cavalry been more fortunate ? many of the horses are English

bred ones. The answer is readily given—because they hare

not had such difficulties to encounter in a long voyage over the

ocean, and they were better provided for when they landed.

—

Suudav Times.

SCOTCH AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

The following is a summary of the aggregate quantity of

acres under the following crops, together with the number of

stock and the grass produce as per return of the Highland

Society's report :

—

Total
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THE VARIOUS MODES OF MANUFACTURING MANURES.

The readers of the Mark Lane Express must have

been struck with the number of inquiries upon

agricultural subjects with which its columns

abound ; and comparing them in point of number

and intelligence with a bygone period, must feel

convinced that a large portion of its readers now

look forward to its columns for particular or general

information upon subjects in which they are

doubtless deeply interested.

In our last week's number a letter appears signed

G. B. B., in which the writer informs us that he has

a number of friends about to farm extensively or to

take the management of estates upon their own

account or that of others, " who are not a little

puzzled as to what system to go upon when listen-

ing to the contradictory statements of our agricul-

tural teachers ;" and he then proceeds to enumerate

the various modes promulgated for the manufac-

ture of manure, and also to recapitulate the pro-

cesses resorted to by them, with a degree of acumen

that convinces us he propounds the question more

to introduce controversial discussion than for any

particular information required by himself.

It is very true, as he observes, that any one enter-

ing upon farming without any settled principles of

action would be greatly puzzled as to what mode to

adopt ; nor would we hold out encouragement for

the future, feeling as we do that almost every farm

in every district requiring some particular descrip-

tion of management, that every cultivator adopts

somepeculiarmode ofmanagement (which, of course,

he thinks better than any other)—"riding his own
hobby"—and hardly conceding to any one else the

liberty of doing so likewise.

In adverting to the first inquiry of our corres-

pondent, upon the manufacture of manure, we in

the first place refer him to those articles which

have appeared in this paper since the commence-

ment of the current year; and we recommend him

and his friends, desirous of obtaining information

upon that subject, to read the standard works that

have appeared upon agricultural chemistry and the

composition of manures, with the best manner of

estimating their constituent properties, and modes

of application, rather than to pursue the " Will-o'-

the-Wisp" fancies of the theoretical writers he

alludes to. We shall therefore at once place before

our readers, those systems of management we con-

sider most conducive to that end.

In the manufacture of manure by the ordinary

process of fattening oxen and by rearing neat stock,

the main object ought to be to secure the faecal

deposits of those animals without loss, and to in-

corporate them with the fodder arising upon the

farm, so as to become available for the production

of the various crops for which they may become

necessary. The addition of water during the pro-

cess is essential to manufacture ; the only point to

guard against is having it in too large quantity.

Every one acquainted with farming must have ob-

served how greatly manure becomes deteriorated

from the absence of sufficient moisture ; the best

stable and other manure is rendered worthless, if

not duly saturated: it is the only mode by

which excessive fermentation is resti'ained; and

when properly consolidated by the weight of

horses and cattle, manure it will remain for

months together with very little change in

its constituent properties ; but so soon as it be-

comes removed and replaced, immediate fermenta-

tion takes place, and which is necessary to bring it

into a suitable state for the production of crops,

and for those of the vegetable class especially.

This change, however, does not take place without

some disadvantages, and, if carried too far, the

loss of ammonia will follow to such an extent

as to considerably reduce it in value. What the

farmer has to guard against, then, is such an

amount of loss that will more than counterbalance

the advantage he seeks to obtain by its being ren-

dered portable for his use. This he can effect by

allowing it to remain as greatly compressed as

possible until within a short time of applying it

directly to his crops ; and to secure this as much
as possible, it should be coverec"! over with mould

several inches in thickness, until the external air

becomes excluded as greatly as under the circum-

stances can be effected. Within a few days of its

application to the land, it should be turned over

and thoroughly incorporated, and, whilst in an

active state of fermentation, applied to and imme-

diately covered by the soil ; and it will be better,

to secure this object, to employ a lad with each

plough, rather than allow any portion of it to be-

come exposed to the action of the sun and air

afterwards.

In other instances, the application is better

made direct from the farm-yard to the field.

Much expense is thereby avoided ; and if the

manure is carefully and quickly covered by the

plough, all the manuring elements that it contains

will be secured ; but it must, at the same time, be

borne in mind that regard must be always had to

the description of crop for which it is required in

making the application.

For the production of beans, peas, vetches.

i I
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and oats, and for turnips and mangel-wurzel

on clay land, if applied before Christmas, the

long manure is most economical, and equally

beneficial ; whilst for every description of root-

crop during the summer months, as well as for

wheat, it should be more or less decomposed be-

fore application ; and if reserved especially for the

latter crop, it ought to be combined with an equal

quantity of good mould immediately upon its

being carried from the home-stall, and also entirely

covered by the same material as before stated.

So far, we have stated the rational and practical

application of manure, as adopted by the most

skilful farmers. Chemistry teaches us, however,

that our practice is not entirely in consonance with

its precepts ; but the farmer will always find a

difficulty of bringing his chemical knowledge

directly to bear constantly upon his farming prac-

tice : he is too much influenced by circumstances

to adopt at all times that mode that he feels assured

is the best. Upon his light turnip soils, the appli-

cation of unfermented manure, in its partially dry

state, under the influence of the sun and air, at

midsummer, would certainly be the worst mode he

could pursue, to ensure a plant of turnips ; and his

mangel-wurzel would also suflfer to the same ex-

tent upon its application, unless, as before stated,

the application had been made in the preceding

autumn ; but, since the application of guano,

super-phosphate of lime and other substances

have been applied for the production of turnips,

the use of farm-yard manure has been greatly

dispensed with, and it is now reserved for the grain

crops and grasses, for which it is undoubtedly best

adapted.

"We feel that we may, to that portion of our

readers who are thoroughly practical, be consi-

dered as taking great pains to inculcate 'principles

thoroughly known and understood. To them we

oflfer an apology, trusting that, when enquiry after

enquiry appears in our columns upon this subject,

that it will plead our excuse for trespassing at such

length upon their patience. The observations of

the correspondent we alluded to in the first in-

stance confirm us that most persons who seek in-

formation in the present day are led astray by the

conflicting opinions that are continually emanating

from individuals whose only object is notoriety.

If the processes of farming could be carried out

at all times under the same circumstances equally

alike, then the manufacture and application of ma-

nure might be brought into competition with the

manufacture and application of any other material;

hut when it is considered that the operations of

farming are at all times interfered with by the na-

tural elements and state of the soil, and that the

machinery to carry them out will at some periods

be inadequate to the amount of work to be per-

formed within a given time, in such cases it must
be apparent to the dispassionate observer that the

farmer will be reduced to the necessity of adopting

such means as will best secure and at the same
time facilitate his object, without especial reference

to the cost or economical application of the sub-

stances employed.

We are well aware that chemistry will be the

safest guide in all matters of the nature we are dis-

cussing. To this we readily assent ; but still there

are practical appliances that do not in their results

fully confirm that opinion, and to which we shall

advert in our future observations upon this subject.

APPLICATION OF LIQUID MANURE TO
THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.

Sir,—Your correspondent " A. C," in the " Mark-lane

Express" of the 19th inst., in answer to mine, previously

published, contents himself, in the first place, by condemning

me for the style and object of my letter ; in the second, by

endeavouring to show that I am wrong in two instances, in

my description of Mr. Wilkius' system ; and in the third, by

introducing a contrast between that system and the ex-

perience gained by the Royal Society, by the growth of flax

in Ireland, during the space of 12 years.

In answer to "A. C.'s" first objection, I would say that the

assertion of " ill-natured opposition, manifested towards

almost every person who ventures to develop anything con-

trary to old habits and prejudices," is just what I should

expect from such a writer ; for this is the great argument (?)

which practically ignorant men are continually using wherever

we refuse to progress in any direction in which they, in their

wisdom, would drive us ; and I have yet to learn that it is our

duty " to hail as benefactors to humanity" those who stand

forth as the inventors of a patent process of at least question-

able merits, by which they hope to fill their own pockets.

" A, C." must have a generous soul indeed, if he hail with

gratitude the whole class of patent inventors.

" A. C." next says the land may be undulating or otherwise.

In this I still beg to differ from him ; for if the impervious

tray bottom is perfectly level, and the ground lies in lands

often much higher on the ridges than the furrows, it is obvious

that without the land is laid level, when the impervious

bottom is 18 inches below the level of the furrows, the

plants growing on the ridges would be much farther from the

liquid manure ; and though by the force of capillary attraction

the soil might be partially saturated, I submit that that

saturation could not be nearly complete without great waste

;

and, therefore, the soil ought to be of the same depth

throughout. In reference to the distance the tUes must be

apart, whether, as I say, a foot, or as " A. C." says, about 18

inches, must depend upon the consistency of the soil through

which the manure has to permeate.

The contrast furnished by " A. C ," between Mr. Wilkins'

experience during 2 years, and that of the Royal Society

during 12 years, proves nothing but the difference between
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the tvpo, without showing its superiority to agriculture in

general, in the production of the principal food of man.

What we want to see proved is that we can produce corn

crops cheaper under this system than any other, which it

professes to do, or how can it " make England independent i

of all natioaa for the necessaries of life"? When this is done,

that " selfishness which is too prevalent amongst farmers" will

vanish, and we shall be moat happy to " encourage Mr.

Wilkins to go on with his project by giving him a helping

hand," by hailing him as a benefactor to humanity, and by

what will be more tangible—paying him handsomely for his

patent invention.

A great deal more might he said on this subject ; but I am
unwilling to trespass upon your valuable space, and would

therefore conclude by reminding " A. C." that his letter has

fallen far short of its object, if it was intended to controvert

my view of Mr. Wilkins' knowledge of his subject, as "A. C."

fails to prove that Mr. W.'s calculation of expenses is not

100 per cent, less than they in reality would be.

I am, Sir, yours, &c., ' S. S.

THE NEW CATTLE MARKET AND THE SABBATH.

From the interest which this subject is exciting in

the public mind at present, let us take a prospec-

tive glance at the working of the New Cattle Market

on Sunday, in order to asceitain how far it will cor-

respond with that of the Old. Opinion is a good deal

divided on the topic, some apprehending that the Lord's

Day will be as much desecrated in the one case as it has

been in the other ; some, the contrary ; while others

prophesy that the speculation will be a failure, and that

the carcase trade will soon supersede the live stock.

There are here, it will he seen, several important

practical questions not very easily disposed of satisfac-

torily. This arises from the probability of much truth

being involved in each of them ; for there can hardly be

a doubt but those who now pay no attention to the sanctity

of the Sabbath will continue to do so, if they are allowed
;

while it is equally plain that characters of this kind will

be slowly removed from the New Market, owing to the

improvements in the details of management. The carcase

trade, again, is already fast superseding the live stock,

and, as it has generally been foreboded by both sides of

the trade that the removal of tlie market from Smithlield

would increase their demands on Newgate and Leaden-

hall, the result is obvious.

A fourth question has been raised as to how far these

tilings would be realized under a change of market-days.

It has been said, for instance, on the one side, that to

change tlie Monday market to Tuesday would not only

increase the sales of Friday, but relieve Sunday of a

vast amount of labour ; and on the other, that such a

change would give a tenfold stimulus to the carcase

trade, thus putting an end to the New Market at no

distant date, with, of course, also the desecration of the

Sabbath.

From this general view of circumstances, it would

appear that the Sabbath is not to be in greater danger,

so far as mere labour is concerned. And this is no more

than in accordance with the spirit of the times ; for,

although there is too great an inclination for pleasure-

hunting on the Lord's Day, and amusement of every

kind, yet there is a general determination to give that

day to the labouring man as one of rest in every pro-

vince of the kingdom. This may be instanced by the

early closing of shops on Saturday, &c., &c.

When the facts of the case, however, are more closely

e.vamined, it will be seen that the Sabbath may be more

in danger at first, if the necessary steps are not taken to

afford it protection. There is still a large class of persons,

for instance, in the British capital who would prefer

3s. 6d. any day to a sermon ; while there is another

class who would rather pay this sum than lose the profits

of their lairage, or even turn from the beaten track in

wliich they have hitherto moved ; both of whom will

have their Sunday labours increased in attending the

New Market, if allowed to follow the practice they now

pursue. In a few cases near the New Market the amount

of labour might no doubt be less, provided parties were

religiously disposed to venerate the Sabbath ; but, so

long as £ s. d. only are worshipped, we fear the ques-

tion of religion becomes a negative one with them also

personally, while no more respect will be paid to the hal-

lowed rest of others, or the public generally, than at

present. For example :

Almost every Saturday forenoon we meet, between

ten and eleven o'clock (a. m.), in Blackfriars-road,

when going to town, a large drove of cattle from Euston

Station, or the King's Cross terminus, on their way to

lairage on the Surrey side of the river. Now, as some

of the salesmen, in their evidence before Parliament,

stated as their opinion that cattle were all the better to

get their legs stretched by travelling thus to distant

lairs (as if they had sat, as they themselves do, in a

cramped position on a hard seat) ! the probability

is, that they will continue the practice, however ob-

jectionable it may be in reality ; consequently, when

the market is removed to Copenhagen Fields, they must

start sooner, v.'hich would just be taking so much off

Sunday, to cover the e.\tra distance. It will thus be

seen that both the drover and salesman will be more

employed on Sunday than at present, so long as this

absurd practice is allowed to be followed, while the

public along the streets will be more annoyed.

That this absurd practice will be put down, is manifest

;

but its accomplishment is a work of some time. How-
ever promising, for instance, the lairs of the New Market

may be, their success depends entirely upon management

;

and some considerable experience is necessary in order

to enable farmers and salesmen to pronounce a satisfac-

tory verdict here. Hitherto the Corporation of London

have unfortunately not exhibited in their conduct much

acquaintance with the modern managemont of fat stock;

and the construction and subdivision of the new lair;
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do not argue much more favourably for the future.

This, no doubt, arises to a certain extent from the pre-

judices of the trade flowing in so strong a current

against them—prejudices which mustalways be respected;

but difficulties of this kind will slowly disappear before

the progress of science, enabling the Corporation to

alter the lairs, and, indeed, the whole system of mar-

keting, the moment the market is removed. We might

quote a thousand analogous examples in proof of this,

were it necessary.

A very important responsibility will here devolve

upon the Press, and upon none more than the " Mark
Lane Express," the principal agricultural market

jmper in the kingdom. The conduct of the Corpora-

tion, no less than that of salesmen and the trade gene-

rally, will have to be narrowly watched, and parties

goaded into the path of duty with promptitude and im-

partiality whenever they are found astray. In a case of

this kind, where principle and improved practice are in-

volved, neither can be spared, for both must imme-

diately lay aside antiquated systems, and join in the

march of progress.

On the part of the Corporation, they will be very

differently situated in the management of the new market

from what they were under the old. At present they

are almost independent of Parliament, but it will not be

so the moment the market is removed ; for, according

to the 28th and 29th sections of the statute, they will

have annually to lay a report before Parliament, when

their conduct will be subject to review. Under such

circumstances they will consequently endeavour to avoid

reproof.

With regard to the driving of fat stock from under

the gates of the new cattle market to the opposite side

of the capital, through some eight miles of crowded

thoroughfares, such a practice will soon be put a stop to

the moment the new lairs of the market commissioners

are successfully opened. On this point there need not

be two opinions, for we have only to bring under the

notice of farmers the treatment which their cattle thus

receive, when they will briefly put a slop to all anti-

quated practices of this kind. Salesmen, therefore, on

the south side of the river, or similarly situated, will do

well not to lose sight of their commissions in grasping

at long rents for their lairs. Those of them who have

lairago grounds can easily appropriate them to building

purposes ; and the sooner they look after their interest

in this respect so much the better, for depend upon it

Parliament will never teach farmers that driving their

fat stock through some sixteen miles of the crowded

thoroughfares of the English capital will either increase

the weight or improve the quality of their butcher-meat,

nor even submit to be told so by the Corporation.

On the second question the Blarh Lane Express has

already said so much, both in its leading and other

columns, that it would be superfluous to say more. It

has, for instance, already shown that management in the

new market will be superior to that in the old, and sub-

ject to further improvement—that the circumstances of

the trade, including drovers, will be morally and phy-

sically elevated—that the interest of buyer and seller

requires a sufficiency of lairage for the whole stock

within the market grounds—that stock will be delivered

within the grounds directly from the railways—that

stock for the Monday market should be placed in the

lairs on Saturday, so as to have the intervening period

to rest and recover themselves from the fatigue of their

journey, and be fit for standing the market—and that

this would reduce Sunday labour to its minimum; and,

therefore, we shall not add a single sentence more at

present.

Regarding the carcase trade, there cannot be a doubt

but it will eventually supersede the live-stock. This is

almost the unanimous opinion of the trade, both farmer

and butcher ; so that the difficulty lies in accounting for

the slowness of the change. Every intelligent grazier is

aware that when he sells a fat ox or sheep a large

proportion of its weight is given away for nothing,

and that the part thus given away is invaluable to

himself, though worse than useless to the purchaser.

It is difficult to estimate correctly the loss thus sus-

tained, but in the metropolis alone it amounts to the

value of thousands of tons annually of Peruvian guano ;

so that if the general waste were applied to the soil it

would yield an increase of produce equivalent to nearly

the whole rental of the kingdom ! And he is not only

aware of this, but also that a very serious waste is sus-

tained both in the quantity and quality of butcher-meat

during marketing, and that the live-stock trade is at-

tended with a greater expense than the dead- meat.

Now, however slow may be the effect of such circum-

stances at present, their force ultimately must carry

everything before them.

That the carcase trade interferes less with the hallowed

rest of the Sabbath is a proposition too manifest to re-

quire proof. And as it would also greatly improve the

sanitary state of all our manufacturing and commercial

towns were it generally reduced to practice, it would

consequently prove a double blessing to them, and there-

fore merits more support than it receives, either at their

hands, or those of farmers.

That the removal of the market will give a stimulus

to the carcase trade, and facilitate the downfall of the

live-stock, is also a proposition which has met with the

general countenance of the public and the trade, both

buyer and seller, as already stated. Live-stock salesmen

will no doubt have the improvements of the new market

in their favour, provided they embrace them ; but un-

fortunately, these are not what they might have been,

nor what the modern management of fat-stock requires.

In this respect, public interest has been sacrificed to the

prejudicesof the trade ! and the interest of the pro-

prietors of private lairs consulted (?) Not a single lair,

for instance, has been erected fit for stall-fed or box-

fed cattle ! while the yards and sheds for out-door fed

stock are worse in principle than those of private lairs,

from their being closely placed together ; the herd in

one yard not only being disturbed in entering and re-

moving stock, but the herds in the yards through which

such stock are driven ! Had there been a private com-

munication from the outside to each yard, then sales-

men would have had several inducements to place their
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stock in them, from their proximity to the market, and

superior mechanism ; but as it is, they are obviously en-

couraged to drive them to their own lairs, however dis-

tant, as on the south side of the river, and of course

drive them too on Sunday night in return to the market.

But this is not the worst feature of the new lairs

—

that most calculated to effect the desecration of the

Sabbath, and sacrifice the interest of the farmer, for

we question if our readers will be willing to credit what

we are now to announce. Strange as it may appear, for

example, yet such is fact, that the lairs of the New
Metropolitan Cattle Market erected in 1855, by the cor-

poration OF LONDON, are constructed to herd together

m one yard, horned cattle and polled cattle of all

breeds and sexes ! Only let our improved breeders and

feeders meditate for a little on this, and then think of

the march of progress in the British capital. Were

we to suggest an experiment on their part at home,

doubtless the next breath would send us to the House

of Correction ; yet such is the treatment their improved

breeds of fat-stock are to experience in Copenhagen

Fields. Their soft and docile short-horns, for instance,

accustomed to lounge and ruminate at ease in feeding

boxes, undisturbed by other beasts, are to be turned

into the same yard with fierce and savage horned

"Scots !" while bulls and cows, home and foreign, are

to be wedged into the same herd, so long as practicable.

Now what is the remedy practically proposed to re-

dress such grievances ? Nothing less, nothing more

than the change of market days ! our fourth and last

proposition. Hitherto the management of cattle in

the metropolis has been entrusted to a class of drovers

who pay, generally speaking, no attention to the duties

of the Sabbath, or the sacred privileges which others en-

joy. The character of the work is such that none else

would accept office but the offscourings of society, who,

instead of wishing better, appear to rejoice in Smith-

field with all its associations as their natural element.

But the age of " ring-droves," goads, vociferous dogs,

and Donnybrook anathemas in the management of fat-

stock, is gone by in the provinces. Hence a corres-

ponding remedy is wanted in the capital.

What the agricultural interest or seller wants is

simply this—accommodation for fat stock in accord-

ance with the progress of modern science, which may
be found noticed in any agricultural work. Take

Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture, for instance, just

published, where the article " Smithfield" will show

it—an article which points out the remedy in ques-

tion—one on which there is no division of opinion

among intelligent practical farmers. Now, had the

accommodation there recommended been made —
Shorthorns, Herefords, Devons, Scots, bulls, cows, &c.,

would have each been provided for according to their

respective wants. Ditto, ditto, sheep, calves, and pigs,

and their management entrusted to a different class of

men—cattlemen, and shepherds, who could have entered

their different consignments in their respective boxes on
Saturday without a dog, goad, or oath, fed them on Sun-

day, attended church or chapel as regularly as their

pastors, and been up in time on Monday morning to

perform their own morning devotions before feeding and

tying up stock for sale. All this is practicable—being

no more than the counter-part of what we ourselves

and our cattlemen and shepherds have from the one

year's end to the other performed when farming. Such

is what farmers require for their fat stock, and what they

have undoubtedly just reason to expect; and this is

just what the capital herself wants to prevent, the

desecration of the Sabbath.

The impossibility of a change of market days securing

the observance of the Sabbath may be thus shown.

The droves of cattle which we now meet on Satur-

day, for example, we should then meet on Sunday

about church-going time ! Smithfield drovers have

generally other employments ; and from their charac-

ter, we fear, would prefer driving on Sunday to

Saturday ; and the frightening of the aged and infirm

who venture out to church on that day would only prove

a source of mirth to them ; while salesmen who have

lairs of their own would not naturally feel disposed to

lose a single night's rent: hence the consequence. In

the country, again, the increased desecration of the

Sabbath would be tenfold worse ; for the retirement of

every rural village would be thrown into an uproar every

Sunday by cattle going to railway stations. We all

know how wild fat housefed animals are when first

turned out ; how anxious farmers are to prevent them

from doing harm to themselves or others, and how sin-

cerely their servants respond to their wishes on such

occasions ; consequently we should have the whole rural

population involved in the desecration of the Sabbath by

the change of market-days, without in one iota miti-

gating the evil in the capital.

There is another practical view of this absurd remedy

which we must not overlook, viz.

—

£ s. d. Change the

market-days, for instance, and what, on the one hand,

will be the increased demand on Monday in Newgate for

beef and mutton ? and what the increase of price ^ and,

on the other, what the reduction of demand in the new
market on Tuesday ? and what the decrease of price 1

These are plain practical questions, and from what we
have already said of the carcase trade, we may safely

leave our readers to answer them at their leisure. Every

one in the least acquainted with the butcher trade of the

capital must be aware that Monday is peculiarly adapted

as a market-day for it, and that a sacrifice here must be

balanced by a corresponding result. To involve farmers

and their servants in one general desecration of the

Sabbath, and to reduce the price of stock some 20s. per

head at the same time, without (as we have already said)

in one iota mitigating the evil complained of in the

capital, would be in the highest degree impolitic.

Such are the observations proposed on this all-

engrossing subject. Successfully or not, we have en-

deavoured to give them their proper place, and respect-

fully bring them under the notice of her Majesty's

Secretary of State and Cattle-market Commissioners ;

the Lord Bishop of London and deputation, who lately

had an interview at the Home-office ;
" the Society for

Promoting the due Observance of the Lord's-day" ; and

the readers of the Marh Lane Express. However im-
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perfectly treated, the several circumstances instanced

will bear any amount of investigation. The desecration

of the Sabbath at present is involved in the mismanage-
ment of fat stock in Smithfield ; and to perpetuate that

mismanagement in the new market is neither more nor
less than an absurdity too gross to be seriously enter-

tained by agriculturists, before whom the whole facts of

the case stand forth unveiled in bold relief. The prac-

tical question at issue is to bring the commerce of fat

stock in the British capital within the pale of modern

science, and to control it theie during the six days of

the week as other branches of trade are controlled,

placing the management of fat stock on the seventh in

the hands of Christian men. God-fearing cattlemen, and

shepherds, who, while they discharge their temporal

duties, will neither forget the assembhng of them-

selves together, nor their obligations to a Christian

public.

THE PATENT OFFICE, AS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.
The Commissioners of Patents on Monday, March

5, opened a reading room, in connection with the

Great Seal Patent Office, which promises to beof the

highest importance to those of our readers and the

public interested in the progress of chemical and
mechanical science. It is here the correspondents

of the metropolitan press will not only have the

privilege of examining the specifications of patents

as they are printed and published, and extracting

'therefrom whatever suits their respective columns,

free of expense, but also of going retrospectively

into the whole subject of invention since I6l7

—

tracing the progress of those sciences, and bringing

to light no doubt many a useful discovery which
inventors were unable successfully to bring before

the public, owing to the prejudices of the times and
the enormous expense of procuring patents. The
reading room will also be open on the same
liberal terms to implement makers, engineers,

manure manufacturers, patentees, and others, who
may wish to examine any invention which pecu-

,
liarly interests them. We ourselves have oftener

than once had occasion " to make a search"

I

under the old statute ; and when we look back to

the different offices visited, the fees mulcted from

us at every step, and the vexatious disappointment

generally experienced after all, we have ample reason

to thank the above functionaries for the suc-

cessful manner in which they have discharged their

duties in this department of the administration of

their office.

In another column will be found a review of the

chronological, alphabetical, subject matter, and refer-

ence, indexes of patents and patentees from 161/

up to the present time, which will help to illustrate

I
the usefulness of this department of the Patent

Office, whose object is the publicity of specifi-

cations and the progress of science under its control.

And besides laying open to the public these

indexes, and the works to which they refer, the

Commissioners themselves have prepared an in-

valuable series of specifications and drawings on
reaping machines, from the earliest period on record

up to 1853, and another on fire-arms and pro-

ll

jectiles, &c., from 1718 up to the same period, in

nine large volumes. This, as may be supposed, is

an extremely interesting work ; while others are

in progress on the "consumption of smoke,"

—

" sewage tiles,"—the " propelhng of ships,"—the

former two at the request of the Secretary of State

(Lord Palmerston, when in that office), and the

latter of the Board of Admiralty. Beyond
this, the Commissioners have in contemplation

the exchanging of Patent Office Pubhcations with

the United States of America and the different

States of the continent of Europe ; so as to bring

within the Patent Office Reading Room of the

metropolis the universal rise and progress of in-

vention. In glancing at such a work of refor-

mation, the mind at first is almost at a loss to

comprehend its magnitude, or the advantages it is

calculated to confer upon us.

The printing of "specifications," " disclaimers,'

and " memoranda of alterations," with the litho-'

graphing of drawings, and supplying the public

with them at cost price, forms a very interesting

feature, and one that cannot fail to prove equally

advantageous to patentees and the public. Under
the old statute, how many projectors were never

able to bring the merits of their inventions before

the public ! while of those who were able to do

so, how many were ruined in defending them
afterwards ! and how few are there of them

who have reahsed fortunes by patents ! On the

contrary, the Patent Office and the press will now
bring the merits of every invention before the public,

while the machinery employed iu doing so will

almost prevent the possibility of litigation. In

short, under the old statute the inventor and his

invention were consumed by lawyers and agents

!

while under the new he has the satisfaction to know
that the greater part of the money he pays for his

right goes directly towards the bringing of its

merits before the public.

Results have already proved how beneficial the

change has been to the public. First, the advan-

tages arising from the union of science and practice

so famihar to the ear are now being rapidly reaUzed

A A
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in the progress of chemistry and mechanics. The
printed specification of an invention, such as a

reaping machine for instance, or any patent manure,

can now be obtained by remitting a few postage-

stamps to the office, with the name of the patentee,

title, number, anddateof his invention. Then, again,

since the passing of the statute of 1852 upwards

of five thousand specifications liave been printed,

eacli forming a distinct proposition by itself, and the

whole a very interesting thesis for study. Into de-

tails here both time and space forbid us to enter at

present : suffice it to say that the interest of our

readers is fairly represented in the publications of

the Patent Office, for these demonstrate in the most

satisfactory manner that the English farmer is

making good progress in chemistry and mechanics.

SPECIFICATIONS OF AGRICULTURAL
PATENTS

PUBLISHED DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Can be had of Beunet Woodcroft, Esq , by remitting postage

Btanips to cover value and postage tor sums under Is., and
Post-office Orders above it. Single copies will generally

require six stamps, but one pound weight can be had for

them,

A CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX of PATENTS granted

under the Act of James I., from March 1617, including all

those which vrere commenced before the 1st October 1852
(some of which were not sealed until afterwards). Two vols.,

price SOs.

AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX of PATENTEES of In-

ventions for the above period. One vol., price SOs.

A SUBJECT-MATTER INDEX of PATENTS for the same
period. In two vols., price £2 16s.

A REFERENCE INDEX of PATENTS, pointing out the

Office in which each enrolled Specification of a Patent may
be consulted ; the Books in which Specifications, Law Pro-
ceedings, and other subjects connected with Inventions have
been noticed ; also snch of the Specifications of Patents
granted under the Act of 21 James I. as have been pub-
lished by the authority of the Commissioners. One large

vol., price SOs.

Mr. Woodcroft's Indexes of Patents, in six [large octavo
volumes, ought to be in the possession of every one interested

in the history of invention, and progress of chemi&try and
mechanics. To landlords, land-agents, agricultural engineers,
implement-makers, editors of scientific journals, patentees,

and others specially so circumstanced,^ they are invaluable.

The first two volumes contain not only the dates, but titles of

patents iu full ; the third the names of those to whom we
are indebted for our ploughs, sowing, reaping, and thrashing-

machines, steam-engines, &c., &c. ; the fourth and fifth those
implements and machinery, themselves so classified that we
can at once find any one of them—its inventor, history, and
improvement (or failure, as the case may be) ; and the sixth
directs us to the printed works and public records,
where we shall find these specifications noticed and enrolled.

Altogether we know not a single instance where so much
valuable matter is compressed within an equal space, and
where labours of such a magnitude have been spent by one
individual for the benefit of his race—labours which have se-
cured to England from the unfathomable depths of patent
office miamanagcraent the rise aud progress of those sciences
which have elevated her to that proud position which she occu-
pies among the nations of the world, and which otherwise
would have been lost to her. Had we time and space at our
disposal, we could, with the assistance of Mr. Woodcroft's In-

t

deses, point to many a mechanical failure and process which
might now be turned to advantage—failures because too far

ahead of onr sagacious forefathers ; failures which astonished

them not less than they will do some of their posterity. We
shall often be indebted to these invaluable volumes.

THE CHRONOLOGICAL INDEXES of APPLICATIONS
FOR PATENTS and PATENTS GRANTED from the

1st October to the 31st December, 1852, and from the 1st

January to the 3 1st December, 1853, iu one volume, price

eleven shillings.

THE ALPHABETICAL INDEXES for the above periods, iu

one volume, price thirteen shillings.

The above possess equal merit with the former.

RICHARD HORNSBY, Gentleman—" Straw Shakers and
Thrashing Machines," No. 1576 ; date, 1854—price 9i.

The improvements which Mr. Hornsby has effected consist

in applying at intervals, on straw-shakers, boards or surfaces

(by preference inclined) rising above the general level of the

shakers ; by which, as the straw proceeds towards the back end
of the shakers, it is thrown up and opened out more eflfectually

than if the level of the upper parts of the shakers was uniform
or similar from end to end ; and, at the same time, grains of

corn are prevented flying off.

JOHN SUDBURY and SAMUEL WRIGHT— "Taps,
Valves," &c., No. 1590; date, 1854—price, 7d.

JOHN THOMAS MOSS—" Cooking Apparatus," No. 1603

;

date, 1854—price 6d.

RICHARD ROBERTS—"Machinery for Punching, DrUling,

and Rivetting," No. 1621 ; date, 1854—price 2a. 2d.

This is a valuable specification for machinists.

SAMUEL FRANTORHAM—" Furnaces," No. 1,657; date,

1854.—price 9d.

JOSEPH HULME—" Apparatus for testing and measuring
pressure ofsteam in and for heating water for supply of steam
boilers," No. 1734 ; date, 1854.—price 9d.

JAMES WILDER & SONS—" Improvements in Agricul-

tural Rollers and Clod-crushers," No. 1,447 ; date, 1854—
price 9d.

HENRY GEORGE GRAY—"Improvements in Preserving

Potatoes, Roots, Plants, Grain, aud Seeds," No. 1,437;
date, 1854—price Sd.

WILLIAM BALK—"An improved Friction Dynamometer,"
No. 1,452 ; date, 1854—price 7d.

JAMES SYKES — " Treatment of the Potato Plant, to

Prevent Disease," No. 1,474; date, 1854—price 3d.

SAMUEL HARWARD & JOSHUA WOMERSLEY—
" Heating Crushed Seed, for Making Cake, for Drying
Seeds, Corn, and other Grain; and for Feeding Millstones

or other Grinding Apparatus," No. 1*479; date, 1854—
price lOd.

PETER ARMAND LE COMPTE DE FONTAINE MO-
REAU—"Certain improvements in Apparatus for Breaking
in Horses," No. 1,483 ; date, 1854—price 6d.

WILLIAM NEWZAM NICHOLSON— "Improvements
in Haymaking Machines, part of which is applicable tof
carriages generally," No. 1,485 ; date, 1854—price lOd.

JOHN REVELL— " Improvements in Horse-hoes," No.
1,402; date, 1854—price 3d.

GEORGE HENRY BYERLEY—" Improvements in Ma-
chinery, for the manufacturer of bricks, tiles, quarries,

tubes, and other such-like articles," No. 1,354; date, 1854
—price 3d.

ROBERT REEVES—"Improvements in Drills, for drilling

liquid manure," No. 1,349; date, 1855—price 9d.

AUGUSTE EDOUARD LORADOUX BELLFORD—
" Improvements in Water Mill Machinery," No. 1,326

;

date, 1854—price 9d.

JOHN ALLIN WILLIAMS—" Improvements in Machinery
or Apparatus for Ploughing and Cultivating Laud," No.
1,325; date, 1854—price Is. 6d.

GEORGE JAMES IIINDE—" A new or improved com-
bination of materials to be used for the manufacture of

pipes or tubes for drains, and for such other purposes as

the same is or may be applicable to," No. 1,318 ; date

1854—price 4d.
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RICHARD HORNSBY —"Improvements in Portable

Thrashing Machines," No. 1,306 ; date, 1854—price Is.

SAMUEL VARLEY—" An loiproved Construction of Hay-
making Machine," No. 1,302 ; date, 1854—price 3d.

WILLIAM SOUTHALL—"Improvements in Machinery
and Apparatus for Cultivating and Pulverizing Land," lifo

1,293 ; date, 1854—price 3d.

GUSTAV ADOLPH BUCHHOLZ—"Improved Machinery
applicable to the Hulling or Cleaning of Grain, Seeds, and
other Vegetable Produce," No 1,280; date, 1854—price
3d.

JOHN NELSON and DAVID BOYD—" Improvements in

Preparing and Scutching Flax, Hemp, and other Sub-
stances," No. 1,275; date, 1854—price 7d.

ABEL FRANKLIN GOODNOW—" Improvements in the

Manufacture of Scyth or Claddle Swaths," No. 1,239;
date, 1854—price 5d.

JOSEPH ROBINSON—"Improvements in Apparatus for

Mixing Wheat and other Grain, &c.," No. 1,219; date,

1854—price Sd.

WALTER WESTRUP—"Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Wheat into Flour," No. 1,216; date, 1854—price
9d.

ANDREW MORRISON—" An Improved Mode cf Protect-

ing or Preserving Agricultural and Horticultural Produce

from Disease or Blight," No. 1,494 ; date, 1854—price 3d.

JOHN HENRY JO HNSON—"Improvements in Machi-
nery or Apparatus for Effecting Agricultural Operations ;

parts of the said improvements being applicable for the

Obtainment of Motive-power for Geaeral Purposes," No.
1,487 ; date 1854—price 3d.

OLIVER MAGGS—" Thrashing Machines," No. 1,524;
date, 1854—price Is. 3d.

JOHN BAILEY DENTON — "Hoes and Spuds," No.
1,565; date, 1854—price 6d.

THOMAS CHAMBERS— "Machinery for Distributing
Manure," No. 1,593; date, 1854—price lOd.

ALEXANDER LAW—" Cranes," No. 1,661 ; date, 1854—
price 10 J.

JOHN KNIGHT & JAMES STUBBS—" Manufacture of

Bricks, Tdes, Pipes, Artificial Fuel, &c.," No. 1,604 ; date,

1854—price 6d.

THOMAS HUCKVALE—" Machinery for Gathering Crops,"

No. 1,645 ; date 1854—price Is. 2d.

AUGUSTE EDOUARD LORADOUX BELLFORD

—

" Kneading Machines," No. 1,625 ; date, 1854—price 8d.

FRANCAIS DESIRE MOLNE & PIERRE MARTIN—
" Steam Boilers," No. 1,654 ; date, 1854—price 7d.

ROBERT HENRY THOMPSON— "Sawing Machines,"
No. 1,664; date 1854—price 23. 6d.

FRANCIS MORTON— " Girders or Rafters for Roofs,
Bridges, &c.," No. 1,666 ; date, 1854—price lOd.

PETER GEORGE HARRIS—" Locomotive Engines," No.
1,671 ; date, 1854—price 9d.

HENRY GREEN—" Hanging Doors, Gates, and Windows,"
No. 1,685; date, 1854—price 6d.

JOSEPH GREEN & WILLIAM JACKSON—" Mortising
Machines," No. 1,686 ; date, 1854—price 9d.

RICHARD ARCHIBALD BROOMAN— " Machinery for

Dressing Flax, Hemp," &c., No. 1695; date, 1854—
price 9d.

JAMES GRIFFITHS—" Lever Bit for Horses," No. 1698;
date, 1854—price 5d.

WM. RYE and WM. CROWTHER—" Steam Engines,"

No. 1705; date, 1854—price 6d.

SAMUEL LAWRENCE TAYLOR—" Thrashing Ma-
chines," No. 1711 ; date, 1854—price lOd.

THOMAS RICHARDS HARDING —" Hackling Ma-
chinery," No. 1517 ; date 1854—price 7d.

CHARLES SEWELL—" Spring Hinges for Doors and
Gates," No. 1547 ; date, 1854—price lid.

GEORGE ARTHUR BIDDELL—" Machines for Cutting

Vegetable and other Substances," No. 1503 ; date, 1854

—

price 6d.

LORENZO TINDALL—" Apparatus for Bruising Grain and

other Substances," No. 1503; date, 1854—price 6d.

CHARLES FREDERICK STAINSBURY-" Furraces of

Locomotive and other Steam-boilers," No. 1717 ; date,

1854—price 6d.

THOMAS ATKINS, Civil Engineer, Oxford—"Apparatus
for the Underground Circulation of Fluid Manure, &c.," No.
1781 ; date, 1854—price 3d.

JOHN PETRIE, jun., Ironmonsrer, Rochdale, Lancashire—"Apparatus for drying wool," No. 17Go; date, 1854

—

price 6d.

EDWARD WILLS WREN, of Foggenton Dartmoor,

Walkhampton, Devon—"Machinery for the manufacture of

bricks, pipes, tiles, &c.," No. 1751 ; date, 1854—price 3d.

WILLIAM WHITE, Chemist, York Villa, Kensington

Park, Bayswater—" Deodorizing sewage matter," No. 1741

;

date, 1854—price 3d.

JOHN GEDGE, No. 4, Wellington-street South, Strand

—"Boring tools." No. 1S72; date, 1854—price 8d.

WILLIAM HUNTER MERIWETHER, Morley's Hotel,

Charing Cross—" Construction of fences and hurdles," No.
1842 ; date, 1854—price 5d.

JOHN BLAKE, Painter, St. Leonard's, Sussex—" DjDors

and door and window frames," No. 1798 ; date, 1854

—

price 6d.

WILLIAM CROSLAND, Engineer, Ilulme, Lancaster,

"Governor for steam and other engines," No. 1772; date,

1854—price Is. 3d.

JEAN BAPTISTE AMBROISE MARCELIN JOHARD,
4, South-street, Finsbury, London, Director of the Museum of

Industry, Brussels—" Pumps," No. 1746 ; date, 1854—
price 6d.

THE BEST LOTHIAN FARIMERS, AND
THEIR EXPERIENCE OE ITALIAN RYE-
GRASS.
A report of the discussion on rye-grass cultivation, which

took place before the London Farmers' Club, will be found in

to-day's publication. If Italian rye-grass is only to he ciiUi-

valecl by itself, and its growth sliimdated hy irrigation, or

rather liquid manuring, as the resolution of the Club bears,

there is little probability of its being more generally culticated.

The chief value of Italian rye-grass, in our opinion, is to sow

along with clover in the regular rotation of the farm, and to

occupy the place of a part or the whole of the common rye-

grass, now all but universally grown in Scotland. The expe-

rience of some of the best farmers m East Lothian, hoivever, is

against, the growing of Italian rye-grass, they having some, years

ago activated it in place of the common ryegrass, and as a

mixture with it. The most of those have noiv abandoned

it—we thmk, however, somewhat prematurely. Thinness of

plant was generally complained of. AVhere grass is grown for

soilin?, it possesses the great advantage of coming again in

the se'cond crop of clover'; whereas common rye-grass is only

available in the first crop. Stock also prefer Italian rye-grass,

whether in a green state or made into hay, to common rye-

grass. Besides, one of the great advantages of Italian rye-

grass i^that it comes early in spring and grows late in autumn,

thus atferding food for sheep stock at a season when its value

can scarcely be estimated, parliculariy in backward springs.

We feel confidence, therefore, in recommending farmers gene-

rally to substitute Italian for fully one-half of the common

ryegrass in the ordinary rotation ; and where the land is very

rich and the grass to be used for soiling, the Italian can be

advantageously substituted in whole for the common rye-

grass—of course the usual portion of clover being sown along

with it. The objection of thinness of plant can only be par-

tially overcome by thick seeding. Italian rye-grass produces a

"teat bunch of roots, and thus the roots occupy more ground

than the common varieties. Wc direct special attention to

the very elaborate and carefully drawn up paper of Mr. Mor-

ton's, who apoears to have expended a great deal of time and

attention in gathering information in reference to the growth

of this plant. Of course, we difl'er from his opinion with re-

gard to the advantages of liquid manuring under common cir-

cumstances, and also, that the practice of an isolatedfarm or

two in Ayrshire should not be taken as a safe guide for that of

farmers generally.—North British Agriculturist.

AA 2
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

MARCH.

During the greater portion of this month the

weather was extremely variable, and far from

favourable to field labours. Vegetation in general

was very backward, even in the most forward parts

of the country
; yet our accounts, as a whole, are

somewhat cheering. The fineness of last autumn
enabled our farmers to sow more than the usual

breadth of land with wheat ; and notwithstanding

the extreme severity of the weather during the

winter months, the plants of this description of

produce are represented as strong and healthy in

almost all localities. On this head, therefore, there

is nothing to complain of; but an immense amount
of field work has to be got through between this

and the close of April. Unquestionably, this is

likely to be a backward spring; yet, with fine

weather, we see no reason to apprehend either

scarcity, or the cutting of wheat being prolonged

beyond the usual period. The land is represented

as in excellent condition, and great preparations

have been made for the sowing of barley and all

other spring corn.

Although fluctuations have taken place in the

value of grain, the corn trade has continued in a

healthy state, and prices have kept up ; but, by
this time, very great inroads must have been made
upon the crop of 1854, and which, sooner or later,

must have their accustomed influence upon price,

unless, indeed, we are to have a speedy peace with

Russia. Such an event would completely change
the aspect of the trade, and possibly cause a sort

of panic in it. We ourselves are not so sanguine
as to the result of the present Congress sitting at

Vienna as some parties appear to be, because we
are perfectly satisfied that, unless under compulsion
Russia will never give up her designs upon the

Ottoman Empire.

A statistical return, just issued, gives us a clear

insight into the transactions in grain, &c., in 1854.

It appears that we imported 4,473,085 qrs. of wheat
in that year, against 6,635,820 ditto in 1853. The
quantities of English wheat disposed of were
3,913,257 qrs., against 4,5G0,912 in the previous
year. Thus we find that the total imports and
sales were 8,386,342 qrs. in 1854, and 10,796,772
in 1853. The average price of wheat, last year,

was 72s. 5d.; of barley, 36s.; and of oats, 27s.
lid. per qr.

There is one feature requiring particular notice

at this time, and which has, evidently, checked any

serious advance in the price of wheat, viz., the

immense supplies of potatoes, in the best possible

condition, which have appeared on sale this month.

When we consider that scarcely any imports have

taken place from the continent for several months,

and that a A'^ery large consumption has been going

on, it is quite evident that an unusually large supply

was produced last year. This is a point to which

we have before directed attention, and for which we

have contended, in spite of the numerous reports

which have reached us to a contrary effect. The

stocks on hand are still seasonably large, and it is

tolerably evident that a portion will shortly become

useless for human consumption.

The wool trade has continued in a most depressed

state. English qualities have with difficulty sold on

lower terms, and a further decline in value is antici-

pated. Shearing has been generally commenced, and

the result, as yet, is that the supply is unusually

large. The importations from abroad and our colo-

nies have been tolerably good ; but the next public

sales in London are not expected to be extensive.

The prospect held out of a peace with Russia has

had great influence upon the Tallow market.

Compared with the same time in 1854, the price

of tallow has given way £20 per ton—the present

value of Y. C, being 48s., against 68s. per cwt.

This decline has acted against the price of rough fat,

which is now 2s. 6M., against 3s. 7d. per8lbs. last

year; whilst the stockof tallow in London is 35,456

casks, against 35,803 ditto in 1854. This is a re-

markable feature, considering that we have re-

ceived only 68,317 casks, or 15,000 casks less than

in corresponding periods ; but the deliveries have

fallen off from 96,442 casks to 67,730 casks.

These figures show that we have consumed nearly

45,000 casks less than our usual supply, taking the

period from the 1st ofJune in each year. But this de-

ficiency has been more than made good by the in-

creased production of home, or rough fat ; and the

late high prices of tallow induced housekeepers

generally to use cheaper and, possibly, better sub-

stitutes. The decline in the value of all Russian

produce shows us that we have now found out the

means of becoming almost wholly independent

of that country for supply.

The manure trade has been active, and the whole

of the guano as it arrives is immediately sold for

use. The quantity now on passage is about 70,000

tons ; but a large portion of it will not be here till

the latter end of May. Large quantities of Mexican
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guano have come in from New York, where it had

been lately selling at from £6 to £8 15s. per ton.

With some few exceptions, the seed trade has

been inactive. The large imports of linseed from

India have had the eiFect of causing a reduction in

the price of that article ; but cakes have mostly

sold on former terms. The increase in the growth

of linseed in India is enormous; and it threatens

to destroy the whole trade of the Baltic and Black

Sea.

The lambing season has passed off well, with

comparatively few losses, notwithstandmg the

severity of the weather.

Both hay and straw have been in plentiful supply;

and about an average business has been doing, as

follows :—Meadow hay, £2 15s. to £4 15s. ; clover

ditto, £3 to £5 15s.; and straw, £] 3s. to £1 9s.

per load.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Although the cattle trade, during the greater

portion of the month just concluded, has not been

to say brisk, it has been decidedly healthy ; and

prices generally have kept up remarkably well. That

the consumption of meat has increased to some ex-

tent, is evident from the comparative readiness with

which clearances have been effected. There is one

feature deserving particular attention—viz., the fine

condition in which live stock has appeared on sale

in Smithfield. For some years, a great falling off

has been observed in the weight and condition of

both beasts and sheep ; but since the commence-

ment of the present year, those descriptions of

stock have not only " died" well, but they have

been almost wholly free from disease. This is a

great point in favour of grazing ; and it reflects the

greatest credit upon the Norfolk graziers. Our
readers will recollect that, during the last six

months of 1854, the arrivals of stock from our

northern grazing districts were miserably poor;

indeed, at least two-thirds of them were almost be-

neath the middle quality, so far as good cutting

properties were considered. The cause of the

falling off in weight we have already alluded to

;

but it is quite clear that the men of Norfolk have

been eminently successful in providing food of the

best kind for the metropolis. Tlie question has

been asked," Has the large outlay for artificial food

been repaid ? We think that we have only to refer

to prices to confirm the opinion that oilcake,

though dear, was never more advantageously used

than during the past twelve months. Again, the

beasts have arrived, in a general way, quite from

nine to twelve months older than in the general

run of paat years : they have, consequently, shown

out their good points ; and there has been less

hesitation on the part of the butchers in making

purchases. Consumers have been more satisfied

with the joints forwarded to them, notwithstanding

their high value ; and a point has been gained

—

and for which we have long contended—calculated

to have great influence upon the future course of

the trade—that is to say, if the system be gene-

rally followed out. Not that we anticipate low

prices from either beasts or sheep becoming more

aged ; but we contend that the graziers will, from

the remunerative prices at which they will be sold,

not be disposed to force off their stock, and there-

by diminish their means of enriching the land.

On the whole, the stock has fared well, though

in some parts of England the supply of winter-

food is now nearly exhausted.

The re-opening of some of the Dutch ports has

increased the imports of foreign stock into London,

compared with the preceding month ; nevertlieless,

they have been small, the time of year considered.

The arrivals have been as under :

—

Head.

Beasts 1,512

Sheep 135

Calves 456

Total 2,103

Corresponding month in 1854 8,409— 1853 10,884
— 1852 6,747— 1851 8,381
— 1850. 6,004
—

- 1849 8,034
— 1848 4,421

Our correspondents in Holland state that very

large supplies of beasts, sheep, and calves will be

shipped to this country during the spring months

;

but they entertain the opinion that there will be

very little addition in their weight. This deficiency,

however, is by no means a matter of difiiculty as

regards sales, which are invariably quicker than

those of our best stock.

The total supplies of stock in Smithfield have

amounted to :

—

Head.

Beasts 18,644

Cows 380
Sheep 88,790

Calves 835

Pigs 2,765

COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.
1852. 1853. 1854.

March. March. March.

Beasts 18,699 19,228 20,588

Cows .... 448 360 532

Sheep 100,465 85,680 93,060

Calves 1,280 1,614 1,091

Pigs 2,629 .... 2,780 2,780

The arrivals of beasts from Norfolk, Suffolk, &c.

have amounted to 9,209 Scots and short horns, from
other parts of England 2,580 of various breeds, and
from Scotland 1,180 horned and polled Scots.

Prices have ranged as follows :

—
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s.

to 5

d.

2

4
4

Beef at from 3 4
Mutton 3 4 to 5

Veal 3 10 to 5

Pork 3 2 to 4

COMPARISON OF PRICES.

March, 1852. March, 1853. March, 1854.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef ..2 4 to 38.. 2 8 to 44. .2 10 to 4 8
Mutton 2 6 4 4.. 3 10 54. .32 5 2
Veal ..34 4 G..34 48. .44 5 8

Pork ..2 6 3 10.. 2 10 4 0..3 4 4 10

As re<i;ards Iamb, it has hardly come into season.
Prices have ruled from 5s. to 5s. 8d., in some in-

stances up to 6s. per 8lbs.; but there have beesh

very few fine qualities on sale. Last year, Down
lambs were worth 6s. 8d. to 7s. per 8lbs. ; but
this season the market has been almost wholly
supplied from Dorsetshire and the Isle of Wight.
The depressed state of the wool trade has been pro-
ductive of a small range between the value of shorn
s'.ieep and those in the wool—the difference being
only 6d. per Slbs., or 2d. per 8 lbs. beneath the
ordinary run of years.

Newgate and Leadenhall have been moderately
u-ell, but not to say largely supplied with both
town and country killed meat. About an average
business has been transacted at our quotations.
Beef, from 3s. 2d. to 4s. 6d.; mutton, 3s. 4d. to
4s, 8d. ; veal, 3s. 8d. to 5s. ; and pork, 3s. to
4s. 6d. per 8lbs. by the carcass.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

The sowing of grain must be quickly finished,

if any oats and barley remain feo be sown ; sow
lucerne and flax seed, and apply top-dressings of

artificial manures. Sow grass seeds on barley and

wheat tilths, use light harrows, and roll heavily.

Finish the preparation of grass and meadow lands.

Towards the end of the month sow mangel

wurzel by machine on drills 28 or 30 inches apart,

on lands well pulverized and dunged ; steep the

seeds in weak solutions, encrust, and dry it with

quick-lime for sowing. Plant potatoes on lands

well prepared, dunged, and drilled, 30 inches

apart ; use strong sets newly cut, very " moist"

manure, and in a large quantity j plant and cover
'

quickly, and roll down the drills. If the land be

limed, use at least 200 bushels to an acre, hot as

possible, secured in a thatched heap from the pre-

vious summer and autumn. If the lime be near, it

may be carted to the field from the kilns, powdered,

and immediately applied; or, if time can be ob-

tained, spread the hot shells, broken very small,

evenly on the land, and the subsequent workings
will cover it, when the land will be benefited by the
moist heat and damp exhalations evolved during

the dissolution. This method is less expensive, but

requires an early application.

HoEse and hand-hoe all early-drilled crops (as

v/heat, beans, lucerne, and carrots) as may be re-

quired. Begin in time, and allow no weeda to

grow.

Pare and burn rough lands for turnips and rape.

Place the sods in convenient heaps, and burn

moderately, to avoid extreme calcination. This

method of burning is by far the best known for

reducing and bringing into cultivation the surface

of waste lands containing much inert, liqueous,

and fibrous matter.

Burn into ashes for the turnip drill peaty sub-

stances, turfs, and dry earths.

Early vetches, rye, winter barley, and watered

meadows will now be ready for ewes and lambs and
fattening animals* Cut and put the food into

racks, and fold the animals nightly on the mowed
ground—two nights on a space, and two square

yards to each sheep. Fold in the same manner in

good weather during all seasons of the year on

thin bare lands of any kind, grass or arable : this

is a great improvement, and not the least recom-

mendation—a cheap one.

As the days are lengthened, animals of every

kind require more food, and the weather being

drier, the more succulent the better. Sapply milch

cows liberally, either in the steamed or natural

condition, or both ; suckle the calves twice a-day

at least ; spare not trouble or expense—the animals

will repay. Attend to store and fattening/ animals

in the same manner ; use swedes, beet, and oil-

cake; all dry substances should be made moist, as

chaflf and the meals of grains: without juice,

fattening goes on slowly. Give suckling calves in

the pens some of the earliest green food, also

bruised cake, linseed jellies, beans and barley

meals to push them forwards, and to prepare them

to live without milk or grosser substances.

Lambing will be busy during this month. Feed

the great ewes regularly and abundantly with juicy

food, attend carefully to the young lambs for shelter

and comfort, and remove the strongest to early

meadows and clovers. In want of home produce

for food, use bruised cake and oats laid in troughs;

cut into slices the turnips and beet as they are con-

sumed, not to expose to drought. Spare no trouble

and no reasonable expense at this critical period.

Sell fat cattle, the foremost in condition. The
season of curing bacon being over, the farrows

must go on for store pigs, and for early fattening

in autumn.
Early fat lambs come in for sale about the end

of the month, if well mand^ed.
In wet weather, carry to the heaps in the fields

all dung from the yards, and litter the yards for

soiling.

Prepare most vigorously the turnip fallows by
ploughing, harrowing, and rolling. At convenience
plough V. '.rcat: fc.^lows.
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METEOROLOGICAL DIARY.

Baroheter.

Mar

1855.

Feb. 21

22

23
24
25

26
27

28

, 1

2

3

4

5

6

i

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

8 a.m
in. ets.

29.77

29.88

29.81

30.00

29.38

29.42

29.80

29.67

29.70

29.40

28.95

29.57

29.69

29.79
29.84

30.14

30.10

29.88

29.67

28.99

29.19

29.60

29.80

29.52

29.70

29.68

29 94
29.88

29.41

lOp.m
in. cts.

29.88

29.93

30.00

29.60

29.34

29.77

29.67

29.86

.29.70

29.03

29.40

29.60

29.80

29.85

29.90

30,11

29.94

29.79
29.36

28.99

29.50

29.67

29.70

29.72

29.48

29.80

29.94

29.64

29.12

Thermometer.

Mill.

20
15

25

29
33
35
32
35

39
39
39
33
34
32
28

29
25
30
21

29
38

33
33
38
38
35
38

35

36

Max.

31

38

37
39
48
42
38

46
52

49
48

49
53

48
52
52
36
35
35

38

45
43
46
51

50
4S
48
55

47

lOp.m

22

25
31
35
42
36

38
40
42
44
38

38

34

34
32

28
32
22
31

38

40
37
40
40
40
42
45
40
35

Wind and State.

Direction.

N. East
Variable

S.W.,W.byN
S. West
S. West
N. East
S.W., East
Westerly-

Westerly
S. Westerly
W. by N.
S. West
S. East
N.-Easterly

E. by N.
E. by N.
Various
Various
S. East
N. West
N. West
S. or by East
S. or by East
S. West
S. Vfest

West
W. by N.
S. East
E. N. E,

Force

calm
calm
gentle

airy

airy

gentle

gentle

gentle

lively

brisk

brisk

brisk

gentle

gentle

gentle

airy

gentle

gentle

gentle

brisk

ively

gentle

airy

airy

strong
brisk

brisk

various

brisk

Atmosphere.

8 a.m. 12 p.m

cloudy

cloudy

haze
cloudy

cloudy

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy
fine

fine

fine

haze

haze

cloudy

cloudy

cloudy
cloudy
cloudy

fine

cloudy
cloudy
fine

cloudy
fine

fine

fine

cloudy

I

hazy
|Sun

jcloudy

sun
Icloudy

foggy
cloudy

cloudy
sun
cloudy

cloudy
sun
sun
sun
sun
sun
cloudy
cloudy
cloudy
cloudy

sun
cloudy

cloudy
sun
cloudy
fine

fine

sun
cloudy

10p.m.

bright

fine

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy

cloudy

cloudy
fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

clear

fine

cloudy
clear

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy
fine

cloudy
fine

cloudy
hazy
cloudy

Weat'r.

dry
Iry

sh. & r.

rain

dry
rain

sm. r.

dry
showery
showery
showery
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
snow
snow
snow
rain

dry
dry
rain

dry
wet
showery
showery
drizzly

dry

Estimated Averages of March
Barometer.

Highest
30.77

Lowest.

28.87

Real Average Temperature of the Period

Highest.

41.9

Lowest.

29.81

Mean.
;35.85

Weather and Phenomena.
Feb. 21. Yellow haze till night.—22. In the sun

72degs.; lunar halo at 10 p.m.— 23. Early thaw.

24. Decided south-westerly thaw.—25. Rapidthaw;

Bnow melts.— 26. Much yellow fog, and drizzle.

—

27. Changeable.—28. The same; clouds move
rapidly.

Lunation.—Feb. 23rd, first quarter, 5 h. 34 m.

afternoon.

March 1. Airy, fine day; lunar halo.— 2. Soak-

ing shower.— 3. Fine day.— 4. Same.— 5. Same.

—

6. Haze and hoar-frost. Afternoon brilliant,

—

8. Keen, nearly calm.— 9. Chill and gloom.—10,

11. Much snow, thawing.— 12. Several showers.

—

13, Fine cumuli.— 14. Overcast.— 15, 16, Fine on

the whole,— 17. Wind and rain.— 18. Fine till

noon; two hail scuds.— 19. A shower.—20. Beau-

tiful.—21. Equinox; driving east wind.

Lunations.—Full Moon, 2nd March, 10 h.

8 m. night. Last quarter, 11th day, 1 h. 59 m.

afternoon. New Moon, ISth day, 4 h. 45 in.

morning.

Remarks connected with Agriculture.

Notwithstanding the severity of the protracted

winter, the wheat has emerged very satisfactorily.

The weather has been subject to great and rapid

changes, and remains disturbed. The equinox

oflTers a doubtful prognostic ; but wretched as was

the day, the barometer continued to rise. We
dare not prognosticate, but hope is ever a favour-

able companion.

Croydon, March 28, J, Towers,
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REVIEW OE THE COHN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

Many occurrences have taken place throughout

the month of March to cause sudden and numerous

fluctuations in the trade for grain, and not the least

was the announcement of the death of the Czar

Nicholas, which took place at St. Petersburgh on

the second of the month ; and so quickly was the

news communicated to England, that on the

evening of the same day it was announced in both

Houses of Parliament, and known throughout the

United Kingdom the following day. This unex-

pected intelligence had an immediate effect on the

markets, and for the moment appeared to paralyze

business, buyers and sellers being alike indisposed

to enter into any transactions until it became
apparent what course the new emperor Alexander

the Second would take, as it was generally under-

stood, if left to himself, he was peaceably inclined,

and that a wonderful change might come over all

Europe by this most momentous event ; and as the

time for the negociations at Vienna was at hand.

Lord John Russell being then at Berlin, a favour-

able turn might be given to them, and peace be the

result ultimately, but whether established on a safe

and honourable basis for this country most people

appeared to express a doubt ; and as diplomatists

proceeded, no certainty existed, a doubt being en-

tertained from the first that on the part of Russia

they were entered into only to gain time, and pro-

long the final attack on Sebastopol.

In this position of public aiFairs, the first Mon-
day's market of the month was thrown into a sort

of panic ; and with a good supply of wheat from

Essex and Kent at Mark-lane, the town millers

acted with the greatest caution, and took off very

limited quantities at a reduction of 4s. per qr. on
the rates of the previous week, confining their pur

chases to the finest qualities, and leaving a consi-

derable portion of that day's supply over unsold

for future markets. The state of the weather had
been such, that a rapid thaw had opened the river,

and enabled all the vessels to deliver their bulks

into lighters, and in this respect business was

steadily being resumed. So great a number of

ships arrived in this port as to give immediate

relief to all previously unemployed labourers, and
work became at once abundant ; but coming from
the westward, there was a very limited portion with
grain. The imports of foreign wheat were quite

trifling, consisting of 910 qrs. from Bilboa7720 qrs.

from Requejada, G70 qrs. from Santander, and

510 qrs. from the East Indies, making a total of

only 2,810 qrs., against 17,256 qrs. the correspond-

ing week of last year. The decline submitted to

on most descriptions was about 33. per qr. ; but there

were no pressing sellers, and the business transacted

was only to a very limited extent : the stocks of

fine quahties were very low, and on this account

the importers were not disposed to follow the mar-

ket down so fast as the buyers wished, and thus

checked business. The London average registered

73s. 3d. on 1,441 qrs. The returns of the 290

towns amounted to 89,402 qrs. at 68s. 6d., against

61,890 qrs. at 78s. 3d. the corresponding week

of the past year.

Such advices from town had naturally consider-

able influence on the markets of the agricultural

districts, although the farmers know too well their

position to be so much panic-stricken as the factors

at Mark-lane, and many of them refused to bring

out their samples, knowing that the millers, for

want of foreign supplies, must soon come to them,

or put down their mills, and in general the business

transacted throughout the week -was to a limited

extent— in some instances at 2s. to 3s. per qr. de-

cline. Fine weather prevailing, field work was

going on steadily ; and as thrashing will almost

cease until seed-time is over, the deliveries will fall

oS" considerably, and even that thrashed so exten-

sively during the severe weather, will not be brought

forward freely, and once the demand fully overtakes

the supply, it is well known what that eflfect will be

on prices, particularly as no imports worth naming

are likely to take place for some time to come from

any quarter of the globe. The farmers are in a

position to act a little more independently than

usual, and they are entitled to at least one good

year in seven. Already their deliveries of the last

crop have been very large, and they will have to

supply the markets for some time to come, giving

them an opportunity of realizing remunerating

prices ; and it is well for the country at large that

such a superabundant harvest was reaped as that

of 1854, which has proved a great blessing to this

land, and kept an immense amount of money to

ourselves, the manufacturing interests having had

good customers at home, without having to pay so

exorbitant a price for their loaf.

The quantity of wheat brought forward at Mark-

lane the second Monday was short from Essex and

Kent, with a very limited supply from more distant

I
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counties. This brought about an immediate change,

and a brisk demand was experienced at an advance

of 38. per qr., all the fresh supply having been

cleared off at an early hour of the day, and much
more appeared to be wanted by the town millers.

There was an improved sale for foreign wheat, and

the value of all good samples was enhanced 2s. per

qr. The imports were trifling, consisting of 680 qrs.

from Harlingen, 875 qrs. from Lisbon, and 20 qrs.

from St. Michaels, making a total of 1,575 qrs.,

against 24,516 qrs. the corresponding week of last

year. The London average registered 72s. 9d. on

2,86s qrs. The returns were 92,979 qrs. at 68s.

per qr., against 65,753 qrs. at 79s. 6d. the corres-

ponding week of last year. Predisposed as the

farmers were to ask more money with this sudden

removal of the panic and brisk advices from the

metropolis, an active demand took place in wheat in

all the agricultural districts, and the enhancement

in the value of good qualities was 2s., 3s., and even

4s. to 5s. per qr. in some markets, according to the

supply brought forward, the millers buying pretty

freely, and a few of the previously thrashed samples

were disposed of, but there appeared no hurry to

sell whilst the farmers' men could be better em-

ployed in the fields, and the deliveries were not large.

The days had been fine and favourable for field

work, but the nights cold and frosty, that of the

eighth registering eight degrees of frost ; and winter

had not quite left us, for on the tenth and eleventh

some heavy snow-storms occurred, and the ground

was once more covered ; but a complete change

took place on the afternoon of this Monday, and

a good deal of rain fell, and melting away all the

snow, that on the following morning there was not

the least appearance of any throughout the

country.

With this improved tone in the trade, although

a moderate quantity of wheat was brought forward

at Mark-lane the third Monday, it met a steady

sale at 2s. per qr. over the currency of the previous

Monday ; but this improvement had taken place

on the Friday, some choice white Chidham weighing

about 64lbs. per bushel commanded 81s. per qr.,

and all other good sorts in the same proportion, the

market thus fully recovering what it had lost by the

death of the Czar, with a limited quantity left on

hand, and no prospect of any material supplies

coming forward from distant counties, as better

prices are made to millers on the spot, who now
require all the farmers can bring forward to supply

the home demand for flour. As foreign wheat had
not been so depressed, the enhancement was not

more than Is. per qr. generally; but really choice

Danzig has become so scarce, that those millers

who must have this description for their fancy

"brands must pay dear for it ; one parcel of very

heavy extra quality actually commanded 100s. per

qr., being the highest price registered in some
length of time, it was reported to weigh 661bs. per

bushel, an unusual weight for Danzig. The imports

consisted of 120 qrs. by a Russian prize from the

Baltic, 1,020 qrs. from the East Indies, 224 qrs.

from Harlingen, and 75 qrs. from St. Michaels,

making a total of 1,439 qrs., against 38,688 qrs.

the corresponding week of last year. The London
average registered 70s. 4d. on 4,911 qrs. The
returns were 80,337 qrs. at 66s. lid., against

53,244 qrs. at 79s. 2d. the corresponding week of

last year.

In the agricultural markets held during the week,

the deliveries from the farmers were moderate, and

the millers took off a fair quantity, paying gene-

rally more money where the supply was somewhat

short ; but towards the close the demand was not

so good as in the earlier part of the week, probably

owing to the news being up to that point tolerably

favourable from Vienna ; but as yet the struggle

there has to take place, when the discussion about

Sebastopol will be touched upon.

The supply of English wheat at Mark-lane the

fourth Monday of the month was very good from

Essex, but short from Kent, and the town millers

acted with great caution, and the trade again ruled

dull ; a few parcels of choice quality were taken at

nearly former rates, but the general sales were at

Is. to 2s. per qr. reduction in price. Beyond a

supply from these two counties, there was not much
oflering, the merchants selling for delivery by rail-

way not being able to purchase low enough to send

up to the metropolis and pay the expenses of

transit, the demand at the country markets nearly

taking off all the supplies brought forward, whilst

the farmers are so fully occupied with spring

tillage. Many of our largest mills are not fully at

work ; and if we do not get increased supplies soon,

they will have some diflficulty in continuing at full

work throughout the day ; already night work has

been in many instances stopped, and from the un-

fortunate position of the flour trade, they appear

generally careless as to employing all their power

or not. The London average registered 70s. id.

on 3,480 qrs. The general returns were 82,905

qrs. at 66s. 6d., against 46,739 qrs. at 7Ss. 4d, the

corresponding week of last year.

The fluctuations in wheat have of course caused

some in the article of flour, and the public has rather

gained than lost by the changes. The first Monday
of the month, the millers put down the top price of

town made 5s. per sack, reducing it from 70s. to

65s. per sack, and all other descriptions felt the in-

fluence of this dechne : the best country marks
receded 2s. per sack; but the deUveries were good,

for whilst 11,661 sacks had arrived by the Eastern
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Counties Railway, 14,369 sacks were delivered within

the week : the other arrivals were 610 sacks coast-

wise, and 2,245 sacks by the Great Northern Rail-

way, with 10,105 sacks from foreign ports, principally

Spanish, and 13,997 brls. from the United States.

The second Monday, rather higher prices were

generally obtained, when the arrivals consisted of

2,600 sacks coastwise, 12,135 sacks by the Eastern

Counties Railway, 3,049 sacks by the Great Northern,

3,972 sacks from foreign ports, and 3,275 brls.

from the United States.

At the third Monday's market an advance of Is.

to 2s. per sack was established on choice country

marks. The arrivals consisted of 1,030 sacks coast-

wise, 12,096 sacks by the Eastern Counties Rail-

way, and 3,] 64 sacks by the Great Northern,

with 2,448 sacks foreign, and 3,495 brls. from

America.

Trade at Mark Lane on the fourth Monday was

not so brisk as previously for any description. The

arrivals coastwise were 2,402 sacks, by the Great

Northern Railway 2,819 sacks, by the Eastern

Counties 10,614 sacks, and from foreign ports

400 brls.

The greatest fluctuations have taken place in

Norfolk, so many " ups and downs" even in one

market-day that they are now as well known in

Mark Lane by the appellation of " Norwich Con-

sols" as their real name : prices paid within the

month have ranged from 47s. to 52s. per sack, and

as an auction is established at Norwich for this

article, their character would be kept up by having
one in London weekly.

The article of barley has not participated in the

moves which hr^ve been experienced in other de-

scriptions of grain : being the lowest of any, there

was no room for its going down lower, and no

anxiety to get into stock on the part of buyers,

when other articles were brisk and creeping up.

The deliveries from the farmers have steadily fallen

off, and are likely to do so the remainder of the

season ; for when seed time is past, the farmers

will probably not increase the supply for want of

a stock. We have had scarcely any imports of

foreign all the month, and it will be late before any

can come forward from Denmark this spring, and
the demand in the Baltic having been so good
from the interior of Germany, not much at any

time can be expected from thence ; and from the

South of Europe there is no prospect of any worthy

of notice coming forward : j)rices everywhere seem
too high for our importers, and purchases at

home are much better made than abroad, if the

heavy qualities of Denmark are excepted. Fine

malting qualities have become very scarce, but the

maltsters have bought without spirit throughout the

month, from the continued inactivity in the de-

mand of the manufactured article : at one time they

seemed more inclined to purchase ; as, if peace were

estabhshed, they would enjoy the reduction in the

duty on their stock. But as the large brewers came

so carelessly forward^ this feeling died away, in spite

of the small make of malt. 42,039,748 bushels

were made in the year ending 5th January, 1854 ;

but only 36,819,554 bushels the year ending 5th

January last. Were the general trade of the

country to become lively, this great difference in the

make would be materially felt. The quantity re-

turned the 3rd inst. was 75,101 qrs., at 30s. lid.;

on the 10th, 67,721 qrs., at 30s. 6d.; on the I7th,

67,337 qrs., at 30s. 5d. ; on the 24th, 60,943 qrs., at

29s. 9d.

The long continuance of easterly winds during

the prevalence of the severe weather allowed the

vessels coming from Ireland to accumulate to a con-

siderable extent ; and in our last review, we stated

that as the wind had shifted, with a complete change

in the weather, these vessels might be expected to

arrive as soon as the river was completely clear of

the ice to enable them to drop up, and by the first

Monday of the month they had begun to come in.

For that market-day, 25,683 qrs. arrived from Ire-

land, whilst there were only 213 qrs. from our own
coast, 2,949 qrs. from Scotland, 2,873 qrs. by the

Eastern Counties Railway, and 3,344 qrs. by the

Great Northern, making a total of 34,982 qrs. This
supply had some effect, and the dealers were en-

abled to buy Irish at a reduction of Is. to 2s. per

qr. ; but English and Scotch were only Is. per qr.

lower. Many of the cargoes from Ireland having

been so long at sea, came to hand out of condition,

and the decline was most on these.

For the next Monday's market, the great bulk of

the Irish shipments had got in, amounting to

42,610 qrs.; but from other sources the supplies

were unimportant, consisting of 1,304 qrs. from our
own coast, 760 qrs. from Scotland, 80 qrs. from Har-
ligen, 2,230 qrs. by the Eastern Coimties Railway,

and 3,329 qrs. by the Great Northern, making a

total of 50,313 qrs. It is frequently the case that

anticipation effects a decline, and when the great

supply gets on to the market, improvement im-
mediately takes place : such was experienced to be
the case now; an advance of fully Is. per qr. was
established on all Irish samples, with a large busi-

ness transacted both to the dealers and consumers.
At Mark Lane the third Monday of the month,

supplies of all sorts were on a very moderate scale,

consisting of 1,130 qrs. from our own coast, 2,359
qrs. from Scotland, 6,976 qrs. from Ireland, 40 qrs.

from Harlingen, 1,465 qrs. by the Eastern Counties

Railwa}', and 1,067 qrs. by the Great Northern,

making a total of 13,037 qrs. Trade was firm and
a shade higher, and the decline caused by the pre-

vious large Irish supply was fully recovered ; the

stocks in granary of all sorts having been much
reduced, the consumption was immediately begun
on the Irish, and the greatest portion has gone off the

market and into use at once, but it will be some-
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time before we have such another large supply from
any quarter. The Irish are generally supposed to

have lost money from the high rates paid in Ire-

land ; but having gone into four hands only, the

losses are not spread over the market, and will be
little felt.

The fresharrivalsatMarkLane the fourth Mouday
of tbe month consisted of 1,533 qrs. coastwise, 1,671

qrs. from Scotland, 5,640 qrs. from Ireland, 4/6
qrs. from foreign ports, 2,672 qrs. by the Eastern

Counties Railway, and 1,935 qrs. by the Great

Northern, making a total of 13,927 qrs. The
dealers bought to a fair extent, and the consumers
took a good quantity, prices being well supported.

The importations of this article for the correspond-

ing week of last year was 90,618 qrs., showing a

wonderful difference at the two periods ; but still it

had no effect on the market, and no description of

buyers appear disposed to hold any material stock,

each week the quantity required coming forward

regularly either by rail or shipping.

The deliveries of beans have been very large

during this month ; the farmers having thrashed

this article very freely during the wintry weather,

were ready and disposed to deliver as many as they

eoulcl. Although the prices had continued to

decline, it was generally supposed that as soon as

planting commenced prices would rally ; but this

has not been the case, and a few cargoes of

Egyptians dropping in, both here and at Liverpool

and Glasgow, up to the middle of the month,
lower rates were accepted for all descriptions ; but

from that point there has been rather more enquiry

for fine qualities, and the downward tendency may
be considered to have stopped; but no one appears

disposed to purchase beyond what is required for

immediate use, and no description of buyers show
any desire to lay by a stock for keeping another

year, although fine old qualities are scarce, and few

likely to be left over. There are some now on sale

of fine qualit)-, which would keep well ; but the

price is considered too high by many parties who
usually like to hold this article by way of an in-

vestment : the railways, however, check a feeling

to hold any stocks of grain, as, if any article is

wanted, it can be secured in 24 hours from a goodly

distance, and this operates against the trade in a

measure, and prevents any one keeping up his

usual supply. The weekly average to the 3rd

instant was 42s. 2d. on 7,425 qrs. ; that to the 10th,

40s. 8d. on 7,355 qrs.; to the 17th, 40s. 4d. on
5,260 qrs.; to the 24th, 40s. on 5,201 qrs. The
corresponding weeks of last year were 45s. lOd. on
5,309 qrs. ; 45s. 2d. on 6,213 qrs. ; 45s. lid. on
4,942 qrs.; 45s. on 4,311 qrs.

The article of peas has continued to puzzle the

trade more than any other; for with limited de-

liveries from the farmers, most descriptions have

remained very dull, and have steadily declined in

price. As to foreign, no imports could take place,

and the stocks of this description are much re-

duced ; indeed, there are scarcely any fine samples

to be met with at present, no encouragement having

been given to send any quantity to market, and
the farmers have consumed the article very largely

for their own cattle. There is no prospect of any

imports from the continent for along time to come.

and the only demand likely to take place worthy of

notice is now and then a Government contract for

fine white boilers, which are generally competed
for by the usual contractors, whose opposition,

when they make offers, often results in a loss to

those who are the successful candidates for supply-

ing our navy with a prime commodity; and it is

certain that on this point much care is almost always

taken, for a bad article will not " pass muster."

At present a few are still wanted for this purpose,

for the last contract ; and quality is diflScult to be
found. The weekly average, on the 3rd inst., was
39s. 9d. on 1,847 qrs.; on the 10th, 39s. 4d. on
1,280 qrs. ; on the l7th, 38s. 6d. on 1,802 qrs.; on
the 24th 38s. 9d. on 1,339 qrs. The corresponding

weeks of last year were 48s. 5d. on 1,650 qrs.;

45s. 2d. on 1,528 qrs.; 47s: 5d. on 1,123 qrs.;

47s. 7d. on 961 qrs.

There has been an imjjortant trade in English

cloverseed this month, which has been the greater

from the imports of French being so very limited.

Samples of red have been taken extensively for

Scotland and Ireland, and prices are 2s. to 3s. per

cwt. higher, on the average, for this description

;

whilst white has become so scarce that a sufficiency

of Enghsh cannot be obtained, and unless the

Elbe opens speedily the imports may be too late.

Up to the l6th inst., the nights there remained

frosty, and then the navigation was still closed

;

since it has been opened, on the 19th, one steamer

got away from Gluckstadt, and on the 20th another

left Hambro', and these have arrived in the Thames.
The prices of this description run up 8s. per cwt. for

want of a supply: every parcel of good seemed to be

cleared off this market on the 1 9th inst. The navi-

gation of Holland was opened earlier ; the various

rivers from the interior having risen rapidly from

the melting of the snow in the mountainous dis-

tricts, up the Rhine, and elsewhere, the ice was
lifted up and dispersed very suddenij% all the low

lands having been inundated, and much damage
done at various towns. But little supply of white

has yet come from thence.

Trefoil, too, has been sold closely up to the

supply, and fine samples have run up to 32s. per

cwt. A few small parcels are dropping in from

France this season, of very inferior quality, and it

would not command much attention were not

English so scarce; but this description has also

improved in price, inferior as the quaUtyhas been.

The imports of tares having been so short, the

demand for this article is steadily overtaking the

supply, and prices are creeping up as the season

advances. Small samples are now worth 54s. to

56s. per qr. ; large Brunswick, 688. to 72s. ; very

large Scotch, 72s. to 808. per qr., with a much
reduced stock of all foreign qualities ; and some of

our buyers appear to be tired of waiting any longer

for the Hambro' supi)lies, and are taking the best

they can find ; and those from France are going

into consumption steadily as fast as they come in.

As yet, they arrive in very small quantities : and

from the high prices paid in France, they do not

leave much profit, even at the current prices ; and,

from present appearances, all will be wanted this

season. The quality of those which had previously

arrived from the north of Europe is very good.
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particularly the large Brunswick ; and a consider-

able quantity of these would sell, if here in time. The
above prices brought forward an increased quantity

from Scotland towards the close of the month, and

useful qualities were then bought on lower terms

—at from 64s. to 70s., French 52s. to 54s., and

Brunswick 68s. per qr.—the high freight by the

first steamers from the Elbe checking any material

decline, that being from 7s. to 8s. per qr., owing to

the anxiety of shippers to get these off in time for

the seed demand in England.

The imports of foreign corn produce, published

in the Gazette of the 24th inst. by the Board of

Trade, show a total of 179,960 qrs. of grain and
106,765 cwt. of flour, &c., in the month ended the

5th inst., against 488,163 qrs. grain and 393,390

cwt. flour in the corresponding month of last year.

The different articles stand thus

—

1854. 1855.

qrs. qrs.

Wheat 283,362 73,221

Barley 32,366 5,002

Oats... 24,828 3,379

Eye 30 956
Peas 3,160 2,562

Beans 27,914 17,419

Maize ..o. 116,455 77,420
Buckwheat .... 48 1

Total 488,163 179,960
cwt. cwt.

Flour, &c 393,390 106,760

In our last review, we made the total decrease of

the previous four months equal to 1,261,835 qrs.

of the three leading articles of wheat, maize, and

flour; and adding the above decrease, the flour

brought into quarters, the deficiency of five months
will be 1,553,581 qrs. And all this deficiency has

been made up by our abundant crop of wheat of

1854, the deliveries of which have been excessive,

and are yet tolerably well kept up by the farmers.

The imports of the three leading articles of the

trade for the past five years will afford a degree of

interest to our readers, and show the immense
quantity of grain consumed in the United King-
dom during that period ; but it will cause some
surprise that we are at the present time receiving

such limited supplies of foreign grain, and the

trade be occasionally so languid, and every de-

scription of buyer frightened to hold any stocks or

prepare any shipments for future markets, waiting

until actual wants give a different tone to trade,

and enliven business in every branch thereof. The
imports consisted of the following immense quan-
tities, for the twelve months ended

Wheat. Maize. Flour.

Qrs. Qrs. Cwt.

October 10th, 1850.... 3,513,590 1,463,649 2,855,098

„ 1851,... 4,333,127 1,564,150 6,048,355

„ 1852.... 2,455,542 1,392,741 4,113,794

„ 1853.... 4,847,364 1,881,710 4,494,104

„ 1854. . . . 4,342,022 1,682,633 4,696,387

Amounting to ... . 19,491,645 7,984,883 22,208,338
Reducing the flour to

wheat, at 3921b. flour

to 1 qr. wheat 6,345,239

Total imports .... 25,836,884 qrs.,

Or 5,167,377 qrs. annually of wheat and flour,

other articles being in the same proportion. The
state of the weather in the north of Europe has

been such that shipments could not be made ; and
the imports of the past week were only 2,885 qrs.

wheat, whilst those of the corresponding week of

last year amounted to 109,368 qrs.; and of oats

they were only 476 qrs., against 90,618 qrs. the

corresponding week of last year ; and, from present

appearances, they may be no larger next month.
From the United States our advices are up to

the 7th of the month, when a somewhat more active

business had been transacted in all descriptions of

breadstuffs, at prices the turn higher. The receipts

of flour by the railways had considerably fallen off;

and a steady eastern demand had given a better

tone to the trade for all State brands, and for the

best descriptions of Canadian, at an advance of

12^0 25 cents per barrel. The supplies of wheat
were hardly sufficient for their local requirements,

and higher rates were demanded. Indian corn had
been taken to some extent for shipment to Europe
and to the eastern states, enabling holders to realize

an advance of 2 to 3 cents per bushel on the pre-

vious quotations. With the nearer approach of

spring, nothing had occurred to indicate the pro-

bable range of prices of the navigation. There
were no stocks on hand along the entire seaboard
of the United States ; and, as far as could be
ascertained, there were no overwhelming supplies

to come forward from the western states. The war
in Europe continued to attract the attention of the

Americans ; and they say it seems now likely to be

prolonged indefinitely, and during its continuance

all the available supplies will be inevitably wanted
at high prices.

Fiour was firmly held at 8 dols. 50 c. to 8 dols.

75 c. per brl. for No. 1 State superior, equal to

about 40s. per brl.; Ohio, 9 dols. to 9 dols. 25 c.

;

Canadian, 9 dols. 50 c. to 10 dols. 25 c. Wheat
was sold at 2 dols. 65 c. to 2 dols. 70 c. for white

Genessee, equal to about 90s. per qr, without ship-

ping expenses; fine red, 2 dols. 20 c. to 2 dols.

30 c, equal to about 74s. per qr. ; Canadian, 2 dols.

30 c, to 2 dols. 50 c. per 60lbs. Indian corn was
in good demand at 97 c. per bush, of 561bs, for

white and yellow, and 95 c, to 96 c, for low mixed.

The following were the imports from the 1 st of

September :

—
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of this article free on board in the States; but

Ireland alone wants it, for neither England nor

Scotland will use it for bread, and it is doubtful

whether our own population will ever resort to it,

or the Scotch leave off their use of oatmeal, and
eat it in any shape of cake.

The continental markets have been kept in a

quiescent state by the severity of the weather, and
prices of grain have been without any material

variation since the winter set in, with little passing

at most ports of the noith of Europe. The flat

advices from England produced inactivity at Dan-
zig, growers bringing limited supplies forward.

Old 6 libs, wheat fetched there 68s. to 69s. per qr.,

and 63 to 64lbs. commanded 74s. to 75s. per qr.,

this description being brought forward in small

supplies. From the thickness of the ice at that

port, the navigation will not be open until probably

the middle of April. Prices of red wheat at Ros-

tock were quoted at 63s. to 64lbs. per qr. free on
board at open water. The thermometer there was
8 degrees below freezing on the 15th of the month,
and it will there also be the middle of the month
before spring shipments can commence. At Stet-

tin, 60lbs. wheat, Uckermark and Pomeranian,

must be quoted at 61s. per qr. free on board at

open water; freight 3s. 6d. to a coal port, and 5s.

to 5s. 6d. to the west coast. At Hamburg, the

finest red Wahren wheat (60 to 6llbs.), for delivery

first open water, was offering at 66s. to 66s. 6d.,

and same weight red marks 63s. to 64s. per qr. of

4S0lbs. A cargo of 59lbs. red wheat was sold at

Neustadt at 59s. per qr., with a freight of 5s. 6d.

per qr. to the east coast of England. Danish
wheat was offered freely at 59s. to 60s. per qr., and
60 to 6llbs. Pomeranian at 60s. to 6ls. per qr.

Barley on the spot is selling in retail at 34s. 6d. to

35s. per qr., 561bs. per bushel. In Danish barley at

the outports a good business had been done, 5,000

qrs. having changed hands at 28s. for 53^ to54lbs.

kiln-dried, same quality undried at 26s. 6d. to 27s.;

and 532-lbs. Jutland at 25s. 6d. to 26s. per qr.

The French markets have been in a lifeless state

throughout the month, fluctuating to a very trifling

extent both in wheat and flour. At Paris on the

26th of the month there was a difficulty in selling

flour at 83 to 84 francs the culasse of 159 kilos,

equal to about 67s. to 70s. per 350 lbs., or 53s. to

56s. per 280 lbs. ; and the reserved stock was
15,025 quintals., or 30,050 cwt.; certainly a small

quantity near such a city. There seems, however, a

carelessness about the price of flour in that capital,

as the price of bread remains settled, as it has done
for a long time past, at 40 cents, for the first quality,

and 32 cents, for the second sort—being one-eighth

less than the average prices struck according to

their law, and which loss the Government continues

to pay ; thus keeping the Parisians in good
humour, but the settling day may sooner or later

change this system. In the various departments

red wheat has generally brought 67s. to 68s. per

qr. : about its value on the London Corn-exchange.

There have been tolerably good deliveries of

wheat in the Belgian markets, and prices have

rather given way ; but prime red samples are worth
68s. to 70s. per qr.

The Dutch markets have remained inactive.

with a tentency to lower prices. That country has

been much inundated since the breaking up of the

frost. The snow in the distant Rhenish provinces

and high up in the mountains of Switzerland

having melted rapidly, swelled the rivers to a con-

siderable height, and lifted the ice suddenly up,

clearing it away quicker and more effectually than

in any other country.

In our last review we expressed an opinion that

the good coating of snow through the very severe

weather would have protected the wheat plant ; but

we have unfortunately since learnt that the high

and cold easterly winds had so blown it off the

land in exposed situations as to cause some appre-

hension that it had received injury, and that the

frosty nights since the beginning of the month,
when it had no covering, have rather increased the

injury sustained; and in many countries the light

soils have continually sufiered ; and unless we get

warm and more genial weather soon, there is now
some apprehension of mischief to the crop. Our
agricultural reports must be read with great

interest at this moment—so much depending on
the next crop ; and it will be fortunate for the

country if favourable and genial weather were im-

mediately to set in, and remove at once the

gloomy doubts that arise. The spring will be a

backward one ; and the consumption of hay and
corn must be very large before any grass can be
ready, after such cold and piercing north-east winds
as have prevailed during the month of March.
April showers, however, often work wonders ; and
let us hope that this will be the case before our next

review has to make its appearance.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
SMUings per Quarter.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white .... 71 to 73 extra 74 79
Ditto, red 64 67 „ 67 69

Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkah., red 64 66 ,,67 68
Barley, malting, new. . 29 30 Chevalier.. 31 33

Distilliug. ... 29 30 Grinding . . 27 29
MALT,Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 65 66 extra 70

Ditto ditto old 66 68 „ 70
Kingston,Ware. and town made,new70 71 „ 72
Ditto ditto old 68 70 .. 71

Rye — — 39 40
Oats, English feed. .24 25 Potato. . 27 28

Scotch feed, new 27 28, old 31 32 . . Potato 31 33

Irish feed, white 24 25 fine 27

Ditto, black 23 24 fine 25

Beans, Mazagan 35 36 „ 37 38
Ticks 36 39 „ 38 40
Harrow 36 38 „ 39 lO

Pigeon 38 44 „ 38 44
Peas, white boilers 37 44. . Maple 37 39 Grey 34 37
Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — ,.60 65

Households, Town 603. 61s. Country — „ 51 53

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — 49 extra 50

FOREIGN GRAIN.
shillings per Quarter.

Wheat, Dantzic,mixed. . 78 to 80 high mixed — 82extra 87

Konigsberg 74 76 „ — 80 „ 82
Rostock, new 74 76 fine 80 „ 84
American, white 76 80 red 70 72
Pomera.,Meckbg.,audUckermk.,red 73 74 extra 75 76
Silesian „ 71 72 white 73 76
Danish and Holstein „ 64 68 „ 69 73
Rhine and Belgium „ — — old — —
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga. . 64 66 fine 68 70

Barley, grinding 26 29 Distilling.. 29 39
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Oats, Dutch, brew.andPolanda 273. to 28s, Feed.. 25 26

Danish & Swedish feed 263. to 27s. Stralsund 27 23

Russian 26 28 rrench.

.

uone

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 38 40

Konigsberg . . 36 40 Egyptian .

.

35 36

Peas, feeding 36 37 fine boUers 41 43

Indian Corn, white 44 45 yellow 44 45

Flour, French, per sack 57 60 Spanish 57 60

American, sour, per barrel 36 38 sweet 38 42

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Week Ending:
Feb. 10, 1855..

Feb. 17, 1855..

Feb. 24, 1855..

March 3, 1855.

.

March 10, 1855..

March 17, 1855.

.

Aggregate average

of last six weeks
Comparative avge.

same time last year

Duties

Wheat.
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THE FABMEE'S MAGAZINE.

MAY, 1855.

PLATE I.

DEVON STEEE.

THE PROPERTY OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT.

The subject of our plate, the property of His Royal Highness Prince Albert, obtained the first

prize of Twenty-five Sovereigns as the best Devon Steer not exceeding three years old, at the Smith-

field Club Cattle Show, in December last. The Silver Medal was awarded to the breeder—Mr. R,

Mogridge, of MoUand, near South Molton, Devon. The animal was fed on bean and barley-meal, lin-

seed cake, mangel wurzel, swedes, and hay.

The special correspondent of the " Mark Lane Express" gives the following remarks on this steer

which we extract from his very clever and talented review of the animals exhibited last Christmas at the

Show, and which appeared in that publication on the lllh of December, 1854 :
—"This is a beautifully

proportioned animal, but small; fine offal, and quahty of flesh exceedingly good j his thighs rather

defective."

PLATE II.

MINCEMEAT; Winner of the Oaks, 1854.

Mincemeat, bred by Mr. James Cookson, in 1851, is by Sweetmeat out of Hybla, by the Provost,

her dam Otisina (sister to Lanercost) by Liverpool—Otis by Bustard (son of Buzzard)—Gayhurst's

dam by Election.

Mincemeat is a light bay filly, with a neat blood-like head, straight neck, good shoulders and back

—

a little high on the rump, and drooping towards the tail. She has fair-sized quarters, very clean hocks,

knees, and legs, but not over large arms or gaskins. She is altogether rather a hght-looking mare,

and perhaps a better one than her appearance would warrant us in supposing.

TOP DRESSINGS.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESG., F.R.S.

The top-dressing of not only cereal crops, but

also of grass lands, will in the present season be

more than commonly extensive. An unusually

late spring, it is true, has materially delayed these

operations; but a severe and trying winter

has so far thinned the wheat plant, in many
soils and in most exposed situations, that

the farmer will anxiously direct his attention to the

OLD SERIES.]

best means of promoting the Vigour and enlarging

the produce of the plants which still remain. It

may then be useful, at such a time, if we carefully

travel together over the more recent observations

which have been made with regard to the action of

these (chiefly) saline fertilizers.

There are one or two primary remarks which

pretty well apply to almost all of them ; such as

B B [VOL. XLIL—No. 5.
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that they require a fair amount of rain to dissolve

and convey them into the soil, and that they are

most advantageously applied in repeated dressings,

after a moderate interval, rather than at once. It

is desirable, however, that the agriculturist should

seize the happy moment to apply the top dressing

when the greater portion of the winter rains are

over ; for it will be well to remember—as has been

well shown by the observations of Mr. J. Dick-

enson on the chalk soils of Abbotts Langley, in

Hertfordshire, during a period of eight years

{Jour. Royal Ag. Soc, vol. v., p.l51)—that of

a fall of rain between October 1 and April 1, equal

to 1,"5.95 inches, only 3.56 inches evaporated; but

10.39 inches (equal to about 1,039 tons of water

per acre) filtered through and drained away from

the land, of course carrying away a portion of the

saline and other soluble matters of the soil. But

then he found that of the rain which fell from April

1 to October 1, equal to 12.67 inches, only 0.99

inches filtered through and drained away ; the re-

mainder, equal to 11.77 inches, being eva])orated.

We see, then, why the experienced farmer defers

his top-dressing till the danger of having his ferti-

lizing salts washed away is past. Nature, in such

manurings, again gives us a hint. She has ever been

top-dressing our crops ; although it is only recently

that chemistry has taught us that in every soft

falling shower a minute portion of ammonia de-

scends, and thus diffuses fatness over our fields.

This interesting fact was thus alluded to by Mr.

Pusey in one of his latest papers on agricultural

subjects {Joiir. jRoy. A(j. Soc, vol. xiv., p. 374)

—

essays which our readers will rejoice to hear he will

be yet spared to continue for the good of agricul-

ture. It was when chiefly discussing the compara-

tive merits as top dressings of cubic petre and

guano, that the late president of the Agricultural

Society of England remarked

—

" Singularly, indeed, while we are discussing the

question, it has been discovered at Paris that

nature supphes to plants both forms of nourish-

ment indifferently in every shower. Our English

chemist Cavendish showed, in 1781, that the

electric flash micfnt produce nitric acid in the

atmosphere. Liebig has since ascertained the actual

existence therein of ammonia. Monsieur Barral,

having examined the rain water collected at Paris

last year and the year before, has found in every

shower an amount of each substance, reaching in

the course of a year the following quantities seve-

rally per English acre :

—

Nitrogen,

lb. lb.

Ammonia 12.29 = 10.69
Nitric acid 41.24 „ 10.12

" Still this large amount of manuring substance

might be derived by the atmosphere of Paris from

the smoke and the foetid exhalations which float

above every great capital, and much doubt was

accordingly felt by continental chemists on the

whole result of the investigation. It seemed desir-

able, therefore, to repeat the experiment in pure

country air. Accordingly rain water was collected

by me last October at this place, which is remote

from any large town, except Oxford, from which

the wind did not blow while the showers took place.

It was analyzed by Professor Way ; and, suppo-

sing our annual fall of rain to be 28 inches, the

amount of manure yearly poured down from the

clouds on our soil would be larger than even at

Paris. For it would stand thus :

—

Guano
Nitrate of without
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and that, owing to the season, the drilled manures

were all but thrown away. The profit by the. top-

dressing of nitrate was, on the contrary, exceed-

ly high. On about 2i acres of wheat 2 cwt. of

nitrate and 4 cwt. of salt, costing less than £2, it

gave about 3^ qrs. of grain, which, at 57s., sold for

nearly £10— in exact figures, £9 I7s. Last year I

ventured to say, that if nitrate could be reduced in

price by one-half, a large additional home supply

of wheat might be grown at 12s. per qr. This

year, at the same price of nitrate, these extra 3J qrs.

stood me in less than that sura. It is curious that

poor land, producing merely 9 bushels per acre,

was enabled by QOlbs. of nitrate—costing, with the

salt, 15s.— to grow 20 bushels per acre. So great

an increase is, however, exceptional ; nor v, ould it

be safe to take the average increase of wheat by the

use of nitrate at more than 6 bushels per acre, but

the poorer the land the greater will be found its

efficacy."

This very useful and seasonable inquiry has,

within these last few days, formed the subject of

a discussion at a meeting of the members of the

Highland Society. At this meeting, two excellent

Scotch farmers gave the results of a series of trials,

in which Professor Anderson had assisted, and, in

fact had suggested, experiments, which seem to

have been carefully arranged, and well carried out

by this little band of inquirers after truth. The
manures employed were nitrate of soda, sulphate

of ammonia, Peruvian guano, and common salt

—

sometimes simple, sometimes mixed together.

These were applied to wheat, to grass, and to pota-

toes, with results, however, not so similar as is

desirable. In the trials with wheat, the results per

acre of I., those of Mr. Finnie, of Swanston, and

XL, of Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, will be found

in the subjoined table. In the trials of Mr. Finnie,

the gross produce per acre is given in quarters and

bushels; in those of Mr. Hope, the increase in

bushels per acre, compared with an unmanured
l)ortion of the same field :

—

I. II.

Nitrate of soda, 11 2 lbs 5 3 ..

Ditto, and common salt, 224 lbs. .. 5 5 .. 3
Sulphate of ammonia, 87 lbs 5 4 ..

Ditto, with common salt, 224 lbs. 5 2 .. 5
Peruvian guano, 137 lbs 5 6 .. 3|
Ditto, and common salt, 224 lbs. ..52 .

.

Nitrate of soda, 37 lbs.. . "|

Sulphate of ammonia, 291bs. .. i- 5 5 .

.

Peruvian guano, 46 lbs. . . J
Ditto, and 2 cwt. of common salt. . 2..

In considering the results of these and other

valuable experiments upon saline top-dressings, our

readers will not omit to remember how great and

varying is the influence of wet or dry seasons

upon such applications. The greater number of

these are indeed most beneficial in wet seasons

;

they seem to act with very diminished power in dry

springs and summers. But, do we always suffi-

ciently consider this fact ? Ought we not, in examin-

ing the results of such instructive experiments to

constantly have the rain-gauge register before us ?

Do we all remember how strangely the depth of

rain varies in diflferent seasons ? take the last five,

for instance, when, in the neighbourhood of Lon-

don, the depth was in 1850, 19.7 inches; in 1851,

20.5 inches; in 1852, 34.2 inches; in 1853, 24.37

inches; and in 1854, only 18.92 inches; so that

1500 tons of water per acre fell in the year 1852

moie than in 1S54. How superior an effect is

produced by most fertilizers in wet seasons is well

known. The users of sprats and of rape-cake are

well aware that in a dry season they are often worse

than useless ; the employers of guano, and soot,

and gypsum, all tell us to " sow it in the rain."

The good effects produced by a mixture of

vaiious fertilisers has never, we think, obtained

that careful consideration which this branch of the

inquiry deserves; and yet many facts should surely

lead us towards such a path ; the very great

advantage, for instance, of using common salt

mixed with soot, rather than by itself, for carrots

and potatoes, is well known ; and, some time since.

Professor Johnston, and Mr. Fleming, of Borra-

chan, illustrated the advantage of this inquiry by a

series of valuable experiments. The Professor

found that, in a field of 40 acres of potatoes, which

had been manured throughout with 40 tons of

farm-yard dung per acre, a top-dressing of various

salts gave the subjoined increase of bulbs (Qwar.

Jour. Agri., 1847, p. 602) :

—

Nitrate of soda (cubic petre) , Z\ tons.

Sulphate of soda (Glauber salts). . .

.

One-half of each 5J^

Sulphate of ammonia If
Sulphate of soda

One-half of each 6g^

Nitrate of soda 3:j-

Sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts)

.

5
One-half of each 9|

In the more extensive trials of Mr. Fleming, in

Renfrewshire, in 1846, the potatoes were planted

on the first of June, and top-dressed on the first of

July. The produce from these various saline ap-

plications was as follows {Trans. High, Soc, 1847,

p. 28) :—

Farm yard dung, 30 tons .... 10 tons 2 cwt.

Farm yard dung, 30 tons •<

Sal. ammoniac, 1 cwt. I 1

1

-iq

Epsom salt, 1 cwt.
f

^^ " '^ "
1 cwt. JGlauber salt

Farm yard dung,

Cubic petre,

Epsom salt,

Glauber salt,

30 tons-,

1 cwt. I

1 cwt.
f

1 cwt. J

13

B B 2
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Farm yard dung, 30 tons -.

Sulphate of ammonia, 1 cwt. I

i4|tonsl9cwt.
Glauber salt, 1 cwt.

|
'

Epsom salt

Farm yard dung,
Peruvian guano,
Epsom salt,

Glauber salt.

Common suit,

1 cwt. -^

30 tons^

1| cwt.

1 cwt. Y 15
1 cwt.

1 cwt.-^

"With one more warning, I will conclude. Re-

member, in all your trials, that it is for accurate

knowledge that you are striving; and that to

attain this you must be not only vigilant in guard-

ing against any interference with your trial plots.

but that in all cases you should as much as pos-

ble ascertain and note the cost and the return.

Above all, as a primary foundation, be well as-

sured that your fertilizers are what you intend

them to be, and not adulterated compounds ; and

then, with these precautions, there need be no

fear but that the blessing promised to those who
earnestly labour after truth will attend you, and

that after not many days you will find your re-

ward in the deepening tints and enlarged produce

of the hill-sides and the alluvial soils with which

our land so happily abounds.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MANURES.
BY J. TOWERS, P.H. CH., M.H.S.

These very important substances have been so

repeatedly treated of under the term fertilizers,

that it might be thought superfluous to write

another line upon the subject. However, if I am
not much mistaken, the hope may be indulged that

in offering to the enlightened readers some extracts

from a treatise on manures and composts (drawn up
by myself), embracing a period of many years, some
facts may be brought to light which have not been

appreciated by cultivators in general. It will be

sufficient to class the manures under three heads

—

1. Those termed ?«meraZ; 2, Those of «nimaZ origin;

and 3, Those termed organic—as comprising sub-

stances produced from beings that have been en-

dowed with a vital principle.

1. The pure or simple mineral earths, which con-

stitute the basis of a good sfa^Ze, are siliceous sand;

alumina, the basis of clay; carbonate of lime (chalk);

iron, combined with a certain but variable propor-

tion of oxygen. Such a simple staple ivas for-

merly deemed inadequate to support vegetable

growth ; but a few years since, the fact was
announced and proved by Professor Way, that

the simple earths possess the extraordinary power of

attracting and fixing ammonia, and also of destroy-

ing the foetid odour of stale liquid manures, when
poured upon the surface-soil of a garden-pot.

Earths of the above-named temper, when duly

supplied with manure, are with us called soil : in

Scotland they assume the name of loam; for while

destitute of organic matter they enjoy no such dis-

tinction. It was the opinion of Davy that chalk

has no action on inert vegetable matter ; but Mr.
Ruflfin, of America (where lime is of rare oc-

currence), has, however, shown in his able treatise

on calcareous manures, that chalk becomes a prime
agent of fertility in all lands wherein vegetable

acids abound. Here in Britain it is proved that

when chalk is spread over a broad surface, in au-

tumn it becomes charged with absorbed rain-

water, which, when frozen, increases in bulk, and

thus, when thawed, breaks up the chalk, and

reduces it to small particles. As rain-water con-

tains some ammonia, the divided carbonate of lime

carries with it some of that element also.

Quick fresh-bnrnt lime should be used (where

inert vegetable fibres abound) in the proportion of

one-fifth of the inert substances ; and above all,

where the land is surfeited with old rank dung or

humus—that favourite of Liebig, on account of the

carbonic acid which, he believed, formed an

atmosphere of gas that was absorbed by the young

green parts of plants as their food, and became the

origin of their future woody fibre. The complete

investigation of the electro-chemical agency of lime

would, however, require too much space to be now
approached.

2. Manures of animal origin were supposed to

require but little or no chemical preparation, as

they are more liable to decomposition than are

vegetable substances. Among their components

are muscular flesh, fish, bones reduced to fine

powder, hair, woollen rags, feathers, blood, night-

soil, and soot. Our treatise says nothing of guano,

which claimed little notice till about the year 1844.

Were it not for the disgraceful practice of adultera-

tion, that most comprehensive of all auxiliaries

would b§ confidently employed in the stimulation

of the root crops.

I have repeatedly tested several sorts ofguano

—

the Bolivian, a first-rate Peruvian, the Ichaboe, and

Saldanha Bay—and proved the superior excellence

of the Peruvian, and comparative worthlessness of

the two latter sorts. I also suggested the feasibility

of an attempt to prepare a potent representative at

home, by combining the secretions of poultry with
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the offal of fish, thus obtaining bones reduced to

that astonishing degree of fineness in which it exists

in the best guanoes. We have lately been told of

some attempt to manufacture a fish manure; but

the process cannot be made available unless the

excreta of birds be added to the compost. Saline

phosphates, sulphates and chlorides of the alkalies

(all soluble) and a superfine solid bone phosphate,

must be combined, if hope of success be reasonably-

entertained.

3. Vegetable organic manures,—These comprise

all green vegetable substances that, when heated,

and exposed to the atmosphere at a temperature

from 55 to 80 degrees, will speedily absorb oxyg&xi,

and evolve elastic fluids such as carbonic acid and

some hydro-carbons. As such decaying portions

of plants are usually added to the masses procured

from the stables and farm-yard, they are indis-

criminately blended with the excrement of horses,

cattle, swine, and poultry ; and thus, in fact, a

mixen of a compound vegeto-animal character is

finally produced.

Fermentation of farm-yard manure.—Great dif-

ference of opinion exists on this subject. Some
continue to advocate the full exposure of the mass

over the surface of the farm-yard, and yet regret

the loss of the brown sullage that flows away, and

is entirely wasted. Others prefer the dung that is

prepared and compressed in pits under cover by

the feet of the animals. Extreme and protracted

fermentation is injurious, unless in the case of pre-

paring black spit dung for the garden. It were

better in most cases of deep tillage to bury fresh-

made stable-dung deep in the ground, where the

exhalation would rise and be absorbed by the pul-

verized earth above it ; or to adopt the form called

the Norfolk pie, used by Mr. Coke, of Holkham.

The dung is taken from the folds, stable, or cattle

pits, laid in great masses, is compressed by carting

over it, and then is covered with a deep stratum of

sound earth, by which the gases are absorbed and

fixed according to the now-acknowledged principle

of chemical attraction.

THE SELECTION AND CULTURE OF TURNIP SEED.

To obtain, and preserve from intermingling, a

true Stock of good Turnips is of great importance

to every farmer ; and but few know what course to

pursue to insure good seed from a well-proved

variety, or care much about the subject, generally

confining themselves to a purchase from the nearest

seedsman or market gardener, who, in his turn,

receives his usual annual supply from his "London
seedsman," from "the old stock," which, in realitj^,

is in a great measure literally too true, it being suffi-

ciently notorious that " old stocks" are continually

mixed off, to the no small loss of the growers. I

have more than once lost a crop, in my early days

of business, from this cause; but, since 1 have

adopted the practice of growing my own seed, I

have never lost one, or indeed had a defective

crop ; and this plan I have followed for many
years, so that my " stock," from careful selection

and close attention, has become well known, and

long been in high favour in many districts.

The stock of any peculiar variety, if really good

and hardy, should not be crossed with other like

Blocks ; but if defective in any one point, i. e., size,

form, colour of flesh, quality, hardiness, habit of

growth, quantity of top, length of neck, &c., &c.,

it may be profitably crossed under judicious care.

I have grown in competition many varieties, in

separate rows, alongside each other, both of the

Swedish and common sorts (having, on one occa-

sion, twenty-four Swedish varieties, besides many

of the common varieties), taking care to note their

peculiarities: and my judgment has, at last, settled

down upon two principal varieties for ray own

growth : the Purple- top Swede, improved by my-

self, and the Red Round or Globe, from a known

stock of fifty-five years' standing. The Swedish

variety is a cross from a very hardy and well-

formed globular stock, with the best-formed and

largest bulbs of Skirving's first new stock; com-

bining, therefore, the advantages of both. 'J'he

Red Round is of hardy growth, buries itself deeply

in the soil, and produces a heavy crop. Both

varieties are of excellent quality of flesh. It may

be thought unimportant to the general reader to

name these matters, but it is surprising to what

extent growers will go to obtain first-class stocks,

and at great expense. I once saw a large and

beautiful bulb of a purple Swede variety, from

which the grower was about to obtain a stock, and

for which he assured me he would not take £lOO.

This individual did subsequently show some fine

specimens at the Smithfield Club Show, and his

stock has long stood deservedly high.

There are so many good " stocks" throughout

the countrj', that it would be invidious to name any

single one ; but it does behove farmers to look

closely after a good stock, and to procure growing

seed, come from whence it may. It is not desirable

to be seed of the first year, the second year is better;

it is more liable to run wild, and not to bulb, Seed
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will, if kept well, grow freely in the fourth or fifth

year ; but never sow without trial, if it is old.

The common practice of procuring seed by the

London houses is, to have it grown by contract.

The seedsman finds the seed, and the grower is

bound by contract to deliver it, in marketable con-

dition, for a certain price per bushel, subject to the

supervision of the seedsman during the period of

growth.

The district of Romney Marsh, in Kent, is the

most resorted to by the London houses, and as

much as 2000 acres of seed are said to have been

grown there in one season. The usual course is to

sow the stock on the hills, and take the plants into

the mari^h to set. This is called transplanting, and

is indeed to be preferred. Many, however, prepare

the soil, and merely drill in the seed, taking care

to look the plants carefully over in flowering time.

I do not attach such great importance to the system

of transplanting the bulbs as is generally given to

it. It is often adopted from convenience, as giving

more time to prepare the soil. The stock may be

kept equally true by the ordinary drill course,

under judicious care. The great thing is, to pre-

vent intermixture and inoculation : hence, no two

similar varieties ought to be grown near together.

Swede seed may be grown near to a common
variety, without much danger, as the latter sort will

be mostly out of flower before the Swede comes
in. It is, however, best to be far apart in all cases,

as bees are very industrious inoculaters, and in this

kind of propagation work injuriously.

Cultivation and Management. — I shall

detail ray own course of management of this crop

throughout, which, I think, will suflSce for every

useful purpose, although, in minor points I may
diflfer from others.

Soil, &c.—This should consist of good strong

loam ; but rich soil of any kind will produce a

crop. It should be prepared in the autumn, by

deep ploughing and pulverisation, but not reduced

to too fine a tilth. A somewhat open state, so as not

readily to run together froni heavy rains, is best.

Selection of Bulbs for Stock.—To keep

up a good, a regular, and true stock, I select from

the field crop of turnips as many of the best bulbs

of like character and form with the stock I culti-

vate as I require ; and occasionally (as this year) I

obtain a renewal of my stock from a single turnip.

These are planted in a square or plot to themselves,

in the midst of the general crop, taking care to

have the intervals wide enough to prevent the in-

termingling of the pollen. From this " best selec-

ted," 1 grov/ my own crop, out of which my selec-

tion is again made, year by year. By tliis course,

not only a uniform, but an improved stock may be
kept up. It would be better to grow this "best selec-

tion" elsewhere, if freedom from inoculation could

be insured. I find, however, small plots are in this

way most injured, and have, therefore, adopted the

above course, i. e., to plant them in the midst of

the general crop. They are but slightly affected in

this way—generally true to their stock.

Plants for Transplanting.—In the early

part of August, I prepare a large seed bed, or plot

of ground, sufficiently large upon which to grow
the number of plants I require for transplanting.

An acre of land well filled with young, strong

plants, will transplant a large breadth, possibly 15

to 20 acres. The land should be brought to a fine

tilth, as for turnips. I sow from the stock of my
"best selected;" and if nicely sown, or equally

drilled, and not too thickly, they will not require

further attention till the season for transplanting.

If they come up too closely, they will require thin-

ning, as it is necessary to have a good bulb to

eachplant : but a small one, of walnut size, will

suffice.

Transplanting.—The season for transplanting

may be taken to be any open weather prior to the

month of February, and even in that month I have

succeeded ; but the operation ought to be com-

pleted in November, or earlier if convenient, as the

more the plants grow before the severe weather sets

in, the firmer hold have they upon the soil, and the

greater is their safety. My practice is, to j)lough

the prepared land immediately before setting, in

about ten-inch furrows. When all is in readiness,

and the weather suitable, I carry the whole opera-

tion on together. The bulbs are drawn and planted

the same day. In setting, each setter is attended

by a lad, who, carrying a quantity of plants in his

basket, carefully deposits one in each hole, or rather

cleft made by the setter. The setter, with his spade,

advancing along every alternate furrow, makes a

cleft at about 12 to 15-inch intervals, according to

the size of the plants—the larger the plants the

wider the interval. With his foot he closes one

cleft upon the plant as he advances to make another,

and in this way he proceeds expeditiously and

satisfactorily. In dry, open weather during the

winter they should be looked over, to see that all

the plants are fairly earthed up, and all vacant

spaces renewed. Early in the spring they should

be well hoed and cleaned, and the bulbs kept firmly

pressed to the soil by the foot, if needed.

Flowering.—This is an important part of the
|

management, and if neglected many evils arise :
'

bastards and intermixtures will show themseU^es in

succeeding crops. Like many secrets in business,

this is simple enough when known. Yellow-fleshed

turnips produce a light pale yellow-coloured flower.

White-fleshed sorts, a bright deep gay yellow

colour. This is the chie^ distinction, All bulbs,
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therefore, bearing a flower differing from the gene-

ral stock must be pulled up and destroyed as soon

as they aj)pear. This will require almost daily

attention, as the pollen would, immediately on

appearing, inoculate its neighbours. The common
varieties of white-fleshed turnips produce the same

coloured flowers. The detection of Red Rounds
amongst White or Green Globes is, I believe, out

of the question—it must be detected in the setting;

but yellow-fleshed turnips, particularly Swedes, are

easily seen ; but the Scotch yellows, and some of

the hybrids, are with difficulty detected.

Harvesting.—The period of ripening is from

the latter end of June to the beginning of August,

according to the variety. Swedes are the latest

6ort. The ripening may readily be known by the

change of colour. A good rule is this, vi'hen the

undergrowing pods are of a deep-purple colour,

the outer-growing pods will generally be dead ripe.

The whole may then be cut. My practice is to cut

the crop into reaps, and tie them into small sheaves.

If the weather is hot and fine, I generally thrash

from the field ; but if unsuitable, I put the crop

into stack in the same way as the mustard crop,

i.e., commencing with a round shock in the middle

of the steddle, and laying round to the outside. In

this way the stack may be built so as to allow the

bottom end of the sheaves at all times to droop

downwards, so as to shoot oflf rain.

Thrashing and Dressing for Maijket.

—The thrashing may be either by flail or machine.

I prefer the flail, as less is thereby split. On a

large cloth, five or six flails will thrash much seed

in a day; and dressing may most advantageously

proceed at the same time. This I generally com-

plete with proper seed sieves by «id of wind cnh',

as but few dressing machines are well calculated

for dressing seeds properly. Of course it will re-

quire passing through the sieves till it is well

dressed. The sieves I use are of wire ; the meshe?,

from four to eight strands to the inch. A common

corn-riddle will do to separate the seed from the

cosh. The seed, if thoroughly dry, will keep well

for years in sacks ; but if in the slightest degree

damp, it is best to let it remain in stack till the

following spring, *• F'

THE BENEFITS RESULTING TO THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL, AND TO THE
AGRICULTURISTS IN PARTICULAR, FROxM FARMERS' CLUBS AND OTHER
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS.

Each one of us has his favourite weapon. From

the polished sv.^ord and keen repartee that play so

gracefully in the hand of the accomplished master

offence, to the sledge-hammer blow of the matter-

of-fact hard hitter, we all know pretty well where

our power is centred. The knight-errant, to be

sure, poises his lance against all evil doing, asking

no further aid than the consciousness of his own

good cause can give him. Others, again, more

prudent if less sanguine, seek to combine their

strength, and to attain by union what they could

hardly hope to carry unassisted and alone. In either

instance, however, the watchword must be the same.

"Whether we hoist our standard as the signal for

thousands, or essay single-handed to fight our

way, we must alike feel strong in the virtue of a

good cause. "With this to nerve our arm, and fix

our gaze, we may do something ; as, without it, we

shall achieve Uttle or nought.

We need scarcely stay to inquire into the justice

of that cause we advocate. The claims of agricul-

ture are now manifest enough. We may yet

seek to ascertain by what means these may be

best enforced and advanced—what, in a

word, should be the farmer's safest weapon ? Her-

cules, the very model of a hero who helped him-

self, is always associated with one especial agent of

success. In action this was ever ready at his side,

while in peace he still learnt to lean upon it.

Through all his labours and difficulties, what would

Hercules have been without his club ? May we

avail ourselves of so excellent a precedent,

and, with no great stress of imagination, turn

the tenant farmer into another Hercules, and

ask him also to use his club. He will

find no other such weapon fitting to his

hand, and none that he can wield with such ad-

vantage and effect. We believe, indeed, that he is

becoming day by day more alive to this, and that

few now would question the benefits to be derived

from such a system, of union. If there be any, we

would refer them at once to the Farmers' Clubs

themselves for an answer; or, should this be too

much to expect, we are enabled to find something

even still more direct and definite. What Farmers'

Clubs generally have accomplished, one in particu-

lar has volunteered to tell us.

We give following this the prize essay, com-

plete, of the Oxford Farmers' Club, As the

first of a series, this is very appropriately devoted

to the consideration of what such institutions

have done, or are susceptible of doing. Without
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one word of positive dissent, and scarcely any ma-
terial qualification, we can very justly compliment

the Oxford Club on the success of the effort. The
essay is really worthy of the subject, and we do not

think we could give it a higher recommendation. No
onewill read itwithout being struck with the research

of its author, and the happy power of combination

he has at his command. There is not an important

point in the history of our national societies in any
way connected with agriculture, but that he has

touched on. There is not a feature associated more
especially with the proceedings of his own club, but

he has a word foi^it. It is a paper that might, and
no doubt will, be read in every club in the kingdom ;

and yet it is essentially what it professes to be, the

Essay of the Oxford Farmers' Club.

It is not our purpose to follow Mr. Plowman
through the many different bearings of his subject.

We would prefer, rather, that our readers should

each one do this for himself, and this he may do
without any great call upon him. The essay has one
advantage that cannot fail to increase its effect. It

is not too long—the besetting sin of nine out of

ten treatises that ever took the cultivation of the

soil for their text-word. And yet this is a sug-

gestive theme, too. More, no doubt, might be

said on it, especially in matters of detail ; and yet

we would hardly ask for more. Different circum-

stances, position, and means must always regulate

details, and we cannot help thinking the author has

done wisely in treating his subject as generally as

it was worded on the card before him.

It may be argued, further, that we have nothing

very new here. The history of this society, or the

principles of that, may be already known to most of

us—that the Royal Agricultural Society seeks to

combine " practice with science ;" that the London
Farmers' Club has distinguished itself by its advo-

cacy of the tenant-right and corn-average questions,

and that the Highland Society has provided

very useful machinery for the collection of agri-

cultural statistics. All this some of us, no
doubt, were aware of; but did we turn our
knowledge to the best account ? Did we even try

to remember what good had been achieved ? We
are afraid there are too many who have not ; while

we trust the tone of Mr. Plowman's paper will

imbue them with a better spirit. Farmers' Clubs,

perhaps, more than any institutions in the king-

dom, have suffered from this want of sympathy.
Men that still cannot help benefiting by what is

being done, stand aloof, and only sneer at those
who are wild enough to work for the good of them-
selves and their fellow-men. It is surprising how
many of these " I'll do nothing, but grumble at

everything" might be found ; and it is to such
more particularly that we would recommend the

Oxford prize essay. It will teach them to think

more liberally, and to feel, we hope, a little more
gratefully towards those who do combine to uphold

the cause of agriculture.

That even these will gradually come round we
have now little doubt. Never did association of

this kind promise so well as it does just at present;

and it is only success that is wanting to secure the

services of many waverers and cavillers. One great

impediment to this is not only removed, but its in-

fluence almost forgotten. * The civil war which so

long raged here diverted our funds and attention

from Agricultural to Political Societies. Many a

local club and association so died out, or lived on
with a little more than a mere name to boast of.

But these troublesome times have passed away

;

and clubs are now springing up again, with a

far better chance of succeeding than they ever

previously enjoyed.

In their re-organization there are one or two

points that must never be lost sight of. Imprimis,

with the farmers themselves should rest their entire

management, and chief support. Patrons and pa-
^

tronage have rarely but a depressing influence, while

the presence of glib, mouthing orators, who are

seldom farmers, is an evil yet more carefully to be

guarded against. The effect, after all, of these

meetings must come chiefly through the press ; and
many a reporter has closed his book, as an editor

would his columns, in the face of a windy oration

from the professed speech-maker. " Farmers'

clubs," in the words of our essayist, to be useful,

should be " eminently practical."

One word, in conclusion, to the Oxford Farmers'

Club. We see it purposes to have a series of

these prize essays, the competition to be confined

to its own members. Now, while admitting to the

full the successful beginning it has made, we doubt

very much whether this can be continued. The
secretary, it will be seen, generally a gentleman of

some power with his pen, carried away this premium.

May he not be too much in another trial, or will

those once beaten care to try again ? For our own
part we confess that we think the great value of

farmers' clubs, as an agent for improving the mind
agricultural, will be ever found in open discussions

and good reports.

OXFORD FARMERS' CLUB PRIZE ESSAY.

By Mr. Joseph Plowman, Secretary of the Club.

The subject selected for the first Prize Essay of the Oxford

Farmers' Club is of that comprehensive nature, that to enter

iuto all its bearings would extend the composition to a length

which might defeat the original intention of the Club, and

render it less likely to be perused by its members and the

public. Under these circumstances, the writer has deemed it

advisable to content himself by examining certain principles.
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and showing, by a cursory glance on the mode and result of

their application, how far they bear upon the subject which

has been selected for this essay.

The principle of mutual association and co-operation has, in

all ages, and under every circumstance, whether of a public or

private nature, been found most advantageous, and that truth

is now so generally recognized, that it has become a predo-

minant feature in our social system. This is strikingly

developed in the present day, because in every branch of study,

whether of science, literature, or art, the principle of associa-

tion and co-operation is the basis and foundation upon which

each rests. It is this which aives stability and effect to the

various societies which exist for the advancement of particular

branches of study, forming as it does a nucleus and a point to

which men, eminent in each, bring their experience and the

result of their investigations to bear, and thus, by comparison,

to contribute to the elucidation of truth. There is scarcely

any great result, which has tended to advance civilization, to

spread refinement, and promote the social and physical welfare

of mankind, which has not been mainly owing to the efforts

which have been made and concentrated by societies estab-

lished for the purpose of carrying such objects into effect.

The munificence of founders and beiiefactors, in reference to

our Universities in particular, together with the grants voted

by the nation in aid of various public societies, to say nothiug

of the stream of benevolence flowing from private sources,

through the channels of the various societies, religious, moral,

scientific, literary, and artistic, which exist throughout the

length and breadth of the land, and the system adopted by

great mercantile bodies and joint-stock companies, may be re-

garded as a recognition of the principle of co-operation, and as

a striking testimony in its favour. Notwithstanding that so

much practical good has resulted from the formation of

societies for the advancement of various studies, it appears an

anomaly that one of the most important of all sciences, namely,

that of agriculture, which embraces and depends upon so many

others, which is the precursor of all the arts of civilization,

the foundation of commerce, and the basis of national wealth

and greatness, has, until a comparatively recent period, strug-

gled on unaided, and without that systematic co-operation

which has given such a stimulus to every other. A science,

upon the right understanding of which, the cultivation of the

soil of a country, and the maintenance of its people so mate-

rially depend, cannot but be one of deep and vital interest to

all classes of the community. The increasing of the comforts

and conveniences of life, the advancement of commerce, and the

elevation of society, by diffusing a love of art, are of themselves

laudable objects, and deserving of every encouragement which

the mind and energies of man can bring to bear upon them

;

'nit all these must yield in importance to that paramount

ibject, the cultivation of the soil, upon which the human
imily is located, and to which it must look as the only

resource for the supply of its daily foDd. The prosperity of a

country, its resources, the moral and social happiness of its

people, and its position in the scale of nations, depend so

much upon the facilities afforded for the subsistence of that

people, that it is difficult to assign a cause for that indifference

which, until a comparatively recent period, has been evinced

towards the study of agriculture, and for that length of time

which has been allowed to elapse before it was recognized and

treated as a science. Without entering into the various

causes which may be assigned for this neglect, it will be suffi-

cient for our purpose to review the steps which have been

taken in order to raise the science of agriculture to the position

which it now occupies.

In this country the first important step which was taken

in that direction was in 1793, when the late Sir John Sinclair

succeeded in getting established and incorporated, " The

Board, or Society for the Encouragement and Internal Im-

provement of Agriculture." That society effected great good

by obtaining a survey of all the English counties on a uniform

plan, the effect of which was to develope more rapidly the

agricultural resources of the country. It also gave further

proofs of its usefulness by suggesting, and as far as lay within

its means, providing remedies for the dearth and scarcity

which prevailed at the end of the last and the beginning of

the present century, by collecting information and making

reports to the Government on the state of the crops. The

statistics thus collected by this Board at that, as well as at

other times, were made use of by the Ministers in power, and

doubtless had their weight in connection with the subject of

taxation.

That society was also practical in its operation, inasmuch

as it encouraged experiments and improvements in agriculture

by giving prizes, and exercised considerable influence over

the provincial societies up to the time of its dissolution io

1816.

Although it was not until 1793 that a charter was obtained

for the incorporation of the members of the Administration

and other eminent men into a board of agriculture, and that

this might be regarded as the first great national movement

on that subject, it is but just to state that 70 years previously,

namely, in 1723, there was a society established in Scotland,

entitled, " A Society of Improvers in the Knowledge of Agri-

culture," and that its transactions were published. This

society becoming extinct, was succeeded by another in 1755,

and in 1784 another was established, entitled, " The Highland

Agricultural Society of Scotland," which stands in the same

relation to Scotland as the Royal Agricultural Society does to

England, and its constitution and proceedings are very

similar.

The Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland received a

royal charter in 1787, its objects "being at that time compa-

ratively few, and of a purely local nature. Its operations,

however, were not restricted to the Highlands, but were ex-

tended to the Lowlands of Scotland, and directed to the pro-

motion of the science and practice of agriculture in all its

various branches, and in accordance with its enlarged sphere

of operation it received another royal charter in 1834. The

extent and influence of that society may be judged by the

following facts : Premiums amounting to upwards of £2,000

a year are awarded for reports on every subject connected with

the improvement and cultivation of the soil and the rearing

and feeding of stock. Encouragement is offered for the

management of the dairy, the growth of timber, and useful

inventions in agricultural machinery, while the comforts and

convenience of the labouring classes are promoted by stimu-

lating proprietors to improve the construction and increase the

accommodation of their cottage dwellings. It combines, too,

at the present, something of the Koyal Agricultural Society

of England and the Smithfield Club, having a show of breed-

ing stock in the summer and of fat stock at Christmas. Its

progress and importance have increased with its age ; its

objects have been well directed and carried out, aud have thus

secured for it the united and cordial support both of landlord

and tenant ; besides which, it has given an impetus to the

wiiole of the local agricultural societies and clubs which

abound in such numbers throughout Scotland. As a further

proof of its value, it has been employed by Government to

prepare a complete report of the agricultural statistics of that

country.

It is also deserving of notice that an Agricultural Society
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was eatablifihed in Ireland in 1747, and it has given rise to

many others which rank equally high with those of Scotland

and England. There was also in England, in 1777, a society

entitled "The Bath Agricultural Society," and the publication

of its transactions have done much in promoting agricultural

improvement. Its title is now changed to that of the Bath

and V/est of England Agricultural Soclet)', which has become

one of the most important and flourishing in the whole

kingdom.

The next important step taken to advance both the science

and practice of agriculture was in 1838, when the Royal

Agricultural Society was incorporated ; and it may be truly said

that from that time a new era commenced in the history of

institutions for the improvemeut of agriculture, inasmuch as it

not only revived the spirit of existing associations, but led to

the formation of a large number of new ones. That society

adopted for its motto, " Practice with science," and by enhstiug

in its ranks the most emine'.it scientific men and distinguished

agriculturists, availing itself of their services, and by issuing

publications, in which the best talent is employed, carrying ou

an extensive correspondence at home and abroad, and by the

encouragement which it holds out for improvement in every

department of B,'j;riculture, it has become, in every sense of the

word, a national institution, and has not only acquired ad-

(Jitional stability by a constant increase of supporters, but has

yearly extended its sphere of ustfulness.

The objects of the Royal Agricultural Societ)', as set forth

in its charter of incorporation, aie

—

1st. To embody such information in agricultural publi-

cations and other scientific works as have been proved by

practical experience to be useful to the cultivators of the

Boil.

2ud. To correspond with agricultural, horticulturul, and

other scientific societies both at home and abroad, and to select

from such corospondence all information which, according to

the opinion of the society, may be likely to lead to practical

benefit in the cultivation of the soil.

3rd. To pay to any occupier of land or other person, who

shall undertake, at the request of the society, to ascertain by

any experiment how far such information leads to useful results

in practice, a remuneration for any loss he may incur by so

doing.

4th. To encourage men of science in their attention to agri-

cultural implements, the construction of farm buildings and

cottages, the application of chemistry to the general purposes

of agriculture, the destruction of insects injurious to vegetable

life, and the eradication of weeds.

5th. To promote the discovery of new vaiieties of grain

and other vegetables useful to man, or for the food of do-

mestic animals.

6th. To collect information with regard to the management

of woods, plantations, and fences, and on every subject connected

with rural improvement.

7th. To take ni^easures for the improvement of the education

of those who depend on the cultivation of the soil for their

support.

8th. To take measures for improving the veteiiuary art, as

appliiul to cattle, sheep, and pigs.

9th. At the meetings of the Society in the conntry, by the

distribution of prizes and other means, to encourage the best

mode of farm cultivation and the breed of live stock.

10th. To promote the comfort and welfare of labourers, and

to encourage the improved management of their cottages and

gardens.

The effect of such an institution, carrying out its objects so

effectually, on the country generally, may ia some measure be

judged of by the fact, that in seven years from its establish-

ment, although tJie agricultural societies in the United King-

dom were previously but few in number, yet in 1845 they

amounted to ab.ut 400.

It also had the effect of giving birth to a large number of

those more practical societies, the farmers' clubs, which, in

1845, amounted to upwards of 150; and it is a no less grati-

fying circumstance, that so far from these clubs being of a

temporary and evanescent character, they have not only gained

additional strength and importance, but are extending them-

selves in almost every county. At the present time the agri-

cultural societies and farmers' cWbs amount to upwards of 700

in number. The fact that such societies have progressed, and

are still progressing, leads to the enquiry why such is the case,

and what are the benefits which have already resulted, and are

likely to result from them ?

The societies, whose operations and influence form the sub-

ject of this essay, may be classified under two heads, namely,

Agricultural Societies and Farmers' Cluhs.

Tiie benefits which have rciulted from them are of a two-

fold nature—those which they have conferred upon the public

i:i general, and upon the agriculturists in particular. The fun-

damental principle of these societies is to increase, and thus to

cheapen the supply of food, by encouraging improvements in

the cultivation of the soil, and in the breeding and fattening of

stock.

The former they have endeavoured to accomplish, and have

succeeded in an eminent degree, by directing the attention of

scientific mou to the nature of soils, with a view of ascertaining

how far they may be assisted in yielding increased produce by

the use of particular rsauures, and by showing that if the soil

is to be cultivated with success, it is indispensable that the

cultivator should become acquainted with the natural sciences,

with botany, geology, and, above all, with chemistry. The

success of every branch of study has been regulated ia a great

measure by the amount of science upon nhich practical expe-

rience has been based, and although this has been recognized

less by agriculturists than by almoit any other class of practi-

cal men, it is beginning to be felt and acknowledged by them,

and is in some measure forced upon them by witnessing the

superior success of those who take science as their guide—

vtho feel that it ia bassd on truth, and that truth, when fully

developed, and properly applied, is certain to bring with it its

own reward.

Tl'.e effect which agricultural chemistry, so strongly incul-

cated by these societies, has had upon agriculture, cannot be

overrated. It was chemistry which first poifited out the valu-

able deposits of guano in the west hemisphere, and the exten-

sive stores of fossil manure in our own country; and as it is

daily developiig some new truth and some new field of action,

it is iiupos-ible to calculate how much more may be antici-

pated from it. It is, however, adff.itted on all bauds that,

although the principles of chemistry have been applied to

husbandry but a comparatively short period, it has already

effected an immense saving by the more judicious application

of old manures, and by the introduction of new manures,

whereby increased fertility lias been efrected,larger and weightier

crops have been obtained, and tracts of land hitherto con-

sidered barren ai.d unfruitful have been converted into smiling

corn fields, and have thus contributed largely to the supply of

food for th? population.

The effect of this application of science to husbandry has

been to realize larger crops at a comparatively less cost ; and

by so doiiig the public have been the gainers, as well as the

agriculturists themselves.

Nor could any other result have been anticipated, more
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especially from the study and practice of the chemistry of

agriculture, because it furnished and supplies the knowledge

of the constituents of the soil, and of the manures deposited

in it ; of the plants which grow upon it ; and of the animal

produce of meat and wool, butter, cheese, and other nutriments

into which their vegetable produce is ultimately converted

The advancement of agriculture may be said to be in propor-

tion to ihe union of scientific with practical instruction. The

former has been accomplished by the efforts of scientiiic men,

who have devoted their time and attention to agric'iltural

chemistry—in ascertaining the results of meteorological, bota-

nical, and geological obsetvatiSns, in the extension and appli-

cation of agricultural mechanics—improvements in draining

—

the introduction of new manures—better irrigation—and a

better system and arrangement of farm buildings. The prac-

tical instruction has been achieved, in an eminent degree, by

enterprising individuals, and by the establishment of agricul-

tural colleges and model farms, where an intimate acquaint-

ance with the proper management of a farm, and the principles

which should regiilate it, have been acquired. To these ends,

also, the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, and the Royal Agricul-

tural Improvement Society of Ireland, have directed their

energies : the provincial societies have followed in their wake,

and, like their prototypes, have conduced greatly to the dif-

fusion of sound information on all subjects connected with

practical husbandry.

Acting on the conviction that improved implements is the

best proof of the advance of modern agriculture, another im-

portant point to which agricultural societies, ac-d more espe-

cially the Royal Agricultural Society, have directed especial

attention, has been to the preparation of the soil, both for the

reception of manures as well as for the seeds to be deposited

in it. This it has accomplished to an immense extent by the

encouragement which it has held out, and the remuneration

which it has afforded for the improvement of agricultural im-

plements, the effect of which has been to raise up, by its prizes

on the one hand and its effective tests on the other, a new

body of agricultural implement makers, whose talent and

workmanship now attract general attention, and conbtitute the

chief feature of the annual exhibitions.

In confirmation of this, the returns published by the Royal

Agricultural Society show that from the first meeting in

Oxford in 1339, up to the last meeting at Lincoln, the number

and variety of agricultural implements have gone on increasing

to such an extent that what was at first a minor element in

its exhibitions has now become one of its most important

features.

The testing of various implements by this Society has also

done much t0Wi»rds securing the most economical and the

most efficient, and in iinproving thtir construction, and, as a

striking proof of this, it may be mentioned that where, as in

1349, the prize steam engine consumed ll|lbs. of coal per

hour per hcrsepower, that of 1854 consumed the smallest

fraction over 61bs. per hour per horse-power; and the Con-

sulting Engineer to the Society (Mr, Amos), in his recent trial

of two rival steam engines, found their merits so equal, that

the only moJe of testing their excellence was by taking them
to pieces and awarding the premium to the best made engine.

The introduction of better modes of cultivation, of more
eflS'.ient implements, and of a better system of rotation of

crops, hive combined to increase the productive powers of the

soil, and to lesson tlie cost of production ; and as tl.e wealth

of this country proceeds mainly from the soil, every class of

the community has benefited in a greater or less degree by

this improved state of things.

The necessity of making the soil more productive than here-

tofore is rendered the more urgent by the increase of the popu-

lation, and their corresponding requirements ; while its capa-

bility is shown by the fact that the result of all the calcula-

tions which have been made is that in England, at the present

moment, the entire production of the soil is not more than

one-half of what it is capable of producing by the application

of enterprise, skill, science, and capital. The use of artificial

manures, and more especially of guano, is becoming more

general ; but their application is but of modern date, for the

first cargo of bones for manure was landed at Hull about twenty

or thirty years ago, and the Custom house officers were at a

loss to know what duty to charge upon it. A deputation

waiteJ on the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the purpose of

showing how necessary it was that e?cry encouragement should

be given to the introduction of anything that would conduce

to the improvement of agriculture and commerce throughout

the world, and the result was that no duty was iiuposed.

Another beneficial result which has been produced by these

Societies has been the improvement of stock, both in the

breeding and feeding; for the object has bsen not to encourage

the fattening of animals to a point which renders them less

valuable and useful to the consumer, and more lucrative to the

tallow-chandler, but to ascertain how early, by a more judi-

cious system, an animal may be brought to perfection, and

thus, by reducing the cost of reaching that point, to give the

public the benefit of a readier supply, and at a more econo-

mical rate. These results have been attained by a variety of

ways, by testing the effects of various foods, encouraging

various breeds, and making early maturity one of the leading

points of excellence.

As an encouragement for the latter recommendation, it is

one of the features of the Smithpeld Club, and deserves to be

more generally adopted, to award prizes not only to the

owners of the most meritorious animals, but also to the

breeders of the same, on the ground that, after all, the chief

point of excellence, early maturity, depends mainly en the

breeder, notwithstanding that much skill and judgment may

have been evinced by the grazier.

The principles which have bi.ea laid down and acted upon

by the Royal Agricultural Society of England have also served

as guides to the other local societies existing throughout the

land, and such rcgulatio'is as have been found by experience

to work well, and to accomplish the desired end, have been en-

grafted upon, and been adopted by those societies. By this

course of action, the influence of the Roysil Agricultural Society

has been felt throughout the length and breadth of the Imd,

and so far from its having had the effect of paralyzing the

efforts of humbler societies, it has raised their character, and

given them increased stability, by shcwiiig nhat i'.s vast re-

sources enabled it to show—the great practical results which sre

to be obtained by testing the effect of manures on soils, by a

more skilful cultivation of the soil, by the application of im-

proved implements, and by a bitter system of breedii'g and

feeding stock. The beneficial influence of that wliich may be

termed the model and national Society of England has been

diffused, although in a less degree, by the local societies, and

in some instances, the Bath and West of England Society in

particular, with great success ; for this society, which, but a

few years ago, was " small by degrees and grcwiijg beautifully

less," resolved to extend its sphere of action, reconstructed it-

Btlf, and, by widening its basis, has placed it;cl/ i-i such a

position that at the present time it is inferior only to the

Royal Agricultural Society.

The same course has also been adopted in oth.er cmmtics, in

Yorkshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Devon, where several agricul-
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tural societies have amalgamated, and thua brought their com-

bined influence to bear upon the agriculture of a large district,

instead of coufining their operations to a more limited sphere.

It is worthy of remark, that a similar course has been adopted

in this county, by the amalgamation of the Oxfordshire and

Banbury Agricultural Societies, two bodies which have found

their iufluence diminishing, and the number of their supporters

on the wane ; and there is reason to hope and believe that the

concentration of the support of the county under one society

will have the effect of making it worthy of it, and productive

of far greater usefulness, as experience has shown that the

utility and success of such societies are in proportion to their

extension of action. It would be entering on too wide a field

to inquire into the various ways by which the pubUc in

general have been beneQted by tha establishment and opera-

.tion of the various agricultural societies. Their extent of

usefulness has varied, but they have all been actuated more or

less by one great leading principle—that of increasing produc-

tion and lessening its cost. That has been the object aimed

at in their exhibitions, their distribution of prizes, in their

publications, their esaays, and their lectures ; and in proportion

to their accomplishing that object, they have been considered

successful in attaining the great end for which they have been

instituted.

We proceed, then, to inquire how far these agricultural

societies have been beneficial to the agriculturists themselves.

It must be obvious that where the main object of a society

is to increase the produce, and to lessen the cost, there is

a benefit to be derived, not only by the consumer, but by the

producer, inasmuch as the latter obtains, by increased produc-

tion, a better return for his outlay, even if the cost of pro-

duction be increased. It is, however, a leading feature with

such societies to show, and to aid the producer in obtaining

in the most economical manner, and in applying in the most

judicious way, his tillage, as well as in feeding his stock at the

cheapest rate, and bringing it to maturity at the earliest pos-

sible moment. This knowledge, important at all times, is

especially so in the present day, because the producer, whether

of corn or meat, has nothing to fall back upon but increased

skill and the assistance which science can render him. Of
these he has now no alternative but to avail himself, inas-

much as he has no legislative measures of protection to rely

upon, but has to compete with the growers of corn and of

other crops and produce on soils more congenial, and where

the burdens of local and general taxation are comparatively

light. It has become with him, as well as with the manufac-

turer, a matter of the first consideration how he shall cultivate

his farm at the least cost, and obtain the best return for his

outlay, capital, industry, and skill.

In these respects the agriculturists have derived great assist-

ance from agricultural societies, inasmuch as they have, by

their resources, been enabled to make experiments and to

arrive at results by a large outlay, which individuals would

not have ventured to undertake. This has been accomplished

in a variety of ways; and there is scarcely a branch of agricul-

ture which has not come under the cognizance of these

societies, and of the Royal Agricultural Society in particular
j

and the results of their experience and experiments being

thrown open to the world, every one engaged in the cultiva-

tion of the soil has had the opportunity afforded him of profit-

ing by them. Without entering minutely into the services

rendered by these societies, and by the Royal Agricultural

Society in particular, by directing their attention to the cause

and remedy of diseases of crops and cattle, and to other

minutise of deep and vital interest to the agriculturists, it is

deserving of notice that they have, by the employment

of eminent scientific men, rendered great service to that

body in protecting them from imposition and fraud in the

purchase of artificial manures. By analyses, and the use of

certain tests, the pure from the spurious manure has been

distinguished, and the most unscientific farmer has been

placed in a safer and better position, and is no longer liable

to the chance of purchasing at a high price any worthless sub-

stance which a dishonest dealer might desire to impose upon

him as a genuine artificial manure. To this point the Royal

Agricultural Society has directed especial attention ; and, by

securing the services of eminent Professors, such as Way,

Johnston, and others, has afforded, not only to its own mem-

bers, but to any farmer in the kingdom, the facility of sending

a sample of any manure they wish to apply, to have it tested,

and its real value ascertained. This is not only a great boon,

but a great protection to the farmer, which cannot be over-

rated, when it is considered that about £1,500,000 are spent

annually by the British farmer for artificial manure alone.

The annual exhibition of this society increase in interest and

attraction every year ; and, as a proof of the importance attached

to them by other countries, it will be sulKcient to notice, that

they are generally attended by distinguished foreigners, and

that of the last meeting at Lincoln were present, not only the

Peruvian Minister, but a deputation from the Emperor of the

French, for the purpose of obtaining information as to the

best mode of forming a similar institution in France. While
|

speaking of Lincolnshire, it may not be out of place to notice

that that county furnishes the best and finest illustration of

farming combining science with practice. It has been in-

stanced by Mr. Pusey, in the Society's journal, as the best

farmed county in the kingdom, and as having less waste than

any other ; and he assigns the secret of its success to the in-

fluence of the tenant-right principle, agriculture depending for

advancement on the judicious outlay of capital, which can only

be commanded with due security for its investment.

The prizes awarded for stock have also been the means of

bringing before the notice of the agriculturists the best breeds

of animals ; and competitions has enabled them to ascertain for

themselves where their own have been deficient in symmetry

or quality, and what constitutes the best animals for the pro-

ducer and tlie consumer. It affords them the opportunity also

of seeing how far various breeds may be crossed to advantage,

and how far they may be deteriorated for want of more attention

and care in that respect. In furtherance of this, the Royal

Agricultural Society has issued instructions to its judges that

the prizes are to be awarded to those animals which, in their

opinion, are the best adapted physically and symmetrically for

the purposes of breeding.

The improvement in the construction of farm buildings, the

promoting the discovery of new varieties of grain and other

vegetables useful to man, or for the food of domestic animals,

the measures for improving the veterinary art as applied to

horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs, and the encouragement offered

for the most skilful agricultural labourers, whether as shepherds,

hedge-cutters, thatchers, &c., all within the province of, and

promoted] by agricultural societies, are means by which the

agriculturists themselves are benefitted, and the successful

result of their skill and enterprise promoted.

Nor must we pass unnoticed the great services which agri-

cultural societies, and especially the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, the Highland Society of Scotland, and

the Royal Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland,

have rendered to the public in general, and to the agricul-

turists in particular, by the publication of statistics, essays,

papers, &c. At the head of these publications stands, and

most deservedly so, the Journal published by the Royal
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Agricultural Society of England, and edited by that distin-

guished agriculturiat, Philip Pusey, Esq. Without entering

into lengthened details as to what it has done in this respect,

it will be sufficient to state that a large amount is annually

set apart by this Society for prizes for Keports and Essays,

and the following list of the subjects and prizes for the

present year will serve to show how wide is the field of its

operations :—For a prize essay on the farming of Warwick-

shire, 50 Z. ; and of Buckinghamshire, 501.; chemical changes

in the fermentation of dung, 30Z. ; artificial manures, and

principles of their application, 201. ; artificial feeding-stuffs,

201. ; causes of fertility and barrenness in soils, iOl. ; reten-

tion of moisture in dry turnip land, 10/. ;
prevention and

cure of mildew in cereal crops, 20/.; lameness in sheep and

Iambs, 20/. ; on other agricultural subjects, 10/. : total, 270/.

While on this point it may be mentioned, in confirmation of

the utility of these prizes, that the farming of Oxfordshire

was one of the subjects for a prize last year, and that it was

awarded to a member of the Oxford Farmers' Club, Mr.

Read, late of Shirburn, for a composition which, for its mas-

terly treatment of a wide and difficult subject, has never been

excelled, and which is destined to be a guide and a hand-

book for all the agriculturists engaged in this district. This

essay has been published ia the Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal, and also in the Oxford Journal.

With respect to Farmers' Clubs, they are subsidiary to,

and have emanated chiefly from Agricultural Societies ; and

although the sphere of their operations is more limited, still

they are eminently practical, and may be regarded as pioneers

in the march of improvement. Having in view kindred objects

with Agricultural Societies, the benefits which accrue from

them are participated in by the public, and by the agricul-

turists themselves ; but in a greater degree perhaps by the

latter, inasmuch as the subjects which occupy their attention

are mostly 4;hose which affect them as individuals, or as a

class. In addition to this, the subjects discussed are chiefly

of a local nature, and affecting perhaps a particular district,

but at the same time the results collected may become ap-

plicable to other parts of the country placed under similar

circumstances of aspect, soil, and situation.

In the same manner that local agricultural societies have

benefitted by having for their guide and imitation the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, so the farmers' clabs may be

said to have been invigorated or brought into existence by

that which is regarded the model farmers' club of England

I

—the London Central Farmers' Club. So firmly rooted has

this society become, so well is it supported, and so widely is

its influence felt, that it has earned for itself the appellation

of the " Bridge-street Parliament," on account of its having

been the medium of making known the views and wishes of

the agricultural body, not only on practical matters in con-

nection with their avocation, but on those legislative measures

which are calculated to affect their interests. This has been

of immense importance to tenant farmers, because, although

the landed interest is adequately represent in both houses of

Parliament, the tenant farmers have long felt that there is

almost a total absence of representatives of their particular in-

terest, and the London Farmers' Club has in some measure

made up for that deficiency.

The adjustment of the burdens on land, and imposts which

fetter industry, tenant right, corn returns, &c., are subjects to

which the Loudon Farmers' Club has directed its attention,

and, through its instrumentality, the wants and wishes of

those engaged in the cultivation of the soil have been made

known. Upon all practical subjects this club has been re-

garded as a great authority ; for a question has seldom been

discussed by it without eliciting the opinions and experience

of many of the most distinguished agriculturists from all parts

of the kingdom, to whom the society is rendered available.

There is great reason to believe that the success of the Lon-

don Farmers' Club, and the light which it has thrown on

agricultural subjects generally, have done much towards

creating and stimulating a desire for similar societies in the

provinces. In all parts of England they are springing up

;

and the increasing number of their members is a proof that

they are institutions in accordance with the taste of the agri-

culturists, and they may be regarded as evidences that that

useful class of the community is most desirous of keeping pace

with the advancement and requirements of the present day.

Owing in 'a great measure to the fact that the agricul-

turists are scattered over rural districts, they have few op-

portunities of interchange compared with other classes in

towns, and this will account for that want of co-operation

and union which is found prevailing among other sections of

society. The meeting at market, and occasionally at an

agricultural gathering, have, up to a recent period, been

almost the only opportunities of their being brought together.

The altered state of things, which has thrown the agri-

culturists more on their own resources, and the fact that they

have now to compete with the whole world, have led them to

profit by the example of other classes, and to see the neces-

sity and advantage of co-operating more with each other than

they have hitherto done. To this circumstance may be mainly

attributed the establishment and popularity of farmers' clubs,

which are the means of bringing members together more fre-

quently, not for social enjoyment, but for the purpose of dis-

cussing questions in which they are deeply interested, and of

profiting by the experience and practice of otliers, and thus to

confirm or confute the generally-received opinions. One

striking feature in these clubs is this, that they employ a por-

tion of their funds in the payment of professional and scientific

lecturers, and by so doing the members are enabled to avail

themselves of those advantages which science has conferred

on agriculture, and to profit by the result of the researches,

tests, and investigations of others, who have directed their

attention to such subjects, aud have made them their business

and their study. Another laudable feature of these clubs is

the encouraging their members, not only to take part in their

discussions, and mutually to profit thereby, but to contribute

by essays on given subjects, and thus to overcome obstacles

or prejudices which present themselves in various departments

of agriculture, and to set the minds of the members at rest

on certain points on which they may have become perplexed.

But perhaps, after all, one of the most useful purposes of

of farmers' clubs is bringing together landlords, tenants, and

tradesmen, to one neutral field, where, in the mutual desire to

promote the general good, and in a mutual combination for the

same object, the asperities engendered by political feelings are

smoothed down, and a more kindly feeling between all parties

substituted. This has been one of the fruits of farmers' clubs

;

and a more striking illustration of this fact cannot be fonnd

than in this county, where landlords, tenants, and the trades-

men have united together for the purpose of carrying out an

institution, novel in this locality, the great and primary object

of which is to advance the science of agriculture in all its

branches. Nor has the beneficial influence of such clubs been

confined to the members themselves ; for owing to the aid

which they receive from the public press, their discussions and

papers have been published in the local journals, and by such

means information and enlightenment have been diffused

throughout the various counties.

This has served to awaken a spirit of enquiry, to set men to
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think aiid (o judge for themselves; while lliose who have been

instrumental in founding and forming such societies have had the

satisfaction not only of deriving pleasure and profit from them
themselves, bnt of seeing others manifesting an interest in sub-

jects to wliirh tliey wera before comparatively ir different.

In a political (not partisan) as well as in asocial point of

view, farmers' clubs may be regarded as useful auxiliaries not

only to agriculturists, but to the community generally, and with-

out entering into tlie many and great questions to which they

have directed their attention, it will suffice to notice three in

particular— "The Tenant-right Question," "A better mode of

taking the Corn Averar;es," and " A system of general Agricul-

tural Statistics," which sliall be not only a guide to the agricul-

turists themselves, but forin a sounder and more correct Insis for

future legisliition. There is reason to believe that these three

great questions are, througli tlie instrumentality of farmers'

clubs, being brouglit more prominently before the public, and
arc progesbing to a more satisfactory and equitable adjustment.

This remark will apply more particularly to agricultural sta-

tistics, which, during the last ten or twelve year^, has occupied

the attention of every Government; and, wlietber the Ttoard of

Trade has been presided over by Lord Clarendon, Mr. Milner

Gibson, Mr. Labouchere, Mr. Henley, or Mr. Cardwell, they

have all recognised the immense advantage whicli would accrue

from statistical returns of agricultural produce, which would give

the r. suit of uiffti'ent modes of operation, develop the capabilities

of the soil to meet the requirements of the people, and account

for that dipparity in productiveness which now exists in various

parts of the country.

On this question the farmers' clubs have made themselves

heard, and with good effect ; for in the miscdlaneous estimates of

last year tlic sum of £1.3,0. was voled for the collection of sta-

tistics in the three l.ingdom?. A complete system is now being

carried out in Scotland, through the instrumentaliiy of the High-

land Society; in Ireland through the Board of Public Works;
and in England in eleven counties—namely, Norfolk, Hampshire,
Wilts, Suffolk, Leicester, Berks, Worcester, Salop, West Riding

of York, Brecon, and Denbigh, under the superintendence of the

local ofEcers of tlie Poor Law.

It does not lie within the province of this Essay to enter into

the merits of the question of agricultural statistics, but it maybe
mentioned, as a proof that it is not regarded as an inquisitorial

measure, or prejudicial to the interests of the agriculturists

themselves, that; it is now universally adopted in Scotland, where

it was first tried on a pmall scale, and that out of the 50,000

schedules issued to bo filled up, only 100 have not been returned.

Tlinse statistics clearly show that tlie produce of Scotland is not

only considerably lower than the estimates made by Mr. M'Cul-

loch, but that the area of cultivated land is much lower than the

quantities of Sir John Sinclair's rstimato, prepared in 1814, under

t'lie sanction of the Board of Agriculture, which fact is sufficient

to show the necessity and importance of more correct data from
which deductions are to be drawn.

Farmers' clubs have another recommendation; namely, that

they afford to their members the opportunity of discussing how
far the burdens to which they are peculiarly subject, such as

county rates, police rates, poor lates, and highway rates, may be

more equalized, or made heal, union, or national ; and as legis-

lation is rendered more perfect by being founded on facts and

figures, societies which supply them render a service not only to

its members, but to the community generally.

Such thnn are some of the benefits which have resulted to the

public in general, and to tlie agriculturists in particular, from

farmers' clubs and other agricultural societies; and, although

it would be easy to extend the enumeration of them, this review

of their operations, and the prospect which they hold out for the

future, will serve to show their usefulness, and to constitute suf-

ficient grounds for the support and co-operat-on of all who de-

sire to see the science of agriculture, the great and paramount

interest of this country, occupy that po=iition among other sciences

to which it is fairly and justly entitled. In the words of a great

living statesman, " Neither oar fleets, however well manned, nor

our armies, however valorous, nor our diplomacy, however suc-

cessful, can do so much as the plough and the draining tile to

revive exhausted provinces, and recruit a failing population.

Agriculture is truly a noble science, the most ancient and indis-

pensable of all the pursuits that minister to the welfare and en-

sure the continuance of our race."

THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON v. THE CITY SOLICITOR,

ON THE OBSERVANCE OF THE LORd's DAY IN THE NEW CATTLE MARKET.

*' A Correspondence between tbe Right Reverend the

Lord Bishop of London and Charles Pearson, Esq.,

the City Solicitor, in regard to the due observance of the

Lord's Day, in connexion vyith the proposal to change

the cattle market-day from Monday to Tuesday," has

just appeared in the shape of a pamphlet dedicated " io

all lovers of truth interested in the subject to tvhich it

relates." The correspondence is almost wholly written

by the latter, and is rather a timely production—a skir-

mishing prelude to the opening of the new market,

proving that the Corporation of London is right. For

some time past, as our readers are aware, the trade at

Christmas, the Islington Deputation, headed by the

above right rev. prelate, and other parties at subsequent

pnriods, have enabled the Markets' Improvement Com-
mittee with some degree of grace to postpone from time

to time the opening of the new market, until the works
are finished. These are now approaching to comple-

tion, and the pamphlet just tells those to whom it is

dedicated that the Corporation will very shortly cither

open the new market or continue the old, with or with-

out the consent of Her Majesty's Secretary of State,

who is acting contrary to statute in refusing his concur-

rence to the bye-laws.

It appears from Mr. Pearson's first letter that he, in

a most laudable manner, has laboured to secure the due

observance of the Sabbath in the capital " for more than

forty years ;" and among other instances advocated for

this purpose, in 1832, the change of the Monday market

in Smithfield. On this point the Bishop of London

accused him before Sir George Grey of having changed

his opinions ; while others of the deputation " indulged

in some good-humoured raillery" at his expense relative

to his " persuasive eloquence as City Solicitor" influen-

cing Her RIajesty's Secretary of State. From these

charges he vindicates himself by shewing that the work-

ing of the new market in Copenhagen-fields, with rail-

way and steam-boat conveyance, will be different from

that of Smithfield at the above period ; and after having

disposed of this personal question he next opens the real

one at issue, the change of market-days, thus :

—

" I respectfully submit that your lordship ought not
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to ask, that the Secretary of State ought not to require,

and that the Corporation ought not to consent to the

change, for the following reasons :

—

" Firstly—Because that by changing the market-day
the desecration of the Sabbath would not be dimin-

isht-d.

" Secondly— Because by changing the day a serious

injury would be inflicted upon a large body of indus-

trious tradesmen.

" Thirdly— Because if the day were changed, small

cattle markets, now held round London on other days,

would be opened on the Monday to catch the custom of

such butchers as could not attend on Tuesday. This

would inflict an immediate injury upon the public, and
might defeat all the objects contemplated by the legis-

lature in establishing one great central metropolitan

market.

" Fourthly—Because an attempt now to change the

day upon religious grounds is too lale. If successful,

it would operate most injuriously and unjustly upon the

Corporation; who, upon the faith of the existing law,

have invested £"400,000 in forming the largest and most

perfect market in the world.

" Fifthly—Because an attempt to change the day on

religious grounds is at this time premature, and involves

a most disrespectful and underhand iuterference with

the independent action of the governing authorities of

the City."

Proof is advanced in support of these several propo-

sitions at some length, of which the following is the sub-

stance :

—

First.—That arrangements have been made so that

nineteen-twentieths of the cattle and sheep offered for

sale be delivered by railway within the enclosure of the

new market between Friday and very early on Sunday

morning, or practically speaking on Saturday ; and that

the one-twentieth remaining (drove cattle) can be pro-

hibited from travelling the streets on Sunday by

the bye-laws. And " that there will be no necessity

for any attendance on the Sunday, except to fodder the

stock." That the Markets Committee heard evidence to

the contrary from both clergymen and the trade, and

the result was that the evidence thus adduced proved

that the specious idea of bringing up cattle to the capital

on Monday for the proposed Tuesday market was im-

practicable, owing to the heavy traffic and excursion

trains on that day ; that all practical men were unani-

mous that fat stock required a day's rest after their long

journey to the capital before standing in the market and

driving to their final drstination ; and that the change

would therefore not only transfer the extra labour of

Saturday to Sunday, but also increase the amount of

Sunday excursions by the inhabitants of the capital, who

at present take Monday as a holiday for this purpose

—

thus increasing the desecration of the Sabbath to a fear-

ful extent.

Secondly.—That the meat-consuming inhabitants of

the capital have a hot joint on Sunday and a cold one

on Monday ; that they require a fresh supply on Tues-

day ; that Monday is consequently peculiarly adapted

as a market-day for butchers, while Tuesday is the

reverse; and that they would therefore suffer by the
change.

2'hirdly.—"That markets are grown, not created."

That Southall, Romford, and Croydon would grow
beautifully large, while the new market would grow
beautifully less! and that the Bishop of London " is

too well versed in the science of political economy not
to perceive the serious injuries that would result to the

public from such a change." And, finally, that Smith-
field market must be removed " bodily" with all its

antiquated machinery !

On this bead Mr. Pearson is rather unfortunate, and
we fear will have some difficulty in getting either the

Prelate or inhabitants of Southall, Romford, Kingston,
and Croydon to subscribe to his proposition, much less

farmers and the inhabitants of the capital generally to

his proof. Instead of sellers receiving " a fair and steady

average price" for the stock in Smithfield, as assumed,
and as too often and too confidently cuckooed by salesmen

and the trade, the reverse is true. During t!ie last few
weeks, for instance, our ears have been dunned by
farmers relative to the sacrifice made by sending stock

fo Smithfield, The fact that a large proportion of all

the stock sold there is bought by jobbers, and sold again

to butchers, proves this. And what, v/e may ask, is it

but this which is increasing the carcase trade at such a

rate ? Very few farmers, the Corporation may rest

assured, will send their stock to the above markets, save

those in the immediate neighbourhood, unless they get

a higher price ; and if the new market in Copenhagen-
fields is the cheapest, we may safely aver the butchers

of the capital will attend it. Were the Monday market-
day changed, butchers would, as they now do, apply to

Newgate for short-comings
;
purchase stock on Monday

destined for the Tuesday market ; and on Tuesday after-

noon, when they could not attend in the morning. The
consequence of which would be, a further reduction of

price; so that farmers, instead of sending either to the

metropolitan or its suburban markets, would slaughter

and consign to Newgate. This, we venture to say,

is the conviction of every intelligent farmer, salesman,

and butcher in the kingdom.
Fourthly.—The argument under this bead is con-

clusive : that the Corporation have undertaken the

management of the market upon the faith that they, as

Commissioners, had alone the power to fix the market-
days, and that, on the contrary, had Parliament intrusted

the Secretary of State with such a power they would
not have invested their capital. Tliese are undeniable

facts ; and we are only sorry that Sir George Grey and bis

predecessor should ever have allowed themselves to

become subservient to other purposes than those con-
templated by the statute.

Under the religious view of this head, the Right
Reverend the Lord Bishop of London and deputation

are so honestly dealt with, that v.e quote two entire

paragraphs we could hardly with justice abridge.
" But, my lord, I venture to contend, that if the

dictates of conscience and the cause of religion did

render it necessary that the gentlemen acting under your
lordship'ti auspices should now iissociate together for

the purpose of enforcing this change of days, it was
equally necessary for them to do so before the bill

under which the cattle market is to be established was
passed into law."
" If, my lord, there were really any necessity for the

change of day upon the high religious ground which is

now assumed, I am sure that circumstance would not
have escaped your lordship's observation while the Bill

was passing through its various stages in the House of
Lords. I have refreshed my memory upon this point

by referring to Hansard, and I find that upon none of
the several occasions when the Bill was before the
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House did your lordship breathe a single hint upon the

subject."

So far as the change of market days is involved, this,

we repeat, is to the point ; but otherwise the proposition

is liable to objection. Experience, for instance, has yet

to decide whether the enormous sum stated has been
properly invested, either for the pecuniary interest of

the trade or the religion of the district. On this point

we should have no difficulty in proving the contrary
;

for the construction of the market and lairs, and the

existing commercial machinery of Smithfield, which the

Corporation have so studiously endeavoured to preserve,

are not only antiquated and out of date, but calculated

also to preserve the desecration of the Sabbath as at

present. Unacquainted with the progress of science in

the management of fat stock, the Lord Bishop of Lon-
don and the Islington Deputation may, while the Bill

was before the Lords, have intrusted too much to the

Corporation relative to the construction of the market,
and afterwards have adopted the wrong means to obtain

the end sought, as they doubtless have ; but these mis-
takes on their part do not justify the Corporation, much
less free them from the sentence which may await them
of standing condemned at the bar of Experience for

erecting a cattle market on an erroneous principle, incom-
patible with the management of fat stock in modern times.

Fifthly. The Legislature not having changed the mar-
ket day, on religious grounds, the proposition of change
between the passing of the statute and its being carried

into execution is obviously too soon, since nothing has
transpired to make it more necessary now than when the

question was before Parliament. The Corporation
whom the Legislature empowered to fix the market days
promise they will make whatever changes religious or
other circumstances may require. What more can be
desired of them as Market Commissioners ?

In his summary of these five propositions, Mr. Pear-
son says to the effect that the Corporation have per-
formed their part of the co7itract, and now look to

Government for the fulfilment of theirs, and concludes
by assuring the Right Reverend Prelate that the Cor-
poration would refuse to change the market day should
Sir George Grey insist for it, and that the consequence
would be the continuance of Smithfield Market until

Parliament settled the question.

To this letter the Bishop returns a very short but
courteous reply, giving the Corporation and their soli-

citor credit for good intentions, but declining to sub-
scribe to their actions, or withdraw his signature from
the memorial laid before the Secretary of State.

The second letter of Mr. Pearson is less successful

than the first, while the memorial of 105 salesmen
which accompanies it is still more liable to objection.

The only additional circumstances advanced are —
first, that four-fifths of the salesmen subscribe a
memorial in his favour ; and second, that the Attorney-
General concurs in the possibility of stopping the
travelling of cattle in the streets on Sunday. But,
unfortunately, the only additional argument advanced
by thememorial—thatthe "arrangements ofcountry fairs

and markets, that in the course of so many years have
adapted themselves to the Monday's market, would be
entirely unhinged by the change" of market days—is

erroneous, for railway and steam-boat conveyance have
altered circumstances here ; and, where new markets
have arisen in the provinces, these could easily be
changed. In point of fact, the commerce of fat stock
in the provinces is now undergoing a sort of revolu-
tion, and not before it is time. When practical men
have recourse to arguments of this kind, it only creates
suspicion that unseen circumstances exist which ought to

be revealed— such as their interest in private lairs, the
character of the new market lairs, and the prosperity of

the carcass trade, which is fast superseding the live

stock.

Theseare factswhichneitherthe deputationnor thepubhc
can overlook, in the discharge of their respective duties.

Do the committee of salesmen, for example, admit that

the new lairs in Copenhagen-fields are better than their

own, and that they will therefore use them ? and that,

consequently, all travelling in the streets until the cattle

pass into the hands of butchers, or until Monday morn-
ing, will thus be put a stop to ? This is the practical

way of putting a stop to Sunday labour ; and why not

adopt it ?

If suitable lairage, in terms of the statute, is provided,

then stock should be placed in them on Saturday night

;

and there be examined by salesmen, to see that all is right

and ready for sale on Monday. In this case there can

be no doubt where the interest of farmers, butchers, and
the public lies. Has that interest been duly consulted ?

Practically important as this question is, and coincident

with the interest of the Corporation, strange to say, it

appears to be studiously or unwittingly shunned. When
so large a portion of the stock on sale are bought to be

sold again in Newgate, it is not surprising that

cattle salesmen should talk of "petty markets"
and " irregularity in returns," taking care not so much as

to mention the carcase trade. But why does the City

Solicitor, with all his " persuasive eloquence" in " this

little pamphlet," dedicated " to all lovers of truth,"

also overlook the universally admitted fact that the car-

case trade is destined at no distant date to supersede the

new live stock market, with all the petty markets of

suburban towns referred to in the second proposition ?

Is it a got-up production to " whitewash" the Corpora-

tion in the eyes of the trade, who feel rather sorely on
the treatment they have received at Christmas and sub-

sequently ? It is certainly a document which can have

little influence either with Sir George Grey or the

Bishop of London and Islington Deputation, both of

whom are long ago familiar with the only arguments of

weight which it contains, from the columns of the 3Iark
Lane Express.
With regard to the opinion of the Attorney- General,

relative to stopping Sunday travelling of cattle in the

streets, that can only be on the condition that suitable

lairage is provided within the inclosure of the new market.

If, for example, the above 105 salesmen sign a memorial
to the effect that they approve of the new lairs,

and intend to use them, then a bye-law prohibiting Sun-
day travelling may be made. But, unfortunately, the

pamphlet before us contains no such memorial, or

"breathes a hint" that such has ever existed; and,

therefore, the opinion of the Attorney-General falls to

the ground until Experience turns his verdict in favour

of the new lairs. Opinions, in the absence of experi-

ment, go for nothing, in practical questions of this kind

;

for although we are aware that the construction of these

lairs is antiquated and irreconcilable with the progress

of modern science, yet that of private lairs may be as

bad ; consequently experiment has to decide which is

the least of two evils. Now such being the facts of the

case, it follows that such a bye-law cannot prudently be
framed before the opening of the market. We should

be unpardonably overlooking the interests of the readers

of the Mark Lane Ej^press were we to allow their fat

stock to be caught in such a clap-trap monopoly as

such a bye-law might render the lairs of the new market.

We must have free trade in lairage before we can
expect progress in the management of fat stock in the
capital, and therefore hope that neither her Majesty's
Attorney-General, and Secretary of State, nor the Right
Reverend the Lord Bishop of London, and Islington

Committee, will lend their sanction, directly or iu-

directly, to the contrary.
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CLASSIFICATION AND EXTIRPATION OF WEEDS.
BY J. D.

A weed is any plant that is useless for, or noxioiis

to a certain intended purpose in the production of

vegetables. It has no definite application to any

particular plant or species of plants ; but whatever

plants grow among corn, grass, or on roads and in

hedges, and which are either of no use to man or

injurious to crops, are denominated " weeds ;" and

every plant which grows in a field other than that

of which the seed has been sown by the husband-

man, and inasmuch as it interferes with the in-

tended crop, should be carefully eradicated. Farm-
ing is that nothing grows on land except what is

sown; and though this object may not be attain-

able, as there ever may be a wide difference be-

tween possible and ideal excellence, yet the

nearer we approach to it,^the nearer we approach to

perfection ; and if it be absurd to expect perfection

in any art or performance, there can be neither

foolishness nor absurdity in making the nearest

possible approaches to it.

Though the plants of Nature which are called

" weeds" are both useless and injurious to the pur-

pose of the farmer, we must not suppose that on

that account they have been created in vain, or that

Nature has used its efforts in producing useless

objects. The mind that is capable of beholding

the creation in a comprehensive and condensed

focus, will arrive at a very different conclusion, and

will not believe that any productions are useless,

even those for which the discoveries of man have

not yet found any application. It must not be

imagined that the stores of Nature are exhausted,

and far less that the limited powers of man are able

fully to investigate and explain the nature and use

of the different objects that catch his eye and

engage his attention. Past and present experience

has shown that the medicinal uses of plants are

very great; and from them are obtained the drugs

that tend most powerfully to check and remove the

disorders of the human frame. This one property

very sufficiently vindicates their claim to a high

place of utihty, and rescues them from a useless

degradation. When the vegetation has reached

the maturity of full blossom, the structure forms

a body of ligneous and vascular matter, which,

being used in decomposition, forms the verj^ best

manure that is yet known ; for of all the ingredients

that accessory science is daily bringing into use for

the purpose of fertilizing the earth and stimulating

the growth of plants, no competitor has yet ap-

peared that is capable of contesting the foremost

place which decaying vegetable matters have held

in the scale of manures ever since the art of agri-

culture was practised by man. These two invalu-

able properties being duly considered \vill convince

that when any production of Nature is found to be

useless for some specific purpose, or hurtful to any

object that is desired to be attained, the conclusion

must not be drawn that it is on that account to be

reckoned some careless or superfluous item thrown

heedlessly from the lap of Nature's bounty, and

about which it has not exercised the provisionary

and fitting aptitude that is so abundantly displayed

in the stupendous magnificence and minute care

that pervade every fabrication of Nature's work-

shop. Nothing more powerfully tends to elevate

the mind of man than the contemplation of the

works of Nature, and profound and serious thoughts

are very agreeably relieved by passing from the

grand to the minute, there to admire with equal

adoration the plastic hand that paints the crocus

and the lilac, and which has essayed its art in

heaving pile upon pile to form mountains almost to

scale the vault of heaven. It is most pleasing and

instructive to a contemplative mind to observe and

follow the graduated scale of natural objects that

daily and hourly occur for observation and reflec-

tion, beginning with the lowly plants on which he

treads, and which he may think are useless, and

following the upward course of Nature till he

arrives at the utmost bounds of comprehension,

and finally loses himself in immensity. Such a

course of observation and reflection is most neces-

sary in order to draw just conclusions about the

works of Nature, to raise the ideas above a mole-

eyed plodding in the world's mud, and the clay-

born sympathies and cold contemplations that are

engendered by the mind being chained to the earth

it inhabits.

The word "weed" must, therefore, be under-

stood as a plant that is useless for a certain pur-

pose, and for which a better agent has been found

;

and as being hurtful to another plant, which has

been found to be the most valuable yet known to

yield the purpose that is desired ; and that these

plants are only useless and hurtful in the light in

which we view them, or for the purposes of agri-

culture.

The tillage part of agriculture is formed entirely

of a continual warfare between the cultivator and

c c

ki
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the weeds that grow on the land; and as in farming

nothing should grow except what is sown, the effi-

ciency of cultivation is judged by the presence or

absence of the useless growths that appear on the

ground ; and as the removal of all useless vegeta-

tion is the main object of arable culture, a know-
ledge of the nature of the plants that are included

under the name of " weeds" may prove useful when
accompanied v/ith a description of the easiest and

most ai)proved modes of eradication.

Weeds being many in number, some division or

classification becomes necessary, in order to eluci-

date and simplify the subject and relieve the

memory. Classification must be simple, concise,

and comprehensive, being designed to produce

order from confusion ; if it be crowded with divi-

sions and details, it is nothing better than the ori-

ginal mass, and burdens but does not reheve.

Simplicity presents an object that is easily seen and
retained in view, conciseness reduces the object to

the fewest possible parts, and comprehension unites

all the necessary adjuncts into one assemblage.

Keeping these rules in use, weeds are most conve-

niently classified in two divisions : 1, Annual; and

2, Perennial. Annual plants are such, as die after

perfecting the seeds in the first year. They pro-

duce seeds very abundantly, and on light soils give

much trouble.

Some few weeds are biennial, or perish in the

second year after perfecting the seeds. They are

abundant in the production of seeds as well as of

plants, and are destroyed with greater difficulty

than the former division. Not to enlarge the clas-

sification, these plants are included in the annual

section, and the distinctions mentioned as the

plants are treated.

Perennial plants are such as exist for an indefinite

period of time. Some have the property of perfect-

ing the seeds annually, without being thereby

destroyed ; others, less prohfic in seeds, have the

faculty of reproduction in their vivacious roots;

while several plants are capable of increase both

by seeds and roots. The plants of this description

are much more troublesome and diflScult of destruc-

tion than the two former divisions.

Weeds have been placed in many divisions : as

weeds which, infest tillage lands, which grow on

pasture grounds, which are found on wastes, road-

'sides, hedge roots, and ditch banks, which infest

samples of corn; fallow v.'eeds, rampant weeds, and

weeds which never rise into the sickle. These dis-

tinctions are vague and indefinite, as circumstances

of soil and situation will destroy the characters that

are given. The proper distinctions must be strictly

permanent, and independent of any attachments.

When the character is liable to be changed, the

division is useless and order is lost, The single

character of annual and perennial is persistent in

all cases, being a natural ordination and never sub-

verted. That foundation being preserved, all the

other attendant qualities that have been used as

the grounds of classification will be mentioned

under the head of each plant, and thus ensure all

the necessary description without the encumbrance

of so many heads and divisions.

In the following descriptions of plants, the scien-

tific character is given in order to suit the readers

that are versed in botany; the natural properties

are related to please the observer, who may not be

learned in science, but is curious in remarks; while

the physical appearances and attendant quahties,

with the means of extirpation, are exhibited for the

use of the practical cultivator, who only seeks to

destroy what imjiedes his purpose, without any

further inquiry or entertainment of the subject.

There is an absolute necessity for the introduc-

tion of the botanical descriptions, as a standard of

general reference, by which every description must

be arranged and all distinctions settled. Without

a fixed standard no understanding could be made,

or is in any way to be attained. The provincial

names of plants are only understood in the locality,

and are wholly useless beyond the confines of the

district. To other countries the language is wholly

unintelligible, and a general reference must be

adopted. That it may be little known or not known
at all to many readers is no fault of the system,

but of the negligence that has not reached its

elevation. In like manner the Greek and Latin

languages have been adopted for scientific pur-

poses ; because, being very generally studied, the

standard of reference becomes knov;n to the learned

of all nations.

As it is essential to natural history that the

nomenclature be universal, so it is indisjiensable

that the names be written in some language that is

universally accessible and understood by all persons

and countries.

Section I.'

—

Annual Weeds.
'

1. CoMMONCHiCKWEED(or"Stellariaraedia"of

botany) is a very common weed on light soft loams

that have been abundantly manured. This genus

of plants has been called " Stellavia" from the star-

like form of the flowers. It formed the " Alsine"

of the older botany, and so called because the plant

grows best in woods and shady places. Withering

referred it to the " Stellaria," with which genus it

agrees in several respects, and especially in the

capsules opening with six valves. The Biitish

Flora also refers it to the genus " Stellaria," and

characterizes it under the name of "media." The

genus " Stellaria" belongs to the class and order

" Dccandria trigynia" of Linnaeus, and to the nap
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tural order " Caryophyllere" of Jnssieu. Generic

character: Calyx, perianth five - leaved j leaflets

OAT.te-Ianceolate, concave, acute, spreading, per-

manent; corolla, petals five, two-parted, flat, oblong,

shrivelling ; stanaina, filaments ten, filiform, shorter

than the corollcX, alternately longer and shorter,

anthers roundish ; pistil, germs roundish ; styles

three, capillary, sin-eading; stigmas obtuse ;
peri-

carp, capsule, ovate, covered, one-celled, six-valved;

seeds, very many, roundish, compressed. Essential

character: Calyx, five-leaved, spreading; petals,

five, two-parted; capsule, superior, one-celled,

many-seeded ; six-toothed at top.

The species of common chickweed assumes very

different appearances in different soils and situa-

tions. It thrives in all soils, from the damp and

boggy woods to the driest gravel walk in gardens,

and is often seen with leaves nearly tv.'o inches long

and more than an inch broad, and the height

fcometimes exceeding half-a-yard. The number of

stamens is uncertain : in damp situations, with a

northern aspect, they amount to ten ; and in drier

soils and in more sunny exposures, the number is

usually three to five. The leaves are ovated, and

the stalks procumbent, having the lateral line alter-

nately hairy. When the flowers first open, the

peduncles are upright : as the flowers go off, they

hang down ; and when the seeds ripen they again

become upright. The flowers open from nine in

the morning till noon, but are shut during rain.

They are pendent after rain, but in the course of a

few days rise again. At night the leaves approach

in pairs, so as to enclose between their upper sur-

faces the tender buds ; and the two upper leaves

but one at the end of the stalk are furnished with

longer petioles than the others, so that they can

close upon the terminating pair and protect the end

of the branch. This is always mentioned as a very

remarkable instance of the sleej) of plants.

The " Stellaria media" is distinguished from the

" Cerastiums" by the number of pistils, and by
having the petals shorter than the leaves of the

calyx ; and particularly from the " Stellaria ne-

morum" by having the stalk alternately hairy on
one side only. The young shoots and leaves when
boiled can scarcely be distinguished from spring

spinach, and are equally wholesome. Swine are

very fond of it, cows and horses eat it, sheep are

careless of it, and goats refuse it. It is a very

grateful food to small birds and young chickens,

and it is eaten by many insects. Asa medicine it

was formerly used very extensively ; but the appli-

cation of it is now reduced to swellings, either

alone or in poultices. The medicinal virtues are

acknowledged ; but the active matter is small in

comparison with the grosser parts, and is very

divided and diluted in the herb.

The common chickweed is an annual plant, and

flowers almost throughout the whole year. In

gardens, or dung-hills, and on soft, light, loamy

lands that have been abundantly manured, it grows

luxuriantly and sheds a profusion of seeds, which

are round, compressed, yellow, and rough, with

little tubercles, and thus becomes a troublesome

weed. On soils that suit its temper, it is uncom-

monly tenacious of life ; and if the weather be

damp and showery, the roots immediately adhere to

the soil and the plant grows afresh, after being re-

moved by the hoe and the scuffle;-. The great

object is to prevent its perfecting any seed; but,

as it gvou'S nearly the whole year, the difliculty is

almost insuperable. It is very hurtful to young

turnips, clovers, carrots, and all slow-growing

plants. A close crop of vetches smothers it very

readily. The most effectual way of clearing light

lands from such a very troublesome weed, is to

gather the plants during dry weather, after being

well shaken by the hand, and cleared from the

adhering earth. The plant is naturally juicy and

succulenti and upon being laid into a heap, it

quickly ferments and decomposes into an earthy

mass. Cool earths may afterwards bs added, as

loam and effete lime, and a very good compost

will thus be obtained. When the plant is pulled

up by the hoe in order to be removed, it should be

full grown, but before the seeds are formed.

2. THE CORN SPURREY,

Or " Spergula arvensis " of botany, is a plant of

much notoriety, both as a weed and in cultivation.

The plant belongs to the class and order " Decan-

dria pentagynia" of Linnseus, and the natural order

" Caryophyllece " of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth inferior, of

fine ovate, obtuse, concave, spreading, permanent

leaves. Corolla — petals five, ovate, concave,

spreading, imdivided, larger than the calyx.

Stamina—filaments ten, rarely but five, awl-shaped,

shorter than the corolla, anthers roundish. Pistil

—germen superior, ovate; styles five, somewhat

reflexed, thread-shaped ; stigmas thickish. ^Peri-

carp—capsule ovate, covered partly by the calyx, of

one cell and five valves. Seeds numerous, globose,

but depressed, sun-ounded with more or less of a

notched or dilated border.

Essential generic character : Calyx of five leaves;

petals five, undivided. Capsule superior, ovate, of

one cell with five valves.

This genus differs from the "Cerastium" in

having undivided petals. Their general habit also

differs more than is the case with most genera of

that natural order, that of " Spergula " nearly ac-

cording with various " Arenaricse," from which the

five styles only distinguish it. The smooth-seeded

Spurrey has but five stamens.

c c 2
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The roiigh-seeJed Corn Spurrey, the plant now
mentioned, is the most common species in Britain.

Leaves in whorls, forming two bundles, about eight

in each ; stalks of the fruit reflexed. Root annual,

small, ribrous. Herb more or less downy and

viscid, very various in luxuriance, somewhat suc-

culent and brittle, with a branched, round, loosely-

spreading stem, a foot in length, sweUing globular,

whose joints are beset with copious, whorled, linear,

obtuse leaves. Panicles many-flowered, terminal,

forked, divaricated, level -topped. Flower-stalks

downy, strongly reflexed from the base as the fruit

ripens. Stipules in pairs at the joints. Calyx

membranous at the edge, nearly as long as the

white petals. Stamens generally ten, sometimes

five, or some intermediate number. Capsule al-

most twice as long as the calyx. Seeds numerous,

kidney-shaped or roundish, swelling, angular, with

an obsolete, not dilated, nor membranous border

;

when ripe they are black, and rough all over with

minute tubercles or bristles. Poultry are fed with

the seeds, and the herb serves as fodder over the

continent of Europe.

Spurrey is a very troublesome weed on a light

soil. It flowers from July to September. The
bulk is not great, nor the growth luxuriant; j'et it

is quick, and very tenacious of life, and produces

seeds in a very plentiful manner. In northern,

damp climates, whole fields of moorish, light soils

are so much infested with it, that the crops of all

kinds are often wholly destroyed. In such cases

of an abundance of the plant, the gathering it oflf

by hand-shaking is the most effectual mode of re-

lieving the land from such a pest.

A larger variety of the Corn Spurrey is cultivated

as excellent food for milch cows.

3. SPEEDWELL,

In the ivy-leaved species, is a weed of importance

on soft loams, and on land capable of producing

both wheat and green crops. The plant is the

" Veronica hederifolia " of botany ; the genus

Veronica, which belongs to the class and order
" Diandria monogynia" of Linnaeus, and the natu-

ral order " Pediculares" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth inferior, of

one leaf, in four (rarely five) deep, lanceolate, acute,

sometimes obovate, permanent segments. Corolla

of one petal, wheel-shaped ; tube almost as long

as the calyx ; limb flat, in four deep, ovale, unequal

segments, the lowermost narrowest, the opposite

one broadest. Stamens—filaments two, inserted

into the tube of the corolla, spreading, ascending,

tapering downwards; anthers roundish, oblong.

Pistil—germen superior, compressed ; style thread-

shaped, the length of the stamens, dechning; stigma

simple, obtuse. Pericarp—capsule inversely heart-

shaped, or somewhat elliptical, compressed in the

upper part, of two cells, and two more or less

cloven valves. Seeds numerous, roundish.

Essential character : Corolla four-cleft, wheel-

shaped, the lower segment narrowest. Capsule

superior, of two cells.

The " Speedwell " is a very natural genus, and

an extensive one, comprehending eighty- five species,

which are commodiously and naturally arranged by

their inflorescence.

The ivy-leaved Speedwell, which is now men-

tioned as a weed, has the flowers solitary. Leaves

heart-shaped, flat and five-lobed. Segments of the

calyx heart-shaped, acute. Seeds cupped, wrinkled.

Root annual, small, fibrous. Flowers pale blue, on

long solitary, axillary foot-stalks. It is sometimes

called " Small Hen-bit," and in Norfolk the name
is " Winter-weed."

This plant flowers in April and May, and seldom

later. It is a native of Europe and Barbary, and

grows in gardens, fields, and waste grounds. The
presence of it is not very troublesome, and it

yields readily to cultivation by the hand-hoe and

the scuffler.

4. CROWSFOOT

Is a weed very common on clay lands which have

an upper soil of a soft damp nature. The plant

belongs to the class and order " Polyandria Poly-

gynia" of Linnaeus, and the natural order " Ranun-

culacefe" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx perianth, of five

ovate, concave, somewhat coloured, deciduous

leaves. Corolla— petals five, obtuse, polished, with

small clawed nectarj', a cavity in each petal, just

above the claw. Stamina— filaments very nume-

rous, half the length of the corolla ; anthers firmly

united therewith, erect, oblong obtuse, of two sepa-

rate lobes. Pistil—germens numerous, collected,

into one head ; styles, none ; stigmas reflexed,

very small ; pericarp, none. Receptacle beset

with extremely minute stalks, to which the seeds

are attached. Seeds numerous, naked, irregular,

uncertain in figure, with a reflexed point.

Essential character : Calyx, five-leaved. Petals,

five to eight, with a honey-bearing pore in the claw

of each. Seeds naked.

The most essential mark of this genus is the

nectary, the rest of the parts being uncertain. The

nectary is, in some species, a naked pore ; in some

it is bordered with a cylindrical margin ; in others,

closed with a notched scale.

The " corn crowsfoot," or " Ranunculus arven-

sis" of botany, has the root annual and fibrous.

Stem one or two feet high, much branched, many-

flowered, leafy, nearly smooth. Leaves of a fight

green colour, slightly hairy, stalked, once or twice

ternate, as well as deeply three-cleft, the ultimate
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segments almost linear, entire, or rarely notched.

Flowers small, lemon-coloured, stalked, lateral and

terminal. Calyx spreading, hairy. Petals obovate,

veined. Fruit, depressed. Seeds very large, com-

pressed, with erect awl- shaped hooked beaks, their

sides armed with numerous prominent awl-shaped

prickles, largest towards the margin.

The genus "Ranunculus" is very extensive,

reaching to eighty-five species, of which fifteen are

natives of Britain. The species are all herbaceous,

generally of an acrid quality. The prevailing

colour of the flower is yellow. They grow in cold,

temperate climates, and some of the plants are

Alpine. The whole genus is very conveniently divi-

ded into two sections, by the form of the leaves.

The species now noticed as a weed is one of the

most virulent of its genus, especially when young

—

causing inflammations and gangrene in the stomachs

of sheep and oxen, although it is eaten by them with

great avidity. The expressed juice of the plant is

also fatal.

The crowsfoot produces seeds in great abundance;

and the corn species being an annual plant. Nature

has furnished it with the prolific seed-bearing

quality which attaches to the plants of that period

of duration, in order to compensate for the short

existence of the stem. No process of summer fal-

lowing the land can kill the numerous seeds ; and

as the soils on which it grows are not suitable for

drilled green crops, there becomes a necessity that

the wheat crop be drilled, in order to give an oppor-

tunity of pulling the plants by hand at the time

when they are in full bloom, and when no seed

has been formed. It is frequently called " Hunger-

weed," probably from its growing on the poorer

soils.

5. THE CORN COCKLE,

Or "Agrostemma" of botany, is a common weed in

corn fields, mostly on clayey loams, or the more

loamy wheat fallows. It belongs to the class and

order " Decandria pentagynia" of Linnaeus, and

to the natural order " Caryophyllese" of Jussieu.

Generic character ;- Calyx — perianth, one-

leaved, coriaceous, tubulous, five-toothed, perma-

nent. Corolla—petals five, claws the length of the

tube of the calyx, border spreading obtuse. Sta-

mina—filaments awl-shaped, five alternately later

than the other five, inserted into each claw of the

]5etal ; anthers aimple. Pistil—germ ovate ; styles

—filiform, erect, the length of the stamens ; stig-

mas simple. Pericarp— capsule oblong, ovate,

covered, one-celled, five-valved. Seeds — very

many, kidney-shaped, dotted ; receptacles three, as

many as seeds, the interior ones gradually longer.

Essential character : Calyx one-leaved, coria-

ceous. Petals five, clawed border, obtuse, undi-

vided. Capsule one-celled.

There are four species, of which the " Agrostera-

ma githago," or corn cockle, or campion, is the

common British plant. It is hirsute or hairy, with

calyx longer than the corolla, petals entire or

slightly emarginate, and naked. The plant is a

common annual weed in corn fields, flowers in June

and July, and has a very beautiful appearance.

The seeds are black, with a surface like shagreen,

and appear in the microscope like a hedgehog rolled

up. The seeds are ripe about the time of harvest,

and, from the size, cannot be easily separated from

the corn in sifting; the farina is oily, and when

ground with the corn it greatly deteriorates the

flour. Along with very complete fallowing of the

land, the only uiode of extirpation is by hand-

weeding and by drilling the grain crops for that

purpose. The platit rises to height early in the

season, and affords an opportunity of pulling the

stems by hand, before the wheat grows to exclude

any access to the ground.

6. THE POFPY,

Or " Papaver " of botany, infests some soils as a

weed, in the corn species of the plant, or the

" Papaver rhoeas," the common red poppy or corn

rose. The poppy belongs to the class and order

" Polyandria monogynia " of Linnaeus, and the

natural order " Papaveraceae " of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx— perianth inferior,

ovate, emarginate, of two nearly ovate, concave,

obtuse, immediately deciduous leaves. Corolla

—

petals four, roundish, flattish, spreading, large,

contracted at the base, alternately smaller. Sta-

mina—filaments numerous, capillary, inserted into

the receptacle, much shorter than the corolla;

anthers oblong, compressed, erect, obtuse. Pistil

—germen superior, sessile, large, roundish ; style

none; stigma depressed, peltate, flat, radiated.

Pericarp — capsule oval, or somewhat oblong,

crowned with the large, flat, permanent stigma

of one cell, though imperfectly divided into many,

bursting at the top by numerous orifices under the

stigma. Seeds, numerous, minute; receptacles,

longitudinal folds attached to the inside of the

capsule, equal in number to the rays of the stigma.

Essential character : Calyx of two leaves, petals

four, stigma radiated. Capsule superior, of one

cell, opening by the pores under the permanent

stigma.

There are two divisionsof the poppy plant—with

the capsules bristly, and smooth. The corn poppy

belongs to the second section. The capsules are

smooth, nearly globular. The root is annual.

Stem about two feet high, branched, clothed all

over with bristly hairs, that all spread horizontally.

Leaves pinnatifid, often in some degree bi-pinna-

tifid; their segments oblong, serrated, and cut;
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more or less hairy. Flowers slightly fetid, and of a

deep and most brilliant scarlet-red colour. Capsule

quite smooth and even, short and abrupt, with a

many-rayed stigma.

The poppy flowers in June and July, and perfect

a large proportion of seeds. It delights to grow

on waste grounds, and on badly-managed culti-

vated fields. Good tillage soon destroys it. Clover

and tares, which are cut while the poppy is in

flower, generally eradicate it. It will increase

rapidly if the seeds be allowed to ripen. In some

seasons the plant appears in great abundance, and

in others not a plant will be seen.

The heads or capsules of this plant are yet re-

tained in use as an opiate ; especially a red syrup

is made of the floK'ers, which serves as a mild

soporific for children.

7. WILD MUSTARD

Is an annual weed, of much annoy.aice on some of

the best soils. It is the " Sinapis " of botany,

which belongs to the class and order " Tetrady-

namia sihquosa " of Linnaeus, and the natural

order "Cruciferae" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx — perianth inferior,

spreading divided into four linear, concave, chan-

nelled leaves, forming a cross ; deciduous. Corolla

cruciform, of four rounded, flat, spreading, un-

divided petals, with erect linear claws, scarcely

the length of the calyx. Nectary composed of

four ovate glands, one on each side between

the shorter stamen and the pistil, and one each

side between the longer stamen and the calyx.

Stamina — filaments six, awl-shaped, erect, the

two shorter ones opposite ; anthers 3rect, spread-

ing, pointed. Pistil — germen srperior, cyhn-

drical ; style, the length of the germen and

height of the stamens ; stigma capitate, imdi-

vided. Pericarp—pod oblong, inflated unequally

at the lower part, rough, of two cells and two

valves, partition generally twice as long as the

valves, large, compressed. Seeds numerous,

globular.

Essential character : Calyx, widely spreading

;

claws of the petals straight ; nectariferous glands,

four ; pod more or less cylindrical ; the partition

longer than the valves.

The " Sinapis," or wild mustard, differs chiefly

from the " Brassica," or turnip plant, in having

a spreading calyx, and the claws of the petals

erect.

The " Sinapis arvensis," or the wild mustard of

the fields, has the root annual, fusiform ; a stem

from nine inches to a foot and a-half in height,

upright, rough, with a few stiff hairs or bristles,

bent somewhat downwards. Branches spreading.

Leaves petioled, rugged, serrate; sometimes en-

tire, but most frequently jagged at the base, and

sometimes lyrate or pinnatifid. Flowers at the end

of the stem and branches in a clustered corymb,

each on a pedicle the length of the calyx, and

slightly hispid ; corolla always yellow. Siliques

spreading, slightly hairy, or sometimes smooth,

torose or swelling, ending in a short, compressed,

ensiform, grooved beak. Seeds, dark-brown,

shining, eight or nine ; extremely pungent, and

well known under the name of " Durham mus-

tard." It flowers in June and July, but occa-

sionally in all open weather, and forms a very

troublesome weed on heavy moist corn lands. The

seeds are of an oily nature, and remain dormant in

the soil for an indefinite time if buried below the

depth of six inches. On being brought by deep

ploughing near to the light of day, the plants ap-

pear in such abundance as to overrun and smother

any growing crop. They may be destroyed before

seeding, and winter tares being cut when the

flower is in blossom will much help to destroy it

;

and if a crop of turnips follows the tares, the

charlock will be well nigh destroyed. The crops

being drilled, the blossomed plants must be pulled

by hand, and carried from the field ; for the seeds,

if only half perfected, will grow with much readi-

ness.

The classical name in English is " wild

mustard ;" but it is variously called, in provincial

language, charlock, garlock, warlock, chadlock,

cadlock, and kedlock. The young plants, and par-

ticularly the tender tops before they flower, are

boiled, and eaten as greens by the peasants in

Scandinavia, Ireland, and many parts of England.

8. GROJIWELL,

Or, the " Lithospermum" of botany, is a plant of

frequent growth on soft lands on a clayey bottom,

mostly adapted for wheat. The plant belongs to

the class and order " Pentandria monogynia" of

Linnajus, and the natural order " Boragineje" of

Jussieu.

Generic character: Calyx— perianth five-parted,

oblong, straight, sharp, permanent; divisions

awl-shaped, keeled. Corolla — one-petalled, funnel-

form, length of the calyx. Tube, cylindric

;

border, half-five-clcft, obtuse, upright ; throat, per-

forated, naked. Stamina — filaments five, very

short; anthers oblong, incumbent, covered. Pistil

—germs four; style fihform, length of the st;;-

mens ; stigma obtuse, emarginate. Pericarp none.

Calyx grown larger upright, containing the seeds

in its bosom. Seeds four, rather oblong, obtuse,

gibbous.

Essential character : Calyx fine-parted. Co-

rolla funnel-form, perforated at the throat, naked.

The " Corn Gromwell," " Bastard Alkanet," or
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the " Lithospermum arvense", has the seed ovate,

wrinkled. Calycine leaflets, lanceolate. Corollas

scarcely longer than the calyx. Leaves lanceolate,

sharpish, hispid. Root annual, small, and not

much branched. The bark abounds v/ith a deep

red dye, which stains paper and linen. Stem up-

right, a foot or more in height, round or shghtly

angular, rough, with close-pressed hairs, often

much branched at the top. Leaves alternate,

lanceolate, entire, rigid, sessile, rough, with bristly

hairs close-pressed standing out from the edge.

Flowers solitary, nearly sessile in the axils of the

upper leaves. Corolla small and white, with five

swellings round its orifice. Seeds brown, rugged,

rather covered with hard tubercles than wrinkled

—two, three, or four, but generally three, with one

abortive : when there are four seeds, two are found

abortive, and six divisions in the calyx.

This plant flowers from May to July, and in

some places it is pretty abundant. Being annual,

the seeding only has to be guarded against, and the

wheat crops being drilled, the blossomed plants

must be pulled by hand. The seeds are not

numerous, and a well-executed summer fallowing

of the land will do much in eradicating the tribe of

sparingly-seeded plants.

9. RAGWORT,

Or the " Senecio" of botany, is a very common
weed in Britain, and grows in most soils and situ-

ations. The plant belongs to the class and order

Syngenesia polygamia superflua of Linnaeus, and

the natural order " Corymbiferae" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Common calyx— calyculate,

conical, truncated ; scales, awl-shaped, numerous,

parallel, and contracted into a cyhnder at the upper

part, contiguous, equal, not so numerous at the

base, but imbricated, withering at the tip. Corolla

compound, higher than the calyx ; florets of the

disk perfect, tubular, numerous, funnel-shaped,

with a five-cleft reflexed limb ; those of the radius,

if any, female, ligulate, oblong, slightly three-

toothed. Stamina—in the perfect florets, filaments

five, capillary, very small; anthers cylindrical,

tubular. Pistil, in all the florets, germen ovate; style

thread-shaped, the length of the stamens; stigmas

two, oblong, revolute. Pericarp none, except the

conical, converging calyx. Seeds in both kinds of

florets alike, solitary, ovate, crowned with capillary

long down. Receptacle naked, flat.

Essential character : Receptacle naked. Down
simple. Calyx cyclindrical, many-leaved, equal,

scaly at the base. Scales dead at the tip.

The "Senecio vulgaris," or "common groundsel,"

belongs to the first section of the genus. "Flowers

without a radius," scattered. Leaves situated in

a pinnate form, toothed, embracing the stem. Root

annual, fibrous. Stem erect, branched, leafy, some-

what panicled, round, angular, either smooth, or

clothed with a cottony down like the back of the

foliage. Leaves alternate, bright green, radical ones

stalked ; those of the stem sessile, auriculate.

Flowers terminal, scattered, or panicled, yellow.

Seeds furrowed, pubescent, more than 2,000 on one

plant; Seed—down sessile, rough. The great pe-

culiarity in the genus " Senecio," of having the

scales of the calyx withered, is very con-

spicuous in the present species, whose flower

buds and young tops are the food of many small

birds, both wild and domestic.

The common Groundsel flowers throughout the

year, almost in any soil and situation. It delights

most in soft, damp situations, as compost heaps oT

earths, or land of the above texture. The root

being annual, it only remains to prevent the seed

being perfected, by very sareful and repeated hoe-

ings and scuffling of the drilled crops. Where
such weeds are very numerous, the best way is to

cut them with the hoe when in full flower, and

carry them oflf the field.

10. SOWTHISTLE,

Or " Sonchus" of botany, sometimes grows luxu-

riantly among corn crops. The plant belongs to the

class and order "Syngenesia Polygamia /Equalis"

of Linnaeus, and the natural order " Cichoraceae"

of Jussieu.

Generic character: Common calyx, imbricated,

bellying, of numerous linear, unequal scales ; co-

rolla, compound, imbricated, uniform ; florets all

perfect, numerous, equal, of one petal, ligulate,

linear, abrupt, with five teeth. Stamina—filaments

five, capillary, very short ; anthers vinited into a

cylindrical tube. Pistil— germen nearly ovate
;

style thread-shaped, the length of the stamens
;

stigmas two, reflexed. Pericarp none, except the

calyx, closing in to the form of a depressed globe,

with a conical point. Seed solitary, rather oblong,

down, capillary, sessile. Receptacle naked.

Essential character : Receptacle naked, calyx

imbricated, swelling at the base. Seed, down,

simple, sessile.

The " Sonchus arvensis," or " Corn Sowlhistle,"

is a frequent weed in damp loams. The root is

creeping, fleshy, and milky, running deep into the

ground, and difficult of extirpation.

The " Sonchus oleraceus," or the common " Sow-

thistle," is much more abundant than the former

species, and is a very common weed in cultivated

lands. Flower-stalks downy, imperfectly umbellate
;

calyx smooth ; leaves runcinate, toothed. Root

annual, spindle-shaped. Herbage smooth, brittle,

milky, very various with respect to luxuriance, and

the number of teeth, lobes, or prickles about the
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edges of its leaves ; their segments, however, are

almost always acute and runcinate. Flower-stalks

axillary, terminal, rather cymose than umhellate,

clothed when young with soft, white, dense, cobweb-

like deciduous down. Corolla lemon-coloured.

Seeds angular, with crenate ribs, numerous, up-

wards of 11,000 on one plant.

" Thistles " are easily eradicated by a careful at-

tention in killing the roots, and by preventing the

perfection of seeds in cutting the stems when the

flowers are in blossom. The seeds are numerous,

and are easily carried about by the wind, and con-

sequently no plants must be allowed to grow on

the hedge sides and ditch banks ; for lanes and

roadsides often produce seeds to infest the adjoin-

ing fields.

11. Knot Grass,

Or the " Polygonum " of botanj', is not an un-

common weed on tillage lands. The plant belongs

to the class and order " Octandria Trigynia " of

Linnaeus, and the natural order " Polygoneee " of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth inferior, of

one leaf, turbinate, internally coloured, in five deep,

ovate obtuse, permanent segments. Corolla none,

unless the calyx be taken for such. Stamina—fila-

ments, generally eight, awl-shaped, very short;

anthers roundish, incumbent. Pistil — germen

superior, ti-iangular ; styles, mostly three, thread-

shaped, very short ; stigmas simple. Pericarp

none, the calyx folding over the seed. Seed one,

acute, with three, rarely only two, angles.

Essential character : Calyx, in five deep seg-

ments, coloured, petal-like, permanent. Seed one,

superior, angular, covered by the calyx. Stamens

and styles uncertain in number.

The most common species is called "Aviculare,"

from the gratefulness of its seeds to small birds.

It grows in great abundance on roadsides, on sandy

and gravelly soils, and also on cultivated fields, and

covers much ground where the natural plants have

been destroyed. The flowers are axillary, styles

three. Leaves elliptic, lanceolate, rough-edged

;

ribs of the stipules remote ; stem procumbent,

herbaceous. The crimson flowers are very nume-

rous, and very beautiful under a magnifier. The

root is annual, and of an astringent taste, and once

reckoned of some medical virtue, but now wholly

superseded. All quadrupeds are fond of the plant,

and hence it is called " knot-grass," although it

bears no resemblance to the real grasses.

The seeds are numerous, and the habits are

trailing, and the mode of extirpation consists in

preventing its seeding, by a timely cutting of the

plants. It is not among the most toublesome of

weeds.

The Black Bindweed, or "Polygonum convolvu-

lus," is often found as a weed on cultivated fields.

It is annual, and twines round the stems of plants

to the height of three feet or more, with a stem

roughish, angular, and somewhat branched. The

prevention of the seeds being perfected, by means

of a careful and constant culture, is the sure means

of eradication.

12. Fumitory,

Or the "Fumaria" of botany, is a common and

very abundant weed on soft loams of the best

quality. The plant belongs to the class and order

" Diadelphia Hexandria " of Linnaeus, and the

natural order " Papaveraceae" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth inferior, of

two equal small leaves, mostly deciduous, often

coloured. Corolla tubular, ringent, of two petals,

each lobed and spreading at the extremity, gibbous,

and holding honey at the base, variously formed in

difterent species. Stamina— filaments six, capillary,

united into two sets by their broad, elongated,

membranous bases, sheathing the germen ; anthers

small, roundish, vertical. Pistil—germen roundish

or oblong; style curved or oblique; stigma obtuse.

Pericarp-—pod of two valves and one cell. Seeds

one or more, roundish.

Essential character: Calyx of two leaves, in-

ferior ; corolla ringent, gibbous, and honey-bearing

at the base, each filament bearing three anthers.

The " common fumitory," or " Fumaria offici-

nalis," flowers from April to August, and later,

with very elegant pink blossoms, variegated with

spots of dark red and of green. Pericarp one-

seeded, racemed ; stem diflfuse. It is annual, but

not reckoned a very troublesome weed, though often

very abundant on good soft loams. After being

cut by the hoe in the drills, the plants should be

carried off the field, as in damp weather the roots

again take hold ; and the seeds are perfected after

the cultivated plants are full grown and the culture

has ceased. This method of carrying away the

plants applies to many annual weeds, which are

generally of a vivacious nature.

13. MELILOT,

Or the "Trifolium melilotus" of botany, is a very

troublesome weed in some corn-growing districts.

Legumes naked, racemed, two-seeded, wrinkled,

acute ; root annual, strong, woody ; stem upright,

grooved, yellowish-green, two feet high or more,

with spreading alternate branches.

The Melilot clovers form the first division of the

genus, having the legumes naked and many-

seeded.

This plant grows wild in most parts of Europe

by waysides, in pastures, and in corn-fields. It is

a very injurious corn weed; flowers in June, and
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the seed ripen with the corn ; and being ground
with the grain, the flour of wheats gets a strong

and unpleasant taste. But it is a good pasture

plant : horses are very fond of it ; cows, sheep, and
swine eat it ; and bees delight to draw its nectary.

It propagates very readily by the root and seeds,

and therefore careful fallowing of the land by the

modes already recommended becomes necessary

for its extirpation.

14. FEVERFEW,

or "Pyrethrum" of botany, is a very common
weed on corn fields. The plant belongs to the class

and order " Syngenesia polygamia superflua" of

Linnaeus, and the natural order " Corymbiferse" of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx hemispherical, imbri-

cated, the scales close pressed, rather acute, mem-
branous at the edges. Corolla compound, radiated ;

florets ofthe disk perfect, numerous, tubular, funnel-

shaped, with five spreading segments—those of the

radius more than twelve, female, ligulate, elliptic,

oblong, three-toothed. Stamina in the perfect florets

—filaments five, capillary, very short; anthers

imited into a cylinder, hardly so long as the

corolla. Pistil—germen in all the florets, obovate;

style thread-shaped, longer than the stamens

;

stigmas two, divaricated, abrupt; pericarp none,

the calyx remaining unaltered ; seeds nearly alike

in all the florets, oblong, quadrangular, each

crowned with an erect membranous more or less

lobed border ; receptacle naked, dotted, convex.

Essential character : Receptacle naked ; seed

crowned with a membranous margin ; calyx

hemispherical, imbricated with sharpish scales,

bordered with a membrane.

The " corn Feverfew'' or " scentless May weed,"

the " Pyrethrum inodorum," has the leaves pin-

nate in many capillary segments ; stem branched,

spreading ; seed, crown entire ; root tapering,

annual ; branches somewhat corymbose, each termi-

nated by a rather large flower with long white rays

and a prominent yellow disk.

This weed grows mostly on gravelly soils, and

flowers in autumn. Cutting up the plants by the

hoe in drilled crops will prevent the seeds being

perfected ; and when perfect seeding does happen,

the seed must be very carefully separated from the

grain by winnowing, and destroyed by burning.

15. MARIGOLD,

or the " Chrysanthemum" of botany, is a very

troublesome weed in some soils. The plant be

longs to the class and order " Syngenesia Poly-

gamia Superflua" of Linnaeus, and the natural

order " Corj mbiferae" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx common, hemispheri-

cal, imbricated ; interior scales larger by degrees.

innermost membranous. Corolla compound, radi-

ated; florets of the ray female, and strap-shaped—of
the disk hermaphrodite, funnel-shaped, spreading

the length of the calyx. Stamina five, capillary, very

short ; anthers forming a hollow cylinder.' Pistil

—

germ egg-shaped; style filiform, longer than the

stamens; stigmas two, obtuse, revolute; seeds,

one to each floret, oblong, not crowned with a mar-
ginal rim ; receptacle naked, dotted, convex.

Essential character : Receptacle naked ; seed

without a marginal ring ; calyx hemispherical,

imbricated ; scales dilated at the margin, mem-
branous.

The "Corn Marigold," or the "Chrysanthe-

mum segetum," has the leaves embracing the stem,

glaucous, laciniated near the summit, toothed at

the base; root annual, spindle-shaped, small; stem

one or two feet high, branched, angular ; leaves

oblong, variously toothed or pinnatifid, laciniated,

rarely entire ; flowers large, terminal ; scales of

the calyx with a broad, membranous edge ; florets

of the ray inversely heart-shaped,^spreading ; seeds

farrowed.

The plant is annual, and flowers from June to

October. It has many provincial names— corn

marigold, yellow or golden cornflower, yellow

bottle, huddle, or the yellow bottle in Norfolk
;

golds, goulds, or gowls in the midland counties

;

goulans or goldins in the north of England ; and

gules, gools, guils, or yellow gowans in Scotland,

from the golden colour of the flowers. The seeds

are very plentifully produced, which vegetate

wherever the land is cultivated, and may be very

easily destroyed, like other annual seedling weeds,

by early and complete fallowing, to bring the seeds

forward, and then destroying the plant. The root

being annual, the production of seeds has only to

be guarded against.

16. BLUEBOTTLE,

Or the " Centaurea" of botany, is sometimes found

as a weed on corn- fields. The plant belongs to the

class and order " Syngenesia polygamia frustranea"

of Linnaeus, and the natural order " Cinaro-

cephallae" of Jussieu.

Generic character: Calyx common, imbricated

roundish scales variously terminated. Corolla

—

compound floscular florets difiering in form ; those

of the disk hermaphrodite, numerous ; those of

the ray fewer, loose, larger, funnel-shaped, con-

stantly abortive ; tube of the hermaphrodite florets

filiform, border bellying, oblong, erect, terminated

by five linear erect segments ; tube of the abortive

florets slender, gradually enlarging; recurved border

oblong, oblique, unequally divided. Stamens of

the hermaphrodite florets : filaments five, capillary,

very short; anthers united into a hollow cylinder
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the length of the petal—of the abortive florets

none. Pistil of the former : germ small ; style

filiform, the len/rth of the stamens ; stigma very

obtuse, projecting in a point, in many species bifid

—of the latter : germ very small, style scarcely

any, stigmas none. Seeds of the fertile florets

solitary; down in most species, feathered or

capillary ; receptacle bristly.

Essential character: Receptacle bristly; florets

of the ray funnel-shaped, longer, abortive.

The " corn centaury" has a stem one or two feet

high, erect, much branched, somewhat woolly;

calj'xes serrate; leaves linear, quite entire, the

lowest toothed ; root annual, fibrous, black

;

leaves hnear, lanceolate, acuminate, somewhat

woolly ; root leaves entire ; lov/er stem leaves often

pinnatifid or toothed, upper ones always entire

;

flowers terminal, solitary, peduncled ; florets of

the disk purphsh, regular ; anthers black ; florets

of the ray funnel-shaped, always blue M'hen wild ;

calyx egg-shaped, scales lanceolate. Seeds even,

down, many leaved, unequal, scabrous, reddish.

It flowers from June to September, and is easily

extirpated by constant hoeing to prevent the per-

fecting of seeds ; and the root being annual, there

is no dread of propagation from that organ. The
oldest writers notice this plant, and it has been

mentioned under various names. It is not very

abundant in the growth, but the appearance attracts

notice.

17. CHAMOMILE,

Or stinking May-weed, the *' Anthemis" of botany,

belongs to the class and order " Syngenesia poly-

gamia superflua," of Linnaeus, and the natural

order " Corymbiferae" of Jussieu.

Generic character ; Calyx common, hemis-

pherical ; scales linear, subequal ; corolla com-

pound, radiate ; corollules hermaphrodite, tubular,

numerous in a convex disk ; females, more than

five in the ray. Proper of the hermaphrodite,

funnel-shaped, fine-toothed, erect; of the female,

ligulate, lanceolate, sometimes three-toothed.

Stamina in the hermaphrodite— filaments, five,

capillary, very short ; antherae, cylindrical, tubu-

lar. Pistil in the hermaphrodites : germ oblong,

style filiform, the length of the stamens ; stigmas

two reflex—in the females : germ oblong, style

filiform, the length of the hermaphrodites; stig-

mas two, revolute. Pericarp none ; calyx un-

changed. Seeds solitary, oblong, downmargined

or none, receptacle chaff)', convex or conical.

Essential character: Receptacle chaflTy, down
none ; calyx hemispherical, nearly equal, floscules

of the ray more than five.

The " corn chamomile," or the " Anthemis

arvensis," has the receptacles conic ; chaffs bristle-

shaped, seeds crown-margined, lea"e3 thinly-

downed. Root annual or biennial. Flowers in

June and July. As this plant produces an abun-

dance of seeds, and the root often lasts for two

years, the extirpation of it requires a double care

in gattiering the roots by hand picking of the

fallowed lands, and to prevent the perfecting of the

seed by cutting and pulling the plant during its

growth. In drilled grain crops the weed will appear

in bulk, though not in flower, to be pulled by hand

before the crop shuts out any access of operation.

18. HOG-WEED,

Cows parsnip, " Heracleum" of botany, is a weed

very often found in low damp meadows of soft

ground. The plant belongs to the class and order

"Pentandra digynia" of Linneeus, and the natural

order " Umbelliferse" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Umbel of many rays, very

large, partial, flat; general involucre of many
leaves, deciduous, partial, halved on the outside

;

its leaflets from three to seven, linear lanceolate, the

outer ones longest. Perianth scarcely discernible.

Corolla universal, not uniform, radiated. Flowers

for the most part all fertile, partial ; of the disk,

equal, cf five, inflexed, hooked, emarginated

petals ; of the radius, unequal, of five, oblong,

hooked petals, the outer ones largest, and most

deeply cloven. Stamina—filaments five, larger

than the petals of the disk ; anthers small. Pistil—

•

germen inferior, nearly ovate; styles two, approx-

imated, short; stigmas simple. Pericarp—fruit

elliptical, compressed, emarginate, striated on each

side in the middle. Seeds, two, ovate, compressed,

somewhat leafy at the edge.

Essential character : Fruit elliptical, notched,

compressed, striated, dilated in the margin. Flowers

radiant; petals notched, with an inflexed point

;

general involucre deciduous.

'Ilie " common cow's parsnip," or " Heracleum

sphondylium," has the leaves pinnate or ternate,

hairy, downy, and whitish beneath ; leaflets dilated,

pinnatifid, cut, and serrated, heart-shaped at its

base. The root is annual or biennial, tap-shaped,

whitish; stem erect, branched, leafy, stout, hollow,

furrowed, and rough, about four feet high. Dr.

Sibthorp found it in Greece, growing in wet places,

as mentioned by Dioscorides. It is a native of

most parts of Europe, and forms a genus of the

most gigantic umbelliferous plants. It flowers

from May to July. The leaves are a favourite food

with rabbits and swine ; kine, goats, and sheep

also eat them, but horses are not fond of them.

This weed may be gradually weakened and ulti-

mately destroyed by annually cutting it in its early

growth. The tap roots may be split and destroyed

by pushing salt down the incisions ; and the whole

roots may be dug up in a conical turf of earth, the
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root and rootlets carefully separated and removed,

when the earth is filled into the hole, and the

grass turf relaid. This plan will bs the quickest

and the most certain.

19. YELLOW RATTLE.

Or the " Ehinanthus" of botany, is a very common
weed on moist meadows. The plant belongs to the

class and order " Didynamia angiospermia" of

Linnaeas, and the natural order- " Pediculares" of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx, perianth inferior, of

one leaf, roundish, inflated, compressed, four cleft,

permanent; corolla of one petal, ringent, tube,

rather cylindrical, the length of the calyx ; limb

gaping, compressed at the base; upper-lip helmet-

shaped, compressed, emarginate, narrower; lower

spreading flat, trifid half way down, obtuse, the

middle segment broader. Stamina — filaments

four, the length of the upper-lip, the two shorter

ones concealed under it; anthers incumbent, cloven

on one side. Pistil— germen, superior, ovate,

compressed ; style thread-shaped, longer than the

stamens, but standing between rhem ; stigma ob-

tuse, inflexed. Pericarp : capsule obtuse, erect,

compressed, of two cells and two valves, gaping at

the margins
;
partition contrary. Seeds numerous,

compressed.

Essential character : Calyx inflated, compressed,

fourtoothed. Upper hp of the corolla compressed.

Seeds imbricated, flat.

The " Cockscomb yellow rattle," or the Rhi-

nanthus crista galli, has the root annual, small,

with small fibres. The whole plant is smooth.

Stem, a foot or more in height, four-cornered,

mostly stained v/ith dark purple ; leaves in pairs
;

spike terminating, leafy. Bractea like the leaves,

only broader at the base, and more deeply cut in.

Flowers not always strictly opposite, on short

peduncles. Calyx remarkably large, inflated, of a

pale greenish yellow colour, v/ith strong ribs, and a

network of veins. Corolla twice as long as the

calyx—yellow, except the tube, which is white, and

t lie anterior edge of the upperlip, which is dirty

lue; anthers awnless, but very hairy; germs

smooth, surrounded at the base by membranaceous
nectary. Capsule rounded, emarginate at the top,

two-celled, two-valved. Seeds from eight to twelve

in each cell, kidney-shaped. It flowers in June.

This plant gets the name of " Yellow Rattle,"

from the rattling of the ripe seeds in thft cajisule

;

and for the same reason it is called " Rattle Boxes"

in Ireland. It is sometimes called "Penny Grass,"

and in Yorkshire " Hen Penny," from the shape

and size of the seed-vessel, like a silver penny.

The name of *' Cockscomb" is derived from the

appearance of the upper leaves or bracts which ac-

company the flower. Having no quality to recom-

mend it for grazing, it should be carefully extir-

pated by the meadow being grazed for three or four

years, to prevent the seeding, and by cutting with

the scythe any plants that may escape the bite of

the grazing animals. It shoots up into seed stems.

The root is annual, or at most biennial.

20. EYEBRIGHT,

or the Euphrasia of botany, grows very abundantly

on dry pastures. The plantbelongs to the class and

order Didynamia Angiospermia of Linnfeus, and

the natural order "Pediculares" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth of one leaf,

inferior, cylindrical, four- cleft, equal, jjcrmanent.

Corolla of one petal, ringent, tube as long as the

calyx; upperlip concave, notched—lower, spreading,

deeply three-lobed, its lobes equal and obtuse,

notched. Stamina—filaments four, thread- shaped,

situated close under the upper lip; anthers of two

lobes, the lobes unequally spinous at their lower ex-

tremities. Pistil—germen superior, ovate; style

thread- shaped, agreeing in form and situation with

the stamens; stigma obtuse, undivided. Pericarp

—capsule ovate, oblong, compressed, of two cells

and two valves ; the partition contrary to the valves.

Seeds numerous, minute, roundish, longitudinally

striated.

Essential character : Calyx— cylindrical four-

toothed, equal: upperlip of the corolla cloven

—

lower three-lobed, the lobes cloven. Anthers

bearded, with unequal spines. Capsule, ovate, ob-

long. Seeds striated.

Two species abound in British pastures—the

" Common eyebright " or the Euphrasia ofii-

cinalis, and the " Red eyebright" or the Eu-

phrasia odontites. The former has the leaves

ovate, marked with lines, sharply toothed ; root

annual ; stem from two to four inches high, or

more ; upright, round, hoary, purple, for the most

part branched, in opposite pairs. Leaves opposite,

sessile, obtuse, convex above, concave beneath,

finely ciliate about the edge, slightly hirsute on

each side, above somewhat glossy. Flowers from

the axils of the leaves, on short peduncles, opposite,

forming a spike or raceme at the tops of the

branches and stetn. It diff'ers much in size and

colour of the corolla, which varies to quite white

and yellow ; it is more or less branching, and some-

times wholly unbranched. It seems to have been

unnoticed by the ancients, and there appears to be

no foundation for the old notion of its being useful

in disorders of the eyes.

The plant flowers from July to September, and

grows very common on heaths, and other dry

pastures, especially on a chalky soil. It sheds a

fair quantity of ready growing seeds; and the root
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being annual, the prevention of seeds being per-

fected offers the only way of eradicating the plant.

Top-dressings, with well-prepared composts, have

always the effect of banishing weeds, and of bringing

forward the useful grasses. Close grazing of the

land with sheep has the same effect, and the folding

of the animals regularly over the field will produce

a very good herbage, which will last for several

years. This is a very cheap and effectual mode of

restoring neglected and worn-out pastures, where,

for special reasons, the ploughing up of the sward

is omitted or forbidden.

21. TREACLE MUSTARD,

Or the Thlaspi of botany, is not uncommon as a

weed in meadows and pastures. The plant belongs

to the class and order Tetradynamia SiHculosa

of Linnaeus, and the natural order Cruciferee of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx— perianth inferior,

of four, ovate, concave, somewhat spreading, deci-

duous leaves. Corolla—cruciform, equal, of four

obovate petals ; twice the length of the calyx, with

narrow claws. Stamina—filaments six, but half

the length of the corolla ; the two opposite ones

still shorter; anthers pointed. Pistil—germen supe-

rior, roundish, compressed, emarginate ; style

simple, the length of the stamens ; stigma obtuse.

Pericarp— pouch compressed, inversely heart-

shaped, emarginate, the style being mostly the

length of the notch, in which it stands ; of two

cells; the partition lanceolate; and the valves boat-

like, with more or less of a dilated keel. Seeds

—

several in each cell, pendulous, inserted into the

sutures ; roundish, compressed.

Essential character: Pouch compressed, emar-

ginate, inversely heart-shaped ; its valves boat-like,

keeled. Seeds— several.

" The common penny cress," or smooth Mithri-

date mustard, or the Thlaspi arvense, has the

pouch orbicular, compressed, entire at the base.

Leaves oblong, toothed, smooth. It is annual, and

flowers in June and July. The root is small and

tapering. The whole plant is smooth ; above a

foot high, branched. The stem leafy, angular

upwards. Leaves two or three inches long, clasp-

ing the stem with their arrow-shaped bases ; their

edges wavy and toothed. Flowers numerous,

small, white. Pouch large, erect, almost perfectly

orbicular. Seeds numerous. The warm, pungent

taste of the plant is combined with a disagreeable

garlick-flavour.

The root being annual, it only remains to guard

against the perfecting of the seeds by frequent

cutting of the growing stems with the scythe.

22. GOOSE-GRASS,

Or " Ladies' Bedstraw," is the Galium of botany

—

a plant of the class and order Tetrandria mono-

gynia of Linnaeus, and the natural order Rubiaceae

of Jussieu.

Generic character: Calyx—perianth superior,

minute, of four equal teeth; sometimes wanting.

Corolla, of one petal, wheel-shaped, deeply four-

cleft, acute; tube, scarcely any. Stamina—fila-

ments four, awl-shaped, inserted into the corolla,

shorter than the segments ; anthers simple. Pistil

—germen of two grains; style thread-shaped,

cloven halfway down, as long as the stamens;

stigmas globose. Pericarp two dry cohering globose

berries; seeds solitary, large, kidney-shaped.

Essential character : Corolla of one petal, flat,

superior. Seeds two, roundish.

The present notice is the Galium aparine, or

common rough " Ladies' Bedstraw," and has many
names, as " Cleavers," " Clevers," " Clivers,"

" Catchweed," or " Scratchweed ;" also " Hariff,"

or rather " Hairrough," from its roughness ; and

from being a favourite food or medicine of geese,

it has been called " Goose-grass," " Goose-share,"

and " Gosling weed." The plant grows commonly

in hedges and on cultivated grounds, and is well

known by adhering to whatever it comes in contact

with ; and hence the names that have been first

mentioned. The succulent plant has no smell; but

the taste is bitterish, and somewhat acrid. Flowers

in May and June, throughout the summer, and

part of autumn. Leaves in eights, lanceolate;

keels scabrous, with prickles pointing backwards.

Joints villose. Root annual. Stem four feet high,

or moi'e, weak, and supporting itself upon other

plants; brittle-jointed; the joints villose at the

base; the angles are set with pellucid prickles,

pointing downwards. It is very much branched,

and the branches are opposite. Leaves six or eight

in a whorl, eight to ten, or four to seven, according

to various authors.

This genus of plants, chiefly European, have

long been reckoned to be medicinal, curdling milk,

removing the impurities, and good in scorbutic,

scrofulous, and cutaneous affections. The seeds

have seen substituted for coffee. The roots will

dye red, and tinge the bones of birds with the same

colour. The tops are an ingredient in broths, in

order to purify the blood.

The weed is very troublesome in young quickset

hedges, which it frequently overgrows and chokes.

Hence the growth intrudes into ploughed lands.

But, ])eing annual, it is easily destroyed by being

cut or plucked up early ; for it begins to seed in

June. The seeds are round, and very rough, and

attach themselves readily to flannel screens, by

which means corn may be cleansed from them.

When the autumn vegetation of the seeds takes
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place, the plants are {generally killed by the winter

ploughing. The seeds that survive the winter pro-

duce the pests of the farmer, in scrambhng, climb-

ing weeds, that seldom fail to make way through

the thickest masses of foliage, obtain a serious

hold, and drag down the crop. The plant is seldom

found on strong clays, and chiefly on good light

and porous loams. Where it has been largely in-

troduced by neglect, the weed is very troublesome

and pernicious, but is easily managed by constant

care and effort.

The above list of annual weeds will be found to

comprehend the chief plants of that designation

which infest the cultivated lands that are used in

grass or in tillage. The frequency and size of

plants compel the notice of their existence, as ob-

jects that impart any damage by their presence :

the very smallest vegetable growths are beneath

that observation, by reason of the minute existence

not rising in opposition to other plants that are

more specifically valuable. This consideration has

been duly remembered in compiling the list now
given of annual weeds, in which the descriptions,

properties^ and appearances have been selected with

care, and stated with the utmost possible concise-

ness. The modes of extirpation are the results of

practical experience, and the most approved and
efficient.

(To be continued.)

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF HORSES.
SiK,—As it is from proper treatment when young

that much of a horse's future value may be antici-

pated, and consequently the profit or loss that will

accrue from tlie pursuit of breeding, we cannot at-

tach too much importance to every item calculated

to secure the desired object. The most profound

judgment may be exercised in selecting useful and

valuable animals for the purpose of perpetuating the

species ; every attention may be devoted to the pro-

geny ; everything connected with the speculation

may be progressing propitiously, and the superstruc-

ture may be destroyed by a single act of inadvert-

ency. It is preparing the young stock by degrees

—imperceptibly, as it were—for the work for which

they may be adapted, that facilitates their maturity,

and secures them in a great measure from casual-

ties and infirmities which must be expected in

those which arc called upon to perform hard labours

without proper and systematic preparations. It is

the proportion of exercise or work that each animal

is capable of enduring at certain ages, and under

certain circumstances, discreetly directed, that will

contribute greatly towards making them robust and

useful. Many of the practices very commonly adopted

when breaking in young horses are calculated to pro-

duce inconceivable injuries, and add to the category

of items other reasons to those already mentioned,

for the discredit that has been expressed concerning

our present breed of horses. Breeders may rest as-

sured we are in possession of the material, if they

will adopt the proper means of manufacturing it.

The plan of breaking colts which is open to so much
censure is something according to this fashion : the

poor creature, when three or perhaps four years old,

emaciated by the scanty provision upon which he has

been sustained during the winter, in a cold farm-

yard, without adequate shelter or exercise of any
kind, is dispirited and weak : in that plight he is

pronounced, and with perfect truth, not to be in a

fit state to undergo the exertions which natm-ally

attend the process of breaking. Li the month of

May he is turned into a pasture field, to fill himself

to repletion with succulent herbage, and he becomes
fat. The most suitable time of the year for the

purpose now under consideration is lost. The exer-

cise which the animal takes under such circum-
stances is very inconsiderable. However large pas-

ture fields may be, horses very seldom move faster

than a walk in search of their food, unless urged by
some exciting cause. In this state, about the middle
or latter end of August—before which period the

tutelage of the animal ought to have been completed
—it is now to be commenced with. The colt-breaker

is called in, and a bargain struck for his services.

The remuneration being inadequate, the poor animal

suffers in the first instance, and his master in the

end. The first task the colt is put through is lunging,

which, instead of being confined to the moderate
duties of a lesson, is extended to very hard work.

The colt-breaker has not time to treat his charffe

considerately, and he hurries on with his undertaking

regardless of all consequences, except that of re-

ducing the animal to subjection in the shortest time

possible. In the course of a day or two the poor
creature is backed and ridden. Fat, and unaccus-

tomed to exertion, to use a familiar expression, he
melts like butter in the sun. His system is not in

a fit state to bear the arduous tasks imposed upon
him, and his limbs fail. Ecplete with the humours
he has acquired at grass, the arterial system is de-

ranged, and, participating in the general debility, the

legs fill, and give unequivocal testimony of esta-
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blished weakness. Is it to be -wondered at that the

joints should become hot aud inflamed, or even that

lameness should ensue ? Before the education is

half completed, rest becomes imperative. The animal

is again turned out, and doomed to pass another

winter of privation and indolence. The succeeding

summer the process of breaking is renewed, when it

is supposed the young horse, having attained a

greater age, has gained more strength ; but, not

having been well kept, matui'ity is not established in

the ratio it ought to be. The colt-breaker has now

another pretext for an extra charge ; so that his fees

at lasi amount to nearly, if not quite, the regular

average. After a few hasty lessons, the young horse

is reported perfectly quiet to ride, that he will

carry master as quiet as a sheep, aud forthwith

master rides him to fairs, markets, aud other places,

sometimes going long distances, and at others not giv-

ing the animal work or exercise at all. When not

required to be ridden, the young horse is turned out.

Under such treatment, no animal can be in condition.

In his paces he will be raw and uncultivated. If

sold, it must be at a low price, commensurate with

the intrinsic value, or he must be kept as the far-

mer's riding nag. In either of those cases, the

breeder is dissatisfied, and condemns the speculation

as an unprofitable investment, which, with such ma-

nagement, undoubtedly it is. But now let us con-

sider what results may be expected from more

rational treatment. If properly kept during the

winter, with a comfortable hovel or loose box for

shelter, and a convenient place—either a yard, pad-

dock, or small dry pasture field—for exercise when-

ever the weather is inviting, and regularly supplied

with a moderate allowance of corn and hay, the

young horse will be iu a fit state to be placed

under the care of the breaker at an early period

of the spring. Thus much time is gained. That

functionary being adequately requited for his ser-

vices, should be strictly enjoined not to exceed

the limits of moderation in lunging his your.g

pupil. That is a species of exercise, when properly

restricted, highly beneficial ; it renders the horse

active, docile, aud familiar : but if, as too often

happens, it is practised to excess, it causes him to

be dull, dispirited, and of a sulky temper. The

breaker having performed his part, the animal may
be used for riding about the farm, short journeys,

and for any kind of light and easy work. His ser-

vices are now equivalent to his keep; and being

brought to this kind of use at an early age, the ad-

ditioual expense which has been bestowed upon him
for the winter's keep is more than compensated.

The following winter he should be kept at moderate

work, after which it may be expedient to cflect a

sale ; or, if the maximum of his value is to be real-

ized, and ho is very promising, it may be advisable

to keep him till he is five years old, up to which

time, proper work and good riding will eniiancc bis

value.

Much may be done with young horses in the way

of cultivating their good manners aud forwarding

their education—cr breaking, as it is usually termed

—before the aid of the colt-breaker is reqiiired.

The extent to which this is capable of being accom-

plished must depend mainly upon the nature of the

establishment. If it be one of maL,nitude, an efii-

cient and experienced servant forms a necessary

portion of the concern, aud he will probably be

capable of conducting the ordeal of breaking without

the assistance of one who makes it his profession.

Foals should be accustomed to familiarities, fondUug,

aud kind usage, from their birth ; and if that kind

treatment be continued as they grow up, they will

occasion very little trouble when tlie time arrives for

them to be broken. Before that operation is com-

menced, it is desirable that a bit should be placed in

the young animal's mouth. Any plain snaffle of

sufficient substance answers the purpose. There

should not be any reins attached to it ; it should be

merely suspended by the head-piece. The colt will

thus learn to play with the bit, which wiU tend very

materially to the establishment of a good mouth,

care being observed that the bit is suspended evenly

by the proper length of the head-piece. This may
be adjusted by any quiet, good-tempered person to

whose care the young creature is intrusted, and may

be left on from one to two hours daily. A loose

box, hovel, or small yard is the most suitable place

for the purpose. It would be inapplicable to these

columns to enter into all the details aud minutiae of

breaking ; but I v/ill mention that it is a very bad

custom, though a very prevalent one, when a young

horse is first bitted, to make use of reins, which are

drawn tight. A colt breaker, when employed, should

therefore be cautioned against it, for it will cause

the pupil to contract a habit of leaning on the bit,

and probably create a one-sided mouth. By such

treatment, many colts will take a position in one

comer of the box or hovel, and there stand and

sulk ; whereas if the bit be used as I have recom-

mended, they will champ and play with it freely,

thereby promoting that sensibility of mouth which is

essential to future perfection. Breaking to harness

may be considered necessary with such horses as are

adapted for carriages ; and their services after they

are three years old may be advantageously called in

requisition on the farm. Their first introduction

sl'.ould never be to a noisy, heavy cart. The plan

which I have adopted with invariable success has

been to put the harness on so that ilie animal

may become quite familiar to it in the stable,

after which I have a cord attached to each*

trace. The horse is tlien led out by ail'
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assistant, and another man with the cords

in his hands offers a slight resistance as the

animal moves forward ; by this initiation the alarm

frequently occasioned by the pressure of the collar

agaiust the shoulders is avoided, as the man who

holds the cords can instantly relax them it' necessary.

After two or three lessons of this kind, neither

trouble nor danger need be apprehended in putting

tlie animal to any employment calculated for the ad-

vancement of his education in the art of drawing.

Young horses which are promising to make hunters

should be taught to leap at an early age, during the

process of breaking ; by this custom much risk is

avoided, and the animals are rendered by far more

perfect in the accomplishment. Irish horses are

proverbially good fencers ; and the way they are

made so, as I am informed, is in the foUowing man-

ner :—The breaker walks behind the colt with a pair

of long reins, adjusted similar to those used for

driving, and, with a whip in his hand, literally drives

the arumal over the fences : this may be very well,

so far as teaching the pupil to jump ; but it is attended

with one very great disadvantage, for it inculcates a

habit of stopping short as soon as the obstacle is

cleared. Two evils arise from this : if the rider

who is mounted upon a horse which has acquired

that propensity is not on his guard, he will very pro-

bably perform a summersault in the air, to his own
discomfiture and to the amusement of the spectators.

Touching the second, a perfect hunter should go

steadily, on most occasions rather slowly up to his

fences ; but on landing he should be quick on his

legs, so that he may get into his stride with the

least delay possible. The Irish system is not calcu-

lated to teach this method. The plan which I have

always found the most successful has been to put a

cavesson, with a long rein attached thereto, on the

young one, and lead him over small fences ; an

assistant is in attendance with a whip, to be used

only on emergencies. A few oats, an apple, or a

piece of carrot, are appropriate rewards for good ser-

vices. I must here introduce a caution when leadin"-

a horse over a fence—never to look him in the face.

The stern gaze of a man's eye will abash any animal,

ud at a time when encouragement is desned it should

'Hi most scrupulously avoided. It should ever be

remembered that those lessons which are attended

ijy kindness are more quickly learnt and retained

than those which are forced with severity. Coolness

is one of the most important qualities in a good

hunter, and that cannot be instilled unless the in-

structor possesses it hims^ If ; lessons which are

accompanied by confusion, hurry, and violence must

naturally inculcate alarm. One of the advan-

tages of the leading-rein is that the horse is

not suddenly checked the moment he is over the

fence j and, if of sufEcient length, it may be used

for the purpose of teaching young horses to jump a

few ditches to great advantage, by lunging them.

Blind ditches should be frequently selected for

tuilioD, always allowing the young horse plenty of

time, which will enable him to feel for them with his

feet, and he will soon learn the nature of the impedi-

ment. When a horse has cleared a fence neatly and

carefully once or twice, he should not be required to

repeat it ; that should fiuisli his morning's task, or

he should be taken to one of a different kind.

Neither should he be worked till he is weary, for

nothing will more effectually beget carelessness,

ivlany gentlemen exclaim—" The best method of

making a hunter is taking him out with the hounds."

I beg to differ from them. I have generally ob-

served that those who make the observation ride

horses which know their" business before they pur-

chase them.

Horses may be taught the first rudiments much

more satisfactorily without hounds, when there is

nothing to attract their notice but the object which

they are required to accomplish. With hounds,

there is constant excitement ; and high-couraged

horses wiU frequently acquire the bad habit of rush-

ing wildly at their fences, and by so doing encounter

many very unnecessary falls. A man, whether he

be master or servant, may be the most careful and

judicious rider in the world; he may ride his pro-

tege quietly up to a fence with the intention of taking

it coolly, when, just at the moment, up comes some

hard-riding impetuous aspirant to notoriety, and

rushes by the young one, to his utter confusion and

dismay ; this excites the emulation of the latter, and

a fall or a scramble is the result. There are, like-

wise, many persons of high and low degree, having

the characters of being first-rate performers over a

country, who do not possess the talent of teaching

horses. Few persons, in reality, possess the ability.

The colt breaker is very frequently deputed to this

office ; but he is generally the worst individual that

can be selected. With a thick skull, heavy hands,

his daring attuned with gin, a sharp pair of spurs,

and a tremendous whip, he sallies forth to make a

high-couraged horse into a hunter. Tlighly excited

by the novelties which surround him—the cry of the

hounds, the galloping of other horses, the halloos,

and the cracking of whips—the generous creature

becomes impetuous. This the inconsiderate rider in

vain attempts to restrain, by sawing away at the

animal's mouth, which at length becomes insensible,

but he is infuriated from pain ; by this time the

valour and the gin have made their escape simulta-

neously, and neither man nor horse is in a fit state

to encounter a fence, much less to clear it with

coolness and precision. Breeders, who arc not

sportsmen, would do far better by confining the

hunting instructions of their horses to what they
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cau teach them with the leadiug-reiu, than by

deluding themselves with the expectation that

they will gain any benefit by having them ridden

with hounds by colt breakers. Timber-jumping,

which is an essential accomplishment in a hunter,

cannot be taught so effectually by any other means

as leading over a bar, stiles, and gates. After a

young horse has been sufficiently broken, the breeder

cannot adopt a better plan than that of riding liim

about his farm, occasionally taking him over little

fences ; this will teach him his business, and promote

condition. The steadiest and best hunters I have

ever met with have been treated in this manner

;

and when they are really accomplished they com-

mand a remunerative price. The very common com-

plaints made by breeders and farmers, that they can-

not obtain what they consider the full value of their

horses, is iu most cases unfounded. They allege

that when gentlemen or dealers resell the same

horses, they obtain more money. That is very

true ; but previously to doing so, the condition,

appearance, and education of the animal undergo

considerable improvement.

I am, sir, yours, most obediently,

Cecil.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held on the 28th of March :

present—Mr. Miles, M.P., president, in the chair; Sir

Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P., Sir John V. B. John-

stone, Bart., M.P., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Mr.

B. Almack, Mr. Hodgson Borrow, M.P., Mr. Bosanquet,

Mr. Caird, Dr. Calvert, Mr. Chadwick, Mr. James

Chapman, Mr. Corbet, Mr, Evelyn Denison, M.P., Mr.

Deere, Rev. L. Vernon Harcount, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Mr. Kinder, Mr. Majendie, Mr. Hall Maxwell, Mr.

Pocock, Mr. Scott, Professor Simonds, Mr. Slaney,

Mr. Vines, and Professor Way.
French Agricultural Show.—M. Herbert, the

Consul-General of France in London, transmitted to the

Council, on the part of the Minister of Agriculture and

Commerce in Paris, an announcement of the Agricultural

Show to be held in that city at the beginning of June

next, and a schedule of the prizes and the conditions of

competition in reference to foreign exhibitors. The

following is a summary of the prizes offered in the first

section, which includes cattle of foreign (that is,

not French) breeds, imported into France for the pur-

pose of the show, and having either French or foreign

owners :

—

Improved Short-horned cattle ... ... ... £187
Other English breeds 233

Dutch, Swiss, and other breeds ... ... ... 233

Merino Sheep, pure and crossed ... ... ... 116

Dishley, New Leicester and other long-wooUed sheep 116

South-Down, and other short-woolled sheep ... 116

Pigs, of large breed ... ... ... ... 47

Pigs, of small breed ... ... ... ... 53

The birth of all male animals in the classes of cattle and

sheep must have occurred before the 1st of May, 185'1 ; and

that of females in those classes before the Ist of November,

1853. That of boars and sows must have occurred before the

1st of October, 1854. All animals condemned by the jury as

being too fatwill be excluded. The first prizes for cattle, sheep,

and pigs will be accompanied in each case by a gold medal ; the

second prizes by a silver medal ; and the other prizes by a

brotizc medal. The meeting will be held from the 1st to the

9 th of June, during which period the French authorities will

take charge of the animals and supply them with food. The
French Government will pay the expenses from the frontiers

to Paris, attending the conveyance of all stock sent from

foreign countries. The reception of animals for the show will

close at 2 p.m. on June 1st. The public exhibition will take

place on the 5th and 6th of June. The entry of animals for

the show will close on May 24.

The appointment of a deputation from the Society to

the Agricultural Meeting of France was then suggested,

and referred to the ensuing Monthly Council.

Labourers' Cottages. —Miss Banister, of Stey-

ning, transmitted to the Society several models of cot-

tages for labourers, with statements referring to their

construction and peculiar advantages, for which the

thanks of the Council were ordered. Mr. Slaney, at

the request of the President, undertook to inspect these

models, and to report upon them to the Council.

Pkoduction of Butter.—Prof. Way read to the

Council a letter addressed to him by Mr. Horsfall, of

Burley Hall, near Otley, on the amount of cream and

butter he obtained in his dairy by the art icular man-

agement of his cows. This communication led to the

expression of much diversity of opinion on the condi-

tions under which the production and quality of milk

are affected. Mr. Horsfall was requested to supply

details of his management ; and, on the motion of

Mr. Caird, the further discussion of the subject was

deferred until the second Wednesday in May.

Lecture.—Prof. Way's lecture on the Atmospheric

Influence in Reference to Vegetation was arranged to be

delivered on the 25th instead of the 18 th of April.

AGE OF HARES AND RABBITS.—With regard to

the age of the hare and the rabbit, when the ears are dry and

tough, the haunch thick, and the claws blunt and rngged, they

are old. Smooth and sharp claws, ears that readily tear, and

a narrow cleft in the lip, are the marks of a young hare. Hares

may be kept for some time after they have been killed ; indeed,

many people think they are uot fit for the table until the inside

begins to turn a little. Care, however, should be taken to

prevent the inside from becoming musty, which would spoil

the flavour of the stufKng. A leveret is distinguished from a

bare by a knob or small bone near the foot.
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TOP DRESSING FOR DIFFERENT CROPS,

A monthly meeting of the Highland and Agri-

cultural Society of Scotland was held in the

Museum, on the 14th of March. The subject was

"Top-dressing for different crops."

Mr. FiNNiE, Swanston, Mid Lothian, said

—

Previous to the sowing of crop 1854, the secretary

of the Highland Society requested Mr. Hope,

Fenton Barns, Mr. Russell, Kilwhiss, and myself,

to undertake certain experiments with the view of

testing the efficacy of nitrate of soda, sulphate of

ammonia, Peruvian guano, and common salt, when

applied as top-dressings to the growing crops, and

to put ourselves in confmunication with Dr. Ander-

son, our chemist. Having done so, that gentle-

man, for reasons which he will this day explain to

you himself, recommended the proportions of these

substances which we adopted, and suggested that

the crops to be selected for the experiments should

be, wheat, grass intended for hay, and potatoes.

The table which I shall first submit to you will

show the results obtained on the wheat crop.

Before reading over this table, however, I may
state that the field from which the crop was taken

had a southern exposure, was thoroughly and effi-

ciently drained many years since, was under a

potato crop in 1853, and that the wheat was sown

in the middle of October of that year. The surface-

soil is of medium depth and quality, and although

partially intermixed with clay, easily pulverized,

and rests upon a tenacious subsoil. The wheat

was sown broadcast at the rate of three bushels

per Scotch acre. I regret that this table has the

defect of not pointing out what the produce would

have been without any application, but as the re-

mainder of the field received a top-dressing of

nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia, a mistake

occurred ; and finding ultimately I could not with

confidence introduce into my calculation the intend-

ed undressed portion, I resolved to exclude it alto-

gether. Nevertheless enough appears to show in how
far the application of one substance exceeds or falls

short of another in the order of productiveness.

Wheat Table.—No. 1.

Substances.

1. Nitrate of soda . .

2. Nitrate of soda
Common salt

3. Sulphate of ammonia . , . .

,

4. Sulphate of ammonia
Common salt

5. Peruvian guano
6. Peruvian guano

Common salt

7. Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of ammonia
Peruvian guano

8. Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of ammonia
Peruvian guano
Common salt
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Grass Table.—No. 2.
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could only be treated as the particular case required.

I shall better discharge ray duty by briefly giving

the general conclusions at which I have arrived, in

the use of top-dressings ; and shall first remark in

my experience in their application to hay and

pasture. In order that no misunderstanding may
exist, I mean exclusively to refer to the artificial

grasses—that is, annual and perennial rye-grass

—

with a mixture of clovers, when forming a break,

or part of the rotation, where the land is kept under

regular rotation. To both the hay crop, and like-

wise what has been in pasture for one or two years,

I have api)lied top-dressings of nitrate of soda,

sulphate of ammonia, guano, soot, and a list of

other substances imnecessary to enumerate; but

as no certain dependence can be placed on the

weather, and it is essentially necessary to the

success of the top-dressing, either to have a good

fall of rain at the time they are sown, or imme-
diately after, and as I could not detect on the

second cutting any difterence of a real pecuniary

value, or that the succeeding corn crop was mate-

rially benefited, and as I also observed that when
in pasture, it was only at the commencement of

the season of the first year any very perceptible

difference was manifest, I have ceased to consider

their use, upon an average of years, and on an ex-

tended scale, a safe and satisfactory investment.

I think it far better, where practicable, to bring up

the land to the highest state of fertility previous to

hay or pasture, by a judicious application of farm-

yard manure, than to trust to the top-dressings as

props for producing a good return. Considering

it, howei'er, to be a matter of some moment to

obtain, a week or ten days earlier, a portion of

what is intended to be cut green for the bestial on

the farm, I regularly continue their use for that

end, and even although failures should arise, the

occasional success more than counterbalances it

;

but what might be the result when water is arti-

ficially applied, I do not at this time mean to

discuss.

In giving the foregoing exceptional case as to

the to]i-dressing of grass intended for cutting, I

will now advert to what appears to me to be the

principal inducement when the land is in pasture.

In seasons when keep in s])ring is scarce, hardly

any farmer can over-estimate the advantage of an

early bite for part of his cattle or sheep stock, and

hence this may become a sufficient reason why an

outlay on special manures for top-dressing may be

highly judicious ; but the extent to which it may

be safe and judicious to go must be left entirely to

the forethought and judgment of the farmer him-

self. I have a permanent hill grassy land, and

made repeated experiments with the different ma-

nures tinder consideration; but beyond some effect

I

the first year, nothing permanent was observable.

When grass is intended for early cutting, I have

found nitrate of soda, when applied after vegetation

is active in spring, and either during or immedi-

ately before a fall of rain, produce the most powerful

effect. Sulphate of ammonia next, then Peruvian

guano ; and I would, therefore, for such a purpose,

jjrefer the nitrate of soda at the rate of from one

and a half to two cwts. per Scotch acre. For

pasture, however, I would reverse the order, and

place guano first, from being more permanent in

its effects ; and also as the grass from this manure

springs again more rapidly after being cropped

down by sheep or cattle early in the season, whereas

the nitrate seems to expend itself in its first effort.

To reap, however, the full benefit of guano, it

should be sown by the middle of January, as,

from actual trial, I have found that what was

applied at that season gave a better return than in

any after month, the weather at the time of each

application being ahke favourable. The quantity

I usually employed was 3 ewt. per Scotch acre.

In offering a few remarks on the application of

top-dressings to the cereal grains, I am disposed to

express myself more decidedly, and say whether

the object intended is to produce a more abundant

crop or give more stamina to the straw, when apt

to be over-luxuriant; such a selection can be made

from the special manures patent to the agriculturist,

as will prove remunerative, and for the wheat crop

in particular, their use is attended with most im-

portant results. The soil of my farm is generally

light, and the straw of this crop requires rather to

be stimulated. I prefer using, therefore, a pro-

portion of nitrate of soda, and this, when applied

with a certain amount of guano, not only improves

the crop in bulk, but adds considerably to the

produce of grain per acre.

The quantity I employ may be said to be three-

fourths of a cwt, of nitrate of soda, with from ij

cwt. to 2 cwts. of guano per Scotch acre, and that

according to circumstances. If I anticipated an

over-luxuriance of straw, I would substitute sul-

phate of ammonia or common salt. For barley

sown upon land long under cultivation, and when

the preceding turnip crop has been entirely re-

moved, top-dressing rarely fails from making a

profitable return ; and under such circumstances a

mixture of guano and dissolved bones or bone

meal, in the proportions of one-half, and to the

extent of from 2 to 3 cwt. per Scotch acre, has

seldom proved unsatisfactory—or, in short, a ma-

nure well charged with phosphates ; on land, how-

ever, rather below an average state of fertility, I

believe guano or rape dust alone would be more

answerable. When turnips are consumed on the

ground with sheep, and the land is otherwise in

D D 2
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fair condition, to stimulate the barley crop would

be ruinous ; but in that case some other substance

may be selected with advantage that has a tendency

to stiffen the straw. I have occasionally made

trial of nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and

saltpetre for this crop ; but would not continue

their use in my own practice, or venture to recom-

mend them to others, as they invariably stimulate

the straw with more loss than gain.

For the oat crop likewise top-dressings may be

considered generally applicable; indeed, over a

very large extent of the cultivated land of Scotland,

when this crop is grown, their use might prove of

the utmost importance; and I should think, so far

as my own experience and observation enable me
to judge, guano is the best of the special manures

to employ. As in the case of wheat and barley,

when the straw of this crop is likely to be in excess,

an application to correct that tendency is also

available.

In remarking upon the use of top-dressings for

grass, I have laid considerable stress upon the

state of the weather ; fortunately, in regard to the

cereal grains, the same objection does not to a

great, if to any, extent apply ; for I would observe

that to obtain full effect, it is necessary that some
stirring of the soil should take place at the time or

as soon after the application as possible. To the

wheat in spring this is easily accomplished by a

turn of the harrows, which is even of itself bene-

ficial to that crop ; and for barley or oats they can

be applied either at the time of sowing or imme-
diately before a hand-hoeing, when the crop is

drilled. Without going into the general subject

of manures, I could not with propriety, at this time,

refer to my experience in the apjjlication of top-

dressing to the green crop break ; but would re-

mark, that for potatoes, beans, turnips, &c., the

manure necessary can always be applied with most
profit when the seed is sown.

In conclusion, permit me to observe and I make
known not only my own experience, but that of

every other agriculturist who follows farming as a

profession—that the natural character of the soil, its

situation, and present condition (by which I mean
rich or poor) are all elements that must either

more or less aflf'ect the results obtained from given

quantities of special manures, when used as top-

dressings ; and, indeed, I may say, these same
elements influence every other operation in farming,

and it would not be too much to charge with

ignorance or presumption any tiller of the soil who
would uphold his own experience on his own
farm, as an undeviating rule for even his next
neighbour. In short, I may say that the pro-
fession of. a farmer may be fitly compared to that

of a physician or surgeon ; for in the one as well

as in the other it is only by careful and faithfully-

recorded observation as to his cases of success and

failure that he can trust to what he can do when

an emergency occurs. I would therefore respect-

fully suggest that every one should for himself test

the effect of special manures, termed, as they may
well be, the concomitants to profitable cultiva-

tion.

Mr. G. Hope, of Fenton Barns, said—The expe-

riments which I am about to detail were undertaken

at the request of the Highland Society, as expressed

through Mr. Hall Maxwell and Professor Ander-

son. I readily undertook to bestow on them the

necessary care and labour that the effects in East

Lothian of the manures employed might be con-

trasted with their action elsewhere. The manures

used were nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia,

and Peruvian guano, and likewise a proportionate

mixture of the three, while one-half of each lot was

also dressed with common salt. I understand the

quantities of the different manures were fixed in

relation to the amount of nitrogen which chemists

have ascertained them to possess, and without

regard to their market value. It was considered

that 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda was suflficient for top-

dressing an imperial acre under ordinary circum-

stances, that is, v/here land was in fair condition.

Nitrate of soda may therefore be taken as the base

of the experiments, and as there is as much nitro-

gen in S7lbs. of sulphate of ammonia as in 1 cwt.

of nitrate of soda, that quantity was fixed for the

second; while for the same reason 1371bs. of Pe-

ruvian guano was taken as the third ; and one-

third part of each of these three manures, mixed

together, was taken as the fourth. Besides these,

to ascertain the effect of common salt, half of each

lot was dressed at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre ; and

in each experiment a part was left, without any

dressing, the more distinctly to mark the effects of

the manures. Before proceeding further, I would

remark that there is no subject connected with

farming, uncertain as the effects of mr.ny of our

operations are, which at all approaches this ques-

tion of top-dressing in the variety of results which

have been obtained by practical men. I would
therefore beg it to be distinctly understood, that

though I relate these experiments, they must not

be taken for more than simple facts, which occurred

in these particular cases ; and though I will at the

same time take the opportunity of stating to you
frankly my opinions on top-dressing and conse-

quent practice, still this is the last subject on which

I would venture to dogmatise. The quality and the

condition of soils are so various, and the weather

also exercises such a powerful influence, both when
the manures are applied and subsequently, that I

am afraid it will still require a long course of well-

i
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conducted experiments before each individual

farmer can be relieved from the responsibility of

testing by experiment for himself the manures

most suitable for his soil, and the best peiiod for

their application. .The first experiment, then, was

on young grass for hay ; and here I found it most

diflicult to select ground of equal quality similarly

planted. I ultimately fixed on a piece of very stiff

loam, on a clay subsoil, which had been sown down
with spring wheat after potatoes. It was, unfor-

tunately, very indifferently planted, arising from

the previous wet autumn having prevented the

ploughing up and sowing of the field with winter

wheat. There was very little red clover, and the rye-

grass also was thin. The quantity of yellow clover

was fair, while the white only was abundant. How-
ever, one part was not better than another, and the

soil was of equal quality throughout. The different

lots were carefully measured off, and straw ropes

were laid along the ground to mark the divisions

accurately. The manures were sown on the 11th

of April, 1854
;
previously the drought had been

severe, and very little rain fell for a long time after-

wards ; still the portions manured soon showed a

much darker green than where it was not top-

dressed. For a considerable time at first the por-

tion to which the nitrate had been applied appeared

most luxuriant, and to the end it retained a slight

apparent superiority; but with this exception it

was difficult to say by the eye which of the manures

had operated best, though the part that had nothing

was easily seen to be inferior. The lots were all

mown in one day, and afterwards put into ricks at

the same time. On the 24th of July they were all

fit for being put into the stack, and when carted

and weighed the result was as follows ;

—

MANURES APPLIED.
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wheat. It was the Fenton variety sown after pota-
|

toes to which 4 cwt. of Peruvian guano had been
:

aiiphed to the imperial acre; besides, half of the pre-

vious crop, which was Swedish turnip, was eaten on
j

the ground with sheep. The soil may be described

as an excellent loam of uniform quality lying on

trap rock. The same care as in the hay crop was

taken to mark off the different lots, and to keep

them distinct. The manures were applied on the

12th of April, and immediatety harrowed in with

the grass seeds. Though I have again to regret

the extreme dryness of the atmosphere, yet by-and-

bye the effects of the manures became apparent, but

never very strikingly so. Strangers could always

detect the portion undressed ; yet variations of

opinion were common as to which was the most

luxuriant of the manured pieces. For myself, I

thought the nitrate of soda generally exhibited

rather the greatest appearance of growth. There

was no perceptible difference betwixt the lots in

the time of ripening. The whole were cut on the

21st of August. I thought at th^t time that the

straw of the portions which got salt was rather

paler in the colour than where it got none ; and

also, that where the sulphate of ammonia had been

applied, the grain was most distinctly seen shining

out betwixt the chaff. The young clovers on the

stubble were then equally well planted, and they

continue to be so. On the 4th of September each

half acre was put into a rick by itself, and imme-

diately thatched to defend it from rain. The thrash-

ing took place on the 7th of October ; and the fol-

lowing table exhibits the produce in grain and straw

of each half imperial acre, and also the weight per

bushel of the different lots :

—

MANURES APPLIED.

Nothing ........
561bs. nitrate of soda and 5Clbs. salt

56lbs. nitrate of soda ......
43ilbs. sulphate of ammonia and 5Glbs. salt .

435lbs. sulphate of ammonia , . , . .

GSvUbs, Peruvian guano and 561bs. salt .

CSMbs. Peruvian guano . . . . .

ISMbs. nitrate of soda, 1 4 Ubs. sulphate of ammonia,
23lbs. Peruvian guano, and 561bs. salt .

184Ibs. nitrate of soda, 14§lbs. sulphate ofammonia,
and 23lbs. Peruvian guano . . . .

Produce per
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was their application to potatoes. The ground

selected was of uniform quality, being a fine free

loam, well adapted for the growth of root crops.

Tiie previous crop was Swedish turnip, which had

all been manured alike, and the whole crop was

removed from the ground. It is right I should

mention that for several reasons I resolved to make
this trial on only half an imperial acre for each

manure, and thus use salt to only a quarter of an

acre or half of each lot. However, I have calcu-

lated the whole as if the same space of ground had

been taken as in the former experiments. When
the land had been ploughed and prepared for the

crop, it was drawn into drills, and into which were

put ten cart-loads per imperial acre of good farm-

3'ard manure. On the 29th of April the artificial

manures were sown above the seed, and covered in

with it. The jiotatoes planted were the variety

known as Regents. The braird was good, the

stems being strong and regular. During summer
the portion to which the nitrate of soda had been

applied exhibited much more leaf and stem than

any of the others ; but in autumn they faded a week

before the others showed any symptoms of decay;

It could not be said that the portion without any

artificial manure had much less shaw than where

sulphate of ammonia and guano had been applied,

but the leaves were frequently to be seen distinctly

paler. The potatoes were lifted and weighed on

the l6th of October, The following table exhibits

the crop, showing the effects of the salt in half

imperial acres, and the total crop per imperial acre,

including the parts with salt and the parts without,

after the different manures, the large marketable

potatoes being in one column, and the diseased and

small ones in another :

—

Manures apphed above 10 carts
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been brought very prominently before the agricul-

tural public, and its great superiority over all other

top-dressings, and particularly over Peruvian guano,

strongly urged upon the farmer. It was espe-

cially represented that the quantity of grain produced

by an extremely small quantity of nitrate of soda

so greatly exceeded that obtained by guano, that its

use in this way might be considered as tanta-

mount to the discovery of a manure equal to Peru-

vian guano, at half its cost. That is to say, that

the expenditure of a given sum in nitrate of soda

would produce twice as large a return as it would

in Peruvian guano. In my address on the Recent

Progress of Scientific Agriculture, read at the con-

cluding monthly meeting last year, I ventured to

question the accuracy of this conclusion, and re-

marked that while it was in accordance with the

results of Mr. Pusey's own experiments, those

of other experimenters by no means agreed with

them. Indeed, the experiments of Kuhlman led

to a directly opposite result, for he found the effect

produced by guano greatly to exceed that of nitrate

of soda. He took quantities of these manures

containing the same amount of nitrogen, and found

that the total effect produced by guano is much
larger than by nitrate of soda. I quoted these ex-

periments not with the view of maintaining an

opinion opposed to that of Mr. Pusey, but for the

purpose of pointing out that the question must still

be considered as undecided, and stated it as my
opinion that the results of neither experiments were

to be implicitly relied on, but that the most probable

and reasonable view was, that the same quantity of

nitrogen, whether in the state of nitrate of soda,

ammonia, or guano, must always produce the same
effect, provided the conditions of the experiments

in each case were favourable to the particular form

of nitrogenous compound employed. In fact, I

held that the subject was open for further inquiry,

and suggested it as one of those points to which

the attention of experimenters might profitably be

directed, and especially urged the necessity for ac-

cumulating a sufficient number of experiments to

admit of just conclusions. It was with great satis-

faction, therefore, that I learned that the Highland
Society had requested Messrs. Finnie, Hope, and
Russell, to make their series of parallel experiments

with the same manures. After some correspondence

with these gentlemen, it was resolved that nitrate of

soda should be employed at the rate of 1 cwt. per

acre, and that sulphate of ammonia and Peruvian
guano should be used in such quantities as to

supply the same amount of nitrogen. It was
further resolved, that a mixture of these manures
should also be used. One other point seemed
worthy of inquiry. It has recently been customary
to mix nitrate of soda with common salt, which is

said to strengthen the straw, and prevent the

tendency to lodge which is frequently observed

where light manures have been applied to grain; but

as doubts have been expressed on this point, it was

thought well that these manures should be tried both

with and without salt. The results of these ex-

periments Mr. Finnie and Mr. Hope have this day

communicated to us. Owing to Mr. Russell's ab-

sence from this country during the greater part of

last year, his experiments have been conducted by

Mr. George Russell, Hatton ; but through some

misunderstanding they have not been made in

exactly the same manner as those of Messrs. Finnie

and Hope ; and though this is in some respects a

matter of regret, they are still interesting, as they

lead in almost all respects to conclusions similar to

those deducible from the other experiments.

In discussing the results arrived at, I may in the

first place refer to the effect of the salt employed

upon one-half of all the experiments ; and looking

to the results as a whole, I think it may be safely

concluded that it is without effect, or at least that

its influence is very uncertain. Thus, we find

in Mr. Finnie's wheat experiments that nitrate

of soda alone produces, of good and light grain

together, 5 quarters 3 bushels 47 lbs., and

when mixed with salt 5 quarters 5 bushels 15

lbs.; and making allowance for the fact that the

former somewhat exceeded the latter in weight, we

see that the difference is trifling. On the other

hand, we see that the addition of salt has been

rather injurious to sulphate of ammonia and guano.

Mr. Hope's results are in the same direction ; he

finds a shght increase from the addition of salt to

nitrate of soda, while with the others it is without

effect. On grass again, Mr. Hope finds that the

yield from the nitrate is exactly the same whether

it be used with or without salt, while the quantity

obtained from sulphate of ammonia and guano is

slightly increased. Mr. Finnie's results are com-

pletely in accordance, while Mr. Russell states that

no effect was produced by the salt in any case. Of

the three experimenters Mr. Hope is the only one

who has used salt u])on the potato crop, and with

it his results completely correspond with those just

stated, for he finds that its addition materially de-

creases the yield from nitrate of soda, and slightly

increases it from the others. We may therefore

safely say that the results obtained from the addi-

tionof salt to these top-dressings is entirely negative,

as far as amount of produce is concerned. I must

observe, however, that in some cases salt acts in a

beneficial manner, as it apparently adds to the

strength of the straw, and, by jireventing that ten-

dency to lodge which is frequently observed when
light manures are employed on newly reclaimed

land, insures a better crop than can be obtained
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without it. On well cultivated soils such as those

in which the present experiments were made it

seems quite unimportant, and may therefore be dis-

missed without further comment.

We have, then, simply to consider the relative

effects of the difterent nitrogenous manures, and

as the salt has had no effect, we may consider those

in which it has been used in the hght of duplicates

of the others. The experiments having been made
on a grain, a grass, and a root crop, we must con-

sider the individual effects produced by each.

Wheat.—In Mr. Finnie's experiments there is

remarkable similarity throughout the results, which,

however, is not immediately apparent, as his tables

are constructed ; but if we add together the quan-

tities of good and weak grain, and further, take the

mean of each pair of experiments, with and v/ithout

salt, we have the following table

—

Nitrate of soda

„ v.ith salt ..

Sulphate of ammonia
„ with salt .

.
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phateof ammonia gives £1 8s. 6d., and Peruvian

guano entails a loss of Ts. In Mr. Finnie's experi-

ments, sulphate of ammonia gives a loss of 14s.

per acre, nitrate of soda a gain of 19s., and guano

a gain of £3 lis.

Taking these experiments as a whole, I think it

is obvious that they form a very important contri-

bution to our knowledge of these manures when

used as top-dressings upon different crops ; but

they indicate also in a very forcible manner what

I have frequently remarked, and whj^t cannot be

too often asserted, namely, that we must not rely

too implicitly on the results of one, or of a few ex-

periments. We see, in fact, that had we founded

our arguments entirely on one of these sets of ex-

periments ; our inferences as to details would have

differed to some extent, although the general con-

clusions would have been substantially the same-

I am far from asserting that these experiments can

be considered as exhausting the subject, or that we
are entitled to assert that in all cases similar results

are to be obtained ; but this much is clear, that

the extraordinary pre-eminence assigned to nitrate

of soda is far from being borne out. It is to be

observed, however, that the season was dry, and

on that account comparatively unfavourable to top-

dressings. This circumstance would undoubtedly

act prejudicially on all these manures, but less so

on niti-ate of soda than the others. We know that

when sulphate of ammonia and guano lie for a con-

siderable time on the surface before they are washed

in by the rain, a material loss of their ammonia
occurs. On chemical grounds we know that such

loss is less likely to occur with nitrate of soda ; and

I believe it has been ascertained that in practice

this is actually the case. We remark, also, that

the greatest effect in many cases has been pro-

duced by sulphate of ammonia; while guano occa-

sionally stands behind the other two. It must be

remembered, however, that the experiments are in-

complete, and that the effects upon the next crop

may materially alter the relative position. Kuhl-
man found that guano differed from nitrate of

soda and purely ammoniacal manures in the action

which it exerted in the subsequent crops. He
found that it produced a marked increase upon
them, while the portions which had been dressed

with nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia
actually gave in the subsequent year a less produce

than the unmanured ]iortion. Should a similar

result be obtained on the crops of this year, we
shall at once see that our conclusions may undergo
considerable modification, and that guano may
come to stand higher than it at present does.

Meanwhile, while these manures are taken so as to

sujjply the same quantity of nitrogen, we have
evidence, that there is no marked difference between

them, unless it be the hay crop. Then we find

that nitrate of soda does undoubtedly produce a

larger increase than either of the others; and this

is in accordance with the observation frequently

made of its superior effects on the graminea. In

other words, it produces a more powerful effect on

the stems than the other manures ; and this we
see also in the ^ wheat, when a larger increase of

straw is produced by it than by either of the other

manures. But in the production of seed we ob-

serve that the advantage lies in some cases with

sulphate of ammonia, in others with guano ; while

nitrate of soda is invariably inferior.

Such are the results of their experiments ; and,

though I consider them most important, I am far

from thinking that they completely settle the ques-

tion of their comparative values. We must still

extend our knowledge, and I know no method in

which practical farmers could do more service to

their art than by carefully estimating the produce

obtained from these manures. Now that we may
be considered as having got rid of the salt question,

all that is necessary is to employ those manures in

the proportions indicated in these experiments

;

and as most farmers have occasion to use one or

other of these manures as top-dressings, they

could without much trouble have an unmanured

plot, and, vv'eighing the produce, these results

would be of importance both to the agricultural

community at large and to themselves.

I believe, indeed, that while we may deduce the

effects to be generally expected from each manure,

there are innumerable circumstances by which they

are liable to be influenced in particular cases ; so

that it may easily happen that on particular farms,

or even districts, peculiarities of soil, climate, or

exposure, may 'give a decided su])eriority to one

l)articular manure ; and for this reason it cannot

l)e too strongly urged upon the farmers that each

must by actual experiment ascertain for himself

the special effect of each manure on his own farm.

Were this done to any extent, and the results jiro-

perly compared with each other, we should arrive

at far more satisfactory and valuable conclusions

than it is possible to obtain from a few experi-

ments, however carefully performed.

These observations have extended to so great a

length that I shall only further occupy the time of

the society with a few remarks ujion the general

question of top-dressing. It must be obvious that

all top-dressings are open to the objection that

they are dependent upon the fall of rain for their

mixture with the soil ; and if this docs not soon

occur, and the substances lie exposed on the sur-

face to the sun's rays, greater or less loss must

occur. On the other hand, they afford the means

of bringing a supply of manure to the plants Just
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at the time at which it may be required, and under

the circumstances in which it may be most advan-

tageously absorbed. In fact, theoretically—that is

to say, provided we could secure the most advan-

tageous conditions of temperature, moisture, &c.

—

it seems unquestionable that the manures we em-

ploy could be best used by applying them at the

time that vegetation becomes active, and the plant

can most~rapidly avail itself of them. In practice,

however, we cannot insure the occurrence of these

conditions just as we require them; and hence a

top-dressing becomes liable to all the uncertainties

of the other manures. If immediately after its appli-

cation it is carried into the soil by rain, good and

well ; but even if it lies unchanged upon the sur-

face, the period of its most favourable influence

may have passed before it comes in contact with

the roots. Under any circumstance, it is clear that

the greatest immediate effect must be expected

from a substance which is readily soluble in water;

and hence we should anticipate that if a given

weight of nitrogen be applied in different forms we
should expect nitrate of soda or sulphate of am-

monia to surpass guano at first, while in the long

run matters should be reversed, and, taking the

effect on successive crops, that the total produce of

the last should be largest.

I am strongly of opinion, however, that, as a

general rule, top-dressings are to be considered

very much in the light of a means of succouring a

crop which is likely to fail rather than as a mode
of permanently producing good effects. In the

former point of view they are most important ad-

juvants, but they are never to be compared with

that system of cultivation v/hich keeps the land in

thoroughly 4'^od heart by the free use of these

manures, whether farm-yard or light manures,

which ai-e applied in the usual way.

After some remarks by Sir W. Gibson Craig and

Mr. Hall Maxwell upon the great importance of

similar experiments being conducted in various

parts of the country. Dr. Anderson stated that he

would be most happy to render any assistance to

gentlemen undertaking such investigations, and at

the request of the meeting agreed to prepare in-

structions for their uniform coaduct.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the noble

chairman.—North British Agriculturist,

THE SALE OF LAND IN IRELAND.

In the course of a tour which we made in Ire-

land, during the past summer, we had the gratifi-

cation of hearing the performance of what, we fear,

must be called the " Lay of the Last Minstrel." A
blind harper, one of a race now nearly extinct,

was perambulating the country, partaking of the

hospitalities of the steward's room in castle and

hall, and performing in the drawing-room of an

evening, before knights and ladies. He gave a

public concert at the inn at which we had our head

quarters, and we had the pleasure of attending it.

He played and sang some of Moore's Irish Melodies,

some of the rollicking slang songs of Ireland, and

some songs in the vernacular Irish. He recited

stories from Crofton, Croker, Lover, and other

writers. Among these was one which was probably

derived from one of these authors, though we did

not remember it. It described an Englishman in

Ireland, looking out for an investment in lands to

be sold in the Encumbered Estates Court, who had

taken for his guide a peasant of the genuine old

school. The Englishman is, of course, anxious to

ascertain the value of landlord life in that part of

Ireland, by a series of questions which he puts to

his guide. It is impossible to do justice to the

dialogue, unaccompanied by the peculiar whining

and drawling pronunciation which in Ireland is

supposed to constitute the English accent, Some-

thing like the following dialogue, however, takes

place:—"What is your name?" "Denis O'Toole,

your honour." " I suppose you know this part of

the country well?" "Divel a one should know it

better, your honour, seeing I have lived here man
and boy nearly forty years." " Eh, ah ! you have

lived here forty years, have you ? I suppose it is

a pretty healthy country ; and whose is that white

house on the hill yonder ?" " Mr. O'Flannigan's,

your honour." " Oh, Mr. O'Flannigan's, is it ?

and how long has he lived there ?" " He does not

live there at all, your honour ; because he is dead

entirely." " Dead entirely," repeats the English-

man, with a peculiar emphasis on the entirely:

"and, praj', how long has he been dead?" "I
cannot say, your honour, exactly how long he has

been dead ; but if he had lived till next Martinmas,

he would have been dead two years." This system

of computing time, of course, puzzles and as-

tonishes the Englishman not a little. He follows

up his cross examination by the " momentous

question" what he died of, and receives for answer,

" that of all the days in the week, he died of a

Thursday."

With this anecdote we introduce the subject of the

sale of land in the Encumbered Estates Court, and

the prospect which it holds out of investment to

English capitalists. Who has forgotten the cry
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with which the whole country re-echoed, when the

measure was introduced by a Whig Administration,

on the suggestion of Sir Robert Peel, as a substi-

tute for the miUions upon millions which were

being poured into the bottomless abyss of Irish

destitution ? Robbery, spoliation, and confiscation

were the mildest terms bestowed upon it. The

tables are turned now; and the Encumbered Estates

Court is a great favourite with Irish proprietors.

The term for which it was originally passed has

expired. It has been renewed for a further limited

period ; and the Court is so choked up with peti-

tions, that it is considered impossible to dispose of

them all in the time. The landlords themselves

are thronging it as petitioners, in order to free

their estates from encumbrances, by the sale of a

portion of them. The only persons who have any

reason to complain of it are the lawyers, to whom
it has proved "a heavy blow, and a great dis-

couragement." A large portion of the business

of the Four Courts related to encumbered estates

—

estates involved in interminable suits in law and in

equity. The fertile soil of the Green Island was in

nothing more fertile than in an exuberant growth

of encumbrances—of settlements which, like the

" Connaught lady's fortune, were so well secured

that they could not be got at.'' The old race of

Squire Rackrents is fast disappearing ; a new race

of landowners is springing up. Property to the

extent of miUions has been sold, and there has

been no lack of Irish capital to purchase it.

Many tradesmen, who have realized property,

have become able to transfer their savings from

the Funds to land in their own country, where some

sects, during the rigour of the penal laws, were

prohibited from acquiring land, and where, since

the removal of those laws, they were unable to ac-

quire land because there was none in the market.

The nominal owners were acting only as trustees

in perpetuity, for the benefit of Irish barristers and

attorneys. The gentlemen of the long robe have a

great dislike to a Parliamentary title, which may
be contained in a cash box. Some people are even

beginning to think that an Encumbered Estates

Court might not, after all, be such an intolerable

evil even in England. A new conservative element

has been introduced into Ireland, and a new sti-

mulus has been given to commercial industry.

The descendants of the O's and Macs, whose es-

states were confiscated under Elizabeth and Crom-
well, have now an opportunity of regaining, by
purchase, the lands which perhaps they sometimes

dreamed of regaining by more violent means. The
market value of land is rising in Ireland, though it

is still below the English standard. We have even

heard it declared, by the agent to a large Irish pro-

prietor, who belongs to that rare class possessed of

ready money, and who is desirous of extending his

influence in the country, by increasing the number
of his ])road acres, that the market value of estates

in Ireland has risen so much, that investments in

land are out of the question. In cases which have

fallen under our own knowledge, such proprietors

have been bidders in the Encumbered Estates

Court, and have been outbid, for small properties,

by the successful shopkeepers and professional men
of the neighbourhood. The market value of land,

however, is still below that of England, and the

letting value, notwithstanding all we hear in Eng-

land of exorbitant Irish rents, would not in general

be high if the land were properly cultivated.

In illustration of these views, we will cite a case,

which (?ame lately under our own knowledge, of a

small estate sold in the Encumbered Estates Court,

in a county which an Englishman, who has had

much experience in Ireland, assured us he had

often ti'aversed in security, at midnight, unarmed,

nearly ten years ago, when it bore a much worse

character for agrarian outrage than it bears at pre-

sent—agrarian outrage is, in fact, scarcely known
there. The property was sold to pay off the in-

cumbrances on a larger estate. It contained 111

statute acres, was let for £94. The deductions to

which this rental is liable are the tithe rent-charge,

and the half of the poor rates, which, in Ireland,

are paid by the tenant, but recovei'able by him

from the landlord. The tithe rent-charge amounts

to £2 5s. ; and the landlord's half of the poor rate

averages £3, making, in all, £5 5s., and leaving a

net rental of £88 15s., or nearly l6s. an acre. The
tenants, among whom the new landlord is very po-

pular, and who were delighted at his becoming the

purchaser, immediately agreed to give an advanced

rent of £133, or fully 23a. an acre, after making

the preceding deductions. The property, there-

fore, which was purchased for £2445, sold for

rather more than 27i years' purchase on the old

net rental, and 19 years' purchase on the new
rental. The soil is a strong loam, resting upon

boulder clay, which is based upon limestone. Very

little of it requires draining, and most of the land

on which draining is necessary possesses a good

outfall. Some of the land is under tillage, with

a large portion under permanent pasture.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the

property is divided into farms of about six acres

each, which, in Ireland, is called a well-circum-

stanced estate. If this, or a similar property of

thrice the area, had been purchased by a farmer

from England or Scotland, for the purpose of oc-

cupation, it would have been necessary for him to

eject these tenants, or to purchase their interest.

We presume he would have preferred the latter

alternative. It would also be necessary to erect a •
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residence and hoinestecid, for the present farna

houses are only fit for labourers' cottages. These

are two very important additions, which must be

taken into consideration in estimating the value of

Irish estates, as compared with those of England

and Scotland.

LAND IMPROVEMENT MONOPOLY.
Under this title we propose considering how far tenant-

right, or the general reformation of our land laws, as

demanded by the mutual interest of landlord and tenant,

can be superseded by the private acts of land improve-

ment companies. Numerous companies, as our readers

are aware, have lately obtained acts of parliament,

enabling them to invest capital in permanent improve-

ments, and effect preferable security for the investment.

Can landlords and tenants, through their instrumentality,

permanently improve their estates and farms with as

much success as they could do under properly revised

territorial statutes ?

That the private statutes to which we refer are

less objectionable than the antiquated public ones,

wiU readily be granted ; but that they are calculated

to supersede " tenant-right " is a very different

question. Hitherto, landlords have been too much
disposed to entrust the entire management of their

estates to agency, and those brought up in office or

looking forward to such may naturally conclude that

landed property cannot be burdened by too much
machinery of this kind ; but those who are otherwise

situated, and who comprehend the capabilities of land,

the different interests involved, and the general progress

of things at present, will readily perceive that the man-
agement of land, hke the management of our army and

navy, is subject to improvement, and that a more
practical organization from the highest to the lowest is

absolutely necessary, to secure successful husbandry. In

other words, landlords must learn the golden rule, that

" to do well, the master must be at the head of his own
affairs."

In proof of this, we have only to notice the fact that

landlords, as a body, are daily becoming more practical,

and tenants scientific, and that where both have become

masters of the science and practice of agriculture,

agency and all sorts of intermediate jobbing are fast

disappearing. This is only what the universal testimony

of experience recommends, and what every friend to

jrural prosperity must wish to see in general operation.

In harmony with this reformation on the part of

themselves, landlords and tenants are also daily

becoming more convinced of the necessity of their sons

and successors paying a still greater deference to

the science and practice of agriculture. The former,

for instance, are beginning to feel that the army
and navy is not the proper school for heirs-apparent

learning to manage the patrimonial inheritance,

or represent its interest iu Parliament. Doubtless

the times were when the opposite was true ; but old

systems, like old landlords, must die out, and be replaced

by new, leaving heirs-apparent the alternative of keep-

ing pace with the progress of things.

The latter, again, are also beginning to experience

that an apprenticeship at the plough is no longer suffi-

cient to make successful farmers of their sons ; nor their

allowing thenfto follow the hounds the practical course

of forming an acquaintance with their landlords, so as

to secure farms. The tide of improvement is of neces-

sity rolling on, sweeping before it machinery of this

kind ; while the rising generation are of themselves be-

ginning to think of more rational systems.

In making these observations, we are aware how

strongly many yet ridicule the idea of our large landed

proprietors, or their sons, ever being scientifically and

practically qualified to superintend the improvement of

their estates

—

i. e., the management of their own

affairs (?) On the contrary, how many are there, who

affirm that " the less they know of practice, so much the

better for their agents and tenantry;" and who with

equal confidence assert that a naval or military life is

more honourable for the younger members of the family

thda one spent in the permanent improvement of their

country, or the reclaiming of her colonies for her surplus

population ! But a little inquiry into the facts of the

case satisfactorily accounts for erroneous conclusions of

this kind.

From the emphasis generally put upon that part of

the objection involved in honourable employment, it re-

quires special refutation. For example : Russia is much

more military than England. Is she therefore more

honourably employed ? In point of fact, England is

the least military of aU the kingdoms of the world,

and the most disposed to peace. Is she the

less honourable on that account .' Is war more

honourable than peace ? the gory trenches at

Sebastopol than the permanent improvement of the

British soil ? Is England herself less honourably em-

ployed in the nineteenth century than she was in the

fourteenth ? In short, as we progress in civilization we

are losing a taste for the barbarous pursuits of war.

During the era of the great barons, our manufacturing

and commercial populations were looked down upon as

pedhng communities, and agriculture herself as the com-

missariat of the army ; but since then public opinion

has undergone an entire.revolution, placing that which

was last first, and the first last—elevating agriculture,

manufactures, and commerce to the respective positions

which they are entitled to occupy by virtue of their em-

ployments, and lowering the army and navy to the rank

of a public executioner. There is no denying of these

facts, nor the influence they are exercising on the public

mind of Europe. The progress of things is irresistible;

and if England is less military than Russia, it is because

she has first begun to beat her baronial sword into

a ploughshare, and is preparing to defend herself and
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allies by nobler means than the brute force of her

subjects.

There cannot be a doubt therefore, from these facts,

that the landed interest of this country is preparing to

occupy a more promiucnt place in its industrial fabric

than it has liitherto done. To deny this—advocating

systems which can only have a temporary existence— is

to lose sight of the leading characteristics of the present

age in every rank of life.

We have thus glanced at one side of the picture ; let

us now turn to the other—land improvement mono-
poly. In this case it will bo seen that private statute

outwits public ; while speculating companies are

succeeding in taking from the landlord both his em-
ployment and daily bread, drowned acres and house-

less farms are everywhere demanding draining and

homesteads, while chemical and mechanical science

is calling into existence improvements beyond num-
ber, in effect such as to produce an increase of

upwards of 500 per cent, on the weight of crops

—

leaving interested parties no alternative but to join in the

march of progress. How can they do better, so long as

they are tied hand and foot by antiquated statutes ? for

although these companies may take the cream of the

investment, yet the skimmed milk fifty years hence is

better than nothing. On the other hand, England is

threatening our military system with a thorough revisal,

owing to our misfortunes in the Crimea ; while private

companies are, here again, actively proposing to contract

for the levelling of Sebastopol, Cronstadt, &c. ;and with

a little more chemistry and mechanics, we see nothing to

prevent their labours being crowned with success.

Commercial enterprise and capital, it will thus be

seen, are beginning to set antiquated laws and systems

of management at nought, both in landed and military

affairs. True it is, that the Scottish Bar is frowning at

its ancient statutes being thus invaded by the steam-

ehgines, draining ploughs, and monopolies of England
;

but a little more capital will soon remove difficulties of

this kind out of the way, while the Scottish soil will be

left to pay for all

!

No real friend of the agricultural interest can approve

of such a state of things. We are rot here to be under-

stood as condemning the progress of military science,

much less the conduct of land-improving companies,

but the contrary; for we thank the latter for the gene-

rous spirit which has prompted them to so laudable an

enterprise, for the immense good they are doing, the

encouraging example they are giving, and for the pro-

fitable field they have thus opened up to the investment

of surplus labour and capital. Long before the date of

any of the statutes in question, we advocated the prac-

ticability of capital being invested in entailed lands by
machinery of this kind, and of the extension of such to

our colonies with still greater profit ; so that it would
be inconsistent on our part to lift our voice against it at

present. Nevertheless, that is no reason why landlords

and tenants themselves should not enjoy equal privileges

with such companies to effect the improvement of their

estates and farms. That the work legitimately belongs to

theta is universally admitted, and therefore why should

antiquated statutes stand in the way of their doing so,

preventing them not only from improving their property,

but making at the same time provision for the younger

members of their families, in accordance with the science
,

of labour ? Why, in the name of high- minded England,

should a landlord, for example, who wishes to invest his

capital at redeeming interest in the improvement of his

estate, for the mutual benefit of the heir-apparent and

his younger brothers, be called upon with demeaning

subserviency to cringe at the footstool of any company

for leave to do so, and not only thus to solicit leave, but

submit to "blackmail" besides, while he himself is

compelled to purchase post and pension for his sons on

scarcely less ignoble terms !

The practical remedy for this unfortunate state of

anarchy in British agriculture is free trade in the improve-

ment of land—in other words, a thorough revisal of entail

laws, leasehold and other land statutes, so as to secure to

landlords and tenants their respective rights, enabling

them to bring to bear upon the inexhaustible resources

of the soil the greatest amount of labour, manure, and

machinery which experimental science will justify.

When our present statutes were framed, the industrial

fabric of the country was in an entirely opposite state

;

for then, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce

being subservient to its military and political machinery,

acts of Parliament were consequently framed to provide

for the interests of landlords and tenants accordingly ;

but now, this change having taken place, both the latter

have become obedient to the supremacy of the former,

while the laws of land remain unaltered. Hence the

ruinous results experienced, landlords continuing to

perform the principal duties of parliamentary and mili-

tary life, without adequate remuneration or any of their

former privileges ; while commercial speculation by

means of private statutes, is quietly setting antiquated

public ones aside so far as serves her own purposes^

with all the privileges they conferred. H" this is all that

the manufacturing and commercial interests of the

country require, those of agriculture certainly demand

something more.

A very important question arises as to the inadequate

means which land-improving statutes possess for meet-

ing the exigencies of tenants. No doubt, so far as the

capital of the farmer is invested in permanent improve-

ments, such as draining, provision is made ; but this is

not the legitimate province for Iiis capital, for he oftcli

doubles and triples the productive value of his farm by

labour, manure, and judicious cropping. A tenant,

for instance, may invest, as we have done, £5 in lime,

£5 in manure, and £5 in labour per acre, in land the

fee-simple of which is not worth more than ^20 ; so

that, if he also invests £5 in draining, his total invest-

ment equals that of the landlord. For the latter sum

of ^5 provision is made by land-improvement mono-

poly statutes, but for the former £15 none ! Is this

justice to the tenant ? In point of fact, it is not the

administration of public justice which these statutes

have in view, but private interests.

A hundred.and-fifty objections may doubtless soon be

raised to every word vre have said, and as quickly i6-
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futed. Companies it may be said, (1) form a more

economical subdivision of labour, (2) an improved

method of " raising the wind," (3) the advent of " pea-

sant proprietorships ;" (4) on the contrary, our propo-

sition of " landlord and tenant right," it may be said,

is a hopeless attempt to uphold an antiquated system

which can never work well in practice, and so

forth.

Now, firstly, the subdivision of labour belongs to the

landlord and tenant, as is universally admitted ; secondly,

many landlords and tenants do not require to borrow

money, while those who do so can get it on easier terms

without those companies than with them, if antiquated

restrictions were removed out ot the way ; thirdly,

steam-draining ploughs, liquid-manure tanks, and cul-

ture generally by machinery, is fast exploding from the

mind of every intelligent farmer the absurd doctrine of

peasant proprietorships ; while, fourthly, the improving

condition of landlord and tenant is the best proof that

the system is in a healthy state. These, and many
other objections of a kindred character, are thus easily

refuted.

The sum and substance of the whole matter just

amount to this— that land improvement monopoly

statutes are defective both in principle and practice.

It has often been stated that the nearer practice attains

to abstract principle, it is the more perfect. But in the

case in question the one is opposed to the other ; for a

legal barrier stands in the way of landlords and tenants

discharging their duty. That barrier Parliament refuses

to remove from before them ; but it has removed it

from before a few private speculating companies. The

latter are doing well—a proof [that the former would do

better, by the amoant of " blackmail" they pay, were

the barrier removed ; hence the injustice they experi-

ence. This partiality on the part of Parliament arises

from prejudice and misconception—or rather, perhaps,

from a want of a practical knowledge of agriculture

generally speaking. The monopoly is more against the

tenant, for instance, than the landlord ; as if the Legis-

lature had contemplated that the former would keep the

latter safe ; but, if it has done so, disappointment will

be the result, for tenants without tenant-right will just

take out of the soil what improving companies put in,

leaving their farms at the expiry of the redeeming term

not worth more than the old rent ! And who can blame

them for so doing ? Some landlords, to our knowledge,

are already but too familiar with this counterbalancing

practice ; and when they, as a body, are able practically

to comprehend how mutually their interests are united

to those of their tenants, Parliament will legislate im-

partially, conferring upon both free trade in the im-

provement of land. The old plebeian maxim of " every

one having his own law " will not suit this country, for

land can no more be governed by private statute than

commercial England.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We confess that we have watched the resuscita-

tion of the West of England Agricultural Society

with much interest, and we may now add with pro-

portionate satisfaction. It is not always that a

revival holds out any great hopes of permanent

success to those who attempt it. The very sense

and knowledge of what is to be all done over again

having once ended in little short of a faiUire may
have more weight with many whose aid we have to

seek, than they themselves might be at all inclined

to allow.

It is at any time more easy to create than re-

establish that feeling of general confidence without

which no public institution can expect for long to

flourish. It was with this difficulty the present

promoters of the Bath Society have had to con-

tend. They had to offer something as worthy of

support and encouragement, where support had
but too gradually died away. They had, in fact,

in some measure to argue on a contradiction, and

to prove a want which precedent went to show was

but little wanted.

It is but fair to say that the western counties

generally gave this effort their heartiest welcome.

The opening meetings of this second era have been

celebrated under the best auspices. The entries

well filled, and the shows well attended, it became

very manifest that with good guidance the under-

taking could not but continue to prosper. It came

at a very happy period, when from a stray visit or

so of the great National Society the minds of men

became the more ready to admit the need for such

gatherings, and the advantages which must follow

from them. In no part of the United Kingdom

have we had more striking examples of improved

agriculture than lhe»West of England has furnished

us within these very few years. To make this ad-

vance a general one, some general agent was re-

quired, and this has been very naturally sought for

in the re-organization of the West of England

Society.

Our readers must be toleraljly well familiar with

the proceedings, so far as they liave yet been de-

veloped. We have made it our duty not merely to

keep our attention on their reports, but to judge

and report for ourselves. We have done this, as

we ever hope to do, in the fairest spirit of criticism

— ever willing to allow credit for all the good which

has been accomp'iished, though not quite silent on

what we felt might even yet be done better.

This is at no time a grateful task. There are

some of our friends we could name, who.
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indeed, are inclined to take it as a positive imper-

tinence, and to cling yet the more closely to any

defect, simply from having had it pointed out to

them as a mistake. Like the Irishman's pig, to

get them to go one way you must have them be-

lieve they are wanted to go the other. The West
of England Society, we are glad to say, is open to

no such charge. The few errors which marked

their opening efforts have been, one after another,

amended. Bath for management is better than

Plymouth; and Tiverton pi'omises to be still more

on the improvement. The first number of the

journal—too much an echo of other people's sayings

and doings—merely heralds the way tO' a far more

efficient representative in the second. Here the

men of the west do speak for themselves ; and now
the West of England Journal is as much the journal

of the West as that of the Royal Society is of

England, or the Highland is of Scotland.

The third volume, just published, is now before

us. Its contents, too, were advertised in our

paper of last week ; and a list of these alone will go

far to show how becomingly it is conducted, as

how directly it is made to serve those for whose

especial benefit the Society was instituted. It

would be, perhaps, too much to expect many
lengthy papei's in a journal of this character; and

we believe the committee have experienced some

want of competition for the prize subjects they have

offered. But this is not a difficulty in the West
alone ; indeed, when we come to reflect, it is sur-

prising to find the practical farmers of the kingdom

addressing themselves so often as they do to com-

position of this kind, and then only, with a chance

of obtaining a hearing. Many a man would give a

word or two in a letter that would never venture on

an essay, and the experience of many a one might

be thus obtained who otherwise would make no

sign. After the reports on the exhibitions of the

past year—machinery and stock both done justice

to in the preseift number—we^re inclined to look

upon " The Farmers' Note Book " as one of the

most valuable and useful features such a journal

can have to depend on. The very opening note of

" volume three" amply demonstrates this. It is ap-

propriately on the management of apple-trees, and

the writer, Mr. Belfield, commences his letter with

a regret that the prize offered by the society for the

best Essay on the Management of Orchards did

not avail to elicit the information expected. From
this he proceeds to "jot down his own notions

and recent experiments,"—the very heart, after

all, of agricultural literature—that many might

be found to imitate, while comparatively few

would attempt more. Mr. Belfield is already well

supported ; Mr. Prideaux, an old correspondent of

our own, on Guano, Salt, and Ammonia; Mr. Robt.

Smith, and Mr. Row of Tiverton, on Gorse for

Cattle and Horses ; Mr. Kemp, on Trefoil as a

Spring Crop ; Mr. Sandrey, on Spring Feed ; Mr.

Michelmore on Farm Labour, Mr. Trethewy on

Keeping Young Stock—with many other topics,

each disposed of in a page or two, but all going at

once and keeping well to the point they are intended

to impress or elucidate. It is here, we repeat, the

editors will have their chief strength. Numbers of

volunteers may be enlisted, ready to give their ideas

in a note for the note-book, who would never join

on any other conditions. More than this, too,

many a subscriber will read and remember a short

paper who will never look at a long one. At any

rate, this must be the best means for encouraging

either to undertake longer flights, and to bring

more readers and writers to the West of England's

journal.

We would not have it for a moment supposed

that we wish to undervalue the more lengthy

papers in this volume. There are some of especial

excellence. The opening one, for instance, on the

Exhibition of Implements at Bath—Mr. Whitley on

the Climate of the South-west of England, and
" the Chemistry of Practical Farming," by Mr.

Thomas Dyke Acland. The Society owes much to

Mr. Acland already in many ways. It owes him

its especial thanks for this contribution, which goes

far to remove that grand difficulty—the first ad-

vances or somewhat chilly introduction on which

science and practice deign to greet each other.

Some such master of the ceremonies has been long

required, and, with Mr. Acland's permission, we

may hereafter make him even more generally useful.

We hope to become still better friends with the

West of England Society. It has ever been our

wish to rank as such, and we are rejoiced to find

that our one great cause of complaint is about to

be removed. The Poultry Show at Tiverton will

be part of the Agricultural Show, subject to but

one charge of admission, and leaving the spectator

that which he enjoys almost everywhere else—a full

permission to turn and return from one department

to another, at his pleasure. With a young Society

it was perhaps a question of funds ; it was never-

theless a mistake and a contradiction, and we con-

gratulate the Committee on having " reformed it

altogether."

SWEDISH TURNIPS.—The largest roots of the

Swedish turnips arc the most nutritious, affording in

64 drachms 110 grains of nutritive matter; while the

middle-sized and smaller roots afford 99 grains. On

the contrary, the middle-sized roots of the common
turnips are the most nutritious. A root measuring

7 inches in diameter afforded 72J grains ; while a bulb

of 4 laches afforded 80 grains.

I
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LONDON, OR CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL MODE OF CULTIVATING ROOT-CROPS.

The usual monthly meeting of this Club took place on

Monday, April 2, at the Club-house, Blackfriars, Mr. B.

P. Sliearer, in the chair. The subject for discussion, in-

troduced by Mr. W. Bennett, of Cambridge, was "The
most Economical Mode of Cultivating Root-crops."

Mr. Bennett : Sir, in the days we live in, when
our agriculture is making the most astonishing advance-

ment, climbing, as Sir James Graham very aptly ex-

presses it, " to the very hill top," it is scarcely necessary

for me to say to the enlightened agriculturists I see before

me, that with the judicious cultivation of the fallow

crop, is immediately connected (I had almost said) all

that is great and magnificent in agriculture, and that

because it is the foundation on which rests the success-

ful rotation of all the other crops. The fallows neg-

lected, or only imperfectly done, the whole thing is a

failure ; and the farm throughout will never bear

inspection. Whatever course of farming is adopted (and

that man is a novice in agriculture who farms without a

system), the fallows must be gone into with spirit, and

with no niggardly or parsimonious hand ; and I must

be allowed to say, although some of our amateur agri-

culturists will tell you that fallows are unnecessary, I

trow not, and, although I am no friend to needless

restrictions, I hold landlords are justified in requiring

that the farm shall systematically, either with or without

a green crop, as is best adapted to the soil, receive a

good and efficient fallow (cbeers). Nor is it scarcely

more to the interest of the landlord than the tenant

(unless the latter is about to run away), that it should

be so. Sir, I am free to confess, after an experience of

some forty years—and, like other men, I have occasion-

ally been naughty—but I say it advisedly, I have never

stolen a crop in substitution for a fallow, without

ultimately drinking damage. The fallow season is the

starting post in the race. If the land requires draining,

this is the time to effect it. If double ploughing or sub-

soiling, it must be done now. If crooked and unsightly

hedges are to be reduced, there is no time more fitting

for the operation than the winter preceding the fallow.

Sir, in pursuing this discussion, it will perhaps comport

with the convenience of the club, if we first attempt to

sbow on what soils roots may or may not be profitably

grown at all. I hope, by the bye, this statement will

not shock any of my friends around me, because it is the

Opinion of some of our more modern agriculturists that

turnips may and ought to be grown on all arable land.

It is true there are but few soils on which you cannot

cultivate turnips. But the question we have to discuss

u— Can it be done economically, or will another system

leave the land in a better state, and the farmer more

money in his pocket ? The farming world is by no means

agreed on this point. There are those who will tell you
that, only drain and plough deep, and you may then

plant the land with turnips to advantage, irrespective of

the nature of the soil, or its situation as regards the

homestead. On the other hand, so much are we the

creatures of habit, that I know there are farmers situate

in the clay land districts, who year by year pursue the

naked fallow system, without attempting anything better,

even on the more favourable spots on the farm. The

result of my experience, backed by close observation,

leads me to believe both these practices are far enougb

from the correct one ; but of the two, the man who reck-

lessly drives at turnips over all his fallows, however

unfit for such a mode of cultivation, will, sure enough,

be quit of his money first ! In fact, to pursue such a

system upon the poorer dead tenacious clays of England

is, in my judgment, the most rapid way to ruin a man

can well pursue ; and for this simple reason—the cost

of production far exceeds their value in such situations,

while the succeeding crops will show vast inferiority

from those the land produces under a naked fallow, or

where tares have been previously fed off with sheep.

Close akin to such infatuation is that which induces the

farmer of clay land to go through the whole of his farm,

like a blind horse in a mill, with his naked fallows, be-

cause his father before him did the same, without look-

ing round to see if there are not some portions of the

farm contiguous to the homestall where a crop of man-

gold and wheat might be grown, perhaps alternately, to

the great benefit of the farm, and sometimes other spots

of newly broken up or woodland soil which, if not fit to

depasture sheep in the winter, the crop might be ex-

tracted for the flock in the spring, with great advantage.

In addition to the soils above named, as not generally

adapted to the growth of turnips, we must add, how-

ever, a large tract of fen land, particularly in parts of

Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Lincolnshire. It seems,

however, it is not so much because the land will not

bear turnips, or that there is difficulty in feeding them

off, but that stock are not found to^o well with them

from such land. I am not at all sure, however, if this

arises from an absolute inferiority of quality, or if it is

not the soil attaching to the bulb, which mainly dis-

agrees with the sheep ; if so, washing the roots might

obviate the evil. For the present, rape, mangold

wurzel, and on the better land potatoes, with here and

there a few cabbages, are the vegetables chiefly grown

on the fens, and probably best adapted to the soil.

Cabbages might, I think, be profitably cultivated to a

much larger extent. Having, then, noticed, in passing,

on what soils it is doubtful that turnips can be grown

with a profit, it is very gratifying to know that the

progressive improvements which have been made within

the last fifty years in turnip culture (and are still going

on) have contributed perhaps to a greater extent to the

production of human food, |and added more real

wealth to the country, than all other improvements

besides. How, then, we may best make these improve

-
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ments known, and progress still higher in the science,

is, sir, an object not merely worthy of the best efforts of

this club, but, if I mistake not, of every true patriot in

the land. For in the teeth of these astounding improve-

ments, it must be admitted, in some districts good

farming is yet the exception and not the rule. Nor is

the system of turnip culture by any means uniform,

even among tolerably good farmers. What, then, is the

best mode of raising root crops, and at the least cost ?

That is the point in hand. I have bestowed some pains,

sir, to get at the practice of some eminent agriculturists

in different localities, and I regret that it would be tax-

ing the valuable time of this meeting too severely to give

the result of these enquiries at all at large ; suffice it to

say, there is no general uniformity of practice among
them, and perhaps with the variation in soils we must

not expect it. Mr. Henry Overman, of Norfolk, whose

well-earned reputation as an agriculturist and keeper of

stock, as well as for his hospitality and general intelli-

gence, is no mean authority—this gentleman seems to

favour ploughing (on his quality of soil) only a moderate
depth, and still drills his swedes and mangold on the

flat surface, two feet apart ; and if his turnips are not

the largest they are certainly the best preserved of any I

have seen. Mr. Francis Sowerby,'of Lincolnshire, a

very extensive and spirited agriculturist, adopts the ridge

system for all his mangold and swedes, with great effect;

has used the water- drill to some extent, and in July last

the turnips so pat in seemed, I am free to admit, very

much to take the lead, and I learn are still in favour.

Mr. G. Russell, near Woolwich, whom Mr. Caird de-

scribes as one of the first growers of green crops in the

kingdom, prepares his land by very deep ploughing in

the autumn, but first uses manual labour, chiefly wiih
a foik, to extract twitch or other noxious weeds ; com-
pleting the cultivation with a scarifier, without the

further aid of the plough ; manuring heavily both with
solid and artificial manures. Plants on the level surface,

I believe, and with such cultivations on a naturally rich

soil, grow (as might be expected) the most astounding
crops, both of mangold and swede turnips. Gen. Hall,
M.P., of Weston Colville, Cambridgeshire, is (to all

who know him) no mean authority as an agriculturist.

On a naturally weak soil, he commences his cultivation

for turnips and mangold by very deep four horse
ploughing, and then sometimes drives the subsoil plough
through the chalk strata below, after which the common
plough has about finished its work, the scarifier, harrows,
and roller, doing the rest ; when a moderate portion of
farm-yard manure is applied with the bouting plough, and
four or five cwt. of blood, superphosphate, or the same
cost in guano, with five cwt. of salt, are put on per acre;
and there, in an open tract of country, on a thin chalky
soil, doubtless any of you may witness next autumn,
close by the Six Miles Bottom Station, about 40 tons of
mangold and hard by 30 tons of Swedish turnips per
acre, growing most luxuriantly. It is bat justice to say
the General farms his own land, and is, doubtless, bent
on its improvement, almost regardless of expense. But
it only shows what may be done, by skill and capital, in
the way of cultivation. I understood the General to

have also commenced ploughing two furrows deep for

wheat ; in the success of which, however, I must be

excused for remaining an unbeliever till I have the

honour of paying the gallant General another visit. I

will give but one other example. Wr. Charles Howard,

of Bedfordshire, a young but spirited agiicultui ist , began

cultivating turnips on the usual plan of the neighbour-

hood, fallowing about five or six inches deep, and after

repeated ploughings, drilled his turnips but 18 inches

apart, on the level land. The consequence was—being a

gravelly soil—as soon as the hot dry weather of August or

September set in, they almost invariably mildewed, and

got so stinted in thtir growth that three years out of

four the unthrifty plants produced nothing but a number

of little hard unsightly bulbs, and they of the meanest

quality. Pie now breaks up his land ten inches deep,

with fourhorses—does the greater part afterwards with fhe

scarifier,harrows,and roller—adopts the ridge system of27

inches,inwhich he deposits from 12 to 15 tonsof good corn

orcake-made manure—has not found the water drill,so far,

to answer on his soil, it producing, mixed wiih the super-

phosphate, a sort of concrete which runs the soil to-

gether where the seed is deposited, like a hasty thunder

shower. Nor has he found artificial manures generally

pay the extra cost ; but with the above cultivations he

can grow splendid crops of turnips without their aid, of

which, I must say, I have had ocular demonstration.

It is but justice, however, to add, the soil (in fertility)

is above an average of the country. Having furnished

these examples from different parts of the country, I

will now, sir, with your permission, give you, as briefly

as I can, my own views on the subject. If, then,

garden cultivation is right, there can be no question

that for root crops, as often as they occur, the soil ought

to be moved much deeper than is at all necessary or

desirable for the general crops of the farm. I am
decidedly of opinion, however, that you obtain your

object far better, in the general way, by what I call

double ploughing than by one deep furrow of 10 or 12

inchc, because that furrow must be proportionately

wider than the depth to turn it at all properly ; and on

anything like stiff land you will get a huge untractable

lump of earth, which the weather of no ordinary winter

will penetrate or pulverize ; whereas, by taking it up by

two ploughs, the latter one being of higher construction

and casting the furrow to the top, thereby exposing the

most ungenial soil to the winter frost and rains, you

leave it in a far better state than even under ordinary

spade cultivation.* I think the system far preferable to

one moderately deep furrow, followed by the subsoil

plough, because in the latter case much of the stratum

below falls pretty much into its former position, and

the virgin soil receives but little benefit from the action

* In passing, I might just observe that the P.P. Plough
lately invented by the Messrs. Uowr.r(l, and which took the

prize for deep ploughing at Lincoln, as also that of Messrs.

Ransome, which followed so close upon theheeh of the former,

appear to me admitably adnpteii for taking out this second

furrow. And I fully incline to the opinion, that almost at any
time whenever you want to go beyond seven inches, requiring

more than two horses, looking at the improved state in which
you leave the land, it is most economical.
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of the atmosphere. The depth you go must depend

more or less upon the nature of the subsoil ; but ex-

perience will of course be the be?t guide. It is but

justice to say that I have not hitherto adopted the

system at all largely, except as cultivation for potatoes,

carrots, and cabbages ; but have done a considerable

tract for the planting of fir-trees, and it was astonishing

what fine carrots and other vegetables we grew between

the trees for two or three years, even on a weak soil,

without a particle of manure. In adopting this system,

if land be foul, it will be desirable to do as much clean-

ing as practicable in the autumn before you commence

this operation ; indeed, among our very best agrici'l-

turists autumnal cleaning, where mangold and swede

turnips are to follow, is every year becoming more

general (cheers). It may be too much to say that the

system can be brought to bear on all lands, but in the

majority of cases (to borrow a favourite phrase of our

friend Mr. Mechi), " I think I might stake ray agri-

cultural reputniion upon its success." We come now
to the seeding operations (for tho land so ploughed will

require little else than the application of the scarifier,

harrows, and roller). It is evident that great autho-

rities still differ as to the best mode of drilling. The

result of my own experience, backed by much observa-

tion, is, however, very decidedly in favour of the ridgs

system 27 inches apart, more especially where the

turnips or mangold are to be carted from the land, or

stored in heaps—first, because in putting in the manure

(if the weather be at all showery) you cart the

soil less than by manuring on Ihe fiat surface ; and if

the same quantity of manure is used, you certainly get

a greater weight per acre with the manure directly under

the plants than otherwise, and that not more from the

contiguity of the manure, than the fact that you can

move the soil later, clean the land more perfectly, and

perform all the hoeing operations far more cheaply, than

on the flat surface at nearer intervals, in addition to

which they are much more easily extracted when you

take them up. Care should be had not to leave the

ridges too high, to roll freely with a suitable roller, if

the weather be dry, before drilling, and not to be afraid

of pulling them down with the hoes, as the ridges should

be lost ere the hoeing is completed ; for it is quite a

mistake to suppose that these kind of bulbs require

moulding up. Let them only have something good to

feed upon underneath ; and if you want fine handsome

bulbs, you can hardly disencumber them too much.

You thus make the land more even, and better for the

sheep, and pretty effectually obviate the too frequent

irregularity of the succeeding corn crop under ridge

cultivation. Had I been addressing a few raw inex-

perienced farmers, I might have guarded them against

drilling turnip seed among dry clods, and referred them

to the couplet of Tusser (I think it is), who says

—

" Where clods prevail

The turnips fail." -

And on the subject of manure I should have said, guard

against the prodigal system of those antiquated farmers

who make no calcuktion of their means, but allow the

whole of their farm manure to be laid sometimes on

little more than half the fallows—having to fiaish, if

they complete at all, with artificials only ; but rather

use it with caution, laying on but a moderate quantity

of the former, eking it out with blood, superphosphate,

guano, Lawes' turnip manure, rape-dust, or such other

dressing as may be most approved ; and he who leaves

a portion of dung for wheat where most wanted (as

many good farmers do) is no novice. In putting manure

into ridges use but two ploughs together, one opening

and the other closing in the manure close after the

spreaders, avoiding exposure to the atmosphere. I have

long followed the practice of dragging over the ridges a

small piece of timber, or strong larch pole, reaching four

rows at once, sweeping off any of the manure on the top

of the ridge, and pretty well covering the dung ; and in that

state add the artificial manures, rather than drill them into

a very narrow compass after the ridge is completed : the

last plough thus closes in altogether, when you have only

to roll and drill the seed. I am not, however, so ena-

moured of the Northumberland system as to suppose, in all

situations and circumstances, it must be the best. But,

on the other hand, where turnips are not for extraction,

but to be fed off upon the ground, they may sometimes

be grown to advantage at somewhat narrower intervals j

but even in that case, I prefer, if practicable, to place

them on smaller ridges, by which you set them out more

effectually, without smothering the young plants. I

have practised this system extensively by attaching small

skeleton ploughs to a Bedfordshire drill, forming three

straight ridges at a time, about 22 inches apart, deposit-

ing the artificial manure by the same operation ; and I

repeat it, where turnips are to be fed upon the land, this

mode of cultivation, I think, has its advantages. In

bringing these remarks to a close—and I fear I have

already trespassed too freely upon yoRr indulgence—

I

assure you, Sir, I have introduced the subject to elicit

the sentiments of the enlightened agriculturists of this

club, and so get them before the public, rather than at

all dogmatically to propound my own. What has been

said, then, backed by the experience of others, must, I

think, pretty generally bring us to this conclusion—that

to cultivate root crops profitably, we have first to lay the

land dry by draining, if required ; to clean the fallows

intended for the earlier crops, as far as possible, in the

previous autumn ; to cultivate deeply, taking time by

the forelock in getting the soil thoroughly pulverized
;

not to plough too frequently, nor at all when the land

poaches, but, if practicable let it be undisturbed for two

or three weeks previous to the last operation ; to manure

as freely as you can (in justice to the wheat crop) both

with the farm and artificial manures; to put all crops

intended for carting, or clamping, on the ridge, taking

care not to deposit your seed deeper than is necessary

to ensure vegetation ; to hoe well both by horse and

manual labour, not forgetting (as the best money spent

in the whole operation) to send over the turnip and

mangold wurtzel fields, as you may at a trifling cost, a

few men after harvest, with a small three-tined fork, and

a bag or apron tied before them, taking two ridges at a

time, to extract any fibres of twitch or other noxious

weeds that may be still alive ; and last, though not least,

E E 2
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to take warning by the past, and preserve pour roots

well whin you have grown them (loud cheers).

Mr. RusTox was one of those unfortunate men who

happened to farm on fen land, whose condition all who

read the agricultural reports for Cambridgeshire would

pronounce a deplorable one, and who, he could assure

them, were entitled to all the sympathy they could ob-

tain. The cultivation of that description of land, how-

ever, hardly needed the caution which Mr. Bennett had

given them about thoroughly pulverizing the clods ; for

their real difficulty was not how to pulverize, but how
to compress and consolidate, and get the land into such

a state that the dry winds did not blow the soil away.

Hence the sowing of roofs on this land upon the ridge

system did not succeed so well as upon the flat ; for

through the influence of the sun and wind, the land be-

came so much dried up, that the seed no sooner germi-

nated and became a plant than it died off. During the

last spring he sowed eight acres of mangold, four of

which were on the flat and four on the ridge system, the

whole being fresh ploughed and manured. The four

acres cultivated on the flat system did very well ; but

the four cultivated on the ridge vegetated, and then died

away, and he was compelled to follow with a crop of

swedes. The method he had found most successful on

light soils was to manure in winter, just before Christ-

mas, to plough the manure in, let it lie till the spring,

work the land two or three times, that the manure might

be thoroughly incorporated with the soil, and then apply

Crosskill's roller to consolidate. He had derived great

advantage from the use of the liquid manure drill, and

no doubt Mr. Bennett had some of his mangold in his

eye when he referred to the benelits he had witnessed

from the application of the water-drill in the fen dis-

tricts. Last year, he (Mr. Ruston) used it to a con-

siderable extent, and it answered his purpose so admira-

bly, that he invited Mr. Bennett to come down and see

for himself the difference between the dry and the water

drill, where all things were equal. The results of the

four e.xperiments he made during last year with mangold
were

—

MANGOLD WURTZEL.

No.
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could see to an inch where the ridges were ; and an in-

ferior quality of barley or oats was grown to what

would have been grown had the manure been equally

distributed over the surface of the soil ; he, therefore,

considered that system objectionable. At the same

time, he must confess that the heaviest crops had been

grown under the ridge system. There was another

system which he adopted ; it was a fancy of his own,

few other farmers, probably, having reduced it to

practice. He did not see why they did not adopt the

flat and the ridge system combined, using short manure,

and spreading it over the surface of the soil, spreading

ashes over the surface, sowing seed with a seed barrow,

and then ridging up. His own experience with regard

to manures went to show that the best system for

general adoption was, as Mr. Bennett said, to put about

half a coat of cart manure over the whole surface of the

turnip crop, and to complete the dressing with arti-

ficial manure. The question, however, arose what was

the most economical mode of using artificial manures.

It was generally supposed that the drill was the best

medium of applying them to the soil. As to the relative

merits of the dry drill and the water drill , he had used both.

His friend Mr. Chandler happened to live within a mile

of him, and he had used the water drill invented by him

with great advantage. He considered that when they

are drilling in the crop, it was most economical to apply

an abundance of manure. Ploughing, harrowing, and

so on, cost no more ; and that system by which they

secured the greatest addition to the bulk by the appli-

cation of manure must be the cheapest system in the

long run. Mr. Williams then described with some

minuteness his method of preparing manure for applica-

tion on the farm ; namely, by mixing solid and liquid

manure in a pond near the homestead, wTience it is

pumped into a barrow for distribution. This, he said,

was a most economical system, and preferable to the use

of lime for the fixing of manure. He thought the addi-

tion of superphosphate must prove beneficial, because it

would lead to an increased produce of the root crop.

Experience had convinced him that in the long run the

flat system of drilling was the best. In the west of

England he had certainly seen better crops grown gene-

rally under the flat than under the ridge system. As to

the old-fashioned system of growing turnips without

manure, it was now become nearly obsolete ; and where

it existed at all, it must soon be discontinued (Hear),

Mr. J. Wood (of Sussex) said he had a farm with that

description of soil in which Mr. Bennett said it was

hardly expedient to cultivate turnips—he meant stiff

clay soil ; and though he did not inow that his root

crops were profitable in themselves, yet he thought that,

taking the whole thing together, with the opportunity

which the growth of such crops afforded for cleaning the

land, the cultivation answered his purpose. He could

not find time to clean his land in the autumn. It was

not his custom to expend much money upon artificial

manures— patronizing chemists and persons of that de-

scription—(laughter)— but he found that it answered his

purpose to keep a great quantity of stock. He was not,

indeed, adequately paid for the stock which he sent to

market ; but he reckoned that he obtained from his

stock a description of manure which, if ploughed into

the land, enriches it, and at the same time had the me-

chanical effect of preventing the soil from getting

into too solid a state. In a wet spring he did not

venture to plough ; in a dry one he ploughed right

across, and employed women and children to pick up all

that required to be removed. He could not afford to lose

his crop by having what Mr. Bennett called a clean

fallow. The treading of sheep even on clay soils helped

to keep down the couch and charlock. The growth of a

crop must tend to enrich the land, and he considered

that on the whole it answered his purpose to grow tur-

nips. He had found it useless to attempt to grow barley

after ploughing the land in the spring. For the last two

or three years he had sown April wheat with advantage,

in cases where oats and barley would have failed. He
perfectly agreed with ]\Ir. Bennett, that by ploughing

deep they increased the value of the soil, but thought

the soil should not be turned up too much to the surface.

He should be afraid to plough to the depth to which he

had seen ploughing carried on Mr. C. Howard's farm.

The plough used on that farm was a humble imitation of

the one used in Kent and Sussex. (Laughter.) When
he first saw the soil, he thought it a very good one, but

afterwards observed many spots where the gravel was

very perceptible, and he did not think Mr. Bennett was

right in estimating the land so highly as he had done.

If it really answered Mr. Howard's purpose to go to the

depth of a foot, all he could say was, that he was

astonished at the fact. He knew that in Norfolk it was

not the custom to break the pan. Not having tried the

liquid manure system himself, he should like to know

whether the use of the liquid drill did not in some cases

cause the seed to sprout. He had always sown his

seed on the flat, not on the ridge, because he never

thought of drilling in his seeds till the land had been

ploughed a considerable time. The question of economy

turned in a great measure, in his opinion, on the de-

scription of land which was cultivatad ; but he felt that

autumnal cultivation was of great importance, and that

the quantity of manure used, even though it involved

considerable expense, had an important bearing on the

question of economical cultivation.

Mr. C. Howard said he had taken great interest in the

cultivation of the turnip crop. His soil was, as Mr. Wood

had stated, a sharp gravel. Though he had not experi-

enced so many hot summers as his predecessor, it had

always been considered a burning soil. When he first

went to the farm, he ploughed in the regular way, al-

ways having considered it advisable to get up the land

four or five inches before Christmas. For some time he

continued to follow the old jog-trot system ; but having

read much of what had been said at the meetings of the

London Farmers' Club (Hear, hear), he, altered his

course, and commenced autumnal cultivation. He

could not do the whole of his fallows, but he set out

one-half, and ploughed three or four inches deep, scari-

fied and harrowed, and picked up the twitch as'much as

possible. In November he ploughed up the land ten

inches deep. The success which he met with resulted
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chiefly from the following system :—Autumnal cultiva-

tioD, deep winter 'ploughing, wide intervals, early sow-

ing, and choice of seed. It was, he thought, very im-

poriant to keep those things in view in the cultivation

of turnips. With respect lo Mr. Williams's obji^cLion to

the ridge system, he thought that gentleman ploughed his

land far too deep at first, and therefore get the manure in

too deep. If that were the case, he might have renieditd

it in the spring by ploughing his land across the ridgeS;

und tciuifying it in the same directicn. The scarifier

ai:d harrow would have scattered the manure evenly

over the surface. As regarded liquid manure, he must

say that, although he had used Mr. Cliandler's drill, he

had not fouud fauch benefit from its use as had been ob-

tained by olhcrs. In justice to Mr. Chandler, however,

he would confess that the failure was probably owing to

Iris war.t of skill in the management of the drill. lie

intended to try it again this year (Hear, hear). Having

for some years made experiments on both the flat and

the ridge system in the growth of turnips, he had come

to the coHcIusion that the greatest weight might be

grown on the ridge system, and with the least quantity

of manure, because under that plan the munure was im-

mediately underneath the turnip. Another advantage

of it was that they would get the turnips at wider inter-

vals, and could work the land better. On the flat

$5 stem they could, tit the utmost, hoe only once or

twice ; whereas on the ridge system it could be done

three or four tisies. In conclusion, he congratulated

the club on the increasing practical character of its pro-

ceedings, and on its being the instrument of such a wide

diifusion of knowledge among the agricultural commu-
nity (Hear, hear).

Mr. RusTON, in answer to Mr. Howard's remark that

on the flat system it was not practicable to hoe more
than once or twice, wished to state that in his neigh-

bouihood (Chaticris) the turnips were all sown twenly-

seven inches on the flat, as was done on the ridges.

Mr. Thomas (of Lidlington) had been a large grower of

turnips, and, if the judgment of those with whom he had

come in competition in Bedfordshire was to be relied upon

,

he had been a successful one. Tiie question which Mr.
Eennethad mooted thateveningwasoneof so purely prac-

tical a nature, that perhaps he should apply himself to it

best by stating to them the opinions and convictions which

had forced themselves upon his mind after an cxp?rlence

extending over about thirty years. About five-and-

twenty years ago, while residing in the neighbourhood of

Worlisop, in Nottinghamshire, he became deej)ly im-

presicd with the extraordinary quality of the turnips

grown there, combined with the cleanliness of the soil

;

and his special attention was accordingly directed to the

cultivation of that root. On enquiring in the vicinity,

he found that it was almost the invariable plan to apply
the farm-yard manure made in the preceding year to the

clover leys previously to the sowing of wheat, and that

turnips were always grown, with an application of bone-
dust, on the ridge. After a time he tried that method
himself, and he must now declare that in the five-and-

twenty years which had since elapsed, he had never,

under any circumstances, been able to grow a better crop

of turnips than he did under that system. Though there

was difliculty in obtaining a sufficient supply of crushed

bones, he had never found superphosphate, or bones

dissolved in sulphuric acid, produce greater crops of

turnips than he saw produced under the system which

he had described. As regarded relative modes of grow-

ing turnips, whether on the ridge or on the flat, his own
experience had led him decidedly to the conclusion that

in light turnip soils, especially on the east coast of Eng-

land, where there was not so much rain as in the north

and west of England, the flat system was by far the best.

On a very large proportion of the land of this country,

the fields were so formed that ploughs could only be

taken in certain directions—it was quite impossible to

plough or to scarify in a cross inanner—and in all such

cases he had strongly recommended the adoption of the

flat system. The land ought to ba thoroughly cleaned

before Rlichaelmas, and freed from couch, and every

other kind of weed j then one deep ploughing previous

to the long frost would be all that it would be necessary

for the plough to do before the last furrow was made.

The scarifier or Staffordshire harrow might then be used,

afterwards there need only be a single ploutihing : they

might drill immediately afterwards. If he were asked

his opinion as to the best method of cultivation he

should certainly point to the light manures, which

should of course be genuine, and the greater part

should be supplied to the wheat crop. Where the

system pursued was the four. course system, he would

recommend that the whole of the manure should be

divided equally between the four courses, instead of the

whole being applied to the manuring of one crop. In

the other case, the probable result was that they

would grow an inferior quality of barley as well as an

inferior quantity. He would advise them to be very

careful, before investing their money in artificial manures,

to ascertain whether or not they were worth what they

would have to pay for them. In the county where he

resided, after a great deal of puffing about certain

manures, many of them were tiled ; and last year the

crop on being weighed out carefully and accurately in

the scales was found not to have received a halfpenny

worth of benefit from them. (Hear, hear).

Mr. E. Little wished to bear testimony to the great

benefit which had resulted in his county—Wiltshire—

•

from the use of the liquid manure drill. That invention

was the greatest boon that had ever been conferred on

the light-laud farmer : it had reduced to a certainty

tl.e cultivation of the turnip on light soils. He
had himself used it with great advantage for

six years, and there was now scarcely a farm

in his district on which it was not employed more

or less. In the coUnty of Wilts, where the farms wore

large, the ridge system was seldom admitted : nearly all

the turnips were gros'n on the flat system. Artificial

manures were generally applied with Mr. Chandler's

drill. He had grown a crop of 22 or 23 tons per acre

from three cv«-t. of superphosphate and half a cwt. of

guano, at an expense of 27s. or 2Ss. per acre. It was

usual in his district to preserve the greater portion of

the farmyard dung for the wheat crop.
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Mr. Wood wished to know if the seed showed any

tendency to sprout in that part of the country ?

Mr. Little said he had never seen it sprout on light

soils. It had been complained that, on heavy soils, a

hard substance was formed ; but he had never found

that the case. With the use of the water-drill, he had

never lost a plant ; while with the dry drill be had fre-

quently done so.

Mr. Williams said he had never observed any

vegetation of the seed ; but he thought it possible that,

if the land were so dry that the water-drill could only

partially moisten it, the seed would be damaged. If,

however, a farmer were tolerably careful in retaining

the requisite moisture in the eoil, the water-drill was

advantageous, because it added to the moisture already

existing, and secured vegetation. Moreover, the water-

drill was especially advantageous as regarded filling.

By filling itself, it effected a great saving of time and

expense.

Mr. Owen (Clapton, Berks) considered that, if the

wheat crop were put in clean, and well manured, as it al

ways ought to be, the work was half done for the turnip

crop. As regarded the use of superphosphates and guano,

he thought it much more economical to manure turnip

-

land by such means than by carting manure from a

yard a distance off, at a busy period of the year. He
was convinced that the cost of applying artificial

manure would not exceed that of carting yard-

dung a considerable distance. Of the water-drill

he could speak with great satisfaction, having used

it as early as almost any one after its invention ; and

if he had on his farm the necessary supply of

water, he would never put in turnip-seed in any

other way. His soil being a dry one, he grew a great

many vetclies ; and as the vetches were fed off, the land

became dry and disintegrated. In a dry summer, very

soon after the vetches^ were fed off, be ploughed the

land, and on the third day he saw plants vegetating

;

within a week he could distinguish the row. Had he

sown ihem broadcast, or with a dry drill, they would

not have come up ; or, if they had come up, they would

not have been ready for the hoe so soon by weeks. He
believed that the moisture obtained through the use of

the water-drill would generally prevent sprouting.

Mr. Chandler did not know Mr. Howard's land

himself, but that gentleman had stated that it was a

sharp gravel, with superphosphate containing a good

deal of lime ; and it was quite possible that the gravel

and the superphosphate of lime had formed a concrete.

That was, indeed, an unusual circumstance ; but it

might, nevertheless, have happened. A person in

Shropshire, to whom he supplied a drill, complained

also of failure ; and when he (Mr. Chandler) obtained

from him the particulars, the conclusion which he came
to was, that it was owing to the extreme porosity of the

soil. It was no use applying liquid manure unless

there were something like compression. He thought

that autumnal cultivation was best where the soil was

well pulverised. He always liked to plough turnip land

before he put in the barley.

Mr. Abbot (of Castleacre, Norfolk) said the system

recommended by Mr. Bennett was the one generally

adopted in his part of the country. There they ploughed-

in as early as they could ; and if the weather was not

favourable, tbey waited till spring. He did not concur in

the opinion that ploughing should be done only once in the

spring, but thought it desirable to plough three times. He
was in the habit of putting seven or eight loads per acre of

yard manure (reserving a cc: tain portion for wheat), and

expending from 20s. to 25s. per acre on artificial ma-

nures. The best crop of wheat that he ever grew was

obtained by expending 40s. per acre upon artificial ma-

nure ; the quantity applied being, he thought, on the

average, 2 cwt. of guano and 4 bushels of superphos-

phate of lime. He thought the combination of yard

manure and artificial manure was the best, both for the

wheat and the turnip crop. As regarded the liquid

manure drill, he bad not himself used one ; but his

brother-in-law had done so, and the result was in that

case favourable. Sir. Hudson of Castleacre, who was

his neighbour, grew as large a quantity of turnips as

any man in Norfolk, and he adopted the ridge system of

cultivation, sowing seven or eight loads of yard manure

per acre, and expending about 25s. an acre on artificial

manures.

In reply to a question from Mr. Wood,
Mr. Abbot said his soil would not admit of very deep

ploughing.

Mr. C. Howard : To what depth do you plough?

Mr. Abbot : Seven or eight inches.

Mr. Bennett, in reply, said, the chief difference

of opinion which had been elicited by the discus-

sion had reference to the comparative merits of the

ridge system and the flat system. W^ith regard to the

turnips to be extracted from the land, or carted, or put

into clumps, he had no doubt whatever, after an expe-

rience of thirty years, that an average of five or six tons

per acre more roots could be grown on the ridge than

on the flat system. Mr. Williams had objected to the

ridge system, mainly on account of the unevenness of

the succeeding barley crop. He ; oelieved that evil was

mainly occasioned by putting in the manure too deeply.

The failure was owing to an injudicious application, and

not to the system itself. He would have defied any one

to tell, from an examination of his barley crop last year,

where the sowing was on the ridge, and where on the flat.

On the motion of Mr. Owen, seconded by Mr.

Thomas, of Bletsoe, Bedfordshire, the following reso-

lution was adopted unanim.ously :
—

*' That it is the opinion of this Club that in the cultivation

of root-crops the principal points to be borne in mind, having

rrgard to the most economical mode of proceeding wiih the

view to a full crop, are—autumn cultivation ; deep ploughing,

where jiracticabls; choice of seed; judicious manuring; and
seasonable hoeing."

On the motion of Mr. Trethewy, a vote of thanks

was given to Mr. Bennett as the introducer of the ques-

tion. A similar compliment was also paid to the Chair-

man, who, in replying, congratulated the meeting on

the great increase in the number of members which

had taken place within the last few months. In evidence

of the position the Club was now attaining, he need only

state that fifty-four new members had been enrolled

since Christmas last (cheers).

This terminated the proceedings.
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THE COMING MEETING AT CARLISLE.
" Prize Sheets for the Carlisle Meeting; may be

had on application to the Secretary of the Society."

So announces an advertisement which has duly

appeared in our columns for the last few weeks ;

and one naturally enough proceeds to ascertain in

what Carlisle is to differ or excel other meetings

that have preceded it. In all their doings the

Council have never so much to answer for as they

alone stand committed to in the arrangement of

this sheet. The eyes of England are here most

assuredly upon them. The business of Hanover-

square may come easily enough. The methodical

precision of a good Secretary will bring much
within the scope of that terrible term, " routine,"

and thus " read, approved, and signed" be the real

extent of many a labour. The tried ability and

natural taste of a good Editor will do as much for

the disposition of the Journal ; while ever-anxious

auditors take the best of care that no unnecessary

expense is incurred, and nothing like extravagance

admitted.

It is, we repeat, in the management of these

country meetings the Council of the Society has to

prove its use and worth. It is here the knowledge

and experience of the practical agriculturist,

whether landowner or occupier, come fully into

play. A prize sheet to be worthy of such a meet-

ing should be anything but a matter of routine.

On the other hand, one of the first duties should

be to break fresh gromid. We do not mean by
this that the Society should be made to encourage or

sanction every new scheme or wild plan which may
be brought under its notice. There must, of course,

be an equal care on either side. At the sametime let

the premiums offered continue to test everything

which is worth trying, and hasten to develop, as

far as possible, any means that may tend to the ad-

vance of British husbandry. It is in thus distin-

guishing between what should and what should

not have their countenance that the Council will

show their fitness for the position they occupy.

And this, too, must be done in no merely negative

spirit. Precedent should, in reality, have little

sway here. Time and place must rather be the

grand considerations to deal with—what the times

expect, and what the place can provide.

This matter of place is itself highly suggestive of

continual alteration and addition to the annual
prize sheet jrabhshed. A country meeting has a
double duty to fulfil. We bring the machinery of
the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and
with it a whole host of well-known faces in attend-

ance, not only to impart information, but to receive

it. There is no district yet but that has profited by

such a visit. There is none but from which in turn

we have gathered something. We offer, season after

season, our now established fare—our three sub-

stantialcourses of Shorthorn, Hereford, andDevon

—

Mr. Surecard's sheep and Lord Wellbred's pigs.

The best implements take their position, again,

almost as much as a matter of course; general-

purpose ploughs ; economical drills, and trust-

worthy steam-engines. These are what we have

to show you. It is part of our standing stock,

and we exhibit them everywhere. And now, by

way of variety, what can you show us ? Is there

no feature your own neighbourhood can embellish

the entertainment with? This is the point the

Council have to weigh over ; to identify, as far as

they can in justice, the meeting with the locality

in which it is held. By so doing they may always

increase the heartiness of their welcome, and at the

same time add to the usefulness of their pro-

ceedings.

And so we are going to Carlisle to see shorthorn

bulls and Southdown rams, light ploughs and per-

fect chaff-cutters, that many of us have seen all the

world over. And is this all ? Are the Council's

energies at best, then, directed but to do as they

have done ? We are happy to say they are not.

We believe, indeed, from all we can recollect, that

never was there a stronger move in the right direc-

tion than will this year be discernible at Carlisle.

Perhaps, indeed, there never was a much better

opportunity for striking out a little ; but it is only

fair to add that this has been made the most of.

We mean to have some of our friends from over

the. border, not merely as visitors, but as exhibitors

also ; and it is, be it remembered, this comparmg

of notes that, in agriculture as in everything else,

leads the way to improvement.

We are well aware that, when any sanguine gen-

tleman looks in at Hanover-square to suggest that

so influential and wealthy a society should do this

more and that more, he is pretty certain to be

stayed, by an assurance from a Finance- Committee

man that "this is not a wealthy society." And so

this and that more are not done. Here, however,

it has been done. With some very liberal and

grateful assistance from the town and neighbour-

hood of the merry city itself, the Council have the

means, and we can only repeat that they have used

them well. We have a whole series of classes

and prizes for Scotch cattle, Ayrshire, Angus,
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and other polled breeds, Highland and other horned

breeds, for Galloways (specially apportioned), for

Cheviot, for Herdwicks and other mountain sheep,

with thirteen prizes for Clydesdale horses—a well-

merited compliment, proceeding directly from the

funds of the Society. In addition to these, the

mayor and other gentlemen of the county have

again filled up a weak place in the programme with

special prizes for hunting and coaching stallions,

for riding and harness mares, with an addi-

tional offer or two for hack and cart colts and

fillies.

This is all very good. In the implement depart-

ment we could hardly look for any so great or ap-

propriate a variety. There is, however, an addi-

tional prize for the reaping machines, even still far

more popular in the north than anywhere else

;

while in deference to time, perhaps, rather than

place, there is the great out-standing two hun-
dred POUNDS REWARD for a Steam cultivator

that shall efficiently and economically hasten th»

doom of the plough and the spade ! "Who will

be the bold man to claim it? The London
Farmers' Club, perhaps, may be able to enlighten

us at their next meeting in May, when this topic

comes on for consideration. It will be at least

amusing to notice how far their conclusions can

anticipate the Ides of July.

The Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England have done their duty :^let the breeders of

the North now do theirs, and treat us to such a

show of Scotch cattle, mountain sheep, and Clydes-

dale horses, as shall be worthy of themselves and

the occasion. In the significant notice with which

we began—" Prize sheets may be had upon appli-

cation,"

THE APPLICATION OF MANURE IN A LIQUID OR IN A SOLID STATE.

It may be stated, but at the same time be found

difficult to be proved, that—what Mr. Chadwick
has asserted, and Mr. Mechi corroborated—by
combining large quantities of water with manure its

beneficial effects upon vegetation will be increased.

Mr. Chadwick states, that if farm -yard manure is

saturated with water, the liquid thus obtained

will be far more beneficial to plants than it would

have been had it been ap])lied in its solid state.

No one, for a single moment, however, we conceive,

will be ready to admit this assertion as correct.

In what way can it take place ? The soluble por-

tion of the manure would alone be extended by
saturation ; the solid portion alone would remain.

No addition except that of water v.'ould take place;

and although this might assist in pi-oducing a

sudden development of the plants, it would there

end, v/hilst, upon the other hand, the more solid

portions would remain useless as manure. But in

the event of its having been applied in the ordinary

way, the whole would by degrees have become com-
minuted with the soil, and would gradually, as it be-

came decomposed, have afforded food to plants for

a far longer period of time, and, by thus affording

nourishment, would bring the plant to a more
healthy development than it would if applied in a

liquid state—in that case acting as suddenly as

guano ; in the former instance, as ordinary farm-

yard manure, extending its influence throughout a

whole course of cropping.
3' If we adopt Nature as our teacher, we can rarely

err. Every portion of the vegetable kingdom is

returned to the soil, either in its original state, to

become slowly decomposed, or after it has been

appropriated by herbivorous animals, by their

faecal deposits ; and in either case, the decomposi-

tion goes on gradually ; the food destined for the

reproduction of plants and vegetables becomes

spread over the surface, until, by the action of

heat, air, and moisture, it is again rendered soluble,

and is conveyed to the roots of plants, to be daily

made available by them for their support. Vege-

tables, like animals, in a growing state, require

food in continuous succession throughout the

whole period of their progression ; and it is only

during winter, when the temperature is too low to

produce decomposition, that the supply ceases.

The experiments that have been made upon
guano, and other similar highly-stimulating ma-
nures,"confirm this opinion ; for it has been found

that if the application is made at once, it is not

nearly so beneficial to cereal crops as when made
by two or three applications, at three or four weeks'

interval. With turnips and root crops it would be

otherwise, as these plants require manure in their

early growth, making up for the deficiency after-

wards by the assistance of their leaves. To
crops, therefore, of this description, liquid manure
would probably be highly beneficial, inasmuch as

their growth would be stimulated in a more rapid

manner than by the application of manure of a

more solid character.

As the urine of animals contributes more largely

to the manufacture of farm-yard manure than their

solid deposits, it becomes the chief ingredient in

their composition, and is at the same time the most
valuable for its nitrogen, and combining with the

carbon unitedly becomes food for plants, and of all
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descriptions most suitable to their growth ; but to

bring out its properties fully, it should be allowed

to putrefy, by which its ammoniacal ealts arc

formed. One portion of this ammonia unites with

the lactic acid, and forms lactate of ammonia. The

other portion becomes volatile, in the state of car-

bonate of ammonia.

By this action the formation of carbonate of

ammonia entirely alters the character of the urine,

converting it to an alkali, in place of an acid, as in

its natural state ; and it thus becomes more valu-

able by far as a manure; and this is the explanation

why urine in a putrefied state is to be preferred as

a manure to urine in its fresh or natural state. The

only difficulty that ensues is, by reason of its vola-

tile character much of its manuring property

would be lost if due care should not be used to

secure it. This would undoubtedly be best effected

by gypsum applied to the surface, or be immedi-

ately secured by covering it with the soil.

The intention of these observations is not to

demonstrate how urine becomes decomposed, or

how, in a chemical sense, it becomes improved by

decomposition, but to show that in either case of

applying it in a liquid form to the surface, a

larger proportion of its manuring quality would not

be brought into action ; and, in the event of its

being decomposed, that a still larger proportion

v/ould fly off unless the surface of the field had

been previously strewn with gypsum, or some

substance of similar character.

We have here a key to the solution of this ques-

tion, and we must confess that it does appear to us

that the application of manure in a solid state is

not only the most natural, but also the most likely

one to have the utmost advantage from it as a

manure.

The operations of Nature, to a certain extent, can

be explained ; but still there are results that, not-

withstanding all our investigation and research,

baffle our inquiries. Take, for instance, the appli-

cation of marl, chalk, and chalk clay, to land that

has never received an application of it before : the

effects are marvellous. The land continues for years

afterwards to improve, even under a scourging

system of cropping, and its beneficial effects will

extend over a period of from twenty to thirty years;

but no second application will have any such effect

after, however long a period such second applica-

tion is made ; and instead of stimulating crops as

at first, it will barely become perceptible ; and it is

from this cause that the old marl-pits found in

various districts have fallen into disuse, and not

from any deleterious matter that has since entered

into the composition of the marl, as has lately

been insisted upon by a contemporary journalist.

As fresh vegetable mould undoubtedly contains a

larger proportion of carbon than old cultivated

soils, and carbonic acid also exists in much greater

proportion, these assimilate with the carbonate of

lime applied as chalk, chalk marl, or chalk clay,

and from being slowly soluble by the action of cold

water, become by this solvent gradually converted

into food easily taken up by the spongelets of the

roots of plants, and from which they continue to

derive a supply for a great length of time afterwards.

But if such were alone the cause, we might infer

that after a lapse of many years the same effect

would again follow, and the same benefit would

again result from the second application. Such,

however, is not the fact. Carbonate of lime acts,

however, in more ways than one, and by its ope-

ration mechanically renders the soil loose and

porous, which is always foUovv'ed by highly bene-

ficial effects, and it is probably to this cause that

much of its beneficial influence may be attributable.

The proper application of lime as a manure is,

we fear, but little understood. We certainly know

that it is frequently applied when it cannot be at-

tended with the slightest benefit whatever. Land

already containing too large a proi)ortion of car-

bonate of lime would be injured by a further appli-

cation, and yet we daily see lime bestov/ed liberally

to land of that description, and even in direct oppo-

sition to remonstrance upon the subject.

It would require a much larger space than we

can devote to these subjects to elucidate them

clearly. We hope, however, from time to time to

be able to revert to them with that viev,', and in the

meantime invite our readers' attention to tho sub-

ject, as one of the utmost importance, and almost

paramount to every other consideration in the

economy of agriculture.

I
NUTRITIVE QUALITIES OF THE ONION.—It is

worthy of notice as an exteusiva article of cousuinption in this

country. It is largely cultivated at home, and is imported, to

the extent of 700 or 800 (ona a-year, from Spain and Portugal-

But it rises iu importance, -when we consider that in these

latter countries it forms one of the coramoa and universal sup-

ports of life. It is interesting, therefore, to know that in ad-

dition to the peculiar flaTOur which first recommeuds it, the

onion is remarkably liutritious. Accordinj^ to my analysis,

the dried onion root contains from twenty-five to thirty per

cent, of gluten. It ranks, iu this respect, with the nutritious

peaand thejirflM of the East. It is not merely as a relish,

therefore, that the wayfaring Spaniard eats his onion with his

humble crust of bread, as he sits by the refreshing spring ; it

is because experience has loug proved that, like the cheese of

the English labourer, it helps to sustain his strength also, and

adds—beyond what its bulk would suggest—to the amount of

nourishment which his simple meal supplies,

—

Professor

Johnston's Chemisiry of Common Life.

i
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THE CULTURE OF MUSTARD.
There are two varieties of Mustard commonly

cultivated, both of them for a seed crop, and one

of them occasionally for a forage and as a green

manure crop. As this is about the time for putting

them in, we will give a short account of them, and

their cultivation, management, and produce. The
two varieties are known as the "Brown Mustard,"

and the "White Mustard."

The Brown Mustaud is that variety which

produces the seed from which that well-known

yellow powder is manufactured, and used as a con-

diment at every table. It is esteemed for its pun-

gency of taste, and, when mixed with water for

service, it passes under the distinctive appellation

of " mustard," and is served at table in " the

mustard pot." From the seed of this variety is

also obtained a considerable produce of oil, of good

qualitj', used for burning in lamps ; but in this

respect it is inferior to the white variety. The
plant of the brown mustard grows very luxuriantly,

and to a great height. The little deep-red grain

or seed, as the Scripture hath it, " indeed is the

least of all seeds ; but when it is grown, it is the

greatest among herbs, and becometh a tree, so that

the birds of the air come and lodge in the branches

thereof." This is a true and beautiful description

of the growth of the plant. Its stem and leaves ar£

rough and prickly, and pods smooth, in most

respects similar to that pest of all lands, garlick,

charlock, wild mustard, or by whatever name it is

known, except in its highly cultivated gigantic

growth, and productive qualities.

The White Mustard.—This is by no means

of such prodigious growth; it is very similar to

the common radish plant ; v/hen left to produce

seed, it grows rapidly, hoA'ever, and yields a large

produce of both forage and seed. The forage, or

full-grown green crop, is often ploughed in as green

manure. The seed is a round yellow grain, like to

coriander seed, and produces a good yield of oil of

excellent quality for burning in lamps ; and, when
distilled with water, Iroth varieties furnish a volatile

oil of great pungency, which is frequently used to

raise blisters, and for purposes medicinal.

Cultivation.—The brown mustard requires

land of rich quality. It is usually sown as a first

crop in breaking uj) loams, and soils of somewhat

above medium quality; in such cases, the land

should be ploughed early in March, at a moderate

depth, and should lie sufficiently long to allow the

decomposition of the grass sods or sward ; this

will generally take place in three or four weeks.

and, as the surface will in that time become loose

and mouldy, sowing may commence, and be con-

tinued up to the middle of April. This should be

done broadcast, and the quantity of seed need

not be moie than one-fourth of a peck per acre, to

be harrowed in lightly, or just so much as to cover

the seed. As the plant is weak in its first stages

of growth, it will need every encouragement ; the

grower, therefore, may wait a favourable oppor-

tunity to sow. All sods or clods should be raked

into furrows or rows. One good hoeing and thin-

ning should take place in May ; the thinner the

better, if the jjlants are strong and healthy. In

sowing brown mustard on old cultivated lands,

care must be taken to have them in a high state of

fertility, and well replenished with manure ; the

course of culture the same, taking care not to dis-

turb the growing plants too much.
The white mustard may be sown on all soils of

moderate depth and fertility. For this crop the

land requires more culture : it cannot be got into

too fine a state, nor can the land be too thoroughly

pulverized, as in fallowing; and the plant is of such

rapid growth and early maturity, that sowing may
be deferred so late as the first of July; however, it

is best to sow earlier. The best practice is to put in

this crop with bone-dust, or superphosphate; about

three-fourths of a peck of seed, and ten bushels of

bone-dust, or its equivalent, per acre, is sufficient, to

be drilled in rows about one foot apart, and lightly

harrowed in. Very little further notice is required

till harvest day. In sowing this crop for green

manure, the same process should be pursued, as

also for a forage crop. The lands, for the better

turning in the green manure, should be set out

before drilling, and a deep furrow left, in v.-hicli to

turn "the first ploughing up" of the full grown
crop. In ploughing in, "a clog" of sufficient

weight must be attached to the plough hake, with

chain, to allow the clog to drag along the furrow,

and fastened to the top of the coulter-shank, so

dragging as to keep down every stem till covered

by the passing furrow. Rolling should immedi-

ately follow; and when the plant is sufficiently

decayed, the drilling of wheat may go forward

without any other aid than a good harrowing.

The best state for feeding offi this crop, or of

ploughing it in, is immediately before the podding

takes place, or, at all events, is much advanced ;

otherwise it becomes too woody and coarse. It jiro-

duces a large quantity of food; but to make the best

of it, heavy stocking is desirable, lest it grow too
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strong and fibrous ; it then becomes unhealthy for

old sheep, and indigestible to young ones. It is said

that both the brown and white varieties are of great

use in preventing the ravages of wire-wonns. We
know that little beetles have instinctive faculties,

as well as that of larger growth ; they will not

deposit their eggs in unpalatable places. The land

should be well worked and cleaned after each crop,

and every seed made to vegetate, otherwise they

become injurious to succeeding crops, particularly

the brown variety. On good soils, several of these

crops may be taken in succession, if required ; or

an intervening corn or potato crop may be advis-

able.

Management.—The great point to be aimed

at by the grower is to produce his seed well grown,

and of a reddish-brown colour ; bright and fresh,

grey or discoloured seed is of very inferior value ;

hence the necessity of giving his plants plenty of

room to perfect their seed, to get it harvested with-

out rain. The first thing to be attended to is the

ripening. Experience has almost determined a rule

or guide. When the pods on the top turn to a

deep brown approaching purple, and those low on

the stem are turning to a light brown, it may be

cut, and should be tied into sheaves, or laid in

reaps if intended to be thrashed immediately : tie-

ing into sheaves, and " pieing," is the best practice.

The pieing is one of the most difficult operations

in stacking : every sheaf must be so laid that the

lower ends of the outer sheaves droop downwards,

so as to shoot off the rains, and prevent damage

from wet ; the form is invariably round, and v.'hen

a sufficient height is attained, it is finished with

high, conical, or " sugar-loaf " roof, topped by

some long sedge or similar covering. Great care

is requisite in leading to the pie or stack. In

mustard-growing countries it is a kind of business to

individuals who keep a stock of " mustard cloths,"

sleighs, sieves, &c., which they let out for stacking

and thrashing; but common farm-carts, fitted with

cloths or coarse sheets, will do very well: all that is

required is to prevent loss from the shelling seed

while loading and teaming. It is usual to thrash

with the flail in the field. The sheaves are gene-

rally very long and dry, and a stroke or two will

jeat out most of the seed. Dressing the seed is a

peculiar task, and requires an experienced hand

;

the mustard sieve and a steady wind being essen-

tial to clean and correct dressing. Mustard seed

will not keep well in granary : the best way to keep

it is in the pie.

Produce.—The yield of straw or haulm is very

great, and the common practice is to burn it. This

is wrong: it makes good steddles for corn stacks,

and good litter for the bottom of the fold-yard.

The yield of seed is various; as much as 42 bushels

of brown mustard have been obtained per acre,

but the general average would be from 24 to 28

bushels per acre ; of white mustard, the general

average would be from 25 to 40 bushels per acre.

The price is very fickle, the brown mustard varying

from 7s. or 8s. to 50s, per bushel ; and of white

mustard, from 2s. 6d. to 25s. per bushel. The pre-

sent prices are, of red or brown mustard about 15s.

per bushel; of white, about 9s. per bushel.

I

FARM FENCES—AND THE INCLOSURE OF COMMON LANDS.
I
1

During a protracted season, in which, perhaps,

an unusual measure of attention has been bestowed

upon cutting and trimming hedges, and making

farm fences clean and tight—and the proper mani-

pulation of a sturdy quickset is a matter requiring

so much judgment and skill, that a first-rate hedger

is a rare and valuable man in any neighbourhood

— it has occurred to us, that the question of having

anyfence at all to trim needs to be meditated upon.

We do not mean, as to the proper amount of sub-

division of a farm into fields ; whether there shall

be no partition-fence whatever, as in some parts of

Kent ; very few, as on light-land hills, where the

four-course husbandry is practised ; or whether

there need be half the bushy hedges and choking

hedge-row timber which chequer and encumber

the surface of counties like Devonshire. AVe refer

to the very antiquated subject of the inclosure of

common and open field into several, which has

again come into public notice by the passing of an

Act of Parliament to facilitate this object. It seems

hardly credible that, in these progressive days,

there should remain many parishes, in various

counties, having wide, open, arable fields, tilled in

stripes and patches by numerous small occupiers

;

or else spacious pasture commons, stocked with a

heterogeneous minglement of all the species of do-

mesticated animals; these being supposed to benefit

the surrounding farmers and cottagers, by picking

a scanty subsistence without the cost of a rent.

We do not include the elevated moors, furzy heaths,

and barren rocky wastes, requiring expensive recla-

mation; or yet such tracts of thin down land as

are useless except as sheep-walk ; l)ut only arable,

pasture, and meadow land, which presents no phy-

sical hindrance to inclosure. Our readers know

very well that the open field arable system was

formerly universal throughout Europe, from Anda-

.j I
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lusia to Siberia; and tliat at this day little progress

has been made towards its abolition, except in our

own island ; and it abounds always in proportion

to the backwardness of the country in which it is

found. But little more than half a century ago, a

village of farmers and labourers, surrounding a

church, and environed by three, four, or five open

and extended arable fields, formed the usual spec-

tacle of Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Northamp-

tonshires, as much as on the Loire, and on the

plains of Moscow. And the work of inclosing

was not completed in the days of Arthur Young,

and the indefatigable Board of Agriculture. Many
inclosures have very recently taken place ; and our

readers must not be surprised to hear that many
parishes in the kingdom still wait for this first step

in agricultural impiovement.

Commons were anciently of two kinds : a por-

tion being occupied by the tenants of the manor,

who kept part of it in hay for the winter provision

of their cattle, and who cultivated the rest for

grain. They were occupiers, however, only during

a part of the year, the ground being common to

the inhabitants of the manor directly the crops

were secured—all, by mutual agreement, keeping

the cattle out of the cultivated parts until after

harvest. They also shut up, and sometimes en-

closed, suitable plots of the" commons for mowing,

suffering the common herd of live stock to graze

all, from the time the hay was carried to the season

for again laying in the meadov/. Another portion

of the common land was appropriated for supply-

ing the inhabitants with wood (for fuel, building

houses, constructing implements, &c.) ; also with

turf or peat, and herbage ; where, in tolerable sea-

sons, the various live animals of the lord and his

tenants found their subsistence. Does not much
the same state of things exist in many localities at

the present moment—either as regards pasturage

commons, or the flats of meadow land, bordering

many a flooding watercourse, and marked out into

hay allotments by posts or ditches ? There are

cases in which one or two great farmers, whose

lands are conveniently situated, adjoining a large,

dry, and valuable common, may possibly make a

larger profit, by sweeping off all the food by flocks

of folding wethers (and so starving all the stock

belonging to their humbler neighbours), than they

could expect to get from any share which inclosure

would allot to their respective farms. But, where

equity is at all considered, and live stock pick up
" neighbours' fare," owing to unsheltered exposure

to the hardships of weather, and poor living (from

the impossibility of the commoners agreeing to any

permanent improvement of the ground, or proper

management of the animals), there is generally a

most inferior, unthrifty flock and herd ; and losses

swallow up all the advantages. Of course, while

every one turns-on what he pleases, generally in

such numbers from each greedy owner as to over-

crowd and pine the entire common, all selection,

which is the soul of breeding, is impossible. And
as to feeding, no animal can fatten on the usually

miserable keeping of such a. spoiled pasture. The

advantages of inclosure to the farmer no one, in

these days, needs to be informed of, it being evi-

dent that the removal of the above evils, and the

placing of the several apportionments under the

control and management of individual occupiers,

must be attended with profitable results.

Proprietors, again, will undoubtedly obtain far

more in the shape of acreage rent than they now
do from the common rights, and stocking, and

other privileges. What a wretched state of things,

then, is betokened, when broad ti'acts of common
land are left unimproved in the midst of a hungry

community, owing to the niggardly fears, or private

disagreements, of the abutting landowners !

The interest of the labouring classes in inclosure

is not so clear. They lose the right of common
shackage, or the feeding of geese and pigs, particu-

larly where there is any open field arable; the oppor-

tunity of getting fuel ; together with various other

advantages, which tend to furnish them with a

few cheap comforts. And where open field arable

is laid down to grass after inclosing, the demand

for labour becomes less. But when common pas-

ture is broken up, as is generally the case, the

tillage of the waste spots, and the increased growth

of labour-making crops, consequent upon a better

order of cultivation, provides more work and a

better livelihood for the poor. And the various

little advantages enjoyed by cottagers ought to be

purchased by the inclosing parties, with an equit-

able compensation.

In this period of high prices, will not each of

the localities concerned strive to obtain an inclo-

sure ? and if mill-streams, or still larger rivers, for

want of improvement, compel the present system

of open meadows, will not the surrounding agri-

culturists add their voice in favour of a better

arterial drainage ?

TO ASCERTAIN THE WEIGHT OF HAY AND
CORN BY MEASUREMENT.—In a long Eqnare

stack, measure it as a parallelopiped, by taking the

length, widtli, and the height to the eaves, and by

taking the medium of these dimensions, as they may
'lifter at top and bottom. These multiplied together

will give the solid contents in feet or yards, as may
have been used in the measurement; and multiplied

by 8, 10, 12, or IG will give the number of stones, ae-

cording to the ago, quality, or condition of the hay.

In measuring the roof it is customary to add one-third
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of the slant-height to the lieight of the stack froiii the
j

bottom ; but the true way jg to measure it as a triariKle

of hall the area of the square measure in length, width,

and height, and then added to the contents of the

stack. In measuring a round stack, the common way

is to measure the girth in several places for a mean

girth ; and then, because the areas of circles are propor-

tional to their circumference, and because the area of

a circle whose circumference is 1 will be .07958, to

multiply the square of the mean circumference by the

above decimal, and that produce by the height of the

stack to the eaves, and one-third of the roof added, to-

gether. The result will give th.e contents in solid yards

or feet, as may have been used. The true way will be

to measure tlie stack to the caves as a cylinder, by

multiplying the area of the base by the height, viz., by

squaring the circiimference and multiplying by .07958,

and then by the height to tlie eaves. The top

of the stack is a cone, and the contents may be

found by multiplying the area of the base found as

above, by one-third of the height. The rule first given

is the most ready, and sufficiently correct in practical

purposes. Corn-ricks may be measured in cubic yards,

and one bushel of grain allowed to each yard in cases

of average production ; advancing or reducing as tlie

crop has been reaped by sickle or mown by scythe,

and may be long or short in the straw, and otherwise

productive or wanting.

ON PARTURIENT FEVER IN EWES, "GIDDINESS ACCOMPANYING PARTURITION."

BY ISAAC SEAMAN.

(Prise Essay.)

Parturient fever in ewes (" giddiness accompany-

ing parturition ") forms a very interesting and im-

portant subject for investigation, with the true

nature of which the shepherd and flock-master

cannot be too well acquainted.

The term " giddiness " signifies stupor, sleepi-

ness, delirium ; and is universally applied by shep-

herds and flock-masters to sheep suffering from

hydatids, or «'ater in the brain. Now that we

may distinguish tliis so-called giddiness accom-

panying parturition in ewes from other diseases

bearing the same name, I propose to call it patu-

rient fever ; "for in calling different ailments by

the same name," as observed by an eminent

writer on influenza in horses, " our description of

diseases becomes involved in obscurity ; we never

agree as to the treatment, and investigation into

their characters becomes more difficult than nature

intended." I call it parturient fever, because fever

it really is, as the appearances before and after

death will show; and it does not affect the ewe at

any other time than shortly before and after lamb-

ing (parturition).

Parturient fever is an affection of common occur-

rence, and was attended with much fatality amongst

the flocks in the counties of Cambridgeshire and

Essex during the lambing seasons of 1852-53. It

is rem.arkal)le for the suddenness of its attack, the

rapidity with which it runs through its different

stages, and its general mortality to those affected

by it. It is so violent in its attack, and rapid in

its progress, that it may j^rove fatal in twenty-four

hours, if not arrested by the most decisive means.

It affects most commonly ewes of a delicate consti-

tution, such as the Sussex Downs : the more hardy

Lincoln and Norfolk ewes are comparatively

exempt from the disease. It manifests a more

severe form in aged ewes and ewes bearing twin-

Iambs.

Causes.—Any circumstance or agency which

depresses the power of the system, insufficient or

improper food, close folding, exposure to fatigue,

to cold, and moisture, may be considered causes of

the affection. I liave repeatedly noticed where

ewes about a month before lambing have been re-

moved from a sufficiency of wholesome food to

other possessing less nutritive qualities, they have

suffered greatly from parturient fever. The prac-

tice of fattening sheep and ewes, being fed on the

same piece of turnips (the best parts of v.diich are

consumed by the former, whilst the roots and other

inferior parts are consumed by the laltei'), ought to

be al>andoncd; a small fold, too— a circumstance

so essential to the development of fat in the one,

whilst highly injurious to the pregnant ewe, to

whom exercise is of the greatest importance for the

maintenance of health. Moist and warm seasons,

vegetables growing luxuriantly, and the non- supply

of dry farinaceous food, are alike productive of the

affection. Fat condition is thought to be a grand

cause of the disease. I certainly have noticed the

Sussex Downs (a breed most disposed to collect

fat) suffer most, and, as I before stated, a delicate

sheep ; but losses have been sustained, from the

fact that the breeder, thinking them too fat, a short

time before the full period of gestation lessens the

supply of food which is plentiful and nutritious,

and substitutes that of a poorer nature. I weU,

recollect the circumstance of an extensive breeder.;

unknowingly feeding a number of pregnant ewes
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for the butcher, who did not discover his ignorance

until after sixteen weeks' gestation : the ewes at this

time were fat enough for slaughtering. Alarmed

with the fear of losing them in lambing, he dis-

posed of them to an experienced sheep-dealer; the

dealer did not think there was an)' particular dan-

ger in lambing such ewes, and continued to feed

them upon the most nutritious diet, such as linseed-

cake, oats, hay, and turnips. He had not a case of

parturient fever, and his losses otherwise were not

more than 2 per cent.

Symptoms.—The most early symptom that

marks the commencement of this disease : first the

ewe suddenly leaves her food, twitches both hind

legs and ears, and returns again to her food;

during the next two or three days she eats but

little, appears dull and stupid ; after this time there

is a degree of general weakness, loss of appetite,

and giddiness, and a discharge of dark colour from

the vagina ; whilst the flock is driven from fold to

fold, the affected sheep loiters behind and staggers

in her gait, tiie head is carried dov/nward, and the

eyelids partly closed. If parturition takes place

during this stage of the disease, and the animal is

kept warm and carefully nursed, recovery will

frequently take place in two or three days ; if, on

the contrary, no relief is afforded, symptoms of a

typhoid character present themselves, the animal is

found in one corner of the fold, the head down and

extremely uneasy, the body is frequently struck

with the hind feet, a dark-coloured foetid dis-

charge continues to flow from the vagina, and there

is great prostration of strength. A pair of lambs

are now often expelled in a high state of putrefac-

tion, and the ewe down, and unable to rise ; the

head is crouching upon the ground, and there is

extreme insensibility ; the skin may be punctured,

and the finger placed under the eyelids without

giving any evidence of pain. The animal now
rapidly sinks, and dies often in three or four days

from the commencement of the attack. Ewes that

recover sufiPer afterwards for some time great weak-

ness, and many parts of the body become denuded

of wool.

Treatment.—The ewe immediately noticed ill

should be removed from the flock to a warm fold

apart from all other sheep, and be fed with oatmeal

gruel, bruised oats, and cut hay, with a little linseed-

cake. If in two or three days the patient continues

ill, is dull and weak, a dark-coloured foetid dis-

charge from the vagina, and apparently uneasy, an

attempt to move the lambs should be made. The

lambs in a great majority of cases at this period

are dead, and their decomposition (that is, giving

off putrid matter) is a frequent cause of giddiness

and stupor in the ewe. If the os uteri (the

entrance into the uterus) is not sufficiently dilated

to admit of the hand of the operator, the vaginal

cavity and os uteri should be smeared every three

hours v/ith the extract of belladoua, and medicine,

as follows, given :
—

Calomel 8 grains

Extract hyoscyaraus .... 1 drachm

Oatmeal gruel 8 ounces

Mix, and give two table-spoonfuls twice a day.

Epsom salts 8 ounces

Nitre h ounce

Carbonate of soda 2 ounces

Water 1 pint

Mix and give tv\'o wine-glasses full at the same

time the former mixture is given. Let both mix-

tures be kept in separate bottles, and well shaken

before given. The bowels being operated upon,

omit both former prescriptions, and give the fol-

lowing :
—

Nitre 3 ounce

Carbonate of soda 1 ounce

Camphor 1 drachm

Water 8 ounces

A v/ine-glass full to be given twice a day.

Feed the ewe principally upon gruel and railk

or linseed porridge. Parturition having taken place,

the uterus should be injected with a solution of

chloride of lime, in the proportion of a drachm to a

pint of warm water, and repeated twice a day whilst

any foetid discharge from the vagina remains.

—

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England.

DEEP AND SHALLOW DRAINING.—At the Nor-

thamptonshire Agricultural Association, Mr, Inns observed

that a few years ago he was the single-handed advocate of deep

draining at several years' audits successively. He thought

four feet was not too deep for fair average land. He disap-

proved of tile pipes of less diameter [thau 2 inches cr If,

except for finishing oflF: the idea of lin. pipes for five or six

chains of land was absurd, while the v»hole saving by them

did not exceed Ss. per 1,000, and a little extra for cartage.

He thought from eight to eleven yards a proper distance for

the drains on ploughed land, while on grass land a less dis-

tance than from fifteen to tweuty yards would be likely to

prove an evil. That day they had found the water springing

from the bottom of the drain 3ft. deep, and in the 4ft. drains

at between 2 and 3 feet. Mr. Wilson said he was superintend-

ing some draining for Mr. Cartwright, at Aynhoe, and begged

to differ as to much shallower drains being used for strong

lands. Were they ever so strong he found more water dis-

charged at 4ft. than 3ft. After the first two feet the land got

more friable and yielded more water. Alluding to one of the

competitors from his neighbourhood, he attributed his defeat

solely to his having only brought tools suitable for 2-iuch

pipes, having understood that was the size to be used, instead

of 1^-inch.
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VISIT TO THE FARMS AT YESTER.

If success is the criterion by which agricultural

improvements should be tested, and from which a

decision is to be formed as to their judiciousness,

the operations at Tester must command universal

approval. In 1850 we gave a detailed account of

the improvements on the farms of Broadsvoodside,

Tester Mains, and Danskin. Having again visited

these farms on the 9th of Janury last, we are en-

abled to report still farther as to their success.

The following is a short synopsis of these im-

provements :

—

Broadwoodside and Tester Mains contain about

800 acres, elevation about 600 feet. The soil was

naturally a poor thin clay resting on sandstone.

The subsoil varies considerably, but is generally

more friable than the soil; a part of it is a yellow

sand, though other parts are a stiflf yellow whitish

clay. So inferior was the soil of Tester Mains

generally regarded, that a very shrewd and facetious

farmer, whose road to and from Haddington lay

through this farm, was wont to remark that " he

hoped the Marquis of Tweedda^e would always

keep Tester Mains in his own hand, as it would

give him a very good idea of what his land was

worth." But a better criterion as to the original

value of the land was that Mr, Howden, Lawhead,

and Mr. Brodie, Abbey Mains, prior to 1840, valued

the lands at 14s. per S. acre. We have no hesitation

in stating, that if these farms were in the market

at present, they would realize 42s. or more the im-

perial acre, and would prove at that rent a better

bargain to a tenant than the land in its original

state at the rent of 14s., provided he had not energy

and capital tc bring it up to its present condition,

with a length of tenure necessary to enable him to

reap the benefit of his investment.

The first step in the improvements was to drain

the land—depth from 2^ feet to 2 feet 9 inches;

distance apart being generally regulated by the

breadth of the ridges, usually 15 feet. The next

step was deep ploughing. The plough used had a

mould slightly convex, drawn by four horses, and

which rather pushed the soil aside than turned it

over. Thus, the subsoil was never thrown upon

the surface, but only gradually mixed with the soil

by after cultivation. The next step was subsoiling,

generally across the ridge. This was done by a

plough invented by the Marquis, and formed by
the late Mr. James Shght, Leith-walk, styled the

" Tweeddale subsoil plough," which, while it

loosens the subsoil, does not bring it to the surface,

and which, drawn by four horses, and following

the surface plough, also drawn by four horses, stir8

the soil and subsoil to the depth of 18 or 20 inches.

As some fields were full of boulder stones, these

required to be removed. The expense of draining

per acre was £6 1 6s. 1 Od. ; subsoiling and removing

stones was £l Os. 7d.; but this estimate was under

the actual outlay, as the deep cultivation and sub-

soihng were found to have diminished the amount

of labour in spring to a very considerable extent.

The other expense, liming, £5 an acre, may be

regarded as one of the ordinary improvements of

farm cultivation. Thus for an outlay under £10

an acre, and judicious management afterwards,

land has been raised from the value of 14s. to 42s.

an acre. It is highly creditable to the Marquis

that, on laying the foundation stone of the new
corn-market in Haddington, in 1853, his Lordship,

after remarking on his claim to be an extensive

farmer, occupying 1000 acres, generally attributed

his success to the example of an eminent farmer,

to whose memory we lately paid a merited tribute.

"Everybody," said the Marquis, "had a star in the

firmament to steer by—his star was Mr. John

Brodie, of Abbeymains."

Danskin farm has special interest from the extra-

ordinary success which has attended the application

of moss. Danskin has an elevation of upwards of

700 feet. The soil is also clay ; but being part of

the debris of the Lammermuir hills, the soil is more

varied than the other two farms. Here draining,

subsoiling, and, latterly, the application of moss, at

the rate of from 120 to 180 tons per acre, have

completely changed the appearance, as it has

changed the character of the soil. The moss is

obtained from Danskin Loch, and was raised by an

incline railway and a fixed engine, much on the

same principle as in the conveying of minerals.

After the moss was raised to the level, it was re-

moved by carts for application to the soil. Seeing

the success which attended the application of this

moss at Danskin, a line of railway was made so as

to convey the moss nearer to the farms of Tester

Mains and Broadwoodside, On this latter farm

the moss has been applied with great success to a

clay field by breaking up its cohesiveness, and pre-

venting it again running into a compact state from

excess of moisture. An analysis of the moss by

Dr. Anderson gives the amount of nitrogen to be

nearly 1 per cent., one sample being 0.S5, another

0.89 per cent, the moss supplying to the soil about

a ton to a ton and a half of nitrogen, equal to the

quantity of nitrogen contained in about eight tons
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of guano. Moss is now employed as the first layer

in the dunfr-courtSj feeding-boxes, and sheep-folds.

By this means the quantity of manure is greatly

augmented, and the whole liquid of the manure

heap retained. Unlike the management of other

highly cultivated farms in the county of East

Lothian, little or no portable manures are pur-

chased. Rape dust was at first ]n-eferrcd ; latterly

Peruvian guano, but in no single season has the

quantity exceeded 10 tons. Now, what is the result

with this very limited allowance of manure, being

one-tenth of the quantity on the best cultivated

farms in the county, and these naturally greatly

superior in soil, and also in locality, from the alti-

tude of these farms ? The wheat grown is very

superior. Upon Danskin, between 700 and 800

feet above the level of the sea, after plain fallov/,

with a dressing of moss, the produce was about 37

bushels the imperial acre, and the quality so superior

that the wheat from this farm, as well as the others,

obtain generally the highest price in the Haddington

market, the weight being generally about 64lbs. per

busheL The sample is clear and flinty, showing

that it contains a much larger per-centage of gluten

than the ordinary wheats grown in the district.

Then, as regards barley, the produce is very large,

being above the average of the county, and

generally about 561bs. to the bushel. Now, these

are curious facts in reference to these two cereals,

which are believed to require the best climate to

produce them in perfection. The turnips this year

were quite superior to those grown in the county

:

one field of the Swedish variety was stated to have

been 32 tons the imperial acre; but as the crop was

all removed from the ground and stored, v/e could

only judge of the appearance of them in the pits,

and we have no hesitation in saying that some

error in measurement or weight must have crept

in, as the size of the bulbs did not indicate that

the crop exceeded, if it reached, 32 tons the Scotch

acre. The crops of purple top yellow and green

top yellow were, however, undoubtedly large crops,

and may have reached, per Scotch acre, 40 and 32

tons respectively. The purple top yellow particu-

larly were of the very finest quality of flesh, and
must contain a large per-centage of feeding matter.

At Broadwoodside, at the time of our visit, a

considerable number of half-bred hoggs, Leicester

and Cheviot, were folded in a shed and curtain,

and were being fed upon cut turnip. The bottom

of the shed had a coating of moss which was

covered with straw, and the shed was supported on

wooden posts, with rails. The sheep did not indi-

cate very healthy progress ; hay, and perhaps an

allowance of rapecake, would have changed their

appearance, from the hay assisting the digestion of

the turnip, and the rapecake from containing more

of the elements of nutrition, and also from the

beneficial effect of variety of food.

At Tester iLiins a large quantity of cattle were

put up to feed. A considerable portion of these

were North Highlanders, and very indifferent spe-

cimens of, perhaps, the least progressive of any of

our Scottish cattle. They are also, from their

habits, ill adapted for feeding in boxes. Their

coats had been all clipped, but at the time of our

visit were sufficiently rough to defend them in open

courts. Part of the cattle were, however, half-bred

short-horns ; and these will most probably leave

double or, perhaps, triple as much for their keep

as their Highland brethren. The boxes were

bedded with moss, which was also applied to pre-

vent any escape of hquid. Here a new feeding-

shed was erected, being wholly of wood, and con-

sequently put up at very little expense. It is

deserving of inspection by those parties who are

not disposed to lay out money on building expen-

sive erections. The shed contains three rows of

cattle, with a passage between two of the rows.

The boxes were 10 feet by 14, and the spars which

separate the cattle are so arranged that they can

be moved up as the manure thickens ; as can also

the feeding-boxes, which are fixed by screws with

nuts. The roofing is in three divisions, with

gutters— the wood is light, and all of home growth,

and being sawn up by a saw-mill to the required

sizes, little expense is incurred in the erection.

The roof is flat tile—the same as is to be met with

in the south of England, France, and elsewhere.

They overlap one another the same as slates, and

are virtually tile slates. About 40 cattle are here

put up to feed.

At Danskin there is a herd of West Highland

cows, which have had produce to shorthorn bulls.

Those familiar with this cross must be aware of the

very superior animals which are thus obtained.

Both at Broadwoodside and Danskin, however, con-

siderable accommodation would require to be pro*-

vided before cattle could be fed with the greatest

amount of profit, as both steadings are much

exposed, and are not well adapted for the rearing or

fattening of stock.

The principal drawback, however, which we ob-

served to the obtaining of the greatest profit from

the two farms, was the evident signs of the quan-

tity of game which are preserved. The Marquis,

however, is so far a farmer, that one of the plan-

tations we observed was surrounded with a wire

fence to keep in the hares and rabbits, no doubt to

the very serious injury of the apparently thriving

plantation around which this was placed. Whether

the loss arising from the injury to the young trees,

or the destruction of the crops, would be greatest,

we cannot determine ; but it is a curious fact that
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the Marquis is the only example we are aware of, in

Great Britain, where an enlightened landlord, having

such a decided taste for agriculture, has not become

a non game-preserver. Lord Hatherton, Mr. Puseyj

and others, are familiar examples of proprietors who
became keen farmers, very soon discovering the in-

compatibility of game preserving and high cultiva-

tion. For agriculture must be regarded as more

than a hobby with the Marquis—he has all along

devoted a great deal of attention to it, and has ex-

pended much money, time, and labour upon its

advancement. He has, we believe, contributed

more to the funds of an agricultural society (the

United East Lothian) than any other gentleman in

the kingdom. Since the establishment of that

society, in 1820, he has generally subscribed about

£50 annually. We can speak from knowledge that

he is one of the best judges of Leicester sheep in

Scotland, and he has often acted as a judge both

at the local and the Highland Society's shows.

His success as an inventor of the tile machine, and

the forming of the Tweeddale Tile Company, are

matters of history, and the attention he has be-

stowed upon steam cultivation is familiar to many
of our readers. We believe the Marquis com-

menced upon a wrong principle, a stationary instead

of moving engine, and his steam-plough being now
disused shows that he is himself satisfied of this.

The judgment and spirit with which he entered

upon the Tester improvements, and the perse-

verance with which he has followed out these and

the more ordinary details of improved farming,

entitle him to a high place as a practical agricul-

turist. The example he has set as to subsoiling

and deep cultivation, will doubtless influence in

time the practice of other districts. Already Sir

John S. Forbes, of Fettercairn, has commenced a

similar process of improved cultivation, and we be-

lieve with every success.

One of the most beneficial results obtained at

Yester from the stirring of the soil is the great

saving in labour. The green crop, turnip, is sown

after one furrow, which is given in autumn. The

land in spring is harrowed down, and afterwards

ridged up, manure applied, and turnips sown. No
grubbing in summer between the drills is practised,

from the belief that the use of the grubber tends

to consolidate the soil. The turnips, which we
saw, and which were very superior, had been thus

grown—the quantity of manure 16 cart-loads the

Scotch acre, applied to the drill, and 3 cwt. of

guano. Barley is generally taken after the turnip,

with one furrow, and is sown as early in the summer
as possible—last year, part in February—to prevent

the over-luxuriance of the crop. The grass is gene-

rally depastured either one or two years, which is

followed by a crop of oats with one furrow, which

are also very full. Sometimes wheat is taken in

place of barley or oats. After the cereal crop, a

deep furrow is again given by four horses to stir

up the soil. Farmers must not suppose that the

emj)]oying of four horses to give this furrow entails

double horse labour, as from the greater breadth of

the furrow, about one-half more than that of an

ordinary furrow, the four-horse plough overtakes

as much as one-and-a-half two-horse ploughs;

consequently the deep ploughing is performed at

the expense of an additional horse per day. So

much has the deep cultivation changed the charac-

ter of the soil, that the Marquis now intends to re-

duce the number of horses kept, which, on the 1000

acres, amounts to 36 horses. But as a very consi-

derable proportion of cartage in connection with

the house and gardens at Yester requires to be per-

formed by the farm horses, perhaps three or four

horses should be deducted from this number,

whose labour is expended elsewhere than upon the

farm.

The Marquis has been undertaking a series of

experiments as to the density of turnips, from the

idea that turnips of the greatest density should

contain the most nutriment, and that consequently

this is an element in value in judging of individual

turnips of any particular variety. Unfortunately,

however, for the correctness of this theory, we

observed that in the salt water bath in which the

relative weights of the Swedish turnip were being

tested, all those which were freely grown, large,

round, and handsome, were comparatively lighter

than the stunted, long-necked, and unthriven spe-

cimens. Had Dr. Anderson and other chemists,

when they analyzed the turnips, determined the

density of the constituent elements, which are only

about 10 per cent., water excepted, we might have

been in a position to have judged of this question;

but it is necessary to bear in mind that in all turnips

there are gases or air contained in the cells, and by

the proportion of these, the density of the turnip

is partly regulated. As the Marquis, however, is

persevering with these experiments, it is quite

possible that he may arrive at something de-

finite.

As to the connection of deep cultivation with the

increased fertility of the soil, the problem is beyond

the present state of scientific agriculture. One
influence, and it must be regarded as a highly im-

portant one, is, that the temperature of the soil by

the deeper cultivation has been considerably raised,

particularly during the winter, snow remaining for

some days on portions not subsoiled, after it has

entirely disappeared from those subsoiled. The

Marquis has been experimenting for some time .

with thermometers placed at different depths, but j

we are not in a jiosition to give the results. The

I
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allowing of the water more freely to descend into

the soil, removing to a greater depth compounds of

iron, &c., prejudicial to fertility, and the rain-water

conveying, as it is now known to do, ammonia,

carbonic acid, and nitric acid, there to form new
combinations, and most probably to remain till

taken up by the plant, in place as formerly of the

rain water escaping by the farrows, and carrying

away with it fertilizing ingredients—perhaps not

the least important, the allowing of the oxygen of

the air to so penetrate into the interstices of the soil

as to break up the constituent elements of plants

not in a form available for their assimilation, and

thus increasing the amount of the organic as well

as the inorganic elements of plants—also by allow-

ing the rootlets of the plants to descend more freely

and widely through the soil, owing to its increased

friability and higher temperature, in search of food

—these, with possibly other advantages (particu-

larly we mention the early seeding of the soil in

spring, hastening the period of matui'ity from two

to four weeks, thus augmenting the produce and

improving the quality) constitute some of the

reasons why deep cultivation has been so pre-

eminently successful on these farms ; and if so,

the same results should follow on soils of similar

texture and composition.—Nortli British Agricul-

turist.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING IMPROVEMENT IN THE DWELLINGS
AND DOMESTIC CONDITION OF AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS IN SCOTLAND.

There are but few more attractive themes than
" the improved condition of the labouring classes."

There are none in which ad captandum generalities

can be more safely indulged ; while at the same

time there are none so really susceptible of a prac-

tical application. The greatest effects must here

once more trace back to the efforts of individuals.

Every one of us, within the limit of his own circle,

has a duty to fulfil, in looking to the state of the

working man. And this, too, is no more a duty to

him, than an act ofjustice to ourselves. Whatever
the pursuit we may be engaged in, it must be a

positive advantage and security to feel that those

under us can go about what they have to do in

comfort and content.

Necessarily confining ourselves to the case of the

agricultural labourer, how many recipes and move-

ments on his behalf do we hear or read of ! The
working-man should have free-trade in work, and

be allowed to take his wares to the best market.

The lower classes should be put beyond the reach

of that temptation which now meets them at every

turn on their path to or from their labour. What
the people require above all is education : teach

them self-reliance and respect, and so place them
above the influence of that they now yield to.

Do away with the law of settlement, pull

down the beer-shops and build up schools

in their places, and so effectually improve the

CMidition of the agricultural labourer. This is what

we hear, and have heard again and again. No one,

other, will be bold enough to deny the excellence

of the advice thus offered. But is this all ? In

"what we find here is there included the first step,

the very foundation of that improved condition it

is our aim to accomplish ? We are afraid not. The

abolition of the law of settlement, the repeal of

the malt tax, the systematic spread of education,

are more or less general questions ; while what we

require, at least to begin with, is something a little

more practically within the reach of us all. Let

us try and see what this is.

In the natural instincts of an Englishman there

is nothing more significant than his love of home.

So long as he turns to his home with a relish—as

the scene of his enjoyments and as his solace, he is

safe. Our first care, then, should be to encourage

this feeling within him, and to render that home
capable of all the good of which it ie susceptible.

Strange however as it may sound, this, instead of

being our first thought, is often enough our last.

We parade before him all the domestic virtues,

while we deny him a house to put them in. We
conjure him to be temperate, when we drive him to

the pot-house for those comforts we refuse him in his

own. We preach self-respect and moral principle,

while we suffer him to liv^e on in a state that almost

defies the observance of either one or the other.

We are willing enough, to be sure, to go forth and

fight great battles for him. We will harass the

Legislature to relieve him from the ills he endures

:

we will arouse the public to join with us in some

grand effort for his welfare. We will do this, and

try that, though under our own daily observation

we leave undone that without which all else must

be inefficient.

We have been led to revert to this subject from a

very striking example of the kind of neglect to

which we allude. We have, indeed, before this,

touched upon it ; but we can do so now with the

satisfaction of knowing the remedy is already in

use. OiAy some year or so since the landed pro-

F F 2
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prietors of Scotland were shocked to learn the con-

dition of their own estates. Men who prided them-

selves on the improvements they were achieving, on

the enlightened tenantry whose enterprise they were

encouraging, pleaded at once guilty to the charge

against them. Noblemen but too happy to take

their friends on a round of inspection, to prove what

agricultural advancement really was, still walked

blindfold amongst their own people. In a country

so remarkable for clanship, or that hereditary tie

between the Laird and his dependants, the condi-

tion of the latter was found to be disgraceful. The
labourers of Scotland were worse cared for than

the beasts they tended. It was nobody's fault,

simply because it was nobody's business. Land-

lord and tenant shifted it from one to the other

;

and so, while everything else was advancing, the

bothy system continued just as bad as it had

been.

It remained with a clergyman, the Reverend

Harry Stuart, to denounce this evil ; and it is only

fair to add that no sooner did the landowners be-

come aware of its existence than they hastened to

offer all their aid to subdue it. The publication of

Mr. Stuart's pamphlet led to a meeting in Edin-

burgh. This resulted in the formation of a society—

"The Association for promoting Improvement in the

Dwellings raid Domestic Condition of Agricultural

Labourers in Scotland." In the first annual report

now before us we are told "the main object of the

association more immediately concerns landlords;"

while we learn further—as we see, indeed, pretty

palpably in the list of subscribers—that " it is sup-

ported chiefly by them." From what we can gather,

the movement appears to have begun well. An ad-

mirable discretion has been evinced in not attempting

too much. Perhaps next to not doing anything for

him, the labouring man has chiefly to fear that

untutored zeal which does more than enough.

We have examples at hand here, in England, of

gentlemen who have shown the way with labourers'

model cottages, that few have felt justified in at-

tempting to imitate. The eflfect of this is self-

evident; and the Scotch Society has very wisely

avoided the risk of any so depressing an initiative.

It does not even insist always upon new buildings,

but depends much at first upon the better arrange-

ment of many now in use. " To be practical and

not speculative," is the motto the directors

have selected to work under ; and in fur-

therance of this, they have retained an

architect, whose services are always avail-

able either at the office in Edinburgh, or on the

estate of any member of the association who may

wish to consult him. This gentleman, Mr. Wil-

liam Fowler, appends some very useful advice to

the report just issued. Into this, however, it is not

now our purpose to enter. In England, espe-

cially, we have no lack of essays and plans for

building labourers' cottages—many undoubtedly

more matured than those our northern friends can

yet boast of. What we would the rather enforce is

the moral of this movement. Have we no similar

need here? Let each one of us look round, and

answer for himself.

Just one word more. This matter, we are told,

" more immediately concerns landlords." Ad-

mitted. But it concerns tenants too. Let us have

no mistake on this point. It is, we must repeat,

not only the duty of the farmer to his men, but to

himself, to see them in comfortable homes. How
many of the crimes of our agricultural population

trace to this want ! How many a loss and an in-

jury may both owner and occupier debit to this

cause ! If, from man to man, we have any duties at

all, this is one of the first.

SPRING PROSPECTS IN AGRICULTURE,
It is my privilege from time to time to address a

few observations, through the columns of the Mark
Lane Express, to the agricultural pubhc, upon the

many and varied topics connected with agricul-

ture. In pursuance of this privilege I endea-
vour to keep a steady eye upon passing events and
the prospective future, and, in the discharge of a
pleasing duty, I endeavour to show the general
course which it appears desirable to follow, in the
conduct of the business of the farm, under every
aspect and circumstance.

The past winter has been very severe and very
protracted. It has caused much injury to both
stock and crop. I wish, therefore, to call attention

to our " spring prospects," as regards the state

and condition and probable progress of our grazing

stock, and the present state and future progress of

our crops.

Stock—Cattle, Sheep.—The high price of

every kind of food has most unquestionably had a

very detrimental effect upon farm stock. Cake,

corn, hay, as also every kind of succulent food,

have throughout the winter been unusually scarce

and dear; consequently, all has been dealt out with

a parsimonious, if not stingy hand ; no waste or

superfluous feeding allowed. The result is, that

this, in conjunction with one of the longest and

severest winters ever known, has left ordinary
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grazing stock lower in condition, and of course

less able to feed or graze satisfactorily, than I

have ever known. This danger is, I think, much
increased by the vicissitudes they have ali'eady

undergone, and the trying ordeal through which

they are. now passing and have yet to pass.

Throughout the whole of last summer they suffered

great privations, both from a deficiency of food and

water, the one indigestible, the other unwholesome.

Fatting stock became lean, store stock distressingly

reduced to " nothing but skin and bone," to the

no small injury to health and future progress. This

has to be dealt with. To this add the further pri-

vations of a most trying winter; and then every

grazier must see the difficulties his live stock have

to encounter and overcome before he must look for

any return of profit.

Now this is the point to which I desire to draw

attention. What course must graziers pursue to

restore to healthy condition, and promote the pro-

fitable progress of their grazing stock ? Every

grazier well knows the utter hopelessness of turn-

ing weak stock to feed upon " strong," or good

and luxuriant pasturage. Scouring and debility

immediately ensue, followed by death, unless they

are changed or dry food is given ; and similar re-

sults will take place on inferior pasturage, in a very

growing or prolific season : so that in each case

great caution is necessary. In fact, it is a difficult

problem for graziers, how to graze from stock pro-

fitably. It applies equally to cattle and sheep : both

alike are injuriously affected by too-luxuriant

herbage, unless checked by other counteracting

food. It does not, however, always follow that,

because stock are poor, they are necessarily un-

healthy. Hard and limited fare will make them

poor ; but if the food has been of a good and

healthy kind, they will keep what is termed " heart-

whole ;" and, with ordinary care, these may speedily

be restored.

Having said thus much, I would, without furfher

remark, now state that my great object in this

short paper is to urge upon every grazier the im-

perative necessity of a liberal outlay in those articles

of food likely to give tone and stability to the

stomach, and thus promote the more gradual and

safe progress of the animal. I would most ear-

nestly recomm.end resort to be had to those uni-

versal preventives and remedies in such cases

—

viz., cake, bean-meal, peas, oats, barley—and to

which I would add not only hay, but straw of all

kinds ; indeed, any dry, strawy food that the stock

will under such circumstances eat will be very ser-

viceable to them. I believe this or similar modes

of treatment to be indispensable to the well-being

of the stock under existing circumstances ; and I

shall rejoice if my humble pen shall conduce to

the prevention of great losses of stock and much

individual suffering. In my own practice I shall

adopt the above course, having already had a suffi-

cient warning of approaching evil from the losses

sustained by some of my neighbours.

Crops—Wheat.—This is the only crop of

which I can at present take any notice, further than

to say, that as every kind of spring corn has been

put in after the best order, and the soil being in a

highly satisfactory state to receive it, a good and

abundant crop may be fairly anticipated. Not so

with wheat. The long and severe winter, the con-

tinuous frosts without snow, or other remaining

moisture (for the absence of rains during the sum-

mer and autumn left the soil dry, open, and light),

has resulted in a very thin plant on all good soils,

almost annihilation on elevated sands and gravels,

and great injury to all light and thin soils. The

whole crop throughout the kingdom has presented

a dull, brown, deplorable appearance till within the

past few weeks, and is but slowly recovering its

growth and colour at the present time (April 10th)

on the best soils, while in very many cases on other

soils the crop is ploughed up and sown to barley, &c.

What course then should farmers pursue, to pro-

mote the progress of the crop ? The first thing to

be done is to aim at consolidation ; but such is the

dry, light, " frothy" condition of the land, as to

render this an unusual task. The roller presses

down the soil certainly, but it is the pressure of so

much dust ready to be blov.-n away, and this in

many soils not in any way liable to such a visitation.

Great loss has already been sustained on peaty and

sandy soils. In the Fens the black dusty peat has

been blown away, filling up the ditches, and accu-

mulating in bankSjlike snowdrifts, to a great extent.

The clod crusher is more effective in this respect,

but the thinness of plant almost precludes the use

of it, as it destroys more plants than the roller.

However, these appliances must be used, and await

the rains ; pressure must be given, or the wheat

plants will rise out of the soil, and die, as they did

last year in America from precisely similar causes

—

long frosts without snow. Hoeing should, 1 think,

be postponed till the soil becomes more adapted for

it : to hoe in its present light, " ashy" state would

add to the evil—would loosen it more and deeper.

Hoeing should only be effected when the surface

is somewhat compressed and run together, not

when already too light, except it be done slightly for

purposes of cleanliness. The great thing this

season is to patiently wait, and watch every favour-

able opportunity, and then with every available force

either by hand or horse-hoeing to get the whole

completed. It is superfluous to say a word about

weeding : every farmer would be extremely repre-

hensible to neglect that, in such a season.
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A RAILWAY EXCURSION.

A railway glance at our provinces may not be unaccept-

able to the readers of the Mark Lane Express at the

present season. The long severe winter, and consequent

protracted state of vegetation, are giving rise to the live-

liest apprehensions as to the state of the country. The

food of both man and beast, it is feared, has seldom been

seen in so precarious a condition at the beginning of

April ; while war and its consequences give an intensity

of interest to these things which otherwise would not be

felt : so that the inquiry, how far our agricultural re-

sources are likely to meet the demands upon them,

becomes a public question.

The productive resources of the country, we may at

once observe in answer to this inquiry, are not in an

unfavourable state, but the contrary ; in other words,

our report is not to be a gloomy one. Our readers,

however apprehensive, must not expect from our pen,

therefore, anything like despondency. At the same

time, the picture has certainly two sides— the one

gloomy in the extreme, but the other hopeful. Re-

trospectively, for example, we seldom or ever have

seen the country between the English and Scotch capi-

tals exhibiting such a uniform wintry appearance at this

date ; while prospectively v/e have as seldom seen the

ground, young wheat, &c., &c., in a more favourable

state for an early and abundant harvest, should the

weather henceforth be propitious. An^bundant harvest,

however, is daily becoming more and more dependent

upon the weather : but this is in the hands of a Bounti-

ful Giver, and we must therefore hope for the best.

The period of our journey comprises six days. On
the evening of the 3rd inst. we left King's-cross, per the

9 P.M. train, for Edinburgh, at which place we arrived

at a quarter before 10 next morning (Wednesday).
After doing business there, we left in the afternoon of

that day for Montrose, where, and in its neighbourhood,

we spent the two following days (Thursday and Friday).

On Saturday we returned to the northern capital, where
we heard three " thundering sermons" next day (Sun-
day), and on Monday morning left that place for the

south, per the 8:30 a.m. train, arriving in London 9:15

P.M., and at home (Surrey) half-past eleven.

Part of our journey, it will thus be perceived, was
performed under night, when nothing could be seen

;

going from home, for example, daylight broke in upon
us at Newcastle, and in returning home, the carriage-

lamps were lighted at Rugby ; so that our observations

extend only to some 570 miles through the counties of

Northumberland, Berwick, Haddington, Edinburgh,
Linlithgow, Stirling, Perth, Angus, Kincardine, Lanark,
Dumfries, Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancaster,

Chester, Stafford, and Warwick.
The weather, upon the whole, was fine, though

wintry cold. Tuesday night, like its predecessor, was
frosty, the ground being covered with a foggy hoar-
frost up to eight o'clock next morning. Throughout

Wednesday the sun was powerful; but the wind cold

and piercing in the shade. The temperature on Thurs-

day was considerably higher in the northern extreme of

Strathmore or " the great valley of Scotland," and on

Friday morning a refreshing shower fell, followed by a

mild growing April day, every stream we passed in

travelling from Stonehaven via Bervie to Montrose being

swollen by the melting of the snows still lying about

the dyke and hedge- sides, and covering the mountains

to a considerable depth. On Saturday it again be-

came colder, and on Sunday morning snow fell, giving

the Pentland Hills a clean shirt, so to speak. On
the lowlands it did not lie where exposed to the sun

;

but on the above hills it was otherwise, and even on

Arthur's Seat it indicated a very low temperature.

Monday morning was milder, accompanied with April

showers up to mid-day, when it became colder towards

night.

The Highlands of Scotland are still deeply covered

with snow, no doubt affecting the temperature. On
the eastern range of the Grampian Hills, forming the

northern barrier of Strathmore, through which the rail-

way runs for about 80 miles, not so much as a black

spot was to be seen, all the higher hills being covered

to a great depth half-way down to their base ; while

below this level, and on the lower hills, every ravine and

hollow appeared to be filled with drifted snow. Some
distance before we got to Berwick, the remainder of

the drifted snow made its appearance in hollows,

and at hedge sides ; and as we proceeded north-

wards this state of things grew worse and worse. We
have heard of the snow being ploughed among some

of our highland glens in order to make it thaw faster—

and of the efficacy of the practice there cannot be a

doubt ; and although we saw nothing of this kind in our

journey, yet frequent instances were to be seen of its

lying in the furrows between ridges into which the seed

was being put in an excellent tilth, thus proving the

previous existence of a low, drying, and frosty tempera-

ture. In the valley of tUe Clyde, and onwards through

Cumberland and Westmoreland, there did not appear to

be the same quantity of snow as in Strathmore. At the

same time vegetation was not in a more forward state
;

while arable lands were less favourably circumstanced

for sowing.

Wc never, as already stated, recollect seeing vegeta-

tion in so uniform a state, there being scarcely any dif-

ference between north and south or east and west, every-

where the leaf presenting one unvaried frost-bitten ap-

pearance. This is, no doubt, accounted for from the

severity of the past winter over the length and breadth

of the land. When we left Surrey for the north, for

instance, the grass- fields in front of our house were not

more green than we found the " Links of Montrose."

On our return again, we found vegetation had started :

and so did the grass-fields of Strathmore on Friday the
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6 th instant. Which of the two are progressing the

fastest we have not the means of knowing ; but at the

period of our journey the difference between them was

scarcely perceptible. Ditto, we may briefly say of Ber-

wick and Carlisle; no dift'erence being distinguishable

between vegetation in the two localities.

There are, no doubt, exceptions from these general

observations, one of which we shall just notice. On re-

turning to Montrose from Stonehaven we travelled via

Bervie in order to examine one of the best-covered

homesteads in the north, in the occupation of Mr. Jolly,

Sillyflatt. Now, between Bervie and St. Cyrus the

lands on the immediate sea-board are the exception to

which we refer. Here young wheats and grasses (or

seeds as we would term them) exhibit a healthy green

colour, apparently either never having been frost-bitten

during the late storm, or, if so, having entirely reco-

vered before the date of our visit, at which time they

were pushing forward vigorously. One large field of

wheat, after a crop of beans, on the farm of Sillyflatt

already mentioned, deserves special notice. Some cattle

salesmen of the metropolis, who had previously visited

their constituents in this locality, and other travellers in

passing, had declared it to be the best example of the

kind they had seen during the season ; and we ourselves

can.iot withhold from it less favourable testimony.

The cause of the above exception appears to be this :

The lands in question form a narrow strip of only a few

fields in length along the sea-shore, either remarkably

steep—" overhanging the sea," as it is said—or else

forming terraces, each higher than the other, along the

general slope. Behind, again, high rocky hills rise

almost perpendicularly like a wall, sheltering tbem com-

pletely from north winds ; consequently they are not

only thus sheltered, but at the same time covered with

the fresh sea air, perceptible to us and to every stranger

who walks along the nature-formed terraces comprised

within this exceptionary district. Now, the effect of

this sea-breeze not only counteracts frost, but those

sudden transitions so injurious to vegetation—indeed,

the cause of frost-bitten leaves. Add to these things

the fact that this is perhaps the most fertile and best-

farmed district in the north, and its verdure at present

is easily accounted for. What its farmers have always

most to dread is a precocious spring— a calamity from

which they have this season escaped.

We heard of some examples where wheat had

suffered, but saw nothing worthy of complaint, but the

contrary. From time immemorial it has been observed

by farmers that the less wheat plants grow during winter

the greater the prospects of harvest, and that there is

nothing more calamitous to this crop than a forward

state of growth in spring. We ourselves had never

more abundant or earlier crops, for instance, than when

the plants only appeared above-ground, remaining in

that state until spring frosts had entirely disappeared.

And the reason is obvious : because they are then in a

healthier state to start, and consequently grow more

vigorously afterwards. Every farmer must be familiar

with this fact who has paid any attention to field pheno-

mena. Now, however liable to error conclusions may

be when made from a glance through the windows of a

railway-carriage, we aver that a large proportion of the

breadth of wheat which we saw was in this favourable

position ; so that, if fine mild growing weather sets in,

the ground will soon be covered with a promising crop,

and that the exceptions from this are altogether unim-

portant. It is possible that our southern provinces not

seen are more seriously injured than those under notice
;

at the same time, we do not apprehend that losses will

be generally felt, if the weather subsequently prove

propitious.

The tops of turnips, where left in the field, in Berwick-

shire, the Lothians, and Stirlingshire, are very brown,

and we fear that in some cases the bulbs are injured ;

but through Perthshire, Forfarshire, and Kincardine-

shire, vegetation was commencing, a proof to the con-

trary. On some fields above Johnshaven, being fed off

with sheep, the tops were being cut with a scythe, and

not before it was time.

Young grasses (ryegrass and clover) were in a very

backward state. How far they have suffered from the

long continuance of a severe winter, we are less able to

give an opinion than on wheat ; but immediately ad-

joining the railway we were unable to discover loss of

plant, or any difference of colour further up the fields

indicative of injury having been sustained. In returning

to Edinburgh, on Saturday, via Perth and Stirling, a

decided improvement was manifested in all fields of any

fertility, especially where sheltered, since Wednesday,

when we went north on the same line ; and when we
reflect on the proximity of the Grampians, covered with

snow, and their influence on temperature, the wind

blowing off them, ample reasons are found for conclud-

ing that plants are in a favourable state for rapid growth

if warm mild weather were only realized. Through

Lanark, Dumfries, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, the

land is still too wet fqr rapid vegetation, the amount of

evaporation carryir)g off the heat of the sun ; but on

well-drained fields young grasses also appeared willing

to grow, and in some cases were assuming the lively

green colour of the season.

Between Berwick and Stonehaven one and two-year-

old ryegrass and clover fields are also in a very backward

state. In these counties there is scarcely any meadow,

almost the whole land being under aration. Between

Lanark and V/arwickshire, both inclusive, it is other-

wise ; there being a large extent of mountain pasture

and meadow. Onwards to Lancaster, glens and fields

still present a wintry appearance. Through Lancaster,

Stafford, and Warwick, many fields were assuming an

April verdure ; while others had a lifeless brown colour,

indicative of diversity of soil, management, and ex-

posure.

To meet this unpropitious state of grass-lands, stack-

yards appeared to contain more than their usual supply

of straw, and no doubt the whole will be recjuired for

live stock. Whether the housefeeding of stock during

summer is on the increase in the counties through which

we parsed, we are unable to affirm, but rather think it

is. Now as this practice requires an additional quantity

of straw, the increase in stackyards may to a certain ex-
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tent be thus accounted for, and not altogether from the

superabundance of last year's crop. At the same time,

farmers are now sensible of the value of this super-

abundance in their present exigency.

Ewes and their followers were everywhere in a starved

state. Lambs were to be seen scattered abroad over the

fields, apart from the ewes, busily nibbling the scanty

herbage with their backs bent—anything but indicative

of a prosperous state. Among them, there was none of

that skipping and dancing so frequent at this season,

when an abundant supply of milk is enjoyed. Among
the hill sheep of Lanark and Dumfries, lambing was only

about commencing, and shepherds were consequently

anxiously looking for a change of weather. One re-

spectable farmer accompanied us between two stations in

the former district, and gave us an interesting account of

both sheep and cattle, stating that though both had en-

dured a good deal of privation, they were nevertheless

accustomed to it, and only required a week's fine weather
;

to get over it

!

Fattening sheep on turnips wfre in better circum-

stances. That they had suffered during the long storm

need not be doubted ; but when we saw them, they were

obviously doing well. Those above Johnshaven were

apparently good mutton. Two drills were being re-

moved for indoor feeding, and two consumed on the

field, on the old plan—by the latter, the sheep scooping

out the turnips rooted in the ground.

We need hardly say, in conclusion, that farmers were
everywhere busy preparing the land and getting in seed.

In elevated and wet districts, labour appeared behind,

but not so far as we expected to find it, while the utmost
was being made of the long days to advance it. We
hope in a subsequent article to notice the covered home-
steads of the north, and perhaps a second on the lack of
turnip cutters, and sowing machines for corn and arti-

ficial manure. In passing along her Majesty's highway,

at St. Cyrus, an industrious sower guanofied our broad
cloth as brown as the back of a fox, before we got within

100 yards of him ! On the former topic, we shall have
to give our northern neighbours credit for mechanical
progress ; but on the latter, all we shall say at present is,

that we shall endeavour to induce them to visit Carlisle

in July, and judge for themselves.

ON PEAT AND OTHER VEGETABLE CHARCOAL, AND SOME OF ITS USES.

By William Longmaid.

The subject to which I propose to direct your attention

this evening is Charcoal, and some of its uses. The materials

forming the earth's surface have been described by geologists

and chemists, as consisting of comparatively a few simple sub-

stances; and their distribution and uses instructively and

beautifully illustrate the power, the wisdom, and the goodness

of the Almighty Creator, and furnish unlimited evidence

of design.

Of uudecomposed substances, probably there is no one that

plays more important and varied parts than carbon ; if we
contemplate the diamond that .beautifies the diadem of

royalty, the still more beautiful electric light, or the vast

deposits of coal, so extensively distributed in this favoured

island, carbon must be regarded as an agent of primary

iQ)portance.

If we extend our researches to organic beings, we find ths.t

with the excsption of the framework of animals and the shells

of Crustacea, carbon forms a moiety of the solid materials of

all organic beings, whether animal or vegetable ; the beautiful

flowers and foliage that adorn the earth, the colours that deck

the plumage of the feathered tribes, no less than the tints that

clothe the inhabitants of the teeming oceans and rivers, the

fragrant perfume wafted on the gentle breeze, all owe their

existence in part to carbon ; nay, even some of tlie solid rocks

that form the framework of the great globe itself, are com-
pounded in part of this substance.

However varied in form, and widely-diffused carbon may be

ia nature, in its countless combinations, it is no less useful in

the arts, sciences, and manufactures ; indeed, we trace its

effects everywhere; in fact, if carbon were to be withdrawn
from the earth, organic existence would cease, and the physical

condition of the earth itself would be changed.

It may not be amiss, then, to devote a few minutes this

evening to the consideration of carbon, in some of its forms

and uses, as it is found in the arts and manufactures, particu-

larly under the term vegetable charcoal, the produce of wood
and peat.

Charcoal produced from vegetable matter is carbon isolated

from the canstitueuts of water, with which it ia always com-
bined in organic substances; there are several methods ordina-

rily employed for this purpose ; one iu considerable use is most
rude, and no doubt of great antiquity; it consists in digging

a pit in the earth, and pding up pieces of wood or peat iu

large heaps, which are covered with clods of earth in such a

manner that the pile may be ignited at the base ; when the

fire is well kii;dleil, more clods are placed over the pile, in

order to prevent the too free access of atmospheric air, and
which is eventually excluded ; the heap is allowed to stand

from one to five or six weeks, the length of time depending
on the size of the operation. Another method is much prac-

tised in some parts of the Continent, and consists of a fur-

nace somewhat iu tha form of a kiln, with apparatus to ex-

clude the air ; it is filled with the material ignited. at the base,

and the operation proceeds much iu the same manner as before

described. Modern science has provided a more perfect

operation in destructive distillation in retorts, whereby the

volatile products are condensed and are of great practical

utility.

In the first method I have described, about 18 lbs. of char-

coal are obtained from every 103 Jbs. of dry wood ; this is

considered a fair yield; the other products are mostly lost.

In the second method more tar and pitch are obtained with

the same quantity of charcoal. But by the more elaboraie

process of distillation, naphtha, acetic acid, ammonia, and other

matters, are obtained, together with about 20 to 25 lbs. of

charcoal for every hundred pounds of wood.

There is yet a more recent process for the manufacture of

vegetable charcoal, for which, jointly with my son, I have
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obtained letters patent; this process consists in steeping

vegetable matter iu dilute sulphuric acid, and drying it at a

low temperature, whereby we obtain from 401b3. to 651b3. of

charcoal for every lOOlbs. of dry material submitted to the

operation.

I presume the experiment I am about to make with sul-

phuric acid and sugar has been exhibited in every lecture room

in the United Kingdom ; this demonstrates the principle of

the new mode of manufacturing charcoal ; the sulphuric add

has a greater affinity for the elements of water than carbon,

and the latter is isolated. We have found that every descrip-

tion of vegetable matter to which we have applied this mode

of treatment has exhibited the same phenomena.

The chemical action that takes p'ace is well understood,

and presents no novelty ; but the application of this principle

to useful purposes, on a large scale, I believe has not before

been accomplished. This experiment will demonstrate the

nature of the process : This is saxdust of pine timber, and has

been steeped in sulphuric acid of the strength of 3 degrees of

Twaddle's hydrometer. I will now place it on this plate,

and apply a lamp underneath—we shall soon see the

result.

Perhaps it is impossible to over-estimate the importance of

charcoal. England is possessed of vast deposits of mineral

coal, which enables our mauu''acturer3 to produce iron at a

cost that bids defiance to all competition. The deposits of

coal and iron- stone may be regarded as the foundation of all

our greatness as a nation ; but whilst the iron is produced in

quantities of which the mind can scarcely conceive an adequate

idea, and whilst it is ot a quality fitted for an endless variety

of purposes, for which strength and cheapness are the prime

qualifications, it is totally unfit for the manufacture of steel.

This circumstance renders this country dependent on foreign

countries— chiefly Russia and Sweden—for iron of superior

quality. The sole cauEe of the superiority of foreign iron

is the fact that charcoal is the fuel emp-oyed for smelting the

ore.

The coke used by the British smelter contains a sensible

amount of sulphur, chiefly in combination with iron, and exists

in the coal in the form of iron pyrites ; it is found practically

impossible, iu the great operation of iron smelting, to separate

it at a cost that would render it practicable.

On the other hand, charcoal is all but absolutely free from

sulphur, and it exists in vegetable matter in the condition of

sulphuric acid, and combined with alkali, thus forming a

neutral salt, which combines with the earthy matters of the

ore, and thus forms an ingredient of the slag. If from any

unfori;seen circumstance our supplies of foreign iron should

cease, our steel and cutlery manufacturers would be driven to

great extremity, and tliis branch of British industry, of world-

wide reputation, would be in danger of considerable derange-

ment.

There are other branches of manufacture dependent en

charcral for their success—gunpov.der and tin-plates; it

ij also largely used by founders and engineers, and more re-

cently it has been used as a deodoriser, disinfecter, and de-

coloriser, and also as a manure.

A cursory glance at the position and limited surface of

Eni^laiid, with its dense and increasing population, will be

Buflicient to convince us that space cannot be spared for the

growth of timber for fuel ; this will be still more evident, if

we consider for a moment the consumption of coals in the

metropolitan district for the year 1854, which amounted to

3,400,000 tons. The quantity of wood necessary to

produce charcoal of equal heating power, would exceed

400,000,000 cubic feet. If we add to the quantity required

for London, the quantity required for the consumption of

the country and for exportation, we shall find that the

entire surface of Great Britain would be inadequate

to grow timber sufficient to manufacture charcoal of

equal heating power. Whilst this is undoubtedly the

case, and with an ever-increasing demand for fuel, attention

has been directed to the hogs of the United Kina;dom, as

oftering an exhanstless mass of organic matter, ready to to

converted by the hand of science into fuel of first-rate quality,

eminently suited for most of our mauufacturiug and domestic

purposes.

The extent of bog land iu Irebud alone exceeds 3,000,000

acres in surfac?, in many localities ascertained to be of a depth

of 30 feet and upwards.

It is well known that peat charcoal, when employed as fuel

for smelting iron and tempering edge tools, &c., has produced

articles of surpassing excellence ; it is largely used ou the

Continent in smelting works, and for domestic purposes.

Peat is vegetable matter undergoing partial decomposition,

and probably its formation commenced at a very remote period

of the world's history. It is found in natural basins, formed

by the inequalities of the earth's surface, wherein the water is

dammed up and prevented from flowing into adjacent streams

and rivers. In these lakes vegetable matter has accumulated

and is undergoing various changes, and final decompoiition.

In the earlier deposits it is characterised by a nearly homo-

geneous structure ; but the latter and more superficial deposits

present a less decomposed and compacted character, and has

the general appearance of an entangled or felted structure,

composed of partially decomposed moss and grass, and not

unfrequeatly shrubs and trees ; the moss and grass have the

appearance of gradual and successive decoiuposiiion at t!;e

roots, whilst they continue a vigorous vegetation at the sur-

face.

The entire mass, both of the more compact and the less

solid peat, is composed chiefly of ligneous matter, and may be

considered as analogous to woody fibre ; its quality, however,

is frequently affected by the special circumstances of locality.

The best samples v.'e have met with have contained, when

dried, about 70 to 75 per cent, of carbon, but other samples

were contaminated with earthy matters to the extent of 5 to

10 per cent. The average impuri'des may be taken at 4 to 5

per cent., and we have found some samples of peat charcoal

yielding 94 per cent, of fuel.

The pttention of the scientific world is now fully awakened

to the importance of rendering this vast source of wealth

available; not that the coal fielJa of Great Britain are likely

soon to be exhausted, notwithstandirg the millions upon mil-

lions of tons raised annua'ly ; but as a matter of economy in

the race of the arts, manufactures, and civilization, it is of first

importance to get the greatest possible amount of good at the

lowest possible cost. "What, then, is the present state of the

fuel market ? Tne demand for cuke and coals for Iccomotiv.'s,

for marine engines, for exportation and other purposes, is so

enormous that the price has been raised to such an extent as

to threaten the destruction of extensive industrial operations

carried on, on the Tyne a.id in other coal districts. Iinm- n-c

quantities of coke are being scut to the extremities of Great

Britain and Ireland for working the locomotives of the railways,

whilst many of the lines traverse vast tracts of bog capable of

being made into fuel, equal in value to coke, and iu such loca-

lities at a third of its cost.

There is another remarkable feature which may be noticed.

Ironstone is at this moment being raised in the immediate
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vicinity of deposits of peat ; but ia the abseace of any econo-

mical carbonising process, to rendci- it fit for smelting iron, the

ore has to be seat to smelting works, at a considerable charge

for carriage. It is a remarkable fact that ironstone is found

constantly occurring in the vicinity of deposits of peat, and

when once this treasure is brought fairly to b3ar, we may anti-

cipate the production of iron of the finest quality.

It may be truly affirmed of Ireland that she contains

within her borders all the raw material, except cheap fuel,

to make her a worthy competitor of Great Britain as a

manufacturing country; and if once a cheap and practical

method be devised of rendering the peat into good charcoal, I

can see no end to the prosperity of that country ; abounding,

as it does, in rich deposits of iron, copper, lead, and sulphur

ores in unlimited quantities, together with rock-salt, clay, lime-

stone, slates, and granite, having also fine lakes and rivers, the

rude materials that form the founditiouof a nation's greatness

as a manufacturing people. In addition to the mineral de-

posits, Ireland possesses in her hardy sons the bone and

muscle and the energy necessary to raise her to the first rank

&i a manufacturing nation ; and I do not despair of seeing the

peat-bog in course of transformation into charcoal, and her

idle population become industrious and prosperous manufac-

turers. I venture to predict that, when the manufacturing

capabilities of that country, so rich in native, and at present

unappreciated materials, become fully known, capital will flov/

readily to her aid. But as long as Irish manufacturers have

to draw their chief supplies of coal and coke from England and

Scotland, her manufactures must languish, and so long will her

vast mineral treasures remain undeveloped, and her population

be without profitable employment.

The question may arise, Why is the iron produced by vege-

table charcoal of better quality than that by mineral coke ?

The answer is obvious : iron has an intense affinity for sulphur,

and mineral coal contains iron pyrites, a portion of the

sulphur of which remains with, and injures the texture of the

metal smelted by its agency, and renders it unfit for the

manufacture of steel ; as it is impossible, except at an enor-

mous cost, when once the sulphur has combined with the iron,

to make a perfect separation.

Vegetable charcoal also contains some sulphur, but in all

cases in a neutral form, combined with potash, soda, or other

alkaline re-agents; in this condition it readily combines with

the earthy matters of the ore, and forms an ingredient of the

sl;)g. The peat-charcoal we propose to manufacture also con-

tains sulphur, chiefly in the neutral slate, as alkaline salts; but

a small portioa also remains as free acid. In smelting opera-

tions the alkaline sulphates combine with the earthy matters

of the ore, forming slag, and the free sulphuric acid is decom-

posed. One atom of tl\e oxygen of the acid combines with an

atom of carbon, forming carbonic oxide, and liberating the re-

mjiniug oxygen and the sulphur as sulphurous acid ; thus all

the sulphur of the free sulphuric acid is evolved into the atmo-

sphere.

In pit-coal the sulphur exists in varying quantities from

o:ie to fifteen per cent. When it exists in larger quantity

than two to three per cent, it renders the coal unfit for many

manuficturing purposes.

There is another quality of fuel of great importance—its

heating power. The following is an extract from Dr. Ure's

work, aud may be regarded as the mean results of numerous

experiments made by that gentleman. It gives the quantity

of water raised from the freezing to the boiling point, and the

quantity of water of the temperature of 212", evaporated by

the combustion of one pound of fuel iu each case:

—

Pounds of water
raised from 32 to Water at 212'

212 degrees. evaporated.

lbs.

Perfectly dry wood 35 .. 6-36

Wood in its ordinary state .26 .

.

472
Do. charcoal 73 .

.

13'27

Prt-coal 00 .. 1090
Coke 65 .. 11-81

Peat 30 .. 5-45

Peat-charcoal 64 .. 11-63

It will be seen from the above table that wood-charcoal

stands first iu heating power, coke second, and peat-charcoal

within I'S per cent, equal to coke.

Charcoal has also the peculiar faculty of absorbing

watery vapour aud gases to an extraordinary extent. Pro-

fessor Liebig states the result of experiments conducted by

Saussure, that one volume of charcoal in 24 to 36 hours

absorbed 90 volumes of ammoniacal gas, 65 sulphurous

acid, aud 55 of sulphuretted hjdrogen. It also absorbs ni«

trogen and many other gases. This property of charcoal has

of late been turned to practical account, as it has been used as

a disinfector and deodoriser, some interesting particulars of

which will be found in a paper read to this society by Dr.

Stenhouse, in the early part of last year. Since that period

experiments have been made by Mr. Barford, at Bartholomew's

Hospital. The particulars were published in the Lancet a few

weeks since. The writer, after describing the substances pos-

sessing the property of deodorising and disinfecting, and the

chemical action on which they respectively depend, and also

pointing out their several defects, adds, that they are all open

to serious objections ; but the one which practically will be

found the most effectual, I believe, has received the least

patronage. This is charcoal, a body whose disinfecting powers

have long been known, but its mode of application has been

quite neglected.

A most perfect trial has been made in the dissecting-rooms

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, which must abound in noxious

gases and putrescent odours. On thoroughly heating the

charcoal and placing it in shallow vessels about the rooms, it

acted so promptly, that in ten minutes not the least diffused

smell could be detected. So quick and effectual was its action,

that arrangements have been made for its constant use. As

a purifier of hospital wards, both civil aud military, it might

be applied with great advantage, saving patients from the

unpleasant smells and effluvia from gangrenous wounds

:

thus the patient himself aud those in adjacent beds would

not be subjected to the influence of putrescent odours. All

these the charcoal would effectually absorb. Charcoal is more

efficacious than any other disinfectant when applied in the

manner described, absorbing gases of every kind. It does

not require the presence of any other substance to assist its

action, but without stint or scruple collects noxious vapours

from every source, not disguising, but condensing and oxydi-

sing the most offensive gases and poisonous effluvia, converting

them into simple, inert, stable compounds. It is easy of appli-

cation, and is economical, comes within the reach of the poor-

est, and cau be safely placed iu the hands of the most ignorant,

thus combiuing advantages not possessed by any other disin-

fectant.

Mr. Barford also described a process for purifying the char-

coal, so as to renew its powers ; but this need not be practised,

for the charcoal after being used in the hospitals is mors valu-

able as a manure, by reason of the gases it has absorbed ; thus

its use need not entail any expense on such establishments.

This brings us to the consideration of charcoal as a manure, for

which purpose it is likely to become an important agent, espe- I
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cially from the circumstauce of its possessing such intense

affinity for nitrogenous gases and aqueous vapour.

Professor Liebig states that the peat and spent bark are moat
difficult forms of organic matter to deal with as manure ; that

peaty matter remains for years exposed to the iufluenca of air

and water without undergoing change, and in this state yields

little or no nutriment to plants. Recent experience has, how-
ever, shown that when organic matters— such as peat and
spent tan — are converted into charcoal, they become ex-

ceedingly valuable as vehicles for the transmission of water,

nitrogenous compounds, carbonic acid, &c., to the plants, first

separating these matters from the atmosphere, and again yield-

ing them up when required.

The m Diie of applying charcoal as manure is simple : it should

be ground to a coarse powder, and then strewn over farm-yards

manure heaps, stables, cow-houses, pig-styes, cesspools, or

placed in manure tanks, uritals, &c.

It is suitable for beiug applied, also, without mixture by the

drill or broad-cast, in the proportion of 4 to 7 cwt. per acre, to

all green and coru crops, and will be found a valuable addition

to most soils, especially those which are composed of clay.

Perhaps I may be permitted to make a short digression, for

the purpose of introducing to your notice another preparation

of peat ; this is peat manure, produced by steepiug the peat

fresh from the bog in a solution of caustic alkali ; it is then

dried and ground.

Contrary to the general opinion of writers on agricultural

chemistry, that the atmosphere and water are the sources

from whence vegetables derive their carbon, I entertain the

opinion that they would at all times take up a large propor-

tion of their carbon by the roots, whenever it is presented in

soluble compounds, such as organic matters, dissolved by

means of alkalies, in which condition it has been found, by

actual experiment, that growing plants do take up and assimi-

late the carbon of such compounds, when they are applied in

a suitable form.

In the substance I have now the honour of submitting to

your notice a very large portion of the iuert peaty matter, de-

scribed by Liebig, as beiug so difficult of treatment and slow

of change, is rendered soluble by the process I have described;

not only so, but the remaining organic matters are in a condi-

tion to undergo rapid change. We have in this powder from

50 to 60 per cent, of organic matter combined with salts of

soda, and nitrogenous compounds soluble in water ; this,

surely, caunot fail to become a most important addition to our

list of artificial manures. Sea-weed treated in the same manner

yields still more remarkable results.

Trusting to be excused for this digression, I will return to the

subject of charcoal. Some of the sawdust charcoal, of which a

sample is on the table, has been manufactured into gun-

powder of very fine quality ; but, strange to say, there

is little probability of ics beiug generally used by

powder manufacturers. With one honourable exception,

all those whose attention I have called to this article

have declined to use it, or to adopt sawdust as a

material for the manufacture of charcoal. One firm informed

me that they never introduce any novelty uutil it has been

fully approved by the Govcromeut ; auother used only elder
;

others restrict themselves to oak, willow, or dog-wood for the

manufacture of charcoal, each firm enjoying the opinion that

no other wood is fit for making powder of superior qiiality but

the special kind they individually use ; and then, why should

they make any alteration, for their fathers and grandfa'.hers did

the same before them. This will serve to show the difficulty

that sometimes exists in introducing novelties, and getting

them adopted by established manufacturers.

lu conclusion, I trust I have furnished you with some points

for discussion, which I consider the principal object of this

paper.

Should it be my lot, in the ordering of an All-wise Provi-

dence, to be made the humble instrument of developing the

resources of our bogs and other unapplied and unappreciated

products, to assist in raising the people of Ireland to a just ap-

preciation of the vast mines of wealth that abound in their

favoured land, it will be a source of satisfaction to me to the

latest period of my life, independent of any
i
ccuniary advan-

tage I may derive.

READING FARMERS' CLUB.
A very full attendance of members assembled on Saturday

week, in the the new Club-room, to hear a lecture from Mr.

Baker, of Writtle, Essex, on " Farmers' Clubs," ofwhich we can

only give a condensed report.

Among those present were, R. Gibson, Esq., in the Chair,

:\Ir. G. Shackel, Mr. J. Strattou, Mr. Hibberd, Mr. Young,
Mr. M. Sutton, Mr. Kidgell, Mr. Hicks, Mr. Parsons, Mr. R.

Lovegrove, Mr. T. Harris, &c., &c.

After a few introductory observations, the Chairman intro-

duced

Mr. Baker, who said—Agriculture in its widest sense

comprehended all departmentsof knowledge and science within

its boundaries. From the earliest ages it was esteemed not

only a useful, but a noble employment. The greatest and best

of mankind had looked upon it as a retreat upon which they

could fall back after the anxious toils of ambition had frittered

away the best portion of their lives. Poets had idolized it as

a pursuit in which happiness might be found, if anywhere her

residence was placed upon earth. He would not dwell upon
those rustic pleasures which it needed a poet's eye to depict,

but consider agriculture in its broadest sense, and treat it, as

I it was, as the first ia usefulness, and, in reality, the best of all the

various pursuits man was ordained by nature to fulfil, and in

the prosecution of which every one must confess that all the

energy and talent that could be bestowed upon it would but
open a field for further exertion. Every foot they advanced

I

became the stepping-stone to others that were to follow : as

they proceeded, the plain wider and wider expanded, until at

last that which appeared as bounding the horizon of their view

was left behind, and a plain interminable extended before them,
beyond the ken of the most penetrating eye, and the possibi-

lity of being reached by the sturdiest and most ardent pedes-

trian. It might, however, be well to halt upon their path, and,

by looking back, endeavour to define how far they had advanced.

What was agriculture at the commencement of the present

century, and what was it at that moment ? There were those

who would recollect long within that period, that if they had
been told that a small bag of dried earth, that might easily be
carried, would fully manure an acre of ground, they would not
only have treated the statement as unworthy of credit, but
as fabulous in the extreme. Yet this had come to pass, and
guano was now brought to this country by shiploads, and the
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moaey anuually paid for it would purckase a German state.

Saltpetre forsook its vile office in the " stuff called gunpowder,"

aud became one of the greatest adjuncts towards the produc-

tion of the food of man. Nor did the inquiry stop with these

discoveries. They had merely stimulated the human mind to

activity. Science had expanded with practice, and the result

was becoming more and more appreciated. Chemistry, geo-

logy, mechanics, hydraulics, meteorology, entomology, botany,

all contributed their share ; nor was there a science, however

remote it might appeal, that did not contribute its stores of

knowledge for the advancement of agriculture. It might be

said that the various systems of agriculture, and the facts to

be elicited, were well-nigh exhausted by the investigations that

had been going on ; but if there was any truth in such an

opinion, it might have been urged 50 years ago, equally as

well as now. On the contrary, he believed that the path was

but opened to them—not explored ; and therefore the pursuit

of knowledge was as requisite now as heretofore. He might

be allowed to inquire whether the system of leasing or letting

land was perfect, or incapable of improvement ? Was the pre-

sent pernicious system to be puisued, of giving the yearly

tenant no iLterest in the capital he might invest for the im-

provement of his land, beyond a six months' occupation after

he had received a notice to quit ? Was the present system of

leases to be maintained—containing covenants totally at va-

riance with the interests both of landlords aud tenants ? Was
it nothing that buildings, erected by the tenant for the purpose

of enabling him better to carry out the processes of the farm,

were upon his quitting to remain the property of the landlord,

without even the slightest compensation ? Was the present

pernicious system of leasing land, whereby the tenant improved

the farm the first period of his term, to exhaust it again in the

last, the best that could be devised both for the landlord and

tenant, as well as for the community at large ? Was the pre-

sent mode of assessing land upon the best principle, whereby

a tenant was from year to year compelled to pay a larger quota,

just in proportion as he invested his capital, or took up the

surplus labour of his district ? Were the taxes upon him

equitable ? Was he to be subject to free competitiou with the

whole world in the production of barley, and be subjected to an

impost upon his own production beyond its actual value, if he

were desirous of converting it into malt ? Was the condition

of the labourer such as required no improvement ? Was his

cottage accommodation such as he required or deserved?

Could there be no improvement in the mode by which he might

obtam the first necessaries of life—bread, milk, meat, and home-

brewed beer ? Was the economy of the farms perfect ? Were
the steadings adequate to the wants of the tenants ? Were
the fields so arranged as to enable him to cultivate them to

the greatest advantage ? Were there no better modes of feed-

ing cart-horses or cattle than those pursued ? Were they de-

cided on the best and most economical method of applying

manure ? Were covered houses better than open sheds ? or

was box feeding better than either ? Did they understand the

best mode of applying artificial manure ? and was chemistry

sufficiently understood to enable them to decide upon its qua-

lity ? Were they sufficiently acquainted with entomology and

botany to trace the true causes of disease in plants aud vege-

tables? Was geology sufficiently understood to enable them

to cultivate the surface to the best advantage, by bringing

the subsoil more or less into consideration ? He would not

proceed further, leaving them to consider whether these queries

could be answered affirmatively and practically. If they thought

any of them worthy of investigation, then he had established

the principle that farmers' clubs were beneficial, and that their

utility might be still further increased by their extension and

support. But they had to look forward to a new order of

things. The power of steam, for the purposes of thrashing,

crushing, grinding, and cutting, was already available. Might

they not also expect that for ploughing, digging, harrowing,

and scarifying, it would ere long be equally applicable ? But,

inasmuch as it seemed a power capable of dealing with dis-

tricts rather than farms, it would become them hereafter to en-

gage its power collectively raiher than individually; and how
could it be so easily and effectively brought into action as by

the combined influence of the members of a Farmers' Club ?

Votes of thanks to the Chairman and Mr. Baker were then

passed, aud the meeting separated.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS FOR SCOTLAND,
We understand that at a meeting of the enumerators

connected with the Agricultural Statistics for Scotland, held

iu the Society's Hall last Tuesday, various suggestions were

made as to the collecting of these. We understand, however,

that on some points there is at present an intention to make

a backward movement rather than one in advance. Of these

one of the most important is that woods shall be excluded.

The comparative failure in the coilcctiug of these last year may
have led to this ; but the inattention on the part of proprietors

or those acting for them, could surely be overcome. The in-

fluence of public opinion would soon compel the most inaUen-

tive to make an endeavour to furnish the information required.

The excuse made that proprietors and tenants do not know the

extent under wood, deer forests, and sheep wi^lks will not avail.

Where Highland estates are advertised for sale, or when deer

forests or sliooting over sheep walks are in the market, the

extent is generally given, or an approximation to it. If it is

fo\uid convenient and profilableto furnish intending purchasers,

f poitsmen, and others with the information, it ii certainly not

less a duty to furnish similar details for the Statistical Re-
turog.

Last year, the extent under deer forests and sheep walks

was comprised under one head. Now this, we think, should

be rectified in future. The red deer will not remain on sheep

walks, and, as they cannot be identified aud claimed as

property like sheep and occasionally change their locality

—

sometimes of their own impulse, and not unireqnently by the

arts used by gamekeepers—it is surely important for the

country to know the relative extent under sheep walks, deer-

forests, and mountain grazing for cattle. Without such

distinctions, a very false estimate of the value of the High-

lauds for the maintaining cf stock is certain to be made.

The extent under deer forests at present may be estimated

at something like two or three millions, and is yearly rapidly

exteudmg. It is therefore obvious that, without sncli a

distinction, ti'.e value of the Statistics as to the department

of live stock, especially Highland cattle and sheep, with

reference to the amount of land thus occupied, must be

rendered nugatory. The number of deer maintained, and the

number slauglitered, with their value as food, cannot probably

be ascertained. The value of haunches of deer in London we

have generally observed to he under that of South Down mut*
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ton, the difference beicg about 2d. per lb. The same estimate

may be taken as to their relative value with Highland Black-

faoed. A8 yet, the agricultural world is ignorant as to the

relative value of red deer and sheep as producers of animal

food. In a domain on the south of Scotland, it was ascertained

that fallow deer, as producers of flesh, weight for weight with

sheep, were greatly inferior, and the rent derived was under

one-half that yielded by sheep. This led to a restricting of

the number of deer, and extending that of sheep. Probably

the same would hold even more decidedly in the case of red

deer, which are much less iu size and of more restless habits

than the fallow deer.

Last season no attempts were made to collect the returns

for crofts. As the land thus ocoipied is very considerable,

this should also be embraced. In France the great proportion

of the soil IS occupied by small proprietors and farmers, and

were they not taken into the estimate, a very false idea of

French agriculture would be given. We may also state in

reference to woods, that the area thus occupied in France is

between one-sixth and one-seventh of the whole, the area of

France being about 130 millions of acres.

The number of horses and cows iu towns should also be in-

cluded. The number of both of these, the former in the con-

sumption of grain, and the latter in the production of milk-

produce, is important in an economic view. Besides, farmers,

fnrnisliiug the number of cattle and sheep, could also furnish

the ages, breeds, and iu the case of sheep, the weight of fleece.

There are several other points which might, we think, be

taken into the Agricultural Statistics. In addition to what

was collected last year, the United States include the extent

"of improved aud unimproved laud, working oxen, corn, maize,

buckwheat, butter, cheese, wool, hay, cloverseed, other grass

seed, flax seed, animals slaughtered, honey and bees wax,

besides other articles, such as maple sugar and molasses, do-

mestic fabrics, population, &c." Seme of these might, we think,

be taken in this country with advantage.

What would also be a very decided improvement for the

securing of more correct returns, would be, that an enumerator

for each district or county should have the schedules first for-

warded to him, so that he might have any apparent mistake

corrected, aud also furnish information to parties ignorant as

to the requirements of the schedules. This is the more im-

portant, as we have understood that last season considerable

dissatisfation was felt by enumerators at their not having the

opportunity of correcting errors, partly intentional and partly

unintentional, of those making returns.

The question will naturally occur to many whether it is ad-

visable to have annual, quinquennial or decennial statistics.

For agricultural purposes, either of the two latter might be

deemed sufficient—for political economy purposes, a yearly

return is at present deemed advisable. There is another

question, should it be made compulsory, such as collecting the

census of the population. As the Scottish farmers, at least,

have shown that they are willing to furnish all without any

compuhory enactment, this question as regards Scotland may
be regarded as settled in favour of voluntary returns. As to

England, it would be considered as an unwarrantable inter-

ference of Governmeut, and, with the delicate relationship

subsisting there between landlord and tenant, this ff;eling

would be more strongly called into operation, and a systema-

tic and determined opposition to Statistics would most proba-

bly be engendered. After a few years of success in Scotland,

the English farmer will perceive that his interests will not

suffer by furnishing such information as is required in the sta-

tistics. But in England as much as in Scotland, the farmers

should be left as much to themselves as possible, and not

interfered with beyond pointing out and suggesting what is

desirable.

It should be arranged that the schedules should be sooner

issued, and the returns made by the beginning of November.

SEPTENNIAL TITHE COMMUTATION
AVERAGES.

Sir,—In The Mark Lane Express of the 15th January, you
published a letter from me, stating the value of each £100
of tithe commutation rent-charge for the year 1855 to be

£89 153. 8|d., founded on the septennial average prices pub-

lished in the London Gazette of the 5th January last, viz.

—

s. d.

Wheat 6 Of per imperial bushel.

Barley 3 7|

Oats.... 2 6

The perfect accuracy of this statement I now beg to con-

firm, for the satisfaction of your readers, as it has been called

in question, in a letter published in the Record of the 26th

ult., signed by the Rev. W. M. Hiud, of Stapenhill vicarage,

Burton-on-Trent, who states that by a strict valuation, the

septennial average prices should be, for

Wheat 6 47-56 per imperial bushel.

Barley 3 7 27-28

Oats 2 6 3-14 „

making in the valuation of £100 of rent-charge a difference

of 8s. Oid. The Rev. W. M. Hind, iu his letter, alludes to

this difference as an error of computation ; whereas the dif-

ference is really in the septennial average prices, over which

the authority of Parliament alone has control. The omission

of small decimal quantities in the average prices from time to

time during the seven years of the fractional parts of a farthing

iu the price per bushel, clearly tends to diminish the valuation

of the rent-charge; but the annexed clauses of the Tithe

Commutation Act will, no doubt, satisfy your readers that I

had no alternative but to take the prices as published in the

London Gazette, as the basis of my annual tables.—I remain,

sir, your obedient,

CHARLES M. WILLICH, Actuary,

25, Suffolk-street, Pall-mall, University Life Office.

April 5, 1855.

Tithe Commutation Act, 6 and 7 Wm. IV., c. 71.

Clause 56. " And be it enacted that, immediately after the

passing of this act, and also in the month of January in every

year, the Comptroller of Corn Returns for the time being, or

such other person as may from time to time be in that behalf

authorised by the Privy Council, shall cause an advertisement

to be inserted in the London Gazelle, stating what has been,

during seven years ending on the Thursday next before

Christmas Day then next preceding, the average price of an

imperial bushel of British wheat, barley, aud oats, computed

from the weekly averages of the corn returns."

Clause 67. * * * " and every first day of January the

sum of money thenceforth payable in respect of such rent-

charge shall vary so as always to consist of the price of the

same number of bushels and decimal parts of bushels of wheat,

barley, and oats respectively, according to the prices ascer-

tained by the then preceding advertisement ;" * * ,
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ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S CATTLE SHOW.

The spring show of the Koyal Dublin Society, which opened

to the public on Tuesday, may be truly said to have been

most successful, and in every particular fully sustaining the

high character of the society, and exhibiting some very marked

improvements over former years. Tuesday was, as usual,

devoted exclusively to the judges. The supply of horned

stock was exceedingly fiue, especially in the class of bulls, which

probably never was better represented, either in numbers or qua-

lity, than on the present occasion. There were in the class of

shorthorned bulla no less than 160 bulls entered, all of which

were remarkable for their evident high breeding, perfect

symmetry, and splendid condition. Of the whole number,

101 were yearlings, which certainly formed not the least inte-

resting feature in the exhibition.

In the class of bulls calved prior to 1852, there were some

most magnificent animals, many of which will be recognized as

having carried away prizes at former shows. The dasses of

heifers and milch cows were also very superior, the entries

being very numerous, aud the animals of first-class merit. Fat

cows and heifers were also well represented, and comprised

some very beautiful animals.

The show of sheep and swine was not so large as could be

desired. There was, however, a fair average uumber, and the

quality in both departments exceedingly superior. In the

former class there were a number of very fiue long-woolled

Leicesters, exhibited by Mr. Reynell, Lord Talbot de Malahide,

C. P. Leslie, M.P.. Colonel White, Mr. La Touche, of Harris,

town, Mr. Lambert, of Beaupark, &c., which were well worthy

attention. We observed a pen of three hogget rams of Mr.

Rfynell's, which were remarkably fine. Charles Tottenham,

Esq, Woodstock, had a psn of very fine South Down ewes,

bred by Prince Albert, with their lambs, which were remarkably

fine aud healthy. The class of Berkshire boars exhibited some

very fine animals.

PRIZES.

BREEDING STOCK.. -BULLS.

SIIOUTHOKNED.

Best, calved in 1854, five sovs., Thomas Barnes, Esq.;

second best, three sovs., John Christy, Esq. ; third best, two

sovs., Lord Dufferin.

Best, calved in 1853, five sovs., Charles Towneley, Ejq,

;

second best, three sovs., J. Douglas, Esq.

Best, calved in 1852, five sovs , A. Bole, Esq.; second best,

two sovs., J. H. Nangle, Esq.

DEVON.

Best, calved in 1853, three sovs., Robert Q. Alexander, Esq.

Best Scotch polled bull, large silver medal. Lord Talbot de

Malahide.

Best Ayrshire bull, large silver medal, John Donaghy, Esq.

Best Alderuey bull, large silver medal, William Brown,

Esq.

Best Kerry bull, large silver medal, W. Owen, Esq.

Best bull of any breed, calved prior to 1852, large silver

medal, Charles Towneley, Esq. ; second best, lesser silver

medal, Charles P. Leslie, Esq.

Best of all the prize bulls, the gold medal, Charles Towne-
ley, Esq. ; second best, lesser silver medal, Thomas Baraei,

Esq.

Judges.—John Wright, Esq.; Charles G. Grey, Esq.

;

John Hall, Esq.; Robert Holmes, Esq.; Samuel Garnett,

Esq ; Robert N. White, Esq. ; and John Dyas, Esq.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

SlIOKTHORNEU.

Best heifer, calved in 1854, large silver medal, T.*Barnes,

Esq. ; second best, leaser silver medal, R. Chaloner, Esq.

Best heifer, calved in 1853, in calf, or producing a live calf

within twelve months subsequent to the date of show, large

silver medal, T. Ball, Esq. ; second best, lesser silver medal,

T. Ball, Esq.

Beat heifer, calved in 1852, giving milk or iu calf, large

silver medal, C. Towneley, Esq.; second best, leaser silver

medal, J. Douglas, Esq.

Best cow of any age, in calf, or having had a live calf within

twelve months preceding the date of the show, large silver

medal, C. Towneley, Esq. ; second best, lesser silver medal. Vis-

count Mouck.
DEVON.

Best heifer, calved in 1852, giving milk, or in calf, large

silver medal, Roger Hall, Esq.

Best cow, of any age, m calf, or having had a live calf within

twelve months preceding the date of the show, large silver

medal, Robert Q,. Alexander, Esq.

SCOTCH POLLED.

Best heifer, calved in 1854, large silver medal. Lord Talbot

de Malahide.

Best cow, of any age, in calf, or having had a live calf

within twelve mouths preceding the date of the show, large

silver medal, J. Ganley, Esq.

AYRSHIRE.

Best heifer, calved in 1852, giving milk, or in calf, large

silver medal, Hon. Mrs. T. Prestou.

KERRY.

Best heifer, calved in 1352, giving milk, or iu calf, large

silver medal, the Earl of Charlemont.

Best cow, of any age, in calf, or having had a live calf

within twelve months preceding the date of the show, large

silver medal, the Earl of Charlemont.

Best of all the prize breeding heifers, giving milk, or in

calf, the gold medal, Charles Towneley, Esq.

Best of all the prize milch cows, the gold medal, G. Towne-

ley, Esq.

Best three milch cows, in calf, or having had live calves

within twelve mouths preceding date of show, and bona fide

the property of exhibitor, the gold medal. Viscount Monck,

M.P.

THE FARMERS' GAZETTE CUP, VALUE £120.

Presented by Messrs. Purdon, for the best animal in the

breeding classes of the neat cattle which, in the opinion of

the judges, possesses the greatest merit, C. Towneley, Esq.

This cup was won in 1853 by a short-horned milch cow,

Alice, and in 1854 by a ahort-horned milch cow. Butterfly,

both animals the property of Charles Towneley, Esq., Towne-

ley Park, near Burnley, Lancashire.

THE TENANT FARMERS' CUP, VALUE £50.

Presented by Cliarles Towneley, Esq , for the best animal in
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the breeding classes of neat cattle, reared by an Irish tenant

farmer, having no means of subsistence except what may be

derived from his farm, satisfactory proof of whicli will be re-

quired, John Christy, Esq.

This cup was won at the last show by a short-horned milch

cow, Queen of Beauty, the property of Mr. John Christy, Fort

Union, A.dare.

FAT STOCK—FAT OXEN.

SnORTHOKNED.

Best fat cs, calved in 1852, large silver medal, John

Keatinge, Esq.

Best fat ox, calved prior to 1852, large silver medal, John

Keatinge, Esq.

KERRY.

Best fat OS, calved in 1852, large silver medal, Joseph

Lynch, Esq.

For the best pair of fat oxen, of any breed, that have been

fairly and bona fide worked as plough bullocks up to May,

1854, large silver medal, Thomes ConoUy, Esq., M.P.

Best of all the prize fat oxen, Lou. certificate, John

Keatinge, Esq.

FAT COWS ANY AGE.

For the beat shorthorned, large silver medal, John Farrell,

Esq.

For the best Devon, large silver medal, Edward Eotherham,

Esq.

For the best of all the prize fat cows, hon. certificate, John

Farrell, Esq.

FAT HEIFERS.

For the best heifer, of any breed, large silver medal, P. J.

Kearney, Esq.

For the second best, lesser silver medal, Mrs. Lynch.

Judges: Robert Holmes, Esq. ; Hobert N. White, Esq.;

John Dyas, Esq.

SHEEP.

LEICESTERS.

For the best one-shear ram, three sovs., C. P. Leslie, Esq.

M.P.

For the best two-shear ram, three sova., John La Touche,

Esq.

For the best ram of any other age, three sovs., Wm. Owen,

Esq.

Best three hogget rams, never clipped, two sovs., Frederick

F. Hamilton, Esq.

For the best five ewes with their lambs yeaned in 1855, or

in lamb, two sovs., Frederick F. Hamilton, Esq.

Best five ewe hoggets, never clipped, two sovs., Frederick

F. Hamilton, Esq.

LONG-WOOLLED.

(Not qualified to compete as Leicesters.)

Best three hogget rams, never clipped, two sovs., David

Kerr, Esq.

Best five ewe hoggets, never clipped, two sovs., David Kerr,

Esq.

SHORT-WOOLLED.

For the best one-shear ram, two sovs., Hon. L. H. King

Harman.

For the best ram, of any other age, two sovs., T. Butler,

Esq.

Best three hogget rams, never clipped, two sovs., W. Owen,

Esq.

Beat five ewe hoggets, never clipped, two Bora., B. Clonson,

Esq.

CHEVIOTS.

For the best one-shear rain, two sovs., the Marqiiis of

Conynghara.

For the best two-shear ram, two sovs., the Marquis of

Conyugham.

Best three hogget rams, never clipped, two sovs., the Marquis

of Conyngham.

For the best five ewes with lambs yeaned in 1855, or in

lamb, two sovs., the Marquis of Conyngham,

For the best five ewe hoggets, never clipped, two sovs., the

Marquis of Conyngham.

FAT WEDDERS.
For the best pen of five long wool fat wedders, not exceed-

ing two-shear, large silver raedid, G. Thunder, Esq.

For the best pen of five Cheviot fat welders, large silver

medal, the Marquis of Conyngham.

SWINE.
BLACK PIGS.

Best boar, not exceeding twenty-four months old, Cva sovs.,

Alexander Montgomery, Esq. ; second best, three sovs., same ;

third best, hon. certificate, Hon. Thos. Preston.

Best breeding sow in pig, or having had a litter within six

months, three sovs., John C. Metge, Esq. ; second best, tno

sovs., Rev. John Warburton ; third best, hon. certificate, John

C. Metge, Esq.

Best three breeding pigs of the same litter, under ten months

old, three sovs., Alexander Montgomery, Esq.; second best,

two sovs.. Captain M'C. Bunbury ; third best, hon. certificate,

Henry Carroll, Esq.

Best litter of pigs, not exceeding fonr months old, accom-

panied by the sow, three sovs. Rev. John Warburton; for the

second best, two sovs., same.

•U-IIITE PIGS.

Best boar not exceeding twenty-four months old, three

sovs., James L. Naper, Esq.; second best, hon. certificate.

Colonel Kane Bunbury.

Best breeding sow in pig, or having had a litter within six

months, two sovs., John Donaghy, Esq. ; second best, hon.

certificate, Mark A. Saurin, Esq.

Best three breeding pigs, of same litter, under ten months

old, two sovs., John Donaghy, Esq. ; second best, hon.

certificate, Thomas Rutherford, Esq.

Best litter of pigs, not exceeding four months old, accom-

panied by the sow, two sovs., Mathias Harford, Esq. ; second

best, hon. certificate, J, 0. G. Pollock, Esq.

Best fat pig of any breed, large silver medal, R. P. O'Reilly,

Esq.

NORTHUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—In the prize list now published, for the meeting at Alnwick,

in August, we see his grace the Duke of Northumberland gives

no less than a hundred pounds in premiums for swine. The

competition both in large and small sorts is confined to white

pigs, and the prize boars of both breeds may be claimed—the

first in each class for £25, and the second in either for £20.

The sows, also restricted in colour to white, must have a litter

of no less than four pigs each with them at the show, any of

which from a sow taking a prize may be claimed at £5 a piece

.

Wehear his grace's object is to generally improve the pigs of the

county, and especially to afford the labourers an opportunity

of obtaining the best sorts. We are glad to observe, in the

conditions on which animals are to be exhibited at the meet-

ings of this society, that its grand purpose as a show of

breeding stock is never lost sight of.
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LIMPSFIELD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

TRIAL BETWEEN HOWARDS' PATENT IRON PLOUGH, AND

THE IMPROVED KENT PLOUGH.

Considerable controversy having arisen as to the merits of

the above ploughs (the farmers generally iu this neighbov.rhood

being iu favour of the latter) a spirited challenge was thrown

out by Mr. Lashmar, an enterprising farmer and brewer, at

Oxted, on behalf of himself end brother farmers to back the

improved Kent turnrise plough against the capabilities of

Howards' patents. The challenge was promptly accepted by

Mr. Papprill, farmer, of Lioipsiield, and a wager was made.

The affair came off on Friday, on the farm of Mr. Skinner, of

Pilgrims Lodge Farm. The iron ploughs were furnished by

Messrs. Hammond and Purrott, ironmongers, Croydon, and a

good muster of agriculturists and others attended; several

ladies were also present. The field selected was on a wheat

stubble, and very stiff loam. Three matches were made : the

first between Mr. John Lashmar and Mr. Papprill; the second,

between Mr. Papprill, with Howards' patent, and Mr. Fre-

derick Young, with the Kent turnrise ; and the third, between

Mr. J. Lashmar and Mr. James Young—the last being a trial

of skill betv.'een the ploughmen, both ploughs being the turn-

rise. There was another turnrise plough iu the field belonging

to Mr. Skinner, whose man, Robert Francis, did his work very

well, but no competitor was entered against him. The other

ploughmen were, William Hooker (in the employ of Mr. Papp-

rill), — Tomblm (Mr. Papprill), William Hooker and Henry
Kceley (Mr. Lashmar), William Reynolds (Mr. Frederick

Young), John Francis (Mr. James Young), and — Tomblin in

Mr. Papprill's second match. They were to plough half an

acre of land each, not less than five inches deep, and not to ex-

ceed four hours in the work. In the second match, between

Mr. Papprill (Howards' improved iron plough) and Mr. Lash-

mar (Kent's improved turnrise), Mr. Papprill was also declared

the winner. In the third match, between Mr. John Lashmar
aud Mr. James Young (both Kents turnrise), Mr. Lashmar
was the winner. The iron ploughs, with two horses, performed

the stipn'ated quantity about half an hour before their compe-

titors, with three horses and a driver. The appearance of the

work done by the iron ploughs presented a far neater appear-

ance than the others. The Judges were, Mr. Staveley, Chel-

sham; Mr. Rutley, Westerham; and Mr. Searle, Limpsfield.

After the match the party proceeded to the Bull Inn, when
between thirty and forty sat down to a substantial dinner.

Mr. Harrison, steward to L. Gower, Esq., occupied the chair,

and Mr. Osborne was the vice-chairman. Amongst the com-
pany were Mr. Staveley, Mr. Rutley, and Mr. Searle, the

judges ; Mr. John Lashmar and Mr. Papprill, the competitors

;

Mr. John Howard, Mr. B. Steer, Mr. Thomas Steer, Mr. James
Young, Mr. Frederick Young, Mr. Patching, Mr. Burfield,

Mr. Skinner, Mr. Rattray, Mr. Collin.s, Mr. G. Marchant, Mr.
Rattray, Jun., Mr. Jeffery, Mr. Loveland, Mr. Thompson, Mr.
Purrott (Croydon), Mr. Page, Mr. Puddefoot, &c.

In the course of the evening, on the health of the Judges
being given, Mr. Staveley, on behalf of himself and brother

Judges, said, in discharging their duties they had endeavoured
to do justice to all parties. He had seen ground since he had
come in that neighbourhood, where the turnrise would have been
preferable to the iron plough; but as an universal plough,
they (the Judges) thought Howards' plough the best; and if

it was more used the best results would be accomplished. By
reducing the cost of growing corn and the expenses of culti-

vating the land, they would be enabled to compete more suc-

cessfully with other nations.— Abridged from the County

Herald.

SPECIFICATIONS OF AGRICULTURAL
PATENTS

PUBLISHED DURING THE PAST MONTH.

[Can be had of Bennet Woodcroft, Esq., Great Seal Patent

Office, by remitting postage stamps to cover value and post-

age for sums under Is., and Post-Office Orders above it.

Single copies will generally require six stamps, but one

pound weight can be had for them.]

STEPHEN HOLMAN, Engineer, Colney Hatch. Middle-

sex—" Machinery for raising and forcing fluids, &c.," No,

689; date 1854—price lOd.

LOUIS MICHEL FRANCAIS DOYERE, Professor of

Natural History, Paris, 4, South-street, Finsbury, London

—

"Machinery for the purification of grain," No. 1167; date

1854—price Is.

THOMAS WALLWORTH, British gum manufacturer, Man-
Chester — " Machinery for purifying grain and dressing

flour," No. 1792 ; date 1854—price lOd.

PETER ARMAND. LE COMPTE DE FONTAINE
MOREAU, 4, South-street, Finsbury, London—" Preserv-

ing corn aud other dry seeds," No. 1812; date 1854—price

Is. 3d.

BENJAMIN. HUSTMAYTE, Hockley-street, Homerton,

Middlesex—" Metal Roofing," No, 1,968 ; date 1854—
price 3d.

FISK RUSSELL, Massachusetts, United States—" Machine
for Mowing Grass," No. 2,458 ; date 1854—price lOd.

THOMAS CRADDOCK, Engineer, Portway Foundry, Pot-

ter's-lane, Wednesbury, Staflfordshire—" Steam Engines,"

No. 1,922 ; date 1854—price lid.

PIERRE ANDRE DECOSTER, Civil Engineer, Paris

-

"Manufacture of Sugar," No. 1,921 ; date 1854—price lOd.

JULES MATHIEU, Civil Engineer, Paris—" Pumps," No.

1,895 ; date 1854—price 3d.

JOHN FISHER WILLIAMS 19. Artillery-place, Bunhill-

row—" Joining Cast-iron Tubes," No. 1,893; date 1854—
price 6d.

JEAN DE REDON, Civil Engineer. 4, South Finsbury-
j

street, London—" Machinery for Reducing AVood to Fibre

for Paper Manufacture," No, 1,891 ; date 1854—price 9d.

JAMES LAMB HANCOCK, Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire
—" Machinery for Draining Land," No, 1,886 ; date 1854 J

—price 7d.

GEORGE BURCH, Waltham Cross, Cheshunt, Herts—
;

" Manufacture of Pulp from Wood," No. 1,883 ; date 1854 "j

—price 3d.

CHAS. MASCHWITZ, Merchant, Birmingham—" Instru-

ment for paring and slicing fruita and roots," No. 1223;
date 1854—price 5d.
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ISAAC PDI TREMBLE, D.M., New York—" Ventilating

Couaervatoties, &c.," No. 1943 ; date 1854—price 9d.

THOMAS CLOWES, saddler, Bsverley, Yorkshire—"Muz-
zles for horses," No. 1974 ; date 1854—price 6d.

PETER ROTHWELL JACKSON, engineer, Salford, Lan-

caster
—

" Manufacture of Wrought-Lron Wheels," No. 1975

;

date 1854—price lOJ.

WM. NASH and JOHN JEWELL—"Window Sashes and

Frames," No. 1988; date 1854—price 5d.

CHARLES FREDERICK STANSBURY, 17, Cornhill,

London—" Punches and Dies," No. 1998; date 1854—
price 5d.

MOSES POOLE, Avenue-road, Middlesex-" Condensers of

Steam Engines," No. 2103 ; date 1854—price 6d.

JOHN WESLEY HACKWORTH, engineer, Priestgate

Engine Works, Darlington, Durham—" Steam Engines and

Connected Gearing," No. 1971 ; date 1854—price Is. 3d.

ROBERT RAW^LINSON, C.E., Westminster—" Buoyant

Ball Valves for Drainage or Sewerage Works, Sic," No.

2004; date 1854—price 9d.

ON THE APPLICATION OF FARM-YARD
MANURE.

Sir,— As you suppressed a portion of my last letter

on the plea that it was too complimentary to the con-

duct of jour journal to have a place in it, 1 am driven

unwillingly to the necessity of omitting the remarks

which I should like to have made on articles which have

lately appeared. I must, however, say—for I have an

object in it—that I have read them with advantage ; that

my more practical bailiff has been unable to substantiate

an objection against them; and that in every casein

which we have carried your suggestions into practice,

the results have fully equalled or surpassed the expecta-

tions raised. We have now many experiments going

on, which have been generally suggested by the articles

in your paper or the books which you have recom-

mended, and the results of which I shall therefore hope

to have the pleasure of sending you when realized.

With one exception, which seems almost of advantage in

ascertaining any no«mathematical rule, there is not a

principle involved in any leading article I can remember

in your paper to which I can offer an objection. The
exception occurred a month since, when you advised the

application of part of the farmyard manure to the corn

crop, and especially to the wheat crop. Now, taking

for granted that we are both speaking with reference to

the four-course system, I beg to differ from you ; and

think that the best plan as a principle is to apply the

whole to the forage crop, or that half of the farm which,

tinder the system in question, is consumed on the farm.

I must at the same time admit that my farm is situated

in a district in which I believe the four-course system

is pursued as successfully as in any other district in

England ; and also that some, or rather most of the best

farmers in that district, do apply part of their farmyard

manure either to the turnip land just before sowing bar-

ley and seeds, or on the old seeds before sowing wheat,

and consequently raise a proportional part of their

turnips either with bones and ashes, or other drilling

manures, and without farmyard manure. I need hardly

say that the former of these practices, of the two, militates

least against the principle I desire to advocate, as in that

case the young seeds come in for a fair share of the

manure applied. So far I allow it ; but, inasmuch as it

is also manuring corn—if my principle can be estab-

lished—the practice is bad. To attain the former end,

I should either top-dress the young seeds with a suitable

compcst soon after harvest, if it could be done without

prejudice, or top-dress in spring with a mixture of equal

parts of guano, salt, and superphosphate, and perhaps

gypsum ; of course liquid manure is generally preferable

where it can be applied at an expense proportionate to

its superiority. The particular top-dressing must de-

pend upon many circumstances; but it is evident that

where liquid manure is to be applied, the time and crop

are both suitable. As for the latter object, land, under

this system, will grow as much barley as the straw can

support, if a sufficient quantity of food has been eaten

on the turnip land in the preceding year ; and in any

case the only manure which a corn crop can require,

under this system, is a dressing of salt, of about 4 cwt.

per acre, more or less, according to circumstances. The

chemical law explanatory of the fact that salt strengthens

the straw of grain crops is to be found in a valuable

paper signed " Samuel Parr," which appeared in the

Mark Lane Express two weeks ago, and is also to be

found in the Farmer's Magazine for this month. The

fact I have ascertained myself, having first seen it

asserted about two years ago in the Mark Lane Express.

It will be impossible for me, in the short space which

can be allotted to me in your paper, to enter into the

reasons for pressing the general broad negative prin-

ciple of applying no farmyard manure to any crop which

is to be sold off the farm, without previously passing into

the live stock, nor to any corn crop whatever, whether

consumed on the farm or not. This principle I con-

sider to be the basis, so far as relates to the application

of manure, of the soundest system of farming under the

four-course shift; or, in other words, the way in which

a given quantity to start with of farmyard manure will

pay the best in the long run, though as a matter of

course it will be at first the most expensive, and will

probably not pay as much as the ordinary plan for per-

haps the first four years. The system here advocated is

diametrically opposed to the one commonly adopted.

But without attempting any argument at all in its

favour, I believe the ordinary farmer is perfectly

qualified to judge for himself which system will suit his

own particular circumstances best; and at all events I

know he will do so, whether the arguments are also pre-

sented or not, and also that most of them are perfectly

aware of all that can be said both for and against it.

As I have, however, adduced one very notable argument

against myself, in citing the practice and authority of the

best farmers in, as things go, a well-farmed district,

this one argument I purpose in my next to show to be

fallacious, which will be very apparent when we come

to consider the obstacles which at present impede the

progress of agriculture in England, and which un-

doubtedly prevent the prudent farmer from using his
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capital and skill to llie greatest advantage. This I in-

tended to make the subject of my present letter, but

was led aside by the remembrance that there was one,

and only one point, on which I could venture to differ

from the editor of the Mark Lane Express in all the

excellent articles on the theory and practice of agricul-

ture which I have read in that paper ; and I must

qualify my difference again by stating that I have as-

sumed we were both considering the subject as to the

method of selling from a given quantity of land the

largest amount of farm stuff that that land could pro-

duce at a profit, and not the largest amount that a pru-

dent farmer will choose to make that land produce under

a tenancy from year to year, which is, under the present

state of the law, a very different thine;. I need hardly

add what the practical farmer, for whom only T am
writing, will at once see is the s-eak point of my system,

viz.—that there will be a total absence of white turnips,

as I should not admit any turnip of an inferior rank to

the liybrid into my turnip field, unless there were a few

of Messrs. Drummonds' "improved early yellow,"

which can easily be grown after a crop of vetches have

been mown and the stubble sheep -eaten ; the main

body of the turnip break being occupied by what should

never be less than 30 tons an acre of the best fine top-

and-tailed swedes, of which the best I have grown have

been " the hardy green top," supplied also by Messrs.

Drummond, of Stirling.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Yorkshire, April 14. R. F.

tCENNINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND CHEMICAL COLLEGE.

LECTURES ON THE GENERAL PHENOMENA OF THE EARTH, HAVING REFERENCE TO THE
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF ORGANIC LIFE.

Bt CHARLES JOHNSON, ESQ., PROFESSOR OF BOTANY, GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Lecture IV.

The watery action that has contributed to the breaking up

of the mineral substauce of the earth's surface, could only have

taken place under the irregular disposition by which that surface

is characterized, iuvolviug those depressions and elevations con-

stituting the sea basin aud the contineuts and islands. Had
the lauds been all level, the system of salutary clian^e, nay,

even of necessary adaptation to the reqvnremeuta of organic

being, would have been incomplete. The sources in which

orisiuated the varied aud unequal mountain ranges, table latida,

slopes, and plains, are too problematical to form a subject of

discussion in the course before us, in which facts rather than

hypotheses are to be considered. Geological researches have

hitherto done little towards their elucidation ; so little indeed,

that the origiu of those convulsive movements by which the

crust of our globe is now agitated from time to time is a question

still unresolved, and the phenomena of earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions are open to varied explanations, each of them as

plausible and incontrovertible as it is ingenious. To actions

similar m their effects to these disturbers of recent periods,

however, operating on a scale more extended, and under op-

posing circumstances differing rather in degree than in fact,

may be ascribed all the inequalities that now exist, from the

immeasurable depression of ocean depth to the highest moun-
tain peak or ridge.

Let us now consider the operation of the wearing

process on the interior of the land, as a consequence

of the irregular disposition of its surface. The con-

flict between fluid aud solid is still the prime agency by

which it is effected : water is still the active, the assailing—

earth, the passive and the yielding—but the action is varied

;

it is now the falling rain and hail, the trickling of the moun-
tnin rill, and the occasional rushing sweep of the torrent swollen

by the raeliing of the snow, that become the substitutes of the

ceaselessly recurring tides ai.d the fury of the ocean storm.

But the results are not less important, though the forces are

weaker and their influence less constant and extended, because

they carry yet a step farther those preliminary arrangements
Upon which the fulfilment of the Divine command, " Increase

and multiplj", and replenish the earth," is dependent. The pro-

cess is a complicated one. The water, raised in the form of

vapour from the surface of the sea by the heat of the sun, as-

cending into the upper regions of the atmosphere aud collecting

under the form of clouds, is wafted by the winds over every

quarter of the earth, in order ta refresh by rain and dew the

plants and animals by which it is clothed and inhabited. Na-

ture is lavish in the quantity she provides ; and after fulfilling

the various secondary purposes of her bounty, the superabun-

dance is restored to the common reservoir through the medium

of rivers ; the action of which upon the laud is of enormous

extent, and its commencement may be traced from their very

sources. The natural history cf a river has been graphically

written by a late naturalist and geologist, and we will trace it

in company with him, or diverging only occasionally, as may
be convenient for our purpose.

The rains that fall upon the ridges aud summits of the

moimtains, the dews that are condensed there, and the snow

that is melted, descend by an infinite number of little rills

along their slopes, carrying off some portion of the materials

of which these ridges and summits are composed, and marking

their courses by numerous small channels or gutters. In their

progress downwards, these little rills unite in the greater and

deeper furrows with which the surfaces of all mountains are

ploughed up, run off tiirough the deep valleys that intersect

the bottoms of the mountains, and collecting from all sides iu

the form of brawling brooks aud torrents, descend into the

more level country, unite with other streams similarly produced,

aud eventually become rivers. When the snow melts or when

a storm takes place in these elevated regions, the mountain

torrents become suddenly swollen, and rush down the decli-

vities with a violence and rapidity proportioned to their steep-

ness ; they dash ag.iiust the bases of the heaps of rocky frag-

ments, that, originally precipitated from above by the action of

frost or previous storuis, generally form the sides of the more

elevated valleys, carrying with them the pieces of which they

are composed, already rounded by friction against the sides of

the mountains during their previoas descent, but which become
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still more smooth and polisliecl by rubbing against each other

as the water rolls tbein forward. In proportioa as the swollen

torrents reach the more level valleys, and the force of their

currents becomes dimiuishsd, or when they arrive at more ex-

paaded basins which allow their waters to spread out, they

throw out or leave upon their banks the largest of these stones

that they have rolled down ; the smaller fragmuits are depo-

sited still lower, and generally nothiug reaches the great canal

of the river, except the minutest pebbles or the impalpable

particles which afterwards subside in the form of sand or mud.
It often happens that before these streams unite to form great

rivers, they have to pass through large and deep lakes, where

they deposit the mud carried down from the mountains, and

whence their waters flow out quite limpid ; in which case, how-

ever, the bottom of the lake being raised gradually from time

to time, an important change of the locality is in course of

progress.

The rivers in lower levels, and all of the streams that take

their rise in lower mountains, bills, and uplands, produce effects

upon the grounds through which they flow more or less analo-

gous to those of the torrents from the higher mountains.

When swollen by heavy rains they undermine the bottoms of

the earthy or sandy hills that lie in their way, and carry their

fragments to be deposited upon the lower grounds which they

inundate, and that are more or less raised in height by each

inundation. When these rivers reach the great lakes or the

sea in which they terminate, and when, of course, that rapid

motion by which the water is enabled to ke^p the rarlicles

of mud and sand in suspension, has nearly ceased, these par-

ticles are deposited at each side of their months, where they

form low grounds, by which the coasts or banks of the river

arc gradually lengthened out into the sea or lake.

It is thus that we find the mouths of most large rivers bor-

dered by extensive tracts of flat couiiiry, and frequently divided

by low islaiids. Owing to the occasional resemblance of such

islsnda in ontUue to the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet,

represented by an equilateral triangle, they have received the

general name of Delta, a title originally bsstowed by the ima-

ginative Greeks themselves upon the low alluvial country of

Egypt at the mouth of the Nile. The kingdom of Holland,

the Netherlands of Europe collectively, have been almost

wholly formed in the above manner, from the ruins of more

elevated lands, borne down by the Scheldt, the Meuso, the

Rhine, aud their attendant and tributary streams, and deposited

at their mouths ; wliile perhaps many thousand times the

quantity of solid matter has been carried into the ocean depths

durir.g their formation, giving origin to a large proportion cf

those sands and shallows which render the navigation of the

German Ocean so difficult aud dangerous. Lower Egypt has

bcou principally formed in like manner, by the foul, though
sacred Nile, carrying down the ruins of the mountains of

Abyssinia, aud depositing them on its confluence with the

Sleditcrranean Sea. Thus too the infant territories of the

onc.^ proud Venice derived their origin from the deep and r^pid

course of the river Po ; and our own Thames, though a mere

brook in comparison, has formed much of the low lands of

Essex and Kent, and would in time, if ever its navigation

should be neglected, form islands at its mouth, as the Nile,

the R'niiie, the GauEes, and some hundred other rivers great

and small, have already done. It is thus indeed that much of

the more recent anil uppermost loose strata of the earth, the

stricily-cailed alluvial deposits of modern geology, hare been

accumulated, and the more level parts of its surface succes-

sively raised.

Such countries, however, while yet in the vicinity of the

aeii especially if unprotected by projections of higher lands,

are liable to occasional overflowings, aud temporary, if not ir-

remedial destruction, during stormy weather and high tides

—

this has frequently been the case along the low coists of the

Netherlands and the neighbouring territories of Sleswick and

Holstein, many parts of wliich have been at times inundated

by the ocean. The traditions and records of those countries,

indeed, preserve the memory of many dreadful catastrophes,

in which towns, villages, and rich and populous districts have

been overwhelmed aud laid waste, with a frightful sacrifice of

humaa life, by the sea sweeping over them. Even at present

much of these lauds is insecure when strong winds and corre-

sponding high tides concur to raise the waters above their

ordinary level, which are ordy kept out by the dykes or banks

raised by the inhabitants for their protection.

This constant tendency to elevation of the lower parts of

our earth's surface at the expense of the higher, aud conse-

quent formation of new lands at the mouths of rivers, is a

principal cause of that gradual diminution of extent observable

in most lakes and inland seas ; a diminution that, although so

slow as to have been at times made a matter of question by

some theoretical writers, is not the less certain in its effects,

and must at some future period, however incalculably distant,

completely alter the x'resent aspect of the contiiicut of Europe,

by reducing the broad basin of the Mediterranean to the chan-

nel of a river ; while the thousand torrents of Scandinavia are

more rapidly laying the foundations of a new empire in the

less extended bed of the Baltic. These notions are not merely

visionary, nor the extent of the changes improbable, unless we

assume au alteration in the laws of nature and the present

properties of matter : they are producing by consequences that

the ingenuity of man may in particular localities sometimes

partially oppose, nay, even apparently revert, but which it is

impossible to check in the plenitude of their action. That

check may indeed be ordained to occur; but should it come to

pass, it can only result from some vast convulsion of nature,

which it is at present bejojid the reach of human speculation

to foresee or reason upon.

The general aspect of the extensive plain of Central Europe,

stretching from the shores of the German Ocean to the confines

of Asia, indicates that the present sea of the Baltic is but the

remnant of a vast body of waters, once extending almost un-

interruptedly over the countries now lying between the Dovre-

feld aud the Urals in one direction, and in the other from the

mountain line including the Alps, the Carpathians, aud the

Caucasus, with their subsidiary northern offsets and hiil-

chains, to the shores of the Frozen or Arctic Ocean. The

rivers originating in this lofty mountain system have covered

considerable portions of this great level with alluvial soil,

which, under a climate not subject to droughts ot any long

continuance, has rendered it available to cultivation ; but the

vast tracts of unreclaimed sandy heaths and moorland that

still occupy, and indeed constitute, a remarkable feature of the

northern and middle parts of Germany, of Poland, and ol Russia,

tend to prove the fact that it is its great river system alone

which has rescued nearly the whole of Central Europe from a

condition of barrenness, only differing in degree proportioned

to their relative climates from that of the great desert of

Northern Africa.

The original occupation of the great European plain by a

probably shallow sea is too evident from a variety of circum-

stances to admit of question, and that even independently of

its geological character. Whoever regards the relative situa-

tions of the Euxine and Caspian seas, and of the Lake or Sea

of Aral, together with the state of the countries inclosing

those masses of water, must admit the probability of their

having been at some past period the deeper portions of a con-

G G 2
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tinuous ocean. A large proportion of the districts in which

these seas lie is still a sandy desert, aboundinj; in salt lakes

and foolg, and, where dry, more or less iiicrusted with salt,

and containing shells of species still existing in their waters :

the land is low, and around the Caspian and Aral considerably

below the present ocean level, the surface of the former sea

being estimated to be upwards of 300 feet lower than tliat of

the Mediterranean. That the seas just mentioned had at some

distant time a coaiiexiou with the main ocean is farther evinced

by the abundance of seals that are found upon their shores ;

the seal being an animal incapable of migration to any distance

overland ; and, if so connected, it must have been as forming

a part of that of which, as before stated, the Baltic Sea may be

regarded as a remnant.

It is not intended to maintain that the rivers, now pursuing

their meandering courses between the sedistant seas, have actu-

ally formed by their wearing and tratisporting action all cf

this intervening land that furnishes the subsistence of so many

nations ; causes of a totally different character have probably

been in operation to produce its present condition of surface

;

but they have contributed to render those parts of it fertile that

are now, iu a state of nature, either covered with grass or forest,

or, under cultivation, yielding place to the arts and industry of

mankind. How far they may have been concerned beyond

this, in regard to its existing state of elevation above the mean

level of the ocean, we have not the means of ascertaining ; but

the fulfilment of the change from sea to dry land, extending

over millions of fquare miles, however much it may be owing

immediately to some uplifting agency from the interior of the

earth, has not been unaided by alluvial interference; indeed,

the mountain and the torrent provided, the remainder would

be a necessary consequence of the bpse of time alone. We
have only to consider a few of the circumstances associated

with the natural history of rivers during the human period,

to become aware of the vasness of their agency as levellers

and land producers. The finest particles of earthy and organic

matter carried down into the current of the Amazon hy its

numerous tributary streams, from the Andes of Peru and the

central high lands of South America, and held in suspension

during a course of between four and five thousand miles, dis-

colour the waters of the Atlantic three hundred miles from its

mouth. The Hoang Ho, or Yellow River of China, was com-

puted, by Sir George Staunton, to carry into the sea to which

it gives name two millions of cubic feet of its characteristic

mud every hour ; arid rivers of smaller size and less extended

course have produced changes of remarkable character, even

within the later periods of history. The city of Ravenna, iu

Itily, a station for the Roman fleet in the reigu of the Emperoi-

Augustus, is now four miles from the sea ; the intervening land,

chietly maritime marshes, having been formed since then hy

the current of the little river Montone, one of the drains of the

Apennines. The town of Adria, once a flourishing seaport,

whence the Gulf of Venice derived its early title of Adriatic

Sea, is now twenty miles inland. The river Po carries down

so much material from the Italian Alps, that, its former over-

flowings being hindered hy embankments, its bed is now ele-

vated above the roofs of the houses of Fcrrara; while the

annual encroachment of land at its mouth is computed to nar-

row the Adriatic at the rate of 228 feet per annum.

It is not alone the accumulation of solid matter in the bed

or on the banks of a river, nor the collection of it in the Delta

at its mouth, or even the shallowing of the sra beyond the

latter— though this is sufficiently evident in the Baltic, the Gulf

of Venice, and other narrow and landlocke 1 waters—that in-

clude all the effects produced by its flow. The occurrence from

year to year of overflowings, arising from periodicil rains or

snow meltings, carries similar matter, to dispose it over surfaces

of varied extent, depending upon the width of the plains and

valleys through which it takes its course. The ancient Egyp-

tians venerated their Nile, not only as the fertilizer, hut as the

founder of their territory ; its inundations gradually raise the

valley over wliich they spread, depositing soil over the border-

ing and still encroaching sand of the Desert ; and, in Northern

Italy, the material, which through the interference of man has

raised the bed of the Po above the city of Ferrara, would under

the guidance of natural laws have contributed to the slower

but more widly-spreading elevation of the low plains of Lom-

bardy. The multiplication of such facts is unnecessary, but

most alluvial deposits have owed more or less of that after-

modification by which their fertility has been conferred and

maintained, to the continuance of such action during periods

long subsequent to their formation ; an action that, commen-

cing with the earliest exiatence of mountain ranges and sun-

raised vapour, was a necessary prelude to the appearance of

terrestrial vegetation.

The extent of these inundations is in many instances enor-

mous, especially in tropical districts—those of the Parana, the

principal branch of the Rio de la Plate, cover 36,000 square

miles in Paraguay with an annual flood ; and though estimates

of this kind must always be uncertain and difficult to form

unless upon a distant average, the extent of country periodical-

ly laid under water by thoge of the Amazon and the Mississippi,

and of the Indus, Ganges, Brahmapootra, and ether large rivers

of Southern Asia, must be proportionally gres-t. Independent

of such circumstances, and diffusing river influence and silt

deposits over a wider range, we may refer to the fact that

streams, whether m'ghty as those mentioned, or insignificant as

brooks, are liable to alter their courses owing to a variety of

causes ; leaving dry portions of their original beds, and occu-

pying new ones—changes, which in course of time, often lead

to a total diversion of the current. The wearing away of the

base of a hill, the dislodgement of a mass of rock from its side,

or the giving way of a part of its slope or declivity—accidents

of not uu frequent occurrence—may, by apparently slight alter-

ation, occasion such a catastrophe, and hy so doing cover with

alluvium parts originally free from such deposit. That siniilsr

phenomena have been reiterated from periods of incalculable

distance, geological researches render evident ; from the era

of the vegetation of the coal measures downwards to our own,

such changes have prevailed, and have assuredly operated at

times on a scale of vastness almost inconceivable hy those who

have only witnessed recent events of the kind or read of them

in histnry. But even at present, possibilities exist of the mani-

festation of inland water action, that might rival or even

outvie the fabled deluge of Deucalion, and materially modify

the aspect of a vast continent. The river St. Lawrence, of

which the great lakes of North America may be regardsd only

as so many huge chasms ia its channel, traverses a lofty table-

land, rising by a succession of terraces from the basin of the

Atlantic. These lakes, iu extent and depth frcsh-water seas,

occupy the higher parts of this elevated district. The

surfce of the largest — Lake Superior — is estimated

to be 641 feet above the level of the ocean, and with

the other two great upper lakes, the Michigan and the

Huron, covers an extent of 70,000 or 80,000 square miles :

they have an average depth of 800 or 900 feet, and the surface

of their waters is more than 300 feet above the level of the

great plain or valley of the Mississippi—which is thus, in the

VC'V heart of the continent, liable to a deluge far more devas-

tating than any natural convulsion recorded in the history of

mankind, the flood in the timeof Noah alone excepted. Should

an earthquake shatter the rocky ridge by which the lake basins
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are at present upheld, or were it suddenly to subside, a body
of water, more than 300 feec deep and upwards of 70,000
square miles in surface, would sweep the whole central portion

of NoriU America, from Canada to the Gulf of Mtxico. It is

true that, associated with the possibility in questiou, the pro-

bability of a sudden discliarge of the water by a disruption or

subsidence of the whole ridge at once, is opposed to the ordi-

ncry more gradual occurrence of such disturbances; but,

waiving all speculation on this point, while the possibility re-

mains, we have before us an example of what the water accu-

mulated iu the chaunel of a single river mifjht accomplish,

under certi;in contingencies which the kuown instability of the

earth's surface forbids us to desjiife or to regard ss chimercail.

Thus may the mechanical power of wrter be clas.-ed as a

principal agent, not only iu the original preparation cf the crust

of our globe for the purposes of organic lite, but in modifjiog

it from time to time to the renewal of its capabilities of pro-

duction.

CUMBERED GROUND.—THE PROSPECT BRIGHTENS.
1 showed in my last communication how the

major part of the evenincr was employed; now let

US talk about the concluding exercise.

The adults assembled by Mr. S. were innocent

enough of the science of Numbers. There was one

exception, however, in the person of a master car-

penter who attended. Save him, not a man
amongst them, the first evening, could do more

than distinguish one number from another. This

was raw material, certainly. The whole school was

at first thrown into one class; but subsequently

the quick pushed a-head, and left the slow behind,

thus naturally forming two classes.

My friend found it necessary to commence with

Numeration. This, as taught in the usual wa} , is

very puzzling to the order of mind he had to deal

with. But he contrived a much simpler plan, and

enabled the men to write down with accurate dis-

patch any numerical amount that he might dictate

to them.

I can scarcely introduce it here ; but a little

thought, one would imagine, must suggest the

method to any ordinary mind. This ability of the

men to write thus from dictation very much facili-

tated the evening's work. Suppose Mr. S. walking

up and down the room, dictating line by line a long

addition sura, peeping now and then over the

shoulder of one and another to see that the figures

are correctly placed. At the close of each line he

advances to the black board, and writes the line,

by which means all may see whether they are right

or wrong.

The advantage of this course is evident ; for

both the ear is accustomed to the sound, as well as

the eye to the arrangement, and form of figures, and

large amounts.

In order to show the practical good resulting

from a knowledge of arithmetic, so soon as he could,

he deviated from the general routine ; having

grounded the men well in Simple Addition, he ad-

vanced by one step to Compound Addition.

This politic movement raised the poor fellows

vastly in their own esteem, showed them the use of

their application, and gave them a tenfold desire to

progress. As Mr. S. went forward, he found the

benefit of having given the men a thorough under-

standing at the onset of the principles of Numera"
tion. The consequence was that the four primary

rules were cleared by the large pro])ortion of the

class in the course of sixteen evenings, or in about

thirteen hours—backed, it must ahvays be remem-

bered, by the most untiring application at home.

Many a morning, on meeting his labourers, Mr. S.

has learned from one and another that the midnight

oil has been burnt freely, or that repose has been

invaded by formidable columns of figures ! One
good result he had the gratification to ascertain,

that their exercises kept the men from their old

habits of intemperance. Those who had families,

taught their children from night to night what

they themselves had acquired. The evenings were

thus anticipated with pleasure, and passed in a spe-

cies of quiet and refining happiness. Many a wife

and many a mother looked to my friend with a

grateful blessing for the change that had come to her

husband, or her boy. Nor did the change stop with

the husband or the son—the girls caught the fever ;

and the wives were not content to be outstripped

by their husbands or their children. One woman,

whose son attended the adult class, remarked to

Mr. S. :
" You cannot think howpleasantly we spend

our evenings, now compared with what we used to

do, the girls and their father getting the lesson

you give my John ; my man quite counts on his

evenings at home, and neither he nor the girls

would miss one of them be it ever so." Such,

good reader, are the humanizing effects of educa-

tion : it needs not that you area rich man, but that

you have a heart for the work.

It is scarcely necessary to mention anything fur-

ther with respect to the mode of teaching arithmetic,

except it may be to advise that the practical bearing

of each rule upon their own little affairs be shown

to them. For instance, suppose, before they go for

the night, such questions as the following are written

upon the board, for them to copy, and solve at

home :

—

If each person consume lbs. of bread in a
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year, how much will the whole family consume,

and what will it cost at per lb. ?

Give the number of acres of the parish, and

population—how much to an acre : number of

houses—how many in a house ?

The population of the parish, in 183
1 , was 1,040 ;

at the census of 1841 it had increased 7 per cent.

;

at the census of 1 851 it had increased Sg per cent.

What is it at present ?

Twenty per cent, of the population ought to be

at school ; but there are only fifteen per cent.

How many are there, and how many absent who

ought to be there ?

None of the men you will collect in such schools

have been accustomed to think in this way. This

kind of question is very suggestive, and in various

ways opens the mind.

With respect to the method of teaching writing,

I should say it is better for a length of time, and

until the hand gets pretty much formed, to keep to

the slate. Hands unaccustomed to use lighter

tools than spades, forks, and shovels, make sad

work with ])ens, ink, and paper. The slate is,

moreover, less expensive. Make a beginning with

large letters, the lines being one and a-half or two

inches apart. This opens the hand, and in time

affords steadiness. Single letters fiist; then diffi-

cult combinations of two or three letters. The

proper forniation of the letters should be traced

over the writer's copy, and under his eye. But it is

needless for me to be so minute.

A little before the commencement of the second

session, if I may so term the winter course, Mr. S.

received a most surpinsing and gratifying proposal

from the master carpenter, of whom I have spoken

as having attended the adult class the first winter.

It was in writing, and to the following effect :

—

" Sir,— I feel obliged to you for all youv kindness in

having helped me on so well last winter, with my sum-
ming particularly, as it has been of great use to me this

summer in my contract work. I have been thinking

that, as you don't teach any lads under fifteen—and
there are a great many under that age who want to come
—whether I might not try and prepare them, as I may
call it, for you. My room is a good size, and I have no
family, and I could do it. They would be willing to

pay a penny a night for candles and fire, and I would
give them my time in welcome, if I could anyhow help

on the good work you have begun.

" Your respectful and obedient servant."

This proposal was joyfully accepted. " This is

just what I want," said Mr. S. to me :
" I want to

stimulate the poor to help the poor. I want not to

break down the principle of self-reliance, but to

build it up—not to stamp out the vegetation of in-

dependence, but to cultivate it. Hand to them

weapons, or teach to them the use of those weapons

they already have, and the poor will work out their

own emancipation. Our forefathers, the ancient

Britons, once hunted, chewed acorns, and burrowed

for protection against inclement weather, above

those mines of Shropshire and Wales where, in

unsmelted ore, lay the latent vigour of England's

commercial maturity ; but when the Romans came

they pointed to the iron, and behold the steam-

engine—to copper, and behold the electrical girdle

that soon will bind the world—to coal, and behold

the extended sway of this small island, a very

miracle to itself
!"

"PROPERTY HAS ITS DUTIES AS WELL AS ITS RIGHTS." I
The motto which heads our page, that " pro-

perty has its duties as well as its rights," is co-

existent with the period in which we live, and is

one that demands both our acknowledgment and

support.

In propounding this axiom, we are induced to in-

quire how far it is carried out ; these established

principles of action beingacknowledged on all hands,

but at the same time receiving little attention or

support individually, and thus becoming almost a

dead letter for all practical purposes ?

The landed interest of this country is represented

by a class of men unknown on the continent. Our

proprietors of many thousands of acres are totally

diflferent from the luissian noble who sways a terri-

tory, or of the French landed proprietor of a dozen

statute acres. Capital in this country effects its ob-

ject by being subdivided, corresponding with what

is carried out by our mechanical appliances and

manufacturing departments. The article first

roughly forged, is then hammered into form, and

afterwards finished by various hands, each work-

man having his own department and his own
task assigned him to fulfil; so the capitalist, as

proprietor, invests his proportion in the j)ur-

cliase of the estate, and, by the assistance of

the capital of others, improves it still further.

The farmer pays as rent such a sum by way

of compensation as will yield a sufficient re-

muneration for the outlay and the improvements

;

this he does eitherby agreement reduced to writing,

called a lease, or by becoming tenant from year to

year; and depending in the first instance upon

the written undertaking for a stated term, and in
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the second upon a tenancj'', subject to the ordinary-

legal and customary restrictions that may be deter-

mined upon a six-months' notice.

We will, in the first place, examine how far the

present system of leasing land is conducive to the

interest of both landlord and tenant, as well as to

that of the community at large; and will then

examine how far the system of a yearly tenancy i?

conducive to the same object.

It is admitted that a farmer should have security

for the capital that he is about to embark in the

improvement of an estate, and thus be enabled, in

the words of the tables, to ascertain how long it

will take to recover it again, with fair interest and

sufficient remuneration for his management and

trouble. This determined upon, it will be necea-

fcary, after having determined the annual payment

by way of rent, to fix the term of years necessary

to accomplish the before-stated object; and, there-

fore, whatever hindrance or obstructions he may
meet with, such as the preservation of game, the

growth of timber, or inadequate buildings and

roads, should form an important item in his calcula-

tions, for to whatever extent they exist, so much
proportionably will they diminish the amount he

ought to pay by way of rent. But, we fear, these

items are too frequently overlooked by tenants in

the first instance, or not estimated at their true

value.

These preliminaries settled, the covenants becom.e

the next serious item with v/hich he will have to

contend, and which frequently act so prejudicially

to his interest as to deprive him of the means of

obtaining a livelihood by his occupation, and at

the same time are not of the slightest consequence

or beneficial to the landlord to retain ; but because

they may have been framed a century ago, are still

retained, as any other appendage is retained to the

estate, more by reason of their antiquity than

utility, or by the stupid adherence of some town

lawyer who may act as agent, and m.av not know
the common application of the terms he uses, or

the nature of the covenants he introduces.

The rent, the term of years, the landlord's re-

servations as to re-entry and cutting timber, &c.,

we need not dwell upon, but come at once to the

pith of the question—to what extent the landlord

req'ilres to be protected from bad management or

malicious injury on the part of the tenant, and

then hov/ that may be best effected, so as not to

impede his free action or prevent his making the

most of his occupation.

Nearly all old leases stipulate for the consump-

tion of the whole of the green crops upon the pre-

mises —they stipulate also for the consumption of

^11 the hay and straw, as well as for the expenditure

of the manure arising therefrom, upon such por-

tions of the farm as most require it.

This might have been proper fifty years ago, but

under the present improved system of farming the

case is entirely altered, or reversed. Let us sup-

pose a farm near a railway, or in a poi)ulous

neighbourhood, where potatoes, carrots, turnips,

mangold wurzel, vetches, straw, hay, might all be

sold at prices treble in amount that which could be

realized if consumed upon the farm. For instance,

take one acre of Swede turnips or mangold wurzel,

assumed at 20 tons. This in many instances would

realize £20 ; whereas the mere feeding value would

not exceed £6, and the utmost return in manure,

when combined with the straw of the farm, Vv'ould

not be sufficient to produce an equal quantity in

the succeeding year; but, if sold, the surplus

money so obtained would produce manure sufficient

to obtain a yield of like quantity per acre from

seven acres, and thereby enable the farmer to ex-

tend his operations, and improve his land to an

almost unlimited extent.

In nearly all modern leases the tenant has a

reservation enabling him to sell hay and wheat-

straw to a limited extent, upon his bringing back

in manure the presumed equivalent supposed to be

abstracted from the farm. If this mode has been

found to work beneficially as regards hay and

straw, why has it not been extended to the root

and green fodder crops of the farm ? ^Yhat differ-

ence would it make to the landlord whether the

tenant, by not consuming his roots, might thereby

abstract sufficient manure to supply an acre of land,

or whether he had sold those roots and jjurchased

another description of manure of treble the value ?

So of straw and hay : both these articles usually

sell at more than double what they are worth to

consume upon the farm. If a ton of straw worth

30s, in the market is only worth 10s. to consume,

and a ton of hay worth £4 10s. is worth only 45s.,

and the manure produced from the first is worth

5s., and from the latter is worth lOs., would it not

be more beneficial to both parties if double the

quantity of manure in money value be brought

upon the farm, that would effect an infinitely larger

amount of profit, than to suffer the present disad-

vantageous system to be continued ? Circum-

stances have so altered the position of the farmer,

that he is now able to obtain manure of such highly

concentrated power that carriage has become a mere

item of expense. In the instance last mentioned, it

will be seen that the tenant obtains only two loads

of manure back upon his farm, worth lOs. for each

load of hay and straw, that might have been sold;

but if expended in guano, the surplus amount, over

and above the feeding value, would have produced

more than suflScient to restore the whole of the
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crop withdrawn, and also to assist in producing an

increased quantity upon other additional acres.

As our space will not enable us to enter more

fully into other covenants of the lease, we shall for

the present merely avail ourselves of the oppor-

tunity of enforcing these observations upon the

consideration of both landlords and tenants, as we

feel assured that as rational men they will only

need to be shown on which side their true interest

lies, to enable them to take advantage of it, and to

bring them to feel that " property not only has its

rights, but its duties,"

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

APRIL.
For the time of year, the weather of this month

has been extremely cold. Very little moisture

having fallen in any part of the United Kingdom,
vegetation has made but little progress ; and the

crops are therefore extremely backward, even in

the most favoured localities. From the fact that

the present appearance of the fields is by no means

satisfactory, it has been attempted to be shown that

great loss of the wheat plant has resulted from the

comparative severity of the weather, and that large

breadths of land must, consequently, be resown

with another crop. It is quite true that instances

have been met with, in which re-ploughing has been

found necessary ; but they are so extremely rare that

they mustfail to exercise any material influence upon
the aggregate production. We are of opinion that

the wheat crop now above ground is looking quite

as well as ought to be expected, considering the late

long and most severe winter ; and that there are,

therefore, no grounds for assuming that this year's

crop will be small. Unquestionably, the breadth

of land now under wheat culture is in excess of

1854, which, it will be recollected, was an exten-

sive and most productive season in that respect.

All out-door labours are now well advanced ; and

the sowing of most spring corn will, no doubt, be

brought to a close quite as early as in the general

run of years.

The transactions in. most kinds of grain have

been very moderate, but the changes in prices have

not been to say important. From abroad only

limited supplies have reached us ; and the bulk of

the consumption has, consequently, been met by
our own growers. There is, we perceive, some in-

terest excited on the subject of the supplies of

wheat and other articles now in the hands of the far-

mers. Notwithstanding the heavy drain upon them,

we have every reason to believe that they are still

seasonably large, and of excellent quality. This is

a point of serious importance at this time, because
it is quite evident that we shall not be in a position

to draw any supplies worthy of notice from the

United States ; and we may safely conclude that,

as the Conference at Vienna is broken up without

leading to any peaceable solution of the Eastern

question, no direct imports of wheat can possibly

take place from Russia ; whilst the near continental

shipments are expected to be very moderate.

Operating upon these features in the trade, dealers

generally have purchased with extreme caution ;

yet the supplies have somewhat steadily passed into

consumption. The stocks of barley, oats, beans,

and peas in the rick-yards are considered to be in

excess of 1854 at this period. There is one feature

which has, to some extent, interfered with the corn

trade— viz., the large supplies of potatoes which

have continued to make their appearance in the

various markets of the United Kingdom ; and it is

somewhat remarkable that scarcely any really in-

ferior qualities have been on offer. The moderate

rates at which they have been selling, and their ex-

tremely good condition, have been productive of

large sales ; consequently, the consumption of

bread has been diminished to some extent. There

have been scarcely any arrivals from abroad, but

the demand has been easily met.

The lambing season has gone oflf extremely well,

considering the state of the weather. There have

been very few dead lambs this season, and the sup-

plies exhibited in most of the large consuming

markets have been nearly, or quite, equal to those

of last season, which, it will be recollected, was the

best on record.

The seed trade generally has not been to say

brisk, if we except the demand for some agricultural

seeds. Linseed, the imports of which have been

very extensive, though, of course, chiefly from

India, has fallen in price; yet there has been

scarcely any change in the value of cakes. The

latter have sold steadily, though the amount of

business doing in them has not been extensive.

The supply of rough fat produced of late has been

good. This has had some influence upon the tal-

low market, which has advanced, as there

is the possibility of Russian produce l)eing shortly

placed under a severe restriction. Rough fat

—

which in April 185-i M-as selhng at 3s. 7h'^. per

8 lbs., has been quoted at '2s. 7^d, to 2s. 9d.

per 8 lbs.

Very small quantities of guano continue to
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arrive, and the demand for all kinds has ruled very

active, at extreme rates. Other manures have sold

steadily, at full quotations. It is estimated that

about 27,000 tons of guano are now on passage

from Callao. The greater portion, however, has

been sold for arrival.

As the next series of colonial wool sales will

commence on the 3rd of May, the wool trade has

been in a most depressed state : indeed, so few

transactions have taken place that the quotations

have been almost nominal. The new clip of

English is proving large.

The supplies of both hay and straw have con-

tinued good, and the demand has ruled steady, at

full prices. Meadow hay has sold at £2 15s. to

£5 : clover ditto, £3 5s. to £6 ; and st-aw, £1 4s.

to £1 10s. per load.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Judging from the general appearance of the

sheep which have been on sale in nearly the whole

of the leading markets, it is tolerably evident that

a great want of keep is beginning to be felt in some

of our large flock districts. The weight of most

breeds has materially fallen off; nevertheless, in the

absence of any additions to our supplies from the

continent, prices have ruled high and remunerative.

As regards the beasts, however, there has been, if

anything, an improvement in them ; and the fine

condition in which those from Norfolk have arrived

in the metropolis, has elicited the marked enco-

miums of the butchers. Their weight has been

unusually heavy, and nearly the whole of the Scots

and shorthorns have carried a large c^uantity of

internal fat. So far they have been profitable ; yet

butchers generally loudly complain of high prices

and long credits. The present position of the

trade in fat stock is one singularly important, and

it is calculated to have more than ordinary impor-

tance upon future value. The great question which

requires consideration is—will present rates be

maintained during the remainder of what may be

termed the Norfolk ''season"? Evidently there

has been a great drain of stock from that county

for several months, and we have nearly overcome

those commercial difficulties which have seriously

interfered with wages, consequently with the con-

suming powers of the artizans and their families,

whilst we may remark that we have a very strong

impression that the importations of live stock from

Holland will continue to exhibit a gradual decrease,

notwithstanding that our quotations are most tempt-

ing ones. The fact appears to be, that home produc-

tion is not likely to exceed consumption, and that a

comparative scarcity of good beasts and sheep

exists in Holland, owing to the large sales effected

in that country, towards the close of last year, for

the French markets. We are of opinion, therefore,

that the value of stock in this country— assuming,

of course, that the demand continues good—will

be well supported during the whole of the year.

It is stated that we shall receive more than our

usual supplies from the northern grazing districts

during the last five months of the season.

The health of the stock in most counties has

continued satisfactory ; indeed, scarcely any serious

cases of foot-rot in sheep have come under notice.

As regards the actual state of the trade in Smith-

field, we may intimate that it has continued tolera-

bly steady, and that prices, though they have shown
a disposition to fluctuate, have been fairly supported.

In the early part of the month, owing to the back-

ward state of vegetation and the coldness of the

weather, the lamb trade was very dull ; but it

steadily improved towards its close, and prime

Down lambs wei-e worth 7s. per Slbs. About two-

thirds of the sheep have come to hand out of the

wool. They have sold at from 6d. to Sd. per Slbs.

beneath those in the wool. The show of foreign

stock has been very limited, and the following are

the imports into London ;

—

Head.

Beasts , 2,086

Sheep 1,308

Calves 859

Pigs —

Total 4,253

In the corresponding month in 1854, the total

imports amounted to 4,760 ; in 1853, to 14,787;

in 1852, to 5,444; in 1851, to 10,289; in 1850, to

4,667 ; in 1849, to 3,810 ; in 1848, to 5,391 ; and in

1847, to 5,826 head.

The following are the total supplies of stock

exhibited and disposed of in Smithfield :

—

Head.
Beasts 18,172

Cows 385

Sheep and lambs 1 1 1,990

Calves 1,548

Pigs 2,725

The arrivals of beasts from Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex, and Cambiidgeshire amounted to 10,200

Scots and shorthorns ; from other parts of Eng-
land, 2,800 of various breeds ; and from Scotland,

1,280 horned and polled Scots, chiefly the latter per

railway and steamers.
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COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.

1852. 1853. 1854.

April. April. April.

Beasts 18,089 .. 18,863 .. 20,813

Cows 418 .. 477 .. 402

Sheep & lambs. . 101,374 .. 115,830 .. 107,840

Calves 1,500 .. 1,891 .. 1,212

Pigs 2,580 . . 2,245 .

.

2,300

In the month just concluded beef has sold at

from 3s. 2d. to 5s. ; mutton, 3s. 2d. to 5s. ; Iamb,

5s. 4d. to 7s. ; veal, 3s. 8d. to 5s. ; pork, 3s. 4d. to

4s. 4d. per 8lbs. to sink the offals.

COMPARISON OF PRICES.

April, 1852. April, 1S53. April, 1854.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef ..2 2 to 36.. 3 o to 44. .2 10 to 4 6

Mutton 2 6 4 2.. 40 54. .32*5
Lamb 44 56. .50 64. .54 74
Veal ..3 4 2.. 34 46. .310 5 8

Pork ..2 6 3 10..3 4 4..3 6 4 8

A full average business has been transacted in

Newgate and Leadenhall. Prices generally have

ruled steady. Beef has sold at from 3s. to 4s. 6d.

;

mutton, 3s. 2d. to 4s. 6d. ; lamb, 5s. to 6s. 6d.

;

veal, 3s. 8d. to 4s. 8d. ; pork, 3s. to 4s. 4d. per

8lbs. by the carcass.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

BANBURY FAIR was better supplied with all luiifls of

stock than several preceding fairs. Fat beef was a c;ood s;i'e

at eriha'.icel prices, prime beasts fetching froai e^d. to 7d. per

lb. Stores were dull of sale, buyers bein? very unwilliM,' to

purcbsse at the prices aslied— a fact no doubt in great mea-
sure resulting from the preseut scarcity of keep. Mutton
brought from 4s. to 4s. 2i!. per stone, and what store sheep
were sold were at a reduction iu price from previous fairs.

The fair was better supplied with horses than we have seen it,

and good working horses readily met with buyers. There
were but few nags offered for sale.

BEDALE FORTNIGHT FAIR.—We had an averaje

supply of all kinds of stock. Prices were generally a little

lower, and busiuess slow. Iloldiug stock especially was little

inquired after. Beef, 6s. to 7s. 3J. per stone ; mutton, CJ. to

7d. per lb.

CHESTER FAIR.—Horses fetc'-ed high prices, there

being plenty of buyers, au 1 but few good animals. The
amounts obtained averaged from £40 to £60 for anything
worth loo!<ing at. Cattlo sold tolerablj', and there was a de-

cent show. Store was much sought after, and realized from
£12 to £15, while inferiors sold rcaddy at correspouilin? rates.

Pigs were in good demand. On the whole, prices were higlier.

DERBY FAIR was well supplied with stock of all descrip-

tions. Good milking cows realized high prices, the average

being from £16 to £18, at which rates a fair amouiit of

business was done. S'ore stock was also in good supply, and
sold well, taking into account the latcne.sa of the siring a:'d

the coiistriuent disinclination to purchase beyond what was
absolutely netded. There vaa au txc.dlent show of entire

horsei.

EVESHAM F*\.IR—There was a fidl supply of sh-^cp, and
business opened iluU ; but as the day wore on, the trade, owing
to an increased demand, became brisk, and the greater part

were cleared off better than was expected. Good beef was
scantily supplied. Cows and calves and store cattle dull of sale.

LAUNCESTON FAIR, April 19, presented a fine display

of all descriptions of cattle. The weither was exceedingly
fine, which had a tendeucy to enliven the fair. The prices

asked in the morning for all grazing stock were very high. A
vast number of bullocks were sold, and it must be termed n
busiiies>--!ik^3 fair. The be^t steers were sold for £32 per pair

for grazing, aud the cows full £2 23. per cwt. at the weight they
would make when fat. The fat bullocks sold for £3 per cwt.

A pair of nice oxen of thi^ kiiid sold for £50, and a pair of

three-year-old Devon steers for £40. The demand for beef

was far better thau was expected from the extraordinary quan-
tity of bulldcVs being offered, in consequence of the shortness

of keep. The sheep fnir was by no means good ; only poor
couples aud a few lots of hoggets offered, which met a dull

sale. There was pretty much inquiry for wool at 8d. per lb.

The country is fast recovering from the long and very severe

winter, but many a wheat field is still like a naked fallow.

The spring tillage is drawing to a c!ose with a favourable seed

bed.

—

From a Correspondent.

LINCOLN FAT STOCK MARKET, Wednesday last.—
There was a very fair supply of btef, but prices were slightly

in advance of cur previous quotations, realizing from 7a. 6d.

to 83. per stone. The sheep market was oversto.ked, and
consequently prices h^d a downward tendency, the best

qualities of mutton only realizing from Sjd. to 6d. per lb., and
many were taken away unsold.

MUIR OF ORD MARKET was very numerously at-

tended. The amount of stock shown was larger than at almost
any previous April market, and, considering the severi'j' of

the winter season, Rnd the scarcity of grass, the cattle at least,

if not the sheep, were in better condition than could have been
fxpf cted. The high prices at which stock was bought hi-t

antiiain, atd the cost of winter keep, led sellers to loi k for

long prices ; but the decline iu the southern markets aud the

necessities of the sellers themselves reduced the value of their

stork. Some of the largest dealers at the market calculated

that it would require an advance of from 5s. to Bs. in the price

of slieep to pay the heavy expense of their keep since August
or Sept-mher, and the heavy los=es which have been, or will

be, caused by the severity of the winter. Very few of the

transactions yielded this advance. Hundreds of sheep were
sold at little more than from 3s. to 5s. advance upon the

prices of last autumn ; and it was calculated that little profit,

if not au actual loss, would be derived from dealings at these

figures. Cattle bore a fairer proportion to the suras at which
they were bought last 5'ear. Soma of the crosses ex'dbited

were of a character superior to any that have, perhaps, ever

been shown at the JIuir of Or ', and tlie prices given for theru

may be said to have bec-n correspondingly hi^h. They showed
liitle signs of haviug pnsscd through the severest winter tl;at

farmers l.ave kuowa iu this country for fully a score of year?.

Inferior animals, poorly fed, and indifferently cared for, were

little in demand. The number of cattle and sheep that changed

hands v. as very large.

FENRITH FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—Only about three

lots of sheep and very few fat cattle. There were also few

Imyers present, v.lr- bought up the lots at prices abiut the

same as those of last fair, viz., muttin t'^d., aud beef 6d. per

lb., sinking the ofT.d.

SHREWSBURY FAIR.—Beef averaged 6d. to 6.1d.;

veA, 6d. ; mutton, 7d.; and bacon, 5|d. Good cows and
calves, aud other store cattle, were at a premium, aud store

pigs fetched good prices ; ewes aud lambs, 30s. to 45s.

TIVERTON GREAT MARKET.—The supply of stock

was not lar.ro, chiefly owing to the fact ihnt fodrler is be-

coming chfiiper and more plentiful. While it was scarce,

agrifuitiirists evinced a disjiosition to drive tleir cattle to

market ; but now the reverse is the case, they .sppcar inohued

to wait niitil a more convenient feison. Fat bullocks were

rather scarce, and sold readily at from lOs. 6d. to lis. per

score. There was a moderate show of cows ond calves, wi.ich

realized I retty good prices—fay from £10 ICs. to £15 each.

Gold barreiiers, which were few in number, were disposed of

at lale rates— from 63. to 7s. per score. The only pair of

working steers in the market were, we hear, sold for more
than £30. Mr. Luxton, of Piley well Fnrm, Tiverton, exhibited
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a very fiue three-year-old Devon bull, which found a purchaser
for £21 in Mr. Stone, of Burn Farm, Biclileigh, wlio also

bonglit a fine bull belocgijig to Mr. 11. C. Haviion, of Chettis-

coinbe, for £22. The supply of sheep was comparatively
scanty. Fat wethers, 6|d. ; fst ewes, 6d. to 6^\. per lb.

;

store hof(s, 33s. to 353. each ; butchers' calves, 6d. per lb.

;

rearing calves, 25a. to 30<. each ; fat pics were inquired after,

and went off briskly at frcm 9s. to Qs. 6d. per score ; Urge
store pigs were disposed of at from 503. to 603. each; and
small ones fetched from 20s. (o 25s. each.

y/AREHAM FAIR was thinly supplied with cattle, which
sold at low rates. Mr, Gnppy had some excellent cart-horses,

but few were disiiosed of.

WORCESTER FAIR. — The attendance of buyers was

, good, but the show of stock was small for an April fair, and
!
prices were a little on the advance. Beef, 6d. to 6|d, ; mutton,
in the wool 7d. to 7id., shorn Cjd, All fat stock sold readily.

' Few pigs on offer
; prices about the same as last fair. Little

doiusc in horses.

YORK FORTNIGHT MARKET.—Mutton sheep were in

about equal supply and demand, at from C}h\. to 7d. per lb.

Glazing liogrget sheep were plentiful, at about the rates of last

,
raarLet. Fat beasts were in moderate supply, but they had a-

good demand at fiom 6s. Cd. to 7s., and very priii'e 7s. 3d.

ppr stone. Calving and dairy cows were in cood supply and
demand at improving rates. Lean beasts, short horned steers

;
and heifers, and Welsh, Irish, f nd Scots, were in fair show,
and sale at about late rates.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.

The negociations at Vienna have continued to

have a powerful influence on the corn trade through-

out the entire month of April : as they fluc-

tuated, and varied for an honourable conclusion of

peace, or a continuance of war, so the buyers of

every description of grain carried out their opera-

tions in taking small, large, or moderate quan-

tities, the preponderance mostly being in favour of

holding light stocks : under this feeling, mer-

chants, millers, and bakers have allowed them to

go down so low, that scarcely any of them have'

more than a fortnight's consumption on hind, and

ttie mills have generally been shut down at night, and

thus the manufactured article is lower than usual.

The conferences have been attended throughout

by all the plenipotentiaries. Lord John Russell

having been well backed by M. Drouyn deLhuys, the

gifted representative of France, and although they

have given way as far as honour would allow them,

Russia has resisted all fair efforts to establish a

peace : as we said in our last review, everything

was done on her part mainly to gain time, and pro-

long the attack on Sebastopol, so as to defend that

stronghold with all the force which could be brought

together during this procrastination. The bom-
bardment, however, commenced early in the month,

and was renewed on the Olh instant : although

much destruction took place during the daj', yet at

night the Russians appeared to repair everything

with such activity, that on the ,5th instant all was

about the same as at the commencemicnt. The fleets

were ranged in line of battle, but have been unable

to open fire, and give their jjowerful assistance.

This work continues from day to day, and it will

be v/ell if the allies do not spend all their ammu-
nition before they have accomjdished their end.

Such is the strength of the various forts that it is

uncertain whether idtimately our eflforts will be

crowned with success ; but on this, the future state

of the corn trade depends, up to another harvest.

and this may justify the introduction of the topic into

a monthly review of the trade. As to the conferences

— they are at end; and it will now be admitted

that Lord John Russell has not sold his country by

accepting terms that would have lowered England

in the eyes of the whole world. It is a most

righteous war ; let us therefore hope that we shall

yet, benefit by the great sacrifice and cost, in seeing

a stop put to aggrandisement, usurpation, and

despotism. The telegraph-line is just completed to

England from the Crimea : we shall thus get

early information of every disaster as it occurs.

The first Monday's market of the month was

shortly supplied with wheat from Essex and Kent,

and there was not much offering from distant

counties by the merchants who sell for delivery by

the various railways. There was a tolerably good
demand for choice qualities, and in some instances

an advance of Is. i)er qr. was obtained. There was

not nmch left over unsold of the day's supply.

The imports of foreign wheat were only moderate :

they consisted of 2,474 qrs. from Danzig, 4,50 qrs,

from Rolterdam, 289 qrs. from St. Michael's, 78

qrs. from Antwerp, 150 qrs. from New Orleans,

and 213 qrs. from Harhngen ; making a total of

3,G54 qrs,, against 26,443 qrs. the corresponding

week of la^t year. A moderate extent of business

was transacted in all fine qualities, witliout any

quotable variation in prices. The stocks in granary

have steadily declined during tha winter months
;

and there are not many fins qualities at this port,

neither are there many left at other ports of the

United Kingdom. The London average registered

72s. 3d. on 5,310 qrs. The returns of the 290

towns required to make them amounted to 100,301

qrs. at 68s. 7d., against 36,111 qrs. at 75s, the cor-

responding week of last year, which e.xhibits a

wonderful difference in quantity, and is an addi-

tional confirmation of the superabundant yield of

last crop over that of the previous year. The
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highest quotation for white wheat was 80s., and

that of red wheat 70s. per qr. in Mark- lane. In

nearly all the agricultural markets held during the

week a good steady demand was experienced for

wheat : generally the best samples commanded
about Is. per qr. advance; the supply being about

as iTiUch as the millers required for their local

demand, with little left to send away to distant

markets.

The quantity of wheat brought forward at the

second Monday's market in Mark-lane was again

short from Essex and Kent, with little offering

from distant counties : the town millers took it

off steadily at about previous rates ; whilst for

foreign samples the demand was limited : the

recent arrivals of soft qualities were offered on

rather lower terms, not being such as our millers

required ; these go principally to the manufac-

turers of starch, and are no great favourite with

them. The imports consisted of 444 qrs. from

Antwerp, 52 qrs. from Dordt, 208 qrs. from

Frederickshaven, 393 qrs. from Hamburg, 2,012

qrs. from Harlingen, 565 qrs. from Havre, 700 qrs.

from Requejada, 122 qrs. from Rotterdam, and 30

qrs. from Uddevalla; making a total of 4,526 qrs.,

against 24,351 qrs. the corresponding week of last

year. The London average registered 72s. 9d. on

4,682 qrs. The returns were 98,982 qrs. at 68s,

5d., against 36,628 qrs. at 73s. 5d. the correspond-

ing week of last year, thus keeping up a good deli-

very and showing the superior yield. There was

no variation in the quotation of the top prices, 80s.

for white and 70s. per qr. : each of these must be

considered to weigh 63lbs. per bushel, and both in

prime condition. The tone of trade from the me-

tropolis was assumed in all the country markets,

and little variation occurred in the value of any

description of wheat; the millers were, however,

the principal buyers.

With the continued monotonous advices from

Mark-lane, and full engagements of the farmers,

they had neither time nor inclination to send for-

ward supplies, and the quantity brought forv/ard at

the third market was again short ; but nevertheless

the town millers purchased it very slowly, at a

reduction of fully Is. per qr. on all samples of

white, but fine qualities of red were in better

demand, and in the value of these descriptions

there was no variation : the purchases were, how-

ever, not made by millers, but by factors, to ship

away from the port, and will not appear on the

market again. The sales of foreign wheat were of

a limited character, without any quotable change in

the value of fine sorts. The imports consisted of

1 1 1 qrs. from Bremen, 72 qrs. from Dordt, 256 qrs.

from the East Indies, 1,0] 1 qrs. from Hamburg,
953 qrs. from Harlingen, 48 1 qrs. from Holbeck,

85 qrs. from Leer, 350 qrs. from Limpias, 717 Qrs.

from Oporto, 650 qrs. from Requejada, and 280

qrs. from Santander; making a total of 4,971 qrs.,

against 11,615 qrs. the corresponding week of last

year. The London average registered 73s. 6d. on

4,259 qrs. The returns were 96,342 qrs., at 68s.

4d.; against 41,926 qrs. at 78s. 3d., the corres-

ponding week of last year. The country markets

held in the early part of the week were mostly of a

declining character : wheat was quoted at some

of them Is. to 2s. per qr. lower; but towards the

close trade braced up a little, there was generally

more disposition evinced to get into stock, and

where the deliveries were short an advance was

established for good qualities, and those fresh

thrashed.

Some of the Essex factors, in the previous week,

refused to follow the market, and kept over a con-

siderable portion of their supply of wheat for the

fourth Monday's market ; and there being a limited

addition made thereto by the fresh land-carriage

samples from the home counties, the millers took

all the finest qualities off pretty freely at an ad-

vance of fully Is. per qr., and an early clearance

was effected, thus quite recovering the loss in the

value of this article; and the week closed at pre-

cisely the same prices it opened at, the top quota-

tion of the choicest white being 80s., and that of

the finest red 70s. per qr. Throughout the month
the delivery of rivets has been well kept up, and

the market is generally cleared of this descriptiou

as it is brought forward ; and the prices have

ranged from 58s. for moderate quality, up to 62s.

per qr. for the choicest parcels, none weighing over

6 libs, per imperial bushel. We understand more

than usual of this yielding wheat has been i)lanted ;

and thus the quantity will be materially larger

another season, if the crop turns out well. Being

a bold-looking sample, it serves well for admixture

with choice red qualities, and suits our contractors

well. Foreign wheat was held with more firmness,

in some instances at fully Is. per qr. enhanced

prices; but the demand was mostly of a retail

character. The imports consisted of 1,233 qrs. from

Bremen, 130 qrs. from the East Indies, 1,247 qrs.

fi'om Hamburg, 941 qrs. from Harlingen, 500 qrs.

from Landscrona, 55 qrs. from Lyskihl, 970 qrs.

from Oporto, 105 qrs. from Rotterdam, and 107 qrs.

from Tonning: making a total of 5,288 qrs.,

against 27,816 qrs. the corresponding week of last

year. The London average registered 73s. on

4,142 qrs. The general returns were 98,446 qrs.

at 68s. 8d., against 54,353 qrs. at 79s. lid. the

corresponding week of last year.

There have not been so many fluctuations during

this as last month in the article of flour. The top

price has remained throughout the month at 658.
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per sack; but households have sold very irregu-

larly, and with more competition than usual, ranf^ing

from 56s. to 60s. per sack. There have been good

arrivals of country marks by the railways, and

these have gone off slowly—with, however, a some-

what better trade at the close than at the beginning

of the month, jjarticularly for fresh-made samples.

Norfolks, alias " Norwich Consols," have ranged

from 4Ss. to 50s. per sack, with more buyers than

sellers at the close. Parcels which have been some

time at the various termini round the metropolis

are now more pressingly offered, from a fear that

when the weather has set in warm these may go

out of condition ; and ne.xt month will certainly

try every sample of this description, and induce

holders to accept the rates offered, rather than run

the risk of their going off and becoming lumpy;
whilst for the best fresh samples the demand is

likely to set in, as usual, with hot weather to a larger

extent than for time past. The bakers are allowed

to be most limiiedly supplied with any description,

and they are likely to be all buyers at one and the

same time; and this will be the case throughout

the United Kingdoir. The improvement of wheat

the last week of the month brought buyers forward

more generally ; and the country millers summed
up courage to demand higher rates for all fresh-

made qualities ; and the stocks will soen be worked

up, and the new supplies go into consumption as

they arrive, which has not been the case for months

past. Spanish samples, and the best brands of

America, were easier to place at advancing rates.

There has been somewhat more firmness in the

article of barley during this than the foregoing

month, and at slightly enhanced prices ; but the

excessive war tax on malt has prevented buyers

taking this grain with any degree of spirit. The

sunny days have, however, increased the consump-

tion of beer in the metropolis, and brought forward

the brewers, particularly the small ale brewers here

and at a distance from town ; and, from the limited

quantity of malt made this season, a few more
sales would tell on prices. The finest qualities of

that made at Ware ax-e now worth 70s. per qr. ; and

theverycold nights have assisted the maltsters mate-

rially to keep on at work, particularly those who
manufacture the article for exportation, on which

no duty is payable, who are encouraged to make
more than usual. The deliveries from the farmers

have steadily fallen oflf from week to week, but are

yet considerably above those of the past year.

Choice Chevalier samples are worth 34s. to 35s.

per qr. ; fair malting qualities, 32s. to 33s. ; dis-

tillers' qualities, 31s. to 32s. ; and the best grind-

ing descriptions, about 30s. per qr., weight for

weight. This is the lowest priced article of any in

the trade ; but no speculator can be induced to

come into the market for it. The importations of

foreign are chiefly from the south of Europe, as yet

mostly Alexandrian, as from the north of Europe

shipments are only just commencing. The last

four weeks' averages were 30s. 5d. on 53,974 qrs.,

30s. 8d. on 49,801 qrs., 31s. id. on <2,992 qrs.,

and 31s. 5d. on 36,163 qrs.

There have been moderate arrivals of oats

throughout the month, and a good steady con-

sumptive demand has been experienced, the sup-

plies about keeping pace with the requirements of

the metropolis. The first week's supply consisted

of 8,083 qrs., more than half of which came by
the Eastern Counties and Great Northern Railway.

The second week's supply amounted to 32,134 qrs.,

principally from Ireland and foreign ports ; of the

latter, in some instances, a decline of 6d. to Is. per

qr. was submitted to on low qualities. The third

week's supply was 23,771 qrs., the greatest part

from Ireland; the dealers, expecting to purchase on
lower terms, took very few off the market, as the

factors would not give way to meet them. The
supply the fourth week amounted to 17,800 qrs.,

nearly half from Ireland, and half from the con-

tinent, with a considerable number of small vessels

in besides, and not included in this quantity—the

first of the season from Denmark and Sweden;
this liberal quantity induced the large dealers to

hold off, in anticipation of making their purchases

on lower terms ; but as the weather remained very

dry, and nights quite cold, although the days were

sunny, vegetation was kept backward, and the

trade assumed a firmer aspect at the close, with

every prospect of enhanced rates, unless a complete

change in the weather takes place, and the more so

as we are on the eve of the month usually the best

in all the year for selling oats, and the stocks in

granary are much reduced ; and we depend on the

new imports of foreign, and our Irish supplies

being well kept up from this point, to furnish the

regular consumption of the metropoHs. The

averages were 25s. 6d. on 19,606qrs.; 24s. lid.

on 20,756 qrs.; 25s. lOd. on 18,679 qrs.; and

25s. lOd. on 20,127 qrs.

There have been moderate deliveries of beans

throughout the month, and a good sale has con-

tinued for all fine qualities ; prices steadily im-

proving, as the consumption is well kept up, and
appears likely to be so for some time to come.

There have been increasing imports of Egyptian,

and these receded in value a few shillings per qr.

in the early part of the month ; but towards the

close rallied again, and recovered nearly the whole

which was previously lost in their prices. At this

port we have not received so many as Liverpool

and Glasgow, and here they have consequently not

been so much depressed as on the West coast

;
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from the North of Europe none have yet come hi,

and the quantity from thence is hkely to be very

hmited this season from the great consumption in

the interior of Germanj^, and short stocks gene-

rally. The article for the present appears likely to

support prices, notwithstanding the hberal de-

liveries for the time of the year. We believe that

the usual quantity has not been planted this season,

from the lateness at which the ground was j)repared

;

and that other spring corn has taken their place,

both barley and oats not being required to be got

in so early, and the winter-sown are not generally

well spoken of, from the severity of the weather

having tried them more than usual. The weekly

averages were 40s. 5d. on 4,709 qrs.; 40s. 8d. on

5,722 qrs,; 41s. 2d. on 5,416 qrs.; and 4l8. 5d. on

4,921 qrs., being about the same as the quantity

returned last year.

There has been very little change in the article

of peas, and the demand throughout the month
has been languid, mostly confined to the finest

quahty of white for boiling, or handsome maples.

The deliveries have materially fallen off, and there

appear now to be few left in the hands of the

farmers, and all will be wanted for feeding purposes

daring the continuance of cold dry weather. The
imports are hkely to be very light this spring, so

many having been consumed on the continent

during the winter months. From Canada, the

first vessels may bring in, as usual, small quan-

tities ; these, however, mostly go to Glasgow or to

Liverpool, not many finding their way to this port.

Stocks are everywhere much reduced, and not

many are held out of the hands of the farmers ; the

consumption, however, is never great during the

summer months, and we shall get, from one

quarter or other, as many as we want. The weekly

averages were 38s. 7d. on 866 qrs.; 37s. 9d. on
1,178 qrs. ; 39s. 2d. on 809 qrs. ; and 36s. lOd. on

757 qrs.

The trade in Enghsh cloverseed has been kept

up well until the supplies failed, and a greater quan-
tity than usual has been disposed of this year. In

the early part of the month scarcely any red foreign

had arrived, but the enhanced values of English

induced the importers to secure a little in France,

and latterly in Germany; and samples of old have

been enhanced in value up to the close of the

month, whilst of white the imports with the first

steamers from Hamburgh were liberal, and this

description was sent down fully 10s. per cwt.— ral-

lied a little afterwards, and choice qualities again

became scarce, but of the secondary sorts there was
an abundance. With few exceptions, English may
be considered all but used up, and of foreign red a

small stock on hand, but a fair quantity of foreign

white. Prices of all are too high to hold over.

English trefoil has been closely v/orked up, and

the high prices paid for it have sent the importers

to France ; and, to finish the season, a few parcels

have there been found, of very moderate quality

compared with our own growth; and if any should

be left over, it will be at much too high rates, and

some loss must consequently be put up with, as it

is not fine enough to be kept for next season, and

must be of a poor colour when old.

The dry weather has sensibly checked the demand

for tares ; and with liberal imports of foreign there

has been an accumulation of this article, a great

desire to sell, and samples have been forced off at

very varied and irregular prices : in some sorts,

from the highest point, the decline has been fully

20s. per qr. ; small qualities are now worth 40s. to

42s. per qr., large Brunswick 48s. per qr. (a little

further decline, and the article will be at a safe price

for feeding purposes.)

The imports of foreign grain for the month ended

the 31st March, as pubUshed in the " London Ga-

zette" of the 13th April, were 146,698 qrs. grain

and 116,963 cwts. flour, against 766,437 qrs. grain

and 600,292 cwts. flour in the corresponding month

last year. The different articles stand thus

:

1S54. 1855.

qrs. qrs.

Wheat .567,219 47,495

Barley 6,751 5,318

Oats 141,742 2,516

Rye 565 425

Beans 43,729 89,478

Peas.... .. 6,431 1,466

Total 766,437 146,698

Flour (cwts.) .. 600,292 116,963

This great difi'erence will continue to be kept up

for the following month, after which period the

Baltic supplies will commence to drop in ; but from

the United States little can be expected. A short

time back, a very old and respectable broker at

Liverpool gave it as his opinion as probable that

America might this year become an importing

country before next harvest ; and about the same

period, the 10th of April, an old and respected

Peterborough merchant, now settled at New York,

gave similar views in his circular, published in the

Mark Lane Express on the 23rd of April, wherein

he says :
" Judging from present appearances, it is

not improbable but that we shall, ere long, become

an importing in lieu of an exporting country, and

thus relieve the English markets of a portion of the

superabundant supply furnished by the late boun-

tiful harvest. At the present moment the value of

wheat is 10s. per qr., and flour a dollar a barrel,

higher than in the markets of Great Britain, with

rye and barley at 40s., and oats at 24s. per qr."

The continental markets are now fairly resuming

i
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business, as from the Baltic spring shipments are

commencinfT. Prices have been comparatively high,

in spite of the dull advices from England.

At Dantzic, for heavy new wheat, as high as

75s. per qr. free on board was demanded. The

freight offered for London was 5s. per qr., for New-
castle 4s. 4d., and for Leith 4s. 6d. per qr.

At Rostock, 62lbs. fine red wheat was quoted at

G6s. per qr., Gllbs. at 63s. per qr. free on board for

immediate shipment : 3,000 to 4,000 qrs. were des-

tined for Loudon.

In Hamburg, COlbs. Danish wheat was quoted

at o7s. per qr. on board.

Nearer home, the Belgian markets are advancing.

Choice wheat, 63 to 64lbs., was worth 70s. to 7'2s.

per qr., and trade there was assuming some im-

portance.

In France trade is becoming more firm, but there

is a want of life.

The Dutch markets are well supported, and prices

of Zealand wheat are advancing.

From the Black Sea there is no prospect yet of

any supply coming forward, and neutral vessels are

scarcely allowed to leave the Danube, the Russians

watching them most anxiously, and throwing every

obstacle in the way to prevent their taking away

grain.

In Egypt there is still corn to spare, and we shall

get liberal quantities of wheat and beans, if we can

give the shippers any encouragement for low bread-

stuffs. The former article is used in Ireland and

at Glasgow, where the largest proportion of the

shipments are directed. London gives no encou-

ragement to this article : Liverpool is the grand

emporium for Indian corn, and from thence large

shipments are made to Ireland. A sensible advance

has been established of 3s. to 4s. per qr., during

the last two weeks of the month.

We closed our last review by hoping that April

showers would work wonders on the crop of

wheat ; but, unfortunately, these have not been ex-

perienced, and the usually weejiing month has

proved one of the driest for a long time past, and

if a change do not soon come, the country v/ill

suffer again very materially from * want of water.

This plant has been a good deal injured by the

high gales of wind prevailing from the north-east,

blowing away the earth from the roots. All light

soils, also the silty lands of the Fens, have felt

them the most ; and where a good plant was per-

ceptible after the removal of the snow, it has gone

off, and we know of one instance where a leading

agriculturist ploughed up as much as 45 acres ; and

many others throughout various counties have

resorted to the same method, and have either rc-

sown spring wheat or spring grain. From the

numerous inquiries we have made, and the infor-

mation extensively collected, we think we can fairly

state that about one-half of the crop, consisting of

that on heavy soils, looks healthy; one quarter

promises only poorly ; and that the remaining

quarter has either been much injured, or so far

destroyed, as to induce the farmers to plough it up;

that all is very backward, and that according to

present appearances it will require most auspicious

weather to bring on harvest before the middle of

August, whilst anything vmtoward v/ill prevent its

being ready for the sickle until September. But
with these remarks we must add, that we prefer a

short straw and a hot summer for a wheat crop :

and after severe winters this is frequently the case,

and yet may be the case this year. We must there-

fore put our ti'ust in a Higher Power, and live in

faith and hope !

The continuance of dry weather, sunny days,

and very cold nights, with occasionally sharp frosts

during the month, have enabled the farmers to

progress most favourably with spring tillage ;

the earth had previously been so pulverized by the

severity of the winter, that the land has worked

admirably, and the most casual observer cannot

but notice, as he travels through the country, the

neat, clean, and garden-like appearance of every

farm ; that field-work has seldom been better per-

formed ; and that corn has gone into the ground

in a most auspicious manner, and so far must be

considered the harbinger of productiveness. There

is now little more to do in tbe way of sowing grain;

but the fallows and other lands will be forthwith

prepared for the turnips: and this seed jM'omises to

be planted well also. From the backwardness of the

season generally, every description of feeding-

stuffs will be in requisition : the hay ricks will

vanish fast ; spring corn of all sorts go rapidly

into consumption, until there is a good bite of grass

for the cattle. At present there is but a poor nibble

for the sheep ; and this will continue to be the

case until we have had some nice warm rain, a

shift of wind to the south or south-west, and a

much milder te.Tiperature at night.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Week Ending :

March 17, 1855..

March 24, 1855.

.

March 31, 18o5..

April 7, 1855..

A[:ril 14,18,"5..

Apiil 21,1855..
Aggregate avcragi

of last six weeks

Coiiipnrative avgc.

siimetimelast jeaj

DUTIBS

Wheat.
1
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CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
ShiUing^s per Quarter.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 71 to 73 extra 74 79

Ditto, red 64 67 „ 67 69

Norfolk, i^iiicoln. and Yorksh., red 64 66 „ 67 68

Barley, maltnig, new. . 30 31 Chevalier,. 32 33

Distilling 29 30 Grinding . . 27 29

MALT,E3sex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 65 66 extra 70

Ditto ditto old 66 68 „ 70
Kingston.Ware. and town made,new70 71 ,, 72
Ditto ditto old 68 70 „ 71

•Rye ^ — — 39 40

Oats, Englisli feed. . 23 24 Potato.. £6 27
Scotch feed, new 26 27, old SO 31 .. Potato SO 32

Irish feed, white 23 24 fine 26

Ditto, black *2 23 „ 24

Beans, Mazagan 35 S6 „ 37 3S
Ticks 3ti 39 „ 38 40

Harrow 36 38 „ 39 40

Piijeou 38 44 „ 38 43

Peas, white boilers 37 42. . Maple 37 39 Grey 34 37

Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — 60 65

Households, Town 603. 61s. Country — 51 53

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... — — 47 49

rO REIGN GRAIN,
Shillin;^3 per Quarter.

Wheat, Dantzic,mixed. . 78 to 80 high mixed — 82 extra 87
Kouigsberg 74 76 „ — 80 „ 82

Rostock, new 74 76 fine 80 „ 84
American, white 76 80 red 70 72
Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red 73 74 extra 75 76
Silesian , 71 72white73 76
Danish and Holstein „ 64 63 „ 69 73
Rhiue and Belgium „ — — old — —
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Kiga. . 64 66 fine 68 70

Barley, grinding 26 SO Distilling.. 29 30

Oats. Dutch, brew,andPoland3 27s. to 283. Feed.. 25 26
Danish & Swedish feed 263. to 27s. Stralsuud 27 23
Kusi-ian 26 28 French., none

Beans, Frieilaud and Holstein 38 40
Eonigsberg.. 36 40 Egyptian.. 34 35

Peas, feeding 36 37 iSne boilers 40 42

Indian Corn, white 44 45 yellow 44 45

Flour, French, per sack 57 60 Spanish 57 60

American, sour, per barrel 36 38 sweet 38 42

PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS,

Cloverseed, red, (per cwt.) 533. to 663.

Ditto white 65s. to 733.

Cow Grass (per cwt.) 63s. to 71s.

Triiolinra Incarnatum (none) 00s. to OOs.

Rye Grass (per qr.) 22s. to 32s.

Furze (none offering) 00s. to 00s.

Tares, small 44a., .... large 48s. to 563., . . winter OOs.

Trefoil, (per cwt.) 253. to 303 , extra 34s.

Sainfoin, scarcely quotable 6li3.

Coriander (per cwt.) 20s. to 24s.

Carraway (per cwt.). . . . new 443. to 46s., old OOs. to OOa.

Canary (per qr.) 46s. to 50s.

Hempseed (none) OOs. to OOs.

Linseed (p. qr.) sowing 68s. to 703., crushing 658. to 67s.

Lmseed Cakes (per ton) £12 Os. to£12 53.

Rapeseed (per qr.) new 783. to SOs.

Ditto Cake (per ton) £6 lOs. to £6 15s.

FOREIGN SEEDS, &c.

Clover, red, French SOs. to 588.

Ditto, white, German 55s. to 70s.

Tares (per qr.) . , new, small 42s., large 56s.

Ryegrass, Italian (per qr.) 203. to 223., extra SOs.

Hempseed, small, (per qr.) 488. 50s., Ditto Dutch, 563.

Coriander (per cwt.) 15s. to 203.

Carrawiiy 363. to 38s.

Linseed (per qr.) Baltic, 58s. to 62s. ; Odessa, 66s. to 67s.

Jjnseed Cake (per ton) £11 10s, lo £12 Oj.

Rajjeseed 78s. to 8O3.

Rape Cake (per ton) £6 10s. to £6 ISs,

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, April 23.

We have no particul.ir alteration to notice in our mar-
ket. The trade is moderate, and prices tolerably firm,

at about last week's currency. Fine yearlings have now
become scarce. Hart & Wilson.

POTATO MARKETS.
SOUTHWARK W^ATERSIDE.

Monday, April 23.

During the past week the arrivals have been mode-
rate both coastwise and by rail, and trade still heavy for

all sorts, except best samples of Regents.

The following aie this day's quotations :

—

8. d. 8. d.

Yorlshire Hcgcnls 110 to 130
East Lothian do 95 — 115
Perth, Fife, Forfarshire ditto.. 90 — 105
Reds and Cups 65 0—85
BOROUGH AND SPITALFIELDS.

Monday, April 23.

The supplies of potatoes have become less extensive,

and about an average business is doing, as follows :—
York Regents, 100s. to 120s. ; do. plants, 135s. to

140s.; Scotch do., 90s. to 105s.; do. cups, SOs. to

95s. ; Kent and Essex Regents, 100s, to 11 5s. ; mid-
dlings, 60s. to 70s.; Blues, SOs. to 95s.; Lincolns, 85s.

to 110s. per ton

COUNTRY POTATO MARKETS.—York, April 14 : A
fair supply of potatoes sold at from 23. 6d to 2s. 9d. per

bushel, 9d. to lOd. per peck. Leeds, Aprd 17 : We had a
middling show of potatoes ; wholesale lO^d. to lid., and
retail 12d. per 211bs. Malton, April 14 : A fair supply of

potatoes sold at from 8<1. to lOd. per peck. Richmond,
April 14: Potatoes, 3s. per bushel. Sheffield, Aprd 17:
A fair supply of potatoes sold at from lUs. 6d. to ISs. par

load of 18 stones. Manchester, Apiil 17: Potatoes, 93.

to 14s. per 2521b3.

PRICES OF BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS, &c.
Butter, per cKt. s. s.

Friesland ,, ..a. 1(0 (io in4

Kiel 102 100
Dorset, old .... SO 96
Carlow 100 106

Write,ford .... 94 100

Cork, new 92 100
Limerick Si 94

Sligo 96 102
Fresh, per dos. 128. Od. 15s. Od.

Cheese, per crvt. s. s.

Cli eshire tetoSO
Chcdd'V 68
Double Gloucester 60
Shu/le do, .. 55

Hams, York ....new 76
Westmoreland. ,, 78
Irish „ 08

Bacon, Wilis., dried,. 72
Irish, green.,., 61

80
70
6a
82
81

76
76
66

10 to 1 1^
— 1 0^

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH WOOL MARKET.

Monday, April 23.—As the public sales of colonial V/ool

—at which about 40,000 bales will be offered—commence on
the 3rd of May, and as the supply of English Woul on offer

is increasing, the demand, frooi the ahseuce of all speculative

demand and from the limited number of continental orders on
hand, is heavy, and in many instances our quotations are uext

to nominal.

s. d, 8, d.

Down tegs

Half-hreds 10
Ewes, clothing Oil — 1

Kent Fleeces 1 — 1 1

Combing Skins Oil — 1 0^
FlamieUVool 10 — 1 IJ
Blanket Wool 6 —Oil
Leicester Fleeces Oil — 1 OJ

LIVERPOOL WOOL MARKET, Apkil 21.

Scotch Wool.—There continues only a moderate demand
for laid Hijrhland, at former rates, with slijihily iiicrcasing

stocks. White Highland is in fairreqnest. The stock of good

Cheviot and crossed wool is very much reduced, on account

of the continuous demand for army clothing, and prime clips

command fully late rates. Inferior lots are still neglected.

Printed by Rogerson and Tuxford, 246, Strand, London,
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JUNE, 1855,

1>LATE i.

VICE-ADMIRAL JAMES WORTLEY DEANS DUNDAS,
LATE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE BLACK SEA FLEET.

Vice Admiral James Wortley Deans Dundas was born in 1785, and is the son of James Deans, Esq.

M.D., of Calcutta, by Janet, daughter of Thomas Dundas, Esq., of Fingask, great-grandson of Charles,

sixth Earl of Lauderdale, and nephew of Thomas Dundas, a General officer of distinction, who died in

1794. His present surname was taken on the occasion of his marriage.

We borrow from O'Byrne's " Naval Biographical Dictionary" the following account of the services

of this distinguished officer.

He entered the navy on the 19th of March, 1799, as a first-class volunteer, on board the Kent, 7i,

Captain William Johnstone Hope, bearing the flags, in succession, of Lord Duncan and Sir Richard

Bickerton ; in which ship he attended the expedition to Holland, in August, 1799, and conveyed Sir Ralph

Abercromby from Gibraltar to Egypt, in December, 1800. He continued to serve as midshipman at the

Blockade of Alexandria, until transferred, in July, 1801, to the Leda, 38, Captain George Hope, with

whom he was soon afterwards ordered to Lisbon. In November, 1802, he joined the Glenmore frigate.

Captain John Maitland, and accompanying that officer in i\\Q Boadicea, 38, was present in a very spirited

skirmish with the French ^-l-gun ship Duguay Trouin; also at the capture oi La Vunteur, national

lugger of 12 guns, and at the Blockade of Rochefort. Being promoted (from the Monarch, 74, flag-ship

in the North Sea, of Lord Keith) to a Lieutenancy, 25th of May, 1805, in the Cambrian, 40, Captain

John Poo Beresford, Mr. Dundas, in the course of the same year, assisted at the capture of three pri-

vateers, carrying in the whole 40 guns and 225 men. After officiating for a few weeks as Flag-Lieutenant

in the Leopard, 50, to the Hon, George Cranfiekl Berkelej', on the North American station, he was

awarded a second promotal commission, dated 8th October, I8OG. During nearly seven months' com-

mand of the Rosamond, 18, Cai)tain Dundas was employed in attendance on the British Ambassador to

the King of Sweden, pending the Siege of Stralsund, and was injured by the bursting of a shell while

actively endeavouring to extinguish a fire which had broken out in the dockyard at Copenhagen, a few

nights after the surrender of that town to Lords Cathcart and Gambler. Assuming post rank October

13th, I8O7, Captain Dundas was next appointed—about the same period to the command, ^ro tern, of

the Cambrian, 40; March 9lh, 1809, to the Stately, 64, bearing the flag in the Baltic of Rear-Admiral

Thomas Bertie; January 31st and September 8th, 1812, to the Venerable, 74, and Pyramus, 36, in the

latter of which ships he conveyed Sir James Saumarez from Gottenberg to England, and captured,

April 20th, 1813, and February 18th, 1814, the privateers Zebra, of 10 guns and 38 men, and the Ville

de VOrient, of 14 guns and 97 men; August l6th, 1815, to the Tagus, 38, on the Mediterranean station,

whence he relumed in January, 1819; August 6th, 1830, to the Prince Regent, 120, flag-ship of Rear-
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Admiral William Parker, with whom he served in the Tagus until the early part of 1832 ; and April 5th,

1836, to the Britannia, 120, bearing the flag of Sir Phillip Durham, >t Portsmouth, where he continued

until April 7th, 1S38.

Admiral Dmidas's promotion to flag rank dates from November 23rd, 1841. He is a Deputy Lieu-

tenant for Berkshire, and sat in the last Parliament for Greenwich ; was appointed naval Aide-de-Camp

to William IV. in 1831; a C.B. in 1839 ; a Lord of the Admiralty, under the Whig Administration, in

1841 ; and resumed his seat at the Board as one of the Naval Lords in 1846.

He married, on the 2nd of April, 1808, his first cousin,'Janet, only daughter and heiress of the late

Charles Dundas, Lord Amesbury, by Ann, daughter and sols heir of Ralph Witley, Esq., of Aston Hall,

county of Flint. By that lady, who died 20th April, 1846, he had issue—three daughters and two

sons, of whom the eldest, Charles, an officer in the Coldstream Guards, was M.P. for the Flint district

in 1838,

PLATE II.

A HEREFORD OX,

THE PROPERTY OF WILLIAM HEATH, ESQ., OF LUDHAM HALL, NORV;iCH,

For which the first prize, the Gold Medal, and an extra prize of Twenty Sovereigns, were awarded

at the Birmingham Cattle Show in December, in 1854. The dead v/eight of this animal was 131 stones

of 14 lbs.

This ox was a twin; the brother of it was shov/ at Birmingham, in the year 1853, and won the same

prizes as this animal did in 1854; he was at the Smithfield Club Catttle Show, in Baker-street, last

year, and won the first prize in his class : and we understand there was so little difference between hira

and the animal to which v.'as awarded the Gold Medal, that the Judges were for some time divided as

to their merit. When the twins were first exhibited at Ludlow, in Shropshire, where Mr. Heath pur-

chased them, they won the first prize in their class; and also the first prize at Hereford shortly after.

ON RAIN FALLS.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

It may be useful, at a period when the farmer is

improving and extending his drains, if we examine

a few carefully -ascertained facts upon so all-

important a subject for agriculture— if, for instance,

we ask ourselves as to the varying amount of rain,

and its composition as it descends from the atmo-

sphere ; and then, having examined it as it falls

upon our soils, follow it and see how it escapes from

those lands, how much evaporates, how much

filtrates or drains away ; and in thus sketching the

results of a morning's inquiries, our labours may

be of use to those who have been perhaps too

busily employed in other avocations for such minute

and lengthened examinations.

The all-important showers which fall upon our

fields vary very materially in different seasons.

Let us examine the rainfall in the neighbourhood

of London, in inches and tons per acre during the

last ten years. The amount in each year was as

follows :

—

In 1844
1845
1846

1847
1S48

1849
1850
1851

1852
1S53
1854

In inches.

24.9

22.4

25.3

17.8

30.2

23.9

19.7

20.5

34.2

24.3

18.9

In tons per

imperial acre,

about

2,490
2,240

2,530

1,780

3,020

2,390

1,970

2,050

3,420

2,430

1,890

It may be hence noted that nearly double the

quantity of rain fell in 1852 than in 1854; and that

this excess was equal to about 1,440 tons of water

per imperial acre.

Of the ammonia and other foreign substances

showered over our lands in every rainfall, many

interesting facts have been recently gathered, some
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of which materiaily illustrate the advantage of

keeping the land not only free from stagnant

water, as by good drainage, but as open as possible

to the free circulation of the atmosphere, and the

watery vapours which it contains : for instance,

M. Boussingault, in his examinations of the quan-

tity of ammonia present in rain v/ater, collected at

a distance from populous places, detected upon an

average about a quarter of a grain in a gallon of

water; which is less than one-seventh of the amount
detected in the rain water of Paris. Then, again,

it is found that the proportion of ammonia present

in rain during its fall varies considerably ; that it

is largest at the commencement of a shower, and

diminishes towards the end ; and it is very notice-

able that the water collected during fogs is un-

usually rich in ammonia : it then contains, it seems,

on an average about a third of a grain, and in some

instances as much as four grains per imperial

gallon. Professor Way (Journal R. A. S., vol.

xiv., p. 379) examined the rain which fell in Oxford-

shire during the month of October, 1852, from the

result of which Mr. Pusey has calculated that,

supposing the average depth of rain to be equal to

28 inches, that then there annually falls in the rain

water upon every imperial acre, of

Ammonia 28.59 lbs.

Nitric acid «.».... 68.91 »

Mucli of this, as he observes, especially the

ammonia, is lost—perhaps by exhalation from the

surface of plants or of the land, after slight showers.

Enough, however, of both must remain to account

for the luxuriant growth which frequently follows

a thunder-storm, and also to illustrate the psalmist's

expression that " the clouds drop fatness." This

atmospheric distillation may also account for the

permanent fertility of downs from which the sheep

have for centuries been removed every night, and

in some degree for the benefit conferred by rest

upon fallows.

If, then, we find that some portions of the rain

which descends upon and blesses our fields eva-

porates from the soil, and other portions descend

into or filtrate through the soil, the next rational

object of our inquiries leads us to ascertain the

amount of these portions, varied as they must be

in amount, with different soils, temperature, and

currents of air.

Now amongst the most practical of the observers

of these phenomena, we are indebted CJour. Roy.

Ag. Soc, vol. V, p. 146) to Mr. John Dickinson,

of Abbot's Hill, near King's Langley, Herts, the

eminent paper-manufacturer, for a register, ex-

h'jtending over the period of eight years (1836 to

Knjl843 inclusive), of the quantity of rain which fell

fni in his locality, and of the quantity which may be

presumed to have passed through the soil. The

first datum is determined by the common rain-

gauge ; the second is derived from a gauge invented

many years since, for this special purpose, by the

illustrious Dr. Dalton. The construction of the

rain-gauge needs no remark, and the Dalton gauge

is equally simple. It consists of an open-top

cylinder or rain-receiver, sunk vertically in the

earth, level with its surface, having a false bottom

perforated with holes, like a cullender, which sup-

ports three feet depth of soil within the cylinder,

through which, and through the cullender, the

excess of the rain—or the portion not evaporated

—

filtrates to the close bottom of the vessel; and this

communicates, by means of a small pipe, with a

vertical tube, whose diam.eter bears some definite

proportion to that of the .receiver, and is sunk so

much lower in the earth as to have its top nearly

on a level with the bottom of the receiver. Thus,

all the water which permeates the soil contained

whhin the rain-receiver flows into the tube, and is

measured by a float carrying a divided stem, and

indicating, in parts of 1- 100th of an inch, the

quantity of rain which has entered it. The measur-

ing tube has a cock at the bottom for evacuating

its contents from time to time, and bringing the

scale to zero.

Mr. Dickinson's rain-receiver has a diameter of

12 inches, and is 36 inches deep to the false bottom;

it was originally filled with the soil of the country

—a sandy gravelly loam—and has constantly had

grass growing on it. The contents of the receiver,

therefore, represent fairly the natural state of such

soil; whilst the gauge indicates the quantity of

water which a drain, at a depth of three feet, would

have to convey away. The proportion which this

quantity bears to the rain is obtained by comparison

with the rain-gauge, and their difference gives the

quantity evaporated, assisted by the action of the

succulent grasses ; we may, however, for the present

purpose, consider the whole of this last quantity

under the term evaporation. The result of the

examinations he found to be as follows :

—

RAIN IN INCHES FROM APRIL TO SEPTEMBER

INCLUSIVE.

Years. Rain.

In.

1836 12.20

1837 9-80

1838 10.81

1839 17.41

1840 9.68

1841 15.26

1842 12.15

1843 14.04

Mean 12.67

Filtra-
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OCTOBER TO MARCH INCLUSIVE.

xr T> • Filtra- Evapora-
lears. Ram. .• „ .-^^

tion. tion.

In. In. In.

1836 18.80 15.55 3,25

1837 11.30 6.85 4.45

1838 12.32 8.45 3.85

1839 13.87 12.31 1.56

1840 11.76 8.19 3.57

1841 16.84 14.19 2.65

1842 14.28 10.46 3.82

1843 12.43 7.11 5.32

Mean 13.95 10.39 3.56

FILTRATION AND EVAPORATION PER CENT.,
AND IN TONS PER IMPERIAL ACRE, FROM
APRIL TO SEPTEMBER INCLUSIVE.

J836 .

1837 .

1838 .

1839 .

1840 .

1841 .

1 842 .

,

1843 .

Mean

.

riltra-

tlOD.

Per Ceut.

17.3

1.0

1.2

15.0

0.0

0.0

10.7

7.1

7.1

Evapora-
tion.

Per Cent.

82.7

99.0

98.8

85.0

100.0

100.0

89.3

92.9

92.9

Rain, per

Acre,

Filtrated.

Tons.

212
10

12

263

131

100

91

Rain per

Acre,

Evaported.

Tons.

1023

982
1082
1500
980
1545

1099
1322

1192

FROM OCTOBER TO MARCH INCLUSIVE.

1836 .,

1837 .

1838 .

1839 .

1840 .

1842 .

1843 .

1844 .

Mean,.

82.7

60.6

68.8

88.2

69.6

84.2

73.2

57.2

74.5

17.3

39.4

31.2

11.8

30.4

15.8

26.8

42.8

25.5

1574
693
855
1246

829
1437
1059
720

1052

330
452
393
159
362
269
387
538
360

In commenting upon these meteorological ob-

servations, Mr. Parkes very truly remarked, when
alluding to the permeai)ility of different soils:

—"A
natural agricultural bed of porous soil resembles

an artificial filter, and it is vinquestionable that the

greater the depth of matter composing such filter,

the slower is the passage of water through it. In

stiff loams and clays, however, but more particularly

as regards the latter earth, the resemblance ceases,

as these soils can permit free ingress and egress to

rain-water, only after the establishment of that

thorough net-work of cracks or fissures, which is

occasioned in them by the shrinkage of the mass
from the joint action of drains and superficial

evaporation. These fissures seem to stand in the

stead of porosity in such soils, and serve to conduct

water to drains rapidly after it has trickled through

the worked bed ; it is possible, too, that in deeply

drained clays of certain texture the fissures may Ije

wider, or more numerous, in consequence of the

contraclion of a great bulk of earth than when such

soil is drained to a less depth. However this may
be, it is asserted by several respectable and intelli-

gent farmers in Kent, who have laid drains very

deeply in clays and stiff soils, that the flow from

the deepest drains invariably commences and ceases

sooner than from shallower drains, after rain.

In whatever soil the farmer's drains are placed,

sooner or later the filtering water finds its way

down to the smaller branch and main drains. These

generally discharge the water with a velocity which

depends upon their fall and freedom from obstruc-

tions. Some useful facts upon the velocity of the

current in the large drains of the metropolis, which

is found necessary to clear away the soil which

collects in them, have recently been published by

the engineers to the Commissioners of the Court of

Meti'opolitan Sewers (Bazalgette and Donaldson's

Report). They give several authorities :

" Mr. Wicksteed, in his Report upon the drain-

age of Leicester (p. 19), states :
' From experiments

made by me with great care, I find that, with a

bottom velocity of 16 inches per second only (or

0.9 mile per hour), heavy pieces of brick, stone,

&c., will be removed ; and that, with a velocity of

2 If inches (or 1.24 miles per hour), even iron

borings and heavy slag will be removed. The

above minimum velocity will therefore be sufficient.'

Mr. Beardraore, in his work on hydraulics, observes

(p. 8) that 'a velocity of 150 feet per minute (or

if miles per hour) will generally prevent deposit

in pipes and sewers.' Mr. John Phillips states

(see First Keport of Sanitary Commission, 1847,

p. 177) : From observation and experiment, I find

that it requires a constant velocity of current to be

running through the sewers, equal to about 2^ feet

per second, or if miles per hour, to prevent the

soil from depositing within them.' Professor

Robinson, in his treatise on rivers, adds that

—

3 inches in a second will separate silt, particles of

fine clay.

6 „ „ „ fine sand,

8 „ „ ,, coarse sand.

12 „ „ will lift and sweep away fine

gravel.

24 „ „ will lift and sweep away
gravel 1 inch in diameter

36 „ (or about 2 miles per hour) will hft and
sweep away angular stones of the size of an egg."

The effect of increasing the fall of drain-pipes,

in decreasing the size of the pipes necessary to

discharge a given amount of water, is a most im-

portant question for the farmer's consideration.

Mr. N. Beardmore, in his Hydraulic Tables, gives

the amount of the discharge of water from ])ipes

running full, with varying falls. It is as follows,

the amount of discharge per minute being given in

cubic feet and inches :
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Diameter Rate of Fall.

OF Pipes. 1 in 1,056. 1 in 528. 1 in 264.

3

6

9
12

15

2 26
12 8

35 3

72 5

127

3 2

18 1

49 9
102 5

179

4 5

25 6

70 6

155

253

Such are the class of observations which the

engineer and the meteorologist store up for the use

of their countrymen ; and it need not be urged

upon the readers of the Farmer's Magazine that to

travel even over the drainage works of their fields,

aided by such laborious and accurate observations

as those which we have been considering, cannot

fail of being productive of useful results to agricul-

ture,

CLASSIFICATION AND EXTIRPATION OF WEEDS
BY J. D.

(ContinuedJ

Section II.

—

Perennial Weeds.

Plants of perennial growth, of an herbaceous

constitution, die yearly in the stem and leaves ; the

roots live in the ground over winter, and send up a

fresh stem annually, for an indefinite period of

time. The seeds are matured yearly, and assist to

propagate the plants. The nature of these herbs

imposes much difficulty in the extirpation, as the

number is large, and the dissemination two-fold.

1. vernal sandwort.

Or the "Arenaria verna" of botany, is a very trouble-

some weed onhght, moorish soils. The genus ofplants

is so called from the Latin word " Arena," mean-

ing sand, in strict allusion to its native soil. It

belongs to the class and order " Decandria trigynia"

of Linnjeus, and the natural order "Caryophyl-

lese" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth five-leavedj

leaflets oblong, acuminate, spreading, permanent.

Corolla—petals five, ovate, entire. Stamina

—

filaments ten, subulate (five alternately inferior);

anthers roundish. Pistil germinate ; styles firm,

erect, refle.\ ; stigmas thickish. Pericarp—capsule

ovate, covered, one-celled, three or six-valved.

Seeds very many, kidney-shaped. The number of

stamens is not constant.

Essential character : Calyx five-leaved, expand-

ing. Petals five, entire. Capsule one-celled,

many-seeded.

The weedy species of the Arenaria in Britain is

the " Arenaria verna," or " vernal Sandwort."

Leaves subulate, rather obtuse. Stem panicled.

Petals obovate, longer than the calyx, three-nerved;

nerves distant, equal. Root perennial, long, much

branched. Stems numerous, five or six inches

high, round, somewhat pubescent and viscid,

branched at the base, and panicled above. Leaves

erect, patent, subulate, rather obtuse, three-nerved

beneath, and above channelled, connate, and

spreading at the base. Bracteas ovate, short,

three-nerved. Peduncles erect, pubescent. Leaf-

lets of the calyx acute, having three-nerved mar-

gins, membranous. Petals longer than the calyx,

obovate, obtuse. Anthers fleshy. Capsule longer

than the calyx, cylindrical, three-valved. Seeds

almost kidney-shaped, rough, compressed. It

flowers from May to August.

This plant does not grow so abundantly or

luxuriantly as the " Chickweed," which it some-

what resembles in the habits. It is less trouble-

some, and is much easier extirpated. It generally

yields to the repetitions of the scufliler and the hoe;

but where it is very abundant, it may be gathered

ofl^ the land, as was recommended with " Chick-

weed."

2. hedge mustard,

Or the " Erysimum" of botany, is a weed of much
frequency on similar soils with the Wild Mustard,

which has been described; and being like it, the

two plants are often confounded. The Hedge

Mustard belongs to the class and order "Tetra-

dynamia siliquosa" of Linnaeus, and the natural

order " Cruciferee"i|of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth four-leaved
;

leaflets ovate, oblong, parallel, converging, coloured,

deciduous. Corolla four- petalled, cruciform; petals

oblong, flat, extremely obtuse at the tip ; claws

length of the calyx, upright ; nectariferous gland

double, within the shorter filament. Stamina

—

filaments six, length of the calyx (of these, the

opposite two shorter) ; anthers simple. Pistil

—

germ linear, four-cornered, length of the stamens ;

style very short ; stigma headed, permanent, small.

Perianth—silique long, linear, strict, exactly four-

cornered, two-valved, two-celled. Seeds very many,

small, roundish.

Essential character—Silique columnar, with four

equal sides. Calyx closed.

The " Erysimum barbarea," or the Winter Cress

or Hedge Mustard, has the leaves lyrate, the out-
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most lobe roundish. Root perennial. Stem a foot or

eighteen inches high, smooth, round,deeplj' furrowed,

much branched. Leaves smooth, dark green, hav-

ing two or three pairs of roundish lobes, connected

to a broad foliaceous rib, the extreme lobe much
the largest, and either of an oval or blunt rhom-
boidal figure, slightly indented on the edge; but

they vary much in form. Flowers in i-acemes or

thick spikes, at the ends of the stem and branches.

Calyx green. Petals yellow, much longer than the

calyx. Seeds roughish, finely dotted, and reticu-

lated, twenty in number—ten in each cell.

This plant flowers in May to July. It grows in

watery places, on banks of ditches and streams, on
walls, and in cultivated fields. The leaves are

used as salads, and also boiled as " kale." The
taste is mostly bitter and unpleasant; and the

whole plant has a nauseous, bitter, slimy flavour.

The dark, shining, broad leaves distinguish it from

the " Jlustards," with which it is fretjuently con-

founded. They grow intermixed. The colour of

the flowers is similar, and the unaccustomed eye

mistakes the one for the other. The lower leaves

are lyrate, with the terminal lobe rounded ; upper

ones obovate, toothed. This characteristic sepa-

rates it from the " Sinapis." The same means of

eradication apply to l)oth j>lants. An ordinary

growth may be overcome by the hoe and the

scufller : a profusion of plants must be pulled by

hand, and removed from the ground.

3. COLTSFOOT,

Or the " Tussilago" of botany, is a weed of much
frequency on damp, clayey loams, that are adapted

for the green-crop cultivation. The plant belongs

to the class and order " Syngenesia polygamia

superflua" of Linnseus, and the natural order
" Corymbiferje" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx common, cylindrical

;

scales lanceolate, linear, fifteen or twentj', equal, as

long as the disk, subraembranaceous. Corolla

compound, various ; corollets in some are herma-
phrodite, and tubular, or only in the disk; females

in some none, in others ligulate
; proper of the

hermaphrodite, funnel-formed ; border five-cleft or

four-cleft, acute, reflexed, longer than the calyx;

females none, or ligulate, very narrow, longer than

the calyx, entire. Stamina in the hermaphrodites

—

filaments five, capillary, very short ; anther cylin-

dric, tubular. Pistil in the hermaphrodite—germ
short ; style filiform, longer than the stamen

;

stigma thickish : in the females—germ short ; style

filiform, length of the hermaphrodite; stigma bifid,

thickish. Pericarp—none. Calyx scarcely changed.

Seeds in the hermaphrodites— solitary, oblong, com-
pressed; down capillary, stipulate : in the females—
if any, like the others ; receptacle naked.

Essential character : Calyx—scales equal, as long

as the disk, somewhat membranaceous ; down
simple ; the receptacle naked.

The common or field species of Coltsfoot is the

"Tussilago Farfara." Scape one-flowered. Scaly

leaves, cordate, angular, toothletted. Root peren-

nial, creeping horizontally far and wide. Flowers

solitary, terminating, yellow, more conspicuous on

account of the irradiate than most of the other

species. The flowers come up early in the spring,

before the leaves, and at some distance from them.

They are upright ; but as soon as the blossom is

past, and the seeds, with their down as yet moist,

are enclosed within the calyx, the heads hang

down. As the moisture evaporates in ripening,

they become lighter, are again erected, and the

down expands.

The " Coltsfoot" is often a troublesome weed in

moist, stiff, clayey and marly soils that have been

overcropped and exhausted. The roots penetrate

deeply, and are widely spread ; and when drawn,

they often break, and sprout again very vigorously.

To extirpate the roots of that nature, deep ])lough-

ing is the surest v/ay ; and the furrow must be

comparatively narrow, in order that the roots may
not escape unhurt between the furrow-slices. The
root being jierennial renders attention to the eradi-

cation of that part of the plant equally, if not more

necessary with the prevention of the seeds being

perfected. Both duties being properly executed,

the "Coltsfoot" v/ill speedily disappear, the pre-

sence of it being a sure mark of bad management.

4. SPEAR THISTLE,

Or the " Carduus" of botan}', grows sometimes on

corn-fields, but most generally on ditch-banks and

sides of hedges. The genus of thistles is one of

the m.ost extensive in the vegetable kingdom, and

belongs to the class and order " Syngenesia poly-

gamia equalis" of Linnaeus, and the natural order

" Cinaracephalce" of Jussieu.

Generic character; Calyx common, ventricose,

imbricate; scales very numerous, lanceolate, acu-

minate, spiny. Corolla compound, tubular, uni-

form; corollules hermaphrodite, subequal, reflected,

the ])roper one monopetalous, infundibeliforra

;

tube very slender ; border erect, ovate at the base,

quinquefid ; divisions linear, equal, one more deeply

serrated than the rest. Stamina—filaments five,

capillary, very short ; anthers cylindrical, tubular,

length of the corolla, five-toothed at the mouth.

Pistil—germ ovate; style filiform, longer than the

stamens; stigma simple, subulate, naked, emar-

ginate. Pericarp—none. Calyx converging a

little. Seeds solitary, obovate, four-cornered, the

two opposite corners obliterated ; down sessile, very

long; receptacle hairy, flat.
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Essential character: Calyx ovate, imbricate, with

spiny scales ; receptacle hairy.

The "Spear thistle," or "Carduus lanceolatus,"

has the leaves decurrent, pinnatilid, hispid;

divisions divaricate; calyces ovate, spiny, villose.

Root often biennial. Stem upright, three or four

feet high, anioular, downy, and sea-p;reen undei'-

nealh, hairy and deep-green above. Flo-.vers in

July. It is often called the " bur thistle." The
flowers have the property of curdhng milk.

The means of eradication are cutting and pulling

the stems, and using the most diligent attention

that no seeds be perfected. If cut in the early

season, side branches will shoot and perfect seeds,

so that a second cutting is required ; but if allov.'cd

to grow to height, one cutting will be sufficient.

Every plant in lanes, road-sides, ditch hanks, and

in the roots of hedges, must be very carefully de-

stroyed ; for the seeds are winged with down, and

are easily carried by the wind to distant places,

where they alight and grow.

5. FIELD THISTLE,

Or the " Carduus pratensis" of botany, is a species

of the thistle genus, and belongs to the class and

order last described, and is placed in the second

natural section of the plants, having the leaves

" not decurrent." The leaves are sessile, pinnatifid,

spinuous ; stem, panicled ; calyces, egg-shaped,

slightly spinuous. Down feathery. Root jierennial,

creeping, tapering, descending into the ground,

not easily extirpated. Stems three feet high, erect,

round, smooth, many-flowered. Leaves slightly

decurrent, alternate, smoothish. Lobes unequal,

ciliated, spinuous. Flowers white. Calyx, egg-

shaped. Scales, bruad, lanceolate, pressed close,

woolly at the edges, with a short spreading spine.

Down deciduous. Root permahent.

The permanent root remaining in the ground,

and sending up flowering stems in succession, is

the chief tendency to be guarded against in the

*' common thistle :" the stems can be kept dov.'n

by repeated cuttings. In order to destroy the

tapering and spreading roots, no process is so

efi'ectual as " deep ploughing," executed with a

strength of four horses, and the furrow narrow in

proportion to the depth, that no roots escape uncut

betiveen the furrow slices, lliis mode of deep and

narrov/ ploughing never fails in completely ex-

pelling the thistle as a weed on cultivated grounds.

G. DOCK,

Or the " Rumex" of botany, is a very annoying

weed both on cultivated lands and on pastures, in

soft damp soils. It belongs to the class and order

•VHexandiia Trigynia"of Linnteus, and the natural

order " Polygoneae" of Ju'^sieu,

Generic character : Perianth three leaved ; leaf^

lets obtuse reflex, ])ermanent. Corolla— petals,

three, ovate, larger than the calyx, and, like it, con-

verging, permanent. Stamina— filaments six, ca-

pillary, very short; anthers erect, twin. Pistil

—

germ turbinate, three-sided ; styles three, capillary,

reflexed, standing out between the clefts of the con-

verging petals; stigmas large, laciniate. Pericarp

none. Corolla converging', three-sided, inclosing

the seed. Seed single, three-sided.

Essential character: Calyx three-leaved; petals

three, converging. Seed one, three- sided.

The "Rumex obtusifolius," or "Blunt-leaved

dock," is the most common weed. Flowers her-

maphrodite ; valves toothed; one chiefly granifcrous

root. Leaves cord;ite, blunt. Stem somewhat

rugged. Root tapering, running deep and straight.

Stem three feet high, upright, branched. Racemes

nearly u[)right, farnislied with few leaves. Flowers

in half whorls, on capillary peduncles, sprinkled

near the top with white shining globules, and the

pedicels surrounded near the base by an indistinct

cartilaginous ring.

The "Rumex acetosa," or the "common sorrel,"

has a perennial root, running deep into the earth.

Stem mostly simple, erect, from one to two feet

high. Flowers dioecious ; 'valves, graniferous.

Leaves oblong, sagittate. It flovv-ers early in June.

The " Rumex acetosella," or " sheep's sorrel,"

Is less than the common sorrel by half. Root

creeping, perennial. Flowers dioecious ; valve^:,

grainless. Leaves lanceolate, hastate.

The presence of any plant of the dock genus on

arable or pasture lands shows a moisture which

requires draining to carry it away, and the appear-

ance of the sorrels indicates a sourness that requires

the application of calcareous matters to remove it.

And in the case of all permanently rooted plants,

deep and clean ploughings are again recommended

for the purpose of eradicating them.

The " Dock" ripens an abundance of seeds,

which are shed round the parent, not having the

means of being dispersed to any distance. The

seeds are very tenacious of life, and nothing but

burning is a sure destruction of them. The roots

are equally tenacious, and require to be removed

from the field on being pulled up. The roots send

forth new shoots from almost any depth.

7. CORN' BINDWEED,

Or the " Convolvulus" of botany, is found occa-

sionally growing among wheat, and twining round

the stalks of corn. The plant belongs to the class

and order "Pentandria monogynia," of Linnieus,

and the natural order "Convolvulacece" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx— perianth five cleft,,

Corolla monopetalous, bell-shaped, or funnel*
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shaped, plaited ; border generally spreading, more

or less fine; lobed. Stamina—filaments five, awl

shaped, shorter than the corolla, approximating

at the base. Pistil—gerraen superior, roundish

;

style, filiform ; stigma, simple or bifid. Pericarp,

capsule surrounded by the calyx, roundish, one,

two, three, or four celled; one, two, three, four, or

many valved. Seeds one or two in each cell.

Essential character : Calyx five-cleft. Corolla

bell or funnel-shaped; stigmas, one or two. Peri-

carp, a capsule or dry berry. Seeds one or two in

each cell.

The calyx is often called " five-leaved," when it

is very deeply " five-cleft."

The common field bindweed is a native of

Britain, and most parts of Europe. Leaves arrow-

shaped ; lobes acute. Flowers generally solitary

;

bracts minute, awl-shaped, remote from the flower.

Root perennial, creeping, striking deeply into the

ground, not easily extirpated. Stems numerous,

angular. Leaves alternate, petioled, smoothish.

Flowers flesh-coloured, sometimes white, sweet-

scented, opening only in clear weather. Peduncles

axillary, generally one-flowered, thickened above.

The juice is slighty purgative, and the blossoms

give a deep orange or yellow tincture to water,

which is heightened by alums and alkalies. It

flowers in June and July.

The weed is most common on dry gravelly soils,

where it wanders over whole fields, twining round
the stalks of the grain, and very much injuring the

crop, especially when it has been laid down by
heavy rains. The roots run deeply and very widely.

It brings plants to the ground, or checks their

vegetation by injuring their structure. Being
perennial, it must be rooted out by repeated

ploughings done in dry weather, and by carefully

picking of the roots and burning them. The roots

are very vivacious, and the smallest piece left in the

ground will spring and rise to the surface,

8. REST-HARROW,

Or the "Ononis" of botany, is sometimes met with

on tillage lands, where it forms a weed of a very

troublesome nature. The plant belongs to the class

and order " Diadelphia decandria" of Linnaeus, and
the natural order " Leguminoste" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth five leaved,

almost the length of the corolla; segments, linear,

acuminate, slightly arched upwards, the lowest
under the keel. Corolla, papilionaceous ; banner
cordate, striated, depressed at the sides more than
the other petals; wings ovate, shorter by half
than the banner; keel acuminate, as long or longer
than the wings. Stamina—filaments ten, connate
in an entire cylinder; anthers simple. Pistil—
germ oblong, villose; style simple, rising; stigma,

blunt. Pericarp, legume rhomb-shaped, turgid,

sub-villose, one-celled, two-valved, sessile. Seeds

few, kidney form.

Essential character : Calyx five parted, with

linear segments ; banner striated ; legume turgid,

sessile. Filaments connate, without a fissure.

There are thirty-eight species of this genus of

plants, of which only one is found in Britain,

and is called the common rest-harrow, or cammock,

and by botanists the "Ononis arvensis." It is

found on barren sandy grounds, and on way-sides,

and flowers from June to September, The flowers

are nearly sessile, and mostly solitary. Stem hairy.

Branches at length spinous. Leaves generally

simple, entire towards their base. Root perennial,

woody, brackish. Stems rather erect, or procum-

bent, annual, round, woody, leafy, hairy, spinous

when old. Leaves alternate, stalked, elliptically

wedge-shaped, linear, roughish, the lower ones

often ternate. Stipules very large, ovate, embracing

the stem, toothed. Flowers axillary, solitary,

slightly stalked, elegantly rose-coloured. Seeds

dotted with tubercles.

Some botanists make a distinction between the

" Ononis arvensis" and the " Ononis spinosa,"

as being distinct species ; but Mons. Villars does

not distmguisli them, alleging that the spines appear

with the age of the plant, and growing stronger

as the plant grows older. This observa-

tion removes much useless reasoning on minute

differences.

The Rest-harrow has a strong creeping root,

which spreads far in the ground. There is little

danger from the seeds ; and the safest way of extir-

pating the roots is to pick them off the land by

hand, after being well shaken by the harrows in

dry weather. They may be burned in a heap, or

rotted with earths into a compost for top-dressing.

This weed is not diflficult of extirpation—a well-

executed fallow will banish it for ever ; and the ap-

pearance of it in modern agriculture shows that

there is something wrong in the performance of the

art.

9. FERN,

or the " Pteris aquilina" of botany, is sometimes

found as a weed on corn lands. It belongs to the

class and order "Cryptogamia Fihces" of Linnaeus,

and the natural order " Filices" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Fructification in an uninter-

rupted marginal line ; involucre from the margin

of the frond, turned in, uninterrupted, separating

on the inner side.

The Common Fern or Brake is the original type of

the genus, and is the " Filix scemina" of old

writers. The frond is in three deep divisions;

branches doubly pinnate ; leaflets crowded, lance-
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olate, acute, the upper ones confluent. The fronds
are annual, originating from a perennial, creeping,

scaly root, and rise, according to the soil, to the

height of two to five feet. They arc rigid and
harsh, colour light green, and spread in a hand-
some, partly horizontal posture, being regularly

compounded in an almost pectinate manner. The
fructifications are rough, tomentose, rufescent

;

parallel lines run along the margin of the pinnules,

which are rolled back very much, so as almost to

cover the capsules when ripe.

The " Braken," or common fern, is a hardy pe-

rennial plant, tenacious of growth, and striking a

tap-root into the ground beneath the reach of

the plough, which shoots up vigorously when the

sun has become powerful ; it jirevails largely and
strongly on some deej), dry, hazel, loamy soils.

The roots may be drav.-n after soaking rains, and
the land must be very deeply ploughed; for when
the plant has been long established, it requires

much pains and attention to get quit of it.

10. HORSETAIL,

or the " Equisetum" of botany, is notunfrequently

found as a weed on soft moist soils. It belongs

to the class and order " Cryptogamia Filices"' of

Linneeus, and the natural order " Filices" of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Fructifications disposed into

a long, ovate, oblong spike, each orbiculate, gaping

at the base, with several valves connected by a

flat shield-shaped top.

The roots are perennial and creeping. They are

leafless herbs, with a hollow streaked stem, either

simple or branched— the branchlets usually dis-

posed in whorls ; it is jointed, and the joints are

surrounded with a toothed sheath.

The " Corn Horsetail," or the " Equisetum

arvense," has the fruit-bearing scape naked, the

barren scape leafy. The naked flowering stems

appear early in the spring, and soon decay ; they

are the thickness of a large wheat straw, a hand's

breadth or more in height, upright, yellowish, with

from two to five joints, covered with membranous
ribbed sheaths, divided at the top into numerous

segments or teeth. It grows in corn fields of a

damp nature, flowering in March, April, and May.

The country people call it "horse-pipe" and "snake-

pipe." The presence of it is supposed to indicate

subterraneous flowing waters or springs. It is a

troublesome weed, and difficult to extirpate. The

produce of seeds being small, the chief atten-

tion must be directed to the destruction of the root

by the ploughings of the land being executed deeply,

with a narrow fuirow, and with sharp irons on the

plough, in order that the roots may not escape

being cut.

11. MOUSE-EAR,

or the " Cerastium" of botany, is often found in-

festing light soils. It has somewhat the habit of
" chickweed," but is of a duller appearance. The
plant belongs to the class and order " Decandria

Pentagynia" of Linnaeus, and the natural order
" Caryophyllea-" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—perianth five-leaved

;

leaflets ovate, lanceolate, acute, spreading, perma-

nent. Corolla—petals five, bifid, obtuse, erect, ex-

panding, length of the calyx. Stamina—filaments

ten, filiform, shorter than the corolla, the alter-

nate one shorter ; anthers roundish. Pistil—germ
ovate ; styles five, capillary, erect, length of the

stamens ; stigmas obtuse. Pericarp—capsule ovate,

cylindric or globular, obtuse, unilocular, gajjing,

with a five-toothed hp; seeds very many, roundish.

Essential character: Calyx five-leaved; petals

bifid ; capsule unilocular, gaping at the tip
;

orifice toothed.

The " Corn Mouse- ear," or the " Cerastium ar-

vense," has the root perennial, creeping ; stems

four or five inches high, decumbent, forming

thick tufts, pubescent; leaves linear-lanceolate,

often densely pubescent, sometimes only ciliated at

the base; flowers large, white leaflets of the cal3'x

egg- shaped, obtuse, scarious at the edges; petals

heart-shaped, veined ; capsule cylindrical, straight,

the length of the calyx orifice, with ten teeth.

This weed grows chiefly on gravelly and chalky

soils. Nature has provided annual plants with an

abundance of ^ seeds, by which to propagate their

kinds; and perennial plants have the property of

propagation chiefly in the roots ; and some plants

are provided very largely with both qualities. In

the eradication of perennial plants, where the roots

are so very ready to retain life, the most eflTectual

method is to gather by hand, and carry the plants

off" the field after being cut by the hoe, especially

when the number is large, as a multitude of roots

seldom fail in catching hold of the earth, and thus

continue their existence, though the bearing of

seeds has been prevented.

12. MINT,

or the " Mentha" of botany, is a frequent weed on

moist soils. It belongs to the class and order

"Didynamia Gymnospermia" of Linneeus," and the

natural order " Labiata-" of Jussieu.

Geneiic character : Calyx—perianth inferior, of

dfie leaf, tubular, erect, with five nearly equal teeth,

permanent. Corolla—of one petal, erect, tubular,

somewhat larger than the calyx-limb, in four deep,

nearly equal segments, the uppermost only beinij

rather the broadest, and cloven. Stamina— filaments

four, awl-shaped, erect, distant, the two nearest ones

longest; anthers roundish. Pistil— germen supe-
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rioi-, four- cleft 5 style thread-shaped, erect, longer

than the corolla ; stigma in two divaricated divi-

sions. Pericarp none, except the permanent straight

calyx ; seeds four, small, generally abortive.

Essential character: Calyx five-cleft, nearly

equal ; corolla nearly equal, four-cleft, its broadest

segment cloven ; stamens erect, distant.

The herbage, and even the flowers, of mint

abound vv'ith resinous dots, the seat of an essential

oil, on which the warm and aromatic qualities of the

plants depend. The genus is one of the most

natural possible, and well marked in habit and

character. The lierbage is generally more or less

hairy.

The " Corn Mint," or the " Mentha arvensis,"

has the flowers whorled ; leaves ovate ; stem mucli

branched, diffuse. Leaves inclining to ellip-

tical, obtuse, pale, clothed with rather rigid

prominent hairs. Flov.'er- stalks shortish, round,

generally smooth, sometimes furnished v/ith a few

spreading or slightly deflexed hairs. Calyx

shorter, more bell-shaped, and more broadly

toothed than in any of the foregoing, and essen-

tially characterized by being clothed all over with

horizontally spreading hairs. Flov/ers reddish lilac,

externally hairy.

This plant grows abundantly in corn-fields,

Vv^here water stagnates in winter, especially on a

sandy or gravelly soil. It is often a very trouble-

some weed, because of the widely-creeping nature

of the root ; and its turgid, fleshy shoots are well

calculated to retain life in a soil that fluctuates as to

humidity. The roots being perennial, must be

picked by hand, and carried from the field, each

time v/hen the land is ploughed, harrowed, and

rolled. The roots are very tenacious of life, and

must be carefully removed.

13. O.VT GKASS,

Or the " Kolcus avenaceus" of botany, is most

troublesome on the best arable lands. It is the

" Avena eUitior" of the old botany ; but has been

latterly placed as a Holcus, from a near affinity to

that genus, with an avenaccous or oat-like ap-

pearance. The plant belongs to the class and order

"Triandria Digynia" of Linnfcus, and to the

natural order " Graminerc" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—glume of two valves,

erect, beardless, ovate, containing two florets, one

of them, elevated on a stalk. Corolla of two valves,

the lower or outer one largest, awned at the back

in the least perfect floret. Nectary a cloven mem-
branous scale. Stamina—filaments three in each

floret, capillary, rather short; anthers long, linear,

cloven at each cud. Pistil—gerraen ovate; styles

two, capillary, diverging ; stigmas oblong, feathery.

One floret has either no pistil, or only an imper-

fect one. Pericarp—none, except the permanent

glumes. Seed solitary, ovate, attached to the

hardened corolla.

Essential character : Calyx of two valves, tv/o-

flowered, one floret with an imperfect germcn.

Corolla of two valves, the outer one awned.

The species " Avenaceus" has the calyx glumes

unequal, smooth ; male floret, with a bent awn ;

root knotty, perennial ; stems a yard high ; leaves

darkish green, rough, and rather harsh ; stipula

short, abrupt, minutely toothed ;
panicle half

whorled, the branches consequently leaning one

way. Flowers scariose, shining, not downy.

Anthers purple, pendulous. The male floret has

the rudiments of a germen, and is always con-

spicuously awned ; tlie other is but slightly elevated.

\\lien the land is rich, this plant grows luxuriantly,

and acquires more joints and bulbs, and has been

called " Holcus bulbcsus," though only a variety

of the plant now described.

This grass flowers in June and July, and forms

a larfie part of the weeds which pass under the

general denomination of " couch" and " quickens."

No weed is more troublesome to the farmer on

the better turnip soils, and on the more loamy clay

fallows. The root is perennial, and composed of

knobs or bulbs that are joined together at dis-

tances by intervening threads, and from each bulb

shoots proceed, which circumstance renders the

extirpation of the weed to be very difficult and

tedious. Repeated ploughings and harrowings of

the land becom.e necessary, and then a very careful

hand-picking of the roots of the plant, after they

have been well shaken into view by the action of

the implements. On stiffish soils, which hold the

weed tightly in their texture, the sharp irons of the

plough are very apt to cut the fibres into small

pieces, which very much increase the difficulty of

getting the land cleared of the weed. Accordingly

on all lands of which the degree of meHowness

admits the action of a grubbing scarifier, the round

tines of that implement tear otit, and drag to the

surface, the roots and fibres of the j)lant, without

cutting or breaking them ; at the same time the

ground is better pulverized. The roots arc very

tenacious of life, and no degree of arid exposure

will destroy the vital principle. Decom[)osition in

a heap, along with other earthy matters, requires to

be very minutely inspected at each turning over of

the heap ; for some roots arc very aj)t to escape on

the outside of the compost, and which being carried

to tlie land, will immediately grow, and multiply

very fast. Even the burning of the roots in heaps

on tlie field is not thoroughly safe ; for the ont^idda

may escape ignition, and grow as before. Tjift;;

most efiectual method is to carry the roots freia,'J

the field at once, and to lay them in some; wr,stfl<j
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corner, where they they may be burned at leisure,

or mixed and prepared in compost by a lengthened

attention.

': ,- 14. WHEAT GRASS,

Or the "Triticum" of botany, is a most pernicious

weed. The plant belongs to the class and order

"Triandria Digynia" of Linnseus, and the natural

order "Graininefe" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx—a common receptacle,

elongated into a spike, glume two-valved ; sub-

triflorous; valves ovate, blunlish, concave. Corolla

—two-vaived, nearly equal, size of the calyx ; ex-

terior valve ventricose, blunt, with a point ; in-

terior valve flat. Nectary iwo-leaved leaflets,

acute, gibbous at the base. Stamina—filaments

three, capillary ; anthers oblong, forked. Pistil—
germen turbinate ; styles two, capillary, reflexed

;

stigmas feathered. Pericarp — none. Corolla

fosters the seed, opens and drops it. Seed one,

ovate, oblong, bhmt at both ends, convex on one

side, grooved on the other.

Essential character : Calyx two-valved, solitary,

Subtriflorous, or many-flowered, on a flexuose

toothed rachis. Corolla bUmt, with a point.

This genus comprehends all the varieties of the

cultivated wheats, and the annual and permanent

Vv'heat grasses. The species now mentioned as a

weed is the " Triticnm repens" of botany, or the

creeping wheat-grass, and known by different

names, as quick, quitch, twitch, couch, or dog's-

grass, all evidently derived from quick, v/hich sig-

nifies " living," in allusion to the very vivacious

nature of the root. Calyx awl-shaped many-

ribbed, five-flowered. Florets pointed; leaves

flat ; root creeping. Flowers in summer and

autumn.

The roots have been dried, and ground into meal,

and made into bread, in years of scarcity. The

taste of the dried roots is sweet, and they are sold

as food for horses. Cows, sheep, and goats also

eat them. Dogs eat the leaves, to excite vomiting.

The stems are two feet high, slender. Herbage

green.

The long and deeply-creeping roots are, of all

weeds, the most difficult to be extirpated. The

root is regularly jointed, and from each joint the

shoots proceed, which throw up the flowering

stems. The recommendation given in the forrrier

weed is now repeated, that the land be repeatedly

gmbbed and scarified in contrary and cross direc-

tions, in order to drag the weeds " entire" to the

surface, and then to be carried from the field, in

order to be burned or decomposed in an earthy

mass. The roots are A'ivacious beyond any ex-

ample, and require the most minute care that every

twig of them, however small, be most carefully

picked from the land and removed.

The roots of the common grasses become weeds

on arable lands, and farmers designate them all by

the common name of '*' quickens," or " couch

grass." Next to the two grass weeds that have

been mentioned, the roots of the agrostis family

form the weed of the greatest abundance on damp

loams, where they grow very vigorously. The

roots are black in colour, fibrous, and creeping,

and throw out shoots from the joints, and are very

tenacious of life. They are most generally called

"bent grass."

The " wild oat," or " haver," the Avena fatua

of botany, is not uncommon as a weed on badly

cultivated soils. Being perennial, and having a

creeping root, it can only be reduced and banished

by very careful fallowing of the land, and by picking

off every root; and all root plants, or those that

are propagated chiefly by the roots, are only to be

eradicated by that process.

15, COTTON GRASS, HARE's TAIL, OR LIOSS

CUPS,

The Eriophorum of botany, grows in bogs or boggy

meadows. The plant belongs to the class and

order Triandria Monogynia of Linnceus, and the

natural order Cyperoideos of Jussieu.

Generic character : Spike, or rather catkin, im-

bricated every way : scales ovate, oblong, fiat,

slightly indexed, pointed, membranous, loose, sepa-

rating the flowers. Corolla'—none. Stamina

—

filaments three, capillary; anthers erect, oblong.

Pistil—germen superior, very small; style, thread-

shaped, the length of the calyx scale; stigmas three,

longer than the style, reflexed. Pericarp none;

seed triangular, pointed, surrounded at the base

with numerous hairs, longer than the spike.

Essential character : Glumes chaffy, imbricated

every way. Corolla—none. Seed one, invested

with very long hairs.

The Eriophorum vaginatum, the mountain or

single-spiked cotton grass, has the culms sheathed,

spike scariose; root leaves obscurely three-cornered,

sharp, streaked on two sides ; convex on one side,

flat on two sides. Flowers in April and May.

Sheep are very fond of it, Ray calls it " hare's

tail rush," and in Vv''estmoreland it is called "moss

crops." It is a native of bogs or ])oggy pastures,

in cold barren situations. The Eriophorum angusti-

folium, or narrow-leaved cotton grass, is very

sTmilar to this j^lant, and is often confounded with

it. They grov/ in the same situations, and produce

nearly similar flov.'ers at the same time.

The presence of this plant, as a weed, is a certain

indication that drainage has been neglected, and

that it is of course necessary to be done, in order

to restore the meadow to the proper state of good
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herbage. Top-dressings, with well prepared com-

posts, must be applied at the same time.

16. cow "WEED,

" Wild cicely," " wild chervil," is theChcerophyllum

of botany, and a common weed in orchards and

pastures. The plant belongs to the class and order

Pentandria Digynia of Linnaeus, and the natural

order UrabeUiferte of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx, umbel universal,

spreading, partial, nearly equal in the number of

its rays. Involucre— universal, generally none;

partial, five leaved, or more. Leaflets lanceolate,

concave, reflexed, about the length of the partial

umbel. Perianth proper, scarcely discernible. Co-

rolla universal, nearly uniform ; florets of the disk

often abortive. Proper petals five, inflexed, heart-

shaped, with an inflexed point, flattish, outer ones a

little larger. Stamina— filaments five, simple, the

length of the little umbel ; anthers roundish. Pistil

—

germen, inferior ; styles two, reflexed ; stigmas

—

obtuse. Pericarp—none. Fruit oblong, acumi-

nate, even, divisible into two. Seeds two, oblong,

attenuated upwards, convex on one side, flat on

the other.

Essential character : Involucre reflexed, concave.

Petals inflexed, heart-shaped. Fruit oblong, even.

The Chserophyllum sylvestre, or the " smooth

cow-parsley," has the stem striated, slightly swell-

ing below the joints. Root perennial, spindle-

shaped, slightly milky, but little branched. Stem

about three feet high, erect, branched, leafy, round,

downy towards the bottom, almost always void of

pubescence above. Leaves triply pinnated, deeply

cut, rough at the edge ; petioles short, dilated, ribbed.

Flowers whitish, umbels erect, terminal. Leaves

of the partial involucre, egg-shaped, membranous,

fringed with thick-set white hairs. Petals more or

less emarginate, rarely entire. Fruit oblong, some-

what elliptical, roundish, very slightly striated, quite

smooth. Flowers in April and May, and grows

very common in meadows and pastures in most

parts of Europe, and alwaj^s indicates a rich soil.

Grazing animals are indifferently fond of eating it.

It flowers and ripens the seeds before any of the

proper grasses.

This plant may be weakened and destroyed by

close cutting the early growths. The root stems

may be split, and salt i)uslied down the incisions,

where the plants arc very strong.

17. RUSH,

Or the Juncus of botany, is frequently found as a

weed on wet pastures and meadows. The ])lant

belongs to the class and order Hexandria Mono-
gynia of Linnajus, and the natural order Junci or

Junceee of Jussieu.

Generic character : Perianth of six oblong,

pointed, permanent leaves; inferior. Corolla—none.

Stamina— filaments six, in the common rush only

three, capillary, very short; anthers oblong, erect,

the length of the perianth. Pistil—germen superior,

pointed, triangular; style short, thread-shaped;

stigmas three, long, thread- shaped, downy, in-

flexed. Pericarp—capsule invested with the calyx,

triangular, of three more or less completely divided

cells, with three valves, the partitions from their

centre. Seeds various in number, rarely solitary,

roundish.

Essential character : Calyx of six leaves, per-

manent. Corolla—none. Capsule superior, of two

valves, with one or two cells. Seeds several.

Stigmas three.

The "common rush," or Juncus conglomeratus,

is triandrous, and belongs to the first section, or

plants that have a leafless stem, the culm being

naked and stiff, and the head lateral. Root pe-

rennial, horizontal, close, covered with ovate scales;

fibres filiform, very long ; culms from one to two

feet in height, upright, round, smooth ; sheaths at

the base, striated, blunt, leafless, awned, the upper-

most three times as long as the rest. Root leaves

few, very like the culms. Head of flowers roundish,

solitary, seldom two together, from the fissure of

the culm bursting out below the top.

The rush plants grow on soils varying from the

poorest gravelly clays to the best and deepest loams,

and always indicating an excess of moisture. Drain-

ing of the land is the first step in remedy, and to

be assisted by top-dressings of ashes, and other

earthy matters. The roots may also be dug by the

spade, and reversed in the pit, when they generally

die, and give place to better herbage.

18. TANSY,

Or the Tanacetum of botany, is sometimes found

as a weed on very good meadows. The plant be-

longs to the class and order Syngenesia Polygamia

superflua of LinnsRus, and the natural order

Corymbiferse of Jussieu. '«

Generic character: Calyx common, hemispherical,

imbricate ; scales acute, compact. Corolla com-

pound, tubular, convex. Corollets hermaphrodite,

numerous, tubular in the disk ; females, some in

the ray. Proper of the hermaphrodite, funnel-fofm,

with a five-cleft, reflexed border; female, trifid,

more deeply divided inwardly. Stamina in the

hermaphrodite—filaments five, capillary, very short;

anthers cylindric, tubular. Pistil in the herma-

phrodites—germ oblong, small; style filiform, the

length of the stamens ; stigma bifid, revolute. In

the females—germ oblong ; style simple ; stigmas

two, reflexed. Pericarp none; calyx unchanged;

1
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seeds solitary, oblong; down slightly margined.

Receptacle naked.

Essential character : Calyx, imbricate, hemis-
pherical. Corolla, rays obsolete, trifid, some-
times none; and all the florets hermaphrodite.

Down submarginate. Receptacle naked.

The " common tansy," or the Tanacetum
vulgare, has the leaves bipinnatifid, sharply ser-

rated, naked. The root is fibrous and creeping,

and spreads to a great distance. It is bitter, and

has a strong aromatic smell. Stems upright, from

two to four feet high. Flowers from June to

August, and compose a large, flattish, terminal,

golden corymbus.

This weed is a native of most parts of Europe,

and grows mostly on the banks of rivers and low

places that are moderately swampy. As it propa-

gates chiefly by the roots, they must be dug by the

spade, or pulled by the weeding spit or tongs.

The spade will be the most effectual method of de-

struction, as the stem and roots may break in being

pulled, and the remnant will grow afresh. "When

dug, the fibrous root must be well shaken from

the earth, and carried from the field ; the soil being

returned into the cavity made by the excavation.

19. YARROW%

" Sneezewort," or the Achillea of botany, is a

common plant on some dry warm pastures. The

plant belongs to the class and order Syngenesia

Polygamia superflua of botany, and the natural

order Corymbiferje of Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx common, obovate,

imbricate ; scales ovate, acute, converging. Co-

rolla, compound, radiate. Corollets—hermaphro-

dite tubular in the disk ; females, ligulate, five to

ten in the ray. Proper of the hermaphrodite

—

funnel-shaped, five-cleft, spreading ; female, ob-

cordate ; spreading, trifid, the middle cleft less

than the others. Stamina in the hermaphrodites

—

filaments five, capillary, very short ; antherae cylin-

drical, tubular. Pistil in the hermaphrodites—germ

small ; style filiform, the length of the stamens

;

stigma obtuse, emarginate. In the females—germ

small ; style filiform, the same length as in the

others; stigmas two, obtuse, reflex. Pericarp none.

Calyx, scarcely changed. Receptacle, filiform,

elongate at the disk of the seeds, ovate, twice the

length of the calyx. Seeds, solitary, ovate, fur-

nished with flocks, but having no down. Recep-

tacle, chaffy, elevated ; chaffs, lanceolate the length

of the florets.

Essential character : Calyx, ovate, imbricate.

Florets of the ray about four. Down none. Re-

ceptacle chafly.

Most of the plants of this genus are hardy, her-

baceous, fibrous-rooted perennials, with the flowers

commonly in corymbs at the ends of the stalk and
branches; the ray in some yellow, in others white,

in a few purple. The leaves in many of the species

are pinnate, bipinnate, or'super-decompound ; in a

few they are simple. Only two species are natives

of Britain in the Achillea millefoUum or " common
yarrow," and the Achillea ptarmica or " sneeze-

wort." The former has the leaves bii)innate, naked,

divisions linear, toothed ; stems furrowed towards

the top. It flowers from June to September, and
grows abundantly on pastures and on road-sides.

The medicinal quahties are yet allowed, and pro-

bably the plant may be regarded rather useful as a

medicine than noxious as food. The root being

perennial and creeping, the only method of extir-

pation is to raise roots by hand labour with the

three-pronged fork.

The Achillea ptarmica flowers in July and
August, and a double variety of it forms the

" bachelor's buttons" of the garden. It grows

very commonly in meadows, by the sides of ditches,

in moist woods, and shady places. To eradicate

it, the roots must be raised with forks by hand

labour.

20. PILEWORT,

Or the Ficaria of botanj', abounds as a weed in

shady moist grounds. It is easily known by its

tuberous roots. Leaves cordate, shining. Stems

many, leafy, red at bottom, four inches long.

Flowers upright. Seeds sub-ovate.

The " pilewort" often occupies much room, and

chokes other plants which grow near it ; and not

being eaten by cattle, it should be extirpated. Coal

and wood ashes are very effectual in destroying it.

The general effect of top-dressing is to kill succu-

lent plants, and encourage the fibrous and grami-

neous. In the same way, calcareous matters induce

the growth of clovers, and all surface manures

banish the coarser plants and substitute those of

better quality. This fact is every day apparent.

21. CUD WEED,

Or the Gnaphalium of botany, is sometimes seen

on pastures, where the sown grasses have missed.

The plant belongs to the class and order Synge-

nesia Polygamia superflua of Linnaeus, and the

natural order Corymbiferae of Jussieu.

Generic character : Common calyx, imbricated,

rounded. Scales numerous, the marginal ones

rounded, scariose, coloured. Corolla—compound

florets of the disk tubular, funnel-shaped, in five

equal reflexed marginal segments : some female

ones without a corolla, are often intermixed towards

the margin. Stamina in the perfect florets—fila-

ments five, very short, capillary; anthers forming a

cylinder. Pistil in the same florets—germen ovate;
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style tbread-shaped, the length of the stamens;

stigma cloven. In the female ones the same. Pe-

ricarp none, except the permanent shining calyx.

Seeds in both kinds of florets alike, sohtary, oblong,

small, crowned with capillary or feathery down.

Receptacle naked.

Essential character : Receptacle naked. Down
capillary, or featheiy. Calyx imbricated, its inner

scales rounded ; scariose coloured.

This weed is not very abundant, and is extirpated

without very much difficulty by cutting the stems

below ground with a narrow spade that is made
for the purpose of cutting large roots. The root

being comparatively small may be cut, and not dug

as the large roots of the tansy and groundsel; only

care must be used that the cutting is effectual of

the main stem below the chief fibres, which may
again revive any stem left, and produce plants.

22. MARSH MARIGOLD,

Or the Caltha palustris of botany, often occupies

much space on damp meadows. The plant belongs

to the class and order Polyandria Polygynia of

Linnaeus, and the natural order Ranunculacea^ of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx none. Corolla—petals

five, ovate, flat, spreading, deciduous, large.

Stamina—filaments numerous, fihform, shorter than

the corolla; antherae compressed, obtuse, erect.

Pistil—germ superior, five to ten, oblong, com-

pressed, erect ; styles none ; stigmas simple. Pe-

ricarp—capsules man)'-, short, acuminate, spread-

ing, one-celled, two-keeled, gaping in the superior

suture. Seeds many, ovate, or ovate-oblong,

smooth,'affixed to a superior suture in a double row.

Essential character : Calyx none. Petals five,

nectary none. Capsule general, many seeded.

There is only one species of the genus, or the

Caltha palustris, called " marsh marigold," or

" meadow bowls," or " water blobs." The root is

perennial. Stems several, almost upright, about a

foot high, hollow, nearly round, smooth, branched,

purple at bottom. Radical leaves on long petioles,

cordate-reniform, smooth, shining, and notched or

crenated, sometimes scalloped, sometimes entire.

Stem-leaves nearly sessile, more pointed at top,

and sharply crenated. Stipules brown, membra-
nous, and withering. Branches dichotomous. Pe-

duncles one-flowered, upright, grooved. Seeds

beautiful, at bottom of an olive, and at top of a

reddish colour. It flowers in March and April,

and so early as February. The plant is disagree-

able to grazing animals, and should be rooted out

by the means recommended for the last weed.

23. NETTLE.

Or the " Urtica" of botany, often grows as a weed,

in tufts, on good pabtures. The plant belongs to

the class and order " Monoecia tetrandria" of Lin-

nccus, and the natural order " Urticee," of Jus-

sieu.

Generic character : Male calyx—perianth of four

roundish, concave, obtuse leaves. Corolla—petals

none ; nectary, the rudiments of a germen, central,

small, pitcher-shaped, undivided, tapering at the

base. Stamina—filaments four, a\yl-shaped, spread-

ing, the length of the calyx, and opposite to its

leaves ; anthers of two globular cells. Female

generally on the same plant. Calyx—perianth of

two ovate, concave, erect, permanent valves. Co-

rolla—none. Pistil—germen superior, ovate; style

none ; stigma downy. Pericarp—none, except

the closed calyx. Seed solitary, ovate, compressed,

blunt-edged, polished.

Essential character : Male calyx of four leaves.

Corolla—none. Rudiment of a germen cup-

shaped. Female calyx of two leaves. Corolla

—

none. Seed one, superior, polished.

The "Common Stinging-Nettle," or the " Urtica

dioica," has the leaves opposite, heart-shaped,

sharply serrated. Stipulas ovate, distinct, spread-

ing. Clusters much branched, in pairs, longer

than the foot-stalks, mostly dioicous. The root is

perennial, and extensively creeping. The stems are

two or three feet in height. Every part is armed

with stings.

Where nettles grow in pastures, the roots must

be very carefully raised by spade or fork, and

burned. The weed is not difficult of extirpation,

and the presence of it shows the most careless

neglect.

24. DANDELION,

Or the " Leontodon" of botany, is a very disagree-

able plant, though common on good lands in most

districts. The plant belongs to the class and order

" Syngenesia Polygamia tequahs" of Linnaeus, and

the natural order " Cichoraceee" of Jussieu.

Generic character : Common calyx—imbricated,

oblong ; its interior scales linear, parallel, equal

;

outer scales fewer in number, often reflected at the

base. Corolla—compound, imbricated, uniform,

the florets hermaphrodite, numerous, equal, each

of one petal, ligulate, linear, abrupt, with five teeth.

Stamina—filaments five, 'capillary, very short ; an-

thers united into a cylindrical tube. Pistil—ger-

men nearly ovate; style thread- shaped, as long as

the florets; stigmas two, revolute. Pericarp—

none, except the oblong, straight, at length reflexed

calyx. Seeds sohtary, oblong, rough; down capil-

lary, stipitate. The receptacle naked, dotted.

Essential character: Receptacle naked, calyx

dotted, imbricated with rather lax scales; do<im

stalked, hairy.
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The " Common Dandelion," or the " Leontodon
taraxacum," has the outer scales of the caljx re-

flexed J leaves, lion-toothed, smooth ; flowers from
April to July; the root is deep and perennial, and
very branching ; leaves radical, runcinate, toothed,

of a bright green colour, smooth ; flower stalks

simple, longer than the leaves, hoUow, brittle,

milky, and single-llowered ; flower terminal, large,

golden-coloured, closing in the evening; styles

hairy; seeds obovate, furrowed, bearing on a long

footstalk a tuft of simple radiated down. The
whole herb is milky and bitter.

The dandelion is a troublesome, though hand-

some weed. Goats eat it; swine devour it greedily,

sheep and kine are not fond of it, horses refuse it

:

small birds are fond of the seeds. The young

leaves are used in salads, and the plant is diuretic

in quality; hence it may be useful in pastures. It

is coarse, but good in hay v/ith grasses. The era-

dication is eflfected as in the case of the last two-

mentioned weeds : the roots being smaller and

more frequent, the digging may be tedious, and

heavy top-dressing of the surface, with composts,

will be more advisable, in order to banish the suc-

culent herbs, and bring into use the gramineous

and fibrous plants. "Where the plants of dandelion

are few and large, digging may be the resort of

destruction ; where tliickly planted on the ground,

top-dressing will be adopted.

25. GAULICK,

Or the " AUium" of botany, is frequently found as

a weed on good pastures. Tlie plant belongs to

the class and order "Hexandria Monogynia" of

(To he continued.)

Linnaeus, and the natural order " Asphoueleaj " of

Jussieu.

Generic character : Calyx— spathe common,
roundish, withermg, many-flowered. Corolla-

petals six, oblong. Stamina—filaments six, sub-

ulate, often the length of the corolla; antherse

oblong, upright. Pistil—germ superior, short,

bluntly three-corned, the corners marked with a

line; style simple; stigmas short. Pericarp-

capsule very short, broad, three-lobed, three-celled,

three-valved. Seeds few, roundish.

Essential character : Corolla six-parted, spread-

ing; spathe many-flowered; umbel heaped; cap-

sule superior.

The "Great Round-headed Common Garlic," or

the " Allium ampeloprasum," flowers in July and

August. Umbel globose ; stamens three ; crisped

petals, with a rough keel ; stem one foot or more
in height, having leaves at the bottom, glaucous

and succulent; the spathe is conical, one-leaved,

and deciduous. It flowers in a close ball or pedun-

cles, that are about an inch in length. It is peren-

nial, and communicates its flavour to the millc and

butter of cows that eat it. It is not singly liked

by any animal, but is eaten in mixture with other

plants.

The most eiTectual means of extirpation is by

raising the roots, by a spade or fork, and destroy-

ing them. The occurrence is not frequent of gar-

lick as a weed, and the notice of it is rare : warm,

dry, deep soils can only maintain its growth, which

is easily annihilated by the digging and destroying

of the roots and stem.

STOCKING FARMS WITH IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY,

During our excursion in the North lately, we were

informed of some Scotc'a farmers who, having taken

farms in the south-west of England, are very carefully

bringing with them thi ir implements and machinery,

not being aware of the possibility of getting so good a

supply elsewhere. The progress of mechanical science,

it would appear, is less in the districts where they have

takea farms than in those which they have just left.

And although they examined farms to let in other

districts of this country, yet they met with nothing

calculated lo change the course they have taken.

~^ There cannot be a doubt, however, from what we

saw, but they will soon find reason to change their

opinions, the moment they make themselves acquainted

with the mechanical resources of our great implement

l-.makers ; but when stocking their farms they saw nothing

r to equal what they have brought from the North. Nor

was our informant any better acquainted with our pro-

gress in mechanical science ; for when we told him that

his friends might have done something more than saved

the expense of carriage, he would not believe it : thus

confirming in his conduct the truth of the old saying,

that " seeing is beheving, with farmers."

It cannot be denied that we are somewhat partial in

the use of oar improved implements and machinery,

especially corn and manure drills, turnip and chaff

cutters, &c. Nationally speaking, we have still, for in-

stance, English farming, Scotch farming, and Irish

farming, differing from each other in the use of them.

To account satisfactorily for this diversity is no easy

task. The shortest way is perhaps to attribute so much

to soil, climate, and capital, and to give local custom

and habit credit for the balance.

When so much is being said of the statistics of corn,

it is to be hoped the statistics of machinery will not be

neglected. It would be no less interesting than useful
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to know how much machinery every farmer brought to

bear upon the soil ; its power compared with the brute

force of primitive times, when comparatively no ma-

chinery was used ; the amount of produce and popula-

tion of the respective periods ; and the probable results

were the most improved machinery universally used.

If we only compare the amount of manual labour or

human toil applied to the soil about the middle of the

last century, and its results, with the labour and produce

of the present time, a difference will be found indicative

of no ordinary benefits resulting from the use of im-

proved machinery ; and when we calculate how small

an area is yet subject to the mechanical progress, the

prospects before us must appear more than flattering

to the political economist. No better index, in fact,

could be had to the prosperity of British agriculture

than the annual statistics of her implements and ma-

chinery, while it would induce incoming tenants to make

the best selection of implements and machinery.

There is at present a strong inclination to throw aside

the above nationalities in farming, and to adopt a uniform

practice, so far as soil, climate, and local circumstance

will permit ; and this is more particularly the case in

reference to machinery. In England, for example, the

old vulgar antipathy to everything Scotch is fast disappear-

ing, while in Scotland the aversion to English machinery

is as rapidly sharing a similar fate. Ireland, again,

whose agriculture has been so long a stumbling-block to

her prosperity, appears at the present time more willing

to embrace mechanical progress than either of her rivals,

and from the natural fertility of her soil, she may soon

leave them behind, unless they take care of themselves.

Scotland, perhaps, has during the last ten years ex-

perienced more difficulty in keeping pace with the march

of progress, in this respect, than England. This has

arisen partly from the character of her soil, climate,

and husbandry, and partly from the want of mechanical

information ; the education afforded at her parochial

schools, where the majority, whether farmers' sons or im-

plement makers, are educated, being defective on this

head. Our northern provinces, for example, are already

behind in the use of corn and manure drills, turnip and

chaff cutters, &c., &c. How is the fact otherwise to be

accounted for?

With regard to the soil, a hilly country may be said

not to be so well adapted for sowing-machines of any

kind, as a comparatively level one. Now the North is

peculiarly a hilly country, though there is not that

unlevelness in the fields which its alpine character would

lead one to expect. At the same time there are many in-

stances where our heavy corn drills could not be very

easily used, even with four horses ; and when four horses

cannot perform what one of the horsemen can easily do,

the economy of such a machine, whether in sowing corn

or dressing with guano, becomes more than problematical,

especially in the eyes of those who have no experience of

its real advantages, thus preventing its adoption.

The less propitious climate of the North, again, in the

absence of thorough draining, has thrown many peculiar

obstacles in the way of either using sowing machines, or

chaff and turnip cutters. Winter wheat, for example, is

frequently sown by the hand, when machines could not

enter the field, the horses going in the furrows while

harrowing. There the fine autumns of the South are

not enjoyed for getting in wheat, while the harvest is

later and the winter-day shorter. Spring is also later,

and more fickle ; consequently when a good sowing sea-

son arrives, four horses cannot always be spared for

sowing, the whole being required for the harrows, and

more, if they could be had. On small farms we have

seen cows harrowing, and fattening bullocks working

the thrashing machine. These latter are, doubtless, ex-

ceptions ; but at the same time Ihey are facts indicating

a pressure of circumstances. As to chaff-cutters, there

being no meadow hay for mixing, or, indeed, hay of any

kind to any extent, and more of the straw being injured

by the weather, the economy of cutting it into chaff is a

question which experience has not yet solved ; while such

facts throw difficulties in the way of its solution not ex-

perienced in the South. Early frosts, again, before

turnips are fit for storing, render that work more difficult

to be performed successfully, and hence have given rise

to practices somewhat at variance with the use of turnij)-

cutters. Turnips, for instance, are pulled and taken

from the field during winter and spring as required, and

given to cattle, along with the tops, without cutting.

The loaded cart, as it comes from the field, is often

taken to the straw-yard, and emptied into a " turnip

crib," out of which the turnips are consumed by stoi'e

cattle.

But, perhaps, the greatest obstacle to the introduc-

tion of such machines has been the peculiar system of

husbandry in the North, usually styled " Scotch farm-

ing." Landlords, for example, discovered there long

ago the best form of lease, mode of cropping, construc-

tion of farm buildings, and so forth (?). Leases and re-

gulations for the management of landed estates were not

only printed for the sake of economy, but stereotyped

for the advantage of posterity in all time coming ! To

these things tenants mutually concurred. Lands were

consequently subdivided into the necessary number of

fields, and cropped accordingly ; labourers' cottages

erected, and labourers themselves engaged for long terms,

imposing upon field operations many restraints, and

hence on machine labour. Farm buildings sprung up in

every province with as much similarity in form as

mushrooms in a dunghill. Barns, including thrashing-

machines, byres, stables and cart-sheds, were respec-

tively as like each other as carts, ploughs, harrows,

rollers, &c. In many parishes, if not the majority, a

single corn-drill was not to be seen ; and the same may
be said of chaff and turnip cutters. The routine of

management so successfully but formally practised for

the previous half century did not include machinery of

this kind, with the solitary exception of turnip-seed

sowing machines ; and in only a few cases does so at the

present time. Each farm had its force of resident farm

labourers. The cattleman who fed stock also pulled

their turnips and " bundled " their straw, but had not

time to cut either ; nor was there another to do so, on

the farm. The operations of drilling and hoeing com
were similarly situated. On the introduction of guano,
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the farnier hiioself and his foreman had just so much
extra work to perform. Such were the circumstances at

issue.

With regard to sowing' either corn or guano, and
similar manures, broadcast by the hand, there can-

not be a doubt but the practice is out of date.

Wiiatever obstacles may stand in the way of using

machinery, for example, they are far from being so

great as t'.,e objections to this antiquated and enslaving

practice of seeding and manuring. The soil and cli-

mate may be greatly improved by drainage and proper

systeins of culture ; and also many tenacious clays ren-

dered sufficiently friable for drilling in v?heat during

autumn, winter, and spring. Improvements of this kind

will afford the farmer not only a better seed time, but a

longer period to commit his seed to the ground ; while

it will procure him an earlier harvest and better quality

of straw, with turnips fit for storing before the setting in

of severe frosts, so as to admit of straw and turnip cutters

being used : thus effecting a greater economy of food.

There will thus be not only an economy of seed, but of its

jiroduce, while the toilsome drudgery of seeding and

manuring will be greatly alleviated. Between Berwick

and Aberdeen we observed a few broadcast-sowing

machines in operation—some sowing corn, and others

grass seeds; but not a single drill, either sowing corn,

guano, or seeds. So far as grass seeds are concerned,

the former practice is good ; but the economy of seed,

in the case of corn, is scarcely better than when sown

with the hand, if so good, from its falling into the foot-

prints of the horses. No doubt, with narrow ridges,

the horse may travel in the furrow, the machine sowing

the half-ridge on each side ; but although this obviates

the objection to footprints, it still leaves the prodigal

waste of seed unremoved, while vegetation is less favour-

able for an abundant and early harvest.

The obstacle of hilly land, again, although insur-

mountable in a few cases, yet, upon the whole, falls

to the ground, the vast majority of fields being easily

drilled. England, although not a mountainous country

like Scotland, is yet far from a level one ; and the little

hills of the former often rise more abruptly than the

more elevated of the latter, presenting a greater barrier

to the use of sowing machines ; consequently the farmers

of the north have nothing to fear from this source.

Where the seasons of seed-time and harvest are preca-

rious, an extra strength of teams will always be required;

and although getting in seed with drills and horse-

hoeing may increase the demand upon the stable, we have

always found the number of horses required in harvest

in this country sufficient for the labours of seed time,

when drills and horse-hoes are used. On farms where

there is no winter corn, spring sowing would no doubt

be always a busy season ; but if labour is properly or-

ganized, there will be no diificuUy in getting in the seed

with drills and dibbles in proper time.

The last obstacle—an over-attachment to the formal

rules of the old school, or the false impression of a per-

fect system—has generally been experienced a dangerous

one, almost impossible to surmount. Of the ninety-and-

nine questions which arise on the threshold of the subject,

we dare not make mention. The illustration of two

intelligent and successful practical farmers bringing

implements and machinery from the north, is all we can

glance at ; and even here we have unfortunately to pull

the beam out of our own eye before we propose to take

the mote out of theirs. The facts of the case are briefly

these :

—

Although our improved implements and machinery

have hitherto been superior to those of the North, they

are, unfortunately, yet the exception on the vast majority

of farms. A very superficial glance at our provinces,

especially of farms to let, cannot fail to convince the

most sceptical that the statistics of their mechanics

would prove this. Twenty years ago Scotland, generally

speaking, was ahead of England ; and although the

latter is fast gaining that position which she ought to

occupy, yet, putting good and bad together, the general

question of superiority is one which we shall not take

upon us to decide. In the North there is certainly less

of that lumhersome riibbish of implements so common,
for instance, even in our metropolitan counties. Yearly

tenancy has its influence as well as stereotyped leases of

longer duration ; and that influence in the absence of

tenant-tight cannot be said to have been in favour of

mechanical progress, but the contrary ; inducing many
an intelligent and industrious farmer to repair, for another

year, old things which otherwise would have been super-

seded by new of the most improved construction. On
the contrary, although long leases have a tendency to

formality during their currency, yet at their renewal a

greater demand is experienced for improved implements

and machinery than under yearly tenancy; consequently,

the progress made will depend upon the information of

the tenant. If this is limited to the district in which he

resides, as is yet too frequently the case, and if he

removes from that district to another, no matter where

it may be—whether north, south, east, or west, home or

foreign—and finds mechanics in a less forward state,

there is but one commendable course for him to steer,

viz., to take the most improved machinery of his native

county with him : on this practical men cannot be

divided.

There is, however, another question involved—one

equally practical, but not so easily decided—viz., the

propriety of bringing implements and machinery from

the North to this country at present. We are not here

saying that Scotch farmers and implement-makers should

be behind those of this country in the march of progress

;

much less, that they are so—or will remain so, if they

are : practical questions of this kind wc leave for Carlisle

to decide ; but until her decision is given, our northern

readers, we hope, will not forget the result of the Great

Exhibition of 1851, and every year since so much in

favour of England. But while we draw attention to

this fact, we must not overlook another : the impetus

which 1851 has given to progress in the North, and the

rapidity with which improvements of every kind are

there being embraced. Our implement-makers must

not fall asleep at their post, and dream of prejudice

among their northern rivals or customers, where profit

and loss or self-interest is involved, or they may find

I I
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their best manufactul-es improved upon by simplification

without reducing tli.cir effective powers, but the con-

trary, and sold at a less figure; for it is generally

shrewdly remarked that " the price of improved

machinery in England leaves a margin sufficiently broad

to work upon." The opening up of our northern pro-

vinces by railroads, and the erection of machinery there

of the most improved kind, for the manufacture of

machinery, is fast removing those advantages which our

southern ones have hitherto enjoyed—placing both upon

a footing of equality in this respect, if it does not put the

latest erected in the most favourable position. At the same

time, farmers in removing from Scotland to this country,

especially from the northern provinces of the former to

the southern provinces of the latter, or from one district

to another when distantly situated, would do well to

judge for themselves ; and in. doing so, not to be guided

by the implements and machinery which they find on

farms in the market to let, or old-fashioned village shops

in the neighbourhood ; but to goat once to th.e fountain

head— the implement-makers on the prize lists of the

R'pyal Agricultural Society ; or, what is still better,

attend one of our summer meetings, where they will

have an opportunity of seeing things tested by esperi-

nient before they commence to stock Iheir farms with

tlicm. Let those of them, for instance, who intend

entering farms in October or subsequently, visit the

ensuing meeting at Carlisle.

GRAIN THRASHING.
A numerous meeting of the members of the

Sprotbro' Farmers' Club assembled at the usual

place on the evening of Wednesday, when the

Rev. J. G. Fardell introduced the subject for

discussion, viz., " The best and most advantageous

method of thrashing out grain crops." He said

it would not be expected that he could practically

say much on the subject ; but Uving amongst them
as he did, he could not but observe what was

passing around, and he saw and heard repeatedly

the steam-engine in full operation in the process of

thrashing. There were three modes of thrashing

—the flail, horse-power, and steam-power : it was
for the meeting to say which of these was the 1)est

and most advantageous, and if he might give an

opinion, he should say that steam would have the

preference.

Mr. Brooke, of Hampole, was of opinion that

on a small farm it would be most convenient to use

the flail, but on a large one he should consider

steam-power as most advantageous in saving horse

and manual labour, which might be otherwise em-
ployed on the farm at the same time. A fixed

machine, too, he should prefer, as it could be

worked in any weather, and an opi)ortunity could

be taken to get a stack in on a fine day. They
could then thrash under cover at their own con-

venience, without any loss in chaff, riddlings, or

straw, as all were kept dry, and therefore would

not be deteriorated by unfavourable weather. They
often saw stackyards in a very littered state when
a portable machine had been in use. His machine,

which was a fixed one, he believed consumed more
coal than a portable one, viz., half a ton per day.

With four men and four women he could thrash

80 loads of wheat per day, and by means of

elevators the corn was conveyed into the winnowing
machine, and the straw also moved from the

shakers by a sack-carrier, which conve3^ed it into

the bay end, and only required one man to remove

and tread it down. This invention of a sack-

carrier was of recent date, and invented by Thack-

ray, of Doncaster. His machine answered his

purpose very well, but no doubt since it was

erected, numerous important improvements had

been made in them, and a much greater amount

of corn could be thrashed in the same time.

Mr. Clark, of Cusworth, was of opinion that

for thatch drawing the flail was as cheap and ad-

vantageous as steam-power. A 50 or 100 acre

occupied could not do with steam, as by its use he

would thrash out more than was desirable at one

time.

Mr. Wood, of Sprotbro', and Mr. Richard
HicKSON, advocated the using of horse-power

machines fixed on the premises where the farms

were under 300 acres, taking into consideration the

saving of time and expense in probably having to

go a considerable distance to fetch a portable ma-

chine each time one was required.

Several other members advocated the old system

of thrashing with the flail, provided they could ob-

tiin hands, preferring it to any other plan, contend-

ing that the straw was fresher and sweeter on that

principle, while the cattle improved more than with

machine straw. Considerable discussion ensued

on the merits of some portable steam-machines

now in use in the neighbourhood, particularly one

belonging to Mr. Richard Turton, of Barmbro',

and manufactured at Grantham by Messrs. Hornsby

and Son, capable of thrashing 20 loads of good

shorn wheat in one hour, and dressing it once over.

The meeting ultimately came to the following reso-

lution :—" That upon a farm of upwards of 300

acres it is advisable to have a fixed steam thrashing-

machine with all the recent improvements ; upon

farms of less size a fixed horse-machine, with the

occasional aid of a portable steamer, as the best

and most advantageous method of thrashing out

grain crops."—Doncaster Gazette.
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ON THE CONFORMxVnON OF THE CHEST IN HORSES AND CATTLE.

At the late monthly meeting of the Highland
and Agricultural Society, held in the Museum,
David Low, Esq., late Professor of Agriculture,

in the chair. The Chairman introduced Mr. Bar-

low, of the Veterinary College, who read the follow-

ing paper.

I presume that all here are more or less familiar

with that knowledge which enables us to infer the

qualities and capabilities of horses, by observing

their action and external form. Some of you are

deservedly esteemed " good judges " in these

matters; you can select a hunter almost without

seeing him leap, can foretell the winner of a race

by observing his " points," or choose a hack with-

out riding him. Whence came this knowledge?
Who taught it you ? AVithout wishing to imply

that any knowledge is intuitive, I may remind you
that certain acquirements, in which some persons

specially excel, are the very things in which they

learn least from others, and most from themselves.

I pretend not to explain this fact in any other way
than by assuming that each of us has some pre-

dominating taste and bias, which, if gratified, cul-

tivated, and engrafted on sufficient mental cajia-

bility, v/ill conduct us to excellence in that particu-

lar direction. So it seems at least in regard to

horses ; all men can see them, but all men cannot

view them aright; some men never acquire "the

art of seeing" them, other men never see them but

to learn.

Now, although this judgment in horses does not

always depend upon a person being minutely ac-

quainted with matters of anatomical and physiolo-

gical detail, yet I contend that physiological know-

ledge (in a rudimentary state, certainly) unconciously

lies very near the source of those opinions which are

formed by good judges. The man who truly says

that a horse possesses "good loins," expresses in

general terms the anatomical and j^hysiological fact

that flesh and bone in the loins are well developed

and well formed. The person who correctly states

that any given horse has "good hocks," implies

that the structure of these joints are well adjusted

as to size, outline, and solidity. He may know
little of those endless technicalities and anatomical

details which attach to the hocks, loins, or other

parts ; but he is practically aware that flesh, bone,

and sinew are required to build and move the ani-

mal fabric ; he knows by external proportions, out-

lines, or other indications of form, and by what is

expressively called action, when flesh, bone, and

sinew are best devoloped for enduring wear and

tear—therefore he judges accordingly.

The scientific and the merely practical man, how-

ever, may profitably combine their knowledge ; and

I wish to lay before you to-day, in the simplest

manner possible, certain anatomical and physiolo-

gical facts regarding the chest in horses and cattle,

in order to amplify as well as explain many correct

ideas you have already acquired from an extended

acquaintance with the outward forms of our do-

mestic animals. This subject has been selected

because on two former occasions 1 had the honour

to make some observations on diseases affecting

this part of the body, so that the way was thus pre-

pared for what will follow to-day.

The chest, as every one knows, is the great cavity

containing and protecting those essential organs of

circulation and respiration—the heart and lungs.

It is also much more concerned in ensuring speed,

good action, and endurance, than is sometimes

remembered. In illustration of this last statement,

let me remind you that a spacious and well-formed,

in other words, a good chest, is always associated

with a strongly-developed muscular system ; again,

a small and badly-formed chest always involves

deficiency of muscle, and often deficiency of bone

also. This is true in men, horses, oxen, and dogs

alike. In a man whose breast is narrow, the shoul-

ders droop forward, and are rounded instead of

square ; he is often round in the back also ; he has

slender arms, thighs, and legs, and a weak body;

he may be tall enough, and too tall, but is certain

to want breadth, muscular power, and strength of

bone in good proportion. So a horse with flat

short ribs, and of course a contracted chest, has

the fore-legs standing near together, is slender in

limb, and defective in those masses of muscle which

are required to combine great strength with easy,

rapid, and lasting powers of locomotion. A flat-

sided, narrow-chested cow, is usually wanting in

most points which render cows truly valuable.

The same remarks apply to other animals. On the

other hand, a good-chested horse is the one for

active endurance, and good-chested cattle are most

to be prized for milking, feeding, or labour ; a man,

too, having his shoulders well apart, and showing

a good front, is best adapted for great physical

exertion, and possesses best health ; truly athletic

men, as every one knows, are not narrow-breasted,

but broad-chested.

Extending from the base of the neck before, to

the commencement of the loins and abdomen be-

hind, the horses' chest occupies a large proportion

of space. A chain of eighteen irregularly-shaped

bones {dorsal vertebra) extends along its roof from

II 2
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end to end. The back bones are surmounted by

strong elevated projections {spinous processes), the

upper ends of which determine the height of the

withers and hne of the back. The dorsal vertebrae

are so firmly united by means of various ligaments,

that dislocation (except caused by fracture) is im-

possible. As individual bones, they possess a very

small amount of motion; but the spine, as a whole,

is endowed with considerable flexibility. The ribs

are eighteen in number on each side, they enter

into the roof, sides, and floor of the chest. These

strong bony arches spring from the dorsal vertebrae,

to which they are attached by means ofjoints : they

extend outward, backward, aud downward. Eight

of the front ribs (called true ribs) on each side are

attached to the breast bone by means of cartilagi-

nous prolongations, which by passing downward,

inward, and forward, always take a direction dif-

ferent from the bone of the rib. The remainder

not being joined to the breast-bone are called false

ribs J at their lower ends they also possess cartila-

ginous appendages, which are folded one under

another. These false ribs give attachment to the

diaphragm. The true ribs aid powerfully in sup-

porting the body, through means of their muscular

and tendinous attachments to the shoulder-blade

and breast-bone; they require, therefore, to be

firmly fixed, and possess comparatively a small

range of motion, for extensive mobility in them

would involve a degree of looseness quite incom-

patible with the requisite strength. The false ribs

are not specially concerned in supporting weight,

and are therefore most moveable ; in order also to

facilitate their motions, they are smoother, more

slender in substance, and more widely arched than

the true ribs. The breast-bone (sternum) is deep,

but remarkably short and narrow as compared with

that of the ox, and bears much resemblance to the

keel of a ship. The diaphragm or midriff is a

muscular tendinous web, extended across the body

internally ; it passes from the lower ends of the

false ribs on one side, to corresponding points on

the side opposite, and forms a division between the

chest and abdomen. So far as the preservation of

life is concerned, this muscle may be esteemed as

next to the heart in point of importance— it is the

great agent in respiration. The horse's diaphragm

is peculiar for great obliquity, or inclination of its

upper part backward.

The respiratory or breathing processes are ever

going on, from the moment of birth to the moment

of death; they cannot be arrested without life being

destroyed or endangered. Respiration consists of

two actions, these are

—

inspiration, or taking air

into the lungs, and expiration, or passing air out-

ward from the lungs. During active inspiration,

the ribs are elevated and drawn forward ; their

arches thus extend further outward, and the chest

is widened from side to side. At the same time

the diaphragm recedes towards the abdominal

cavity, the intestines are pressed into the expanding

flanks, and the chest is increased in length as well

as in breadth. Whilst this enlargement of size is

being secured, the lungs become filled with air, and

occupy the increased space provided for them.

When fresh air is thus admitted into the lungs, and

that previously contained there has become charged

with impurities given oflf from the blood, the act of

respiration is ])erforroed. During this process, the

ribs recede to the point from which inspiration

raised them, the diaphragm bulges toward the

chest, the flanks and abdomen fall inward, and the

lungs become reduced in external size, as well as

internal capacity. When a horse is standing

quietly at ease, the respirations are from ten to

twelve in a minutc ; the ribs are scarcely percepti-

bly raised, but the diaphragm and abdominal

muscles are in continual easy action. Hence, in

quiet breathing, rising and falling of the flanks and

lower abdominal wall are about the only motions

we observe. Under active exertion, however, such

slight movements are inadequate to ensure sufficient

expansion and contraction of the chest. The ribs,

therefore, are raised by muscles acting specially

upon them, and the number of respirations is

increased.

Now it is a well-known fact, because attested by

daily experience, that when a man or animal

becomes distressed for breath, he is unable to

undergo any prolonged laborious exertion. On the

other hand, when bodily labour is performed by

menus of comparatively easy and slow breathing,

such labour can be continued far longer and far

more efficiently than when respiration is highly

excited or oppressed. We can, indeed, predict a

horse's capacity for enduring throughout a long

and laborious day, by watching his breathing under

the first half-hour's exertion. If he should blow,

purge, perspire much, and become flat in the sides,

he is not trustworthy; but if he should keep round

in the flanks, and breathe freely, without perspiring

undul}', he is worth dependence so far as endurance

is concerned. Some horses can go at a satisfactory

speed without betraying unusual distress during a

long day's work in the fields or in harness, and

appear as lively at night as they were in the morn-

ing. They feed well on coming into the stable, and

will be little the worse to-morrow for what they

have done to-day. Other horses go freely for an

hour or tv/o, but lose energy, and accomplish their

work under symptoms of increasing fatigue. They

refuse to feed on coming home, and for days after

this are unfit for any active exertion. It is too easy

to work some horses beyond their appetite; other
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horses again perform any amount of labour, yet

feed heartily, and seldom appear tired.

Let us endeavour to explain what the chest and
its contents have to do with this ability for en-

durance in one case, and inability for endurance in

the other. Active exertion induces a great amount
of wear and tear in the system, for every motion

necessitates more or less destruction of muscular

tissue. If the muscles, then, are not continually

supplied with adequate nutrition, or if their ex-

hausted and worn-out products are not restored by

new substances, they become incapable of action.

Their supply of actual nutrition comes through

arterial blood from the food ; blood, enriched by

good food, must therefore be supplied in proportion

to the demand established by exertion. Venous
blood, however, is continually taking away ex-

hausted tissue, and carries it to the lungs, whence

it is expired. If the lungs, chest, and heart are

capacious and efficient in action, the supply of good

blood is sufficient to maintain the physical powers

in full integrity. Large lungs, a powerful heart,

and a good chest, make and circulate abundance of

good blood ; or rather, good food makes rich blood,

good respiratory powers keep the blood pure, and

a strong heart keeps the stream in active motion.

In a horse where such a state of things exists, there

is a power of digestion which work can rarely im-

pair, and a muscular development which exertion

can only improve. If, again, the lungs and chest

are small in size and ineffective in action, the blood

becomes highly charged with noxious matter ; this,

like a poison, destroys the appetite, and muscular

power will certainly fail when muscular nutrition is

not maintained.

In the human being, fitted as he is to maintain

an erect posture upon the two lower extremities,

the arms are attached to the chest by means of bone

as well as by ligaments and muscle. The chest is

flattened before and behind, but rounded laterally;

it is therefore much wider from side to side than

from the breast to the back-bones. The arms are

attached to its upper and outer corners, the

shoulder-joints are kept apart by bones (clavicles)

acting upon them, and the shoulder-blades lie almost

behind. This position gives the arms a wide range

of motion in every direction, and, including the

hand, although capable of performing a greater

variety of actions than any other single organ, yet

they are not adapted for supporting the body.

The capacity of a horse's chest depends of

course upon its breadth, depth, and length.

Breadth of chest is due to the amount of diver-

gence, or arching outward and backward, of the

ribs from the spine. Depth of chest is determined

by the length or prolongation of the ribs in a direc-

tion downward. The anterior (fore) limbs are

required to aid in supporting the body in a hori-

zontal position, and also serve as important organs

of progression; they become, in fact, reduced to

pillars of support and levers of propulsion only.

Hence, so far as their osseous framework is con-

cerned, we find them resolved into comparatively

simple columns of bone, composed chiefly of long

pieces piled one upon another, united by strong

ligaments, sinews, and muscles, and tipped or pro-

tected below by a tough thick horny box or hoof.

Their motions are chiefly those of bending in two

directions, forward and backward ; the shoulder

does certainly possess considerable rotatory move-

ment, but the joints below it act like ordinary door-

hinges. Now to bring these limbs sufficiently

beneath or within the weight they have to sustain,

each side of the chest is much flattened before.

This flattened surface is most complete over the

four or five ribs first in order, and is covered by

muscle, tendon, and elastic tissue, which join the

shoulder-bones to the chest. There is none of that

bony union found in man, because such a mode of

connection would create dangerous concussion at

every step. The flattening of which we have

spoken is always more or less marked where perfect

no collar-bone (clavicle) is present ; hence, it is seen

in all quadrupeds, and, as a general rule, is greatest

in animals which are specially fitted for rapid action.

It is more obvious in the greyhound than in the

bulldog ormastiflf; is more perceptible in the wild

goat, chamois, and deer, than in the well-bred

shorthorn cow or Leicester sheep ; it is more evi-

dent in the wild boar than in the prize swine of our

cattle-shows ; and as everyone knows, it is far more

determined in the racer than in the dray-horse. A
very broad chest between the shoulders and elbows

—one that throws the forelegs widely apart, is

incompatible with great powers of speed. Horses

for instance, such as those gigantic creatures seen

in London drays, make a poor business of a trot,

and a mere burlesque of galloping ; no more can

a bulldog walk or trot like a greyhound.

In trotting, one fore-foot is on the ground at

once ; whilst each foot descends and becomes

placed, it approaches the middle vertical longi-

tudinal plane of the body ; it is brought, in fact,

below the centre of gravity, in order to balance the

weight above; and the corresponding shoulder is

thrown outward. This bringing of the feet inward,

so as to place them more directly underneath the

superincumbent weight, with the accompanying

outward or balancing shoulder motion, occupies a

portion of time, and occasions a rolUng or swinging

gait, which is more perceptible in the fore than in

the hind limbs. The same rolling action is also

seen in walking. A wide-chested horse trots much

like a bulldog, and for the same reason, viz., a new
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centre of gravity has to be found for every step, a

new balance for every stride, and side motion

attends the motion in a forward direction. In

galloping, the two fore-feet are together on the

ground at one moment, and the two hind-feet at

another j in this action the fore-feet do not require

to be brought so much inward, because, being

placed one on each side, they sustain the weight

without. Owing, however, to the distance at which

they stand apart, the action is wide, loose and

jarring. We assume, then, from jvhat is seen in

animals adapted for most rapid action, that this

flattening inside the shoulder-blades, and corres-

ponding approximation of the fore-legs, are neces-

sary conditions of form. It is, hov/ever, quite

apparent that such flattening will greatly reduce

the chest in size, and thus lessen the lungs within.

A remedy, however, is ready for such a seeming

evil. It is this ; the chest of a well-formed horse

is increased in depth, in order to compensate for

apparent want of width. When the chest is thus

narrowed from side to side before, the fore-legs

approach in like proportion. If near enough, and

not too near, they perform straight or direct motion

only. After being raised from the ground, as in

walking or trotting, and during their descent in the

act of stepping, they need not describe any rotation

inward in order to be brought underneath the

centre of gravity, for they are already sufficiently

below the superincumbent weight, nor do the

shoulders and chest require to be thrown outward ;

the step is consequently smooth, the body is never

oft' its balance, and all rolling action is thus avoided.

In the gallop, too, where the chest is narrow, there

is neither loss of time nor useless expenditure of

muscular power connected with width and loose-

ness of action, but the limbs play evenly in parallel

planes or lines of direct onward motion, and, so

far as speed is concerned, great advantage is

gained.

A too narrow chest, however, is about the

greatest of evils ; it is sometimes so unduly con-

tracted, and involves other defects so slightly

counterbalanced by any advantages, as to render

many horses of light and even of heavy breeds

completely worthless. How many horses accounted

well-bred, after proving useless for other jnirposes,

fmd their way, while yet young, into our street

coaches ! We see the poor creatures, with broken

tottering knees, bruised inside the shank and fet-

lock, occupying all city cab-stands, and hanging

their heads to the ground, as if broken-hearted.

When a very narrow chest is also very shallow in

depth from above to below, the fore-legs come too

closely in contact, or, as ajjopular saying expresses

the appearance, " they seem to grow out of one

hole," There is often another serious defect in a

narrow-chested horse; owing to the ribs not

descending sufficiently low between the elbows,

and a deficiency of muscle over the breast-bone,

the elbows turn inward, and sometimes actually

stand under the breast. This causes the toes to

turn outward ; every time a fore-limb is lifted from

the ground, the foot and shank bend inward, but

the knee outward ; and as the foot ajiproaches the

ground again, it is very apt to strike the opposite

fetlock. By standing some distance before a horse

with this kind of action, so as to watch his gait

when walked or trotted towards us, the fore-legs

and feet seem actually plaited or folded over one

another at every step. In a rapid trot this involved

action becomes confused, the animal is continually

apt to strike the foot of one leg against the foot,

fetlock, or shank of the leg opposite, and may
come down at any moment. More or less turn-

ing out of the toes is often seen in race-horses,

especially among second-class animals ; when the

tnrning out is not very marked, and the fore-legs

are not too close, it is usually accounted no great

defect, where speed is the onlj^ object, and where

little weight has to be carried. On the other hand,

where the fore-legs are almost close together, and

the toes are widely everted, we may be sure that

the chest is narrow and shallow to an injurious

degree. In making these observations, I must

remind you that many cases of everted toes and

interfering limbs depend upon malformation of the

fore-legs, and not upon any defective formation of

the chest. One other imperfection attendant upon

this formation may be noticed. A shallow-chested

horse often carries a saddle badly, and the girths

are continually slipping forward close within the

elbows, because the chest tapers oft" so much in this

direction. If the withers be low also, there is

nothing to prevent the saddle from coming over the

shoulder-blade ; such a horse is useless for riding.

It is impossible to give any standard of measure-

ment which should determine the width or depth

of chest in this region. The famous Eclipse had

a space of only 7 inches between the arms, yet he

possessed great depth of chest, while his endurance

and speed are matters of history. We assume,

then, from what has been said, that in horses where

speed is the one essential thing, and where the

lightest weights are carried, as in race-horses espe-

cially, the chest must be flattened between the

shoulders, and the fore-legs must be ap])roximated

more closely than in any other horses. This flatten-

ing, however, must be compensated for, or accom-

panied by a corresponding increase in depth (a

depth that is rarely too great), otherwise the brisket

is imjierfectly covered with muscle, the toes turn

out widely, the heels turn inward, the feet interfere

with the legs during rapid action, the powers of
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endurance are slight, the limbs soon give way from
bruises or strains, and, in fact, a complication of

such grave defects will soon concur, as to render
such a horse a living eye-sore when at rest, and a

dangerous nuisance to ride or drive.

The chest attains, or ought to attain, its greatest

width before, in animals required for heavy slow
draught, such as dray, waggon, and cart-horses in

general. It is not any recommendation for these

horses to be able to gallop or trot swiftly ; their

good qualities consist in being moderately active,

but patient and enduring at work, and able to move
or bear heavy weights. Here the chest can hardly

be too broad before, or can scarcely be too deep

either; for width and depth are needed, in order

to give spacious attachment to those enormous
muscular masses upon which the collar rests, and

against which the force of draught immediately falls.

Whenever we find great depth and v/idth of breast

in a draught-horse, we are almost certain to find

great general muscular development also. A tall,

shallov/, and narrow-breasted draught-horse is

usually flat-sided, lean, but long in the leg; he

often turns out his toes in a most unsightly way,

and is wanting in powers of patient effective

endurance. We not unfrequently find that horses

with broad deej) chests are apt to turn their toes

inward; that is, just the reverse of what is seen

where the chest is narrow and shallow. This arises

from the circumstance that width of chest descends

60 far between the eldows as to throw them outward,

and of course directs the toes in.vard. We often

observe, too, that these horses wear the outside

more than the inside web of the shoe, in conse-

quence of the foot being brought greatly inward at

every step. These peculi?.rities, however, unless

carried to an extreme, will rarely involve any

material disadvantage ; knowing, indeed, the

causes on which they depend, we are often glad

to tolerate them. Without pleading in favour of

either deformity, we would prefer a broad deep-

chested horse, v;ithtoes turned inward, to a narrow

shallow-chested animal with his legs nearly close

together, and toes turned outward. In all cases,

then, where rapidity of speed must give place to

prolonged exercise of great muscular power, and a

slow pace, where every inch of space upon which

the collar rests gives increasing advantage, where

great weight requires to be thrown into the collar

by the animal machine, in oi'der to overcome and

counteract an opposing weight behind— as in all

purely draught-horses— the chest in front can

scarcely be too deep or too wide.

'I'hat part of the chest behind the shoulders, and

extending to the last or short ril), is commonly

^(ialled " the side." The bony framework of this

•'region is mainly composed of the false ribs, wliich

as a whole, are considerably more arched than the

true ribs. Their length decreases, but their projec-

tion outwards gradually increases as we count

backward. In proportion as these bones are suffi-

ciently arched, the animal becomes flat-sided ; while

long ribs well arched, and inclining strongly back-

ward, give rotundity of side, or " roundness of

barrel," and confer that desirable formation known
by the term of being " well ribbed up." Well-

arched long ribs enclose a wider space or span

than ribs which are short and flat; they also move
more freely during respiration, and are therefore

most desirable. A horse with round deep sides has

almost always large masses of muscle on each side

the back-bones, and becomes gradually wider from

the withers to the haunch, without showing any

very marked depression in the flanks. Attendant

upon this formation, we generally find the abdomen

(belly) properly united to the chest ; it is neither

unduly tucked up nor pendulous to an unsightly

degree. In fact, there is abundance of room to

contain the digestive organs in their right place,

because depth and width of chest secure corres-

ponding proportions in the front part of the abdo-

men. In such animals we usually find that diges-

tion is well performed ; if sufficient food be allowed

they always look well, their condition is good undtr

any amount of labour. This formation of chest is

a good point in all horses, and becomes especially

requisite where prolonged endurance is required for

fast or slow work. We must, however, confess

that many hunters and racers, of proved po\#rs'cf

speed and endurance, are not particularly round in

the side. In these cases, although the chest is also

sometimes much flattened between the fore-legs, it

is often very long, and remarkably deep in every

region ; we have thus a conformation favourable to

speed, and not always prejudicial to endurance.

Horses of this conformation often bring the hind-

legs well forward in galloping ; there is not any

rolling motion, but the action is smooth and all

onward. A light short man often prefers this kind

of horse, because his thighs lie well, and grasp the

animal's sides ; he feels secure in his seat, and can

employ his legs and heels to full advantage. It is

truly astonishing to remark the pace and ease with

which these horses will carry a light man with gocd

hands and heels.

When a horse has flat shallow sides, he is always

hollow in the flank, or imperfectly rilibed up,

because the ribs are too short, or too flat, to include

the space in front of the hanch-bone. Such an

animal is usually " pot-bellied," also because the

abdominal viscera project almost entirely down-

ward, in consequence of defective ca])acity else-

where ; he is often long and weak in limb, and is

rcUain to want general muscular development.
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Sucli a horse never looks well ; for, owing to want

of volume, the heart and lungs are inadequate to

ensure that abundant 'circulation of pure blood

which is needed to maintain flesh, bone, and sinew

in a state of full integrity. A creature of this kind

becomes speedily distressed under exertion, which

a deep, round-chested horse would easily endure

for hours successively ; his bowels roll loosely

about on the relaxed lower surface of his pendu-

lous abdomen, instead of being well packed and

sustained in contact with the spine, and large con-

cave diaphragm also. This undue motion of the

intestines causes them to evacuate their imperfectly

digested contents too soon, and the horse not only

blows, but purges also. Endurance here is out of

the question.

Length of Chest.—Eighteen dorsal vertebras and

their intervening ligamentous pads stretch along

the roof of the chest in a continuous nearly straight

line, and determine its length, which is propor-

tionally greater in horses than in most other ani-

mals. The floor is remarkably short, as will be

seen by the bony part of the sternum which forms

its limit. The diaphragm is inserted into the pos-

terior ends of the sternum below, and, following

the lower end of the false ribs, it inclines back-

ward to reach the last dorsal vertebra above. This

shortness of chest below, and in that part too where

it is narrowest from side to side, reduces the volume

of the lungs in this region. But, on the other

hand, the inclination of the diaphragm backward,

and % great extent of dorsal region, add length to

the lungs where they are already widest, in conse-

quence of the archirjg ribs. The horse's .chest,

indeed, is remarkable for capacity above. Now, it

must be observed that there is wonderful signifi-

cance in this. The chest is longest where the ribs

have greatest range of motion, and where such

motion will not interfere with progression. In

other words, the chest is most capacious (it is

longest and widest) in those dimensions where the

moveable framework composing its walls can most

efficiently increase and diminish its size during

active breathing. Again, the chest is smallest (it

is narrowest and shortest) where its outer frame-

work becomes connected with the fore-legs, and

possesses least mobility. There is still another

view of this interesting matter; the chest is

increased in length above, at the expense of the

abdomen, in order to aflford so much the more
space for those regions of lung which are most
active in respiration ; but the abdomen is increased

below at the expense of the chest, because this

region contains lung of least respiratory capacity.

It is also worthy of remark, that in horses formed
especially for speed, the chest is proportionally

more extended along its roof, and the diaphragm

is more oblique, than in horses with heavy carcases,

and adapted for slow draught only. This line of

back-bones, however, forming as it does a sort of

jointed beam or suspension bridge, becomes

weakened if it be too long from end to end.

Hence, where vast solidity, or great weight-bearing

powers are needed, as in the cart-horse, a short

back and round deep carcase are desirable. On
the other hand, where great flexibility is required,

in order that the race-horse, for instance, may bring

his hind-legs far forward to secure great length of

stride and propulsive power, the back must be

longer. In most animals specially adapted for

mere speed, the back is moderately long, and the

legs (especially the hind-legs) also; these confor-

mations are well shown in the hare and greyhound.

In leaping animals, again, the back is somewhat

shorter ; so in a hunter intended to carry a heavy

man, the back should be shorter than in a race-

horse, in order to secure the needful strength. A
harness horse may have a longer back than a

hunter, because, if combined with good well-placed

limbs, and a deep chest, it gives him freedom and

length of step.

The upper external undulating " line of the

back" is formed by the ends of certain appendages

(dorsal spines) attached to the back-bones. The

first twelve or thirteen of these incline slightly

backward; the remaining six stand nearly up-

right. Their length gradually increases from the

first to the fifth ; and the third to the sixth, inclusive,

are so decidedly longer than the others, that they

form avery prominent eminence, which rises between

and above the shoulder-blades. This elevation is

called " the withers." The summits of the bones

of the withers give extensive attachment to a

powerful elastic double hgament, which suspends

the head and neck. Each side of the withers aiFords

insertion to muscles employed in raising the fore

parts of the body upon the hind, or the hind upon

the fore ; they are specially concerned, too, in giving

origin to muscles which raise and turn the head and

neck. When the withers are low, they consequently

afford so much the less space for these importan

fleshy masses. In the horse, the withers rise more

'

abruptly above the general plane of the back than

in most other animals, and well-raised withers with

a properly-carried head and neck often go together.

Well- raised withers, then, constitute a " good

point" ; this point, however, may be more essen-

tial in some horses than in others. It is quite

possible, for instance, that a racer with low withers

may possess great speed, and neither hares nor

greyhounds possess high withers. The famous

Eclipse is said to have been lower in this part than

at the rump. A racer at full speed holds his head

extended and low; he does not require to raise the
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fore part of his body greatly from the ground ; but

it is requisite that he should cover, or be propelled

over, a great space at every stride. This propelling

power resides most in the hind parts, so

that if muscular development be good in the loins,

quarters, and thighs, merelowness of withers is no

great disadvantage in race-horses. In a hunter,

again, the head ought to be carried higher, so that

the fore-legs may be freely raised, and in order that

he may see or "measure his leap," as the phrase

runs. A horse carrying his head low, and having

low withers, must step low, because the muscles

raising and advancing the fore-leg act at a disad-

vantage. One great point in securing a good

upward leap over a fence, consists in raising or

holding the head and neck well up ; this is accom-

plished by muscles acting from the dorsal spines

upon the neck and head ; coincident with this

action, the fore-legs are raised by muscles acting

upon them from above, and the fore part of the

body is elevated about the same time by muscles

operating on the withers from behind. The withers,

then, are levers as well as points of purchase, and

in proportion to their length, such is the power of

muscles acting from and upon them. Again, v/hen

the withers are well raised and prolonged back-

ward, the neck usually rises well from the chest,

increased depth and obliquity are given to the

shoulder, the fore-legs stand well forward in ad-

vance of the centre of gravity, and greater security

of action is thereby conferred. If a deep chest is

added to this conformation, the saddle will lie in

the right place, and remain there almost without

girths ; but no girthing in the world will secure a

saddle where the withers are low, and the breast

shallow before.

In horses used for the saddle, and possessing a

desirable conformation of this part, a perpendicular

line descending from the highest point of the

withers to the ground, will fall several inches

behind the elbow point, thus showing that the fore-

legs are well advanced. In horses used for draught,

this line will often fall along the outside centre of

the limb, or even still further forward ; this indi-

cates an upright shoulder, which in heavy horses

may co-exist with high withers. Such a formation

is advantageous where great weight requires to be

thrown into the collar ; it shows that the fore-legs

are placed backward and near the centre of gravity.

Where the fore-legs stand too far under the body,

we can often see the point of the breast-bone pro-

jecting forward, or advancing before the retreating

shoulder. Although, however, such formation may

be advantageous for heavy draught-horses, and may

be tolerated, or even preferred, in coach and omni-

bus horses, where powers of draught are almost as

important as powers of speed, yet a light harness

horse, carriage horse, and hunter, should have

retreating high withers ; the line of which we have

si)oken shoidd fall far behind the fore- leg, the

point of the breast should be concealed by ad-

vanced shoulder points, in order to ensure the

speed, freedom, elevation of action, and forward-

reaching movement of limb, which are so essential

to the practical value of these horses.

Behind the withers, the back is mostly slightly

depressed, so that the middle of this region may
sometimes be an inch or two lower than the rump.

In a well-formed back, however, the line from the

posterior base of the withers to the rump should

be almost straight. A slight depression involves

no perceptible weakness, and affords a convenient

place for the saddle to rest upon. A great or pal-

pable hollow, however, constituting what is called

a " saddle back," shows that the vertebral bodies

are bent greatly downward, and form a weaker line

than a tight well-traced chain or suspension bridge.

Accompanying this form, too, we usually find a

deficiency of muscle on the back and loins, and the

sides, although possibly round, are but shallow.

In some horses, again, the dorsal vertebrce form a

line which is concave below and convex above, so

that their spines project too far upward, and render

the back round or "roached," like that of a fish.

Such backs are often very strong, because of being

arched ; still they are highly unpleasant to ride

upon, and are most unsightly under harness. In

heavy draught-horses, and in large carriage horses,

the line from behind the withers to the rump can

hardly be too straight, for such a back is strongest

in bone and flesh ; if the ribs joining such a back

are long and well arched, we usually have muscular

loins, and a chest conveying the very expression of

great strength and endurance combined. In saddle

horses (hunters, perhaps, especially) a slight hollow

behind well-raised withers is often preferred by

some, for it gives the rider an easier and more

secure seat, and does not sensibly impair the

strength of this region, if the ribs are well arched.

A hollow-backed, flat-sided horse is almost useless
;

he seldom looks well, rarely goes well behind, and

is totally unadapted for holding against heavy loads

when going down hill.

The situation of the centre of gravity, or

balancing point in a horse, is a matter of much
importance. All of us know that horses with low,

straight, thick shoulders, and clumsy, depressed

heads, have unsafe and heavy action when used for

saddle or light harness purposes. We know, too,

that all moving or stationary structures become

unsafe in proportion as the centre of gravity

departs from the centre of its supporting base

;

and, if the centre of gravity should fall beyond

this base, an edifice cannot stand. The horse's
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body is supported on a base formed by four feet

;

if each foot sustained an equal ])roportion of

weight, the line of gravity would fall at a point

equidistant from them all. As, however, the head

and neck overhang the two anterior limbs, and as

the trunk behind is partially occupied by the lungs,

and comparatively light in weight, the two front

legs support more weight than the two behind. In

illustration of this fact, we relate an experiment

originally detailed in the Journal de Haras, Jnin,

IS 35, and cited by Mr. Percivail, from whose v.ork

on " Form and action of the horse," the following

extract is taken:
—" Messieurs Morris and Baucher,

desirous of ascertaining correctly the influence

of the head and neck on the distribution of the

v/eight of the horse on his four legs, especially on

the fore and hind-legs, as pairs, had horses weighed

in scales, constructed some years ago at the custom

house, for that special purpose. The first placed

upon the balance was a hackney mare, with saddle

and bridle on, well enough shaped, except that she

v.'as rather heavy before. She was found to weigh

in her fore hand 210 kilogrammes,* in her hind

174, total 384, difference in favour of the fore-hand

36 ; there being during the Vi-eighing a fluctuation

between three and five kilogrammes, arising from

the respiratory and visceral movements. The head

was now forced down until the muzzle came to a

level with the chest. This made a difference of 8

kilogrammes additional on the fore-hand. Eleva-

tion of the head imtil the muzzle rose as high as

the withers, caused a transfer of 10 kilogrammes

from the fore to the hind- quarters. From these

results we may deduce the conclusion, that the

more the head is elevated, either naturally or by

the hand, the more its weight, and that of the neck,

is equally distributed upon the hmbs, without any-

thing forced in the position. After these experi-

ments, M. Baucher mounted the mare. The

weights then stood—fore-hand 251 kilogrammes,

hind 197, total 448, difference 54. The horseman

being placed in an academical position, had his

weight, which was 64 kil., distributed thus—41 kil.

upon the fore-hand, and 23 upon the hmd. Throw-

ing the body backward occasioned atransferof 10 kil.

from fore to hindward; then gathering up his reins,

he caused a further addition of 8 kil., making a

total of 18. "When he stood up in his stirrups, the

fore-hand received an addition of 12 kil. These

gentlemen with justice observe, in concluding this

account of their interesting experiment, that,

'although the dillerences caused by the position of

the head and neck of the animal, and of his rider,

may not, under ordinary circumstances, be of any

*A kilogramme is equal to 2 lbs, 3 oz, 4.

J

drachms avoirdupoise.

great deal of consequence, yet do they acquire vast

imp,ortance in the course of work, such as racing

or hunting, the preponderance increasing enor-

m.ously along with fatigue'."

We are practically aware, tlien, that the fore-

limbs sustain more weight than the hinder ones ;

they consequently stand nearer the centre of gra-

vity, so that when a horse stumbles during action,

the v.'eight is often thrown so far beyond its base of

support, as to bring the animal down forward in

spite of himself. But any uniform centre cf

gravity in horses is difficult, and perhaps impossi-

ble to determine, because of those changes in size

and position which continually occur among the

abdominal and thoracic viscera. If, however, the

elongated quadrilateral ground space, included

between the fore and hind-legs, be divided into

four equal lengths, the line of gravity in a well-

formed horse will fall near the end of the first

length behind the fore-legs, that is, it will be three-

fourths in front of, or distant from, the hind-feet,

and one-fourth behind, or distant from, the fore-

feet.

In horses, then, which are used as hunters,

hacks, or for light harness purposes generall)'', it is

obviously important that the head and neck should

be light, and carried well elevated from deep slant-

ing shoulders and well-raised withers ; by means

of this formation, and this only, the centre of gravity

is thrown sufficiently behind the fore-legs to render

their step light and secure. On the other hand, in

cart, dray, or even in heavy race and omnibus

horses, the shoulder should be more upright, but

still very deep. This formation throws the fore-legs

further backward, or under the body, and of course

more directly below the centre of gra\'ity. In the

act of draught, such horses instintively depress, and

continually oscillate the head and neck ; by means

of these adaptations, the line of gravity is brought

in front of each fore-foot alternately jjlaced upon

the ground, and an available weight is thrown into

the collar. How truly absurd, then, is the habit of

reining up a draught-horse's head, and yet coin-

])elling him to draw a heavy weight. Tliis practice

of tightly reining heavy horses may gratify the

morbid taste of those who ever seek to destroy

such useful provisions of nature as they cannot

learn to value. The custom, however, is too expen-

sive and too barbarous to gain sanction in this part

of tlie kingdom, because you know that heavy

draught work requires not only a certain massivc-

ness of trunk and limb, but is rendered easier of

performance when trunk and limbs can act in con-

cert with the unrestrained movements of a some-

what de])ressed head and neck. We see, (hen, that

a light, well-raised head, an elevated, neatly-turned

neck, and deep slanting shoulder, "are points of
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beauty as well as utility in horses required for

leaping and rapid action ; but a heavier (yet not a

coarse, clumsy) head more humbly carried, and a

stronger neck rising from a very deep, but far more
upright shoulder, have also their utihty in horses

required for heavy slow draught alone.

It may be asked, is their no mathematical rule

by which we can infallibly decide whether a horse's

chest is good or bad ? I am afraid we are not yet

in a position to apply such a test. The human
body is artistically divided into the well-known

eight heads in length ; but the bodies of many, and

perhaps of most living men, will not conform to

such a standard. The horse's head has also been

used as measurement for his body, but it cannot

be uniformly applied. Different purposes require

horses of fferent proportions. Every horse, too,

must be judged of, not by his formation only, but

by his action also; for we must confess that some
apparently handsome horses move very badly, while

animals of more homely appearance have sometimes

good action. So far as the chest is concerned, we
may for most practical purposes assume (except in

the case of racers and horses valued for speed only),

that a horse is too long in limb, and too shallow in

chest, if his measurement from the ground to the

lowest part of the breast should exceed his dejith

from the lowest part of the breast to his withers.

In draught-horses these two lengths should be

about equal, and, as before stated, the chest can

hardly be too wide in this region as well as else-

where.

In racers, again, or in other horses valued mainly

for their speed, the limb from the breast downward

will often measure nearly the foot and pastern

longer than the height from the breast upward.

In a well-formed draught-horse, we also find that

the lower central line or swell of the abdomen is

fully as prominent as the posterior end of the

l)reast, a::d the vertical measurement from the

middle of the back to the middle of the abdomen
should be about equal to the width of the chest at

its widest part. By this formation, rotundity of

" barrel" and " well-ribbed up flanks" are ensured.

In horses required for rapid speed, and intended

to carry light weights, this rotundity may be some-

what sacrificed for an increase of depth.

Turning our attention shortly to the ox, we find

the bony framework of his chest to consist of thir-

teen dorsal vertebrae, thirteen ribs on each side,

and a large breast-bone. The withers, if such we

may call them, do not rise very perceptibly above

the back and loins ; hence the ox carries his head

low. The upper line of the neck, in fact, in well-

formed animals, is almost a continuous level with

the back and loins. There are eight true and only

five false ribs on each side. The true ribs are

peculiar for joining their cartilages by means of

synovial or true joints, and for being relatively

longer than those of the horse. All the ribs are

much broader and straighter than in the horse, and

in some breeds of cattle these bones become quite

peculiar for their slight rotundity, or arching out-

wards. The breast-bone is remarkably long and

broad ; about three inches from its anterior end, a

joint extends right across this bone, and becomes

continuous with the sternal joints of the second

pair of ribs. Below this joint, lying between it

and the skin, is tlie well-known fibrous and fatty

cushion of the brisket. The chest of the ox, then,

is deep, short along its roof, narrow between the

costal arches, but broad and long in its floor. The
sternum is longer in proportion, and several times

broader than in the horse. Owing to this com-

parative depth of chest, and accompanying width

of its floor, the broad breast-bone descends low

down between the arms. 1 he shoulder-joints

appear somewhat high, the elbow-joints are thrown

far backward, and seem pushed widely outward by

the wide chest floor. If the fore-legs formed

parallel perpendicular pillars from the elbow down-

ward, the feet would be so widely separated as to

give the animal a most uncomfortable gait. In

order, however, to bring the fore-feet sufllciently

under the centre of gravity, the arm bones incline

inward as they descend from the wddely-everted

elbows, and the knees stand nearer together than in

the horse. Tlie limbs below the knees are straight,

or ought to be ; but the knees themselves incline

rather backward as well as inward. A perpendi-

cular line let fall before the limb, from the centre

of the shoulder-joint into the space between the

digits, divides the shank, pastern, and foot, into

two lateral halves, but leaves most of the elbow-

joint and upper end of the arm bone (radius)

outside. This eversion of elbow, then, is due to

depth and width of chest below. Shortness of

dorsal region is due (in part, at least) to increased

length of loins. In consequence of his long loins,

an ox is not adapted for carrying heavy weights
;

but length of loin is needed here, in order to give

sufficient room for the enormous stomach lying

below. In horses the hack is longer certainly (but

then it is strengthened by means of fire ribs on

each side additional to what exist in oxen), and the

loin region is short, for long loins would involve

too great liability to weakness where weight has to

be sustained. Such shortness of back, however,

and flatness of side in oxen, would injuriously

lessen the lungs, if the chest floor were net

increased in breadth, depth, and length. This

lower jjortion uf a horse's chest undergoes littli^

change of size during respiration ; his ribs more

widely arching and moveable above, render such
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change unnecessary, and the flattening ensures

good attachment for his weighty fore-hmbs. In

oxen, however, a modified muscular apparatus acts

upon the ribs in this region, so that by means of

their additional joint each, and by means also of

the sternal joint, a great amount of respiratory

motion is secured in parts where a horse's chest is

almost motionless. This action of the chest floor

is illustrated in cattle aff'ected with pulmonary

disease. A horse, for instance, when labouring

under pneumonia, will never lie down ; if he rests

upon the ground, his breast-bone bears little

weight, and pressure falls so directly upon the ribs

as to aggravate any existing difficulty of respira-

tion ; therefore he stands. The ox, however, often

lies when aff'ected with chest disease, because the

prominent sternum (especially at its jointed part),

by means of its fibro-fatty pad, bears freely upon

the ground and sustains weight; in thus resting, it

presses the ribs upward, which, being jointed to

their cartilages, are made to bulge further outward,

and the chest becomes actually expanded. Thus

an ox can lie down and breathe with compara-

tive ease under circumstances which compel

the horse to stand. Owing to shortness of

back, flatness of rib, and length of loin in the

ox, his flanks are not well ribbed up, but a

wide, loose, triangular space is left in these

regions. Tliis space is of great use in permitting

those great and sometimes sudden changes of size,

which the stomach undergoes.

In this country, oxen are not much employed in

draught, or other kinds of labour involving great

expenditure of muscular power. They are mostly

kept for feeding purposes only ; yet, even for these

ends, it is highly desirable that they should possess

good muscular development. Let me again remind

you that good muscular development cannot exist

without a well-formed chest. An ox possessing a

flat chest, and no prominence of muscle, may be

made fat enough in time ; but such an animal

always handles unpleasantly in the skin ; he is

deficient in firmness of flesh, and does not weigh

well in proportion to his cost of feeding. An ani-

mal always handles best, his meat is ever most

grateful to eat, and weighs best, when a large

quantity of fat is equally intermixed with a large

quantity of lean. To attain this mixture, the

muscles must be well developed to begin with :

they must consist of large masses, so that the pro-

cess of feeding may separate the fibres of flesh, and

enclose each in a case of fat. By these means

only are firmness, weight, richness, and tenderness

of flesh attained ; for unless the muscles are

naturally large and well formed, fat will collect

unequally in diff"erent regions, and the meat will

satisfy neither butcher nor epicure.

In order, then, to secure this essential muscular

development, we must secure a good chest. A good

chest in oxen and cows has abundant depth ; in

some choice animals this depth is so great that the

dewlap hangs below the knees, the ribs are well

arched, the barrel is consequently round, and the

flanks are small. It may l)e v/ell to remark, that

this roundness of chest has been very much
increased of late years, and is a consequence of

judicious breeding. The wild or indigenous cattle

of all countries are inclined to be flat-sided ; the

improved breeds of our own country have become

increasingly round and deep-chested, for the breeder

experimentally knows that these are good points.

A flat-sided beast is usually hollow in the back,

because his straight ribs do not support the spine

so perfectly as ribs possessing more decided arches,

and because straight flat ribs always involve defi-

ciency of muscle in those regions where flesh ought

to be heaviest and most valuable.

In conclusion, I may further remind you that

these points of good or bad formation are all trans-

mitted from parents to offspring. Knowing, then,

that a bad chest is the source of evils perhaps

more numerous and more serious than follow any

other single cause, let me entreat you to breed from

animals which are broad, round, and deep-chested
;

but beyond and above all things, avoid breeding

from those which are narrow, flat, and shallow-

breasted.

At the conclusion of the address, the chairman

expressed how much the meeting must have been

gratified by the able address now delivered, which

not only agriculturists, but everyone having to do

with horses might profit by.

Mr. FiNNiE then moved a vote of thanks to the

chairman, after which the meeting separated.

I

EXPERIMENTS WITH WHEAT AND OATS.

We have the pleasure of bringing into public

notice the results of some experiments that were
made last year for the information of the St. Quivox
Farmers' Club.

We are enabled to state that these experiments

were conducted in the most careful manner. From
the sowing to the thrashing and winnowing, every-

thing requisite was done to ensure accuracy. With-
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out such attention, experiments may be worse than

useless—they may lead people astray instead of

guiding them to correct practice.

The first experiment was in the growth of wheat,

after clover, an attempt that is seldom made so far

north as Ayrshire. The soil where the experiment

was made is a medium loam, and in good condition.

The field has a southern exposure, is well sheltered,

and the highest part of it is not a hundred feet

above the level of the sea. In 1851 the field was
green-cropped, and in 1S52 it was cropped with

oats, and sown out with 20lbs. of red clover to the

acre. Heavy cuts, of clover were obtained from it

In 1853. The land was ploughed and sown with

Tibbald's red wheat in October 1853. The seed

was obtained from Mr. Gibson, Woolmet. The
only application to the soil was a dressing of forty

bushels of quicklime to each acre.

The result of this experiment has proved highly

satisfactory. The extent of the field is 5j Scotch

acres, or a little more than 7 imperial, acres ; and

the produce amounted to 36 quarters of cleaned

wheat, and 20 bushels of light wheat.

No ryegrass was sown with the clover. This is

a fact of importance, though it might be overlooked

by some Scotch farmers. Ryegrass is a cereal plant,

and if it be grown and allowed to run to seed, there

must be less available nourishment in the soil for

a cereal crop the following year.

The other experiments to which we shall at pre-

sent allude, were instituted for the purpose of

showing the comparative value of some of the

portable manures. The field was ploughed after

two seasons of pasture. The soil is a medium

loam, and of a nearly uniform quality. Berhe

oats were sown towards the latter end of March,

and the manures were harrowed in with the seed.

Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and Peru-

vian guano were the manures used. They were

applied in quantities proportionate to their expense

—nearly the same money value of manure being

put upon each lot. No. 1 was dressed with nitrate

of soda, at the rate of 1 cwt. per imperial acre ;

No. 2 with 1 cwt. nitrate, and in addition 2 cwt.

common salt; No. 3 with 1^ cwt. guano ; No. 4

with 1 cwt. 5lbs. sulphate of ammonia; and to

No. 5 no manure whatever was applied. The land

was in condition for yielding a good crop without

any manure. This circumstance lessened the pro-

bability of much profit being derived from the

applications.

We give the results in a tabular form. The pro-

duce is calculated by the imperial acre, and in

bushels of 401bs. :

—

No. 1, 65 bushels 30 lbs.

M 2, 7

1

„ 4 „
>> "^y 71 ,, 7 „
» 4, 69 „ 9 „
„ 5, = 63 „ 9 „

The cost of the manures would be about eighteen

shillings per acre on Nos. 1, 3, and 4 respectively;

and on No. 2 about twenty shillings and sixpence.

Valuing the oats at 3s. 3d. per bushel, there is a

small profit from 2, 3, and 4. Contrary to expecta-

tion, the application to No. 1 gives little increase.

It is possible, however, that there may have been

some disturbing cause—some unobserved varying

circumstance, such as occasionally perplexes the

student of agriculture when he seeks to draw con-

clusions from experiments.

One conclusion, however, we think, may with

safety be drawn from the i-esults of these experi-

ments with manures—that there is no light manure
for top-dressing cereal crops on which the Scottish

farmer can rely with as much confidence as on

Peruvian guano.—Ayr Advertizer.

PRACTICAL REMARKS ON VEGETABLE GROWTH,
Sir,—Having been often gratified with many of the

well-written articles in your Journal, allow me in return

to offer you the following practical remarks, which have

been found useful during many years :

—

1. Vegetable growth depends mainly on four things

—

light, heat, air, and moisture. Great care must, there-

fore, be taken to obtain the aid of all those agencies.

First, by not cramming plants closely together. More
injury has been done to potatoes by closely planting the

sets than from any other cause. A stream of air should

be allowed betwixt the rows (in rich soils two feet six

inches, in light soils not less than two feet) ; otherwise,

in moist seasons, the tubers being shaded lying at the

bottom of the stalk, pommes-de-terre cannot ripen

;

and an unripe potato is hurt to man and beast.

2. This rule equally applies to fruit-trees. The

system of roots, in every instance, is a distil vessel,

secreting a certain quantity of sap. This must be

economized, with attention to the size of the stem, and

strict attention be paid to proportion the number of

branches to the power of supply. If the branches are

too many, and are carried too far from the centre or

stem of the tree— if you have too much shoot, you

cannot have fruit ; and, vice versa, if you allow too

much fruit, you destroy your fruit-branc'. cs for the

next season.

3. Again : at this season remove a superabundant

quantity of bloom from your trees. In some trees

there is a tendency to spend the sap in excessive bloom.

This must be corrected. By removing unnecessary
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branches, and all spurs and buds with redundant bloom,

t!ie fruit-tree is relieved of a burden which hinders the

development of its active powers, and will richly repay

your true attention.

One general remark, and I have done. Whatever is

doing no good is doing harm : every branch which

is left should have a decided reference to present or

future benefit.

I trust you will allow me to say, io conclusion, a

garden is the retired man's greatest relaxation ; and, as

a great writer remarks, " Man lost his innocency in

Eden, and so in a garden man has often recovered it."

With much respect, I am, sir,

servant,

J.H.

BRITISH JURORS FOR THE FRENCH EXHIBITION.
(from the gazette.)

The Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for

Trade and Foreign Plantations having been requested

by the Imperial Commission for the French Inter-

national Exhibition to appoint forty ordinary jurors and

ten supplementary jurors to take part in the delibera-

tions of the general juries of the industrial part of the

Exhibition, have nominated the following persons :

—

Class I.—Mining and Metallurgy.—Jurors.—W. J. Ha-

milton, President of the Geological Society ; and Warington

Smyth, F.G.S., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy in the

Government School of Mines, and Inspector of Mines to the

Uuchy of Cornwall.

Class II.—Forestry, &c.—Juror.—Sir W. Hooker, F.R.S.,

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew.

Class III.—Agriculture.—Juror.—Evelyn Denison, M.P.,

Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Supplementary Jurors.—John Wilson, F.R.S.E., Professor

of Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh ; and C. W.
Amos, Consulting Engineer to the Royal Agricultural Society

of England.

Class IV.—Machinery in General as applied to Industry.

—Jurors.—George Rennie, C.E., F.R.S. ; and Rev. Canon

Moseley, M.A., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the Frenclf

Institute and Chairman of Jury on Machinery in 1851.

Class V.—Railway Machinery, Coaches, and Harness.—

Jurors.—T. R. Crampton, C.E., Engineer to the Submarine

Telegraph between France and England, for Railway Machi-

nery ; and the Right Hon, Lord Shelburue, M.P., for Coaches

and Harness.

Class VI.—Machinery for Workshops.—Juror.—W. Fair-

bairn, C.E., F.R.S. , Corresponding Member of the French In-

stitute and Juror in 1S51.

Class VII.—Machinery for Woven Fabrics.—Juror.—Rev.

R. Willis, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy,

Cambridge, and of Mechanics in the Government School of

Mines, and Juror in 1851, aided by the Jurors for Woven
Fabrics.

Class VIII.—Arts relating to the Exact Sciences and to

Instruction.—Juror.—Sir David Brewster, F.R.S., Member of

the French Institute, and Deputy-Chairman and Reporter of

the Jury of Philosophical Instruments in 1851 ; and J. Carter,

Alderman of the City of London, and Chairman of the Metro-

politan Committee of Watch and Clockmakers.

Supplementary Juror.—Dr. Tyndal, F.R.S., Professor of

Physics in the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

Class IX.—Heat, Light, and Electricity.—Jnrors.—C.
Wheatatone, F.R.S., Professor of Experimental Philosophy,

King's College, Corresponding Member of the French losti-

gtute; and Dr. Neil Arnolt, F.R.S.

Class X.—Chymical Manufactures, including Paper.

—

Jurors.—Thomas Graham, F.R.S., Master of the Mint, Corres-

ponding Member of the French Institute, and Deputy-Chair-

man and Reporter of the Chymical Jury in 1851 ; acd Warren

De la Rue, F.R.S , Reporter and Juror in Exhibition of 1851.

Supplementary Juror.—Dr. Hofmann, F.R.S., Professor of

Chymistry to the Government School of Mines, aud Juror and

Reporter in Exhibition of 1851.

Class XI.—Ahmentary Substances.—Juror.—R. Owen,

F.R.S., Correspoading Member of the French Institute, and

Chairman of the; Jury on Alimentary Substances in the Exhi-

bitioH of 1851.

Class XII.—Hygiene, Pharmacy, Surgery, Medicine-

Jurors.—Sir Joseph Olliffe, Physician to the British Embassy

in Paris ; and Dr. Royle, F.R.S , Professor of Materia Meilica

in King's College, Scientific Referee to the Hon . East India

Company on the Vegetable Substances of India, and Juror

in 1851.

Supplementary Juror.—Edwin Chaclwick,C.B.,late Member
of the General Board of Health.

Class XIII.—Naval and Mditary Arts.—Jurors.—Lieute-

nant General Sir John Burgoyne, G.C.B., Inspector General

of Fortifications, and Juror in 1851 ; and J. Scott Russell,

F.R.S., shipbuilder, late Secretary to the Royal Commission

for the Exhibition of 1851.

Class XIV.— Civil Engineering.—Juror.— I. K. Brunei,

C.E., F.R.S., Engineer to the Great Western Railway

Company, and Chairman of the Jury on Civil Engineering, in

1851.

Supplementary Juror.—Charles Manby, C.E., Secretary to

the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Class XV.—Steel, and its Products.—Juror.—T. Moulsou,

the Waster Cutler of SheflSeld.

Suppleraeatary Juror.—J. J. Mfchi, F.S.A., Juror in Exhi-

bition of 1851.

Class XVI.—General Metal-work.—Jurors.—W. Bird,

Deputy Chairman of Jury on Iron in Exhibition of 1851 ; R.

W. Winfield, Manufacturer iu Birmingham, and holder of a

Council medal of 1851.

Class XVII.—Gohlsmiths'-work, Jewellery, and Bronzes.

—Juror.—The Most Noble the Marquis of Hertford, K G,

Class XVIIL— Glass aud Pottery.—Juror.—J. Hartley,

Esq., manufacturer of glass in Sunderland, aud Medallist iu

1851. The Juror for Pottery is not yet appointed.

Class XIX.— Cotton Printing and Dyeing.—Jurors.—T.

Bazley, President of the Chamber of Commerce, Manchester,

one of her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of

1851 ; aud Walter Crum, F.R.S., Calico Printer and Bleacher,

in Glasgow.

Class XX. — Woollen and Worsted Manufacturers.—
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Juroi3.—S. AJdingtoii, Esq., WooUeu Merchaut, Stroud, aud
Reporter of the Jury on Woollen Cloths in the Exhibition of

1851; and Samuel Siuitli, Dyer, President of Chamber of

Commerce, Bradford.

Class XXI.—Silk.—Juror.—T. F. Gibson, one of Her
Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851.

Supplementary Juror.—T.Winkworth, Reporter to the Silk

Jury in the Exhibition of 1831.

Cl.vss XXII.—Flax and Hemp.— Juror.—Erskine Beve-

ridge, Linen Manufacturer, Dumfermline.

Supplementary Juror.—James M'Adam, jun., Secretary of

the Royal Society for the Promotion and Improvement of the

growth of Flax in Ireland, and Honorary Secretary to the

Belfast Committee for the French Exhibition.

Class XXIII.—Hosiery, Carpets, &c.—Jurors.—W. Fel-

kin,
' Chairman of Jury on Clothing in 1851 ; and Peter

Graham, Upholsterer, and Juror iu 1851.

Class XXIV.—Furniture and Decoration.—Jurors.—His

Grace the Duke of Hamilton, and Digby Wyatt, Architect,

Secretarj- to the Executive Coiamittee of the Exhibition of

1851,

Class XXV.—Miscellaneous aud Ornamental Objects.

—

Juror.—The Right Hon. Lord Ashburton, F.R.S., Deputy
Chairman of Jury on Furniture in 1851.

Class XXVI.— Printing, Photography, &c.—Juror.—
Charles Knight, Publisher.

Supplementary Juror.—Thomas De la Rue, Esq., Chairman
of the Metropolitan Committee of Paper- makers and Stationers

for the Paris Exhibition, and Juror in 1851.

Class XXVIL— Music—Juror.— The Right Hon. Sir

George Clerk, Bart., F.R.S., President of the Royal Academy
of Music,

DRAINING.
" Our experiments should be directed by reason, not by chance.

We should obtain all that which is obtainable by rational inquiry
into nature and her laws."

—

Vakho.

I do not assume to teach others, but beg in the simplest

manner to justify my own practice and opinions.

Agriculture is ceasing to be a mere routine " gee wo" occu-

patiou, and is properly taking its station amongst its kindred

aud dignified sciences. And one of its nnmistakeable mani-

feststions is the attention now being given to correct drainage.

The evils of nndraiued land had not escaped the observant

eye of the late Sir Walter Scott, for in " Old Mortality" he

says:—"Trenches filled with water, out of which peats and

turf had been dug, and here and there some straggling thickets

of alders, which loved the moistness so well that they con-

tinued to exist as bushes, although too much dwarfed by the

sour soil and stagnant bog-water to ascend into trees." Aud
Liebig informs us that, " The plants of every former period

of the earth's history are distinguished from those of the pre-

sent by the iiiconsiderable development of their roots. The

fruit, leaves, seeds, and nearly every part of the plants of a

former world, except the roots, are found in the brown coal

formation. But when we examine oaks and other trees, which

in consequence of revolutions of the same kind occurring in

later ages have undergone the same changes, we never find

their roots absent." This is an important fact, and can be

explained in half a dozen words : the earth was not then

drained.

A timber-tree, placed on bog or wet soil, is stunted in

growth, false at heart, and gnarled in appearance ; the roots

refuse to enter the stagnant unwholesome water, sending off a

few slender horizontal shoots, which soou exhaust the surface

soil and all that is therein contained. And his race is run

!

Again, a plant placed iu a closed vessel, iu which, therefore,

the carbonic acid cannot be renewed, dies exactly as it would

in the vacuum of an air-pump, even though its roots be fixed

iu the richest mould; and small better luck has the plant

stuck in au impervious uudrained soil even though its roots

be bathed in a never-failing pool of stagnant water.

In several of the midland counties iron in combination with

some of the acids is found iu the earth more or less soluble

in water, and in some localities is in this state brought to the

roots of plants in such excess as to prove highly injurious, if

not positively poisonous, to vegetation. To ameliorate which^

lime, chalk, or marl may be tried ; but perfect drainage is the

only effectual mean by which such laud can be sweetened and

rendered fertile.

Should this, ray No, 1, find favour in your eyes, I will

resume the subject at your next convenience,

I am, sir, yours &c.,

Addcrhury, Oxon. Edwin Wilson.

TREACLE AS AN ARTICLE OF POOD
EOR CATTLE.

Sir,—Having been requested from various quarters to give

the restilt of my experience in the use of treacle as an article

of food for cattle, and as it may be considered rather a suc-

cessful experiment, I unreluctantly comply.

At the commencement of the present year, when aU descrip-

tions of feeding stuff were becoming scarce and unusually

dear, it seemed of importance that every product of the farm

containing nutriment, however small, should be made avail-

able. Upon referring to the table of chemical equivalents

published by Professors Johnston, Way, and others, we find

that straw contains a considerable portion of nutritive matter

;

too much at such a time to be thrown away, but at the same

time too little for consumption without additional aid. Sugar

first suggested itself as affording the best combination. The

value of most of our roots, hay, &c., being in a great measure

determined by the amount of saccharine matter which they

respectively contain, I accordingly (from a alight previous

'acquaintance) called on Messrs. Cottam aud Morton, the

eminent West India firm. Lime-street, City, where I found

the advantage decidedly iu favour of the beat quality of treacle.

The lowest description of sugar paying a duty of £11 per ton

and treacle £4 5s., the cost price of the latter (duty paid)

being £16 10s. per ton, or about l|d. per lb., all expenses

paid. This I procured, and have been using for my breeding

ewes, young sheep, beast, and calves, and ray cart horses, with

equal parts of cut wheat-straw and hay. For my purpose a

good-sized horse-power cuts in one day a sufficient quantity

for four days' consumption, sprinkled by meaus of a common

watering pot with a sohitiou made of three-parts of boiling

water to one of treacle, aud well mixed afterwards. As every

animal is fond of sugar or treacle, I need scarcely say that it

is e.iten with avidity ; and, so far as my experience goes, it is

a safe and economical means not only of feeding, iTut adding

wonderfully to the resources of every farmer who delights in

stock keeping. I am not certain whether good wheat or barley

straw, well moistened with the solution of treacle, is not equal

to the best hay : unquestionably much more so than the hay

from coarse or low meadows, I have, therefore, no hesitation

in confidently recommending the use of treacle in the manner

described, whether as the vehicle for rendering straw con-

sumable, or intrinsically. At the present moment I believe it

is a cheap and valuable article of food.

I am, sir, yours faithfully,

Wkkham Market, May 9. Corn. Welton,
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PROSPECTS OF AMERICAN FARMERS FOR 1855.

There never has been a brighter prospect opened

farmers of the United States for the coming, and

probably many successive seasons. Three of the

leading commercial nations of Europe, and a fourth

—a second-rate power—embracing 200,000,000

people, are engaged in mortal combat, striving,

by every possible means, to reduce the products

and resources of each other, and render them una-

vailing for their own use, or that of neighbouring

nations. Already they have shut up the interior of

a continent, that has hitherto supplied no incon-

siderable share of the European demand for wheat

and other breadstufFs. The immeasurably extended

and fertile plains of Austria and Southern Russia

are hermetically sealed against the export of a

single cargo of the staff of life, and they may thus

remain till the close of the present European war.

In addition to the comprehensive hostilities that

now prevail abroad, Austria assumes the attitude

of " the fretful porcupine." She stands bristling

with 500,000 sabres and bayonets ; and on the

dawn of spring, it would not be surprising to find

all Europe marshalled on one side or the other of

this hostile fray.

It is inevitable, in the withdrawal of the immense
amount of human labour from the cviltivation of the

soil, which these operations insure, that every

article of consumption must continue at very high

prices, if they do not exceed the present exorbitant

rates. Almost every eatable—flesh, grain, vege-

tables, are worth near double their average rates,

and this, too, when manufactured and other articles

of necessity are unusually cheap, and probably be-

low their customary value. Thus while the farmer

is getting twice as much for his crops as he has

been accustomed to, he is paying less for every

necessary article required for his consumption.

Labour is the only exception to the advantages

the farmer has now in his hands, and this he may
reduce to the most inconsiderable point, by the

introduction and use of the manv labour-saving

machines, invented and perfected within these late

years for his especial benefit.

He may now plough and harrow with vastly better

implements ; he may plant his corn and other

seeds, or sow his grain, with the most perfect and

accurate seed-sowers ; he may cultivate his crops

with implements adapted to every conceivable pur-

pose ; he may cut his grass with a mowing machine,

and his grain with a reaper, and rake both with a

revolving rake ; he may thrash and winnow his

grain and shell his corn by machinery : all these,

and innumerable other operations about his farm,

he may accomplish by horse or steam power, with

a slight superintendence and aid of human intel-

lect and labour; thus placing it in his power to be-

come, in a great degree, independent of increased

wages. Let no man complain then of high-priced

labour, till he has first supplied himself with every

labour-saving machine he can possibly use with

advantage on his farm.

But the advantages we predict for our agricul-

turists can be realized only by the intelligent and

the industrious. If you don't raise the crops, you

will surely not be paid for them. Set vigorously

to work at once, and prepare your field as soon as

the frost will permit; provide your manures, and if

you have not enough already to give an ample dress-

ing to all your cultivated acres, procure them else-

where; ashes, plaster, guano, bone-dust, super-

phosphate of lime, and whatever your own ex-

perience or that of your neighbour indicates as

best suited to your proposed crops, and which can

be readily procured ; get the best seeds and the best

implements to be had; adopt the most judicious

systems of cultivation ; and put every idle hand

you have about you to the plough and the active

labours of the farm ; and our word for it, you will

have no cause to complain of the occupation or the

times, for any lack of success you will encounter.

Farmers of the United States ! you have the

most honourable calling that ever engaged a class

in any nation, ancient or modern—you have now
an opportunity of making it the most lucrative—it

will be your own fault if you do not improve it.

Do not, with the foolish expectation of seeing your

sons or dependants succeed better elsewhere,

drive or allow them to be drawn away to other

more promising {but only promising) pursuits,

mercantile, professional, or otherwise. Attach them

to your own honourable calling, and let them impart

to it whatever they can bring to its aid, of intellect

and muscular vigour, and you will be liberally re-

warded in their certain and abundant success.

You need not apprehend producing an over-supply.

Our granaries, and those of Europe, are now so

much exhausted, that there is no danger of filling

them to repletion for two years to come, even if a

universal peace were proclaimed to-morrow.

—

American Agriculturist.
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THE WOODS AND FORESTS.
The appointment of the Honourable J, Kenneth

Howard to succeed Mr, Kennedy as Commissioner
of the Royal Woods and Forests has already given
rise to sundry surmises and enquiries, the result of

which we hope will be satisfactory and useful to the

public interests. But amid the strife of contend-

ing parties and the wailings of disappointed com-
petitors, such public interests will stand a fairchance,

we fear, of being regarded as a minor consideration.

Let us then endeavour to collect together a few facts

relating to the past management of the Woods and
Forests for the consideration of our readers—truths

which are not very generally known. First, then,

as to the extent of these Woods—forests extending

from Chopwell, in Durham, to Parkhurst, in the

Isle of Wight—does one Englishman in ten believe

that these cover an extent of about 50,000 acres ?

Yet such is the fact. From a paper now before us

we find that

—

The New Forest contains about 6,000 acres.

Dean Forest 11,000 „
Woolmer 1,700 „
Alice Holt ] ,892 „
Bere , 1,417 „
Salcey 1,285 „
Windsor 4,402 „
Delamere , . .

.

4,641 ,,

Parkhurst pOO „
Wychvv'ood 1,84

1

„
Whittlewood 3,378 „
Other lands 14,393 „

52,849 acres.

It would be reasonable to conclude that from

such an extent of forest-woods, covering between

60 and 70 square miles, considerable profit v.-ould

be derived by the public, not only from the sale of

the produce, but from the timber supplied to the

royal dockyards. Will our readers be prepared to

learn that the combined results of ignorant manage-

ment, jobbery, and fraud, ended in the year 1850

by producing from about 50,000 acres of woodland

the net sum of one hundred and fifty-nine pounds

seven shillings, or about three farthings per acre ! !

Will our readers be surprised to learn, after this

startling fact, that it all ended in no one being found

responsible ? no one person being punished ? that

although some of those who had the care of the

Forests were found deplorably ignorant of every-

thing relating to forest trees, yet they were neither

discharged forthwith, nor those greater and more

unprincipled officials who made the appointments

removed ? It is idle to say that nothing more

could be produced from these great national do-

mains; for, in consequence of some stir being then

made, a new Commissioner was appointed. And

in 1851 and 1852 the effect of his efforts displayed

itself in the following net income being derived from

the chief forests :

—

New Forest ....

New Park Fann
Parkhurst

Dean
High
Alice Holt
Woolmer
Bere
Wliittlewood

Salcey

Delaiuere

Wychwood
Waltham
Ciiopwell

I

237

1852.
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THE INCLOSURE OF COMMONS.
It may seem a very antiquated task to write

respecting the Inclosure of Commons, but it is

nevertheless a fact that many parishes in different

counties have not yet effected this improvement.
We i-efer not to wastes and moors requiring heavy
outlay for reclamation, but to ordinary open fields,

common pasture or meadow. Even in such close

neighbourhood to the metropolis as the county of

Surrey, we have yet considerable tracts of open
common ; though, perhaps, consisting mainly of

down or heath, not to be converted into farms
without great expense, and much of the surface

fitted only for sheep-folding. In Suffolk, there are

commons still to be found in the heavy-land por-

tion of the county ; and doubtless, having a soil of

productive quality, can present no insuperable

obstacle to inclosure.

In Cambridgeshire, we believe, there are still

four or five parishes having a remnant of the old

system, and standing in need of the civilized hus-
bandry introduced by inclosing.

Even in the populous, food-consuming West
Riding of Yorkshire, the low-land commons are

not yet all divided. What a contrast is presented

by "open-field" land and regular ring-fence occu-

pations ! Mr. Caird found an example, in a parish

in Berkshire, where one farmer's fields are inter-

mixed with those of another in picturesque con-
fusion, but producing great inconvenience and.
expense in management. " One consequence to

which this leads is," he says, " that a man who
farms much better than his neighbour, expending
more capital, and getting his land into higher con-
dition, reasonably objects to what would otherwise

be a most desirable improvement—an inclosure

and new distribution of the land, as he must suffer

in being compelled to take what is out of condi-

tion, in heu of that which he has, at so much cost,

put into condition. The rector of the parish, in

the case referred to, has between 50 and 60 acres

of land, which he cultivates on his own account,

scattered in fifty different places among the fields

of his parishioners, through any of which he
has, of course, right of access !

"

Our readers will find, also, from Mr. Read's
Prize Report on the Farming of Oxfordshire, that

numerous parishes of that county remain in open
field, in spite of a great extension of inclosures

;

and the disadvantages of this condition are graphi-
cally enumerated. " Persons living at a distance

cannot comprehend the miseries of common field.

They could hardly credit that a parish, containing

1000 acres, should be cut up into 1200 or 1300

strips ; that the whole parish must be cropped on

one course, and that the meadows belong to one

individual from the 1st of May to the 1st of August,

and are afterwards commonable to the whole parish.

Then there is the loss by trotting from one piece

of land to another; the trouble occasioned to the

farmer in overlooking a small farm ; the certainty

of distemper, such as the pleuro-pneumonia in

cattle, or the foot-disease in sheep, being dis-

seminated, if once introduced, over the whole

parish; the impossibihty of draining detached

half acres ; and the constant source of quarrels

from trespassing and ploughing on another's land.

In some open-field parishes the lands are large,

and the meadows not Lammas ground. Here the

benefits derivable from inclosing are not so great

;

yet numerous advantages would well repay the

trouble and cost of an allotment." The expenses

of inclosure there are not very heavy, for very

frequently fences are made only by roads and the

boundaries of properties. The charge—from 15s.

to 30s. per acre, according to the extent of roads

made—is defrayed either by the sale of some of

the waste or common, or else levied upon the

several proprietors. The legal part of the business

presents little difficulty or cost; the different

parishes to be inclosed being grouped in one Bill

under the General Inclosure Act, and passed in the

same session of parliament, while a valuer is ap-

pointed to set out the roads and fences.

There may be cases in which the inclosure of an

open field would be an extremely difficult, if not

a perilous undertaking, in consequence of peculiar

conditions. Thus, in the north-west division of

Lincolnshire, called the Isle of Axholme, are

several thousand acres of open-field arable, tilled

by innumerable small farmers, who have a rood

here and a rood there, laid out in broad curved

lands or stetches, the whole resembling a succession

of gardens and allotments rather than farms. But

the soil is an extremely fertile sand-loam or "garden

soil," and is largely cropped with green vegetable

produce for market. Besides wheat, other grain,

and potatoes, the industrious cultivators raise great

quantities of carrots and onions; so that, in fact,

these open fields may be said to be market gardens,

rather than semi-cultivated lands standing in need

of inclosure. However, the small freeholders there

abounding are wise enough to fence off their own

patches, when they can obtain possession of a

sufficient number of contiguous grounds.
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In urging the inclosure of commons, and such
open fields as plead no exceptional cause for re-

maining- as they are, we would just add a word on
behalf of the working classes. In most of the

old reports on inclosures, while benefits are proved
to have accrued to the farmer, the landlord, the

church, and the public, the case of "the poor" is

generally left doubtful ; but, constituting, as they
do, a large proportion of the population in every

village, why should not their share of the gain be
in equal proportion to that of the more prosperous
classes ? Inclosure of common pasture has often

proved most burdensome and grievous to the poor;

and one of their greatest privations has been their

loss of fuel. A general report, published in 1810,

relates that a journey of more than 1600 miles was
made by an inspector, in order to examine the

effect of inclosures upon the spot, from which it

appeared that in very many instances the poor had
been unquestionably injured. In some cases, they

had been keeping cows without a legal right to do

so, and of course received no compensation for

the practice. Often where allotments were as-

signed to cottagers, they could not pay the expense

[
of the measure, and were thus obliged to sell these

]

allotments. A more usual case was, that, having

kept cows by right of hiring cottages or common-

I rights, and the land being awarded to the proprietor,

and added to the adjacent farms, the poor had to

sell their cows, without anything to counterbalance

j

this diminution of their means. A parliamentary

committee, in 1800, found that, in twenty-nine

cases out of thirty-one reported by the parish

ministers, the poor had been sufferers by losing

j

their cows and other stock.

We live now in very different times ; and let us

hope that, in any future improvements of the

kind, it may no longer be said, " the inclosure of

j

commons is beneficial, but their appropriation is

I unjust."

THE SPRING OF 1855.

The backwardness of the present spring naturally

enough induces us to regard with more than ordi-

nary interest the observations of the meteorologist.

These have led to some useful remarks upon the

rainfall of the season, and upon the temperature

essential to the germination of seeds, which, al-

though chiefly confined to those of the garden,

may perhaps hereafter be applied to such as are

still more valuable and essential to the sustenance

of mankind.

The temperature of the month of April was

more unusually low than is even commonly

believed. The temperature of the nights, it is

true, has been most frequently three or four

degrees above the freezing point of water ; but

then occasionally it has been several degrees below

,32 deg. Thus on the nights of the 1st and 2nd it

was at 20 deg. ; on the 5th, 21 deg.; on the 7th,

29 deg. ; on the 18th, 21 deg. ; on the 21st, 24

deg. ; on the 23rd, 24 deg. ; on the 25th and 28th,

27 deg. Need we, then, feel surprised that, ex-

posed to such a low temperature, and with a dry

wind almost constantly blowing from the east or

north-east, producing a rapid evaporation, the

wheat plant, especially on high-lying and exposed

situations, is looking thin and miserable ? From

.our own observations, confirmed by those made at

Chiswick Gardens, this unusually low temperature

nas not been confined to the atmosphere, but has

during the months of February, March, and the

first twelve days of April, extended to the soil.

In February, at a depth of a foot from the surface,

it was 35'25 deg., the average of the previous ten

years being 39"74 deg. ; in March, 38*75 deg., the

average being 40'96 deg,

" One practical lesson," observes a contemporary,
" to be drawn from these important facts is, that

seeds which might have been safely sown in Feb-

ruary, 1846, ought not this year to be committed

to the ground tjU April, and that nothing except

the hardiest kinds can this year be safely sown be-

fore the end of the month ; for until the earth at

one foot below the surface reaches the temperature

of 46 deg., a great part of the flower-seeds which

are regarded as hardy, cannot be ensured from rot-

ting, especially in the presence of wet weather.

Physiologists know that seeds have their own spe-

cific temperature in which they indicate vitality.

The seed of the nettle will not germinate at a tem-

perature suflScient for groundsel, nor the Cape
marigold in the temj)erature that suits the nettle,

nor the cocoa-nut in that which is sufficient for the

Cape marigold.

We are aware, also, that the seeds of some
plants raised in a cold climate vegetate with more
readiness than those from plants of the same kind
ripened in a higher mean temperature : the same
remark applies to certain shrubs and trees. Now
it has never perhaps occurred to the farmer to try

the effect of sowing in our rather warmer climate

the seeds of field crops raised in Northern Europe
—such as those of the swede and the common
turnip — seeds which it is so desirable should

germinate, and speedily get into their rough leaf.

K K 2
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It iS' true that by the use of superphosphate of

lime this result is much more easily accomplished

than formerly; but we are not without a strong

suspicion, from the result of our own observations,

that something useful might be derived from com-

parative trials with seeds raised on colder soils

and at greater elevations than the land on which

it is generally sou-n.

But it is not from a low temperature and strong

drying wind that our field crops are suffering

;

rain has been steadily deficient : so that while

the demand for moisture has been great, the supply

has been reduced. The depth of rain which fell in

the neighbourhood of London in the four first

months of the last five years was as foUov/s :

—
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elements of both the solid and liquid. Now, covered

homesteads secure the former advantage, vihile they

obviate the latter evil. Hence the demand for them,

and the rapidity with which they are being erected, new
ones everywhere springing up on this principle, while

not a few old strawyards are being roofed over.

A few years ago, one of these covered liomesteads

was erected on the farm of Sillyflatt, near Bervie. It

was among the first in the north, if not in the kingdom,

and was lately pointed out to us, when in the north, as

being considered not the least meritorious and worthy

of notice. Accordingly, we jiaid Mr. Jolly, the tenant,

a visit, and shall now briefly lay the result before the

readers of the Mark Lane Express.

Sillyflatt is provincially termed a "corn-farm," in

contradistinction from a " catlle-farm ;" i.e., it is a

" strong wheat and beau soil," and not "a turnip and

barley soil;" at the same time both the latter are

grown. Tares may be profitably cultivated for in-door

feeding, and ryegrass and clover for hay ; but there is

no meadow or perinanent pasture for live stock during

summer, the whole lands being under aration. These

characteristics necessarily affect the quantity of buildings

which it requires.

The homestead consists of five departments. First,

thrashing and straw barn ; second, cattle departments,

including the turnip barns ; third, stables
; fourth,

cart-sheds and implement houses, with granary over
;

and fifth, farm-house and garden. The three former

make one building under a series of roofs ; but the

latter two arc detatched, one on each side, the cart-sheds

being on the cast and the farm-house on the west, while

the stackyard extends along the north and east (two

sides) of the whole.

The corn and straw barns occupy the north of the

middle buildings, the south wall of the straw barn form-

ing the north wall of the cattle-yards, the thrashing de-

partments projecting northwards at right angles to it

from the centre. The straw is thus thrown from the

machine into the middle of the straw barn, so that dif-

ferent kinds of straw can be kept separate. Bean-

straw, for instance, may be thrashed and placed in one

end ; barley or wheat straw for litter, in the other; and

oat-straw, or the finest of the wheat-straw, left in the

middle for consumption, as food for stock, without any

inconvenience to horse-men or cattle-men, or waste of

good straw fit for eating by mixing it with coarse, only

fit for litter. Every fsrmer, who has any experience in

the straw-feeding of cattle, must be aware how much

successful management depends upon this, and how

soon cattle loathe their straw when it becomes mixed

with inferior quality. la this respect, the economy of

both food and litter has been duly consulted in the

planning of the building.

Of the thrashing-machine and corn barn, we can

hardly say so muth, there being room for improvement,

both in the motive-power, machinery, &c. The machine,

for instance, is driven by water, and in applying this

power, neiirly .£'200 hits been sunk in aqueducts, and

some £AQ more la a water-wheel—sums which would

have erected a good fixed steam-engine. Now granting

that there is a sufficiency of water during winter to thrash

out the crops, which is very doubtful, yet such is not

the question at issue, for modern improvements are not

only pointing to as much thrashing during summer as

winter, in order to supply litter for housefed cattle on

grass, tares, SiC, and fresh v.heat for grinding, but also

to the liquid-manuring or watering of grass hinds, &c.

If all the water available for thrashing between April and

October were required for applying to the soil (iind we

have no doubt that Sillyflatt would consume the whole

during the majority of seasons, were it equally distri-

buted, ard that this is the direction to which science is

pointing), would not the tenant then feel the want of a

fixed engine ? We cannot, therefore, help thinking that

the landlord, in making such an investment, has taken

too circumscribed a view of the progress of things.

V/ater forms a large proportion of the food of plants

—

in other words it is an invaluable manure—and there

cannot be a doubt that science is pointing to a more

economical use of it, and that practice will sooa embrace

her proposition.

With regard to the machinery, we are perhaps preju-

diced in favour of English thrashing machines, and

therefore shall only invite Mr. Jolly, with his landlord

and agent, to visit Carlisle and judge for themselves.

The cattle department lies between the straw-b?rn and

stable, the south wall of the former being its north wall,

and the north wall of the latter its south wall. It is

about 114 feet long by 72 in breadth, and is covered by

three roofs, the outsides resting on two walls, the in!e-

rior being supported by pillars. Two walls, it will thus

be seen, one on the east side and the other on the west,

serve for this building. In these are four doors, one at

each corner, and windows for light and ventilation, be-

sides t!ie entrances for turnips and the removal of ma.

nure, &c., subsequently noticed.

The interior is fitted-up partly for stall-feeding and

partly yard- feeding. On each side 20 feet are appro-

priated to the former, and the intervening space (32 feet)

to the latter. This middle department is sunk some six

or seven feet below the stalls, so as to hold the whole

manure manufactured. The manure from the stables

and stalls on each side, for instance, is daily spread over

it; so that the whole is mixed in the most judicious

manner, and, from being trampled under the feet of the

yard cattle, is also effectually preserved. The urine as

well as the solids from both is conveyed into it, and if

more liquid is required, as is sometimes the case on corn

farms with a limited supply of turnips, water can be

thrown over it. If, on the contrary, the straw is kept

forward for soiling in summer, either with clover, tares,

or Italian ryegrass, &c.—the more commendable plan

—

and the yards get too wet, ground peat-earth, the dry

ashes from the kitchen, burnt earth, dried seaweed, or

any absorbent of this kind, inay be added. Along this

coast there is a large supply of seaweed ; and we have no

doubt that were it dried, stac';i;d, cut into chuff by ma-

chinery when required, or ground into dust, and strewed

over the yords, it v.-ouUl absorb a large amount of liquid

tp.aiiure, and possibly prove more valuable thin when

applied in its grtea state.
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jj^fbis manure yard is subdivided into three compart-

ments for different ages or lots of cattle, each capable of

holding from twelve to fourteen small polled beasts—the

breed of the district. They have racks for straw swung

from the roof, so that they can be elevated as the manure

rises in the yard, and an abundant supply of water.

On the east side there are thirteen double stalls, ca-

pable of accommodating 26 fattening bullocks, with a

passage in front for feeding, and another behind for

littering and removing the manure into the yards. On
the opposite side are eight double stalls, two small yards

for Cilves, and the entrance to the interior yards from

the out.^ide—four stalls and a calf-yard being on each

side of the latter. The stalls are capable of holding two

beasts each, as on the other side, and the small yards six

or eight calves each. Both also have a passage in front

and behind.

The whole building will thus hold about 100 head of

cattle, viz., 34 fattening bullocks, 8 cows, IG calves,

and 42 store beasts. There are no feeding boxes, but

the interior yards can easily be fitted-up with some thirty

of these should circumstances require it, so as to hold

30 fattening bullocks instead of 40 store beasts, as above.

If the tenant, for example, wished to consume a field of

tares, clover, or Italian ryegrass, in the house during

summer, he could thus purchase in 64 bullocks, and

fatten them for the metropolis. Such a lot would soon

work up all the spare straw into excellent manure, and

fetch something considerable for their grass, if of as

good a quality as those he is now consigning to Mr.

Collins—the last lot of eight being reported the best in

Smithfield.

The two turnip-barns are situated one on the east

and the other on the west side of the cattle department

just noticed, with entrances into the passages in front

of the stalls. They project at right angles from the

middle, with arched cartways for backing in the turnips

and grass ; and being uniform in height with the rest of

the buildings, give to the whole a very elegant and

artistical appearance. They are, however, rather small,

especially the one on the west side, which also forms

the entrance to the manure-yards. It takes a good deal

of turnips to carry a hundred head of cattle through a

storm—more than they will contain. At the same time,

their position is good, enabling the cattle-man to feed

and superintend his charge without opening an outside

door. There is nothing which disturbs cattle more than

the opening of outside doors, especially in stormy wea-

ther, or which retards in a greater degree the progress

of fattening ; and when we add to this frozen turnips in

frosty weather, and dirty in rainy—a state of things still

too frequent in this as in other quarters—the advantages

here enjoyed appear the more invaluable. In the case

before us, the cattle-man, after entering in the morning,

has not to open an outside door, unless when going to

his meals ; while everything is so planned inside, that he

can perform his day's work with the least amount of

labour to himself and disturbance to stock. A door,

for instance, opens into the straw-barn from the centre,

so that straw for food and litter can be given to each

lot of cattle witliout disturbing either them or the

others. Turnips in the same manner. A door, again,

enters from the stable, opposite the manure-yards, so

that the stable manure can be wheeled the shortest way

into them by the horse-men, in the morning, and spread

over the yards by the cattle-man, when he spreads the

manure from the stalls, thus mixing the two together.

And how easily is all this work done, and how satis-

factorily to both man and master, when compared

with the open-yard system, where turnips have to

be wheeled through the byres for the yard-cattle,

and the straw carried through the yard-cattle for

the stables and byres, keeping barn-doors, stable-

doors, and byre-doors continually on the clatter,

and cattle on the qui v'lve, the winter-day over

!

Those of our readers who are still subject to this latter

plan can scarcely form an adequate idea, either of the ad-

vantages of the former, or disadvantages under which

they themselves yet labour in the economy of food and

labour, and the manufacture of manure, butchermeat,

and dairy produce. The entrance to the yards, for the

removal of stock and manure, is at the west turnip

barn, as already stated, and consists of an inclined plane

from the floor of the latter to the bottom of the former.

Across the passages there are wooden gangways over

this inclined plane, which are removed when carting out

manure. There is also a plank, on which the turnips

are wheeled from the west barn to the store cattle in

the yards, so as not to disturb the stall-fed cattle by

wheeling along the passages in front of them.

There is nothing worthy of particular mention about

the stable. It runs transversely along the south end of

the cattle department, the south wall of the latter form-

ing its north wall. The horses stand with their heads to

tlie south wall, and tails to the cattle department ; and at

each end of the passage behind them, there is a capacious

door enabling one half of the teams to go out, and

enter at the east, and the other half at the west, thus

avoiding travelling behind each other as much as

possible.

The " cart-sheds" front the west or east side of the

other buildings. Each horseman has his own compart-

ment, so that there is no confusion in yoking or un-

yoking. And over the whole is a capacious granary.

The farm-house, although not very recently built, is

yet modern. Mr. Jolly is a wealthy bachelor ; and all

we shall add on this division of our subject is, that

many an English woman could here spend ^500 a-year,

and make herself and husband extremely comfortable.

Into artificer's details we cannot enter, for the want of

space. The new buildings recently erected, including

the whole except the farm-house, are built of freestone,

and covered with slate. They are strongly limbered,

and cost the landlord i^l, 100, and the tenant some three

or four hundred more for carriage. Total investment

^i'ljSOO, exclusive of the farm-house. They were de-

signed, we understand, by the agent on the estate, (Hall- i:

green), Mr. Dixon, Lawrencekirk, with the assistance

of the tenant of course, and reflect great credit to both ; j
for although the first erected in the district, yet were the^

j|

to be rebuilt now, after several years' experience, very

little alteration would be made. The liquid manure

I
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system having since then come into vogue, a steam- I they justly meet with the general approbation of both
engine would probably take the place of the water-

i
landlords and tenants, there being seldom a week

wheel. The turnip barns might be made a little larger, ! during which they are not examined. On our arrival,

and the roof of the cattle department a little higher for two landlords were there, who had examined everything

the summer feeding of large cattle; but upon the whole, very minutely.

THE COLESEED CROP.
In the selection of a subject most suitable for the

season I am often at a loss, and frequently know
not what may prove of the greatest usefulness for

the readers of my next paper ; farm topics are so

fully discussed everywhere, as to lead me to

thinic myself rather presumptuous in writing

article after article, as I do, for the columns of

the Mark Lane Express, upon the many cha-

racteristics of farm management. I have been for

thirty-five years a practical farmer on a somewhat
extensive scale, and it is with pleasure that I give

my own experience in farm cultivation and pro-

cedure, and hope, so long as my readers are con-

tent, to do so. But I should esteem it a favour

if any one who honours my feeble papers by
perasal would from time to time suggest any topic,

or make inquiries, likely to lead to useful discus-

sion on matters connected with practical agricul-

ture. I shall be happy to take them up, to the

best of my abilities, at all times ; and it is owing

to a wish expressed by some inquirer in the

Mark Lane Express that I take up, or rather con-

tinue, one of the subjects, as named at the head of

this paper ; for I had already sent an article

to the Editor before the inquiry was made. I have

cultivated most of the common agricultural-seed

crops, and consequently shall write from ray own
experience as well as observation.

The Coleseed Crop.—In this paper my re-

marks will be confined to the management of

the coleseed (rapeseed) crop, with a view to the

production of seed. I have in former papers

—

on " Fallows," " Culture of Turnips," and the

like— sufficiently set forth the order of cultiva-

tion for such crops ; suffice it to say that the

soil must be loamy and fertile, be well worked or

highly pulverized, and it ought to be supplied with

a good dressing of manure. Every attention must

also be given to obtain a good and regular plant

throughout the field. These matters being attended

to, success will be the result.

The Green Crop.—There are three principal

methods pursued to provide a good plant for the

general crop. The^rs^ is, to fallow the field in

the usual way until about the second week in July,

giving it the customary workings and manuring,

and putting in the seed as for a food crop, for

which, in fact, it is designed. It is fed oflF as late in

the winter as circumstances will allow, and then

"laid in" for a seed crop. If the season be propitious

the " stumps " will put out new shoots freely.

Deep hoeing should then immediately take place

;

to be repeated as often as required, followed by
careful weeding. In this way, if the land is good

or richly manured, a profitable seed crop may be

obtained at little expense ; and, at the same time,

the green food has given sustenance to the flock in

no inconsiderable quantity. There is undoubtedly

much hazard in respect to this mode of securing a

plant : frequently severe frosts destroy a very large

proportion of the over-eaten stalks ; consequently

the field is sown to another crop. This is so

commonly the case, that growers of seed seldom

depend upon this mode of obtaining a plant ; but

the probabilities are so favourable either for a seed

crop or a corn crop, that it is often tried.

The second mode to which I shall refer is this

—

it is, in fact, the only safe course to pursue, i. e.,

to set apart the field entirely for the seed crop, and

manage it accordingly. It is not desirable to

secure a large well-grown plant; this is almost

certain to meet with great injury from frosts or

severe changeable weather in winter ; or, if it should

escape uninjured through that season, it may grow

too luxuriantly in the spring, come too early into

flower or bud, and then be cut oflP by late rime-

frosts. These frosts prevent the setting of the

flower to seed, and frequently cause them to fall

oflf. The safest way is to arrange other matters of

fallow-management so that the field for the cole-

seed crop is left until last. It should then be well

and effectively done, the seed being carefully and

thinly drilled in, so as to form a regular, but rather

thin, plant throughout the field; failing this, it

must be hoed and thinned. The plants should

neither be too large nor too thick. Plants from

six to ten inches high stand the winter best, and

are sufficiently strong to branch out in the spring,

and grow with force and vigour.

The third mode usually pursued is this : In some

districts it is customary to sow rye, tares, trifolium,

&c., in the autumn after wheat, for early food in

the spring; in others to leave the two years' seeds

for spring food, and plough them up late, i. e., in

June or July. In cases like these it is often sought

to secure a coleseed crop. This is easily to be ob-
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tained, and ample time left for cleansing and fal-

lowing the land. The mode of working and
pulverizing I need not now describe; the main
point is to get it well fallowed and sown by the

middle of August, the seed to be drilled in with a

good manure compound, to cause it to vegetate

and grow rapidly, so as to attain some strength

before winter. The old rule is that, if the leaf of

the plant on good soils does not exceed the size of

a half-crown, it will not become a profitable crop.

Management.—A plant being secured, and
the soil in a fit state to produce a crop, nothing

more need be done until spring. As soon as suit-

able weather sets in, a deep and eflfective hoeing

should take place, and the plants should be
thinned, so as to leave them at regular dis-

tances as much as possible, and from six to eight

inches apart, according to the condition of the land

and the size of the plants; the larger the plant the

more room it will require. Careful weeding should

also follow, as the value of the seed is much en-

hanced by its cleanliness, its uniformity in size,

and dark bright colour, very closely allied to

black. The crop will in average seasons be ripe

about the middle of July, and is easily known
by its change of colour from green to a light

drab ; the seeds in the pods will to a greater

certainty indicate its ripeness, and as soon as

they attain a degree of hardness, the crop may be
harvested. It should be cut down as expeditiously

as convenient, in order that its colour and uniformity

may be retained ; but the colour is often seriously

injured by unnecessary exposure to unfavourable

weather ; repeated rains also cause it to grow
whilst lying in reaps or sheaves. The common
practice is to cut the crop as soon as ripe, and tie

it into sheaves, leaving them lying abroad on the

top of the stalks or stumps to dry. The sheaves

are thus made : a few of the longer and more
pliable stems within the reaper's reach are pulled

up by the roots ; these are laid along on the ground
to form the band ; the reaper cuts a sufficiency to

make a sheaf of moderate size, which he lays upon
the band ; he then takes hold of both ends, pulls

them together, twists the pod end once or twice

round the root end, and tucks it in, leaving the

root end sticking out rather awkwardly. Where
reed, rushes, or long sedge abound, they are often

resoited to for bands; straw is frequently used;
but if the al)ove plan "of lying with its own" is

adopted, and is carefully practised, no great loss

will arise ; it is by far the readiest method of tying.

If the weather is suitable, it will be ready to stack
in a few days ; care should be taken not to stack it

in damp condition, but it is not quite so necessary
to await the perfect state in which mustard or tur-

nip seed should be stacked. The stacking or pie-

ing should be effected in the same way as named
for these crops, so that every sheaf, when laid, has

a downward inclination, to discharge wet; the root

ends require to lie wide apart to obtain this inclina-

tion. If well stacked and securely covered, it will

keep safely for years ; but the seed itself will of

course degenerate, losing both its colour and its

oily properties. It is very commonly thrashed

from the field without stacking, and in exceedingly

dry seasons it is a good plan, as the seed will keep

well either in sack or granary, and much labour

and cost is thereby saved. In damp seasons stack-

ing is almost indispensable, and as the slack does

not press so closely together as corn, it will gradu-

ally become dry. The thrashing is done on large

sail-cloths, and generally by flails ; the machines

making so much cavings, prevent free dressing.

The usual company comprises six thrashers,

two sleds with two men and two lads, to fetch

up the seed, two men to " lay on," two to shake

off, one to take straw away &c., one to riddle

the seed, and a woman and two lads to collect the

seed and fill the riddle. The final dressing com-

monly takes place after the thrashing is finished,

and is done by passing the seed through sieves with

small meshes, about six or eight to the inch, to be

either winnowed by a large revolving fan or a steady

wind, this operation being repeated as often as re-

quired, and the tales carefully swe])t away, to be re-

dressed, will eventually make a good marketable

sample. The straw is very serviceable for litter,

forming a capital bottom for the fold yard ; it

makes a first-rate steddle for a stack, and will

stand for many years made into a stack or wall for

shelter in bleak situations.

The seed is very saleable, and generally at a re-

munerating price to the grower. The yield will

vary from sixteen bushels to fifty. It is used

chiefly for crushing, and produces that valuable

oil called "rape-oil;" the refuse, the highly-prized

manure known as rape-cake. This cake is also

used as food for cattle, &c. ; it is not, however,

greatly relished, on account of its peculiar flavour

and hot or pungent character.

Much is said as to the injury this and similar

crops do to the lands on which they are grown

—

that they yield no return of manure—fill the soil

with seeds— and are exhausting crops. I can posi-

tively say that my experience goes far to contradict

this theory. The succeeding corn crop is invaria-

bly a good one, except from accidental causes; and

if farmers will burn the coleseed straw, and neg-

lect to promote the vegetation of straggling seeds,

they must expect some loss and trouble. I am
firmly of opinion that on all good loamy soils an

occasional crop of coleseed or turnipseed is a salu-

tary and beneficial change in any rotation of crops,
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SPRING FOOD FOR LIVE STOCK.

Providing food for live stock at tiiis time of year,

and particularly in a backward spring,js a point of

consfderaljle difficulty. Hov/ is the turnip-farmer

to find keeping for his flock, when all his swedes

ought to be cleared off for barley- sowing, and

young clovers are not yet ready for stocking ?

Where a large proportion of grass-land is com-
bined with arable, what are sheep to do which have

finished their crop of roots, and yet find the pas-

tures devoid of any bite ? Well, the lucky occu-

pier who has a water-meadow at command is free

from such anxiety ; and, in his case, at this season

sti-ong motives may be seen for extending the

system of irrigation wherever possible, and even

of watering by pumps and steam-engines in other

cases. But let us note the various kinds of crop

or of management by which farmers have been

accustomed to meet the emergency.

One of the old-fashioned practices on grazing

land is termed ^'foggincj," though it has grown
obsolete, except in some very backward provinces.

In various parts of South Wales it is still customary

to remove cattle from pastures in May or June,

leaving the year's crop of grass untouched by stock

or scythe till the follovv'ing spring. In this way a

store of early keep is obtained without the risk and

expense of haymaking—seldom done well in that

humid climate. Rotven, or kept aftermath, was

formerly considered almost invaluable for spring

feed, as on good land it keeps eight or ten ewes

and lambs per acre throughout the month of April.

In a delayed spring-time, when the farmer has

eked out his turnips and mangels with hay, chaff,

and other provender—removing the remnant of his

crop of swedes for consumption upon some conve-

nient plot of ground, so as not to hinder barley-

sowing—it is a common practice to run the flock

thinly over the pastures and young clovers and

seeds, or perhaps also upon a plot of early vetches.

This is felt to be a compulsory, though disadvan-

tageous, management ; and the farmer knows all

the time that in thus nipping off the first young

shoots he is greatly damaging his herbage, and

diminishing tlie summer supply.

Are there any forage plants, then, whjch will

afford a bite earlier than the common pasture

grasses, and which are worth cultivating simply for

this purpose ?

Burnet may be recommended on a dry cal-

careous soil} its natural habitat upon the chalk

Downs of southern England pointing out this

limited sphere of growth. The peculiarity of this

plant is, that it will improve through the winter in

spite of frost, and aflbrd a fine pasturage in

March and April, being in this point unrivalled

by any other artificial grass. Much objection has

been taken to burnet because cattle do not relish

it when full-grown, and from the ill success

of improper management. But it should be re-

membered that this plant, whatever its qualifica-

tions as a hay and seed crop, &c., being chiefly

valuable for its extremely early spring pasturage,

should be managed expressly to this end ; there-

fore, it ought not to be fed down closely in autumn,

but left from about October some six inches high.

Sheep do enjoy it in its young state
; particularly

as they come upon it at a season when they are

weary of half-frozen roots, and are longing for

green herbage. A crop, however, capable of more
general application, is rye, which has become of in-

creasedimportance since autumn-tillage has given us

greater facilities for winter cropping. Some readers

may object that rye when young furnishes but little

food, and that it shoots up rapidly into a harsh

stalk, which stock do not relish. But it appears

that all this may be overcome by growing ike right

variety. There is the St. John's Day Rye, intro-

duced to public notice by Mr. Taunton, of Ashley,

near Stockbridge : this plant, if sown at its proper

time, and on any siliceous or light loamy soil suit-

able for it, and left uneaten in the autumn, is said

to afford sheep-feed equal to good water-meadow,

and this as early as the beginning of March. Mr.
Baker, of Writtle, well known as a practical

far.mer of long standing in the county of Essex,

has an excellent sort, which comes very early,

but is mown for horses and cattle, instead of

being fed off with sheep. Finding that as the

stem advanced the stock would eat only the

tenderest portions, he adopted the method found

so economical in other cases, of cutting up the

green rye into " chafl^," mingled with an equal

quantity of straw and hay. The principal points to

be attended to in its cultivation are, that the land

should be of a sandy or gravelly character, in order

to insure its greatest ])erfection ; the seed-bed must

be very finely harrowed ; and the rye sown shallow,

in dry weather. The time for sowing is from the

middle of September to early in October; the

quantity three bushels. Well manuring v.ilh guano

amazingly increases the crop. The first cutting in

ordinary seasons is at the commencement of April

;

when injured by a heavy fall of snow and delayed

by a dry spring, as in the present year, the ])ro-
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duce is not available till the latter end of that

month : but, whether late or not, it invariably

comes in long before grass or any other herbage is

ready.

In such a backward spring as the present, when

the pastures are still bare, and winter tares threaten-

ing to be useless until Midsummer—when all our

mangels are eaten up, in spite of being eked out

with the hardy and invaluable cabbage, farmers

will, no doubt, weigh with great concern the

evidence in favour of extending such crops as we
have referred to.

AYRSHIRE AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE COUNTY SHOW.

The Ayrshire Agricultural Association's Annual Show of

Farm Stock took place in Ayr, on Tuesday, April 24, in the

field opposite the cattle market. The following is a list of

the prizes :—

,

CATTLE.
DAIRY STOCK.—AYRSHIRE BREED.

For the best bull, not under three years old, six sovereigns,

with one sovereign additional if a pedigree of the prize

animal be produced at the time of entry for not less than two

generations back. The society's silver medal will be awarded

to the breeder of this bull, if resident in Ayrshire—Andrew

Macgregor, Ditton, Riccarton ; for the second best ditto, four

sovetelgns, H. M. Cuuinghame, Carskeoch, Straiton ; for the

third best ditio, two sovereigns, James Morton, Townhead of

Drumley, Tarbolton.

For the best two-year-old bull, four sovereigns, with an

additional sovereign for the pedigree, and the medal to the

breeder, as above, John Parker, Nether Broomlands, Irvine ;

for the second best ditto, two sovereigns, H. M. Cuninghame,

Carskeoch ; for the third best ditto, one sovereign, George

Gairdner, Kirklandholn, St. Q,uivox.

For the best bull stirk, two sovereigns, with an additional

half-sovereign for the pedigree, as above, John Parker, Nether

Broomlanils, Irvine ; for the second best ditto, one sovereign,

Mr. Wilson, Oldmill, New Cumnock ; for the third best ditto,

one half-sovereign, Alex. Oswald, of Auchincruive.

For the best aged cow, either in calf or in milk on the day

of exhibition, teu sovereigns, with an additional sovereign for

the pedigree, and the medal to the breeder, as above, John

Reid, Scouts, Tarbolton ; for the second best ditto, four

sovereigns, James Morton, Townhead of Drumley ; for the

third best ditto, two sovereigns, Mr. Ritchie, Broadwood,

Coylton.

For the best lot of three cows, bred by the exhibitor, in

calf or in milk on the day of exhibition, seven sovereigns,

John Parker, Nether Broomlands ; for the second best ditto,

three sovereigns, Ivie Campbell, Dalgig, New Cumnock.

For the best three-year-old cow, in calf or in milk on the

day of exhibition, six sovereigns, with an additional sovereign

for the pedigree, and the medal to the breeder, as above,

Hugh Rodger, Attiquin, Maybole; for the second best ditto,

three sovereigns, Alex. Ritchie, Broadwood ; for the third best

ditto, one sovereign, Mr. Kirkwood, Shankston, Straiton.

For the best pair of twoyear-old queys, not in calf, two
sovereigns, and the silver medal, John Parker, Nether
Broomlands ; for the second best ditto, one sovereign, John
Mciklc, Brownhill, Tarbolton.

For the best pair of qucy stirks, one sovereign, Alex.

Oswald, of Auchincruive ; for the second best ditto, one half-

sovereign, Mr, Kirkwood, High Langmuir, Kilmaurs.

DAIRY STOCK.—SHORT-HORNED BREED.
For the beat bull, not exceeding five years old, six

sovereigns, James Wright, Girvan Mains, Girvan; for the

second best ditto, three sovereigns, Adam Rankine, of Knock-

don, Maybole.

For the best bull stirk, two sovereigns, Mr. Guthrie,

Crossbuni, Dundonald.

DAIRY STOCK.—GALLOWAY BREED.
For the best bull, not under two years old, three sovereigns,

James Walker, Dyke, Straiton.

FAT STOCK.
For the best ox or heifer calved after 1st January, 1853,

three sovereigns, Gavin Ralston, Dunduff, Maybole ; for the

second best ditto, one sovereign, Gavin Ralston, Dundufif.

For the best ox or heifer of any breed, pure or cross, not ex-

ceeding 3^ years old, showing most symmetry, weight, andfat>

two sovereigns, Gavin Ralston, Dunduff.

For the best fat cow of any age, of the Ayrshire breed, two

sovereigns, John Findlay, Lyonstone, Maybole.

HORSES.
For the best brood mare for agricultural purposes, having

had a foal in the season of 1855, or being in foal at the time

of the exhibition, five sovereigns, William Craig, Cunningham

Baidland, Dairy ; for the second best ditto, three sovereigns,

John Houldsworth, Burnfoot, Dalmellington ; for the third

best ditto, two sovereigns, Robert Paton, Highless, Dundonald.

For the best brood mare for agricultural purposes, having

aloug with her two of her produce, three sovereigns, Robert

Hutcheson, Craigsland, Dundonald ; for the second best ditto,

two sovereigns, Alexander Anderson, Glenside, Kirkmichael.

For the best gelding or mare, for agricultural purposes, four

years old and upwards, three sovereigns, Robert Hutcheson,

Craigsland, Dundonald ; for the second best ditto, two sove-

reigns, James Kennedy, Myremill ; for the third best ditto,

one sovereign, Thomas Maccrorie, Whitefaulds, Maybole.

For the best three-year-old ditto, three sovereigns, Wm.
Stevenson, of Balgray, Beith ; for the second best ditto, one

sovereign, James Kennedy, ]\Iyremill ; for the third best ditto,

one half-sovereign, David Kerr, Uaiuing, Largs.

For the best gelding or filly, for agricultural purposes, foaled

after 1st January, 1853, two sovereigns, Alex. Anderson,

Glenside ; for the second best ditto, one sovereign, John

M'Creath, Barakelly, Kirkmichael.

For the best colt, foaled after 1st January, 1854, one sove-

reign, James Miller, Burnbauk, Craigie ; for the second best

ditto, one half-sovereign, Matthew Hamilton, Newfieldmaius,

Dundonald.

For the best filly, foaled after 1st January, 1854, one sove-

reign, Alex. Anderson, Glenside; for the second best ditto,

one half-sovereign, Hugh Taylor, BuUhill, Galston.
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For the best pair of agricultural horses, two sovereigns,

Hugh Wyllie, Overmills, Ayr ; for the second best ditto, one

sovereign, James Kennedy, Myremill.

For the best entire colt, foaled after 1st January, 1853, five

sovereigns, Matthew Young, Knockiudale, Symington.

SHEEP.
BLACK-FACED BREED.

For the best two aged tups, selected from a sheep stock of

not less than eighty, two sovereigns, Samuel Kilpatrick, Barn-

hill, Coylton ; for the second best two ditto, one sovereign,

John Craig, Craigdarroch, New Cumnock.

For the best two-year-old tups, selected as above, two sove-

reigns, Mr. Young, Balrazle, Ballantrae ; for the second best

ditto, one sovereign, John Craig, of Craigdarroch.

For the best three tup hogs, selected as above, two sove-

reigns, John Craig, of Craigdarroch ; for the second best three

ditto, one sovereign, Johti Hyslop, of Blackcraig, New Cum-
nock.

For the best pen of three ewe hogs, selected as above, two

sovereigns. Captain Kennedy, of Bennane, Ballantrae ; for the

second best ditto, one sovereign, Samuel Kilpatrick, Barnhill,

Coylton.

LEICESTER BREED.
For the best tup, two years old and upwards, thiee sove-

reigns, John Rankine, of Beoch, Maybole ; for the second best

ditto, one sovereign and a-half, John Rankine, of Beoch.

For the beat ditto, under two years old, two sovereigns,

John Rankine, of Beoch ; for the second best ditto, one

sovereign, Alexander Oswald, of Auchincruive.

For the best two ewes, not exceeding five years old, with

their lambs, three sovereigns, John Rankine, of Beoch ; for

the second best ditto, one sovereign, Robert Inglis, Stair

House, Stair.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
For the best tup, two sovereigns, John Rankine, of Beoch,

Majbole ; for the second best ditto, one sovereign, James

Campbell, ofCra-gie.

For the best two ewes, not exceeding five years old, with

their lambs, two sovereigns, Capt. Tait, of Milrig, Galston;

for the second best ditio, one sovereign, James Campbell, of

Craigie.

CROSSES.

For the best pen of three wedder or ewe hogs, a cross

betwixt the Cheviot and Leicester, one sovereign, Gavin

Ralston, Dnuduff ; for the second beat ditto, one half sove-

reign, Gavin Ralston, Dunduff.

For the best pen of three wedder or ewe hogs, a cross

betwixt the blackfaced and Leicester, one sovereign, John

Rankine, of Beoch ; for the second best ditto, one half

sovereign, John Cunningham, Trees.

For the best pen of three wedder or ewe hogs, a cross betwixt

the blackfaced and Southdown, one sovereign, James Camp-
bell, of Craigie.

PIGS.
For the best boar, of any large breed, five sovereigns, James

Morton, Townhead of Drumley ; for the second best ditto, two

sovereigns, John Taylor Gordon, of Blackhouse, St. Quivox.

For the best boar, of any small breed, five sovereigns, Wm.
Calderwood, Parclewan Mill, Dalrymple ; for the second best

ditto, two sovereigns, James Todd, Dunure Mains, Maybole.

For the best breeding sow, of any large breed, having

reared a litter within two months of the day of exhibition, or

being in milk on that day, three sovereigns, Wm. Hay, Tar-

bolton.

For the best ditto, of any small breed, three sovereigns,

Robert Drummoud, Bogwood, Mauchline.

JUDGES:
Ayrshire Dairy Stock.—Mr. Baird, Lochwood, by

Coatbridge ; Mr. Paton, of Cloberhill, East Kilpatrick ; Mr.

Buchanan, Gascaddin Mains, New Kilpatrick ; Mr. Lorimer,

Kirklands, Kirkconnell.

Horses.—Mr. Forrest, of Treesbanks, Allanton, by Ha-

milton; Mr. J. Foster King, West Longhaugh, Bishopton,

Glasgow ; Mr. Wilson, Frithfield, by Anstruther, Fife.

Galloway Stock, Blackfaced and Cheviot Sheep.

—Mr. M'Millan, Glencrosh, Minnyhive, by Dumfries ; Mr.

M'Call, Caitloch, by Dumfries; Mr, Kennedy, of Dalmakerran^

by Thoruhill.

Short-horned Cattle ; Leicester, Southdown,
AND Cross-bred Sheep, and Pigs.—Mr. Watson, jun.,

Keillor, Meigle ; Mr. Simson, Blainslie, by Lauder; Mr,

Laurie, Tregglestone, Dumfries.

Fat Stock.—Mr. Paton, Flesher, Largs; Mr. Rodger,

Penkiln, Garlieston, Newton Stewart.

Poultry.—Mr. Little, 5, Dixon-street, Glasgow ; Dr.

Steven, Ardrossan ; Mr. Donald, Johnstone.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Sidey, Pitcairn Green, Perth ; Mr.

Young, Engineer, Ayr; Mr. Ralston, Lagg, Ayr.

STRAW-CHAFF AS FOOD FOR STOCK.

Dear Sir,—Will you oblige me with a smaU space in your

columns to reply to the many inquiries addressed to me on

the subject of steamed or scalded straw-chaff as food for sheep

and cattle, which I propounded through your pages ? as, by

this mode of reply, I shall not only reach those who have

immediately addressed me by letter, but probably others also,

who may wish for further information in the matter; and I

trust that those gentlemen who have addressed their inquiries

to me immediately, will find in this communication an answer

to those points on which they require fuller information, or

such further directions for carrying out my system as their

several circumstances will permit them to avail themselves of.

First, then, I say—it is not absolutely necessary that the

parties adopting my system should have a steam engine upon

the premises : it is true I prefer steam as a means of cooking

the chaflf, but boiling-water is a very good substitute where

steam cannot be had, or even cold water will do ; only with

this latter you must adopt the system of spontaneous fermen-

tation, which has, however, this disadvantage—that the process

is longer in hand, and, further, requires a larger expenditure

of the minced roots, which in a season like this is a serious

consideration, as it requires about one-third of the bulk to be

minced roots, in order to set up spontaneous fermentation.

But whatever mode you adopt of cooking the chaff, the best

receptacles for the purpose will be brick cisterns or tanks,

which, of course, may vary in size, according to the quantity

of food required for consumption. A good size for these

cisterns is six feet square, inside measure, by three feet

six inches in depth, or six feet by nine feet. If very large

quantities of food are lequired, they must have a perforated
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false bottom, either of wood or iron, and there should be a

wooden plug through the outer wall, inserted between the

true and the false bottom, to let out superfluous moisture, or

iu case of spontaneous fermeutatioa being adopted, to let in

atmospheric air, which is highly essential to it? production.

The outside walls of the cisterns should be uitie inches in

tliickness, and the partition walls four and a-half inches.

There should also be au cak kerb on the top of the walls, and

LJs to cover down the cisterns securely, so that there may be

no unnecessary waste of steam. From two to four cisterns

will be sufficient en most farms. I, however, make use of five

such ; and intend erecting tv<'o more.

Where there is not a steam eiigine upon the farm, one of

the ordinary steam generators for cooking vegetables would be

found useful, and mght be lad at a moderate price, with

which the cisterns might be heated.

In mixing your minced roots with the straw-chaff, do it

when removing it from the cisteri.s : the roots do not require

steaming. And as to the best mode of preparing the roots

for mixing, by mincing or pulping, I am uot aware tliat there

is any better machine for tae purpose thiii the Royal Agricul-

cultiira! Society's prize machine, made by Woods of Slow-

market, Suffolk ; who also makea a larger machine, spplicable

to steam or other power, which will mine? from two to four, or

even more bushels psr miuut?.

I am, yours, &c.,

FkebericK PniLLIP.S.

The Hall Farm, near Brandon.

LEASE ROUTINE.
In a former article we adverted to the discre-

pancy that exists in farm leases, under the altered

position of tenants; for notwithstanding the

improved system of cultivation, the introduction

of guano and artificial manures, the facility of

transport by railways, improvement of imple-

ment and farm buildings, we still adhere to the

old forms of leases, that have been in existence

for centuries, and to preserve their covenants
intact. Although the period and circumstances

nnder which they were framed have long passed

away, or been consigned to the " tomb of the

Capulets," there are still the old covenants sti-

pulating for naked fallows, far the not growing
pernicious seeds and roots— of which potatoes are

named as the chief— and for the manner in which
the arable lands shall be cultivated and cropped

;

the e.vact rotation pointed out, and enormous fines,

by way of increased rent, imposed for each in-

fringement.

Well, the lease is no sooner signed, sealed, and
delivered, and the tenant has paid his twenty

guineas, than he becomes possessed of the precious

document, which in many cases he never after-

wards opens until some quarrel with the landlord

or agent has taken place, or the expiration of the

term approaches, when, to his astonishment, he
finds himself subjected to fines and penalties with-

out number, which he had never contemplated, and
which, if inflicted, would ruin him, but which so

far renders him subservient to the agent as to

become twisted and moulded to any purpose or

form of action in the event of his quitting the occu-

pation.

It may be urged that having entered into the

contract he is bound to fulfil it. This it is not our
intention to deny; but we have no hesitation, on
the other hand, in stating that it is unjust to

impose penalties of a ruinous tendency for small

laches of management, and which probably have

not been attended with any detrimental conse-

quences to the farm; and the better to elucidate our

point, we will give in detail certain alieged breaches

of covenant upon a farm, situated in one of the

home counties, upon which an action was com-

menced, and which was referred from the court to

arbitration, and in which the costs and award ex-

ceeded six hundred pounds :

—

One of the covenants of kase was that the tenant

should " make one-fourth of the arable land one

dean whole S7tmmer'sfallow, under payment of ten

pounds per acre as increased rent for each and

every acre farmed contrary to the covenant during

the remainder of the lease, except upon one-fourth

part upon whicli tares might be grown : the penaltj'-

of ten pounds per acre for every acre sov.'n with

grain or v/hite-straw crops in succession, also as

increased rent; and for every acre of tares seeded •

upon the fallow land : the like payment for clover

mown twice, or for any quantity beyond a moiety

thereof mown once, &c., &c. The sum sued for

amounted to upwards of £1,209; for which the

award was settled at about £75, and, with the costs,

altogether amounted to about £630.

In one instance the tenant had sov/n 5§ aci-es of

oats in the succeeding year after wheat ; he had on

another occasion seeded 2| acres of tares upon the

portion of land appropriated as fallow ; and upon

the remainder of the fallow land he had yearly

taken Swede turnips, mangold wurzel and cole-

seed, the whole of which had been consumed by

his stock upon the farm ; and although the wit-

nesses proved that he had during his occupation

improved the farm, ami the umpire of the arbitra-

tors took a very favourable view of the case not-

withstanding, the very heavy sum as before stated

was inflicted, and paid by him.

Since it has been discovert'd ])y lawyers that

penalties for breaches of covenant cannot be reco-

vered, the infliction has been rendered doubly
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severe by imposin^^ a heavy Hne by way of increased

rent during the whole of the rennainder of the term

;

and it is only, as in the case referred to, when it is

too late to retrace the steps he has taken, probably

in entire ignorance, that the tenant finds this ruinous

infliction overtakes him. And, unfortunately, the

case mentioned is not a solitary instance; for we
happen to know others equally severe, that took

place upon the sale of estates v/here the purchaser

(a solicitor), desirous of becoming possessed of the

farms, sued the whole of the tenants, and succeeded

in either driving them into submission or expelled

them altogether.

Another instance has also come under our notice,

where a tenant, having covenanted to uphold and

maintain the premises in sufficient, good, and tenant-

able repair, rendered himself liable to restore them

in the event of fire occurring, and was therefore

compelled to insure them at his own expense, or

remain liable to such risk during his term ; and in

that, as in numerous other instances wherein the

tenant imagined that he was.only liable to mere

tenantable repairs, by the introduction of the

words in addition before named, at last has found

himself called upon to put the premises into a state

almost equal in amount to substantial repair.

If leases v/ere rendered in plain unmistakable

language, clearly expressing how far the tenant was

liable, and also defining the extent of his liability

as regards repairs, we would not utter a syllable of

objection against them ; but we know that such

instruments are prepared frequently with no other

object but to hold him responsible; in coaching

phrase—" to keep him Avell in hand, whenever

he may feel disposed to kick over his trace."

For our own part, we half incline to the opinion

that a money payment for a moiety of the rent,

and the other half to be dependent u})on the price

of grain or meat, as circumstances may dictate,

would be best ; that the landlord should undertake

all the repairs himself, and charge the tenant half

the labour only or not, as may be agreed upon

;

that upon the tenant manuring the land with

guano or other purchased manure, to the value of

3 cwt. of guano upon each statute acre, that he

should be allowed to take, upon every acre so

manured, grain crops in succession, or potatoes or

other fodder crops, to be sold oflTthc farm.

It was not our intention to enter so fully into

detail, when we commenced this article, but we

have felt it our duty to hold up the injurious system

that has been introduced into recently drawn leases,

whereby tenants are unconsciously drawn into cove-

nants that may be turned against them with ruinous

effect ; and we are assured that most landlords

would feel equally well satisfied if such covenants

were framed so as to prevent injury to their farms,

merely giving them power by arbitration to re-

cover of the tenant compensation for any injury

they might sustain. Tenants unaccustomed to the

nature of leases ought never to commit themselves

by signing them, until previously examined by

some legal or other competent person to advise

them ; and with that view, we have undertaken, with-

out prejudice to any one, to point out the necessity

of landlords and tenants adopting leases that are

drawn fairly and beneficially for both parties, and

not those one-sided instruments that may be turned

into a scourge more dreadful than the knout itself,

whenever an opportunity occurs to enable it to be

done. Again we enforce, that " property has its

duties as well as its rights;" and in doing so would

call the attention of our readers to v.-hat we are

enabled to quote from late meetings of the Botley

and Croydon Farmers' Clubs.

AGRICULTURAL LEASES.
BOTLEY FARMERS' CLUBS.—At the last meeting of

this Club the present form of agricultural leases came on for

consideration, wbcii the following series of resolutions were

ultimately agreed to :

1st. That it is the opinion of this Club that the numerous

restrictions which at present so frequently eiicuniljer the leases

of farms are absurd and iujurious, and should therefore be

abolished.

2nd. That the tenant should have the power of farming

in any manner he may think proper, provided he farms the

lind during the last two years in such manner as may be spe-

cified ; and,

3rd. That he shou'd be compensattd for unexhausted

manures and improvements, according to a scale laid down and

agreed upon.

4tb. That the landlord should have the power of dispossess-

ing a tenant for bad cultivation by a more summsry process

than at present exists, such power to be afforded by an Act of

Parliament, aud to be exercised only under the sanction of

competent valuers, such having been previously agreed to by

both landlord and tenant.

5tb. That in the opinion of this Club the best term for a

lease would be 21 years, determinable at the end of 14 years

by a two-years' notice, given by either landlord or tenant.

The advantages of an equitable tenant-right were maintained

by most of the practical farmers present, aud the principle, it

will be observed, embodied in the resolutions, adopted.

CROYDON FARMERS' CLUB.—At the anniversary

dinner of this Club, on Saturday week, the Chairman, Mr.

Page, also referred to the subject of Agricultural Leases. He

said, "Now, as they had had eiioTigh formal speech-making^

they would have little talk about agricultural matters ; and he

would start it with a subject which he had before mooted

—

that of agricultural leases. The present long and complex

forms of leases were very prejudicial. He should like to see a

general simple form of leases, and should be happy to start a

subBcriptiori in order to pay some legal gentleman to prepare

one. Lord Cottcuham'a steward had told hira that in the three

counties they had only one form of lease ; but the London

lawyers who prepared the leases in this part of the country

knew nothing about them, except making them stretch over

as many sheets as possible."
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HIGH PRICES
It is not for us to impress upon the agriculturist

the good pohcy of his making the most of his

means and opportunities. Fortunately, it is not

necessary ; and if it was, he has crowds of friends

looking on, who are ever ready to so favour him.

There was a period, certainly, when many a man
hesitated ere he increased his outlay, or did all he

was equal to. The return promised at best to be

but uncertain, and the speculation consequently

such as few prudent men would feel justified in

standing seriously committed to. These times,

however, have passed away; and, with more certain

repayment for their investment, have we seen a

gradual extension of those appliances which tend

to the proper cultivation of the soil.

Just at this present moment, however, the

making the most of his business is not only a duty

the farmer owes to himself, but to his country.

The more he can produce, the more will be the

benefit to himself and his fellow-man. Truism as

we have long been told to regard this, it was never

so much so as at this time. An ungenial spring,

sending in upon us but indifferent reports from

almost every part of the kingdom, points to a late

and by no means an encouraging harvest prospect.

A war, that now again threatens to be determined

only by the slow reasoning of merely physical

force, calls, on the other hand, for all which, out of

an abundance even, we might be enabled to supply.

With the return of Lord John Russell, we have a

significant and very marked rise in market prices.

Under ordinary circumstances, the very season

itself would in some measure have led to this

;

while we fear the two combined, promise to make
such high rates but the standard for some tincie to

come.

We should trust the agriculturists here at

home are quite alive to this. If they are not,

we can assure them other countries are. We
give following this, an article on " High Prices,"

from an American paper—the " New England

Farmer"— the whole point of which, it will be

seen, is to prepare its readers for that good mar-

ket which a variety of circumstances, it is argued,

must await what produce they have to offer. The
exigencies of war, the more voluntary emigration

of our people, and the regular influx of gold con-

sequent on this continued exodus, are all used,

fairly enough, to support such a view. The deduc-

tion is manifest enough :
—" It becomes the farmer,

then, to make his plans so as to have little to buy,

and to make his products large, even at an unusual

expense. We are no advocates for lavish expendi-

tures, but we believe that the farmer may safely

employ more labour than usual this season, and

may judiciously expend for manure, both of the

stable and for guano and superphosphate of lime,

and plaster ashes, more freely than heretofore. He
may feel assured that his own labour, skilfully

applied to his farm, will be, this season, liberally

rewarded."

Like ourselves, although not arising from a com-

bination of two grand causes, parts of America

would appear to be in expectation of some scarcity

of labour. The other means, however, at their

command, are more assuredly so at our own. We,
too, are no advocates for lavish or useless expen-

diture, but if more capital can be employed, never,

certainly, was there any such occasion for warrant-

ing its use. If the tardiness of the spring can be

corrected by the larger application of manure, he

will be a wise man who does not neglect such an

alternative. If more labour, either manual or

mechanical, will forward our operations, and make
us in some degree armed against an adverse season,

we have at least of one kind a very plentiful supply.

There is no excuse, in fact, for any man, notdoing all

he can; and there is no man's business that will

be watched so anxiously as that of the farmer.

" Under these circumstances," wrote the Times

the other day, when considering the state of the

money market, " the harvest is the most important

subject of consideration." Under almost any cir-

cumstances we the rather take it to be so. There

may be now some further facilities for the importa-

tion of corn from other countries, but in times like

these the people are more than ever inclined to

ascertain how far they can depend upon their own
resources. The position the agriculturist now oc-

cupies is deservedly a high one, and he cannot exert

himself too much in meeting the demands that will

be made upon him.

Our contemporary declares, in the article we
have already referred to, " that no opinion can yet

be formed on our harvest prospects." At any rate

experience does not justify us in forming too favour-

able a one. The grand requisites at this important

season, the proverbial alternation of rain and sun,

are still denied us. We have, in a word, no

"growing weather;" and without this, harvest

prospects cannot be regarded as v'ery encouraging.

We feel it only a matter of duty to speak thus

plainly, and to show the farmers of this kingdom

how much remains with them. They have every
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incentive to exercise to the highest that skill and
energy which they are at length admitted to possess,

and that now more than ever may be used to our
common advantage. As Mr. Bright said in the

house on Tuesday, " the fact of the markets having

gone up from five to seven shillings a quarter is an

ominous sign," that should not be without its

effect.

Within the memory of every grown-up man, eighty dollars

was considered a high price for a horse that now sells at two
hundred, and sixty dollars would buy a likely yoke of six and
a-half foot oxen, which will now bring a hundred and twenty.

A good cow which used to be thought dear at twenty-five

dollars, now cannot be bought for less than fifty, and so through

all the prices of live stock. Again, the prices current, at retail,

in all the principal towns of New England, show that butter

is worth thirty cents a pound, beef from ten to fifteen, potatoes

a dollar a bushel, hay about twenty dollars the ton, and the

rest of our products in proportion. These prices are nearly

double those of the average prices of the last thirty years,

though we are not forgetful of the high prices of 1836 and 7,

which, by the way, are readily accounted for, by the general

inflation of the paper currency and credit system, and the

speculating mania of those times.

It concerns the farmers, now, to inquire a little into the

causes of the present extraordinary selling value of commodities,

with a view to deciding, if possible, what course is best for him
to pursue, in the production of them, for the market. If such

prices are to continue, he may well consider whether he may
not take such advantage of them as to turn his labour

and his land to better than usual account. We can afford to

expend two dollars a ton, beyond our usual amount, to produce

our crop of hay, when it may be sold at six or eight above its

common price ; and we may hire a little more help in the dairy

profitably, when butter is worth thirty cents a pound.

What causes the present high prices ? We will not pretend

that we can answer this question with entire satisfaction to

ourselves
; yet there are facts, within the knowledge of all

which, no doubt, tend to produce this state of affairs. The

war in Europe may be named as one of them. Eighty thou-

sand men, it is said, have already perished on the side of Eng-

land and France, before Sebastopol. Add to this number

those who have been enrolled in the armies of the allies

above the number of the regular standing armies of those

cations, and those who are indirectly turned from their accus-

tomed pursuits, to convey troops, carry provisions, attend the

sick, and the like, and we have probably a hundred thousand

men, iu England and France alone, withdrawn from the

business of cultivating the earth.

Add to those an equal number, engaged in the service of

Bussia, and the vast increase of the armies of Austria, and of

most of the European powers, who watch, with drawn swords,

in preparation for battle, the issue of the pending contest, un-

certain when they may be called on to engage in it, and it

would not perhaps be an over-estimate to say that a quarter of

a million of men are, at the present lime, called away from

labouring on the earth by the pending war

!

Again, emigration from Great Britain, and especially from

Ireland, has materially lessened the productive force of that

nation. Much of this labour has gone to Australia, where it

ia employed in digging gold, and in the preparation for a new

mode of life. Emigration to Kanzas and the West generally,

has, in aome localities in New England, been so extensive as

to lessen thevalue of farms thus deserted,and the labour of those

emigrants, thus interrupted, cannot for some years be applied

to the soil so as to return to the markets its former amount
of products. The unusual influx of gold into this country and

Europe, has doubtless an effect to produce an apparent increase

of prices. "We say apparent, because an influx of gold, like

an inflation of the paper currency, adds nothing to the real

value of property. Its effect is merely to make money less

valuable, so that more of it is given for articles of real value,

as the products of the earth and of the arts. So far as this

cause has operated to raise prices, we can apprehend no sudden

change, for the production of gold seems to bo aheady a

regular business, as uniform in its results as other pursuits,

and will probably so continue.

There seems to us no immediate prospect of peace among
the nations. The labour which should go to feed the hungry

aud clothe the naked is desecrated in mutual destruction, and

another harvest, at least, must be gathered, before the poor

survivors of the battle-fields find their way to their native

lands, to renew their accustomed employment ; and many
years will pass, before the effect of this awful violation of

the beautiful system of Providence, which gives bread for

labour, will cease, and the regular laws of demand aud supply

be again established.

We believe that the products of the earth must continue to

bear a high price, at least through another winter. It becomes

the farmer, then, to make his plans, so as to have little to buy,

and to make his products large, even at an unusual expense.

We are no advocates for lavish expenditures, but we believe

that the farmer may safely employ more labour than usual this

season, and may judiciously expend for manure, both of the

stable aud for guano and superphosphate of lime, and plaster

and ashes, more freely than heretofore. He may feel assured

that his own labour, skilfully applied to his farm, will be, this

season, liberally rewarded.

Let not the farmer be behind other men in watching the

signs of the times, and let him make up, by foresight and

skill aud energy, what he lacks iu the natural fertility of a

New England soil.

—

Nem England Farmer.

WELL-AIRED BEDS.— Housekeepers are highly cen-

surable for not keeping their beds well aired, dry, and ready at

all tiines for use. Many are the deaths that have resulted from

the improper use of damp beds, to say nothing of colds,

asthmas, bronchitis, &c., &c., aud their attendant evils. Too
much care cannot be given to this department of household

management. When a stranger or friend is about to visit

many families, what a process of airing one sees going on with

bed and bedding ! all right enough in its place, but generally

such hasty dryings are not always effectual, for spare rooms

and spare beds are proverbially damp, and not easily dried.

An old housekeeper suggests the following very simple

remedy, and unfailing:—Fill a atone bottle holding from one

to three gallons with boiling water, securing the cork by tying

it down safely with several thicknesses of stout linen, to pre-

vent either moisture or steam from escaping; place it in an

upright position upon the mattress, surrounded by bolster and

pillows, and over these place the bed with the feathers, as far

as possible immediately around the bottle, leaving it uncovered

to allow the dampness to pass off. The bottle will keep iu

great warmth forty-eight hours in severe weather, and need

not be replenished except under especial cases.
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SALE OF MR. J. S. TANQUERAY'S HERD OF SHORTHORNS, AT HEN DON,

On Tuesday, April 24th,

by mr. strafford, ov euston square.

Almost every succeecfing week has its own pecu-

liar event and attraction. In one, we have the fleet

to sail from Spithead ; in another, to welcome our

illustrious visitors ; in a third, there is the opening

of the Royal Academy ; while the fourth has a

Derby to he run for, a new opera to be tested, or

something equally exciting or important as the pro-

minent feature for the time being. Sailors, cour-

tiers, sportsmen, and artists, each in turn, become

the heroes of the occasion, although the public

generally have still quite sufficient interest in what

is going on, to give such celebrations something

more of a character than merely class or close

meetings.

One of the "events" if not of the week, of

the month pnst, at least as far as the agri-

culturist is concerned, has been the short-horn

sale at Hendon. We should l)e inclined to

rank even this, too, as something beyond a class

gathering; for we saw many a visitor here duly

armed with pencil and catalogue, who must have

had very innocent intentions as to bidding up for

high-bred cattle. The vicinity of the place of

sale to the metropolis, the fineness of the day

and the known hospitality of the owner of the

stock, may have so accounted for the presence of

many. There were others, however, who came

from far greater distances, and with certainly some

far more useful object in view. Of course we

would not rank even a tithe of these either as

actual or intended buyers. They came the rather

to judge for themselves of what some had only

previously heard—the almost fabulous prices given

for shorthorn stock.

There has been a very prevalent notion for some

time past that Mr. Tanqueray's sale would be a

good one. Like the late Lord Ducie, he has been

distinguished as a very spirited buyer, and, like

that lamented nobleman, he has almost invariably

gone for the best blood. To either has Mr. Bates

been the great authority, and Kirkleavington the

nursery from which they derived their chief trea-

sures. Mr. Tanqueray may, indeed, be said to

have in some measure followed Lord Ducie,

having been one of the freest buyers at Tortworth.

The Oxford 11th cow, for 250 guineas; Oxford

l6th, when a calf, for 180 gs. ; Mystery, for 200

gs. ; Duchess GQth for 400 gs., and so on. Some
of these came again to the hammer on Tuesday,

and, it will be seen from the list of prices which we

give in another column, at a very tolerable return

for the risk and outlay incurred.

This list is well worth some attention. We have

so arranged it, in defiance to the number on the

catalogue, that our readers may come at once to

the highly priced ones. Oxford the 11th, from the

Tortworth herd, heads the cows at the extraordinary

but not unprecedented price of 500 guineas. We
ourselves saw Duchess G6th run the glass down at

Tortworth for 700 guineas, and Duchess 64th,

at the same sale, for 600, both to go to Ame-
rica. The purchaser here at Hendon was Mr.

Gunter, a young breeder and a young man,

who farms, or rather, we believe we should

say, grazes some land at Brompton. He became

first known at Lord Ducie's sale, where he secured

some lots at very strong prices. The same gentle-

man, it will be observed, bought the Sixth Duke of

Oxford, the second best bull, for 200 guineas, while

he would have gone on for the Duke of Cambridge.

He drew it, however, a little too fine, and the glass

was out before his bid reached the auctioneer.

This was the only dispute during the day, and we

must say we think Mr. Strafford was quite right in

not putting up the bull again. If the glass is to

be the test, and we know no fairer one, it will never

do to disregard its authority.

Against Mr. Gunter a glance round the ring

showed us many of the best judges and most re-

nowned breeders in the kingdom. They came, in

fact, from all quarters—Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,

Gloucester, Wilts, those strongholds of the short-

horn—the Booths and Torrs, Strattons and Sains-

burys, with JonasWebb from Cambridge, Barthropp

from Suffolk, Cruikshank from Scotland ; the Fields,

Halls, and Simpsons, from nearer town ; and hosts

of others whose names "are associated with this kind

of stock. Still scai'cely one of these could be put in

antagonism with Mr. Gunter. Those who did buy,

as Mr. Barthropp at a hundred and Mr, Webb
at sixty, were content with good animals at fair

prices. The " rage " or " fashion " was al-

most entirely confined to the gentleman already

mentioned, and to visitors from America and

Australia. We believe the high biddings were

chiefly, if not solely, with these few. The second-

priced cow at 480gs., the 200 gs. one, the 180 gs. one,

the l60gs.one,and another at 140g8.,allgoto Arae-
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rica; while Barrinj/ton, cue of the 200 gs. bulls, is

destined for Australia, the other being secured by
Mr. Gunter. Anioncrst the old recognised breeders,

Sir Charles Kniglitley appears as the only one
going to anything like an extraordinary price ; and
even he, but for a mistake, would most probably

have been tired out.

We confess it is rather difficult to make a

deduction here. Is five hundred guineas, for a very

well bred and very good looking cow, an artificial

or a warrantable price ? If Mr. Tanqueray can

double the value of an animal in less than two

years, as he has done in this case, the answer

v.'oiild seem self-evident enough. His sale, how-

ever, considering the pains and cost at which he

collected his herd, is not for an average a very extra-

ordinary one. Some of the first cows put up went

at mere butchers' prices ; while against these we
have certain strains that only appear to increase

in estimation every time they are oflfered. The
question arises here, is this said esteem or frishion

to be justified ? We are inclined to believe

it is, and that its value will always be re-

cognized as long as it can be traced.

Nevertheless, few even of our best men, it

seems, care to run up to anything like the lengths

now attained. It is the export market, after all,

that " makes" these wonderful sales. It was so

at Tortworth ; and but for this at Hendon, too,

Mr. Gunter would have had it all his own way.

One secret of this, however, at least with our

American friends, is that they buy in companies—

a

plan which in the end materially reduces the cost

at which a district obtains the use of our best stock.

Admitting, as every one did, how admirably the

herd at Hendon is managed, how well and econo-

mically the buildings are arranged, and in what

good and useful condition the stock were brought

into the ring, it is a matter of some regret, if not

of surprise, that this wholesale break-up should

have been determined on. The responsibility, how-

ever, of still further preserving for us here at home

some of the renowned Oxfords and Duchesses

would seem to be now transferred to Mr. Gunter,

who certainly enters on the duty with all

the spirit of a man determined to have the

best, and to do the best by it. We very

sincerely wish him success. Even supposing it is

a " hobby," as some no doubt will consider it, he

might indulge in many a worse one. The pursuit

of this can hardly fail to result in some good.

We must not omit a word for the very excellent

and methodical system on which the whole business

of the day was conducted. As far as good general-

ship and hospitality could insure one, it was a very

pleasant gathering ; and, as we trust, not an un-

profitable one to any of us.

COWS AND HEIFKKS.
vT When t. Price.
InAME. r> BUYEK. --<

Calved. Gs.
Oxford 11th .. .. 1849 ... Mr. Gunter .. . . 5U0
Oxford 16tli .. .. 1853 ... Becar & Morris .. ISO

Hope 1850 ... Mr. Spencer .. ..200
Minerva 2nd .. ,. 1850 ... Becar & Morris .. 180
Lady Harrington 8th.. 1846 ... Lord Burlington .. 170
Victoria 26th .. .. 1853 ... Becar & Morris .. 160
Hopeful 1854 ... Mr. Spencer .. ..140
Minerva 4th .. .. 1853 ... Becar & Morris .. 140
Minstrel 1846 ... Lord Burhugton .. 110
Janetta 1848 ... Mr. Ambler .. ..105
Lady Bates 1854 ... Mr. Combe .. ..105
Lidy Blanch .. .. 1850 ... Mr. Barthropp .. 100
Silence 1850 ... Mr. Barihropp .. 94
Ins ., 1850 ... Beear & Morris .. 90
Oak Leaf 1854 ... Lord Fevershara .. 81

Surprise 1854 ... Becar & Morris .. 80
Jardine 1850 ... Mr. Stanhope .

.

.. 80
Narcissus 1851 ... Prince Albert .

.

.. 72
Ortkapple 1847 ... Mr. Simpson .. .. 71
Daphne Gwynn . . .. 1845 ... Mr. Townshend .. 70
Jewel 1854 ... Mr. Hook .. ,. 70
Olive Leaf 1846 ... Mr. Blavthwaite .. 66
Mary 1849 ... Mr. Calvin .. .. 65
Angela 2nd 1849 ... Mr. Topham .. .. 65

Delia 1851 ... Becar & Morris .. 65

Fancy 1851 ... Mr. Fisher .. .. 63
Oak Bud 1854 ... Mr. Grenfell .. .. 61

Sprightly 1854 ... Mr. Crawley .. .. 60
Diffy Gvynn .. .. 1851 ... Mr. Jonas Webb .. 60

Hyacinth 1849 ... Mr. Marjoribanks .. 58

Dolly Gwynn .. .. 1851 ... Mr. Fisher .. .. 56

New Year's Day. . .. 1847 ... Mr. BUythwaite .. 55

Jfnny Lind 1847 ... Mr. Cartwright .. 55

Boquet 1851 ... Mr. Stanhope.

.

.. 55

Julietta6th .. .. 1853 ... Mr. Carringtoa .. 53

Houes>tv 1834 ... Mr. (i nest .. .. 53
Camilla" 1853 ... Brooks & Fuller .. 52

Minna l?4t ... Mr. Townshend .. 52

Fanciful 1854 ... Lord Fevershan .. 51

Garland 18.'i3 ... Mr Stanhope.. .. 51

Arabella3rd .. .. 1851 ... Mr. Walters .. .. 51

Cynosure 1851 ... Mr. Combe .. .. £0

Dorcas 1850 ... Mr. Kirkliam .

.

.. 50
Olive Branch .. .. 1852 ... Mr. Anga? .. .. 47

Carmine 1851 ... Mr. Abbott .. .. 47
Sympathy 1852 ... Mr. Cruickshank .. 46
Surmise 1854 ... Mr. Sartoris .. .. 45

Dormda 1853 ... Brooks & Fuller .. 45

Lady Emma .. .. 1818 ... Mr. Slaucr .. .. 45

Duchess 2nd .. .. 1848 ... Mr. Walters .. .. 45

Delia Gwyun .. .. 1844 ... Mr. Blaythwaite .. 42
Astraja 1852 ... Mr. Jonas Webb .. 42
Dorothea 1852 ... Mr. F. eld .. .. 42

Statira 1854 ... Mr. Sartoris .. .. 40
Alice 1854 ... Mr. Hallett .. .. 40
Magic. .. .. .. 1853 ... ]\Ir. Ambler .. .. 40

Noisette 1852 ... Mr Lawford .. .. 40
Biu?het 1852 ... Mr. Kirkhara.. .. 40
Trinket 1850 ... Mr. Fisher ., .. 40
Cleopatra 1850 ... Lord Hurlington .. 40
Fidelis 1848 ... Mr. Field .. .. 40
Mystery .. ,. .. 1852 ... Mr. Drake .. .. 38
Wildair 1853 ... Mr. Atherton .

.

.. 38

Junia 1855 ... Mr. Cartwright .. 36

Joan 1847 ... Mr. Cartwright .. 36

Stately 1852 ... Mr. Woodward .. 35

Clematis 1852 ... Mr. Hook .. .. 35

Ann Gwynn .. .. 1851 ... Mr. Dormer .. .. 35

Louise 1854 ... Becar & Morris .. 34

Lady Bell 1854 ... Mr. Sartoris . ..31
Nerissa 1854 ... Mr. Robinson.. .. 31

Duchess of Coruwall . . 1844 ... Mr. Binder .. .. 31

Rosamond 1854 ... Mr. Simpkiua .

.

.. 30

Darliu.' 1854 ... Mr. Topliara .. .. 30
Jennette 1847 ... Mr. Tophara .. .. 30

Honest Mrs. Gwyun .. 1843 ... Mr. Duckworth .. 29

Cleopatra 2nd .. ,. 1851 ... Mr. Tracey .. .. 26

L L
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BULLS.

When
Name. Calved.

Duke of Cambridge .. 1852 ..

Sixth Duke of Oxford.. 1854..
Barringtou 1854 ...

The Baron 1853 ...

Dakedoiu 1854 ...

Marraaduke .. .. 1855 ..,

Macdonald 1854 ...

Autocrat 1854 ...

JSToble ,, 1854 ...

Dundas 1854 ...

Gcveruor 1854 ...

Aaron 1854 ...

Fitz Drrby 1854 ...

Friar John 1854 ...

Dauntless 1854 ...

St. David .1855 ..'.

John of Glo'ster.. .. 1855 ...

Douglas 1854 ...

Nelson 1854 ...

Captain 1S54 ...

Napier 1855 ...

Harry of Glo'ster .. 18.54 ...

Pidelio 1855 ...

Alliance 1855 ...

Buyer.
Sir C. Knigiitley

Mr. Gunter ..

Mr. Fisher

Mr. Cruickshank
Earl Radnor .

.

Mr. Marjoribauks
Mr. Morris .

.

Mr. Simpson .

.

Mr. Catov
Mr. Guest
Brooks & Fuller

Mr. Bostock .

.

Mr. C. Abbott
Mr. Hall.. ..

Mr. Hallett .

.

Mr. Bramston.

.

Mr. Dodwcll .

.

Mr. Tracy
Mr. Jepson .

.

Mr. Duckworth
Sir J. Lubbock
Mr. Robir.son.

.

Mr. Crump .

.

Mr. Chambers .

Price.
Gs.

280
200
200
155

110
100
81

67
60
65

60
50
50
50
50
45
42
35
34
24
23
18

17
15

Aefgregate of the 77 Cows and Heifers
Aggregate of the 24 Bulls

£5.915 14
1,928 17

Total of the lOlIots £7,844 11

Being an average of £77 13s. 4Jd. per head.

THE LATE MR. BOLDEN'S HERD.
On Friday, the 27th of April, the celebrated stock of short-

homed cattle, the property of the late Joha Bolden, Esq., of

Hyniog, took place at Springfield Hall, Lancaster. There was

a remarkably good attendance from all p.irts of the country,

and we noticed the presence of some visitors from Ireland.

Mr. Strafford officiated ; and the cooipetitiou was very spirited,

as the foUos'iug prices will show :

Dowager Queen .

.
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE WHEAT CROP.
It is very true that the wheat plant has suft'ered

materially, especially on light exposed soils, by
tjie severity of the winter, which even still seems
to linger with us; but we have reason now to

believe the damage is not generally so extensive

as was once feared. We have been carefully I

examining some large breadths of land under
|

wheat on the thin light barley soils of Surrey,
j

resting immediately upon the chalk, which sup-

port such a conclusion. These large fields, when
we visited them early in Ma)', appeared more
like fallow lands than wheat crops ; when we saw
them in the last days of April, hardly a green blade

'

of v.'heat was to be seen in a rod. The heavy roller

has since been over them, and now the plants are

slowly making their re-appearance. That the por-

tion of the wheat above ground should be withered

away, without kiUing the plant, by the drying winds
and low temperature to which it has been exposed,

need hardly excite our surprise when we examine
the register of the weather for the season of 1854-

55, and contrast the temperature of the surface and
of the soil during the same period. Let us refer

only to these registers for the present month, and

we shall find that the lowest temperature during

the night, on the surface, close by one of the wheat

fields (100 acres) to which we have referred, and

under the surface of the soil (IS inches), during the

same period, was as follows :

—

Temperature
Of the Of the

surface. eoil.

May 1 34 41

„ 2 30 41

,, 3 21 41

„ 4 32 40
,, 5 24 39
„ 6 28 40
„ 7 38 42
„ 8 36 43
„ 9 24 42
„ 10 39 43

,, 11 40 44

,,12 32 43
„ 13 28 43

„ 14 34 42*

* Since the 10th, 1.0/ inches of raiu have fallen, equal to

—

gay 107 tons of water per imperidl acrij. We have had more
than half of this amount since Saturday morning.

Hence we discover that, whilst during the present

month the upper part of the wheat plant has been

exposed to drying winds and a minimum night

temperature, never more than seven degrees above

the freezing point of water, and commonly several

degrees below 32 deg., the roots of the plant have

not been exposed, except on the night of the 5th

of May, to a temperature within seven degrees of

the freezing point.

When, therefore, we are examining our wheat

crops, we should remember these things, and not

confine our attention to what is going on above the

surface. We are too apt, perhaps, to forget that

although the wheat plant is classed with the hard

corn crops, yet that there are limits to even its

power of sustaining the rapid evaporation from its

leaves by drying easterly winds, and a long-

continued low temperature. We have made

strange advances, indeed, in the cultivation of

this crop ; but vv-e seldom reflect upon the

fact that its cultivation in this country is ex-

tended to the very verge of that mean tempe-

rature in which it refuses to ripen its seeds.

From what country the wheat plant originally came

is a matter of much doubt ; but yet no one disputes

the fact that it is indigenous in countries far warmer

than our own. It is found wild in Persia, on the

banks of the Euphrates, and in the warm soils of

Mesopotamia. It has been contended that the

valley of the Jordan, or the parts of Palestine which

border upon Arabia, may reasonably be assigned as

the native country of the wheat plant. At any

rate, all are agreed that this cereal has followed the

train of agriculture into gradually decreasing mean

temperatures, from the banks of the Nile to the

valleys of Greece, and through the Italian peninsula

to far more northerly soils. A portion of the

surface of our globe has been sometimes divided

by the natural philosopher into certain cereal zones.

It was when speaking of that adapted to the culti-

vation of wheat, that Mr. Whitley, in his essay on

the climate of the British Islands in its eflJ'ect upon

cultivation, indirectly paid a well-deserved compli-

ment to the growers of British wheat, when he

asked, " In what part of this cereal zone are our

Islands situated ? Certainly not in that best

adapted for wheat, which is grown in greater per-

fection on the plains of Egypt, and in the dry hot

summers of Spain. The summer temperature of

the cultivated lands of the British Isles varies from

54° to 64° ; in the rich plains of Lombardy it is

73° ; and in Sicily, the granary of ancient Rome,
77°-" There is, in fact, no portion of Europe

where the wheat crop is pressed into so low a

summer temperature as in our own islands, and

that with a considerable degree of success; and we

may note that in our lands it is still advancing to-

wards the north.

In 1727 a field of wheat, near Edinburgh, drew

L L 2
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numerous admiring visitors to the phenomenon.

Its cultivation had made little progress there even

in 1770 ; but now it is raised in abundance on the

lowlands, favourable hill districts are invaded, it

has successfully been established on the shores of

the Murray Frith. We see then that when we

are remarking on the injurious influences to which

our wheat crops have been recently exposed, we

should not forget the vitality it displays, nor the

obstacles to its progress to which it is exposed, in

a climate so different as ours is to that of its native

country.

THE MANAGEMENT OF OSIER GROUNDS
We adverted on a former occasion to the facilities

which this journal affords for the collection of in-

formation on practical questions, in consequence of

its extensive circulation among practical men—that

is, among men engaged in farming as the means of

obtaining a livelihood ; and we appealed to the

numerous queries and replies on such subjects

which appear from time to time in our columns, in

proof of the estimation in which they are held by

the public as the medium for obtaining such in-

formation. These communications, however, too

often possess an isolated character, and would

have a greater value if they could be made to as-

sume a more systematic form. It has occurred to

us, therefore, tbat it may be advantageous that we

should occasionally draw the attention of our

readers to certain questions of practical interest,

and request information upon them drawn up in a

more systematic form. The valuable information

thus obtained we propose to condense, to arrange,

and systematize.

The subject to which we propose in the first in-

stance to draw attention will be that of the returns,

expenses, and best method of raising and managing

osier grounds ; the expenses of maintaining them
;

and the returns which they are capable of yielding

annually, or at longer intervals, according to the

purpose to which their produce is applied. We will

not introduce the subject with thehacknied proverb

expressive of the profit attending this kind of plant-

ing, which says that the willow will purchase the

horse while the oak is purchasing the bridle ; nor

will we adduce, in proof of the profits attending

such kind of planting, the old story that in Holland

a young man is not allowed to marry till he has

made a willow plantation. We will rather advert

to the stimulus which the railway system is giving

to the planting of osiers, as well as to other in-

dustrial pursuits. We have seen new plantations of

this tree springing up on wet land, or land liable to

be flooded, by the side of some of our principal lines

of railway, and have been informed that such land

has been taken on lease, for the purpose of forming

these plantations contiguous to railways, by means
of which the produce may be conveyed to the osier

market from distances which by the old modes of

transport would be prohibitory.

We shall request those of our readers who may
be disposed to favour us with communications on

this subject to treat it in the following order :

—

1. The best soil and situation.

2. The different sorts of osier, and the several

purposes for which they are best adapted.

3. The method of preparing the ground.

4. The season for planting and method of plant-

ing, and the quantity of sets to the acre.

5. An estimate of the cost of planting, and

keeping clean, till the first crop can be

taken.

(5. The annual expenses.

7. The annual produce, supposing it to be cut

for basket-making and similar small ware.

8. The value of the produce, supposing the crop

to be cut at longer than annual intervals,

for other purposes.

9. Any information not included under any of

the above heads, which the writer may con-

sider worthy of communication.

The information thus furnished will be published

from time to time as it is received, with or without

the writer's name, as he may desire. All we re-

quire is that assumed signatures may be substan-

tiated by the writer's real name and address, com-

municated confidentially. When the whole shall

be received we will devote a leading article to the

publication of an epitome of it.

Should the result of these queries respecting

osier beds prove as satisfactory as we anticipate,

there are several other subjects on which we shall

endeavour to collect the experience of practical

men, to be condensed and arranged in a similar

manner. We are persuaded that there is a vast

amount of useful practical knowledge which may
thus be called forth from men who will sit down to

answer queries when they would shrink from the

attempt to write a regular essay. To draw out

latent talent of this kind, and to collect information

which would otherwise be lost, we consider a worthy

object for the exertions of every man who feels an

interest in the progressive improvement and in-

trinsic worth of all communications contained in

this agricultural journal.
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<T Oi 33-.

THE STEA

It is now just upon two years since tlie London
Farmers' Club met to consider the application

of steam-power to the purposes of agriculture.

The discussion on that occasion was, as might have

been expected from such a man, very a1)ly and

fairly introduced by Mr. Allan Ransome. He was,

too, as becomingly supported by the members
present; and the debate altogether ranks amongst

the most useful of those to be found in the reports

of " the Bridge-street Parliament." The wording

of the subject had necessarily instituted a compa-

rison between the fixed and portable engine; and

in di'awing this, it became, of course, quite as much
a matter of duty to ascertain what either could

be brought to do in the business of tlie

Farm. In the words of Mr. Ransome, they might

be "generally employed in thrashing the crop,

grinding the corn, cutting the chaff, steaming food

for cattle, and sawing wood." Mr. Cuthbert

Johnson, again, would prefer the fixed engine, es-

pecially for its use " in raising water for irriga-

tion :" while Mr. Thomas added, from his own

experience, the items of "winnowing and the

grinding of malt." These weie the general prin-

ciples upon which the uses of steam for agricul-

tural purposes were argued, and upon which the

recommendation embodied in the resolution was

based. Mr. Baker, to be sure, did say further

than this, that " the work would be com-

plete when they had arrived at the ultimatum

of a steam machine for ploughing, of which he did

not despair." Such a Utopian notion, however,

was only greeted with " laughter," and almost im-

mediately afterwards corrected by Mr. Nesbit, who
" did not believe that steam would ever be employed

in ploughing land," and who " did not think it

was in that department the farmers stood so much

in need of the assistance of steam."

The members of this same Society met on the first

Monday in May, to again consider the application

of steam-power to the purposes of agriculture.

The question was now introduced, and the bearing

of the discussion directed not by a sanguine

engineer, but by a practical working farmer.

It was tolerably well understood, moreover, that

the object of this gentleman was to extend the uses

of steam to a branch of farming operations in which

hitherto it had been but little employed, and with

almost as little effect. Mr. Williams, of Baydon,

had, in fact, invented a steam plough that was to

work efficiently and economically. He had exhi-

bited a model of this at the last meeting of the

M PLOUGH.
Smithfield Club, and was said now to be yet more

confident of its success. In a word, everybody

came to hear " all about the new steam plough."

Mr. Williams had no reason to quarrel with his

audience. It was remarkable, indeed, to notice

how much the tone and spirit of the meeting had

advanced since the occasion to which we have just

referred. There was no " laughter" now at the

mention of " that ultimatum—i)loughing by steam."

There was no confident opinion that land never

could be ploughed by steam. On the contrary,

almost every speaker gave Mr. Williams some en-

couragement, as all allowed him credit at least, for

what he has attempted. Indeed, if the meeting

did not go deeper into the merits of the invention

it was only the fault of Mr. Williams himself.

He undoubtedly came armed with a very excellent

paper, detailing what the steam-engine had already

done for agriculture, and entering at some length

into the rather questionable success of what has so

far been achieved in ploughing by steam. He pro-

ceeded, too, entirely in accordance with the wording

of the subject, into the results that would follow

the establishment of this practice. The especial

advantage that would follow, both to the farmer

and to the country, from the saving or doing away

with horse labour—when it was once proved that

we could economically do without it. Here was the

point of the whole story. This was what we all

came to hear explained. So far, steam ploughing

had hardly become reduced to a practical applica-

tion ; and we looked to a practical farmer for a

solution of the diflSculty.

Mr. Williams can scarcely be said to have done

himself justice. He brought no model of his in-

vention, or the system of working it ; while it

appears we are to have no more tangible proof of

its real merits at Carlisle. The little he did offer

on his own patent is easily collected :

—

" Whca I first conceived the idea of putting my portable

engine to such a purpose, after a great deal of consideration I

came to the couclusiou that if steam -plouxhing couUl be accom-

plished, it ought to be douc by the simple 4, 5, or 6 horse-

power engines which are generally used for farm purposes. I

likewise discovered that such an engine would be quite suffi-

cient to propel from three to six ploughs at a time, according

to the nature of the soil, inasmuch as my engine (one of

5-horse power), which drove a strap nearly at the rate of 20

miles per hour, by reducing the speed to about 2 miles pe»

hour would increase her power exactly in the same ratio as

the speed was diuiiuishtd. The advantages appeared to me

to be so great, that I immediately set about constructing a

machine, to be driven by the eugine, which will plough

a 20-yard land without moving, and draw the ploughs in
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furrow backwards, as well as to her, by means of a pulley fixed

in a frame at the other end of the field. It will not be a

difficult task to prove to all practical men, that if steam-

ploiighiug 13 brought about, it should be doue by the same

CBgine that does the other work of the farm ; and as a 6-horse

engine is the outside power that is generally required for that

work, so it will be quite sufficient for all field purposes. I am
certain that with a G-horse-power engine drivius a machine I

am now about to make, considerably lighter than the one I

have tried, I shall be able to draw at the rate of 2 miles an

hour, from four to six ploughs at ouce at the ordinary depth

which is ploughed in the West of England, to plough both to

and from the engine, draw out the spare rope, plough from 10

to 20 yards in width without moving the engine; and when

repiired to move, the engine shall propel both lierself and the

machine on to the next land."

The meeting could not do much with this. The

firstspeaker, indeed, who followed Mr. Williannsex-

pressed his disappointment at the want of a model

;

and then the discussion gradually turned on the

cost and general efficiency of such steam ploughs

as are at present at work. Opinion here was some-

what divided, more particularly on the question of

expense ; it is pretty evident, however, that none

yet have reached anything like that perfection which

would warrant their coining into common use.

This matter of expense of course hinges a great

deal on the machine to be used. Mr. Williams is

all for the one portable engine of the farm ; and,

in fact, this further employment of steam would

seem to argue a returning feeling for the move-

able power. At the meeting assembled to hear

Mr. Ransome, it must be remembered, such a

service was never recognised ; though even on

Monday last, one speaker expressed his belief that

" the time was not far distant when a stationary

engine on any part of a farm might be made to

transmit its powers to any field on the farm, with

precision and economy." Although the meeting

scarcely leant to such a means as this, the question

itself was unanimously treated as " only a matter

of time," with every inclination to receive Mr.

Williams's invention as " a step in the right direc-

tion." It is only to be regretted that the organ of

caution prevented that gentleman giving us a little

more information about it.

It is instructive to notice in the succession of

meetings like these, how surely the farmers of the

kingdom 07-e progressing. At the meeting in June
1853, a reference to the possibility of ploughing by
steam was received v.'ith " laughter ;" and only

again alluded to vvhen contradicted. At the meeting

in May, 1855, every attention and encouragement

is given to the man who would perfect such a pos-

sibility, which is itself considered to be but " a

matter of time." Let us even trace these sittings a

little further back on something of this same question

—mechanical power. " Four years ago," said Mr.

Thomas, speaking in 1853, "it was his lot to open

a discussion on the subject of machinery, and he

then dwelt on the unavoidable necessity there was

that the farmers of England should use machinery

to a larger extent. He showed that so far from

the employment of machinery being any disadvan-

tage to the labouring poor, it would in the long

run be an advantage to them ; inasmuch as by

increasing the productive powers of wealth, it would

enable the farmer to employ more and more hands,

and to bring his land into a higher state of

cultivation. The conclusion he drew was nega-

tived by a majority of more than two to one.

He congratulated the Club on having changed its

opinion." It is a congratulation that is nov\' equally

applicable to the whole country, and that may be

here again very honestly repeated. What better

example could we want of the enterprising spirit of

the English farmer ? A strong Protectionist,

when protection is lost to him, instead of .sitting

himself down in obstinate despair, gees bravely to

work and invents a steam plough !
" A model

farmer " of the most approved school could not

have done more.

LONDON, OR CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.

THE GENERAL APPLICATION OF STEAM-POWER TO AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES

;

AND, IF PRACTrCABLE, WHAT WOULD BE ITS NATUR.AL RESULTS?

The usual monthly meeting took place on Monday,

May 7th, at the Club House, Blackfriars, Mr. Shearer

in the Chair. Tlie question for discussion, introduced

by Mr. J. Williams, of Baydon, Wilts, was " The G( neral

Application of Steam-power to Agricultural Purposes ;

and, if practicable, what would be its natural results ?"

After a few introductory remarks from the Chairman,

Mr. Williams said : Sir, with regard to the general

application of steam power to agricultural purposes, I

would first remark that there cau be no doubt that the

manufacturing interest owes its hitherto flourishing con-

dition, the high position that its members have attained,

and the immcuEe wealth of most of tiie leading firms con-

nected with it, to the unlimited power of steam. Equally

aj)parent to all wlio are practically acquainted with agri-

cultural pursuits is the expensive mode of cultivation*

that farmers have been obliged to adopt—viz., manual

and horse labour ; because, till within these few years,
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they Lave liad no opportunity to use steam power
exrept as a fixture, and even in that case only to a limited

extent. But the case is now altered, for the science

and practical talent of our spirited engineers and imple-

tQcut makers have furnished us with poi table engines

and machinery calculated to overcome the difficuUies

wliich have hitherto stood in our way ; and without a

portable engine the subject for this evening's discussion

would be fruitless. Portable steam-engines now being

at our command, I willss briefly as possible attempt to

describe the several purposes to which they have been

practically applied, and then call your attention to the

grand ultimatum of generally cultivating the soil, if

possible, by means of ibis gigantic power. First, with

respect to thrashing machines, grinding mills, chafi cut-

ters, and any other purpose to which steam power has

hitherto been applied about a homestead, a question

might arise as to the best mode of performing the work

— whether by a fised engine or by a portable one. For

myself, I have never had a doubt, since I saw the first

portable engine practically at work, that it was the en-

gine best adapted for general farm purposes, and was

likely to prove of great benefit to the agricultural inter-

est. A fixed engine, it is true, has its advantages, re-

quiring less fuel, having its water at hand, and being

always ready for work, whi'e the work is done to

the best advantage under cover ; but against these ud-

vant-iges must be placed the immense cost of hauling the

whole produce of the farm to one point—and in nineteen

cases out of twenty not a central one— and then drawing

the whole of the manure back again—and this simply for

the purpose of having it thrashed, seeing that all the

rest might be accomplished on the spot where it grew.

On the other hand, the portable engins is at your com-

mand wherever you require it, and will accommodate

your neighbour as well as yourself. Little requires to

be said respecting the practicability of the engines and

machinery now placed at our command by our spirited

engineers ; we all admire the perfect manner in which

they are most of them got up. Before I proceed further

with the subject of steam power, I will just allude to a

system which I have no doubt can and will be adopted,

with respect to thrashing corn in the fields where it is

grown. I have just mentioned that with a portable en-

gine you can go into the fields where the corn is stacNed,

and thrash it on the spot, v/hereby a great saving of time

and expense—two ingredients most essential to the

farmer, and more especially in harvest time, when stack-

ing—is obtained. But then I fancy I hear the question

from every practical farmer in the room—" What de-

scription of manure will you get, if you adopt such a

system as this generally ?" 1 will anticipate the question,

and attempt an answer. I will imagine a farm of 300

acres in extent, and whether the homestead be at one

and (which is too often the case) or in the centre, I

will assume the produce of the 100 acres nearest the

homestead to be drawn thereto. The produce of the

other 200 acres can then be stacked where or near to

where it grew, thereby facilitating the work, as the loads

will not require binding, and the carters will not be

hindered, as is too often the case, for want of an empty

waegon in the field. Now, if the four-field system be

adopted, the very land which produced the Lent straw

crop will require the manure next year, either (or a

green crop, or for wheat; and, assuming that a crop of

turnips or swedes is growing in an adjoining field, the

rick can be placed close to the piece, that the fodder

may be consumed with the turnips ; the steam-engine

being taken there for thrashing the corn when required.

Of course, a pen or yard of hurdles must be made for the

sheep ; and when they have finished, the straw left will

be of little value, provided it is left in that state ;
but

by doubling the hurdles, with straw between, and having

an old waggon-carriage lengthened and roofed, contain-

ing a small granary over the hind p irt, similar to this,

[Vlr Williams here referred to a model on the table], a

temporary yard for pigs, with a house, will be obtained,

and with good feeding, the straw will be converted into

excellent manure. The pigs, likewise, will consume any

stray corn which may be left in the same, and will be

far more healthy, while shifting from place to place,

than they are when continually kept in one yard at

home. A portion of the animal manure made at the home-

stead could be drawn and mixed with that which was

thus obtained; and the heap would be as good in quality

as if the bulk of the straw had been drawn home to the

fixed engine ; the expense and time of double cartage

being, moreover, saved. I allude to this system more

particularly, because my object will be to show, in substi-

cuting steam power for horse labour, as great a diminu-

tion of the latter as possible. Returning more im-

mediately to the subject of steam power, I will next

notice Mr. Mechi's irrigation by steam. Although I do

not bind myself to all that gentleman's theories, I can-

not but admire the determination he shows not to be

overcome by the difficulties he has met with, in carrying

his principle into practice. I have never witnessed his

method of doing it ; but I have been informed that the

whole of his manure is distributed over the soil by

means of force-pumps, with an air-pump to stir up the

solid matter at the bottom of the tank, that it m^y go off

with the more liquid portion at the top, thus saving a

considerable amount of carting usually done by horsef.

This system of irrigation appears, from Mr. Morten's

late lecture on Italian Rye Grass, to be adopted in

some few instances in Scotland, and with very great suc-

cess ; but bow far it will r.nswerthe purpose in a general

way, except where an unlimited supply of liquid manure

can be obt:iined, I am not prepared to say, and I donbt

if (except in few cases) it would ever repay the outlay re-

quired to bring it practically to bear. Mr. Mcchi has

written to me respecting his steam-engine : " My steam-

engine is at 301bs. pressure per inch, and 70 revolutions

per minute, of six-horse power; but as we workat70lbs.

per inch, and evaporate 70 gallons of water per hour, we

g,t eleven-horse power out of her ; she works a pair of

four-feet-four-inch mill stones, drives the chafl'catler,

thrashing machine, and dressing machine, pumps all the

water for the live stock, works a pair of force-pumps

for irrigation, twenty-inch stroke, and six inches di-

ameter, throwing 100 gallons per minute; a linseed

crusher and an air pump are also depending on the steams
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engine. It has been iu use eight years, and is likely to

last many more; the consumption of fuel is 10 cwt. of

coal per diem of ten working hours : without it we should

be in a poor predicament " Fowler's draining plough is

another instance of the practical application of steam

power to agricultural purposes. I made a journey into

Hertfordsliire, about two months since, to witness its

operation ; and I feel convinced from what I there saw,

backed by my own experience, that the bringing of steam

power into general use is only a question of time. I

saw there an eight-horse-power engine, made by

Clayton and Shuttleworth, drawing not less, in my
opinion, than 200 horse power, including the friction of

the machine, wire rope, &c. The engine was stationary

at one end of the field, and the distance which it ap-

peared capable of working the plough at the further end

was nearly, if not quite, half-a-mile. It did its work in

a most practical manner, drawing in the pipe tiles, and

finishing the work to the satisfaction of all who saw it.

There are instances too numerous to mention,

in which landlords do a great amount of labour

for repairs, &c., by the power of steam. The steward

of Lord Willoughby D'Ere?by writes me word :

"The engines (the same which draw the plough) are

used for thrashing corn, grinding clay, &c., for

making bricks and tiles, al.-o for sawing stones by sand

and water in the stone quarries, drive circular and

vertical saws for cutting wood for all purposes, besides

grinding a large quantity of corn into flour and meal."

1 now come to that part of my subject which has re-

ference to whatis most to be desired, but what also there

is no question is the most difficult, viz., the ploughing and

cultivating of the soil by steam power. Several attempts

have been made at different times to accomplish this

hitherto difficult task. As long ago as January, 1G18,

David Ramsey, a page of tlie King's bedchamber, ob-

tained a patent, "to exercise and put in use divers

newe apt formes or kinds of engines and other pfitable

invencons as well to plough grounds without horse or

oxen, and to make fertile as well barren peats, salt, and

sea sands, as inland and upland grounds, within the

realmes of England, &c." This, in all probability, was

the first idea of ploughing by steam, or otherwise than

by animal power; and we may conclude that it proved a

failure, as we have neither seen nor heard of its effects.

The next attempt that I am aware of was made by a Mr.

George Whitley, who invented and patented an engine,

with machinery attached, as long since as the year 1837.

The engine was made to travel—as you may see by this

drawing—and it requires but a slight knowledge of en-

gineering to convince any one, that such a system must

have failed. Mr. Hannam,of Burcot, Oxfordshire, has

also tried the steam-engine for ploughing ; but from

what I can learn, without success. Lord Willoughby

D'Eresby, has been somewhat successful with his

ploughs. His steward, Mr. Scott, writes me word :

" We now use three ploughs at once, and they work

right and left-handed, alternately ; we can plough in eight

hours, about four acres of land, at a cost of about 35s.

per day, including men's wages, fuel, oil for engines,

and a horse and watercart to convey water to the

engines." You will observe this is somewhat less

than 9s. per acre, and considering that Lord

Willoughby uses two engines, one at each end of the

field, which must be a great expense as regards fuel

(it being necessary to keep up two fires, whilst only one

engine at a time is at work), if the land is well ploughed

at that cost, it is a step in the right direction. Some
two years since, I had the pleasure of seeing the engines

at work on Prince Albert's farm at Windsor, and I then

thought they were not drawing a sufficient quantity of

ploughs according to the power of the engines. Two
ploughs were rigidly combined, and this circumstance

prevented in a measure their making such good work as

they might otherwise have done. It appears that they

have now altered the number to three, and I am satisfied

that they possess power to propel seven or eight. Lord

Willoughby has kindly invited me to see his ploughs at

work, offering to put them on, any day that I may
appoint ; but I have been so pressed for time as to be

obliged to decline his kind offer, or I probably could

have given you a more detailed account of his proceed-

ings. The Marquis of Tweeddale, at Tester, in Scotland,

has been ploughing by steam-power. I wrote to his

lordship to ask if he would allow his steward to give mc
information on the subject. In his reply he most con-

descendingly gave me a long detailed account of his

proceedings ; from which I gather that with two 14-

horse-power engines he propels two ploughs at the rate

of 2i miles per hour, ploughing the immense furrow

each of 14 to 15 inches in depth, whilst the two furrows

take a breadth of 30 inches, or 15 inches each. The soil

is generally a stiff tenacious clay ; so you may imagine

the immense strain of two such furrows, with the friction

of the rope going at the rate of 2^ miles per hour ! His

lordship mentions some of the difficulties he has had to

contend with; amongst which are stones, pan, and

roots of trees, which, from the circumstance of his

ploughing to the depth of 15 inches, of course renders

him the more liable to meet with. But he has over-

come these obstructions by ploughing with horses in the

localities where they existed, and having once been

surmounted the difficulty no longer exists. Another

objection which the Marquis describes is, the weight of

the engine, and the friction of the wire rope by which it

is drawn—a subject which I will further allude to, as I

proceed. Mr. Usher, of Edinburgh, who has invented

a steam-plough to travel over the surface of the soil and

plough the ground by a rotary motion, states, in reply

to a letter which I wrote to him :
" The drawbacks I

had in my first machine were want of steam-power and

too much weight. The first of these I have obviated in

the new one by having 210 feet of heating surface in the

boiler, against 130 feet in the last one, which gives six

horses' more steam ; and the latter objection I think will

be entirely overcome by this additional power. The

work done I think is nearly perfect, being exactly such

as C. W. Hoskyns has set forth so vividly in the little

volume ' Talpa,' and the expense per acre is about one-

third of the cost by horses." He intends, if all goes on

well, to try its merits at the Royal Agricultural Society's

show at Carlisle. Mr. Mechi, too, I believe, has had a
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finger in the pie, and likewise in his pocket, in attempt-

ing this desired object ; but, I believe, without success.

I have now mentioned all the individuals, so far as I am
aware, who have made any attempts to cultivate the

land by steam-power, and have given you what infor-

mation I have been enabled to obtain. I will now add

that I, myself, have been studying this subject for the

last three years, and have succeeded in bringing out a

very different implement from any of those which have

been before described, viz., "a plougliing machine;"

and so satisfied am I of its practicability that I have

taken out a patent for the invention. When I first con-

ceived the idea of putting my portable engine to such a

purpose, alter a great deal of consideration I came to

the conclusion that if steam-ploughing could be accom-

plished, it ought to be done by the simple 4, 5, or 6

horse-power engines, which are generally used for farm

purposes. I likewise discovered that such an engine

would be quite sufl&cient to propel from three to sis

ploughs at a time, according to the nature of the soil,

inasmuch as my engine (one of 5-horse-power), which

drove a strap nearly at the rate of 20 miles per hour,

by reducing the speed to about 2 miles per hour would

increase her power exactly in the same ratio as the speed

was diminished. The advantages appeared to me to be

so great that I immediately set about constructing a

machine, to be driven by the engine, which will plough

a 20-yard laiid without moving, and draw tiie ploughs

in furrow backwards, as well as to her, by means of a

pulley fixed in a franjc at the other end of the field. It

will not be a diflBcult task to prove to all practical men,

that if steam-ploughing is brought about, it should be

done by the same engine that does the other work of

the farm ; and, as a 6-horse engine is the outside power

that is generally required for that work, so it will be

quite sufficient tor all field purposes. Remember, one

of the diflSculties the Marquis of Tweeddale has met with

is the weight of the engine ; and Mr. Usher has written

to the same effect. And again, there is another grand

consideration, viz., the cost of the engines, more espe-

cially where two are used, which would put it out of the

power of most farmers to meet so great an outlay. 1

am not at present prepared to say what amount of

ploughing I shall be able to accomplish per day ; but of

this I am certain, that with a 6- horse-power engine

driving a machine I am now about to make, considerably

lighter than the one 1 have tried, I shall be able to draw

at the rate of 2 miles an hour, from four to six ploughs

at once at the ordinary depth which is plcuofaed in the

west of England, to plough both to and from the engine,

draw out the spare rope, plough from 10 to 20 yards

in width vsithout moving the engine ; and when required

to move, the engine shall propel both herself and the

machine on to the next land. From what I have seen

of the power of the machine which I have constructed,

I feel convinced that it might be applied to many pur-

poses. For instance, if I had had suflScient time, I

meant to have used it to grub a hedge-row ; and I feel

confident that with the engine attached, it would pull up

the roots in the same manner that a dentist draws teeth,

namely by means of the leverage of the instrument. As

far, then, sir, as I have been enabled to observe, I do

not hesitate to give it as my opinion that it is, or will

be practicable to cultivate the bulk of the soil by means
of steam-power, and that it is only a question of time

as to the best mode of doing it. The remainder of

the question which I have undertaken to introduce is,

" if this great work should be practical, what would be

its natural results ?" There are three especial objects

which I have no doubt will be affirmed, if this gigantic

undertaking can be accomplished. In the first place, the

work on all wet soils will be much better done, as the

treading of the horses will be avoided ; and again, with

regard to a wet season, when the farmers, afraid of

getting behind with their work, often go to plough

when they ought not to do so, thereby doing as much
harm as good. They may rest satisfied that, when the

weather holds up, their steam plough will do one and-

a-half or two days' work in one, not requiring to go
home to be fed and groomed ; and moreover, if they

should be compelled to do the work in the wet, they

will still have the advantage of not treading with horses.

In the second place, I will allude to the individual

benefit which the farmers and labourers will in all pro-

bability derive from this system. The farmers would
require a considerably less amount of horse power,

which is always a sinking fund ; they would be enabled

to do their work at the best seasons, and I imagine at

considerably less cost. I am not prepared to say at

what cost; but I will assume, from what I can judge of

my own proceedings, and looking fcrsvard to a more
perfect system, that I should be able to plough six acres

per day of nine hours with a six-horse engine. The ex-

penses, as far as I can look into them, from the number
of hands required, would be about as follows :

Dr. Cr.
£ s. d.

6 cwt. of coal .... 6 Byplous:liing6acres
Oil 1 of land, at 5j. ed.
Water-carting .... 2 6 per acre. 1 13
Engineer 3

v'^ieersman 3

Conductor 3

4 men, at 23. each 8

2 stout kds 2

18 6

Wear and tear, 15

per cent 4 6

£1 13 ' £1 13

If these figures of mine at all approach to what may
hereafter prove a fact, it will require but little argument

to convince any farmer that to plough or culiivate the

land for 5s. 6d. per acre is what he has never been able

to do before. With respect to the labourers, I am
satisfied that the more machinery and steam power are

introduced, the better will be their position in society.

It is a mistaken notion to suppose that the introduction

of steam power will displace the demand for manual

labour ; for facts prove the contrary. Those who em-
ploy the greatest amount of machinery employ likewise

the largest number of hands. Labourers will, indeed, be

required to make a better use of the talents they are blessed

with. They must brush up their minds, and enlarge
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their ideas. For the better work which they are enabled

to give they will receive better pay ; and if they prac-

tise economy, instead of spending their surplus money

at the alehouse, their families will be better educated,

better clothed, and better fed. There is still another

class of men who will be greatly benefited by this

change—the engineers and implement-makers, owing

to the number of engines that will be required as a

substitute for horse power. Lastly, I shall place before

you a statistical account of the immen.se benefit the

nation at large would derive from the practical accom-

plishment of this herculean (ask. Several years ago,

Mr. Couling, in his survey, estimated the number of

cultivated acres in Great liritain at 46,522,970, and the

number of uncultivated acres at 15,000,000. Now we
all know that an immense number of acres has

been broken up since— probably a million ; but I

will content mjiself with adding to Mr. Couling's

estimate of cultivated acres less than half. a million,

viz., 477,030, which will make 47,000,000, assuming

that that number is under cultivation at the present time.

I must here add, that Mr. Couling is a high authority

in this matter, having been quoted by Sir Archibald

Alison in his " History of Europe"—by Mr. Porter,

and others. The next conclusion that I wish to arrive

at is the number of horses necessary to cultivate 100

acres. For my own part, I have ever been of opinion

that it would require four. I have asked scores of prac-

tical men, and they all agree with me as to the number
required. But we have now something more than mere

opinions—we have the statistical returns made by 1,100

tenant-farmers of Scotland, and by a large majority of

the farmers of the couniies of Noifolk and Hampshire
;

and although these returns cannot be considered per-

fect, yet for this purpose they are sufficient, seeing that

as far as the returns extend, the number of horses men-

tioned represent the exact number kept to cultivate the

number of acres returned. The Highland Society of

Scotland have made a return from 1,100 tenant-farmers

of the number of acres they occupy, and the numbei' of

horses they keep. The return gives, to 3,431,485 acres

of cultivated land, 156,595 horses emi)loyed. This is

2,182 over 4^ for every 100 acres; and as the Scotch

acre is larger than our own, the result is not far from

what I have stated. The county of Hants has returned

603,219 cultivated acres, and 24,076 horses kt-pt thereon,

being 52 less than 4 to every 100 acres—also corrobo-

rating ray opinion. The county of Norfolk returns

621,833 cultivated aces, and 30,334 horses to work
them, being 5,4G2 over and above the number before

alluded to. There can be no doubt, then, that if I fix

the horse- poTier necessary to cultivate the land of Great

Britain at 4 to every 100 acres, I cannot be far wrong
;

snd, taking the number of cultivated acres before stated

at 47,000,000, and mulliplyiug them by 4 to every 100,

I arrive at the enormous quantity of 1,830,000 horses

kept for the purpose of tilling the soil ! If I multiply

the number by 30, the probable average value of each

horse, it will give the astounding sum of £^56, 100,000 !

Now, as to the annual cost to maintain this number of

horses. They cannot, in my opinion, taking the prices

of the past year, be kept for a less sum than £30 each,

to which must be added £5 per horse for casualties

(depreciation), wear and tear, shoeing, and harness.

There are various opinions as to the cost of maintaining

a horse for a twelvemonth, but in ninety-niue cases out

of a hundred it is all assumed. By not reckoning

strictly everything horses consume, people are led to

suppose that they can be kept for a less sum than I have

named ; but where a regular account is kept the case is

different. I can mention an instance of a gentleman who
is present (Mr. Thomas, of Bedfordshire), who is noted

for the admirable accounts which he keeps, and who has

written to me to the effect that his horses cost him, with

corn at the present price, not less than 14s. per week, or

£26 8?. per annum, besides casualties, wear and tear,

&c. I do not take his figures, because I think the bulk of

the horses alluded to are not kept'fo well as his; but it is

a question v>hether such keeping is not the cheapest

in the long run. Reckonii:g, therefore, the maintenance

of each horse at £30, the annual amount is the same as

the cost price before mentioned, viz., £56,400,000!

It has likewise been asserted by our friend Mr. Baker

and other;;, that the horses consume from a fifth to a

fourth of the whole produce of the soil. It now
remains to consider what portion of this horse-power

could be dispensed with, provided st-^am could be

applied as a substitute ? If the bulk of the soil could

bs tilled by steam, I am inclined to think half the horses

might be spared, by stacking the corn in harvest where

it grew, as I mentioned at the commencement of my
remarks ; but, as I wish to keep within bounds, I will

only take a third, which would amount to the number

of 626,666 and a fraction, and thon the annual cost of

maintaining them would be £18,800,000, which would

be saved, not only to the farmer, but to the kingdom at

large, inasmuch as the food previously consumed might

and would be turned to a better account. I have been

often asked, " If you do away with your horses, what

will you do for manure ?" The question might as well

be put, " What will you do with the food the horses would

consume?" As this is the last and most interesting part of

this question, let me state, though I shall probably astonish

some of my hearers in doing so, the amount of animal

food which could be produced with the farm produce thus

saved. It will be seen, from the above calculation, that by

dispensing with one-third of the horse power necessary

to cultivate the soil, a saving in corn and fodder would

be effected to the amount of £18,800,000. Now, if I

take the price of beef and mutton at 7d. per lb., or 4s.

8d. per stone of 81b3., the food so rescued from con-

sumption by the horses would produce, assuming that

they would not be fed at a loss, 80,571,590 stones

of meat; or 805,715 oxen, of 100 slones each; or

8,057,160 fat sheep, of 10 stones each. Such, Sir,

would be the result if this dosirable object were

practically carried out ; and in concluding these

remarks, I will add, that as the almightly Disposer of

events has intrusted to .52r care the task of providing

the necessaries of life for our countrymen, so it is our

duty, seeing that Tie has placed under the control of

man such a gigantic power, and filled! the bowels of the'
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earth with a material to generate the same, with thankful

and firateful hearts to use our best endeavours that, with

his blessing, " the valleys"—aye! and the bills also

—

"shall stand so thick with corn that they shall laugh

and sing."

Mr. Sidney expressed disappointment at Mr. Wil-

liams not having produced a model of his proposed

plough, and after making some general remarks upon

the question on the card, was succeeded by

Mr. SIechi, who said that last year he received an

invitation from Lord Wilioughby D'Eresby to visit his

farm, and whilst stopping there inspected minutely the

operations of the ploughs. He there saw two steam-

engines, one placed on each side of the field, drawing

alternately three ploughs fixed in a frame. Those

ploughs were constructed on Lococke's principle, so

that the breaks could be shifted, and the plough worked

backward or forward as required. On level land there

could be no doubt that these operations were perfectly

successful ; and as to cost, so far as he could discover,

it would be about the same as that which had been stated

by Mr. Williams and reported by Lord D'Eresby him-

self. But there was one material objection wherever a

field happened to have an elevation, and that objection

arose not from the ploughs, but from the form of the

engines. They had all horizontal tubes, and the mo-

ment they were off level ground a part of the tui>es

would of course be without water, and liable to be burnt

out. The result was that in the field in which he saw them

operating the paits on the slope could not be ploughed.

If vertical boilers could be used, that difficulty might be

overcome ; but, unfortunately, success in this respect

had not yet been attained. As to his (Mr. Mechi's)

acquaintance with steam-power, he believed that Mr.

Romaine's engine would have succeeded, and he had

spent some money in making one ; but upon trying it

he found that there was too much philosophy to begin

with. The revolving wheels performed 240 revolutions

in a minute, and the earth and stones were made to fly

in all directions ; but in the process an amount of power

was consumed which was altogether disproportionate to

the quantity of land moved. There was not time for the

prongs to get into the ground ; and he renlly thought

that with fifteen revolutions a minute he should have

done better than with 240 (Hear, hear). How far the

engine would have the power of propjlling itself he was

unable to prove, because he adopted an improved system

of boiler ; and in order to get over the hills, the tubes

were made vertical instead of horizontal ; but with the

high-pressure the first attempt sent the water and steam

in a shower out of the boiler over the horses (a laugh).

The boiler that would do a great deal of work in a hori-

zontal form would, when the tubes were placed verti-

cally, throw out the water with the sti.'aui, and soon

become emptied. His experiment failed, therefore,

because there was too much philosophy, and too little

steam (another laugh) ; and he did not continue it, in-

asmuch as it would have required both a large ex{>endi-

ture of time and an enormous outlay of capital ; aiul it

was certainly not his wish to spend another £500 upon

it. He had heard, however, that Mr. Romoinc had

since made some experimeuts in Canada that were suc-

cessful ; but with most new inventions they might anti-

cipate failure at the outset, and they must be content if

they advaneed towards perfection by slow degrees (Hear,

hear). He had seen the model of Mr. Usher's steam-

cultivator, and he had a strong opinion that, on account

of its slow motion, it would effect the object which Prof.

Wilson had so well described—the perfect cultivation of

the soil. Cultivated land was not like a common road.

An engine on common road was designed to move at

a rapid rate, and its tendency was of course to destroy

the road—an effect which it was desirable to prevent as

far as possible. But in agricultural operations the very

thing they wanted to do was to destroy the land, and

break up the soil ; and the very act of getting a lever-

age on the soil was a means of propulsion, provided only

there was the requisite power in the engine. He was

not in a position to state which would be best ; but it

struck him, if they could get the engine to go with the

plough, that that would be by far the best way.

A Member : You will never do that.

Mr. WtLLiAMS : Never.

Mr. Mechi : It had been done in the case of Mr.

Usher, for he had not only plou^thed his land, but his

engine had come back over the same land, and ploughed

it again. That experiment had been well recorded, and

a long paper speaking favourably of it had been read by

Professor Wilson, who now occupied the chair of agri-

culture in Edinburgh. Mr. Usher was, he understood,

to appear at Carlisle nest July, and he wished him

success, for that gentleman had spent a good deal of

money upon his experiments ; and if it were necessary,

he (Mr. Mechi) should be glad to contribute towards

forwarding the model to the show. One very useful in-

vention he observed on Lord Wiiloughby DEresby's

farm. Finding that his chains almost always broke from

the concussion of iron with iron, his lordship provided a

remedy by the introduction of a thick collar'of vul-

canised Indian rubber, which acted as a spring, received

the blows, and enabled the operation to be performed

satisfactorily. He also saw there two portable steam-

engines, which were better than any he had ever seen

exhibited at the agricultural shows. These were made

at the works of the Great Wet-tern Railway, and on the

true principle of economising fuel. The steam was cut

off at a third. Tbey had three pistons and cylinders
;

were used expansively ; worked at high pressure, SOlbs.

to the inch ; and altogether consumed much less fuel,

with a far greater power, than any he had ever seen at

the Royal Agricultural Shows. One of them had eight

vertical saws cutting through an immense log of elm,

which was at least three feet in diameter. He expected

to have seen a large engine ; but, to his astonishment,

found that it was the portable engine from California,

which gentlemen might have observed at the Great Ex-

hibition of 1851. With regard to fixed engines, he knew

not what might ultimately be done by them. At the

extensive manufactory of Mr. Salt, in the neighbourhood

of Leeds, the extent of shafting would reach two inches

;

which proved that the time might come when the small

anount of friction which arpse from fixed sJiafting might
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carry the farmers' ideas much further than they had yet

gone upon the subject of working by means of steam-

power. The friction arising from shafting was very

small when properly attended to, and as 640 square

acres were only a square mile, if the farmery were placed

in the middle of that farm, then the extremities of the

farm would be only half a mile distant ; thus it became

a question of importance to what extent shafting or

pulleys with fixed engines might be used for the pur-

poses of cultivation (Hear, hear). Lord W. D'Eresby

had certaiuly succeeded in ploughing the land, where it

was level, at an economical rate.

Mr. R. Baker thought the subject was ons which

hardly carae within the province of farmers ; but it struck

him that there were difficulties iti applying steam to

agricultural purposes that did not present themselves ia

applying it to any other processes. The farmer would

have to employ steam-power upon a certain space for

only a limited time ; there must, therefore, be a constant

repetition of moving and adjusting that power, and this

was the most difficult part of the matter. If ever it was

accomplished, it must be by some mode of applying the

power to move the engine readily to the point whence it

was to operate. He had never thought it desirable thut

the steam-engine should operate over a very large space

of land at one time ; but rather that it should be kept to

a certain limit, within which it would work with advan-

tage : consequently a large enclosure would require to

be worked in portions, rather than in the whole of its

extent at once. In that case the engine ought to move
in a transverse direction across the field on a tramway

;

the rails to be so arranged that they might be taken up
and laid down again as the engine was moved forward.

Where great resistance was offered, a slow action was

obviously preferable. For instance, the cutting of iron

was, to a certain degree, analogous to the operation of

cutting a stiff and tenacious soil to any depth. The ap-

plication of the power should therefore be slow and con-

tinuous ; and, in his opinion, it would be more advan-

tageous ia point of utility and advantage, that the

engine, when fixed, should move a large number of cut-

ting implements or ploughs slowly, than that it should

work quickly, and move a plough at an accelerated rate.

Mr. Williams's plan, as he saw it at the Smithfield

Show, with three ploughs in continuous succession,

seemed to be a step in the right direction. An engine

that would move three ploughs at once would move six,

nine, or twelve, provided only the power employed was

sufficient. Thus, when once the engine was fixed it

would accomplish a great deal of work without the ne-

cessity of removal ; but the motive power must be con-

trary to that which was produced in a locomotive engine.

The latter was made for the purpose of propelling itself

in a straight direction. The operations of an engine

used for cultivating the hind must be in an oppo-

site direction from that which the engine would bo

propelled, so that to move it on the tramway must be

effected by horse power, or a power independent of the

engine itself. When he saw the various processes that

were accomplished by steam in large manufactories, he

could not imagine that the mere turning over the land

six or eight inches in depth presented insuperable me-
chanical difficulties. If there were a mechanical difficulty

at all, it was simply in the placing of the engines. The
main object to be attained was economy, and if the en-

gine could not be placed so as to plough the land at a

cheaper rate than with horses, there would be no benefit,

because, setting aside the operations of the spade, there

was no system by which the land could be cultivated so

well as by the plough and its adjuncts. Throughout a

long period the plough had undergone great improve-

ments, and it must take a long time to produce a steam-

engine which would do the work better and at a cheaper

rate than the plough. The chief result he anticipated

from the present discussion was that the hints which

were dropped as to the sort of article required might be

seized and acted upon by the mechanic ; bearing in mind

that the great object to be attained was economy, and

that, if they could not produce a steam power to plough

the land at a far less cost than the keep of horses, any-

thing else would be useless (Hear, hear).

Mr. Moore said, the greatest portion of the expense

of producing food in this country was the keep of horses;

and if the cultivation of the soil could be carried on

without that expense, the agriculturists of England

would be able to compete successfully with foreign pro-

duce. The difficulties in the way of using the locomo-

tive engine were the weight of the engine itself, the

weight of the water, and the weight of the fuel. These

exhausted the power of the engine so as to counteract in

a great measure its efficiency for cultivation ; but he

believed the time was not far distant when a stationary

engine on any part of a farm might be made to trans-

mit its power to any field on the farm with precision

and economy.

Mr. J, Howard (Bedford) regretted being called

upon, as he had not intended to take any part in this

discussion. He came for information, and to learn the

" doom of the plough "—at least, so far as the imple-

ments now in use are concerned ; hut he confessed

that he was as much as ever in the dark as to how the

cultivation of the land can be effected by steam-power,

that is, as to how it can be done economically and

efficiently ; for there is no engineering impossibility in

the way. Any sanguine gentleman may have 100 acres,

or any quantity, ploughed by steam if he will only pay

for it. Engineers could be found also, if an order

were given and payment guaranteed, who would soon

accomplish the work. There could be no question as

to the desirability of employing steam-power to the

tillage of the land, and any practical method of ap.

plying this powerful agent would be the greatest boon

to agriculture ; but as to the mode of doing so, at

present, we appeared to be totally in the dark. Mr. Mechi

has alluded to the success of LordWilloughbyD'Eresby's

experiments in steam-ploughing, and, lest the public

should be misled by the statements made to-night, he

(Mr. Howard) would just say, that he had seen the plough

operation at Lord Willoughby's, and the club would

judge of the " success'' when they heard, that to plough

four acres per day required two portable steam-engines

with double cylinders of 26 or 26-horse power each

,
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six men, and a horse and cart to fetch water and fuel.

With all these to pay for, it was difficult to conceive how
the cost of ploughing could be so little as that quoted this

evening
; he himself had made a calculation at the time,

that the expense was more than a pound per acre.

This calculation was based upon four acres per day,

which, he was told, was about the quantity that could be

done if no breakages occurred ; and accidents, he learned,

were the rule, and not the exception. He shoi.ld not

have alluded to this subject had it not been put forward

as a successful experiment, and hoped his remarks would

not discourage Mr. Williams in his praiseworthy at-

tempts. He was not one of those who thought it impro-

bable tha^ steam would be brought to bear upon the cul-

tivation of the land ; on the contrary, he believed its ap-

plication was merely a matter of time, and that sooner or

later it would be accomplished.

Mr. Mechi : There must be some mistake about

what you say as to Lord Willoughby D'Eresby's

farm, for Mr. Williams has read a report from Mr.
Scott, his intelligent manager, which states the exact

cost per acre.

Mr. Williams : Yes, that it was less than 9s. an

acre.

Mr. Mechi had asked the man who was driving one

of the engines, and he stated that it was 8s. an acre

;

and certainly the engines could not have been of 28-

horse power.

Mr. Howard knew that they were double cylinder

engines of 28-horse power each, manufactured by

Couch.

Mr. Williams : They were described to me as 28-

horse power.

Mr. Howard would leave the meeting to judge, then,

whether two 28-horse power engines could be driven for

8s. a day.

Mr. Mechi : That depends very much upon how

they are driven.

Mr. Howard had made a calculation, and, sinking

the interest on the money, had come to the conclusion

that the cost was, at least, £1 per acre.

Mr. Bradshaw said that all mechanics would

tell them that the fixed engine was the best ma-

chine. He himself made use of it, and was daily

and hourly watching its operations. In thrashing his

corn he never speculated, but thrashed it iis it was

wanted ; and he could thrash out thirty quarters in a

forenoon, cut the chaff in the afternoon, and grind until

ten o'clock at night, at a very moderate ex-

pense. He did not mean to throw cold water

upon the application of the steam-engine to the

ploughing of the land, but he was not prepared

to detract from the advantages of the plough, and give

greater credit to the cultivation by steam. Under the

improved system in operation on his farm, he made use

of the plough very little
J
and by adopting that system,

they might plough in the autumn nine or ten inches deep

with one of Busby's, Howard's, or Ransome's large

ploughs, and they would not want to touch the land

again. The ploughing on the land was a very small por-

tion of the cultivation. Last autumn he ploughed his

land, and it required nothing more than the roller and

the harrow.

Mr. Spearing said that in discussing the appli-

cability of steam-power to agricultural purposes, they

should carefully bear in mind the expense at which it was

to he worked (Hear, hear). In the case of light land,

he could not conceive that ploughing by steam could be

done at much less cost than ploughing with horsepower.

He would suppose that he had to plough an acre of light

land with horse power. The keep of two horses, at Is.

9d. a day, would of course be 3s. 6d. ; and one man,

whose wages were Is. or Is. 2d. a day, would plough

the acre within the day. This gave an expense of from

4s. 6d. to 5s. an acre. Mr. Williams, indeed, reckoned

tliat there was a loss of £.5 a year on a horse. He, on

the other hand, contended that under good m'^nagement

no such loss would be incurred ; and keeping in view

the question of profit, he was inclined to rest contented

with horse-power.

Mr. Thomas thought great credit was due to Mr.

Williams for the untiring energy which he had displayed

with regard to this subject. With respect to the rela-

tive advantages of fixed or portable engines for barn

work, he had supposed that two years ago the club were

almost unanimously of opinion that for all such work

fixed engines were by far the most economical. The re-

ports from East Lothian, which was always looked

upon as a model farming district, all supported that

view ; and Lord Kinnaird, in a valuable paper which he

had sent to the Royal Agricultural Society, had, he

thought, expressed a similar opinion. He (Mr. Thomas)

hoped they would never get into the habit of using port-

able pig-styes, and similar contrivances ; and, indeed, if

such a practice were to prevail, what would be Ihe

use of asking landlords to build good homesteads ?

(Hear, hear). If the plan proposed by Mr. Wiliiams

were the most piofitable one, there would be no need

of farm-buildings. With regard to the application of

steam power to ploughing, he was inclined to leave that

matter at present to Mr. Williams, who appeared san-

guine as to the result ; and the more so because in a

paper which he introduced some time ago, having re-

ference to the employment of farm-labourers, he ob-

served that the best mode of promoting their employ-

ment was, not to wriggle along on the old jog-trot

system, but to aim at introducing improvemi nts, in

order that there might be as large a growth of corn as

possible, and that it might be disposed of to the public

at a cheap rate. Therefore, he heartily wished Mr.

Williams success. He believed that, in the calculations

which he made with regard to the expense of horses, he

was rather under than over the mark. There was no

part of his expenditure which he paid so unwillingly us

that which was connected with the keep of his horses.

Every shilling expended upon horses for work that

could be done as cheaply by stram was lost to the

country. It might, he thought, be laid down as nn

axiom that whatever could be done as well and as

cheaply by horses as by men, should be done by horses

;

but that, if it could be done equally well and cheaper

by steam, it should in that case be done by steam.
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Mr. Williams, in reply, said some disappoiutment

had been expressed because he had not brought with him a

model of his steam plough. The explanation was, that he

had only taken out his patent that day, and that he should

have exhibited some want of caution had he displayed its

properties so early (laughter) . Hehad long been convinced

that if ever such an invention was to be brought to bear

practically, it was more likely to be done by a farmer

than by an engineer. In dealing with the matter, he had

laid down three problems for his own solution—first,

could he do the thing at all? secondly, could he do it

well ? thirdly, could he do it profitably ? and on each

point he was ultimately satisfied. He believed that with

six-horse power he should be able to draw from four to

six ploughs at the depth at which ploughing was done in

his own neighbourhood. It was not the power itself, but

the application of it, which had hitherto been the great

difficulty ; and it was in his mode of applying the power

that he placed his hopes of success. When he had

brought the machine into operation he would take care

to make it public, and such was its simpllcy that he

thought it might be practically applied to all kinds of

soil, a certain degree of inclination being an advantage.

As regarded Mr. Thomas's objection to portable pig-

styes and similar contrivances, namely, that such things

would prevent landlords from erecting proper home-

steads, he would simply remark that what he aimed at

was simply to provide for cases in which landlords failed

to meet the just requirements of their tenants in that

respect.

On the motion of Mr. J. Payne, seconded by Mr.

Mechi, it was resolved,

" That this meeting expresses its conviction of the benefits

that would accrue to agriculture by the introduction of any

invention by which the land of thU country could be econo-

mically aud efficiently cultivated by steam-power; but at

present the club is not sufficiently informed upon the subject

to rccomraend any particular method."

The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr.

Williams, and a similar compliment to the chairman.

.CUMBERED GROUND

FRUIT AND FLOWERS.

The adult class usually closed its labours in

March, for the summer months; but whenever he

could manage it, Mr. S. kept up his influence with

its members, and particularly with the lads, and

such as were of unstable character. From some

he was too distant to have any intercourse during

the long recess; but he accustomed himself to

look in, from time to time, at the cottages of such

as were within reach. He would correct a sum
here, he would explain a passage there; everywhere

he would stimulate his scholars to persevere, put-

ting before them, when apt to be discouraged, the

bright examples of many of the greatest men who
now adorn the highest offices of trust in the king-

dom. Nor did lie stop here. Many of the poor

take a pride in their gardens; and he often sup-

plied flower-seeds and roots from his own, or gave

them new notions about the improved methods of

cultivating vegetables. The garden inspection often

gave opportunities for talking with the parents

about the training of their children, the conduct of

the household, and a multitude of small matters in

which Mr. S. could give good and practical advice.

Many a poor fellow—burdened by debt contracted

during family sickness, or accident, &:c., which had

hung like a dead weight upon him, depressing his

spirits for years—has unbosomed his distress to

my friend, and found in him a true sympathiser.

In some cases he has become simply the banker of

such a one, taking charge of a weekly shilling ; or

he has perhaps, now and then, in cases of great

distress, put a shilling to every five or ten placed

in his hands. But he has told me that he did not

often relieve in this latter way, namely, with money.

He objected to it on principle. He was not amongst

those who so lowly esteem the poor as to say they

care only for what tliey can get. And have you

ever, good reader, considered the distinction that

exists between the material of benevolence and the

morale of benevolence r If you cannot discover it,

the recipients of your charity are not at a loss to

discern your motive, or to put a just value on your

gift. Try a copious distribution of the material

against the simple affection of benevolence, and see

under which system you will be most sincerely

welcomed to the cottages of the poor. However

much the passion for gold and silver has increased,

and does pervade our world, still the charm of

simple kindness— even where it has nothing to

bestow but a soothing word—is not unfelt; and

good-will, though unaccompanied by wealth, can

spread a higher and more permanent felicity

amongst the poorest vicinities than ever wealth

can, in all its profusion, unaccompanied with good-

will.

Well, this kindly interchange of feeling between

Mr. S. and his cottagers increased bis influence,

and constituted him, in time, the centre of attrac-

tion to the sphere in which he moved.

About this period, he established a cricket club.

All parties entered into the proposal very readily
;

they subscribed for a ball, bats, and wickets,
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according to their means. A siiot of level ground
in one of the pastures was assigned for their use ;

this was rolled down, and a committee of manage-
ment was chosen to superintend the sport. At
first there was only one club, playing four evenings

a week ; but subsequently the boys separated from

the adults, and played on alternate evenings, so

that the ground was always in use. This recreation

became exceedingly popular ; it tended to keep

many young men and boys from vicious pursuits

they would otherwise have followed, and it brought

many additions to the adult school, forthis club was-

confined to the members of the school. Grand

matches were played between these two rival parties

in time ; and each on the winning side received a

book with his score written beneath his name on

the fly-leaf.

Mr. S., as frequently as he could, used to play

with the men, and to him I am indebted for some

remarks upon the effects of this part of his system

upon, those concerned. " We hear a good deal,"

said he, "about the necessity of cultivating a kindly

feeling between employers and employed; but how
is this to be effected unless the employer goes out

of his way to encourage it ? Master and man are

both too busy during the hours of business to have

time for gossiping, and after their work is done the

men go to their homes, and would see and know
no more of their master till the next day, did he

not design otherwise. Now, this simple and inno-

cent expedient of the cricket club has brought me
into close contact with many a young man I should

never else have known, and with whom I am upon

terms of true and deep personal friendship."

"Once," said Mr. S., on another occasion—"once

get well thrown in with them, with a conviction on

their part that you are thoroughly in earnest in

wishing their good, and the better educated and

more formed mind is quite certain to get very great

influence for good over the less educated and less

formed one ; and this influence once obtained goes

on working almost unconsciously to the person

exercising it—except in its effects."

The problem that has posed many well-intentioned

masters— I mean, how to be on a friendly footing

with their workpeople, and yet preserve the natural

and necessary distinction between master and

servant—was happily solved by Mr. S. The spirit

of community was generated, and the manners of

both men and boys were softened and refined by

his presence and courteous bearing.

The good old English game of cricket introduced

a heartiness of feeling amongst those so employed,

and a very cordial respect towards my friend.

Besides a strength and activity of body, a quickness

of hand and eye, were instilled by it into an other-

wise sloomy and stolid set of fellows—qualities that

any employer of labour would prize in his men as

a mine of wealth, both to them and to himself. And
those little prize books presented to the members
of the winning side, were a link in the chain.

Gained as they were, they were better appreciated

than had they been mere gifts; and being generally

above the capacities of their owners they acted as

grand inducements to perseverance. He who had

dexterity enough to win a prize, must have courage

and perseverance enough to master its contents.

For very shame he must learn to read it.

Thus the men and boys were made to feel that the

cricket was but a part and parcel of the same

system with the winter's hard schooliny. The whole

affair, in fact, worked admirably; but I really must

leave some points in this narrative to the imagina-

tion of my readers.

The cricket club increased the school — the

school qualified the enthusiasm for play— a cheer-

ful spirit for work was abroad—the sneer for " the

visionary schemer" was changed to the desire to

derive credit from even a better-late-than-never

alliance with the successful scheme—the stout

opposers of all suspected of " cant" laid by their

cudgels, and looked on—the " Tom and Jerry"

keepers grumbled, and some sold up, and budged

to where the " wanity of taps might still be fashion-

able !" A marked change had come, in fact, over the

village of K and its neighbourhood, a change

that elicited a letter from a gentleman who visited

it about this time, after an absence of ten years, and

from which the following is an extract :—" Would
sir, that your example were not so isolated ! Would
that it were witnessed by some thousands, rather

than by a few hundreds! I should be happy if our

factories could adopt the system of reciprocal

interest, respect, and fellou'-feeling, you have so

happily established at K . Then might we look

with pride and pleasure, and safety too, to the ex-

tension of the elective franchise. For our working

men would scorn with pride the indignity of the

proffered bribe, and abash the titled briber who

might seek to buy with gold the invaluable privi-

lege, purchased for them by their ancestors at the

price of their life-blood. Yours, sir, independently

of its high social benefits, is a moral training for

ensuring a right use of j)olitical power in the hands

of a multitude of freemen."

REALIZATION.

Towards the close of the second winter I re-

ceived the following letter from my friend Mr. S.,

of which I am at liberty to make use.

" This cumbered plot of ground is beginning to afford

encouraging proof that the labour invested, and the seed

dropped, have not been in vain, I have been here but
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three years, and have really done very little, but the

manifest change amazes mc. It is not, perhaps, so much
the present results at which I look with surprise, but

the abundant harvest of good foreshadowed by them.

To me, however, the^e present results are a sufficient

reward. My own men are abanfloning their old ways :

they are coming to experience and appreciate the true

bliss of domestic life ; they are spending their evenings

with their families, improving themselves and their

children by the means I have thrown in their way. An
intelligent labourer is becoming the rule—a dolt the ex-

ception. Their dress bespeaks a better state of things ;

and an oath, or an instance of intoxication, is a thing I

have not heard of these two years : and if this influence

spreads and deepens, who can speak wiihout emotion of

the ultimate result ! When I looked upon this moral

wilderness—and I am sure that missionaries were as

much needed here as ever they have been in the Pacific

—I confess that I was sick at> heart. But we are

ridding ourselves of weeds, not indigenous, and those

deep-striking, noduled roots—bad habits— that at times

turned the fine edge of our patience, and baffled all our

effor's Thanks be to Him, however, who has said that

' the wilderness shall blossom as the rose,' for we recog-

nise His hand in our success.

"That decided ' hit,' as an enterprising tradesman

would term the cricket club, brouglit so many fresh

applicants desirous of admis^ion to what I may call our

little society, that I looked with dismay upon the amount
of work for which I became responsible during the

winter. Curiously enough, help arrived at a time and

from a quarter I least expected it, A young gentleman

entered my family for the purpose of learning the

business ; and he expressed himself so interested in my
project that I asked him to assist me. He most

obligingly assented. He has received a sound educa-

tion, nnd is apt to teach ; altogether, I could not have

found a better colleague. This seasonable addition to

my strength makes it possible to open what yu face-

tiously called ' the shooting gallery,' four, instead of

two evenings a week.
" You, I know, admire the fine spirit of our friend

the carpenter: his school is deservedly popular amongst

the chubby -cheeked rogues. The opening night might

very well be designated, as some other opening nights

are, ' a crush :' one little urchin termed it ' a jolly

squash.' I go in sometimes, to advise with and encou-

rage the master, and say a kind word to the boys. It

does one's heart good to see the little rascals. ' Give

me these lads,' said a gentleman from Australia, the

other day ;
' bless the boys ! I love to see them with

their fearless open eye, their sturdy, roguish strut, and

their broad backs. There's a mine of wealth in each

one of these fellows. O, sir ! I've seen the children of

other nations with their feeble limbs, dejected spirit, and

hang-dog look ; but here's the stuff to make a nation 1

'

Well said, was it not ? stuff to make a nation ! And you

and I, my friend, are well set to work up this stuff into

something commensurate with thesplendour of our times

and the present pressing necessities of our beloved

country.
" But you will be wishing to know whether, the

number of evenings being now doubled, the educational

course has been changed, and how. The following table

exhibits the plan we have adopted this winter :

—

Time.

From 7 till 8

8 till 9

Monday.

Reading
Writing

Tuesday.

Readiue
Arithmetic

Thursday.

Reading
Dictation

Friday.

Lesson on
Common
Things."

For the sake of those readers who desire " to go

and do hkewise," I will gi\'e a few of Mr. S.'s

practical remarks upon this plan, at the hazard of ^B
being thought tedious by some who may take more ^|
interest in the bovine or canine species tlian in the

human kind.

" I have to tell you that the History of England has

its place as a reading- book. I have a large map of Great

Britain hung iip, and we read the history with a constant

reference to the geography of En.land ; and these two

branches of knowledge are pleasantly acquired together.

The circumstance illuminates the locality, while the

locality affords a recognised home to the circumstance.

The eye and the memory are thus valuable associates

;

they stimulate and substantiate each other. These ex-

ercises are welcomed by the men, and all parties vastly

approve the lively cross-fire of question and answer at

the close of the lesson. Then you will want to know
about ' Dictation.' This is a new device, by which

history, spelling, composition, and writing are taught

in one exercise. Those circumstances that have mainly

founded and nnrtured the national character of Erigland,

I have collated, arranged, and set forth as simply and

strikingly as I could, and from this little epitome I

dictate several sentences every Thursday evening. Every

word is cleiirly pronounced, and the writers, guided by

sound, instinct, or previous knowledge, place it upon

their slates. When a sentence is finished, it is displayed

upon the black board, and by it they conect any errors

into which they may have fallen. This was slow work

at first ; but practice soon gave facility. I have arranged

this matter into question and answer, and when they go

home, I rub every answer from their slates, leaving them

the questions; the reply to which must be furnished at

leisure, by memory, and brought to me fur correction,

and it is wonderful how well their retentive faculties

serve them. When I have passed it, it is entered during

their spare time, with pen and ink, into a ruled copy-

book, and, in time, again passes under my eye. TJiis

exercise is excessively popular, and the men's progress

proves that it is very efficient.

" Now as to the lesson on Common Things. Some-
times it is given by my young colleague, and sometimes

by myself. You will perhaps like a specimen of one of

these conversational lectures : it will be in outline.

" THE SOURCES OF DOMESTIC HEALTH AND
COMFORT.

" 1. With regard to food.—The value of different

kinds of food, both vegetable and animal ; those best

adapted to supply strength and heat respectively to the

human frame ; how to mix various sorts of nutritious

fiiod cheaply; those fitted for hard muscular exertion ;

and diet for the young and the sick. The method of

obtainina a regular succession of crops of veg-etables in

the cottage garden, without exhausting the soil.

" 2. With regard to cooking.—The best modes of

making common things cheap and palatable ; the dif-

ferent modes of boiling beef if soup be required ; the

relative advantages of boiling, roasting, stewing, and

baking; the best forms of fire-places, stoves, ovens,

boilers, &c., for domestic use, the baking of bread, &c.
" 3. With regard to the healthy state of a house.—

The cheapest and most effectual mode of draining,

ventilating, and warming the houses of the poor ; the

importance of avoiding all collections of refuse and de-

caying matter; the connection of the common diseases

of the poor, such as rheumatism, fevers, inflammation,

and contagious maladies, with the dampness, bad venti-

lation, want of personal and domestic cleanliness, and

the retention of decaying matter in or about their

dwelling, and the best means of avoiding these causes

of disease.
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" 4. With regard to personal health.
" 5. With regard to domestic comfort.—The uses of

order, neatness, a knowledge of expedients of washing
and drying, with the least inconvenience to a family

j

the economy of soap ; the best method of softening hard
water

;
the decency of sleeping arrangements ; the proper

distribution of wages, with an eye to physical support

;

education
; the savings bank, and the sick club.

" The heads of this lesson were taken from the Dean
of Hereford's valuable little work, lately published,
entitled ' Suggestive Hints towards improved Secular
Instruction.' Much useful information has been con-
veyed likewise by lectures on ' The Loaf of Bread,'
' The Cottage Fire,' ' The Flame of the Candle.' We
have illustrated the contrasts, truth and falsehood,
idleness and industry, sobriety and drunkenness, &c.

;

and our wide margin affords scope for lessons on natural
history; those subjects allied to the occupations and
distinctive features of the district ; natural philosophy,
under which head we have already explained the atmos-
phere as a vehicle of heat and moisture, as a vehicle of

sound : rain and clouds, mist and fogs, dew, &c. But
you know, as well as I do, the range we possess. Our

audiences are very large, very attentive, and most en-
couraging. There is one circumstance I have failed to

mention, as an alteration upon the old plan—we com-
mence with a short prayer for Divine assistance and
blessing, overpoweringly convinced that without God's
assistance, we can do nothing, and without God's bless-

ing all we do will come to nothing.—Yours, &c,"

It may be objected, though I should be sur-

prised, in the 1 9th century, to hear it said, that

this letter should have no place in an agricultural

journal. To those who do object, let me say that

many large Manufacturing firms, and two Joint

Stock Companies, deem it a highly profitable

scheme to spend some thousands annually in the

education of the children, youths, and men they

employ ; and men of the highest business reputa-

tion recognise the principle, not only as a principle

of benevolence, but as a sound principle of trade.

We may speculate upon agricultural improvements

;

but we are powerless to carry them out, except by
means of intelligent workmen. F. R. S.

THE SELECTION AND CULTURE OF MANGOLD -WURTZEL FOR
A SEED CROP.

The Mangold-ivurtzel crop is becoming one of

the most common and most valuable of root-

crops. The extraordinary v/eight produced per

acre, particularly upon suitable soils : the well-

established order of culture, the general manage-

ment, and subsequent preservation of the roots for

consumption, together with the mode, time, and

application of them for the uses of the stock, have

rendered this crop almost invaluable for farm

service. In the past untoward season it has proved

of unusual advantage, having kept admirably

through the late protracted winter, in every case

where it was properly secured in grave ; and at

this time (April 27th) the crop is now in full

course of consumption, to the very manifest benefit

of all the kinds of stock to which it is given, but

most of all to the ewe flock. It is, therefore, very

important not only to have a crop of these roots,

but a large one. A considerable breadth ought to

be grown on every farm, proportionate to its size.

It is also equally important to obtain the seed from

a good stock. Many varieties are " fangy"

—

i. e.,

putting out numerous small roots, which take a

strong hold upon the soil, while the mangold itself

is also close-grained or hard in its character. The

best varieties grow very freely from only one tap-

root, surrounded by innumerable fibres ; and the

mangold is so open and mellow in its nature as

frequently to fly into many pieces when pierced by a

fork. This denotes its excellent quality ; and it is

from stocks like these that growers should be

careful to select their seed.

Varieties cultivated.—There are four principal

varieties of mangold cultivated for food for stock :

the Long Red, of which there are several sub-

varieties ; the Long Yellow ; the Red Globe ; and

the Yellow or Orange Globe. The white variety

is seldom grown for food, being chiefly used by

sugar-n-ianufacturers. The long varieties are best

adapted for, and will produce the greatest weight

of food on all deep soils ; and the globe varieties

are, in like manner, most suited for, and will

produce the greatest weight of food on all shallow

or thin soils. They are also better keepers than

tlie long sorts.

Selection of Stock for Seed.—The best roots, of

approved shape, ought to be chosen for stock

plants. The Long Red Bugle variety : These

roots should be selected for their gently-curved or

long " cow-horn" form, and thick but uniform

tapering shaped root throughout, clear deep

red skin, a fibrous tap-root, and small top or

crown. The common Long Red Mangold should

be straight or upright, and in every other respect

like the Red Bugle. The Red and Orange Globes

should approach somewhat nearer the shape of an

egg than a globe, and ought also to possess only a

single fibrous tap root, with small crown on top. In
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each variety, the best attention should be given to

those sorts Bul>ject to bury themselves least in the

ground, or rather, to grow most freely without

burying themselves too deeply. Mangolds thrive

best in warm, sunny weather, and are generally of

the best quality and most abundant when most

exposed to such influence.

Soil and Cultivation, — The soil proper for

growing selected roots should be deep and fertile.

It should be ploughed at least eight inches deep,

and should undergo all the requisite v/orkings to

bring it into a loose mould of as great depth as

possible; and as this has to be done early in the

spring, it is often a difficult task. Trench plough-

ing in the winter is very desirable, to ensure the

full accoraplishraent of this unusual farm opera-

tion. It may thus be readily reduced to its requisite

tilth J and the setting out of the roots should

immediately follow.

The period for planting or setting Vv'ill vary

according to the season ; but it should take place

as soon as possible in the early spring, when it may
reasonably be expected that no danger will arise

from frosts sufficiently severe to injure the crown.

The setting out may either be done by the spade

or plough. In setting by aid of the plough, it is

customary to set out a ridge as for potatoes, and

to place the roots nearly upright on each side the

ridge, and at regular distances according to the

size of the roots selected for setting : the larger the

root the more room it requires. The roots should

average about a foot in length, and six inches in

circumference, for the long sort, and a similar pro-

portionate size for the globe kinds, and the distance

apart may then average about twenty inches. This

size is sufficiently large for all useful purposes, and
better than larger ones for ensuring a good crop.

As the ploughing proceeds, it covers the roots to

the crown : every second furrow will require a fresh

supply of roots to be covered by the earth being

ploughed upon them ; and care should be taken to

see that the earth is properly closed in upon every

root, neither leaving it too exposed nor too highly

covered. This must be done with the spade by an

attendant following after the plough, and treading-

where requisite, which ia the readiest way of set-

ting ; but the mode is net so good as by the spade.

In setting with the spade, it is usual to set by line.

The setter makes a hole large enough to contain

the root. This is placed in it by an attendant lad.

He then makes his next hole, and with tlie earth

from it he fills up the preceding one ; and thus the
setting proceeds throughout the field.

The most common mode of procuring a crop of
mangold seed is to prepare the soil in August or
September, and drill in the seed, 'ilie plants being
young and small, and in great abundance, a suffi-

cient number will generally abide the winter to

stand for the crop. This plan is by no means equal

to the due selection of the ro^^ts, to keep up the

permanent stock, as only the hardiest and least

nutritive plants remain. The crop is not a winter

crop; and it is not cultivated for its hardihood, but

for its great produce and nutritive value.

Another mode of procuri.ng a crop is by trans-

planting plants of small size, raised in a seed-bed

or p]ot ; or the smallest roots from the store or

grave. There can be no great objection to this

plan, and it is cheap and readily elfected; and

much good food is thereby saved. The greatest

care should, however, be taken to sow seed from a

most approved selection or stock.

The subsequent culture will merely consist of a

good and deep hoeing, weeding, &c., as offcn as

required ; and strict attention to the trumpeters—

i. e., roots running away too early to seed. These

should have their tops nipped off, that tl^e whole

crop may be kept even and regular, so as t# attain

maturity at the same time.

Harvesting.—The crop will generally be ripe

about the time of harvest, and its ripeness is known

by the bottom seeds on the stalks being ready t.)

fall off on being shaken, while at the same time the

top seeds may not have lost their greenness or are

just turning to the desired dull buft" colour. In

this state it may with safety be cut, as these top-

most seeds will for the most part ripen on the

down-lying stalks. If not cut before the topmost

seeds are fully ripe, great loss will ensue from the

falling off, or shedding of the bottom seeds. ,,The

crop should be cut into such ordinary-sized reaps

as appear best calculated to promote speedy drying,

and good facilities for taking up and carrying either

to the stack or thrashing-cloth. It if, when woli

dried in reap, one of the worst of seed crops to lead.

The ungainliness of the reap or half-sheaf, which

will not weld or compress together, so as to allow

lifting in mass, and the loose or fickle hold of the

seed to the stems, which fall upon being slightly

touched, render this a difficult operation, and

require the greatest care.

The stacking should be done after the mode
lately described for stacking mustard and turnip

seed. It is best to be stacked in an unfavourable

season, as it will dry much afterwards. Tiie great

objection to this course is the astonishing injury

it will be subject to from mice. No crop is more

damaged by mice than the mangold seed crop.

(The writer of this paper once had the seeds of

three stacks entirely spoilt by their depredations

during one winter : not a pound of seed was sale-

able.) Tliey do great damage when the seed is

thrashed and in bulk, but by no means so bad as

in stack.
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The thrashing should take place as soon as the by aid of wind ; and to thoroughly clean it by the

*eed is really dry ; and is best thrashed out from operation of reeing with a fine-meshed sieve. If

the reap after the method described in my late dry, it will keep for several years in a (rood grow-

paper on turnip seed. The dressing is a some- ing condition

v/hat difficult task. My own jiractice is to use

sieves with large meshes in the first stage, dressed

The produce is large from a good

crop J but it is very precarious, depending much
upon the season. P. F.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A Special Monthly Cguxcil (a'tcr the Easter

Recess) was held oa Wednesday, the 18th of April, The
following Members of Council and Governors of the

Society were present :—Mr. Milks, M.P., President,

in the Chair; Lord Bc-rnrrs, Lord Southampton, Hon.
A. Leslie Melville, Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart.,

M.P., Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Ba:t., M.P., Sir

Archibald Kcppel Maclonald, Bart., Mr. Raymond
Barker, Mr. Harnett, Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Blount, Mr.
Cavendish, Colonel Challonc;-, Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P.,'Mr. Foley, M.P., Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Garrett,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hoskyns,
Mr. Hudson (C.*stleacre), Mr. Kinder, Mr. Lawrence,

Mr. Sillifant, Professor Simondp, Mr. Sianey, Mr. Tur-
ner (Barton), Professor Way, Mr. J mas Webb, and Mr.
Woodward.

The following new members were elected :

—

ALIerson, John, Thornby Villa, V.'igton, Cumberland
Badliara, George. Beckford, Tewkesbury, Glo'ic.

Bio-vn, George, WoOiiChcrpe, Ah'ord, Liucolushire

C!«rke, James, Cirlisle

Cookaon, John, Meldou Parlr, Morpclh, NorthnrabcriaiiJ

Cooper, .Vrthur L., Witcombe, Dorchester, Dorset
Fietcher, Jo.in Wilson, Grayaoutliern, Cockcrraouth
Fowler, Richanl, Brou°:'iton Grounds, Aylesbury
Gauntlett, William Henry, Baubury, Oxon
Halej, Edward, 11, Wesfbourne Crescent, Ilydc Park
Harrison, Daniel, Singktou Park, Kendal
Harvey, KichsrJ, Grcenaway, Torquay, Devon
Hill, Charles, 25, Ilyds P?.rk Square, Loudon
Hope, Joseph, Whoof House, Carlisle

Huuter, William B , Tiie Haugh, Kirkliston, LinliihijOTshire

Jackson, Thomas, jun.. Great Maplsstead, Halstead, Essex
Joliiisoa, Edv.ard, ;'looksrsbrook Foundry, Chester
Johnston, Bryan, Flookcrsbrook Foundry, Chester
Joue.', John, Wardie Hail, Tarporlcy, Cheshire

Keyrs, Ileiiry Janiea, Ashinu'don, llcchford, Essex
Mirchant, Robert, Abbes Farm, Hurstperpoiut, Sussex
Matthe-8, F, jnn., Dri(fic!J, York-hire

Maxwell, Wellwood, Muiiciies, Dalbeattie, N.B.
Mellish, Niclulas, Guercscv
Murafor J, William, Credth'ill, Hereford

Perry, Wiiiiam, Alder House, Thrushelton, Okehampton, Ue-
Toushire.

Pugh, Wdliara R., Hillficld House, Bcwdley, Wore.
Reay, 20, Gloucester Gird^ts, Hyris Park
Siinsbury, George, The Priory, C.T^ham, Chippenham
Warner, Thomas, 47, Sussex-squa-e, Brighton

Wood, Cliarles, Riveuhall Piace, Witha.u, Essex

Fi>fANCES.—Mr. Riymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, laid before the Council the monthly

report on the accounts of t' o Society, and the usual

quarterly statements for the information of the members.

He also reported tiic ccrrenl cash-balance in the hands

of the bankers as .€3,239.

Prize-Essay.—-The President reported froni the

Journal Committee the following awuvds already made
by the Judges of Essays and Reports :

I. To Clare Sewijll Read, of Plumsteai?, rcir

Norwich : the Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best

Kcport en the Farming ot Buckinghamshire.
II. To Henry Evekshead. of Albury, near Guildford :

the Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best Report on
the Farming of Warwickshire.

III. To John Coleman, of Deere, near Wansford,Nortli-
amptc!! shire : the Prze of Forty Sovereign?, for the

best Essay on the C;us23 of Fertility and Barrenness
in Soils, so lar as observation and science have
hitherto enabled them to be ascertained.

IV. To Isaac Seaman, Veterinary Surgeon, Saffron Wal-
den, Essex : the Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, for the

best Account of the Nature and Treatment of Lame-
ness in Sheep and Lambs.

The President further reported that the Judges had

decided tiiat none of the essays sent in to compete for

the prize of £'2,0 for the best Essay oa the Prevention

of Mildew in Cera Crops, possessed sufficient merit for

that prize ; that one of the essays in the class of Lame-

ness in Sheep and Limbs wr.s excluded from competi-

tion on account of its not having been sent in until after

the 1st of March ; and that adjudications still remained

to bo made in five other classes of essays than those in

which decisions had been announced.

Guano Supply.—The President reported from the

Guano-supply Committee that several communications

had bean received from the Foreign Office, through

Ljrd Wodehouse, since their previous meeting, contain-

ing further information of the discovery of new supplies

of guano, and assurances that every means would be

taken by the Eail of Clarendon to obtain for the farmers

of this country as full a participation in the benefits of

such discoveries as might be conceded, by the respective

states v;ithin whose territories the guano deposits

occurred, to the farmers of other countries.

CaPvLisle Meeting.— Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Vicc-

Chairman of the General Carlisle Committee, reported

the gradual progress of the works for the Carlisle Meet-

ing at the end of July next ; and the favourable manner

in which the railway companies had received the ap-

plication of the Council for a renewal of the con-

cessions they had hitherto so liberally granted to the

Society's exhibitions in the transit of their livestock

and agricultural implements and machinery.

SxEAM-powEn Conditions.— Colonel Challoncr,

Chairman of the Implement Committee, reported the

following results connected with inquiries relating to the

conditions of the Implement Prize-sheet for the Carlisle

Meeting:—
M M 2
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1. Steam-eugines worked on the expansive principle will be

allowed an expansive valve, worked by a simple

excetitric, in addition to the ordinary slide-valve, so

long as worked under one fi\ed rate of expansion, and

divested of all complicated arraugecaents intended to

vary the rate of expanaion.

2. The (rue velocity which each exhibitor of a steam-engine

considers best for his particular engine must be stated

and adhered to by him in each case—no indefinite

varying, or average si:atement of velocity being allowed^

3. The attention of the Stewards and Judges will hereaiter

be particularly called to the clause
—

'• That no force-

pump must be fiUed with more than two valves, which
must be of easy access ;" and a special note on the

same point will be forwarded to the honorary director

of the Show,

4. The Society will not undertake to find the motive power
for working the Steam-culivators competing for the
Society's Prize of £200 at the Carlisle Meeting.

Ages of Pigs.—Mr. Barnett, Chairman of the Age

of Pigs' Conamittee, submitted to the Council the follow-

ing report (which was also adopted and confirmed)

:

1. That all pigs exhibited at the Carlisle Meeting shall be

subjected to their mouths being examined by the

Veterinary Inspector of the Society.

2. That should the state of the deutitioa of a;;y pig indicate

that its age has not been correctly retunieJ in the

Certificate, the Stewards shall disqualify such pig, and
shall report the circumstance to the next Monthly
Council.

3. That Prof. Simouds shall be authorised to call in an

assistant if required ; but that the Professor shall be

responsible for the correctness of the opinions given

;

and that the remuneration to be paid to such assistant

shall this year not exceed ten guineas.

Country Meeting of 1856.—A memorial was re-

ceived, through Mr. Fisher Hobbs, from Mr. Parker,

the chairman of a county meeting held at Chelmsford

on the 16th inst., inviting the Society to hold its

Country Meeting of 1856 in that town, the centre of a

purely agricultural county, which comprises upwards of

a million of acres of land and nearly half a million of

inhabitants, and where every local circumstance would

be (bund to be most favourable for the promotion of the

objects of the Society.—Mr. Raymond Barker and Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs were requested to form an Inspecting

Committee for the purpose of visiting the proposed lo-

calities, and reporting to the next Council on their ca-

pabilities for purposes of the country meeting.

Cattle Awards.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, the following resolution was adopted :—" That,

in accordance with the resolution passed at the last

Council, requiring the judges to give in a reserved

number for each class of Live Stock, the judges be in-

structed to give in such number at the Carlisle Meeting,

but only in those cases in which the animal would in

their opinion possess sufficient merit for the prize

awarded in each class, should the animal to which tl:e

prize was awarded become subsequently disqualified."

The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting
at 12 o'clock, on Wednesday, the 25th of April, when
Prof. Way would deliver before the members of the

Society a lecture on the Infliipnce of the Atmosphere on
Vegetation,

Weekly Council, April 25: Mr. Miles,, M.P.,

President, in the chair. qj haafJsad

Atmospheric Supply of Manuring Matter.-^

Professor Way, Consulting Chemist to the Society,

delivered a lecture before the members on the recent

researches connected with this subject, which he re-

garded by no means a merely theoretical one, as it might

at first seem ; but one fraught with the most practical

results in reference to agricultural operations. ' He

glanced at the germination of seeds on surfaces con-

taining little or no depth of soil, until rocks and towers

became covered with vegetation— to the forests of

Western America, where successive scourging crops of

tobacco and sugar were required to destroy the accu-

mulated fertility — and to the coal-beds of various

countries, which had their origin in vegetable matter ;

facts which he thought must strike the most unobser-

vant, that the air, producing as it did these vegetable

products, must possess somethin5< more than a mere

inert mixture of elastic fluids. He referred to the ad-

vantages derived by real science, though unintentionally,

from the labours of the alchemists in their researches

for gold and the elixir of life ; but especially to the

philosophical and more legitimate investigations of

Priestley, Bergman, Scheele, Lavoisier, and De Saus-

sure, whose genius in the direction of their experiments

on air was only equalled by their candour and diffidence

in deducing their results. These researches had first

their application to tlie phenomena of combustion and

animal life, and subsequently to those of vegetation.

Prof. Way then proceeded to explain the composition

of the atmosphere, and the negative character of the

nitrogen it contained, as controlling the active chemical

nature of the oxygen. He stated that the carbonic

acid gas mixed with the atmosphere, though small

in proportion to the oxygen and nitrogen, was

sufficient in amount to furnish carbon for the con-

stitution of the whole of the coal-fields of the

globe. He had nothing to remark, as new, on the

watery vapour in the atnjosphere. The most interest-

ing subject of consideration at the present time was the

occurrence of ammonia and of nitric acid in the air,

and the mode in which their presence could be rendered

still more available to the purposes of agriculture. He
then explained how everything organic required by plants

could be furnished by these four most powerful elements

of the atmosphere and its aqueous vapour, namely,

oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen. He described

the recent experiments of M. Boussingault.and also those

of M. Ville (splendidly illustrated in a work presented to

the Society by the French Government), referring to the

views on scientific principles of agriculture just pub-

lished by Professor Liebig, the deductions of Mr. Pusey,

the elaborate reseaches of Mr. Lawes, and the ex-

periments of M. Barral. lie alluded to the amount of

ammonia in rain water, dew, and fogs, and to the in-

sufficiency of the methods hitherto employed for ascer-

taining the proportion of nitric acid in the air. He called

attention to the large amount of ammonia constantly

taken up by the soil, and washing into the land by rain

;

and to the great importance, consequently, of exposing
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the soil in such a manner to atmospheric influence as may
best tend to this ammoniacal absorption. Fallowing of
land, he remarked, had given way to rotation of crops

;

but that there was no ^uch thing as such a simple resting
as fallowing was supposi'd to imply in this case, for an
alteration of the soil under the influence of oxygen was
constantly going on. Every interval even, between one
crop and another, was in reality a fallow. Land should
be laid up as liglitly as possible, for the purpose of its

aeration. The working of land, with a view to this

abundant aeration, was one important means of im-
provement. He regarded it as indispensable to the
full development of the powers of soil that steam-
power should be brought to bear eff"ectively upon its

cultivation. The amazing bulk of ammonia locked up
in the land itself could not be taken up by plants,

and would, therefore, remain in a form unavailable

for vegetation, unless the miinagemeut of soil tended to

release such manuring matter, and bring it within the

reach of the roots. He had calculated, from data fur-

nished by some rich loamy land of tertiary drift, that the

soil within available depths contained ammonia at the

rate of one ton (equal to six tons of guano) per acre.

This was a stock of wealth which would repay the most
active measures being taken for its release and distribu-

tion. He then passed on to the subject of green ma-
nuring, and to that of draining, and the importance of a

free aeration of the soil and increased absorption of am-
monia, after the water had been duly carried off.—The
Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt referred to the manner in

which certain fungi absorbed nitrogen and the phos-

phates during their growth, and yielded ammonia and

phosphates to the soil on their death and decomposition.

Professor Way explained the theory of fairy-rings, given

by him in the Journal some years ago ; and his suppo-

sition that the development and expansion of the cells of

the fungi attracted their air manure. -Dr. Calvert called

attention to the electrical effects produced in the atmos-

phere by thunder-storms, and to the subsequent rapid

vegetation in moorland districts ; also to the theory of

nitrification in nitre-beds.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded

by Dr. Calvert, the best thanks of the Council were

given to Professor Way for the able and interesting

lecture he had then delivered. The President, on put-

ting the motion (which was carried unanimously), added

his tribute of praise, remarking that nothing could more

effectually, he thought, call thinking minds into opera-

tioa than the science and the researches of the able men

whose philosophical labours Professor Way had then

brought under the review of the meeting. He delighted,

as one of the earliest members of the Society, to witness

the successful manner in which practice and science

were more nearly approaching each other, for the more

secure guidance of practical farmers, and for the benefit

generally of the agricultural world.

A Monthly Council was held on Wednesday, the

2nd of May. The following Members of Council and

Governors of the Society were present : Mr. Miles,

M.P., President, in the Chair, Lord Berners, Lord

Walsingham, Lord Southampton, Hon. A. Leslie Mel-
ville, Sir Charles Lemon, Bart,, M.P., Sir John V. B.
Johustone, Bart , M.P., Sir Archibald Keppel Mac-
donald, Bart., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Mr. Ray-
mond Barker, Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Hodgson Barrow,
M.P., Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Evelyn Denison, MP., Mr.
Druce, Mr. GadesJen, Mr. Garrett, Mr. IIamond,Mr.
Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hoskyns., Mr. Hudson ( Castleacre),

Mr. Jonas, Mr. Kinder, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Wilward,
Mr. Mainwaring Paine, Professor Simonds, Mr. Sluney,

Mr. Thompson (Kirby Hall), Mr. Turner (Barton),

Professor Way, Mr. Jonas Webb, anJ Mr. Woodward.
Henry Bullock, Esq., of Faulkbourne Hall, near

Witham, Essex, was elected a Governor of the Society.

Ti.e following new Members were elected :—
AUfrey, Henry Wells, Hemingford House, Stratford-on-

Avon.
Auderaou, Thomas, Eatcheugh, Ainwick.
Ashton, Solomon, Peter-street, Manchester.
Balfour, David, Balfour Castle, Kirkwall, N. B.
Bell, Thomas, Bramptou Town Foot, Cumberland.
Carter, Thomas, Uodmore, Ludlow, Salop.

Coleman, Richard, Chelmsford, Esstx.

Evans, Thomas, 27, Victoria street, Pimlico.

Finlay, Alexander J., Castle Toward, Greenock.

Fooks, John, Park-street House, Yeovil, Somerset.

Greening, Benjamin, Church Gates, Manchester.

Hobbins, Samuel, Suton, Louth, Lincolnahire.

Hodgson, Henry, Market Staiuton, Wragby.
Jackson, William, Hope Bank, Carlisle.

James, J'ames, Llawhdden, Pembrokeshire.

Lfonard, Charles, Castle- Camps, Linton, Combridgcshire.

Parker, James, Spriugfield, Chelmsford, Essex.

Parsons, Christopher, juu., North-Shoebury Hall, Rochford,

Essex.

Portous, Richard, Crosswood, Aberystwith.

Roe, WilHara F., 70, Strai'd, London.

Schollick, Edward Jones, Aldingham Hall, Ulverstone.

Scratton, Rev. Thomas Scott, Sutton, Rochford.

St. Leger, A. F. Butler, Park Hill, Tickhill, Yorkshire.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the Monthly Report on

the Accounts, from which it appeared that the current

cash balance in the hands of the bankers was .£3,225.

Journal Committee.—The President submitted

to the Council the Report of the Journal Committee,

containing the following recommendations :—

1. The postponement to a subsequent meeting of the further

reports made by the Judges of Essays, in their adjudi-

cation of prizes for 1855.

2. The postponement, to a Special Council next week, of

the report of the Committee on the prizes for essays,

to be offered by the Society for 1856.

3. The election of Dr. Edward Hartstein, Professor of Agri-

culture in the Royal Academy of Poppelsdorf, as an

Honorary Member of the Society.

4. The delivery of Professor Way's Lecture on the Pro-

duction of Butter, on the 16th of May; and his

Lecture on the use of Fish as Manure, on the 13th of

June : before the Members in the Council Room of the

Society, at 12 o'clock on each of those days.

These recommendations were unanimously adopted

by the Council.

Chemical Committee.—Sir John Johnstone pre-

sented the report of the Chemical Committee, stating

the progress of the researches, undertaken by direction

of the committee, and carried on by Professor Way, in

bis new laboratory, 15, Welbeck Street, Cavendish
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Sqnare. This report was adoptecl, and an order made

that the amount of the grant for the year ending the 1st

May, should be placed at the disposal of the committee.

Carlisle Meeting.—Mr. Fisher Ilobbs presented

the Report of the General Carlisle Committee, an-

nouncing the arrangement of the programme for that

occasion, and its preparation for distribution.

Machinery Conditions.—Mr. Raymond Barker

submitted the following recommendations from the Im-

plement Committee, wliich were adopted :
—

1. Sleam eriffine Pumps.—'Uvit no force-pump be fitted

witii more than tv.o valves, whicli must be of easy

access. That if two pumps be ticted to tha san-.e

e!!gine, no more than one be allowed to work at the

same time.

2, 'Reaping- Machines.—That the Society will fiud hcrses

for the trial of the reapers, but that exbibitoifl ma3',

if they think proper, seud their own horses for that

purpose.

Steward of Implements.—On the motion of Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Ilamond, Sir Archibald

Keppel Macdonald, B?-rt., was appointed Steward-Elect

of Implements for the Carlisle Meeting.

Country Meeting of 1856.—The Report of the

Inspection Committee having been read, the Council

received a deputation from Chelmsford, consisting of the

following gentlemen:—Mr. Burch Western (Chairman

of the Essex Local Committee), Mr. D. Yv'addington,

lu.?., General Hall, Major Skinner, R. A., Mr. Bullock,

Mr. Gurdon Rebow, Mr. Kemble, Mr. Mcchi, Mr.

Hardcastle, Mr. Round, Mr. Parker, Mr. Batard, and

Messrs. Meggy and Chancellor (Secretaries to the Com-

mittee), who favoured the Council with their explana-

tions of the various local advantages possessed by the

town of Chelmsford for the purposes of the country

meeting of the Society. On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Jonas, Chelmsford was then

unanimously decided upon as the place of the country

meeting of 1856, subject to the completion of the stipu-

lated engagements, and the usual agreement to be

entered into by the authorities of the town with the

secretary of the Society.

Country Meeting of 1859.—The Council then

proceeded to determine the district of the country meet-

ing four years in advance : and Mr. Wren Hoskyns

having alluded to the great increase of transit accom-

modation, furnished by the gradual completion of the

railway system of the country, especially in the county

of Warwick, and the other central counties of England,

since the Society held its first country meeting at Oxford

in 1839, it was carried, on the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Thompson, that the Country

Meeting District for 1859 should comprise the counties

of Oxford, Warwick, Northampton, and Berks, and be

denominated the " Central District."

Soda.—An important communication was received

from Lord Wodehouse, on the part of the Earl of

Clarendon, in reference to an abundant supply of native

carbonate of soda ascertained to exist in South America;

and of which specimens, forwarded from the Foreign

Office, had been placed in the hands of Prof. Way for

analysis.

Adjourned to May 9.

A Speciai, Council was held on Wednesday, the

9th of May. The following Members of Council and

Governors of the Society were present : Mr. Miles,

M.P., Piesident, in the Chair ; Hon. A. Leslie Mel-

ville ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Mr.

Raymond Barker ; Mr. Brandreth ; Mr. Evelyn Dcni-

son, M.P. ; iMr. Hoskyns, Mr. Sillifant, Mr. Slancy,

Mr. Spencer Stanhope, and Mr. Woodward.

Joun,NAL.—The President reported from the Journal

Committee a schedule of the subjects proposed tor the

Prize-Essays of next year ; and the following recom-

mendation in reference to the editing of the Journal

during Mr. Pusey's lamented indisposition : namely

—

"That Mr. TiiO!up3ou ba requested to accept the office of

Chairman of the Jourual Committee, and that Mr. Aclaud and

Mr. ricskyns be requested to accept the oflice of Yicc-

Chairmen : the Editoribip of the Journal to be couSdcJ to

those three gentlemeu, with whom, the Journsl CommitUe

will cooperate."

This repot t was adopted by the Council.

Poultry Steward.—The Hon. and F.ev. Stephen

Willoughby Lawley, of Escric;£ Rectory, near York,

was requested by the Council to accept the appointment

of Steward of the Poultry department at the Ci'-rlisle

meeting.

AV/eekly Council was then held—Mr. Raymond
Barker, V.P., in tha Chair—Earl of Egmont, Lord

Berners, Hon. A. Leslie Melville; Sir Watkin Williams

Wynn, Bart., M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart.,

M.P; Sir Robert Price, Bait., M.P; Mr.Earugh Almack ;

Mr. Hodgson Barrow, M.P. ; Rev. H. T. Black, My.

Brandreth, Mr. Bulien, Mr. Corbet, Mr. Deere, Mr.

Evelyn Denison, M.P. ; Mr. Foley, M.P. ; Mr. Gades-

den, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Goold, General Hall, M.P. ; Mr.

Hosk.vES, Mr. Cuthbcrt Johnson, Mr. Matthews, jun.

;

Mr. Orlebar, Mr. Paiac, Mr. Parkins, Mr. Scott, Mr.

Sillifant, Prof. Simonds, Mr. Bridgman Simpson, Mr.

Slaney, Mr. Spencer Stanhope, Capt. Yyner, Prof.

Way, Mr. G. Wood, and Mr. Woodward.

MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY CATTLE.

The foUov.ing communication was read from Mr.

Horsfall, of Burnley Hall, near Otley, Yorkshire.

"Burnley Hall, near Otley, May 5.

"lu complying with the request of your honourable Council

to supply informaticn regardiug my treatment of cows for dairy

purposes, it seems pertinent that I sliould enter into some es-

planation of the motives and considerations which influence my
conduct in this branch of my farm operations. I have found

it stated, on authority deserving attention, that store cuttle of

a fair size, and without other occupation, maintain tiieir weight

and conditiou for a length of time, when supplied daily with

1201bs. of Swedish turnips and a small portion of strav/. The

experier.ce of the district of Craven, ia Yorkshire, where

meadow hay is the staple food durmg winter, shows that such

cattle maintain their condition on \h stone of meadow hay each

per day. These respective quantities of turnips and of liay

correspond very closely in their nutritive properties ; they

contain a very similar amount of albuminoua matter, starch,

sugar, &c., and also of phosphoric acid. Of oil—an important

element, especially for the purpose of which I am treating

—

the stated supply of meadow hay contains more than that of

turnips. If we supply cows in milk of the same size with a like
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quantity of similar fooci.tiiey will lose perceptibly iu condition.

This is easily explained when we fiud their milk rich in aub-

sUuces which serve for their support when in store condition,

aad vvhicli are shown to be diverted in the secretion of milk.

la the neighbourhood of towns where the dairy produce is dis-

posed of iu new milk, and where the aita of the dairyman is

to produce the greatest quantity, too frequently with but little

regard to quality, it is their common practice to purchase in or

near calvin;; cowa ; they pay great attention to the condition of

the cow; they will tell you, by the high comparative price they

pay for animals well stored with flesb and fat, that condition is

as valuable for them as it is for the butcher ; they look upon

these starts as materials which serve their purpose ; they

supply food more adapted to induce quantity than quality, and

pay but little rep;ard to the maintenance of the condition o^

the animal. With such treatment, the cow loses in coaditiou

duriug the process of milking, and when no logger profitable,

is Bold to purchasers in farming districts where food is cheaper,

to be fattened or otherwise replenished for the use of the dairy

keeper. We thus find a disposition in the cow to apply the

sliment cf her food to her milk, rather than to lay on flesh o'

fat ; for not only are the elements of her food diverted to this

purpose, but to all appearance her accumulated stores of flesh

and fat are dra^n upon, and converted into components of

milk, casein, or butter. It is also probable that a like result

will take place in regard to her bones, if a due supply of

phosphate be uot afforded ia her food. As I am differently

circuiustanced, a considerable portion of my dairy produce

being intended for butter, for which poor milk is not adapted,

and as I fatten not only my own cows, but purchase others to

'atten i'l addition, my attention was given to devise food for

my milch cows, adapted to their maintenance and improve,

ment, and with this view I was led to give attention to the

composition of milk. From several analyses I have selected

one by Haidlen, which I find in publications of repute.

Taking a full yield of milk, 4 gallons per day, which will weigh

iipwards of 401b3., this analysis assigns to it of dry material

5.20, of which the proportion, with sufficient accuracy for my
purpose, consists of

—

lbs.

Pure casein 2.00

Butter 1-25

Sugar 1-75

Pnosphate of lime "1 .. .09

Chloride of potassium > .

.

And Other mineral ingredients J .. .11

5.20

It appeared an object of importance, and one which called

for my particular attention, to afford an ample supply of the

elements of food suited to the maintenance and likewise to

the produce of the animal, and that, if I omitted to effect this,

the resnlt would be imperfect and unsatisfactory. By the use

of ordinary farm produce only, I could not hope to accomplish

my purpose. Turnips are objectionable on account of their

flavour ; and I seek to avoid them as food for dairy purposes.

I use cabbages, kohl rabi, and masgold wurzel, yet only in

moderate quantities. Of meadow hay it would require, be-

yond the supply necessary for the maintenance of the cow, an

addition of fully 201b3. to supply the casein in a full yield cf

milk (16 quarts), 401bj. to supply the oil for the butler, whilst

91b3. seem adequate for the supply of the pliosphoric acid.

You cannot, then, induce a cow to cov.suine the quantity of

hay requisite for her maintenance, and for the full yield of

milk of tlie quality insla iced. Though it is a subject of

coatrovcrsy whetl.er butter is wholly derived from vegetable

oil, yet the peculiar adaptation of this oil to the purpose will,

I think, be admitted, I had, therefore, to seek assiatance

from what are usually termed attificial feeding substances

and to select such as are rich in albumen, oil, and phosphoric

acid, or phosphate of lime; and I was bound also to pay re-

gard to their comparative cost, with a view to profit, which,

when farming is followed as a business, is a necessary, and in

any circumstances aa agreeable accompaniment, I think it

will be found that substances pec(iliarly rich iu nitrogenous or

other elements have a higher value for special than for general

purposes ; and it seems to me not improbable that this adap-

tation of materials characterized by peculiar properties to

special purposes has not yet gaiaed the attention to which it

is entitled. I have omitted all reference to the heat-supplying

elements—starch, sugar, &c. As the materials commonly

used as food fcr cattle contain sufficient of these to

effect this object, under exposure to some degree (f

cold, I have a right to calculate oa a less consumption

of them as fuel, and consequently a greater surplus for

deposit as sngar, and probably also as fat, my stalls

being kept during winter at a temperature of nearly 60 deg.

I now proceed to describe the means I am uting to carry out

the purposes which I have sought to explaiu. My food fcr

milch cows, after haviDg undergone various modifications, has

for two seasons consisted of bcanstraw, oat-straw, and shel's

of oats, in equal proportion, rape-cake 5 lbs., and bran 2 Ibr.

per day for each cow; these matcriah are blended together,

moistened, and well steamed ; ihey ave supplied three timer,

ai libitum, per day in a warm state. The attendant is allowed

1 lb to 1^ lb. per cow, according to circumstances, of bear-

meal, which he is charged to give to each cow in proportion (o

the yield of milk, those in full milk getting 2 lbs. each per

day, others but little : it is mixed with the steamed food on its

being dealt out separately ; when this is eaten up, green food,

consisting of cabbages, from October to December, kohl rabi

till February, and mangold till grass time. With a view to

nicety of flavour, I limit the supply of grsen food to 30 to 35

lbs. per day for each. After each feed 4 lbs. cf raeadov/ hay,

or 12 lbs. per day is given to each cow; they are allowed

water twice per day to the extent they will drink. As some

of these materials are not commonly used as food, I may be

allowed some observations on their properties. Bean-straw

uncooked is dry and unpalatable; by the process of steaming,

it becomes soft and pulpy, emits au agreeable odour, and imparls

flavour and relish to the mess. For my information and

guidance I obtained an analysis of bean-straw of my own

growth, on strong and high-conditioned land : it was cut ou

the short side of ripeness, but yielding a plump bean. The

analysis by Professor Way shows a per-ccntage of—

Moisture of 14 47

Albuminous matter 16.38

Oil or fatty matter 2.23

Woody fibre 25.84

Starch, gum, &c 31.63

Mineral matters 9 -JS

Total 100.00

In albuminous matter, which is especially valuable for milch

cows, it has nearly double the proportion contained in meadow

hay. Bran also undergoes a great improvement iu its flavour

by steaming, and it is probably improved in its convertibility as

food ; it contaius about 14 per cent, of albumen, and is pecu-

liarly rich in phosphoric acid, nearly 3 per cent, of its whole

substance being of this material. The properties of rape-cake

are well known ; the published analysis give it a large pro-

portion (nearly 30 per cent.) of albumen ; it is rich in phos-

phate and also iu oil. This is of the fluid or elain class of

vegetable oils, and it is to its elain property that I call particular

attention. Chemistry will assign to this material, which has
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hitherto been comparatively neglected for feeding, a first place

for the purpose of which I am treating. If objection should

occur on account of its flavour, I have no difficulty in stating

that by the preparation I have described I have quite overcome

this. I can easily persuade my cattle (of which 60 to 80 pass

through my stalls in a year,) without exception to eat the re-

quisite quantity. Nor is the flavour of the cake in the least

perceptible in the milk or butter. During May, my cows are

turned out on a rich pasture near the homestead ; towards

evening they are again housed for the night, when they are sup-

plied with a mess of the steamed mixture and a little hay each

morning and evening. During June, when the grasses are

better grown, mown grass is given to them instead of hay, and

they are also allowed two feeds of steamed mixture. This

treatment is continued till October, when they are again wholly

housed. The results which I now proceed to relate are derived

from observations made with the view of enabling me to

understand and regulate my own proceedings. For some

years back I have regularly weighed my feeding stock, a practice

from which I am enabled to form a more accurate estimate of

their doings than I could previously pretend to. In January,

1854, 1 commenced weighing my milch cows; it has been shown

by what I have premised that no accurate estimate can be

formed of the effect of the food on the production of milk,

without ascertaining its effect on the condition of the cows. I

have continued this practice once a month almost without

omission up to the date of this. The weighings take place

early in the morning, and before the cows are supplied with

food; the weights are registered, and the length of time (15

months) during which I have observed this practice enables

me to speak with confidence on the results. The cows in full

milk yielding 12 to 16 quarts each per day vary but little

—

some losing, others gaining, slightly ; the balance in the

month's weighing of this class being rather to gain. It is

common for a cowta continue a yield from six to eight months

before she gives below 12 quarts per day, at which time she

has usually, if not invariably, gained weight. The cows giving

less than 12 quarts, and down to 5 quarts per day, are found

when free from ailment to gain without exception. This gain,

with an average yield of nearly 8 quarts per day, is at the rate

of 71bs. to 81b3. per week each. My cows in calf I weigh only

in the incipient stages, but they gain perceptibly in condition,

and consequently in value : they are milked till within four to

five weeks previous to calving. I give the weights of three of

these, and also of one heifer, which calved in March :

—

..«
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the eflfects of the food on the condition of the animals, without

which no accurate estimate can be arrived at. On looking

over several treatises to which I have access, I find the follow-

ing statistics on dairy produce:—Mr. Morton, in his " Cyclo-

paedia of Agriculture," page 621, gives the results of the

practice of a Mr. Young, an extensive dairy-keeper in Scotland.

The yield of milk per cow is stated at 680 gallons pw year ; he ob-

tains from 16 quarts of milk. 20 oz., of butter, or for the year,

2271bs. per cow ; from 1 gallon of cream 3 lbs. of butter, or

12 oz. per quart. Mr. Young is described as a high feeder
;

linseed is his chief auxiliary food for milch cows. Professor

Johnstone, " Elements of Agricultural Chemistry," gives the

proportion of butter from 16 quarts of milk at Hoz. per quart,

or from 16 quarts 24 oz., the produce of four cows of different

breeds—Alderuey, Devon, and Ayrshire—on pasture, and in

the height of the summer season. On other four cows of the

Ayrshire breed he gives the proportion of butter from 16

quarts as 16 oz., being 1 oz. per quart. These cows were like-

wise on pasture. The same author states the yield of butter

as one-fourth of the weight of cream, or about 9 oz. per quart-

Mr. Rawliuson—Journal of the Royal Society, No. 29, vol. i

,

1852— gives the produce of 20,110 quarts of milk churned by

hand as 1,109 lbs. of butter, being at the rate of fully

14 oz. per 16 quarts of milk ; and from 23,156 quarts of milk

1,525 oz. of butter, being from 16 quarts nearly 16J oz. of

batter. The same author states that the yield of butter de-

rived from five churniugs of 15 quarts of cream each is some-

what less than 8 oz. per quart of cream. Dr. Muspratt, in his

work on the "Chemistry of Arts and Manufactures,"

which is in the course of publication, gives the yield of butter

from a cow per year in Ho'.stein and Lunenberg at lOOlbs., in

England at 1601bs. to ISOibs. TJie average of butter from a

cow in England is stated to be 8 oz. or 9 oz. per day, which on

a yield of 8 to 9 quarts is 1 oz. per quart, or for 16

quarts 16 oz. The quantity of butter derived from cream is

Stated as one-fourth, which is equal to about 9 oz. per quart.

The richest cream of which I find any record is that brought

to the Royal Society's meeting dunng the mouth of July, for

the churns which compete for the prize. On referring to the

proceedings of several meetings, 1 find that 14 oz. per quart

of cream is accounted a good yield. I have frequently tested

the yield of butter from a given quantity of my milk ; as my
dairy produce is partly disposed of in new milk, partly in

butter and old milk, it became a matter of business to ascer-

tain by which mode my dairy produce gave the best return.

I may here remark that my dairy practice has been throughout

on high feeding, though it has undergone several modifications.

My mode of ascertaining the average yield of butter from milk

is to measure over the milk from churning day to churning

day, and compute the relative proportions. The results

have varied from 24 to 27^ oz. from 16 quarts of milk.

I therefore assume in my calculation 16 quarts of

milk as yielding a roll (25 ounces) of butter. As

I have at times a considerable number of cows

bought on as strippers, and fattened as they are milked,

which remain sometimes in my state eight or niiie mouths,

and yield towards the close but five quarts per day. 1 am

not enabled to state with accuracy and from ascertained data

the average yield per year of my cows kept for dairy purposes

solely. However, from what occurs at grass-time, when the

yield is not increased, and also from the effects of my treat-

ment on cows which I buy, on giving a small quantity, I am

fully persuaded that my treatment induces a good yield. I

may here observe that I pay great attention to the tempera-

ture of my dairy, which I use means of keeping at 52 to 55

deg., my milk being allowed to stand 36 hours. As the yield

of butter from a given quantity of cream is not of such parti-

cular consequence, I have not given equal attention to ascertain

their relative proportions. I have a recollection of having

tested this on a former occasion, when I found 14 to 16 oz.

per quart ; but cannot call to mind under what treatment this

took place. On questioning my dairywoman, in December,

1854, as to the proportion of cream and butter, she reported

nearly one roll of 25 oz. of butter to one quart of cream. I

looked upon this as a mistake. On its accuracy being per-

sisted in, the next churning was carefully observed, with a

like proportion. My dairy cows averaged then a low range

of milk as to quantity—about nine quarts each per day. Six

of them, in a forward state of fatness, were intended to be

dried for finishing off in January ; but owing to the scarcity

and consequent dearness of calving cows, I kept them on in

milk till I could purchase cows to replace them, and it was

not till February that I had an opportunity of doing so. I

then bought four cows within a few days of calving ; they

were but in inferior condition, and yielded largely of milk.

Towards the close of February and ^larch, four of my own
dairy cows, in full condition, likewise calved. During March,

three of the six which had continued from December were

selected by the butcher as fit for his purpose : the other three

were dried at the close of March, and are now on hand in a

saleable condition. Each churning throughout was carefully

observed, with a similar result, varying but little from 25 oz.

of butter per quart of cream ; on Monday, April 30, 16 quarts

of cream having yielded 26 rolls (of 25 oz. each) of butter.

Though I use artificial means of raising the temperature of my
dairy, by the application of hot water during cold weather,

yet, my service-pipes bsing frozen in February, 1 was

unable to keep up the temperature, and it fell to 45

deg. Still my cream, though slightly affected, was pecu-

liarly rich, yielding 22 oz. of butter per quart.

Throughout April the produce of milk from my 15 dairy cows

averaged full 160 quarts per day. My cows are bought in tlie

neighbouring markets with a view to their usefulness and profit-

ableness. The breeds of this district have a considerable admix-

ture of the short-horn, which is not noted for the richness of its

milk. It will be remarked that during the time these observa-

tions have been continued on the proportion of butter from

cream, more than one-half of my cows have been changed.

Having thus satisfied myself that the peculiar richneaa of my
cream was due only to the treatment of my cows which I have

sought to describe, it occurred to me that I ought not to keep

it to myseK ; it appeared to me that these results of my dairy

practice afforded matter of interest for the investigation of

those who cultivate science, the physiologist and the chemist.

Though my pretensions to acquirements in their instructions

are but slender, they are such as enable me to acknowledge

benefit in seeking to regulate my proceedings by their rules.

I was thus led to address the note to Professor Way, whose

valuable time I should be careful not to occupy with unworthy

matter, suggesting that if he thought proper, he might bring

the subject under the notice of your honourable council. lu

taking off the cream I use an ordinary shallow skimmer of tin

perforated with holes, through which any milk gathered in

skimming escapes. It requires care to clear the cream, and even

with this some streakiness is observable on the surface of the

skimmed milk. The milk bowls are of glazed brown earthen-

ware, common in this district ; they stand on a base of 6 to

8 inches, and expand at the surface to nearly twice that width.

Four to five quarts are contained in each bowl, the depth being

4 to 5 inches at the centre. The chum I use is a small wooden

one, worked by hand, on what I suppose to be the America

principle. I obtained it from Messrs. Dray and Co. I have
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forwarded to Profesaor Way a small sample of butter for

analysis ; 15 quarts of cream were taken out of the cream jar,

and churned at three times iu equal portions

—

The first 5 quarts of cream gave

The second 5 „ „
The third 5 „ „

127 oz. of butter.

125

120i

At a subsequent chutuiug of 14 quarts of cream—

The first seven gave 7 rolls or . . 175 oz. of butter.

The second seven gave 7 rolls 2 oz , or 177 „

352 oz. „

On testiug the comparative yield of butter and of butter-

milk, I find 70 per cent, of butter to 30 per cent, of butter-

milk, reversing the proportions given in the publications to

which I have referred. The churnings usually occupy half-an-

hour, at a temperature of 52 deg. Having now, as far as I

can recollect, supplied every particular of information, I shalj

look with interest to the discussion on this subject, which, as

I observe from the papers, is likely to take place at your next

meeting.

Since the foregoing was written, I have received from Pro-

fessor Way another analysis of the butter sent to him ; it is

found to contain

—

Pure fat or oil 82.70
Casein or curd 2.45

Water, with a little salt 14.85

Total 100.00

The only analyses of this material which I find in the publi-

cation iu my hand are two by Professor Way, in the Journal

of the Royal Society, vol. xi., part 11, "On butter by the

common and by the Devonshire method" j the result in 100

parts being

—

Raw. Scalded.

Pnre butter 79.72 7912
Casein, &c 3.38 3.37
Water 16.90 17.51

Total 100.00 100.00
Thomas Hoksfall.

On the motion of the Hon. A. Leslie Melville, seconded

by Mr. Hoskyns, the thanks of the Council were voted

to Mr. Ilorsfall for the favour of this ccnamunication.

Mr. Woodward and Mr. Gadesden fully confirmed, by
their own experience, the value of Mr. Horsfall's system

of dairy management.—Prof. Way referred to the che-

mical principles connected with the assimilation of food

of different character given to milch cows.—Mr. Scott

furnished valuable evidence of the improvements effected

by him in reference to dairy management in Ireland

;

and expressed his intention to draw up a statement of the

details for the information of the Council.—The Rev. Mr.
Black, of Otley, favoured the Council with his attendance,

and on the part of Mr. Horsfall offered explanations on

such points of the communication then read to the Council

as the members required.

A Weekly Council was held on Wednesday, the

16th of May. Present, Mr. Raymond Barker, V.P.,

in the chair, Lord Berners, lion. W. H. Yelverton, Mr.
George Raymond Barker, Mr. Hodgson Barrow, M.P.,
Mr. Ivatt Briscoe, Mr. Caird, Dr. Calvert, Mr. Camps,

Mr. Coles, Mr. Corbet, Mr. Deere, Mr. T. M. Evan?,

Mr. Fuller, M.P., Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Gleig, Mr. V.

Hawkins, Mr. Fisher Ilcbbs, Mr. Jennings, Mr. Stone,

Mr. Kinder, Mr. Knowles, Mr. M?.gendie, Mr. Matthews,

jun., Ml'. Moore, Mr. Orlebar, Mr. Parkins, Mr. Pickin,

Mr. Pocock, Mr. Scott, Mr. Slaney, Professor Simonds,

Mr. Bridgman Simpson, Mr. Sj;eucer Stanhope, Mr.
T. E. Thomas, Professor Way, Mr. Jonas Webb, and

Mr. Weir.

Dairy Management.—Mr. Horsfall informed the

Council that the greatest amount of butter obtained in

his dairy from a given quantity of milk was in December,

1854, from cows on stall food, when it reached 27^^ oz.

of butter from 16 quai ts of milk. He took that oppor-

tunity of correcting an error in his communication of

last week, in which it was stated :
" On Monday, April

30, 16 quarts of cream having yielded 26 rolls (of 25 oz.

each) of butter." Instead of "26 rolls," the quantity

should have been stated as " 16 rolls."

LECTURE.

Chemical Principlbs involved in the Produc-

tion OF Butter.—Professor Way, consulting-chemist to

the Society, delivered a lecture before the members, on "The

Chemical Principles involved in the Production of Butter."

The subject, he said, naturally divided itself under two heads

—the 1st, that of so treating cows as to cause them to pro-

duce a large quantity of milk rich in butter ; the 2nd, that of

so treating the milk as to separate as fully as possible, and in

the greatest perfection, the butter which it contains. The

first is a question of physiology; the second one dependent

partly upon chemical, partly upon physical prmciples. The

one involves the phenomena of animal life, and is materially

influenced by race and breed in the individual animal, and to

a certain extent, therefore, is beyond our control; the other

an affair of matter with which we may deal at our pleasure,

and in the treatment of which we may perfectly control the

results, inasmuch as we have full command of the conditions.

He did not, on the present occasion, intend to enter at any

length upon the former branch of the subject, which might le

much more ably handled by his colleague. Professor Simonds.

Mr. Way called attention to the great and fundarjental

doctrine from whence all our reasoning on the subject of

animal nutrition now started, namely, the identity, or almost

identity, between the principles of the vegetable and animal

body. The conclusion founded upon this identity, and which,

he said, was natural enough, was that with slight modifications

the vegetable principles were assimilated by the animal frame j

the albuminous matters being converted into flesh and musc'p,

the oily ingredients into animal fat, and the mineral salts of

the food into bone and other solid parts of the animal body.

Still he v/onld wish to guard them against the conclusion,

that because milk is an animal product of well-defined

chemical composition, and because, again, the composition

of various plants which serve as food for cows is well known,

that, therefore, we might select food most rich in the vegetable

principles analogous to cheese or butter, and using the body

of the animals as a machine, might convert this food into so

much cheese cr bntter at our pleasure. Such a conclusion

was inconsistent with our knowledge of the laws of animal

nutrition ; not that it could he doubted that the nature of the

food influenced materially, and under like conditions absolutely,

the production of these aidmal products, but that we must

admit a subordination of this supply to the functions of the
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aniBial—the formation of certain tuimal principles presup-

posiug a supjily of similar principles in the foid, but a greater

or less supply of Ihesc principles not bciug necessarily attended

with a corresponding iLcrtaae of their representatives in the

product ; indeed, the balance cf evidence on the subject of the

production of Inutcr seemed to be in favour, fcr this purpose,

of that class of substances which contained the greatest pro-

portion of nitrogenous, or cheese formirg principles. Sotne-

thiug' of the kind had certainly been found to be the case in

the artificial feeding of plants, in which, greatly through Mr.

Lawca' experiments, we Isad found that the wheat crop, by no

means themost richinuilrogen, benefited more than mostothcrs

by manures containing this elemeut, and was not sensibly

affected by phosphoric manures, although eminently a

phosphate-containing plant; whilst turnips, on the other

hand, not containing any great quantity cf phosphate?, are

successfully cultivated by tbis artificial addition. Mr. Way
remarked, that if the time at his disposal, by the indulgence

of the member?, should allow of it, he would have a few

remarks to make before he sat down on the subject cf the treat-

ment in regard to food, &c., of cows, but that it seemed mere

conducive to the right understanding of the subject that he

should first draw their attention very shorlly to the composi-

tion of milk, and the circumstances affecting the successful

extraction of the butter from it. The milk of an animal was

intended to form the sole food cf its young for a certain period

after birth. Wc should expect it therefore to contain all the

principles neceisary, net only for the support of life, but for

the growth and increase of the animal frame. Milk should be,

and indeed was, Iho tyre of a perfect food. We found in it^

tlierefore, a representative cf those substances fitted for the

production of flesh, another of those adapted to form fat, a

third suited to support respiration (which is the proximate

cause of aninial heat), aid kstly, the various earthy and slka-

liue salts, which foria the bones and are necessary to the

constitution of the bloo 1 and animal fluids generdly, these

substancej being all mixed up into a comparatively homo-

geneous liquid by the presence of a brge quantity of water.

Mr. Way now called aiientiou to the dilTereut coastitueuts

of mill', namely, curd—called by the chemists casein—butter,

sugar of milk, &:c. Commencing with the latter, he ex-

plained how, under the influence of ferments, it was ci.pable

of conversion into an acid substance called lactic (or

milk) acid. He stated that butter contained two or

three fatty substances, having different melting points,

and consequently more or less fluid at given tempera-

tures ; hence the different solidity cf butter, accordiug to

food and other conditions of its production. OiiC or more of

these fatty matters were liable, under the ieCuonec of ftriacnts,

or by the action of the air, to piss into ether corapoundd

of a rank, disagreeable smell and flavour. The curd of milk

was a substance unlike the others, containing niliogcn, and

was liable, by exposure to the air, to the putrefactive changes

to which all ether similar animal matters were subject. In

the commencement of these changes t!.e casein becanis a

ferment, having the powtr rapidly to convert milk-sugar into

lactic acid. Hence the spontaneous coagulation of milk. The

altered casein had also the property of converting the fatty

matter of butter into the varied products to which he had

alluded, and which were so objectionable in b?,d butter. In

the changes to which these three substances were suVjcct

would be found the key to all the phenomena obscrvabl.; in

a dairy, and to every precaution which experience had dictated.

Mr. Way shortly adverted to the processes for the preparation

and preservation of butter. The first of tliese was the cream-

ing of the milk—a mechanical process chiedy, but possibly

involving some slight chemical change of the casein. The

milk, being an emulsion as it were of oil and water, would of

course, after a time, tend to separate, upon standing, into two

portions, the lighter rising to the surface. The butter did

not, however, as they well knew, separate altogether in this

way ; but the cream wsa a kind of concentrated milk, in

which the proportion of butter was largely increased. Al-

though it was an axiom in the dairy that perfect stillness of

the mi'k was esseutial to successful creaming, he was not

quite sure whether the communication of a very gentle com-

bined centrifugal and ascending motion of the fluid might

not conduce to much greater rapidity in the rising of the

cream. Such a motion might readily (by means of weights

or springs) be given to the milk-pans themselves by placing

them on slowly-rotating tribks ; the sides of the pans having

flanges on the inside eloping from tl-.e top to the

bottom, which would communicate an ascerisional motion to

the liquid. Mr. Way thought that this movement would

be Idcely to be beneficial. The oily particles would more

readily receive the upward impetus wliich was favoured by

their own buoyancy, whilst in the descending current the

reverse would be the case. Of course he meant that the

movement of the pans should be of the very gentlest nature.

The second operation—namely, churning the cream—was also

a mechanical one, but it was attended with chemical changes.

In the process of churning heat was produced, partly no doubt

from friction, but also from other and not mechanical causes.

The cream, too, if sweet when put into the churn, became

sour during the agitation ; and this was evidently due to an

absorption of oxygen by the casein, and tV.e conversion, under

its influence, of the milk sugar into lactic arid. Indeed, the

souring of the crtam seemed en essential part of the process.

He could not help believing, however, that all or nearly all

the mischief that happened to butter on keeping was due to

the alteration of casein then taking place during the churning.

Butter always contained a portion of casein, in some cases not

exceeding a half per cent., in others as much as three per cent,

of its weight. It was to the presence of this substance in

butter that the difficulty of kctpitg it was to be attributed.

He had before explained what changes might be expected

under the circumsterces. If the casein, however, were as yet

unaltered when it was included in the butter, it would require

the presence of air to enable it to mske the butter^ rancid.

Now, supposing the souring of cream to be important in

churnin?, why not obtain it artificially by the addition of

lactic or acetic acid ; at the tarae time, as far as possible,

excluding air from the churning? Tiierc could be no reason-

able doubt that this email quantity of altered casein was the

insidious ei.euiy which, for butter that was to be kept any

length, of time, it was so important to guard against. J5utter,

after being melted in water and strained whilst hot through

cloths to separate the curd, might be kept euy leugth of time

without charge, but of course it hr.d lost all the agreeable

flAvour of ordinary fresh b\itter. With regard to the preser-

vation of butter by salting, Mr. Way wished to show the great

difliculty which must exist of mixing three or four per cent. of

salt intimately with butter, by the ordinary methods of hand

treatment. Tiio salt was intended to render the cheesy matter

inactive, but it could only do this by absolute contret with

every particle ; r.nd such contact, he was convinced, could not

be attained i.iaiiually. A machine had been invented iu

America for butter-curing, the butter, enclosed in an endless

bag, beiiig drawn between grooved rollers immersed in a vessel

of water, the salt being at the same time added by a hopper.

This machine, however, did not seem to him fitted to ensure a

perfect mixture of the butter and salt; and the water was ob-
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jectionable, because it destroyed the flavour of the butter. He

had several years ago thought that a machine somewhat like

Clayton'8 clay-screening cylinder would be admirably adapted

to mix the salt with butter ; a cylinder, with a disc perforated

with small holes placed at equal distauces from its end, through

which the butter might be forced, like vermicelli, backwards

and forwards by pistons at either end, acting alternately, would

readily be arranged. At the same time, by connecting this

cjlmder with an exhausting pump, the air might very effectu-

ally be removed ; so that finally, when the process was com-

plete, the butter might before removal be pressed into a solid

mass, and immediately received iu a proper tube for preservation.

Mr. Way believed that butter so preserved, with an intimate ad-

mixture of salt and free from air, would keep good and sweet

for any length of time. He hoped that the principles he had

endeavoured to put before them would bear out the practical

experience of those present. The management of a dairy might

be summed up in three words—temperature, cleanliness, ven-

tilation. Temperature, because all the chan^'es to which he

had referred were very much enhanced in activity by every

degree of temperature above a certain point. Cleanliness, be-

cause everything that assisted the decomposition of casein,

which all animal matters did, would promote decay iu the milk

and its contents. Ventilation as a part of cleaalmeaa—cleansing,

in fact, the atmosphere ; and in respect to this latter

point, he would suggest the use of freshly- burnt charcoal, as

likely to be of the greatest service in the dairy. It had lately

been shown by Dr. Stenhouse that charcoal absorbed from the

air decaying matters with great rapidity. The removal o'

such matters from the air was one of the great objects of ven-

tilation iu a milk -house, and he would strongly recommend a

trial of it spread in baskets or thiu layers iu different parts of

the dairy.

Oq tlie motion of Lord Berners, seconded by Mr.

Slaney, the best thanks of the Council were voted to

Professor Way for the interesting and scientific lecture he

bad then delivered ; Lord Berners taking that opportunity

of dwelling upon the importance of ventilation in dairies

and stabks, and the appropriate feeding of dairy cattle,

as derived from his own experience ; and Mr. Slaney of

suggesting that aliitlework for cheap distribution might

be drawn up easily and wilh much advantage, stating

plainly and concisely the points of knowledge on essential

conditions connected with dairy subjects.—Mr. Caird bore

testimony to the practical value of Mr. Horsfall's dairy

arrangements, he having visited his establishment in

Yorkshire four years ago.—On the motion of Mr. Jonas

Webb, the best thanks of the Council were voted to the

Chairman for the kind and efficient manner in which he

had presided over the meeting on that occasion.

Paris Agricultural Show.—All members of the

Society v/ho intended to make entries for the approaching

Agricultural Show to be held in Paris at the beginning

of June, were requested to lose no time in sending their

certificates of entry to the French Consul-General, 36,

King William -street, City, London, by the 24th inst.,

when the entries would close.

The Council adjourned over Wednesday the 23rd

(being the Derby-day), to Wednesday the 30th of May,
when the discussinn would be resumed.

Audit of Accounts, May 18.— Mr. Raymond
Barker, Chairman of the Finance Committee, and Mr.

Knight, Mr. George Raymond Barker, and Mr. Dyer,

Auditors on the part of the Society, examined, audited,

and certified as correct the accounts for the half-year

ending December 30, 1854.

Special Council, May 18.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

V.P., in the chair. On the motion of Mr. Milward,

seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, the report to be made

by the Council to the ensuing General Meeting of the

Society was taken into consideration and agreed to.

The Annual Meeting of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety took place on Tuesday last, in Hanover Square.

The chair was taken at 12 o'clock by Mr. Miles, M.P.,

the President for the year. Among those present were

Lords Feversham and Berners, Sir J. Johnstone, Col.

Challoner, Mr. R. Barker, Mr. W. F. Hobbs, Mr.

Jonas Webb, &c.

The bye-laws relating to the anniversary elections

having been read.

Col. Challonep. rose to move the election of a Pre-

sident for the ensuing year. He felt great pleasure in

announcing that he bad the permission of Lord Portman

to say, that if it were thought that the Society would be

benefited by his accepting the presidency for the ensuing

year, be would waive all difficulties, and consent to fill

the offics. Under these circumstances, and knowing

how glad the members generally would be to find Lord

Portman once more acting as their president, he felt

great satisfaction in proposing his Lordship, and had no

doubt that the pro2)osal would be passed unanimously

(cheers).

Mr. R. Barker said it was with very sincere pleasure

that he seconded the motion. When his Lordship was

first invited again to fill the situation of President, he

gave one or two reasons why it was, in his opinion, un-

desirable that he should be elected. One reason was

that his long abstinence from any active participation in

the management of the Society's affairs prevented him

from being acquainted with the actual state of the

Society, or at least with the working of the Council

;

and at the same time he urged that the state of his

health was such as almost to preclude his discharge of

the duties of the office. He (Mr. R. Barker) had,

however, learnt with peculiar gratification what the

meeting had heard from his friend Colonel Challoner,

namely, that his Lordship had now consented to waive

all personal difficulties, and every consideration which

stood in the way of his compliance with the wish of a

very numerous body of members, that he would consent

to preside over the Society during the ensuing year.

The Chairman then put the motion, which vras

carried unanimously.

On the motion of Mr. Knight, the trustees were

re-elected.

Mr. R. W. Baker proposed the re-election of the

vice-presidents, expressing his conviction that it was im-

possible for the society to have a more satisfactory list.

The motion after being seconded by Mr. Jonas Webb,

was put, and carried. .ish goi

The meeting then proceeded to the election of the
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Council for the ensuing year ; and after the lapse of a few

minutes, the scrutineers announced that the house list

had been unanimously re-elected.

The secretary, Mr. Hudson, then read the Report of

the Council, which was as follows :

—

REPORT.

Since the last half-yearly meeting in December, the

Society has lost, by desth and otherwise, 227 of its

Member^!, and has gained by election 132 new Members.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Finance

Comraittoe, have also removed from the list of the

Society the names of 233 ;\Iember3 who have made no

payment during the last seven years. They have unani-

mously elected Dr. Edward Ilartstein, Professor of

Agriculture in the Royal Academy of Poppelsdorf, an

Honorary Member of the Society. The Society accord-

ingly now consists of

89 Lifo-Governors,

141 Annual Governors,

795 Life-Members,

3,838 Annual Members, and
19 Honorary Member?,

mating a total of 4,882 names on its list at the present

date.

The funded property of the Society stands at ^^9,264

8s. lid. in the Stock which has now become the New
Three per Centx. ; the current cash-balance in the hands

of the Bankers being £3,225, which includes £^1,400 as

a contribution from the authorities of Carlisle towards

the expenses of the country meeting of this year. Since

the date, in November last, when the Council ordered

the sale of ^^1,500 from the invested capital, the follow-

ing payments have been received

—

Arrears of subscription 1,677

Current subscriptions ...... 1,847

Life-compositions 389

£3,913

while every claim against the Society has been duly dis-

charged.

The continued indisposition of Mr. Pusey, and the

consequent suspension of liislong and invaluable labours

to the Society as the Chairman of the Journal Committee,

have rendered some temporary arrangements in that de-

partment necessary. The Council have accordingly re-

quested Mr. Thompson to act as the Chairman, and

Mr. Wren Hoskyns and Mr. Dyke Acland as Vice-

Chairmen, of the Journal Committee. The new number

is now in progress, and will be published on the 1st of

J uly. Prizes have been awarded to reports on the Farm-

ing of Buckinghamshire and Warwickshire, and also to

essays on the causes of Fertility and Barrenness in Soils,

and Lameness in Sheep and Lambs : a paper in the latter

class has been disqualified, on account ot its delivery not

having been made by the lat of March ; and the prize in

the class of Mildew in Wheat withheld, in consequence of

the want of suflScient merit in the competing essays; while

adjudications have still to be reported in the five remain-

ing classes. The following subjects for the Essays of next

year have alread/ been adopted :—

1. Farming of Bedfordshire.

2. On the Production of Turnips possessing good keeping
qualities.

3. Spriug-feed Crops: with special reference to early growth.

4. The different mechanical Diodes of deepeniug the Staple

Soil, in order to give it the full benefit of atmospheric

influence.

5. The Chemical results superinduced in newly-deepened
soil by atmospheric action.

6. The construction and maiutenauce of Farm Roads : with

special reference to clay lands.

7. The Koots of the Wheat Plant : the history of their

growth and development.

S. Essay and Plaus (or the construction of Labourers' Cot-
tages : with special reference to domestic convenience.

9. Account of the difTerent modes of bringing Moorland
into cultivation, based ou practical experience; and speci-

fying the methods pursued, the expense incurrc'd, and the

reaulta as far as ascertained, regard being had to the sub-

soil, locality, and elevation.

Two distinct and important investigations are in pro-

gress by the Consulting- Chemist of the Society, namely

—1. On the chemical effects of the atmosphere on the

soil and vegetation ; 2. On the value to the farmer of

different substances sold to him for manuring purposes.

Prof. Way has already, in the course of this session,

delivered before the Members two Lectures : the first,

On the relation between the atmosphere and agriculture

;

and the second. On the chemical principles involved in

the production of butter : for which he has received the

cordial thanks of the Council. He has also consented to

deliver a lecture on the 13th of June, On the use of

fish as manure ; and Prof. Simonds, as the Veterinary

Inspector of the Society, has expressed his willingness

to elucidate before the Members, at a Weekly Council

in the course of next month, the Physiological Conditions

affecting the quantity and quality of Milk secreted by

the Cow under different circumstances of feeding and

management.

The Governors of the Royal Veterinary College have

made a most satisfactory report to the Council of the

successful manner in which the special objects of the

Society in reference to domesticated animals have been

carried out in that establishment under the inspection

of Prof. Simonds.

The programme of the Country Meeting, to be held

in the city of Carlisle, in the week commencing Monday,

the 23rd of July next, has just been issued, and the

arrangements are nearly completed. At this meeting, so

favourably situated in reference to the south of Scotland

and the north of Ireland, additional prizes are offered

for Reaping Machines and Steam-Cultivators, as well as

for Scotch and Galloway Cattle, Cheviot and Herdwick

Sheep, and for Clydesdale and other horses.

The entries for implements closed on the Ist instant

;

and though the number is not equal to that of either of

the last two years, it has been ascertained that the

covered shedding, twenty feet wide, engaged by exhi-

bitors in that department, will extend to very nearly

three-quarters of a mile in length. The entries for live

stock, which will not close till the 1st of June, are

already numerous.

The Council have again to acknowledge the liberality

and ready co-operation of the Railway Companies, in

promoting the object? of the Society in the transit of
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Live Stock ani] Implements to the Country Meeting.

The principal coaipanies have already signified tlieir

consent to a rcnevral of tlieir concessions of last year,

in favour of the exhibitors at the Carlisle Meeting.

The Council baye decided to hold the CoTintry Meet-

ing of 1856 in the district comprising the counties

of Bedford, Buckingham, Cambridge, Essex, Hertford,

and Huntingdon, at Chelmsford, the county town of

Essex.

They have also determined that the Country Meeting

shall be held, four years hence, in the Central District,

which will comprise the counties of Oxford, Warwick,

Northampton, and Berks : and thus, after a circuit of

twenty years, the Society will return to that part of the

kingdom in which, at the city of Oxford, under the most

favourable circumstances, it held its first meeting.

The Council have viewed with much interest the pro •

gress of measures adopted by the Government of France

to stimulate and improve its agriculture. At the request

of the French and English Foreign Department?, the

Council have taken every means to make known in this

country the inducements held out and the facilities

afforded to the exhibitors of the United Kingdom, at the

Agricultural Meeting to b3 held next month in Paris
;

and they have dcci'.Ied that six of their members shall

form a deputation, to be present on that occasion.

The Council trust thut this inter-national gathering will

be attended with the most favourable results to the agri-

culture as well as to the cordial understanding now

so happily subsisting between the two nations.

The Council have contiaued to be favoured by the

t!arl of Clarendon with copies of successive despatches

received at the Foreign Office from her Majesty's Minis-

ters and Consuls abroad, reporting the result of their

inquiries and researches connected with the occurrence

of Guano or the Nitrates in tropical districts. Some of

these communications have been of an important cha-

racter, and have referred to discoveries of extensive

deposits of those valuable manures, as well as to the

occurrence of an unlimited supply of native Carbonate

of Soda in South America. His Lordship has conveyed

to the Council an assurance that whatever facilities or

privileges are granted to other countries by the Govern-

ments within whose territories these newly-discovered

deposits occur, will be claimed by her Majesty's Govern-

ment on behalf of the agricultural and commercial com-

munities of the United Kingdom.

By order of the Council,

James Hudson, Secretary.

Mr. R. Barker, as chairmen of the Finance Com-

mittee, read a statement of the accounts, corresponding

with that contained in the Report.

The report and statement were both adopted.

Mr. Eyston, of Berks, moved a vote of thanks to

the auditors, observing that lie thought the Society was

much indebted to those gentlemen, and all the otScials

of the establishment, for the manner in which they

performed their respective duties.

Mr. Bradsiiaw seconded the motion, which was

then agreed to.

Mr. Knight, one of the auditors, returned thanks.

He remarked that the accounts were so admirably kept,

that it was really a pleasure to audit them, and be was

sure that if his colleagues were there, they would concur

in that acknowledgment.

The Council business having been disposed of, the

Chairman said he had now to inquire whether any

member had any remark to make, or any suggestion to

offer, which might be reported to the Council.

The Secretary said he had. received a letter from

Mr. Eddison, of Leeds, suggesting various things with

regard to the Journal of tlie Society.

• The Chairman observed that it must of course be

referred to the Council. If any member present wished

to make any rem:irk or communication, he should be

happy to hear him.

No one having responded to this appeal.

Lord Feversham said he bad a resolution to pro-

pose which he wa3 sure woulJ. be received with great

pleasure by the meeting : it was, that the thanks of the

meeting be presented to tbsir v/orthy and respected

Chairman (cheers). This v.'as a motion in which he

was convinced every gent.leman present would most

cordially and sincerely concur. The Society v. as greatly

indebted to tlie hon. gentleman for his kind and efncicnt

services on all occasions ; and he for one felt confident

that during the year of his presidency the Society would

continue ia a state of progressive prosperity.

The motion having been sccondcl by Mr. Druce, was

put by Mr. R. Barker, and carried by acclamation.

The Chairman in reply said he felt exceedingly

obliged to the meeting for the honour which they had

done him in voting hiin their thanks as the President of

that Society. His altendance there had not been so

good as he could have wislied in consequence of

the interposition of other duties which devolved

upon him in another capacity. It happened, un-

fortunately, that Wednesday—the day on which the

meetings of the Council were held—^was a day on

which country members were ofcea obliged to give

their attendance in the House of Commons (Hear, heai-).

To this he might add that he often had to serve on a

committee on the same day, and that his duties as a

committee-man stiil further interfered with his attend-

ance at the meetings of the Council. At the same time,

when he recollected the kindness with which he had

been honoured thus far during his presidency—when

he recollected the cordial co-operation which there had

been between ail the members of the Council in every-

thing which tended to promote the welfare of the

Society — he felt bound to express his hearty

thanks to the Council for the assistance vihich he had

received from them, as well as for the efforts which they

had constantly made to promote the interest and weifai-c

of the institution. He had great satisfaction in stating

that the Council had been met in the kindest possible

mariner by the Foreign Secretary, and that by means

of communications from the Vice-consuls in South

America and elsewhere, everything had been done that

could be done to assist them in their efforts to obtnin

an adequate supply of guano and nitrates. Commnni-
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cations had bcsn received from the Fori;ign Office almost
every week, and be was glad to be able to state that,

through the exertions of the Vice-consuls in different

parts, not only had the supply of guano been increased,

but, further, a certain soda had beca discovered in large

quantities, v?hich, if it were not very beneficial to agri-

calturists, would be of the greatest advantage to manu-
facturers. While, therefore, their efToi ts were especially

applied to whatever tended to promote the interest of

the farming community, thoy were, it appeared, useful

also in the development of commercial prosperity (Hear,

hear). In conclusion, he begged to say that he hoped
to have the pleasure of seeing those whom he saw at

the approaching meeting at Carlisle. He hoped to sec

a large gathering in that city, and to conclude his year

of office as he began it, with the cordial support of those

who did him the honour of electing him. (Cheers.)

The meeting then separated.

OFFICIAL REPORT ON THE COLLECTION
STATISTICS.

OF AGRICULTURAL

It would be difficult to conceive anything more

unsatisfactory than the result of the last extended

experiment at the collection of ap[ricultural statistics.

The thin Blue-book just published embodies of

course the several reports from the counties and

districts in which the attempt has been made.

These reports are little more than one continual

echo of disappointment and complaint. If we sum
up the general experience of the inspectors, we

shall scarcely find one feature in the system that

can be said to have ansv/ered. If it succeeds in

one union, it fails in the next. To be of any value

at all, statistics must necessarily be jierfect. The

only useful deduction to be gathered from this

trial is its utter impracticabilitj'. If the Govern-

ment or the people really want information of this

kind, they must devise some better means to

obtain it.

This failure is attributable to a combination oftwo

causes. The principle is as wrong as the plan for

carrying it out is weak. As to the inquisitorial

character of the inquiry, we are inclined to think

that under any better arrangement this would be,

after all, no very serious difficulty. Many people,

perhaps, would refuse to make returns of their in-

comes, had they the option of doing so. With the

election in their own hands, some of the farmers

of this country have acted in such a spirit, and de-

clined to furnish what was sought from them. It

will be found, hov.'ever, that one of the chief

reasons for this was, an objection to deliver it into

the hands they were expected to. With a stronger

authority and a more direct warrant for what they

asked, the official agents of this movement would

have been enabled to report with proportionately

greater success.

The plain question is simply this : Are such

returns necessary ? Does the Government feel that

it should be supplied with the information it asks ?

If so— if the inquiry is an important one, surely it

should have been entered on with more determina-

tion tu have it carried through. As it is, everything

is at the mercy of everybody else. The Boards of

Guardians take up the matter, or not, as they like;

the Poor-law officers act, or not, as they, too, please

;

and the farmers, again, answer or not, as they

choose. By such a means as this, grounded on

the most pitiful economy, and depending on the

most indefinite of agency, is it proposed to esta-

blish a complete collection of agricultural statistics.

The great mistake from the very first hasbeenhere.

Those who had to give the initiative treated the

matter as a trifie that might or might not be perse-

vered with. If they had wished it to break down,

they could scarcely have hit upon a better plan to

achieve their object. Like the gentleman who was

continually asking what time it was, for want of

something to say, have the Government been ask-

ing this of us, v.-ith something the same air of

listless unconcern as to whether we answer

or not. •' You can if you please, you know ; we

shall go to little trouble or expense in pressing you

to do so, only do it if you like." We really do not

know whether the most practical man of the lot

was not the official gentleman at the Society of

Arts, who proposed that each county should duly

supply the returns, and then levy a county-rate to

pay the expenses of being allowed to do so.

Let us, however, turn to the Blue Book for

evidence in support of what we have advanced.

Mr. Hawlcy, then, who must be regarded as the

most experienced authority in this business, re-

ports thus

—

" In the opiuion expressed by some of the GuarJians of the

impracticability of collecting Agricultural Statistics by mcani

of voluntary corapliance I fully agree ; for even were the

general assent of the agriculturists given to the measure,

there would always be found a few who, from obstinacy or

neglect, or sonis other cause, would fail to make their returns,

and their default wouM not only entail a considerable amount

of additional hibour on the enumerators, and retard the

classifier in the performance of fits duties, but would vitiate

the correctness of the general retnni for the Unions, inasmuch

as the hiatus caused by their neglect, if filled up at all, must

be supplied by approximation. If then the voluntary system
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shall be found inadequate to the purpoaej its defects cau only

be supplied by statutory enactmeut, renderiug the making the

returns compulsory."

Sir John Walshara, in his report from Norfolk

and Suffolk, is

" Constrained to state that, in my now more matured judg-

ment. Agricultural Statistics cannot be generally collected in

England, unless the completion and due return of the schedules

be made compulsory on owners and occupiers by Act of Parlia-

ment. I do not, however, apprehend that such a legislative

enactment would excite much, if any, ill feeling. The very

persons whose opposition it has been found impracticable to

overcome, usually coupled their refusals to furnish information

with expressions significant of their readiness to give such

information if asked for (as they termed it) 'constitutionally.'"

Mr. Groves, writing from Worcestershire, says :

" I am convinced from the experience I have gained that a

complete, uniform, and speedy collection of Agricultural Sta-

tistics in England cannot be looked for from the employment

of the executive machinery of the Poor Law without compul-

sory powers."

Mr. Doyle, the Inspector for Salop and Denbigh,

declares

:

"If there be one point connected v,'ith this subject upon

which I have found opinion to be uniform, it is that it should

be rendered compulsory upon occupiers to furnish the infor-

mation that may be necessary for obtaining full and correct

Agricultural Statistics. I might fill many pages of a report

with illustrations of the diflSculties to be encountered in the

collection of Agricultural Statistics, unless by agents who are

armed with authority to call for them."

And so on, might we multiply this same conclusion

from chairmen of boards, clergymen, and others,

almost ad infinitum. Beyond this, there is a very

common impression that under any circumstances

Boards of Guardians will never furnish efficient

machinery for carrying out the collection ; while,

as to the rate of remuneration at present offered, it

will be enough to say that many of the relieving

officers who have once undertaken the duties of

enumerators decline again to do so, being positively

money out of pocket by their first essay.

We have not space here, and, indeed, it would

hardly be necessary to follow this evidence much
further. Nothing, we repeat, could show less en-

couragement for the future from what has already

been achieved. It is a failure, too, almost altogether

attributable to the want of spirit and energy with

which the experiment was started from head-

quarters. Put before them in a more business-

like way, we believe well enough of the farmers to

think that they would have been far better inclined

to entertain v/hat \\as asked of them. As it is, we
agree with Mr. Taylor, of Alresford, " That the

failure of the measure is rather to be attributed to

the manner in which the subject is proposed to

them, and the system by which it is attempted

to be carried out, than to any preconceived opinions

as to its necessity or utility in a national point of

view."

REVIEW.

GLAISHER'S METEOROLOGIST.
Published by Chapman and Hall, 193, Piccadilly, London.

This is an illustrated weather-table for the British capital

and metropolitan provinces, arranged by Bennet Woodcroft,

Esq., exhibiting at one view the mean monthly time of sun-

rise, state of the rain gauge, thermometer, barometer, dew-

point, and humidity of the atmosphere at London, from data

kept and table? formed by James Glaisher, Esq., F.R.S, ex-

tending over many years. It also shows the direction of the

wind at Chiswick for the last year, and the mean monthly

temperature of the Crimea. These are all seen at first sight

without any trouble, loss of time, or liability to error as in-

volved where tables consist of monotonous columns of figures>

the one almost imperceptible from the other without a closer

scrutiny than the business habits of the capital will allow.

The table is coloured, and tastefully ornamented, being sur-

mounted with four female figures indicative ofthe seasons : Spring,

Summer, Autumn, and Winter. Underneath these, the body

of the table is subdivided into sixteen columns, twelve monthly,

and the remaining four—two on the left side for a graduated

thermometer and rain gauge, and two on the right for a gra-

duated barometer and the twenty-four hours of the day. At the

bottom of each monthly column, again, there are miniature draw-

ings of a similar character to those at the top, indicative of

rural life and the monthly operations of the field ; immediately

above these in each column a circle or dial, with arrows point-

ing to the prevaihng direction of the wind, there being figures

on the arrows to denote the number of days the wind remained

in that course : and in the remaining space of each column

there are, first, at the top, the name of each month ; next, the

time of sunrise; and then four coloured lines—red, black,

blue, and gold—showing the state of the thermometer and

dew point, hydrometer, rain gauge, and barometer, respec-

tively ; while a dotted line from the thermometer on the one

side, to the barometer on the other, intersects the whole, show-

ing the annual mean height of the thermometer (48.35 deg.

Fahr.), quantity of rain (2.175 in.), height of the barometer

(29.918 in.), dew point (43.66 Fahr.), and amount of humidity

in the atmosphere (.832). As an example, the following are

the indices for the current month. May :

—

A group of females inaugurating the month.

Sunrise, 4h. 11 m.

Thermometer, London 52.5 Fahr.
Ditto, Crimea 61.41 „
Dew point, London,. 46.1 „

Humidity, London 0.780
Rain gauge „ 2.1 inches.

Barometer, „ 29.941 „

Prevailing course of the wind last year, 12 days east.

Apart from the philanthropic object in view—the profit de-

rived from the sale of the print being appropriated to the

Patriotic Fund—we recommend " Glaisher's Meteorologist" to

our readers. Its artistic merits are of the highest order, re-

commending it to a place beside every barometer. To the market-

gardeners of this great metropolis it is invaluable, and, indeed >

to every one who has a garden or is interested in the weather-
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SPECIFICATIONS OF AGRICULTURAL
PATENTS

PUBLISHED DURING THE PAST MONTH.

[Can be bad of Bennet Woodcroft, Esq.,' Great Seal Patent
Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, Lon-
don, by remittiug postage stamps to cover value and postage
for sums under Is., and Post-Office Orders above it. Single

copies will generally require six stamps, but one pound
weight can be had for them.]

CHARLES FREDERICK STANSBURV, 17, Corn-hill,

London—" Machinery for the Manufacture of Screws," No-
1,996—date, 1854—price 7d.

MR. HENRY DAWES, bonmaater, Handsworth, Stafford-

shire—" Manufacture of Iron," No. 2,019-date, 1854—
price 3d.

JOSEPH PORTER, Salford Screw-bolt Works, Manchester—
" Machinery for the production of Nuts, Bolts, Screws,

&c.." No. 2,022—date, 1854—price Is. 5d.

JAMES ROBINSON, Manufacturing Chemist, Huddersneld,

Yorkshire—" Furnaces, Fire-boxes, &c.," No. 2,027—date.
1854—price Is. 3d.

AUGUSTE EDOUARD LORODOUX BELLFORD, 16,

Castle-street, Holboru, London—" Machinery for Drilling

Stone," No. 2,033— date, 1854—price 7d.

WILLIAM HODSON, Tile-maker, Kingston Square, Hull—
"Apparatus for the Manufacture of Bricks, Tiles, &c.," No.
2,041—date, 1854—price Is. 2d.

PETER SPENCE, Manufacturing Chemist, Pendleton,

county of Lancaster—" Obtaining Sulphur from Iron Pyrites,

&c.," No. 2,047—date, 1854—price 3d.

THOMAS GARNETT, Engineer, Liverpool—" Steam-engine

and other Governors," No. 2,050—date, 1854—price 7d.

GEORGE McNAUGHT, Saddletree Maker, Glasgow—
" Saddletrees," No. 2,056—date, 1854—price 5d.

JOHN ROGERSON and JAMES BRIMELOW, Engineers,

Bolton, county of Lancaster—" Steam-Engine?," No, 2,082

— date, 1854—price lid.

JAMES GLESON ANDERSON GWYNNE, Engineer,

Essex- street. Strand—" Machinery for Lifting, Forcing,

and Exhausting," No. 2,043; date 1854—price 9 J.

HENIIY ALEXANDRE GENETREAU, 16, Castle-street,

Holborn, London—" Carriage-shafts, Poles, and Beams,"

No. 2,058; date 1854—price 3d.

PHILIP JAMES CHABOT, Middlesex — " Improvements

in supplying Air to Furnaces," No. 2,061 ; date 1854

—

price 3d.

GEORGE SPENCER, 3, Alpha-road, New-cross, Deptford

—"Improvements in the External Coverings of Roofs, and

Walls of Buildings and Sheds, and in the Windows of such

Buildings and Sheds," No. 2,068 ; date 1854—price 6d.

THOMAS GRIFFITHS, Madeley, Shropshire — "Au Im-

proved Pump for Raising Water," No. 2,072 ; date 1854—

price Is. 4d.

JONATHAN EDGE, Engineer, Bolton-le-Moora, County

of Lancaster—" Pistons," No. 2,076 ; date 1854— price 6J.

THOMAS MOHAN, Farmer, Aclint, County of Louth—

"Churns," No. 2,093 ; date 1854—price 8d.

THOMAS COLLINS, Brickmaker, Gayto:i, Northampton-

shire-'- Manufacture of Bricks and Tiles," No. 2,101 ; date

1854—price lOd.

THOMAS SHERRIFF, Engineer, Glasgosv — "Formation

of Moulds for Metallic Castings," No. 2,109 ; date 1854—

price 7d.

WILLIAM M'NAUG HT, Engineer, Rochdale, County of

Lancaster—" Slide-valves of Steam engines," No. 2,123 ;

date 1854—price 6d.

AIME ANTOINE JOSEPH LEGENTIL, Arras, France—"Pnmps," &c. No. 2,133; date 1854—price lOd.

THOMAS EDWIN MOORE, Engineer, o, Great Titchfield-

street, Marylebone—"Machinery for Producing Curvilinear

and Annular Cuttings in Metal," &c.. No. 2,139 ; date 1854
—price Is. Id.

GEORGE TAYLOR, 22, Water-street, Liverpool — " Go-
vernors of Steam and other Engines," No. 2,596 ; date
1854—price 5d.

THOMAS PROSSER, Merchant and Civil Engineer, Birken-

head, Cheshire—" Welding and Drilling Metallic Plates,

&c.," No. 2,135 ; date, 1854—price Is. 6d.

ENOCH OLDFIELD TINDAL, Ironfounder, Scarborough,

Yorkshire—" Mangles and Wringing Machines," No. 2,141

;

date, 1854—price 6d.

WILLIAM FROST, Engineer, Wioe-office-court, Fleet-street,

London—"Improvements in Steam Engine"," No. 2,144

;

date, 1854—price 7d.

ROBERT WAY WREN, Engineer, Fogginton, Devonshire—"Machine for the Manufacture of Bricks and Tiles,'*

No. 2,154; date 1854—price Is. 4d.

GEORGE THOMAS SELBY, Manufacturer, Smethwick,

Staffordshire— " Furnaces," No. 2,155; date, 1854—
price 6d.

William CROSSKILL, Beverley, Yorkshire—" Portable

Railways," No. 2,162; date, 1854—price Is.

GEORGE WYZELL KNOCKER, Esq., Busby Ruff.

Dover, Kent—" Improvements in obtaining Motive Power
by Means of Water," No. 2,168 ; date, 1854—price 6d.

PIERRE ETIENNE PROUST, 16, Castle-street, Holborn,

Loudon, " Lubiicatiug Apparatus for Axles, &c.," No.

2,173; date, 1854—price Is.

WILLIAM WHITE, Chemist, York Villa, Kensington Park,

Bayswater—" Manufacture of Manures," No. 2,181 ; date,

1854—price 4d.

JAMES TIMMINS CHANCE, Birmingham—" Machinery

for Moulding and Shaping Fused Basalt or Trap Rock,''

No. 2,182; date, 1854—price 3d.

SIR JAMES CALEB ANDERSON, Bart., Fermoy, county

of Cork—"Locomotive Engines," No. 2,189; date, 1854—
price Is. 9d.

CHARLES FREDERICK STANSBURY, 17, CorubiU,

London—" Apparatus for Heating Buildings," No. 219

;

date, 1854—price 7J.

WILLIAM JAMES BARSHAM. Stratford, Essex—"Ma-
chinery for crushing Mineral Substances, &c.," No. 2,193;

date, 1854—price lOd.

JOHN BONNALL, Engineer, Grantham, Lincolnshire

—

" Lubricating Apparatus," No. 2,208 ; date, 1854

—

price 5d.

LIONEL JOHN WETHERELL & AUGUSTUS JOHAN
UOFFSTAEDT, Compter-street, Clerkenwell, Middlesex,

and Albion-place, Surrey—" Pumps," No. 2,214 ; date,

1854—price 8d.

CLAUDE FRANCOIS \'ANTHIER, Engineer, Dijon,

France—" Blowing Machines," No. 2,300; date, 1854—

price 6J.

JOHN PLATT, Mechanical Engineer, Oldham, county of

Lancaster—" Machmery for the ^Manufacture of Bricks,"

No. 2,238 ; date 1854—price lOd.

JOHN JAMIESON, Engineer and Millwright, Oldham,

county of I-ancaster
—" Steam Engines," No. 2,248 ; date

1854— price lid.

N N
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GEORGE SAVAGE, Horsebreaker and Clipper, Adderbury,

OxIoHahire—" Singeing Lamp," No, 2254 ; date 1854—

prire 5d.

FRANCOIS JEAN BOUWENS, Mechlin, Belgium, " Ro-

tatory Engine," No. 2,262 ; date 1854—price Is. 4d.

FERDINAND CHARLES WARLICil, Suffolk-street,

Middlesex — "Improvement in Generating Steam, No.

2 265 ; date 1854—price 3d.

JOSEPH HOPKINSON (" Tiie Younger"). Eugineer.

HudJeisfield, Yorkshire—" Steam Engines and Boilers,"

No. 2,266 J date 1854—price Is. 4d.

WILLIAM THOMAS SMITH and GEORGE HILL, New
Haiiipstead-road, Kentish-town, Middlestx — " Improve-

ments in Machinery or Apparatus for Wiunowing, Wash-

ing, Sifting, or Separating Corn, Gravel, Minerals, and

. other Materials, No. 2,273 ; date 1854— price 7d.

RICHARD HUGH HUGHES, 95, Hatton-garden, London
—" Machinery for the Transmission of Motive Power,"

No. 2,274 ; date 1854— price 9d.

COLIN MATHER, Salford Iron Works, Manchester—

"Machinery for Boring, Driving Tubes into the Earth, &c..

No. 2,275 ; date 1854—price Is. 5d.

JOSEPH ECCLES, Cotton Spinner, Blackburn, county of

Lancasier— "Manufacture of Bricks," No. 2,283; date

1854—price 8d.

CHARLES HARGRAVE, Manufacturer, Birmingham—
" Improvements in Annealing Cast-iron, or in rendering

Cast-iron malleable," No. 2,327 ; date 1854— price 6d.

THOMAS HARRIS, Eugineer, Nantyglo, Aberystwith,

couniy of Monmouth—" Steam Boilers," No. 2,142; date

1854—price 8d,

AGRICULTURAL PATENTS.

Table of Agricultural Patents granted between
THE Year 1618 and the Passing of the Amend-
ment Act of 1852 (from Woodcroft's Subject

Matter Indexes) :

—

Number of

A.D. Patents.

For tilling and preparing laud . . 1630 to 1852 .. 50

Ploughs and ploughing 1618 1852 ,. 81

Harrowing, hoeing, and raking. . 1623 1852 .. 36

Manuring 1636 1852 .. 18

Sowing, drilling, and planting , . 1623 1852 .. 70

Watering and flooding 1627 1850 , . 14

Reaping, tnowuig, gathering, and I ^-g ^ jg^g 30
and bturing J

Building for agricultural purposes 1810 1847 .. 5

Total number of patents. , . . 313

'—Darlington and Stockton Times, May 1 9.

STEAM POWER.—A most important step has just been

mads towards steam locomotion on common roads, and the

traction of ploughs, waggons, &c,, in the field. During the

past week and this day, the Messrs. Boydell and Glazier, of

Camden Works, Caraden-town, of this place (London), have

been exhibiting their " Steam Hor?e," performing various

feats of strength. On Saturday we saw it draw, on a very

rough and uneven road, first eight tons of fire-bricka with ease.

To this load a rope was next attached, to a ton weiyht of iron

over a pulley, when it started off with all the characteristic

dignity of a steam-engine master of its work, dragging the

bricks and rope after it, drawii g the iron close up to the

pulley, when, on the order being given, " Slop her !
" it stood

firm; and " Bsck her !" slowly allowed the huge block of

iron to fall to the ground. The engine is a seven-horse

common portable one reversed, the wheels being furnished

with Boydeli'a " endless railway," an illustration of which

we gave in No. 1199 (Dec. 18th, 1854), to which we refer.

On one of the last wheels, 6 feet high, a driving wheel 5 feet

in diameter is fixed, into which a small pinion on the end of

the fly-wheel crank shaft works, while the " endless railway"

prevents the wheels cither from slipping or sinking in soft

ground. The fore-wheels are steered by means of a pole with

wheel, chain, and pulleys, the same as a steamboat ; and a man

at this wheel has entire control over the engine, turning with-

out the tender in the narrow circle of 40 feet in diameter. The

engine, we are glad to hear, is entered for exhibition at Car-

lisle, where Mr. Boydell, the patentee, proposes showing its

capability of drawing or working ploughs, diggers, grubbers,

waggons, thrashing machines, &e., &c. Ought not our imple-

ment makers interested in this " steam horse" to have eeeu it,

if possible, in operation before the first of June, so as to be

able to remove all obstacles out of the way of combination ;

thus procuring for it a fair trial at all sorts of work, and no

disappointment?—A Correspondent.

THE COMING AGRICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION AT PARIS.

Within the last few years we have had some
very notable e.xamples of what the foreign market
may do for English-bred stock, A taste that might
be said to have commenced with, and long confined

itself to our best sorts of horses, has at length

gradually extended to a similar craving for cattle,

sheep, and pigs. The thousands which America
once gave for Priam, the race-horse, have come to be
rivalled by the hundreds the same country now con-

tinually offers for bulls and cows. Southdown sheep

are let at biddings never before equalled, and the hirer

is announced as an agent from some other country.

Sinall pigs make great prices, and still the breeder

looks to the stranger as his best customer. He
comes again, and again, too; the almost certain

result being "a good connection" and "an ex-

tended trade."

It must surely be to our interest to extend this

as far as possible. Curiously enough our best

buyers at present are those living the most distant

from us. Would it not be feasible to establish

another good market nearer home ? It is true, the

continent already has some appreciation of our dif-

ferent breeds of animals, but nothing that a more
thorough knowledge of their good qualities might
tend materially to increase. There happens just now
to be a very favourable opportunity for attempting

this. A variety of circumstances have of late called

the attention of our neighbours—of France more
especially— to the practice of British agriculture.

M.deLavergne,forexainple,has made its superiority

tolerably well known to those of his countrymen

v,'ho take any interest in the cultivation of the soil.

The Emperor himself, from his long residence

amongst us, is quite as ready to admit any ex-

cellence we may have arrived at in the pursuit.

Many of his predilections are, in fact, essentially
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Esi^^lish; while as much may be said for many
of his subjects. The English thorough-bred
horse has long been the ambition of every
well turned out Parisian, " The Jockey Club"
for fashion and character is amongst the most
distinguished of societies in the French capital.

Like the Americans, they have begun here again
with the horse ; and, like that 'cute people, we have
little doubt but they may be brought to covet
something even beyond him.

In the beginning of this month, as most of our
readers are aware, there will be a great agricul-

tural meeting at Paris, There are many, again,

who may know but little more than this. There
are some who may yet perhaps have to be told that

at this meeting there will be a series of classes

arranged, as it were, as an especial invitation to

the English breeder. We will not venture to

declare who is to blame here; l)ut this we may
say, that these classes, their several conditions and
premiums, are by no means so well known amongst
us as they might be. Beyond a short and but
occasional advertisement, our information has been
little or none. " Further particulars," to be sure,

might be had elsewhere upon application. In jus-

tice to so laudable a design, and as something like'a

proper notice to those wbo may support it, we shall

even now enumerate what the chief of these further

particulars consist in.

The agricultural meeting begins on the 1st of

June : that is, all animals must be placed by that

day. The second, third, and fourth will be occu-

pied in classing them, and making the awards.

On the fifth and sixth the exhibition will be open
to the public; on the seventh follows the distri-

bution of the prizes, and on the eighth an optional

sale by auction of such stock as may not have

previously been disposed of. 1-et us now take

more directly from the prize sheet such oppor-

tunities as there may be for our English breeders

to introduce themselves and their sorts to a Parisian

audience.

Among the premiums, then, the following are

open to competition in this country :
—

ANIMALS OF BRITISH BREEDS, IMPORTED
INTO TRANCE, AND BELONGING EITHER
TO NATIVES OR FOREIGNERS.

FIRST CLilSS.-

IsT Section.—Shotthoracd,

CATTLE.
or improved Durbams.

BULLS.

First prize

Sfcoiid df).

Third do..

£40 -)

3G ^£108
32 J

£28£28 1

2i
\

20 J

cows.
First prize .,,...
Second do
Third do

2nd Section.—Any other Breed.

BOLLS.

First prize

Second do
Third do

Fourth do

£ 72

£40 -j

?^ I
I £136

32
28

cows.
First prize

Secofl'l do.

Third do..

Fourth do.

£23
21
20
16

£ 88

£ 78

£ 33 4

SECOND CLASS.—SHEEP.

1st Section.—Merinos, Pure or Cross-bred.

RAMS.
First prize £24
Second do 20
Third do 18
Foiutli do 16

EWES (in lota of three)

First prizs £12
Sccon.l d.) , 11
Third d) 10

2.ND Sectiox.—Long-woollcd Sheep (Dishl-y, New
Leices'.er, &c.)

II A MS.
First prize £24
Second do 20
Third do 18

Fourth do 16

EWES (iu lots of three).

First prize £12
Second do 11 4

Third dr> 10 J

3rd Section.—Short-wooUed Sheep, Southdown, &c.

RAMS.
First prize £24 "j

Second do 20
Third do 18

Fourth do 16

ewes (in lota of three).

First prize £12
^ Second do 11 4

Third do 10

I.

4

£ 73

£ 33 4

£ 78

£ 33 4

THIRD CLASS.—SWINE.

1st Section.—Large Breeds

BOARS.
First prize £12
Second do 10

Third do 8

sows.
First prize £8 1

Second do 7 4 J

2nd Section.—Small Breeds.

}
£ 30

£ 15 4

BOARS.
First prize £12
Second do 10

Third do 8

SOWS.
First prize £8
Second do 7 4

Third do 6

£ 30

£ 21 4

There arc other open classes for goats, rabbits, and

poultry. We gather further that the bulls and

rams must have been born before the 1st of May,

1854 ; cows and ewes before the 1st of November,

1853 ; and boars and sows before the 1st of Octo-

ber, 1854. And, again, that an exhibitor must

transmit to the Minister of Agriculture at Paris a

v/ritten declaration, giving the name of the owner,

the classes his animals are to be entered in, their

origin, breed, age, and the length of time he has

possessed them. And that this declaration

should have been sent in by Thursday evening,

the 24th of May. It is said, however, that some

little latitude will be allowed us in carrying out this

condition.

As regards the cost of sending stock, we learn

that an ox entering France pays a duty of two

shillings and elevenpence, and a sheep twopence-

halfpenny. Of more importance, that "the ex-

penses for conveying stock, after passing the

French frontiers, will be repaid, and general

N N 2
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arrangements made for housing and feeding during
the whole time of the Exhibition."

We heheve that we are only serving both
countries in thus making these particulars

more generally public. We should have done
so before this, had we not supposed they would
have been announced in a more official form. It is

even now not too late for our breeders to avail

themselves of this notice; although we must repeat
that we consider it as a mistake that their attention
was not more directly invited to that which must
so much depend upon their support for its success.
Still the intention is a good one ; and it will be our
own fault if we neglect to avail ourselves of that
most excellent of stepping-stones, a good introduc-
tion—" Monsieur le Comte—good Mr. Shorthorn

;

it is the Emperor's wish that you should be better
acquainted,"

THE LATE SALES OF SHORTHORNS.
Sir,—It may appear a little late to say anything on

the subject of some of the late sales of shorthorns, of

which I can only speak from report and the notice of it

in yours and other papers.

As my desire, however, is the laudable one of gaining

information, I hope that some of j our corresponderifb

—better informed than the public—will enlighten me as

to the cause of the very high prices at which some
animals have lately been sold. The buyers at high

prices can generally be divided into three classes : First,

those who go for long and good pedigree, with fine

shape and quality ; in short, those who look to every
good point. Then come those who pay great attention

to the blood or breeding of the animal, but are less par-
ticular about the shape. And lastly, we come to those
who pay less attention to the blood, if the animal has
a few crosses, but who look principally to shape and
quality. As should be the case, we usually find the
first-named class are the purchasers of the highest-
priced animals, since the combination of all the excel-

lencies alone can warrant a very high price. We find,

however, that at some of the late sales (that at Hyning
and that at Hendon) the highest- priced animals have in

neither case the whole of those requisites which are
usually so highly prized—first-rate shape, first-rate

quality, and first-rate pedigree. In one case, you find
the highest price paid for a pedigree because it has a
cross or two of Mr. Booth's blood in it, the animal
herself being, as I am informed on good authority, by no
means first-rate. In the other case you see the 500-
guinea cow bring that price not because she is either the
best in the herd, or has the best pedigree, but because
she belongs to a particular tribe having a few crosses of
Bates's blood in it, with nothing remarkable to begin
upon. Whereas we see other animals having much of
the same blood (such as Lady Blanch by 4th Duke of
York, d, by 2nd Duke of Oxford, g.d. by 4th Duke of
Northumberland, &c., &c., and her heifer Lady Bates
by Duke of Glos'ter) going for about one-fifth the
money. Is this owing to a " rage" or " fashion," as
you term it, which, like the Cochin China rage or Capel
Court mania, will pass off in a few months, leaving the
majority of those engaged in it minus a large portion of
their investment ? or will some good come of it ? The
question which you ask—" Is this said esteem or fashion
justified.'" if properly answered would solve the diffi.

cully. You seem disposed to think that it is justified,

" as it will be recognized as long as it can be traced."

I am disposed to doubt it, as any "esteem" or "fashion"
of this nature not founded on intrinsic worth must
change ; and I am not inclined to think that because a
heifer has a couple of crosses of Mr. Booth's blood, or

because another belongs to a tribe which has a few
Bates' crosses, they are intrinsically worth four or five

times as much as other stock, with as fine points and
equally purely bred.

I believe that the patrons of the fashionable blood
(who seem to have plenty of money), stimulated by the

desire of monopolizing it, and of seeing the names of

their animals quoted as having been purchased at high

figures (giving notoriety both to the stock and the pur-
chasers), have lost sight in a great degree of the valuable

properties which gave shorthorns their present repu-

tation, viz., symmetry, quality, and early maturity, which
so well tit them for the farmer and the butcher, and of

the fact that these are best insured in the offspring by
purity of blood, and the possession of all these qualities

by the parents. And that I cannot be alone in the

opinion that one can breed successfully without giving

these extravagant prices for such animals as brought

them, you have the fact that you most rarely—I might

perhaps say never—see old breeders of reputation giving

these prices, though they may be supposed to know fully

as much on the subject, and have success fully as much
at heart, as younger and less experienced men. Is my
opinion well founded or not ?

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

2\stMay,lSb5. A. H.

I

CROSSING SHEEP.

Sir,—For upwards of fifty years I have seen a great deal

of crossing the different kinds of sheep—Leicesters with

Leicesters, Leiceaters with Cotswolds, Leicesters with South-

downs, and Leicesters with many other kinds of sheep. I have

always found the Bakewell or Leicester sheep to improve every

kind they have been put to, by giving them the Bakewell

barrel form, small boue, and to feed at early maturity. The

first cross in most animals has been proved the best ; the next

cross generally produces less size and weight, except you put

a gigantic animal to the first cross : when I say gigantic, I do

not mean au animal made a giant with fat flesh, with the head

and ears of a dwarf upon him—I mean a giant in frame, when

in a lean state, with bone in proportion, aye, and with a head

and ears in proportion to hia body— a long, thin head, and not

a gigantic broad one. Giants do not produce dwarfs, neither

do dwarfs produce jiiants, any more than bulldogs produce

greyhounds. It has been proved that a gigantic lam has been

produced from a dwarf ewe; at the same time, it was proved

that a giant ram lay in the adjoining field, which very easily

accounted for the giant being produced from a dwarf. It has

always been said that like produces like, and a fine bone

denotes a feeding propensity, and a long face and ears, with a

Roman nose, denotes a large breed. The breeders of Lincoln-

shire sheep say that neither the Cotswold nor the Downs mix
well with their heavy-woolled sheep, but a dip of the Leicester

does wonders. So says the lar-famed Mr. Kirkham, of Hag-
uaby. Mr. Bakewell always said that extremes were bad,

and that the middle-sized animal answered the best for profit.

But, above all things, said Mr. B., let an animal's make be in

proportion—not very large in one point, and very deficient in

another. Size had nothing to do with profit ; it waa not what

au animal made, so much as what it cost making. The Lin-

colnshire farmers are srcond to no men in the improvement of

waste land ; the Wolds, Lincoln Heath, and the Fens, for

instance : the lowest parts are now drained by steam engines.

And the breed of sheep which they have is the most profitable

for their county -.ii ,
Samuel Arn SBY»

8G, VauxhalUlreei, Vcuxhall, Surrey, May 22, .l^^^cati
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fioiS-^ENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

Finish the planting of beet and potatoes from

last month, and continue the horse and hand-

hoeing of drilled crops. Turn over the heaps of

winter-carted dung, and the fermentation will

commence and go on. So soon as the land is

thoroughly prepared, sow Swedish turnips, purple

and yellow-topped, and Laing'sandMatson'sif the

encouragement be superior, and follow with Aber-

deen yellows. The dung must be equally moist-

no dry materials on any account. Open the drills

with the common plough, lay in the dung from

one-horse carts, spread and cover the dung, and

sow the seeds immediately. If the land be cloddy,

and the weather dry, roll the drills without delay

with a weight of 6 to 10 cwt., to keep and produce

moisture: in damp weather roll more lightly, or

not at all. In turnip-sowing, three things are to

be remembered—land pulverized and cleaned

;

dung well prepared, regularly spread ; and dispatch

in bringing the land, dung, and turnip-seeds into

immediate contact. The more these means are

neglected, the more the crops partake of hap-

hazard.

In the very wettest weather in which work can

be performed, plant cabbages, kohl-rabi, savoys,

and winter brocoli from the seed-bed, on drills

three feet apart, and the plants two feet asunder.

Strong lands, too stiff for growing turnips, suit

well ; dung heavily with very moist manure. Fill

up the blanks carefully with fresh plants ; sow rape

preparatory for wheat, to be consumed on the

ground by sheep, and the early tankard and store

turnips for early use, and to admit a winter crop.

Go on with paring and burning rough lands

;

continue vigorously the preparation of turnip lands,

and at convenience the ploughing of wheat fallows.

This month and the two preceding are the key of

the whole year. If farm work gets behind, no

subsequent exertions will recover it.

Most of the stall-fed cattle will now be disposed

of—some to the butchers, and the inferior ones

for more grazing to fit them for sale. Put the milch

cows to grass in a homestead field, well watered

and sheltered (a large shed is indispensable) ; the

store cattle to the pastures, and arranged by age

and condition. Have all fences and gates in proper

order, and provide water in every field. The oldest

calves may now go to the grass paddock ; give

clover and vetches in addition, and one suckling

daily, to wean them by degrees.

""^ Winter food being finished, grain and oilcake

'.niaybe continued to the sheep. Look to the latest

lambs, which must have the best encouragement,

and strive, both by feeding and management, to

have all stock alike in size and quality : judgment

is well shown on these points.

Continue the folding of sheep (the store flock

only) on arable lands and bare pastures; put ewes

and lambs, and the most forward fattening flock,

on rye and winter vetches ; cut and give the food

in racks ; carry to the yards part of the crops for

soiling work horses, calves, lean cattle, and store

pigs. Have the yards dry, and provide ample

littering—well repaid by the dung produced

;

spare no trouble or any reasonable expense in

procuring that most essential of all articles in

farming. As the crops are eaten off, plough the

land for turnips.

Colts should be gelded before the warm weather

sets in—better during the previous autumn. In

the end of the month put mares to the stallion,

though, as \vith other animals, breeding may go

on during all seasons, only requiring some more

care and attention in nurturing the progeny.

Wash sheep by hand in a strong clear running

stream. If the maggot-fly appear, sprinkle the

animal from head to tail from a dredging-box, with

a mixture of hellebore-root powder and black

brimstone 74lbs. to l^lbs.

Young plantations of hops may be dug this

month, and the bine tied to the poles.

Young quicksets may be weeded if much choked

;

if not, do not expose them on dry soils and hot

situations to be scorched, and often killed. Cut

oak trees for bark early in the month ; strip and

dry it quickly.

Finish the sowing of grass seeds ; use the broad-

cast machine 10 feet long; follow with light

harrow, and roll heavily.

Shut up the watered meadows intended for hay.

SHEEP-WORRYING.—The decision lately given by the

Judicial Committee of the House of Lords has settled the

point of law relative to this question, viz., That the owner of

the sheep worried cannot recover compensation from the owner

of the dog, whom he may have caught in the very act of de-

stroying his flock, except the dog may have been previously

convicted of a like atrocious offence. This may be a figment

of law; but it is void of common sense. What man of

common sense would permit his dog (however valuable he may
be) to live, knowing him to be addicted to this shameful vice?

and what a difficult task it is to detect such a brute at such

work, taking place, as it almost invariably does, in the dead of

the night ! Common sense dictates this axiom, That every

owner ought to be held responsible for the acts of his own
animals. If his pig enters my gardeu and eats my potatoes, I

can recover : if his dog enters my field and eats my sheep, I

must bear the loss ! ! The soouer such an anomaly in British

law is ended the better. What an annoyance to reside near

a town infested by whole herds of prowling dogs, your flocks

and other animals at their mercy, with but a very remote

chance of compensation for the most extensive injury you may
sustain ! Surely this strange thing cannot longer remain as

it is, now it is fully known. The law must be altered to meet

the spirit of the times. Feudal absurdities cannot exist in

thi« kingdom much longer.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

MAY.

During the greater portion of this month, the

weather in nearly all parts of the United Kingdom
has been extremely cold and ungenial for the time

of year : hence, vegetation has made very little

progress, and the crops generally are very back-

ward. As the fields have not presented so favour-

able an aspect as could be desired, some anxiety

has been manifested as to the probable produce of

the wheat crop ; and some parties have gone the

length of stating that the produce must be small,

compared with last year. We, however, are not

prepared to assert either that our prospects are

bad, or that we have any positive grounds for

assuming that we shall have a deficient yield. It

is quite true that the wheats are not so forward as

we have frequently witnessed them at this period,

and that the colour of the plant is far from in-

viting ; but our surprise is, that they look so well,

sidering the long continuance of unfavourable and
unvegetative weather. There is one feature re-

quiring particular notice— viz., the unusually small

breadths of land which it has been found necessary

to resow this year with wheat : and another is, that

the extent under wheat-culture is decidedly in ex-

cess of last year, which it will be recollected was
the largest on record. Whether the crop be a

large or small one as regards the acreable yield,

the fact that we have a large breadth of land under
wheat must have considerable weight both with the

home growers and foreign importers.

Considerable discussion has lately sprung up
respecting the quantity of wheat now in the hands
of our farmers. The enormous deliveries going
on week by week ever since the close of last har-

vest, up to the present time, have induced the

opinion in some quarters that the supply is ex-

tremely small, and wholly inadequate to meet the

usual demand up to the end of August. Those
who argue and operate upon this assumption are,

in our judgment, likely to lead themselves into a

serious error. Admitting that the sales have been

extremely heavy, we must not forget that we grew
an immense crop in 1854, and that, too, of the very

finest quality. This is a point fully explained by
us some months since ; and our views have been

more than borne out by facts. The most remark-

able circumstance connected with last year's crop,

and which has told so much upon supply, was the

immense yield of wheat upon the light and inferior

soils ; indeed, we may assert, without fear of con-

tradiction, that upon many of them nearly double

the quantity of wheat was grown last year, com-

pared with 1853. This we have in many instances

discovered from the quantities of wheat which have

been sold from them. At this crisis, this is a

feature of no ordinary importance; and we may
venture to intimate that there is decidedly more

English wheat in the country yet undisposed of and

in stack than at the corresponding period in 1 854,

and that the supply is even in excess of 1853. Let

it be understood that we are not assuming for a

moment that we shall not require extensive impor-

tations of foreign grain, to meet consumption be-

tween this and the close of harvest operations ; but

our firm conviction is that, notwithstanding the

war with Russia, and the great falling oflf in the

shipment of breadstufts from the United States,

the price of English grain has nearly, or quite,

reached its maximum point.

As regards the appearance of the spring crops,

we may observe that it is tolerably satisfactory.

Barley is not looking quite so well as could be

desired ; but no doubt the fine rains which fell

towards the close of the month, aided by the bene-

ficial change in the temperature, will speedily work

an alteration for the better. Oats, beans, and peas

show a fair prospect of a crop, though it would be

premature to offer any decided opinion respecting

them at this early period. The stocks on hand

have now become much reduced ; but we under-

stand that large supplies may be looked for from

the continent and elsewhere during the greater

portion of the year.

Judging from the present appearances of the

pastures, which are unusually bare of grass, there

is CA'ery indication of a short crop of hay. Already,

meadow and clover have sold at enhanced rates,

notwithstanding that a fair average supply is still

left, and it is possible that higher rates will shortly

be realized for fine qualities. The extreme back-

wardness of the grass has been severely felt in the

whole of our grazing districts, and many of the

large flockmasters have been compelled to purchase

very large quantities of hay to meet the necessities

of their stock. This large outlay of capital will, as

a matter of course, operate seriously upon profits;

besides which, numerous flocks of sheep, in liitle

more than a half-fat state, have been sold during

the month, owing to the high value of dry food.

This circumstance is to l)e much regretted,because
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this drain must have considerable influence upon
the future supply of animal food. The supplies of

beasts, especially those received in the metropolis

from Norfolk and Scotland, have turned out won-
derfully fine, and have carried a large amount of

internal fat.

The public sales of colonial wool have gone off

with some animation, and prices have been on the

advance. The comparative activity in the biddings

has been in some measure produced by the.light

stocks held by the leading manufacturers, the

slight improvement in the trade in Manchester and

elsewhere, and the great abundance and low value

of money. English wools have continued dull in

sale, and a further slight decline has taken place in

the quotations. The supply of both old and new
wools still on hand is large, and the latter are

oflPering at Is. per lb. For shipment to the con-

tinent, only a limited business has taken place.

There have been scarcely any arrivals of potatoes

from the continent; but the supplies of both

English and Scotch have continued unusually

large, and of very superior quality. This circum-

stance accounts for the comparative inactivity in

the corn trade ; as yet, large supplies have to come
forward ; nevertheless, good samples are expected

to be selling at a good price during the remainder

of the season now rapidly drawing to a close.

In Ireland and Scotland, the corn trade has been

less active, yet no material change has taken place

in prices. The stocks of grain are represented as

still seasonably good.

During the month, about 10,000 tons of guano

have arrived in the metropolis from various quar-

ters ; but chiefly from Callao and the Chincha

Islands. Most of the cargoes have been sold at

very full prices, and over 6,000 tons have been

taken on continental account.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Although, from their comparative abundance and

good quality, the value of beasts in Smithfield as

well as in most of the local markets has had a

downward tendency, the cattle trade has been in a

healthy state. It has been a subject of general

remark that, considering the period of the year, a

much larger number of really fine beasts has come

to hand from Norfolk and Scotland than has been

almost ever recollected. The supplies of English

sheep have been good as to number, but very defi-

cient in quality ; hence all good and useful sheep

have sold briskly, and prices may be considered

4d. per 8 lb. higher than in April. The activity in

the mutton trade has been increased from the

limited supplies which have come to hand from the

Continent, with little or no prospect of any increase

in them this year, owing to the deficient numbers
now in Holland. It is, therefore, most probable
that mutton will fetch a high price during the

greater portion of the year. Lambs and calves

have been mostly in poor condition, and prime
animals have consequently realized high rates.

The great scarcity of pasture food has been
severely felt in the whole of our flock districts, and
many graziers and others have been compelled to

purchase very large quantities of dry food to supply
their stock ; whilst from some Counties numerous
flocks of sheep have been received in the metropo-
lis in a half-fat state.

The following are the imports into London ;

—

Head.
Beasts 3,194
Sheep 2,211
Lambs 95
Calves 1,559
Pigs 84

Total 7,103
In the same month in 1854 we received 4,708

;

in 1853, 13,007 ; in 1852, 8,506 ; in 1851, 9,214 ;

in 1850, 6,060; in 1849, 5,465 ; and in 1848, 7,904
head.

There have been a few Scots disposed of in

Smithfield, at 4s. 8d. per 8lbs. ; but the top figure

on the 28th was very little above 4s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

The best old Downs have readily produced 5s. out
of the wool ; and some prime lambs have realized

as much as 7s. per 8 lbs.

The total supplies shewn have been— Head.
Beasts 19,947
Cows 410
Sheep and lambs 113,600
Calves 2,470
Pigs '..... 2,590

COMPAKISON OF SUPPLIES.

May, 1851. May, 1852. May, 1853. May, 1854.
Beasts 19,464.. 17,839.. 21,346.. 20,831
Cows 460.. 476.. 500.. 576
Sheep & lambs 133,362 . . 118,034.. 12?.250.. 124,824
Calves 1,855.. 2,393.. 2,041.. 2,146

Pigs 2,780.. 2,655.. 2,700.. 2,435

The arrivals from Norfolk, Suflblk, Esse.\, and
Cambridgeshire, since our last, have amounted to

10,700 Scots and shorthorns; from other parts of

England, 2,000 of various breeds ; and from Scot-

land, 2,325 horned and polled Scots, about three-

fourths of the latter per railway.

The following quotations shew the highest and
lowest range of value during the month :

—

Per 8 lbs. to sink the oft'al.

s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 to 4 8

Mutton 3 2 5

Lamb 5 2 6 10
Veal 4 5 4
Pork 3 4 4

COMPARISON OF PRICES.
May, 1851. May, 1852.

8. d. s. d. 8. d. s. d.

Beef 2 4 to 3 6 2 4 to 3 10
Mutton .... 2 6 4 2 6 3 10
Lamb 4 8 5 10 4 2 5 4

Veal 3 3 8 3 4 4
Pork 2 8 3 8 2 4 3 6
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May, 1853.

s. d. s. d.

Beef 3 to 4 6

Mutton .... 34 48
Lamb 5 6 4

Veal 3 10 5

Pork 3 4 4

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

May, 1854.

s. d. s. d.

3 2 to 4 10
3 4 5

5 4 6 8

4 2 5 8

3 6 4 8

Newgate and Leadenhall markets have been
fairly supplied with each kind of meat. The trade

has been by no means active, as follows :—Beef

from 3s. to 4s. 2d. ; mutton, 3s. 2d. to 4s. 8d.

;

lamb, 5s. to 6s. 6d. ; veal, 3s. lOd. to 4s. lOd.

;

and pork, 3s. 4d. to 4s. 4d. j)er 8lbs. by the carcass.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY.

We closed our prefatory remarks of last month's
review by alluding to the establishment of the tele-

graphic line having been completed to the Crimea,

and that an early announcement of every important

event might be expected. Much anxiety continued

to be evinced by the public on the subject of the

war with Russia, and in the early part of this month
some communications were made of a satisfactory

nature, and the allies on the whole have been

gainers ; but latterly the information has not been
given freely. There is, however, nothing to indi-

cate a restoration of peace, and fighting must be
continued yet awhile.

Russian sui)plies of grain cannot now be reckoned
on from either the Black Sea or the Baltic, every

port being strictly blockaded, and we are conse-

quently thrown on our own resources a good deal,

looking to the northern ports of Europe for

supplies to a. moderate extent so long as their

stocks last; from thence we shall get the finer

qualities of wheat, and from Egypt a liberal quan-

tity of inferior stufT may come forward, as well as

a good supply of beans. From more distant coun-

tries, little or nothing can be looked for until after

next harvest, and the extent then to be expected

will mainly depend on the result of the yield

throughout Europe ; we shall thus continue to be in

a some.vhat critical position until we have secured

our own crop, and learnt the particulars of this

year's produce in all parts of the world; our mar-
kets will therefore soon feel any falling off in the

home supplies.

During the first week of the month the trade

had become much excited, and the advance on
English wheat was Gs. to 8s. per qr. in Mark-lane :

this sudden movement had great effect on all

markets of the interior, which were ready for such
an enhancement, buyers and sellers having been all

on the qui vive for the result of the conferences at

Vienna, and the moment these were at an end, an
activity took place in every department not wit-

nessed for some time, as all parties being out of

stock, merchants and millers vied with each other

who could be the first to secure an additional quan-

tity, for the farmers have known their position too

long not to b3 able to take advantage of these

altered views of everybody, and the agricultural

markets were all very active, some of them up

8s. to 10s. per qr., millers being driven to follow

the advance or stop their mills. The supphes

generally were pretty good, all appearing to have

been sold that was brought forward. There was

also a good demand for foreign wheat, prices

being 6s. to 8s. perqr. higher for every description

of useful quality. The imports were unimportant,

consisting of small cargoes from the north of

Europe, amounting to only 4,614 qrs., against

52,04/* qrs. the corresponding week of last year.

The London average registered 72s. 8d. on 4,664

qrs. The returns of the 290 towns amounted to

98,446 qrs. at 6Ss. 8d., against 79s. lid. on 54,353

qrs. the corresponding week of last year. Select

and heavy red English touched 80s. per qr., and

the top price of white in Mark-lane was 86s.

per qr.

At Mark-lane, on Monday the 7th May, it

appeared as if the buyers had gone on too fast the

previous week, and a pause resulted with most

parties ; but although the supply was short, the

town millers purchased very little wheat, the

sales effected being generally Is. to 2s. per qr. lower.

The advance was too sudden and important to be

lasting; had the market gone up quietly a few

shillings, it might have been better for trade. A
few runs of Kentish white were taken for Ireland,

but the Essex factors would not submit to the

decline required by the general buj'ers, and some

quantity was left over unsold for future markets.

The holders of foreign wheat would not accej)t any

material reduction, and little business was entered

into at that day's market. The imports were on

the increase, consisting of 710 qrs. from Aar-

huus, 302 qrs. from Antwerp, 615 qrs. from Bilboa,

1,038 qrs. from Bremen, 2,109 qrs. from Danzig,

130 qrs. from Faaborg, 1,588 qrs. from Hamburg,

339 qrs. from Harlingen, 480 qrs. from Koniga-

berg, 250 qrs. from Landscrona, 370 qrs. from

Norkoping, 300 qrs. from Ottendorf, 1,415 qrs.
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from Stolpemund, 1,110 qrs. from Stralsund, 170

qrs. from Svendborg, 1,250 qrs. from Wolgast,

with a few other small lots, makinsf a total of

12,281 qrs., against 67,726 qrs. the corresponding

week of last year. The London average registered

73s. 4d. on 4,021 qrs. The general returns were

92,190 qrs. at 6Ss. 4d., against 70,581 qrs. at

79s. 5d. the corresponding week of last year. In

all the agricultural districts there was a subdued

tone, the buj'ers taking very little unless they

could make their purchases at some reduction
;

but the farmers seeing no reason for so soon moving

the wroiu) waj"-, many of them preferred to look on

a short time longer, before they fell into the notions

of the buyers, and at the close of the week trade

braced up steadily again.

The advices received at Mark-lane on Monday
the 14th instant being of an improved character,

some of our leading millers came forward more

willingly, and cleared the Essex stands effectually,

giving for choice samples of white wheat Is. and 2s.

per qr. enhancement in value, and all samples of

red improved Is. per qr. ; thus the .market nearly

recovered what it had lost the previous week for all

good qualities. Prime red reached 80s. per qr.,

and select white up to S6s. per qr., prices which

will satisfy all farmers, and must be considered

highly remunerative with the splendid crop of last

harvest ; and it is a glorious circumstance for the

country that they can still make such large deli-

veries as they are now doing weekly. A similar

improvement took place in the value of foreign

wheat, although the demand for this description

was not so active as that experienced for English.

The imports consisted of 142 qrs. from Antwerp,

633 qrs. from Baltimore, 1,380 qrs. from the East

Indies, 105 qrs. from Genoa, 23 qrs. from Grebbes-

tadt, 1,924 qrs. from Hamburg, 1,497 qrs. from

Harhngen, 100 qrs. from Helsinborg, 403 qrs. from

Linipias, 110 qrs. from Lisbon, 950 qrs. from

Oporto, 550 qrs. from Rostock, 352 qrs. from

Rotterdam, 3 qrs. from Skive, 315 qrs. from Stege,

and 2,608 yrs. from Stralsund, making a total of

11,140 qrs., against 21,940 qrs. the corresponding

week of the past year. The London average regis-

tered 80s. 4d. on 3,416 yrs. The general returns

were 102,082 qrs. at 69s, 5d., against 66,51] qrs.

at 79s. 9d. the corresponding week of last year.

This is the largest return since December last, and

good deliveries will most probably be kept up until

haymaking commences, the more so if prices remain

equally high as at present; for come what may

hereafter, the agriculturists will he encouraged to

supply the markets whilst the trade is so active and

animated.

The supply of wheat from Essex and Kent at

Mark-lane on Monday the 21st instant was only

small at the opening of the market, but received

some accession later in the day from the Essex

merchants ; very high prices were at first asked,

which had a tendency to check the demand, the

town millers not feeling disposed to give the ad-

vance demanded ; and although the advices of all

market? held on Saturday were higher and encou-

raging, still there appeared no sufficient cause for a

further rise, and trade, assuming a degree of dul-

ness, could not be considered better than on Friday,

when about Is. per qr. enhancement was obtained

for choice samples ; a few Kentish runs were taken

off, but generally those from Essex were left unsold

for future markets. The transactions in foreign

wheat were only to a trifling extent, from the firm-

ness of the holders, and prices were about the same

as on that day se'nnight. The imports consis^ted

of 315 qrs. from Amsterdam, 450 qrs. from Antwerj),

2,350 qrs. from Dantzig, 67 qrs. from Dordt, 292

qrs. from the East Indies, 495 qrs. from Hamburg,
623 qrs. from Harlingen, 590 qrs. from Limpios,

175 qrs. from Memel, 950 qrs. from Oporto, 685

qrs. from Pillau, 1,737 qrs. from Rostock, 2,198

qrs. from Rotterdam, 40 qrs. from Seville, 1,400

qrs. from Stralsund, 180 qrs. from Tonning, and

620 qrs. from V/ismar, making a total of 13,167

qrs., against 39,514 qrs. the corresponding week

of last 3'ear. The London average registered r9s.

6d. on 3,436 qr.s. The general returns were 96,727

qrs. at 73s. 4d., against 57,450 qrs. at 78s. 9d. the

same week last year, showing a continuance of

good deliveries, and thepublic will not yet complain

of being restricted in quantity if satisfactory prices

are kept up.

The quantity of wheat brought forward at Mark-
lane on Monday the 28th instant, was rather limited

from Essex and Kent. The town millers purchased

it slowly, and paid within about Is. per qr. of the

rates of the previous week ; the favourable change

in the weather, and large imports of foreign, caused

this dulness, although the town millers require fresh

thrashed samples. There was a limited demand for

foreign wheat at Is. to 2s. per qr. reduction in price,

so much of the present supply being of a poor

quality, and in bad condition. The imports con-

sisted of 6,776 qrs. from Rostock, 4,735 qrs. from

Stralsund, 3,370 qrs. from Wolgast, 2,150 qrs,

from Copenhagen, 1,982 qrs. from Danzig, 1,084

qrs. from Stettin, 1,020 qrs. from Landscrona, S35

qrs, from Greifswald, 4,178 qrs. from Hambro',

1,059 qrs. from Harlingen, 1,235 qrs. from Ant-

werp, 1,619 qrs. from Oporto, 1,400 qrs. from

Alexandria, and many smaller quantities from other

ports, making together 35,604, against 47,006 qrs.

the corresponding week of last year. The London

average registered 81s. 7d. on 4,748 qrs. The

general returns were 97,879 qrs. at 76s. Id,, against
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54,981 qrs. at 78s. 2d. the corresponding week of

last year. The averages are now approaching those

of last year as to price, and probably will soon be
over them, whilst the quantity is nearly doubled,

and from present deliveries the returns are likely

to be kept up at least a few weeks longer. It is

not often that our agriculturists meet with the

same good fortune as has existed since last harvest

—a bountiful crop and high prices together.

There have been more fluctuations in the article

of flour than for months past, and the cold state of

the weather in a month usually much dreaded has
been conducive to all doubtful parcels remaining
in condition, and this enabled the holders to take

advantage of the improved demand as well as

price. In the first week, town-made was put up
5s. per sack, the top price being 70s, Households
advanced to 60s., and country marks generally

realized 4s. to 5s. per sack more money; Norfolks
commanding 55s. per sack. The second week,
there was rather a lull, and some sorts were easier

to purchase, Norfolks being obtainable at Is. per
sack lower rates. The third week, trade braced up
a little, and rather more money was again obtained.

There have been fair arrivals of Spanish, the
quality of which is generally fine, and the best
coloured parcels realized C3s. per sack, varying to

62s. for moderately fine descriptions. From
America scarcely any has come in, and this article

beingworth more inNewYork than either in London
orLiverpool, there is no prospect ofany quantity being
received until after harvest. We believe some has
been shipped for New York, from Liverpool; though
this may turn out a risky adventure, now that the
canals in that country are open ; at any rate, this

shipment confirms the opinion expressed by some
parties well informed on the subject, which we
alluded to in our last month's review. The third

week, prices were higher for town households, 61s.

to 62s. per sack having been obtained, and prime
country marks in proportion. Norfolks sold readily

at 56s. per sack, and at the latter end of the month
business was not quite so brisk as during the pre-

vious week ; but the best fresh country marks were
placed pretty I'eadily, and the demand for this de-
cription seems likely to be kept up throughout the
summer months.
There has been a firmer trade for barley through-

out the month, and prices have been well kept up :

in some instances an advance of ] s per qr. has been
established on fine qualities. The weather having
continued favourable for the malting process, some
maltsters have continued at work steadily, and have
been encouraged in this from having had an increased
sale for malt ; the best descriptions of which article

have been enhanced, fine Ware and Kingston being
now worth 72s. per qr., with more buyers this, than
any previous month, for some time past, and there

is now some hope of their getting off their stocks
tolerably well at last. The deliveries from the farmers
have steadily fallen off, and are now very limited,

and soon the stock of English will be exhausted.
The imports of foreign have been limited, but a few
more cargoes have dropped in towards the close,

from the North of Europe, and more may now be
expected from thence, although from the South not
much comes in, this article being diverted to the

Crimea, for fodder for horses, from various ports,

which demand is hkely to be kept up until the ces-

sation of hostilities. Our distillers have latterly

shown more disposition to get into stock, probably
with a view to hold the finer qualities over, until the

new Spirit Act comes into operation, as from and
after the first October next they will be enabled to

make malt in bond, and pay the duty on the spirits,

with the permission of using sugar in a similar way :

what effect this will have on the prices of barley

next season it is diflScult to say; but it cannot be
against the agriculturists, unless the value of

sugar should be very low, so as to throw a larger

consumption on to it, to the prejudice of the

former article; and perhaps the expense of altering

their premises entirely will induce the distillers to

employ the maltsters, from whom they had pre-

viously purchased the article, to make it, and thus

make up the loss of any profit in previously selling

the article to them : this being the case, they will

most probably have to enter all the makings thus

used in their own names. The last four weeks'

averages were 31s. 6d. on 36,505 qrs., 31s. 3d. on
29,868 qrs,, 31s. lOd. on 27,315 qrs., and 32s. 5d.

on 20,093 qrs.

The supplies of oats from our own coast through-
out the month have been of the most trivial

character, somewhat more from Scotland ; but
liberal from Ireland, and large from foreign ports.

In the first week they were the shortest of home
grown, having been only 40 qrs. coastwise, 726 qrs.

from Scotland, 900 qrs. from Ireland, 1,220 qrs.

by the Eastern Counties Railway, and 1,565 qrs.

by the Great Northern. Notwithstanding the

liberal quantity of foreign, the market generally

being in an excited state, the trade was brisk at an
advance of '2s. per qr., dealers and consumers
being alike free buyers. The second week, there

were 229 qrs. coastwise, 732 qrs. from Scotland,

1,657 qrs. by the Eastern Counties Railway, 832
qrs. by the Great Northern ; with 9,200 qrs. from
Ireland, and 37,087 qrs. from foreign ports. With
such an accession of foreign supply, the market
became duller, and some sorts were sold at a re-

duction of 6d. to Is. per qr. The supplies of the

third week were liberal, but not so large as the

previous one ; trade was rather slow, and foreign

samples of feed were mostly 6d. to Is. per qr.

cheaper. The next week there were again liberal

supplies, consisting of 448 qrs. coastwise, 1,900 qrs.

from Ireland, 1,347 qrs. by the Eastern Counties,

1,245 qrs. by the Great Northern, and 24,291 qrs.

from foreign ports. There was no material variation

in value of good corn, but the large dealers bought
limited quantities on expectation of considerable

supplies now coming in from the North of Eurojje,

and the improved state of the weather or a higher
temperatin-e, and nice rains occasionally; and during
the remainder of this week, the supplies of English
were 1,170 qrs., of Irish, 4.600 qrs., and foreign,

34,750 qrs., offering a good choice to every de-

scription of buyer, and prices closed tolerably firm,

with a somewhat extensive demand for sweet and
heavy parcels of foreign feed. The averages were

25s. 9d. on 20,995 qrs., 26s. on 17,203 qrs.,

26s. lid. on 17,401 qrs., and 27s. 9d, on 12,394
quarters.
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The improving prices in beans have encouraged
the farmers to find somewhat more of this article,

and the consumption has rather increased than
diminished. Fine samples have come forward in

the best condition, and sales have in consequence
been readily effected. There have been tolerably

fair imports of Egyptian at this port, Liverpool,
and Glasgow ; and a pretty ready sale has been
experienced at all these ports : this description

having improved in value almost as much as home-
grown, importers have realized good profits on
the adventures of Alexandrian produce. From the

North of Euro]5e we have received very few, and
cannot expect many from thence, owing to the re-

duced stocks in all the Baltic ports. A few small

cargoes may drop in from Freisland and Hano-
verian ports, but there is no abundance of this

article in any country this year, and stocks here
will most pi'obably be thoroughly used up before

next crop can be secured. Ihe weekly averages

since our last Review were 41s. 6d. on 5,476 qrs.,

41s. 7d. on 4,690 qrs., 43s. 2d. on 6,494 qrs., and
44s. 5d. on 4,201 qrs.

An improvement in the article of peas has been
steadily maintained through the month, but this

has not been the means of finding any increased

quantity in the hands of the farmers; indeed, less

and less nearly every week has been returned, and
few more samples appear likely to come forward
regularly the remainder of the season. Some small

parcels have been brought in from the North of

Europe, and these have gone off at advanced rates

almost as fast as they have come in, a Government
contract having cleared the market at one time of

all the fine boiling qualities ; and there are now
not many on sale of any description. From Canada
we are not likely to get our usual annual supply ;

the article being wanted for home consumption, and
commanding a high price, will prevent the mer-

chants buying freely for exportation. The weekly

averages have been 39s. 2d. on 834 qrs., 38s. 7d.

on 512 qrs., 40s. 2d. on 557 qrs., and 42s. 4d. on

426 qrs.

After we had experienced a cessation of demand
for seed, some refreshing showers fell and brought

forward a few buyers for closing the sowings of

cloverseed, trefoil, and tares, when prices were

rather enhanced for each of these articles. Of the

two first, stocks are much reduced. Enghsh red

held out wonderfully well, and it was only at the

last that any small lots could scarcely be met with,

and the importations of foreign have throughout

the season been of the most trivial character ; whilst

of white, from Hambro', there has been a fair

quantity, which, just at the opening of the naviga-

tion, commanded very high prices, and of this de-

scription a fair quantity is left over. Latterly there

has been a speculative inquiry after it ; the con-

tinued frosty nights late into this month having

materially injured the growing crop, and high as

prices still range, considering the season closed,

some parties are anxious to hold over stock by

vvay of investment, as from the reduced quantity

on vhe continent it might turn out well, and com-

mand very high rates next season. As regards

trefoil, vhere are only a few parcels of French left

over, and these run of so inferior a quality as to

give no encouragement to new buyers securing any
to hold over ; and it must consequently remain on
the hands of the importers for next season. The
article of tares was accumulating fast, and prices

tended down so much as to be attracting attention

for feeding purposes and to hold over, when after

the rains fell the demand improved, and prices

braced up fully 4s. per qr. ; thus checking the spe-

culative inquiry, and keeping out of the market
such buyers as had previously been coming forward

for this article, and they will be kept out of the

market until a decline again takes place, to bring

prices down to a safe rate.

The imports of foreign grain for the month ended
the 30th April, as published in the London Gazette,

of the 18th May, were 306,519 qrs. grain, and
107,794 cwts. flour; against 852,023 qrs. grain,

and 514,773 cwts. flour the corresponding month
of last year. The different articles stand thus :—

1854. 1855,
\Vheat qrs. 476,111 128,401

Barley 63,449 16,451

Oats 121,624 59,728

Eye 328 —
Peas 6,(94 1,849

Beans 20,911 11,348

Maize 163,490 88,741

Buckwheat 16 1

Total 832,023 306,519

Flour cwts. 514,773 107,794

This great difference will cease the next month,
as the large spring shipments from the Baltic will

have arrived, and will most probably be fairly kept

up for two months, but after that period the imports

will no doubt greatly fall off and be again on a very

moderate scale; although some parties fancy we
may get supplies from the Danube. This, how-
ever, is problematical, as the neutral vessels allowed

to bring corn from Galatz and Ibrail must go to

some port in the country to which they belong,

and their cargoes must be owned by a merchant of

the same nation, and afterwards may be allowed to

proceed to Great Britain, if her markets are suffi-

ciently encouraging for all the additional expenses

of a circuitous and lengthened voyage.

At nearly all ports of the North of Europe prices

of wheat have advanced considerably, the stocks

having been much reduced, and no great ad-

dition is expected from the interior previous to

another harvest. At Danzic fine high-mixed wheat
weighing 60 to 6 libs, is worth 75s. per qr. free on
board, fine-mixed 73s., and 60lbs. 70s. to 7 Is.

Five vessels had been chartered for London to

bring 4,400 qrs. at a freight of 4s. Gd. per qr. : two
vessels for Leith and Grangemouth at 3s. 6d. to

4s.perqr. There have been limited supplies brought
forward at Rostock, and good 62lbs. wheat cannot

be shipped under 73s. to 74s. per qr., and Ollbs.

at 7 Is. per qr. A very large business has been

transacted in grain at Hambro' ; prime Mecklen-
burg wheat Slilbs. to 62lbs. has been sold at 72s.

per qr. free on board, and some choice lots have
reached 73s. per qr. Other articles have com-
manded enhanced rates: 53to53ilbs. barley 29s. Gd.

per qr. free on board ; 38Ubs. oats have realized

23s. 9d. per qr. free on board. In Holland, taking

quality into account, prices are very high—red
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Uplcinci commanding 74s. to 75s. per qr., secondary

sorts 72s. to 73s., and middling to inferior sorts

71s. per qr. ; and r3'e was in demand for shipment

up the Rhine at advanced prices. The French

markets are in a somewhat anxious state

;

prices of wheat in most departments are on the

advance. Flour at Paris has improved in value

about 2s. per sack. The price of bread is no

longer ordered to be sold under the fixed rate on

striking their averages, which has sojong been the

case, the Government paying the loss at the public

expense, but is disposed of at the mercuriale

return, being now considerably higher than the

recent price ; and although this is not for the

moment important, it points to serious conse-

quences for the grain trade in both kingdoms.

The markets in the United States have been

sent up very high, previous to the spring supplies

coming from the interior, and stocks for their own
consumption are much reduced. At one time fine

white Southern wheat was run up to 9os. to 98s.

per 4S0lbs., ordinary Michigan to 94s., and for

Southern red 84s. per qr. had been obtained: these

prices were all paid at New York. Fair arrivals

are expected towards the end of June; and public

opinion there indicates the probability of a decline

towards that period. At the same time, judging

from the quantity deemed likely to arrive previous

to another harvest, the undoubted scarcity which

exists even in the produced sections of the United

States, as evidenced by purchases of wheat in

Chicago for St. Louis on the Mississipi, and the

sale at New York of 1,500 qrs. Canadian wheat to

arrive, for the southern States, whence they usually

draw their supplies, opinion favoured a gradual

reduction only from their present rates up to the

end of August. Flour was very high, and had

been run up to 48s. and 49s. per brl. From
Canada the advices were very important. Tele-

graphic reports from Quebec had arrived at

New York, announcing the arrival of several

coasting vessels from ports further down the river

to procure flour, as the country people in those

localities were in an alarming state of destitution.

At Toronto there were about 40,000 qrs. wheat and

25,000 brls. flour, but decent samples of the former

were worth 69s. to 75s. per 480lbs., and the millers

were perfectly wild in their ideas, asking 42s, to

44s. per brl. for flour. Indian corn retails at 50s.

per 480lbs. free on board at Montreal. From
New Orleans it v/as stated that they had not ex-

perienced a drop of rain for twenty-two days, and

serious fears were already entertained that the

coming crops of all kinds in that latitude will be

injured. The receipts of flour had materially fallen

off, and holders v.'ere gradually advancing their

pretensions.

Although at intervals many showers have fallen

throughout the month, and at one period a con-

tinuous rain of fourteen hours had been reported,

yet, on the whole, warm genial weather has only

been experienced during two or three days, and

there has been a great want of sun, and mostly the

temperature has ranged low night and day, that the

progress ha« not been as important in the growth

END OF VOLUME

of eillier grain or grass as is usually the case this

month, and we have many and loud complaints of

the v/heat plant on all light soils. , From Sufl^olk

our friends say— "Seven-tenths of the fields on
the light soils have m.ore or less misplanted, some
seriously so, many having been ])loughed up. The
harvest must be certainly a full month later than
usual, even with warm and forcing weather, as very

few fields would yet hide a hare, wliile in many, the

freehold is as bare as is usually the case in Feb-

ruary and March. Spring corn looks exceedingly

well, but winter-sown beans are much damaged."
Other accounts are equally unfavourable, particii-

larly from the Fens of Lincolnshire and Cambridge-
shire, where there is a great want of plant and no
promise of even a moderate crop. From all we can

collect, and after another month's experience, we
we are now apprehensive of a September harvest

this } ear, which might prove very disastrous for the

country in its present position, every-additional

week as to consumption being of the greatest con-

sequence, and until this year's crop has been

secured there may be many important changes in

the trade, and our agricultural friends will, no
doubt, derive considerable benefit therefrom ; but

so long as they can supply the markets with the

liberality they have done since last crop was
secured, they will have it in the power to check any

very extravagant prices, and get out of their stocks

at quite satisfactory rates.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
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